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°U Dutcft
Cleanser /'"YLD Dutch Cleanser quickly and thoroughly

cuts the grease and obstinate burnt -in

crusts from cooking utensils. Leaves them
shining and sanitary.

Reliable, gives better results, saves time and
labor. Use it for all household cleaning.

Old Dutch is free from dangerous caustics and
acids. Doesn't roughen or redden the hands.

The Quality insures

Economy and Efficiency
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A finer typewriter at a fair price Pre-war
Price

$100
Now $64

Over
800,000

sold

Famous Oliver

Users
U. S. Steel Corporation

Boston Woven Hose and
Rubber Co.

National City Bank of N. Y.

Morris & Company-

Encyclopedia Britannica

Boston Elevated Railway

Otis Elevator Company
Corn Products Refining Co.

New York Edison Company
Columbia Graphophone Co.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Holeproof Hosiery Co.

Tl\e OliVerTypewriter <;o.

N-
CHICAGO.U.S-A U

0. : , ^ K«pkfachInectean<d»ndoiled.. %J

Free trial—no money down
We will ship you a new Oliver for

five days free trial in your home or
office without a cent of money in ad-
vance from you. Mail only the cou-
pon—no money. Use the Oliver all
you wish for five days.

Choose for yourself whether you
want to keep it or not. If you decide
to buy, pay only $4 a month. If you
don't want to keep the Oliver, send it
back at our expense. We even refund
outgoing charges; so you can't lose a
penny on this offer.

$36 less than pre-war price
Nearly everything today costs more

than before the war. Yet the Oliver
actually costs less— $36 LESS!
The pre-war price was $100. The

price now is $64. The saving of $36
comes from the economies we learned
during the war. Wc found that it was
unnecessary to have such a vast num-
ber of traveling salesmen and so many
expensive branch houses. We were
able to discontinue many other super-
fluous sales methods. We adopted
a more direct plan of distribu-
tion. And thus we are able to
offer you so popular a type-
writer as the Oliver at such a
great and decided saving.

the machine all the time. Only $4 a
month is all you need remit. Think of
getting a brand new Oliver N->. 9 on
terms so easy as to average only
about 13 cents a day. No longer is it

necessary for anyone to think of put-
ting good money into a second-hand
or rebuilt machine.

Mail the coupon
Send no money on this offer. Mail

the coupon to get an Oliver for free
trial. Fill it out now and mail at once.
Don't hesitate, for you risk nothing.
If, however, you should wish our cat-
alog before ordering, simply mark the
coupon accordingly. But the better
way is to get the Oliver for free trial
and judge it by actual use! This is

your chance to do so. Clip the cou-
pon now— NOW!

TRs OLIVER Typewriter (pmDany
125;C Oliver Typewriter BIdsr., Chicago. IE.

r

Pay only $4 a month

I

I

Take over a year to pay for
your Oliver and have the use of

The coupon
saves you $38

THE OUTER TYPEWRITER CO.,
12p:0 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, HL

i 1 Ship me a new Oliver Xine for five days
I—

I free inspection. If I keep it. I will pay $64
at the rate of S4 per month. The title to re-
main in you until fully paid for.
My shipping point is

This does not place me under anv obligation
to buy. If I choose to return the Oliver I will
ship it back at your expense at the end of
five days.

| j
Do not send a machine until I order

„ ,fc MaiI me your book—"The High Cost ofTypewriters—The Reason and the Remedv."
your de luxe catalog and further information.

Name _

Street Address

City— state

Occupation or Business _j
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JOHN BARRYMORE in

"DR. JEKYEL AND MR. HYDE'
Directed by John S. Robertson

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS'
Greatest Novel

"THE FIGHTTNG CHANCE"
Directed by Charles Maigne

"THE COPPERHEAD"
w ith Lionel Bariymore

Directed by Charles Maigne

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S
Production

2 "WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE?'

WILLIAM DeMILLE'S
Production

"THE PRINCE CHAP"
WITH THOMAS MEIGHAN

"EVERYWOMAN"
Directed by George H. Melford

With All Star Cast

GEORGE FITZ>L\URICE'S
Production

"ON WITH THE DANCE"
WILLIAM S. HART in

"THE TOLL GATE"
A William S . Hart Production

GEORGE H. MELFORD'S
Production

"THE SEA WOLF"
WILLLAM D. TAYLOR'S

Production

"HUCKLEBERRY FINN"

"Let us off at that

Paramount sign
> 9

DOESN'T matter where you get on. The
thing is to know where to get off All

trolley cars stop at theatres showing Para-
mount Pictures.

That's where they unload the pleasure-
loving families. That's where the coins
tinkle merrily on the little brass plate that

passes you in to the witching time with
Paramount.

The eleven thousand or so theatres that

are luck}' enough to have Paramount Pic-
tures, announce it in lobby, poster and
newspapers.

Keep your eye open for the name. That's
what tells you where to find the kind of

entertainment vou seek.

^paramount ^pictures
•g~^ '

FAM01r£ PLAYERS - L\5K\XORP0R_\TI0\ iU^bjf|



Contents—Continued

Co-Starring with the Sandman .... Grace Kingsley . .50
Mae Marsh rocks her baby daughter to sleep.

Pretty—or Fashionable? . . . . . Louise Williams . .51
Fashions for the flapper, illustrated by Mary Miles Minter and Constance

Talmadge.

A Cumberland Romance . . . . . Mary Denham Monroe . 54
Love mingles with near-tragedy in this story of the mountains.

The Screen in Review . . . . . . Peter Milne . . .57
Expert opinion on some current releases.

The Most Detested Man Martin J. Bent . . 61
Eric von Stroheim thinks the distinction is his.

Last Night

—

Verse ..... . Mix Thorn . .62

Over the Teacups The Bystander . . 63
Fanny the Fan gossips a bit on the way to a bullfight.

Fade-Outs Harry J. Smalley . . 66
Gentle gibes at the fads and follies of the screen, with sketches by H. L. Drucklieb.

Back-Stage with Constance Binney , . . Louise Williams . . 68
An interviewer takes her unawares.

Scenario vs. Weather Selma Howe . . .70
They seldom, if ever, agree.

Who's Hughes ? , Ted Evans . . .72
An introduction to the new Ince star and his brother.

Hints for Scenario Writers William Lord Wright . 74
Information and advice for the amateur writer.

Tony Moreno—"Torero" ' ..... Peter White . . .76
He might so easily have been a bullfighter!

What the Fans Think 78
We open our mail bag for your benefit.

The Picture Oracle 80
Answers to letters from our readers.

Screen Gossip . . . . . . The Film Colonist . 82
Odds and ends of news.

GREAT LOVE STORIES OF FILM FOLK.—A re-

markable series of true stories concerning the

romances of favorite stars, by Grace Kingsley.

There is no writer who knows the screen folk better than
Miss Kingsley, and no one who can write about them with
a more human touch.

This absorbing series will begin in the October issue
of Picture-Play Magazine.
The first of the series is, we think, a real achievement,

for it reveals for the first time the romance and home life

of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray. It is a story that will be
of unusual interest to every admirer of "the best-loved

boy on the screen."

In the same number will appear a riotous story by
Herbert Howe about Doraldina, the famous Hawaiian
dancer, who has gone to California to do a spectacular

picture, by which Mr. Howe proves, in his own inimi-

table way, that you can't judge a dancer by the clothes

she doesn't wear.

Of the greatest interest to all screen aspirants will be
an article concerning the try-out which Thomas H. Ince
recently gave at his studio to a number of young persons
who were ambitious to become screen stars. Just what
happened will be told in full.

There will be a great many stories and articles, includ-

ing an interview with Lillian Gish, who is about to be-

come a star, a story on how Seena Owen made a fortune

by going into the oil business as a side line, a story on
"the wickedest woman in pictures," and several others.

Don't fail to read the October issue of Picture-Play
Magazine.
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S WILL. TRAIN YOU AT HOME

Say! Fellows—Read Facts
Is there much call for trained Electricians in

this old TJ. S. ? Is there? Say, there's millions
of dollars' worth of work waiting for you to
fit yourself to do. Positions by the thousands—at the highest rates of pay ever known

—

POSITIONS WORTH ALL KINDS OF MONEY—SIMPLY LYING LOOSE—just WAITING
for you to fill them. Let me qualify you. It
won't take long by my Spare Time. Practical
and wonderfully successful Home Study Course.

Your Success is Guaranteed
I guarantee your success in the study of my

condensed, simplified, get-down-to-business.
Home Course, with a Cash Bond. You take NO
chances. I'm here to make good—and I will

—

and do—make good. BUT YOU WILL SUC-
CEED. I know it—because you love this
grand profession, and your heart tells you you
can win if you are trained honest, fair and

square, and practically. Why, you ought to be
making in a few weeks, MORE MONEY EVERY
WEEK than the small sum you pay me monthly
for teaching you. Both newcomers and ex-
perienced electrical students have increased
their income several times over—often months
before their courses were finished.

My Course Has World-Wide Approval
I've made Electrical study vastly interesting.

My course will hold you. It grips red-blooded
chaps. They see money in it. It quickly gets
them moving onward and upward. It isn't high-
brow—nor mushy. It teaches practical stuff,
with the college-trimmings left off—in language
you can easily understand. It's a live man's

course—speedy and fast—yet so thorough, so

complete, so up to date, that my students rise
rapidly and capture the fancy jobs, or DE-
VELOP PINE BUSINESSES OF THEIR
OWN. It covers everything, including the
latest auto and marine electricity.

I Have Been Through the Mill
I am a practical man. I have made a big

success. I am chief engineer of the Chicago
Engineering Works, the finest institution of its
kind on earth. I KNOW what you need to
know—and I will tell it to you—and train you
in it like a veteran—and send vou out with

your Certificate, CONFIDENT IN YOUR
ABILITY TO MEET ANY DEMAND. My
boys are often called "Wizards." I'll teach you
electricity— I'll teach you E-L-E-C-T-R-I-C-
I-T-Y, from A to Z.

Proof in Plenty I Work for You
I shall take a deep, personal interest in you.

I prove this by deeds not words. I GIVE YOU
THE BEST COURSE ON EARTH for less than
half others charge. I help you for years after

you graduate. I DO THINGS FOR MY STU-
DENTS no one else does, and some things that
I don't even tell you about before you
enroll.

READ
WHAT MY
STUDENTS
SAY:

"Mr. Cook can, and will, get you a job, hut
that part unnecessary, because, if you study,
he will make you proficient, and then there will
be any number of jobs LOOKING FOR YOU."—
O. W. Chamberlain, Little Eagle, So. Dak., to
a prospective student.

"Have just received my diploma, of which I
am very proud. I think your Course is the most
complete I have ever seen. I have received my
money's worth many times, and any fellow that
turns down your offer is _sure going to regret it."

—Loran C. Brown, Sebring, Ohio.

"Since I started to study with you a year ago
I have, doing electrical work in my spare time,
made the price of 2 Courses, and have increased
my earning power just 100 per cent."—Samuel
Albright, Riverside, Wash.

"During May I made about $65.00 in my
spare Ume. I can hand you the credit, because
when I started I knew NOTHING about Elec-
tricity."—L. Randell, Tronton, Minn.

"You will be pleased to learn of my promo-
tion to Chief Electrician. It was your course
put me where I am. Although only a little

over hair through your lessons, I have had my
wages raised from $75.00 to $275.00 a month,
and expect to do better before I am through,"

—

H.. E. Wolf, Columbus. Ohio.

"In the past ten years I've been doing a lot

of studying, both by correspondence and through
text hooks, hut never before have I been able
to learn as I have with you."—J. B. Ham, Chief
Electrician, Albright Coal Co. , Tunnelton, W.
Virginia.

. _

"When I enrolled with you I was only able
to make $75.00 a month. Today, thanks to your
splendid lessons. I am in business for myself,
making over $400.00 a month."—A. Schreck,
Phoenix, Arizona.

"Electrical men here speak very highly of your
course. One—the Fresno Manager of the Gen-
eral Electric Company—says your course is equal
to the three years' training course at their Sche-
nectady shops."—E. Linnvtlle, Fresno, Calif.

"I want to speak a good word in regard to
your Course and methods. It has helped me
wonderfully. I passed a Journeyman's exami-
nation with the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, and am now carrying a first-

class card."—J. R. Overton, Maryville, Tenn.

"When I enroljed—I knew nothing about Elec-
tricity. Today I am the highest paid workman
for the Marsena Light & Power Co."—C. C. Burk-
hart, Massena, N. Y.

"You don't know how glad I am that my son
has found such a man as you. I only wish
other mothers knew of the interest you take in
your students—their boys."—Mrs. S. S. Williams.
Huntington Beach, Cal.

"I am still holding that position with the
Minneapolis Steel & Machinery Company, secured
on your recommendation. "—A. Swanson, Minne-
apolis, Minn.^

^

Complete Letters Sent
When You Write Me

Employment Service—Free

YOU AN D

My men are usually well placed before they are through the course. But every graduate should keep in touch with me, for I know of splendid
openings practically all the time. Big employers are continually asking me for men, and I am always GLAD TO ASSIST MY STUDENTS
TO SECURE THESE GOOD POSITIONS.

Fine Electrical Outfit—Free
I give each student a SPLENDID FREE OUTFIT OF ELECTRICAL TOOLS, Material and Electrical Measuring Instruments for

home experimental and study work, and besides this, I provide them with other practical supplies which I haven't space to
describe here—all the best of their kind and designed to help YOU make rapid, practical progress.

Get Going—Write Me—Now
I never made a cent hanging back, and neither will you. Write me today for full particulars. Details will cost

you nothing but a stamp and you'll enjoy reading my big book. Tear off the coupon—mail it—and get a copy—FREE.
No Students under 15 yrs. accepted.

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer

Chicago Engineering Works
Dept. 449, 1918 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Engi-

neering Wo r k s
f

Dept. 449, 19 1 8 Sunny-
side Ave., Chicago, HI.

Dear Sir: Send at once sam-
ple Lessons, your Big Book, and

full particulars of your Free
Outfit and Home Study Course-

all fully prepaid, without obligation
on my part.

Name

.

Address
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Classified Advertising
Agents and Help Wanted

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS are desirable.

Let our expert former Government Examiner
prepare you. Write today for free booklet
giving full information. Patterson Civil
Service School, Box Y. Rochester, N. Y,

HOW MUCH GASOLINE CAN YOU SELL
AT 2c. PER GALLON? World tests for four
years to prove it. Secure exclusive rights
for vour county. "Carbonvoid," Box "2,"

Bradley Beach, N. J.

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything ; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories" anywhere. Booklet free. Ragsdale
Co.. Box 98, East Orange, N. J.

BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay,' travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 430
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

SELL our hosiery and underwear direct to
consumer. Large line—good profits—prompt
deliveries guaranteed. Samples ready.
Write. The C & D Co., Dept. 15, Grand
Kapids, Mich.

MEN—Age 17 to 55. Experience unneces-
sary. Travel ; make secret investigations, re-
ports. Salaries; expenses. American Foreign
1 'elective Agency. 114. St. Louis.

HO YOU WANT TO EARN .$"..000 to $5,000
a year? You can do it easily. See Ad-
vertisement Anderson Steam Vulcanizer in
this issue.

AGENTS—$40-$100 week. Free samples.
Gold Sign Letters any one can put on store
windows. Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co.. 431 T. N. Clark. Chicago.

SALESMEN—CITY OR TRAVELING.
Experience unnecessary. Send for list of lines
and full particulars. Prepare in spare time
to earn the big salaries—$2,500 to $10,000 a
year. Employment services rendered Members.
National Salesmen's Training Association.
Dept. 107, Chicago, 111.

$10.00 WORTH of finest toilet soaps, per-
fumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co.. Dept. 427. St. Louis. Mo. '_

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired. Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions fur-
nished under guarantee. Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo. N. Y.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Great Demand. Experience' unnecessary. Par-
ticulars free. Write, American Detective Sys-
tem. 1068 Broadway. X. Y.

AGENTS—Large manufacturer wants
agents to sell hosiery, underwear, shirts,
dresses, skirts, waists, shoes, clothing, etc.
Write for free samples. Madison Mills, 503
Broadway New York.

$28 TO $46 WEEKLY in your spare time
doing special advertising work among the
families of your city. No experience neces-
sary. Write today for full particulars. Amer-
ican Products Co., 2346 American Bldg., Cin-
cinnati, O.

"

(
NEW DISCOVERY ! Big steady income.

Spare time. No canvassing or mail order.
Ferber Company. 200 Broadway. New York.

EXTRAORDINARY opportunity offered am-
bitious men to become distributors for new
product being marketed. Xo competition ; de-
mand everywhere. Valuable exclusive rights
free. Complete sales helps and full

'

co-
operation assures success. Start small and
grow. $1,000 automobile free. Opportunity'
to establish business netting $10,000 yearly.
Garfield Mfg. Co., Dept. S, Garfield ' Bldg..
Rr< Miklyn. N." Y.

SALESMEN & BROKERS wanted. We
offer only the best Companies' stocks. Liberal
commissions paid. Rank references furnished.
Harwell Brokerage Company, Wichita Falls.
Texas.

TIRE AGENTS. EXCLUSIVE REPRE-
RENTATIVES to use and sell Mellinger Extra-
Ply Tires. Guarantee Bond 8000 Miles. Fac-
tory Prices. Sample sections furnished. Mel-
linger Tire Company, 076 Oak, Kansas City,M issouri.

AMBITIOUS? We will establish you Hi
business ; manufacture article wanted every-
where, under your name, for 35c. each (retail-
ing $1.50) ; show you how to reach con-
sumers, dealers, agents, personally and by
mail : furnish everything, and advertise for
you free. Tremendous repeat business ; Kaley
of Brooklyn made $1,000 one month. W'rite
for proof. Scientific Laboratories, 205 Court
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Patents and Lawyers

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature. Ran-
dolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Con-
ception Blank and free guide book. Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
references. Prompt Attention. Reasonable
Terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

PATENTS. Highest references. Rates rea-
sonable. Best results. Promptness assured.
Booklet free. Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS, Trademark, Copyright—fore-
most word free. Long experience as patent
solicitor. Prompt advice, charges very rea-
sonable. Correspondence solicited. Results
procured. Metzger, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS—Send for free book. Contains
valuable information for inventors. Send
sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of
its patentable ' nature. Prompt service.
(Twenty years experience.) Talbert & Tal-
bert, 4307 Talbert Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS promptly procured. Moderate
Fees. Best References. Send Sketch or Model.
George P. Kimmel, Master of Patent Law,
18-J Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Candy

CHERI Super-Chocolates Assorted lb. box
$1.25 P. P. prepaid, insured. Best you ever
tasted or the box with our compliments.
Cheri. 142 S. 15th. Phila.

Short Stories and Photoplays

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
Great demand. W7e show you how. Get free
particulars. Rex Publishers. Box 175—P. 14,
Chicago.

$50—$100 weekly writing Moving Picture
Plays. Get free book ; valuable information ;

prize offer. Photo Playwright College, Bos
278 XY19, Chicago.

FREE to writers—a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas

;

the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89, Auburn, N. Y.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free. Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis, Mo.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS : $25—-$300 paid
any one for suitable ideas. Experience un-
necessary : complete outline Free. Producers
League, 439 St. Louis.

FREE TO WRITERS—Expert Criticism.
Stories, etc., sold on commission. Also want
Photoplays and Ideas for California Pro-
ducers. Experience unnecessary—Plot Chart
Free. Submit MSS. or write Harvard Com-
pany. Marvin Building, San Francisco, Cali-
fornia.

Shorthand

SHORTHAND. Best practical system. K. I.

Shorthand, learn in 5 hours ; speed with easy
practice. Proof lessons, brochure free. King
Institute, EA-26, Station F, New York.

Vaudeville

GET ON THE STAGE ! Experience un-
necessary. Send stamp for instructive book-
let "All About Vaudeville." LaDelle, Sta. 255,
Jackson. Mich.

Mail Order Business

I MADE $25,000 with small Mail Order
Business. Sample article 25c. Free Booklet.
Stamp. Alss Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

Songs, Poems, Etc.

WRITE the Words for a Song. We write
music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Stu-
dios, 159C Fitzgerald Building, New York.

WRITE words for a song. We write mu-
sic, guarantee publisher's acceptance. Sub-
mit poems on patriotism, love or any subject.
Chester Music Co., 920 S. Michigan Av.,
Room 323, Chicago.

WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG—We write
music, publish and secure copyright. Submit
poems on any subject. The Metropolitan
Studios, 914 S. Michigan Avenue, Room 120,
Chicago.

SONG-WRITERS GUIDE SENT FREE!
Contains valuable instructions and advice.
Submit song-poems for examination. We
will furnish music, copyright and facilitate
publication or sale. Knickerbocker Studios,
301 Gaiety Bldg., New York.

HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? I have best
proposition. Ray Hibbeler. D 102, 4040 Dick-
ens_Ave

1!
Clricago

J

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-dav. B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.

HARDING'S (Established sixty years)
prints, publishes, composes and arranges mu-
sic for authors. Catalogs and music free for
stamp. Frank Harding, Music Printer. 228
East 22d St., New Y'ork.

Business Opportunities

THE BANK PAYS you 4%. Would you be
interested in 18%? Bankers Finance Co.,
802-4 Western Indemnity Bldg., Dallas. Texas.

Personal

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW whether you
are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
or the reverse? Scientific, convincing in-
formation. Wonderful results claimed by
patrons. "Key to Success" and personality
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. Thomson-
Heywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

ASTROLOGY—STARS TELL LIFE'S
story. Send birth date and dime for trial
reading. Eddy, 4307 Jefferson, Kansas City,
Missouri. Apartment 74.

CLASSY girl pictures—2 beauties 25c;
sixteen $1 ; refunded if dissatisfied. Rose-
leaf, St. Louis, Mo.

YOUR FUTURE. Business, health, mar-
riage. "Mystery of Success" and reliable
scientific test, for dime and birthdate. One
year's events one dollar. Plato. Box 102, Buf-
falo, N. Y.

Duplicating Devices

"Modern" Duplicator—A Business Getter.
$1.50 up. 50 to 75 copies from pen. pencil,
typewriter ; no glue or gelatine. 40,000 firms
use it. 30 days' trial. Y'ou need one. Book-
let free. LT, Durkin, Reeves & Co., Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Michigan Farm Lands

LANDSEEKERS ! Good laud opportunities
in Antrim and Kalkaska Counties, Michigan.
Big yields of grains, fruit, truck. No swamps
or stones. $15 to $35 per acre. Easy terms.
10 to 160 acre tracts. R. R., markets,
schools, churches. Good fishing, hunting:
fine climate. We help settlers. Largest com-
pany. 20 years' experience. Write for free
booklet. Be independent. Swiaart Land Co..

X1265 First Nat'l. Bank Bldg.. Chicago, 111.

Wanted to Buy

MAIL DIRECT TO THE REFINERS any
old gold, silver, magneto points, old watches,
diamonds, platinum, old or broken jewelry,
false teeth, gold or silver ores or nuggets. War
Bonds & Stamps. Send them to us to-day.
Highest prices paid in cash by return mail.
Goods returned in 10 days if you're not satis-
fied. The Ohio Smelting & Refining Co., 253
Lennox Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
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You know how hard it is to get sugar, even when you pay the big price

demanded by grocers, and what it means to be able to buy it direct from us at

only 4,
1 o cents a pound. Yet sugar is only one of a long list of groceries on

which we can save you money. Just in order to prove what a big advantage
you have in dealing with us, we list below a trial order which saves you $1.20.

Regular value of these articles is $3.-19—our price only SI. 99. And we guaran-
tee that every item is absolutely pure, fresh, standard high grade—just what
you have been paying about twice our wholesale price for. You wouldn't think
of going back to the costly old way of buying groceries after you have proved
the economy of buying from the Big 4 Grocery Bargain Catalog. Send only
S1.99 with the Trial Order Coupon below, and begin saving money right away.

Catalog Bargains
Remember that with your first order

you get a copy of our big wholesale
catalog which saves you money on all

your grocery purchases. Here are just

a few catalog specials. Sold in wonder-
ful money-saving combinations.

FLOUR,
Per Barrel

100 Lbs.

Uneeda Biscuits
12 Packages for

Quaker Oats
Large Package ,

Dijeh yQur trial order at once and get our
»**»S1 wholesale grocery catalog in which

you will find many of the most startling gro-
cery bargains ever offered.

Pofarnn^c We are one of the lead-neier^f ing Wholesale Grocers
in Chicago. Our bank, Foreman Bros. Banking
Co., or any mercantile institution in Chicago,
can tell you about us.

IA/a l-iiarontAa you. absolute sat-wc \*Udidnice isfaction or your
money back. In every instance you get pure,
fresh goods of the very highest quality. Send
the coupon for the trial order today.

Trial Order No.14
Big 4 Wholesale Prices

2 pounds Granulated Sugar .... $0.09

1 bar Fels Naptha Soap 02

1 bar Ivory Soap 04

1 package Big 4 Brand Best Tea ... .35

Va pound pure Cocoa 13

1 pound pure Baking Powder .... .45

1 4-ounce bottle Vanilla Flavor Extract .52

1 box Powdered Bluing (equal to about

1 gallon average best bluing) ... .29

1 box Majic Dye Soap Flakes ... .10

Total (You Save $1.20) . $1:99

Mail Coupon Now
Our lovr prices merely indicate what you

can now save on all your groceries, a full

line of which is listed in our Wholesale Cata-
log—The Big Money Saver. This catalog
sent to customers only. A free copy will be
sent with your first order. Send this coupon
NOW—TODAY.

I
I
E
I
I
I

I
I
I
1
I
I
1
I
I
I
I

Big 4 Company 1

112-118 N. May St. Dept. 1142 CHICAGO i

Trial Order Coupon
\ Big 4 Company Dept. 1142

112-118 N. May Street, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen:— Enclosed find SI. 99 for which send meat
I once your Trial Order No. 14, and a copy of your whole-
8 sale Grocery Catalog, free. It is understood that if I am

not satisfied, I may return the goods at your expense
I and you will return my money at once.

Name

.

Address

.

Express Office.
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Learning Piano Is a PleasureWhen You

Study My Way.

DR. QUINN AT HIS PIANO
from the Famous Sketch hy Schneider, Exhibited at

t'.ie St. Louis Exposition.

Men and women who have failed by all

other methods have quickly and easily at-

tained success when studying with me. In all

essential ways you are in closer touch with
me than If you were studying by the

oral method—yet my lessons cost you only 43
cents each—and they include all the many
recent developments in scientific teaching.

For the student of moderate means, this

method of studying is Jar superior to all

others; and even for the wealthiest student
there is nothing better at any price. You
may be certain that your progress is at all

times in accord with the best musical thought
of the present day, and this makes all the
difference in the world.

My Course Is endorsed by distinguished
musicians, who would not recommend any
Course but the best. It is for beginners or
experienced players, old or young. You ad-
vance as rapidly or as slowly as you wish.
All necessary music is supplied without ex-
tra charge. A diploma is granted. Write to-

day, without cost or obligation, for 64-page
free booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ."

FREE BOOK

FREE BOOK COUPON
\

QUINN CONSERVATORY, Studio J.V.

598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25. Mass.

Please send me. without cost or obliga-
tion, your free booklet, "How to Learn
Piano or Organ," and full particulars of
your Course and special reduced Tuition
offer.

Name

I'll teach you in quarter the usual time because I make your

study interesting. I use scientific, time-saving methods which

cannot be obtained elsewhere because they are patented.

That my system is successful is proved

by the fact that in 1891, when I first in-

troduced my original method, I was nearly

laughed out of business—yet, now I have

far more students than were ever before

taught by one man. Could I have over-

come this old-fogey prejudice and en-

larged my school every year for over

twentv-five years unless my teaching pos-

sessed REAL MERIT?
I'll teach you piano in quarter the usual

time and at 'quarter the usual expense. To
persons who have not
previously heard of my
method this may seem a
pretty bold statement.
Rut I have scores of
students and graduates
in every state in the

1'nion who will gladly
testify to its accuracy.
Investigate without cost
by sending for my free
booklet. "How to Learn
Piano or Organ."
My way of teaching

piano or organ is en-

tirely different from all

others. Out of every
four hours of study, one
hour is spent entirely
aicay from the keyboard—learning something
about Harmony and The
Laws of Music. This is

an awful shock to most
teachers of the "old
school." who still think
that learning piano is

solely a problem of

"finger gymnastics."
When you do go to the
keyboard, you accom-
plish tu- ice as much,
because you understand
what you are doing.
Studying this way is a
pleasure. Within four
lessons I enable you to
play an interesting
piece not only in the
original key. but in all
other keys as well.

I make use of every
possible scientific help

—

many of which are en-
tirely unknown to the
average teacher. My
patented invention, the
COLOKOTONE. sweeps
away playing difficulties
that have troubled stu-
dents for generations.
By its use, Transposi-
tion—usually a "night-
mare" to students—be-
comes easy and fascinat-
ing. With my fifth les-
son I introduce another
important and exclusive
invention, QTTINN-DEX.
Quinn-Dex is a simple,
hand-operated moving-
picture device, which
enables you to see.
right before your ey<

Addreus

"very movement of my hands at the keyboard.
You actually see the fingers move. Instead
of having to reproduce your teacher's finger
movements from MEMORY—which cannot
lie always accurate—you have the correct
models before you during every minute of
practice. The COLOROTONE and QUINN-
DEX save you months and years of wasted
effort. They can be obtained only from me,
and there is nothing else, anywhere, even
remotely like them.

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory of Music
Studio J.V. 598 Columbia Road, BOSTON. 25. MASS.

ON SEA FARM

ONLY
99 Cents

ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE MADE UPON NEW SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.
Positively such a good Telescope was never sold for this price before. Eastern Telescopes are
made by one of the largest manufacturers of telescopes in America: we control entire production:
measure closed 8 inches and open over 2V2 feet in 4 sections. They are nicely brass bound, with
scientifically ground lenses. Guaranteed by the maker. Every sojourner in the country or at the
seaside resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no farmer should be without
one. The scenery just now is beautiful. A Telescope will aid you in taking views. Ob.ieets are
brought to view with astonishing clearness. Sent by mail or express, safely packed, prepaid, for
only 99 cents. Our new Catalogue of Watches, et".. sent with each order. This is a grand offer
and you should not miss it. We warrant each telescope just as represented or money refunded.
Send 99 cents today. To dealers 6 for Four Dollars.

EASTERN NOVELTY CO., DEPT. 75. 172 E. 93d STREET, NEW YORK.

SELECT yourown sub-

ject—love, patriotism—*

write what the heart dictates,

then submit your poem to us.

We write the music and guarantee pub-
lisher's acceptance. Our leading composer is

Mr. Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians the

author of many song successes, such as Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland." "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin
and others the sates of which ran into millions of copies. Send
as many poems as yon wish. Don't Delay. Gat Busy—Quick-

CHESTER MUSIC CO.l^fsKjg'SS Chicago, III.

TABLETS

Headaches
Neuralgias

Colds and La Grippe
Women's Aches and Ills

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains

Ask Your Druggist for A~K Tablets

(If he cannot supply you, write us)

Small Size S Dozen Size

1 Oc 25c*
Fac-Simila

See Monogram
Jjfa

on the Genuine

Tke Antikamnia Remedy Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Write for Free Samples

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and

guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our

Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS

104 E Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway at Times Square. NEW YORK
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In "The Wonder Book for Writers," which we will send to you ABSOLUTELY FREE, these famous Movie
Stars point out the easiest way to turn your ideas into stories and photoplays and become a successful writer.

Millions of People Can Write
Stories and Photoplays and

Dorit Know It/
THIS is the startling assertion re-

cently made by E. B. Davison of
New York, one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonish-

ing statement true? Can it be possible

there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write,who reallycan and simply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think of

it,most anybody can tell a story. Why can't

most anybody write a story? Why is writ-

ing supposed to be a rare gift that few pos-
sess? Isn't this only another of the Mis-
taken Ideas the pa^t has handed down to
us? Yesterday nobody dreamed man
could fly. To-day he dives like a swallow

ten thousand feet

above the earth and
laughs down at the
tiny mortal atoms
of his fellow-men
below! So Yester-
day's "impossibil-
ity" is a reality to-
day.

"The time will
come," writes the same
authority, "when mil-
lions of people will be
writers — there will be
countless thousands of
playrights, novelists,
scenario, magazine and
newspaper writers —
they are coming, com-
ing—a whole new world
of them!" And do you
know what these writ-
ers-to-be are doing
now? Why, they are
the men—armies of
them — young and
old, now doing mere
clerical work, in of-
fices, keeping books,
Belling merchandise, or
even driving trucks,
running elevators,
street cars, waiting on
tables, working at bar-
ber chairs, following
the plow, or teaching
schools in the rural
districts; and women,
young and old, by
scores, now pounding
typewriters, or stand-
ing behind counters, or
running spindles in
factories, bending over

LETTERS LIKE THIS
ARE POURING IN I

"I wouldn't take a million dol-
lars for it."—MARY WATSON,
Faihmont. W. Va.
"It 13 worth it* weight In gold.

'

'

-G. MOCKWITZ. New Castle,
Wash.
"Every obstacle that menaces

•access can be mastered through

Charleroi, Pa.
"It contains a gold mine of

Tamable anffgeBtions." — LENA
BAILEY. Mt. Vernon, 111.

*'I canonlysay thatl am amazed
that it is possible to Bet forth the
principles of short story and
photoplay writing In Buch a clear
concise manner." — GORDON
MATHEWS. Montreal. Can.
"I received your Irving System

some time ago. It is tho most
remarkable tiling I have ever
seen. Mr. Irving certainly has
made story and play writing
amazingly simple and easy."—
ALFRED HORTO. Niagara
Falls. N. Y.
"Of all the compositions I have

read on this subject. I find yours
the most helpful to aspiring
authors." - HAZEL SIMPSON
N A Y L O R . Literary Editor.
Motion Picturf Magazine.
"With this volume before him.

the veriest novice should be able
to build stories or photoplays that
will And a ready market. The best
treatise of its kind I have en-
countered in 24 years of news-
paper and literary work." —
6. PIERCE WELLER. Man-
aging Editor, The BrNGHAUP-
ton Press.
"When I first saw your ad I

was working in a shop for $30 a
week. Always having worked
with my hands, 1 doubted my
ability to make money with my
brain. So it was with much skep-
ticism that I sent for your Easy
Method of Writing. When the
System arrived, 1 carefully stud-
ied it evenings after work. Within
a month I had completed two
plays, one of which sold for $500,
the other for {450. I unhesitat-
ingly say that I owe It all to the
Irving System. "-HELEN KIN-
DON . ATLANTIC CITT, N.J.

sewing machines, or doing housework. Yes

—

you may laugh — but these are The Writers of
Tomorrow.

For writing isn't only for geniuses as most people
think. Don't you believe the Creator gave you a story-
writing faculty just as He did the greatest writer?
Only maybe you are simply "bluffed" by the
thought that you "haven't the gift." Many peo-
ple are simply afraid to try. Or if they do try, and
their first efforts don't satisfy, they simply give up
in despair, and that ends it. They're through.
They never try again. Yet if, by some lucky
chance they had first learned the simple rules of
writing, and then given the imagination free rein,
they might have astonished the world!

BUT two things are essential in order to become
a writer. First, to learn the ordinary principles
of writing. Second, to learn to exercise your fac-

ulty of Thinking. By exercising a thing you develop
it. Your Imagination is something like your right

arm. The more you use it the stronger it gets.

The principles of writing are no more complex than
the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or any other
simple thing that anybody knows. Writers learn
to piece together a story as easily as a child sets up
a miniature house with his toy blocks. It is amaz-
ingly easy after the mind grasps the simple "know
how." A little study, a little patience, a little con-
fidence, and the thing that looks hard often turns
out to be just as easy as it seemed difficult.

Thousands of people imagine they need a fine
education in ord:r to write. Nothing is farther
from the truth. Many of the greatest writers were
the poorest scholars. People rarely learn to write at
schools. They may get the principles there, but
they really learn to write from the great, wide, open,
boundless Book of Humanity! Yes, seething all

around you, every day, every hour, every minute,
in the whirling vortex—the flotsam and jetsam of
Life—even in your own home, at work or play, are
endless incidents for stories and plays—a wealth
of material, a world of things happening. Every
one of these has the seed of a story or play in it.

Think! If you went to a fire, or saw an accident,
you could come home and tell the folks all about it.

Unconsciously you would describe it all very realis-

tically. And if somebody stood by and wrote down
exactly what you said, you might be amazed to find

your story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well, if Writing is as
simple as you say it is, why can't I learn to write?"
Who says you can't?

LISTEN! A wonderful FREE book has recently

I
been written on this very subject—a book that

1
tells all about the Irving System—a Startling

New Easy Method of Writing Stories and Photo-
plays. This amazing book, called " The Wonder Book
for Writers," shows how easily stories and plays are
conceived, written, perfected, sold. How many
who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it

out. How the Scenario Kings and the Story Queens
live and work. How bright men and women, with-
out any special experience, learn to their own
amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish
brilliant plots for Plays and Stories. How one's

own Imagination may provide an endless gold-
mine of Ideas that bring Happy Success and
Handsome Cash Royalties. How new writers get
their names into print. How to tell if you ARB
a writer. How to develop your "story fancy,"
weave clever woi d-pictures and unique, thrilling,

realistic plots. How your friends may be your
worst judges. How to avoid discouragement and
the pitfalls of Failure. How to WIN!

This surprising book is ABSOLUTELY FREE.
No charge. No obligation. YOUR copy is waiting
for you. Write for it NOW. GET IT. IT'S
YOURS. Then you can pour your whole soul into
this magic new enchantment that has come into
your life

—

story and play writing. The lure of it, tho
love of it, the luxury of it will fill your wasted hours
and dull moments with profit and pleasure. You
will have this noble, absorbing, money making new
profession! And all in your spare time, without
interfering with your regular job. Who says you
can't make "easy money" with your brain!
Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
cash! Who says you can't make your dreams
come true! Nobody knows—BUT THE BOOK
WILL TELL YOU.
So why waste any more time wondering, dream-

ing, waiting? Simply fill out the coupon below

—

you're not BUYING anything, you're getting it

ABSOLUTELY FREE. A book that may prove
the Book of Your Destiny. A Magic Book through
which men and women young and old may learn to
turn their spare hours into cash!

Get your letter in the mail before you sleep to-
night. Who knows—it may mean for you tha
Dawn of a New To-morrow! Just address The
Authors' Press, Dept.157, Auburn, New York.

Tfos Book^FREE

THE AUTHORS* PRESS, Dept.158 Auburn, N. Y.

Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE "The Wonder Book for
Writers." This does not obligate me in any way.

I Name
I

City and State .
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CREATE HAPPY HOURS

'"PO secure these stars who have won your favor was
only half the battle.

But the battle for picture supremacy has been won
by presenting these stars in productions exactly suited

to their individual talents.

Selznick Stars are all different—Selznick Pictures
are all distinctive.
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Uncle Sam—Camera Man
He's gone into the picture-taking business quite extensively

to show you some of the things he is accomplishing.

By Donald MacGregor

IIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^

yiT the department of agriculture in

r\ Washington, where kindly scien-

tists study such things as the egg-

laying habits of the hen and the sprout-

ing of the rhubarb, I stopped at the office

of George R. Goergens. Goergens is the

father of government motion pictures.

I wanted to talk with him about pho-

tographing gentle lambs on the hillsides

and apple blossoms in the orchards, por-

traying the work of the department of

agriculture in its continuous campaign of

farm education.

"Glad to see you," said Goergens, sup-

porting himself with a crutch and a cane.

"I'm just a little bit bunged up from
falling out of an aeroplane in California."

"Joy riding?" I asked.

"No," he answered, "taking pictures

showing patrol work for forest-fire pre-

Don't fear forest fires—let the government
film show you how to stop them.

This forest ranger's supper— thanks to

the department of agriculture— made
many a movie fan hungry.
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'

If you haven't seen the great National Forests the government

will show them to you on the screen.

vention. The pilot and I dropped three hundred feet,

and I got hurt in twenty-seven different places."

"Well," I reassured him, "luckily those things don't

happen often."

"Yes," he agreed. "But that wasn't much to what

| I got in Pennsyl-

|
vania the month be-

j

fore. We were tak-

ing pictures of dust

explosions in thresh-

ing machines and
grain elevators. I

had the camera in a

telephone booth and
everything went fine

until they blew up a

charge of corn-

starch.

"I got out of the

wreck, but that was
all. The telephone

booth came down on
my head with an
awful bang. Win-
dows were broken
in houses two miles

away, so you can
imagine what hap-
pened. I got over

the smash just in

time to take the

aeroplane pictures."

The stories sur-

prised me. I had
supposed that a de-

partment of agricul-

ture photographer devoted himself to much less danger-

ous things. And I said so frankly.

"Some of the narrowest escapes I've ever had have
been in photographing cows," he continued. "It's all

right until the bulls arrive, and then you've got to run

toward the fence, camera and all. Usually I get over

just in time."

"Bulls certainly are wild animals," I agreed. "At
times just about as wild as anything possible

"

"No," he said, "buffaloes. In Wichita one time I

had to take a picture of a buffalo charging at the

camera, head on. I held my ground, and my hair

stood on end. But ten feet from me the buffalo

turned out of the way, and I didn't get hurt. We
had to have the picture for the finish of a film on
buffaloes.

"I think the most exciting time I ever had was
aboard the revenue cutter Yamacraw, near Ocean
City, Maryland, during a storm. We'd been photo-

graphing the coast when the gale hit us. We were
tossed around for twenty hours, and I thought we'd
never see land again. Ten of the crew were drowned.
But I got some good pictures."

Such is the life of a government camera man.
Such is the rough-and-tumble career necessary for

the taking of motion pictures of Uncle Sam's varied
activities. They are educational pictures, but they
are thrillers.

Government motion pictures began in a small way
six years ago, in the department of agriculture, but
really did not get in full swing until much later.

Only recently the peace-time possibilities of action

film have been fully realized.

Almost all the government departments use motion
pictures. First, naturally, because of the peculiar

adaptation, is the department of
The camera man de- u,,,.,, , -j.u t. • ^
lights in introducing

agriculture, with films showing the

a bit of "human in- work in all the various bureaus, such
terest" into the film, as animal industry, farm manage-

ment, public roads, the forest serv-
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ice, entomology, bio-

logical survey, plant

industry, chemistry,

and markets.

As I write I have
before me a schedule

of motion pictures

made by the camera
men of that gigantic

government agency,
outlining for agricul-

tural schools and col-

leges and others to

whom the film is avail-

able its exact charac-
ter. There are. in all,

seventy scenarios, run-
ning from one to four
reels, covering all sorts

of subjects.

"Sheep on the Farm"
is presented in four
reels, and, to illustrate,

I quote the printed syn-
opsis :

Reels I and 2—A year
with the flock. Starting
the fall by selecting a
pure-bred ram and good-
grade ewes ; winter man-
agement; shepherd's spring
duties—docking, shearing, dipping; sheep on summer pasture.

Real 3—Wool and lamb marketing. How wool is handled,

graded, and sold through community and wool growers' asso-

ciations ; the sale of lambs through cooperative lamb market-
ing clubs. Reel 4—Killing and dressing mutton for home use.

The proper way to kill, dress, or cut mutton or lamb.

It is easy to see that this picture covers every phase

of the sheep industry and presents a practical object

lesson to farmers who wish to follow it. It serves,

too, as a stimulant to production.

In the last few years there has been a sharp decline

in the number of sheep raised in the United States,

a contribution to the high price of mutton and wool.

Sheep have been unpopular with the farmers holding

limited acreage, and, in ratio with the cutting up of

the large farms of the West, the number of sheep

grown each year decreased. This film, consequently,

was designed to demonstrate that large acreage is un-

necessary when efficient methods of sheep raising are

employed. The picture, with other agitation along

the same general line, has already resulted in greater

production.

To say to what extent motion pictures have been
responsible for increased production or better con-

ditions in any single thing is impossible, according to

officials of the department. While motion pictures

form an important part of every general campaign,
lectures by scientists, the distribution of booklets, and
practical demonstrations by twenty-five hundred
county agents balance up the program.
Hog cholera for many years has caused heavy losses

to the raisers of pigs. A one-reel film now shows the
cause of this disease, the use of hog-cholera serum,
and the methods of application. Ideal sanitation is

pictured as a preventive.

One of the film novelties on the list is entitled "The
Charge of the Tick Brigade," in which
the government embarks into the field "The Story of

of the animated cartoon. A tick, bv Coal " shon 's

it . ... ,
'

,
- vouoveramme

the way, is a small insect that attacks from start to

cattle, causing, unless heroic remedies finish.

Next time you stoke the furnace remember that—indirectly—this

is the way you got the coal.

are attempted, heavy mortality. In the picture Mrs.

Tick thanks the cattle owners for their failure to take

proper precautions against the spread of her very large

and rapidly multiplying family. It is sarcasm, of course,

but the campaign against the tick has cleaned up more
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Uncle Sam believes in the ounce of pre-

vention, and government films show how
he administers it.

than half of the southern area in-

fested by the pest.

The selecting of laying hens, the

milk and hone)- industries, and the

various types of horses are subjects

of interesting films. Ideal methods
of poultry production, systems of
road construction, and how to train

boys for farm service are others.

One film, on cottage cheese, added
fifty thousand dollars' worth of
this foodstuff to the annual wealth
produced in the country, and, as

cottage cheese is a substitute for

meat, it aided just that much in re-

ducing the cost of living.

Ways to build silos, how to con-
duct a successful garden—one of
the few films of interest to city

audiences—and methods of graft-
ing trees are in the film library.

There are other pictures directed
against plant diseases, among them
the disastrous "leak disease" in

potatoes.

One of the pictures, entitled
"The Barbarous Barberry," also
an animated cartoon, resulted in

tremendous good for American
wheat production. The barberry is

responsible for wheat rust, caus-
ing great loss, and the showing of.
the film in the wheat country at-

tracted so much attention last year
that fourteen million barberry
bushes were dug up and destroyed.

There is little common informa-
tion as to the cause of the frequent
explosions in threshing machines
and grain elevators. Year after

year the blasts kept up, with heavy loss

of life and property. In the great North-
west the farmers blamed outside sources,

chiefly the so-called "Industrial Workers of
the World," for the explosions, but the

government scientists found that they came
from confined dust ignited by static elec-

tricity. They told the farmers so, but the

farmers refused to believe until they saw
for themselves, in motion pictures, explo-

sions brought about by those conditions.

Incidentally, the films pointed the way
to a remedy in the prevention of the ex-
plosions, through various appliances. These
have been adopted generally and have been
so successful that the United States Grain
Corporation, during its administration of

Continued on page 86

A burning oil tank makes a dramatic picture.



Waking the Baby
It seems to be Bill Desmond's favorite sport.

By Barbara Little

BILL DESMOND says that he's star-

ring in a brand-new role nowadays

;

the scenario is an old one, and any
number of men, both professional actors

and others, have played it innumerable

times. Yet it's never the same, and it

always gets across with its audience of

one—the baby's mother. The name of

this highly original drama, you see, is

"Waking the Baby."
Now, ever since Mary Joanna Desmond

arrived, some few months ago, Bill has

felt awfully energetic. He can't explain

it, but he says that never before did he
so yearn to do things around the house

—

noisy things, of course. For example,

there's mowing the lawn. Why, never
before did he know how exhilarating it

is to get out good and early in the morn-
ing, when the dew is still on the grass,

and run a well-oiled mower back and
forth over the greensward. But

"Bill! Bill! You mustn't do that—
you'll wake the baby !" That's all the re-

ward his industry gets.

Then there's amateur carpentering.

He's just begun to appreciate the joys of
wielding a hammer. But somehow, it's

always during the baby's nap that he feels

inspired to work on the doll house he's

building for her, and his

pretty wife—who used to be

Mary Mclvor, you'll remem-
ber—comes rushing down
the stairs, exclaiming:

"Oh, Bill, don't—you'll
wake the baby."

But, of course, as long as

he can settle down out in

the garden for tea with his

wife he can't really object to

the new regime of things

around home. And he has

plenty of outlet for his

energy when he gets to the

studio ; if you've seen a Des-
mond picture recently you
know that. Also, if you see

him doing particularly wild

stunts in his next release,

you'll know why.



Canoe or
Catamaran?
You're welcome to the first

—

Edith Roberts prefers the latter.

By Helen Ogden

YOU get a running start and hit the

first and third syllables hard."

That's Edith Roberts' descrip-

tion of the way to pronounce her latest

hobby.
"It's a canoe, only it isn't," she went

on, as we sat on the shore of the little

island off the California coast where
she's working in "The Adorable Sav-
age." "It has a semidetached side

piece, sort of like a running board,

and it has a sail. And riding in

it is like nothing else in the

world."
I believe her. So would you,

if you could see her in her Ha-
waiian costume, with her arms
stained faint coffee color, and
a yellow lej around her dark
hair. Oh, yes, I know that in the

islands they usually wear them
around their necks—but Edith's

is so becoming where
it is that probably the

custom would be revo-

lutionized if she'd make
a public appearance in

Honolulu in it.

"I'm so glad they gave me this story

;

they really bought it for Priscilla Dean,
you know, and then decided that it

suited me better," the little Universal
star went on, readjusting her grass-

cloth skirt. "I hoped we'd go to

Hawaii to make it, but they made this

island over with tropical plants and
trees and things, and now I'm glad we
didn't have to go ; I can get back to

Los Angeles on short notice from
here, and we're just about even with
Monterey, you know—not a bit far

from all the comforts of home."
"But what about the catamaran?" I

inquired. "Do you paddle it yourself

—and would you advise everybody to

do likewise?""

"I don't and I wouldn't," she

promptly replied. "I just sit still and
let the natives—oh, yes, we have some
regular Hawaiians who know how to

do it, and act as extras in the picture

—I let them paddle me around. And
I'd like to remark right here that that

boat is a source of great relief to me.
You see, I thought maybe I'd have to

ride a surfboard, because all I'd ever

known about the Hawaiian Islands was
that people rode those things there. I

got out our ironing board and looked

it over, and tried to imagine myself

riding the bounding billows in it, but

gave up in despair.
" 'They'll have to get a double for

me,' I told mother. T never in the

world can manage it.'

"And then, when they showed
me this nice, safe little boat and

told me all I had to do was
S^, sit in it—well, inside of me

I just shrieked with joy!"

y Thatched huts, groups of
brown-skinned natives, the

tinkle of a ukulele, and the plain-

tive wail of a guitar—the island had
been transformed so that it looked like

Hawaii. And Edith Roberts fitted in

perfectly—seeing "The Adorable Sav-
age" will prove it to you.

Her yellow lej is

most becoming;.
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IT was night in Nazimova's Garden of Dreams.
The famous Alia had issued a special dispensa-

tion in my behalf by suspending her ban on inter-

views.

There is no star of whom the public knows so little

regarding her intimate life as this sphinxian deity. The
multitudes adore her as a symbol of supernal beauty
and exotic charm rather than as a human being. Her
personal traits, her hobbies, philosophy or preferences
as to perfumes, husbands, and spaniels have never been
exploited to gain for her that sentimental aura which
surrounds so many of our empyreal pets. With fine
disdain for balderdash she has made her appeal solely
through art.

But it is the woman, not the aesthete, whom I seek
to portray. Print is drab pigment for painting her
personality. It is like trying to express the colors of
the rainbow in charcoal. Despite her cloistered life, I

had caught a fragmentary impression of certain very
human attributes. I had observed her in public with

,

her husband, Charles Bryant, with whom she flirts in-
tensively and convincingly. She always wears straight-
lined, formless garments resembling smocks. Her short,
black hair, one lock completely obscuring the right eye;
perpetually flares about her head as though just re-2PP

leased from an ardent shampoo. A publicity agent

formerly of her retinue had supplemented my observa-

tions with some accounts of madame's demeanor at the

studio. It seems she had an alarming penchant for

sticking out her tongue at him and running to cover
whenever he appeared with one of his literary opuscules
for her O. K. On one occasion, he affirms, she dodged
behind her stalwart husband and, with disconcerting

mirth, waved her hands frantically. "Go 'way," she

cried. "You spoil my dinner."
Her Garden of Dreams, conceived as a vision for

the picture called "Billions," was symbolic of her mys-
tifying self. It was a nocturne in black and silver per-

fumed with magic. Black walls, merging into the

night sky, encircled a pool of water that moved and
gleamed with oily sheen like some green reptile crawl-
ing from out a clump of golden-splotched bamboo.
Silver reeds, edged and shining as swords, pierced

through its surface, and Gargantuan flowers bowed
silver faces as if in courtesy to their own reflections.

Whispering together in a group were girls with slen-

der throats and glistening silver hair. They resembled
swans holding communion, their bodies shining lustrous
through veils of flowing dusk. A platform on rubber
wheels was gliding to and fro bearing camera men
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My prior impression of
madame suddenly took a jazz.

I tried to reconcile Jazzimova
and Itzky with such majestic

titles as "The Supreme" and
"The Incomparable."
The swan maidens ceased

their whisperings. The mov-
ing platform paused. As
though apprised by psychic

prescience, every one sensed
the coming.
A door opened.
"Madame is here," a whis-

per said.

On the threshold appeared
a slight figure wearing a curi-

ous mandarin-shaped hat,

flat-heeled shoes, and a white
suit bordered with crimson
poppies. An instant's survey
—then Nazimova scampered
up the steps, addressed a word
or two and skimmed around
the "set," reviewing all the

details of its composition.

Turning her head she saw me
and darted forward, her hand
extended.

"Come," she cried in a gay-
hued voice. "Come where we
can have a good talk."

Nazimova is always the ac-

tress. That night she was
the child of "The Brat" or
"The Heart of a Child," as

skipping out of the studio she
pattered down the corridor to

her dressing room. Opening
the door she passed through
one room into another of
rosy suffusion.

Her chair at the studio is marked

"Jazzimova"—which is not so sur-

prising when vou know her.

Nazimova is not young—neither is she

old; she is of no age.

as they adjusted the lens which
was to focus on the Schehere-
zade of screen lore. All must be
in readiness for madame's ar-

rival. She receives approxi-

mately two thousand dollars a

day—fifty dollars a minute

—

hence minutes soon amount to

millions.

Near the set were three

chairs, each bearing a name on
its back. One was that of
madame's director, Ray Small-

wood. The second belonged to

madame's secretary, Peggy
Hagar. The third—I paused
transfixed—on the third chair,

the chair of the august Alia,

glared the white letters

—

JAZZIMOVA. And across the

seat—ITZKY.
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"Come in here and sit down,

please," she invited, whisking a

scarf from off a wicker chair.

Circling around the room, she

finally settled in the cushions of

a lounge. She had not given an

interview for—a year ?—um, much
longer. She was sorry—a sly

twinkle notwithstanding. It was
not that she sought to mystify the

public, but after those interviews

the public knew her no better.

"Oh, they had kindly motives,"

she interposed hastily. "One said

I was young, sweet, and pretty
!"

She pursed her lips in a droll

pucker characteristic of her hu-

morous mood. "Can you blame
me for not receiving more?" She
laughed and shrugged her shoul-

ders.

Nazimova is not young, neither

is she old. She is of no age—or

of any. Her beauty cannot be
termed beauty, since it matches no
standard. She is a unique master-

piece of life, blending the dreamy
mysticism of the East with the

''He means , as an actress I am a

great dancer."

Print is drab pigment for painting her personality:

prosaic culture of the West. Her eyes are of Oriental shape,

elongating to mere slits of black gleam, heavily fringed with

lashes, and again blazing wide in a purple radiance. The
slender black brows, lifted high above the eyes, have a rep-

tilian animation. While her pronunciation is perfect, her

voice is colored with foreign nuances—high-pitched notes,

fluting inflection, and stressed accents. It has the cadence of

a viol, now vibrant, rich, and low; now mounting to a thin,

high strain. She speaks, as she acts, with gestures, shrugs,

and facial expressiveness.

Nazimova possesses versatility in its true sense—a capacity

for protracted labor. Over in Russia and even in this coun-

try, before she emerged from the foreign theater, she would
write dialogue, compose music, direct plays in which she

appeared, and actually sew her own costumes. Affluence has

not vitiated this indefatigable energy. Nazimova not only

stars in her pictures ; she virtually creates them. Even when
the photographing has been completed her work is not over.

She arrives at the studio at eight o'clock in the morning
and works sometimes until four the next morning super-

vising the cutting and assembling. Recently she decided that

she also would supervise the making of prints because she

had seen some defective tinting in "The Heart of a Child"

which she thought detracted from the general impression.

Even the queen bee, Mary Pickford. cannot match Nazimova
for industriousness. In reply to my queries, she reluctantly

admitted her versatility.

"Yes, it is true I sometimes design my sets. Yes. I have
a little to do with the continuity—and I codirect my pictures.

I have composed music, too. And I play the violin and piano,

and I dance. But I'm just a dabbler—just a dabbler." She
nodded quickly, with a shrug of deprecation.

"You know," she added with a waggish moue, "things often

appear great—when a star does them."
Nazimova is an amused spectator of herself. She seems to

take a positive glee in mocking Madame Nazimova. Any in-

terviewer expecting to make light of Nazimova's greatness
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would be outwitted, for she has that superior sense

cf humor which permits of satirizing herself.

"You have read how I studied dancing." She shook
her head with an amused smile. "I never studied

dancing. And much has been written of my study of

pantomime. Instinct, too. It is all instinct. You
know Gertrude Hoffman, the dancer ?—a lovely

woman. She asked me if she might do my sword
dance. Did you see 'Eye for Eye'? Well, in that

I did a sword dance.

"Capallani—he is a Frenchman—he was my director

then. One day he said, 'Madame, you are to do a
sword dance in this scene.'

"'A sword dance?—a sword dance?—my God, and
what is a sword dance ?' " She imitated her look of

puzzled wonder. "Then I thought
—

'Urn, very well

;

have you music?' No, he had no music. 'A drum?'
No, there was no drum. 'Can some one beat on wood,
then?' " she thumped vigorously on a table next the

lounge. "Again, no. There was nothing to do but

dance. I picked up a sword and I thought—r'l am an
Oriental girl dancing with a sword which is to kill.'

Very well
!"

Nazimova bounded
from the lounge and
glided in rhythmic mo-
tion about the dressing

room, her body swaying,

her arms weaving and

curving, her fingers rip-

pling on the air like

petals.

"Um-um-um-um - urn -

la-la-la-la. All through

the dance I hummed an
Oriental song."

Her hands fell to her

sides, and she came back

to the lounge.

"That is the way I

did my dance, and Ger-

trude Hoffman, lovely

dancer, wanted to do
'Nazimova's Sword
Dance' !" She sup-

pressed a snicker. "Kos-
loff says I should have
been a dancer. He
means," she nodded, the

laughter brimming to

her lips. "He means, as

an actress I am a great dancer. Maybe he's right."

Referring to the creative instinct for acting and

dancing, she gravely touched her forehead, "It is all

here. All is mind."
The remark suggested some new thought philosophy.

"No, no ! No fads—no—no fads !" she protested,

gesturing with her hands as if to ward off such an

imputation. Then she paused, her eyebrows puckering

quizzically. "I wonder if you mean what I mean—

•

about mind. You mean will power?" She awaited

negation. "No, I have no will power—no will power.

"I must see something first. ' I put a picture in my
mind, and I concentrate so my body responds. First

I see, then I feel, and then I am."
Nazimova's protean power has often been the sub-

ject of critical dissertation. I spoke of the impression

of height which she conveyed as Hedda Gabler on the

stage.

"Ah, Hedda, you remember Hedda, how tall she was?
Yes, every one thought me very tall. I am five feet

three inches. You know whv Hedda was tall? It was

Her home is a stucco villa of

mouth of L

not the long gown nor the high-heeled shoes. I thought
I was tall, and I zvas tall." She drew herself up
majestically. "I moved as a tall woman would move.
My hands—I thought they were long and slender, and
ihey were. Yes, I believe they were long and slender.

."Look at that hand !" she exclaimed, thrusting a

small, childish palm outward. "That is not a pretty

hand. It is a stubby hand. It is not the hand of an
artist. It is the hand of a workman. Yes, and it has
worked."

She spoke with musing tone, as she drew one palm
slowly over the other.

Nazimova does not speak with her voice alone, she
speaks with her entire body. Each member vibrates

in tune with the thought that sweeps across her mind.
"No part of me is dead." She pressed a thumb and

finger together as if testing their sentiency. "All is

alive. All expresses. The first thing you learn in a

Russian dramatic school is to come out of your corsets.

You throw them away." She made a flinging gesture
with a scarf in lieu of the abandoned garment. "You
throw them away—and you never get them back again.

Then you learn the five positions of the dance—noth-

ing more. It is for

grace."

Again she sprang to

the floor, this time to il-

lustrate the "five posi-

tions." Her feet flut-

tered nimbly in the

movements. As a sort

of finale she swept the

floor with the palms of

her hands, her knees re-

maining rigid.

Her suppleness indi-

cated regular exercise.

She smiled and shook

her head. She took a

perverse delight in refu-

tation.

"I ne-ver exercise. I

don't walk, I don't ride

horseback, I don't play

golf or tennis. I do

nothing except," she

added whimsically, "I

move my grand piano

five times a week."
She studied the palms

of her hands, evidently

in search of callouses, at the same time explaining that

her life away from the studio was very simple.

"I go from the studio to my home and from my
home to the studio," indicating the monotony of the

route with a motion of her arm. "That is all. I never

go any place. It is not that I think people frivolous

who go out. I think it nice. I wish sometimes I could.

But I can't. I just stay at home and read. Every

night I read before I sleep."

Her home is a stucco villa of spacious rooms, located

at the mouth of Laurel Canon. Among its objets

d'art are two silver portraits of Mary Pickford, auto-

graphed, "To Alia—Affectionately, Mary" and "To

Alia With My Love, Mary."
Her interests are not restricted to motion pictures.

Reference was made to the Russian situation.

"I mustn't tell you what I think about Russia." She

glanced down with an enigmatic smile at the green scarf

which she was twisting between her fingers and over

her knee. "No, I mustn't tell you. You might think

Continued on page 90

spacious rooms located at the

aurel Canon.



Come On Outdoors!

Say "No" if you can—but oh. how can you! Here's an invita-

tion for you straight from the ragged coast of California—and from
\ivian Rich. The sea has never been bluer; way off at the edge
of it you can see a liner, homeward bound from China, "with a
cargc of ivory and apes and peacocks." and back there at the left,

just out of sight, are the caves; eerie places with the sunlight

filtering through the rocks—fit haunts for smugglers, but peopled
now only by crabs that go scuttling over the piles of greeny-yellow
kelp as if they were the lost souls of the old smugglers themselves.

Of course, you may not be able to join Vivian on these surf-beaten

rocks—but you can go outdoors, wherever you are! And on the
next few pages you'll find pictured some suggestions.
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A pool as round as a full moon—a pool all starred with water lilies,

and crystal clear, so that May Allison's pretty face is perfectly reflected

in it. Now, wouldn't you like to climb over the ivy-hung wall, as the

hero in "Held in Trust" is doing, and explore the haunts of this remote
garden spot with May? You could check your troubles on the other

side of the wall, you know, and perhaps they'd have vanished by the

time you climbed back again.

This is the "Lahoma" country. Perhaps you've seen its

great, brown hills, whose bare slopes have been swept by
the winds of centuries. Marauding Indians rode these

hills; later, feuds between the whites made men's deeds
fit in with the backgrounds of those scarred hills. Cruel
country, perhaps—but that's all in the past ; the past that

you see so vividly pictured in "Lahoma."

Here's the Pacific coast again, with its little, stunted trees, so bent

by the wind that they are like gnarled old dwarfs, reaching out to you
as you pass. Wanda Hawley and Harrison Ford found these sun-warmed
stones an ideal place in which to picnic and talk over his troubles in

"Miss Hobbs," but nobody needs picture-making as an excuse to pack
up a luncheon and motor down the road traveled by the monks of old

to such a spot as this one.
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Perhaps you'd rather not come out into this desert country, with its

clumps of sagebrush and sandy wastes, made gruesome by old skeletons,

like the one shown here. And yet—imagine the little processions of

prairie schooners that traveled it long ago; the mothers who gathered
their children close around the camp fires at night, and wondered
whether good fortune or ill waited at the end of the journey. It's

pioneer country, this is—good picture-making country, too, as Harry
Carey proved when he used it in "The Three Godfathers."

A man stole this picture for us. "Prettiest still I ever saw," he
phoned. "It's from Bill Russell's picture, 'Slam Bang Jim,' and it's

worth using. Want to see it?" We did, and here it is. Also—here's
hoping the film company who made the picture doesn't put a detective
on the case! We'd hate to send that man to jail just for the sake of
letting you enjoy this with us.

You know that old poem, doubtless: "I wish I was a
rock, a-settin' on a hill; I'd never do a thing, but just

keep settin' still." Well, the nearest anybody can come
to that ideal state, it seems to us, is to settle down in a
flat-bottomed boat and drift along through this kind of

scenery. Oh, yes, of course somebody else has to do
the poling.
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The Toast of the

Town
It was Justine Johnson as

long as she was willing.

By Peter White

Photos by White

LL Broadway talked about her—all

New York toasted her. She was
the prettiest chorus girl in town,

and everybody went to the Follies to ap-

plaud her golden-haired, blue-eyed beauty.

That was in 191 5. Born in Hoboken, New
Jersey, she'd begun her professional career

as one of the children in "The Blue Bird
;"

now she was well started toward the heights.

And Justine Johnson went on and on.

The next year she was a principal in the

Follies. Then she went into musical com-
edy—was given parts, was made a star.

She started the smart, gay "Little Club."

where everybody who was anybody went
to dance after the theater.

Then—she vanished. "Married some ob-

scure millionaire and retired," guessed
Broadway disgustedly. "Grown tired of
the game and wanted to retire when she
was at the very top," suggested Fifth Av-
enue wisely. They were both wrong.

For Justine Johnson had decided that she

wasn't at the top—not the one she wanted
to reach, at least. So she slipped away and
joined Poli's Stock Company, in Water-
bury, Connecticut, last summer. She played
one part each week while she studied and
rehearsed another. The proverbial slave

couldn't have worked much harder. In the

center of the page you can see that brains,

not beauty, were Justine's god in the sum-
mer of 1919; the picture shows her in her
first role in "stock."

And now you can see the

results, if you'll watch for

"Moonlight and Honey-
suckle," the first Realart

picture in which she is

starred. It's made from a

successful play, and if Jus-
tine's beauty can make it

so, it ought to make a cork-

ing good movie.
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It's Up to

theAuthor

The development in motion pictures

in the next few years is going to de-

pend largely upon the author. It is

not going to be enough that he sell the

motion-picture rights to his stories for

from five thousand to twenty-five thousand dollars. He
must take off his coat and earn his wage.

If authors would spend their spare time helping di-

rectors and actors to interpret their stories properly,

pictures would be better. So far, most authors have
felt that their responsibility ended when they received

their checks for "screen rights."

But a new era is beginning, and the authors who
now are getting ahead in motion-picture production are

the ones who are going into the studios to give directors

the benefit of their assistance; who are willing to make
suggestions during production, not after.

Frank L. Packard, the man who

A Specific wrote "The Miracle Man," recently

j-, ; put in nearly two months at the Selz-
tjXample n

-

lcy. studios in and near New York
City, following every move that was

made in the filming of his story, "The Sin That Was
His," and giving Hobart Henley, the director, all the

cooperation and aid that he could.

"I've had several of my stories filmed," Packard told

The Observer, "and some of them I really didn't rec-

ognize as my stories when I saw them on the screen.

That, however, isn't the case this time."

To the credit of the authors be it said that they are

nearly always more than anxious to cooperate in this

way whenever they are given assurance that there is

an intention really to reproduce the spirit of their

stories
;
considering the way in which most stories

have been butchered in the past it is no wonjier that

the authors sat back, collected their money, and then
cursed the movies.

The Drama
Cries

"He/p"

WellWant
to See This

Picture

By the wav, Packard prophesies that

"The Sin That Was His" is to be a

greater picture than "The Miracle

Man." He certainly has a right to

make the prediction, since he wrote

the stories on which both productions were built. Like

"The Miracle Man," it is an example of what we have
called "the spiritual drama," but, as Packard pointed

out, it does^iot make the demand on credulity that his

first great picture did.

William Faversham, one of the finest actors of the

English-speaking stage, is the star, and a village set

was built for the production which rivals for size and
surpasses in attractiveness the one built for "The Cop-
perhead." There's a well-selected cast, and much
earnest endeavor has been devoted to making Packard's

second screened story hit the bull's-eye of popular favor.

A lot of fuss is being made in New
York by some of the producers of The
Drama over what they call the menace
of "the movies." They always spell

Drama with a capital D and sneer a

bit as they call motion pictures "movies." Drama, they

pretend to believe, means the speaking stage.

They even go further and would have us think that

Drama means only the highbrow productions that play

for a few weeks in a small theater and after that are

known only to the folks who buy the play in book form.

Their shudders are caused by the fact that Famous
Players has bought control of Charles Frohman. Inc.,

and is financing several other producers of vocally

projected plays. They fear lest" the plays that Broad-
way is to see from now on will be plays only adaptable

to motion pictures, and, of course, that will be something

terrible for The Drama.
The trouble with the argument is that a whole lot

of posing is being done by a few persons who are pre-

tending that they are a bit better mentally than the

masses. It is a balloon that needs pricking with a pin.

The Drama that is being menaced, according to those

gentlemen with the pained looks, is all the best that we
have on the speaking sta?e. You ask them to show you
a menace and thev fumble around and admit that some
of the most highbrow plays of the season have been

produced on the stage by these same menacers—but

they don't think there will be any more of them. They
say the writers will all be writing for pictures, instead

of for the stage—which is a condition that already ob-

tains to a considerable degree.

They don't know just what the trouble is, but they

know it is something fierce, and that there are going

to be plays produced on Broadway backed by motion-

picture, people, instead of by some intellectual. This

is a condition welcomed by actors, costumers. and scene

painters, because they know they will get their money
from the motion-picture people, while there usually is

some doubt about collecting from intellectuals. But

the highbrows are against it. Why. they can't tell you

exactly.

The Drama, to be frank with you, is

Here's the Pretty on tne blink. Outside of

. New York, Boston. Chicago, and Phil-
lruth adelphia it is flat on its back. People

won't pay to see the shows they're get-

ting. They're tired of being bunked with Number Four
companies in Broadway failures. Instead, they go to

the motion-picture theaters, where they know what they

are buying.

The Drama has its back to the wall. There always

will be production of plays in the big cities, but the

one-night-stand town has about gone out of existence.

Bad shows and hieh costs have killed the goose.
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A few years ago The Drama laughed at the motion
picture. Now it finds that the motion picture is the

greatest amusement in the world, and that, because of

its backing by the public it is in a position to obtain
the finest writers, actors, directors, anybody it wants.
The public demands more fine motion pictures. It will

pay well to see them. And the producers, knowing this,

are ready to take everything worth while that the stage

has. It isn't any virtue on their part—they've got to.

Famous Players is producing on the stage because
in this way it can interest authors in writing for motion
pictures and can offer both motion-picture and speaking-
stage engagements to actors.

The motion picture is an amusement. The highbrow
drama is not. The motion picture is for the masses.
The highbrow drama depends for its existence upon a
limited few.

The Drama fears the coming of things popular. It

fears the motion picture and the way to stir up oppo-
sition against a thing that is likely to put you out of

business is to cry "Menace ! Menace !"

The motion picture won't be rough with The Drama.
It will let it play in its own yard if it will behave and
not take itself too seriously nor pretend that it is

better than it is.

But good motion pictures are what fifty million peo-

ple in the United States want and what they will have,

even if, in getting what the}' want, they have to trample
on drama, Drama, and DRAMA.
Anyway, the speaking stage will have a hard time

maintaining that it is on a level higher than motion
pictures. For every good spoken play you have seen

in your town in the last year you can name five motion
pictures that were better entertainment. Am I right?

You know I am. Make out a list yourself. Then send
it in to The Observer to help him prove his point.

rpj t*- Al H. Woods is one of the theatrical
1 lie menace prociucers wh js menacing motion

of Al H. pictures. He took Theda Bara and put

Woods *n a sPeaking play which is prob-

ably the worst show ever produced. It

wouldn't be so bad if the drama would take the blame,

but Al Woods blames it on motion pictures. He doesn't

explain that Theda Bara as a motion-picture star is

no more. She wouldn't do any longer in motion pic-

tures—so she went on the speaking stage.

Al Woods offered many thousands of dollars to Bill

Hart to appear in a play on the stage. Bill turned it

down. He's not ready for the minor league yet.

The Capitol Theater in New York,

The Box- tne world's largest amusement palace,

„ ~. D . which started out with a "top" price
Ujjice rrice f two dollars, has cut its prices in half

and seems to be on its way to greater

success as a motion-picture theater. It is The Ob-
server's feeling that one dollar is enough to pay for

the best motion picture in the best theater on earth.

We do not underestimate the value of a fine per-

formance, with expensive singers and a sixty-piece

symphony orchestra, but the motion picture is a staple,

and it should be kept to a reasonable price. Prices for

motion pictures are about at the top now. Theaters
know that they must depend upon regular patronage
and that thirty-five to fifty cents is about enough for

? neighborhood theater to charge.
"Two-dnllar" motion pictures have seen their day.

We doubt if "The Birth of a Nation" could again play
to two-dollar prices, even these days, when everything
has doubled. There are so many good pictures that
the public is willing to patronize theaters regularly, and

it is better to play to a lot of people at a moderate
price than to a few at a high price.

Next fall will see interesting develop-

ProdllCtion ments m motion pictures. A great

o .j. many stars and directors are all look-
jSpectallzed

jng toward having their own companies.
To have their own organization pleases

them because it sounds well in the public prints—and
because there is a possibility of greatly increasing their

earnings
;
though this does not always follow, since some

of these independent ventures have been as great fail-

ures as others have been successes.

The only thing the public is interested in is good
pictures, and if a star or a director can do better on
his own, they hope he will break away from whatever
organization holds him. But if, in deserting the big

organization, he assembles a poor staff and begins mak-
ing poor pictures, the public will soon forget him.

The big pictures of the past prove nothing. D. W.
Griffith nearly always has had his own producing unit,

and he has made some commonplace pictures as well

as some very wonderful ones. George Loane Tucker
has worked by himself for several years and he turned
out several failures before he made "The Miracle Man."
Cecil B. De Mille always has had a big organization

back of him, and it must be admitted that in recent

years De Mille has probably had a higher percentage

of popular successes at least than any other director.

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford have made
some splendid productions since forming their own
companies, though perhaps no better ones than some
they made before.

Sifted down, it really doesn't seem to make much
difference to the general public. It would, though, if

the stars were all like Charlie Chaplin. If they were,

the public would rise up and demand that all "own
companies" be abolished. For when Chaplin worked
for wages, he turned out at least eight comedies a

year. Since he has had his own company he seems
bent upon making about one comedy every eight

years.

at / / The attorney general of Massachu-
1\0I JO) setts deeded that the motion-picture-

Miissa- censorship bill was unconstitutional, so

chusetts Governor Coolidge promptly vetoed it.

when it came to him for signature.

Then the House, which had passed it under the urge

of Massachusetts reformers, upheld the veto by a vote

of 202 to 14.

So the Pennsylvania idea of cutting films to pieces

will not be adopted in Massachusetts. Massachusetts
will have to continue on its career of crime while Penn-

sylvania, protected by the motion-picture censors, will

remain pure and sinless.

Out in Ohio they trimmed down

The Ohio "Treasure Island" because it dealt with

n pirates and other wicked things. Here
L elisors

js a c iass jc that for years boys have

read, a book that parents have always

thought was good for their kids. But, alas, it seems

not.

The Ohio censors cut out of the film lines written

by the master hand of Robert Louis Stevenson, lines

which have been read by thousands of boys for years

and years.

Especially obnoxious to them was a threat by a pirate

to cut Jim's throat! Out of the film went the threat!

It might drive boys out into an orgy of throat cut-

ting.



Running Down a Villain

It took a lot of digging into the past of Warner
Oland, arch villain of the screen, for the inter-

viewer to discover where they had met before.

By Edgar Donaldson

I STOOD at the fence and watched the professional

bicyclists "burn up the track." It was a blazing

hot day, and the air was thick with dust and
the odors of fresh popcorn and squeezed lemons and
half-eaten oranges. But everybody on the county
fair grounds was gathered at the race track, and not

a soul seemed to mind the heat. For this was a real

race. A man had just shot out of the bunch of

riders and was making for the lead. Everybody held

their breath and clenched their hands—if he made it

he'd probably come in first. He began to swing in

toward the fence to pass number three, edging in

warily for all he was going so fast. And then—sud-
denly number three flopped over in the dust, the am-
bitious one's wheel struck the fallen machine, and
the contender for first honors sailed through the air

in a parabolic curve and struck

the fence.

There were shrieks of horror
from the grand stand. I ran

to the rescue, and the pink

lemonade man and I un-
draped the injured rider from
the rails and carried him to

a shady spot, where somebody

He's the
screen's Orien-
tal authority.

else administered first aid.

That was in September, 1900.

Recently I went to see Warner
Oland, who has been featured in Pathe
serials for some time now

; you may remem-
ber him in "The Lightning Raider," with
Pearl White, and in "The Third Eye."
"Your face is familiar," I told him, "but

I can't seem to place you. What have you
done.''" You see, I wasn't much of a screen

fan then, and so hadn't seen him playing the
villain for Pathe or Famous Players, or in any
of the many pictures in which he's been the

>^ wily Oriental ; he has a remark-

able wardrobe of Chinese cos-

tumes, as you probably

\jLlif know, and is an expert on

^jjS| Oriental make-up.
' j lie mentioned the fact

that he'd translated a num-
ber of Strindberg's plays

;

having been born in Sweden, it was
easy for him to handle the language
in which they were written. But
I've never read any Strindberg.

Then he recalled his experience

at Williams College, where he pro-

duced Sir Christopher Marlowe's "Jew of Malta."
Well, perhaps I'd seen him on the stage, in support of

Viola Allen or Sothern and Marlowe. I hadn't. Neither
had I seen him playing with Laurence Irving, son of the late

Sir Henry, in "The Daughters of Monsieur Dupont."
"Well, perhaps—that is to say, while I was studying in

Boston when I was just a youngster I acted as night guard
for a patient at a private sanitarium for a week, and when
he escaped from me one evening I spent six hours looking
for him. Perhaps " Quite delicately he left the sentence
hanging in mid-air.

"I was not the lunatic," I told him firmly.

It began to look hopeless. Had I by any chance ever
been connected with a public school in Boston? Oland had
spent three days tramping through Boston with portable

scales, with a doctor who was weighing the school children.

Another false hunch

!

And then—but you've guessed it long ago, of course. Ple'd

been the bicycle rider I untangled from the fence way back
at that county fair in Middletown, Connecticut, in 1900.
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A Creator of

Characters

As the fiery, impetuous Rafael, with Clara

Kimball Young.

THERE are a good many charac-

ter actors who are always chosen
to represent a certain type

;
or,

for whom, if they have the good fortune

to be stars, certain stories are especially

written just to fit their peculiar personali-

ties. But there are not so many actors

who are noted for unusual versatility in

a wide range of character parts. You
can think offhand of a few among the

older actors, such as Tully Marshall,
George Fawcett, Theodore Roberts—and
even they usually manage to make their

own personalities crop out through their

whisker-and-wig disguises.

But how many versatile young men of
real distinction can you name? Bert Ly-
tell? Yes, I thought of him, and so did
Bertram Grassby, when I went to talk

to him on how the thing is done. For
Grassby is one of the remarkable character
actors of real versatility, as the follow-

ing incident will indicate.

The author of "The Soul of Rafael"
brought a famous writer to Clara Kim-
ball Young's set one day, advising him
to engage Grassby for the production of
one of his novels. This gentleman said

most emphatically, "Oh, I couldn't use
him

; he's a pure Latin type." Some weeks
later, the two writers appeared on a set

in which Mr. Grassby was playing a Scan-
dinavian role, and Mrs. Ryan's friend
exclaimed impulsively, "I must beg your
pardon ! I shall never yield

to snap judgment again— A totally differ-

Mr. Grassby is really Nor- ent type was

wegian!" As a matter of ^ l

i,
arr^ r,J n

c ° , , • -it '"'J Fighting
tact, he was born in Eng- Chance:'
land.

i

Photo by W. R. Scott

Grassby was very frank and very much to

the point in talking to me about his work the

day on which I called on him. Also he was

very enthusiastic. For this grave, thoughtful

young man, with the intense black eyes and quiet

manner, can be impulsive and vivacious. It

all depends on his moods. When perfectly at

ease he is very lively company. He talks rap-

idly and gesticulates freely. On this particular

day he was in a lively mood.
"I really don't like to play the ordinary,

well-dressed young heavy," he began. "I don't

care about just sauntering

through society dramas.
Personally, all that really

interests me is to attempt

a finely drawn character-

ization. By the way, it

seems to me that characteri-

zation is more interesting

even than the plot, when one
sees a picture.

"Take the case of your
personal friends—what in-

terests you the most about
them? Isn't it the combina-
tion of the many little things

that mold them into what
they are ? Think back over
your favorite books. Don't
the great characters of fic-

tion stand out in your mind
as of really more interest

than the plots which the nov-
elists wove around them?

"They do to me. That's

why I want to create screen

characters. That's wiry I

don't mind if people can't

remember how I—Bert
Grassby—look, even if that

isn't the best thing from the

point of view of personal

ambition. I want the cast-

ing directors to employ me.
not because I represent a

certain type, but because I

can create many different

types."

"And the secret of doing
that—is there one?" I in-

quired.

"I think so," he answered.
"I have worked it out for

myself somewhat as follows.

You can represent a distinc-

tive character only if you
have a concrete mental,
visual image of that char-

acter. Make-up and cos-

tumes may help, but the prin-

cipal thing lies here."



Bertram Grassby explains the method
by which he is able to drop his own
personality and become another

person—on the screen.

By Fritzi Remont
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He paused and tapped his forehead.

"To do this on the screen is curiously differ-

ent from doing it on the stage. Let me give

you an example.

"A good many years ago 1 was asked to

play in 'When We Were Twenty-one'—to do

the character of The Imp. I was so tickled

at having the best role ever assigned to me
up to that time, that I studied and rehearsed

until I forgot everything on earth but The
Imp's outlook.

"The first night opened at Albany, and in

the tremendous scene in which The Imp is

supposed to weep stage

tears, I broke down com-
pletely and wept bitterly,

giving immense realism. Did
it take? Why, the audience

laughed itself sick! I was
terribly humiliated.

"I learned my first lesson

in the technique of the stage

by bitter experience.

"Some years later, when
playing stock, I was told we
would do the same play.

They told me I was the ideal

type for The Imp, that they

expected me to give a won-
derful performance.

"I tried to resign, but my
contract wouldn't let me.

"I studied the thing out

carefully, and played it de-

liberately. As a result I

gave a technically faultless,

workmanlike performance
which pleased every one and
received splendid press no-

tices. I put absolutely noth-

ing in it which was not cor-

rect from the technical

standpoint. In fact, the

New York papers said that

there never had been another
Imp like mine.

"But in motion pictures all

that is different. We are not
there to display a stage

technique, but to throw
thoughts on the screen.

That's ail we can do, be-

cause we can't use words.
I think that is why Haya-
kawa so surprised every one
in that never-to-be-forgot-

ten play, 'The Cheat.' He
came to the screen with no
prejudice, without experi-

ence. The screen is not a

new art—I object to that

statement. It simplv deals

Quarrier represented the finished, repressed villain.

with acting in a different fashion. The
camera is the only mode of expression

which expresses thought, to put it crudely.

On the stage we get a story across by
means of words, do we not? Everything
combines—the man's personality, stage

settings, clothes, voice, intonation—ail

summed up the)" are only a setting for

the spoken lines.

"In pictures we have eliminated every-

thing, made everything subservient to

thought. Those who do not understand
this merely give pretty pictures to the

public. They do not understand screen

characterization. Look at the remarkable
performances given by novices—portray-

als which put to blush the acting of men
and women famous on the stage. The
novice is frequently so lost in her part

that she no longer acts—she thinks her-

self the heroine. On the stage one may
give a technically perfect performance
while calculating on what the evening
dinner holds in store. I have often had
my mind occupied with the most trivial

personal matters while playing tragic bits.

You can't try that on the screen. That
is why I call it the greater art. You
hear it said of some one, 'Oh, he is won-
derful on the stage ! It will be a treat

to see him on the screen.' Then—dis-

illusionment." Mr. Grassby shook his

head solemnly. He has a trick of em-
phasizing his words by
the tap, tap of a very
sharp lead pencil on the

table.

"But you were telling

about how you visualize

a character " I iriter-

"For making
Rafael come to

life" was the in-

scription which

the author wrote

in the book she

sent to Grassbv. rupted to bring him back
to the subject.
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"Oh, yes, so I was," he replied. "Well, here's an
example. I had to play the part of that repressed,

finished villain in 'The Fighting Chance.' I wanted
to make up just as readers of the novel had pictured

that man. Beyond knowing that he wore a Vandyke
beard, I had no conception of his appearance. I could

not secure a copy of the book at public libraries or

local book stores, for the fact that it was to be pro-

duced shortly had made people buy or borrow copies.

My wife ordered one for us, and meantime I studied

the script. I said to myself that there is some source

which reveals every idea to every man. The right idea

of this characterization had appeared to the novelist,

and would reappear to me if I'd think it out. So I

thought hard. Then I made up for the part while my
wife was downtown shopping. I had let my beard grow
for two weeks, but outside of that I had a good
deal of study on make-up, the question of neckties,

collars, and suits. When Mrs. Grassby arrived home
late that afternoon, she said, 'Why, Bert, when did

you receive your copy ?' I was rather abstracted and
said, 'Copy of what?'

"Mrs. Grassby answered, 'Of "The Fighting Chance"
—Fve just brought you one from downtown, too.' I

explained that I had merely made up according to a

conception which had just come to me, and when we
scanned the illustrations of the novel, we found I was
the very counterpart, in every detail, of the man whom
I was to portray.

"I am sure that the character lead will supersede the
handsome leading man. Notice the success Bert Ly-
tell is attaining since he plays widely diversified char-
acterizations. We have seen a half dozen handsome
male 'stars flame in the cinema heavens and die out.

Mr. Lytell is willing to sacrifice everything for his role

—that is why he is so tremendously successful. I

would rather play that sort of part than be a handsome
star with a fabulous salary.

"After I had played Rafael, the author gave me a

copy of her book inscribed very gratefully to me, 'For
making her Rafael come to life.' It was a great change
from 'The Fighting Chance,' for Rafael was fiery-

tempered, always gesticulating, showing what he felt.

The other man's efforts were all toward showing the

beholder what he thought without betraying himself
outwardly by any unguarded action. It isn't what you
do—but what you feel that counts on the screen. You
may feel nothing but do a lot—on the stage.

"Suppose some one comes to you with a piece of

very good news. You don't think 'how shall I express

my joy?' Your face simply lights up without effort,

you may step forward impulsively, clasp some one's

hand—it's all unaffected, without effort. That is all

there is to screen technique, but you have to think you
are the man for whom you are cast—not act like that

man.
"To my mind Mae Marsh was greater than 'The

Fall of Babylon,' with her little, nervous finger motion,

her hide-and-seek smiles and tears. And I believe that

Ann Forrest, unaccustomed to tense emotional roles,

has given us perhaps the greatest picture of a tortured

young girl ever seen on the screen. 'Dangerous Days'

will soon be forgotten, but little Ann will live in the

thoughts of all who saw her in that picture for many
years to come."

"But won't all this require a new kind of director?"

I inquired. "So many of them seem to make their

Continued on page 93
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Her First Love Affair
Bebe Daniels tells all about it, and also

about her second one, to an old friend.

By Grace Kingsley

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

WHEN you look into her big, soulful,

luminous, Spanish, brown eyes, you
feel you are gazing backward into the

romances of centuries.

I wrote that sentence down, and she looked

over my shoulder.

"Bunk !" she observed with a shrug of dis-

dain.

"Oh," I exclaimed, "is that the way for a

new Realart star to talk? Besides," I went

on crossly, "that is how I feel. I can't help

that, can I ?"

"Well, you can try," she laughed.

I was talking to and about Bebe Daniels,

and I was trying to write down bits of notes

between bites of strawberries and cake and

sips of tea. She's quite statuesque, is Bebe,

with wonderful eyes and red lips, inherited

from her Spanish ancestors. But her looks

are all a misfit. She doesn't talk in the least

like a statue. She's full of Spanish vivacity,

with a big Yankee sense of humor. Since I

knew her before she was born, as it were—

I

played with her mother in a brook at the back

of our house when we were both seven vears
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old—-I suppose she felt that

she could say anything she

wanted to to me. That's the

way with these youngsters.

"You better look out !" I

warned her, "or I'll tell what
you were doing first time I

saw you !"

"Well, go on if you want
to be mean!" said Bebe.

"You weren't a Realart

star then, not by a good ways

;

you weren't any kind of a

star. You were just the

merest little bit of the Milky
Way, and an awful cry-baby.

And the next time I saw you,
you weren't a star, either.

You were just a little tom-
boy of twelve, riding a horse
bareback, with your hair fly-

ing out behind. You were
making the horse stand up on
his hind legs so as to scare
your poor, dear mamma, and
your poor, dear mamma was
dividing her worry between
what the horse was doing and
whether he was going to let

you fall, and the fact that
your hair wasn't combed. It

was as if she had said, 'Well,

if the child must fall and kill

herself, why won't she at least

be neat ?'
"

"Well, anyhow," exclaimed
Bebe triumphantly, "all that
proves that I've got some life

in me, and that I'm not the
die-away sort of person that
first sentence sounds like

!"

"Oh, but you'd have liked
the next thing that I was go-
ing to write," I retorted, "if

only you had waited a minute ! You do cramp my
style so—jumping in with your slang}' exclamations and
everything, when I'm trying to make it all so pretty
for you. You don't know that I know it, but I do,

because your mother told me long before ever you or
motion pictures were thought of. You're a descendant
of the family of the Empress Josephine, wife of Na-
poleon Bonaparte ! But what's the use of printing that,

after you've gone and spoiled it all by using that aw-
ful word 'Bunk' ! Can't you remember you're a pic-

ture queen, and the descendant of a real queen's
family?"

>

"Well, I'll try," said Bebe meekly, "but not while
I'm eating American ice cream. Come on, let's go for
a ride in my new machine!"
And she jumped up from the table, dragging me

away from those delicious strawberries and cakes.
We nearly hit a traffic cop at the next corner, but

didn't turn around.
"Oh, look and see what we did !" cried Bebe. "I

can't ! See if we've killed him !"

"You can't kill a traffic cop !" I answered scornfully.

"Did you ever hear of it's being done? You can't kill

a cop unless you shoot him through and through
!"

"No, but we might take a wheel off him !" answered
Bebe.

All of which is of no importance in a dramatic inter-

view except as it goes to show that, for speed, the

Photo bj Northland Stndios

She has wonderful brown eyes and red lips inherited from her Spanish ancestors.

Empress Josephine and her family, Bebe's ancestors,

had nothing at all on Bebe.
"Where were we?" asked Bebe.
"Why, I don't think we've even begun !" I answered

in an injured tone. "You wouldn't let me
!"

"Begin at the beginning." suggested Bebe.

"Which shows that you know nothing about the art

of interviewing," I answered loftily. "That isn't the

way it's done."
"But I'll tell you something kinda interesting about

my early childhood," wheedled Bebe, "stuff I've never
told a living soul before. I'll tell you about my first

love affair, when I was seven—and he won my heart

by wearing a stiff collar \"

What woman ever resisted the lure of a love story,

even one connected with an unromantic stiff collar?

"Well, you see it was this way," began Bebe, giving

the car a lurch as we went around a corner that led

down a long street and out into the sweet country,

which was still green and flowery, though the Cali-

fornia summer was beginning to send its hot breath
over the fields. "I lived with my grandmother out
on a ranch in Glendale, near Los Angeles, two whole
years. I was in the long-legged, string}' stage between
child parts and young girls, and mother thought I'd

better get some schooling. I adored my grandmother,
and do yet. She's just the grandest grandmother—

I

can see now why they call 'em grand, all right
"
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I make it a rule never to let 'em talk too much about

their relations unless it's about their husbands or wives

or sweethearts—of course, everybody's interested in

them—so I interrupted.

"I know, dear; but how about the sweetheart?"
"Well, he didn't exist at first. I liked boys to play

with—didn't like girls at all—just couldn't stand the

prim things. I was an awful tomboy, I guess. I used

to lick all the new boys who came
to school; the boys I played with

kinda sicked me on. I remem-
ber once a new boy came to

school, and after school I

tried to pick a fuss with him,

but he wouldn't quarrel.

Then I climbed up into a tree

and threw a rock down on
him. He looked up and
yelled, 'Come out of that,

won't you?' 'I will not!' I

answered. And then I slid

down a bough right onto the

top of his head, and he was the

most surprised boy you ever saw
I licked him, too, right then and there, but

afterward we became the best friends. And
it was the very next day my career as a

fighter was ended. I was all feminine

from then on, for I met my childish fate

—met that lovely being in the stiff collar

!

I went to school all unsuspecting, and
there he was, the cleanest thing you ever

saw, and wearing that high, shiny cellu-

loid collar ! I had never seen anything like

him, and I couldn't study my lessons. After
that I was a changed being. I was actually

so clean all the time you could touch me any-
where and nothing came off on your hands.
Used to wear my best clothes to school. I'd

steal back home and sneak in through my
bedroom window to put on my best dress in

order to win his heart. No, I don't remember
his name at all. But I went back there after-

ward, since I became a picture actress, to visit

grandma. I looked up and saw a truck coming
down the road. And when I got near, I recog-
nized my hero. A big, husky, red-faced man with
no romance about him, who was driving that truck !"

< "Well, of course, after that, life was never the
same," I suggested. "You never loved again !"

"Well—er—not much !" said Bebe with a
blush. Seeing the blush, I asked her about
all those rumors concerning Harold Lloyd.

Bebe blushed again. And by the way, a
blush shows on Bebe these days, she having
grown a trifle less rosy than in the old tomboy
epoch. And it seems that Bebe and Harold
had what the minister's wife would call "a
sort of understanding between them."
Then suddenly Bebe realized that her
career was really all she cared about
for a few years yet. You see she
was only fifteen when she met
Harold. So she decided not to

marry. Then came that awful
accident by which Lloyd came
near losing his eyesight, and
Bebe went and watched by
his side.

"And I made up my mind
then," said Bebe, "that if he
really did go blind—couldn't

She has
tripped
her way to

the top of
the mov'u

world.

work any more—I'd marry him and take care of him
all the rest of his life. He's a wonderful boy, with
a very brilliant mind and a very fine character. And
he would need me. But he got well, and I went to

work at the Lasky studio. But we're awfully good
friends. And—who can tell, even yet?"
These Spanish women are wonderfully sweet, I de-

cided to myself.

"What are you going to do with all that money you
get from Realart?" I asked.

"Well, for the present I'm going to build a nice

home at Beverley Hills. And before ever I think of
marrying I'm going to see mother settled in life and

^5*^ with a bank roll. I have the distinction of being
' the only daughter, the only niece, and the only grand-

child. So you see I've a right to be spoiled, and
maybe I am, a little

;
but, anyhow, I'm going to

look out for mother.
"Oh, yes, and something else ! I'm going

to get grandmother a closed car right away.
As I said before, I worship grandmother,
so I like to spoil her a bit for a change.

Her vices are candy and expensive
pocket handkerchiefs, and she's aw-

fully hurt if when I come home
from shopping I haven't brought

one or both of these."

Bebe's grandmother is

a sweet, little old Spanish
lady with very bright

black eyes and silvery

hair. She has a way
of making every-

m
1 body around her

kY mind, too. Bebe's

mamma, you know,
is Phyllis Daniels, who

used to be a Shakespear-
ean actress, and has lately

worked in pictures. Bebe was
born in Texas and used to want to

be a cowgirl, she says. When she was seven
she suddenly got a religious streak, and used to
go to church four times a day when her family
would let her. It was then she got weird ideas
that the saints on the stained-glass windows
were talking to her! Maybe they were, too,
for Bebe is a mighty sweet girl. Perhaps be-
ing religious runs in the family, because she
has an aunt who is a nun.

During her school years, Bebe spent
several vacations working in pictures with
Glendale companies, while her mother
was playing on the road. Once when
she was eight years old she made a pic-
ture in two days. Then she played in

stock at the Belasco Theater in Los
Angeles when her mother was playing
there, one notable part being Little Hal,

"The Virginian," and later she
went on the road, playing juvenile

;
x parts. Then came another two

years of schooling, this time in

n a convent, and later she again

went on the stage, with Flor-
w, ence Stone. After that she

, Jmk.\ went into pictures, playing
small parts, until finally,

when she was fifteen, she

i signed up with Pathe for

Rolin comedies with Harold

_£j Continued on page 84
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Let's Be Light-Hearted
Midsummer is the time for frivolity, for smiling, and for keeping cool. So forget the heat and try to get

a smile or a chuckle wherever you can. Perhaps you can get one from seme of these pictures.

"It's such a fitting place for you !

"

declared the cruel person who
tucked Sylvia Breamer into this sun-

light arc and then refused to help

her down. '"But sunlight- always

puts starlight out!" protested Syl-

via. However, we're of the opinion

that not even the blazing rays of

this big machine that puts real sun-

shine in the shade whenever an
exterior scene has to be shot in-

doors, could extinguish the brilliancy

of Miss Breamer's stellar performance

in "Alhalie."

A while ago we ran in Picture-
Play a little story called "Let
Hillyer Do It," in which the many-
talents of Lambert Hillyer, Bill

Hart's director, were described at

length. But when Hillyer saw it he
slumped into his chair in disgust.

"They never mentioned my pet stunt

of the whole bunch!" he mourned.
Here it is.
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Funny? Not on your life! Fatty's being serious; it's just be-

cause he's usually so much funnier than anybody else that even
when he's not funny you think he is. His dog, Luke McGluke, is

serious, too. In fact, the whole affair is a very solemn one, for it's

been rumored, according to Teddy, the Mack Sennett Great Dane,
that Luke's had an offer to head his own company and go abroad
to make pictures, and the camera interrupted a man-to-man talk

between Fatty and Luke about it.

Harold Lloyd has helped many a young lady
to rise in the world ; Bebe Daniels, who used
to play opposite him in comedies, and so
gained her present position as a Realart star,

was one of them. Here's her successor in

Harold's screen life—Mildred Davis. Mildred
wouldn't mind climbing the ladder of fame
and landing up among the stars—but Harold
chose such a very shaky ladder for her to

practice on!

Don't remember him? Oh, yes, you do

—

you just don't remember him like this. Wait
a minute—can't you recall being urged to go
over the top—isn't there in your memory a

picture of an earnest young man who told you
all about the war firsthand before anybody
else could get his thoughts into writing?
That's it—Guy Empey. He's not in khaki any
more, but has turned comedian, and is about
to appear in "Oil," a comedy made by his very

own company.
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If you've envied the movie heroines' libraries, and thought you"d
save up your money and have one, here's bitter disillusionment and
a chance for you to waste your hoarded pennies on a spree of
sundaes. For here's a property man at the Goldwyn Studios
shoving you what a hollow mockery books can be. You see, this

same property man was setting the stage for a library scene not
long ago, and discovered that some of the actors had used one of
these imitation volumes—marked "Love's Labor Lost,"' incidentally

—

as a hiding place for a flask of Scotland's best. Not a book
escapes that property man now!

Cool as a cucumber is exactly what Mary
Thurman is, and every time she realizes that
she's now a movie star in Alan Dwan produc-
tions instead of a school-teacher, she's cooler
still. You see, Man- used to teach school,
and when this picture was taken she'd just
finished a scene in a picture in which she's a
school-teacher; the chubby lassie beside her
was one of the scholars. And the difference
between pretending to guide the younger gen-
eration and actually doing it is what brought
that smile to Mary's face.

Daring of Eugene O'Brien, isn't it? Don't
ask us how this stunt was done, because we
can't tell you. If it was a fake, it was an
awfully good one—but there's no particular
reason why any one should think it was. And
certainly Gene's done any number of things
that called for far more courage than this;

playing with five or six leading women in one
picture, as he's been known to do, comes
pretty near it, in our opinion.
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Come-On-Inn
That's the name of the tea room where most of the

stars of Hollywood eat; its place at the head of this

story is an invitation to you to join them at luncheon.

By Herbert Howe

It's just a brown-stained

bungalow wedged among
trees.

had fallen from the over-
hanging pepper boughs.
Above the door swings the
invitatory sign, "Come-On-
Inn." Whole firmaments of
stars in their yellow make-up
accept its hospitality; for it

squats conveniently in the
hub of Hollywood, within
strolling distance of the
Lasky glass-tops, Christie's,

Bull's-Eye, L-Ko, and within
ten minutes' motoring dis-

tance of Brunton, Charles
Ray's, Vitagraph, Jessie D.
Hampton's, and the Holly-
wood studios.

Betty—I don't know her
last name—is mistress of the
tiny house. Her sister Hat-

tie presides in

the kitchen.

It was Chic
Sale, the
vaudevil-
list now doing

SOME observing female has said that

if you want to be disillusioned about

a man, watch him eat. I say if

you want to be disillusioned about a

woman, watch her eat when you're

paying the check.

The slicker the gloss of culture

the further we slip toward the

primitive when hunger stirs the

emotions. The lunch hour of a

working day is the time when
humanity casts off affectations,

and appears in naked character.

It is the hour, too, when the dumb speak,

talking either of business, bargains, poli-

tics, scandal, the possible renaissance of

beer, Mack Sennett's plan for simplified

dressing, and the like. Nowhere, except

at a beach, can one gain such an accurate

idea of another.

In the Studiopolis of Calacinema dur-

ing the hours from twelve to two you may
get a very good cross section of Stella

firma—gossip and all—if you go to a

certain restaurant. There, for the price

of sixty cents, you obtain a soup-to-pie

close-up of those in the celluloid set as

they eat, drink, banter, and blow on their

coffee. This resort bears a family re-

semblance to Polly's in Greenwich
Village, save that it is cleaner and bet-

ter barbered.

You would never notice it unless you
followed a star at noon hour.

It's just a brown-stained bungalow
wedged among trees. At first glance,

you might take it for a bird house that

a turn in pictures, who told me
of Betty's past.

"She was one of the best
comedy women in the two-a-
day," he informed. "She was
with Mrs. Gene Hughes in an
act that played over the same
Orpheum time that I did for a

\ year. She was the same as

she is here—a comic wait-
ress type—a sort of female

s
Charles Ray."

\ "Who said Charles

\ Ray ?" The owner of that
name called from a table

in the corner. Hattie's

\ culinary lure had cap-
> tivated even Charles,

who usually shrinks
from all yellow-faced
gatherings.

Betty, theproprietor

of " Come-On- Inn,"

was formerly in

vaudeville and ap-

peared as a wait-

ress.

\
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"What are you going to have to-

day, Chic?" demanded Betty, deliv-

ering- a cloth-bound menu with one
hand while with the other she placed
a crisp salad before Wallace Reid.

"I know Mr. Howe is going to have
the whole lunch. He eats every-
thing. I'us scared the first time he
came in here for fear he'd die over-
eatin'."

Betty regarded me with a far-

stretching smile. She prescribes for
the best stellar digestions, so what
appeal had I for a toasted cheese
sandwich on the heels of mince pie

when she decreed "nothing doing!"
"You're eatin' altogether too

much," she told Betty Blythe. "You're
goin' to get fat. an' then what'll you
do?—go to waitin' on table like me,
that's what vou'll do."

"All right," Miss Blythe meekly
abandoned her hope of potatoes au
gratin. "I'll just have the salad."

"That's the girl," said our gastro-
nomic dictator, patting Miss Blythe
on the shoulder. "You oughta be
like Mr. Russell. He never eats any-
thing 'cept ice cream at lunch, do
you, Mr. Russel ?"

Bill nodded. "But I make up for
it when I come here for dinners,
don't I?"

"This is the dearest place." intoned
Katheryie MacDonald, as she en-

There's a skylight in the sloping roof of
the second, room, giving it the appearance

of an artist's studio.

Photo bp Apeda

Betty, like her bungalow, is unique.

tered wearing flat-heeled shoes, a plaid skirt, and black sun glasses.
"The first time I came here I didn't dare touch a cigarette, the place
looked so blue and white and pure."

"Ah, that's all right," assured Bettv, duck-trotting toward the
kitchen. "Everybody smokes here."

"All the places taken, Betty? I'll eat in the kitchen," volunteered
zippy Ann May. leading woman for Charles Raw Then, as she
espied Mr. Ray in feasting posture, "Say. Charles, you'd better hurry
back to the studio. They're waiting for you—and I want your chair."

If Betty were commercial she would enlarge the bungalow, but she
likes its chumminess. Oftentimes the stars wait in line like buck
privates for mess.

_

Mary Miles Minter, coming in with Monte Blue, was unwilling to
line up, so about-faced out.

"I don't care," carroled Betty, with Tanguay nonchalance. "Miss
Minter made me change the tablecloth the other dav an' was uncom-
plimentary about Hattie's pumpkin pie. so I don't care."

Betty and Hattie hold the greatest stars in awe. Who knows
whether or not there is going to be enough pie? To miss out on
Hattie's pie is worse luck than to miss a week-end in Tia Juana.
By twelve-thirty, every chair in the three small dining rooms is

occupied. It's a sunny place with yellow walls squared off by strips
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of oak. The blue-and-white china and linen match the

hue of the bluebirds which circle in painted form about

the ceiling. There's a skylight in the sloping roof of

the second room giving it the appearance of an artist's

studio. On cool days a fire gossips and cackles in a
big grate. The third room is very small. It contains

a table for four, a wicker writing desk, and a wicker
lounge covered with cretonne.

Clustered on the walls are signed photographs of
film town's leading citizens, and hew faces appear daily.

You don't get a place in the gallery until you have
qualified with several visits. Betty's particular about
her walls. She honored Doug Fairbanks the other day
by electing him for mural decoration.

"Anybody want to buy a wedding ring—only four
years old?" This from Mae Bush, lately released from
"The Devil's Passkey," by Eric von Stroheim.

"Hello, there !" called Rosemary Theby to me.
"Have you met Teddy Sampson?"
Teddy glanced up mournfully. She had been relat-

ing the sad tale of the abduction of her phonograph.
A cuckoo landlady took it because one of Teddy's
friends while visiting the house put in a long-distance

call and went away without paying for it.

"I know that friend of yours," observed Al Cohn,
who plays around the Christie lot where Teddy works.
"That friend would beat the Automat out of a lunch."

Upon the mention of the Automat, several ex-

Gothamites dabbed their eyes.

"Dear, dear old Automat," sighed Jimmy Harrison.
"How I wish I was there now \"

"What's that ex-vaudeville ham saying?" inquired

Mae Bush. "Do you remember the time, Jimmy, when
I used to give you nickels to put in the slots?"

"Yes," said Jimmy. "And I was pinched for it.

They were lead."

"It sure is a deceivin' place," moaned Fatty Arbuckle.
"They got magnifying glasses over the food. You put
a nickel in expecting to get a fat slice of mince pie

and something that looks like a shriveled autumn leaf

flies out at you."

"Hello Tony," Tom Meighan bellowed as Tony
Moreno broke through the door, with the breeze of a
matador chased by a motor-cycle bull.

"Hello Tommy, hello Rosemary, hello Ann—hello

everybody!" Then to the the demi-sized Ann, "What's
this I hear about you getting married and starred

and "

"Pinched," supplied mademoiselle May. "Only
pinched—for speeding. Aren't those motor cops get-

ting awful ?"

George Stewart, Anita's brother, took out a little

card with which he had been presented on the way to

the "Come-On-Inn." It was an invitation to pay the

city of Los Angeles thirty dollars. George can't resist

playing with the muffler on his speedster and coasting

down the hills at sixty.

Every one-—I mean all the men—stopped talking to

gaze at Lois Lee, who entered with Mabel Condon.
"She's too beautiful to be sane," remarked one young

lady. "I'll bet she hasn't a brain."

"She ought to make a wonderful star, then," opined

Continued on page 88

Wild Bronchs and Busted Ribs
Bill Hart contributed them—and other things—to his big rodeo.

By Paul H. Conlon

BILL HART with two busted ribs and Will Rogers with a brand-

new straw kelly dangled their feet happily over the new board
fence of the contest arena in the rootin', tootin' town of Forked

City, where cowboys and horses were competing to outstick each

other. Always they smiled broadly. For once they were on the

outside looking in at the others risking their necks and general

health. Bill had suffered the broken ribs in an accident only two

I days before, when he was kicked viciously by a frightened horse.

He was riding double, back of the saddle, at break-neck speed

down a mountain trail, when the limb of a tree smashed him
» in the face, blinding him so badly momentarily that he tried

I to slip off the horse on the mountainside. As he hit the

I ground the horse lashed out with its heels, and Bill got his.

• Therefore he kept a safe distance from the actual scene of

!» carnage at the stampede, with Will Rogers to keep him
company. Bill was the host ; Will the guest of honor.

Antwerp, Belgium, has nothing on Forked City,

Montana, which I must explain is one of those

Western towns that Bill Hart causes to be con-

structed on his ranch in Hollywood, California,

where he may reproduce his beloved West with

its buckaroos, bronchos, and championship

rodeos. Therefore, I might better say

that Antwerp has nothing

For once in on Hollywood, for the

his life Bill Olympic games of the real

Hart was on West are staged on the

the outside two-gun man's Hollywood
looking in. ranch.

All roads in Hollywood
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led to Bill Hart's rodeo on
that great day this summer
when I was fortunate

enough to be among those

present. There have been

big Western shows put on
before in this neck of the

woods, but Bill Hart's effort

this time eclipsed all former
events. For a few scenes in

his next pictorial classic,

which bears the working
title of "O'Malley of the

This was the

cause of a
stampede that

looked like a

squad of ma-

rines doing a

wall-scaling

stunt.

little valley he would have sworn that

he had landed in a Western town in

the throes of a stampede or round-up
celebration, such was the realism of
the scene. Hundreds and hundreds of
people were milling around "afoot,"

while gayly bedecked horses and riders

gracefully picked their way through the

jam of the sight-seers. Ancient buck-
boards brought families to the show.

venders shouted their tooth-

peanut shells and popcorn
covered the dust like a car-

pet
;

red, blue, and green
balloons tempted the kid-

dies as they floated in

bunches aloft clasped
tightly in the grimy
hands of their pro-
moters

;
pink lem-

Mounted,"' the big Western screen actor had erected

an entire frontier town as it would appear during the

great celebration week of the annual stampede. Al-

though only a few shots of bucking bronchos, steer

riding, roping, and racing were necessary for the actual

film—and this material could be procured in a day's

work—Bill decided to make a real day of it, and in-

vite the "general public." And, believe me, most of

the "general public" accepted the invitation.

Besides the fifty or sixty cowboys who were contest-

ing, more than one thousand "extras" had been em-
ployed for the street scenes of Forked City, and partly

to fill the huge grand stand which had a seating capacity
of two thousand. This building had been erected in

front of the contest arena. Over a narrow, dusty, dirt

road filled with chuckholes, came people in automobiles,
people on horseback, and people on foot, from civiliza-

tion three blocks away on Sunset Boulevard.
Never before did California sun shine down upon

stranger sight. Down in a natural basin of a valley
lies the town of Forked City, completely encircled by
towering, sun-colored foothills. Against the hills be-
yond is Silver Lake, above which Julian Eltinge's home
of beauty smiles down upon nature. But strangest sight

was the hundreds of modern automobiles parked pre-
cariously on the hilly slopes o'erlooking Forked City.
From the contest arena it appeared that the slightest

jar of the earth would dislodge and send them hurtling
down into the crowd below, but they clung tenaciously
while their owners lolled comfortably in the seats, en-
joying the fierce fights for supremacy between men and
horses in the stadium.
Had an aviator who had lost his bearings in the vast

spaces of the Milky Way suddenly dropped into this

onade made in the shade, sody-pop, and brick ice cream
solaced the thirsty. And such was the thirst of the

populace under that hot California sun that the happy
gamblers in appetites had sold out long before the

show came to an end.
To insure a big contest, Bill Hart had added to the

stock by sending to the wilds of Nevada for more out-

law horses. In the corrals they waited, more than fifty

of these game mounts—and there were more than fifty

of the best broncho busters in the West eagerly waiting

around the chutes leading from the corrals into the

arena—waiting for the fun to begin. Cowboys are the

best sports in the world. They are game to try to ride

anything that walks on four feet, and yet they are never
known to take an unfair advantage.
Lambert Hillyer, the director, started the festivities

by signaling the band in the grand stand to strike up.

With the music came an exciting sport, the cowboy
potato game. In the center of the arena was placed a

basket of potatoes. Cowbovs armed with lances dashed
up to the basket, speared tubers, and charged toward
the other baskets which were located about the arena
arid guarded by other cowboy lancers. The attacking
riders tried to drop the potatoes into the baskets, but
usually a smart blow from the goalkeeper's lances would
prevent.

Then came something to cause the inimitable Will
Rogers to sit up and take notice—a lady roper. A
cowgirl took the center of the arena long enough to

demonstrate to an admiring crowd how to keep a rope
twirling about one's person, meantime picking- up a

hat and coat which had been reposing upon the ground,
putting them on, and never losing a twirl. Will was

Continued on page 89



Photo by Evana Here's the young lady who's cut you and me out with Mae Marsh.

Co-starring with the Sandman
Mae Marsh has been doing it some time now.

By Grace Kingsley

"|Y /T AE MARSH was rocking her baby to sleep.

1 1 "^ie ^ a<^ 0n a ntt 'e ^as ^ summer's white
dress, with a blue sash, and a dull-blue scarf

trailed over her shoulders and down to the floor, its

ends swishing to and fro as she swayed back and forth

in her low chair. She was singing "Swing Low, Sweet

Chariot," in a perfect lullaby

voice ; not a marvelously
beautiful one, but low and.

pleasantly monotonous, reach-

ing the high notes only by
humming. When she forgot

the words she substituted a

chant of "Mary's sleepy

—

sleepy—sleepy " instead.

But the chuckling, gurgling

morsel of humanity that was
snuggled against her shoulder

cast kewpielike smiles at me
and refused to be enticed into

slumberland, after the manner
of babies the world over. She
stretched out one fat, dimpled
hand, and said unintelligible

things about it, and then did

the same with one foot. She
began reciting a saga of baby-
hood, in which "Ma-ma-ma"
occurred frequently. She
blew bubbles, laughed at some
secret joke, and made fun of
me to her mother, I'm posi-

tive.

"I'm shocked to pieces at

you, rocking a baby to sleep
!"

I told Mae; "I thought you'd
bring her up in a nursery as

scientific as a laboratory, and
make her live by rule."

"Well, she does," retorted

Mae, in the monotonous, lul-

laby voice. "But she's a

mother-raised baby, neverthe-

less ; she has a nurse and all

the modern improvements,
but—I rock her to sleep. I

love having her with me.
Back East, from the time she

was a few months old, her

crib was out on the sleeping

porch beside my bed, and she

always slept there. That's

why she has such red cheeks."

"They're wonderful—but

what about your coming back

to the screen?" I demanded.

"Why, people who've been

your friends ever since you

were in Griffith pictures are

beginning to resign themselves

to never seeing yon again.

What about it?"

"Well, maybe they'll be surprised soon," answered
Mae, a twinkle in her gray eyes. "Then again, maybe
I'll go on the stage; a play's been written for me. Still,

I don't know "

And then she began to sing again. Baby Mary added

a little crooning note occasionally, and finally suc-

cumbed altogether to the Sandman's charms. I looked

at Mae Marsh, serene, contented, somehow much more
mature than when we all knew her as the wistful little

wife in "Intolerance," the young heroine of "The Cin-

derella Man," the actress of great emotional power and
promise, and wondered. Perhaps she'll go on and do

the big work we're all expecting and hoping for. Per-

haps she'll decide that, after all, she'd rather just settle

down and be Mary Marsh Anne's mother.



Pretty—or Fashionable?

Mary Miles Minter is one and Constance

Talmadge is the other—which are you?

By Louise Williams

HE other day I overheard a conversation

between two women whose daughters were
going away to boarding school.

"Madge is so easy to dress," remarked one of

them. "Undeniably pretty, you know, and rather

quaint ; she can afford to wear what's becoming
to her, and instead of fearing the days when she

becomes a debutante I'm looking forward to them
with positive joy; planning her wardrobe will be

no ordeal at all. Why, I've known for years

that when she gets married her wedding gown
would be made like a pinafore she had when she

was in kindergarten
;
nothing could be more be-

coming !"

The other fond mamma, gazing across the hotel

piazza to the tennis courts where her daughter
was disporting herself, made reply in a different

key.

"Well, Suzanne isn't at all like that; of course,

there's no doubt about her being pretty, but she's

so well adapted to wearing fashionable clothes

that it's impossible not to take advantage of it.

Now, your Madge is the frilty. ruffly type—and
Suzanne simply won't wear ruffles unless they're

the latest thing from Paris—and I don't know that
I blame her. She was just meant to be fash-
ionable and let her prettiness take care of itself

—and that's all there is to it."

Now, where do you belong? In Madge's class,

or in Suzanne's ? Or, if you want an illustration
that's more familiar, are you like Mary Miles
Minter or Constance Talmadge? Of course, I'm
not attempting to claim that they exactly fit these
descriptions; we all know that Mary Miles could
wear Dame Fashion's latest creation most effec-
tively, and that Constance would look pretty as
a peach in her great-grandmother's bonnet, if she
chose to put it on. Yet they fit these two distinct

types admirably.
Furthermore, Constance recently indulged in a

shopping orgy, preparatory to going to Europe
with Norma. She kept New York's modistes
awake nights designing clothes enough to last her
till she got to Paris. And I'm sure you'll be in-

terested in seeing some of the things she bought.
One of them was an evening gown; the kind

of gown that every young girl of her type would
love to have. Its chief beauty is in its long lines

and the fabric of which it is made, and its only
trimming is the fringe which edges the double
skirt and the flowers brocaded into the material
of the bodice. It's the kind of dress that you
can dance in from twilight till dawn and never
be bothered bv having floating ends u , . . ,

, -i j , j* a j | It s the kind
catch on somebody s fan. And the

Q̂ dress you
economical girl can buy the rather can dance in

expensive fabric of which it is made from twilight

without a qualm—for everybody till dawn.

knows that if you buy beautiful Photo by Marceaa
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materials and have them made so that they don't have to be cut,

they lend themselves beautifully to being made over the following

year. Finally, it's exactly the frock for a girl of Constance's type

because it is so very smart—and if you're the kind of girl about

whom people instantly ask, "What did she have on?" instead of
"How did she look?"—well, you just have to wear smart frocks.

With this dress let's contrast one that Mary Miles Minter wears,

and which is so admirably suited to her that you'd know whose
frock it was even if it hung in somebody else's closet. It is beau-
tifully frilly, to begin with; its sheer fabric is made even more
ethereal looking because of the use of lace as an edging of the

draperies. The look of airiness is achieved by the way in which
the skirt is puffed out at the hips. And the charming quaintness

of the bodice, with its off-shoulder effect, is what makes the dress

so obviously suited to Mary Miles. The girdle of two-toned rib-

bon, with its little knot of French flowers, gives a most becom-
ing: bit of color.

A quaint, frilly frock that is perfectly suited to Mary Miles.

Photo by Edward Thayer Monroe

She could wear this season after season

if she chose.

There's one more evening gown
that you'll like to know about—an-

other one of Constance's, which

should be named "The old stand-

by." You know the sort of dress

—no matter where you're going it

seems to be just what you want to

wear. This one is black, but

bronze or midnight blue is equally

good. Made very simply, of net,

with narrow satin ribbon used as

edging and wider ribbon for the

crushed girdle, it is just the sort

of dress that the girl of eighteen

needs for evening wear. And it

will be so comfortable and so be-

coming that she won't ever want to

see it sent to her mother's second

cousin's daughter. Can't you just

hear her saying, "But, mother, I've

had such good times in that dress

;

can't I keep it just a little longer ?"

The question of hats is rather

an important one, especially for the

girl who doesn't buy very many.
If you're in Mary Miles' general

class you'll delight in a hat like the

little three-cornered one in which

she looks so well. It's essentially

her sort of hat—that is, one so

well suited to her that she could

wear it season after season, if she

chose, and let no thought of fash-

ion bother her. As a matter of

fact, the three-cornered hat is

unique in never being out of style

;

in some modification or other it is

always with us. The one in which

she is shown here is of velvet, its

edges overcast with thread of a

contrasting color, and the big tas-

sel its only trimming. Needless to

say, Mary Miles looks distractingly

pretty in it—but then, she does in

everything

!

As for Constance and the ques-
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Photo by Abbe

/ suspect that this tailored sports hat

is Constance's favorite.

tion of hats, when you see her on
Fifth Avenue or lunching at the

Algonquin or any of her other fa-

vorite haunts, she always seems to

have on something that just came
out of a bandbox. She's worn no
end of unusually smart hats this

summer, but sometimes I'm inclined

to believe that one of her favorites

is the little, tailored one that she

dons for tennis or golf. And it's

the type of hat best suited for

sports wear ; its down-turned brim
keeps the sun out of your eyes,

and an elastic sewed inside the

crown and brought down under the
hair keeps it on no matter how
hard the winds blow.

Constance's tennis costume
brings up another point that the
girl who is going away to school

can't afford to ignore—that of not

having even a single blouse that

hasn't a definite place in one's

wardrobe. You'll notice that with
her sweater she wears a white
blouse whose collar fits outside the
neck of the sweater as if the two
had been designed to go together.

Now, we've all seen girls who
looked as if somebody had shaken
their mother's rag bag and they'd
fallen out, dressed just as they are

;

it's because their clothes don't be-
long together. So don't succumb
to bargain sales and buy things just

because they're specially priced;
if they don't belong with the other
things you'll wear with them, ig-

nore them altogether.

Of course, you can't tell much
about Mary Miles Minter's clothes

by what she wears on the screen,

because she nearly always appears
in little, ragged frocks which,
though they make her look prettier

than ever, aren't exactly what she'd choose to wear away from the
studio. Constance, however, wears on the screen what she does
in real life, and you'll see her in many a smart frock in her cur-
rent releases. She clings always to the keynote of fashion; 1 don't
believe she's ever worn anything that hadn't about it a suggestion
of being fresh from the modiste's.

It is interesting in this connection to note the way these two
girls do their hair. Constance, who wears hers short, has it done
in little ringlets in the back; across the top it is marceled, and it

comes down well over her forehead. Mary Miles draws hers back
and twists it into a knot of curls.

Next month we'll talk about Anita Stewart's lovely frocks and
lovelier self—all slender, dark-haired and dark-eyed girls please

take notice—and all girls who are on the autumn bride schedule
take still more—for Anita has some stunning frocks and some
interesting theories about wearing them.

This kind of frock should be called "the old stand-by.'

Photo by Marceau



A Cumberland Romance
The quaint love story of a little mountain girl.

By Mary Denham Monroe

IT was Easter's wedding day.

If this were a fairy tale, this would be the end
of the story instead of its beginning, and what

a story it would have made ! Clayton would have
been the prince, of course. His city clothes, his perfect

English, his manners—no jewel-studded sword or

flaming crown could have made a fairy-story prince

more different, more dazzling. Against the background
of the uncouth mountain folk who were Easter's own
people, her lover stood out, a vivid figure, a stranger

from great cities she had never seen, a citizen of an-

other world.

"An' he wants ter marry me!" Easter marveled to

her mother. "You and Pap and Sherd Raines was all

wrong—he would stay a while and then go off an' leave

me, ter marry some city gal, you all said!- An' you
was wrong—all of you—he's goin' ter marry me, him
who has seen automobiles—ter marry me, me he first

saw leading home a cow !"

There was the old, old, woman pride in Easter's

voice, the pride of every maid whose lover has

sought her out to claim before all the world as his

choice of women. It gave dignity to her gay exulting,

just as the fluting bird notes in her voice made music
of the harsh, barbarian speech.

"An' he'll take ye to the cities, too," her mother
rejoiced for her. "Ye'll see great sights, Easter. He'll

make a fine lady of ye. I reckon when I see ye again

—if I ever do—thet ye'll seem like a furriner your-
self."

Her voice caught hoarsely on the last words, but she
smiled bravely.

"No, I won't, neither !" Easter denied, catching her
mother's knotted work-worn hands. "I'll never be a
furriner. I—I wish we didn't hev ter go away. I—
strange cities scare me—I reckon thet I'll always like

it here best." She looked through the open door, up
the stony path that twisted between the trees, up and
far into the hazy-blue distance, the mystery of the

Cumberlands. The slim fingers tightened around the
knotted ones. "I reckon I'll always be—be kind o'

lonesome fer the mountains."
For some time they stood silent ; the mountain folk

are not demonstrative, they always find it difficult to

put into words any feeling that lies deep. After a while

:

"It's kind o' funny, hain't it," the older woman said,

"thet Sherd Raines should hev his first parson job

a-marryin' you—him thet's wanted you so long, him-
self?"

"He'll do it all right," said Easter. "He's goin' ter

try ter get Pap not ter have no corn at the weddin'

—

he's alius tryin' ter get Pap ter let the whisky alone."

They looked away again to the distant blue Cumber-
lands. They were no longer mother and little girl

—

it was Easter's wedding day, and she was a woman, too.

Down the stony path a half mile, the bridegroom was
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looking, too. into the hazy distance, thinking of Easter.

He turned at the sound of footsteps, and for a moment
failed to recognize the awkward, raw-boned figure that

filled the doorway of the little office shack. Sherd
Raines, ill at ease in his new. cheap, black, poorly fit-

ting "parson clothes," seemed scarcely the same power-
ful, silent figure Clayton had seen swinging along the

lonely mountain roads.

"Good morning, Raines." Clayton smiled, the pleas-

ant, friendly smile that had finally made the suspicious

mountain people almost forget that he was a "furriner."

"I haven't seen you for some time."

"Yer hain't seen me," Raines said slowly, "because I

be'n keepin' out o' yer way. Fer some time I be'n con-

siderin' killin' ye."

Clayton's steady smile did not flicker.

"Have you come to do it now ?" he asked.

Raines shook his head.

"You got grit," he said. "I like a man what's got

grit. I come to ax yer pardon— fer thinkin' about
killin' ye. I—I thought ye didn't mean to do the square
thing by—Easter. I'm goin' ter be a parson an' I'm
a believer. The mark of Cain would 'a' been on me.
But I'd 'a' killed yer."

"I always meant to marry Easter," said Clayton.

"Furriners don't alius mean ter." said Gaines. "An'
I didn't know about ye. An' Easter's " the man
paused. "Well, I wanted to marry Easter, too," he
said simply. "But she wants yer, an'

yer mean ter do the right thing by her

an'—an' it's all right. I—I wish

well."

"I wish you well"—it was
the mountain phrase used al-

ways with good-by. And this

was Sherd Raines' good-by,

not to Clayton, but to Easter,

to the girl he had wanted all ^
his life. Clayton had learned
of chivalry in his small-boy
days, he had learned fair play

on his college football field.

Sherd Raines had never heard
of chivalry or college or foot-

ball. But he, too, had his code
of fair play and lived up to it.

"I wish yer well," he said

to the man his girl was going
to marry.

The wedding day was not a

happy one for the bridegroom.
On the noon train, his mother
and sister arrived, and at the
first glimpse of them, dressed
as the women he had always known had dressed, speak-
ing the tongue of gentleness and refinement that he
had always heard, the uneasiness that Clayton had been
pushing into far corners of his mind for all the months
he had loved Easter came crowding to the surface.
It was not that either of the women was outwardly
disapproving—they were gentlewomen and they loved
Clayton. This was his wedding day. and as he had
wished them to be there they would play the eame
like thoroughbreds. But because they did love Clay-
ton, though they could keep the regret out of their eyes
and voices, they could not keep it out of their hearts.

And because Clayton knew and loved them, too, he
read what was in their hearts as plainly as though it

had been in their eyes and their faces.

His loyalty to Easter, though, did not falter. He

"A Cumberland Romance"
Written from the Realart picture, which was based
on "A Mountain Europa," by John Fox. Jr.. and

produced with the following cast:

Easter Hicks Mary Miles Minter

Sherd Raines Monle Blue

Clayton John Bowers

Pap Hicks Guy Oliver

Ma Hicks Martha Maddox

she was as sweet and fine and true as these other
women. He would take her away where she would
no longer live in uncouth ways, where she would no
longer hear the barbaric speech. He had already
taught her much, and he would teach her more. Give
her a year in the big cities with him to guide her

—

then with her beauty and natural charm polished and
glistening with the surface gloss of refinement—oh, no,

Clayton's loyalty did not falter. But his immediate
courage did. He wished the wedding day were over.

And if he wished it with an uneasy foreboding at

the railroad station, it was with a poignancy a thou-
sand times intensified when he reached Easter's home.
For Pap had come home for the wedding!

"I wisht he hadn't of come," Easter whispered to

Clayton on the porch. "What with revenue officers all

around, it hain't safe fer him. But he wanted ter see

his gal get married, he sed."

"Oh, of course," said Clayton, wishing, too, that Pap
had seen fit to stay in the distant mountains. He had
never seen Pap, but he had heard of him, and he could
not honestly welcome him as a wedding guest.

"Waal, so ye're the man my gal is goin' ter marry !"

Pap, all cordiality, all hospitality, strode out of the
mountain cabin, an uncouth shambling, dirty figure.

"Shake hands. I'm your pappy-to-be."
Clayton shook hands. Pap favored him with a con-

fidential wink.
"An' I've brung a jug o' corn fer your

weddin'. No revenue officers here to-
day, hey? Don't tell the parson,

though. He's wuss'n a revenue
officer. An' scrappy—say," he

laughed good-naturedly, "the

last time he started preachin'

ter me 'bout how the corn wuz
the only enemy I hed, I tried

to put him in his place. He
wouldn't be put thar, though."

Pap grinned ruefully. "I don'

know nothin' 'bout his preach-

in', but his fightin' is powerful
convincin'."

Clayton introduced his.

mother and sister, realizing

now what a grave mistake it

had been to have them there.

"Howdv," beamed Pap.
"Easter. Easter, here's some o'

yer highfalutin' kin come to

yer weddin'."
Clayton did not meet his

mother's and sister's eyes.

"Wouldn't you like to go
upstairs to Easter?" he asked.

Easter, he knew, would win their hearts with her

sweetness and charm as she had won his. and perhaps
they would believe it was not all the wretched mistake

it must seem to them now.
So he led them up the stairs to the shabby attic room,

where Easter was dressing for her wedding. Easter's

mother, her hard, Avork-worn hands more accustomed
to rougher tasks, was helping her, perhaps for the last

time. There was rough gentleness in the way she fas-

tened Easter's white dress, a gruff wistfulness in her

harsh speech that was as real as the veiled hurt in Mrs.
Clayton's. Across a gap of differing life, traditions,

dreams, the eyes of the two women met in understand-
ing. Their paths had led them in widely separated

ways, their speech was as different as their clothing,

but their eyes spoke the same language. Each read the
knew that under the uncouth ways and barbaric speech other's thought—that she was losing her child.
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Downstairs, the guests were arriving, the men, each

leaving a gun outside on the porch, the women dressed

in the strange fashions that their mothers and grand-

mothers and great-grandmothers had worn before them.

Pap had evidently been pilfering from the guest jug.

Gayer, noisier than before, he was circulating among
the guests, urging them to drink with him.

"Your grooms-
men," he intro-

duced three un-

couth, shambling
lads to Clayton.

"Come on now,
fiddlers," he or-

dered the musi-

cians, "strike up.

This w e d d i n
'

needs some gin-

ger."

The two fid-

dlers and the
banjo player obe-

diently struck up
"Dan Tucker."

Hands and feet

tapped time and
one couple shyly

rose and began to

dance. Finding

that it was safe,

another joined the

first and then an-

other Pap, as-

sured that the
wedding was be-

ing properly hi-

larious, slipped

out t o refresh

himself.

The jug was
not where he had
left it, and, look-

ing around, he

saw the young
mountain parson.

Realizing that it

was Sherd Raines

who had hidden
the whisky, he

snarled a con-

temptuous threat

to the circuit

rider.

"Try in' ter

spoil the weddin',

air ye?" he demanded. "Jes' becuz yer wanted Easter

yerself. Well, ye ain't a-gettin' her, see? An' spoilin'

everything fer me hain't helpin' yer to, neither."

"You don't want ter git those fellers in thar all

drunk," Sherd urged, nodding toward the noisy dancers
in the next room. "Let's give Easter a good weddin'."
"Hah, yer " Pap began scornfully. But just be-

low the eaves, across the room, he spied the hidden
jug and reached it before Sherd could stop him.
"Yer tend ter yer marryin', parson," he advised

shortly. "An' I'll tend ter the rest of the weddin'."
Raines passed back through the room of the dancers

and on to the foot of the stairs, standing alone while
the guests grew gayer and noisier every minute.
He did not know how long he had been standing

there when Easter's voice roused him. She was in her
white dress, her wedding dress.

There was rough gentleness in the way she fastened Easter's dress.

"Thank yer, Sherd," she said, coming down to stand

beside him, "fer tryin' ter 'keep Pap quiet an'
"

Raines shuffled awkwardly, ill at ease in his new black
suit.

"An' fer marryin' me," Easter went on.

"I'm glad ye got Clayton," Sherd said simply. "I'm
—glad ye got the man ye want. I'll—I reckon I'm goin'

ter miss ye, Eas-

ter."

The girl caught

a glimpse of his

eyes, and she

looked quickly

away. They were
the eyes of a dog,

hurt, faithful to

the end.

"I'll miss ye,

too, Sherd," she

said. "Ye—and
the mountains."

"Well, good-by,

Easter, good-by
—I wish ye well."

Pap's loud voice

sounded from the

other room.
"Let's git the

marryin' over
quick," Easter

whispered nerv-

ously, "afore Pap
gits ugly."

Sherd nodded,

and Easter called

her mother and
Clayton's. But it

was too late

—

Pap was already

ugly.

As the women
entered the room,

Easter saw him
passing the jug

from one to an-

other, no longer

with an air of

jocular hospital-

ity. He was
noisy, friendly,

but just beneath

the surface of the

friendliness lay

the threat.

"Come on, par-

son," he ordered Sherd, "yer stand here. An'—an'

here, sonny, hev a drink with yer pappy."

"Not just now, thanks." Clayton declined crisply.

Pap's surface of friendliness was instantly scratched.

"I sed, hev a drink—now," he repeated belligerently.

Clayton said nothing, shaking his head in refusal.

"Say, ye're a hell of a son-in-law fer a mountaineer,

ye air!" Pap snarled. "I knew what 'twould be like,

hevin' a furriner in the family, ye
"

Pap drew a revolver from his pocket.

"Now will ye hev a drink?" he asked.

"Put down that gun and be careful." It was Raines

who answered.
"Git out of the way, Sherd Raines," Pap ordered, "ef

yer don' want ter git killed stid o' a furriner
!"

There was a dead silence; the wedding guests

Continued on page 92



The Screen in

Review
A glance at some current releases,

with special attention to the comedies.

By Peter Milne

IT is often said that the goals of

comedy and pathos are so closely

adjacent to one another that the

author—and I will include the pic-

ture director also—who aims at one
very often hits the other. This is

true, at least, in the ordinary case of

the man who would conceive or pro-

duce a comedy picture. His efforts

very often go astray and the result is

a sad effort at humor. Despite the
fact that the elements of comedy and
pathos are so closely related, the for-

mer is ten times harder of achieve-
ment than the latter.

The past month is notable, there-
fore, in that it has seen the release

of a half dozen or more exceptional
comedy productions. These range all

the way from the light comedy plot

and the specially constructed farce to

the more boisterous humor of Mack
Sennett and his company of profes-
sional funmakers. "Scratch My
Back." the Goldwyn opus, in the pro-
duction of which Rupert Hughes was
an important factor as well as author,
tops the former class, while the Mack
Sennett high-water mark is estab-

lished in his feature. "Married Life," in which Ben
Turpin, the matinee idol of California, is the most con-
spicuous player.

Of "Scratch My Back," something has already been
said in these columns. It is interesting to note again,
however, the defiance of conventionality which runs
throughout its subtitles. These are veritable gems of
humor, provoking laughter by indulging in the gentle
pastime of "kidding" the pictured action. Mr. Hughes
is the person responsible for these illuminating comedy
sentences, and a story goes around to the effect that
after the picture's first showing the skeptics and the
wise ones had it all figured that Anita Loos had written
them. This was a great compliment to Miss Loos, but
it must be admitted that she is not the only humorist
in the picture business. If Mr. Hughes now felt in-

clined to give up writing fiction, I doubt not but that
he could secure a job as title editor in any studio and
command an enormous salary. And in "Scratch My
Back" he has demonstrated that if an author of rec-

ognized ability so chooses he can benefit and add to

his reputation through the screen—and not merely look

upon it as a source for additional revenue.

You certainly cannot afford to miss "Married Life"
("there is a delightful chance for a pun there, but I

won't accept the challenge). I very seldom come out
flat-footed, so to speak, and urge every one to see a
certain picture that I think exceptional, for I realize

You certainly cannot afford to miss ''Married Life''—it is a perfect burlesque—
the greatest of Sennett's pictures.

full well that opinions are as variable as the weather.

And I have also heard a pair of very hard-boiled gen-

tlemen argue over the excellence of "Married Life.'''

But of these gentleman all I can say now is that I

regard them as close to the point of insanity.

"Married Life" is a perfect burlesque. First. Mr.
Sennett provided himself with a coherent plot. It is

one that many an old-timer will readily recognize as

the foundation of a large number of "ten, twenty,
thirty" melodramas. Its hero is Rodney St. Claire, a

man's man, if you please, and in this role appears the

serious-minded Ben Turpin. Rodney is the idol of the

college football team in the first scenes and later de-

velopments show him as one of the city's social pets.

Those of you with imagination sufficient to reconcile

Benjamin with such a role will sense the great comedy
possibilities of the picture and realize its superb quality

of burlesque immediately.
Ben, or Rodney, is the victim of foul circumstance.

A doctor's pretty wife writes a play that is given for

charity, and she and Rodney appear in the roles of

the lovers. Their numerous kissing scenes anger the

doctor, and later he decides, having been urged on by
the villain, to operate on Rodney, and let the opera-
tion prove fatal. Of course, in the end virtue reaps

its reward and Rodney is saved, the villain succumbing
to his usual defeat.

Possibly the scenes of the charity' play are lie iui
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"The Figurehead" is quite the best picture Eugene O'Brien has made
with Selzmck—he has always wanted to do a story of this type.

niest of the picture, but in saying this I immediately lay

myself open to more differences of opinion. Some peo-

ple will like the football-game scene in which Ben Tur-
pin is introduced with his head buried in the dirt. Others
will point to the hilarious comedy thrills of the airplane

scenes, .and others the bits in which Ben is seen inflated

with illuminating gas and floating through the corridors

of a hospital.

But the play scenes have the advantage of another set

of unlisually j clever subtitles. These . are in the way of

comments :from Ford Sterling, .who' sits/in the front row
of the audience. The remarks are of the "kidding" kind,

and Sterling certainly "kids" the life out of the play.

The scenes on the stage are burlesqued to a degree, and
Sennett has, as is his usual wont in staging such scenes,

made them funnier by giving away the mechanics of the

properties.

Supporting Benjamin X. Turpin in this greatest of Sen-

nett's pictures are such well-known funmakers as Phyllis

Haver, Jim Finlayson, Charles Conklin, Charles Murray,
Kala Pasha, and Ford Sterling, already mentioned. The
piece is billed as " 'Married Life,' Not a War Picture."

Picturegoers will doubtless be interested in Wanda
Hawley's first starring picture for Realart, "Miss Hobbs."
Adolph Zukor, who is the grand mogul of Famous Players-

Lasky, also has much to say in the policy of the Realart
concern. Mr. Zukor, therefore, robbed his Famous Players

outfit of a most popular leading lady and by the process

gained for his Realart pictures a star of promise in Miss
Hawley.

In the routine of expressing an opinion

heretofore I believe I have more than once
stated that I object to the haphazard proc-

ess of making popular leading men and
women of the screen into stars. They very
often are not fitted for the stellar job, and

because of the difficulties of the new work
sometimes lose strength and with it popularity.

More often than not these new stars are not
matured and ripened sufficiently to hold down
their new positions. I could go into details

and mention names to prove my point, but will

refrain.

Miss Hawley was not, to my mind, a poten-
tial star, but "Miss Hobbs" seems to prove that

my mind was wrong, for herein the blond
Wanda displays ability that she never displayed
before. Miss Hobbs is a man-hater, and the
little plot relates the manner in which she was
won by a member of the hated species who de-

liberately set out to accomplish her defeat.

Harrison Ford—and I do hope they won't make
him into a star, for what would our poor fem-
inine luminaries do then?—who has given of

his best to practically every lady headliner on
the screen, appears as the man giving the star

magnificent support, and there are many
superbly played comedy scenes between him
and Miss Hawley.

Aside from this "Miss Hobbs" has been given

a decidedly unique production by Donald Crisp

and benefits by some very good comedy by-

play by Jack Mulhall, Walter Hiers, Julianne

Johnson, and Helen Jerome Eddy.
The three productions mentioned above hit

the comedy goal squarely. There are a num-
ber of others recently released which hit it

also, but not immediately, and often stray intQ

the commonplace. It is worth noting that Selz-

In "Sick Abed"

starring Wal-

lace Reid, the

laughs come

thick and fast.
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. nick's "The Desperate Hero," star-

ring Owen Moore, and Universal's

''Alias Miss Dodd," starring Edith

Roberts, miss it altogether despite the

fact that careful aim was obviously

taken. Neither of these pictures has
the necessary ingredients of success-

ful comedy. ''The Desperate Hero"
is woefully lacking in story, and the

burden is thrown on Mr. Moore, who,
while willing to assume it, is unable
to bear its weight. "Alias Miss
Dodd" had the benefit of an attrac-

tive farce idea by the clever Edgar
Franklin, but the idea was treated un-
sympathetically in the production, and
there is hardly a laugh in its five

reels.

Then there is "Heart of Twenty,"
with ZaSu Pitts. Here is a picture

filled very full during its final two-
thirds with most amusing character

comedy and our old friend "heart in-

terest." The first third of the picture

is absolutely impossible. It is dry,

void of consequential action, and
stocked with close-ups of Miss Pitts.

Then, presto, at a certain point the

action jumps to excellence, and the
Douglas Fairbanks thinks "The Mollycoddle"

his best picture.

details of the mayoralty campaign in the small

town are delightfully amusing.
A word about Miss Pitts in passing. She

made herself prominent appearing in rather

small parts in features by effecting a great

awkwardness. The contrast of her work with

that of the pretty ingenues with whom she

played was striking and amusing. And now
the screen has lost a very excellent comedy
character actress, and in her stead appears
ZaSu Pitts, star. And I for one would pre-

fer the old order.

Lest readers will think me an old crab, un-
willing to see any new names in the electrics,

I will hasten to add that Douglas MacLean
had every right to become a star. His latest

picture, "Let's Be Fashionable," in which he
shares honors on the billing with Doris May,
gives still further evidence of that fact. Mr.
MacLean is a sure comedian and in addition
is good looking and full of varieties of "pep."
I predict that a year from now he will have
few superiors on the screen.

"Let's Be Fashionable" is a farce, a little

bit too strained to be quite perfect. A young
married couple discover that they can't be
fashionable in a suburban colony unless they
pretend to be in love with other men and
women. Desiring to be in the social swim,
they proceed to gather to themselves affinities,

and the ensuing complications are full of
comedy. I didn't enjoy the scene of the milk
being poured in the automobile radiator, but
otherwise it all went as very good comedy
with me.

"Sick Abed," starring

the well-groomed Wallace
Reid, is another comedy
containing the same dis-

ease as "Heart of Twenty"
—a bad beginning:. It is

Douglas MacLean'

s

latest picture,"Let's

Be Fashionable,"

gives evidence of his

ri°ht to be a star.
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broadly farcical in plot and requires a lot of explaining

to establish its characters in an altogether unreal but

amusing situation. This explaining is very dry, but

after they have succeeded in forcing the hero to pre-

tend to be sick so that he will not be called to testify

in a divorce suit, the laughs come in thick and fast.

The best piece of comedy is perpetrated when a phy-

sician comes to take the hero's temperature. The nurse

first thrusts a piece of ice and then a hot potato in

his mouth, and the M. D. is amazed. He tests his heart

next, and the nurse plants a kiss full on our hero's

mouth, with the result that the beats are quite abnormal.

The nurse, incidentally, is played by Bebe Daniels,

and she is very cute. Mr. Zukor, I might add, has

recently done with her as he did with Miss Hawley.
She is to be starred by Realart. And she may fool me
even as did Miss Hawley. I hope so.

Douglas Fairbanks' latest picture is "The Molly-

coddle." I find myself quite alone in the opinion that

it fails to measure up to "When the Clouds Roll By."

Mr. Fairbanks thinks it his best. Tom Geraghty, who
wrote it from a Harold McGrath story, thinks it his

best. Many critics think it his best. I must go on
record as differing emphati-

cally with them. They will

point out to you that it un-

covers some clever character-

ization by the star in its early

reels, and that this is a suffi-

cient substitute for the usual

Fairbanks stunt comedy.

But I can't reconcile my-
self to accepting Mr. Fair-

banks as a character come-
dian, no matter what they

say. I want to see him doing
his stunts. And in "The
Mollycoddle" I don't see him
doing them until the very fin-

ish. The avalanche down the

mountainside—one of the

most spectacular scenes ever
photographed—and the fight

with Wallace Beery provide
the opportunities for the al-

ways effective brand of com-
edy and thrills for which the

Fairbanks company is noted.

It's a bit unusual for Wil-
liam Farnum to appear in

comedy, yet this is what he
does in "The Joyous Trouble-
maker." And, barring sev-

eral efforts of a demon sub-
title writer to ruin the action,

the picture is altogether de-
lightful. The hero this time
sets out to woo a strong-

willed young lady who has
every reason to dislike him,
and the manner in which he
carries all his points by—fig-

uratively speaking—treading
all over the young lady's

tootsies is a constant laugh.
Louise Lovely is the girl in

the case, and her many scenes
with Mr. Farnum are filled to

the brim with laughter. I

can't forgive the subtitle

writer, though. He used,
"You tell 'em, Bell, I'm

The burden of "The Desperate Hero" falls on

Owen Moore.

phony," and told the villain to eat the "currents" in

an auto battery if he was hungry.
I enjoyed Eugene O'Brien in "The Figurehead" very

much. It is quite the best picture he has made with
Selznick. Mr. O'Brien has always wanted a story of
this type. I once heard him say that he would like to

play the part of a rich man who made good, instead

of a poor man who pulled himself up in the world.
"An idler with a lot of money deserves just as much,
if not more, credit for proving himself than a poor
man," he said.

Evidently his idea was communicated to John Lynch,
the author, and "The Figurehead" resulted. It is a
stirring story of a society man who was placed on the
ticket for mayor by political bosses who entertained
the idea that they could wind him around their fin-

gers. But the fellow decides to fight for his rights,

and in the end he finds himself mayor after a hard,
clean fight.

Mr. O'Brien plays the role for all it is worth and
makes an undeniably fine impression. Anna Nilsson
is the girl and the other parts are well played. There
are some stirring election scenes and the mob stuff is

excellently handled.
Harry Carey's "Human

Stuff" is a rehash of old plot

material that has a difficult

time registering as very in-

teresting. Its best scene is

the old one of the prodigal
son entering his home with
a laughing jag on. Where
the prodigal succeeded in find-

ing the real old stuff that

would so affect him is a part
of the picture left unex-
plained. I also liked the shots
of the sheep grazing, but I

didn't think much of the
climax when the hero res-

cued the heroine after she
had been attacked by two vil-

lains in rapid succession.

"Madonnas and Men" is a

very lavish production of a

story that has the identical

number of holes you'd find

in a large sieve. No one
knows the number of holes in

a sieve and on one knows the

number in this story. I am
surprised that such authors as

Carey Wilson and Edmund
Goulding would permit such
a plot. There are many
scenes that interest purely be-

cause of their spectacular ap-
peal. I have reference to the

scenes in the Roman stadium
and again the flashes of a typ-
ical New York "roof" show
in which Miss Evan Burrows
Fontaine is seen dancing.

Also spectacular is the scene
of Miss Fontaine undressing
behind a translucent screen.

I fear that this delightful bit

will come to grief at the

shears of heartless censors.

An interesting fact about
the picture is that a Roman

Continued on page 87



Detested Man
Eric von Stroheim has made

his place in the world with

a burden of hatred on his

shoulders.

By Martin J. Bent

"""™~"~
gjiii

THEY hated me; every

one in Los Angeles de-

tested my very name,

with the exception of the girl

I was engaged to, and her fam-

ily. And now I'm glad they did

—glad they passed me in their

motors and didn't ask me if I

wanted a lift, as I was walking

the eight miles to Universal

City. For it made me more
determined than ever to suc-

ceed ;
nothing in the world

could have stopped me."
Now, I can't tell you what

color Eric von Stroheim's eyes

and hair are or how tall he is,

or any of the usual things—but

I shall always remember his

face, as he talked to me that

day—for mere features don't

matter when determination and
loathing change a man's face as

they did his.

"I had been ill, and spent my
last thirty dollars in paying the

doctor," he went on. "I had
no money, no food, no friends.

But my fiancee talked with her

family about me, and they asked

me to come and stay with them
until I was on my feet. And
she said that she would marry
me if I could make good in a

year. In a year—and I had not
been able to do it in thirty-three

years

!

"I had played the part of the

German officer in 'The Heart
of Humanity' before I was ill,

and that was one reason why
every one hated me so. They
felt that because I looked the type I must be that sort

of man. They knew that I was Austrian and had
served five years in the Austrian army—that I had been
five years in the American army also made no differ-

ence. I had had six years' experience in pictures, so

I thought it best to try to succeed along that line—it

seemed the most possible.

"And so I went to work. I wrote a story
—

'Blind

Husbands,' which I called 'The Pinnacle.' " He paused
and smiled, glancing down at the cigarette in his hand.
"For two nights and a day I worked steadily, just as

"He looks like a German

"The Heart of Hum
of course he is one!" was the comment caused by his role in

ianity"—and the cause of much hatred of Von Stroheim.

if I had been driven by something not within me—and

I had two cheap cigarettes to smoke. I cut them in

half, and smoked them one puff at a time, putting them

out after each one. And when at last I was through

I knew that I had a big story—one that would go.

But the question of finding a producer who would

agree with me was another story.

"My last work had been done at Universal. Mr.

Laemmle was in Los Angeles at that time for a few

days, on business, so I decided to take my story to

him. And, as I had no money for car fare, I walked
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each day for three days to Universal City, waited in

the anteroom of Mr. Laemmle's office to see him, and

then walked home at night, unsuccessful. Nobody
spoke to me there in the office, except once when Mr.

Laemmle, passing through, stopped to tell me that he

remembered my work in 'Blind Husbands' and that it

had been very good.

"The third morning he stopped again and asked me
what I wanted. When I told him he took me into

his office, so that I could tell him about my story. He
wanted to know how long it would take me to tell it

to him. I said 'Fifteen minutes,' though I knew it

would take much longer than that. But I knew that

a quarter of an hour would let me know whether I

had won his interest or not. And he told me to come
to his home that evening and tell it to him.

"So I did. And I had been right. At the end of

the first fifteen minutes Mr. Laemmle was acting with

me as I told the story, acting first one role and then

another. And when I had finished—at the end of two
hours and fifteen minutes, as it happened—he said

'How much do you want to make it?' I knew I had
won."
The rest of the story of the making of "Blind Hus-

bands" is not a pretty one. The killing of a dog that

had been used in some of the scenes of the picture, so

that they would have to be retaken, the efforts even

of some of those who were on the pay roll to interfere

with the making of the picture, the mutilation of the

final print after it was ready to be sent East—those
are details that make for melodrama rather than pleas-

ant reading.

"It may sound like a press-agent story when I tell

you that when my second picture, 'The Devil's Pass
Key,' went to the laboratory, my assistant and I sat

by with loaded Winchesters day and night until it was
ready for me to bring East with me," Von Stroheim
said. "But it is the truth. I would have been willing

to kill any one who had interfered. So much was
done during the making of that picture—it was worse
than when I made my first one. I will never work
again under such conditions

;
digging ditches would

be better."

However, things promise to be different under his

new contract with Universal. And the plans for his

next picture are most interesting. It will have a for-

eign background—Monte Carlo ; Von Stroheim intends

to specialize in stories of the Continent, with diplomats

and palaces and double-edged intrigues accelerating the

action.

"And you made good in a year," I reminded him as

I rose to go.

"Yes—and am to be married very shortly," he an-

swered with a laugh. "The girl in the case is still of

the same opinion."

And, though I can't give you any better idea of Von
Stroheim's looks than you can get from the accompany-
ing portrait, I'm sure you'll agree with me that it would
be a wonder if she weren't.

Last Night
By Mix Thorn

J
SAT and watched the leading man,
And wished, as maidens may,

That I might try his car, with him,

Most any kind of day,

Or join the dance that then was on.

His ways are taking, quite.

His eyes met mine, my heart was stirred,

Upon the screen, last night.

And Aunt Amelia, next to me,

Was all attention, when
The hero's uncle played his part,

One of the older men.
"I like his face," I heard her say,

"And what he says is right.

He's prematurely gray." And how
She smiled and glowed, last night,

While dad and mother almost wept,

As proper parents do,

To watch the children on the screen

Down by the ocean blue.

"Such cunning tads, such natural ways,

And weren't they both so bright?"

They talked about them all the time

As we walked home, last night.

So everybody's satisfied,

Yet odd it seems to me,

What others find upon the screen,

And go again to see.

The heart appeal will draw us all.

And surely well it might.

We smiled and sighed at different things

Upon the screen, last night.



Over the Teacups \

Fanny the Fan retails gossip on the way to a bullfight, and forgets about tea.

By The Bystander

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

FANNY and I were off for Tia Juana—with
Fanny driving. Now, that means more than

it looks as if it did. In the first place, Fanny's
the sort of driver who lets not her right hand know
what her left hand doeth ; she shifts gears in the

most nonchalant fashion, and then says in sweet sur-

prise, "Oh, that is reverse, isn't it ? I always forget

and think it's high." That's so consoling when you
find yourself gently settling back into a ditch ! She
maintains, as far as possible, the speed Wallie Reid
does in his racing pictures when he's trying to out-

distance the Limited and win the girl. And she talks

all the time. That's one reason why she wanted me
to desert the rest of the crowd and drive from Coro-
nado Beach down to Tia Juana with her—so that we
could gossip—on the way to a bullfight, too!
As for Tia Juana—if you've ever been a tourist in

San Diego, California, you know it well. It's just

nicely over the Mexican border, and it's not what you
expect at all. Oh, yes, they have bullfights and gam-
bling of all sorts there, and have never even heard
of prohibition, apparently—but somehow you expect
it to be terribly picturesque and wicked, and your main
impression, if you're at all like me, is one of souvenirs
made in Tolu'ka, Kansas. However, all the screen

notables flock there, and so does every-
body else.

"W ell," began Fanny, as we sped along
over the road from Coronado, where we'd
been imbibing cool drinks, and looking at
the ocean,

l,

zvhat have you got to say for
yourself? Last time 1 saw you, at that
beach party, you jumped on me for say-\ing Dick Barthelmess was engaged.

And then somebody shouted at us
to come down to the fire and showed
us a wire announcing that Dick was
married."

"I know— I apologize," was
my humble reply. "And by
way of making up for it I'll tell

you all about the wedding—

a

friend of mine in the East saw
Lillian Gish just afterward, and
she said Lillian told her that

it was very impressive; Mr.
Griffith told Lillian—he was the
only motion-picture person
there except the principals. He
aid little Mary Hay looked

very lovely in her
wedding gown, and
came down the

aisle on her father's

arm—he's Colonel

Caldwell, vou

Yes, it 's really Lil-

lian Gish, in even-

ing clothes. And to

her right stands a
New York society

leader, who has a
part in" Wa> Down ,

East," in which Know, and was in

Lillian appears uniform—and that
thus clad in purple \[ was a beautiful
and fine hum. ceremony It was

performed at the
•-'"•*^»>

> Church o f the
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the first ten of the four hundred, I suppose you could call

her. Her father's in it, too, and Evelyn Walsh, an heiress

from Colorado. I think that's awfully thrilling."

"So do I—but I can match it," I retorted; gossiping with
Fanny is exactly like playing checkers. "Monroe Salisbury
has two celebrities in embryo in 'The Barbarian,' the first

picture that he's making with his own company. They're
Ann and Michael Cudahy, the son and daughter of the

Kansas City packers—you've heard of the family, cer-

tainly."

"Well, even if Monroe Salisbury had the Queen of Eng-
land in a picture with him I don't believe I'd see her; I'm
so glad that he's coming back to the screen that I'd hardly
notice anybody else. But I insist on telling you one more
thing about Way Down East'—Lillian Gish has a chance
in it to wear regular, dressed-up clothes; aren't you glad?

I've always wished she would."
"She's following the general tendency to do something

different, then; seems to me all the stars are trying it now.
I suppose you know that Madge Kennedy is going back on
the stage and has her own company now—which isn't so

very different, of course, from what she has been doing;

I do want to see what sort of stories she'll select for her-

self, though."
"Speaking of going back on the stage reminds me of

how worried I am about Thomas Meighan," remarked
Fanny, so distraught that she let a Ford pass her. "You
know, he skipped off to New York a while ago, and David
Warfield, the grand old man of the stage, who's never
allowed himself even to think of going into the movies,
is there, too. And they're great friends—Tommy was on
the stage with Warfield in 'The Return of Peter Grimm,'
which is to be revived this fall—and I'm afraid that War-

Photo by Evans

This is Cullen Landis' pretty sister, Margaret, who's well

started on the way to fame as a screen actress.

Heavenly Rest, in New York, and just a few people

were there. Dick had some of his college chums for

best man and ushers, and he and his bride couldn't

go away for a honeymoon, because they had to go right

on with Way Down East.' But this friend of mine

saw them out at the Griffith studio, and she said they

were a perfectly ideal bride and groom, and that the

way Dick looked at Mary would make a fortune for

him if he could do it on the screen."

"Well, I expected it right along," declared Fanny,
in her most superior manner. "I was in New York
when Mr. Griffith took his company there for the open-

ing of 'Broken Blossoms,' and when I asked Dick if

he was glad to get back to New York he said most

enthusiastically that he was—'glad to get back and see

all the fellows and my girl'—as he put it. And I asked

if he was engaged, and he said he was, but that it

was a secret and please not to say anything about

it. And he was worried to death for fear Mr.
Griffith wouldn't let him go back and play in comedies

opposite Dorothy Gish, because people had grown
accustomed to seeing him with her, and if an-

other chap got the job the public might forget all about

him. Isn't that funny, when you think of all he's

done since then ?"

I agreed that it was.
" 'Way Down East' is going to be

interesting for more reasons than

just because of its cast," declared

Fanny. "I mean besides the people

like Lillian Gish and Dick Barthel-

mess and Creighton Hale and the

rest of the stars. Mrs. August Bel-

mont's in it, you know—one of New
York's big society leaders—one of

Monroe Salisbury

comes back to us in

"The Barbarian"—
and with him come

Ann and Michael

Cudahy, children of

the Kansas City

packer, who appear

in the picture.
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field will persuade Tommy to desert the screen and go back

to the stage altogether."

"But he has a contract—he's being starred," I protested.

"He couldn't do that."

"He could do anything he wanted to," retorted Fanny
gloomily. "And Will Rogers said—oh, wasn't it too bad

about his little boy?" she broke off suddenly. "I mean
that youngest one's dying of diphtheria. Why, I was at the

midnight show on the New Amsterdam Roof, in New York,

the night Will came out, swishing his rope around his feet

and chewing gum like mad, and announced that baby's birth,

about two years ago."

We drove along quietly for a moment ; Fanny's always

been very fond of the Rogers children, and didn't seem to

care to talk any more. And then she began again, as abruptly

as she'd stopped.

"Have you met Cullen Landis' sister Margaret?" she de-

manded. "She's the prettiest thing; she was Henry Walthall's

leading woman in 'The Confession,' and had important roles

in two of Anita Stewart's pictures, 'Harriett and the Piper'

and 'Sowing the Wind.' Her husband's a director—Bertram
Bracken—and I believe she has a big future ahead of her."

"Well, speaking of futures, what do you think of the

people who are going to take Gloria Swanson's and Thomas
Meighan's places in De Mille productions?" I demanded.
"They surely have bright ones. Ann Forrest is leading

woman in 'The Other Wife,' the next De Mille picture after

'Something to Think About' ; she's had quite a bit of experi-

ence, you know—was in that picture of Houdini's, 'The
Grim Game,' and had quite big roles in Goldwyn's 'Dan-
gerous Days' and in 'The Prince Chap,' with Thomas
Meighan. She's ever so different looking from Gloria

Swanson—short and very blond ; she was born and brought
Photo by Edward Thayer Monroe

Winsome Madge Kennedy plans to return to the stage and

form her own company for making pictures; who said the

stars lead easy lives these days!

up in Denmark, you know. And Forrest Stanley is to

succeed Meighan."
"Oh, I'm so glad—I remember seeing him in stock

a long time ago, before he left the stage for the screen.

He's had lots of experience in pictures, too—he ought
to do wonders under De Mille's direction."

I agreed with Fanny that he ought. "Ora Carew's
going to be featured, too, in William De Mille's picture,

'His Friend and His Wife,' " I went on. "And I'm
expecting her to blossom out wonderfully ; she used
to be in comedies, you know, and was in vaudeville, too,

before that. And then she was in Universal pictures

later. Just imagine what she'll be able to do now."
"Uh-hum," agreed Fanny, as we crossed a muddy

little river that was almost dry.

"Oh, did you go to the benefit performance of 'Ari-

zona' that the Motion-Picture Post of the American
Legion gave ? Well, you missed a great occasion.

Even-body in the film colony was there in his best

bib and tucker. It was a revelation—a real-star cast,

with Clara Kimball Young, Bessie Barriscale, Fatty
Arbuckle, Theodore Roberts, Howard Hickman, Bill

Desmond, Sessue Hayakawa, Tom Forman, Monte
Blue, Sylvia Ashton, Charlie Murray, Edward Suther-
land, Ruth Renick. Bryant Washburn, Lewis Stone

—

oh, whose car is that, just ahead of

us? Let's hurry and pass them—it

looks to me like somebodv I heard

something about, and if that's who it

is, it's true." With which cryptic ut-

terance Fanny sent us hurtling up the

road in pursuit of a foreign roadster,

and all gossip ceased.

Here are Dick

Barthelmess and

his bride, Mary
Hay—never has

Dick looked more

devoted, no mat-

ter how ardent

the scenario
asked him to be.



Sounds Possible.

We know an actor who, in order to side-step the

tediousness of focusing lights, et cetera, allows his

director to use a dummy to take his place during these

necessary preliminaries, while he saun-

ters out on the lot and rolls a fresh one.

A great scheme ! But, whishth—they

do say that one
afternoon, by mis-

take, the dummy
instead of the actor

got into the picture,

and no one noticed

the difference for

half an hour

!

—o

—

Scared Sober.

Human nature is

peculiar. We, per-

sonally, are human, and we possess a peculiar nature.

If the Prohibition Party had told us that hereafter

we mustn't ride on a street car, chances

are we'd be building them in our cellar.

Be that as it may—in this cellar of

ours we have of late been conducting

certain laboratory experiments Math corn

meal, brown sugar, and raisins.

Last night we saw Barrymore in "Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." We viewed the

things that are likely to happen to a

gent who monkeys with home brew.

Our still is stilled forever

!

—o

—

Shudderful to Contemplate.

"The More Excellent Way," starring

Anita Stewart, is a story of a girl who
followed her convictions and all but

wrecked three lives.

Goodness Us

!

Just from FOLLOWING her convic-

tions !

What would have happened if she had caught up

to them? —o

—

He May Not Wear Them But He Causes—Suits!

"Jenny Be Good" is "a tale of twists and romance

that proves Dan Cupid can't be worsted."

By Heck, that's right.

Every time we feel a serge in our heart and cotton

to Cupid, he pulls the wool over our eyes.

—o

—

At That—He'll Be A Good Comedian!

An ordained clergyman, Rev. Geo. Le Roi Clark,

has quit the pulpit to be a screen comedian.

Some ministers will do most anything to keep people

away from the movies. —o

—

Oh, It'll Come, All Right!

With so many jabbing gents horning in on the pic-

ture game, why not attach nifty monickers to them as

we did in the good old days of the padded ring?

example

:

F'r

"One-Reel O'Brien."
"Dukes McNally, the class of the five-reelers."

"Kid Spavins"— Serial Champ.
—o

—

(Now We Cry When We Can't Think Of One !)

Every day the movies help us. Watching Ann
Luther ooze briny tears through six reels of "Neglected
Wives" was as good as a sea voyage to us.

Yessir—Ann weeped nearly as much as we did when
we told our first falsehood.

But that was long ago, when you and we were young,
Maggie.

—o

—

Somewhat Astramentaceous, As It Were.

By omitting the "k" in "A Manhattan Knight," the

title would have come closer to fitting the picture.

Most of the scenes were unshown in utter blackness,

and you know how black utter is.

All we can remember seeing was George Walsh los-

ing his pance—as usual.

—o

—

Shown On Asbestos Screens Only?

Goldwyn refers to "The Woman And The Puppet":

"The fiery Farrar in a sun-drenched exotic romance of

hot-blooded Spain
!"

—o

—

Bills We Love:

—Hart.
—ie Burke.
Greenbacks.

Bills We Dislike:

Gas

—

Rent-
Grocery

—

—ie West.

Do You Remember When.

F. X. B. received one hundred
thousand votes in a screen

magazine for "portrayal of char-

acter"? Gosh

!

—o

—

Random Remarks.

Suggested by Current Titles.

"The Deep Purple."

Has fled from a million noses.

"The Stolen Kiss."

GRAND Larcenv.

"The Great Air Rob-
bery."

Stealing a copy of the

"Congressional Record."

'Leave It To Me!"
Oh, will you, John D.?
"The Wonder Man."

Every woman's first hus-

band.

"The Devil's Claim."

"Never had a frozen

water-pipe in My place !"
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And This Reminds Us:

That griseous old sourdough surviviors of the '98

gold rush will be some startled at what is pulled off

in "The Spell Of The Yukon."
Not a drink guzzled in the whole picture

!

A hootchless film of those hectic days seems to us

a parallel to a performance of "Richard The Third"
with Dick omitted

!

—o

—

Song: "Adonis Died Poor."
(Dedicated to Will Rogers.)

A featured star is he, without
The features of a cutie.

His greatest feature is a brain

That surely is a beauty

!

His features prove that he is not

One of those pretty creatures

;

He's featured in the features for

His acting—not his features !—o

—

Regarding A Certain Comedian.

We did not care for him.

Perhaps this was because we saw Chaplin before

we saw the Certain Comedian.
We admit however, that if we had seen the Certain

Comedian before we had seen Charlie, our
feelings would have been different.

Yep-—we'd have stopped going to the

movies

!

Well, anyway, the Certain Comedian has

now discarded his Charlie derby and baggy
pance ; his Chaplin shoes and cane, and is

now endeavoring on his personal merit.

We have just seen one of his Chaplinless

films and
Read that first line over.

It still goes

!

— —
Ask Dad: He Knows!

The theme of "Blind Youth" is that

the eyes of the young are ever closed

when they should be open.

If the author had been a in-a-manner-
of-speaking happy young father, we
betcha he'd have reversed that theme

!

Our Own Rhymed Reviews.

("Simple Souls")

Molly Shine was so full of dreams she couldn't hold

a job. Dad was full of brandy and her Ma was full

of sob! "I am a shine!" said Molly, "and I think I'll

change my name !" And so she wed a nobleguy ; The
Duke Of Wynninghame. But after giving Duke her

duke she met the Dukeses' Sis. Who looked at her,

then asked the Duke: "Great Heavens ! What is this?"

Then Molly saw her set and his were sep'rate as the

poles. And so

she simply ran

away upon her

simple soles

!

But it would

never do, you
know, for Fate

these souls to

rend. He found

her? Of course,

he did—Clinch

!

F a d e - O u t !

Then
(The End!)

And That Reminds Us:

Before the movies came
the Kentucky feud was
wont to bust out and pur-

sue its hobby of homicidal
extermination through gen-

eration
after gen-
eration

—

s o m e -

times for a

hundred
years.

Nothing
like that now.
The deadly

fifth reel kills off the most feudist feud that ever feuded

!

Did you ever hear of a film feud that lasted beyond
the fifth reel?

Neither did we.
—o

—

Ask Your Cat!

Nothing so rapidly and completely cops our capreolus

as to read a star-inteiwiew in which is highlighted his

idiosyncrasies and his from-weird-to-nutty likes and
dislikes

!

F'rinstance ; we've just been reading that

Norman Kerry possesses an aversion to cats.

"Well," as Nero snapped at the Chief of

Rome's Fire Department
—

"what of it?"

So have fish, for all we know

!

If it had been us interring that view we'd
have gone right out and got the cat's side of it.

Y' can't tell—maybe the cats care not for

Norman. — —
Page Metro.

One of our favorite indoor sports is dig-

ging up directorial anachronisms and smearing
them into a paragraph.

Not that it's any of our business when a

.y__ director skids, but it is our business to

j > build paragraphs.
").' So let us consider "Alias Jimmy Val-

entine."

What we at first took to be human
zebras in the prison scenes turned out

to be incarcerated gents in striped uni-

forms. All this was supposed to have

happened ten or twelve years ago in the

days of bread-and-water, solitary-confinement, and
naughty wardens ; which was all right, and sartorially

correct.

But the lady actors in the film were all attired in

1920 apparel. How come?
—o

—

A Step Into The Future.

In "Uneasy Feet" the action of the play is carried

entirely by the feet; no subtitles—not even a foot-note.

The anatomy of the actors is never shown above the

knee.

To many of the optience, watching this pedalplay

was a new sensation, but to us, who worship at the

feet of the bathing-beauty drama, 'twas no novelty. We
have formed a habit of never look—but we digress, as

usual.

What we started out to say was this: If the idea

spreads to the larger skylights, in another year, instead

of raving over the Pickford curls, we'll be eating up
space with rhapsodies and rap-ideas anent Mary's ankle.

Continued on page 95



In her latest picture—"The Stolen Kiss
"

IT
was summer on Broadway

—

summer expressed in shimmer-
ing heat waves that wilted the

crowds in front of the baseball bul-

letin in Times Square, and a change
of signs in the windows of the white-

front restaurants, from "Old-fash-

ioned wheat cakes" to "Old-fashioned
strawberry shortcake"

;
strange, the

way New York prizes that word "old-

fashioned."

It was matinee day, too—and the

sort of crowd that hadn't seen the

season's successes earlier in the year
thronged the sidewalks. Motion-pic-
ture actors, back from the Pacific

coast for a brief stay and eagerly

making up for their dramatic famine

;

women from out of town, whose hus-

bands, adorned with convention

badges, proclaimed with sheepish

grins their discomfort at going to the

theater in the afternoon ; occasional

variety in the form of groups of girls

on their way to "The Gold Diggers"
or "East Is West" for the third or
fourth time—all sauntering along,

staring at each other, stopping eagerly

when a famous actress' car got caught
in the traffic jam and permitted a

close-up glimpse of her—just Broad-
way on matinee day.

Lots of them were on their way
to see Constance Binney, the little

Realart star, who was just winding
vip a successful season on the stage in

"39 East." So was I. But they were
to see her from out front, while I

made my way back to her dressing

room in the Shubert Theater, and
found her discussing the question of luncheon, while the woman who acted

as her dresser gave frantic warning that "It'll be 'Overture' in a minute, and
you won't be dressed

!"

"Well, that's all right," retorted Miss Binney calmly, kicking off one
pump and thoughtfully regarding the egg that lay on her dressing table.

"We had such a time buying that egg—it's my luncheon, you know," she

went on to me. "A playwright was with me, and we went into a drug
store, and he said, 'We're going to a play and we want an egg.' The
clerk was quite convinced that we were going to throw it at. somebody,

but he finally got it for us—and now I've got to eat it quick ; I'm hungry.

Only I can't fix it—I haven't any spoon!"
The dresser began to rummage wildly in a wardrobe trunk which blocked

Back-Stage with Con
Quite unconsciously she unburdens

By Louise

llllilllBIMIllllMllllllllllllllllll^

the way to the washstand and took up most of the floor

space; despite the fact that, this room used to be Julia

Marlowe's, and is one of the star dressing rooms of the

theater, it is tiny and inconvenient.

"Well, use the shoe horn." The
other slipper was kicked off, and
Miss Binney began on one stock-

ing. "I really don't see why I

should change—these pumps are

exactly alike ! Now, what do you
suppose small women do about

stockings?" she demanded of me,
suddenly. "I simply can't get any
that fit ; I bought these at the chil-

dren's counter. Not that I have

such small feet"—which wasn't

"I'd be a mountain if I ate."

Do you believe it?

Photo copyrighted by MotTctt, Chicago

The term "heart high" just fits her.

Photo copyrighted by Moffett. Chicago
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stance Binney
her soul to an interviewer.

Williams

true; she has. "But the}' don't seem to be

the right size."

The raw egg arrived just then, in a glass

borrowed from Henry Hull, the leading man,
who has been playing opposite Constance Bin-
ney in the long run of "39 East," and opposite

whom her sister Faire will play next season
on the stage. The egg arrived without salt,

and it looked—well, there's just one word,
which isn't a word at all, that properly describes

it. It looked woop-goozaly, a term surviving
my college days which, if you say it slowly, has
untold descriptive power.

"Oh, well, she'll just bolt it," I reflected with
a shudder as Miss Binney pushed her curly,
brown hair back from her face and bound a
towel around her head. But she didn't; she
sipped that yellow mass delicately, lingeringly,
with all the gusto with which you'd take to
fruit punch on a blazing hot afternoon. And
then

.
"I simply love raw eggs," she commented,

setting down the glass with a sigh. "That's
all I eat for lunch."

"All—always ?" I demanded in surprise.
"Oh, yes—I'd be a regular mountain if I

ate," she made calm reply. Reflect on that, all

ye who make a bee line

for the kitchen every
night before going to bed,
and finish up the cold
chicken and iced coffee
and rolls and cake and
berries that resisted

your onslaught at din
ner. No boxes of
chocolates and hours
in a hammock on
lazy afternoons; no
coffee with lots of
cream and sugar,

She's been playing "39
East" on the stage

all season; soon

you'll see her

doing it in

pictures.

Photo by Edward I hayer Monroe

All she has to say about love is, "bah!'

and waffles and buttered toast on snappy wintry morn-
ings. Now, how'd you like to change places with Con-
stance Binney?

She was putting on her make-up when I returned

to earth, and I want to rise and protest publicly and
with fervor against the law that lets her do it, or the

exigencies that demand it. For Constance Binney needs

no adornment whatever. She is wise enough to know
it, and except when she's working in pictures or on
the stage her really beautiful complexion is unpowdered
and unrouged. She has tiny dimples, two at each cor-

ner of her mouth, to which the camera never does
justice. She has very beautiful dark blue eyes, and
a firm little chin that's a keynote to her whole char-

acter. And she's one of those charmingly little girls

—about whom somebody once coined the phrase "heart

high," and it fits her perfectly.

She chattered on as she smeared her face with cold

cream and then carefully wiped every speck of it off

;

somehow, she made me think of a child playing with

the cosmetics on its mother's dressing table. She's

young about everything, though ; she bubbles over with

enthusiasm and positive opinions and the assurance of

youth. The world's just a nice little old ball tied to

a string, like those elastic-tethered ones that children

bounce against the backs of passers-by. May she

never grow old and staid and stolid

!

"An interviewer asked me this morning what I

thought was the greatest thing in the world," she
Continued on page 85



Scenario vs. Weather
By Selma Howe

Wilson skiing at Big Bear for

pictorial purposes.

Conrad Nagle had a lot

of fun out of doing

"Athalie" at Lake

Tahoe, on top of the

American continent.

KNOW a scenario editor who takes to

the woods every summer, and com-
municates with the studio by telephone,

telegraph—almost any means that will keep
plenty of distance between him and the

actors.

"All I hear is, 'Please let's do some snow
stuff' when I'm around in hot weather," he
explained to me, shifting his pipe and star-

ing off to the mountains. "Just as sure as

it begins to get hotter than Dutch love, every
last soul on the lot -will saunter into my
office and suggest that I find a scenario

with scenes laid at the north pole or up
in the mountains or somewhere with plentv

of cool weather around. And, of course,

that's jiist the time when every production
in the making has reached a place that calls

for South island scenes or winter interi-

ors. It nearly always happens."
I recalled being at the Griffith studio on

one of the summer's hottest days, when
they were making retakes for "Way Down
East," supposedly in an old barn. The
thermometer was up in the nineties, yet

"A Fool and His

Money" took Eugene

O'Brien out into the

snow—but it hap-

pened at a time when
he'd rather have

stayed in by the fire,

unfortunately.

those poor actors wore fur coats, chamois
lined. Creighton Hale had on ear muffs
as well. Dick Barthelmess was clad in a

bearskin coat. His wife, Mary Hay, was
clumping around in arctics and a red cape

and tarn. All of them shed their wraps
the instant they left the set, and repaired

their make-up, which was streaming down
their faces, and longed for the snowstorm
which was supposed to be raging just out-

side. The set was like an oven.
However, that doesn't always happen

;

once in a while the weather and the scenario
collaborate as Gene O'Brien will tell you.
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<L/^TlLADY always makes sure

her corsets are equipped

with the

HOSE SUPPORTERS

TyTHEN buying your favor-

" ire corset if you find ic

has nor this kind of supporter,

tequest your corsetieres to

replace the others with

Velvet Grip "Sew-Ons."

They will gladly do so.

What is in the Name?
Velvet— conveys the idea (j rlP— the idea of a firm

of softness, free from rough hold, like that of a friend,

surfaces, while in combination

is suggestive of softness and comfort, combined with firm-

ness, srability and strengrh— the dominant characteristics

of our product.

Velvet Grip "Sew-Ons" can he bought sep-
arately and easily applied to any corset.

Sold Everywhere
Ask for them ac the Notion, Hosiery or Corset Department.

GEORGE FROST COMPANY, BOSTON
Makers of (he famous Boston Garter for Men,
''Pin-Ons" for Children and the "Baby Midget''
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"YouVe Gone Way Past Me, Jim!"
"Today good old Wright came to my office. All day the boys had been dropping in

to congratulate me on my promotion. But with Wright it was different.

"When I had to give up school to go to work I came to the plant seeking any kind of job

—

I was just a young fellow without much thought about responsibility. They put me on the pay-
roll and turned me over to Wright, an assistant foreman then as now. He took a kindly interest

in me from the first. 'Do well the job that's given you, lad,' he said, 'and in time you'll win out.'

"Well, I did my best at my routine work, but I soon realized that if ever I was going to get ahead I must not

only do my work well, but prepare for something better. So I wrote to Scranton and found I could get exactly the

course I needed to learn our business. I took it up and began studying an hour or two each evening.

Why, in just a little while my work took on a whole new meaning. Wright began giving me the most particular

jobs—and asking my advice. And there came, also, an increase in pay. Next thing I knew I was made assistant

foreman of a new department. I kept right on studying because I could see results and each day I was applying

what I learned. Then there was a change and I was promoted to foreman—at good money, too.

'And now the first big goal is reached—I am superintendent, with an income that means independence, comforts

and enjoyments at home—all those things that make life worth living.

"Wright is still at the same job, an example of the tragedy of lack

of training. What a truth he spoke when he said today, 'You've gone
'way past me, Jim,—and you deserve to. Heads win—every time!"'

Yes, it's simply a question of training. Your hands can't earn the

money you need, but your head can if you'll give it a chance.

The International Correspondence Schools have helped more than

two million men and women to win promotion, to earn more money,
to know the joy of getting ahead in business and in life.

Isn't i: about time to find out what they can do for you?

You, too, can have the position you want in the work of your choice,

with an income that will make possible money in the bank, a home of

your own, the comforts and luxuries you would like to provide your

family. No matter what your age, your occupation, your education,

or your means—you can do it

!

All we ask is the chance to prove it—without obligation on your

part or a penny of cost. That's fair, isn't it? Then mark and mail

this coupon.

n TEAR OUT HERE 1

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4553-B, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the poiN
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting and Railways
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating;
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder

B Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST
Navigation

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Private Secretary
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER

Q Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILE OPERATING
.Into Repairing I Q SpanUh
AGRICULTURE |Q French
Poultry Raising | _ Italian

Name

Present
Occupation,

Street
and No

City .State.



By William Lord Wright

Some months ago I spoke of the

Mary necessity of authors writing directly

for the screen and even ventured to
Agrees assert that the time was not far distant

when original stories would be de-

manded. This in reply to statements that "books and
plays were becoming scarce" that "original stories were
not wanted," et cetera. Now I find that Mary Pickford,

who is one of the shrewdest and most experienced of
motion-picture artists and producers, agrees with me.
She is quoted as follows

:

I am engrossed in the problem of obtaining stories for my
future pictures. Among my recent productions have been
several based on books that had attained wide popularity.
But in the ordinary course of events, we found it necessary
to eliminate some of the scenes that

made the books memorable to their

readers, and we also felt obliged to

change the title of the screen version
of the last production.

It seems to me that our best au-
thors should take us seriously after
all that we have done. I am looking
forward to a time when these au-
thors will write directly for us,

rather than have their work done
in book form and afterward have
it changed.
To any fair-minded person, it

will appear as an absurdity to know
that we sometimes pay as high as
one hundred thousand dollars for
the screen rights to a book, when
we use but a part of the story.

Many scenes—and some that appeal
to readers as especially beautiful

—

must be cut out to meet the screen
requirements. This gives the read-
ers the feeling that the screen is not
true, whereas if we could get a

screen ctory it would be possible for
the author afterward to elaborate it in any way he or she
might desire without injury to the photo piay.

As T have previously stated in these columns, one

cannot picturize word-paintings, dialogue, and long

chapters of character drawings. The time will come
when the screen will have the original plots primarily,

and later the story may be changed for book purposes

by the author—providing the author is a writer of

books. Or the plot in photo-play form and the serial

or book could be released simultaneously, thus increas-

ing interest in both mediums of expression.

QUESTIONS concerning scenario

writing, addressed to this depart-

ment, will be gladly answered, when ac-

companied by a stamped and addressed

return envelope. Beginners, however,
are advised first to procure our "Guide-
posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet

covering all the points on which begin-

ners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the

principal producers, with statements of

the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six

cents. Please note that we cannot read

or criticize scripts.

Business for Harold Lloyd radically differs from com-
edy business for Ben Turpin. As to the five-reel comedy
drama, or light comedy, that is another story. It is the

most dangerous stuff in film land. One reason for

this fact is that it is difficult to get convincing, laugh-

able situations, all having a logical bearing on the plot,

to run for five thousand feet of film. You never can

tell. "Ruggles of Red Gap," considered by many
literary judges as one of the most laughable of Ameri-
can novels, was not so side-splitting in pictures, despite

the efforts of a well-known light comedian. On the other

hand, "Skinner's Dress Suit," filmed from a short story,

was a tremendous success as a light comedy, and al-

though released three years ago, nothing has exceeded

it in plausibility and real American humor to this day.

And the moral of it all is this

:

Writing comedy is a hazardous
business.

Why
Registered

Letters?

Writing
Generally speaking, it is not for the

free lance to write comedies. Most of

the screen comedies are built and not
Comedies written. The director or the comedian

has an idea for a comedy. Maybe a

burlesque on "East Lynne," for example. They go to

work and plan business, more or less comic, as they

progress. The business also must necessarily be cut

and patterned to the peculiar talents of the comedian.

There is noth-
ing that more
quickly stamps
the amateur
than certain

methods of submitting manu-
scripts. For example a regis-

tered letter will arrive at the

scenario editor's sanctum, neces-

sitating signature, et cetera. Be-
fore the letter is opened the

secretary knows what the enve-

lope contains. And the special-

delivery letter, nine times out of

ten. carries a motion-picture
script. Then in three or four

days a letter arrives calling at-

tention to the fact that the registered letter was for-

warded and stating that "time has arrived for a de-
cision." Don't brand yourself as a novice bv register-

ing your letters.

Producers are constantly on the look-

As to out f°r tne wr iter wno steals his stuff.

. . so that they can shun him. One of the
-plagiarism best writers for the screen remains in

comparative obscurity. He has origi-

nal ideas and he is also a clever writer of screen con-

tinuity. Why then does he not succeed? Because he
is known to have a penchant for stealing other writers'

stuff. He may go along for a time with strictly original

matter. Then one day he will submit a story which
is partly original and contains one or more situations

taken from books or plays—and these situations but

thinly disguised. Brainy as he is, there is something
lacking. He does not seem to think that there are

others as well or even better read than he, and that

Continued an page 96
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Flat Belcher Ring
Solid gold mounting, with
wide flat band. Almost a
carat, guaranteed genuine Tif-
nite Gem. Price $16.30 : only
S4.50 on arrival. Balance
S3.00 per month.

(J?ee Cut Xo. 11

Tooth Belcher Ring
Solid gold mounting. Has a
guaranteed genuine Tifnite
Gem almost a carat in size.
Price $16.50 : only $4.50 upon
arrival. Balance $3.00 per
month.

{See Cut Xo.

Take
Your
Choice

Ladies' Beautiful Ring
Solid gold six-prong tooth mounting. Guaranteed
genuine Tifnite Gem almost a caratin size. Price
§16.r>0 : only S4.00 upon arrival. Balance per
month.

{See Cut Xo. 2)

No
Money
With
Order

Put It Beside a Diamond
To quickly introduce into every locality our beautiful TIFNITE GEMS, we will absolutely and positively send them

out FREE and on trial for io days' wear. Pay only $4.50 on arrival, balance $3.00 per month if satisfactory. But only

10,000 will be shipped on this plan, so you must act quickly. Get the coupon into the mail..

Solid Gold Mountings
After you see the dazzling gem and

carefully made an examination and
want to keep it, pay for it in such small paj-ments that you'll hardly
from a genuine diamond, or if for any reason at all, you do not wi

the handsome solid gold mounting—after you have

decided that you have a wonderful bargain and

miss the money. If 3-011 can tell a TIFXITE GEM
>h to keep it, return at our expense.

Remarkable Gem Discovery
T-ir.-JT^i~,

c,osest tnino to a diamond ever discovered. In appearance a
J and a diamond are as alike as two peas. TIFNITE GEMS have
the wonderful pure white color of diamonds of the first water, the dazzling
nre, -brilliancy, cut and polish. Stand everv diamond test—fire, acid and
diamond file. Mountings are exclusively fashioned in latest designs

—

and guaranteed solid gold.

Send No Money—Just the Coupon
Just send coupon. Send no reference, no money. No obligation on you

in any way ! You run no risk. Coupon brinss voii anv of the exquisitely
beautiful rings shown and described here. Wear it fo'r 10 days on trial.

a Sf^TOTE GEM is set in the latest stvle solid gold mountings De-
cide then whether you want to keep it or not. Send for yours now—to-
aa J" sure. Send no money. Be sure to send strip of paper showins size
wanted.

THE TIFNITE GEM COMPANY
511 South Plymouth Street, Dept. S96, Chicago, 111.

How to Order Rings ^set
eut

tUe
a

heavy paper so that the ends exactly meet when
drawn tightly around the second joint of finder

on which you want to wear the ring. Be careful
that the measuring paper fits snugly without
overlapping, and measure at the second joint.

Send the strip of paper to us with order coupon.

THE TIFNITE GEM CO.
511 South Plymouth Street Dept. 896 Chicago, 111.

on 10 days" approval.
t to enclose size as described above..'

Send me Ring Xo. . . .

iln ordering ring, be s

I astree to pay $4.50 on arrival and balance at the
rate of $3.00 per month. If not satisfactory. I will
return same within 10 days at your expense.

Name

Address
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HAD Antonio Moreno followed his

youthful desires he might have
been a flashing young bullfighter

now—perhaps the most acclaimed torero
—if we may wax enthusiastic and use the Spanish word
for it—in all Madrid. In fact, the description of the bull-

£ghter in "Blood and Sand," by the famous Spanish novel-

ist, Ibanez, just fits him.

"Fame and fortune have come to him, and he is able to

gratify the desires of his early days, as if the mirage of

hunger and desire had suddenly been converted into daz-

zling reality. He lavishes largess upon his mother "

Even though Tony's arena is of shadows and celluloid rather

than blood and sand, that might have been written about him.

Instead of courting the fury of the bull he flirts with death in

flying leaps for life from cliffs, submarine stunts, and perilous

feats with horse and motor car. Instead of the "Old Ole!" of

the devotees of bullfighting he has the applause and letters of

the movie fans. But the excitement and romance are just the

same.
His own life is as romantic as any picture fable. His mother,

Doha Anna, incurred the implacable wrath of her family by
running away with a common soldier—a ser-

geant we would call him. It was a tragic,

brief passion, for the handsome young
husband, Juan, died shortly after the birth

of his son, proudly named Antonio Gar-
|

rido Monteagudo Moreno. Tony at the age
of twelve began contributing to the

support of his mother. First he was
.

a baker's boy, then an altar boy in a r""
r
l

cathedral of Campamento, near
Gibraltar, where he studied for
the priesthood. At fifteen the
fever for adventure urged him
into action. He set out for
America, assuring his mother that
he would earn great fame and
riches. His fiercely dominant
manner, his dash and verve, his

flashing smile of white teeth and
black eyes emphasized his assur-

ance. Now Sehora Moreno from
her country place in Spain travels

to the teatro in Gibraltar to see

her boy with the same flashing

smile and fiercely dominant man-
ner in pictures on the screen. And
she smiles as she hears the hand-
clapping and the "Ole! Ole!"
Perhaps she crosses herself and
murmurs a prayer when she sees

him perform daring feats, but at

least he is safer than if he had
followed his impetuous desire to

be a bullfighter.

On this page are pre-

release glimpses of "The
Veiled Mystery," which later

Senora Moreno will see in

Spain. It is a serial that

gives the star an opportunity
for fine dramatic character-
ization as well as physical
action. He assumes various

characters, including that of
the aged gentleman peering
from the limousine window.
In this disguise he is able to
enter a girl's boarding school
in quest of his sister, who has
mysteriously disappeared.

There is a romantic glam-
our about Tony Moreno that

causes us to wish him back
in big feature productions of
the type in which he starred
with Edith Storey a few
years ago. And he assures
us with all his Spanish ear-

nestness that the wish
shall be gratified. If

all goes well, he will

sail away to Spain
next year to make
a picture against

the background of
his youth. The
King of Spain
and the govern-
ment have offered
full cooperation.
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20 - Yeas*
Guaranteed
Aluminum Set

Only.

Down

Notice!
Bo careful In buying
aluminumware. Some
nets offered for oale
ore made of cheap, soft
aluminum which bends
easily, dents with every
fall or knock and la not
durable. Insist opon
genuine, beavy gauge,
hard, sheet aluminum.
The eet offered here Is

made of genuine Man-
ganese aluminum,
heavy and extra hard,
guaranteed for 20
years.

An amazing value. Each piece is made
of heavy gauge pressed sheet aluminum of a
grade never offered at this price before. Seamless. Not
cast like ordinary aluminum
ware. Will not crack, chip
or peel. Heats quickly.
Polish can't wear off. As
easy to clean as glassware.
Cooks and bakes better than
any other kitchenware. All

pieces (except the pie plates)

are highly polished, made of
genuine Manganese aluminum,
extra hard, absolutely guaranteed
for 20 years. Yours for only
one dollar down — then $2.50
monthly. Price $23.90. Satis-
faction guaranteed.

Everything in the Kitchen
of Pure Mumimim

Combination tea kettle and double boiler (3 pieces) 6 quart size,

S'4 inch inside, with s double boiler, 2 quart capacity; one
Colonial design coffee percolator (2 pieces), 8 cup size with

welded snoot, dome cover, fully polished; one roaster consist-

ing of 9-pieces, measures V)H inches wide and 6 inches high.

These nine pieces have dozens of different uses, including

bread or bake pan (7 pint capacity); stew or pudding pan (7

pint capacity); pudding pan or mixing bowl (4 pint capacity)

;

egg poacher (5 eggs at a time): muffin pan; biscuit baker with

6 custard cups or jelly moulds: deep locking self basting

roaster, double boiler cereal cooker or triple steamer. Ihe

outfit also includes 6 quart preserving kettle with cover, i

bread pans, 1 lip stew pan (1 quart capacity), 1 up stew pan.

(\H quart capacity). Combination cake and pudding pans (Z

pieces) consist of 2-quart pudding pan with cake tube; two
9 inch pie plates; two 9K- inch extra deep cake pans: 1 colander

with 9 inch top. 5H inch bottom and 2.H inch depth (can also

be used as a steamer.) Shipping weight about 16 lbs.

All places (except the pie plates) are highly polished,
made ot genuine Manganese aluminum, extra hard, ao«
eoluteiy guaranteed for 20 years.

Order by No. AS439TA, Send $1.00 with order,
$2.50 monthly. Price, 27 pieces, $23.90.

Easy Payments
Open a charge account with us. We trust honest
people anywhere in the U. S. Send for this wonderful bargain
or choose from our big catalog. One price to all, cash or credit.
Mo discount for cash; nothing extra forcradit. NoC.O.D.

30 Days' Trial u!r?

antes protects you. If not
perfectly satisfied, return the
article at our expense within
80 days and get your money
back —also any freight or
txpreai charges you paid.

Free Bargain Catalog
3end for it. Shows thousands
of bargains In furniture,
jewelry, carpets, ruga, curtains,
silverware, stoves, women's,
men's and children's wear*
Sng apparel.

With $1.00 to us now. Have th'S 27-piece Aluminum
Bet shipped on 30 days' trial. We'll also send our Big Bargain
Catalog listing thousands of amazing bargains, Oniy a small
first payment and balance io monthly payments lor anything
yon want. Send coupon.

Straus & Schraiti,
©BBS. 1756 Wert 35e& Street. Chicas©

STRAUSTSWR^
Enclosed find $1.00. Ship special advertised 27-p!ece Aluminum Kitchen Set.

I am to have 30 days' trial. It' 1 keep the set I will pay you $2.60 monthly. If

not satisfied. 1 am to return the set within 30 days and you are to refund my
money and any freight or express charges I paid.

27-Plece Aluminum Kitchen Set, No. AS439TA, $23.60.

Kama <

Street, B.F.D.
or Box No

Shipping
Point

Po»t Office Statu

It you ONLY want Catalog, put X below;

Furniture, Stoves and Jewelry Men's, Women's and Children's C



What the Fans Think
On different subjects concerning the screen, as revealed by letters selected from our mail pouch.

Please Omit Trimmings!

To the Editor of Picture-Play Macazine.

What do the rest of your readers think of all the extra trimmings
we get with oar movies nowadays? I for one would be glad to

dispense with some of them, at least. Not with the music—I like

that. Not with the fancy stage settings, either, in moderation. But-
well, here's a fair sample of what we've been getting in our town
lately.

We have two big picture houses here, and competition is keen.

Each week the managers vie with each other to see which can pull

the biggest stunt to attract attention. Last week one of them dec-

orated his lobby with potted palms, hired a dancer from Detroit,

dressed his ushers in would-be South Seas costumes, and engaged
a special quartet to sing during "The Idol Dancer." The palms
drooped and died by the end of the

week, the dancer was distinctly second
rate, the ushers' style of architecture

wasn't suited to their costumes, which,

incidentally, shocked their mothers and
led to several resignations, and only the

quartet was a success. And look at the

DID YOU EVER DREAM OF
BEING A STAR?

expense! Yet when I asked the man-
ager when he was going to show a big

special production that I was looking
forward to, he said:

"Oh, I can't afford to show that film;

the rental's too high."

The owner of the other theater felt

that he was forced to extra effort that

week, so that he wouldn't lose his share
of the town's patronage. He was show-
ing "Dollars and Sense," Madge Ken-
nedy's picture, in which a bakery fig-

ures, the first part of the week, and
Marjorie Rambeau in "The Fortune
Teller," the last half. For the first one
he had a real stove on the stage, and
bakers made fresh rolls which the ush-

ers passed around the audience, and
for the last half he sent three women
dressed as gypsies around town, and
had them give packs of fortune-telling

cards to every thirteenth person they

met. He also engaged our elocution

teacher to speak a prologue. She was
dressed as Miss Rambeau was in the

picture, but that was the only similarity,

and the picture fell flat before it had
even started. He. too, couldn't afford

to show that feature film!

Now, here's my point: Good posters would have let people know
what were the attractions at these theaters. If the pictures were

good enough, people would go to see them. Nobody'd go to get a

roll ; they could buy half a dozen or more for the admission price

to the theaters. Furthermore, this town's not so large that every-

body in it couldn't go to all three of those shows in one week if

they wanted to. There's no need of such keen competition. And
if less money was spent on needless side-show stunts, there'd be

more with which to rent every good picture that comes along.

What do some of the rest of you think about it?

L. G.—Michigan.

In Defense of Alia.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I am writing this letter in response to that of "An Interested

Fan" in your July number, and in defense of the divine Alia—
who is my ideal and my goddess. It goes without saying that she

is the greatest artist of the silver sheet; to deny this would show a

startling lack of gray matter and artistic appreciation. I have seen

all of her picures but "War Brides" and "Toys of Fate," which I

am earnestly hoping will be reissued. Most of those which I have

seen, I have seen a number of times over. She is so superb, so

magnificent, that one can never tire of her. As to her "human-
ness"—no, she herself cannot be loved because her admirers do
not know her—they only know the characters she creates for the

screen. Who could help loving The Brat? Each time I saw the

picture, my heart ached for her as poignantly as it had at first

—

And if you did, didn't you get the
biggest thrill by imagining what it

would be like when you came back

—

famous—to the old home town?
ZaSu Pitts, that quaint little person,

turned up at her home town a few
weeks ago, for the first time since she
became a star. And what a fuss they
made over her!
"Old-time friends waylaid her at

every step. Well, if here wasn't little

ZaSu home again! A real star now,
wasn't she? They always knew she'd
make the town famous—how was her
ma, and wouldn't she come around
and see the folks."
Emma Lindsay-Squier, who wrote the

preceding paragraph, wrote a great
deal more about ZaSu's homecoming
in one of the best stories she ever turned
out for PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE.

It is a real, human story, and you
will find it in our next issue, with some
photographs showing ZaSu back home,
meeting her old friends. And you'll
like ZaSu all the better after reading it.

in the courtroom scene, the epilogue scene, and all the others. Who
could help loving the lighthouse child of "Out of the Fog," or that

wonderful and unforgetable little sprite of the underworld who
"found" herself

—

Joline of "Revelation?" In each of these charac-

ters she has given a portrayal at once strikingly dramatic and very,

very human—based on a profound knowledge of human nature.

Imagine, say, Olive Thomas as The Brat, Norma Talmadge as

Joline, or Mary Pickford as Eve—each of these actresses is beauti-

ful, gifted, and popular; but, oh, what would they do with these

parts? The characters would be exceptionally well done; but the

vitality, the artistry, the peculiar charm and fascination of Nazi-

mova would be entirely lacking. The characterizations would be
exactly like their other characterizations; they cannot change.
EaCh of Nazimova's creations is an utter stranger to the rest;

compare, for instance, her two most
recent ones

—

Sigrid Fersen, of "Stronger
than Death," and Sally Snape, of "The
Heart of a Child." It is no less than a
miracle that the same person can play

the two parts. Yet, they are each liv-

ing, breathing, never-to-be-forgotten in-

dividuals. A Nazimovite.

A Tribute to Mary.
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I've read so many tributes to Our
Mary in your department of letters

from the fans that I want to contribute

a tribute of my own. I'm going to do so

in verse, for no one can gaze very long
upon Mary without feeling poetically

inclined toward her. or writing poetry

at her, or about her.

At this late day one finds it some-
what difficult to utter anything about
Mary that hasn't been said before; but
I'll take a chance. I shall attempt to

poetize for you a great and glorious

truth about our sweetheart; with or
without Doug's permission.

While it is doubtless true that Web-
ster took a peep into the future and
visioned Mary just before he put the

word "beauty" in his book, I shall pant
no pa?an of praise for her pulchritude.

I shall not orate o'er her pellucid

orbs, her radiant smile, the enchant-
ment of her pout, the luster of her curls,

nor her when-they-want-to-be-humorous
tootsies!

I shall not speak of her income. Suffice to say Mary does not
need to make over her dresses this year, nor is she receiving her
visitors at the poorhouse.
The way I feel right now, this here verse of mine shall be an

epic. An epic is four pounds of white paper, printed on both sides.

List, oh. list to the song I sing:

"She Never Moves Forward, Alas!"

I expect this statement will be greeted with an outburst of indig-

lation from Mary's followers. Nevertheless, I stick firmly by my
words. Others may read that line and immediately plunge them-
selves into gloom. That's all right. I mourn with you. That's

why I put in the "alas!"

"Still Others Can Never Her Pass!"

Ah! now enters the element of mystery! You'd think, if she
doesn't move forward, others would pass her, wouldn't you? It

sounds absurd. I'll admit, but please remember this state of affairs

is not without parallel. For instance—the Rocky Mountains do
not move forward, still the ever-flowing Hudson River can never
pass them.

"And the Ansivers, My Dears!"

I trust my fair fellow fans will pardon the familiarity in thusly
addressing them; but I needed a rhyme for "appears," as you will

shortly discover. And for the benefit of my fairless readers who run
to whiskers and cigarettes, I'll say I'm but exercising my poetic

license; therefore my seeming words of endearment must not be
Continued on pape 91
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EARLE LIEDERMAN, The Acme of Physical Perfection

How Do Your Measurements
Compare With These?

Height 5 feet 9 inches
Weight without clothes 158 pounds
Neck 17 inches
Biceps 16%
Chest 47%
Waist 32
Forearm 13

Thigh 23%
Calves J5%
Wrist 6%

A1RF YOU
SATISFIED

With Your Appearance?

Are you as strong and healthy as you wish to be?
Do you feel the fire and vim of youth surging through your

veins r

Do you have a well developed, powerful physique, a pleasing ap-

pearance and a strong personality?

Ask yourself frankly, "Am I a Real Man?"

LOOK in the mirror this very night and see what it tells you.

Would you be proud to have your picture produced in

these columns? How does it compare with the illustration

and measurements shown herewith? Your outward physical

appearance reflects your internal condition. If you do not show
a daily improvement outwardly, you must not be deceived. Your
body is being consumed and you are clogging up like the stag-

nant pool. Stop then where you are. Get a grip on yourself this

very minute. Let this be the start of new life and physical per-

fection, for it is yours if you will accept it.

You can easily obtain these proportions and perhaps better

them if you really set your mind to it. Many of my pupils are

stronger and have larger measurements than I have. Why not

give me a chance to help you make the most of yourself? I have

developed thousands of boys and men, taken many of them when
they were physical wrecks—more dead than alive—and trained

them into powerful athletes. Wouldn't you like me to do the

same for you? No matter what your condition is at present, I

CAN DO IT—now it is up to you to let me.

You are judged by your appearance

Look strong and feel strong and have a strong personality.

Be a man of power! Broaden your shoulders, deepen your chest,

make your arms thick and muscular, straighten your neck, de-

velop your legs and obtain the energy and "pep" that only an

athlete knows.

Why put things off? Every day you put off is a day wasted

which could be spent in beautifying your body.

The sixth edition of my latest Book "MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
is just off the press. This interesting book contains 25 full page photographs of myself and of some of

the splendidly developed men and boys whom I have trained.

If you have not read this book, by all means send for a copy today. Simply enclose 10c, stamps or A
coin, to help cover cost of mailing, etc., and you will receive your copy promptly. ^

Tear off coupon below and send for this book TODAY—NOW—while it is on your mind.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
30S-309 Broadway, Dept. 1409, New York City

AS
A EARLE E.

LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1409. 3C5-309

Broadway. N. Y. City

°.4 Dear Sir:— I enclose here-

<Jr with 10 cents for which you
are to send me, without any

^ obligation on my part what-

£ ever, a copy of your latest book.
"Muscular Development."

(Please write plainly.)

NEW ENLARGED QUARTERS IN NEW YORK SKY SCRAPER.
Because of the tremendous interest In the Earle Liederman health-building

system, I have been forced to seek much larger quarters. I am now located
at 305 to 309 Broadway, and am adequately equipped to meet the ever in-
creasing demand for this method of muscular development which has come
to be such an important factor in the public health of this great Metropolis.

Name

.

& City.

Addre;;

State.



CURIOUS KWESTIONER. — Fred
Stone, De Wolf Hopper, and Ernest

Truex are all earning their daily bread
on the stage nowadays. Bill Hart is still

making features for Paramount. Edna
Mayo used to play in Essanay produc-
tions. George Cohan made "Broadway
Jones," "Hit the Trail Holliday," and
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" for the screen.

Both the pictures you mentioned have
been released. Franklyn Farnum is still

silversheeting. "Twisted Trails," a serial,

is his latest effort.

Dippie Doc—The weather isn't so good
here right now. If you look like Mary
Miles Minter, as your friend says you
do, you must be a very beautiful little

girl. Yes, I know her personally. She
is five feet two inches tall, and weighs
one hundred and twelve pounds. Her
hair is light blonde and her eyes are blue.

June Caprice was born in Arlington,
Massachusetts, in 1899. She is the same
height as Mary Miles and her eyes are
also blue. Her hair is a shade darker
than Mary's, and she weighs one hundred
and five pounds. Marguerite Clark, Edna
Mayo, Billie Burke, Alma Rubens, Helen
Holmes, Frances Burnham, Eileen Percy,
Mildred Manning, Earle Williams, Paul
Willis, James Morrison, and Wallace
MacDonald are still working in pictures.

Wanda Petit is a Realart star now. Miss
Petit no longer. She became Wanda
Hawley quite a while ago. No, we do
not give the private addresses of play-
ers.

Pauline C.—Doris Lee and Lila Lee
are not related. Doris is now Doris May,
Thomas H. Ince having changed her
name again. Pauline Frederick was born
in Boston in 1889. Bessie Love is not
married. Marguerite Clark is married
to Lieutenant Palmerson Williams. Yes,
Mae Marsh has a baby daughter, Mary
Marsh Armes, Charles Ray, and Albert
Ray are not brothers, but cousins.
Gladys Leslie is married. Norma Tal-
madge ,is the young lady's correct name.
Why should they change their names
when they are married? The fans have
come to know them by their own names,
and the change might cause confusion.
Suppose you should see Mrs. Howard
Hickman, Mrs. Harold Bolster, Mrs.
Willard Mack, and Mrs. Thomas Clarke
in electric lights over your favorite the-

ater at one time or another? Would
you know that they meant Bessie Barris-
cale, Madge Kennedy, Pauline Frederick,
and Elsie Ferguson? You would not,

and there is the answer to your question.
No, any one could not be an actress. It

takes talent, and every one hasn't talent
for acting, although I don't think there

are man)' who realize that, judging from
the numerous letters I get from readers
who want to become motion-picture stars.

Miss Utah.—Theda Bara has left the
Fox Film Corporation, and is appear-
ing on the stage. She is twenty-seven
years old. She was born in Cincinnati,

Ohio. Your Pickford question is merely
a matter of opinion. Mary Pickford very
rarely has a male heavy working in any
of her pictures. She likes to have her
pictures as clean and as entertaining as
possible, so that every one can go to see
them. Of course you may write again.

HP HE OR ACLE will answer in

* these columns as many ques-

tions of general interest concern-

ing the movies as space will allow.

Personal replies to a 1 im i te d
number of questions—such as will

not require unusually long answers

—will be sent if the request is ac-

companied by a stamped enve-

lope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture

Oracle, Pieture-Pley Magazine. 79

Seventh Avenue. New York City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,

since the only possible way of ever

getting such a job is by direct

personal application at a studio.

Questions concerning scenario

writing must be written on a
separate sheet of paper. Those
who wish the addresses of actors

and actresses are urged to read

the notice at the end of this

department.

W. H. C.—The censor laws in New
York are not quite as rigid as those of

the Pennsylvania board. I don't know
where you can obtain a list of all the
pictures showing in New York for the
current month. The only way you could
find this out would be to get the infor-

mation from all the motion-picture ex-
changes in New York, and that's some
job, believe me.

Dear Nazimova.—You must have over-
looked your answers before. Alia Nazi-
mova was born at Yialta, Crimea, Rus-
sia. She first appeared in this country
in New York in 1906 in "A Doll's House."
Charles Bryant was born in Hartford,

England, in 1887. The "Red Lantern"
was made in California. She lives in

Los Angeles. She has dark hair and eyes.

I am sure that she would send you a
photograph of herself if you would in-

close a quarter with your request. I have
nothing to do with what goes in Picture-
Play with the exception of The Oracle,
so you had better write to the editor

about the Nazimova article. Carol Hol-
loway and William Duncan both live in

Hollywood, California. "The Heart of a
Child" is Xazimova's latest.

Arlie.—Here you are again. You're
getting to be the regular bird of The Ora-
cle department. I can always find you
on the job several times a month. How
did you enjoy your vacation? Bet you
went to a picture show three times a day.
Wanda Hawley is certainty very attrac-

tive. You are right about Clarine. Carol
Dempster was not in that play.

Melvin G.— I have addressed the letter

you inclosed to Henry King as directed.

Wayne E.—Valeska Suratt and Vir-
ginia Pearson have both been used on the
cover of Picture-Play. You can get any
back numbers of the magazine by sending
twenty cents to the circulation manager.

Jennie S.—Alfred Whitman is mar-
ried. No, Juanita Hansen is not in a
sanitarium. She is now working on a
new serial at the Selig Studios in Eden-
dale, California. Monroe Salisbury is

not married. Lillian and Dorothy Gish
and Mabel Normand are still single.

Madge Kennedy is married. Nell Ship-
man, George Cheseboro, and George Lar-
kin are all married, but Juanita Hansen is

still free from the bonds of matrimony.
Richard is his first name. What do you
mean, you feel incompetent?

A. F. S.—iTheda Bara was born in Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. The birth records in that

city show that. Her correct name was
Theodosha Goodman, but several months
ago she had it changed by the court to

Theda Bara. At one time Theda's press
agent declared that she was born on the

Sahara Desert, and we thought she was;
but we learned it was not so later on.

No, that was not Bobby Connelly in

the pictures you named. The freckle-

faced youngster you refer to is none
other than Wesley Berry, Marshall
Neilan's protege. Thank you for those
kind words. Be sure to keep your threat

to write again.

Miss Nettie.—I am sure that Cullen
will send you one of his photos if you
inclose the quarter you speak about. He
is still making pictures for GoldwATi.

Continued on page 97

m
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Free Trial
£yEND now for the New Wurlitzer catalog

and free trial blank. You may have any
musical instrument known, with a complete

musical outfit, for a week's trial at home. Return
the instrument at our expense at the end of the

week if you decide not to keep it.

You -will get a complete musical outfit, including the instru-

ment and all accessories —velvet and plush lined carry-
ing case with lock and key, self instructor, instruction

aids, book of music, all attachments and extra parts—every-
thing you need. This new Wurlitzer plan effects a tremen-
dous saving for you if you decide to buy, as everything goes
in at factory cost. Wurlitzer supplies the outfit and instru-

ment practically for the cost of the instrument alone.

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay for your

instrument and outfit.

a-;.,.'. rv,o'M+,T of Wurlitzer instruments is known
iVrtlStlC quality aU over the world. Wurlitzer
instruments have been the favorites of artists and have
been used in the finest orchestras and bands for years.
This outfit offer includes genuine Wurlitzer instruments.

Every known stringed instrument or ivind instrument
includedin this offer offree trial inyourown home. Have
yourfree trial now. We do not chargeyou a penny for it.

Send for New Catalog

and Free Trial Blank
Every instrument known illustrated and described, with
price and small payment terms. More pictures and more
information about musical instruments than in any other
book published. It is a veritable musical encyclopedia.
Free trial blank comes with it. Catalog is FREE. There
is no obligation. Write for it today.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. Dept. 1756

1 1 7 E. 4th Street, Cincinnati, O.
329 S.Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1756

117 E. 4th St., Cincinnati, O. 329 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, 111

Send me your new catalog with illustrations in color and full

description of the Wurlitzer Complete Outfits and details of the
free trial and easy payment offer.

Name...

Address.

(State musical instrument in which you are specially interested) ,

200 YEARS OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MAKING
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INSURE HAPPY DAYS
for those you love

A Prudential

Monthly Income

Policy

is like a radiant burst of sun-

shine thru dark clouds.

A Prudential Check can be put

into the hands of your loved

ones on the first of every month.

Hundreds of American homes
know this day as

PRUDENTIAL DAY
THE NATIONAL PAY-DAY

Insure in

ruturnttat
INSURANCE COMPANY OFAMERICA

Incorporated Under the Laws ot the State of New Jersey

Forrest F. Dryden
President

Home office
Newark, new Jersey

Screen Gossip
By The Film Colonist

It was at a bullfight in Tia Juana,

Mexico. And, oh, the sights ! Even
Omar Khayyam would have been

satisfied with the way folks were fol-

lowing his advice about drink and
the morrow.

Charlie Chaplin had just arrived

when a staid old cow was lead in for

the matador's attack. The animal

wouldn't fight, so a calf was led in.

The young cow would only play tag

with the bullfighter. A third animal

of mild aspect was then brought

forth. The -bovine procession was

too much for Charlie. He put his

hands to his mouth and yelled:

"Say, why don't you try milking

that one before you bring her in ?"

When a certain lady cross-exam-

ined Buster Keaton as to what he

was doing at the wild, wild Tia Juana,

he replied succinctly:

"Losing."

The Katherine MacDonald Com-
pany, chaperoned by Director James
Young, was also in attendance. Di-

rector Young kept a close eye on

Florence Deshon, one of his players,

because Florence is young and very

beautiful.

"You mustn't go around alone,"

cautioned Mr. Young. "You know,

this is Mexico."
Florence, who had just won fifty

dollars at the wheel of fortune, felt

perfectly safe.
,

"Mexico ?" she murmured. "Why,
Mexico is lovely. I never saw so

manv policemen in my life except in

a comedy."

An Open Letter to Lieutenant Lock-
lear.

Dear Lock: This is a warning.

If you don't quit flying so close

to the pavement on Hollywood
Boulevard, thereby knocking off my
last year's panama, valued at twice

its original cost, I'm going to sue

you or tear a wing off your plane.

Yours afoot,

The Film Colonist.

P. S.—If the young lady who
dropped a dollar and a powder puff

while turning somersaults with you
over St. Stephen's Church will call

at my office I'll gladly return same,

otherwise I'll leave them at the Metro
office.

The film fold of Hollywood are

to have a half-million-dollar picture

theater in which to see themselves
as others see them. Ground was
broken for the building recently.

Anita Stewart, Katherine MacDon-
ald, and Mildred Harris Chaplin

turned the earth with silver spades

and chopped down the orange trees

on the site. That is, they chopped
long enough for the photographers

to get pictures of them doing the

stunt. The oranges from the trees

were distributed among the specta-

tors by Wes Barry, King and Flor-

ence Vidor, Mary Thurman, An-
nette Kellermann, Mr. and Mrs.
Carter de Haven, and Ben Turpin.

When House Peters finishes his

work as leading man for Louise

Glaum in "The Leopard Woman" he

will join the list of stars heading
their own companies.

The other day a certain young
lady tearfully reported to Grace Dar-
mond that she was unable to collect

her salary from a certain film pro-

ducer.

"What's the difference between a

film producer and a banana?" was
Miss Darmond's irrelevant query.

"I don't know," replied the girl.

"Well, you can skin a banana,"

chirped Grace.

Dorothy Phillips is working on her
first picture since she and her hus-

band, Allen Holubar, left Universal

and formed their own company.
Miss Phillips' life has been insured

for one hundred thousand dollars, the

policy to last till the picture is fin-

ished, and as a result can't ride in

an aeroplane, can't visit Tia Juana,
where the stars spend their week-
ends, because Mexico is rather un-

settled, and can't even drive about in

an open car for fear she'll catch cold

—and she's just bought a new road-

ster !

All stars are not on the screen.

Mary Roberts Rinehart would make
a great picture star if she weren't so

clever. She is quite unlike the

movie conception of a writer—no
drab, ill-fed. ill-dressed, sallow scribe

is she. Beautiful, well dressed,

dashing, and altogether fashionable,

this author of "Twenty-three and
a Half Hours' Leave," "Dangerous
Days." the Bab stories, and all such

is quite seductive. We met her at

the Beverly Hills hotel when she

came out for a week to write sub-

titles for her latest picture.

Every girl has a heroine, and Mrs.
Rinehart happens to be the big H of

Ann May's life. The actress was
having tea with Mrs. Rinehart one

day and expressed her ambition to be

a writer.
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"I suppose you write mostly

around midnight, don't you?" she

queried.

"Xo, horrors no !" exclaimed Mrs.

Rinehart. "I write just exactly eight

hours a day."

"Do you stop for meals?"

•"Indeed, I do," stressed the gay

authoress, ''and for a cigarette now
and then, too. I'm no funny_ genius,

my dear."

She is very proud of her sons.

The eldest is now on a ranch.

"He has written seven tragedies,

fallen in love, and is now recuperat-

ing," she explained.

Mrs. Sidney Drew has finished her

contract to make comedies for Pathe,

and is in the Adirondack; adapting

several novels for the screen, pre-

paratory to launching out as a direc-

tor of dramatic productions.

Anita Stewart finished "Sowing
the Wind" and then rushed across

the continent to her country home
cn Long Island to spend the rest of
the summer and the earlv fall.

After YYallie Reid finished "Sick
Abed" he appeared in the stage ver-

sion of it at the Little Theater, in

Los Angeles, with Kathleen Clifford

playing the leading feminine role.

Vivian Rich was also in the cast.

Mary Pickford's departure for

Europe didn't mean that the orphan
asylum of which she has so long
been guardian angel was deserted.

Tommy Meighan became interested

in it, and just before he left Cali-

fornia to make a picture in the East
he took Tony Moreno out to see
the youngsters. Tony was en-
chanted, and not only indulged in

several visits and donations, but also

used the children in several scenes in

one of his pictures.

Roscoe Karns. leading man in King
Vidor's "The Family Honor." was
recently married at Santa Barbara to

Miss Man.- Matilda Frass. daughter
of a wealthy cattleman in Texas.
Lew Cody has purchased a fifty

thousand dollar home on a hill of
Hollywood. He says he paid twenty
thousand for the house and thirty

thousand for the cellar. When he
mentioned that there was a "bridal
path" in the fifteen acres of ground,
even- one jumped at conclusions,
thinking Lew was going to play the
marriage circuit again. But it is a

bridle path of which Lew speaks.
V\ hen he has completed another

picture brother Cody will commence
a tour of the big towns of America,
making personal appearances. While
this trip is not for the benefit of the
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Like sleeping on a

fleecy cloud
As you recline on an Ostermoor your

muscles and nerves relax completely—
then follow a few moments of drowsi-
ness—and you drift off into slumberland.

OSTERMOOR
MATTRESS
No bumps, lumps, hollows, or sagging.

The eight billowy Ostermoor sheets are

hand laid evenly in a tailor-made tick

and then carefully tufted.

Insist that the mattress you buy is an
Ostermoor, the mattress that's "built,

not stuffed." And look for the Oster-

moor label.

Sold by good dealers everywhere.

Send for free samples of ticking

and big catalog. Ifconvenient, visit

our big salesrooms in New York.

OSTERMOOR & COMPANY
114 Elizabeth Street, New York

GLORIA SWANSON WALLAGL KEID
Cecil B. DeMillc Arlcrufl Piayer Paramount Star

Hermo ' Hair-Lustr

"

(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

For Men, Women and Children
The hair will «tay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more mussy, untidy
looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and luster, insur-
ing the life of the hair, as well as its beauty. Dress it in
any of the pr wail ing styles, and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appear-
ance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen..
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

Two Sizes—50c and $1
$1 size three times the quantity of 50c size. SEND

FOR JAR TODAY. Use it five days and if not entirely
satisfactory, return what is left, and we will REFUND
YOUR MONEY IN FULL. Once you use Hermo
"HAIR-LUSTR" vou will never be without it. SliND
YOUR ORDER TODAY.
HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 69, CHICAGO
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Y. W. C. A., it is understood that

it will benefit a lot of hard-working,
young girls whose lives have been
devoid of thrills. Far be it from me
to disappoint any of the thrill-

less, but I warn 'em that Lew is a

decorous gentleman, which may be
the reason for. his lure.

WHAT THEY'RE DOING.
Ann May is leading woman for

Bryant Washburn in "Wanted—

A

Blemish."
Agnes Ayres is playing the lead in

"The Furnace" for Realart.

Priscilla Dean stars in "Outside

the Law," supported by her husband,
Wheeler Oakman, and Lon Chaney,
Ralph Lewis, and R. A. Warren.
Wyndham Standing is in "Black-

mail," with Viola Dana.
Molly Malone has graduated from

Christie two-reels to Goldwyn fives.

Otis Skinner stars in "Kismet," his

great stage success, for Robertson-
Cole, with Elinor Faire as leading

lady.

Doraldina, the Hawaiian dancer,

will shake a hay skirt in "Passion
Fruit."

Hope Hampton is being directed

by Maurice Tourneur in "The Tiger
Lady."
Mary Miles Minter appears in

"Sweet Lavender," by Sir Arthur
Wing Pinero. Harold Goodwin,
Milton Sills, and Theodore Roberts
assist.

"You Never Can Tell" is Bebe
Daniels' first star picture, taken from
two magazine stories. Conrad Nagel
is her leading man.
Monte Blue has commenced "The

Jucklins," by Opie Read.
"The Witching Hour," Augustus

Thomas' play, will be resumed by
William D. Taylor.

Ethel Clayton wears a dress of

Lloyd. There she remained until

she was eighteen, when Lasky signed

her.

"You know I was awfully quaky
about playing heavy drama," ex-

plained Bebe. "Because, you see,

never since I was a child had I done
anything except corned}'. I did three

pictures after 'Why Change Your
Wife?' and didn't know whether I

was pleasing Mr. De Mille and Mr.
Lasky or not. One day Mr. De
Mille said to me, 'Mr. Lasky wants
to see you.' My heart was in my
mouth. I felt sure Mr. Lasky was
going to tell me that after all I

wouldn't do. You see, I had one of

those optional contracts. When I

got into Mr. Lasky's office, I found

pearls weighing fifty-five pounds in

Tom Forman's screening of "Ro-
zanne Ozanne."

Harrison Ford is vacationing after

doing a picture with Wanda Hawley
to follow "Miss Hobbs."
Thomas Meighan and his wife,

Frances Ring, are in New York,
where Tommy is doing "The Fron-
tier of the Stars," by Albert Payson
Terhune.

Charles Ray has completed "Peace-
ful Valley," the first of his own pro-

ductions. It will be released after

"Forty-five Minutes From Broad-
way," which he is doing now.
Nazimova has two more pictures

to do under her present contract with
Metro. She is now supervising the

cutting of "Billions,"

Rex Ingram is directing Ibanez's

"The Four Horsemen of the Apoca-
lypse" for Metro.
Mae Allison's next is "Are All

Men Alike?"
Alice Lake is immersed in "Body

and Soul."

Grace Darmond, Colleen Moore,
and T. Roy Barnes will appear in

the Christie composition of "So Long
Letty."

Dellorice Johnson, whose resem-
blance to Gloria Swanson caused her
to leave her happy home for pictures,

has signed a contract to appear in

Rolin comedies, thus making her
start even as Gloria.

Mae Busch, who appeared in "The
Devil's Pass-Key," has been reen-

gaged by Von Stroheim for his next
picture.

Jack Pickford is doing George
Ade's "Just Out of College."

Tom Moore has completed "Stop
Thief" and is to do "Officer 666."

Mabel Normand has commenced
"Head Over Heels," from the musi-
cal comedy of the same name.

him sitting at his desk without a

mite of expression on his face. He
started out with, 'Well, Mr. De Mille

and I have decided ' and then
he stopped. I was just sure he was
going to end up with, 'that you aren't

any good as an actress and we'll have
to let you go.' Instead of which he
said, 'that you are good star ma-
terial !' Well, I just leaned over to

thank him, but I choked up so I

couldn't speak!
"Now they want me to play com-

edy dramas. But I'll tell you some-
thing. I don't want to. I feel as

if I never wanted to see another
comedy in the making as long as I

live. I want to play sob parts—the

sobbier, the better!"

Her First Love Affair
Continued from page 42
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Back-Stage with Constance
Binney

Continued from page 69

announced, the reflection of her eyes

twinkling at me in the mirror. "Now,
what ought I to have said? Love,

probably

—

bah!" with a contemptu-

ous shrug of her round shoulders.

There was some argument over

that, but she stuck to her guns. That
"Bah !" perfectly expressed her sen-

timents. Consequently the conversa-

tion swung into sentimental chan-

nels. If she felt that way about love,

what sort of man would she be will-

ing to marry?
"Well, he must have a good mind

—that's more important than any-
thing else. And he must be in sym-
pathy with my work, because I shall

go right on working after I'm mar-
ried. He mustn't think I'm going
to be bothered with this idea of sit-

ting home and waiting for him to

come—that's nonsense! And he's got

to have a strong will; stronger than
mine, which is pretty strong."

"What about money?"
"He must make more than I do,

and I'm going to make heaps more
than I do now." Her firm little chin

was firmer than ever as she pro-
nounced that ultimatum. "And his

looks don't matter so very much ;

though, I'd rather have him tall and
handsome than short and dumpy.

"But don't think I'm considering
marriage now." She whirled around
in her chair to make that protest. "I'm
not—I'm just planning more work."
Our conversation had been punc-

tuated by shouts from the narrow
hall without, just beyond which lay

the stage. A boy had shouted "Over-
ture !" just outside the door, mean-
ing that the orchestra was playing
and the curtain would go up in a
few moments ; later came reports of
"The twins are on, Miss Binney."
"Miss Binney, the doctor's on

"

"Now the doctor's off." And pres-
ently, from the next dressing room

—

"Constance, I'm going now," in the
leading man's voice.

"All right—I'm ready," and she
hastily hooked up the little pink
linen dress that she wears in the first

act and turned to say good-by to me.
"I do hope that you're going to

spend the rest of this gorgeous day
outdoors somewhere," she said with
a wistful little sigh.

"No, rm going home and write
an interview with you," I told her.

"Oh, not an interview—surely you
weren't getting one !" she cried. "Oh,
what did I say ? I didn't know you
were interviewing me !"

So, if I've repeated anything that
she shouldn't have said, please for-
get it at once.

(^~^~7 4 / ^HEN youn

>—2 / I / ^"^^ appetites and

1/ //any N. B. C. product

y meet—both quickly dis-

appear. And wholesome nourishment

follows great enjoyment.

Zu Zu Ginger Snaps

Round, crisp, spicy mor-

sels that whet the appetite as

no other ginger snap ever did.

N. B. C.

Graham Crackers

Crisp, golden squares of

nourishment that appeal to

the most delicate appetite.

Uneeda Biscuit

The world's best soda

cracker, whether measured

in terms of crispness, flavor,

nourishment, or popularity;

Nabisco

The nation's dessert

wafers. Delicious accompani-

ments to fruits, ices, bever-

ages, sherbets.

Sold in the famous

In-er-seal Trade Mark package

NATIONAL BISCUIT

COMPANY

ml i

Mr N
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Uncle Sam—Camera Man
Continued from page 1

6

CARMEN
Complexion

Powder

In wind, in dam pness, in light, iet Carmen
guard your complexion. It stays on.

White, Pivk, Flesh, Cream
and the New CARMEN-
BRUNETTE Shade
50c Everywhere

Trial Offer—Send 12c to cover
postage and packing for purse
size box with 3 weeks' supply-
state shade preferred.

TAFFORD-MILLER CO. St. Louis Mo.

SEXUAL KNOWLEDGE'
320 PAGES. ILLUSTRATED, CLOTH

By Winfield Scott Hall, M.D., Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and

Every young woman should know

What every young husband and

Every young wife should know

What every parent should know
Postpaid

Mailed inplain
wrapper. Table contents and commendations on regno.

AMERICAN PUB CO., 936 Winston Btdg., Philadelphia

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key
to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel,
instructive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE !

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU, Sta. R, Jackson, Mich.

Our Composer will
' write the music—we'll
have complete song
printed and copyrighted

in your name according to

our special plan.

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject

Edouard Hesselber^,
Our leading Composer is a
world's famous pianist, ap-
pearing in concerts with
such celebrated singers as
Sembrich, Nordica and de
Reszke. Among his great-

est song successes are,

"IF I WERE A ROSE"
of which a million copies
have been sold.

Don't let another day go
by without submitting a
poem to us. Do it today.

The Metropolitan Studios
Department 137

916 S. Mich. Ave.,Chicago

single

the nation's wheat supply as a war
emergency, did not suffer a

loss by dust explosions.

Few persons know of the advan-
tages of recreation in the national

forests—how the government, under
certain conditions, will furnish the

ground at a nominal rental and the

iumber at cost to any one who wishes
to build a summer home. Yet this

is being explained through motion
pictures, as are all phases of the work
of the forest service, including lum-
bering.

One agricultural film that resulted

splendidly for the government was
entitled "To Feed a Hungry World."
This, shown in the cities, particularly

in the Middle West, resulted in the

organization of what came to be
known as "shock troops," composed
of business men and others who
went into the harvest fields at noon
each day and worked until dark to

decrease the shortage of harvesters

caused by the war.

The department of agriculture is

arranging with a large motion-pic-

ture corporation to show the govern-
ment films generally. The law for-

bids the charging of an admission
fee to see the pictures, and the de-

partment's resources will not permit
of distribution outside the area

where the greatest good will be ac-

complished ; that is, in the country
districts. When the arrangement is

complete it will be possible for

theater owners, at a nominal charge,

to show the pictures to the general

public as an added attraction to the

regular program.
In the treasury department the

chief use of motion pictures is in the

coast-guard service, charged with the

protection of shipping and life at

sea. Numerous films have been pre-

pared to show coast-guard cutters

aiding navigation, as a model for

self-help when vessels are battered

by storms or against the rocks.

All the great American reclama-

tion projects—the building of dams,
the irrigation of deserts, and the

transformation of useless swamps
into fertile fields—are shown in the

remarkable series of motion pictures

of the reclamation service of the

department of the interior. This
branch has one hundred thousand
feet of film for distribution to

schools, colleges, and business or-

ganizations, to demonstrate what has
and what can be done with waste
areas. "Making the Desert Blos-

som" is the chief production of this

group, and it is a picture of the
sandy West transformed into a won-
derful garden

The most complete and spectacular

of motion-picture libraries in the de-

partment of the interior is that of

the bureau of mines, which is

charged with the development of

mining in all its branches and the

protection of the miners. Produc-

tions ranging from one to nine reels

have been prepared to show miners

the part they play in the gigantic in-

dustry in which they are engaged and
the best methods evolved for their

welfare during everyday conditions

and in time of disaster.

"The Story of Coal" is a film pro-

duction showing coal from the time

of its recovery in the mine, through

the various stages of mining to its

delivery in the market. "The Story

of Oil" is its companion production,

and in its way it is just as spectac-

ular. The two are being made into

one evening's entertainment and
soon will be sent through the coun-

try for educational purposes. As in

most instances, because only slight

government funds are available for

the purpose, these pictures were pro-

duced chiefly with money supplied

by the coal and oil industries.

"Iron Mining Operations," show-
ing this work in all its phases, is a

four-reel production. "Mine Explo-

sions and the Rescue" is a single-reel

film, demonstrating improved meth-

ods of first-aid treatment for miners

in time of need. There are other

films to show what to do in special

instances of injury to the eye, the

throat, the heads, the arms, and legs.

"Social Welfare and the Human
Side of Mining," in two reels, is a

film that undertakes to improve con-

ditions in the mining communities.

And then there are some that deal

with dynamite and teach its appli-

cation to the mining industry, in or-

der to minimize the number of in-

juries in explosions.

Even the spirit of romance pene-

trates the supposedly staid mining
films, as is evident from the happy
ending of a one-reel film entitled "An
America In the Making." This

picture shows the career of a Eu-
ropean peasant from his 'arrival in

America, when he is placed under
the proper guidance by the Y. M.
C. A., to his employment in up-to-

date mills and mines that use model
safety devices. In this atmosphere

of well-being he falls in love with

and marries a teacher in the night

school. And then—in this the gov-

ernment film takes a step further

than the customary commercial pic-

ture drama—the pair finally becomes
the proud parents of six happy chil-

dren.
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Those Cloudy Teeth
Are Coated With a Film

All statements approved by high dental authorities

The Screen in Review
Continued from page 60

soothsayer of ancient days tells the

modern story in which he seems
quite aware of such things as roof

wardens and other modern acces-
CJ

sories.

"Blind Youth" is ah adaptation of

a play and is so long drawn out that

it is tedious. It has some very beau-

tiful passages between a father and
his son and some very human action

between the mother and her sons, but

it is so slow that such merits are

likely to be overlooked. If, how-
ever, you wish to see William
De Mille's new leading lady. Ora
Carew, you have the chance, for she

is seen here in a typical De Mille role.

The British producer is coming
along. "Midnight Gambols," in

which Marie Doro is starred, was
made in England and shows a very
satisfactory production with exterior

scenes that interest. For one thing

there is not the slightest suggestion

of California about them. It is too

bad that with such a nice production
the producers were unable to find a

better story. "Midnight Gambols"
is so simple that it carries little in-

terest, nor does the plot sweep
through to a highly intense finish.

The story is passable, nothing more.
"The Girl in the Rain" is a Uni-

versal picture that suffers from the
ame fault, lack of meritorious story.

Here, too, the production is very
good, the rainstorm scenes being
highly realistic and a number of the
exteriors unusually interesting for

themselves alone. The star is Anne
Cornwall, a young lady who may be
remembered for her portrayal of the
granddaughter in "The Copperhead"
and who has ability. Here, how-
ever, it isn't given a chance to show.
Tom Moore appears in "The Great

Accident," which was made from a
magazine story by Ben Ames Wil-
liams. It makes very interesting
"looking." A regular "souse" is

elected mayor on a prohibition ticket

through a political trick, and, being
a perverse sort of a fellow, he cleans
up the town after he himself has re-
formed. Mr. Moore gives a very
sincere and effective performance.
Jane Novak is the girl.

"Whispers," with the refreshing
Elaine Hammerstein, is another pic-
ture that hasn't got the necessary
story^material. The production here
also is of great merit, and there are
some good comedy touches, but the
interest lags woefullv at times.

"When teeth lack luster, a simple test

w ould probably show a film upon them.

Millions of teeth which once were dull

now glisten. You see them everywhere.

The reason lies in a new teeth-cleaning

method. Dentists everywhere are urging
its adoption. And people all around you
are enjoying its results.

Film Ruins Teeth
Film is that viscous coat which you feel

with your tongue. It clings to teeth, en-

ters crevices and stays. And most tooth
troubles are now known to be due to it.

Brushing does not end it. The ordinary
tooth paste does not dissolve it. That is

why so many brushed teeth discolor and
decav.

Film is what discolors—not the teeth.

It is the basis of tartar. It holds food sub-

Active Pepsin
Pepsodent is based on pepsin, the

digestant of albumin. The film is al-

buminous matter. The object of Pep-

sodent is to dissolve it, then to day by

day combat it.

This method long seemed impossible.

Pepsin must be activated, and the usual

agent is an acid harmful to the teeth.

But science has discovered a harmless

activating method. And now film is com-

"' ! IT1 PAT- OFF |

REG US ^«™H^MB«Mms
The New-Day Dentifrice

The scientific film combatant,

now advised by leading dentists

everywhere and supplied by drug-

gists in large tubes.

stance which ferments and forms acid. It

holds the acid in contact with the teeth

to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.

All these troubles have been constantly in-

creasing, because brushing methods failed

to keep teeth clean.

Dentists Know This
Every dentist knows this. All urge

periodic cleaning in a dentist's chair to

remove the fixed film. And dental science

has for years been searching for a daily

film combatant.
It has now been found. Five vears of

careful tests have proved its efficiency.

Millions of people have proved it.

The way is now embodied in a dentifrice

called Pepsodent. And a 10-Day Tube for

testing is sent to anyone who asks.

Now Applied
bated on millions of teeth in this efficient

way.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube,

Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film.

See how teeth whiten as the fixed film dis-

appears.

Compare the results with old methods.
Let the clear effects show what is best,

both for you and yours. Cut out the

coupon so you 'won't forget.

" -"-""1
! 10-Day Tube Free
| THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,

j

Dept. 749, 1104. S. Wabash Ave.,
j

5 Chicago, HI. 1

J

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to '

I

i
—— !
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SIMPLIFIED

SHORTHAND
LEARN IN

5 Evenings
Absolutely astounding
tile qilit'Kness, the cer-
tainty and ease with
which you learn K. I.

Shorthand. Spare-time,
pastime study—here's
the genuine SIMPLI-
FIED method. No ruled
lines necessary ; no
shading. Mental friction eliminated.WONDEKFUL SUCCESS. Free lessons,
and full course sent on 30 days' approval.
Legions oi testimonials. Try lesson below.

Takinq Notes in
K. I. Shorthand

Here's'X p and, this is O a Write

the two together j and you have P 8

Here's C th To make path you sim-

ply v.rite^ and with these two eosy

movements of your pencil, you have
made a word that needs 16 pencil
movements- when written in longhand.

Here ' £ so it is easy to Wite

°\ ^\ an^ ^ pit.

Already you have loomed four K.I.
Shorthand signs you won't forget.

Wi'th the other signs and easy di-
rections you can learn to iridicate
every word in the dictionary in
quarter to twentieth of the time "re-
quired in ordinary writing, as in p-
idly as words are spoken!

AMAZINGLY EASY
If you have learned the above in 5 min-

utes you should learn the whole system
within 5 hours : after which you develop
speed with pleasant practice. $5,000 re-
ward on superiority of K. I. Shorthand.

Whatever your occupation is you may add
to your value and do better financially if
you learn K. I. Shorthand. It will im-
prove your capability of action, your memory
and your general efficiency.

Take down speeches, dictation, talks,
telephone messages, orders, sermons ; make
your memoranda Quickly. Improve your
emciemy. K.I. Shorthand is used by "pro-
fessional and business men personally: and
by many practical stenographers.

FREE
To prove to you the

Simplicltv of the genu-
ine K. I. Shorthand we
would like to send you
FREE the new brochure
with two trial lessons,
guarantee, testimoni-
als, and further in-

formation about this
easily learned system.
Inexpensive as a box
of cigars or a few
Recommended bv nu-

merous readers of this magazine. Fill out
or copy the coupon below and mail to us
promptly. You will be surprised and de-
lighted. Mention "Picture-Plav Magazine."

"Talk as
you like,

taking it down in
K. I. SHORT-

HAND."

boxes of candy !

8 South Wabash Ave. _ 154 East 32nd St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

or NEW YORK, N. Y.

Please send Free Brochure EK-151 of
K. I. Shorthand, with Two Lessons,
Guarantee and Testimonials.

Name

Address

Come-On-Inn
Continued j

Al Cohn, who was immediately put
on ice by Wanda Hawley, the latest

debutante of the stellar set.

"According to that, Mr. Cohn, I

ought to be a mental cyclone," sighed
the saucer-orbed ZaSu Pitts, as she

snapped her fingers in a way that

would make you think she had un-
jointed both elbows. "I'm beautiful,

but it don't show. Too far under the
skin."

"Here come the Siamese twins,"

exclaimed Tony, as Alice Lake and
Viola Dana, the inseparables, limped
over the threshold.

"Don't talk to us," warned Alice,

easing herself cautiously onto a chair.

"We've been horseback riding—what
are you laughing at? We've been
horseback riding. You ought to

have seen Vi. They gave her a fire

horse. She looked like a fly on top

of it, and I guess it thought she was,
because it kept trying to brush her
off with its tail."

"Have you seen the new menu
cards of the Blue Bird room?" in-

quired Vi, drawing one from her

coat. "They've got everything named
after stars. Look-it—look, Alice

—

what you are—mushrooms !" Vi
nearly rolled off her chair in giggly-

sterics, but was checked by pains

where the horse had bumped her.

"Where—where ?" Alice's nose

was scaling the menu. "Oh—'Alice

Lake mushrooms with cream and
pepper sauce,'

—
'Louise Glaum salad

of tomatoes, onions, and red pep-

pers'—oh, look who's crab legs !" she

squealed, tossing the menu high in

the air.

Tony Moreno and Tom Meighan
bumped heads reaching for it, but

Eddie Sutherland got it.

"Crab legs," he read. "Dorothy
Dalton and Lillian Gish."

"Not Dorothy Dalton," cried Viola,

then subsided in embarrassment.
"Not according to her pictures in

'Aphrodite,' " was the discreet ob-

servation of Eddie Sutherland.

The discussion was broken by the

entrance of Texas Guinan wearing

a half-and-half—evening gown and
yellow powder.
"Look at me !" she cried. "Drunk,

dressed up, and the trunk empty!
First time I've played plush horse in

years."

"It's time to go," announced Tony.
"Texas is here and the place is go-

ing to get rough. Watch her, Betty,

she'll start shooting up things."

"Ah, no," was Betty's good-na-

tured defense. "Texas is a little

crazy, but she's all right, ain't you,

Miss Guinan?"
"Crazy?" shouted Texas. "Say if
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they made any of you handsome
heroes turn out a two-reeler even-
twenty-four hours, you'd be crazy.

And if they don't give me a night's

rest pretty soon, you'll be putting

lilies in my hand."
"Not lilies, Texas," said Tony.

"Cactus."

"Say, do you want to hear some-
thing good?" queried Texas, ignor-

ing Tony's floral tribute. "I got a

letter from a certain picture pro-

ducer the other day. He said, 'Well,

Texas, I got both your husbands
working for me now'—meaning
Messrs. Guinan number one and
number two. I wired back, 'Con-

gratulations ; that's more than they'd

ever do for me.'
"

"Speaking of marriage, how's
Lieutenant Locklear, Viola?" asked

Tony, at the same time retreating

through the door toward his auto-

mobile.

"Speaking of marriage, Tony
Moreno," shouted Viola after him.

"How are all the pretty girls of Los
Angeles ?"—then directing her volley

broadcast
—

"I'm going to sue some
one if they don't stop these lies about

me being married. I'll sue—
—

"

"Ah, keep still, Vi," put in soror

Alice. "If you don't stop denying

it everybody will know you're mar-
ried."

"But I'm not!"

"Of course not," said the pacific

Betty. "If she was in love she

wouldn't eat so much."
"Which proves she's married,"

ventured Casson Ferguson.

"Just for that you don't get no pie,

Mr. Ferguson," snapped Betty.

Silence ensued. No filmer likes an
unhappy ending to a luncheon.

"Good-by. Betty, we had a won-
derful lunch," called Margaret Et-

tinger, as she chaperoned Bessie

Love out of the roughening atmos-
phere.

"Yes," said Bessie. "This is the

first time I have been here, and I

think it lovely."

"It's kinda homy," admitted Betty.

"All the stars are coming here now.
Lew Cody wTas here yesterday."

"Say," burst out Texas, "if you
can get the business of his ex-wives

you'll die rich, my dear."

"Oh, lots of ex-husbands meet
their ex-wives here. It's such a nice

family place."

That cleared the place for one day.

The men departed, nervously jin-

gling their money, and the women
their alimony.

Betty's bungalow is unique. No-
where is there anything like it or

Betty or the patrons.
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Wild Bronchs and Busted Ribs

Continued from page 49

observed to applaud this exhibition

emphatically. He knows how diffi-

cult is the feat.

Broncho riding, however, is the

peer of all Western sports, and when
Lambert Hillyer fired his revolver

for the great event, a great shout

went up.

"Ride 'em, cowboy !"

With all due respect to the boys
who were picked to carry the colors

of the good old U. S. A. to athletic

victory at Antwerp, I know of two
or three "unknowns" who hold the

world's records for the one-hundred-
yard dash, the high and low hurdles,

the broad and high jump, and even
the quarter-mile—easily. This may
sound like taking in a lot of terri-

tory, but the athletes I refer to are
the boys who beat both a wild buck-
ing broncho and a wilder and madder
longhorn steer to, over, through, or
under the aformentioned board fence
of the contest arena in—absolutely
nothing flat.

Of course, these records were not
officially recognized by the A. A. U.,

but Bill Hart had parked his plas-
tered ribs and Will Rogers his gum
right at the spot where this Olympic
contest happened. Both gentlemen
swear that the American athletic offi-

cials sure overlooked the champion
sprinters, jumpers, and hurdlers.
Lambert Hillyer, himself a recog-

nized athlete of note in his collegiate
clays, unintentionally acted as field

judge, since he was mounted on his
favorite horse, directing the riders
coming out of the chutes into the
arena. I speak with absolute knowl-
edge of facts because, despite a feel-
ing of personal modesty, I must lay
claim to being one of the "unknown"
champion athletes. Joe August,
chief camera man, and Cliff Moran,
"still" photographer, were the others.
At vantage points all about the

arena were the motion-picture cam-
eras. Most of them were placed
on high platforms just outside the
arena near the horse corrals, over-
looking the entire scene. Worked to
the fever-point of enthusiasm by the
thrill of the broncho busting, Joe Au-
gust clambered down with his camera
to the ground inside the arena. With
another camera man, I jumped down
alongside. Here it was that a car-
penter, with rare presence of mind,
knocked off the lower board of the
fence with a hammer. In a few sec-
onds all of us had need for that
space. Mr. Hillyer fired his revolver,
and out of the chute came a cowboy
on a stick of dynamite better known
as a broncho. Instantly the broncho
spied us and down he swooped,

Became An. Artist
HIS wonderful new method makes it possible for anyone to

learn Illustrating, Cartooning, or Commercial Art. Hun-
dreds of our students are now making splendid incomes.

And most of them never touched a drawing pencil before they

studied with us.

T
The simplicity of this method will

astound you. You will be amazed at your
own rapid progress. You learn by mail
—yet you receive personal instruction

from one of America's foremost Com-
mercial Artists—Will H. Chandlee. Get
into this fascinating game NOW. You
can easily qualify. A few minutes' study
each day is ail that is needed.

Crying Demand for Trained
Artists

Newspapers, advertising agencies,

magazines, business concerns—all are

looking for men and women to handle
their art work. There are hundreds of

vacancies right this minute! A trained

commercial artist can command almost
any salary he wants. Cartoonists and de-

signers are at a premium. Dozens of our
students started work at a high salary.

Many earn more than the cost of the

course while they are learning! YOU

—

with a little spare-time study in your own
home—can easily and quickly get one of

these big-paying artists' jobs.

No Talent Needed
This amazing method has exploded the

old idea that talent is an absolute neces-

sity in art. Just as you have learned to

write, this new method teaches you to

draw. We start you with straight lines,

then curves. Then you learn how to put

them together. Now you begin making
pictures. Shading, action, perspective,

and all the rest follow in their right order,

until you are making pictures that bring
you from $50 to $500 or more! Many
artists get as high as $1000 for a single

drawing!

Write for Interesting Free Book
Mail coupon now for this interesting

free book ""How to Become an Artist."

Explains about this amazing method in

detail. Tells of our students—and their

wonderful progress—and how we can
qualify you for a high-salaried artist's

position. Also tells of our free artist's

outfit and special low offer to a limited
number of new students. Mail coupon
NOW!

Washington School of Art
1525 H Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

„ - -FREE COUPON- - -
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, Inc.,

1525 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C
Please send me, without cost or obligation

on my part, your free book, "How to Become
an Artist."
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Address .
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DIAMOND
RING OFFER

.lust to advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds— tlie greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We will send absolutely
free this 14k Bold f. ring, set with a l-2k
Hawaiian im. diamond—in beautiful ring
box postage paid. Pay postmaster $1.48
C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only in. nun given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Send size of finsrer.

KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 412
Masonic Temple Chicago

«/2 Price $2.50

SEND NO MONEY
IF You Can Tell it From a

GENUINE DIAMONDSenditback

To prove that our bine-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely

resembles the finest genuine Sooth African Diamond (cost-

ing 50 times as much), with same DAZZLING RAINBOW-
FIRE, (Guaranteed 20 yrs.) wewillsend this Ladies Solitaire

Ring with one carat gem, (Catalogue price $4.98) for Halt
Pries So Introduce, $2.50, plus War Tax I3c. Same thine
but Gents. Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring, (Cataloge price So.26)

for $3.10, plus WarTax 15c. Mountings areour finest 12 karat
gold filled Mexican Diamonds are GUARANTEED FOR 20

YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just mail postcard or this ad.,

state size and we will mail at once C. O. D. If not fully

pleased, return in 2 davs for MONEY BACK. less handling
charges. Act quick; offer limited: only one to a customer.
Write for FREE Catalog. AGENTS WANTED.

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO.
Dept. CD2 Las Cruces, N. MeX.

( Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamonds!
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Not One
Gray Hair, Now"

' 'And my hair was quite gray a
short time ago!
"It was falling out, getting brittle and

etringy. My scalp was filled with dandruff
and itched almost constantly.
"A few applications of Kolor-Bak pro-

duced a wonderful improvement. The itch-
ing stopped instantly. There was no more
dandruff. And— marvel of marvels— it is
now restored to its original color— not a
gray hair shows anywhere!"
Kolor-Bak is not a dye or stain. It is

colorless, stainless, harmless and restores
original color to gray hair simply by put-
ting hair and scalp in a healthy condition.
Send for our special trial offer: also Free

Book on Hair which explains how Kolor-
Bak restores gray hair to its original color.

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES
3334-3338 W. 38th St., Dept. 9317 Chicago

Months to PayA
Immediate possession on

our liberal Easy Monthly
Payment Plan. Many

parents advance the first payment
and energetic boys by odd 3obs
make the bicycle earn money to
meet small monthly payments.
FACTORYTO RIDER pricessave

you money. We make our bicycles
in our own three model factories.
44 STYLES, colors and sizes to

choose from in our RANGER line,
DELIVERED FREE on approval

and 30 DAYS TRIAL. Select the
bicycle and terms that suit you

—

cash or easy payments,
T IDE© lamps, horns, wheels, sun-
i InCO dries, at half usual prices.
SEND NO MONEY but write today for the
Free "RANGER" catalog, prices and terms.MB A h CYCLE COMPANY

*^ oepi, WIOI Chicagc

Faces
Made
Young

The secret of a
youthful facewillbe
sent to any woman
whose appearance
shows that time or
illness or any other
cause is stealing from
her the charm of girlhood
beauty. It will show how
without cosmetics, creams, massage, masks,
plasters, straps, vibrators, "beauty" treatments
orother artificial means,she can remove the traces
of age from her countenance. Every woman,
young or middle aged, who has a single facial
defect should know about the remarkable

Beauty Exercises
which remove lines and "crow's feet" and
wrinkles; fill up hollows; give roundness to
scrawny necks; lift up sagging corners of the
mouth; and clear up muddy or sallow skins. It

will show how five minutes daily with Kathryn
Murray*ssimple facial exercises will work won-
ders. This information is free to all who ask for it..

Results Guaranteed
Write for this Free Book which tells just what

to do to bring back the firmness to the facial
muscles and tissues and smoothness and beauty
to the skin. Write today.

KATHRYN MURRAY, Inc.

Suite 959 Garland Eldg. Chicago Illinois

bucking and fighting. Even the rail-

birds left the fences for safety while
we who were trapped broke all speed
records going right away from there.

All except Joe August, who man-
fully stood his guns even after the

horse kicked his camera out from
under.

Three daring cowboys on the wild
longhorn steer caused the other speed
catastrophe, and this time the event

looked like a squad of marines going

through their famous wall-scaling

exercises. In fact, I believe we
might have given the marines point-

ers, if they'd been there. But it's

too late now—never again will that

same group repeat that performance
—not even to make Bill Hart and
his guest of honor laugh as they did

the dav of the rodeo.

me," she murmured the word, "scar-

let. I have not made up my mind
whether or not to like Lenin. They
say he is very simple—no flowery

speech. I like that."

Nazimova came to this country

from Russia some fifteen years ago
with Paul Orlenev, also a Russian
player. Richard Watson Gilder and
Robert Underwood Johnson, now
American ambassador to Italy, first

became interested in her work while

she was playing in a little East Side

theater, at Third Street and the

Bowery, in New York, which she had
to enter through a saloon. They be-

came so enthusiastic about her work
that they wrote open letters to the

New York newspapers, declaring a

new genius had been found. Jean-

nette Gilder, sister of Richard Gilder,

finally introduced her to Lee Shu-
bert, who was her first manager. He
besought Caroline Harris, the actress

and mother of Richard Barthelmess,

to teach Nazimova English.- In less

than five months Nazimova was mis-

tress of our language. She spoke

of those days.

"Yes, Mrs. Barthelmess is lovely

—a splendid woman. And Dickey

—

ah, Dickey !" She clapped her hands
gleefully. "I have Dickey's first love

letter. Yes, he wrote it to me

!

"I lived in Washington Square.

You know Washington Square ?

Well, there is where I lived in a

little room in the Judson Hotel, way
up in the tower. Mrs. Barthelmess
would come there to give me lessons.

She, too, lived in a little room, some-
where uptown. She had no place

to leave Dickey. He was nine then.

I said, 'Why don't you bring your
little boy with you ?' So she brought
Dickey, and Dickey brought his cage

of white rats. He would turn them
loose to scamper around my room."
Her fingers fluttered in imitation of
the scampering rodents. "Dickey
would play with his rats, and I would
play with Dickey. Then he went to

the seaside. He wrote to me on a

postal card. He said:
" 'Dear madame : The white rats

Nazimoza Speaks
Continued from page 30

are fine I hope you are, too. Love.
Dickey.'

Nazimova gave me permission to

publish this passionate billet-doux.

"Yes, and you may say, too, that

I am very proud of it," said she.

She had praise for Dickey's Cheng
Huan of "Broken Blossoms."

Nazimova speaks fervently of pic-

tures. "They have absorbed me," she

said. Yet her love for the stage has

not failed.

"I will return to the stage. But
first I must find a play. I have been

spoiled. I have become a gourmand.
I will not be content with a New
England dinner. Oh, I—yes, I my-
self—I will eat a New England din-

ner, but I will not serve it to the

public.

"Art differs from business," said

she. "You must give—give—always

give. Give your best and it will come
back to you. I have such hopes

—

such plans—dreams
"

She dismissed them with a quick

gesture. She had eight changes of

costume to make that night. Already

it was after eleven and the first had
not been made. We returned to the

set. On the way she paused to chat

with the "extra" girls. She was so

very sorry she must keep them work-
ing so late.

"These girls are shivering. Have
you no drink of brandy for them?"
she cried gayly to a group of men.
"No? Well what is the matter with

your doctor's prescription?"

A moment later Nazimova was the

girl of "Billions," posing in the

Garden of Dreams, quite oblivious

that I or any one else was present,

had ever been present. She drew
the great silver flowers down to her

face and drank long breaths of them
as if they held a perfumed wine.

She cautiously touched the swan
maidens and the naked little cherub

lying in the bamboo. Before her

mind was a picture. She saw it, she

felt it, she zvas it. While to us ap-

peared a complex personality, a rare

work of art, one of life's most elab-

orate masterpieces—Nazimova, gen-

ius and workman.
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What the Fans Think
Continued from page 78

construed as an attempt at a flirta-

tion :

Now—er—I have decided to make this

poem a limerick instead of an epic, on ac-

count of the shortage of white paper; and

other reasons. A limerick is a biblical term

for "stanza," and means "jazzed." In this

syncopated form it stanza better chance of

being read. An epic is too darned long, any-

how.
"To This Riddle Appears!"

You see? There's the "appears" I was
telling you about! Now, it was my idea to

omit the last line and let you chew—par-

don me, guess—on the riddle. But I can

just hear the editor say: "Nixthisisnopuzzle-

department!" and a lot of other things, so:

"In the Fact that She's Head of Her Class!"

There you are!

Ain't it the truth, fellow fans?

H. J. Yellams—Chicago, 111.

A Plea for the Last Frontier.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

Last week I saw the much-advertised pic-

ture, "The Courage of Marge O'Doone."

There was real Northern scenery and a

clever plot, and the box office did good

business, but part of the audience seemed
to be disappointed, for the real spirit of

the North was not in this picture. For years

I have taken a keen interest in Northern

plays, but they are always disappointing.

The silent drama claims to have a lot of

real cowboys. Why can't we have some real

Alaska miners and prospectors? A few
years more and the boys who blazed the

trails where the real brotherhood of man
existed will be dead—the boys of the Last

Frontier.

Recently I read an interview with a cow-

boy actor who said that the cowboys were
the only red-blooded Americans. Now, I

have seen the last of the Old West, and a

few cowboys, but I wondered if this boy
ever saw anything of the life of the miners
and prospectors in the great Northwest.
Perhaps he would have thought twice before

making that statement if he had made a

trip up the east fork of the Chandler River
toward the Arctic coast in the early days,

alone and on foot, depending on his gun for

food for six months, as Jack Cornell did—
not as a daredevil or for sport, but to find

two lost prospectors. Alaska is often re-

ferred to by writers as "The Lawless North."
The old-timers of the North will tell you
that lawlessness came in with law and order
—I know, because I am one of them.
A Child of the Wilderness—Seattle, Wash.

In Answer to C. R. Q.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
Dear Sir: I am inclined to agree rather

more with "The Hooligan at the Gate" than
with C. R. G.

It is quite easy for C. R. G. or any other
movie fan to pick out certain plays and base
their argument for the uplifting power of

the silver sheet on these good plays. There
are, undoubtedly, some splendid plays, which
are both educational and elevating, but the
question in my mind, and apparently in the
mind of "The Hooligan," is, "What propor-
tion of the whole do these good plays form?"
In my humble opinion, they form a very
small minority, and we have to endure the
ninety-per-cent dross for the sake of the ten-
per-cent gold.

As a theater organist, I sense the "at-

mosphere" of the audience, and can readily
feel the difference in the clean laughter pro-
duced by a Charles Ray or Douglas MacLean
picture compared with the somewhat hys-

Continued on page 93
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its of Canthrox and
to prove that it is

in all ways a most
satisfactory hair
wash, we send one
perfect shampoo
free to any address
upon receipt of two
cents for postage.

TAKE it on your trip this summer; it is indis-

pensable to the comfort of your scalp and the

beauty of your hair.

CANTHROX
SHAMPOO

Its use makes and keeps the hair attractive, de-
velops the life, luster and natural wave and gives a clean,

luxuriant appearance. Canthrox has been for years the
favorite of those who want to bring out all the beauty of

their hair, because it so rapidly softens and entirely

removes every particle of dandruff, excess oil

and dirt, at the same time giving such a massive
fluffiness to the hair that it appears much heavier
than it really is, while each strand has silky

bright softness and the scalp is left pliant and
comfortable.

For Sale at all Drug Stores
Canthrox costs about three cents a shampoo. No good hair
wash costs less. A few minutes only are required for its

use. You simply moisten the head with Canthrox and rinse
it thoroughly, after which the hair dries quickly.

H. S. PETERSON & CO., Dept. 160, 214 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, 111.

Freckles
are "as a cloud before the sun," hiding
your brightness, your beauty. Why not
remove them? Don't delay. Use

FRECKLE
CREAMSTILLMAN'S

Made especially to remove freckles.
Leaves the skin clear, smooth and with-
out a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
year3 of experience. Money refunded
If not satisfactory. 50c per jar. Write
today for particulars and free booklet —

fWonldstThou Be Fair?"
Contains many beauty bints,

and describes a number of ele-

pant preparations indtspensal: la

to the toilet. Sold by all druggis

STILLMAN CREAM CO.
Dept.

l J Aurora, III.

Reduce Your Flesh

Reducer, Price $6.00

Reducer, Price $2.50

Exactly where desired
by wearing

Dr. Walter's
Famous Medicated

Reducing

Rubber Garments
For Men and Women
Cover the entire body or

any part. Endorsed by
leading physicians. Send
for illustrated Booklet.

Dr. Jeanne G. A. Walter
353 Fifth Avenue, New York

Pacific Coast Representative:
Adele Millar Co., S45 Stockton St;.

Sa7i Fraiicisco. Cat.

DIAMONDS
DN CREDIT

Diamond
RingS Designs

V A11 the popular mount-
ngs, plain and fancy
engraved. Green,
White and Yellow
Solid Gold, very
special at $85,$ 1 00,
$150 and up. Credit

"Perfection" terms. See Catalog.

WATCHES
ON CREDIT

Send for Free^f
Catalog

There are 128 pages of
Diamonds, Watches,Jewelry,
all priced unusually low.
Whatever you select will be sent
prepaid by ua. You see and
examine the article right in your
own hands. If satisfied, pay
one-fifth of purchase price and
keep it, balance divided into
sight equal amounts, payable
nonthly. Send for Catalog today* Pearl Necklaces,

M= L0FTIS BROS. & CO., The National Credit Jewelers ^JSLa
Stores in Leading Cities Dept. D.927 108 N. STATE ST.. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS --=r%4
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— is the result, not of

the application of cos-

metics, but of the

general bodily health.
~ ° '""

It is clear blood which
imparts the blush of youth to cheeks.

Experience has taught the dis-

cerning beauty to rely upon a good
aperient to clear the complexion. A
dainty box of N? Tablets is her help-
ful agent. Each tablet acts pleas-

antly to insure better health, to keep
the skin clear and free from blem-
ishes, to help restore and preserve
a healthful, youthful appearance.

All druggists sell the 25c. box of

NR Tablets.

'Vscd
fO
t Years

for Over
<50~

Why Pay Full
PricesforDiamonds

This diamond banking house of nearly
X century, rated over $1,000,000.00

lends money on diamonds and high grade
Jewelry. We must find a market for the

' unpaid loans. Hundreds of diamonds to offer,
sent on approval. Amazing savings proved

by customers' letters.

Send for Latest List
Diamond Loans

Free and without obligation—wonderful lists

of amazing bargains, radically different
from catalogs. You have every opportune
ity free to test and verify. See theso
prices before you buy. Write today.
Jos. DeRoyfi Sons, 2966 DeRoy Bldg,
TCTu Opposite P. O. Pittsburgh, Pa.
'Reference* bu permission: Bank
of Pi.ttabv.rgh, N. A., Marin*
National Bank, Union Trust
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa,

fashion says
the use of*

is necessary so lon£ as
sleeveless |owns and sheer fabrics for
sleeves are worn. It assists freedom of move-
ment, unhampered grace, modest elegance and
correct style. That is why

"they all use Delatone"
Delatone is an old and well known scien-

tific preparation for the
quick, safe and certain
removal of hairy
growths, no matter how
thick or stubborn. After
application the skin is

clear, firm and hairless,

with no pain or discol-

oration.
Beauty specialists recom-
mend Delatone for
removal of objeetioriable

hair from face, neck or
arms.

Druggists sell Delatone:
or an original 1 oz. jar
will be mailed to any
address on receipt of
51 by

The Sheffield pharmacal Ccx^
Dept. MB. 3 39 S.Wabash Ave., Chicago. 111. Ofl

A Cumberland Romance
Continued ft

crouched back against the wall ; one
of the fiddlers, his bow still dangling
helplessly in his hand, gasped help-

lessly. His gun leveled, the drink-

maddened man advanced toward the

bridegroom. He swung to one side,

then to the other. But, quick as he
was, Sherd Raines was quicker.

However Pap would turn, the black-

coated parson was between him and
the foreigner.

"Keep back o' me," Sherd ordered.

"Ye're the man she wants—it'd bet-

ter be me."
"Git out o' the way, Sherd

Raines," Pap ordered levelly. "When
I count three, I'm goin' ter shoot

!

One, two "

There was a scream, a flash of

white, the crack of a gun.

There was deathly silence. Pap,

sobered, staggered back, the pistol

falling limply from his hand. There
on the floor, the blood a crimson
stream down the snowy wedding
dress, lay Easter.

"I've killed her—Pve killed her!"

Pap gasped.

As the sound of his voice broke

the silence, the others pressed quickly

forward. Eager hands lifted the

slim, little white figure ; one horse-

man started down the rocky trail

for the nearest doctor. Some of the

women clustered in the little upstairs

room where the men had carried

Easter ; the others waited in the room
below, the room that was to have
seen her wedding.

"Will she die?" Pap asked one and
another helplessly. "Hev I killed

my little gal ? I—it was the drink

—will she die? Hev I killed her?"
But nobody could answer him.

"I take my solemn oath," said Pap,

"ef she gits well, I'll never touch

another drap o' liquor 's long 's I

live."

"He'll stick to it," one mountain-
eer said to another. "Pap Hicks
alius keeps his word."
At last the doctor came. While

he was in the room above, nobody
spoke, even Pap ceased his question-

ing. When the doctor appeared at

the head of the stairs, nobody dared
ask the question. The doctor cleared

his throat.

om page 56

"She had a close squeak," he said.

And with that homely phrase,

Pap's reprieve was granted. Easter
would not die.

At last her mother came down the

stairs.

"She wants ter see ye," she said

to Clayton. "An' ye," to Sherd.
"Naw, I won't go," said Sherd

with awkward delicacy. "She says

me, too, cuz she's sorry fer me. Let
her see him alone fust."

"She asked fer you. Sherd," said

Easter's mother, "fust."

So the two men mounted the nar-
row stairs to the attic wrhere Easter
lay, white, big-eyed, on the cot.

She turned first to Clayton.

"Ye know," she asked, "how I

feel to Sherd? I—I'm sorry, but
I didn't know myself till I had ter

leave him, an'—an' then when I

thought he was goin' ter be killed

—

I—ye taught me most all I know,"
she said to Clayton. "I said I'd

marry ye, an' if ye want me this way
—I'll do it, now. But I'll always
love Sherd—I know it now—but ef

ye want me this way, I—I'll be glad

ter marry ye."

Clayton looked down at the little

white figure, the girl who had taught
him what love could be.

"No, Easter," he said gently, "I

love you too much. I don't want
you—this way."
"Mebbe it's jes' as well," said

Easter, shyly eager, "fer ye, I mean.
I couldn't hev been a good furriner,

like yer mother and sister—

I

couldn't be the wife fer ye that I

could fer Sherd. Ye'll find yer
own kind of a gal

"

Even while his heart was aching

for his loss, something deep and
honest in Clayton told him that it

was the truth she spoke. He was a

"foreigner," she belonged to the

mountains that she loved.

"Good-by, Easter, dear," he said

tenderly. "Good-by, I wish you well."

Then he went downstairs and out

into the woods, down the path.

In the bare attic room Easter

turned to Sherd. x\nd the mystery,

the hushed joy, the romance she had
seen in the mists of the blue Cum-
berland distances, were in her eAres.

Yes, They Sai

TUST after the last issue of Pic-

i ture-Play went to press, carry-

ing a story of how Mary and
Doug had had to give up their pro-

posed wedding trip to Europe be-

cause their company, United Artists,

was crying for more pictures, some
one figured out a way by which they
could, by sailing the very next day,

led, After All

hurry across the Atlantic, make a

short stay, shoot back, and still be
at work in time to keep their

schedule.

We're glad they had the trip, after

all ; only we wish that their final de-

cision to go had been made in time

to have saved us from misinforming
cur friends regarding it.
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A Creator of Characters

Continued from page 40

players puppets—subject to early

motion-picture traditions."

"It is not lack of knowledge—we
are all learning," he answered. "I

think the beautiful part about pic-

tures is that they are in a stage of

growth. The stage has attained its

growth, and it remains in a sort of

mellow middle age. On the screen

we are all growing together, and that

human touch is probably why we all

love it so and are conscientiously

working for its advancement. Peo-

ple say, 'Oh, that is bad—this is good'

—and so on. I say that we must
have the lights and shadows. Some
day it will be shown that all these

things are but development.

"If we stop striving for dramatic

situations, take a slice out of life,

learn to think and to rely on intui-

tion, we shall, without doubt, show
the world in a few years that we are

not acting—but living for all time on
the screen."

Let me whisper a bit of romance
to vou—Bertram Grassby, fascinat-

ing heavy in "The Inferior Sex," ac-

knowledges absolute equality of the

sexes and is very much in love with
his wife. Mrs. Grassby never takes

a professional engagement which
calls her to distant locations, unless it

happens that her distinguished hus-
band has a few days between pictures

and is able to accompany her. They
live in an atmosphere of books and
cultured friendships, of close under-
standing, and they care nothing for
outward show.
Writers and musicians, artists,

scientists, and actors with high ideals

meet at the Grassby home perhaps
once a week. Even- moment outside
of work and occasional diversions of
this nature is spent in study by this

ambitious young couple.

"Because, you see," said Mr.
Grassby, as he ended our chat, "peo-
ple with an object in life and who
don't have opportunities readv-made,
simply must have time to think."

What the Fans Think
Continued from page 9

1

terical laughter produced in the suggestive,
risque problem and sex plays, with which the
screen is flooded.

I have the extreme temerity to disagree
with the great Mr. Lasky, when he says that
the public are appreciating more and more
the sex plays. Mr. Lasky may have his
finger on the public pulse, but I rather
suspect that he is trying to hypnotize the
public into believing that they prefer this

class of play, because it is easier to produce
and secure. To say that these plays have a
moral lesson is to beg the question, for we do
not go to the movies to be preached at. and
it is human nature to apply the moral to

your neighbor rather than to yourself.

Organist—Stockton, Cal.

"This Way, Please,

To Win a Satin Skin"
Dear Reader: Everyone admires a satin skin. Its

captivating daintiness lures glances that linger long-
ingly. Just think, you can now make your skin a satin
skin. The discovery of Satin Skin Cream and Satin
Skin Powder, offers the one way, the fulfillment of
deferred hopes, the only way to secure a satin texture
skin. Satin Skin Cream is a benevolent balm with a

blessed healing, reviving touch. As dew refreshes the
flowers, Satin Skin Cream brings new life to the skin, a
wondrous satiny softness of alluring attractiveness.
There are two kinds of Satin Skin Cream: First, "COLD."
second, "GREASELESS." Both
different from other so - called
creams and you need BOTH. The
"Cold" for night nourishment;
"Greaseless" for day use and to

hold powder.
SATIN SKIN POWDER, "Perfection for complexion," is the

refined finish, the artistic, fascinating finale. Yes, Satin Skin
"shows." It is plainly visible in one's improved appearance;
tells you aren't using any ordinary, but a superface powder,
which bestows a smart a la mode satiny finish. There is a true
tint for every type, blonde or brunette, brown eyes, blue or
gray; a harmonizing blending shade, the last word in distinc-

tion and elegance. No matter what powder you are now using,

you need Satin Skin at once to bring you a classy complexion.
Tints: Pink, flesh, white, brunette, naturelle. The new shade,
"Naturelle," is stunning for street use. There's only one way to

secure a satin skin : Use Satin Skin Cream and Satin Skin Powder.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS

Complimentary samples upon receipt ofyour druggist's

address and stamped, addressed, return envelope.

SATIN SKIN LABORATORY, Mnfr., DETROIT, U. S. A.

Wm. J.

Brandt's EAU de HENNA
WORKS LIKE A CHARM

Unequalled for restoring natural color to faded or
grey hair. Splendid for touching up Blends beauti-
fulry where Henna has been used. Not affected bv
permanent waving, shampooing or salt water bathing
Two liquids—one application. Guaranteed absolutelv
harmless.

Colors: Black, Dark Brown, Light Brown, Medium Brown.
Auburn, Blond.

At your dealer
or by mail,

$2 60

HAIR SPECIALTY CO., Dept E, 24 East 21st St., New York

learnHovetoWrite
ST SliOft StOrfeS There is a

big demand
for short stories, photoplays and feature articles. You can learn how-
to write at home in spare rime. Jack London said so. He
and other great writers have endorsed our home study course. The
course is fascinating and - takes only a few of your spare hours.

Write for Free Book^ttt"^
HOOSIER INSTITUTE, S. S Dept 1756 Ft Wayne, Indoma

The Secret of a Perfect
a/\ Amazing new easy method quickly gives

n/|lli*0 you a voice of surpassing beauty for
¥ "JIV/ v> singing and speaking. Makes your voice

stronger, clearer, wider in range. Through
the wonderful FEUCHT1NGER secret of vocal control, anyene can
now have apeifect voice. Simpl-\ silent exercises in spare moments
at home. Stuttering, stammering, lisping banished.
i-ir» f-ifi nAAI7 explains the wonderful Feuchti'-ger
f* ft I* K KillIK secret of aperfect voice. Write for* «-*-,*J "VVtl it toHay. See how you can easily have
a beautiful singing: and speaking voice. No cost or cb igation

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 1586, 1922 Smmyside Ave., Chi^gD, I'd.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE!

Tn this day and age attention to your appearance is nn absolute necessity
if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should you wish to

appear as attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, which is

aione well worth your efforts, but you will find the world in general judging
you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks, "therefore it rays to "look your
best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it

will inture your welfare! Upon the impression you constantly make rests

the failure or success of your life—which is to be your ultimate destiny?
Mv new Nose-Shaper "Trados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation quicklv, safely and permanent^. Is pleasant and does
not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night

Write toJan for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped

Noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1420 Ackerman Bldg. ,
Binghamton, N. Y.
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"XfBagi/n mack

rejourn qoxMiS

X-By^ZIN
famous Ff?ENC-li Depilatory

for removing hair

A delicately perfumed powder; removes hair,
leaves skin smooth, white; for arms, limbs,
face; 50c, also $1.00 size, which includes cold
cream, mixing cup and spatula. At drug and
department stores. Send 10c for trial sample
and booklet.

HALL & RUCKEL, 104 Waverly Place. N. Y.

4 fcWho Is He?"

A Single Drop
Lasts a WeeH;

Flower Drops, the most concen-
trated andesquisite perfume ever
produced. Made without alcohol.
A single drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture, with long

glaBs stopper. Rose or Lilac $1.50;

Lily of the Valley or Violet $2.00;

Romanza, our very latest Flower
Drops, $2.50. Send 20 eta. stamps
or silverfor minature bottle.
Flower Drops Toilet Water,

5-oz. bottles, SI. 50; Talcum glass
jars, 50c; at druggists or by mail.

if| ™>*C4 «« o roioTis to

4<iegei>*
per^Skme t toilj.t'water

iTowerTOops
Rieger's Mon Amour per ounce

S1.50; Garden Queen S2.00; Alca-
zar $2.25; Parfum Rienzi $2,50;

Honolulu Boquet $1.00. At drug-
gists or by mail. Uothing finer.
Send SI. 00 for souvenir box of

five 25c bottles, different odors.

PAUL RIEGER & CO. (since 1872) 186FirstSt., San Francisco

Five 25< Bottles

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and

guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS

104 F Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway at Times Square, NEW YORK

Clear Your Skin
YOUR skin can be quickly cleared |

of Pimples, Blackheads, Acne 1
I Eruptions on the face or body, j

| Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny |
Skin by a new treatment called l

46 99

If you have any of the above Facia] Blem- g
ishes, write for FREE Booklet. "A Clear- |
Tone Skin!' telling how I cured myself =

after being afflicted for 15 years, and my g
offer to send a bottle of Clear-Tone on trial, g
17 c d"* ¥1/17 TV! SI c37Chemical Building §
Hi. »• VI* V EilXJ Kansas City, Missouri g

xiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiitmiiiimiiiiiiiiiiu iiiiuiariiiiiiiuic^.'iii.iiiiiiiuiiLiJiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiini^^

HE must be an expert book-
keeper; he must be a secre-

tary of no mean ability ; he
must effect the subservient attitude

of an office boy and combine with
this4he executive ability of the presi-

dent of a large corporation, that he
may take nasty orders without
grumbling, and that he may give or-

ders to many people and be obeyed.-

He must possess an accurate
knowledge . of

c
history and science.

He must know the costumes worn
by the Bolivians in 1882, the Rus-
sians in 1910, the French in 1870,

the Americans in the settlement

days, and the resident of the mythi-
cal European kingdom in his George
Barr McCutcheon prime.

He must know the streets of New
York City, of Los Angeles, of Chi-

cago, of San Francisco, and of Jack-
sonville, with the degree of thor-

oughness that a resident in a town of

six -thousand knows his streets..

He must have correct information

on regimental formationHn Revolu-
tionary War times, in Civil War
times, in Spanish War times, "and in

Great War times. He must be able

to distinguish between the Croix de
Guerre, the D. S. C, and the Con-
gressional Medal of Honor. He
must be able to procure any one of

these medals at a moment's notice.

He must have a thorough acquaint-

ance with the members of the police

department in each city in which he
works, but must never have been

arrested. He must know crooks and
prize fighters and dope fiends and
be able to locate any of them within

a half hour.

He must be an actor when called

upon and be always ready to appear
as a callow youth or an ancient man
01 an imbecile. He must be profi-

cient in the art of make-up.
He must know fake bombs as well

as a professional bomb-thrower
knows real ones. He must be some-
thing of an architect; something of

an interior decorator".; something of

an -arbiter of fashions.

He must know the whereabouts
of a high waterfall ; the location of

a trickling brook ; where to find the

finest trout stream ; where to find a

rocky ocean coast ; where to locate

dense woods and peaceful pastures.

He must rise early in the morning
and remain up late at night. His
time clock is the sun and the whims
of his superior. If his work assists

largely in making the product in

hand a thing of joy or serious en-

tertainment or beauty he must be

content to congratulate some one else

for achieving success. If the prod-

uct is bad he must take the blame
whether it is his fault or no.

He must be ever ready to risk

his life in the execution of his duty,

and, if his neck is broken or his leg

clipped off, he must not complain.

He must remain forever in the

background.
He is the assistant director.

Two Views
By H. J. Yellams

By An Admirer:

"She flits 'cross the screen like a

sunbeam; like a fairy is she; or an
elf ! She's winsome and gay as a

kitten at play ; unconscious is she of
herself! And when she comes into

your vision, you swear that an angel

is near ! Her grace and her art

brings new joy to your heart—oh,

Gracious ! but she is a dear!"

By Her Employer'.

"Her contract expired last Mon-
day, but she signed a new one, it's

true. So, two thousand per I shall

have to pay her each week of the

next fifty-two ! Also a per cent of

the profits
; oh, she'll get along, never

fear ! She's worth it, but, Gee ! If

you leave it to me,—Oh, Honest to

Gosh ! she is dear!"

A Tragedy
By Marjorie Charles Driscoll

I met a very ancient man
With gray and reverend head.

"It's growing dark," I said to him,

And this is what he said:

"Drifting shadows crept over the

world, as suppliant Day knelt at the

threshold of Night, pleading for the

boon of darkness."

I looked at him in mild surprise.

He wept: "Ah, well-a-day

!

I once wrote titles for the films,

And now I talk this way !"
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Fade-Outs
Continued from page 67

Yessir! And then, too. will ap-

pear the inevitable and inspired criti-

cism—such as

:

"It is unfortunate that such a
highly finished actress as Apryle
Skeeters is allowed to bog her tal-

ented tootsies in such a soul-less

hoofhide as 'The Short Yamp.'
Admitting her ankles are twin his-

trionic and optical delights; as usual

—her feet in this picture, especially

in the close-ups do not reveal the

vital and vivid extremes of mood of
which she is capable. Not since she
kicked our hearts a-thrill with 'Half-

Soled' ; that high-heeled, twelve-
button perfection of the cobbleist's

art—has she been given a footfilm

which allows her exceptional feet a
chance to spread themselves

!"

They'd All Be Noticed.

Thomas Meighan says, sezze: "A
star can never go out and have a

good time, when and where and with
whom he pleases without attracting

attention
!"'

Just to cheer up Tommie a bit and
to show him there are others in the
same fix, we mention :

Der ExKaiser.
The Side-Show Fat Lady.
Measles.
Pink Whiskers.
Zebras.

—o

—

Severe Punishment.

Sitting in a theater and listening to

the optience hiss his cussedness,

caused Charles Clan- to cease his

portrayal of screen villains. Charles
hates to be hated.

Ah, if we could but round up about
forty-eight comedians (you know the
kind), and force them to sit in the
optience and list to the muttered an-
guish o'er the two-reel comedies
(you know the kind)—perchance
they'd see the error of their antics

and seek other jobs.

—o

—

Vivian's Various Vicinities.

Yivian Rich is the proud posses-

sor of just the cutest little jokelet you
ever heard. When you ask Yivian
the name of her home town she an-

swers sweetly: "Newbosco !" Of
course, you give it up.

Then Yivian explains, sweetly, of
course, that she was born at sea on
her father's boat. Her birth was
registered in Boston where the ship

touched. Also in New York whence
the boat proceeded. Also in San
Francisco, the home-port of the ves-

sel.

Prettv Rich, eh?

r

re Tfou Satisfied
your

Look Better—Feel Better—Make Your
Appearance Count For You and Not
Against You—No Drugs or Cosmetics

All from 5 Minutes' Fun a Day

1 Days' Free Trial to Prove It

MEN—WOMEN— If you want that healthy,
wholesome look that wins admiration, that brings
success, that helps make friends, then here is a
10-day trial offer it will pay you to know about.

JI*my moving picture stars enjoy a daily vacuum
massage vrith the Clean-O-Pore which scieuce has ac-
claimed the only perfect method of massaging-
Vacuum Massage is the greatest natural aid to better

health and better appearance. It cleanses the pores as
nothing else can. takes out the poisonous trouble-making
impurities and puts new life and health into the tissues

THECLEAN-O-PORE
Vacuum Massage Outfit

A few minutes* use a day will
show wonderful results. Instead of
pounding the sensitive skin as an
electric vibrator does, this wonder-
ful machine by its soothing1 SUC-
TION opens and cleanses the pores,
creating a clear healthy skin—re-

moves pimples and blackheads,
smooths out wrinkles and sag-
ging flesh—develops neck and
bust—invigorates the scalp and
clears it of dandruff. In hand-
some leatherette case. Sepa-
rate appliances for face, scalp
and booy massage.

underneath; does it by creating a free circulation of
blood, nourishing and purifying all through the parts
massaged.
Think of it! A face, scalp or complete body massage

every day for years at a total cost of only $3.

Simply attach the Clean-O-Pore to any faucet and
turn on the water—no electricity needed. The running
water creates the vacuum—giving suction massage—mas-
sage in its most beneficial form. No water touches the
skin. The Clean-O-Pore brings the benefits of mas-
sage within the reach of all.

FACE—SCALP-BUST
You can try it 10 days free. Use it on face, scalp or

any part of the body—see for yourself bow it improves
your appearance by stimulating a vigorous circulation
that feeds the tissues and carries away impurities

—

how it brings color to the "cheeks and a sparkle to

the eyes—how it cleans the pores, smooths,, out wrin-
kles and makes firm flesh—how it builds up the neck,

bust or other hollow parts of the body—soothes and
strengthens the nerves, and relieves headaches—how
soothing it is after shaving—how it invigorates the

scalp and hair and takes out dandruff—and how it is

downright fun to use.

Only $3.00 If You Keep It—Nothing If You Don't

\J7 T«J«tt. This is a special advertising offer forW rite 1 Ouay . for a limited time only.

CLEAN-O-PORE MFG. CO., 398 Broadway. New York City

Please send me a Clean-O-Pore Massage Outfit com-
plete and prepaid (with full directions for using, also

your book on the care of the health and compleiioiii.

on 10 days' trial. I enclose S3 in full payment. If

not entirely satisfied, I will return the outfit and you
are to promptly return my money.

Name

Addres.

GET WELL—BEYOUNG—GROW TALL

This University discovery is the most important health invention of
tiie century. It remakes and rejuvenates the Human Body. It pro-
duces normal spines. It frees impinged and irritated nerves, corrects
contracted muscles, shortened ligaments, eliminates congestion,
improves circulation and drainage of the body. It will increase the
body's 'eneth.
THE PANDICULATOR CO., 212 Advance BIdg., Cleveland, O.

PISOS
for Coughs & Colds

How to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,
Long, Eyelashes and Brows!
EVERY WOMAN should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the

essentials of which are, First: Long, rich eyelashes: and Second: Well-
cared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be.—gray,

brown or blue,—if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and well-shaped

brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.

Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,

uneven brows and lashes: you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying

a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This scientific

preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them to become
gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to the eyes,

and added charm to the face.

M. T.'s Fyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully

used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless: it is not a greasy,

sticky salve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicator- The cut represents actual size of bottle.

The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic

concentration which is unequaled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.

MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Upon receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Money Order. I will send you post-

paid, in plain wrapper, a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier

together with my copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.

The following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
M. T.'s Nature Beauty Cream, a wrinkle eradicator S -'5

M. T.'s A.B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads S .75

M. T.'s Depilatory to remove superfluous hair S SO
M. T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan S1.00

M. T.'s Mineratrd Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream" S .75

M. TRILETY, ^! sites Dept. 45, Binghamton, N. Y.



Gray Hair Ended
In From 4 to 8 Days

Science has discov-
ered the way for re-
storing- gray hair to its
natural color. It is

offered to women in
Mary T. Goldman's

}f Scientific Hair Color
1 Restorer. And wo-
men use this scientific
hair color restorer
with the same free-
dom they do powder.
Simply comb Mary

T. Goldman's through the hair. In from 4 to
8 days every gray hair will be gone.

Scientific Hair Color Restorer

This Test Convinces
Send the coupon for a trial bottle and our

special comb. Be sure and give the exact
color of your hair. Try it on a lock of hair.
Compare the results and the pleasure of using
with the old way. Send in the coupon now.

MART T. GOLDMAN
1938 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Accept no Imitatiuns—Sold by Druggists Everywhere

Mary T. Goldman, 1938 Goldman Bldfr., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send me your free trial bottle of Mary T.

I Goldman's Hair Color Restorer with special comb.
. I am not obligated in any way by accepting this free
5 offer. The natural color of my hair is

black jet black dark brown.,..
medium brown light brown
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Name

SELECT yourown sub-
ject—love, patriotism—

"

write what the heart dictates,
then submit your poem to us.
We write the music and guarantee pub-
lisher's acceptance. Our leading composer is

Mr. Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," "Let Me Call You
Siveetheart." "When I Dream of Old Erin,"
end others the sales of which ran into millions of copies Send
as many poema as you wish. Dqn't Delay. Got Busy—Quick.

CHESTER MUSIC CO.^'}^6
Chicago, II).

IT'S. OFF Sccauie IT'S OUT

©estroys permanent*
ly the heaviest growth
on face, arms or body,
because it eradicates
hair and root. Unlike
solvents which leave the)

roots to thrive.

No caustics, no electricity.

ZIP is the rapid, safe, painless,
reliable and fragrant compound used by
leading actresses, debutantes, beauty special-
ists. One application instantly removes all

undesirable hair.

At better class stores or direct by mail.
Write for Free Booklet. Call to have
Free Demonstration Correspondence con-
fidential.

12 West 40th St.

Dept. 7, New York City

Hints for Scenario Writers
Continued from page 74

these "others" are on the pay rolls

of film scenario departments. One
day this author came in with a script

entitled, "The County Fair." It was
the old Burgess play retyped, origi-

nal title and all.

"But this is the old-time stage

play," we protested.

"Not at all—what do you mean?
There might have been some play

by that name, but this is my own
work."

"But this 'business' very closely

follows that of the play," we replied.

"Can't help that," he answered.

"Great minds run in the same chan-

nels sometimes."

And so editors are fearful of tak-

ing a chance with him, and he can-

not sell his work, much of which is

fresh and fine.

It pays to be honest.

If So,

Write!

Have you had any
unusual experiences

in your work of writ-

ing for the movie
screen ? Is there

anything particularly puzzling? If

so, write to us. We shall be glad to

publish your letter if you so desire.

An exchange of experiences is al-

ways beneficial to every one con-

cerned, you know.

Recent letters to

Main department
carry complaints

Titles certain film

companies change
the title of books and stories. One
correspondent expresses it in these

words : "My story, 'When Evening
Came,' was accepted and paid for,

but they changed the title to some-
thing more trite and less beautiful.

I note that this is also done even
with some books. Will you tell me
why ?"

It is because of the commercial
end of the industry. Remember that

while art is all very well, the pictures

must sell after being made. Money
must come in to pay salaries, and
other production costs. "When Eve-
ning Came" means nothing but that

evening has arrived. It is common-
place, states something that every one
knows, and excites no interest. A
main title is invaluable, and those

who can select them should draw
large stipends. One producer re-

cently said : "I count a good main
title with a punch as one third of

the production." It's true, too.

After a motion-picture production

is ready, it must be advertised. The
main title on billboards and posters

should arouse interest, tell a story,

incite expectation. "The Unpardon-
able Sin," "His Majesty The Ameri-
can," "The Hoodlum," "A Man's
Fight," "The Spite Bride," et cetera,

are examples of good main titles.

They have poster value and count

with the proletariat. Not one main
title in ten is retained on originals

written directly for the screen. With
well-known books, the film producer

wishes to take advantage of the pre-

vious publicity of the book. How-
ever, if the name of the book is too

fanciful, it is often changed. The
main titles of plays, later made
into pictures, are not often changed.

The reason is that the stage version

has, enjoyed a large amount of pub-

licity which reflects in a beneficial

manner on the motion-picture ver-

sion.

Forget the

Old

Pictures

A number of the

readers of this de-

partment send us

brief outlines of

plots which they say

they consider unusually fresh and
original and which we find—with an
occasional exception, of course—to be

just exactly the opposite. The editor

of this department does not read
motion-picture plots. He has not

the time. But those that have come
in during past months, before this

rule was clear, lead us to the belief

that the subconscious mind is power-
ful indeed. Nine out of ten of these

plot outlines are reminiscent of old

picture plays. Sometimes we have
a sneaking idea that certain of these

writers have the old back files of

certain trade journals which for-

merly printed the plot synopsis of

each picture released. That was in

the good old days of six, seven, and
eight years agone. And these old

plots bob up serenely now and again.

There is the plot about the baby's

shoes. The good old mortgage
standby. The story about the young
lady of the house who becomes
the camouflaged maid and wins the

hand of some young millionaire.

These and many, many others make
their perennial appearance.

Forget the old picture plays, and

by "old" pictures we mean pictures

released past and present. Subcon-

sciously the mind may be influenced

by this or that situation, or this or

that climax seen in the motion-pic-

ture theaters, in times past, and plays

startlingly imitative sometimes result.

Don't try to imitate. Be original in

the truest sense of the word.
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The Picture Oracle
Continued from page 80

Mrs. T. L. H.—Look for the addresses
you want at the end of The Oracle. Your
letter was answered. You must have re-

ceived it by now.

Mac.—It is the stars' own handwrit-
ing- that you get on their autographed
photos, and not their secretaries. "Heart
of the Hills" is the Mary Pickford pic-

ture you refer to. Those are all their

real names. There are several firms who
have pictures of the late Harold Lock-
wood for sale. Look in the advertise-

ments. .--

R. J. K.—I never heard of the player
you mentioned. Are you sure you have
the name right?

Mrs. JT. E. M.—William S. Hart has
not retired from the screen. His latest

picture for Paramount is "The Toll
Gate." His sister is not an actress. Both
Douglas Fairbanks and Alice Brady are
married. Fairbanks is Mary Pickford's
husband and Alice is Mrs. James L.

Crane. Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne are still confining their efforts to
the spoken drama. Mildred Harris Chap-
lin returned to the screen in "The Inferior
Sex."

Hermine N.—Mahlon Hamilton had
the title role in Mary Pickford's "Daddy
Long Legs."

The Abandoned.—That is her correct
name. She was born in Chicago.

G. M. S.—No, all the movie stars do
not have naturally curly hair. You re-

fer to the late William "Stowell as oppo-
site to Dorothy Phillips. He was killed
in a train wreck in South Africa while
on his way to make some scenes for the
Universal-Smithsonian expedition there.
Arline now has her own company.

B. Good.—See addresses at the end of
this department.

S. H. K.—You, too.

_
Penny.—Wheeler Oakman's latest

picture is "What Women Love," a com-
edy drama in which Annette Kellermann
has the featured role. Mary Pickford is

not going to retire from the screen just
yet at least. I don't know whether Con-
stance Talmadge and Harrison Ford will
play together any more or not. It is not
likely as they are with different com-
panies. Your friend is wrong about the
Fairbanks case. Wheeler Oakman mar-
ried Priscilla Dean during the filming
of "The Virgin of Stamboul."

Ernest Lackey.—Norma Talmadge
was born at Niagara Falls, New York,
in 1897. Wilton is dead.

Arlie.—Kind of thought you weren't
even going to get in The Oracle this
month. What made you so late? I liked
both of those films myself. We have
about the same taste in pictures.

May.—Ruth Roland has auburn hair.

Roberta C. R.—Your questions were
answered personally. Bill Parsons died
last year after a brief illness.

Baby Fair.—The baby is growing every
day, so it is hard to pin a poundage on to
it. Olive Thomas is married to Jack
Pickford. She was born in 1898. Elinor
Fair is not married. Alia Nazimova is

Mrs. Charles Bryant. Leon T. Osborne
is Baby Marie Osborne's father. The
Dolly sisters are back on the stage. The
Fairbanks twins have been confining their
efforts to the stage since they left Than-
nouser.

Cartoonists
Make

Dig Money

mm

Smith drawing Andy and Min

5mith makes a stroke of his pen, millions

every laugh means money for the man
i.ndy and Min earn big money for him

every day.

Men who can make people laugh are highly paid for doing

so. By capitalizing their humorous ideas and their ability to

draw, cartoonists like Fox, Briggs, King, and Smith make
$10,000 to $100,000 a year. You may have ideas that

are equally good. Let Federal training give you the skill

to put them on paper.

Send For This Book
If you really want to learn to draw, send for "A Road To Bigger

Things." It describes the Federal .Master Course and shows how
it will develop your originality while teaching you the technical
details of cartooning. Through the Federal Course you get the
composite experience of more than forty of the greatest cartoonists

and artists for your personal use. Send six cents today for your copy
of this book. Be sure to state your age and present occupation.

Federal School of Applied Cartooning
0922 Warner Building :: :: Minneapolis, Minn.

You too can learn to play

your favorite instrument
Wonderful home study music lessons under great

American and European teachers. Endorsed by
Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach you.
Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

The only recognized Conservatory of Music giv-
ing lessons by the UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
METHOD.

The ideal of a genuine Conservatory of Music for
home study based upon lessons containing the cream
of the life's teaching experienceofMaster Musicians,
reinforced by the individual instruction of spe-
cialists, is now attained.

The instruction ofa master—the individual
touch ofan accomplished teacher—isyours to
command from the very moment you enroll.
The University Extension Conservatory, by adoptingthe

Personal Instruction Method, has placed home music study
beyond question as to results. Anyone can learn at home.

Any Instrument ^r 'te
'
*e

^Jl
n£ 9§ course you are

- -
;

- - interested in—Piano, Harmony,
Voice, Public School Music, Violin, Cornet, Mandolin, Guitar,
Banjo, or Reed Organ—and we will send our Free Catalog
with details of course you want. Send now.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
124 Siegel-Myers Building Chicago, Illinois

a ry

means /uxuriant /ashes-
Long dark lashes make your eyes
deep and luminous. Use LASHLUX
to stimulate the growth of sweep-
ing lashes and to make the eye-
brows fine and smooth. LASHLUX
darkens the lashes immediately,
beautifies them with a satiny gloss.

In addition it nourishes them. Dark,
Brown, Colorless. Tiny brush with
each box, 50c. At dealers or direct.

ROSS COMPANY
26 East 23d Street New York
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Genuine
• ©

rin
Name "Bayer" means genuine

Say "Bayer"— Insist!

Say "Bayer"' when buying Aspirin.
Tlien you are sure of getting true "Bayer
Tablets of Aspirin"—genuine Aspirin
proved safe by millions and prescribed by
physicians for over twenty years. ' Ac-
cept only an unbroken "Bayer package"
which contains proper directions to relieve

Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Colds and Pain. Handy tin

boxes of 12 tablets cost few cents. Drug-
gists also sell' larger "Bayer packages."
Aspirin is trade mark of Bayer Manufac-
ture Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

wBookletFRE
I Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
I You can cash in your "happy thoughts'* and
I earn big money right in your own home in spare
§ time. NoprevlouioxperloncenecoBMry. Our
|easy home course turns out more successful
^nrenartn writ*™ than sll other schools toother.
I Write now and c«t by rwturn mall fc"REE Booklet,
I valuable information. 8p«ci«l Price ond Priz« Offer.

| Chicago Photoptoywright College),Box 2TSX 8 Chicago

LessThan 7c a Day
If you are pleased when
the watch comes send only
Si. 60 as first payment.
Then wear the watch for
ten fulldaya. Ifyoudonot
consider it the greatest

:r 1 oday tint-

—OnTrial
offer limited. Act n . Send

catalog128-;
2000 barr,.,
end Jewelry. Writs for it iVO W

J.M.LYON&CO I Maiden Lane

y
NewYork.N.V.
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Faith Mc.—Charles Chaplin's mus-
tache is a ready-made one, and he leaves
it in his dressing room when not working
before the camera. They arc all about
the same off the screen, as on. The Tal-
madge girls are sisters. Look for the

addresses you want at the end of The
Oracle.

R. P. K.-—Addresses at end of this de-

partment.

H. C. B.—Harrison Ford is not starring

as yet. His latest picture is "Miss
Hobbs," in which he plays opposite

Wanda Hawley, in her first starring ve-

hicle for the Realart.

Fel-ic-ia J. P.—Pearl White was . barn
in Springfield, Missouri; *ih\.-i889. She is

an American.

H. M. H.—Thanks for all the nice

things you have to say about Picture-
Play. We are trying to give the fans the

kind of a magazine they want, and it is

very encouraging to see that our efforts

are appreciated. Warner is ,not work-
ing in any picture at present. You cer-

tainly have some collection of photos.

Look for addresses at the end of this

department. \ *

Bernice.—Yes, that would save you a

great deal of trouble. Write to the cir-

culation manager about subscriptions. I

am sure that Alia Nazimova would send
you one of her photoes. I greatly admire
her work, too. Xo trouble at all. Y6u're
entirely welcome. : Maybe you didn't use

the right address when you wrote her.

Try again.

Blue Eyes.—I have several corre-

spondents in tar-away Alaska, but am
very pleased to add you to the list. Tom
Forman and Niles Welch are both mar-
ried. Dorothy is not. Dorothy was born

in Chicago, Illinois, in 1893. Tom For-

man was born in Mitchell County, Texas.

He is light. Xiles was born in 1888.

E. M.—Theda Bara is not blind, as

you heard. She is now on the road with

her stage production, "The Blue Flame."

Norma Talmadge is Mrs. Schenck. She
has no children.

Hattie B.—Francis MacDonald is mar-

ried to Mae Bush.

Rose Mary W.—George Cheseboro went
with Texas Guinan to play her male leads

after coming back from the war. He is

now playing opposite Grace Darmond in

the "Hope Diamond Mystery," a serial.

Thomas Meighan's latest staring vehi-

cles are "Civilian Clothes" and "Con-
rad in Quest of His Youth." Kenneth
Harlan w7as born in New York Citv in

1895.

Happy Korn.—I can't see anything in

that to be happy about. I don't find it

that way. You can get pictures of Norma
Talmadge and Mahlon Hamilton by
writing to them for one. Norma has an-

other sister besides Constance in the mov-
ies, the voungest of them all, Natalie.

You will "find the addresses at the end of

The Oracle.

Leonard W. E.—Robert ManteH is not

playing in pictures at present, but is back

on "the stage. Douglas Fairbanks' latest

picture is "The Mollycoddle." Robert
|

Leonard has been directing exclusively

now for several years. He is now di-

recting his wife, Mae Murray, in a series

of features.

Anna O. B—I forwarded the letters

which you inclosed. No trouble at all.

William Desmond is married to Mary
Maclvor, and recently was presented with

a baby girl, Mary Joanna. Bill's smile

is broader than ever nowada3-
s. He is

not playing opposite any one. They are
playing opposite him. Desmond has been
starring for several years. Gloria had the
leading feminine role in "Male and Fe-
male." Cleo Madison and Eileen Sedg-
wick are not with Universal. "Husbands
and Wives" is Vivian Martin's latest pic-

ture. It was made by Gaumont. Pearl
White is with Fox.

Brown Eyes.—I like 'em all. Your
Norma Talmadge and Alice Brady ques-
tions have already been answered. Eu-
gene O'Brien was born in Denver, Colo-
rado, in 1884.

Betty.—William Duncan and Edith
Johnson will continue together in Vita-
graph serials.

A. P.—You are quite correct about
Katherine MacDonald.

Mrs. J.—Dorothy Dalton is now mak-
ing features for Paramount at their New
York studio.

Mrs. J. H.—Phyllis, Marvel, and Har-
riett are blondes with blue eyes. Marie
has dark hair and eyes, as have ' Myrtle,

Mollie, and Vera. Mildred has blond
hair and- brown eyes.

R. S. B. C—William S. Hart has been
on the stage since he w:as a youngster.

Charles Chaplin was on the stage when
he was a kid. He was born in Paris,

France. Hart was born in Newburgh,
New York. Geraldine Farrar is thirty-

eight years old. Hart is six feet one,

weighs one hundred and ninety pounds,
and has brown hair and blue eyes.

A Reader.—You will find your ques-

tion already answered in this issue.

William Russell Admtrer.—You re-

fer to Albert Roscoe in "Cleopatra" with
Theda Bara. William Russell is married
to Charlotte Burton. I think he .wHl

send you a photo if you ask him for one.

Anna Luther Admirer.—Anna Luther
has not made a serial since "The Great
Gamble." Mae Murray is still making
pictures. William Duncan is married.
Tom Moore's youngster doesn't play in

pictures. Your Dorothy Dalton questions

have already been answered.

H. J. H.—Charles Ray is no longer
with Thomas H. Ince. It is six months
since he worked under the Ince banner.
Charlie's latest pictures for First Na-
tional are. "Forty-five Minutes From
Broadway" and "Peaceful Valley." Alice

Howell is making her own comedies now.
Billy Watson, of "beef-trust" fame, has
not gone in for pictures as yet. He is

one of the few who haven't.

H. H. J.—Your questions have all been
answered in this issue.

A Girl Scout of America.—Robert Mc-
Kim is married to Dorcas Matthews.
He recently became the proud father of

a bouncing baby boy. Pearl White has
reddish-gold hair.

Mrs. M. W. C.—There w-as never a

picture of that name released with George
Walsh. That was probably just the tem-
porary title of the picture and it was
changed when released.

A Wally Reid Admirer.—Wallace is

married to Dorothy Davenport. Yes, I

like Hershey's.

Matilda F.—I can't send you the book
you mention, because there's no such ani-

mal. Look for the addresses you w-ant

at the end of The Oracle.

Edwin V.—Louis Bennison has re-

turned to the stage. He went into pic-

tures when he took a rest from the stage
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They work
naturally

and form

no habit

They work
naturally

and form

no habit
At the 10000

Stores only

They work
naturally

and form

no habit

8 for lO £
14 for 15 «
60 for 50<"

and has now resumed his place back
of the footlights.

Myrt. J. D.—You, too.

Kiss Me.—I'm afraid I'm too far away
for that. Herbert Heyes plays the prin-

cipal male role with Ruth Roland in

"The Adventures of Ruth."

Romance.—You must be closely re-

lated to the above. Roscoe Arbuckle tips

the beam at over two hundred and fifty

pounds.

Della Firth.—You will find the names
and the company addresses at the end of
The Oracle. No trouble at all. Come
again.

A Western Girl.—Your William S.

Hart question has already been answered.
Dick Barthelmess is twenty-five. Gloria
Swanson's hair is not red. It is a very

j

dark brown. Bebe Daniels will not be;

seen with Harold Lloyd any more. She 1

:

is now being starred in Realart produc-
j

tions after playing leading roles in sev-
eral Famous Players pictures. Not at all

!

Miss Deel K.—Bobby Harron is not
j

married. I think he will send you a pic-
|

ture. Better inclose a quarter with your
(

request. Pearl White is her correct name.
She was born in Springfield, Illinois, in

1889. ......
;

. .

Theodorick G.—Louise Glaum was
born in Maryland. She is five feet three
inches tall and weighs one hundred and
thirty pounds. Her hair and " eyes are
dark. "Sex" is her latest vehicle. Her
stage career consisted mostly of stock.

She was also with the late Nat Good-
win.

Little Blossom Oats.—Constance and'
Faire Binney are- sisters, but are not re-

lated to Mary Miles Minter. Neither
one of the Binney girls is a blonde. Fran-
celia Billington and Charles Clary had
the principal roles in the Universal fea-

ture "The Day She Paid." What do you
want to know about Walter?

Blue Eyes.—Lottie Pickford has just

finished a picture at the head of her own
company. I am sure both Alice Brady
and Tom Moore will send you their

photos. Lillian is older than Dorothy.
James L. Crane played opposite Alice in

that picture. He is also playing opposite

her in real life as well, being her husband.

Mavis B.—Norman Kerry is playing in

Alan Dwan productions. Molly Malone
is with Goldwyn, playing opposite Cullen
Landis. Wallace Reid, Jr., is correct.

Dorothy Greene was born in Russia in

1895. Petrograd was the city. ZaSu
Pitts was born in Parsons, Kansas, in

1898. She is an American. That is Alice

Lake's correct name. She was born in

Brooklyn, New York, a year before ZaSu.
She is not married. Kenneth Harlan is

still playing in pictures. He is with Gold-
wyn at present. Ann Pennington left

pictures after a short try at the game and
resumed her work on the stage. Car-
mel Myers was born in San Francisco,
California, on April 9, 1901. She is

not on the stage, but is making fea-

tures again for Universal. She was only

on the legitimate stage for a few months.
Margaret Shelby has played in several

pictures with her sister, Mary Miles Min-
ter, including "Wives And Other Wives"
and "Rosalie Climbs the Heights."

An Aroostook Girl.—Whatever that is,

Bill Desmond is married to Mary Mc-
Ivor. They have a baby daughter which
arrived during the month of March. Bill

was born in Dublin, Ireland. Francis
Carpenter was born in 191 1. Virginia
Lee Corbin was born a year later. Baby

THOUSANDS of women have poor
complexions because they do not know

the harmless way to use face powder. It is

putting powder over face cream that is so

bad for the complexion. This foolish

method clogs the pores, coarsens the skin,

causing enlarged pores and blackheads. A
good face cream used properly is an excel-

lent beautifier, but, it should be used only

at night when retiring. The cream should

be thoroughly washed out of the pores of

the skin before powder is applied in the

morning. The trouble is most powders
are made so light they will not stay on
except over face cream. But it is now
very easy to get a pure, harmless, face

powder that will stay on by itself, that will

stay on until you wash it off. The best

pure powder we know of that will really

stay on is pure La-may. Every time

you use this pure La-may Face Powder

you will give your skin a real beauty
treatment. It contains an ingredient

that doctors recommend to beautify the

complexion. You can put La-may on
as heavily as you like or very lightly,

according to how much you wipe it off.

If you really value the blessing of a

lovely complexion you will always use

this pure La-ma}'. There is a thousand
dollar guarantee of purity printed on

the box, certifying that it does not con-

tain rice powder, white lead or any
harmful substance. Because La-may is

so pure and because it stays on perfectly,

without the use of a cold cream base, it

is now- used by over a million American
women. When you see how wonderfully

this pure, harmless, and inexpensive

La-may beautifies your complexion, you
will understand why it is the most pop-
ular beauty powder sold in New York.
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cRgmoves Hair
Immediately—safely

ONLY a chemist should mix
a depilatory, then it is sure

to be safe. Unlike pastes and
powders which must be mixed by the

user, DeMiracle is a liquid just the

right strength for instant use. It

never deteriorates. DeMiracle is more
economical because there is no waste.

It is the quickest, most cleanly and
simple to apply.

To devitalize hair you must use

DeMiracle. Being a liquid it permits

absorption. Therefore it is totally dif-

ferent. It attacks hair under the skin

as well as on the skin which is the only

common-sense way to remove it from
face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.

Only the original sanitary liquid

DeMiracle has a money-back guaran-

tee in each package.

Three sizes: 60c. $1.00, $2.00

At all toilet counters, or directfrom -as,

in plain wrapper, on receipt of 63c,
tl.Oi or $2.08 which includes war tax.

Dept. R-30, Park Ave. and 129th St.
New York City

Mil The Hair Root
My method is the only way to prevent the hair from growing again.
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 'A stamps We teach beauty culture.
D. J. Mahler. 186-X. Mahler Park. Providence, R. I.

PACE rOWDER ^
WOMEN—CONSPICUOUS

for complexions always smooth and velvety, that never
lose their youthful attractiveness, that seem to be im-
pervious to exposure, to sun and wind, are users of that

great beautifier—LABLACHE.
It prevents that oily, shiny
appearance. It is cooling,
refreshing, harmless.

Refuse Substitutes

,

They may be dan-
perous. Flesh, White,
Pink or Cream, 50c.
a box of druggists or
by mail. Over two
million boTes sold
annually. Send 10c.
for a sample box,

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers,Dept. 16

"

125 Kingston St. .Boston, Moss."

Marie Osborne is also a 191 1 variety.

Tom Mix is married to Victoria Forde,
who used to be a leading light in the
old Nestor and Christie comedies. Vivian
Martin was born near Grand Rapids,
Michigan. She is Mrs. Jefferson in pri-

vate .
life.

Impossible Bobbie.—There are some
stars who send their pictures to the fans
for nothing, and others who insist upon
a quarter with each request. If you in-

close a quarter you are bound to get a
better picture from the star than the ones
they send out gratis. Yes, I like auburn
hair and brown eyes.

C. D.—Alice Howell is still making
comedies at the head of her own com
pany. Harrison Ford is under contract
to Famous Players. His latest picture
is "Miss Hobbs," opposite Wanda Hawley.

Bertha H.—You should have inclosed
a stamped envelope if you wanted a per-
sonal reply.

B. E. Susie.—You will find the ad-
dresses you want at the end of The Or-
acle.

Curly B.—You will find your questions
already answered in the replies preced-
ing yours.

Miss Gladys A. S.—Jack Pickford,
Clara Horton, Pauline Starke, Park
Jones, and William Crittenden had the
leading roles in Goldwyn's "The Little

Shepherd of Kingdom Come."

Lola A. L.—Marguerite Clark never
appeared in a picture by that name. You
have things all twisted up. G. M. An-
derson is devoting all his time now to

producing stage plays.

Aready.—Ben Wilson was born in Cor-
ning, Iowa. He is married to Jessie Mc-
Allister. George Walsh is a product of
New York, and arrived there in 1892.

He is married to Seena Owen. Douglas
Fairbanks was born in Denver, Colorado,
in 1883. Mary Miles Minter was born
in Shreveport, Louisiana, in 1902. Jane
and Katherine Lee are in vaudeville at

present with a sketch.

Tomix Admirer.—George Larkin has
been married to Ollie Kirkby for a little

over two years. Ruth Roland is a native
daughter, being born in San Francisco,
California. That's her name. She has
reddish-brown hair and her eyes are vio-
let. Quite a combination, isn't it? Tom
Mix has been married to Victoria Forde
for two years.

Ben S. W.—I don't know whether they
would have time to answer your letter

or not, but I am sure they would send
their photographs. It was Cleo Madi-
son who played the dual role in the old
Universal serial, "The Trey o' Hearts."
Neither Marie Prevost, Anne Little, or
Bebe Daniels is married.

Ralph Bushman Fan.—Ralph is but
nineteen years old and is several inches
over six feet. He is making his screen
debut now in a Goldwyn picture, so you
will get a chance to see him on the screen
very soon. He is not the son of Beverly
Bayne. You mean Gertrude Claire, don't
you ?

Paradise of the Pacific.—They're all

leaders. Of course, they read their mail.
They like to keep in close touch with the
fans. You will find all your other ques-
tions already answered.

Blondie
_
Dimples.—You will find all

your questions answered in the other re-
plies.

"Ses" Seing Tu.—Most of the stars
change their leading men and women with
every picture. Mary Pickford has no
children. She was born in Toronto, Can-
ada, in 1893. Viola is. I'm sure I can't
give you the address of a motion-picture
studio where you can go and be a mo-
tion-picture actress. It takes more than
the mere ability to get to a studio to get
on the screen.

Valerie.—I told the editor what you
said and he seemed very much puffed up,
so I guess your compliments made a hit

with him. The editor takes care of all

the interviews, et cetera, in the magazine.
All I look out for is The Oracle. How-
ever, I told him what you wanted. Why
don't you write to Walter yourself ? He's
on the coast at present, playing in pic-
tures, so I can't ask him what you want
to know.

_
Maybe he'd answer if you

wrote to him.

Peggy R.—A Prep.—You are right
about the color of Mildred Harris Chap-
lin's eyes—blue. Olive Thomas is five
feet three inches tall. I enjoyed Jack
Pickford's work very much in "The Lit-
tle Shepherd of Kingdom Come."

Theda Bara Admirer.—Theda Bara is

now abroad, studying a new play.
Theda is a very charming woman off the
stage and screen and nothing like what
she is pictured in her plays.

$25
VALUE

@0NLY$|2 $60 VALUE

20
Year
Gold

WI05-N Filled

Biggest bargain ever offered.
lated, ready for your pocket. Perfect timekeeper. Sold
30 days' trial. Send order now for W105-N—$12.
SEND FOR NEW BARGAIN CATALOG-FulI of surprises in

diamonds, watches and jewelry. This 132 page bargain book
will save you up to 100%. Thousands of selections shown.
BriITTCD P CHMC Wholesale Jewelers

. bill ILK & MJINd, 172 Nassau St., Division 105, NewYorlc.N.Y.

Dazzling, brilliant blue-
white diamond in ex-
quisite 14K Solid White
Gold Rings. Looks like

platinum. Ask for

R105-N. $33.
Timed, adjusted, regu-

Course in

Secret Service
Write quick for particulars of this amazing of-

fer—a Complete Course in Secret Service Intelli-
gence—FREE! This remarkable course makes
the science of crime detection a simple study in
common sense. It is the most complete and ac-
curate source of knowledge available on Secret
Service Intelligence.
We make this extraordinary offer to induce

more men to take up Finger Print work to sup-
ply the pressing need for experts by governments,
corporations, police departments, institutions, and
individuals.

Earn Big Money as a Finger
Print Detective

Learn this great game at home in your spare
time. You can easily and quickly master every
branch of the Finger Print Detective's work and
ta\e one of the fine jobs now open. It is a new.
uncrowded field in which large fees are collected
for a few hours' work. Many earn up to S8.000
a year. Get into this great game, now!

Fascinating Book Free
Mail the coupon now for big free illustrated

Book on Finger Prints. With it you will also
receive details of our two amazing offers of a
Secret Service Course and a Finger Print Outfit—both free. The outfit is complete and contains
genuine working instruments—the same as used
by experts. Act quick while these offers are still

open.

UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCE
Desk 1586, 1920 Sunnyside Ave.. Chicago, III.
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Just Alma.—Yes, my picture was I

printed in Picture-Play once—just once.

It has taken the magazine a long while
to recover from the shock. Luckily, no
one knew that the picture was that of
The Oracle, so I still have lots of read-

ers writing to me. Mae Murray is mar-
ried to Robert Leonard, her director.

They have formed their own company.
Mae's hair is bobbed. Geraldine Farrar
is not with Goldwyn any more. She is

going to make pictures for the Associated
Exhibitors. Your other questions have
been answered.

G. I. L. C.—You refer to Rockliffe Fel-

lows, opposite Constance Talmadge in

"In Search of a Sinner." Robert War-
wick's correct name is Robert Bien. The
others you mention are all using their

j

own names. If you don't see your fa- i

vorites often enough, you should ask
the manager of your favorite theater to f

run more pictures with the ones you like

best.

Girl.—Madge Kennedy is Mrs. Harold
Bolster. Anita Stewart is Mrs. Rudolph
Cameron. Katherine MacDonald will

send you a photo of herself, I am sure.

She is not married. Joseph Schenck is

Norma Talmadge's husband. Your other
questions have been answered.

W. M. S.—They do look a great deal

alike in some expressions, but they are

not related.

My. First Write.—William Duncan is

not married to Carol Holloway. Pearl
White is married to Wallace McCutcheon.
Niles Welch is Dell Boone's husband.
Ralph Graves is not married, but Jack
Mulhall is. Jack has a little youngster
named after himself. Marie Walcamp,
Harlan Tucker, and Otto Lederer have
the principal roles in the new Universal
serial you refer to. Of course, the lit-

tle colored boy who played with May
Allison was an actor. If he wasn't be-

fore, that made him one, anyway. Ruth
is not married now.

J. M. J. T.—Send six cents in stamps
for a copy of the "Market Booklet.'' I

don't know whether Mary Hart would
send you a photograph or not. You see,

she is not an actress herself, so doesn't

keep a collection of photos on hand to
send to admirers.

Marjorie Wells.—You might have run
across yours truly without guessing that

I was The Oracle, for I have been to

Fellows' Camp, right near you, several
times. I bet that starts you guessing. I

don't see how you can get very lonesome
when you say you go to picture shows
every night. Wallace Reid has only one
youngster. Norma Talmadge is five feet

two inches and weighs one hundred and
ten pounds. Constance is three inches
taller and weighs ten pounds more than
her sister. Gloria Swanson is five feet
three inches and weighs one hundred
and twelve pounds. Shirley Mason just
reaches five feet and tips the beam at

ninety-four pounds. Katherine MacDon-
ald is five feet eight inches and weighs
one hundred and thirty-four pounds.
You are quite right. It takes more than
a letter of introduction to get into pic-

tures. You seem to want to be a lot of
things. Why don't you just pick out one
vocation and stick with it? A "Jack-of-
all-trades" never gets very far, you know.

Alice B. G, Quebec.—Here's your an-
swer, just about the time you thought it

would be printed, too. You are some
guesser. Frank Mayo is married. He I

was born in New York in 1886. Have !

you run out of questions? I never knew
you to ask so few before.

QM the careful woman's dressing table,

premier among toilet requisites, is

Freeman's Face Powder.

She knows the priceless worth of her flaw-
less complexion and that Freeman's Face Powder
will protect its dainty loveliness.

She herself delights in its fragrant daintiness and
has discovered that Freeman's Face Powder meets every require-

ment of perfect quality.

It clings closely to the skin and won't rub off. In all the usual

tints. At all toilet counters 50 cts. (double the quantity of old

25 ct. size) plus 2 cts. war tax. Miniature box by mail 4 cts.

plus 1 ct. war tax.

The
Freema?i Perfume

Company
Dept. 105, Cincinnati; 0.

t » 1

There is no need to suffer
torments from tetters, pimpl
boils on the body, barber's itch,
or wet or chronic eczema (erup-

tions). You can quickly relieve the terri-
ble itching and soon have a clear, healthy skin,
riie way bade to complete health and comfort
is through

DR.GRAF'S
ECZGMATIN SALVE

II brings comfort. It lets you sleep peaceiully
again. It puts new joy in life. Use it and no-
tice how quickly it benefits you. Don't stay mis-
erable—act now. This salve you rub in gently
with your fingers. It is removed, not with water,
but with sweet oil or cold cream. To-day send
S2.00—check or money order, and under plain
cover a iar of this wonderful salve will be sent
to you by return mail.

Hemic Products Distributing Co.
230 East l5th.St Dept. 807 NYC.

Eyes Like Diamonds!

Mysterious Lashes!

Divine Eyebrows!
SOMETHING NEW! Make your eyes sparkle like

diamonds—with that wonderful, natural crystal
clearness and tantalizing charm they should have. The
world bows before clear, bright, bewitching eyes. For
certain results use the new preparation. "Sparkle-Eye.''
guaranteed harmless. Also, make your lashes grow
beautifully long, silky—mysteriously luxuriant, languor-
ous—and your eyebrows divinely, perfectly formed. I'se

the new eyebrow and eyelash grower, silkener and
bcautifier. "Eye- Dream," guaranteed harmless. These
three characteristics will give your eyes an inconceiv-
able beauty. Tou see a difference the first day. There
is nothing identical with this treatment in existence.
Mail a $1.00 bill in envelope today, with your name
and address, and these preparations, together with sev-
eral other articles, free, will he pent you in plain
wrapper, postage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Order today before this special of-
fer expires. Harding Importing Company, Dept. 60,
2629 Michigan Ave.. Chicago, III.



Ready now! The wonderful
Baird- North Style Book for Fall.

Shows most exclusive fashions, how to
select the style best suited to you and
how to get quality clothes at prices

which give you best values. It is FREE.
Send coupon or a post card—today
Two examples of Baird-

North values are given
here. Order either or_

both of these direct

from this ad.

Soft Duvetyne—ric

embroidered all over
floss and metalli
thread. Close fitting

upturned flexihle
brim. Drop orna- ,

mentfl at front. /•

Very chic. Look ' ,
-

where you will and WBSk
you will not see a

Jsmarter model. teHI^
Choice of 4 colors. \

.

' Order Orange by X
No. 19E9601. Ord?r \.
BrownbyNo.l9E9603. ^Order Navy Blue, No. ^
19E9605. Order Rose by
No. 19E9607. Price S9.75.
Postage 10 cents extra.

Coatee
No need to "look around M

if you want a stunning over-
||

garment. Look at this shaggyM
scarfcoatee, knitted on soft, /Xm
lustrous camel's hair wool.
Very warm. About 72 inches "*?mbH
long, 22 inches wide. Length- <"™"BWJ1,J""I,«"'«"P

•

ened with close fringe. Belted and has two pockets. See If

you can equal it for class and serviceable quality. Choice of

three colors Order Brown by No. 14E5937 Buff (tan)

No. 14ES939. Peacock Blue No. 14E5941. Price only

S10.98. Postage 6 cents extra.

M lT% Xh7 Get the book and see the other great offeringslNUW in fashion's latest modes. No other book like

this. It is your reliable guide. Send the coupon.

Baird-North Co.
391 Broad St. Providence. R. I.

Gentlemen: Please send me a copy of your book of advance
fall styles.

Name .

Address.

£5 tCARS THE STANDARD TKftlMinO .

SCHOOL FOR THEATRE ARTSALVIEWESCHOOL
DRAMATIC ARTS

FOUl? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK ««>

THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

Write for cataloe mentioning stuiiy desin

D. IRWIN, Secretary
225 W. 67th St. Now York C

Cuticura Talcum
«—» Fascinatingly Fragrant "

"

Always Healthful
Samplefreeof CuticnraLaboratoriee,Dept.D, MaldeHn
Maes. Everywhere 25c.
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Amile.—-Bessie Love was not on the
stage previous to her entrance into pic-

tures. She began her screen career with
D. W. Griffith. Her mother brought her
around to the studio, and D. W. liked
Bessie's looks so well that he gave her
a bit in a picture. She turned out so
well that the bit suddenly swelled into
a very big part and. Bessie made quite a
hit at the very start. Roscoe Arbuckle
has deserted the

,
manly art of ducking

custard pies and is now devoting all of
his time making features for Famous
Players-Lasky. "The Round-Up" is Ros-
coe's first dramatic picture since he be-
gan his screen career.

Alice in Movieland.—Charles Ray is

not still working for Thomas H. Ince. He
is now at the head of his own company,
producing features for First National.
The reason you are led to believe that he
is still with Ince is because you see pic-

tures still being releasd by Paramount
which were produced by Ince. The rea-

son for this is that Charlie got quite a

bit ahead on his releases before he left.

William S. Hart has not retired from the
screen as yet, although he threatens to do
so at the completion of his present con-
tract. Whether he carries out his threat

or not remains to be" seen.

J. V. S.—The "Market Booklet" has
been mailed to you, as requested. The
"Guideposts for Scenario Writers" is an
entirely different book.

_
H. J. G.

—"The Perfect Woman" is. the
title of Constance Talmadge's newest re-

lease. No trouble at all.

Alva.—You had better buy your ink by
the barrel if you intend to write letters

to all the players whose addresses you re-

quest. It would be much cheaper for you.
Look at the end of this department for
the addresses you want.

Warren & Julia.—There is no such
person as Elizabeth Pelt being featured
in pictures. She must have been kidding
you.

Snooks.—Grace Cunard and Francis
Ford are working for different companies,
which is one reason they are not playing
together. Grace is married to Joe Moore,
Tom's youngest brother. Tom is not mar-
ried. Ethel Clayton was married to Jo-
seph Kaufman, her director. He died
about two years ago from pneumonia.
Elsie Ferguson and Casson Ferguson are
not related. Addresses at the end of this

department. Louise Glaum is still star-

ring in features produced by J. Parker
Reade, Jr. Francis Carpenter was Jack
in "Jack and the Beanstalk." Wanda is

nineteen.

Eleanor & Nellie.—Charles Meredith
was just recently married. I think he
would send you one of his photographs.
Write and see. Conway is just as seri-

ous looking off as on. I don't see him
in the type of part you mention at all. I

don't think it suits his peculiar personal-

ity. If you want to write to Richard
Barthelmess before he gets married, as

you state, you are out of luck, because
Dick became a blushing bridegroom on
June eighteenth. Mary Hay, a former
'Tollies" girl, 'A'ho took Clarine Sey-
mour's place in D. W. Griffith's "Way
Down East," is the fair damsel in the

case. You refer to Pell Trenton as May
Allison's husband in the Metro feature

"Fair and Warmer."

Steve M.—Constance Talmadge was
born in 1900 and Lila Lee arrived on this

hemisphere two years later. How do you
figure in this dispute in your town, on
the right side or the wrong?

Wanted: Screen-

Faces for the Movies
Hundreds of All Types Needed. You May

Have Perfect Screen Features
For the first time in the his-

'

tory of moving pictures it is
now possible for you to get
consideration from the big film
directors. No matter where you
live, we get your photograph
before the directors, many of
whom are in urgent need of
new "screen-faces."

I

Ralph Ince, famous Selznick director, says; "There
are many young girls who could make good in the
movies. I will be very glad to take advantage of your
service." Marshall Neilan, known everywhere for his
work In directing Mary Pickford, says: "I am con-
vinced that the service you render screen aspirants
offers many new personalities to moving picture direc-
tors." P. A. Powers, of Universal, says: "A new-
crop of film stars will be needed at once to supply the
insistent demand."
With the assistance of famous directors and motion

picture stars we have prepared a printed guide. "The
New Road to Film Fame," which tells you what to do
and gives full directions.

It also contains endorsements of our service from fa-
mous people, statements from directors, portraits of cele-
brated stars and direct advice to you from Mollie King.

This is a fascinating profession paying big salaries.
Don't miss this opportunity. Send ten cents (Postage or
Coin) to cover postage and wrapping this new guide.
Get it at once—it may start you on the road to fame
and fortune. Screen Casting Directors Service, Dept.
E-7, Wilmington, Delaware.
Unless you are sincere in your desire to gel in the
movies, please do not send for this printed guide.

Natural and Scientific
Laws governing success.

Hints and Suggestions
which will insure a Strong
Personality, banish Doubt.
Fear, and Worry.

Special offer for a short
time only . Paper cover, 50c.
Cloth. 75c. De Luxe, Sl.OO.
postpaid.

F. AELLIG, Dept. B, 12 South
Florida Ave.. Atlantic City, N. J .

arn
s

35tol00aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinat-
ing profession. Three
months' course covers all

branches

:

Motion Picture— Commercial—Portraiture
Cameras and Materials furnished free

Practical instruction : modern equipment. Day or evening
classes ; easy terms. Tne Schonl of Recognized Superiority.
Call or write for complete catalog No. 19.

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. 505 State St., Bklyn.

National Bob
Youth and fashion is everything I am wearing

the latest National Bob. It's too lovely for words with it's

soft wavv hair falling teasingly over the combs that slip

so easily through mv hair. Everyone thinks the Bob s my
verv own— it matches so perfectly and I never sacrificed a,

hair. I use invisible pins to attach the ends and its on and

off in a jiffy.

My picture shows the Bob charm. How did I get it? I sent

a strand of mv hair withSI 0.00, and it was promptly sent

—Postpaid. I'm as happy as a child with a new toy and

I never looked so well— you'll like it too.

NATIONAL HAIR COODS CO.

Dept. L, 368 Sixth Avenue New York

Originators of the Bob
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Eileen Percy Admirer.—Yes, Eileen

Percy is married. Her correct name is

Mrs. Ulrich Busch. "Her Honor The
Mayor" is her latest Fox feature to be

released. Monroe Salisbury has just

started work on his first picture at the

head of his own company. "Bullet Proof
and "Human Stuff" are Harry Carey's

films.

Virginia M.—I never heard of any
engagement. You must take a rumor for
what it is worth—just a rumor. Antonio
Moreno is busy on his latest serial for

Vitagraph. I don't know whether he will

answer your letter or not. He can't an-

swer them all, that's a certainty, but yours
may be one of the lucky ones.

H. W. A.—Edward Coxen is still play-

ing in pictures.

Delphine B.—Vivian Martin is mar-
ried. Harold Lloyd is not married to

Bebe Daniels. In fact, Harold isn't mar-
ried at all. You have quite a list of fa-

vorites ; but why dislike an actress sim-
ply because a friend tells that that said

actress has green eyes? Olga Petrova
is married to a physician. - ,

Inquisitive G. M. H.—Tom Mix was
an honest-to-goodness cow-puncher, sher-

iff, revenue officer, et cetera, before go-
ing into pictures. Juanita Hansen is now
making serials for her own company.
They will be released by Pathe. You will

find all your other questions already an-
swered in the replies ahead of yours.

O. I. C.—Mabel Normand is the young
lady's name, and she is not married. Edu-
cation is not the" big essential in getting
into pictures. Of course, it helps in any
walk of life ; but a college diploma will

never be transferable for a movie con-
tract. It's ability to get over on the

screen that counts. The education will

help you figure up your income tax if you
have plenty of ability and personality.

• Mildred K. Hulstead.—Pearl White is

an American. Pearl, Shirley, Irene, and
Dorothy all have bobbed hair. Pearl is

still making features for the Fox Film
Corporation. She has no children. Wal-
lace McCutcheon is her husband. June
Caprice has not left the screen. "Bron-
cho Billy," otherwise G. M. Anderson, is

devoting all his time now to the produc-
tion of stage productions. The Lee kids
now have a sketch in vaudeville and are
making quite a hit in it. You will find all

your other questions already answered in

these columns.

Greenup.—Pete and Magda are not
married. I am sure that he would send
you one of his photographs. The "Guide-
posts for Scenario W riters" has been
mailed to you as requested. The ten cents

in stamps was correct.

Gaby.—I'm sorry I couldn't get your
answer in the issue you wanted ; there

were too many ahead of you. I answer
all letters in the order in which they are
received, and yours did not come in time
to be printed in that issue. I think you
write very well for one who understands
but little English. Charles Chaplin speaks
French quite well. Pearl White has just

come home from a trip abroad, so I guess
she picked up quite a bit of French while
in Paris. I never heard of the Marshall
you speak of.

_
Lauretta B.—Ruth Roland is not mar-

ried now. She was formerly Mrs. Kent.
She has no children. You can get a pic-

ture of her by writing to her personally.

It is always best to inclose a quarter with
your request for a star's photo.

Utola IBana
*

One of the beautiful Stars of
the Screen who uses and
highly recommends Maybell

Beauty Aids.

You, Too, Can Have
Sparkling, Expressive Eyes

Long, thick, dark eyelashes and well-formed eye-
brows give charm, beautyand wonderful expression to any eyes.

darkens eyelashes and brows instantly and makes them appear
naturally long, thick and luxuriant. Applied in one minute.
Perfectly harmless. Two shades, black and brown. Purchase
a box of "MAYBELLINE," apply it, and you will be delight-

fully surprised at the wonderful improvement.

"MAYBELLINE" comes in an attractive purple box which
contains mirror and brush for applying.

another Maybell beauty aid, has long been recognized as the
most beneficial preparation for nourishing and promoting the natural growth
of eyelashes and brows.

'

'LASH-BROW-IN E' ' and "MAYBELLINE" are

used regularly and highly recommended by stage and screen stars and
millions of beautiful women throughout the world. Why not you?

"Maybelline" At your dealer s "Lash-Brow-ine"
Price 75 Cents or direct frora us Price 50 Cents

NOTICE— To avoid disappointment with imitations, always look for the
picture of "THE MAYBELL GIRL," same as below, which adorns every

box of "MAYBELLINE" and "LASH-BROW-INE." We assure satisfaction

or refund price. Tear out this ad now so you will not forget correct names.
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inkist

There is more money in it

for YOU.
YOU can learn it easily.

We guarantee to teach
YOU.
Some learn it quickly, but

all learn it thoroughly—this

includes YOU.
Some make more money

than others, but all make
big money—this includes
YOU.

There are two reasons why
a knowledge of Advertising is

the only factor that can help
you attain a success quickly.
In the first place every busi-
ness, every trade, and every
profession in the whole wide
world depends upon Advertis-
ing principles for success

—

Advertising creates and de-
velops business, therefore your
value to a firm or to your own
business depends upon your
training in this vital factor.
In the second place more
money is spent in Advertising
than in any other one industry
in the world ! Where money
is spent freely there is always
a chance to make big money.
The Page-Davis School lias devoted

over twenty years in training men
like you so that you will be able
to earn $50 a week instead of $20 a
week, and $100 a week instead of $50
a week. $150 instead of $75—the
more you are making now the more
you will be able to make after taking
a Page-Davis Course.
The Page-Davis School will teach

you things that the business man
is willing to pay you b'gger salaries
for. We don't care how much you
are making now it will be increased
after you take a course with • the
Page-Davis School. Your present
or past experience doesn't matter
Your future depends only upon the
training: you get now
Page-Davis School
Get into the Advertis :ng bus

ness and you will make more
money.
Let us tell you the whole

collection of facts that is

contained in our book ,

"Increased Salaries and
Promotion" which v

will send to you
FREE if you will A
write for it now. &

s> PAGE-DAVIS
SCHOOL

posi-
tions. -

Jr Ad i

out cost your
nee.*"" sr" Book. "Increased
how O' Salaries and Promn-
and ^ tion." and all other
"

,<s, information setting forth

p the most profitable pro-
fession for me to enter.

Name

City State.

Page-Davis School
Address Dept. 1288 Page Building, CHICAGO
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J. T. L. R. U. S. N—Dorothy Kelly
used to be quite a prominent figure in

the old Vitagraph pictures. She deserted
the screen for the stage shortly after
leaving Vitagraph. She is married.

Daniel J. O'R.—Both the "Market
Booklet" and the "Guideposts for Sce-
nario Writers" have been sent to you, as

you requested. The money order was
sufficient to cover both. Thomas Meighan
was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Napoleon.—Picture-Play Magazine
pays for manuscripts according to their

worth. As a rule, the editor only buys
material which has been ordered before-
hand, although any worthy manuscript
will be acceptable. Fox's Eastern studios
and offices are now located in their new
building at Tenth Avenue and West
Fifty-fifth Street, New York City.

Marjorie A. T.—The stamps will serve
the purpose just as well as money. Pau-
line Frederick is Mrs. Willard Mack.
Corinne Griffith is Mrs. Webster Camp-
bell. Anita Stewart is married to Ru-
dolph Cameron. Elaine is not married.
I am sure they would send you their

pictures. Charles Ray is twenty-nine.

Veronica M. K.—Madge Evans was
born in New York City in 1909. She is

not working in pictures at present. She
has an older sister and two older brothers.

Anna M.—That is certainly a funny
conception of me that you have. You
think you are exaggerating, but you
might be very complimentary at that ; who
knows? Madge has a sister, Vera, and a
brother, Arthur. Baby Marie has a few
freckles. What regular kid hasn't? She
has no brothers or sisters. Pearl White
has brothers and sisters. Her mother is

not living, but her father is. I think
she would send you one of her pictures.

Mrs. O. P.—The story of the "Birth of

a Nation" takes place during Lincoln's

administration. Most of the war scenes
in "The Heart of Humanity" were made
at Universal City, California. William
Stowcll, Lloyd Hughes, and Frank
Braidwood were the sons. Marjorie
Daw played opposite Douglas Fairbanks
in the pictures you mention.

Francis M.—Olga Petrova has just fin-

ished a tour of the Orphcum circuit. I

don't know whether she intends to re-

turn to the screen or not. I presume she
does. I can't tell 3'ou how that serial is

going to end, because it would spoil it

for any one else who contemplates see-

ing the finish of it, even if you don't.

Mitchell Lewis' features are now being
released by Metro. Charles Ray finished

his contract with Thomas H. Ince several

months ago. He has already completed
two pictures for his own company for
release through First National. "Forty-
five Minutes From Broadway" was the

first one.

S. S.—Vivian is not playing in pic-

tures at present. She is married and
has a little youngster now to occupy her
time.

Fred Rath.—I don't know whether you
can get into motion pictures or not. That
is something for some one else to decide

besides myself. There is nothing that I

can do to help you get into pictures. A
great many of my readers seem to have
the idea that all they have to do to be-

come a motion-picture star is to mail me
a photograph of themselves and await

the inevitable contract. Those who think

that way are all wrong. If I could get

people jobs as stars as easily as that I

would open up an agency and cease to

be an Oracle.

Dorothea R.—You refer to Charles
Meredith as the leading man in "The
Thirteenth Commandment" and "Judy of
Rogues' Harbor." The picture you are
trying to think of with Marguerite Clark
is "Luck in , Pawn." Charles Meredith
did not play in "The Copperhead" at all.

You must have him confused with Ar-
thur Rankin. There is a certain simi-

larity about their general appearance, but

I shouldn't say that they looked alike.

Merely of the same type.

Polly P.—You can begin the letter any
way you want. Whatever you seem to

like best. You will find all the addresses
you want at the end of The Oracle. Evi-

dently you are in for quite a spell of

writer's cramp.

Waldo E. R.
—"The Lure of the Cir-

cus" scenes were all made in California.

That is not a strange life to Eddy Polo.

He was a trapeze performer in circuses

for many years before he went into pic-

tures. He is married.

A Fan, St. Louis, Mo.—Your thirst

shall be quenched—as far as questions

are concerned. Wallace Reid was born
in 3^our own home town in 1892. Bry-
ant Washburn was born in Chicago, Illi-

nois, in 1889. Pearl White is married
to Wallace McCutcheon. Her latest fea-

ture is "The Tiger's Cub," produced by
the Fox Film Corporation. Mrs. Vernon
Castle still plays in pictures.

Myrtis B.—I did not give you the per-

sonal answer you desired because you
didn't inclose a stamp for a personal re-

ply. All you thought to put in your let-

ter was an addressed envelope. You will

find all the addresses you want at the

end of The Oracle. Wallace and Darrell

are not married. Bert Lytell and Alia

Nazimova are, but not to each other.

Your other questions have already been

answered.

Addresses of Players

Asked for by readers whose letters are

answered by The Oracle this month :

Ashton Dearholt, Hart Hoxie, Carlyle
Blackwell, George Larkin, Vivian Martin.
Mary Anderson, Julian Eltinge. Winifred
Allen, Virginia Pearson, Carmel Meyers.
Henry Woodward. Neal Hart, Harry Hilliard.

and Herbert Rawlinson at either Willis &
Inglis, Wright and Callender Building. Los
Angeles, California, or Mabel Condon Ex-
change, Hollywood, California.

William Duncan and Edith Johnson, at the
Vitagraph Studios. Los Angeles, California.

Vivian Martin, at Gaumont Studios, Flush-
ing. Long Island.

Peggy Hvland, in care of Samuelson Com-
pany Ltd.,'Worton Hall. Isleworth, Middle-
sex," England.

Alice Brady and Constance Binney. at Real-
art Pictures Corporation, 469 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.

Neal Hart, at Capitol Studios, Lillian Way.
Los Angeles, California.

John Bowers and Louis Bennison, Goldwyn
Studios. Culver City, California.

Anne Little. Lila Lee. Kathlyn Williams,
Wallace Reid. Ethel Clayton, and Monte
Blue, Lasky Studios. Vine Street, Hollywood,
California.

Tom Mix. Eileen Percy, Pearl White. Vir-

vinia Lee Corbin. William Farnum. and Wil-
liam Srott. Fox Film Corporation. Tenth Ave-
nue and Fifty-fifth Street, New York City.

Lew Cody, Dustin Farnum, and Louise
Lovely, at ' the Gasnier Studios, Glendale.
California.

Eugene O'Brien, Louise Huff. Zeena Keefe.
and Owen Moore. Selznick Pictures Corpora-
tion, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Any players whose addresses do not hap-
pen to lie given here can be reached by writing
their name on the envelope of your letter to

them, and then adding, below : "In care of

the Mabel Condon Exchange. 6035 Hollywood
Boulevard. Los Angeles. California. Flease

forward." Letters to players will be for-

warded if sent in the same way in care of

Willis & Inglis. Wrisrht and Callender Build-

ing, Los Angeles, California.
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Saxophone Book Free
Tells what each Saxophone is

best adapted for; when to use
singly, in quartettes, sextettes,

octettes, or in regular band or
full Saxophone Band. Tells how
to transpose for cello parts in
orchestra, and familiarizes you
with many facts you would like

to know, whether you are a be-
ginner, amateur or professional.
It illustrates and fully describes
the virtues of each model of the Saxo-
phone Family. Ask for your copy.

True-Tone Saxophones
A Buescher True-Tone Saxophone opens the way for you to
double your income, double your opportunities and double your popu-
larity and pleasure. It is easy for the beginner—you can learn to play
the scale in one hour's practice and take your place in the band within 90 days. Practice is

a pleasure rather than an effort. A clarinet player can make the change almost at once.

The Choice of Professionals
Tom Brown, of the famous Six Brown Brothers, the
highest priced musical act: "Your improved models
prompted me to adopt them generally. Nearly every
member ofmy several different organizations uses your
True-Tone Saxophones to their entire satisfaction."

Will F. Newlan, Director of Newlan's School of Music,
Chicago and former director of the famous Kilties
Band: "I have been using a True-Tone Saxophone
for 10 years. I recommend them to my friends and
pupils because I candidly believe they are the most
perfect saxophones made."

Clay Smith, Trombone Soloist, of the popular and well
known Smith- Spring -Holmes Orchestral Quintet:
"Your new Model 37 Trombone is the best on the
market today. I can playmy difficult solos better, and
with less effort, than ever before."

Guy Holmes, of the widely
i

known Smith - Spring-
Holmes Orchestral Quintet: "I do not believe there's

a Cornet made that equals the Buescher-Grand. Every
note is clear and so easy to blow."

Capt. F. A. Bagley, 11th District Executive Officer of
the American Federation of Musicians, Calgary,
Alberta: "The True-Tone Saxophones I purchased
of your company are very fine indeed and absolutely
all that could be demanded of them. I believe True-
Tone Saxophones to be the best."

Mrs. Alta R. Wells, of the Apollo Concert Co.: "The
Apollo Concert Co. of which I am a member, have now
for nearly 3 years been using nothing but True-Tone
Instruments, and you may depend upon it that were
your instruments not superior to others we would not
have used them. Nothing but perfectly accurate
instruments would fulfill our requirements."
Nearly every member of the Six Brown Brothers,
Tommie Brown's Clown Band, Tommie Brown's
Musical Review and Tommie Brown's Highlanders
use Buescher Instruments. Ask them.

The Buescher-Grand Cornet
Buescher-Grand Cornets are graceful and classic models of art that completely fulfill the requirements
of the Cornetist. Any player with fair ability can play from low to high C or vice versa with accuracy
and produce F (5th line), G (1st space above) and B (2nd space above) clearly and distinctly without extreme
effort or pinching. The tone is smooth and even throughout the entire compass. Its valve action permits the
utmost agility to rapid passages.

Buescher-Grand Trombones enable you to do bigger things musically. Possess an unrivaled smooth-
ness and velvety ease in slides and perfect balance. Let us send you illustrations and descriptive matter. All
True-Tone instruments are equipped with our patented Split-No-Tone Bell.

Free Trial—Easy Payments You can order any
Buescher instrument with-

out paying one cent in advance, and try it six days in your own home, without obliga-
tion. If perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy monthly payments.

Ask us to send you names of users in your locality.

Illustrated Catalog of True-Tone Band and Orchestra Instruments free.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO., 249 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Ind.
The Wonderful Buescher-Grand Cornet
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As a matter of fact

Your first R-E-A-L cigarette

pleasure will come with Camels!

YOU'LL swing into the Camel proces-

sion as easily and as delightedly as any
of the thousands of smokers who have
found these cigarettes an absolute revela-

tion in quality, in refreshing flavor, in

mellow mildness and in body!

Camels are unlike any cigarette you ever

puffed. They are a creation—an expert

blend of choice Turkish and choiceDomestic
tobaccos. As sure as you are a foot high
you will prefer Camels blend to either kind

of tobacco smoked straight!

Camels fit in with your cigarette desires

just one hundred per cent ! The satisfaction

they impart to smokers is simply joyous.

Camels will not tire your taste! And,
Camels leave no unpleasant cigaretty after-

taste nor unpleasant cigaretty odor.

You'll prove out our enthusiasm
when you compare Camels with
any cigarette in the world at any
price

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.



T^HINK of how your favorite
!

•" fruit delights the palate

when in season

!

The memory still lingers.

Recall the actual taste with
jCharms. Charms—made or 1

pure sugar and fresh, luscious
f

fruit flavors—are always in

season.

Crunch them between your
|

teeth or let them slowly melt
j

in your mouth. Whichever
|

way you prefer to eat them—
j

The Flavor Charms.

Sold most everywhere. In 1

handy packages, banquet tins 1

and cartons.

MADE IN NEWARK.N.JL
THE CITY* OP



Send the Coupon
—we'll send you a

LACHNITE
C^END no money. Just send us your name

i } and address and we will send you, pre-

paid, on approval, a genuine Lachnite
Gem, mounted in a solid gold ring. Wear it

ten full days. These sparkling gems have the
eternal fire of diamonds. Their brilliance

and hardness are guaranteed forever. We

wish you to select a ring from this advertise"

ment and wear it 10 full days at our expense.

Then, if you can tell it from a diamond, send it

back. One hundred thousand people are

now wearing brilliant Lachnite Gems. These
people have proved they could not tell

Lachnites from diamonds.

Pay As You Wish
When the ring comes just make the first

small deposit ($4.75) with the postman. This
is only a deposit. It is not a payment. The
money is still yours. Put the ring on your fin-

ger and wear it everywhere you go for 10 full

days. Then, it you decide to keep it, pay the

Harold Lachman Co.
Dept. 1756, 12 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Send me prepaid
jjfari's

^ing on ^ays ' ^ree tria' - When comes

I will deposit $4.75 with the postman. After 10 days I will either
return the ring or send you $2.50 a month until the balance has been
paid. Total cost to me, $18.75. If I return the ring you will refund
my $4.75 immediately. I enclose my finger size.

Name

Address

balance at the rate of $2.50 a month until

$18.75 has been paid. But if, during the

trial, you decide to send the Lachnite back,

your deposit will be refunded instantly. You
run no risk. The total price is only $18.75

for either ring.

SendCoupon
Don't send us a penny. Just put your name and address

in the coupon. Be sure to send us your finger size.

Cut a strip of paper that will just meet around the

middle knuckle of your ring finger. Be sure to send
this strip. Send the coupon now for a Lachnite on
10 days' free trial. Act at once!

Harold Lachman Co. E£°-$tisc^o





cTheBest in Motion Pictures, a Screen Magazine

TRAVEL without trouble and at

infinitesimal cost—Pathecolor pic-

tures in the Pathe Review enable
you to do it. The scenic loveliness of
the world's beauty spots is spread
before you and in natural colors. Listen
to the enthusiastic "Ah!" spoken on
every side, the next time you go to a
picture theatre where Pathe Review
is shown.

"There is no royal road to knowledge," said

the tutor to his princeling. That was before

the days of the Pathe Review. Today one
may see the wonders of science clearly and

quickly revealed through the medium of

motion pictures ; fascinating Slow Motion
Photography which strips the mystery of

movement from fast moving objects, some in

Pathecolor, some by the Novagraph; nature

pictures by Dr. Ditmars of the Bronx Zoo-
logical Gardens ; odd items from everywhere,
and all interesting

There is a theatre near you that shows the

Pathe Review. It will be easy for you to find it.

Issued Weekly—A Family Favorite

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
y~ PAUL BRUNET, Vice-President and General Manager

(J) 25 West 45th Street New York
\
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A FINER TYPEWRITER AT A FAIR PRICE

Famous Users

of the Oliver

U. S. Steel Corpora,
tion

Boston Woven Hose
& Rubber Co.

National City Bank
of New York

Mom's & Company
Encyclopedia Brit-
annica

Boston Elevated Rail-

way
Otis Elevator Co.

Com Products Refin-
ing Company

Columbia G r a p h o -

phone Co.

N. Y. Edison Co.

Hart, Schaffner &
Marx

Holeproof Hosiery Co.

Ward Baking Co.

American Bridge Co.

Pre-War Price $100
Now $36 Less

In these days when the
cost of many things is

higher than before the
war, it is a distinct con-
tribution to business econ-
omy to offer through more
direct selling methods
such a great and decided
saving on so popular a
typewriter as the Oliver.

Use the Coupon—Save $36
A new $ioo Oliver—our latest and best

model— now yours for only $64.
The big saving comes from our new plan

with its new economies. During the war we
learned many lessons. We found that it

was unnecessary to have such a vast num-
ber of traveling salesmen and so many ex-
pensive branch houses. We were able to
discontinue many other superfluous sales
methods. As a result, we can now afford to
sell at $64 the identical Oliver formerly
priced at $100.

Free trial—No money down
Not a cent in advance. Xo deposit of any

kind. Xo obligation to buy. The coupon is

all you need send. The Oliver comes to you
at our risk for five days' free trial in your
own home. Decide for yourself whether
you want to buy or not. If you don't want to
keep the Oliver, simply send it back at our
expense. Then we even refund the outgoing
transportation charges—so you can't lose
a penny. If you -do- agree that it is the
finest typewriter, regardless of price, and
want to keep it, take a year and a half to
pay at the easy rate of only $4 a month.

Over a year to pay
Take over a year to pay for your Oliver

and have the use of the machine all the time.

Only $4 a month is all you need remit.

Think of getting a brand new Oliver Xo. 9
on terms so easy as to average only about
thirteen cents a day. Don't think of renting
or buying a second-hand machine when you
can get a new Oliver Xo. 9— our latest and
finest model — at a saving of S36, and on
payments of $4 a month.

Mail the Coupon now
Act at once. Remember you

have nothing to lose. There is

no cost to you for the free

trial, no risk or obligation. So
send at once for the Oliver to

try free in your office or home.
If you should wish our catalog
before ordering, mark the cou-
pon accordingly. But which-
ever you do, do it now. Clip

the coupon before you turn
this page.

$100
Oliver

NOW
$64

Over 800,000 sold

TBc OLIVER Typewriter (pmpany
1257 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, 111.

I THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY.
I 1257 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago. 111.

|~]I
Ship me a new Oliver Xine for five days' free in- |

I L! spection. If I keep it. I will pay S6-4 at the rate

. of $4 per month. The title to remain in you until
|

I fully paid for.

I My shipping point is

I
This does not place me under any obligation to buy.
If I choose to return the Oliver. I will ship it back

I
at your expense at the end of five days.

. I
-

! Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail I

I U me your book—"The High Cost of Typewriters—
|

• The "Reason and the Remedy." your de luxe catalog
a and further information.

I Name I

Street Address |

. City State 1

I Occupation or Business |
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Favorite Picture Players
Portraits of screen favorites in rotogravure.

. 19

ZaSu Goes Home Emma-Lindsay Squier 27
How the "old home toivn" welcomed the girl who had made good as a movie star.

What Happens to the Story . . . Hunt Stromberg . 30
In which you are shown the steps by which a script is carried to the screen.

The Mutiny of the Elsinore . . . Samuel Hartman . 32
One of Jack London's most stirring tales, retold from a picture you'll want to see.

You Ought To Go Into the Movies! . .... 35
A group of pictures which will make you want to, at any rale.

A Bed, a Bottle, and Beatrice . . Helen Ogden . . 38
Miss La Plante grants an interview in her boudoir.

Agnes—and a Bag of Peppermints . . Selma Howe . . 40
Which tells of a curious meeting between Agnes Ayres and Gloria Swanson.

He May Not Be a Genius, But- John Addison Elliott 42
He's made good, and the way he did so may furnish some pointers to you.
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Why San Francisco furnishes more movie settings than any other city except

New York and Los Angeles.
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In which Florence ^ idor tells about an interesting family partnership.
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. 48
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OF THE LATEST

PARAMOUNT PICTURES
ALPHABETICALLY LISTED

JOHN BARRYMORE in

"DR. JEKYLL AND MR.
HYDE"

Directed by John S. Robertson

BILLIE BURKE in

"AWAY GOES PRUDENCE"

ROBERT VV. CHAMBERS'
Greatest Novel

"THE FIGHTING CHANCE"
Directed by Charles Maigne

ETHEL CLAYTON in

"CROCKED STREETS"

"THE COPPERHEAD"
With Lionel Barrymore

Directed by Charles Maigne

DOROTHY DALTON in

"GUILTY OF LOVE"

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S
Production

"WHY CHANGE YOUR
WIFE?"

WILLIAM DeMILLE'S
Production

"THE PRINCE CHAP"
WITH THOMAS MEIGHAN

"EVERYWOMAN"
Directed by Georce H. Melford

With All Star Cast

GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S
Production

"ON WITH THE DANCE!"

WILLIAM S. HART in

"SAND"
A William S. Hart Production

GEORGE H. MELFORD'S
Production

"THE SEA WOLF"

WALLACE REID in

"SICK ABED"

WILLIAM D. TAYLOR'S
Production

"HUCKLEBERRY FINN"

I see by the papers-
He sees by the papers that his theatre

is showing a Paramount Picture tonight.

That's all the regular fan needs to know
about a show.

He knows it means a great cast, a nota-
ble story, a first-rate presentation—a pro-
duction as superb as only Paramount's
resources in men, money and material
can make it.

You don't have to take a chance with
your entertainment these days.

Simply "see by the papers" that it's

Paramount—and go! Millions are on to
it now.

(pictures
: FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATieM i
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Something to Think About John Addison Elliott . 52
And something to watch out for. An advance peep at the next big De Mille

special product ion.

The Higher the Fewer . .
... . . . . Helen Klumph . . 54

Concerning two movie celebrities who say they have made enough money!

What Type Appeals to You p .... Sylvia Cushman . . 55
Every age has its favorite stars, this writer finds.

Over the Teacups ...... The Bystander . . 57
Fanny the Fan has a number of interesting bits of gossip to relate, as usual.

Puritan—Parisienne—and Picture Player . . Herbert Howe . . 59
A vivid word picture of Ann May.

The Screen in Review Peter Milne . . .62
Criticism of current releases b> America's foremost screen reviewer.

Putting the "Gee!" in Geography . . . Caroline Bell . . .65
Universal has added an educational feature to the serial.

How a Movie Town Is Built .... Charles Carter . . 66
From the cardboard model to the finished set—shown in pictures, and explained

by text.

The Toast of London Town .... Barbara Little . . 68
The strange story of the Hope Diamond, which has been made the basis of a

new serial.

What the Fans Think 70
Suggestions and opinions selected from the letters from our readers.

Hints for Scenario Writers William Lord Wright . 72
Instruction and advice for the amateur writer.

Seena Takes a Flier .... . Grace Kingsley . . 76
An unusual story of how a screen star '"struck it rich" in oil.

The Picture Oracle 80
Answers to questions from our readers.

Screen Gossip The Film Colonist .' 88
Bits of news from Los Angeles which you'll find unusually interesting.

The Sensation of the coming year!
Her name is Doraldina.

She's an American girl who can do the hula hula

better than any native of the South Seas.

In fact, it was she who put Hawaii on the map.

In doing so, she put her name in electric lights

on Broadway, some time ago.

Now she's going to appear in a screen play called

' The Passion Fruit."

Herbert Howe, the most brilliant writer in the Western

movie colony, whose articles appear exclusively in Pic-

ture-Play Macazine, recently interviewed Doraldina.

The account of his impression of the lady, which is

quite as dazzling as her own dancing, will appear in »uv

next issue.

That is but one of the many features which will appear
in that number.

Others in preparation include:

The Actionized version of Maurice Tourneur's "The
White Circle," which Peter Milne declares is the finest

of recent productions.

A humorous article by Agnes Smith, explaining why so
many of the movies have such absurd and sensational
titles.

An interview with Lillian Gish, delicately and sym-
pathetically written by Louise Williams.

It has been by presenting each month a well-chosen
group of brilliant articles concerning the screen that
Picture-Play Macazine has become America's Favorite
Magazine oi the Screen.

To read it is to keep posted on the latest and
most interesting affairs of Filmland.

Don't fail to procure the November number!
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For 10 DaysWear

Compare It With a Diamond
Solid Gold
Mountings
Flat Belcher Ring
No. L Solid gold mount-

ing. Eight claw design with
flat wide band. Almost a
carat, guaranteed genuine
Tifnite Gem. Price $16.50;
only S4.50 upon arrival, bal-
ance S3 per month. Can be
returned at our expense
within 10 days.

Ladies' Ring
No. 2. Solid gold mount-

ing. Has a guaranteed gen-
uine Tifnite Gem almost a
carat in size. Price $16.50;
only $4.50 upon arrival, bal-
ance S3 per month. Can be
returned at our expense
within 10 days.

Tooth Belcher Ring
No. 3. Solid gold, 6 prong

tooth mounting. Guaran-
teed genuine Tifnite Gem,
almosta carat in size. Price
$16.50; only $4.50 upon ar-
rival. Balance 83.00 per
month. Can be returned at
our expense within 10 days.

To quickly introduce into every locality our beautiful TIFNITE GEMS,
we will absolutely and positively send them out FREE and on trial for 10 days'
wear. In appearance and by every test, these wonderful gems are so much like

a diamond that even an expert can hardly tell the difference. But only 10,000
will be shipped on this plan. To take advantage of it, you must act quickly.

Send the coupon NOW! Send no money. Tell us which ring you prefer.

We'll send it at once. After you see the beautiful, dazzling gem and the hand-
some solid gold mounting—after you have carefully made an examination and
decided that you have a wonderful bargain and want to keep it, yon can pay for

it in such small easy payments that you'll hardly miss the money. If you can
tell a TIFNITE GEM from a genuine diamond, or if, for any reason at all, you
do not wish to keep it, return it at our expense.

Remarkable New Discovery
The closest thing to a diamond ever discovered. In appearance, a TIFNITE and a

diamond are as alike as two peas. TIFNITE GEMS have the wonderful pure white color of
diamonds of the first water, the dazzling fire, brilliancy, cut and polish. Stand every
diamond test— fire, acid and diamond file. Mount-
ings are exclusively fashioned in latest designs
and guaranteed solid gold.

Send No Money
Just send coupon. Send no reference, no money, no obligation to you

in any way! You run no risk. The coupon brings you any of the exquisitely
beautiful rings shown and described here for 10 days' wear free. Be sure
to enclose strip of paper showing exact finger measurement as explained.

Mail This CouponPF
Send now and get a TIFNITE GEM on this liberal offer.

Wear it for 10 days on trial. Every one set in latest style solid
gold mountings. Decide then whether you want to keep it or
not. Send for yours now—today—sure. Send no money. .

The Tifnite Company /511 South Plymouth Court Dept. 925 Chicago, IU. »

How to Order Rings l^^^l
strip of heavy paper so that the ends exactly meet
when drawn tightly around the second joint of
finger on which you want to wear the ring. Be
careful that the measuring paper fits snugly with-
out overlapping, and measure at the second joint.

Send the strip of paper to us with order coupon.

Mail This Coupon
/ THE TIFNITE CO.
f 511 So. Plymouth Ct. Dept. 925 Chicago, HL

Send me Ring No on 10 days' approval.
(In ordering ring, be sure to enclose size as described above.)

If satisfactory, I agree to pay $4.50 upon arrival; and balance
at rate of $3.00 per month. If not satisfactory, I will return

same within ten days at yoar expense.

Name

Address .
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OltifisiJssiifii^cl Advertising
Agents and Help Wanted Patents and Lawyers Songs, Poems, Etc.

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS are desirable.
Let our expert former Government Examiner
prepare you. Write today for free booklet
giving full information. Patterson Civil
Service School, Box Y, Rochester, N. Y.

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature. Ran-
dolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.

WRITE the Words for a Song. We write
music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Stu-
dios, 159C Fitzgerald Building, New York.

WRITE words for a song. We write mu-
sic, guarantee publisher's acceptance. Sub-
mit poems on patriotism, love or any subject.
Chester Music Co., 920 S. Michigan At.,
Room 323, Chicago.

WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG—We write
music, publish and secure copyright. Submit
poems on any subject. The Metropolitan
Studios, 914 S. Michigan Avenue, Room 120,
Chicago.

SONG-WRITERS GUIDE SENT FREE!
Contains valuable instructions and advice.
Submit song-poems for examination. We
will furnish music, copyright and facilitate
publication or sale. Knickerbocker Studios,
301 Gaiety Bldg., New York.

HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? I have best
proposition. Ray Hibbeler, D 102. 4040 Dick-
ens Ave., Chicago.

HOW MUCH GASOLINE CAN YOU SELL
AT 2c. PER GALLON? World tests for four
years to prove it. Secure exclusive rights
for your county. "Carbonvoid," Box "2,"
Bradley Beach, N. J.

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything ; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories'' anywhere. Booklet free. Ragsdale
Co., Box 98, East Orange, N. J.

BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

SELL our hosiery and underwear direct to
consumer. Large line—good profits—prompt
deliveries guaranteed. Samples ready.
Write. The C & D Co., Dept. 15, Grand
Rapids. Mich.

PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Con-
ception Blank and free guide book. Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
references. Prompt Attention. Reasonable
Terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

PATENTS. Highest references. Rates rea-
sonable. Best results. Promptness assured.
Booklet free. Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS, Trademark, Copyright—fore-
most word free. Long experience as patent
solicitor. Prompt advice, charges very rea-
sonable. Correspondence solicited. Results
procured. Metzger, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS—Send for free book. Contains
valuable information for inventors. Send
sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of
its patentable nature. Prompt service.
(Twenty years experience.) Talbert & Tal-
hert 4307 Tnlbert" Rlrle Wishinrrtnn F> P

PATENTS promptly procured. Moderate
Fees. Best References. Send Sketch or Model.
George P. Kimmel, Master of Patent Law,
J- o IV j_*tj<ii± o. -L1UM I • Hi ^, \\ .lall lUglOIl , U . Cj .

Short Stories and Photoplays

MEN—Age 17 to 55. Experience unneces-
sary. Travel ; make secret investigations, re-
ports. Salaries

;
expenses. American Foreign

Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.

DO YOU WANT TO EARN $3,000 to $5,000
a year? You can do it easily. See Ad-
vertisement Anderson Steam Vulcanizer in
this issue.

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-day. B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.

HARDING'S (Established sixty years)
prints, publishes, composes and arranges mu-
sic for authors. Catalogs and music free for
stamp. Frank Harding, Music Printer. 228
East 22d St., New York.

AGENTS—$40-$100 week. Free samples.
Gold Sign Letters any one can put on store
windows. Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 431 T. N. Clark, Chicago.

Business Opportunities

THE BANK PAYS you 4%. Would you be
interested in 18% ? Bankers Finance Co.,

802-4 Western Indemnity Bldg., Dallas. Texas.

Personal

SALESMEN—CITY OR TRAVELING.
Experience unnecessary. Send for list of lines
and full particulars. Prepare in spare time
to earn the big salaries—$2,500 to $10,000 a
year. Employment services rendered Members.
National Salesmen's Training Association,
Dept. 107, Chicago, 111.

$10.00 WORTH of finest toilet soaps, per-
fumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co., Dept. 427, St. Louis, Mo.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired. Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions fur-
nished under guarantee. Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y.

DETECTIVES EARN BIO MONEY. Travel.
Great Demand. Experience unnecessary. Par-
ticulars free. Write, American Detective Sys-
tem, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

AGENTS—Large manufacturer wants
agents to sell hosiery, underwear, shirts,
dresses, skirts, waists, shoes, clothing, etc.

Write for free samples. Madison Mills. 503
Broadway New York.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
Great demand. We show you bow. Get free
particulars. Kex Publishers, Box 175—P. 15,
Chicago.

$50—$100 weekly writing Moving Picture
Plays. Get free book ; valuable information ;

prize offer. Photo Playwright College, Box
278 XY20, Chicago.

FREE to writers—a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas

;

the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89, Auburn, N. Y.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free. Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis, Mo.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: $25—$300 paid
any one for suitable ideas. Experience un-
necessary : complete outline Free. Producers
League, 439 St. Louis.

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW whether you
are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
or the reverse? Scientific, convincing in-

formation. Wonderful results claimed by
patrons. "Key to Success" and personality
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. Thomson-
Heywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg.. San
Francisco.

CLASSY girl pictures—2 beauties 25c ;

sixteen $1 : refunded if dissatisfied. Rose-
leaf. St. Louis, Mo.

Duplicating Devices

"Modern" Duplicator—A Business Getter.
$1.50 up. 50 to 75 copies from pen, pencil,

typewriter ; no glue or gelatine. 40.000 firms
use it. 30 days' trial. You need one. Book-
let free. LT, Durkin, Reeves & Co., Pitts-

burgh. Pa.

FREE BOOKLET containing helpful sug-
gestions on writing and selling photoplays,
stories, poems, songs. Atlas Pub. Co., 324
Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANT TO WRITE? Let writer of wide
experience help you. Criticism, instruction,
etc. Correspondence welcomed. S.'. Box 1S6,
Madison Square Station. N. Y. City.

Vaudeville

Miscellaneous
NEW DISCOVERY! Big steady income.

Spare time. No canvassing or mail order.
Ferber Company, 296 Broadway, New York.

WIDE-AWAKE MAN TO TAKE CHARGE
of our local trade. $5.00 to $6.00 a day
steady. No experience required ; pay starts
at once. Write to-day. American Products
Co., 2347 American Bldg, Cincinnati, O.

RARE TROPICAL FRUITS, from Grower
to Consumer. The delicious Avocado is now
in season. Price, $3 per dozen. Write H.
W. Johnston, Homestead, Florida.

LEARN SHOWCARD WRITING by new
chart system ; make money at home ; samples
and particulars sent free. Southern Show-
card School. Donaghey Bldg.. Little Rock. Ark.

WATER STILLS, made entirely of heavy
copper, one or four gallon capacity. Shipped
by prepaid express or parcel post the same
day we receive your order. Ideal for distill-
ing water for drinking purposes, automobile
batteries, and industrial uses. Send for our
free booklet giving directions, description and
prices. References: U. S. National Bank or
Bradstreet's, Omaha. Boyer & Co., 505 Far-
nam Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.

xiivii* .ti vr i^iN ± is. x'jXciusive represeiij.auves
to use and sell the new Mellinger Extra-Ply
Tires. (No seconds.) Guarantee Bond 8.000
Miles. Wholesale Prices. Sample sections
furnished. Mellinger Tire Co., 976 Oak, Kan-
sas City, Missouri.

GET ON THE STAGE ! Experience un-
necessary. Send stamp for instructive book-
let "All About Vaudeville." LaDelle, Sta. 255,
Jackson. Mich.

Mail Order Business

I MADE $25,000 with small Mail Order
Business S;i tuple article 2oc Free Booklet".
Stamp. ' Alss Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

Wanted to Buy

WE PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for dia-

monds, platinum, watches, old or broken jew-
ol t*T7 r\\ r\ trrtl ri ci 1 Trial" in *i 'rn i >f~A nnintc r»l i 1 t"

-
i 1

1

teeth, gold and silver ores or nuggets. War
Bonds & Stamps. Mail them to us to-day.
Cash by return mail. Goods returned iu 10
days if you're not satisfied. The Ohio Smelt-
ing & Refining Co., 253 Lennox Bldg., Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Farm Lands

SHAWNEE, OKLAHOMA. Center of a
Great Farming Country. Write for Free
Agricultural Booklet. Board of Commerce,
Shawnee, Oklahoma.

For the Home

WOULD YEAR ROUND quick seller inter-
est you? Dept. 42, Martinek, 405 Lexington
Avenue, New York.

STAINS REMOVED quickly. Large tube
30c. coin. Dept. 4.8. Martinek. 405 Lexing-
ton Avenue, New York.
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How I Improved My Memory
In One Evening

The Amazing Experience of Victor Jones
4t/~\F course I place you! Mr. Addison Sims
KJ of Seattle.
"If I remember correctly—and I do remem-

ber correctly—Mr. Burroughs, the lumberman,
introduced me to you at the luncheon of the
Seattle Rotary Club three years ago in May.
This is a pleasure indeed. I haven't laid eyes
on you since that day. How is the grain
business? And how did that amalgamation
work out?"
The assurance of this speaker—in the

crowded corridor of the Hotel McAlpin—com-
pelled me to turn and look at him, though I

must say it is not my usual habit to "listen
in" even in a hotel lobby.
"He is David M. Roth, the most famous

memory expert in the United States," said
my friend Kennedy, answering my question
before I could get it

out. "He will show
you a lot more won-
derful things than
that, before the eve-
ning is over."
And he did.
As we went into

the banquet room
the toastmaster was
introducing a long
line of the guests to
Mr. Roth. I got in
line and when it
came my turn Mr.
Roth asked, "What
are your initials,
Mr. Jones, and your
business connection
and telephone num-
ber?" Why he asked
this I learned later,
when he picked out
from the crowd the
60 men he had met
two hours before
and called each by
name without a mis-
take. What is more,
be named each
man's business and
telephone number,
for good measure.

I won't tell you all the other amazing things
this man did except to tell how he called back,
without a minute's hesitation, long lists of
numbers, bank clearings, prices, lot numbers,
parcel post rates and anything else the guests
gave him in rapid order.

When I met Mr. Roth—which you may be
sure I diJ the first chance I got—he rather
bowled me over by saying, in his quiet, mod-
est way

:

"There is nothing miraculous about my re-
membering anything I want to remember,
whether it be names, faces, figures, facts or
something I have read in a magazine.
"You can do this just as easy as I do. Any

one with an average mind can learn quickly to
do exactly the same things which seem so
miraculous when I do them.
"My own memory," continued Mr. Roth,

"was originally very faulty. Yes. it was—

a

really poor memory. On meeting a man I

would lose his name in thirty seconds, while
now there are probably 10.000 men and
women in the United States, many of whom I

have met but once, whose names I can call
instantly on meeting them."

"That is all right for you, Mr. Roth." I
interrupted, "you have given vears to it. But
how about me?"

"Mr. .Tones," he replied, "I can teach you
the secret of a good memory in one evening.
This is not a guess, because I have done it
with thousands of pupils. In the first of
seven simple lessons which I have prepared
for home study. I show you the basic principle
of my whole system and you will find it—not
hard_ work ns you might fear—but just like
playing a fascinating game. I will prove it
to you."
He didn't have to prove it. His course

did
: I got it the very next dav from his

publishers, the Independent Corporation.
When I tackled the first lesson, I suppose I

was the most surprised man in forty-eight
states to find that I had learned in about one

hour, how to remember a li.^l of one hundred
words so that I could call them off forward
and back without a single mistake.
That first lesson stuck. And so did the

other six.

Read this letter from Terence J. Mc.Manus.
of the firm of Olcott. Bonynge, McManus &
Ernst, Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, 170
Broadway, and one of the most famous trial
lawyers in New York :

"May I tai;e occasion to state that I regard your
service in giving this system to the world as a public
benefaction. The wonderful simplicity of the
method, and the ease with which its principles may
be acquired, especially appeal to me. I may add that
I already had occasion to test the effectiveness of
the first two lessons in the preparation for trial of
an important action in which I am about to engage."

"Of Course I Place You! Mr. Addison Sims of Seattle."

Mr. McManus didn't put it a bit too strong.
The Roth course is priceless. I can abso-

lutely count on my memory now. I can call

the name of most any man I have met before—and I am getting better all the time. I can
remember any figures I wish to remember.
Telephone numbers come to mind instantly,
once I have filed them by Mr. Roth's easy
method. Street addresses are just as easy.
The old fear of forgetting (you know what

that is) has vanished. I used to be "scared
stiff" on my feet—because I wasn't sure. I

couldn't remember what I wanted to say.
Now I am sure of myself, and confident, and

"easy as an old shoe" when I gel: on my feet
at the club, or at a banquet, or in a business
meeting, or in any social gathering.

Perhaps the most enjoyable part of it all is

that I have become a good conversationalist

—

and I used to be as silent as a sphinx when I

got into a crowd of people wTho knew things.
Now I can call up like a dash of lightning

most any fact I want right at the instant I

need it "most. I used to think a "hair trig-

ger" memory belonged only to the prodigy
and genius. Now I see that every man of
us has that kind of a memory if he only
knows how to make it work right.

I tell you it is a wonderful thing, after
groping around in the dark for so many years
to be able to switch the big searchlight on
your mind and see instantly everything you
want to remember.

This Roth course will do wonders in your
office.

Since wre took it up you never hear anyone
in our office say "I guess" or "I think it was
about so much" or "I forgot that right now"
or "I forget that right now" or "I can'1 r°
member." or "I must look up his name."
Now they are right there with the answer

—

like a shot.

Have you ever heard of "Multigraph
Smith?" 'Real name H. Q. Smith. Division
Manager of the Multigraph Sales Company.
Ltd.. in Montreal. Here is just a bit from a
letter of his that I saw last week :

"Here is the whole thing in a nutshell: Mr. Roth
has a most remarkable Memory Course. It is simple,
and easy as falling off a log. Yet with one hour a
day of practice, anyone—I don't care who he Is—
can improve his memory 100% in a week and
1000% in 6 months."

My advice to you is don't wait another
minute. Send to Independent Corporation for
Mr. Roth's amazing course and see what a
wonderful memory you have got. Your divi-
dends in increased power will be enormous.

Victou Jo.ves.

While Mr. Jones has chosen the story form
for this account of his experience and that of
others with the Roth Memory Course, he has
used only facts that are known personally to
the President of the Independent Corporation,

ir ho hereby verifies
the accuracy of Mr.
Jones' story in all
its particulars.

Send No
Money

So confident is the
Independent C o r

-

poration, the pub-
lishers of the Roth
Memory Course, that
once you have an op-
portunity to see in
your owh home bow
easy it is to double,
yes, triple your
memory power in a
few short hours,
that they are will-
ing to send the
course on free ex-
aminations.

Don't send any
money. Merely mail
the coupon or write
a letter, and the
complete course will
be sent, all charges
prepaid, at once. If
you are not entirely

satisfied, send it back any time within five
days after you receive it and you will owe
nothing.
On the other hand, if you are as pleased

as are the thousands of other men and
women who have used the course, send only
$5 in full payment. You take no risk and
you have everything to gain, so mail the
coupon now before this remarkable offer is
withdrawn.

Independent Corporation
Dept. R-11510 319 Sixth Ave., New York

(FREE EXAMINATION COUPON)

Independent Corporation
Publishers of The Independent Weekly

Dept. R-11510 319 Sixth Ave., New York
You may send me the Course or Courses

checked below. Within five days after receipt
I will either remail them or send you $5 for
each in full payment, except as noted.

Memory
By

David M. Roth.

Roth
Course (.$5)

How to Read
Character at

Sight f$5) By Dr. K.
M. H. Blackford.

Masterv of
Speech ( $5 1 By

Frederick Ilouk Law.

Super-salesman-
ship ($5) By Ar-

thur Newcomb.
Practical Course
in Personal Effi-

ciency ($5) By Ed-
ward Earle Purinton.

Money-Making Ac-
count System

($3.50) By Wesley W.
Ferrin.

Drawing. A r t

.

Cartooning Course
($5) By Charles I.ed-
ercr.

Name

Address

. Picture Tlay 10-20
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Learning Piano Is a PleasureWhenYou

Study My Way.

DR. QUINN AT HIS PIANO
From the Famous Sketch by Schneider, Exhibited at

the St. Louis Exposition.

I'll teach you in quarter the usual time because I make your

study interesting. I use scientific, time-saving methods which

cannot be obtained elsewhere because they are patented.

That my system is successful is proved
by the fact that-in 1891, when I first in-

troduced my original method, I was nearly

laughed out of' business—yet, now I have

far more .students than were ever before

taught by one man. Could I have over-

come this old-fogey prejudice and en-

larged my school every year for over

twentv-five years unless my teaching pos-

sessed REAL MERIT?
I'll teach you piano in quarter the usual

time and at 'quarter the usual c.iyense. To
persons who have not
previously heard of my "

method this may seem a
pretty bold statement.
But I have scores of
students and graduates
in every state; in the
Union who will gladly
testify to its accuracy,
investigate without cost

by sending for my free
booklet. "How to Learn
Piano or Organ."
My way of teaching

the piano or organ is en-
tirely different from all

others. Out of every
four hours of study, one
hour is spent entirely
away from the keyboard—learning something

Men and women who have failed by all

other methods have quickly and easily at-

tained success when studying with me. In all

essential ways you are in closer touch with
me than if you were studying by
oral method—yet my lessons cost you only 43
cents each—and they include all the many
recent developments in scientific teaching.
For the student of moderate means, this

method of studying is far superior to all

others; and even for the wealthiest student about Harmony and The
Laws of Music. I his is

an awful shock to most
teachers of the "old
school." who still think
that learning piano is

solely a problem of
"linger gymnastics."

My Course is endorsed by distinguished When you do go to

musicians, who would not recommend any
Course but the best. It is for beginners or
experienced players, old or young. You ad-
vance as rapidly or as slowly as you wish.
All necessary music is supplied without ex-
tra charge. A diploma is granted. Write to-
day, without cost or obligation, for 64-page
free booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ."

there is nothing better at any price. You
may be certain that your progress is at all

times in accord with the best musical thought
of the present day, and this makes all the
difference in the world.

FREE BOOK
HowTo

Learrv

Piaivo

'-'/--v -

FREE BOOK COUPON
QUINN CONSERVATORY, Studio J.W.

598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

Please send me, without cost or obliga-
tion, your free booklet, "How to Learn
Piano or Organ." and full particulars of
your Course and special reduced Tuition
offer.

Name .

.

Address

keyboard, you accom
plish twice as much,
because you understand
what you are doing.
Studying this way is a
pleasure. Within four
lessons I enable you to
play an interesting
piece not only in the
original key. but in all

other keys as well.
I make use of every

possible scientific help

—

many of which an' en-
tirely unknown to the
average teacher. My
patented invention, the
COLOROTONK, sweeps
away playing difficulties
that have troubled stu-
dents for generations.
By its use. Transposi-
tion—usually a "night-
mare" to students—be-
comes easy and fascinat-
ing. With my fifth les-
son I introduce another
important and exclusive
invention. QUINN-DI5X.
Quinn-Dex is a simple,
hand-operated moving
picture device, which
enables you to see,
right before your eyes,
every movement of my hands at the keyboard.
You actually sec the fingers more. Instead
of having to reproduce your teacher's Anger
movements from MEMORY—which cannot
be always accurate—you have the correct
models before you during every minute of
practice. The COLOROTONE and QUINN-
DEX save you months and years of wasted
effort. They can be obtained only from m,r,

and there is nothing else, anywhere, even
remotely like them.

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory of Music
Studio J.W. 598 Columbia Road. BOSTON, 25, MASS.

JUST WHAT YOU WANT

OR RANCH

ONLY
99 Cents

ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE MADE UPON NEW SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.
Positively such a good Telescope was never sold for this price before. Eastern Telescopes are
made by one of the largest manufacturers of telescopes in America; we control entire production;
measure closed 8 inches and open over 2V2 feet in 4 sections. They are nicely brass bound, with
scientifically ground lenses. Guaranteed by the maker. Every sojourner in the country or at the
seaside resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no farmer should be without
one. The scenery just now is beautiful. A Telescope will aid. you , in faking views. Objects are
brought to view with astonishing clearness. Sent by mail. or. express, -'safely packed, prepaid, for
only 99 cents. Our new Catalogue of Watches, -etc.,. sent with each order. This is a grand offer
and you should not miss it. We warrant each -telescope just as represented or money refunded.
Send 99 cerrts today." To dealers 6 for Four Dollars.

EASTERN NOVELTY CO., DEPT. 75. 172 E. 93d STREET, NEW YORK.

SELECT yourown sub-

ject—love, patriotism—

^

write what the heart dictates,

then submit your poem to us.

We write the music and guarantee pub-
lisher's acceptance. Our leading composer is

Mr. Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"
and others the sales of which ran into millions of copies. Send
as many poems as vou wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy—Quick.

CHESTER MUSIC C0J»^ssuVt^s Chicago, III.

TABLETS

Headaches
Neuralgias

Colds and La Grippe
Women's Aches and Ills

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains

Ask Your Druggist for A'K Tablets

(If he cannot supply you, write us)

Small Size

lOc
Fac-Simi!e

Dozen Size

25c
See Monogram Jj£ on the Genuine

The Antikamnia Remedy Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Write for Free Samples

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and

guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor ard Chief Composer is a

sons-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Mai! your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS

104 E Fitzgerald Bldg.. Broadway at Times Smart. NEW YORK-
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HELENE CHADW1CK - CLARA WILLIAMS - LOUISE FA7ENDA • RUTH ROLAND - RUTH STONEHOUSE • MAY ALLISON/*

In "The Wonder Book for Writers," which we will send to you ABSOLUTELY FREE, these famous Movie
Stars point out the easiest way to turn your ideas into stories and photoplays and become a successful writer.

Millions of People Can V/rite
Stories and Photoplays and

Dorit Know It/
THIS ia the startling assertion re-

cently made by E. B. Davison of
New York, one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonish-

ing statement true? Can it be possible
there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write,who reallycan and simply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think of

it,most anybody can tell a story. Why can't
most anybody write a story? Why is writ-
ing supposed to be a rare gift that few pos-
sess? Isn't this only another of the Mis-
taken Ideas the past has handed down to
us? Yesterday nobody dreamed man
could fly. To-day he dives like a swallow

ten thousand feet

above the earthand
laughs down at the
tiny mortal atoms
of his fellow-men
below! So Yester-
day's "impossibil-
ity" is a reality to-

day.

"The time will
come," writes the same
authority, "when mil-
lions of people will be
writers — there will be
countless thousands of
playrights, novelists,
scenario, magazine and
newspaper writers —
they are coming, com-
ing—a whole new world
of them!" And do you
know what these writ-
ers-to-be are doing
now? Why, they are
the men—armies of
them — young and
old, now doing mere
clerical work, in of-
fices, keeping books,
selling merchandise, or
even driving trucks,
running elevators,
street cars, waiting on
tables, working at bar-
ber chairs, following
the plow, or teaching
Bchools in the rural
districts; and women,
young and old, by
scores, now pounding
.typewriters, or stand-
ing hehind counters, or
running spindles in
factories, bending over

LETTERS LIKE THIS
ARE POURING IN

!

"1 wouldn't take a million dol-
lars for it. "--MARY WATSON.
Fairmont. W. Va.
"It Is worth its weight in gold."

-G. MOCKWITZ. New Castle.
Wash.
"Every obstacle that menaces

access can be mastered through
this simple bat thoroagh sys-
tem. "—MRS. OLIVE MICHAUX,
Chaeleroi, Pa.
"It contains a gold mine of

valuable suggestions. '

' -- LENA
BAILEY. Mt. Vernon. III.

' 'I can only say that I am amazed
that It is possible to set forth the
principles of short story and
photoplay writing In auch a clear,
concise manner." — GORDON
MATHEWS. Montreal. Can.

"'I received yonr Irving System
some time ago. It Is the moat
remarkable thing 1 have ever
Been. Mr. Irving certainly has
made story and play writing
amazingly simple and easy."

—

ALFRED HORTO. Niagara
Falls. N. Y.
" Of all the compositions I have

read on this subject, I find yours
the mOBt helpful to aspiring
authors." - HAZEL SIMPSON
N A Y LOR . Literary Editor,
Motion Picture Magazine.
"With this volume before him.

the veriest novice should bo able
to build stories or photoplays that
will find a ready market, ThcbeBt
treatise of its kind I have en-
countered in 24 years of news-
paper and literary work." —
H. PIERCE WELLER. Man-
aging Editor, The Bingeamp-
ton Press.
"When I first saw your ad I

was working in a shop for $30 a
week. Always having worked
with my hands, I doubted my
ability to make money with my
brain. So it was with much skep-
ticism that I sent for your Easy
Method of Writing When the
System arrived. I carefully stud-
ied it evenings after work. Within
a month I had completed two
plays, one of which Bold for $500,
the other for $460. I unhesitat-
ingly say that I owe It all to the
Irving System." —HELEN KIN-
DON. Atlantic City, N. X.

sewing machines, or doing housework. Yes

—

you may laugh — but these sirs The Writers of
Tomorrow.

For writing isn't only for geniuses as most people
think. Don't you believe the Creator gave you a story-
wriiing faculty just as He did the greatest writer?
Only maybe you are simply "bluffed" by the
thought that you "haven't the gift." Many peo-
ple are simply afraid to try. Or if they do try, and
their first efforts don't satisfy, they simply give up
in despair, and that ends it. They're through.
They never try again. Yet if, by some lucky
chance they had first learned the simple rules of
writing, and then given the imagination free rein,
they might have astonished the world!

BUT two things are essential in order to become
a writer. First, to learn the ordinary principles
of writing. Second, to learn to exercise your fac-

ulty of Thinking. Ey exercising a thing you develop
it. Your Imagination is something like your right
arm. The more you use it the stronger it gets.

The principles of writing are no more complex than
the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or any other
simple thing that anybody knows. Writers learn
to piece together a story as easily as a child sets up
a miniature house with his toy blocks. It is amaz-
ingly easy after the mind grasps the Bimple "know
how." A little study, a little patience, a little con-
fidence, and the thing that looks hard often turns
out to be just as easy as it seemed difficult.

Thousands of people imagine they need a fine
education in order to write. Nothing is farther
from the truth. Many of the greatest writers were
the poorest scholars. People rarely learn to write at
schools. They may get the principles there, but
they really learn io write from the great, wide, open,
boundless Book of Humanity! Yes, seething all

around you, every day, every hour, every minute,
in the whirling vortex—the flotsam and jetsam of

Life—even in your own home, at work or play, are
endless incidents for stories and plays—a wealth
of material, a world of things happening. Every
one of these has the seed of a story or play in it.

Think! If you went to a fire, or saw an accident,
you could come home and tell the folks all about it.

Unconsciously you v/ould describe it all very realis-

tically. And if somebody stood by and wrote down
exactly what you said, you might be amazed to find
your story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well, if Writing is as
simple as you say it is, why can't / learn to write?"
Who says you can't?

LISTEN! A wonderful FREE book has recently
• been written on this very subject—a book that
tells all about the Irving System—a Startling

New Easy Method of Writing Stories and Photo-
plays. This amazing book, called " The Wonder Book
for Writers," shows how easily stories and plays are
conceived, written, perfected, sold. How many
who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it

out. How the Scenario Kings and the Story Queens
live and work. How bright men and women, with-
out any special experience, learn to their own
amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish
brilliant plots for Plays and Stories. How one's

own Imagination may provide an endless gold*
mine of Ideas that bring Happy Success and
Handsome Cash Royalties. How new writers get
their names into print. How to tell if you ARE
a writer. How to develop your "story fancy,"
weave clever woid-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots. How your friends may be your
worst judges. How to avoid discouragement and
the pitfalls of Failure. How to WIN!

This surprising book is ABSOLUTELY FREE.
No charge. No obligation. YOUR copy is waiting
for you. Write for it NOW. GET IT. IT'S
YOURS. Then you can pour your whole soul into
this magic new enchantment that has come into
your life

—

story and play writing. The lure of it, the
love of it, the luxury of it will til your wasted hours
and dull moments with profit and pleasure. You
will have this noble, absorbing, money making new
profession! And all in your spare time, without
interfering with your regular job. Who says you
can't make "easy money" with your brain I

Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
cash! Who says you can't make your dreams
come true! Nobody knows—BUT THE BOOK
WILL TELL YOU.
So why waste any more time wondering, dream-

ing, waiting? Simply fill out the coupon below

—

you're not BUYING anything, you're getting it

ABSOLUTELY FREE. A book that may prove
the Book of Your Destiny. A Magic Book through
which men and women young and old may learn to
turn their spare hours into cash!

Get your letter in the mail before you sleep to-
night. Who knows—it may mean for you the
Dawn of a New To-morrow! Just address The
Authors' Press, Dept.lOO,Auburn, New York.

2&B00KFREE

s WRITERS'(

I THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Dept. 100 Auburn, N. T.

I Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE "Ths Wonder Book for
\ Writers." This does not obligate me in any way.

Name

City and Stat* .
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Want to Visit the Studio)
With the Most Famous

I

American Humorist?

H. C. WITWER

The newspapers
reported his dcalh in

July, but he denied the
report next day over
the telephone (not the
ouija board) and a few
days later he sent in

the next of his side-
splitting yarns about
"The Camembert Film
Company," which is

exhibiting exclusively
in PEOPLE'S.
Witwer is the high-

est-paid humorist in
America to-day. His
book of short stories
called "Baseball to
Boches" was the fun-
niest and most popular
war book ever written,
a d his new series of
short stories—on movie
maniacs this time—is

even funnier and of
special interest to all

who go to the movies.
Of course they will
appear in book form
later, at about $1.75
per, but vou can get
them now in PEOPLE'S
Favorite Magazine at
only 25c a copy.

Thenget People's Magazinefor October—on sale September

10—and turn to the love affair of "Old King Coal Oil."

You'llfind a dozen rapid-fire giggles and three or four
big laughs in everyfoot of it, and you will be laughing

with, and sometimes at, real movie folk and the stage

door hangers-on, for Witwer has been meddling with

the movies himselj lately and has run across some

rare characters in and about—especially about—
the studio.

Introducing Beatrice Charming
"Since I been tearin' off publicity for the Camembert Film

Company's collection of camera comets," Witwer confides in his

October story in People's, "I have met considerable rep-

resentatives of the speaker sex which was madly infatuated

with themselves and was there to tell the world what riots

they was. The boy screen dare-devils is not half as bad as

the girls—they're tivice as bad. Sweet Cookie! Was
boostin' yourself ice, them guys wouldst be the north pole!

"But Beatrice Charming copped the brown derby and
made all them other babies look modest, shy, and retiring

When it come to regardin' herself in a favorable light,

it was a case of love at first sight, and I'll say she was
head over heels! In her opinion, they had only been two
real actresses since Eve—herself and Sarah Bernhardt,

and Beatrice conceded Sarah second money."

Beatrice meets "Old King Coal Oil" through her press agent.

Read the rest of the yarn in the October People's,-
it's uproarious

—and, incidentally, if you don't already know why movie press

agents hate their job, you'll find out before you've finished the

story. With the rest of the series, to appear in later issues of Peo-
ple's, it will be one of the most amusing things of the year to talk

over with movie fans and friends.

But That's Not Ali-
as a

The Press Agent

People's Favorite Magazine
79 Seventh Avenue,

New York City.

25 cents a copy

A full year's subscription for $2
if you subscribe now.

A few of the other big features and famous contributors in the
October PEOPLE'S are: "George W. Perkins* Creed for a Rich Man,"

by Frederick Lawrence; "What It Means to be Broad," by
Dr. Frank Crane; "Plolytics," the first of Hugh Fullerton's
vivid stories of Chicago's Chinatown (they're as human and
real as Burke's great story on which "Broken Blossoms" was
founded); "If You're 70 Per Cent Well, You Are in Good
Health; But it Takes More Than That to Give You Pep,

"

an article by Dr. William Brady that is better than a doctor's

prescription, and that includes his famous eleven exercises for

acquiring health and personality; and "Getting Roosevelt to

Talk About Himself, " by Herman Hagedorn.

PEOPLE'S is the Livest General Magazine in America |
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. Composer will
write trie music—we'll
have complete son£

printed and copyrighted
inyourname. according to
our special plan.

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject

Edouard Hesselber^,,
Our leading Composer is a
world's famous pianist, ap-
pearing in concerts with
such celebrated sinfeers as
Sembrich, Nordica and de
Reszke. Amon| his great-
est son% successes are,

"IF I "WERE A ROSE"
of which a million copies
have been sold.

Don't Jet another day go
by vnLhout submitting a
poem to us. Do it today.

The Metropolitan Studios
Department 137

916 S. Mich. Ave.,Chica&o

arn*35*>100aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinat-
ing profession. Three
months' course covers all

branches

:

Motion Picture— Co mmercia
Cameras and Materials furnished free

Practical instruction : modern equipment. Day "or evening
classes: easy terms. The Schor.l of Recognized Superiority.
Call or write for complete catalng No. IS.

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. 505 State St.. Bklyn.

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big-. *Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
lue for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key
to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not
yoa are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel,
instructive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE !

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU, Sta. R, Jackson, Mich.

rprr diamondt Em RING OFFER
.Tost to advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds—The greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We will send absolutely
free this I4k gold f. ring, set with a l-2k
Hawaiian im. diamond— in beautiful ring
box postage paid. Pay postmaster S1.4S
C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only 10. 000 given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Send size of ringer.

KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 412
Masonic Temple Chicago

A Six Months' Subscription to

The Boys' Magazine lor Only 50 Cents!
By accepting this remarkable low price offer you

?ave 70 cents over the newsstand price as our .price
PER COPY is 20 cent*.
THE BOYS' MAGAZINE is the finest hoys' periodical

in America. Efch issue contains from 15 to 22 thrill-
ing short stories, from 3 to 4 splendid serial stories,
besides a wealth of special departments devoted to
Electricity. Mechanics, 'Wireless, Popular Science, Ath-
letics and Physical Training. Editorials. Stamp and
Coin Collecting. Review of New Boys' Books, MoTing
Picture Plays and Players. Stories by Boys. Debating,
Outdoor Sports, Amateur Photography, Talks with Par-
ents. Boys Who Are Winning Business Success, etc.,
etc. Besides all this we are now publishing, in each
issue, a large number of illustrated jokes drawn by
the best professional comic artists in America.
Send only 50 cents today (send stamps if more con-

venient) and we'll enter your subscription at once.
You are not taking the slightest chance AS WE

WILL RErVNTJ TOUR MONEY IMMEDIATELY
should you not be more than pleased with THE BOYS'
MAGAZINE. Our firm is incorporated for $200.000.00
under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania. Every
banker and publisher in America will tell vou we are
ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE.
So send along your subscription and if THE BOYS'

MAGAZINE doesn't far exceed your expectations we'll
refund your money promptly and without question.

Address Tbe Scotl F. Redfeld Co., Inc., 5033 Main St, Smetlport, Pa.

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE is on sale at all newsstands 20c a copy.

Learn music
WITHOUT

I
A TEACHER

New way. Any instrument you lik" now made easy.
Piano, Organ. Violin, Banjo, Mandolin. Cornet, Harp,

,
'Cello, "Ukelele. Saxophone. Piccolo, Clarinet, Flute,
Trombone, Tenor Banjo, Viola, Harmony and Compo-
sition. Hawaiian Steel Guitar, Guitar, or Singing, all
h.v note. Don't even need to know one note from an-
other to begin. Lessons by mail in simplified chart and
picture form take you step by step, and make every step
as simple and clear as A B C. Prepared by foremost
musicians. Over 250.000 people, from seven years old
to seventy, have learned tlirough these simple lessons.
Many have become teachers. This new method suc-
ceeds even after old methods of personal instruction
fail. Entire course on trial, you to be the judge and
jury: averages only a few cents a week if satisfied and
nothing whatever if not.

Free bock shows how simple and easy it is and gives
full information. Special introductory offer if you an-
swer at once. Write today, then judge for yourself. No
obligation. Instruments supplied when needed, cash
or credit. Address:

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
5310 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Easiest Shorthand
Learn in 5 evenings home
Study; lben acquire speed with
K. I. Short hand. Amazingly
simple, easy. Approved oy
experts. Write dictation, mes-
sases,ete., rapidly as spoken,
after brief, pleasant practice.
Favorite method for personal
use; make notes at lectures,
meetings: keep confidential

"

' iary. Used in Armv, Naw. courts, com-
mercial schools; b\ public and private stenographers, tenchera.
Slight cost. K. I. Shorthand-for bc=y people, including SOU.
Let us mail yfu Precf Lessons wiih Refund Guarantee and
Brochure FREE, postpaid. Address:
KING INSTITUTE. LL-151, Station F, NEW YORK CITY

nwBookletFRE
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200 -*

Yoa can cash io your "happy thoughts" and
earn big money right in your own heme in spare
time. Noprevlousexperieneenec«s»ary. Our
easy homo course turns oat more successful
scenario writers than
Write rww and cot by return mail FEES
valuable Information. Special Price and E
Chicago Photoplaywright Collage,Bo»

j

Booklet,
<i* Offer

Stronger, Clearer
Voice lor YOU!

Weakness,
huskiness
and harshness

banished. Your

This is done by
uchtinKer Method, t-n-

jy leading European
actors an i speake-s.

r mrn home Simple,
sueut exercises taken a few minutes
daily impart vigor to the vocal organs
and give a surpassing qua'ity to the
tones. Send for the facts and proofs.

Do You Stammer?
If you have any voice impediment
this method will help you. You need not
stammer or lisp— if you will follow our
instructions. Mail coupon for free book.

WRITE!
Send the coupon and get our
free book and literature. We will

tell you just what this method is. how it is

used and what it will do for you. No matter
how hopeless your case may seem the
Feuchtinger method will improve your voice
300 per cent. No olilijration on you if you
ask for this information. Wc gladly send it

, postage prepaid. Just mail the coupon.

Perfect Voice Institute

1922^unny5ide Ave. ChlCagO, IH.

Send me the book and facts about the
Feuchtinger Method. Have put X oppo-
site subjectjthat interests me most.

1 |
Singing; " Q Speaking

[~1 Stammering Lisping

Pay

The biggest men in industry are

depending more and more on books
—the experience and ideas of other

men—for the solution of their prob-

lems. Your problems — your biggest
problems—how to get a bigger salary—how
to earn more—can be solved the same way.

Listed beiow is a set of up-to-the-minute
books that will show you how to get more
money out of the work you are doing now,
or fit you to hold a big paying job in some
other line. Every page is the work of a rec-

ognized authority—every word is plain every
day English that anyone can understand.
Thousands of pictures, diagrams, etc., make
difficult points as simple as A, B. C. Over
1,000,000 volumes are in use.

-Raising Books
At Greatly Reduced Prices

Automobilo Engineering, 6 volumes. 2600 pages,
2000 pictures. Was $45.00. Now $29.80.

Carpsntry and Contracting, 5 volumes. 2136pages.
1000 pictures. Was $37.50. Now $24.80.

Civii Engineering. 9 volumes. 3900 pages, 3000 pic-

tures. Was $67.50. Now $39.80.

Accountancy and Business Management, 7

volumes, 3000 pages, 2000 pictures. Was $53.50

Now $29.80.

Fire Prevention and Insurance, 4 volumes, 1500

pages, 600 pictures. Was $30.00. Now $19.80.

Electrical Engineering, 8 volumes, 3800 pages,
3000 pictures. Was $60.00. Now $34.80.

Machine Shop Practice, 6 volumes. 2300 pages,
2500 pictures. Was $45.00. Now $29.80.

Steam and Gas Engineerine, 7 volumes, 3300

pages, 2500 pictures. Was $52.50. Now $29.80.

Telephony and Telegraphy, 4volumes. 1728pages,

2000 pictures. WasS30.00. Now $19.80.

Sanitation, Heating and Ventilating, 4 volumes,
1454 pages, 1400 pictures. Was $30.00. Now $18.80.

Drawing, 4 volumes, 1578 pages, 1000 pictures,

t>:ue-prints, etc. Was 830.00. Now 819.80.

Send No Money
Shipped for 7 Days' Trial
Write the name of the bocks yon want on the

coupon and mail it today. We will send any set you
select at once, express collect, and you can use
them just as if they were your own for a whole
week. If you decide you don't want to keep the

books send them back at our expense.

A Dime a Day
If you like the books, as thousands of other men

hare after examination, just send us S2.80. You
can send the balance of the special reduced price

the same way—S3.00 each month.
Step up to a better job with bigger pay. MA IL

THE COUPON NOW. It's your first step.

American TechnicalSociety
Chicago, U. S. A.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. X-837, Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send me set of..

for 7 DAYS' examination, shipping charges col-

lect I will examine the books thoroughly and. if

satisfied, will send $2.83 within seven days and $3

each month until I have paid the special price of

( If I decide not to keep the books I will re-

turn them at your expense within one week.

Name..

Address

Reference .

(Please fill out all lines)
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Why Do You Read a Movie Magazine?

\

I Because you want to know more

| about the great world of the screen.

You sit in the darkened theater, thrilled with excitement,

moved with deep feeling, or shaking with laughter, as. you
follow your favorite star through the adventures of the play.

And then, as you leave, comes the wish that you might

know more about the real person who created that marvelous

image on the screen, that you might come to know him

—

or her—intimately, as you know your own close friends.

Or, as you discuss the production, and questions begin to

arise as to how some of these marvelous effects shown were
produced, how some of the seemingly impossible feats were
performed, you are conscious of a longing to be taken behind

the scenes, to learn how it"s all done.

You see the announcements of the forthcoming produc-

tions in which your favorite stars are to appear, and you
wonder which ones are worth going to see, which ones you
can t afford to miss.

And it is because PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE
answers these desires of yours better than any other
publication that you are reading this very issue
Turn the pages and ask yourself if this is not so.

Did you ever come closer to a human being through a

word picture than in the article which Emma-Lindsay Squier
wrote about ZaSu Pitts—or the story on Nazimova in last

month's issue—a story, by the way, which the great star said

was the best one that had ever been written about her?
You wanted to be taken behind the scenes—well, here are

two trips: ''What Becomes of the Story*' and '"How a Movie
City Is Built."

But PICTURE-PLAY does even more.
It gives you, more than any publication, a wide variety

of subjects connected with the screen. It never fails to carry

something of value in pointing the way to the thousands who
wish some day to enter this great profession in some capacity.

It offers you the opportunity of contributing to the most
interesting and constructive department of ideas concerning
the screen that is to be found anywhere, a department called

'•What the Fans Think."

Herbert Howe, who is to conduct his own department, beginning in the November
issue. Photo by Hoover.

And it has still more things in store.

Among them will be Herbert Howe's own
department of chat and news, gathered in

and around Hollywood. If you read the

article, " Come-On-In," in our September
issue, you know how intimately Mr. Howe
knows the life of the film folk. His depart-

ment will reflect, in a bright and humorous
manner, the little inside happenings of the

colony. Watch for this new depart-
ment—you will be repaid for doing so.

There will also appear, in our next issue,

the first of a series of GREAT LOVE
STORIES OF FILMLAND, written by
Grace Kingsley. There is no one who
knows as many stars as intimately as Miss
Kingsley, and there is no one who can
write more truly, more sympathetically
about them, as you know if you have read
the many stories which she has written for

us—such, for example, as the one we
printed last month, in which Bebe Daniels
told about her first love affair—and her
second.

This series will begin with the romance
of Charles Ray and Clara Grant—a story
which never before has been told, and one
that will hold your interest from the first

word to the last.

To insure reading this great ro-

mance, and the others of the series

send your name and address to-day
with $2 for a full year's subscription.

Picture-Play Magazine
= Grace Kingsley and t Bryant Washburn family. The story of the Washburns' romance will appear as one of o *Vi A

her series of great love stories of filmland. • V oCVentll AvenUC) New York City §j
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Longest Credit

Get All Catalogs
Compare Choice— Prices—Terms
We urge you to look everywhere be-

fore buying new furniture. Hurry-up purchases
usually end in disappointment. We even advise against
buying now the splendid bed bargain shown here. First
get our catalog and see our whole department of beds in
wood, steel and brass. It's the best plan to see a plentiful
choice and get exactly what is likely to suit through years
of service. Prices can then be compared—as well as
terms. We ask only that you send for our book and lay
it side by side with all others.

10,000 Furniture Bargains In
Our Latest Free Book

The page size is unusually large so that all pictures
are shown big. A great many things, like carpets, linoleums,
blankets and comforters, are in actual colors. It not merely
brings all items of furniture, but also the every-day household
needs from cellar to garret.

You ought to have it, no matter where you finally buy.
With it comes a credit certificate opening your charge account.
There is never any need to ask for terms.

Our Credit Is Different
Compare It Anywhere

Our credit never allows embarrassment or disap-
pointment. Terms are so liberal that they scarcely admit of
comparison. We never ask for cash and do not want it. No
discount is allowed for cash. No red tape—no annoyance

—

110 collectors.

Famous Free Loan Offer
More Than a FREE Trial

When you wish to see anything in our Bargain
Book, you simply tell us so—just as you would ask us to
Bend the bed shown here. So we send your selection for a
month's Free Loan—not merely to look at, but to use as
if it were all bought and paid for.

If everything pleases you, spread the cost over the
longest time. Pay in small amounts, almost as you please.

One Dollar Brings Bed Therej^ no strings

Merely send one dollar deposit with your request. That's the way
with everything shown in our big free book.

White Enamel Steel Bed. Has continuous posts and
top rails IK inches thick. Five filling rods, % of an inch thick
mortised into top and bottom rails by latest interlocking device. The
patented corner lock for the side rails fits so firmly and bolted so rigidly

that can never sag or rattle. 49 inches high at head end, 32 inches high at
foot. 4 feet, 6 inches wide.

No. XB5434—Price $13.85.

Mail Penny Post Card for Free Bargain Book Showing:
Furniture
Carpeta
Rugs
Draperies
Silverware
Chinaware
Clocks

Lamps
Diamonds
Watches
Ranges
Stoves
Sewing
Machines

For Free Book Today
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TRUMP
ISUASO

TRUMP<ET
ISLANiD

ISLAND
This picture, the biggest in the history of Vitagraph, is a magnificent

and thrilling story of Jove and adventure, fashioned into form for the
screen from one of those delightful and inimitable stories of Gouverneur
Morris. The picturization was made by Lillian and George Randolph
Chester and the master hand of Tom Terriss directed its making on a
stage that had as its boundaries the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts.
Coupled with this effort to give it the very last touch* of realism

is an all-star' cast, months spent in the making of it and an expenditure
of more than a quarter of a million dollars. It is probably richer in

spectacular value than any story ever transferred to the moving film.

"Trumpet Island" tells the story of Richard Bedell, Eve le Merin-
court and Valinsky. the human derelict. Bedell goes through a period
of hardship and deprivation in which he can find neither work nor the

hand of good fellowship. He becomes bitter and discouraged. Eve
is taken from the quiet seclusion of a finishing school to wed a man
she loathes. Valinsky, with a perfected invention for airplanes and
starvation staring him in the face cannot find anyone who will con-
sider him seriously.

Thus these three travel the roads that Destiny has put them on

—

Bedell, the Stony Path seeking Success and Fame; Eve, the Road of

Roses with its thorns and Valinsky, the Road of Mud and Muck,
any windings and twistings these three

bringing happiness and content
to Eve and Bedell, while Death
looms for Valinsky at the end of
his journey.

Bedell's metropolitan orgies

—

his dissipations resulting from a

too-bountiful Luck and a hope-
less Love—his trip to Trumpet
Island to become a man once
more—Eve's fateful marriage

—

the airplane honeymoon — the
storm—the wreck—the meeting
which results in the strangest,
the most alluring love story ever
told—from this point on, sensa-
tional levels are touched in the
unfolding of the story of

T rumrjet Isiand.

TRUMPET ISLAND TRUMPET ISLAND
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A New Art
is calling to people who have ideas

Motion picture producers and stars are searching the country for

new workable story-ideas, for there's a famine in photoplays

which has now become acute. New writers—now unknown

—

must be developed soon. So this is a call to you to take up a

;

new profession and win a new success.

"Dototiie'a Nourse

Attributes her suc-
cess as photoplay
writer to the Palmer
Plan.

O OMEWHERE in America this yearO scores of new photoplayvyrights must

be developed, and your opportunity to

win success is as good as anyone's.

For literary ability is

not required—one need
never have written pre-

viously for any purpose
whatsoever.

Ideas about life, imag-
ination, and a willing-

ness to try are the sole

essentials.

Who hasn't thought

while viewing some pic-

ture, "I have a better

idea than that"? And
who hasn't had the

desire to try to write that better photo-

play?

The thing to do is act now—begin to-

day—learn how to put your ideas into

the proper form for presentation to pro-

ducers.

The Form's The Thing

NEXT to ideas, the most important

phase of this new art is the arrange-

ment of ideas. And that is what is now
being taught most successfully by cor-

respondence through the Palmer Plan

—

'taught to people who have never written

and who never thought that they could

write.

Note the pictures of men and women
on this page. Learn what they have
done. Only a few months ago they, too,

were novices like you. Only a few months
ago they, like you, became interested, and
sent us the same coupon that you can
send.

5000 New Photoplays

Are Needed

THE dearth of photoplays plots is an
actual one— 5000 new ideas are

needed. The great producers must have
many for immediate production.

For 20,000,000 people are attending mo-
tion picture theatres daily, and they don't

want the same plays twice. This, remem-
ber, is now the world's fourth largest

industry, and is still it's fastest growing
one.

Producers are paying from $250 to

$3000 for successful first attempts by un-

known writers. They must hold out these

G. Lerol Clarke

Formerly a minis-
ter. Sold 6rst pho-
toplay for $3,000.

inducements to get the stories, to develop
new writers into photoplaywrights.

On this great wave scores will rise to

new fame, and you may be one of them.
Don't think you may not be

—"what you
think, so you are," is a truth that all

should seriously ponder.

In addition to those whose pictures

are shown, the following novices have
lately won success under the Palmer Plan:

George Hughes, of Toronto, Canada;
Martha Lord, now staff writer for Clara

Kimball Young; Idyl

Shepard Way of Boston,

author of "Keep Him
Guessing" (Selznick) ;

Elizabeth Thacher of

Montana, author of

''Reforming Betty"
(Ince) ; James Ken-
drick of Texas, creator
of six stories since en-
rollment less than a year
ago; and Frances W.
Elijah, author of "Wa-
gered Love," recently

purchased by D. W. Griffith.

You have as good a chance as these

to succeed and sell your stories.

The Palmer Plan

THE Palmer Plan of Education in

Photoplay Writing teaches the tech-

nique of photoplay writing. It is indorsed

by the substantial men of the profession

because it represents their ideas of the

proper kind of training—and the training

of new writers, they plainly see, is the

industry's vital need.

So on our Advisory Council are such

famous producers as Cecil B. DeMille,
director-general of the Famous-Players
Lasky Corp., and Thos. H. Ince, head of

the renowned Thos. H. Ince Studios. Also
Lois Weber, noted di-

rector and producer,
and Rob Wagner, who
writes of the industry

in the Saturday Even-
ing Post.

Twelve other leading
men and women of the

profession contribute
lectures to the course.

And the best known
players of national rep-

utation who constantly
need new plays, un-
qualifiedly indorse this

Mrs. Caroline Sayre

She wrote""Live
Sparks" in which J.

Warren (Kerrigan
starred.

plan. It in-

cludes personal instruction and criticism

by experts in all departments of the art.

It is of university calibre in all respects.

It brings to you all the best experience
of the practical men of the profession.

From no other group can one learn so

much of the essentials of the art.

A Feature of This Course

THE Palmer Plan also includes a vital

aid to students—the Palmer Market-
ing Bureau, headed by Mrs. Kate Cor-
baley, acknowledged judge of stories and
author of photoplays for William Far-
num, Frank Keenan, Mr. and Mrs. Sid-

ney Drew and many other stars.

This is the bureau to which producers
come for photoplay-stories— the great
clearing house for idea-material for the

screen. Situated in Los Angeles, motion
picture capital of the world, and in con-

stant touch with the great studios, this

bureau helps to sell your work.

Scenarios are sub-

mitted in person by this

bureau direct to pro-

ducers, stars and edi-

tors. This is an exclu-

sive service available to

all Palmer students. .^^^k. k\

A Free Book \ ~/

Worth Your Reading

1_ . , Paul Schofield
F you are seriously A novice a year
interested, send for ago. Now earning

free book which explains $10,000 a year as a
.i • j . •] scenario writer,
the course in detail.

There is no obligation. Simply mail the

coupon and completely satisfy yourself.

The demand for new writers is enor-
mous, the field wide open, and the re-

wards greater and quicker than in any
calling we know. Mail the coupon now.
See what it brings to you. You'll be glad
you took this action.

|

J

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
Department of Education,

7551. W. Hellman Building,
Los Angeles, California.

I
Please send me, without obligation,

your new book, "The Secret of Success-
ful Photoplay Writing." Also "Proof

I Positive," containing Success Stories of
many Palmer members, etc.

Name

Address

City State
(All correspondence held strictly confidential)
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ZaSu Goes Home
Every one who ever dreamed of some day achieving fame and fortune has
thought, "And then wouldn't it be great to come back to the old home
town and hear what folks would say!" ZaSu Pitts did just that, and

this is the story of how the "old home town" received her.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

I WAS on my way. to Santa Cruz for a week's vacation. I

had changed cars from the- luxurious Limited to a funny
little jerkwater train that stopped amiably to let cows get

off the track and waited while drummers bade their small-town

sweethearts a lingering farewell. The conductor was a friendly

old man who knew most of the passengers by their first names,
and who paused at my seat to inquire hospitably if I was com-
fortable and if I liked the country.

"Goin' to Santa Cruz?" he asked conversationally, as the little

train trundled placidly ahead. "Nice town," he volunteered

;

"lots of celebrities come from there. ZaSu Pitts is there now
on a visit—she came up yesterday. She's a high-up fillum

actress now, and they do say she gets a whopping lot of

money "

I knew ZaSu Pitts, and
told the conductor so. He
seemed much impressed, and
when I told him the exact
figures of the salary that

ZaSu is to receive now that

she is to be starred he
blinked with amazement and
no little pride.

"I knowed she'd do some-
thing big," he assured me.
"She had it in her. Why, I

mind the day—it seems like

yesterday — when she
boarded this very train to

change cars for Los Angeles.
That was four years ago

—

just sixteen she was then

—

a little mite of a thing, with
big eyes and a little round
hat set up on top of her
head that was always sliding
over on one ear. She had on
a funny-looking suit, too,

with sleeves that were too
short, and her arms were
full of bundles that kept
dropping, first one and then
another.

"I mind that I set down
by her and she told me she
was goin' to be a fillum star.
Not a bit afraid—not her!
She wa'n't pretty, either, and
her arms and legs were aw-
ful long, but say, she
knowed she was goin' to
win out—and
she's done it ! ZaSu leanedover

"Yesterday the fence of her

she come old home. "I

back for the used to have such

first time pretty gar-

since she den," she said.

2PP

She was kept talk-

ing and laughing
every minute.

went away, and say, she cer-

tainly looked nice. And she

knowed me, too. Wasn't the

least bit stuck up—asked

about my wife and if our

old dog was still alive—not

a word about her being a

star or makin' loads of

money "

The train stopped with a

jerk.

"Cow on the track," ex-

plained the friendly con-

ductor, and hurried away to

assist Mrs. Cow to safety.

Santa Cruz, I found, was
a sleepy, early California

town set in a crescent

around the blue waters of

Monterey Bay. A town
with funny, old-fashioned

houses and a main street

where hitching posts still

survive and are used. Some-
how it seemed just the place

for ZaSu's home town and
was like her in many ways

;

unpretentious but whole-
some, possessed of a quaint,

distinctive charm, entirely

unsophisticated and per-

fectly contented with life.

I was registering at the

St. George Hotel, prepara-
tory to hunting up ZaSu,
when suddenly, at my elbow,

was ZaSu herself, her shade
hat over one ear—her hats

never do stay on straight—

a

brown braid of hair threat-
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"/ certainly gave you a splurge in the paper," said the editor.

ening to uncoil from around her ear, and her gray eyes look-

ing larger than ever against the creamy oval of her face.

"You're coming right up to my room," she announced,

taking the pen out of my hand. "I have twin beds in it, and

I was wondering how I was going to use them both unless I

took turns sleeping in each of them
"

It's perfectly useless to argue with ZaSu. I imagine casting

directors found that out when they tried to discourage her

from becoming a film star. Her wide, almost mournful, eyes

belie the iron will that is behind them. So, in a few minutes

more, my bags were deposited in her room, and we were chat-

tering away for dear life trying to tell each other everything

of interest in a single breath.

"I came up yesterday," ZaSu explained, as we curled up

on our respective twin beds. "This is my first vacation since

I started in pictures, and 'Roulie' and I"—Rouland is her

eldest brother
—"came up for a month. He is going to fish,

and I'm going to rest until time for my first picture under

my new contract.

"I've always dreamed of this," she sighed contentedly,

stretching out her long, slender arms ; "of coming back to my
home town—I lived here twelve years you

know, and went through high school ; and of

staying in the best room of the best hotel

in town

with a string of fish, which were cooked espe-

cially for us at lunch, with a celebrity-worship-

ing waitress attentively near. Afterward, ZaSu
volunteered to show me the sights of the town.

But it transpired that ZaSu herself was the

main sight of the day. Old-time friends way-
laid her at every step. She was kept talking

and laughing every minute. Well, if here

wasn't little ZaSu Pitts, home again! A real

star now, wasn't she—well, they always knew
she'd make the town famous—how was her ma,
and wouldn't she come around and see the folks

while she was in town? Then the questions

would begin. How did she like being a movie
star? How did it seem to be so famous? Did
the old town look about the same?
There was the groceiw man who hailed ZaSu

delightedly. He recalled the day, four years

ago, when she had come into his store to buy
currants. She was in a great hurry, and was
worried for fear she wouldn't have time to

make the currants into jelly before leaving for

Los Angeles to become a movie star.

Then there was the mistress of the dancing

school, who beamed as she told ZaSu she hadn't

changed a bit, and that she certainly used to

be an imp of Satan

!

"ZaSu was always up to some kind of mis-

chief," she told me. "A regular Topsy she was

There were hours of aimless but thrilling

conversation. Then came brother Roulie,

ZaSu's visit in-

cluded a call on

Mrs. Josephine
McCracken, Mary
Pickford's god-

mother.
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I remember the day when her teacher was going to

whip her, and she ran out of the building and down
the hill with the teacher after her—ZaSu was laugh-

ing, fit to kill, she thought it was the biggest joke in

the world.

"But bashful, say, she was the funniest girl—she

couldn't bear to have a boy near her. She used to

come to my dancing school, and if she could dance

with the girls she was all right, but let a boy try to

put his arm around her, and she'd wriggle away like

an eel.

"Even when she took the lead in the high-school

plays, she always tried to make them cut out the love

scenes. And once when a boy wanted to carry her

books home, ZaSu slammed them into his arms and
said, 'Oh, all right, come on'—and stalked ahead of

him, never letting him
catch up with her or

walk beside her."

We met the editor of

the evening paper, a

hard)7 old-timer who
had come across the

plains to Santa Cruz
with an ox team, and
who owns half the

town. He was a per-

fect type of editor of

the old school.

"ZaSu has certainly

made us proud of her !"

he boomed in his best

oratorical style. "I al-

ways expected it, too.

She took the lead in

school exhibitions ever
since she was a little

girl, and whenever she
came upon the stage,

you knew at once that
she was master of the
situation

!

'When they told me
about the big salary

you were to get from
now on, I didn't believe
it until I saw the con-
tract," he continued
apologetically, "but
when I did see it, I

certainly gave you a
splurge in the paper

!"

"You certainly did
!"

Friends stopped her at

every step. The lady hold-

ing theflowers was ZaSu's

school-teacher who chased

her down the hill.

agreed ZaSu grate-

fully, and I happen to

know that of all the

printed praise she has

ever received, that

item from her home-
town paper was near-

est and dearest to her

heart.

We walked up the

street to the Pitts

homestead, w here
ZaSu had spent her

childhood. It was a

white, frame house,

with bay windows,
and the yard was
overgrown with weeds
and unkempt grass.

ZaSu leaned over the

fence and regarded it

sadly.

''You'd never know
by the way it looks

now that I had one of

the prettiest gardens

in town," she sighed.

"Raising flowers was
my hobby, and I had
them in little beds, all

neatly arranged—one
of the neighbors used

to tease me by telling

me the yard looked

like a cemetery."
That night we went

to the movies, and the

proprietor of the the-

ater told ZaSu that he had booked every picture he could

find in which she appeared, even for the briefest moment.
When he advertised "The Little Princess," in which ZaSu
had her first big part, he had featured her name instead

of Mary Pickford's. Such is fame in one's home town.

We were two tired girls that night. ZaSu's progressive

welcome-home reception had been rather
A chat with the strenuous for both of us. As I watched
county sheriff. Continued on page 91

Photo by Hoover

ZaSu was just a small-town girl, who
was loved by friends and neighbors for

herself alone.



What Happens
to the Story

If you sold a scenario, here's

what would happen to it.

By
Hunt Stromberg

The court of last resort has to pass judgment on all sets.

THERE'S a crackling splatter of light across the screen, and you see

a giant tree struck by lightning, while the drums in the orchestra
rumble, and peas are rattled in a can to simulate rain.

"Gosh ! The)' can do anything in the movies now !" murmurs a man be-
hind you. "Must have taken months to catch that. How do they do it!"

That same remark applies to a lot of other things you see on the screen.

How do they catch a storm at sea, in which great liners are shown sweeping
up to the crest of a wave and then hurled to watery depths? How do they
go about making a picture, anyway—where do they begin ?

It's interesting to watch the progress of a scenario through the studio, just

Nature was denatarized here. Even bii> sets like these are used for but on>. tare.
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as engrossing as it is to step

behind the scenes and see how
nature is denaturized, so to

speak, and the fury of a storm
depicted right on the studio lot.

By visiting the Thomas H. Ince

studio recently I learned some-
thing about this mysterious

journey, and. incidentally,

about some of the tricks that

make picture-making what it is.

When a story is accepted for

production, twelve copies of the

continuity—the specially writ-

ten version of the story, in

which it is divided into scenes

—are made and distributed

among the departments con-

cerned in the making of the

picture. The heads of these

departments and their assist-

ants must become familiar with
it and its general requirements,
and everybody, regardless of
rank or office, is asked to sub-

mit ideas and suggestions to

the director assigned to the
picture. This is one reason why
the very best place to learn to

write for the screen is from a
The casting director then selects the players who

are to surround the star; sometimes two candidates,

possibly three or four, are chosen for every role, each
is tried out, and finally one is selected. Meanwhile the

director and his assistant, the technical and art direc-

tors, and the stage manager get together in the office

of the production manager to arrange a definite sched-
ule for the construction and placement of all sets for
the picture.

With this schedule completed, the art director makes

It would be impracticable to wreck an ocean liner, so miniature

models are used for shipwreck scenes.

Here's the cabin shown on the opposite page, plus a studio snowstorm.

job inside the studio. and submits to the director rough sketches for these

sets ; the director must stretch his imagination and make
sure that such sets are in strict accordance with the
action and ''atmosphere" of the story—every detail must
fit in perfectly with the general feeling of the story.

For example, when a recent picture of Enid Bennett's,

"The False Road," was in preparation, it was neces-

sary to get sun-baked lumber, and, in the studio, build

the "little cabin around the foothills" called for in the

story. Wintry scenery and a realistic snowstorm also

had to be created ; cotton batting, tinsel, bits of snow-
white paper, and a special fluid whose formula the
studios will not divulge, produced the proper effect.

Continued on pa^e 82



The Mutiny of the Elsinore
It took a desperate fight with a rebellious crew on the ship that carried his sweet-

heart to make Dick Sommers realize that he was "a real salt son of an old salt father."

-By Samuel Hartman

T OHN PIKE thoughtfully paced the clean, white,

1 moonlit deck of the Elsinore as she lay against

the dock in San Francisco. From somewhere

aft came the occasional light laughter of Margaret

West, where she and Dick Sommers sat in the shad-

ows. It was a wonderful night, the air wet with

the sea and the high sky clear with stars. Perhaps

the boy would come out all right, after all, was the

burden of John Pike's thought as he looked down
over the rail deep into darkened waters. If they could

only get him to sea on a long voy-

age with Margaret ! He smiled

sadly. He honestly wanted her to

have Dick if she loved him—but

he wanted the boy to be worthy.

He wanted Dick to be a man

—

his

kind of a man.
Slowly he sauntered to his cabin,

peeled off his coat, and with a full,

glowing pipe settled himself com-
fortably in his bunk for a quiet

hour of reading before he went to

sleep. Once he almost dozed off,

but jerked himself suddenly awake,
a trick acquired from the long
habit of a first mate's responsibility

at sea. The Elsinore gently snug-
gled in her berth as she settled with

the falling tide. The hawsers
creaked as they tightened and slackened on the friction-

polished hawser posts of the dock. Ferryboats all alight

slipped noiselessly back and forth across the bay—

a

sturdy tug whistled hoarsely as she lumbered toward
Oakland, lashed to the gloomy side of a great barge
loaded with freight cars. Then out of the distant noises

of the night came another noise, strange, different, close.

The noise of a stealthy tread, a metal click, a ghostly
shuffle, a dull, jarring thump—and then—a long pause.

Suddenly alert, John Pike stepped to the open door
of his cabin and listened. Then with a lunge he leaped

down the companionway and into the main cabin just

in time to see a man with a smoking gun as a shot

crashed out. And as he threw himself upon the man
with the gun he was dimly aware of the sinking figure

of Captain Sommers in an open doorway. Then came
the sound of running feet overhead—dully he regretted

that Jason West was so old, he would have been a great

help in his day—and he cursed softly because the big,

hard-fighting second mate had shore leave for the night.

But the man in his arms was a small one. He crushed
him easily, smashing his great fist repeatedly into the

lean, snarling face, and flung the frantically clinging

body free in order to meet unhindered the rush of the
other, who was big and powerful.
The watchman on the dock heard the shot and came

running, blowing his whistle as he came, and in less

than three minutes two husky policemen leaped over
the side and added a convincing finish to the battle.

"Oh, you rat!" said Tim O'Reilly of the dock squad
as he shook his victim between his two great hands.

"I've been lookin' for yuh, yuh one-eyed rat ! It's

murder and robbery both this time, and a thousand
years you'll get, and maybe a hangin', too!"

"The Mutiny

of the E/smore"

Written from the Metro picture which

was adapted from Jack London's novel

by the same title, and played by the

following cast:

John Pike Mitchell Lewis

Margaret West Helen Ferguson

Dick Sommers Casson Ferguson

The Rat William V. Mong
Captain Sommers . . . Nowal MacGregor

But John Pike turned away from
the scene of battle. The shot had
brought Margaret and Dick, and
they knelt at the side of the wounded
captain. Some one went for a doc-
tor, but it was useless, for Captain
Sommers was dying. John Pike
could see that as he bent gently over
him. His captain that he had sailed

the seas with for so many years

!

"It's all right, John," murmured
Captain Sommers with a little smile,

patting Margaret's hand. "You'll

sail the Elsinore with Jason West
and help take care of Margaret."

'

His fading glance traveled to the

grief-stricken face of his son for a

moment. "And the boy, John. Make
a man out of Dick. He's a good boy
—I think he means to be—but—but

somehow he's not the man I'd have
him. Not a sailorman, John.
Promise me you'll make—a—

a

sailorman out of " And Cap-
tain Sommers died with John Pike's

solemn promise in his heart.

It was a wild night in Frisco, the

night Dick Sommers was born. A
southeast gale lashed the coast with

the mightiest storm of the decade. In San Francisco

the twisting blow swept over the town with threaten-

ing fierceness, tumbling chimneys and shattering glass,

booming relentlessly along at ninety miles an hour.

In the saloons along the water front wise men of

the sea listened to the roar of the storm with no regret

that for the time theirs happened to be a land berth

during a lull between voyages. While the women of

the sea, those brave things who give up their men to

long uncertain voyages, the safety of whose loved ones

lies in the siren whimsies of the mighty ocean, they

huddled in their shabby little cottages with terror-

stricken eyes and forgot to pray.

One of these was Dick Sommers' mother, a young
girl facing the vast outer darkness that a life might

be, crouching in the shadows of death, with the din

of the storm in her soul and a desperate dread and fear

of the sea in her heart. A sad little sea-wife, only a

child whose sailorman had been six long, lonely months
from home. Month after month the girl-wife of Na-
thaniel Sommers had been pursued by that fear of the

sea, that fear and dread for her man, and now her

great hour had come, had come in his absence, in the

midst of a crashing storm. It was too much. The
battle of fear and the battle of life were too much for

her, and she slipped out on the ebb tide of the storm
with the tired sigh of a beaten angel, leaving a small

son for Nathaniel Sommers to father when he returned

from his voyage.

But if Nathaniel Sommers had transmitted the spirit

of the sea to his son Dick, there was little evidence of

it when the boy grew up. He hated the sea and the

ships of the sea. He hated the long voyages, monot-
onous and deadly. He hated the storm and the calm,
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the flapping of the sail and the dank, wet smell of a

brine-soaked deck. All those things that were the

breath of life to his sea-dog parent were distasteful to

him, and there came a time when years of growing
dread brought the conviction to the father's heart that

the son of Captain Sommers was a coward ! With kind-

ness and patience the old man tried to school his boy
to love the sea, without result. He had prospered, had
Captain Sommers. Together with his friend Jason
West, he owned and sailed the Elsinore, with which
they traveled the seas of the Orient and brought rich

cargoes into San Francisco. And foolishly and fondly
they planned for the children, for Jason West had a
daughter, a lovely dark-eyed thing who loved the sea

as much as Dick Sommers hated it. Dick almost loved
Margaret—all except that ! She almost lived on the
Elsinore with her father, hardly ever missed a voyage,
while Dick stayed ashore in idleness.

His father had plenty of money, he argued to him-
self. The old man went to sea because he loved it,

not because he had to. Why should he, Dick Sommers.
spend his life on the smelly old Elsinore in the sun and
rain and stuffy cabin when the luxury of his home
ashore was so alluring ! And so, stubbornly, he refused
to yield to the hopes and plans of his father—while the
bluff, kindly captain grieved over the son who was a
coward. A Sommers who was afraid of the sea ! His
own son, with the salt of the sea in his veins

!

But Dick was young, full of the zest of living. He
had his friends and his interests ashore. His habits and
associates had no approval in the eyes of Captain Som-
mers and Jason West. And John Pike, the privileged
first mate of the Elsinore, loving the boy as" he loved
the boy's father, tried with all his great, clumsy sin-
cerity to win Dick over to the love of the sea. For
not to love the sea was as much a crime in the sight of
John Pike as to lack devotion to Margaret West.
He had loved both Margaret and Dick as children.

He loved them both now, differently, even though he
would not admit it even to himself. But Margaret was
a live, flesh-and-blood woman, and John Pike looked
on her with great, sad eyes, for he knew that she was
not for him. And yet—he
was not so old! Old on
the sea, yes—but in age not
so old. Thirty-five is not
old—and yet it seems old
to one of twenty. But
there were times when
Margaret smiled up at him
in a certain way that made
him wish for ten lost years
back again—and there were
other times when he wished
he could make a man out
of Dick—a real man—

a

sailorman who would be
worthy of her.

In spite of life and death
ships must sail the seas,
and after Captain Sommers
had been buried, the Elsi-
nore was cargoed and
slipped her hawsers for
Hongkong.
Dick said

good-by t o
Margaret and
her father

with a clutch

of sadness in

his throat.

"I wish ye was goin' with us, boy," said the first

mate seriously.

"Not this time, John. Maybe in the spring," half

promised Dick.

And with the spring* came the return of the Elsinore

from an exceptionally successful voyage, but to the

disappointment of Margaret and John Pike, Dick made
no plans to sail with her when she was ready to go
to sea again. He had spent very little time with them
during their stay in port. Margaret was heart-broken

over his neglect, but John Pike was so busy with the

loading and the details of clearing, and was so taken
up with the difficulties of getting a crew, that he failed

to notice it. The crew problem had bothered him con-

siderably. His second mate had qualified for a first

mate's berth and had been taken on by another master,
and the motley crew that came aboard the Elsinore, sent

by a berthing agent, was quite the worst lot that had
ever manned her.

To make matters worse, when the second mate did
come aboard he was of the pattern of the rest. A
black-bearded fellow with a strange and sinister re-

semblance to some one that John Pike had known be-
fore but could not place.

Then in the midst of the thousand and one things to

be done on the morning of sailing, Margaret came
aboard in tears. She had expected Dick down to say
good-by, but he had sent her a little note of farewell

instead. This was too much for John Pike, and a

sudden righteous wrath arose within him. He knew
where the difficulty lay. It was another girl, that girl

he had heard about but hadn't considered because he
could not believe that any man in his right mind could
prefer any girl to Margaret. The young cub probably
was taking the other girl to lunch on the Elsinore's

sailing day, and John Pike strode forth in search of
the delinquent.

Seldom has an exclusive restaurant been the scene
of such an event as occurred upon the arrival of John
Pike. Dick was surprised and angry, but handled the
irate first mate with courtesy and courage. Baffled by
Dick's suavity and dignified attitude, angered by his

John Pike
looked on her

with great,

sad eyes, for

he knew that

she was not

for him.
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This was the signal for half a cioren of them to lean upon him.

calm and determined refusal to abandon his luncheon
and go to the ship, John Pike suddenly struck him with

his mighty fist and dragged him out of the place. Then
throwing the half-unconscious boy into a cab he drove
hurriedly to the dock. And when the Elsinore caught
the offshore breeze outside the Golden Gate and cast

off the tug that had towed her out, she started on her
long voyage with her young half owner a prisoner in

his cabin.

But Dick was nut the only passenger on the Elsinore,

for huddled in the starboard boat aft lay a small, wiry,

rat-faced man with one eye. And whenever there was
the sound of voices or footsteps that one eye he kept

glued to a small hole he had bored through the side

of the boat with his penknife. The rat-faced man had
a score to settle. It was not an old score, but it was
a big one. A pal had squealed and The Rat had suf-

fered, and whenever The Rat suffered, somebody
paid. It was rather a joke to The Rat that the trail

had led him the night before to the Elsinore. He would
have rather found its end on almost any other ship, for

he and this very same pal who had squealed had fizzled

a job on her less than a year before, and croaked an
old man in the process.

So from the very start of the voyage there was trou-

ble brewing on the Elsinore. To begin with there were
strange doings at night. Things were stolen from the

galley—food and trinkets belonging to the cook. Other
things about the ship began to be missed. It was re-

ported among the crew that a furtive figure haunted
the decks at night. There was a growing unrest and
continual bickerings. Several times John Pike had'

struck swift and sure in cases of impudence, a thing
he could not stand aboard his ship. And this but added
to the general dissatisfaction and uneasiness.

There were long days of sullen seasickness for Dick.

His pride had been hurt almost beyond repair, and even
the pleasing joy of Margaret at his presence on board
failed to ease the hurt. His young heart was full of
hate for John Pike, the big, brutal, crude sailor who
had so humiliated him. But Dick was not the only

one who had a grudge
against John Pike. There
was talk in the forecastle.

Veiled mutterings and
threats. Those who had
fallen under the mighty
fist of the first mate
waited for an opportunity.

It was generally under-
stood that the second
mate was with them. He
was said to have a right

fancy grudge of his own
over something in the

past. It was openly whis-
pered that he was going
under a name not his own,
that he had shipped
aboard with the intention

of getting even.

And on top of it all

Dick had thrown a cat

overboard ! That it was
a sick, mangy, sore-eyed
cat, and that Diclc con-

sidered his act a humane
one had nothing to do
with the case. No ship

can stand the misfortune

of having a cat thrown
over her rail. In the eyes

of a sailorman nothing can bring disaster to a ship

quicker. Bad luck was in the halyards, bad luck was
in the hold, and the cutthroat crew of the Elsinore was
spoiling for trouble.

Eventually when the seasickness wore off Dick Som-
mers began doing various odd jobs about the ship just

for the sake of something to do. His knowledge of

the ship was painfully slight, but he kept his eyes open

and learned many things. But he was still easily dis-

turbed by perilous situations. Time after time he had
tried to go aloft, but had to give it up because of the

sick dizziness which always seized him. Once it caught

him on the ratlines, and he nearly fell overboard, but

gradually he began to get the feel of the ship, and
Margaret was overjoyed at the change that began to

be in his manner. However, he avoided John Pike as

much as possible. He could not conceive of anything

that would enable him to forgive John Pike, and the

first mate knew it, so he watched the boy in silence and
noted with approval the things about the ship that Dick
was beginning to do of his own accord and interest.

But the turmoil that seethed just below the surface

was becoming more evident every day. John Pike knew
that trouble was coming, and his only hope was that he

could stave off an actual outbreak until they made port.

He might have been able to do this had it not been

that the Elsinore nosed her way into a terrific north-

easter. The barometer fell like a shot pigeon, and in

the last hour of the dog watch all hands were called

to reef her down to her poles. It was in the midst of

this operation, extremely dangerous in a driving gale

with sheets of rain slashing through the rigging, that

The Rat emerged from his hiding place. With a heavy

sea running and dangerous work to be done it would
be easy to get his man and leave the impression that

the victim had been swept overboard.

This very same idea filled the minds of the second

mate and several of the crew. Now was the time to

get John Pike! But John Pike was not to be trifled

with. The second mate returned an impudent answer
Continued on page 92
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You Ought

To Go Into the

Movies!

Here are eight good reasons why.

We'd like to announce publicly that Breezy Eason, Jr., has

a Boy Scout turn of mind and considers that day lost on which
he doesn't live up to the exhortation on this waste receptacle and
so register his good deed for that twenty-four hours. But alas!

The painful truth is that he's standing there not to show that

he backs up the slogan, but merely to see if the rest of the kids

know where he's hiding—and as an embodiment of the reason

why half the children in the country long to go into the movies.

Nor do we blame them, when a studio lot offers so many oppor-

tunities for having a riotous good time.

Don't you wish you'd been asked to Tom Mix's birthday party?

Everybody on the Fox lot was, but they all had to come dressed

as youngsters. In the front row, center, we have Tom, of course;

at his right sits Francelia Billington. whom you'll remember as

the wife in ""Blind Husbands,'' and on his left—next the heart.

you know—is his own wife. Parties

like this are another reason why cast-

ing directors are popular with those

who are on the outside of the studio

lonaing to get in.
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You remember the Selig zoo—who could forget those thriiling
animal pictures that used to tear us from hearth and home even
when we didn't have seventeen-reel feature productions that cost mil-
lions and millions of dollars, as we do now, more or less? Well,
ii you were in the movies, as little Mary Anderson is, you could'
walk right in at the elephant-guarded gate and see the famous spot
for yourself.

Above we have Corinne Griffith showing what a dif-

ference a wig can make in a girl. Now, we can't imagine
Corinne's tiring of her own reflection—but wouldn't it be
nice to experiment with different-colored tresses in pic-

tures like "The Whisper Market" and then let the change
be permanent if it was becoming and themirror's tale grew
monotonous? But, of course, they do try on wigs even
outside of the movies.

If you like to put wet sponges in people's beds, or

send a man to call on another man. telling him the man
was deaf, after you've already told the second man that

the caller was deaf, when neither of them is—if that

style of humor appeals to you, -the movies would offer

you many a golden opportunity. Mary Thurman's not

afraid of snakes; she just runs when she sees one

—

you know how it is. So somebody arranged this

would-be boa constrictor for her. We're glad to report

that Mary saw through the joke right away, however.



You Ought to Go Into the Movies

Here's Corinne Griffith giving another reason

why those who tire of their own crowns of

glory should go into the movies. In real life,

if you decided to wear a wig you"d have to

stick to it forever and ever. But Corinne can

change as often as she likes. So in "Bab's

Candidate" she wore her own hair. And,
while we don't want to intrude or anything of

the sort—we wish she'd leave the wigs to other

people in future.

Here, perhaps, is one of the very best rea-

sons for wanting to earn one's living in front

of the camera—it enables people to buy things

like this superautomobile that Fatty Ar-
buckle's rolling around Los Angeles in. The
description of the car is simply overwhelming.
It cost, we are told, twenty-five thousand seven
hundred dollars; it has special wheels and
tires such as are used on trucks; it is equipped
with cigar lighters and a cellarette. It was
specially designed, took months 1o build, and
nobody knows how fast it can go, though the

motor cops in the vicinity of Los Angeles are

hoping Fatty will let 'er out some day. As for

the size of the monster—well, you can see that

the photographer couldn't get both car and
owner into the picture!

But here we have the real Fatty, in a car that lives up to his

reputation as a fun maker instead of a money maker. Can you
imagine anybody pulling real rough stuff in the baby Pullman
above? Neither can we. But in this one—well, the possibilities

are infinite. We'd try to get a job as extra ourselves if it meant
that we could buy a car like this.



She's a genuine Parisienne.

THE place was Hollywood—but the atmos-
phere was Paris. The chief character in

the plot was Beatrice la Plante, Pathe's i

newly discovered comedienne. I was at once the |
audience, the critic, and the supporting* cast. The
properties were a bed and a bottle.

Beatrice lives in one of those quaint little apart-

ment houses which consist of a number of suites

arranged about and opening upon a flower-decked
patio. I located her door, knocked, and in a

moment was hearkening to a soft voice that bade
me enter. I obeyed and found myself in a large,

shadowy room, in the middle of which stood prop
number one, a bed, and in the middle of the bed,

buried beneath mountainous quilts, lay the chief

character, Miss La Plante. About her head was
a bandage. From beneath it one of the largest

brown eyes in the world was watching me;
the other was hidden from view by a volu-

minous bandage. For a moment I stood
there, a little awkward in the face of this

unusual and unexpected situation, while
she coolly appraised me. Then she spoke
again, in that soft, slightly husky voice,

with a queer little accent, which I won't
attempt to reproduce, breaking persistently

into every sentence.

"You are nice," she said calmly. "You
may sit on the bed."

I suppose I should have hesitated, but I didn't.

Perhaps I was afraid she would change her mind.
Be that as it may, I did sit down—on the bed—and
was soon listening sympathetically to a torrential tale

of woe, for the charming young Frenchwoman had a

severe case of Klieg eye—the studio name for the painful
inflammation caused by working under the strong studio lights

"Poor me!" she groaned softly, her hand pressed to her forehead.

A Bed, a Bottle, and
She yearns for emotional roles while she

By Helen
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"My head is killing me!" There followed an interval

of silence while she rubbed her forehead. Then
"This hot bottle!" There was a tremendous up-

heaval of bedclothing, while she shifted the unseen but

obvious "hot bottle," prop number two, which I de-

cided was none other than what is known in common
American as a "hot-water bottle." When she had ar-

ranged herself she turned to me once more.
"You have come to get acquainted, eh?" she inquired,

fixing her great eye upon me. I made it evident that

I had.

"Then I shall tell you all about me," she offered

pleasantly.

Beatrice is nothing if not naive, with that naivete

which only a genuine Parisienne can achieve. We
should call it frankness in this country, and if we wer>°

inclined to be spiteful, conceit.

"I have come to this country two
years ago," she began, "and to make

a career has been
my one idea. But
careers are man}',

and a woman's
mind is hard to

decide! I

travel about
for a year
or more

searching that

the right thing may
come. To no good—

until I reach Los Angeles.
And who has come to Los

Angeles who has not tried
this picture game? You

should believe me, I am no dif-
ferent than they. I leave my
name with a—what you call it?

Agency ? Yes ! And in one I

am fixed! I am the cast of
'Rose of the West,' with
Madlaine Traverse." She
paused a moment to

regard me with her
lone brown eye,
frankly expect-
ant of admira-

tion. I smiled

"And me— / ride

on a barrel!"

encouragingly.
She went on to

tell me of her
immediate engage-

ment, after the com-



Beatrice
nurses a Klieg eye.

Ogden

pletion of "Rose of the West,"

as a member of the cast of

"Dangerous Waters," a Wil-

liam Desmond picture. The
remarkable thing about all this

is that she had had no previous

stage or screen experience. But
though she is delightfully

pleased with her cleverness,

Beatrice by no means overlooks

her faults. She bewailed her

appearance in "Dangerous
Waters," with a horrible frank-

ness.

"I was what you call 'punk.'

Do not mention that 'Danger-

ous Waters,' I implore you !"

But later came the female
lead with Havakawa in "The
Beggar Prince," in which her
vivid, delightfully "different"

personality quite captivated

both fan and producer. She
was next featured in the

Youngdeer production, "The
Stranger," and then offered a

three-year contract to make
comedies with Pathe. It was
all accomplished in eight

months, a record that is almost
phenomenal in the screen
world. But still she is not sat-

isfied.

In "The Beggar

Prince" she had

a part she liked. Photo by Hoover

good.

Beatrice has a "different" personality.

faint smile erased

in you, haven't

'Stupid that they were!" She turned indignantly upon me.

"In the first place they tell me, this Pathe, that my name is no

I must change. It is hard to say and remember! I

say 'No,' I will not change. Tell me, what on the world

the matter with my name?"
"It is charming," I murmured.
Her great eye widened, and a

the wrathful curve of her lips.

"You have a little French

vou ?"

I made a reluctant denial—and she promptly

forgot me and returned to her woes.

"No. no! I do not want comedies! I could

cry ! I want to do emotion. When I see Gloria

Swanson up there on the screen in 'Why Change

Your Wife?' the tears all come because I can-

not yet do that. That fight with Bebe

Daniels! It is wonderful! And me—

I

'.: ride on a barrel and go to bed with hot

bottles and Klieg eye
!"

She shrugged her shoulders as though

to say, "What's the use?"



"Gloria !" she cried, in a voice that you promptly
wished you could hear again.

"Agnes \" cried that gorgeously gowned young
person, hopping across the floor in her stocking feet.

And then they embraced and kissed and embraced
again, and finally settled down on the little bench
beside me, and the newcomer was introduced as

Agnes Ayres.
"And just think—we haven't seen each other for

years—not since we both played small parts at Es-
sanay, in Chicago !" Gloria told me. "And now here
we are ! Do tell me all about what you've been
doing; of course, I've seen notices about your work,
and some of your pictures—but tell me everything

right from the beginning."

Photo by Abbe She 's signed up for stardom now.

Photo by Lumiere

Agnes—and a Bag of Peppermints

Agnes Ayres is as quaint and old-

fashioned as her favorite sweet.

By Selma<»Howe

ONE day last winter I was in a little, New York shoe
shop on Sixth Avenue, where the elevated railway
shrieks and rumbles high overhead and the taxi

drivers in the street below dodge the pillars that uphold
that strange structure. Few persons knew about the shop
in question, and most of those who did were members of
the theatrical profession—for it was one of the few shops
in this country which, at that time, sold the short-vamped
French pumps, and everybody was afraid that if the whole
town knew of its existence the price would go up and the

supply would go down.
But Gloria Swanson, straight out of the West, knew

all about it.

"It's on Sixth Street and Fiftieth Avenue," she calmly

announced to our taxi driver, reversing her directions and
thus upsetting his equilibrium ; being a stranger in town
little things like streets and avenues meant less than noth-

ing to her. But finally we arrived, and just as Gloria

was trying on her 'steenth pair of shoes, and deciding that

she would have two bows instead of one, in walked a girl

—a girl with sea-blue eyes and hair the color of bright

new pennies.
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"Well," replied Agnes, ''that's a big

order, but I'll try. I guess that what
I've liked best was the series of

O. Henry stories I did for Yitagraph
—I was The Girl in them, you know

—

I did twenty of them, and it was a

wonderful experience.. I was under
contract with Yitagraph for two years.

And I supported Marjorie Rambeau
and Nance O'Xeil—you know how I

always wanted to go on the stage, and
used to beg to make personal appear-
ances where my pictures were shown

!

W ell, I kept that up here in Xew York,
too; everybody else thought I was
simply crazy, but I didn't care; I'd go
ro little theaters everywhere, and take
mother along to sit in the back and

'

tell me if she could hear me. The first

few times she said it sounded as if

a mouse might be squeaking some-
where. But I wouldn't give up. Then,
pretty soon she said she could hear, and
finally she said, Tor pity's sake. Agnes,
put on the soft pedal ; you're beginning
to sound like a Kansas cvclone.'

"

She paused to laugh at her own ef-

forts, and Gloria laughed with her.

"\Ye used to have such fun," she
confided to me. "Agnes and I would
go off in a corner at Essanay and eat

candy and talk about our ambitions
and make plans

"

"And that reminds me—I've got some
candy right here," Agnes cut in. rum-
maging in her muff. I expected French
bonbons at least, but she produced a

bag of old-fashioned peppermints.
And she makes you think of that

delicious, old-fashioned candy; she's

just as wholesome and unassuming as

it is; not a frill or an affectation about
her.

She did twenty of the O Henry stories

before the camera.

Photo bj Koehce

A girl with sea-blue eves and hair the color of

bright new pennies.

Xot long after that shoe-store meeting.

Gloria Swanson went back to the coast to

begin another De Mille picture, and Agnes

went with her, to play the lead in a Lasky
production. "Held by the Enemy." That

was the last of her free-lancing, for another

producer, Al Kaufman, liked her work so

well that he signed her up for stardom with

a two year contract.

I saw her the other day in Hollywood,
and as I crossed the hotel dining room to

her table I wondered a little, foolishly ; won-
dered if she'd have changed much, or if she'd

be as sweet and unassuming as she had been
that day in Xew York. But I needn't have

;

she was as natural as ever.
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He May Not Be a Genius, But—
His salary is seventy-five times what it was three years ago. And here's the story of how he did it.

By John Addison Elliott

IIIIIIIMIIIIM^

THERE is no
field of hu-

man endeavor

which can compete
with the motion-pic-

ture industry in point-

ing the way to suc-

cess—by means of

endless examples—to

every ambitious man
and woman, boy and
girl.

Take the career of
almost any of the big

stars, they are. almost

like fairy tales in

i "Yes, of course
!"

you exclaim. "But
what Charlie Chaplin
did, for example, isn't

any guide for me.
He's a genius."

.
Quite right. And so

I shan't talk about
Charlie or Mary or
Nazimova — but I

shall pick at random
a man who perhaps
isn't a genius, and
whose achievement in

motion pictures is, for
that reason, a better

one by which to prove
my point.

About three years
ago Chester Bennet
was graduated in law
from Leland Stan-
ford University. He
went to Los Angeles
and hung out his

shingle. A few cli-

ents responded. Some
were from the movie
colony out Hollywood
way, and they sought
advice as to the legal

way of breaking un-
just contracts which
awarded them only
five hundred a week
for their services
when they were worth
a thousand. Instead
of giving them advice,

Attorney Bennet took a tip from them. He applied for
a job at Universal City and got one as assistant camera
man at ten dollars a week. The next morning, after
obtaining this lucrative position, he took down the
shingle. Stepping into his motor, he said to the
chauffeur

:

"To the studio, James."

He will direct Antonio Moreno when the famous serial star returns to features

His employers were
amazed to behold
their new assistant

camera man arrive in

an automobile. But it

happened that Mr.
Bennet had a little

bank roll already, and
as he was confident

that it would be in-

creased soon, he in-

tended to live as be-

fitted his future posi-

tion.

An assistant camera
man is the lowliest of
all people in the

movie domain. He is

simply a dog-robber
or striker for the

camera man. His la-

bors for art consist

mainly of carrying the

camera tripod and of
holding up the focus
board when the
camera man gives the

word. But he has a

chance to observe and
to learn.

At that time Ruth
Stonehouse was di-

recting two-reel com-
edies at Universal.
As she also starred in

her productions, she

felt that she needed
an assistant to relieve

her of some of the

burden. She liked

the looks of ex-Attor-

Bennet, so she

him as as-

sistant director. Later
she discovered that

Mr. Bennet had a

good camera counte-

nance, whereupon she

made him her leading

man. Determined to

know every angle of

the business and to be

as thorough in his

study of it as he had
been of law, the

for a position in the

where all the business

ney
engaged

young lawyer s next move was
production office of the studio,

pertaining to the manufacture of pictures is transacted.

Then he made an important decision. He determined
that directing was the best road to fortune. Again he
became an assistant to the megaphone shouter, who,

Continued on page 88



San Francisco settings are often demanded by the authors. In "The Cradle of Courage" Bill Hart was called upon

to take the part of a San Francisco policeman.

BECAUSE ocean liners do not dock at Los Angeles,

because the Los Angeles Chinatown is unpictur-

esquely Occidental, and because the business

section of Los Angeles is a poor hand at disguising itself

to look like New York—these are a few of the reasons

why many a film star is becoming quite as much at

home in San Francisco as on his native heath of Holly-

wood and why it's a dull day when a motion-picture

camera isn't clicking somewhere about the city on the

bay.

It used to be that when a script called for China-

town locations the studio carpenter did it with his little

hammer; ran up a few dingy fronts, hung a few lan-

terns on the balconies, and let it go at that. Nowadays
when Shifty Pete and One-eyed Mike seek their favor-

ite opium joint to plot for a reel or so, they sneak fur-

tively down a real Chinatown alley, encounter a few
real Chinamen in their usual walks of life—if the direc-

tor is lucky—and slide through a door that is probably
as innocent as a cafeteria, but needs no make-up to

look wicked.

Chinatown and the water front are the two big rea-

sons why San Francisco is coming to play a star part
in the films. They are a fertile field for the picturesque,

and their possibilities are, as yet, only beginning to be
developed.

"Shooting in Chinatown" is an occupation that is

fairly sure to be productive of interest. The difficulty

lies in the fact that if you happen to want a Chinaman
in the scene to add a bit of atmosphere, he is as elusive

as a dollar bill ; whereas, if you don't want him, he is

3PP

quite likely to become so numerous and attentive in his

perfectly innocent interest in what is going on that he
walks straight over the camera.

For example, a brief while ago Wallace Worsley,

Goldwyn director, was in San Francisco with a com-
pany, gathering footage for "The Penalty," the Gouver-
neur Morris story, which demands a strong flavor of

underworld atmosphere. Just to help things along, he
decided to get a few shots of Chinese inhabitants hur-

rying down a particularly picturesque alley. Knowing
that if he set up his camera in the open that alley would
instantly become as deserted as an alley can be, he
plotted a plot.

Cameras and camera men were carefully hidden

where they commanded the desired view. At the cru-

cial moment, two plainclothes men of the Chinatown
squad, all too well known to every Chinaman in San
Francisco, strolled along the street. Suddenly two offi-

cers in uniform dashed around the corner, seized the

strolling detectives and a beautifully staged battle en-

sued. Aroused by the astonishing- spectacle of police-

man fighting policeman, every Chinaman for blocks

around shut up shop and came to the party, while

the hidden cameras were busily registering a mob scene

that no studio performance could equal.

But when you don't want Chinamen, and they insist

on coming, that's different. Director Worsley says so.

He got all he wanted one afternoon when he was after

another scene.

The scene was a simple one. Certain men, lounging

on a street corner, were suddenly to snatch off their



44 San Francisco on the Screen

Only in San
Francisco can
the real China-
town settings

be obtained.

straw hats, put on caps, and run down
the street. The signal was to be a blast

on a police whistle.

Everything would have been quite

serene except for the unconsidered fact

that San Francisco's Chinatown knows
ia police whistle when it hears it and wakes from a
siesta to see what the trouble is.

The scene was started according to schedule. The
cameras were placed in a truck, the actors were located.

Across the street and safely outside of the. picture an
artist had set up her easel and was sketching a bit of

Chinatown. Everything was as peaceful as a summer
day.

"Toot !" went the whistle. The men yanked their

hats and grabbed for their caps. Then one million

Chinamen arrived. Worsley says there were at least

that many. He knows that fully that number walked
over him. Chinamen poured out of every door, every
alley entrance, every window, every crack, and appar-
ently sprang up out of the pavement. The artist and
her easel went down under. the stampede, the trucks

were surrounded, and before the echoes of the whistle

had died away, the street was packed with inquisitive

Orientals. It took many minutes to rescue the cameras
and the actors from the crowding spectators.

Chinatown, of course, is only one sought-after fea-

ture of San Francisco. The water front with its miles

of dockage, where anything from a tug to an ocean
liner may be found, is a story in itself. San Francisco's

famous Barbary Coast with such locations as the Thaliy
dance hall, familiar to many a slumming party, gets

into the pictures again and again. Instead of repro-

ducing the Thalia in a studio scene, a Goldwyn director

brought a big company north not long ago for half a
dozen scenes in the real location.

Does a script call for a glimpse of a metropolitan
business district? Los Angeles has big buildings, but

the skyline is broken by many low roofs. New York

and Chicago are far away,
but Montgomery Street can
double for New York any day
in the week, providing due
care is taken as to details,

such as planting a property
subway kiosk or the like.

Many a film fan—yes, even
many a New Yorker—has
looked undisturbed at a bit of
San Francisco and never
dreamed that he was seeing

anything west of the Missis-

sippi.

Even so small a thing as a
cable slot helps. There are

times when overhead trolley

wires simply won't do; Mr.
and Mrs. Audience are too
wise. Very well, San Fran-
cisco offers many a street

with perfectly satisfactory

cable-car tracks.

Goldwyn companies are not

Continued on page 84
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There's Nothing to Write About Me," Said Claire
But the interviewer found a number of things which couldn't fail to

interest any one who had caught a glimpse of the picture above.

By Edna Foley

SHE never uses make-up off the job.

One of her favorite pets is a mouse.
She has a special musician of her own, who is

always with her.

And yet Claire Adams insists that she's just a per-
fectly ordinary person ; that there's nothing unusual
about her, and therefor^ nothing to write about.

"How about this?" I demanded, holding out a list

of her picture performances.
" 'Spirit of the Red Cross,' 'End of the Road,' and

'Lord Jim," for Betzwood, 'The Invisible Bond' for

Paramount, 'Desert of Wheat,' and some roles oppo-
site H. B. Warner." She read my list and handed it

back with a little smile.

"Lots of people have done more than that." she com-
mented. However, here are the reasons why I think
she's wrong about not being interesting:

She was born in Winnipeg, Canada. She was edu-
cated in Calgary and London, and has lived in Toronto
and New York, which certainly paints in an interesting

background for her present life. She's a true Canadian
;

loves cold weather and all sorts of winter sports, and
has the snapping black eyes and very black hair which
distinguish so many of our northern neighbors.
As for not using make-up, she doesn't need any, and

is sensible enough to know it. When you meet her
away from the studio you almost wish she'd stay there,

because she's so pretty "as is."

Her own musician is Tina Marinelli, a violinist.

"Nearly all studios furnish music for the players

during big s -enes," Miss Adams told me. "But some-
how I don't always seem to be able to work with the

musicians they provide. Tina always knows exactly

what to play for me, because she knows me so well

—

so I take her along with me."
And Tina has played to good purpose, as you will

agree if you saw Claire Adams in "Riders of the Dawn"
and "The Dwelling Place of Light." Incidentally, the

little Canadian can claim musical honors for herself,

for she's quite an organist, and between scenes of "The
Money Changers"—the Hampton picture in which she's

recently been working—her fellow players would call

off the regular musicians and urge her to play for them.

"So you see, there's nothing interesting to tell about

me," she remarked, when I'd gleaned the above facts

and retired to the background while she played for the

rest of the company.
If you agree with her it's my fault, however ; in

reality she's one of the most interesting people I've met
recentlv.
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"Of course, I

did," she answered,

Husband, Wife, and Company
Florence Vidor feels that it's the best firm in the world.

By Jane McNaughton Baxter
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her brown eyes very earnest. "I never thought of
doing anything else. My own was Florence Arto,
but I don't believe many people know it. You see,
I—well, I like the thing it stands for in my life

to use my husband's name in my work."
Nobody could possibly doubt her sincer-

ity
; I doubt whether Florence Vidor could

pose if she wanted to. She's one of these
beautiful women whose character is so
apparent that you hardly realize her
beauty. She has wonderful dark eyes,

lovely coloring, and pretty features, but
you keep translating her into what she

Wk reminds you of; a quaint, ringleted girl
' v of long ago, in tulip skirts, treading the

.Oj stately mazes of a minuet, or a gray
*L gull winging its way across a luminous

twilight sky. You think of her

\ serenity, her deep, still calm, her
"\ charm, and almost forget that she
\ is beautiful.

"You see, we're a firm as
well as a family," she told
me that afternoon, in her

little ivory-tinted dressing
room at her husband's

studio. "There's
King Vidor and
Florence Vidor,"
she checked them
off on her slim fin-

gers, with a little

iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiimiiimmiiiiiiiimiiiiiimm

FLORENCE VIDOR and I were discuss-

ing intermittent matrimony as it's

practiced by a good many professional

women nowadays. She didn't believe in it.

and I—well, I was on the fence until I'd

talked with her a while. Now I'm a convert

to her ideas on the subject.

"The women who keep their own names
and homes and just see their husbands by

special arrangement insist that it's the

only way to keep marriage from get-

ting monotonous," I explained, trying
to remember all the arguments I'd

heard at a luncheon that noon.
"They say it's the only way to be
happy though married. Of course,
I know that not many go to that

extreme ; that most of them
have the same home, but have
grown away from the idea
of always having at least

two meals a day together.

And as for the reasons why
they think a wife should
keep her own name after she's

married—well, they're too nu
merous to mention.

Rut you took your
husband's, didn't

She could be

Florence Arto
—but she won't.
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laugh. "And Suzanne Vidor, who
was a year old last Christmas—she's

the 'Company,' I suppose—and
Charles Vidor, King's father. Of
course, King and I are doing the same
kind of work, and that makes it easier

for us, perhaps ; but I believe that no
matter what he was doing there'd be

the same interest in it and understand-

ing of it on my part that there is

now, and I don't see how any family

that is bound together by a oneness

of interest could ever reach the point

where the wife wanted to indulge in

'intermittent matrimony,' as you call

it. Why, I am most anxious to keep

a sense of unity between my work and
my family. If I had to give up one

of them it would be the work, of

course ; I could put on a gingham
apron and retire to the domestic realm

most contentedly. But I never could

give up the feeling that I was part of

an important partnership."

"But don't you ever want to—well,

want to stand on your own feet, assert

your own individuality?" I asked.

"I do stand on my own feet—but

I haven't the slightest desire to sep-

arate my individuality from my hus-

band's. I admire him too much. I

admire the type of picture for which
he stands—the clean, fine, sincere pic-

turization of truth. And I just want
to help him exemplify his creed of

making pictures that will uplift hu-
manity's thought just a little bit, any-
way. I help in any way I can. Some-
times I play a big part in his releases

—in 'Poor Relations' and 'The Test
of Honor' and some of the others I

did. But in 'The Jack-Knife Man,'
his latest one, I helped in a lot of other

ways, and just appeared in the pic-

ture in a few scenes at the very end.

"He's very anxious not to hamper
my progress as an actress, of course,"

she went on. "And when we first began
making pictures together we had to work
things out quite clearly, and eliminate the
husband-and-wife feeling, so
that we'd just be director and
actress. At first I dare say I

Sometimes she's featured in her hus-

band's releases—sometimes she's

"handy man" off stage.

Photo by Ira H. Morgan

You get so interested in Florence

Vidor's character that you almost

forget her beauty.

was a bit self-conscious about

'acting' under his direction, and
he was overeager not to force

me to do things or change my
ideas. But that soon passed, and
now we work together as well as

if we were strangers."

"And will you always work just with
him?" I was interested to see how far

this partnership was to be carried.

"Oh, no—I'm going to work in a pic-

ture that Thomas H. Ince is producing,

as my next engagement."
And don't you and your husband

ever quarrel over things—not fight, ex-

actly, but disagree strongly? Working
together so much T don't see how you
could help it," I remarked candidly.

i "Oh, no!" And again Florence

t_ Vidor's brown eyes were opened
Continued on page 83



the most brilliant fabric or
unusual design. Knowing
enough to dress up to the store

of vitality and just plain "pep"
that she possesses is largely

responsible for her selection

of frocks that many of us
wouldn't dare to put on.

Then, too, she knows how
to "key" her frocks and wraps
to her own beauty. That is,

she understands that she has
a definite tone, which really

is sounded by the brown of

her hair and eyes. As long

ago as when Anita did "The
Girl Phillipa" I remember
hearing a man say : "If Anita
Stewart were painfully homely
and couldn't act, her hair is

so beautiful that it would save
her pictures." Doubtless you
remember it. For year? she
wore a tiny curl in the middle

Photo by Campbell Studios

A Heart's Worth
of Frocks

The emotional upkeep of Anita Stewart's clothes

would bankrupt a girl of any other type.

By Louise Williams
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

MY dear, I simply can't wear that hat to-

day ; it exhausts me unless I feel like

a million dollars
!"

"Well, I always consider that when I buy
clothes ; I mean, I select gowns and hats that look

well whether I'm tired to death and worried be-

cause the cook's leaving or am perfectly hilarious

over Henry's birthday present to me."
And there, my friends, in that snatch of con-

versation which I overheard one day on a Fifth

Avenue bus, you have the secret of Anita Stewart's
stunning gowns and the reason she can wear them
so effectively. No fabric is too brilliant, no de-
sign too unusual, for her to wear. Gowns like

hers demand a personality that fits in with their

gorgeousness ; one can't afford ever to be tired

or bored or headachy or indifferent in such frocks,

or the effect is spoiled, and the deadly "clothes

horse" impression of being just something on
which beautiful clothes are hung dominates every-
thing else. The emotional upkeep of such frocks
would soon exhaust any girl who hadn't been de-
signed by nature to wear them. Of course, Anita
has. And the autumn bride who is planning her
trousseau and who is of Anita's type can learn
a lot of things about clothes from her. For
Anita's just bride age, even though she has been
Mrs. Rudolph Cameron for some time now.
You know Anita's type, of

course—sparkly, always efferves-

cent, brilliantly beautiful, and al-

ways alive all over. She's dark and
slender, and her own looks have
distinction enough to dominate even

You can't afford

to be tired or

bored in a frock

like this.
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of her forehead; she knew that she could be
distinctive and cling to that curl no matter

how far other girls embarked on marcel waves
and puffs and braids. And now she realizes

that her hair must always claim its own place,

and that a frock or hat which calls attention

to it is twice as becoming as one that doesn't.

An example of such a frock is one of bronze

Photo copyrighted by E

A hat whose coloring calls attention to her hair is twice as

becoming as one that doesn't.

satin and gold brocaded fabric. The satin forms a straight, close

underskirt ; the brocaded material is made into a straight blouse,

square cut in the neck and long-sleeved, and with a coatlike

skirt drapery. A mink scarf of the brown of her hair and eyes

is thrown around the neck of the frock, and mink edges the

cuffs. Anita's a symphony in brown in that dress—-and few
realize how very cleverly it was planned.

But more important is the other keynote, not one of color

but one of mood, which she strikes in her frocks. Anita
Stewart, as I've said before, is of the brilliant, vivacious type;

consequently brilliant, unusual gowns fit in well with her per-

sonality. You can't imagine Bessie Love, for instance, in an
evening gown of pale-gray chiffon whose entire skirt, with
the exception of the front panel, is formed of straight ostrich

feathers, divided into short strands and sewn to the chiffon

petticoat. Bessie's a dear child, and her looks might make it

possible for her to wear such a gown, but, though she's bright

and sparkling, she's like a clear brook bubbling along gavlv
through a springtime wood. And Anita's more like the bril-

liant sparkle of champagne ; not artificial, but clear and bright.

She has another evening gown with a Cleopatralike charm all

its own. The bodice is cut very low, and the gown is made almost
entirely of pearl beads. The girdle is a great double rope of
them ; the long, square train is edged with them, and at its

corners are two great, trailing tassels. It's a

Her frocks are white gown—the very essence of whiteness—and

keved up to her it's perfectly keyed to Anita's personality.

own personality. And yet she hates to shop. "People think it's

Continued on page 82



Fade-Outs
Harry J. Smalley

Ever Hear of Kirkwood, Mo.?

Neither did we. Well, sir, it seems that Kirkwood,

being- unable to attract attention in any other way;

pulled off a desperate
about.

The counci

rests most of

clared that

under
the

stunt to get itself talked

whose hats probably

wood in Kirkwood, de-

movies were
. n o n -

essential,

and gave
'em the

raus-nix ! Can you
beat it? Not a moving-

picture theater in town ! Kinda
showing up the "show-me" State, hub ?

Well, there may be people in Kirkwood, but nobody
LIVES there!

—o

—

M. M. M.

It matters not to me her play,

If simple, strong; or grave or gay,

Just so she's in it

!

Applause from me is hard to get,

Grim pessimist am I, you bet

—

But SHE can win it

!

From out my life she drives the gray,

Not Charlie's, sis, but she's a ray

Of light; a prism!
There is a word—just search it out

—

That fills my case, and yours, no doubt

—

It's "mytacism" !*

—o

—

Do You Remember When:
For five cents you could buy a nice, fat,

lucious glass of—er—pardon !

—You could see Mary Pick ford, Henry
Walthall, Blanche Sweet, Owen Moore, and
Mack Sennett, all at once ; for a nickel ?—o

—

Answer to Correspondent:

Twin Girls, Kansas City, Mo. : Two belles, go ahead !

Yes, there are two "l's" in Hollywood. One is the high

cost of living and the other is getting a job. Same in

Los Angeles. Fatty keeps so by worrying each day.

It increases his sighs. Betcha The Oracle couldn't do
that ! Yes, the Southern Pacific Ry, is noted for its

curves. So is Marie Prevost. Yes, we're fond of

scenery. All out ; far as we go

!

-—o

—

We Couldn't Get It.

We took a peep into "The Dark Mirror," but it was
too melanoid for us. We remember seeing Dorothy
Dalton twinning herself, but all the rest went right over
our head and out into the lobby.

The play is called a psycho-analysis of the subcon-

scious hieroglyphic ; or something like that. Guess
they call 'em that when the spectator doesn't know

what the author means ; the author isn't exactly sure
of it himself; the director doing some ground-and-loftv
guessing—and the actors just taking a chance!—o

—

Eggsalting Kerrigan.

Hodkinson is at it again ! Really, we wish they'd
refrain from advertising their one-and-only J. Warren
Kerrigan in the puzzling manner as is their wont.
Here's their latest

:

"Kerrigan rivals, and in spots excels the best male
screen stars of the day

!"

If that ad meets the eye of an egg-candler with a

sense of humor, he'll laff hisself -into an omelette!
—o

—

Those Misleading Titles!

Mike Kelly was a carrier who worked for Uncle
Sam. All Michael had to do was walk all day. He'd
walked so much his feet were shaped just like the

ham what am. To rest those feet he sought a picture

play. Said Kelly : "There's a picture here with me will

make a hit !" So in he walked and found a cosy seat.

The play was all "society," and Kelly had a fit. For
"Tortured Souls" did not refer to feet!

—o—

•

A Grave Danger.

Perhaps Marshall Neilan, the world's great-

est gold-fish director, has started something
besides one of his wonderful pictures. Mickey
grasped the possibilities of our plastic English

language and referred to his "Don't Ever
Marry" as a "mirthquake."
And it sure was. It rattled our chuckle

structure clear to its foundation.

But we fear Mickey's inspired neonism
may encourage others to don their mental
overalls and attempt some verbiculture on
their own hook, or whatever typewriter they
happen to be using.

Then we'll get a gust of "joyphoons,"
"hahanadoes" and "gigglecanes"—which
ain't

!

—o

—

But They'd Probably Title It: "Hands Off!"

Lon Chaney's portrayal of The Legless Man in

"The Penalty" proves the ingenuity of our movie
actors and directors. We're betting if a producer
tackled a script with the Venus de Milo for its heroine,

he'd get away with it

!

But On The Other Hand:

As an antidote for the first paragraph on this page,

here's news from Wilmot, Wis. There are not many
folks in Wilmot, but their quality is 100% pure.

i The minister there dismisses service

F half an hour earlier so the congregation

f\ won't miss the first reel. There's OUR
idea of a regular minister

!

*\Ve had to consult Webster's Unabridged to get this. You will be

repaid for doing the same.—THE Editor.
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A Delirious Ad.

A year or so ago we could view a picture and be

either joyed or gloomed; as the play hit one. 'Tis dif-

ferent now. We tarried in the lobby long enough to

peruse the ad for "Dollars And The Woman" : "A Slice

of Life, A bit of Heaven, a touch of Hell, a mint of

Mirth, a tint of Pathos, and a ton of Delight!"

All of which scared us back into our taxi (honest!)

and we wended to another theater.

We'd rather watch a picture than eat, but who wants

to be sliced, bit, touched, minted, tinted, and squashed

under a ton of delight ?

Not we! —o—
But They Were Worth It

!

Of course, it wouldn't be natural-like for the movies
to stand still. We don't expect that, neither do we ask

it. But we do wish actors would be more inclined to

stay put.

Coupla years ago we could go forth and view Fatty,

Buster Keaton, Molly Malone, and Al St. John, all for

two-bits, and all in one night.

Recently, on a wager, as we say at the club, we saw
'em all in one night. But not for two-bits ! Oh, dear, no !

It cost us $2.35 for seats, $87.00 for taxi, and $13.20
for luncheon

!

—o

—

She Makes A Typewriter Talk!

Emma-Lindsay Squier, the astroscopical authoress,

who knows more about the stars than the stars ever

dreamed of—recently interviewed some of Hollywood's
most dazzling four-legged skylights.

Sez Emmy: "I think it cruel to keep
an animal from his meals

!"

Huh ! She'd better p w s p's ! Every-
time we become immersed in one of

Emmy's interviews the butler has to call

us six times for dinner, and then finally

come and take the magazine away
from us. —o

—

A Dyer Dilemna.

After making "The Deep Purple" perhaps

the producers of it did some worrying.

You know, if a deep purple is no good it

will run. And if it IS good the fans will

cause it to run. If it doesn't run it doesn't

pay. And if it DOES run it's no good. And
—if aw, you finish it; 'tis too deep for us!

—o

—

Any Denials?

The Bystander indignanted her side-kick, Fanny, by
telling her (over the tea-cups) that Katherine Mac-
Donald was once fired because she wouldn't let

George Ovey sqush her in

the features with a custard

pie.

Fanny was no more hor-

rified than we at the thought

of the lovely Katherine's

complexion being desecrated

by a loose pie, but—list to

us, girls

—

If some beauty scientist

suddenly discovered that a

custard pie applied exter-

nally was an infallible beauty
_

fj
M 7n /=^fj brmger ; all you flappers

would be slapping yourselves

with custard pie—and you

know it

!

Last night we saw a one-

reel comedy, (you know the

kind) and lost three things;

our time, our money, and our

temper.

And found three things;

our hat and exit and the

street

!

—o

—

Earl Growled When He
Read This

!

"Earl Rodney, of Chris-

tie's, has been loaned to play

an important part in a

Selig animal comedy."
(News Item).

—o

—

The Short-And-Simple Title.

Every time a play comes to the theater bearing a

title containing twenty-five or more letters, the electri-

cians go down into the basement and howl a hymn of

hate at the producer.

That's why "Duds" and "Suds" were warmly greeted

by these electric-sign lads. A four-letter title is plenty

for any play at that.

Try it. Take buds, spuds, and cuds, for instance

—

and see how many plays they would fit. You'll be

s'prised

!

—o

—

Queer Exits.

Film villains are certainly suffering unusual
injuries and demises these days.

In "The Dark Mirror" the villain drowns
himself in fear. And in "The Riders Of The
Dawn" the chief villain gets a wallop in the

rendezvous, and his pals are killed by dozens.

You know dozens are really quite danger-
ous at this season of the year, and should be
boiled and then carefully dusted before en-

gulfing.

—o

—

Statistics.

During the past year the films have shown
us

:

17,692 things that never happened.

124,208 things that never will happen.
Some things that happened.

A few that might happen.
That heroines always wear their stockings to bed.

That all lady villains whose lives are spared become
trained nurses.

That people always look back when going through a

door.

That flowers are always placed in waterless vases.

That a polar-bear rug is in all boudoirs.

That heaven does not always help the poor working-
girl.

—o

—

We Expect To Be Chided For This !

Whenever a film actress temporarily deserts the

screen for a whirl on the stage—we know the reason

why.
Some women can keep silent just so long, and then

they just GOTTA talk !

—o

—

Film Jokes.

"The Eyes Of The World."
"The Shepherd Of The Hills."

Earle William's cow-boy clothes in "The Usurper."

Female Chaplins.

Female Bill Harts.
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TUST the daughter of a blacksmith in a quaint old

I country town, wearing funny little hats and stiffly

starched dresses—showing us Gloria Swanson in

that role is one of the ways in which Cecil De Mille's

new production lives up to its title, "Something to

Think About." Of course, Mr. De Mille always makes
us think. "Old Wives for New" and the other pictures

in which he dealt with different phases of marriage,
"The Whispering Chorus"—I don't recall one De Mille

production which hasn't drawn a train of thought in

its wake.
He's started several with "Something to Think

About," however. Giving Gloria Swanson a role so

different from any in which she's been seen before is

but one. There were those, who, after seeing her in the

exotic gowns and peculiar coiffures which distinguished
her in "For Better, For Worse" and "Male and Fe-
male," said she was nothing but a figurehead ; then
'Why Change Your Wife?" while it clothed her in

strange garments, also gave her a chance to act. And
now she takes advantage of a better one—and you think
about it. First as the little village girl, later as the

poverty-stricken, broken-hearted woman who feels that

suicide is the only solution of her problem, she makes
Ruth a real character.

Elliott Dexter's return to the screen after a year's

absence, caused by illness, is something that most of
us will think about with a good deal of pleasure. He
has long been a favorite leading man, both on stage

and screen, and was sadly missed during his retire-

ment, and his return as the crippled rich man in "Some-
thing to Think About" is most welcome.

But perhaps the most important thing that Mr. De
Mille has given us to ponder over in this production

Something to

By John Addison

mm

is the story itself. You'll think about it

whether you like the idea back of it or

not. In a way it suggests "The Miracle

Man"—not in any sense as an imitation,

but only because both are based on the

same idea—the power of right thinking.

It is the story of a wealthy cripple who
falls in love with the daughter of the

blacksmith in the little town where he
lives. He watches her grow up, and finally

sends her away to school. When she re-

turns, he hesitates to tell her of his love

because of his infirmity. Her father, un-
derstanding this reticence, urges the girl,

Ruth, to propose to David, which she does.

And then, almost on the eve of their

marriage, Jim Dirk returns from agricul-

tural school. He and Ruth have always
been friends, and now they discover that

they love each other. Unwilling to tell

David the truth because he has been so
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good to her that she hates to

hurt him, Ruth elopes with

Jim, leaving her father to ex-

plain.

She leaves bitterness and
broken hearts behind her. Her
father, angry at her cruelty

to David, prays that he may
never see her again, and,

working at his anvil, grows
careless and is blinded by fly-

ing sparks. David, his dream
shattered, loses his faith in

human nature.

I won't go on and tell you
how love finds a way of

straightening out the snarl of

these relationships. It isn't

an easy way, but it is much
the way that life usually takes,

and one is thankful to Mr.

De Mille for not reaching his happy ending

by short cuts and so detracting from the real-

ism of his story.

The cast includes, besides Gloria Swanson
and Elliott Dexter, who plays David, stich

favorites as Theodore Roberts as the old

blacksmith. Monte Blue as Jim, and little

Mickey Moore.
There's one more thing about this picture

that gives cause for thought—and that is the

fact that it's the last one in which we will

see Gloria Swanson and Elliott Dexter appear-

ing as featured players, as both will be starred

under their new contracts with Famous
Players-Lasky.

And last, but far from least, according to

Mr. De Mille, he has given us something
to think about in the way of subtitles. A
new method of making colored pictures

has been used—it is known as the Loren-
Taylor-Ouadi-Teller process—and Mr. De
Mille is convinced that it will revolutionize

screen photography. He is so enthusiastic

about the color effects of these subtitles that

he is featuring them in the advance notices

of this special production, and his enthusiasm
seems to have proved contagious, as it was
caught by a celebrated landscape artist, Fred-
erick Bergdoll, who consented to paint eighty

backgrounds for the colored titles.

Remembering some of the colored films of

the past, in which red and green splotches

flickered before the eyes of the audience most
distractingly, one is inclined to feel a bit

doubtful, despite Mr. De Mille's enthusiasm.

However, whether his prediction of a revolu-

tion in screen photography comes true or not,

he certainly has lived up to that title

!



From a portrait painted by Karl Anderson

Though she looks no more than eighteen, Anita Loos claims to be

"the oldest writer in the picture game."
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The Higher the Fewer
A most amazing story of two young geniuses of the screen

who calmly announce that they have made enough money!

By Helen Klumph

iiiiii

1

DO you remember the old riddle, "Why does a mouse when
it spins?" whose perfectly meaningless answer was,

"The higher the fewer"? Well, John Emerson and
Anita Loos are a riddle, but they have put a meaning into that

answer. The unexplainable riddle part about them is how they

have been able to turn out such dozens of sparkling and brilliant

scenarios, and the answer, "The higher the fewer," has to do
with their future plans.

You see, it is this way: John Emerson and Anita Loos are

the only ones of their kind. They have all the money they

want. Let Mary Pickford rail at the size of her doctor's bill,

and Charlie Chaplin balk at buying forty-cent gas. but you

can't make John Emerson
talk about the high cost of

living, no matter how hard
you try. And the same goes

for Anita. They are the only

people on record who aren't

watching for their ship to

come in. They've declared

the harbor closed, quite con-
tent with the skiff already an-
chored there.

But before you start re-

joicing for their sakes,

hearken to this: Their pros-

perity means that you will no
longer be able to see an Em-
erson-Loos picture every four
or five weeks. The happy
days of having an Anita Loos
caption to adopt as your pet

repartee at the monthly dance
of your fraternity will be no
more. John and Anita are

through with contracts that

bind them to deliver scenarios

with clocklike regularity. In
the future they will write
scenarios only when they get

so lonesome for the Klieg
lights that they just can't stay

away any longer—and who-
ever is lucky enough to get

them will have to pay and
pay and pay. That's were
"The higher the fewer" ap-
plies to them. They plan to

write about two scenarios a
year, and the rest of the time

John Emerson earned his success

by a thorough apprenticeship on

the stage.
Photo by Apeda
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they will do something frivolous and unprofitable, like

writing symbolic dramas.
But why this stern resolution on their part? It is

simply this : Neither of them has expensive tastes, take

it from Anita's sealskin wrap and John's silk shirt,

and the sum already to their credit in the bank will

satisfy their simple wants for some time to come.

It sounds like an awful pun just after I have told

you that John and Anita are practically leaving the

motion-picture business to say that they have retiring

dispositions. But it is true. They don't seem to crave

the spotlight. Neither of them has a taste for coral-

pink aeroplanes, John has never been known to want
the biggest amethyst ring in the world, and as for

Anita, she just doesn't seem to have any interest in dia-

mond anklets. But there you are ! Princes and queens
have visited our shores this past year and dressed just

like the rest of us more or less human beings, so I

suppose that we will have to excuse John and Anita
for not being more flamboyant.

Now you may never have known John Emerson and
Anita Loos until they started writing the Constance
Talmadge pictures. Or, vou may be lucky enough to

remember the perfectly delicious captions Anita Loos
wrote for the early Fairbanks pictures. But how many,
if any, of you know that at the age of thirteen, when
the petite Anita was a schoolgirl in San Diego, she

wrote caustic paragraphs on world events for the front

page of a New York newspaper? And that John Em-
erson was right-hand man of Charles Frohman, the
late theatrical magnate, long before he went into mo-
tion pictures ? One might say that he went into pictures

headfirst, as he hung around the old Majestic-Reliance

studio in Hollywood for some time just finding out

what it was all about before he became an actor, then

a director, then a writer of motion pictures.

One afternoon last winter at a meeting of an exclu-

sive club of women writers in New York, Anita Loos
remarked that she was the oldest writer in the motion-
picture business. Whereupon there were gasps of dis-

may from the gray-haired coterie, and a few of the

younger ones leaned forward to look at her again. She
looked about eighteen, an eighteen of fully developed

beauty and disarming poise, but eighteen, nevertheless.

And then she elucidated by saying that she had been

writing motion pictures longer than any one else in the

business. She wrote them in the days when all the

plot that Avas needed was a chase. She claims to have

written all the seven—or is it seventy?—standard plots

in those early days.

"And they lived happily ever after"—is the most
satisfactory way for every scenario to end. That usu-

ally means being married to the most adorable person

in the world and not having an}- money worries. So,

it would seem almost as though John Emerson and
Anita Loos had written their own scenario, and pro-

vided amply for the "happily-ever-after" part, for you
see, in addition to being so prosperous, they are married

lo each other.

It is my private opinion that, even though they

can do without more money, they won't be able to

get along without the pleasure of having a brand-new,

up-to-the-minute, scintillating comedy to their credit

everv once in a while.

What
Appeals

By Sylvia

DID you ever stop to

consider why you
liked certain screen

favorites better than oth-

ers? Or why other per-

sons, who seem to be per-

fectly sane in other re-

spects, rave about players

to whom you are quite in-

different? Sometimes, of

course, it's a mere matter
of taste quite unexplain-
able, like our likes and dis-

likes for certain articles of

food. But I think I can
show that in the majority
of cases there's a more fun-

damental reason, and that

nearly every one of the

leading stars has his or her
own special following be-
cause of a special appeal

Type
to You?

Cushman

to a certain type of per-

son.

The person who has

passed the age of romance
in his or her own life, to

whom romance makes a

special appeal, invariably

enjoys the pictures in which
the young lover and the

flapper flap through five

reels of mushy sentiment

which does not at all ap-

peal to those youngsters

who are enjoying that kind

of intoxication at first

hand. Why is it that

Aunty Lou secretly adores

Wallie Reid and Charlie

Ray? I'll tell you—be-
cause through their screen

reflections she sees the mist

of vears fade awav. She
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Three screen stars

who have very dif-

ferent fallowings:

Pearl White, Eisie

Ferguson and Erich

von Stroheim.

is young again—young, wishing

and craving for love, the most
desired of all things. No mat-
ter what a woman may say to

the world, in her heart of hearts

she knows that her hunger love

is her greatest of all desires. All

women want to be loved and
caressed, and when advancing
years bring the realization that

for them the gates to this para-

dise are probably closed forever,

they live in the image of youth
when love is reality and hope
eternal. When Wallie kisses

Bebe Daniels, they recall their

courtship with Will Berring, the

grocer's son, or Jed Kimball,

who used to drive over from
Connersville to take them to the

barn dance. The years have
gone, but the memory remains,

and it is for Charlie and Wallie
to make them live again.

The youngsters invariably

enjoy serials. They cheer

the hero, hiss the villain, and
weep with the heroine, be- J

cause with youth comes the I
spirit of adventure, and all fi

serials are ninety per cent

adventure. Pearl White prob-
™

ably has more fan letters

from children than any other

star with the exception of Mary
Pickford.

Between the ages of sixteen

and twenty the heart interest is

strong. It is the romantic age

—

love is very, very serious, and all

the world is its sacred circle.

Norma Talmadge, Elsie Fergu-
son, Pauline Frederick, and Lew

Cody are their gods. The girls say
their prayers to Lew while the boys
have Norma and Elsie all over their

rooms at college, and spend their

allowance on the magazines that

display their ideal's picture.

A woman of tarnished life will

go to the pictures of Mary Miles

Minter, while the little foolish girl

who wants to be a vamp will gen-

erally be found in the front row
when a lurid vampire picture is in

full swray. Older men love Lillian

Gish, and see in her the kind of

woman they want their daughters
to be. Dorothy Gish is the idol of

the grammar-school girls who imi-

tate her sailor suits and empire
dresses.

In a theater in Stoneham, Mas-
sachusetts, early last spring, "Blind
Husbands" was being shown. Back
of me sat two dear old ladies who
probably never had been out of

Massachusetts in all their lives ; at

any rate, it is safe to say they knew
nothing of the life and idiosyncra-

sies of an Austrian army officer.

But they knew human nature, and
even a clever man like Erich von
Stroheim couldn't fool them. After
the picture was finished they
snorted in disgust. A friend was
reviling Erich, rejoicing in the fact

that he had been killed—in the pic-

ture—and hoping that he would
spend all eternity in torment.

"Really, Amy, you shouldn't talk

like that," said the one directly back
of me. "It's only play acting, you
know, and besides he has a nice

face. Any man with a smile like

that couldn't be reallv bad."



Over
the Teacups
Fanny the Fan simply can't help

gossiping; she knows so many
people.

By The Bystander

DO you think it would be tact-

ful," demanded Fanny, bran-

dishing a shopping list over

the teapot, "to put a bottle of seasick

medicine in a steamer basket?"

I declared forcibly that I didn't.

"But it's far more necessary than

jars of jam and teaballs and fruit,"

she retorted. "The things people put

in those baskets are perfectly inane,

anyway
;
they seem to think that trav-

elers' tastes change the instant they

step on board a liner. Why, when I

went abroad I was given a steamer
basket that simply bulged with goose-

berry jam, which I've always loathed,

and pickled kumquats, or whatever
they do to those things, and guava
jelly—and my appetite's anything but

exotic. Now, with everybody who's
who in the screen world sailing for

somewhere, the subject of what to

give them as going-away pres-

ents is horrible to contem-
plate. And when they say
they will sail and then say
they won't—well, I found
two gray hairs this morn-
ing !" she concluded
gloomily.

"Isn't that tak-

ing it pretty-
hard?" I in-

quired, with the
indifference of the

outsider looking in.

"Maybe—but what
are you going to do
when you order a

scrumptuous basket of
fruit and imported bis-

cuits for a star, and
then she says she isn't

going to sail, and you
countermand the order, and
then she says she is, and
you phone it in again, and
then she says she isn't, and
in desperation you send the
basket to the old ladies'

home, and then she sails

after all."

"Well, never mind
;
you

can meet her at the station

when she gets back to Los
Angeles and pelt her
with bananas," I sug-
gested.

Photo by Sarony

Barbara Castleton is to marry Willard Mack.

"I suppose I'm not going to," she answered gloomily. "I'm con-

fining my offerings to flowers now, and telegraphing the orders to

New York at the last minute. I sent Johnny-jump-ups to Dorothy
Gish when she sailed in August, and bachelor's buttons to Con-
stance—hope she liked 'em. And I got about a bushel of California

poppies for Norma—of course, they'd close up tight when the sun
went down, but luckily she sailed at high noon. Do you suppose
she saw the sweet significance of them? I loved her in 'Poppy,'

that picture she did so long ago, and I wish she'd come back to

California—I think that was pretty clever, myself
!"

We were sitting in my sun parlor, and could look way off down
the hill at Los Angeles, and way off up to the hills far

away. Fanny had announced her arrival by declaring

that there wasn't any news of anybody; but then, she

has a taste for the sensational when it comes to gossip,

and nothing short of a startling engagement or raising

an extra to star roles gets her excited.

"What do you think about Dorothy Devore's promo-
tion?" she demanded now, lazily. "She's always been

Phvllis Haver will

leap out ofcomedy
into straight
drama if

we don't
watch out.

Photo copyrighted
by Mack Sennett

Studios
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Photo by Hoover

Elinor Fair is to have the leading feminine role in the screen production of

"Kismet," Otis Skinner's famous stage success.

in the Sennett bathing-beauty brigade, and now she's

Charlie Ray's leading lady in 'Forty-five Minutes From
Broadway.' Comedies have it all over dramatic
schools nowadays, haven't they? And there's Molly
Malone, too—she used to be a comedy queen after

she'd broken into pictures by way of
straight dramas—and now here she is

in Goldwyn pictures—a regular actress

once more."
"I think it's equally interesting that

Louise Lovely's following up her work
as William Farnum's leading lady by be-
coming a Fox star," I contributed. "And
that Elinor Fair is leading woman in

'Kismet,' with Otis Skinner. Did you
see that on the stage? It was simply
gorgeous, and after all the delay there's

been about screening it I'm delighted that

it's really under way at last."

"I've got some new kodak pictures,"

volunteered Fanny, rummaging in her
bag. "And they're the greatest consola-

tion to me, because they're not a bit flat-

tering to the screen people who posed
for them. You know how it is when
somebody points a kodak at you—you
do so long to be beautiful so that every-

body who sees the picture will wonder
who you are. Well, I wish you'd look

at the picture of Helene Chadwick ; she's

certainly an awfully pretty girl, but

you'd never realize how pretty she is

from these pictures they took when they

were out making 'The Black Pawl.'

And look at John Bowers—that's really

stunning of him ; it disproves my theory.

He looks like Tommy Meighan, doesn't

he?"
"He does. Oh, you remember the last

time I saw you, when we went to Tia

Juana ? Well, the very next day Sylvia

Breamer went there and won two hun-

dred and fifty dollars playing roulette

—and it was turned over to her in silver

dollars and she never thought of chang-

ing them into bills, but carried them
home in a suit case. And I'd just about

decided to believe that gambling is

wicked, because I always lose. Now I'll never be able

to stick to my convictions."

"I suppose you know that Elliott Dexter isn't to* be

with Famous Players-Lasky any more, but will both

star and direct for the new Rockett Film Corporation?"
I cut in. When Fanny gets to moral-

izing you might as well either inter-

rupt forcibly or give up the struggle

to be interested and go to sleep. I

chose the former. "His first picture

will be 'Truant Husbands.'
"

"Yes, I heard that—and that Jack
Pickford leaves Goldwyn with the

completion of his present picture, and
that Bettv Compson will go right on

making pictures with her own com-
pany, but will release them through

Goldwyn. Also I hear that Flora

Finch is coming back ttf the screen

—

you remember how funny she used

to be when she was with John

Bob Gordon wound
un "The Vice of
Fools," with Alice

Joyce, and then

rushed off to Ithaca

to do "Three
Women Loved
Him," but don't

worry; his wife
went with him.

Bunny?"
"I could if it didn't

make me feel so old

to remember things

that happened in the

early days of the

movies. Oh, I had.

some news from Rob-
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ert Gordon the other day. You know, he

finished 'The Vice of Fools,' with Alice

Joyce, and then went up to Ithaca, New
York, to be featured in 'Three Women
Loved Him'—doesn't that sound hectic

for nice Bob Gordon? And he says that

he likes this new company he's with

—

they engaged him for the part after see-

ing him in 'Dollars and the Woman' ; be-

fore that they wouldn't believe that he
could do anything different from Huck
Finn. And he and his wife have rented

a big touring car and are driving around
the country and having the time of their

young lives
;
they say they wish they could

live in Ithaca forever. That's where Irene
Castle Tremain lives, you know."
"Oh, some news—Molly King has an

infant son, Kenneth Alexander—I almost
forgot that. You remember her, don't
you? She was on the stage, and then
made a lot of pictures—I think 'Women
Men Forget' was her first one."
"Wonder if she'll come back to the

screen. Evelyn Greeley's re-

turning, you know ; she's to Molly Malone

be in 'Diana of the Stars,' a has deserted

Select program picture. It comedy to

seems like a long time since become a

Continued on page 85 Goldwynite.
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Puritan— Parisienne
—and Picture Player

MY word ! I hope you don't mind the bu-umps,"
she ejaculated, shifting gears on the Stutz
speedster. "What were you—mercy—saying?"

I had involuntarily blurted out a bit of ''dough-boy
French," as the sudden lurch almost lifted me out of

the seat. Ann looked at me and laughed.

As Mark Twain said of the bicycle, it isn't

reasonable. Yet we find the blend in Ann May.

By Herbert Howe
Photos taken exclusively for Picture-Play by Hoover

"Comment f No, I'm not French—well, maybe—

a

few grandmothers back."

Ann May possibly is not French, but she has the

spirit. When I saw "Paris Green"—and her—I ex-

claimed, "At last, the real French girl." For she has

the misbehaving eyes immortalized by Anna Held and
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"If that girl succeeds in transplanting her personality to film,

she'll be one of the greatest stars in the' business."

the mouth for—well, a very kissable mouth. And her
black curly hair, terminating at the tips of her ears,

pirouettes around her head in the mode of the Parisian

apache dancer.

"Ninon" they call her at Charles Ray's studio, where
she is playing opposite Ray in "Peaceful Valley."

Ninon was the French girl in "Paris Green."
"Ninon, you'd be a star to-morrow if you didn't have

so many arguments for everything," I heard Director
Jerome Storm tell her after a voluble debate as to

the amount of rouge on her lips.

"But, Jerry, I don't look well without it. You know
I don't."

"Do you want to look like a chorus girl?" interrupted

Mr. -Rav sedately. "Try to be something besides beau-
tiful."

"That suits me, Charles !" Her eyebrows shot up-
ward under the forehead curls. "That's all that's neces-

sary. Yes—you bet—that satisfies me."
"What do you know about lips?" she demanded as

we shot away from the studio over a range of asphaltic

hillocks. "Dot Gish gave me some pointers about

make-up. And Pll stick to them if I lose my job. Yes,

I will. If I ever have the following and salary of

Dot Gish, Pll
"

A bump punctured her plans. She was about to re-

sume them when there was further interference from
a traffic cop.

Arguments ma}- be impolitic in a studio, but they

certainly come in handy with a cop. Miss May dis-

missed the threats of fine, imprisonment, and seizure of

car with a queenly wave of her hand and a parting.

"You're awfully sweet, mister. I'll send you a Christ-

mas card."

One need not be a psychologist to detect personality

in this young lady. Photographically, she's perfect.

As for expression, she has more shrugs, moues, and
optical caprices than Dorothy Gish or Constance Tal-

madge. In action, she resembles these pepsters. In

repose— if she ever is—I fancy she might suggest

Norma Talmadge.
"If that girl succeeds in transplanting her personal-

ity to film, she'll be one of the biggest stars in the busi-

ness," Jerry Storm told me in an aside. "If she doesn't

—she won't be anything—merely a pretty leading lady."

7'he beautiful Ann is superfeminine, hence super-

obdurate. She's positive she would qualify as a Desde-

mona or a Broken Blossom. Those who know her are

quite as positive she's another Little Disturber.

I ventured to remark that I'd heard she was a lady

of fortune who didn't need to picturize herself for a

livelihood. From the Studio Club fly such rumors as

—she ran away from home, renounced a million, lias

an income of five hundred a week without working,

owns two dozen hats, fifty pairs of shoes—untold wealth.

"My word!" Disgust shortened her upper lip. She
slumped down in the car so that she appeared to be

chinning herself on the steering wheel. "My word!
I think that's disgusting. They're always bothering

about nxy affairs. It isn't true. Nobody will take you
seriously if they think you have enough to keep from
starving. You simply have to starve to be a regular in

this business. It's—it's traditional. Well, I am is

earnest. If I weren't, I wouldn't be in pictures. And
if I were starving I wouldn't be, either. I'd work at

something more reliable."

She violently twirled the steering disk. The front

right wheel shaved the concrete corner ; the rear right

trounced over the curb. "Afraid to die?" she glanced

up with tantalizing smile. "No? All right, here she

goes."

The speedometer shimmied to sixty miles. Ninon's
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hair swirled and curled and kinked itself around her head.

From the cushion beside her two frightened books bounded

to the floor. One was Beaudelaire's "Fleurs de Mai," the

other Plato's "On the Immortality of the Soul." The com-
bination was as congruous as the elements of Ninon's na-

ture. Dashing and hurdling over those mountain roads I

experienced for the first time some agitation as to the im-

mortality of the soul. It was engulfed by a greater curi-

osity. I asked the lady Jehu concerning her pictorial ex-

periences.

She told me her vanity had been utterly defaulted when
she saw "Paris Green." She thought herself "terrible

—

positively terrible." Mr. Ince didn't think so, neither did

Jerry Storm or Charles Ray or C. Gardner Sullivan. Mr.
Ince and Mr. Sullivan wanted her to play a part in "Sex;"

that of the girl from the courrtry who becomes a vamp
champ.
"They described the part. I had to smoke cigarettes and

act intoxicated and wear—my word!—you should have
seen what they wanted me to wear. It was less than a
thought. I said 'unh-unh-never !' Why! what would the
girls back in school have thought if they'd seen me in such
a part?"

She was horrification personified, her eyes veritable orbs,
her mouth pursed with Puritanical grimness. A curl right
above the middle of her forehead stood upright, as upright
as a curl can. She registered the solemnity of a kewpie.
For all her interest in the immortality of the soul, demi-

sized Ann is a girl just out of school. I fancy she still

believes that to have a fudge party at mid-
night or to sneak up the stairs of the Studio
Club with her slippers in hand is delectable ^ff'fjff*

9

sin. Continued on page 84
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T^HAT Shakespeare ne'er heard of the film world
Is a fact that we all will concede,

And yet apt quotations he's written
To fit its every need

!

Star

She's beautiful ; therefore to be
wooed. She is a woman ; therefore
to be won.

Leading Man
I am not in the roll of common

men.
Vampire

Angels and ministers of grace, de-
fend us

!

Comedienne

They have a plentiful lack of wit.

Villain

Thou slave, thou wretch, thou cow-
ard,

Thou little valiant, great in villainy!

Extra

Double, double, toil and trouble.

Director

Man, proud man, dress'd in a lit-

tle brief authority.

Screen

To hold, as it were, the mirror
up to nature.

A Good Plav

An honest tale speeds best, being
plainly told.

A Poor Play

Between the acting of a dreadful
thing and the first motion, all the
interim is like the phantasma, or a
hideous dream.

Subtitles

What ! will the line stretch out to

the crack of doom?

Fan

It were all one that I should love
a bright, particular star.

Answer Man
I am Sir Oracle, and when I ope

my lips, let no dog bark.

Critic

Condemn the fault, but not the ac-
tor of it

!

Vara Macbeth Tones.
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The Screen in Review
Criticism and comment on current releases by New York's best-known and most widely read reviewer.

By Peter Milne

JUST what is the de-

termining factor
which makes a pic-

ture stand out as an un-

usually good one? This
question is the bane of a

picture reviewer's exist-

ence ; it certainly is my
particular bane.

It is easy enough to de-

termine whether a picture

is good or bad, but to ex-

plain your conclusion

through a correct course

of reasoning is one rather

difficult.

There are times when I

feel certain that a produc-
tion's merit is due to the

careful efforts of the di-

rector. I write down my
feelings and subsequently
the mail brings ' me word
from the author of the

Robert W. Chambers'- tricks of writing have been adequately trans-

lated to the screen in "The Fighting Chance."

work that the director

was merely following out

his ideas. And time and
again I have credited the

author with acquitting

himself in fine style only

to have my verdict

knocked into the shape of

the celebrated cocked hat

when the director has met
me on the street and told

me that he threw the au-

thor's manuscript into the

wastebasket and went
ahead on the picturization,

using nothing but his own
ideas.

The picture reviewer
who labors to inform
without the benefit of

knowledge of sundry stu-

dio policies, the liberties

accorded ' divers directors

and scenario writers, the
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restrictions placed upon them, et cetera, is up
against a task as difficult as that which confronts

the baseball critic who would determine the rela-

tive values of a strike-out pitcher and a home-run
hitting outfielder. First it's one, then the other,

and then again—it's both.

There is one element, however, which enters

into every successful picture, for which either di-

rector, author, or star may be responsible. For
want of a more definite term this element is called

atmosphere. No great work of the picture art

achieves its success through anything else but this

element. Other elements may have contributed,

but a realistic, a poetic, a highly imaginative, or
a sensational atmosphere is always the big factor.

I feel safe in defying any one to name a great

picture that lacked this essential.

Recently it has been my fortune to see some
eight or nine pictures, in all of which this deter-

mining atmosphere is striking. And at the risk

of offending several authors I make the bold state-

ment that in each case the director has been re-

sponsible for the achievement. The authors paved
the way for them, provided them with the oppor-
tunities, but the directors contributed the finishing

touches. The architect might draw plans for a
palace, but the builder, through his blundering,

might turn out a mountain of junk. .

First in the list I place Maurice Tourneur, de-

spite the fact that his present picture, "The White
Circle," will perhaps not become as popular as

some of the others I have seen. The story, based on
Robert Louis Stevenson's "The Pavilion on the Links,"

is one of fantastic lengths, telling of the manner in

which a man named Northmour hid away Huddle-
stone and his daughter Clara, when the former was
threatened by members of an Italian secret society

whose funds he had embezzled. Northmour's craving

for the girl is a conventional villain's attribute, but

when at the end he could dispose of his rival easily he
sees of a sudden his freedom vanished, visualizes to

himself years of humdrum marital existence.

'The City of Masks" is a delightful bit of whimsey.

Tourneur has played with wonderful atmospheric ef-

fects in the succession of nightmares that visit Huddle-
stone. The moral coward dies a thousand horrible

deaths in his mind, and Tourneur's way of visualizing

some of these is altogether masterly. He clearly demon-
strates himself an artist in the way of effects—and
effects, of course, constitute atmosphere.

If you are interested in the unusual I am sure you
will enjoy Tourneur's bold ventures in the realms of
extraordinary atmosphere. And I am sure the scenes

between Spottiswoode Aitken as the cowardly Huddle-
stone and Wesley Barry as the boy who is

unacquainted with fear will appeal. More
than this Tourneur has brought to the screen

a new leading woman, Janite Wilson, a young
woman in whose eyes lies the ability to topple

the reserve of a pompous prince.

More extensive in appeal than "The White
Circle" is "The Mutiny of the Elsinore," an-

other Jack London adaptation. In this story

of a boy's making, of his coming into man-
hood, London injected an atmosphere of vi-

rility and deep, human appeal that has been
communicated to the screen with wonderful
fidelity. And it is Edward Sloman, who to

my knowledge never made a sea picture be-

fore in his life, who has this achievement to

his credit. "The Mutiny of the Elsinore"

teems with the invigorating atmosphere of

the salt sea. It has a tang that courses all

through you.

The effects which have aided him in achiev-

ing this are a wonderful series of fight scenes

aboard the ship when a storm is lashing the

craft about at will, a fine performance by
Mitchell Lewis that is superbly

"The Prince simple in its appeal, excellent

delfghtfullv
work by the support, particularly

romantic at- William V. Mong, and the pres-
mosphere. ence of a dog who is as much
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an actor as any of the rest

Certainly London, if he were
alive to-day, would congratu-

late Sloman for so faithfully

extending his ideas to the cel-

luloid.

Atmosphere is an essential

part of Marshall Neilan's "Go
and Get It." This atmosphere
is nothing more than Neilan's

personality. Neilan is a man
of a dozen moods. He may
perpetrate the severest slap-

stick jokes on you one minute,
and the next second will see

him discoursing on something
approaching ideals. He will

relate to you a story he has
read in which a pretty ro-

mance is dominant, he will wax tearful, humorous,
widely imaginative. All these moods are represented

in "Go and Get It." It has separate thrills and in itself

is one long thrilling melodrama. It has a charming
romance, moments of humor and more of purely slap-

stick comedy. Like Neilan himself, it is a three-ring

circus. Its atmosphere is wild, ever changing from
one key to another. He has pounded all your emotions
at the end, and you like him for being so downright
clever about it.

"Go and Get It" is a melodrama of newspaper life

that never could have happened. It has a romance that

is too good to be true and comedy that is burlesqued
to the breaking point. It has thrilling airplane stunts

that you will not believe until you see them. And it

has the benefit of delightful performances by Agnes
Ayres and Pat O'Malley, while the clever little Wesley
Barry supplies the comedy. "Go and Get It" is a pic-

ture that you will want to see more than once.

Imaginative atmosphere again marks "The City of

Masks," a George Barr McCutcheon story, which
Thomas Heffron directed, with Robert Warwick in the

leading role. The idea behind this reads as quite crazy.

It concerns a group of mere employees in the city of

Those who enjoyed Pearl White in her serials will find plenty of

thrills and entertainment in "The White Moll."

Wesley Barry in a new kind of role in "Go ana Get It

New York who congregate
on a certain night each
week and play at make-be-
lieve, indulging their whims to

the extent of calling them-
selves lords and ladies,

knights and princesses. And,
of course, it is these people
who have the souls of knights

and princesses, those of

wealth whom they serve being

contrasted as commonplace
and vulgar.

It is a delightful little bit

of whimsey, of fantastic im-

agination over all of which
spreads an atmosphere of

dreamlike quality which must
go to the credit of Hef-

fron. He was aided by a performance of stellar qual-

ity on the part of Warwick and another of the same
water by Lois Wilson.
And while I am on the subject of Mr. Heffron's work

I must also mention "Firebrand Trevison," a Fox pic-

ture with that new star, yclept Buck Jones. Mr. Hef-
fron undergoes a transition from the sublime to the

wild when he steps from the McCutcheon story to this

tale of the movie wild West. And yet he has done
his work here just as well, equipping it with an atmos-
phere of dash and daring that is infectious. Jones—

I

believe he is the only star who ever dared use such

a common, or garden variety of name—helps him a lot

with divers stunts and a very clean and manly person-
ality.

In "One Hour Before Dawn" Director Henry King
was supplied with an ideal murder-mystery story. Not
even little Willie who frequents the pictures every day
will guess the identity of the murderer. I can readily

see how nine out of ten directors would have botched
the story by neglecting to supply the atmosphere of

tense mystery and suspense which King has injected.

Here is really a marvelous example of the power of
suggestion in making a picture. From the very outset

King lets you know something dire is scheduled to

Continued on page 93



Putting the
u
Gee!" in Geography

Marie
Walcamp

Globe-trotting serial makers are doing it right along. in the

Philip-

By Caroline Bell
pines

-

.

Eddy Polo took "The Vanishing Dagger ' to England.

THE class in geography will now go to the 'Bijou' for the next
two episodes of 'His Leap for Life.' Please notice particularly

the parts showing the Taj Mahal, in India, and the Tower of

London. Don't forget your tickets, and be back in time for arithmetic."

Fantastic? Not a bit of it! Grammar-school teachers everywhere
may take to this method of teaching both history and geography if the

other motion-picture producers follow Universal's example and send

their companies all over the world on serial-making expeditions.

Perhaps you saw Eddy Polo in "The Vanishing Dagger"; if you did,

you'll remember the English scenes. Dignified old estates, beautiful

gardens, the Whitechapel district of London, famous as a haunt of

criminals—they were all shown on the screen, not re-

built as studio sets, but as they really are; for the

whole company went abroad on location, and "The
Vanishing Dagger" vanished on its native heath.

Marie Walcamp was the next Universal star to sail

the seas in order that a series of hair-curling adventures
might be authentically presented. She crossed the Pacific to do "The
Dragon's Net," and scenes were shot beneath the historic Great Wall of
China, besides flooded rice fields in Japan, the Hawaiian Islands, and
the Philippines. Miss Walcamp wore native garb in these various coun-

tries, and, of course, natives were used as extras.

Universal is now planning to send Eddy Polo out on another globe-

trotting expedition, with a scenario for a serial in his pocket. This time
South America has been selected as the setting.

Think of the ambitions that will be aroused in small boys -who follow
these serials. Their grandfathers who longed for adventure and planned
to ship before the mast in order to get it are terribly out of date. Being
a hero of serials has such tame ambitions beaten a mile

!

Japan made an
effective back-
ground for Miss
Walcamp in " The
Dragon's Net."
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THREE weeks before the place had been but a

patch of vacant land hieh above the Hudson
River, across which lay New York City. But

on the night when the great storm was about to burst,

the work of sixty men had transformed it into a small

French-Canadian village, the setting for William Faver-
sham's new picture, based on Frank L. Packard's

novel, "The Sin That Was His." And in the fury of

that storm—produced by aeroplane engines and pro-

pellers—Faversham and a great company of extras

spent the last night of work on the production in mak-
ing some of the story's most dramatic scenes.

The accompanying pictures tell, at a glance, how such

a set is made. The first is the miniature model made
in cardboard for the director's approval before a single

spadeful of ground is turned on the actual work. And
you can see, by comparing the model with the picture

of the finished set, how carefully the model was fol-

lowed.

The picture is one on which both Packard and Faver-

sham have set high hopes, and which Packard believes

will surpass "The Miracle Man." And since he wrote

the stories from which both productions were made
he surely has a right to make the prophecy, which

we shall soon see fulfilled—or not fulfilled—since the

picture will be shown early this fall.

Faversham in the

role of a "ambler

masquerading as

a priest.
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The Toast of London Town
Grace Darmond tells of her visit to May Yohe—once
wearer of the famous Hope Diamond about which the

story of Miss Darmond's new serial was written.

By Barbara Little

iniUlllililiiiiiHUiuiimniiii .1

tion, ruins the lives of all who possess it. And now-

some say that it ruined May Yohe's, just because, not

so very long ago, she had to work as janitress in a
California shipyard to support herself and her hus-

band. But May Yohe doesn't think so. She told

Grace Darmond, who is appearing in a serial, "The
Hope Diamond Mystery," based on the history of

the famous jewel. And Grace Darmond told me all

about it.

"She's the happiest person you ever saw," Grace
told me, the day after she'd called on May Yohe Smuts
in her little cottage in San Pedro, near Los Angeles.

"She lives in a wee little place all covered with honey-
suckle—there are just three rooms in that house, and
it's filled with souvenirs of the time when May Yohe
was famous. She met me at the door—and she's still

so pretty ; when you look into her brown eyes you
don't wonder that she dazzled all London."

"Tell me all about your visit," I urged.

Miss Darmond did so ; and here, in as nearly her

own words as I can recall, I shall try to repeat the

story to you, just as she told it to me.

I'll catch up on May Yohe's history for you first.

Lord Hope's relatives didn't take to her any too kindly,

you know, and she was just as much of a madcap
as she'd ever been after she was married, and finally

she ran away with an American officer.

He later deserted her—doesn't that

show the influence of the Hope Dia-
mond on her life? But she re-

fused to be downed by Fate, and
toured the Orient, singing and
dancing. Then she married
Captain John Smuts of the

British army; he's a rela-

tive of General Smuts.
as

Grace Darmond, who is appearing

in the serial May Yohe wrote,

"The Hope Diamond Mystery."

SHE was the toast of London.
Everybody'd heard pretty May
Yohe sing her famous song,

"Honey, My Honey" ; she sang it on
the musical-comedy stage for the gen-

eral public, and at private parties for

royalty. Her madcap escapades were
the talk of the town ; every one knew
all about the American girl who had
gone to France to study, and then come
to England and won all hearts. And the

town speculated as to which of her titled

suitors she'd accept.

She ended the talk by marrying Lord
Francis Hope, and started more by wearing the

famous Hope Diamond, which, according to tradi

happyAnd they're

kings.

I never had a nicer

time in my life than I

did the day I spent with

them. He works in the

» shipyards now, you
know, and wasn't home
when I arrived, but
came soon after. And
when we heard his step

on the back porch she

called to him, "John, dear,

wash up and come into the

sitting room." Imagine a
woman who's lived in a

castle in that environment

!

So he did. and she played,

"Honey, My Honey." on the

piano for me, and he turned the

May Yohe and her first hus-

band, Lord Francis Hope.
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Deep Dene, Dorking, England, of which

May Yohe Hope was mistress.

music. She had a photograph of

King Edward on the piano—and on
the silver frame is engraved, "To
May from Edward."
"He was my friend—he was kind

to me," she said. "I would not part

with this picture for all the diamonds
in the world."

It seemed a funny combination of

events, for me to be sitting there

thinking about how I'd portray May
Yohe on the screen, and using a nap-
kin that had once been in the linen

closet of the castle of the famous
Hope family of England, and eating

a salad of lettuce, radishes, and on-

ions that May Yohe had raised in

the little garden behind her three-

room house.

Yet, somehow, you can't think of
the change in her life as a misfor-
tune; she has a philosophy that ab-
solutely discounts it.

"I've been at the top, titled,

wealthy, a friend of nobility, and
I've been at the bottom, a social out-

cast, penniless, a janitress in the
shipyards—when we first came here
John was ill, and I had to do what-
ever I could to earn money, you see.

And I've always been happy. I never
walked the floor at night nursing my
troubles. Happiness is here," she
touched her heart, "and never did I

dream that I could be so happy as
I am here in my little house with
John and the flowers and the rab-
bits."

You can't feel sorry for the fallen

fortunes of a woman who sees life

that way ; there's nothing to feel

sorry about.

However, she doesn't intend to re-

main in her little house forever.

"I'm going to tell you a secret,"

she told me. "I wrote the story of

the Hope Diamond for a purpose. I

mean some day to return to Eng-
land ; I love that old country, where
I have many, many friends. And
with the money I get from this serial

about the diamond I am going back
there and show them that May Yohe
is alive, happy, and prosperous. And
I am eager to get John away from
the shipyards

;
people are always be-

ing hurt there—and I'd rather have
him away from it."

And how much money do you sup-

pose it's her ambition to have?
Fifty-five thousand dollars. Cer-

tainly her former life did not leave

with her an inheritance of extrava-

gance.

And if I've shown you May Yohe
as she really is—kindly, unassuming,
lovable—you'll understand why I'm
trying harder than I've ever tried be-

fore to do the best work I can in

this picturization of the story she's

written ; I'm so anxious to do my
part in helping her to get back to

England.

"You can't feel sorry for the fallen

fortunes of a ivoman who looks at

life as she does."



What the Fans Think
On different subjects concerning the screen, as revealed by letters selected from our mail pouch.

Mrs. R. J. D.—Please Read!
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I must comment on Mrs. R. J. D.'s letter regarding Cecil De
Mille's latest production, "Why Change Your Wife?" as it

afforded me the best amusement I have experienced in weeks.
Unfortunately, however, Mrs. R. J. D. does not state her

daughter's age. If she is under eighteen, mother is to blame
for her foolishness; but if she is past that age and does not
know when her dresses are too low-necked to be becoming

—

Heaven help her, because she is not the average American
girl, and any amount of censoring will not help much, so why
censor a truly remarkable production that very subtly
a moral just because one young lady out of a thousand
to take a grotesque view of it and make herself absurd:

If she merely imitated Miss Swanson, all w^ould be v
you will remember the striking street costume she won
time of the accident. Her evening gowns were very b
—Miss Swanson's back being largely responsible
—but, of course, any common-sense girl will

realize that she could not wear them and "get
away with it," especially if she is still in, or
lately out of her teens.

As to perfume, Miss Swanson used it sparingly.
I do not recall any instance that would lead one .

to believe that her clothes "fairly reek with it." A
Surely the picture cannot be to blame, for the fSS
young lady could just as easily get her ideas
from a novel.

If it is very warm in Winsted, t onnecticut, i SB
am very much afraid that most of her fudge ad- mB
heres to the cushions, and if it is cool, she is

running a terrible risk, because one of her "un-
initiated" admirers might accidentally sit on it,

and ! ?! A. De Mille Admirer—Butte, Montana.

"Hoping Mary Pickford Never Grows Up."

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I am thirteen, and will be in the second year of high school

in September. And I buy your magazine every month.
I have been reading "What the Fans Think," and some one

in Canada wants Mary Pickford to grow up. I don't, and I

saw her in "Pollyanna," and she was wonderful. I can't agree
with the Toronto writer about Mary Miles Minter, either; I

didn't like her in "Anne of Green Gables ;" she didn't act like

a kid at all. Mary Pickford is the only one that can play kid
parts well, and I hope she will keep playing them.

I like Nazimova, too—she sure is a wonderful dancer. I

enjoyed so much the article about her in your last number.
I am so glad they are going to star Marjorie Daw ; I have

loved her ever since I saw her with Mary in "Rebecca of Sun-
nybrook Farm."

I enjoy your magazine, every bit of it, very much.
Rose E. Ward—Ithaca, New York.

Putting a Pedestal Under Gloria.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
In a late issue of your magazine I found a letter of criticism

of Gloria Swanson. And I want to protest against the things

it said of her.

First it said she could not act. In several plays she showed
that she did not have as much acting ability as some other
players, but she was better than some girls I have seen starred,

at that. And in "Why Change Your Wife?" she proved that

she ranked among the best players.

In another issue some one wrote that Gloria Swanson was
not beautiful. I don't think she is pretty, but she is one of the
most beautiful women on the screen.

J. W. S.—-Covington, Kentucky.

An Appreciation of Elsie Ferguson.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
The saddest thing about the English language is its frequent

inability to express truth without perverting it so that it loses

the semblance of truth. But may I be permitted to offer, in

all sincerity, a humble appreciation of Elsie Ferguson? To
me she is that "something afar" which signifies an ideal. In

the magic of her wistful smile I read the whole history of

romance. In the depths of her clear eyes I catch a glimpse of

ancient Greece—a vision of the perfect art of Athens and of
her tolerant sanity. The charm of her voice carries me to

the Land of Heart's Desire. She is beautiful, cultured, pa-
trician, an aristocrat as delicately aloof in the midst of a crowd
as on a lonely hilltop. A slender goddess, made to be adored.
I am shaping an idol from my dreams, you say. No ; to me
she is quite human, quite alive ; and I can pay her no greater

tribute than to say that I should not be afraid of a fallen idol,

should my path ever cross hers, as hers has already crossed
mine. Dixette—Yonkers, New York.

A Word or Two to the Directors.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I'd like to back "D. K.," of Sioux Falls, when he says, in

the August number, "Why doesn't Norma Talmadge stick to

light, airy plays, instead of dipping into heavy tragedy?" Why
can't the directors leave that stuff to the Nazimova and Alice

Joyce types? It's almost as bad as it would be to feature

Doug as Shylock in "The Merchant of Venice !" I've heard
at least a dozen people deplore Miss Talmadge's dips into

heavy drama, while thousands applauded her "She Loves and
Lies."

Why don't you magazine editors conceive some plan to put

a good suggestion for the aid of bettering art before the pro-

ducers, when one comes along? You have your finger on the

public's pulse through the medium of your columns. When
the majority deplores some incident, such as the above, then
you can let the producers know. It might not mean much at

first, but as time goes on they'll feel the weight of your words
and it will help. See what the other film fans think of it.

C. F. M.—Buffalo, New York.

"Me for the Star."

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

Under the caption "What the Fans Think" you publish some
very readable stuff. I do not wish to infer that the balance
of your output is flat. It is really good. In fact, to my mind
yours is the most readable of all the many movie magazines
published. Got a pretty good staff, I guess, or maybe ye
editor knows what to throw out and what to print. Both,

perhaps.

But back to the first proposition. Most folks like to know
what others think. I do. I get lots to chew on and mull over
in these letters you print from other fans. So I'm going to

contribute my bit.

We all must have a hobby outside of business to maintain

high efficiency. "In the chairs" in secret orders was mine for

ten years, but when I had no more fields to conquer there I

took to the movies. Works fine. I like 'em. Like profes-

sional baseball, about one performance out of ten is worth
seeing. The rest of them don't hurt one any.

Continued on page 87
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A Bouquet for Nazimova.
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
In your July issue "An Interested Fan" asks that some one

come to his aid in defense of Nazimova. Believing that it is

much better to "give flowers now" where they are justly de-

served, I send to this incomparable star "my whole
garden of roses."

Did you ever sit at your window after a vio-

lent storm and look at a beautiful rainbow,
noting the many colors that go to make up the

whole—the warm shades, the cold shades, and
even those that suggest tenderness? Nazimova's
characterizations are like that. She is fire and
she is ice. She is autumn and winter and spring
and summer—she is anything she wills herself
to be. If she were cast to portray every feminine
role in a play, she could do it—and wouldn't it

be a novelty?
With best wishes for your very interesting

magazine, I am Sincerely yours,
Annie B. Giles—Austin, Texas.
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In SQUARE cornered hox 50 cents

Guaranteed to contain DOUBLE the quan-

tity of former round cornered 25-cent box

ON the stage or in the audience—with the

stars of drama or the leaders of society

—

Freeman's Face Powder has always been a

prime favorite.

Clinging, dainty, and with an exquisite, delicate

fragrance, Freeman's gives to the complexion

that soft, velvety look and feel of a baby's skin.

At all toilet counters or send

5 cents for miniature box

The Freeman Perfume Company
2511 Norwood Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

FACE
POWDIR



By William

How to

Write a

Synopsis

Several of my readers recently have
sent similar letters of inquiry, trying

to find out specifically how to put a

screen story together. These are diffi-

cult questions to answer, because writ-

ing cannot be reduced to a basis of rules or formulae.

No one can do more than to give you the general broad
rules. Still, I shall try to do what I can to clear up
the problems presented to me, beginning with the one
offered by Lawrence L. Spencer:

I believe that if we had a way to see and study the synopses
of the current pictures that come to the theaters in our re-

spective towns, we would know
much better how to go about to pre-

pare our own stories. I feel sure

that if I could only see one finished

picture, the original scenario of

which I could study, I would have
far less trouble in writing my own.
My greatest trouble lies right here

:

I do not know what to write and
what not to write, in spite of your
advice to write only the naked plot.

At the theater, where I am oper-

ator, I will see a picture with little

scenes inserted all through it, and
I wonder how the author ever wrote
all that in fifteen hundred words.
Or didn't he? Or does the director

or continuity writer fill out the

story? If not, then my trouble

would be in not writing enough ; but

if they do, then my trouble lies in

writing too much. Right here I

wish to make a suggestion. If you
could add to your department a few
of the current pictures' scenarios we
would like to study them.

The limitations of space forbid our printing detailed

synopses. There is a sample short synopsis in our

Guide Posts booklet, and one of the

books listed in that booklet contains

which is carefully explained and analyzed. If you

cannot grasp the form from reading both of these I

do not believe you have it in you to construct a story.

If you have read our Guide Posts booklet carefully,

you should know that a fifteen-hundred-word synopsis

is the mere skeleton of the plot, and that all the little

details and bits of business to which you refer could

not be packed into so small a compass. It is a matter

of your own good judgment as to whether or not you
wish to attempt to write a long synopsis, packed with

details. If you have the real story writer's gift, and

can write concisely, such details will be appreciated by

the scenario editor. But if your story once starts to

ramble with details which are of no value to him he

is likely to lose interest.

As a general thing, persons who have had no train-

ing and experience in writing should not attempt a long,

detailed synopsis, but should content themselves by tell-

ing the story as briefly as possible. If your plot is new
"trimmings."

What

QUESTIONS concerning scenario

writing, addressed to this depart-

ment, will be gladly answered, when ac-

companied by a stamped and addressed

return envelope. Beginners, however,
are advised first to procure our "Guide-

posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet

covering all the points on which begin-

ners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the

principal producers, with statements of

the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our- Market Booklet for six

cents. Please note that we cannot read

or criticize scripts.

Lord Wright

A similar problem is presented by
Mrs. J. I. Giddings, who says that she

About the is trying to write a comedy. ''Should

Details t'ie amateur include the small comedy
situations in his synopsis?" she writes.

"Take, for example, the picture 'Mary's Ankle.' In

the scene where the three hungry men are looking

through the window watching the cook frying waffles,

was this scene in the original synopsis, or was it put in

by the continuity writer?" If I remember correctly,

this bit of business was nothing on which the structure

of the plot depended. It is therefore likely that it was
inserted by the continuity writer,

though it may have been sug-

gested by any one connected

with the production. The point

for you to bear in mind, how-
ever, is this : The writer of the

original story need only write

such incidents and details as are

strictly necessary for the devel-

opment of the plot. If, while

writing your plot, bits of busi-

ness such as the "waffle-watch-

ing" episode occur to you, and

you believe they would heighten

the effectiveness of the picture,

there is no harm, in inserting

them. If such incidents are well

chosen, they will improve your

synopsis.

inexpensive text

a long synopsis.

Don't

Overstress

Technique

it will catch the editor's attention without

J. O. Milnauser evidently has spent

some time in the study of plot con-

struction, as you can see from his let-

ter of inquiry. He first asks whether
or not it is against the rules of screen

storywriting to begin a story by characterization, giving,

as an example, the following

:

"Elsie is a splendid type of girl—shy and demurely wistful.

Jimmy is a hero of baseball and football fame, but modest
withal."

Following the introduction, I start off fast with interesting

action, not letting down till the story is over half done. My
stories are built on this model : mmrrttllllfdFFr. There is

a lull at the first f and the climax is on the double F. I find

myself the same as lost in the woods, if I do not fix my great

climax before I develop my story. Is this correct? If I have

five threads to my story, should I work out each thread to

its conclusion and then weave the threads together? Or
should I carry them along together, adding a new phase, or

thread, as the theme seems to be losing life—timing them in

such a manner that will be equivalent to adding new coal to

the fire? I find that close observation and careful delibera-

tion are great assets to screen writing.

Certainly it is all right to begin briefly by character-

izing the principal personages of the story, though the

Continued on page 74
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You know you ought not to read any more of Marjorie's

letter because you're almost sure what the rest of it is, and
you wouldn't want everybody to read your letters, or pry
into the intimate little memories and vague longings that

are brought to your mind by this "picture."

Queer what music, or the mere thoughts of music, will do
to a person's mind—yet not so queer after all. Music is so

intimately personal, no wonder we automatically associate it with
the things that are nearest and dearest.

But think of the barren places in the lives of those who do not know
the joy of making music! Yet even these are just as human as we
—they get the same thrill from Marjorie's letter and the picture

—

but it's a thrill with something missing.

Insliitments

We want to tell these folks about GIBSON
instruments, the most intimately personal
of all musical instruments. Because they
bring self-performed music within the

reach of everyone,—whether the taste be
for classic, popular, or the dashing "jazz" of

the day,—GIBSONS are universally
-,. known as "ideal home

p —
. and companion instru-

ments." Easy to play,

entirely satisfying in

every respect, superb in

workmanship, finish, and
tone.

GIBSONS have played a part in

hundreds of little romances—con-
fidential human histories—about
which we shall he glad to tell you.

Also the GIBSON Book and free

trial proposition sent for the ask-
ing. These will help yon to become
better acquainted with the GIB-
SON family.

Teacher Salesmen wanted;
Wonderful field; ask for

details. Write us

!

Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Company
30 Parsons Street, Kalamazoo, Michigan

The only exclusive manufacturers of high-grade fretted instruments. Developers of Mandolin Orchestras.
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characterization should be developed more or less along

with the story. As for the other problem, it seems to

me that the writer is making matters difficult for him-
self. It is a good thing to learn all you can about
theory and methods of constructing plots. Most writ-

ers at some time or other have dabbled in this. But
all the successful writers whom I know forget that sort

of thing when they start to write. No artist of any
sort thinks of technical rules when he is engaged in

creating a work of art, whether he be a painter, a

musician, a writer, or what not. So when you set about

to write your story forget all about the "five threads"

and the "double F." You are quite right, I may say,

however, in figuring out your main climax before you
start. You must do that, since the climax is what the

story must work toward from the time it begins, and
if you haven't any climax in mind when you begin, you
couldn't very well work toward it.

"I'm another one of 'em—but not yet

Another successful," writes J. Norris Collier. "I

f
- notice that Mr. Pearson has trouble in

Oi rLm get^ng Y\\s ideas on paper. So do I—
but there is something else I would like

to ask you." He then continues as follows

:

In writing a scenario synopsis, there is a scene where a
timid boy, a stranger in the city, works in the same factory
with a girl whom he admires, but is not acquainted with. He
makes it a point to get out of the factory, at quitting time,

ahead of the girl, and wait until she appears, then follow-
ing after her, wishing that he could walk with her. He re-

peats this each evening until an incident happens that makes
them acquainted. The action is commonplace, but the scene
should be repeated, in order to show that the boy is timid
but persistent. Should the boy's every action be in the synopsis,

or how could you explain the action otherwise? The story in

mind is very pretty, but how to write it without being too
wordy is what stumps me. My impression in writing a syn-

opsis is to tell it in as few words as possible, but it is hard
to explain what my mind sees without going into detail.

Explain what your mind sees, by all means. When
we say not to be too wordy we do not mean to sacrifice

clearness. It is not necessary, though, to write the

boy's every action in the synopsis. Carry the meaning,
the intent, and the continuity writer will care for the

rest. And by way of example, I might add that in the

preceding paragraph you have expressed clearly and
;
concisely enough for any one- to understand what you
have in mind, and without explaining the boy's every

i action and move. Go and do the same in your synopsis.

p •
<-pre Cecil De Mille has recently written

an interesting article on "Things to

from Avoid in Writing Scenarios," from

De Mille which I take, the liberty of quoting a

few excerpts. What any one in his

position has to say oh this subject should be read and
thought about by every one interested in writing, for

the screen. He says:;

Perhaps the most frequently quoted reason given by the bud-
ding screen writer for his or her literary output is that the
story in question is founded upon personal experience. This
is sufficient to doom the story without a hearing. No individual
experience is sufficiently broad and comprehensive to serve

as the basis -for a screen play. • That fact was discovered long
ago by no less an authority on dramatic construction than
David Belasco, dean of stage producers. And the rule estab-

lished by the stage dramatists is equally applicable to screen
drama.

Personal experience may be woven into a story ; it may
furnish the starting point or climax, but in general, any one
man's experience—dramatic though it may be in spots—is in-

sufficient for the elaboration necessary in a successful stage

or screen play. A truly successful drama must be many-sided;
it must be the complex result of many experiences.
Many a person, after seeing a particularly bad or stupid

motion picture, hurries home and writes one which, he claims,
is far better than the picture which he has just seen. Not in-
frequently such a person explains just why he was forced to
write the inclosed story.

Perhaps the picture he saw was faulty, but he is no more
justified, on that account, in thinking that he can do, offhand,
a better one, or one that ought to sell, than he would be justi-

fied in thinking that, because he recognized a certain building
as being a poor example of architecture, he could set to work
and, with no training, erect a better one.

Historical tragedies or plots which make use of fictitious

kingdoms seldom find favor and may be safely avoided by
would-be writers. Yet a large percentage of the scenarios
submitted are of this type. If the student writer would take
the trouble to fpllow the current productions issued by any
of the established producers, he or she would speedily learn

what general divisions of the subject matter are under the ban.

Few writers in the making seem to realize that screen writing

is a fine art which must be acquired. Many of them seem to

feel that they are writers by virtue of a special gift, that they

.are, in other words, born scenario writers. Scenario writers

are made. Of course, native intelligence, some education,

mental capability, and a special creative talent are necessary

for the writing of stories. But the special technic of scenario

construction is acquired and not inherited. The person who
submits a manuscript with the hope that it will succeed be-

cause of the innate merit of the writer wrould not dream of

attempting to play a violin without studying music. Yet he

attempts the far more difficult task of scenario writing with-

out any preparation.

Plot seems to be the objective which every would-be scenario

writer seeks to achieve. The one idea of many inexperienced

writers is that if they cram their stories full of complications

it is bound to succeed.

Contrary to popular opinion, photo plays do not succeed

because of intricate plots. To-day, theme is far more impor-

tant. Plot, in the usual sense of the word, is being relegated

to the background. Character delineation, founded on a theme

of value, is the thing which the successful photo play of the

future must have. But—above all things, the story must

have theme.
To sum up these negative hints to beginners: Don't write

scenarios because you have had an experience which seems

to vou sufficientlv unusual to make a successful screen play;

don't write historical tragedies or plots laid in mythical prin-

cipalities ; don't write because you think you are a born

writer; don't write without studying the way in which others

have written screen stories ; and don't write with plot as the

sole reason. Learn the mechanics of the art, select a theme

of real merit, and develop it and the characters which make
it live.

I may venture to add this: Don't attempt to write

motion-picture continuity. Leave it to the veterans.

Write your story in synopsis form. And if you have

a good plot—develop 'it along with the character de-

lineation—and the theme

!

Here is the surest sign that the stock

The °f st0"es
»

novels, and plays for the

movies is diminishing. "The Prince
Surest Sign Chap," "The House of a Thousand

Candles," et cetera, made as features

by the Selig Company four or five years ago, are to be

remade as new productions. "The Garden of Allah"

is to be remade. The old Hoyt comedies, all of which

have been made into pictures at one time or another,

have been collected and will serve as future vehicles

for Charles Ray.
Other plays and books which have been produced

as pictures within the last few years have been acquired

by others, the old negatives scrapped, and new pro-

ductions planned. When this is done the fund of old

material will be small indeed.

Originals, good originals, will be at a premium sooner

or later. One of the signs of the times is the reported

combination of four or five of the more versatile writ-

ers of plot and continuities, who anticipate a big de-

mand for original stuff within the year.

Continued on page 86
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The object of this advertisement is to have you send
for your Free copy of

VTuZ HAMILTON CATALOG 5SS22

HAMILTON'S PRICES GREATLY REDUCED FOR FALL!
The Garments We Are Showing in Our Catalog Bear Such Radical

Reductions that it Seems Almost Like the Old Days Again!

The Newest Fifth Avenue Styles— BuyFrom Actual Photographs—DirectFromTheManufacturer—
Means you pay little more than wholesale
prices. That's why Hamilton customers
have always bought for less. Now with
these further radical reductions our al-

ready low prices have beengreatl? reduced.

Not ordinary "mail-order" garments. Smart-
ly dressedNew York women buy them every
day in our five-story Fifth Avenue building.
New, chic, distinctive styles—at a price that
brings them within easy reach of everyone.

Our Money Back Guarantee—We Pay The Postage—Costs Nothing To Try
If a garment is not satisfactory in every way, return it at our expense. Your money back without question.

DRESSES • SUITS • COATS • MILLINERY SWEATERS
FURS WAISTS • SKIRTS SHOES

No guesswork in buying a Hamilton gar'
ment. You make your selection frompho-
tographs of living models, showing just
how each garment looks when worn. See
these 300 new fashions in ourFall Catalog.

K10, 307 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

Send tor this beautiful Catalog-
It's Free! Even if there is nothing
you need at present, just mail a
post card with your name and
address. Do it now ! Thank you !
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Seena Takes a Flier
We refer to her investments in oil—not to exploits in aviation.

By Grace Kingsley

SHE was just trying on a new khaki walking suit,

and when she looked up I saw that she was
Seena Owen.

Of course, I knew it would be Seena, be-

cause that's whom I came to see; but an in-

terviewer always has to start off some mys-
terious way like that, so

that it will sound more
exciting.

Anyhow, her blue eyes

were shining, and her face

wore that alluring smile

of hers.

"For a new part ?"

I asked, referring to

the khaki. You re-

member, she used to

be Bill Hart's leading
lady, so she was born
to the khaki, so to

speak, even if she has
departed since from
the Western atmos-
phere and indulged in

things like Tourneur's
"The Life Line" and
"Victory" and other such
dramas.

"For a new part," she
exclaimed, stopping in the
buttoning-up process,
"why, my- dear, they've
struck the black line

!"

"Struck which?" I de-
manded breathlessly.
"And did it hurt?"
"Hurt?" she demanded

scornfully. "Why, that
just means they may
strike oil any day, now !"

"Oil ?" I repeated.
"What's that got to do
with your new role?"

"Everything," smiled
Seena calmly

; "you see
I'm a member of the
board of directors
of an oil company
down in Texas \"

"Why, Seena
Owen !" I ex-
claimed. "Did
you hear what
you said?"

"Yep," said
Seena. Eve
known Seena
so long that
she has a right

to "Yep" me
any time she
wants to.

So she's two kinds of queen—film and oil ! And
being two kinds of queen, it seems to me, is more than
any one girl has any right to hope to be.

And you aren't a bit more surprised than
those rough oil men were, that day when
she walked into the lobby of the Westbrooke

Hotel, at Fort Worth. Texas, all

dolled up in her prettiest clothes, was
greeted by a tall, brown young man
who looked a lot like her, only in

a masculine sort of way, and the
two joined a group who were talk-
ing oil. with Seena as much at home
as if she'd been used to such scenes
all her life.

That was only five short months
ago, since which time Miss Owen,
and the tall, brown young man who

is her brother, have cleaned up
a small fortune, all of which

\ has gone back into the oil

business, because Miss
Owen is no mere spec-
ulator, but means to

make a real business
of it.

It's highlv -amusing.

as well as

edifying,
when you see

those red lips

open, and

that alluring

smile reveal

itself, and.
expecting to

hear her
make some
remark about

some matinee

idol or a new
gown, she

pours forth, instead, a

stream of talk about "spuddin' in," "bringing in

a well." "heads," and suchlike deadly technical

terms.

It's all exactly like one of those up-to-date

business stories, where the heroine helps- win

vast sums of money in business enterprise, re-

garding which, when you see it on the screen,

you exclaim: "Pshaw, it simply doesn't happen!"

Only in Miss Owen's case it did.

The lobby of the Westbrooke Hotel that morning

resembled in a small way the Wall Street Curb. Pro-

motors and financiers, speculators, and all the motley

throng an oil boom attracts were bustling about or

talking in groups. Voices were heard in argument

above the steady current of talk. Messenger boys scur-

ried about and stenographers rattled away at their

machines. Rumors of gushers filled in the chinks

Continued on

page 78
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"The Proudest Moment of

Our Lives Had Come!"
"It was our own home! There were two glistening tears in Mary's eyes, yet a smile was on

her lips. I knew what she was thinking.

"Five years before we had started bravely out together! The first month had taught us the old,

old lesson that two cannot live as cheaply as one. I had left school in the grades to go to work
and my all too thin pay envelope was a weekly reminder of my lack of training. In a year Betty

came—three mouths to feed now. Meanwhile living costs were soaring. Only my salary and I

were standing still.

"Then one night Mar}' came to me. 'Jim', she said, 'why don't you go to school again—right here at home?
You can put in an hour or two after supper each night while I sew. Learn to do some one thing. You'll make
good—I know you will,'

"Well, we talked it over and that very night I wrote to Scranton. A few days later I had taken up a course in

the work I was in. It was surprising how rapidly the mysteries of our business became clear to me—took on a

new fascination. In a little while an opening came. I was ready for

it and was promoted—with an increase. Then I was advanced again.

There was money enough to even lay a little aside. So it went.

"And now the fondest dream of all has come true. We have a real home of
our own with the little comforts and luxuries Mary had always longed for, a
little place, as she says, that 'Betty can be proud to grow up in.'

"I look back now in pity at those first blind stumbling years. Each evening
after supper the doors of opportunity had swung wide and I had passed them
by. How grateful I am that Mary helped me to see that night the golden
hours that lay within."

In city, town and country all over America there are men with happy fami-
lies and prosperous homes because they let the International Correspondence
Schools come to them in the hours after supper and prepare them for bigger work
at better pay. More than two million men and women in the last 29 years have
advanced themselves through spare time study with the I. C. S. Over one
hundred thousand right now are turning their evenings to profit. Hundreds
are starting every day.

You, too, can have the position you want in the work you like best. Yon
can have a salary that will give your family the kind of a home, the comforts,
the little luxuries that you would like them to have. Yes, you can ! No matter
what your age, your occupation, or your means—you can do it!

All we ask is the chance to prove it. That's fair, isn't it? Then mark and mail
this coupon. There's no obligation and not a penny of cost. But it may be the
most important step you ever took in your life. Cut out and mail the coupon no-iv.

n '——— TEAR OUT HERE-

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4-554-B, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the pac-
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

electrical engineer
1 Electric Lighting and Railways
_J Electric "Wiring
Q Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
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Machine Shop Practice
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CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
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Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST
Navigation

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer

Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATTNG
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
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Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
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automobile OPERATING
Auto Repairing Spe IstL
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Pooltry llaliuie |LJ Italian.

Present
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Street
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78 Seena Takes a Flier

of conversation, and everybody
was tensely excited.

Suddenly into the midst of it

all tripped a lovely blond girl, clad

in tasteful and fashionable rai-

ment. Instantly she became the

cynosure of all eyes. (Doesn't
that sound just like a subtitle?)

There was a hush of voices for

a moment, the crowd being taken
by surprise at seeing a girl in the
midst of activities in which only
men were generally known to par-
ticipate, and

Well, of course, as I've said be-
fore, the girl was Seena Owen.
And this is how it all happened:
A few months ago, her pet

brother, one with whom she has

been chums all her life, met with

business reverses. He was feel-

ing pretty blue, and the two used
to sit up night after night dis-

cussing the lad's future, after

everybody else had gone to bed.

Suddenly, one night, Miss Owen
bethought her of the oil boom in

Texas. She asked her brother

why he didn't go down there and
try his luck. He slapped his knee,

and said he just believed he would.
Then they began to examine over
oil reports, to study geological bul-

letins, to talk with experienced oil

men, and one day brother, loaded
up with "imperial gallons of fact"

about oil, kissed his sister good-
by, and sallied forth to make his

fortune.

Did sister Seena forget all

about what brother was doing, and
devote herself solely to picture art

and picture-folks' festivities? She

A few months ago lie and she sat up

nights discussing his future.

Photo by Monroe

~>u can see for yourself how becoming

duds were.

did not. She read everything she could lay her

hands on concerning the Texas oil situation, de-

voured her brother's letters, and shortly began
sending him advice. That does seem odd, doesn't

it? But it seems the advice was good, for soon

brother got right in and became a director of one

of the companies. Then sister Seena wrote him
she was going to visit him. And instead of gath-

ering together a wardrobe wherewith to dazzle

the husky Texans, she got busy on some khaki

duds and set forth. Of course, she took some
pretty clothes along, also. That was good busi-

ness too.

Continued on page S3
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CARTOONISTS
MAKE

BIG MONEY
(oh

Every time Sid Smith makes a stroke of his pen, millions

of people laugh and every laugh means money for the man
who creates it. Andy and Min earn big money for him
every day.

In this weary old world, everyone from childhood to old age wants
to be made to laugh, and men who succeed at this are highly paid for it.

By capitalizing their humorous ideas and drafting ability, cartoonists like

Briggs, Fox, King, and Smith make $10,000 to $100,000 a year. YOU
may have ideas that are equally good. Let Federal training ffive you the

skill to put them on paper.

Send For This Book

If you like to draw, all you need is training to bring out your orig-

inality of style and ideas. "A Road to Bigger Things" tells how you
can capitalize your liking for drawing through the Federal Course in Ap-
plied Cartooning. It offers you the opportunity to study cartooning

under 32 of America's masters, including Clare Briggs, Sid Smith, Fon-
taine Fox, and others. It is like learning under these big men them-
selves and getting the composite knowledge of their years of experience

for your personal use.

What your present position may be doesn't matter; if you have
this liking for drawing, Federal training will develop it and fit you for a

pleasant and highly profitable profession. What Federal training has

already done for thousands of others, it can do for you.

Send the coupon below, with six cents to cover postage, and we
will mail your copy of "A Road to Bigger Things." Be sure to state

your age and occupation

!

Federal School of Applied Cartooning
0022 Warner Bldg. Minneapolis, Minn.

' TEAR OUT AND MAIL
Federal School of Applied Cartooning',

0022 Warner Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Please send by return mail my copy of "A Road to Bigger Things" together with complete information about the Federal School of Applied Cartooning. I enclose 6c post s,T3-

Name _Age_ Occupation,

Address^ _City and State_

(Not good unless completely filled out)
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Questions emd Answers evbout the Screen

BONNIE FRANCE.—"The Love Ex-
pert" is the Constance Talmadge film

you refer to. Darrel is not married.
Your other questions have already been
answered in this issue.

Ruth S. Buffalo.—I have quite a few
correspondents in your home town. Mil-
dred Harris is not divorced from Charles
Chaplin. Ruth Stonehouse is still work-
ing in pictures. She is with the Metro
Pictures Corporation at the present time.

Baby Marie Osborne was born in ign.
Virginia Lee Corbin was born a year
later. Marjorie Daw arrived on this

earth in 1902.

Bobo & Hobo.—Richard Barthelmess is

married to Mary Hay, of the Ziegfeld
"Follies."

Mars.—My, you're full of questions,

aren't you? That was Norman Tal-
madge's own hair you saw. Yes, Eva
Novak played with Tom Mix in that pic-

ture. Kathleen Clifford was Douglas
Fairbanks' leading woman in "When the
Clouds Roll By." Molly Malone is the
girl you refer to in "The Garage" with
Roscoe Arbuckle. Buster Keaton was
the assistant. Ben Turpin is really cross-
eyed. William Carrol was the heavy in
"The Trail of the Octopus." We have
already had the interview with Tom Mix.
You must have overlooked it. The edi-
tor looks after all the interviews. Look
at the end of The Oracle for addresses.
Clarine Seymour died in April, following
an operation.

Violet M. L.—Gladys Leslie looks just
the same off the screen as she does on.
Marie Walcamp seems to live on stunts
and thrills, doesn't she? You can get
the photos you desire by writing to the
stars personally for them and inclosing
a quarter with your request. You cer-
tainly have a raft of favorites. Jack
Pickford is married to Olive Thomas.
Niles Welch is married to Dell Boone.
He was born in 1888. Violet Mersereau
has blond hair and dark-blue eyes.

Eileen and Ethel.—Norman Kerry
and Lew Cody are not related to each
other. "Polly of the Storm Country" is

Mildred Harris Chaplin's latest play.

Monte Blue is playing opp6site Mary
Miles Minter in her latest Realart fea-
ture. Juanita Hansen was born in 1897.

Noodles.—You hear all kinds of gossip
about professional people. Gossips al-

ways choose people who are well known
to talk about, so, naturally, the theatrical
end gets hit the hardest by these verbal
bombardments. It is true that Clarine
Seymour passed away. Yes, I know Con-
stance Talmadge very well. Bebe Dan-

iels looks just the same off the screen as

she does on. Naturally, Mary has to have
a secretary to help her with her letters,

which mount well up into the hundreds
weekly. It takes me a good, full month
to answer all the questions in one issue.

Yes, I .guessed" you liked to write after

noting the length of your letter.

Happy Bud.—Olive Thomas is Mrs.
Jack Pickford. She does not wear a wig.

I am sure that she would gladly send such
an ardent booster as yourself one of her

THE ORACLE will answer in

these columns as many ques-

tions of general interest concern-

ing the movies as space will allow.

Personal replies to a limited
number of quest ions—such as will

not require unusually long answers

—will be sent if the request is ac-

companied by a stamped enve-

lope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture

Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79

Seventh Avenue, New York City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about

becoming a movie actor or actress,

since the only possible way of ever

getting such a job is by direct

personal application at a studio.

Questions concerning scenario

writing must be written on a

separate sheet of paper. Those
who wish the addresses of actors

and actresses are urged to read

the notice at the end of this

department.

photos if you wrote to her. She has
brown hair and blue eyes. She is five feet

three inches and weighs one hundred and
eighteen pounds.

Tar Heel.—There is no use o"f your
going to California to see Norma Tal-
madge, because it would be impossible,
principally because you would not find

her there, as she is in Europe at the
present time. Better change your direc-

tion if you intend to see her personally.

That was hard luck in missing Geraldine
Farrar's concert. Maybe you have your
mind twisted a bit. Spottiswoode Aitken is

not a leading man. He is a character
man. You certainly must lie a Norma
Talmadge booster to be willing to sacri-

fice all that for a glimpse of her.

Ura Joke.—Why not ask Tom Mix
those questions yourself? Drop him a
line. I'm sure he'd be interested. He is

married to Victoria Forde. He has been
in pictures for about six years.

Thomas W.—Thanks for the stamps.
The editor has mailed you copies of the
"Market Booklet" and "Guideposts for
Scenario Writers."

Mary Pickford Forever.—Yes, John
Barrymore played in "Doctor Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde" on the screen. This picture

was made by Famous Players-Lasky.
The Pioneer Film Company also released
an adaptation of this famous book, with
Sheldon Lewis in the title roles.

X K Vate.—Every one of the ques-
tions you asked has already been an-

swered in replies to the queries preceding
yours.

Marvel.—George Loane Tucker is still

directing for Mayflower. Albert Ray is

not acting at the present time. He is di-

recting a picture for First National.

The Piper o' Dundee.—The "Market
Booklet" has been sent to you by the ed-

itor. It shouldn't take very long to get

the pictures after you write for them, un-
less the actors should be out of photos
and waiting for a new batch when your
letter is received. I should say several

thousand letters per month. Walter is

not an Englishman. What would you do
if you did have all her money? You must
not judge any one by the_ place or cir-

cumstances they were born in. You know
that wise old saying about all great things

having a small beginning.

Florida.—Hugh is coming rapidly to

the front. His latest picture is "The
Slim Princess," opposite Mabel Normand.
Yes, I saw him in the plays you men-
tioned. Yes, he is. Look at the end of

the department for addresses.

Rata.—You certainly are a veteran

reader of Picture-Play, but what kept

you from asking any questions all this

time? Niles Welch is still working in

pictures. The last release in which he ap-

peared was "The Courage of Marge
O'Doone," by James Oliver Curwood,
which was produced by Vitagraph. Pau-
line Starke had the leading feminine role

in this play. You probably had the wrong
address for him. Try again. Clarine

Seymour died on April twenty-ninth, 1920.

Webster Campbell is still with the Vita-

graph forces. Mary Pickford is now Mrs.
Douglas Fairbanks, as you must surely

know by this time. Dou't be so long in

writing again. You will find the addresses

you want at the end of this department.

Continued on page 96
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All Musical
Instruments
With Complete Outfits

Trial
A New Plzn. Wurlitzer will send you any mus-
ical instrument you wish for, of the finest

quality, with a complete outfit of everything
you need, for a full week's trial in 5

Tour own
home. No obligation to buy. If you decide to

keep it pay in small monthly sums. Wurlitzer
makes complete outfits cost little more than in-

strument alone. You get factory price on
everything.

Outfits include handsome carrying case, vel-

vet and plush lined; self instructor, in-

struction aids; all attachments and extra
parts, books of musical selections, etc.

Wurlitzer plan gives you everything you
need at once, on free trial and on easy pay-
ments, and at a tremendous saving, Wur-
litzer is the largest musical firm in the world
today. Wurlitzer musical instruments are
standard of the world. Buy the Wurlitzer
way. Send for the instrument you wish on
trial and judge for yourself.

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pav for your instru-

ment. Have it now and enjoy it while yon
make the easy monthly payments. These
Complete Outfits are ready. Send for yours
on free trial.

Violin
Comet
Saxophone
Trombone
Mellophone
Trap Drum

Clarionet
Piccolo
Flnte
Bogie
Fife
Gnitar

Mandolin
Tenor-Banjo
Banjo-
Mandolin

Banjo-U^elele
Banjo

Banjc -Guitar
Ukelele
Hswaiian-
Gaitar

Viols
Cello

Beautiful New Catalog Free
Write For It Today

Full details of all instruments and outfits and details
of free trial and easy payment offer. Illustrated in
color. More pictures and more information about
musical instruments than in any other bonk published.
A veritable musical encyclopedia. Free, no obliga-
tion. Send for catalog today.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept 1757

1 1 7 E. 4th Street 329 S. Wabash Avenue
CINCINNATI CHICAGO

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1757
117 E. 4tk St., Cincinnati, 0.—329 S. W*ba*h Are., Ckicifa, IIL

Send me your new catalog with illustrations in color and
full descriotion of the Wurlitzer Complete Outfits and de-
tails of the free trial and easy payment offer.

Xame.

.

.

.

Address
.

(Musical linfl HlllUKf in tahicM I am &>p.ieiaLy intent i]
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HIGH SCHOOL
COURSE IN

TWO TEARS
You Want to Earn

Big Money!
And you will not be satisfied unless
you earn steady promotion. But are
you prepared for the job ahead of

you? Do you measure up to the
standard that insures success? For
a more responsible position a fairly

good education is necessary. To write
a sensible business letter, to prepare
estimates, to figure cost and to com-
pute interest, you must have a certain
amount of preparation. All this you
must be able to do before you will

earn promotion.

Many business houses hire no men
whose general knowledge is not equal to a
high school course. Why? Because big
business refuses to burden itself with men
who are barred from promotion by the lack
of elementary education.

Can You Qualify for

a Better Position?
We have a plan whereby you can. We
can give you a complete but simplified high
school course in two years, giving you all

the essentials that form the foundation of
practical business. It will prepare you to
hold your own where competion is keen and
exacting. Do not doubt your ability, but
make up your mind to it and you will soon
have the requirements that will bring you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO IT.

Let us show you how to get on the
road to success. It will not cost you a single
working hour. We are so sure of being able
to help you that we will cheerfully return to
you, at the end of ten lessons, every cent
you sent us if you are not absolutely satisfied.
What fairer offer can we make you? Write
today; It costs you nothing but a stamp.

American School of Correspondence I
Dept. H-776 Chicago, U. S. A. I

American School of Correspondence, I

Dept. H-776 Chicago, 111.

I want job checked — tell me how to get it.

....Architect
$6,000 to $15,000

... Building Contractor
$5 000 to $10,000

....Automobile Engineer
84,000 to S10.000

....Automobile Repairman
$2,600 to $4,000

... Civil Engineer
$5,000 to $15,000

....Structural Engineer
$4,000 to $10,000

....Business Manager
$5,000 to $15,000

Certified Public Ac-
countant $7,000 to $15,000
Accountant & Auditor

$2,600 to $7,000
....Draftsman & Designer

$2,500 to $4,000
....Electrical Engineer

$4,000 to $10,000
....General Education

In one year

..Lawyer
$5,000 to $16,000

..Mechanical Engineer
84.000 to $10,000

..Shop Superintendent
$3,000 to $7,000

..Employment Manager
$4,000 to $10,000

..Steam Engineer
$2,000 to $4,000

..Foreman's Course
$2,000 to $4,000

..Photoplay Writer
$2,000 to $10,000

..Sanitary Engineer
$2,000 to $5,000

..Telephone Engineer .

$2Jj00 to $6,000
..Telegraph Engineer

$2,500 to $5,000
..High School Graduate

In two years
..Fire Insurance Expert

$3,000 to $10,000

Name

Address-

.

—i ob mmm i

What Happens to the Story
Continued from page 31

Under the head of "atmosphere" Finally the set is O. K.'d by that
such details as furniture, decorations, COurt of last resort, which I have
and all the odds and ends of the set already mentioned. Then comes the
are included. For instance, if the familiar cry of "Ready—lights-
heroine of the picture is blond it camera !" And actual production be-
would be criminal to provide a light gins.

background
; to gain a contrast and Now for the promised revelations

insure crystal-clear photography the regarding ways of outwitting Mother
walls of the set must be dark. Nature. Of course, it might be pos-
A staff of draftsmen handles those sible to have camera men hang

first plans of the art director's, and around the woods until a nice, big
they are passed on by Mr. Ince, the tree was struck by lightning, but sev-
director, and the continuity writer eral camera men might grow old and
of the picture before they go to the boary waiting to catch such a scene,
stage manager and the carpenters. And it's much simpler to move a
Usually the building of a set takes good, big tree to the studio lot, wire
from two to thirty days. Sometimes it with electricity—and then let it be
such bidding takes place on the stage artificially "struck" in full view of
where the set is to be used, but in the camera.
the case of elaborate sets miniature As for the storm at sea—this, too,
models are first made, and the actual m{g]n iiave been accomplished by
building takes place in the mammoth Using reai shipS) on a reai ocean, the
shops adjoining the studio proper, sbips being insured against loss, and
The sets are then moved piecemeal trie storm just being waited for until
to the stage where they are to be

it arrived! But—to build perfect
set up, and it's no unusual sight to mmature models is much less ex-

pensive and far easier, and to make
a storm in the studio tank is equally

simple. Which all goes to show that

while the makers of the movies will

go the limit when necessary, they

aren't averse to using commendable

see husky stage hands stalking about
the studio bearing a Greek column or
a large portion of a winding stair-

way to the proper destination. Sam-
son would have found no difficulty in

getting a job around the studio, and
Hercules could have had a life con-
tract as a mover of scenery, if they
lived nowadavs.

thrift and making clever substitutions

whenever thev can.

A Heart's Worth of Frocks
Continued from page 49

an easy matter to spend forty thou-
sand dollars a year for clothes," she

told me one day, when she'd been
making a round of the shops and
was wearing the simplest sort of lit-

tle tailored suit because she knew her
mood would never stand for any-
thing more noticeable. ''Yet it's

much easier for me to earn five hun-
dred thousand than to spend less than

a tenth of it on clothes. Buying
clothes that will express me, and will

register well before the camera, and
fit in with the character I'm playing

—oh, for the rags and tatters of Tn
Old Kentucky !' I've been trying

for hours to match these shades of
tulle with this metallic cloth—it has
all the pastel shades in it, and my
maid had given up in despair, but I

know it can be done. The tulle has
been dyed, but the cloth changes
color just like a chameleon in be-

tween dyeings."

However, the finished frock was
well worth her trouble. Anita's

clothes always are, though frocks

such as those she wears neces-

sitate their wearer's going to a lot

more trouble than you and I would
probably be willing to take.

For instance, there's the gown
which has an accordion plaited petti-

coat of brown chiffon over one of

bronze metal cloth. Over that is a

very full skirt of brilliantly striped

material which stands well out on
the sides, fastened without belt or

sash to a very tight bodice. The
sleeves are of mauve chiffon, cut out

on top of the arm, and wrist length.

And with this quaint frock Anita

wears a cape of taffeta trimmed with

wide bands of ostrich feathers.

Then there's a black gown, suitable

for teas or informal dinner parties

which is made of finely figured black

lace, made over black satin. The
bottom of the tunic skirt is edged
with a very wide band of white lace,

and another band of the same lace,

somewhat narrower, forms the belt.

The gown is very simple—simple as

French frocks so frequently are. T

know a man who said that he'd

rather see his wife wear cloth of

gold made in America than plain

black net made in France.
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"The black dress would have an
awfully strong kick if it were a

drink," he explained, rather enigmat-

ically. So has Anita's simple little

black one; it embodies the sparkle in

her eyes.

Her hats are moods. There's a

snug little one of dull brown trimmed
with grapes in their natural colors;

it makes Anita look like an autumn
nymph, and expresses all the rich-

ness of her beauty. There's another

very wide brimmed one, edged with

ostrich, which explains one of the

reasons why fans are no longer so

popular as they once were—to-day's

girls flirt from under their hat brims.

But you mustn't think that all the

verve and sparkle of Anita's clothes

mean that that introduction of mine
applies to her ; she's sublimely con-

tent as Mrs. Rudolph Cameron, and
if you want to know what her favor-

ite gown is, it's a dull blue house
gown which she calls, "Home, Sweet
Home."

Husband, Wife, and Company
Continued from page 4 7

wide. "Long ago we worked out the

understanding that one opinion is as

good as another, and that neither is

any good, because opinions are only

personal judgment, you know. And
quite apart from what people think,

there is just one right thing—one
right solution—and if the two peo-
ple who are trying to reach it

just remember that, personal opinion
won't enter in, and there'll be no
chance to quarrel."

I began to feel that I understood
her serenity somewhat.

Seena Takes a Flier

Continued from page 78

Down there she met Doctor H. E.
Peterson, of the University of Texas,
an authority on geological structures,

who has been very helpful in the dis-

covery of oil-well localities.

Outsiders smiled a bit when they
heard about it, but Miss Owen's as-

sociates knew of her careful study
of the oil fields, and respected her
sound business judgment. You see

Miss Owen came from a family of
business men, and it soon became
known she was there to attend, with
her brother, meetings of the board
of directors of the company in which
she was interested.

This company, as is the case in

many other large oil concerns, dealt
in leases. Much acreage was owned
by it, adjacent to a newly drilled well,

owned by another company, which
was capped as soon as it was known
to be a producer.

But all of a sudden stories were
circulated, nobody knew quite how,'

THE SHOE THAT HOIJ3S ITS^SHAPE

$722 $822 $9-228. $10 22 SHOES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY WEARING
W. Lm DOUGLAS SHOES

«450 J5.00 S5.50

hebestknown
shoes in the

world. They are
sold in 107 W.L.
Douglas stores,
direct from the factory to you at
only one profit, which guarantees
to you the best shoes that can be
produced, at the lowest possible
cost. W. L. Douglas name and
the retail price are stamped on
the bottom of all shoes before
they leave the factory, which is

your protection against unreason-
able profits.

W. L. Douglas $9.00 and $10.00 shoes are
absolutely the best shoe values for the
money in this country. They are made of

the best and finest leathers that money
can buy. They combine quality, style,

workmanship and wearing qualities equal
to other makes selling at higher prices.

They are the leaders in the fashion centers
of America. The stamped price is W. L.

Douglas personal guarantee that the shoes
are always worth the price paid for them.
The prices are the same everywhere ; they
cost no more in San Francisco than they
do in New York.

W. L. Douglas shoes are made by the
highest paid, skilled shoemakers, under
the direction and supervision of experi-
enced men, all working with an honest
determination to make the best shoes for

the price that money can buy.

W. T. Douglas shoes are for sale by over 9000 shoe dealers
besides ourown stores. If your local dealer cannot supply
you, take no otlier make. Order direct from factory. Send
for booklet tellinghow to order shoes bymail,postage free

CAUTION.—Insist upon having W.L.Doug,
las shoes. The name and price is plainly
stamped on the sole. Be careful to see,
that it has not been changed or mutilated.

II

President
W.L.Douglas Shoe Co.,
.194 Spark Street,
Brockton, Mass.

I

How to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,
Long, Eyelashes and Brows!
|> VERY WOMAN should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the

essentials of which are. First: Long, rich eyelashes: and Second: Well-
cared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be,—gray,

brown or blue,—if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and well-shaped
brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,

uneven brows and lashes; you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying
a little-of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This scientific

preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them to become
gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to the eyes,

and added charm to the face.

M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless; it is not a greasy,
sticky salve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicator- The cut represents actual size of bottle.

The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequaled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.

MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Upon receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Money Order, I will send you post-

paid, in plain wrapper, a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier
together with my copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.

The following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
M. T.'s Nature Beauty Cream, a wrinkle eradicator S .75

M. T.'s A.B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads S .75

M. T.'s Depilatory to remove superfluous hair $ .50

M. T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan S1.00

M. T.'s Minerated Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream" $ .75

M. TRILETY^ls^s Dept. 45, Binghamton, N. Y.
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HAIR
ny .shade

TV/HAT woman of forty, or

fifty, does not prefer to

receive the deference every-

where paid to feminine beauty

rather than the reverence the

world accords to old age?

How many women entering at forty

upon the golden period of woman s

life with all their other attributes of

beauty and loveliness preserved, have

seen their brightest dreams shattered

by the premature graying of their

hair?

Fortunate those thousands who
have learned how BROWNATONE
eliminates mouse-gray streaks and

restores to leaden dingy hair the col-

orful beauty and life that makes even

the plainest young girl attractive.

BROWNATONE
Many a woman has found the

whole course of her life changed by

this truly wonderful preparation that

brings back to gray, faded and

streaked hair the raven black, light

golden tint or exactshade of brown it

had in girlhood. Absolutely harm-

less, it is easily applied, instant in

results does not rub off and cannot

be detected.

Send 11cents
for

I
booklet

of the

and valuable

on the care

hair.

Tiuo colors: "Light to
Medium Brown'* and
"Dark Brown to Black.

"

Two sizes; 50 cents and
$1.50.

7 d m
The Kenton Pharmacal Co

to the effect that this new well was
not a gusher, but that it was a
"duster," meaning a dry hole. Some
of the directors, of whom Miss
Owen was one, wanted to sell the

concern's holdings. She argued
against it, telling her associates she

was sure the stories were being cir-

culated for a reason, and that there
was a nigger in the woodpile some-
where, as they say down in Texas.
Finally the majority of the directors

were won over.

The time came, just as it does in

the picture scenarios, when the com-
pany owning the well, having ac-

quired all the acreage it wanted, un-
capped the well ; it turned out to be
a gusher, and Miss Owen and her
associates sold their holdings at a

handsome profit.

To have it all just like the picture

story, Miss Owen should have been
present when the well was brought
in, because that would have been the

dramatic thing to have had happen.
But truth compels me to state that

she wasn't. Instead of being in the

great throng which surged about
the well when it was uncapped, she
was away off in New York, where
she had had to go in order to fulfill

a picture engagement.
"But it was awfully exciting, and

I had my big moment, anyhow. I

was in my room at the Biltmore, the

night the well was brought in, and
I got a telegram from my brother.

It read: 'Your hunch was right.

Well is a gusher!'
"

"Well," I asked, "do you mean to

quit the pictures for the land of

gushers, Fords, and heat?"
"I really don't know," she an-

swered. "There is a tremendous
fascination for me in handling busi-

ness affairs. But there is also a lot

of fascination in being a screen star.

I don't know—if I find the right

sort of a picture for my next one,

maybe I'll forget the oil business al-

together. Then again, I may not."

So there you are. It all depends,

and Miss Owen reserves the time-

honored right of woman to change
her mind.

San Francisco on the Screen
Continued from page 44

alone in discovering the merits of

San Francisco locations. William S.

Hart has done many a scene there.

Tom Mix blocked traffic on Market
Street one day when he rode from
the Ferry Building to the St. Francis

on his cow pony. Douglas Fairbanks
and Annette Kellermann have dis-

ported in the waters of the bay. The
storm scenes for "The Old Home-
stead" happened down on the San
Francisco water front. Mitchell

Lewis and the crew of the Elsinore

mutinied on San Francisco Bay, with

a puffing tug towing their white-

sailed barkentine over the blue water.

Another reason for San Francisco

scenes is that the city, with its pic-

turesque and interesting atmosphere,

has been used for the setting of so

many stories that have been trans-

lated to the screen. Frank Norris
once wrote that only three cities

—

New York, New Orleans, and San
Francisco—really offered good back-

grounds for fiction purposes, and
though O. Henry disproved the state-

ment, a great many writers seem to

have agreed with Norris. To cata-

logue a long list of San Francisco

stories which have appeared on the

screen seems hardly necessary

—

every fan who is interested in the

city of the Golden Gate will doubt-

less remember several of them. It's

interesting to note, however, that

William S. Hart alone has had three

San Francisco stories within a com-
paratively recent space of time.

These include "The Poppy Girl's

Husband," "The Narrow Trail," and
"The Cradle of Courage," in which
Hart not only used the settings of

the city, but immortalized the uni-

form of the San Francisco police

force.

Puritan—Parisienne—and Picture Player
Continued from page 61

We stopped at the florist's while

she purchased a gigantic basket of

flowers for "Daddy" Woodruff, who
played with her in "Paris Green" and
who is now in a hospital. Inciden-

tally, while purchasing the flowers

she smiled the young florist' out of

two dozen American Beauties for

herself. I believe she threw him a

kiss in payment.
I left her with her arms full of

roses—warm, fire-flaming roses as

vivid as herself. She was going to

spend two hours at the hospital read-

ing to the old actor. At least, such

were her intentions. The day be-

fore in her haste she seized the

wrong volume. Instead of some-
thing peaceful and quiet she took

Oscar Wilde's "Salome." Now she

was none too sure the nurse would
let her in. "But it seemed to cheer

him," she defended.

My word! she's a curious witch,

this blend of Puritan, Parisienne, and
pictures.
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Over the Teacups
Continued from page 59

we used to see her in World releases,

doesn't it?"

"Um-hum, and she was so pretty;

I don't see how such an attractive

girl with so much ability can fade off

the screen so completely, do you?
Oh, did you hear that Barbara Cas-

tleton's to marry Willard Mack?
Pauline Frederick divorced him some
time ago, you know. And did you
hear that Theda Bara had a long in-

terview with Sir James Barrie—they
say he never sees any one, but ap-

parently the author of 'Peter Pan'

and America's best-known vampire

had a lot in common. She's really a

very intelligent person, you know

—

probably they had a perfectly de-

lightful time."

"Probably they did," I agreed,

wishing I could know what they

talked about.

"Oh, and did you hear what hap-

pened in New York a while ago
!"

You know how Fanny leaps from
subject to subject, like the gentle

chamois from crag to crag. "Well,

they've been having a terrible time

trying to find out who murdered
somebody, and finally the district at-

torney announced that, following a

suggestion received from France,

they were going to photograph the

dead man's eyes, to see if the reflec-

tion of the man who killed him
would still be there. Nice and grue-

some, wasn't it? And then Pathe
stepped forward and announced that

that very thing was done in the third

episode of The Third Eye,' their

current serial. But the stunt didn't

work, after all."

Fanny paused for breath, and I

added a few contributions to the

news fund. Noel Tearle was one of
them ; he's Conway's brother, you
know, and is playing the leading
role in a big Fox production. Fanny
was quite excited over that fact, as
she's always deeply admired Con-
way.

"But I'm afraid he'll leave the

movies flat and go back to the stage,"

she sighed mournfully ; that's her one
fear about her favorites. "Florence
Reed has, you know ; she's to do a
play called 'The Green Jade' on the
stage this year, and just says noth-
ing at all about movies."

"She'll come back with her own
company," I prophesied. "They all

do it eventually."

Languidly Fanny rose to go,

pinned on her hat hindside foremost,
by mistake, decided that she looked
like Norma Talmadsre with it that
way, and began hunting for her
pocketbook.

"There's nothing much in it, of

40 minutes' use
Shows the way to whiter teeth

All statements approved by high dental authorities

This test requires four minutes daily

for ten days. To millions it has brought

a new era in teeth cleaning.

The glistening teeth you see everywhere
now should lead you to learn the way.

That cloudy film
Teeth are clouded by a film, by a

viscous, ever-present film. \ou can feel

it with your tongue. Modern research

has traced most tooth troubles to it.

Film clings to teeth, enters crevices

and stays. If not removed it hardens.

The ordinary tooth paste does not dissolve

it, so much escapes the tooth ) brush.

Thus well-brushed teeth by millions dis-

color and decay.

It is the film-coat that discolors, not

the teeth. Film is the basis of tartar. It

holds food substance which ferment; and
forms acid. It holds the acid in contact

with the teeth to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.

The new method
A dental cleaning removes the film-coat,

but that is periodic. The need was for

a daily film combatant, and science long

has sought it. The way has now been
found. Able authorities have proved its

efficiency. And now leading dentists every-

where are urging its adoption.

An ideal tooth paste has been created

to meet all modern requirements. The
name is Pepsodent. And this new film

combatant is embodied in it.

A quick convincing test
We now supply to thousands daily, a

quick, convincing test. And we urge
every home to make it.

Pepsodent is based on pepsin, the di-

gestant of albumin. The film is al-

buminous matter. The object of Pep-
sodent is to dissolve it, then to day by
day combat it.

But pepsin must be activated, and the

usual agent is an acid harmful to the

teeth. So this method long seemed
barred. Science, however, has discovered

'T '^ MM^HMMM^M^HM pat. off

REG.U.S. fcn^^M^^™^^^^^^^"^^
The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant com-
bined with two other modern requi-

sites. Now advised by leading den-
tists everywhere and supplied by-

all druggists in large tubes.

a harmless activating method, so active

pepsin can be daily used on film.

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.

Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film.

See how teeth whiten* as the film-coat

disappears.

Compare your teeth now with your teeth

in ten days. Then decide for yourself (he

way to beauty and to better protection.

This test is most important. Cut out

the coupon so you won't forget.

10-Day Tube Free
1 THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
i

Dept. 777. 1104 S. Wabash Ave..

I Chicago. 111.

J
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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Hair-free Underarms
W/HETHER your costume be

athletic togs or evening gown, the

underarms should be smoolh.

The only common-sense way to re-

move hair from face, neck, arms,

underarms or limbs is to devitalize it.

DeMiracle, the original sanitary liquid,

alone works on this principle.

Unlike pastes and powders which
must be mixed by the user, DeMiracle
is just the right strength for instant

use. It never deteriorates. DeMircle
is the quickest, most cleanly and
easiest to apply. Simply wet the hair

and it is gone.

FREE BOOK with testimonials of eminent
Physicians, Surgeons, Dermatologists and
Medical Journals, mailed in plain sealed
envelope on request.

Try DeMiracle just once, and if you are not
convinced that it is the perfect hair remover
return it to us with the DeMiracle Guarantee
and we will refund your money.

Three sizes : 60c, $1. 00, $2.00
At all toilet counters, or direct from us,
in plain wrapper, on receipt of 63c,

$1M or $2.08, which includes war tax.

Dept. S-30, Park Ave. and 129th St.,
New York City

Kill The Hair Root
My method i:

Easy, painle
enclosing 3 s

D. J. Mahler

ty to prevent the hair from growing1 again.
No scars. Booklet free. Write today

;k'Ij heaofv culture.
-X. Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

J*- Face Powder

WOMEN—CONSPICUOUS
for complexions always smooth and velvety, that never
lose their youthful attractiveness, that seem to be im-

pervious to exposure,to sun and wind, are users of that

great beautifier—LABLACHE.
It prevents that oily, shiny^
appearance. It is cooling,

refreshing, harmless

Befuse Substitutes
They may be dan-

perous. Flesh,White,
Pink or Cream, 50c.
a box of druggists or
by mail. Over two
million boxes sold
annually. Send 10c.
for a sample box,

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers,Dept. 16
,125 Kingston St., Boston, Mill.

course," she told me apologetically.

"But I had a note from Ethel Clay-

ton saying that she simply loves Eng-
land, and one from Dorothy Gish
raving about Paris, and one from
the Bryant Washburns saying that

they don't know when they'll ever

cross the pond and come back home
again. And I want their addresses

—I'm going to cable the whole bunch
that I've cut their acquaintance !"

"Oh, I forgot to mention that

Edith Roberts is leaving Universal,"

I remarked, as she extracted a hatpin
from my best hat and stabbed it

through her own.
"I didn't know that—but I did

know that the Smith Syndicate is

starring Helen Jerome Eddy—and
I do hope they'll let her be funny

!

And Morosco, the theatrical pro-
ducer, has formed a film company
and is to make two pictures to be-

gin with : 'The Master Thief,' the

stage play in which Francis Bush-
man and Beverly Bayne have been
appearing—the most awful melo-
drama, my dear—with them playing
their own parts, and 'The Humming

Bird,' written by Maude Fulton, an
actress, with her and Henry Walthall
in the leading roles."

"Morosco will be making pictures

that are regular old-home weeks if

he keeps on," I commented. "Did
you know that he was one of the
originators of the Paramount Com-
pany? He's made a lot of pictures,

and now that he's going to build a

studio and go in -for picture-making

in earnest we'll probably see startling

things."

"Well, I wish he'd start Phyllis

Haver on the road from comedies to

emotional stardom," remarked
Fanny, sauntering toward the front

door. "She's my favorite bathing

beauty, and might as well meet the

fate of those who've gone before her

up the ladder. I'm going to a slum-

ber party to-night—I'll phone you in

the morning if I hear any startling

news."

"They wouldn't let what you con-

sider startling go over the wires !" I

shrieked after her. "But call me up,

anyway."

Hints for Scenario Writers
Continued from page 74

More of

the

Same

Our old friend

Arthur Leeds, writ-

ing in the Writers'

Magazine on the

subject of original

stories for screen plays, says: "To-
day, among the more successful writ-

ers of action stories for the maga-
zines, there exists a feeling that it

is a criminal waste of time to write
'originals' for the screen." He con-

tinues as follows

:

Their method is deliberately to plan
their magazine fiction—especially their
serials, novels, and novelettes—so that
they will furnish abundant photo-play
material, and at the same time contain
the necessary word painting and dia-

logue which good fiction demands. In
other words, they systematically plan
their stuff to make its picture possibilities

"hit the producer in the eye" the first

time he or his scenario editor reads it.

On publication there follows the wild
bidding for the story, and the fancy op-
tions paid to "beat the other fellow to
it." Summing up, it amounts to just
this : First you must write real stories.
They must have plot and must have clean-
cut characterization. If you are starting
out as a fiction writer, and are really

possessed of a natural talent, you are on
the right road. Almost nine-tenths of
the pictures shown to-day were first con-

ceived as fiction stories or plays. Sec-
ond, you must learn the fiction form.
Argue as you will, the fact remains that

the producers will accept and even fight

for a story from a popular magazine
that has only a small percentage of real

screen material before they'll purchase

a thoroughly worth-while original from
even well-known writers of either form.

To-day, no matter what changes may
take place with even a year—and changes

do take place quickly in the photo-play

game—to-day you are thoroughly
equipped to write good for the screen

only when you are properly equipped
to write good fiction and sell it to the

magazines.

I differ from Mr. Leeds. There is

but one company maintaining a sce-

nario department that has the abso-

lute rule that nothing but printed

stories can be considered for their

productions—published stories and
plays. A year from now even that

company will be buying originals. It

must come. And then the scenario

editors will almost exclusively de-

mand the clearly written synopsis of

action, without word painting.

The Movie
I believe that Life is a Movie,
And the films that each of us make

Are full of humor and drama,
And the hearts we gladden, or

break.

I believe, in the World's Big Picture,

It's the human things that count,

And over the everchanging screen

It is Love that is Paramount.
Nan Terrell Reed.
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What the Fans Think
Continued from page 70

The most animated discussion at the

present time seems to be about whether
"the play's the thing" or the star.

Me for the star.

We all like a good play, but deliver

me from the so-called "all-star" cast. To
me it is a little of everything and not

much of anything. The successful star-

less plays have been loaded down with
coming stars. "The Miracle Man" would
have been a farce without Tom and Betty.

To be a star is a gift. Many capable
performers lack that indescribable some- I

thing, known as personal magnetism,
which is absolutely necessary to carry
them to stardom.
The star is "there" now, has been in

the past, and always will be.

Before the movies we all went to the

theater to see—what? The star, man,
the star.

My whiskers are not yet gray, but I

am no kid. I have seen many times Ir-

ving, Mansfield, Drew, Mrs. Fiske, Julia

Marlow, Mrs. Leslie Carter, yes, and
even Weber and Fields.

What did I see them play? Search me.
I might name a few of the plays, but the
stars themselves, their art and marvelous
personalities I shall never forget.

And when time rolls on and my son's

son—if he ever has a son—wants some
dope on the pastimes of the early prohi-
bition era, shall I tell him of the plays?
No.

And, as a shyster lawyer would say,

"and my opponents, 'way down in their

hearts, know it." I will tell him of Bill

Hart, Doug, and little Alary, Nazimova,
et al.

I shall never forget them, but I have
forgotten most of their plays already.
Some contend loudly that stars never

change and are the same in all of their

plays. True without argument. That is

what makes them stars. It was the same
on the speaking stage. Irving was always
Irving and Mrs. Fiske was always Mrs.
Fiske. Mansfield could come nearer to

changing with his plays than any of the
old guard, in my humble opinion.
On the screen few are able to hide

themselves.
Nazimova is great, probably the great-

est of the lot, but to me she is always
Nazimova. No knock intended. Suits me
fine. I never miss her plays.

Yet lesser stars do change. Witness
Viola Dana. Note the jump from the
weepy little ragamuffin in "Blue Jeans"
to the hovden in "Satan, Jr.," and on
through "The Gold Cure" and "Please
Get Married," then back with a flop to

"The Willow Tree."
Clever, I'll say. The vivacious little

lady is good. A great attraction, beyond
a doubt. I never miss her plavs, either.

But does \Tersatility pay? How would
you like to have as your yearly stipend
the difference between her doubtless good
salary and the befatted wad paid to and
fully earned by the great Nazimova?
Why is this? To my mind it is be-

cause Nazimova is always Nazimova, and
vivacious Viola is sometimes not V. V.
but Miss Dana.
So much for an argument in favor of

the star.

By the way, I'm not so blooming old.

went through grammar school with
Milton Sills. Milton used to sign his ex-
amination papers "Milton G. G. Sills."

He dropped the G. G. when he went on
the stage, for obvious reasons. How
could he cry, "My kingdom for a gee-
gee" when he already had one ?

Another Fax—Atlanta, Georgia.
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DURE face powder cannot injure the
A most delicate baby skin. The trouble

is, too many powders are made in the

old-fashioned way, with rice powder.

Rice powder is starchy, and, like bread

flour, it is quickly turned into a gluey

paste by the moisture of the skin. This

paste clogs the cuticle, swells in the pores,

causing enlarged pores, blackheads and
pimples. A specialist makes a harmless

powder by using an ingredient doctors

prescribe to heal the skin. Every time

you apply this improved powder you give

your complexion a real beautv treatment.

There is a thousand dollar guarantee of
purity printed on the box, certifying it

does not contain white lead, rice powder
or any harmful substance. This guaran-
teed pure powder is called La-may
(French, Poudre L'Ame). Because it is

pure and harmless, La-may is now used
by over a million American women : it is

now the most popular complexion powder
sold in New York. Women who have
used even the most expensive face pow-
ders say they cannot buy a better powder
than La-may anywhere at any price.

There is also a La-may Talcum that pre-

vents the souring of perspiration.

FrecKJes
are "as a cloud before the sun," hidin
your brightness.your beauty. Whynot
remove them? Don't delay. Use

STILLMAN'SK*
Made especially to remove freckles.
Leaves the skin clear, Bmooth and with-
out a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
yearg of experience. Money refunded
if not satisfactory. 50c per jar. Write
today for particulars and free booklet —

fWonldsfcTbou Be Fair?'
Contain B many beauty hints,

and describes a number of ele

gant preparations indlepenaal

to the toilet. Sold byalldrugi

STTLLMAN CREAM CO.
Dept.

i i Aurora, 111.

PISOS
lor Coughs & Colds

X-BAZIN
famous FRENCH Depilatory

for removing hair
A delicately perfumed powder; removes hair,
leaves skin smooth, white; for arms, limbs,
face; 50c, also the new, economical SI size
containing complete mixing outfit. At drug
and department stores. Send 10c for trial

sample and booklet.

HALL & RUCKEL, 104 Waverly Place, N. Y.

IfYouCanTellaLachnitefrom
a Diamond, Send ItBack

Here is a man made gem that has the eternal fire of the diamond. It is cut like a
diamond, stands the diamond tests and is guaranteed forever. Over 150,000 people wear them.
We will send your choice of the two illustrated above, mounted in solid gold on 10 days free trial.

C* -m -J ]\ v Just send us the coupon with your name, address and
lZ9 Sjjiita JL^S %3 t\M,\j\ M.^£^f finger size and we will send you either ring you prefer.

*r When it comes make the first small deposit ($4.75) vrita
the postman. Wear it 10 full days. If yon can tell it

,

from a diamond send it back and we'll refund your
deposit. If you decide to buy, merely pay the balance at $2.60 8)

month. The total price of either ring is only $18.75.

Order Today ¥n%^.a&u%£

5 II.mM I «^l«m«n r« Dcpt 1757 12 N. Michigan
I
naroia Lacnman ^O. , Avenue. Chicago, Illinois

end your finger i

To do this cut a strip of paper just long enouttb, to meet over the
Becond joint of the nneer on which you wiah to wear the ring. Send
the coupon now—and not a penny in caab.

HaroIdLacIunanCo.,Dept. 1757 IgjgjgfBSg--

Avenue, Chicago,

Bend me. prepaid, "jjfJ,"' fine on 10 days' free trial. When
It comes I will deposit 54.75 with the postman. After tep
days I will either return the ring or send you $2.60 a month
ontil the balance has been paid. Total cost to me. JIJ.'o.
If 1 return the rlnc before 10 days you will refUDd my S4.7S
Immediately. I enclose my finger size.

i Name....

! Addrcst.
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He May Not Be a Genius, But—
Continued from page 42

and is good for soreness and stiff-

ness — congested tissues due to ex-

posure or over-exertion. Absorbine Jr.

rubbed vigorously into the muscles
at the sore point will bring about
certain relief.

Absorbine;J
THE ANTISEPTIC LIN1 M £ NT

Its immediate application may save

a lot of suffering. A powerful and
effective liniment, agreeable to use,

not greasy and with a pleasing odor.

Safe to have around as it is not poison-

ous— a purely herbal product.

Used by athletic men and women
the world over as an invigorating, anti-

septic rub-down—keeps muscles right

and prevents second day lameness.

$1.25 a bottle at your druggist or
postpaid. A Liberal Trial Bottle
sent for 10 cents in stamps.

means luxuriant lashes
Long dark lashes make your eyes
deep and luminous. Use LASHLUX
to stimulate the growth of sweep-
ing lashes and to make the eye-
brows fine and smooth. LASHLUX
darkens the lashes immediately,
beautifies them with a satiny gloss.

In addition it nourishes them. Dark,
Brown, Colorless. Tiny brush with
each box, 50c. At dealers or direct.

ROSS COMPANY
25 East 23d Street New York

this time, was James Young. When
Mr. Young left Universal to direct

Earle Williams in "The Wolf" for

Vitagraph, Mr. Bennet went along.

He ma.de himself so useful and
agreeable at the new establishment
that Earle Williams decided to give
him a trial as a director.

The name of Chester Bennet, di-

rector, now appears on four Vita-

graph pictures starring Earle Wil-

liams. They are "When a Man
Loves," "Captain Swift," "A Master
Stroke," and "The Purple Cipher,"

the last of which is one of the best'

Williams-Vitagraph pictures on rec-

ord. And now Antonio Moreno has

declared for "Chet" as a director for

the first feature in which Tony will

star after "The Veiled Mystery."
Mr. Bennet's salary is now just

seventy-five times the original ten

dollars for which he started three

years ago, and he soon will be in the

four-figure class of picture directors.

Bryant Knocks 'Em Cold.

A certain actress appearing in support
of Bryant Washburn had lovely eyes, but

her hands—well, they didn't look well in

close-ups. A stenographer working on
the Lasky lot was summoned to "double"
for the lady when it came to the mag-
nified handclasp. The camera walked
right up and focused for the clasp. Bry-
ant seized the girl's hand, squeezed it sig-

nificantly, and with a gentle pat withdrew
from the finger embrace. It was noted
that the girl had her eyes fixed with a
deathlike stare upon the handsome coun-
tenance of the star. When the scene had
been shot she started to move, away as

though in a daze. Before she had quit

the stage she turned for a last look at

the great star and—collapsed in a faint.

When revived with buckets of cold water
she murmured feebly:

"Oh, Bryant Washburn! He held my
hand."

Bryant, much aghast and greatly con-
fused, exclaimed

:

"Great Scott, what would have hap-
pened had I kissed her?"

ZaSu's Great Riches.

One of the most interesting stories of
filmland is ZaSu Pitts' leap to fame and
fortune. ZaSu couldn't get a job three
years ago at a dollar a day. The office

girls at the studio used to inquire flip-

pantly if she wanted to see the janitor.
Then Mary Pickford gave her a "bit."

Subsequently Brentwood put her under
contract at seventy-five dollars a week.
ZaSu supported herself and all her rela-

tives on that sum, allowing herself only
ten dollars a week for spending.

"I had iust two pairs of shoes and two
dresses all last year," says she.

Then came a contract from the Smith

The question is, did his college ed-
ucation pay ?

Mr. Bennet thinks it did. A law
course that gives you such keen busi-

ness judgment and foresight suffi-

cient to quit law for the movies is

decidedly profitable. But, of course,

you must study the movie business

as closely as you did the law.

The judicious young director

thinks there is plenty of room on the

"lot" for others holding similar am-
bitions, but they must start as he did,

a green freshman all over again.

And, by the way, his chauffeur

who drove him along the road to for-

tune on that momentous day three

years ago is now one of his assist-

ants. Perhaps his patience with gas-

engine troubles will avail him much
in handling stars.

There are several "interesting

morals" to be learned from this

story, but I leave it to you to figure

them out—and to apply them.

syndicate at one thousand dollars a week.
ZaSu signed, but refused to believe a
word of it until the first check for a
thousand was handed to her. Then she
did a kangaroo leap out of the office,

summoned a taxicab, and rode down Hol-
lywood Boulevard. Whenever she espied
an acquaintance she leaned out of the
taxi window, shouting and brandishing
the check. Then she proceeded in state

to the hairdresser, the manicurist, and
the ice-cream-soda bars. But first she had
a picture taken of herself and the check,
just to assure herself that she wasn't
suffering some sort of hallucination.

"Me for luxury from now on," is ZaSu's
edict. "I'm going to save part of the
money, and at the end of three 3'ears I'm
going to Egypt."
She feels the land of Cleopatra calling

her. Says she

:

"I may look 'like 'the help,' but I've yet
to see a picture of Cleopatra, champ
beauty that she was, holding a thousand-
dollar check."

Turning the Tables.

A certain star's contract was ter-

minated abruptly not long ago. It was
said that he did not please the box office.

A day or so later another star, who sends
the box office into fits of ecstasy when-
ever he appears, strolled into the office

of his company and remarked noncha-
lantly :

"I'll have to have one thousand dollars

a week more or part company with you."
"But you have a contract."
"I know," smiled the star amiably. "So

did so-and-so. But he didn't earn you
the money, so his contract ended. I do
earn you the money, so my contract will

end for the opposite reason."
"We'll give you five hundred more."

Screen Gossip
Bits of inside information and interesting anecdotes con'

cerning the players.

By The Film Colonist
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He smiled and started for the door.

"A thousand."
"Thank you,'' said the star.

As a matter of fact, this star is one of

the biggest money makers among male
ftars, but he received little of the profits,

possibly less than half the amount some
failures receive. So the raise was com-
ing to him, and the company acceded,

rather proud, we fancy, of their star's

pluck.

Moral : You can beat the other fellow

at his own game if you have the nerve.

Some Bathroom!

A star who owns a half dozen luxu-

rious cars, twelve servants, a cellar full

of bottles and all the luxury of a profiteer

was describing his new bathroom.
"All the rugs are imported Orientals,"

-aid he. "The walls are of imported
enamels. The water flows into the tub
from the mouth of a huge gold statue of
a woman holding flowers in her arms.
The mirrors are gold- framed and full

length. There's a bank of palms across
one side of the room. The lights are
concealed by rose silken petals."

We were all quite awed by the mag-
nificence. Then George Stewart, brother
of Anita, murmured dreamily

:

"Gee, it must look like a Greek soda
fountain."

They're All Alike.

Julie O'Grady and a picture lady are
sisters under the skin.

The other evening at the HoFywood
Hotel Betty Blythe was having dinner
with her husband, Paul Scardon. She
came to our table for coffee and was
chatting merrily when suddenly her face
registered "TERROR !" in headlines.

"What time is it?" she gasped.
"Eight o'clock," we said.

With glassy eyes peering forth into the

lobby, she exclaimed

:

"There's Count Georges de Monaco and
his two friends. I—I invited them to din-

ner and forgot all about it."

Whereupon we witnessed a great piece

of acting—Miss Blythe smiling over a
second dinner and murmuring vague apol-

ogies about the warm weather robbing
one of appetite, et cetera.

Agnes Ayres Married?

We are informed that Agnes Ayres is

playing Sphinx about the secret of her
life. According to an intimate friend
of the beauteous star, Agnes was married
two years ago to a lieutenant, who was
^ent to Siberia and hasn't returned. He
wasn't sent to Siberia for punishment,
but—well, for whatever reason our troops
are sent to Siberia. Miss Ayres is ap-

pearing in a Realart production, "The
Furnace."

Another Newly Rich Lady.

Colleen Moore, like ZaSu Pitts, is dizzy

with new riches. About a year ago Col-
leen earned a hundred a week. Now she
is being offered stardom at a thousand.
Her latest dramatic work was in Marshall
Neilan's "Dinty," and she's soon to be
seen in "So Long, Letty." Her salary is

said to have already reached the seven-
hundred-and-eighty-dollar mark.

New Stellar Arrivals.

Helen Jerome Eddy is to star in pro-
ductions made by the Smith syndicate,

which recently signed ZaSu Pitts.

Anna Q. Nilsson has incorporated her
own company.
Grace Darmond is to be starred by

Christie, we hear, following her appear-
ance in "So Long, Lett}-."

IF YOUR HAIR Has Been "HENNA'D"
and needs retouching you need not go through hours in a

chair waiting for it to take, if you use

2£A EAU de HENNA
No pack—no mess. Just put it on and cover the grey in

no time. The colors blend naturally and defy detection.

Unequalled as a color restorer for bleached or grey hair.

Absolutely harmless. Two liquids—one application.

Colors: Black, Dark Brown, Light Brown, Medium Brown,
Auburn, Blond.

At your dealer's

or by mail
$0-60

HAIR SPECIALTY CO., Dept. E, 24 East 21st St, New York

BEAUTIFUL EYES :

LA ROSE'S EYEBRIGHT, a simple, absolutely harmless

preparation, will positively strengthen weak and tired eyes, and
help to make them clear, strong, bright, and alert.

This is the day of the Lady Beautiful, and LA ROSE'S
EYEBRIGHT will serve to make her more so by giving her

a preparation which will beautify her eyes, and make the "win-

dows of her soul" clear and shining.

You read in this and other good magazines on how to take

care of your hands, face, hair, eyelashes, but nothing is said about

the most important and beautiful organ of the human body

—

eyes.

Nature intended your eyes to be strong, bright, and beautiful,

but hardly anyone takes care of their eyes until too late, and

then expensive specialists are necessary.

20,000,000 Americans wear
glasses, mostly because
they neglect their eyes.
By using LA ROSE'S EYEBRIGHT you not only add to

the beauty and brightness of your eyes. You strengthen them

against possible future weakness and many expensive eye

specialists.

LA ROSE'S EYEBRIGHT is perfectly harmless,

improve your eyes ioo%. T™
We will cheerfully return |

your money if LA ROSE'S I

EYEBRIGHT does not sat-
|

isfy you in every way.

Send one dollar to

It will

TEAR OFF THIS COUPON

LA ROSE CO.,
225 Fifth Ave., Room 406, N. Y. City

I send herewith one dollar for one bottle

|
of La Rose's Eyebright. If not satisfactory

|
you agree to return money upon reqnest.

La Rose Co. I Name

225 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK I

Address
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Faces
Made
Young

The secret of a
youthful face willbe
sent to any woman
whose appearance
shows that time or

illness or any other
cause is stealing from
her the charm of girlhood
beauty. It will show how
without cosmetics, creams, massage, masks,
plasters, straps, vibrators, "beauty" treatments
or other artificial means, she can remove the traces
of age from her countenance. Every woman,
young or middle aged, who has a single facial

defect should know about the remarkable

Beauty Exercises
which remove lines and "crow's feet'* and
wrinkles; fill up hollows; give roundness to

scrawny necks; lift up sagging corners of the
mouth; and clear up muddy or sallow skins. It

will show how five minutes daily with Kathryn
IVlurray'ssimple facial exercises will work won-
ders. This information is free to all who ask for it.

Results Guaranteed
Write for this Free Book which tells just what

to do to bring back the firmness to the facial

muscles and tissues and smoothness and beauty
to the skin. Write today.

KATHRYN MURRAY, Inc.

Suite 1059 Garland Bid g. Chicago Illinois

learnHowtoWrite
IT SIlOTt StOrieS There is a

big demand
for short stories, photoplays and feature articles. You cap learn how
to write at home in spare time. Jack London said so. He
and other great writers have endorsed our home study course. The
course is fascinaong and takes only a few of your spare hours.

Write for Free Books uctory offer. N o obligation.

HOOS1ER INSTITUTE. S. S.Dept 1757 Ft. Wayne, Indiana

A. Single Drop
Lasts a Week

PER nl),ME * TOIL^WATEtf

ffowerDrops
The most exquisite perfume ever produced.
Made without alcohol. Bottle with long:

^ lass stopper containing- enough for 6
monchs. Lilac or Crabapple $1.50; Lily of the
Vallev. Rose or Violet $2. 00. At druggists or
hy mail, send 20 cts. stamps for miniature
bottle. Send S1.00 for Souvenir Bos of five 25
cent bottles—five different odors.

P4UI R'tGER CO. fSineei872> 219 firstSt.,SanFranri<co

Seln<i $1^? For
Five 2.5^ Bottles

A** M '"gg n

I r=^«HIIMIIIIlinilIlllllllinillll!llllllllll

I
t£j |T"S OFF Because ITS OUT

tlesicoys permanent*
ty the heaviest growth
on face, arms or body,
because it eradicate!
hair and root. Unlike
solvents which leave the
roots to thrive.

No caustics, no electricity.

ZIP is the rapid, safe, painless,

reliable and fragrant compound used by
leading actresses, debutantes, beauty special-

ists: One application instantly removes ail

undesirable hair.

At better class stores or direct by mail.

Write for Free Booklet. Call to have
Free Demonstration- Correspondence con-

fidential.

12 West 40th St.

Dept. 7, New York City

Mam'selle Now Mrs.

Mile. Beatrice la Plante, who came
from France two years ago and entered
films, is now Mrs. Clyde Drollinger, ac-
cording to the marriage-license bureau of
Los Angeles. The dashing mam'selle has
been seen in Rolin comedies and in the
leading role with Sessue Hayakawa in

"The Beggar Prince.''

Barbara Castleton Weds.
Barbara Castleton, formerly a Gold-

wyn high light, has become the third
bride of Willard Mack. Her predeces-
sors in the role were Marjorie Rambeau
and Pauline Frederick. Miss Castleton
recently bought her, release from her
Goldwyn contract in order to appear on
the stage in one of Mr. Mack's plays. She
secured a divorce from her former hus-
band a few months ago at Reno.

Jack Gilbert, Director.

Jack Gilbert is to direct Hope Hamp-
ton in her next picture. Jack has been
prominent as the hero of Tourneur pro-
ductions.

Doraldina's Hula Hours.
Doraldina has arrived in Hollywood to

star in "The Passion Fruit'' for Metro,
and straightway excited the soporific ville

by announcing hula hours to replace tea-
time. Doraldina and her husband, Frank
Saunders, are entertaining Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Earle—Eddie you'll remember as
the Vitagraph O. Henry man, who was
seen last in "The Law of the Yukon."
Doraldina has signed a five-3-ear star-

ring contract with Metro.

Anita Stewart, Censor.

If all stars were like Anita Stewart, the
censors would be jobless. And that
wouldn't cause any one to drop a tear.

An attempt was made to introduce
"sexy" vulgarity into Miss Stewart's pic-

ture, "Sowing the Wind." There were
such pretty little objects as nude ladies

and such edifying spectacles as a gentle-

man biting a lady's shoulder. Miss Stew-
art, unable to prevent these Rabelaisan
scenes, went on a strike and refused to

work in the picture until assured those
portions of the film were garbaged.

"But look at 'Sex,' " was the aggrieved
retort of the person responsible for the

"sexiness."

"I don't care to look at 'Sex,' " replied

the fighting Puritan. "You can produce
such pictures without me."

"But the public wants that sort of
thing."

"Then I'm too old-fashioned to please
the public," said Miss Stewart.

"But they are just little De Mille

touches."

"You think so?" was the reply. "Then
you have to learn that there is a wide
difference between art and its cheap imi-

tations."

Upon the completion of the picture Miss
Stewart went to her home on Long Island

for a long rest. We may expect to hear
that she has made new affiliations before
long.

Miss Stewart is not quite the only star

who has waged a war on film bestiality.

Madge Kennedy recently censored the
script of one of her pictures. And we
hear she is to head her own company,
where she will have complete dictatorship

as to the sort of pictures in which she
appears.

Here's a subject which might be dis-

cussed in Picture-Plat's forum of fan
letters : Does the public want vulgarity

or does it want Miss Stewart and Miss
Kennedy ?

Nazimova's Ambition.
It has been Nazimova's lifelong ambi-

tion to own a theater in New York,
where she can produce stage plays. Per-
haps, however, she will become a film pro-
ducer when she no longer wishes to de-
vote herself to acting. As a matter of
fact, madame is now her own producer.
She directs, cuts, assembles, and even su-
pervises her own pictures. Upon the com-
pletion of three more pictures for Metro
she will make a contract with another
organization. Her husband, Charles Bry-
ant, is now negotiating the contract busi-
ness in New York. We understand that
the "Big Four" will become the "Big
Five" if a suitable agreement is reached.
Mr. Bryant will no longer act in Mrs.
Bryant's pictures, but will devote himself
to business management. Nazimova is

now producing "Madame Peacock," a
magazine story by Rita Weiman.

The Latest Line=Up.

While dining at the Alexandria the
other night we made the following ob-
servations of who-goes-with-whom

:

Lew Cody with Bebe Daniels.
Charlie Chaplin with Florence Deshon.
Mildred Chaplin with George Stewart.
Viola Dana with Lieutenant Locklear.
Frank Mayo with Dagmar Godowsky.
Louise Glaum with J. Parker Read.
Doris Mav with Wallace MacDonald.
Wi'liam Duncan with Edith Johnson.
Marshall Neilan with Blanche Sweet.
Naomi Childers with Luther Reed.
Alice Lake with Buster Keaton.
And three stars flirting unconvention-

ally with their own husbands. The guilty
ones were : Anita Stewart, Priscilla
Dean, and Betty Blythe.

George Arliss in Pictures.

George Arliss has signed to appear in

a pictorial version of "The Devil," in
which he starred on the stage. Andrew J.
Callaghan, producer of the Bessie Love
pictures, has secured the Arliss signature.

Jerome Storm Productions.

Jerome Storm, who directed Charles
Ray in the star's principal successes, now
has a company of his own with a capitali-

zation of one million dollars. Mr. Storm
will produce four pictures a year from
famous stories and plays.

John Bowers, Water Racer.

Johnnv Bowers has bought a boat, and
it is called the Uncas. Johnny is going
to enter it for the Honolulu cup next
year, and in the meantime is keeping
it in trim by racing with Dusty Farnum.

Bushman and Bayne Again.

Francis X. Bushman and his wife,
Beverly Bayne, are to return to pictures
in a production of their stage play, "The
Master Thief," sponsored by Oliver Mo-
rosco. The Bushmans have been appear-
ing on the stage of the Little Theater, in

Los Angeles, in Paul Dickey's "Rainbow
Bridge," which Mr. Morosco also plans

to convert into film with the same stars.

Francis Bushman's eighteen^ear-old
son, Ralph, is becoming so popular in the
film colony that father probably will have a
chance to make good on son's reputation.

Monroe Salisbury's First.

"The Barbarian" is the first picture to

be made by Monroe Salisbury and his

company of players. Donald Crips, who
played Battling Burrows in "Broken
Blossoms," served as director.
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ZaSu Goes Home
Continued from page 29

ZaSu take down her long hair, which
reaches below her hips, I couldn't

help thinking how beautifully she

and Santa Cruz fitted together. At
no time during the day had I seen

the slightest trace of self-conscious-

ness in her. She was not a star with

a fabulous salary just ahead of her,

she was just a small-town girl who
was loved by friends and neighbors
for herself alone ; for her droll per-

sonality, her wholesome candor, and
her blithe spirit.

She is still a small-town girl, you
see. She doesn't smoke or drink, and
she disapproves of swearing. She
likes to ride in a buggy, and even in

the privacy of her room, she wears

—

not filmy negligees—but neatly scal-

loped flannel "wrappers."

ZaSu was still brushing her hair
when it suddenly occurred to me that
I knew nothing of her early work in
pictures.

"Oh, that isn't much of a story,"
she said. "Mother was willing for
me to try my luck in Los Angeles
because she had almost as much con-
fidence in me as I had in myself.
"When I got into town, I regis-

tered at the Lankershim Hotel—all

alone, mind you—and then I started
in trying to get work. But at first

they wouldn't even give me extra
bits. Directors would take one look
at me and then tell me kindly to go I

home to mother.

"But one little comedy company !

thought I looked funny enough to be
j

funny, if you know what I mean,
and they gave me a trial. Then Mar-
shall Neilan gave me a part with
Mary Pickford in "The Little
Princess," and after that it wasn't
so hard. Directors called me a 'type,'
and used me for all sorts of parts
where awkwardness was required. I
played with Florence Vidor in sev-
eral of her pictures, and then Brent-
wood featured me in two produc-
tions, 'Seeing It Through' and 'Bet-
ter Times.' But my big chance is
just ahead—and do you know why
I want to make a great big success ?"

I yawned, and hazarded a guess
about world fame and greater for-
tune. ZaSu shook her head and pre-
pared to turn out the light. I was
fast sinking into dreamless slumber,
and I heard her voice as from a
great distance.

"I want to see a great, big headline
on the front page of the Santa Cruz
paper that says, 'Local Girl Makes
Good !'

"

I murmured a sleepy assent. ZaSu
asserts that it was a snore.
6—P. P.

WALLACE KEID
Vardmownt Star

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

For Men, Women and Children
The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more mu^sy, untidy
looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and lu?ter, insur-
ing the life of the hair, as well as its beauty. Dress it in
any of the prevailing styles, and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appear-
ance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

Two Sizes—50c and $1
AT YOUR DEALER or Direct

$1 size three times the quantity of 50c size. SEND
FOR JAR TODAY. Use it 5 days, if dissatisfied return
what is left, and we will REFUND YOUR MONEY IN
FULL. Once you use Hermo "HAIR-LUSTR" you
will never be without it.

HERMO CO.. 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 610, CHICAGO

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and

guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

sonj-wrtter of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS

104 F Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway at Times Square, NEW YORK

For a Few Cents a Day
SEND your name and address and we will send

yoa our 128-page book of diamond bargains.
It is the result of nearly 100 years' experience
and shows you millions of dollars' worth of
Jewelry to choose from—and pay for at the
rate of only m few cents a day.

No Money Down
The diamond you select will be sent upon yoor
flimplerequest

—

without a penny dou n. Then if
you do not thi nk i 1 1he greatest bargain you have
ever seen. Bend it back at our expense. If yoo
decide to keep it, your credit is good

8% Yearly Dividends
Ton are guaranteed an 8 per cent yearly In-
crease in value on all exchanges You can also

. earn a 6 per cent bonus. The book telle how.

Write Today
Send yourname and address today—NOW. You
will be under no obligation. You will receiveour
128-page diamond book by the next mail. Send
your name and address NOW 'to Dept. 90H

cJ-M-LYOX&CQ
v

1 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y. /

Free Book.
Containing complete
story of the origin
and history of that
wonderful instru
ment—the

This book tells you when to use
Saxophone—singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes, or inreguiar band; how
to transpose cello parts in orchestra ^^^M^^^^a.
and many other things you would ^B^^ffiSi
like to know.
You can learn to play the scale in one hour's\W

^ ^VSh/^^^a
practice, .mi] <>"" kn> ^kiyniH .•.pula] ^irs I^V^
can double your income, your pleasure, and your ^gferfga
popularity. Easy topay by our eaBy paymentplan.

MAKES AN IDEAL PRESENT W|
Send for free saxophone book and catalog of every-

,

thing in True-Tone band and orchestra instruments.^WQF
DIICCAUCD BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
IS)W Eifivn bll 244 Buescher Block. Elkhart.Ind

To prove that our blue-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely

resembles the finest genuine South African Diamond (cost-

ing 60 times as much), with same DAZZLING RAINBOW-
FIRE, (Guaranteed 20 yrs.) we will send this Ladies Solitaire

Ring with one carat gem, (Catalogue price $4.98) for Half
Price to Introduce, S2.50, plus War Tax 13c. Same thinp;

but Gents. Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring, (Cataloge price $6.2G)

for $3.10. plus WarTaxl5c. Mountings areour finest!2 karat
gold fillel. Mexican Diamonds are GUARANTEED FOR 20

YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just mail postcard or this ad.,

state size and we will mail at once C. O. D. If not fully

pleased, return in2davsfor MONEY BACK, less handling
charges. Act quick; offer limited; only one to a customer.
Write for FREE Catalog. AGENTS WANTED.

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO.
Dept. CD2 Las Cruces, N. Mes.

i Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamonds)

IMPROVE YOUR APPEARANCE
WRINKLES ON YOUR FOREHEAD
OR BETWEEN YOUR EYEBROWS

"No matter how small" are deceitful marks that
make you look weak, ugly and many years older

WHY NOT REMOVE THEM-can be done in a few nights
by using a FOREHEAD WRINKLE REMOVER
which elasticly press and smooth the skin of the
forehead to its original form—Order On« To-Day
PRICE "Post Paid" $2.00. Send for FREE BOOK
,'ACIAL SPECIALTY CO. 86 Warrenton Street BOSTON, MASS

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE!

In thi? day and aee attention to your appearance is an absolute necessity
if you expect to make the most out of life. Nut only should you wish to

appear as attractive as possible for your own seIf- catisfaction, which is

alone well worth your efforts, hut you will find the world in general judging
you greatly, if not wrtoll 1

', by your "looks, "therefore it pays to "look your
best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it

will iniure your welfare! Upon the impression you constantly make res's

the failure or success of vour life—which is to be your ultimate destiny?

My new Nose-Shaper "Trados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation quicklv, safely and permanentlv. Is pleasant and does
not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped

Noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1420 Ackerman Bldg.
,
Binghamton, N. Y.
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jfifc — is the result, not of

t >. i © application of cos-

\ \p metics, but of the

\ '"? general bodily health.
^ It is clear blood which

imparts the blush of youth to cheeks.
Experience has taught the dis-

cerning beauty to rely upon a good
aperient to clear the complexion. A
dainty box of N? Tablets is her help-
ful agent. Each tablet acts pleas-
antly to insure better health, to keep
the skin clear and free from blem-
ishes, to help restore and preserve
a healthful, youthful appearance.

All druggists sell the 25c. box of

N3 Tablets.

"Vsed
for Over
*3QYears

EYES!

MAKE YOUR LASHES AND EYEBROWS
THE ENVY OF YOUR FRIENDS.

Long, silk lashes and beautifully formed eyebrows
enhance the depth and charm of your eyes. Use
SILKENLASH, a harmless and sure treatment. Has
been used successfully for years, and Is sold on the
unreserved guarantee, satisfaction assured.

It consists of a sable pencil, eyebrow brush, lash
cream, eyebrow cream (double strength), beauty leaflet

"What the EYES and Brows Signify."
We offer SILKENLASH, a big $2.00 value, for $1.00.

Pin a dollar bill, stamps, or money order to this ad.
mail to us and this wonderful treatment -will be sent
in plain wrapper, prepaid.

Bryn Mawr Laboratories, 2714 Wells St., Chicago

PONT SUFFER
Eczema!

Is your face disfigured by eruptions? Are yoa
tortured by boils, pimples, and skin imperfec-
tions that itch and make life miserable? Is the
barber responsible for a skin disease that is
annoying and uncomfortable? If so you need
at once the wonderful

D!5.GRAP'S
ECZEMATIN SALVE

Rub ft rn thoroughly. Tt brings quick relief and
good results. Your skin will clear up and life
will be pleasant again. This salve is washed off
not with water but with sweet oil or cold cream.
To-day send $2.00 for a jar of this salve which
lasts for a long time. It will be mailed on receipt
of money order or check in plain package.

Hemic Products Distributing Co.
Z30Eastl5thSt. Dept. 307 N.Y.C.

The Mutiny of the Elsinore
Continued from page 34

to an order, and John Pike's ready
fist smashed out in rebuke. This
was the signal for half a dozen of

the discontents to leap upon him.
They were a herd of cowards fight-

ing in a pack so that one after an-
other fell away from the punishment
of the first mate's mighty blows till

the way stood clear for the great

battle. The wheel had been aban-
doned, and the Elsinore wallowed in

the trough, with the seas sweeping
fore and aft. The terrific rolling of

the ship brought Dick to the deck,

and when he would have mixed in

the fighting the voice of John Pike
bellowed through the gale. "Take
the wheel and sail the ship—the fight

is mine !" And then he closed with

the second mate fighting for his life,

the ship, and Dick and Margaret.

With Dick at the wheel the stag-

gering Elsinore steadied with her
nose in the wind, and the two an-

tagonists fought on the slippery deck
with more security. The second
mate was a desperate man and
fought as such. Time after time he
arose from the mighty blows of John
Pike only to go down again, and then

suddenly realizing that he was de-

serted by the rest of the mutineers,

he twisted out of the strangle hold

of John Pike and bolted aft.

With a long knife in his hand The
Rat had been watching from the

shadows for this very move, and
craftily swung back and met the sec-

ond mate behind the deck house. For
an instant they crouched there eye to

eye in the gloom, the mate terrified

by the apparition of the stowawav.
"Ah-h-h!" snarled The Rat. "A

bad man on a good ship ! A
squealer! Squeal nozv—-curse you!''

And he struck deep with the knife

he held.

With a cry of pain the mate
grabbed him around the neck, the

Elsinore heaved and they rolled out

on the deck. Again The Rat struck

savagely as a great tongue of the sea

reached aboard and lapped them over

the side into her hungry maw.
Down in the cabin Margaret

bathed the wounds of John Pike.

Old Jason West was up at the wheel
holding the Elsinore in her course

while Dick prodded the crew into

getting in the sheets. And once the

sails were tightly reefed he herded
them forward with a gun in hi? hand
and told them just what was ex-

pected of them for the, rest of the

voyage. He was very calm about it

all, with a cold, still, blood-curdling

calm, and there was a scathing slash

to his words and a convincingness

in his manner that deeply impressed

those tramps of the sea.

"Yuh can take it from me," said

one old bruiser, "the kid's like his

old man, quietlike and gentle, but

he'll be a crew-killin' cormorant if

he's tampered with."

So down through the years Mar-
garet and Dick sailed the Elsinore

with never again a mutiny to disturb

the serenity of the voyage, for Dick
had found himself the real salt son

of an old salt father.

It's Art, Bill Hart

Dear Old Bill Hart

!

You are a bear.

You shore do tear

A ragged hole

Rite in the atmosphere.

You have no fear.

It seems, you just break loose

And make the whole
Damned ranch "vamoose."
You are a pleasant kind o' chap.

You've got a grin

That "gets my goat."

But when your chin

Begins to quiver, then I know
Them barroom bullies shore will float

Off into space, so suddenlike.

It's mighty cute

!

To watch 'em drift when you go mad,

And just for fun shoot

Off an ear or two.

Say, Bill ! you're my ideal

Of the bad wild West;
And often I just seem to feel

Them bullets in my chest.

When the bold villain tries to kiss

The orphan girl,

And his sharp hiss

!

Makes slips in the tense silence.

Then you just happen in,

And pull a six-gun

From your hip, and grin,

And then he wilts, just like a

Rose leaf in the desert sun.

Aw, shucks! Bill Hart,

I can't describe it, but

It's art, and say

You are the best I've

Ever seen
Upon the screen.

Will. D. Muse.



National Bob
Youth and fashion is everything Fam wearing
the latest National Bob. It's too lovely for words with it's

soft, wavy hair falling teasinprly over the combs that slip

so easily through my hair. Everyone thinks the Bob's my
very ovm—it matches so perfectly and I never sacrificed a
hair. I use invisible pins to attach the ends and its on and
off in a jiffy.

My picture shows the Bob charm. How did I pet it? I sent
m strand of my hair with$1 0.00, and it was promptly sent
—Postpaid. I'm as happy as a child with a new toy and
I never looked so well -you'll like it too.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. L, 3SS Sixth Cvenuo New York

Originators of the Bob

CREAM
is a safe aid to soft, clear,
healthy skin. Used as a
""assasc it overcomes
iryncss and tendency
to wrinkle. Takes
sting and soreness
>ut of wind, tan and
mburn. Send for tcs-

.imonials. UseMalvina
Lotion & Ichthyol Soap
v ith Malvina Cream to
prove your complexion,
drupgists.or sent post paid

. n receipt of price. Cream
COc, Lction 50c, Soap 25c." e°HUBERT,Tolec*o,Ohio

SUBMIT YOUR SONG POEM 5 ON AMY SUBJECT
FOR MY PERSONAL CRITICISM AND ADVICE-
ACCEPTABLE WORDS WILL BE REVISED, FURNISHED
WITH APPROPRIATE MU5IC, COPY RIGHTED AND
EXPLOITED UNDER MY ORIGINAL METHODS FOR
FACILITATING THE PUBLICATION OR OUTRIGHT
SALE OF- SONGS. VALUABLE BOOKLET ON SONG

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
T<HW

Author of^i m Vying the leaves so they wo«'t come
Hown-'oohT forget old dixieland" and others s

10 GAI ETV THEATRE BLD. NEW YORK,

Romance lurks in every wave of this newest style Coif-
fure. Wide, extra lonjr, triple weight puff. Self filling—
without insHe rat. Most becoming, novel dressing for
the crown, showing both in front and back. See the roll.

No. 65211 $6.75; Greys extra. Complete CATALOG
FREE on request.

GUARANTEED HAIR GOODS
MADE TO 0»DrR TO MATCH YOUR SAMPLE

TransformiiHnn';. Pompadours, Switches, Cur]?, Wigs, etc.
MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFACTORY

Frances Rpt>erts Co-
.100 Fifth Ave. Dept. 769, New York-
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The Screen in Review
Continued from page 64

occur, and he builds up on this

knowledge of yours with a skill that

is admirable. Then when he reaches

the pinnacle of his physical action,

the murder, he keeps right on the

upward scale of suspense. Your in-

terest doesn't drop, rather it accumu-
lates in anticipation of the conclu-

sion—but what that conclusion is you
are unaware.
King has been aided by H. B.

Warner, the star, who also realizes

the power of accumulative mystery

and suspense and who knows full

well how to play for it. I want to

go on record as saying that this is

the best murder-mystery picture I

have ever seen. Pictures on such

themes are common, but they are ex-

ceedingly difficult to handle.

In this connection it is interesting

to note "The Girl in the Web," a

robber-mystery -picture. "The Girl

in the Web" is as poor as "One Hour
Before Dawn" is excellent. There
is no fine atmosphere about it, and,

to contradict my first assertion, I

doubt if even King could have sup-

plied it for the reason that the story

is rather foolish, poorly developed,

unclarified even at the end, and con-

taining a number of false leads that

have no business being in the plot.

Blanche Sweet is the girl in the case,

and it is to be regretted that "The
Girl in the Web" is the only poor
picture in her new star series.

William C. De Mille's production
of Edward Peple's play, "The Prince

Chap," in which Thomas Meighan
is featured—and ought to be starred

—is a picture filled with a delight-

ful and unusual romantic atmos-
phere. The story of the artist who
adopts a baby girl and so loses the

woman he favors because of her false

suspicion, and who watches the girl

grow to young womanhood finally

to realize himself in love with her,

has been beautifully pictured by De
Mille. His atmosphere is sentimen-

tal to the extreme, but who is there

that doesn't glory in real honest sen-

timent ? I have seen many pictures

where the sentiment has been a false

thing of saccharine quality. Here it

is mixed with fine red blood. Mei-
ghan is excellent in the title part, and
Lila Lee is the adopted girl grown
up.

The only thing that De Mille

omitted in this picturization of the

noted play was the comedy. The
original had much. The picture has
none.

I had occasion once to point out

the thoroughly sympathetic work of

Director Charles Maigne in the han-
dling of a picturization of a Robert

EVERY article here shown is a
special value. Every diamond

genuine, blue-white perfect-cut.

Your choice will be sent ON AP-
PROVAL—NO RISK, NO MONEY
IN ADVANCE. Pay only one-fifth if sat-

isfied after examination—balance in ten
payments. SWEET'S policy: You must
be satisfied or no sale. SWEET'S capital,

$1,000,000, guarantees this. PROFIT
SHARING PLAN: 7%?b yearly increase
in exchange value allowed on every dia-

mond purchased from us.

Beautiful De Luxe
Catalogue FREE

Amazing collection of precious gems,
jewelry, silverware, watches and gifts of
every description. Every article a rare
bargain. The lowest prices, the highest
quality. Ten months to pay on every-
thing. Write today for your FREE Copy.
Address Dept. 50 R.

"the house of quALiTr''

LW-SWEET INC
1650 -

1 660- BROADWAY. NEW YORK
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"DANDERINE"
Girls! Save Your Hair and

Make It Abundant!

Immediately after a "Danderine" mas-
sage, your hair takes on new life, lustre
and wondrous beauty, appearing twice as
heavy and plentiful, because each hair
seems to fluff and thicken. Don't let your
hair stay lifeless, colorless, plain or serag-
gly. You, too, want lots of long, strong,
beautiful hair.

A 35-cent bottle of delightful "Dander-
ine" freshens your scalp, checks dandruff
and falling hair. This stimulating
"beauty-tonic" gives to thin, dull, fading
hair that youthful brightness and abund-
ant thickness.

All Drugstores and Toilet

Counters sell Danderine

Clear Your Skin
YOUR skin can be quickly cleared 1

of Pimples, Blackheads, Acne 1
1 Eruptions on the face or body, |
| Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny |
1 Skin by a new treatment called |

*s€8ear-Tone" I

i If you have any of the above Facial Blem- j
I
ishes, write for FREE Booklet. "R Clear- |

! Tone Skin!' telling how I cured myself n
j after being afflicted for 16 years, and my g
I offer to send a bottle of Clear-Tone on trial. 1
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— S3 yCARS THE STANDARD TR/UMNO
SCHOOL FOR THFATRE ARTS

AlrVBBMBSCHOOI/
P1MMM1C ARTS

FOUl? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENT'S STOCK *»»
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

D. IRWIN, Secretary
225 W. 57th S«. New York City

WATER-WAVEYOUR HAIR
Water-Maid Wavers r
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
wave that remains in straightest

lUUlUUiiU/ttUi
^a 'r a wee'c or mor?- even in damp

IMmIMHhKMii weather or when perspiring. If the

^^fTT^^ hair is fluffy only use the wavers once
/ I

V-i after every shampoo.
Send for Water Wavers (patented) today—stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely san-
itary—universally successful—endorsed by soci-

ety'sleaders. Ifyourdealerdoesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.

WATER-MAID WAVER CO.
117' B West Seventh St. Cincinnati, Ohio
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W. Chambers story
—"The Firing

Line." Maigne has perfected the

art of translating Chambers' tricks

of writing to picture terms. This

he has demonstrated in previous pro-

ductions, and this he again demon-
strates, only more richly and fully

in his latest work, "The Fighting
Chance." Chambers writes of ro-

mance and of the strange workings
of women's minds. Putting the lat-

ter psychology on the screen is a
difficult task. The printed word
really has the better of it over the

pictures in this case. But however dif-

ficult this is to do, Maigne has done
il. "The Fighting Chance" is a fas-

cinating picture, "extravagant in pro-

duction details, reflecting the super-

ficial glory of a high-society life and
mirroring its shams, unrealistic

though some of them be, in quite

convincing fashion. Anna Q. Nils-

son and Conrad Nagle play the leads

in it and catch the spirit of the Cham-
bers-Maigne combination in faultless

style.

To compare again, where Maigne
has succeeded in drawing a sumptu-
ous though artificial life on the

screen, B. A. Rolfe in "A Woman's
Business" has failed. The stories of

the two photo plays, the latter the

work of Charles Belmont Davis, are

much alike in general aspects. But
there is no atmosphere to the Rolfe
work, the illogical parts of the story

—and these are many—show
through. Rolfe's work is not up to

the standard he once maintained and
even with such an attractive person
as Olive Tell heading his cast he has
been unable to score man}' points.

"The White Moll," while it is lack-

ing in an atmosphere of a quality

such as the majority of those pic-

tures I have named possess, is to be
noted for the reason that it marks
the return after a long absence of

Pearl White, erstwhile serial queen.

This is a Fox picture, and it is Miss
White's first effort along the feature

lines since a da)' long ago. "The
White Moll" is a melodrama based

on a story bv Frank L. Packard, au-

thor of "The Miracle Man." Though
the director has endeavored to im-

part that same atmosphere of spir-

itual uplift to this work that was
present in such abundant quality in

the greater picture, he has obviously

failed.

The picture turns out to be a melo-

drama of roaring quality, quite sim-

ilar in various of its sequences con-

cerning crooks and the underworld
to the serials with which the star's

name is still linked. I think those

who delighted in Miss White in the

to-be-continued-in-our-next pictures

will delight in "The White Moll" as

well. The star is as active as ever,

and besides creating the character
of a lively heroine does some clever

eccentric work while wearing a won-
derful make-up. The gist of the
story concerns the efforts of the
White Moll, a reformed crook her-
self, to reform others of her old
gentry.

"Life's Twist" is a . picture in

which the duty of creating interest

rests almost entirely on the shoulders

of Bessie Barriscale, who appears in

a dual role. The story is rather un-
usual but fails to generate any great

degree of drama. Miss Barriscale

appears as an ignorant child of the
tenements who by a strange series

of circumstances awakens the love

of a well-to-do wife for her hus-
band, after a misunderstanding.
Playing also as the wife. Miss Bar-
riscale creates widely contrasting

characters, both of which command
and hold the interest throughout.

"The World and His Wife" is a

story dealing with the results which
idle gossip brings on an innocent

wife. They are tragic in the ex-

treme, and certainly there is more
than an atom of reality in them. The
locale of the picture is laid in the

Spain of several years ago, the ac-

tion is colorful, the acting full of
flourishes and grand manners. It

is something of a welcome change
to see a picture produced in such a

key, and Robert Yignola deserves

the credit here for establishing and
maintaining such a refined and tra-

ditionally true atmosphere. His cast

aids him considerably, headed as it

is by Alma Rubens and Montagu
Love, and with such competent play-

ers as Charles Gerrard, Pedro de
Cordoba, and Gaston Glass in sup-
port.

"The Misfit Wife" plainly lacks

the required atmosphere of reality,

that which is at least partially pres-

ent in the majority of pictures pro-

duced to-day. It is indeed very old-

fashioned in plot and direction, deal-

ing with the poor little girl who mar-
ries a man "above her station," who
is snubbed by her husband's rela-

tives, and who ultimately proves her
mettle before them by assuming her
sister-in-law's place in a compromis-
ing situation. I have little doubt that

the picture-wise spectator of this

subject will be able to call every turn
of it considerably in advance. Alice
Lake, one of the most competent of
the younger stars on the screen, de-

serves vehicles of a much better cali-

ber than this.

Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran,
those Universal comedians who re-

cently graduated from the one and
two-reeler to the feature production
in "Everything But the Truth," score

again and score stronglv in "La La
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artistic setting.

Robertson-Cole,

Lucille." an adaptation of the stage

farce by Fred Jackson. Jackson
wrote one of the best of "bedroom"
farces when he wrote of this two-

ply marital mixup with several other

characters thrown in and a hotel of

questionable reputation as a back-

ground ; and the two star comedians

certainly have taken ever}- advantage

of his work both in the acting and
the general direction of the picture,

to which end they also attended.

"Moon Madness" is a very pecul-

iar combination of old-style melo-

drama in quite an.

The producers,

frankly advertise it as the adventures

of a wild desert maid among the

wild men of Paris. This description

may be attractive to some, but it

wasn't to me. The picture exists

mainly for what sex appeal it is able

to work up, and aside from this it

is to be noted for the reappearance
of Edith Storey. Miss Storey isn't

starred, but she should be. She has
many striking poses, wears some
startling clothes, and has the advan-
tage of some thoroughly artistic

lighting effects.

"The Rose of Nome" is a typical

Alaskan dance-hall number in which
Gladys Brockwell appears as the
sophisticated dance-hall heroine. It

has all the familiar twists of the
Xorthwest tale, even the Mounted
Policeman who strays into the action
from Canada.
"Under Northern Lights" is an-

other subject dealing with a member
of the Northwest Mounted Police.

It is very conventional and has the
benefit of no stellar personality or
performance. Stories dealing with
the M. P.'s are about as passe as
the M. P.'s of the World War days.

"Going Some" is a Goldwyn pic-

ture, based on Rex Beach's old novel
and play of the same name. The
story of the college crowd on the
sheep ranch fails to charm as it did
between the book covers and on the
boards save in the details concerning
the race between the bogus champion
and the ranch cook, the which are as
funnv as ever.

To D. G.

"Your "Battling Jane" caused me
to weep

—

(Don't think me cranky!)
When "Boots" I viewed damp tears

did seep

Into my hankie

!

"I'll Get Him Yet!" "Nobodv
Home !"

And others after

—

I cried—excuse this weepy pome

—

My dear—with laughter!

Ferd, They are Playing Your Song!"
Imagine the thrill these words gave Mr. Ferdinand Hohnhorst,

of Covington, Ky., as he stood on a crowded street, watching the
great Peace Parade, when Meyer's Military Band came swinging
along pla}-ing his song, "Uncle Sam, the Peaceful Fighting Man."
Eut let him tell his story in his own words:

—

Chester Music Company, . Covington, Ky.
Chicago, III. 1941 Augustine St.

"Gentlemen—My song entitled 'Uncle Sam, the Peaceful Fight-

ing Man,' that your Mr. Friedman composed and arranged for me, is

making a great hit. In the Peace Parade at Latonia, Ky., Meyer s

Military Band played my song three times, and we have now hnd
it arranged for orchestras and quartettes, and it is making a good im-

pression everywhere. The Vocahtyle Music Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio, a concern manufacturing music rolls for player pianos, has
taken up my song, and has already sold over a thousand of these rolls

in Cincinnati alone, and are placing them in their bulletin for April,

which will go to all the different cities.

"My song also has made a decided hit among school children, and
has been introduced into several of the Cincinnati schools. Thank-
ing you most kindly for the services you have rendered me, I remain,
Yours very truly, (Signed) Ferdinand Hohnhorst."

LEO FRIEDMAN, Our Composer
of whom Mr. Hohnhorst speaks so enthusiastically

is one of America's most gifted composers and the
author of man}' great song hits. Among his great
successes are "Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland,'' the
sales of which reached the enormous total of more
than two million copies. Others that reached into
the million class were "Let Me Call You Sweetheart"
and "When I Dream of Old Erin." Mr. Friedman
writes music to words, that cause them to fairly

throb with feeling and musical charm. He has been
styled "America's Favorite Composer," and properly
so, for his melodies have reached the hearts of mil-
lions of the American people, and made them sing.

Why Don't YOU Write the Words for a Song
and Submit Your Poem to Us?

WE WRITE THE MUSIC AND GUARANTEE PUBLISHER'S AC=
CEPTANCE. SUBMIT US POEMS ON LOVE, PATRIOTISM, OR
ANY OTHER SUBJECT WITH A HUMAN APPEAL. We make no
charge for examination of poems, and you incur no obligation of any
sort, when you send your poem in. If our Lyric Editor finds it contains
a good idea for a song, he will tell you so. The criticism will be fair

and very valuable to ambitious song-poem writers
WHY NOT SEND YOUR "|

1

CHESTER MUSIC COMPANY
Suite 268, 920 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:—Enclosed find poem entitled

Leo Friedman

POEM TODAY AND LET
US PASS ON IT. FREE OF
ANY CHARGE OR OBLI-
GATION? Y'ou can never
know what you can do 'till

you try. MAKE A START
TODAY.

Chester Music Company
Suite 268

920 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago. 111.

I

I

for your inspection.

I 2\amc.

Street Address.

City or Tou-i



Genuine

Aspirin
Name "Bayer" means genuine

Say "Bayer"— Insist!

Advertising Section

Say "Bayer" when buying Aspirin.
Then you are sure of getting true "Bayer
Tablets of Aspirin"—genuine Aspirin
proved safe by millions and prescribed by
physicians for over twenty years. Ac-
cept only an unbroken "Bayer package"
which contains proper directions to relieve
Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Colds and Pain. Handy tin
boxes of 12 tablets cost few cents. Drug-
gists also sell larger "Bayer packages."
Aspirin is trade mark of Bayer Manufac-
ture Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

GET WELL-BEYOUNG-GROW TALL
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THE PANDICULATOR CO., 212 Advance Bldg.. Cleveland, O.
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Not One
Gray Hair, Now"

"And my hair was quite gray a
short time ago!
"It was falling out, getting brittle and

Btringy. My scalp was filled with dandruff
and itched almost constantly.
"A few applications of Kolor-Bak pro-

duced a wonderful improvement. The itch-

ing stopped instantly. There was no more
dandruff. And—marvel of marvels— it is

now restored to its original color— not a
gray hair shows anywhere!"
Kolor-Bak is not a dye or stain. It is

colorless, stainless, harmless and restores
original color to gray hair simply by put-
ting hair and scalp in a healthy condition.
Send for our special trial offer; also Free

Book on Hair which explains how Kolor-
Bak restores gray hair to its original color.

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES
3334-3338 W. 38th St., Dept. 10317 Chicago

The Picture Oracle
Continued from page 80

G. McL. M.—You must have overlooked
your answers, because I distinctly remem-
ber answering your question, and no
one else has ever asked it. Erasmus
Hall High School, in Brooklyn, New
York, has turned out quite a bunch of
motion-picture stars. Anita Stewart,
Constance and Natalie Talmadge, and
Mary Anderson all attended that high
school when they did their first screen
work with the Vitagraph Company.

Connie.—Write just as often as you
like. You are always welcome. "Yes or
No," "The Woman Gives," "The Isle of
Conquest," "She Loves and Lies," "The
Way of a Woman," "The Probation
Wife," "The New- Moon," "The Heart
of Wetona," "Her Only Way," "De Luxe
Annie," "The Ghosts of Yesterday," and
"Panthea" are her last dozen features.

Lena From Wales,—Antonio Moreno
is not married. I am sure that he would
send you one of his photographs. Bet-
ter inclose a quarter with your request.

Marie Cole.—You certainly are the bit-

ter little thing, aren't you? What on
earth has caused your intense hatred for
the popular pair you mention? Isn't there
just a little bit of jealousy connected with
it? Your letter certainly sounds that way.

Blushes.—Pearl White and Wallace
McCutcheon are man and wife, not
brother and sister. William S. Hart is

not married. That is his right name. He
was injured a while ago when he was
thrown from his horse, but he is quite all

right again. Katherine MacDonald is not
married. ZaSu Pitts was born in Par-
sons, Kansas, in 1898. Yes, Marguerite
de la Motte was born in Duluth, Minne-
sota.

Caroline M.—William Scott acts op-
posite Gladys Brockwell in all of her re-
leases, probably because she likes his work
better than that of any of the other lead-
ing men she has had. He is not married
to her. Pearl White has auburn hair.

Elizabeth M.—All of your Pearl
\\ hite questions have been answered in

the replies ahead of your own. The best
way to get anything off your mind is to
try not to think about it. You arc acting
just opposite to what you want to accom-
plish. Why ask a lot of questions about
something that you want to forget?

Miss Marion B.—You 'forgot to inclose

the two-cent stamp for a personal reply,

so I am answering your questions in the
department. You will find your ques-
tions about Clarine Seymour and Rich-
ard Barthelmess already answered.
"Alias Jimmy Valentine" is Bert Lytell's

picture. If Bobby Harron is engaged he
is keeping mighty quiet about it. See end
of this department for addresses.

Miss Krause.—Conway Tearle was
born in New York in 1880. He was on
the stage for a good many years before
entering the picture game. He supported
such stars of the footlights as Sir Charles
Wyndham, Bill'ie Burke, Ethel Barry-
more, Ellen Terry, Viola Allen, Grace
George, and others.

Hedda Nova Fan.—Hedda Nova is now
starring in her own pictures, which are
being directed by her husband, Paul
Hurst. I have nothing to do with the
placing of pictures or interviews in Pic-
ture-Play. I have all I can do to at-

tend to The Oracle. The editor has
charge of everything else and it is en-
tirely up to him—not me. Pauline Cur-
ley was born in Holyoke, Massachusetts.

Ruth Roland is a native daughter, being
born in San Francisco, California.
Charles Spencer Chaplin was born in
Paris, France.

Lirose.—Madge Evans was born in
New York City in 1909. Elsie Janis is

her name. She is. She was born in Co-
lumbus, Ohio.

I. R. H.—Viola is married. You- can
get a photo of her by writing to the lit-

tle lady and asking for one. Better in-

close a quarter with your request.

Puter.—That is merely a wild tale of
some busybody who has nothing to do but
gossip, one of those who make up a lot

of yarns if there isn't any real gossip
worth telling. The statement is absolutely
false in every respect.

Susie G.—Eileen Sedgwick played with
Eddy Polo in that serial. Carol Hollo-
way answers all the mail she can. "The
Adventures of Ruth" is the latest Pathe
serial starring Ruth Roland. There was
no serial released under the title of "Ruth
of the Rockies." Addresses at the end
of The Oracle.

H. J.—Your questions have already
been answered in this issue.

J. E. J.—Send six cents in stamps to

the editor for a copy of "The Market
Booklet." You are right about William
S. Hart. Fannie Ward was born in St.

Louis, Missouri, in 1875.

Sugar Plum.—You mean Larry Se-
mon, don't you? He is still making come-
dies for Vitagraph. Larry used to be
a newspaper cartoonist on the New York
Telegraph before he became a director

for Vitagraph. Peggy O'Dare is playing
the leading role opposite Eddy Polo in his

newest serial for Universal. Addresses
at the end of this department.

Toodles.—What do you mean—Wallace
Reid support Wanda Hawley? It has
been just the opposite, but as Wanda is

now starring on her own for Realart, I

don't see any chance of seeing the two
playing together in any more films. Her
hair is not naturally curly. It takes a
curling iron to do the trick. Wallace was
born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1892. I

don't think jour term, "Isn't he beauti-

ful?" would make very much of a hit

with Wally. "Handsome" would be more
appropriate.

Beaulah L.—Thanks for the six cents

in stamps. I turned them over to the

editor and he has mailed you a copy of
the "Market Booklet." There is a Hope
Hampton playing in pictures. Is that the

one you refer to? She has that color
hair.

Fernie.—The editor has mailed you the
"Market Booklet." Your Antonio Mo-
reno question has already been answered
in this issue.

H. G.—That is his real name. George
was born in New York. Neither Con-
stance Talmadge nor Bebe Daniels is mar-
ried. George Walsh is twenty-eight
years old. He is five feet eleven inches
and weighs one hundred and eighty

pounds. He is married to Seena Owen
and they have a baby daughter about
three years old. "The Dead Line" is his

latest picture.

Kalf.m Fan.—Kalem reissued the Alice

Joyce-Carlyle Blackwell and the Alice
Joyce-Tom Moore pictures in 1015.
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J. A. G.—I receive hundreds of letters

every week, and they are all answered
in this department just as quickly as

possible and in the order in which they

are received. "First come, first served"

is The Oracle motto. The "Market
Booklet" contains a complete list of all

the motion-picture companies, with their

addresses, and tells what kind of stories

they are in the market for. You can get

it by sending six cents in stamps to the

•editor of Picture-Play. Bebe's name is

pronounced just as if there wTere two
B's, accent on the first B. Look for all

addresses at the end of this department.
Wanda Hawley was born in Scranton,
Pennsylvania. She was educated in Se-
attle, Washington, and New York. She
is five feet three inches tall and weighs
hut one hundred and ten pounds. She
has blond hair and grayish-blue eyes.

Katherine MacDonald was born in Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania. She spent her last

•days of education at Blairsville College.

She is five feet eight inches in height
and weighs one hundred and thirty-four

pounds. She has blond hair and blue

eyes. Beatrice Joy first saw the light of
day at New Orleans, Louisiana, and re-

ceived her education at the Sacred Heart
Academy in the same city. She is five

inches shorter than Katherine and weighs
nine pounds less. That's a good puzzle
for you to work out. You certainly felt

-very inquisitive to-day, didn't you? Maybe
you have been saving all this up for a
long time; is that it? Beatrice has black
hair and brown eyes. Blanche Sweet is

a prized product of Chicago, Illinois.

Her stage career included such well-
known stars as Chaunce}- Olcott and
Gertrude Hoffman. She began her
screen career on five-dollar checks at the
old Biograph Studio under D. W. Grif-
fith's direction. She remained with Grif-
fith until she was signed up by Lasky,
then with Harry Garson, and now with
Jesse D. Hampton. Douglas MacLean
looks like a good example of a denial
that Philadelphia is a slow-moving burg,
because his pepful personality comes
froni there. He attended Northwestern
University. He is five feet nine and one-
half inches tall and carries one hundred
and forty-five pounds around with him.
He has brown hair and eyes. Lila Lee
was born in New York City in 1902.
She attracted the attention of Gus Ed-
wards, the theatrical producer, when she
was a wee youngster, and he adopted her,
putting her on the stage and securing
private tutors for her. She became well
known on the vaudeville stage as "Cud-
dles" Edwards, before being signed to a
long-term contract by Lasky. She is five
feet three inches tall and weighs one
hundred and ten pounds. She has black
hair and eyes. Doris May is a gift of
Seattle, Washington. She was educated
in a French convent there. She stretches
to five feet two inches and tips the beam
at one hundred and seventeen pounds.
Her hair is golden and her eyes are
brown. Enid Bennett was born in York,
Western Australia, and was educated in
Perth, Australia. She is five feet two
inches tall and weighs all of one hun-
dred and two pounds. She has golden-
brown hair and hazel eyes. Violet Hem-
ming is

_
a native of Leeds, England.

She received her schooling at the Mal-
vern House School, Southport, England.
She is five feet four inches tall and
weighs one hundred and eighteen pounds.
She has blond hair and blue eyes. Vivian
Martin is not a native of sunny Cali-
fornia. She was born near Grand Rap-
ids, Michigan. You'll have to write to
the editor of Picture-Play about the
pictures you would like to see in the gal-
lery and the interviews between the cov-

ers. I have nothing to do with that,

having all I can handle with The Oracle
department. Where did you get hold of

enough paper to write all your questions

on? You shouldn't save them up for a

grand landslide, but let them come in a

few pages at a time, and in that way you
get quicker results and more answers in

these columns. The letters you wrote to

the players in care of the exchange will

have to be forwarded, so that explains

the delay.

Wallie Reid Forever.—Although you
are as regular as clockwork, you don't

seem to find any trouble in having a new
batch of questions regarding your fa-

vorites for me to answer every montlu It

was Marguerite Clark, not Dorothy Gish,

who did the "Bab" series for Paramount.
Yes, Richard Barthclmcss played with
her in them. "Haunted Spooks," "An
Eastern Westerner," and "High and
Dizzy" are the names of the three latest

Harold Lloyd comedies for Pathe. Bebe
Daniels did not play in any of them.

She was with Lasky at the time they

were made. Yes, Ann Little played op-

posite Wallace Reid in that picture. Em-
ily Stevens played in "Wheels of Justice,"

"The Slacker," "Alias Mrs. Jessup,"
"Outwitted," "Daybreak," "The Wager,"
"The Soul of a Woman," "A Man's
World," and "Kildare of the Storm," all

for Metro. She was also featured in the

Schomer-Ross production of "The Sacred
Flame." Thanks very much for your
check to cover a year's subscription to

Picture-Play. At last you have found
a place where you can get your ques-
tions answered. You should have saved
time and tried The Oracle in the first

place. The editor is taking care of your
subscription.

Edith-Irene.—Pearl White is five feet

six inches tall. Of course, I like them all.

So you think William Russell is a dar-

ling? I'm sure he would feel flattered if

he knew. Anita Stewart is five feet five

inches tall. Yes, George Stewart looks

very much like his sister, Anita. He has
become a full-fledged movie actor himself,

and you will see him as the juvenile with
Mildred Harris Chaplin in her latest First

National feature, "Old Dad." Eugene
O'Brien is not married, so your mind can
rest easy—until the next rumor. Frank
Mayo is married. Bebe Daniels is five

feet four inches tall. Priscilla Dean is

the same height as Bebe. Dorothy Phil-

lips is just half an inch shorter. So you
think me a wonder and as clever and
handsome as Douglas Fairbanks ! How
do you know, when you don't even know
who I am or what I look like ? However,
I feel highly flattered, although I wouldn't
know that Doug would be by the com-
parison. Yes, it does seem strange that
Doug could stand still long enough to

get married. I am always willing to
oblige, so I'll bite. What is the story
about "Kisses" and "I Want a Daddy"?
I hope it's nice.

James L. Y.—California has by far
the greatest number of studios of any
State. In fact, a great many more than
all the States put together. Fully ninety
per cent of all pictures made in the United
States are produced in California, and
this percentage seems to be increasing
every year. Motion pictures have gone a
long way toward making Los Angeles
what it is to-day.

Ferdinand Alonzo.—This is a pretty
short answer in response to such a long
letter, but all of your questions have al-

ready been answered in the different re-

plies before this one.

Mabel.—Look for addresses at the end
of this department.

Don't Stay Skinny
Broaden your shoulders, deepen
your chest, straighten your neck
and get your arms thick and
muscular. Have well developed
legs—look and feel like a real

man.

EARLE LIEDERMAN
The Acme of Physical Perfection

There is no excuse for you to con-
tinue through life a miserable half made
imitation of a man and depend upon your
tailor to ma!:e you appear half way pre-
sentable to society.

There is no excuse for you to suffer
from indigestion or constipation when
you can have a stomach that will digest
anything.

You can fill yourself so full of energy
that life will seem a privilege instead of
an obligation. You can do a hard day's
work and still feel refreshed at the end
of the day—just think of it—never to
feel tired iif any time.
Man ! You do not know what it is to

be an athlete. The athletic world is a
different world entirely from the one you
are now living in. so. if you really have
the ambition and desire and want to make
the most of yourself and get all there is

out of life, by all meaus, send today
lor my new book,

This book contains twenty-five (25) full-
page photographs of mys<-if and some of
the finest developed athletes of the world
whom I have trained. It will interest
and benefit you more than you anticipate.
I will send you a copy promptly if you
will send me ten cents (10c) in stamps
or coin to help cover cost of postage,
etc. Do not put off this opportunity,
but fill out the coupon below and mail
today while it is on your mind.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept.1410, 305Broadway, New York City, N.Y.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 1410, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

Dear Sir:— I enclose herewith 10 cents
for which you are to send me, without any
obligation on my part whatever, a copy of
your latest book. "Muscular Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)

Name

Address

City State
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DntMihv
Snap up this chance to get 2 splendid garments for
the price of one. A most beautiful skirt atastunning

L

argain and a petticoat abso-
itely free. Not a penny to send
nth order. Only your request (no
noney)and you get by mail direct

[this wonderful, stylish, well made
"rt and also the free petticoat
.he petticoat included it you
and right now. The number
>f free petticoats is Hunted,
io don't wait. Get couponor
post card in mail today.

Sicilian

Beautiful rtflodel
SpkndiuSu-Hi-.nMohair
cloth. Look- like silk.
Skirt gathered at back
with double shirring1

;

Wide detachable belt.
Fancy trimmed pockets
finished with imitation
buttons' and button-
holes. Silk fringe trim-
med pockets. Exact
copy of very costly
model. You'll be proud
to own this Etunning
ekirt and amazed when
you see what a bat k'ain

it is. Just compare it

with what you Bee at
stores. Choice of
Navy Blue, Black OT
Gray.

Cornea in all sizea. No extra charges.
G«v« waist, hip and front I nrUi.
Price S4.D3. TaHetino Petticoat
Freo. Order No. 8X14791.

Eft Sicilian Skirteach wlw ll

Fit
Yes. free (but only one to a pe
son) this aplendid petticoat sei

with the skirt. Good quality taf
fetine. Deep flounce, smartly
trimmed with clusters of air
tucks, finished at bottom with
knife plaited ruffle. Elastic
waistband. Front length 32 to A\l

inches. Hip measures up to 45 in<

Color black. This splendid pettic
at anv time. Simply order the S
get the free petticoat right alonj

Justyour request

f$%$\iy and
d
we° wilV

LEONARD-MORTON & CO., Dept 6936 .Chicago
Send the Sicilian Mohair Skirl No. BX14791 and the free

talT-tine petticoat. When they arrive, I will pay £4.98 for
the skirt; nothing for the petticoat. If not satisfied after ex-
amination, 1 will return both and you will refund my money

Length in. Width in.

Hip " in. Color

i^rne

Address .

Wanted: Screen-

Faces for the Movies
Hundreds of All Types Needed. You May

Have Perfect Screen Features

For the first time in the his-

tory of moving pictures it is

now possible for you to get
consideration from the big film

directors. No matter where you
live, we get your photograph
before the directors, many of
whom are in urgent need of
new "screen-faces."
Ralph Ince, famous Selzhiek director, says: "There

are many young girls who could make good in' the

movies. I will be very glad to take advantage of your
service." Marshall Neilan. known everywhere for his

work in directing Mary Pickford. says: "I am con-
vinced that the service you render screen aspirants

offers many new personalities to moving picture direc-

tors." P. A. Towers, of Universal, says: "A new
crop of film stars will be needed at once to supply the

insistent demand."
With the assistance of famous directors and motion

picture stars we have prepared a printed guide, "The
New Road to Film Fame." which tells you what t° do
and gives full directions.

It also contains endorsements of our service from fa-

mous people, statements from directors, portraits of cele-

brated stars and direct advice to you from Mollie King.

This is a fascinating profession paying big salaries.

Don't miss this opportunity. Send ten cents (Postage or

Coin) to cover postage and wrapping this new guide.

Get it at once—it may start you on the road to fame
and fortune. Screen Casting Directors Service. Dept.

C-8, Wilmington, Delaware.
Unless yon are sincere in your desire to pel in the

movies, please do not send for tliis printed guide.

E. M. J.—The Screen Club was first

formed by King Baggot, who conceived
the idea of having a place where mo-
tion-picture actors could get together. It

was founded in 1914. King Baggot is

thirty-six years old. He began his ca-

reer as an amateur, and finally secured
an engagement with a cheap repertoire
company, playing anything and getting
very little for it. He had consider-
able experience on the stage before en-
tering pictures. At one time he was
leading man for Marguerite Clark in the
stage play 'The Wishing Ring." He has
returned to the screen once more and
was recently featured in the Metro pro-
duction "The Man Who Stayed at Home."
He is now doing a serial for Burston
Films, Inc.

Dippie Dog.—The weather isn't so good
here right now. If you look like Mary
Miles Minter, as your friend says you
do, you must be a very beautiful little

girl. Yes, I know her personally. She
is five feet two inches tall, and weighs
one hundred and twelve pounds. Her
hair is light blond and her eyes are blue.

June Caprice was born in Arlington,
Massachusetts, in 1899. She is the same
height as Mary Miles and her eyes are

also blue. Her hair is a shade darker
than Man 's, and she weighs one hundred
and five pounds. Marguerite Clark, Edna
Mayo, Billic Burke, Alma Rubens, Flelen
Holmes, Frances Burnham, Eileen Percy,
Mildred Manning, Earle Williams, Paul
Willis, James Morrison, and Wallace
MacDonald are still working in pictures.

Wanda Petit is a Realart star now. Miss
Petit no longer. She became Wanda
Hawley quite a while ago. Xo, we do
not give the private addresses of play-
ers.

Look Out.—No, Hedda Nova is not
the young lady's correct name. It is

Hedwiga Leonie Kuszcwski, but she has
simplified all this by becoming Mrs. Paul
Hurst, wife of the director. She is

twenty-four years old and was born in

Odessa, Russia. You are going back
quite far. That picture is five years old.

Here's the cast for "A Bunch of Kej'es,"

which is the one you refer to: John
Slavin was Jonas Grimes, William Buress
was Littleton Snaggs, June Keith was
Teddy Kcyes, Charlotte Mineau was Rose
Keyes, and Leota Chrider was May
Keyes.

William S. Hart, Jr.—I cannot send
you a picture of. William S. Hart. You
will have to write to him for one. I am
sure that he will gladly accommodate
you. See his address at the end of The
Oracle.

Curious.—Mildred Harris is still Mrs.
Charlie Chaplin. She uses Mildred Har-
ris Chaplin as her screen name now.

Maideen G.—Jane and Katherine Lee

are six and eight. They are now- appear-

ing in vaudeville. They are not related

to Lila Lee. "Why Smith Left Home"
is one of Bryant Washburn's Paramount
pictures. In it Lois Wilson plays op-

posite him. Anita Stewart is Mrs. Ru-
dolph Cameron. Bryant is married and

has two little sons, one of whom arrived

just a few months ago. He owns his

own home in Los Angeles. Wancla Haw-
ley also resides in Los Angeles. Yes,_ I

think it is quite a good name. Write
again.

Tom Taylor.—Edmund Lowe has fin-

ished his picture work between seasons

and has gone back on the_ stage. His

latest picture to be released is "The Eyes

of Youth," with Clara Kimball Young.
He is married to a nonprofessional.

Castle Barb.—Constance Talmadge
was born in Brooklyn, Xew York, on
April nineteenth, 1900. She received her
education at Erasmus High School. Her
screen career has been with Vitagraph,
National, Triangle, Griffith, Select, and
now First National. She is five feet six

and weighs one hundred and twenty
pounds. Her hair is light and her eyes
are brown. That is her correct name.
Irene Castle was born in New Rochelle,

New York, in 1893. Certainly, her hair

is bobbed. She is the one who intro-

duced the style to New Yorkers. Norma
Talmadge was born in 1897.

Victim of Movie Itis.—You refer to

Mafjorie Bennett in the "Midnight Pa-
trol," produced by Thomas H. Ince.

Patsy O'Connell in the same play was
Rosemary' Theby. Dorcas Mathews is the
name of the young woman you are think-

ing about in "The Market of Souls" with
Dorothy Dalton. William Scott opposite
Gladys Brockwell. Henry Walthall was
Colonel Ben Cameron and Mae Marsh
and Miriam Cooper were his sisters in

"The Birth of a Nation," or "The Clans-
man." Josephine Crowcll was his mother
and Spottiswoode Aitken his father. Jen-
nie Lee was the faithful old servant.

Elmer Clifton, Lillian Gish, and Robert
Harron were the children of Ralph
Lewis, the radical leader. George Scig-
man was Silas and .Walter Long was
Renegade Gits. Donald Crisp was Gen-
eral Grant and Joseph Henaberry was
Abraham Lincoln. Robert Harron and
Lillian Gish were the one pair of sweet-
hearts in "Hearts of the World," while
Dorothy Gish, as the Little Disturber,
loved Bobby and was loved by Monsieur
Cuckoo, played by Robert Anderson.
Kate Bruce was Bobby's mother, Ben
Alexander his littlest brother, and George
Fawcett his pal. It's a wonder you didn't

wear your typewriter out with all those
questions. If there is anything else you
would like to know, just drop me a line.

Pauline C.—Doris Lee and Lila Lee
are not related. Doris is now Doris May,
Thomas H. Ince having changed her
name again. Pauline Frederick was born
in Boston in 1889. Bessie Love is not
married. Marguerite Clark is married
to Lieutenant Palmerson Williams. Yes,
Mac Marsh has a baby daughter. Man-
Marsh Armes. Charles Ray and Albert
Ray are not brothers, but cousins.

Gladys Leslie is married. Norma Tal-
madge is the young lady's correct name.
Why should they change their names
when they are married? The fans have
come to know them by their own names,
and the change might cause confusion.
Suppose you should see Mrs. Howard
Hickman, Mrs. Harold Bolster, Mrs.
Willard Mack, and Mrs. Thomas Clarke
in electric lights over your favorite the-

ater at one time or another? Would
you know that they meant Bessie Barris-

cale, Madge Kennedy, Pauline Frederick,

and Elsie Ferguson ? You would not,

and there is the answer to your question.

No, any one could not be an actress. It

takes talent, and every one hasn't talent

for acting, although I don't think there

are many who realize that, judging from
the numerous letters I get from readers

who want to become motion-picture stars.

Billy.—Theda is quite nice off the

screen. Yes, she is married. Nazimova
was born in Russia. Howr does she look?
Pretty good, I should say. I could say

"with her eyes," but that's too old. I

don't know where you can get the life

stories of all the actresses. Better keep

tabs on the Picture-Play interviews

and you will get them all that way. The
pleasure's all mine.
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A gents and Help U anted

BI<i M''VKV Automobile Accessory. No
canvassing, interviewing, samples, invest-
ment, expense. Allspark Ignition. 13 Water
St.. New* York.

U. S. GOVERNMENT wants Railway Mail
Clerks. $140 month. List positions free.
Franklin Institute. Dept. B 2. Rochester.
X. Y.

Farm Lands
rAi:.-> 1 > uKKDlT. line for grains,

fruit, vegetables. Hardwood land in ilichi-
san's best counties. Stock and poultry do
well. 40.000 acres. Only $15 to $35 per acre.
Small down payment, easy monthly terms.
10 to 1B0 acres. No swamps or stones. Fine
schools, churches, markets, climate, lakes, and
streams. Write today for information.
Swijart Land Co., X1265 First Xat'l Bank
Bldg. Chicago. 111.

Hade to your measure, payable after
received, with the clear ur.aersrar.dics

"latif tne fit is cot
perfect or if you
are nor tariffed in
every way, if you

% ,^ are net convinced
V. j£i you have received

fine, high grade,
ety.ish. perfect

fitting tai.ored
suit made to
your meas-
ures and have

to 420.00, you
are not on-
d e r the
slightest ob-
l:ear:rn to

=r feel
s im -

Euitbtck. no
ccst to you.
Yen are not
out oneA h. U «5 A-

wants to dress well and not feel extravagant, is inv>
ted to write us for o~r free book orsampies and fash-
ions explaining everything. I lease write letrer or
rascal tuday, just say "Send me your samples" and
get our whole proposition by return mail. Try it-
costs yoo nothing—jasta postal, get the free samples
and prices anyway. You wtU learn something import-
ant aooat dressing well and saving money.

Park Tailoring Company
Dept 237 Chicago, ILL.

Popular Saxophone Playing
Taught By Time-Saving Charts
My charts and personally written lessons enable you
to play the latest popular pieces, within four lessons.

Nothing like them. You leam in one quarter of the
usual time, at one quarter the cost. All popular
music furnished free with lessons. This saxophone
correspondence course is endorsed by all leading
saxophone manufacturers. Write to-day without
cost for particulars. Jack Regan Stud ;

os, Dept. D.
166 No. Mentor Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

Makes
stubborn

hair easy

to comb,

neat and
attractive

Jjch Xorworih' s "Odds end Er^ds'

Adopted by-Screen-Stage-Society
i. ;

.'

r

Send for Trial Jar

Send £1.00 for Three Months' Suppry,

HAIR-DRESS CO., Dept. 410. 920 Windsor Are., CHICAGO

Advertising Section

R. Barthelmess Fan.—Your favorite

appeared with Dorothv Gish in "Boots,"

"Peppy Polly" "I'll Get Him Yet," et

cetera. Wallace MacDonald was born in

Mulgrave, Xova Scotia, Canada. Eight-

een ninety-one was the date. He is five

feet ten inches tall and weighs one hun-
dred and forty-five pounds. He has

brown hair and dark eyes. Yes, he played

the juvenile with Anita Stewart in "The
Fighting Shepherdess." Didn't you rec-

ognize him? Dorothy Gish is just five

feet tall. Dorothy Dalton weighs all of

one hundred and twenty-seven pounds.
! Constance Talmadge weighs seven pounds
j
less than Dorothy. You mustn't believe

all you hear. That is just another of

the many false rumors going the usual

rounds. Wait until you see facts actu-

I
ally printed in Picture-Play Magazine

j
—then you can believe them.

Cleo.—The paper shortage sort of

keeps you changing stationer}," with great

regularity these days, doesn't it? You
aren't able to stick to your well-known
patterns any more. I used to know your

' letters the moment I sported the envelope,

but now I don't know until I open them
! up. Thomas Meighan is not playing with
Gloria Swansou any longer. He is a

! star in his own right with Paramount
now. "Conrad in Search of His Youth"

, is his latest picture. Albert Ray is not

,

playing in pictures at present, and I don't

i know whether he will make any more in

I the near future or not. He has cast

I aside the grease paint for the mega-

j

phone again, and is now directing come-
dies for the First National Exhibitors.

You will find your other questions al-

j

reads" answered in the replies ahead of

3"Our own.

Mabel X.—Edwin Carewe is now di-

recting special productions for Louis B.

I

Mayer. She doesn't play in pictures. I

can't tell you the children's names be-

I cause there aren't any. That's a good
reason, isn't it?

Miss Play.—You must be some sort of

relative to my other correspondent, Miss
Take. Charles Chaplin and Mabel Xor-
mand are not playing together. Those
pictures you saw with these two famous
gloom destroyers are several years old

and were made by the old Key stone Com-
pany for Mack Sennett. The latest Tar-
zan picture is "The Return of Tarzan,"

they are now making a Tarzan serial,

which is all very pleasant to the author,

Edgar Rice Burroughs, who is realizing

quite a big sum out of the filming of his

famous stories. That picture was made
]

long before the producers ever thought
' of putting their players' names on the

I screen, so I can't give you the cast of it,

j
because the producers themselves haven t

I any record of who played in it. It's that

old. The Oracle letters are all answered
in the order in which they are received.

You must have overlooked your other

answers; because I distinctly remember
answering them. I hope you don't over-

look this reply, too. Juanita Hansen is

making serials for Pathe. Her last se-

rial was "The Lost City," made by Colo-

nel Selig for the Warner brothers, Sam
I
and Jack. Pearl White has left serials

for good, so she can not be called the

I serial queen any longer. She has left a

good field to fight it out for the coveted

|

title. Far be it from yours truly to pick

the successor to Pearl. The public will

do it eventually.

Little One.—You, too. Robert Harron

j
is making features under the supervision

of D W. Griffith. His films, when com-

]

pleted, will be released by the Metro Pic-

tures Corporation, however.
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"We Must Fly To-night
Out of a deep sleep he woke her. She

thought she knew him so well. Yet
now, at two in the morning, he burst
on her with this terror—this mystery
—this_what?

It's the beginning of one of the best

mysteries ever solved by the great de-

tective

CRAIG KENNEDY
9HeAmerican Sherlock Hc-lmss

ARTHURBREEyE
SheAmerican ConanVqyle
He is the detective geuius of our age. He has

taken science—sc :ence that stands for this age—and
allied it to the mystery and romance of detective
fiction. Even to the smallest letaii, e^ery on of
the plot is worked oat scientifically. For nearly ten
years. America has been watching his Craig
Keunedv—uairelling at the strange, new. startling
things that detective-hero would unfold. Such

plots—such suspense—with real, vivid peo-
ple moving through the maelstrom of
life. Frenchmen have mastered the art
of terror stories. English writers have
thrilled whole nations by their artful
heroes- Russian ingenuity has fash-
ioned wild tales of mystery. But all

these seem old-fashioned—out of date

—

beside the infinite variety—the weird ex-
citement of Arthur B. Reeve's tales.

FREE—POE
10 VOLUMES

Tr. those who send the coupon
promptly, we will give FREE a set of
Edgar Allan Poe's works in 10 volumes.
When the police of Xew York failed to

^» j
?olve one of the most fearful murder

ifcagaa I mysteries of The time. Edgar Allan Poe

—

Ssiia/ far off in Paris—found the solution.
The story is in these volumes.
He was a detective by instinct—he was

a story-teller by divine inspiration. Be-
fore or since—no one has ever had his
power to make your hair stand" on end

—

to send chills up your back—to hold
yon in terror—horror: To read breath-
lessly—to try to guess the ending—to en-
joy the perfect . fl awless style—to feel

the power of the master—that is all you
can do in each and all of Poe's undy-
ing stories. In England and France. Ed-
gar Allan Poe is held to be the greatest
writer that America has produced. To
them he is the great American classic.

This is a wonderful combination. Here
.re two of the greatest writers of mys-
tery and scientific detective stories. Ton
can get the Reeve at a remarkably low
price and the Poe FREE for a short
time only.

HARPER & BROTHERS
(Established 1817)

Hi

QuJf&uX tUo Goofed

Pict- P. 10 20

Harper & Brothers, 106 Franklin Square. New York

Send me. all charges prepaid, set of Arthur IS. Reere
—in 12 volumes. Also send me. absolutely free, the

set of Edgar Allan Poe—iu 10 volumes. If the books
are not satisfactory I will return both sets within 10

days at your expense. Otherwise I will send you ;F3.50

within five days and $3.00 a month for 12 months.

Name

Address .

.

Occupation
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£fc>a* ^K>-ciLirCopy
Here is the Style Book that surpasses

even the wonderful book we issued last

Spring— your reliable guide to what is

correct in dress for this Fall — a mar-
velous exposition of what the fashionable
world will wear—and it is free to you. A
book you must have to make the best
choice in clothes. No other book like this.

Just rmul the coupon or sond a post card.

All-Wool

Tricotine Suit
Just to give you an idea of what you

./ will find in the Style Book. This
L
! snappy suit (which you can order
direct from this ad.) is fine all-
v/ool tricotine. Coat semi-fitted with
stylish braid-bound collar, cuffs
and pockets. Braid binding lends
i trimming touch at back. Lined
hroughout with fine all-silk fab-

ics in printed design. Skirt mod-
i?hly pocketed and belted across
gathered back. Women's sizes,

// 34 to 46. Back coat length, 32 in.
* Skirt, 39 in. to 42 in. Misses'

sizes, 14 to 20. Back coat length,
3iin. Skirt, 38 in. Color, blue only.

Order Women's sizes by No.
" 11E2001. Misses' by No.

11E20O3. Give siz." and
skirt length wanted. Price
$32.50. Postage, 16cextra.

Send
Coupon

Get the Style Book
and see what it offers
you in quality gar-
ments—every one
supreme in style,
superior in material
and tailoring — the

"utmost in value-
giving. Your copy is waiting. Send the
coupon for this Style Book now—today.

Baird-North CoT
392 Bro?^ St. Providence, R. I.

Gentlemen: Please eend me a copy of your book
of advance stylee.

Name..

AddreBR

Lasts'a Weel^

PERFOME Sc TOI LETAvATER

The most exquisite perfume ever produced.
Made without alcohol. Bottle with loner

S 1 a s 8 stopper containing enough for '6

months, Lilac or Crabapple 51.50: Lily of the
Valley, Rose or Violet Si 00. At druggists or
by mail. Send 20 cts. stamp** for miniature
bottle. Send S1.00 for Souvenir Bos of fl—i 2a
cent bottles—five differe- 1

- odors.
P<Ul RlEGER CO. (Since la^l 213 fii5tSt.,SanfriHifisco

Hutch i;-.—Dick Barthelmess is not a
woman hater by any means, since he
married Mary Hay last June. Who put
that idea into your head? Dorothy Gish
is not married. Mary was born in 1893.
Dorothy Gish used to play in her blond
hair, but prefers wearing a bobbed wig
for picture purposes since her success in

"Hearts of the World." You haven't
bored me a bit. Don't let your first of-
fense be your last.

C. G.—Harry Morey had the featured
role in "The Gamblers."

Miss Utah.—Theda Bara has left the

Fox Film Corporation, and is appear-
ing on the stage. She is twenty-seven
years old. She was born in Cincinnati,
Ohio. Your Pickford question is merely
a matter of opinion. Mary Pickford very
rarely has a male heavy working in any
of her pictures. She likes to have her
pictures as clean and as entertaining as
possible, so that every one can go to see
them. Of course you may write again.

Hazel O.—Kenneth Harlan had the
leading role opposite Mildred Harris in

"The Price of a Good Time." Carlyle
Blackwell was born in New York. Tom
Mix is working at the William Fox stu-

dios in Hollywood, California. His hair
is black. He is married to Victoria
Forde. Mabel Normand is not married.

Opal.—Bessie Love and Montagu
Love are not husband and wife. They
are not even related.

M. R. P. D.—Miriam Cooper was born
in Baltimore, Mary-land. She has dark
hair and dark eyes. Naomi Childers was
born in St. Louis, Missouri. She is five

feet six and weighs one hundred and
thirty-five pounds. She has brown hair
and blue eyes. Marguerite Clayton was
born in Salt Lake City, Utah. She is

five feet four and weighs one hundred
and twenty pounds. Her hair is blond
and her eyes blue.

Octavia.—Yes, Eddie is. She is not on
the screen, and they haven't a son. Yes,
I know Wanda Hawley personally. Leo
Maloney was Helen Holmes' leading
man in that serial. Margarita Fisher has
a new leading man in every picture.

Billie.—I can't send the lettt. you
wrote me on to Monroe Salisbury. You
had better write him yourself. It

would be the best way. Bluebird Fea-
tures are not being produced an}' more.
Universal makes only special features
now and a few short subjects. Monroe
is not married, and owns a big ranch in

California, where, he says, he is going
to settle down with his mother as soon
as he has finished his screen career. We
hope that won't be for some time, though,
eh? Owen Moore and Mary Pickford
are divorced. Kathleen Clifford and Ruth
Clifford are not related.

W. H. C.—The censor laws in New
York are not quite as rigid as those of
the Pennsylvania board. I don't know
where you can obtain a list of all the
pictures showing in New York for the
current month. The only way you could
find this out would be to get the infor-
mation from all the motion-picture ex-
changes in New York, and that's some
job, believe me.

Shirley T.—Dorothy Dalton was once
Mrs. Lew Cody. Gail Kane works in

pictures every once in a while. Dorothy
Gish is twenty-one and Lillian is twenty-
three. Charles Ray is married to a non-
professional. Wallace Reid has one child,

a boy. What do you mean—pretty? I

should call him handsome.

Dorothy H.—See addresses at the end
of The Oracle.

W. T. R.—You should have inclosed a
self-addressed, stamped envelope if you
wanted a personal reply. Send six cents
in stamps to the editor for a copy of the
"Market Booklet," which will give you a
complete list of all the motion-picture
producing companies in the United States
who are in the market for scenarios. You
will find that it answers your purpose
exactly.

C. H. S. P.—Your questions have al-

ready been answered.

Elmer R.
—"Too Much Johnson,"

"It Pays to Advertise," "What Happened
to Jones," and "The Sins of Saint An-
thony" are Bryant Washburn's latest re-

leases. "Lombardi, Ltd.," and "The Right
of Way" are Bert Lytell's latest. Herbert
Rawlinson is now being seen in "Pass-
ers-By." Next time you write just say
"Dear Oracle," and you can't go wrong.

Jackie, Bobbie, & Billie.—Pearl White
is now making features for Fox. Write
to the editor about covers on the maga-
zine. You three must be great pals. I

like fudge very much.

Dear Nazimova.—You must have over-
looked your answers before. Alia Nazi-
mova was born at Yialta, Crimea, Rus-
sia. She first appeared in this country
in New York in 1906 in "A Doll's House."
Charles Bryant was born in Hartford,
England, in 1887. The "Red Lantern"
was made in California. She lives in

Los Angeles. She has dark hair and eyes.

I am sure that she would send you a
photograph of herself if you would in-

close a quarter with your request. I have
nothing to do with what goes in Picture-
Play with the exception of The Oracle,
so you had better write to the editor
about the Nazimova article. Carol Hol-
loway and William Duncan both live in

Hollywood, California. "The Heart of a
Child" is Nazimova's latest.

Mary Thurman Admirer.—Mary
Thurman is now with the Mack Sennett
Company and hasn't been since she left

to go into drama several months ago.
She plays in productions for different

companies now. Carol Holloway is her
real name. "Infatuation" is Gaby Deslys'

last.

Arlie.—Here you are again. You're
getting to be the regular bird of The Ora-
cle department. I can always find you
on the job several times a month. How
did you enjoy your vacation? Bet you
went to a picture show three times a day.

Wanda Hawley is certainly very attrac-

tive. You are right about Clarine. Carol
Dempster was not in that play.

Wayne E.—Valeska Suratt and Vir-
ginia Pearson have both been used on the

cover of Picture- Play. You can get any
back numbers of the magazine by sending
twenty cents to the circulation manager.

A. F. S.—Theda Bara was born in Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. The birth records in that

city show that. Her correct name was
Theodosha Goodman, but several months
ago she had it changed by the court to

Theda Bara. At one time Theda's press

agent declared that she was born on the

Sahara Desert, and we thought she was

;

but we learned it was not so lat^r on.

No, that was not Bobby Connelly in

the pictures you named. The freckle-

faced youngster you refer to is none
other than Wesley Berry, Marshall
Neilan's protege. Thank you for those
kind words. Be sure to keep your threat

to write again.
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Music Lessons
L UNDER MASTER TEACHERS

At Home
A Complete Conservatory Course
Tj » # »| Wonderful home study music lessons under
UV 1Y13J1 great American and European teachers.

Endorsed by Paderewsii. ilaster teachers guide and coach

yon. Lessons a marrel of simplicity and completeness.

The or]v recognised Conservatory of Music giving lessons

bytheUNIVEESIXY ESIE^SION METHOD.
The ideal of a genuine Conservatory of Music for home

Etndy based upon lessons containing the cream of the life's

teaching experience of Master Musicians, reinforced by the

individual instruction of specialists, is now attained.

The instruction of a master—the individual
touch cf an accomplished teacher—is yours to

command from Vie very moment you enroll.

The University Extension Conservatory, by adopting the
Personal Instruction Method, has placed heme music study
fcc~:~ i -~es;;:n as tj r:;;:.;. AnTcre c^i ic-ru a: home.

Instrument ^rite^s c-s-
C0Drs-e yonAny interestedin—Piano,Harmony,

Voiee7Public School Masic,Violin, Cornet, Mandolin, Guitar,
Banjo, or Reed Organ—and we will send our Free Catalog

^£-*^.= :: ccurss ~: 1 vra^t. Senc; now.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
186 Siegel«Myers Building Chicago, HlinoLa

Dead Me

n

Tell No Tales
POPLXARITV FOLLOWS THE?

^* J If Tap play qaaint. dreamy Ha

yon triU be wanted everyone:
teach by maTI 20 simple
lessons ; eri^e yon free a
genuine Hawaiian Ukulele,
music, ererythin e—no
extras. Ask us to send the
story of Hawaiian mane.

HIV Yoa will love it. No

The Hawaiian histitcte ofMasc
140 Broadway Dept. 4-L New York, M. Yt

AMBITIOUS WRITERS
of Pbotoplavs, Short Stories, Poems. Songs,
send today for FBEE. valuable, inslruravebook.
containing 65 helpful sogeestjona on writing

1 seli^. jtfU$ PUBLISHING C0.,4WBntIerBldg.,Cmcninau,0-

FREE

SONGS PUBLISHED ON
ROYALTY

We revise, compose, arrange, engrave, proof, print,

publish, copyright, advertise and sell music. Write for
our royalty music publishing offer. Do not send us
poems until you have received offer. We are music
publishers, not mere composers and arrangers. We at-
tend to every detail from receipt of poems until regular
copies are ready for display and sale in music stores.

Brennen's Music House, Suite 204, 2 West 123rd St,
New York.

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

DIAMON D S
£S££H££m CREDIT

described in our FREE Hew Catalog

Write TODAY for our handsome 96 page Cat-
alog (Editionl?4), which shows a wonderful as-

sortment of plain and handsomely engraved
Rings, appropriate for Engagement, Birthday,
Graduation, Anniversary and Holiday Gifts,

set with fin&blue-white Diamonds at a mazing-
ly low prices—S25, S35, S50, S75, S90
and up. your Credit is Good
Buy the Royal Way— Ten Months to Pay. No

(
middleman's profit — no

/ money in advance.
v\v^\\il///iW$w^> A postcard brin:rs onr Free

New Catalog Edition 194
Beautiful halftone iiiastra-
tions with complete descrip-
tion of our extraordinary vsl»
ues In Diamonds! Watches,
Jewelry, Gifts, Etc,

LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED
10& discount allowed for cash

Write today for your
copy- Address

Dept. 194

DEAD MEN
TELL NO
T A L E S
Blue Eyes.—I have several corre-

spondents in far-away Alaska, but am
very pleased to add you to the list. Tom
Forman and Xiles Welch are both mar-
ried. Dorothy is not. Dorothy was born
in Chicago, Illinois, in 1893. Tom For-
man was born in Mitchell County, Texas.
He is light. Niles was born in 188S.

H. C. B.—Harrison Ford is not starring
as yet. His latest picture is "Miss
Hobbs," in which he plaj's opposite
Wanda Hawley, in her first starring ve-
hicle for the Realart.

Berkice.—Yes, that would save you a
great deal of trouble. Write to the cir-

culation manager about subscriptions. I

am sure that Alia Nazimova would send
3-ou one of her photos. I greatly admire
her work, too. No trouble at all. You're
entirety welcome. Maybe j-ou didn't use
the right address when you wrote her.

Try again.

H. M. H.—Thanks for all the nice
things you have to say about Picture-
Play. We are trying to give the fans the
kind of a magazine the}' want, and it is

very encouraging to see that our efforts

are appreciated. Warner is not work-
ing in am- picture at present. You cer-

tainly have some collection of photos.

Look for addresses at the end of this

department.

Dead Men Tell No Tales

CASCARETS

"They Work while you Sleep9

Knock on wood! You're feeling fine,

eh? .That's great! Keep the entire
family feeling that way always with
occasional Cascarets for the liver and
bowels. When bilious, constipated, head-
achy, unstrung, or for a cold, upset
stomach, or bad breath, nothing acts
like Cascarets. No griping, no inconven-
ience. 10, 25, 50 cents.

Dead Men
Tell No

35 MaidenLano —NewYorl^X^**8*^ e s

Diamond Bargains

Just Released
Unusual conditions force us to offer many
great bargains in diamonds. Through owners fail-
ure to pay money loaned, we are offering values to
the public so low that no retailer can match them
at even 40 per cent more.

Write at Once for Great
Diamond Loan Bulletin

Write ns for our splendid Bargain Bulletin of mar-
velous diamond values. We have loaned money on valuable
diamonds for more than 1-3 of a century. See for your-
self how much cheaper you boy from as. Writs today.

Send your name only for the latest bargain bulle-
tin. Lists newest bargains in diamonds. Fre=b from the
press. Great values just released, but only a few. Writ*
in cow before you're too late. Horry.

L. Goldman's Sons, Dept. 1287
Goldman Building Kansas City, Mo.

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

Oh,You Skinny!
Why stay thin as a rail 2 Tou don't

have to! And you don't have to go
through life with a chest that the
tailor gives you; with arms of childish
strength; with Jegs you can hardly
stand on. And what about that stoniaeh
that flinches every time you try a
square meal? Are you a pill -feeder?

Do you expect Health and Strength
In tabloid form—through pills, potions
and other exploited piffle?

You can't do it: it can't be done.
The only way to be well is to build

up your body—all of it. through na-
ture's methods—not by pampering the
stomach. It is not fate that is making
you a failure; it's that poor emaciated
body of yours; your half sickness shows
plain in your face and the world loves

healthv people. So be HEALTHY—
STHOXG—TITAL. That's living.

Don't think too long; send three 2c
stamps to cover mailing expenses of
Special Information on Thinness and my
book "Promotion and Conservation of

Health, Strength and Mental Energy."
written by the strongest physical in-STRONGFOR

The Perfect Man structor in the world.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Spcciali

1389 Sfrongfor! fnstituta
Founded JS95

Newark, N. J.

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES
VALUE

20
Year
Gold
Filled

BARGAIN OF A LIFETIME! Guaranteed
perfect timekeeper. Timed, adjusted,

regulated. Sold on 30 days' trial.

SEND ORDER FOR W118 Days' Free Trial

R11S

Dazzlixg, brilliant blue-

white diamond in ex-
quisite 14K SolidWhit;
Gold Ring. Looks Hie
platinum. Wonderful
bargain. Gift case free.

Sold on 30
^

14K SOLID GOLD o„ly$12.50
d>OC REALOOO VALUE

Includes solid gold

bracelet. Sold on 30 days-

trial. Guaranteed perfeci time-

keeper. Giftcasefree. WE118.

SEND FOR NEW BARGAIN CATALOG—Full of surprises in

diamonds, watches and jewelry. This 132 page bargain book
will save vou up to lOO^c. Thousands of selections shown.

B. GUTTER & SONS, 172 Nassau St, DmsioB 118, NewYoriN.Y.
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Thii is'Tfte Maybell Girl"
whose picture is famous
throughout the world. Look
for it on every box of genu-
ine "MAYBELLINE" and

|^
P"LASH.BRQW-INE."

Darkens and Beautifies Eyelashes

and Eyebrows Instantly

Long, thick, dark eyelashes and well-formed
eyebrows give charm, beauty and wonderful ex-

pression to your eyes.

"Maybelline" makes them appear naturally

long, thick and luxuriant. Applied in one minute.

Perfectly harmless. Used and recommended by
Stars of the Stage and Screen and all beautiful

women everywhere. Why not you? We know
that you will be delightfully surprised at the won-
derful improvement after the first application.

75c at your dealer's or direct from us.

To avoid disappointment with imitations, always
look for the picture of "THE MAYBELL GIRL,"
same as appears in this advertisement, on every

box of genuine "MAYBELLINE."

h

Maybell
Laboratories,

4305-47
Grand Blvd., Chicago

JTieMAYHELL GIRL 9?

Antonio A.—Carl Laemmle is presi-
dent of the Universal Film Manufactur-
ing Company. Their studios are at Uni-
versal City, California, and at Gower
Street, Los Angeles, California. Albert
E. Smith is the head of the Vitagraph
Company of America. They have stu-
dios in Los Angeles, California, and one
in Brooklyn, New York.

J. B. L.—William S. Hart is not mar-
ried. You will find all vour other aues-
tions, and a lot more besides, answered
in the reply to J. A. G.

Pretty Baby.—Where have you been
all these weeks? I thought you had de-
serted me. Yes, Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks—pardon me, Mr. and
Mrs. Fairbanks—went abroad shortly
after their wedding in Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia. Object—honeymoon. See ad-
dresses at the end of this department.

Future Movie Star.—I'm sure I can't
tell you where you can go to become a
motion-picture star. A great many 'fans
seem to be urfder the impression that I can
tell them to go somewhere, and thej''ll

become stars when they do it. It's all

wrong. If I knew of such a place, I'd go
there myself and give up Oracling. Your
bakery job is not to be despised in these
days of the high cost of living. You are
sure of three square meals a day. If you
knead the dough, as you say, it's a cinch
you will make more in the bakery than
you ever will in the movies. The "Mar-
ket Booklet" will give you the names and
addresses of all the film companies; but
take a bit of friendly advice and stay
where you belong, and save yourself a
lot of money and disappointment.

Miss Cherry Blossom and Sweet Pea.
—I've got a lot of your brothers and sis-

ters growing in my back yard. I only
hope you radiate as much happiness as
your namesakes. Certainly, Mary Miles
Minter's curls are natural, and all her
own, too ! Lucille Carlisle is the young
ladj- you refer to in the Vitagraph come-
dies with Larry Semon. Her correct
name is Lucille Zintheo. She is still

playing opposite Larry. Some men are
born lucky while others just get that way.
Fannie Ward is in England at present,

making pictures. Maxine Elliott is no
longer in pictures. You might write and
see. It won't do any harm to try. Edith
Roberts is near the completion of her con-
tract with Universal. I don't know
whether she intends to remain with that
firm or not. Her correct name is Arm-
strong, and her father,. Doctor Arm-
strong, was killed in a train wreck in

South Africa, with William Stowell,
while they were down there making films

for the Universal and the Smithsonian
Institute. What makes you think I feel

like spanking you? You must think I am
tired of life.

Nye.—Raymond G. Nye was born in

Tamaqua, Pennsylvania. He received his

education in Wilmington, Delaware, and
at the University of Pennsylvania. His
stage career before going into pictures

consisted of five years in stock, vaude-
ville, and road shows. He is five feet

eleven and one-half inches tall and will

break any scale that won't register two
hundred and fifteen pounds. He has
dark-brown hair and eyes. He is living

in Los Angeles. California, at present,

working with William Farnum at the Fox
Studios most of the time.

Hop.—What on earth has come between
you and your typewriter? Have you
parted company. Only a short loncrhand

note from you so far this month, and
you even failed to ask any questions. I

fear you are deserting me.
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Toot.—Not necessarily against you.

Dark-red hair would photograph like

dark brown or black. Ethel Lynne is now
Mrs. Fred Fishback, wife of the comedy
director, and she isn't working in pictures

at present. Doraldina was the last Ha-
waiian star we had, and she is now mak-
ing a picture for Metro.

Melvix G.—I have addressed the letter

you inclosed to Henry King as directed.

Jexxte S.—Alfred Whitman is mar-
ried. Xo, Juanita Hansen is not in a
sanitarium. She is now working on a
new serial at the Selig Studios in Fden-
dale, California. Monroe Salisbury is

not married. Lillian and Dorothy Gish
and Mabel Xormand are still single.

Madge Kennedy is married. Xell Ship-
man, George Cheseboro, and George Lar-
kin are all married, but Juanita Hansen is

still free from the bonds of matrimony.
Richard is his first name. What do you
mean, you feel incompetent?

Albert Roscoe Admirer.—Your fa-
vorite was born in Xashville, Tennessee,
in 1887. He was educated at the Van-
derbilt University, in Xashville. He has
been with Famous Players, Leonce Ferret,
and Fox. He is six feet tall and weighs
one hundred and seventy-five pounds. He
has brown eyes and black hair. He re-
cently signed a contract with Fox to play
leads. His latest picture is 'The Hell
Ship,'" opposite Madlaine Traverse.
Kenneth Harlan has appeared in "The
Microbe," with Viola Dana, "The Hood-
lum,"" with Man,- Pick ford, and 'The
Trembling Hour,"' with Helen Eddy, since
returning from service in France. He
has just finished a picture with Katherine
MacDonald for First Xational. Florence
Vidor has been appearing in King Vi-
dor"s productions for First Xational, and
is now working in a Thomas H. Ince
production. King is Florence's husband.
Monte Blue is with Lasky under a long-
term contract.

Miss Xettie.—I am sure that Cullen
will send 3-ou one of his photos if you
inclose the quarter you speak about. He
is still making pictures for Goldwyn.

F. K. M.—You are quite right. See
addresses at the end of this department.

H. W. A.—Edward Coxen is still play-
ing in pictures.

Mary Thurman Admirer.—Mary
Thurman is not with any special com-
pany. She is working by the picture
and with different companies. Yonne
Thurman is her correct name. Olga Pe-
trova will probably come back to the
screen at the head of her own company
again.

Just Alma.—Yes, my picture wTas
printed in Picture-Play once—just once.
It has taken the magazine a long while
to recover from the shock. Luckily, no
one knew that the picture was that of
The Oracle, so I still have lots of read-
ers writing to me. Mae Murray is mar-
ried to Robert Leonard, her director.
They have formed their own company.
Mae's hair is bobbed. Geraldine Farrar
is not with Goldwyn any more. She is

going to make pictures for the Associated
Exhibitors. Your other questions have
been answered.

Virginia M.—I never heard of any
engagement. You must take a rumor for
what it is worth—just a rumor. Antonio
Moreno is busy on his latest serial for
Vitagraph. I don't know whether he will
answer 3-our letter or not He can't an-
swer them all, that's a certainty, but yours
may be one of the lucky ones.

Delphixe B.—Vivian Martin is mar-
ried. Harold Lloyd is not married to

Bebe Daniels. In fact, Harold isn't mar-
ried at all. You have quite a list of fa-

vorites ; but why dislike an actress sim-
ply because a friend tells that that said

actress has green eyes? Olga Petrova
is married to a physician.

G. I. L. C—You refer to Rockliffe Fel-

lows, opposite Constance Talmadge in

"In Search of a Sinner."' Robert War-
wick's correct name is Robert Bien. The
others you mention are all using their

own names. If you don't see your fa-

vorites often enough, you should ask
the manager of 3-our favorite theater to

run more pictures with the ones you like

best.

Inquisitive G. M. H.—Tom Mix was
an honest-to-goodness cow--puncher, sher-

iff, revenue officer, et cetera, before go-
ing into pictures. Juanita Hansen is now
making serials for her own company.
They will be released by Pathe. You will

find all 3-our other questions already an-
swered in the replies ahead of 3-ours.

Girl.—Madge Kenned3" is Mrs. Harold
Bolster. Anita Stewart is Mrs. Rudolph
Cameron. Katherine MacDonald will

send 3-ou a photo of herself, I am sure.

She is not married. Joseph Schenck is

Norma Talmadge's husband. Your other
questions have been answered.

0- I- C.—Mabel Xormand is the young
lady's name, and she is not married. Edu-
cation is not the big essential in getting
into pictures. Of course, it helps in any
walk of life; but a college diploma will

never be transferable for a movie con-
tract. It's ability to get over on the
screen that counts. The education will

help you figure up 3-our income tax if you
have plent3" of ability and personality.

W. M. S.—They do look a great deal
alike in some expressions, but they are
not related.

Mildred K. Hulstead.—-Pearl Y\ hite is

an American. Pearl, Shirley, Irene, and
Dorothy all have bobbed hair. Pearl is

still making features for the Fox Film
Corporation. She has no children. Wal-
lace McCutcheon is her husband. June
Caprice has not left the screen. "Bron-
cho Billy," otherwise G. M. Anderson, is

devoting all his time now to the produc-
tion of stage productions. The Lee kids
now have a sketch in vaudeville and are
making quite a hit in it. You will find all

3-our other questions alread3' answered in

these columns.

My First Write.—William Duncan is

not married to Carol Holloway. Pearl
\\ hite is married to Wallace McCutcheon.
Xiles Welch is Dell Boone's husband.
Ralph Graves is not married, but Jack
Mulhall is. Jack has a little youngster
named after himself. -Marie Walcamp.
Harlan Tucker, and Otto Lederer have
the principal roles in the new Universal
serial 3-ou refer to. Of course, the lit-

tle colored boy who played with May
Allison was an actor. If he wasn't be-
fore, that made him one, anyway. Ruth
is not married now.

Greexup.—Pete and Magda are not
married. I am sure that he would send
3-ou one of his photographs. The "Guide-
posts for Scenario Writers" has been
mailed to 3'ou as requested. The ten cents
in stamps was correct.

_
Lauretta B.—Ruth Roland is not mar-

ried now. She was formerly Mrs. Kent
She has no children. You can get a pic-

ture of her fry writing to her personally.
It is alwa3"s best to inclose a quarter with
3-our request for a star's photo.

DIAMOND*
(/WATCHES
Send for FreeCatalog
There are 123 illustrated pages of
Diamond Rings, Diamond LaVal-
lieres, Diamond Ear Screws, Dia-
mond Scarf Pins, Diamond Stnds

;

Watches, Wrist Watches; also our V 1

wonderfuily showy assembled Soli-

taire Diamond Clusters,

EVERY ARTICLE iN OUR CATALOG is

specially selected and priced unusually lew.
Whatever you select will be sent prepaid by us.You see
and examine the article right in'your own hands.
If satisfied, pay one-fifth of purchase price and keep
it, balance divided into eight equal amounts, payable

Diamond Rings
We are offering wonderful

vSNNN\\il values in Diamond Rings,
^SSSgSBSagg-t Solitaires and Clusters, in all

- the popular mountings, plain
and fancv engraved, at 540,
$50, $75, SS5, SiOO,
5150 and up. Credit terms,
one-fifth down, balance in tight
equal amounts, payabie monthly.

Watches S/atel
and describes all trie standard
world-renowned Watches—solid

gold and gold filled cases. Splen-
did bargains in 25-year guaran-
teed Watches on credit terms as

$2.50 a Month.
LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED

The National Credit Jewelers
927 108 N.
CHICAGO, III.

STORES IN LEADING CITIES

I0FTIS
IS BROS & CO. "si

mg
Cuticura Soap

Suggests Efficiency
Soap,Ointment.Talctrm,25e. everywhere. Forsamplea
address: CutlcuraLaboratories, Dept. I) , Malcien,Mag8.

Splendid Christmas Gifts

1 4S57 — S ! .00 — Artistic 5% inch Bowl. 3 White
Narcissus Bulbs. Butterfly Ornament, and an at tract

-

t i ive Hand-Colored Gift Card with friendly
A R sentiment. A Charming Gift—because we
II X all love flowers. Two months of growth,

a then the beaut ifnl fragrant flowers. Pin a
Dollar bilJ to this adv. and send to The
Holmes Co. Money back if yon want it.

1 4277 — 65c. Pair of 6 inch Bay-
berry Candles. Mailed with a Sprig of
Bayberry and Hand-Colored GiftCara

they are irresistible. See Catalog,
page 67.

N0.14277
Our Big Catalog pictures thousands of splen-

did gifts — it makes your Xroas shopping easy— a
list of your friends and our Big Gift Bock are all

yon need Send for the book Today— NOW. It's
FREE and it's a Great Big Help

THE HBLMES CO,,
823ELMV.C0D,

PROVIDENCE. R. I.

NAME
STREET
town
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DoiatSend
aPenny

Ladies ! Didyou ever set eyes on a more elegant and
stylish shoe? This boauciiul, artistic hi-ent sives you
all the class and smart s^yle usually found ii: models
priced at $10 or more, liut these artistic, curve top
shoes are such a surprising bargain that we do not hes-
itate to send right on to you forexamination and try-on
without a penny in
advance; because
we know that you
will be delighted to
keep them as a stun-
ning value that you
could not begin to
get elsewhere.

Ladies'
Wonderful

Hi-Cut
SHOE
BARGAIN

Positively the greatest
value in ladies' fineshoes
since before the war! Of
soft, black glazed kid-
finished leather — your
choice of Military(Cuban)
or Louis heels as shown.
Fancy stitching, beauti-
fully finished piece of
work. Soles are good
weight— heavy enough
for any weather, yet not
clumsy. The very first

time you see, examine
and try on a pair of
these ultra-stylish hi-
cuts, you will realize
their superior merits
and will be proud to
wear them in any
company of well-
dressed people
Sizes, to 8
Widths, D.Eand
EE. Order Mili-
tary heel by
No. AX1O70;
Louis heelby
No.AX1073
Send No
Money _

Kow IfrffflHM Pay only $4.98
forshoeson arrival.

Then after full exami-
nation of quality, style,

fit and comfort, you are not
fully convinced that these are amaz-

bargains, worth much more than our
e, return them and we will promptly refund

your money . Order now to avoid disappointment.

LEONARD-MORTON & CO., Dept.6937Chicago

I

Ukulele, Hawaiian Guitar, Violin,

Mandoiin, Guitar, Cornet or Banjo

Wonderful new system of teaching not© music by EiaQ« To drat

frapils in each locality, we give a S23 superb Violin. Mandolin.

Ukulele, Guitar. Hawaiin Guitar. Cornet. Tenor Banjo or Banjo abso-

lutely free. Very small charge for lessons only. We guarantee suc-
cess or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write now. Nn obliratJon,

SUNGEBLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Inc. Dept. 29 CHICAGO, ILL

CUT YOUR
OWN HAIR mi

"a

"I do. It's just as
easy as combing. Saves
roe a lot of time, money
and trouble, and I get
just the kind of haircut
I want every time."
You can do the same
thins with a

CO WA M
Master Bai'bei*

HAIR CUTTER
Price $2.50 to $10.00. Sold
on 30 day trial with
money back guarantee.

Simple as A
through your hair. Done ...

saved -lots of monev too, at the pri e for hair cuts
nowadays. You ought to see sorre of 1he letters we
get from people who said it '"couldn't be done." Gue?s
some of them never would have tri

a Cowan if it hadn't been for our

30 Day Trial Offer g?
COWAN 30 days and If not entirely
satisfied your money will he refunded
or instrument exchanged Cor ^ny more
suitable set. You'll he miurhtv (rlad to
keep it because vnu'll save the price
of It before the 30 days are up.

COWAN HAIR CUTTER CO.
Dept. 200 Kansas City, Mo.

the COWAN
n a few rrinutes. Time

I Agent» Wanted.

Marjorie Wells.—You might have run
across yours truly without guessing that
I was The Oracle, for I have been to

Fellows' Camp, right near you, several
times. I bet that starts you guessing. I

don't see how you can get very lonesome
when you say you go to picture shows
every night. Wallace Reid has only one
youngster. Norma Talmadge is five feet

two inches and weighs one hundred and
ten pounds. Constance is three inches
taller and weighs ten pounds more than
her sister. Gloria Swarison is five feet

three inches and weighs one hundred
and twelve pounds. Shirley Mason just

reaches five feet and tips the beam at

ninety-four pounds. Katherine MacDon-
ald is five feet eight inches and weighs
one hundred and thirty- four pounds.
You* are quite right. It takes more than
a letter of introduction to get into pic-

tures. You seem to want to be a lot of
things. Why don't you just pick out one
vocation and stick with it? A "Jack-of-
all-trades" never gets very far, you know.

Betty.—William Duncan and Edith
Johnson will continue together in Vita-
graph serials.

Gaby.—I'm sorry I couldn't get your
answer in the issue you wanted; there
were too many ahead of you. I answer
all letters in the order in which they are
received, and yours did not come in time
to be printed in that issue. I think you
write very well for one who understands
but little English. Charles Chaplin speaks
French quite well. Pearl White has just

come home from a trip abroad, so I guess
she picked up quite a bit of French while
in Paris. I never heard of the Marshall
you speak of.

A. P.—You are quite correct about
Katherine MacDonald.

T. M. J. T.—Send six cents in stamps
for a copy of the "Market Booklet." I

don't know whether Mary Hart would
send you a photograph or not. You see,

she is not an actress herself, so doesn't
keep a collection of photos on hand to
send to admirers.

Mrs. J.—Dorothy Dalton is now mak-
ing features for Paramount at their New
York studio.

Alice B. G., Quebec.—Here's your an-
swer, just about the time you thought it

would be printed, too. You are some
guesser. Frank Mayo is married. He
was born in New York in 1886. Have
you run out of questions? I never knew
you to ask so few before.

Brown Eyes.—I like 'em all. Your
Norma Talmadge and Alice Brady ques-
tions have already been answered. Eu-
gene O'Brien was born in Denver, Colo-
rado, in 1884.

Mrs. J. H.—Phyllis, Marvel, and Har-
riett are blondes with blue eyes. Marie
has dark hair and eyes, as have Myrtle,
Mollie, and Vera. Mildred has blond
hair and brown eyes.

A Wally Reid Admirer.—Wallace is

married to Dorothy Davenport. Yes, I

like Hershey's.

R. S. B. C—William S. Hart has been
on the stage since he was a youngster.
Charles Chaplin was on the stage when
he was a kid. He was born in Paris,

France. Hart was born in Newburgh,
New York. Geraldine Farrar is thirty-

eight years old. Hart is six feet one,

weighs one hundred and ninety pounds,
and has brown hair- and blue eyes.

A Reader.—You will find your ques-
tion already answered in this issue.

William Russell Admirer.—You re-
fer to Albert Roscoe in "Cleopatra " with
Theda Bara. William Russell is married
to Charlotte Burton. I think he will

send you a photo if you ask him for one.

Matilda F.—I can't send you the book
you mention, because there's no such ani-

mal. Look for the addresses you want
at the end of The Oracle.

Anna Luther Admirer.—Anna Luther
has not made a serial since "The Great
Gamble." Mae Murray is still making
pictures. William Duncan is married.
Tom Moore's youngster doesn't play in

pictures. Your Dorothy Dalton questions
have already been answered.

Mrs. M. W. C.—There was never a
picture of that name Released with George
Walsh. That was probably just the tem-
porary title of the picture and it was
changed when released.

H. J. H.—Charles Ray is no longer
with Thomas H. Ince. It is six months
since he worked under the Ince banner.
Charlie's latest pictures for First Na-
tional are "Forty-five Minutes From
Broadway-" and "Peaceful Valley." Alice
Howell is making her own comedies now.
Billy Watson, of "beef-trust" fame, has
not gone in for pictures as yet. He is

one of the few who haven't.

A Girl Scout of America.—Robert Mc-
Kim is married to Dorcas Matthews.
He recently became the proud father of
a bouncing baby boy. Pearl White has
reddish-gold hair.

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are

answered by The Oracle this month:
Douglas MacLean. Doris May. Lloyd

Hughes, aria Jane Novak, Ince Studios, Cul-
ver City, California.

Douglas Fairbanks. Fairbanks Studios, Mel-
rose Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

William S. Hart. W. S. Hart Studios. Sun-
set Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.

Mildred Davis. Harold Lloyd, and Harry
Pollard, Rolin Studios, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia.

Betty Compson. Lottie Piekford, Mary Pick-
ford. James Kirkwood, Lillian Walker, and
Sessue Hayakawa. Brunton Studios, Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

Charles Murray, Ben Turpin. and Charles
Conklin. Sennett Studios, Edendale, Cali-
fornia.

Wyndham Standing, Billie Burke, Mar-
guerite Clark, Elsie Ferguson. Ann Penning-
ton, Catherine Calvert, and Irene Castle. Fa-
mous Plavers-Laskv. 485 Fifth Avenue. New
York City.

Charles Hutchison. George Larkin. and
Ruth Roland, at the rathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City.

Kathryn Adams, Marie Walcamp. Eddy
Polo. Harry Carey. Edith Roberts, and Pris-
cilla Dean. Universal City. California.

Mildred Harris Chaplin and Anita Stew-
art, care of Louis B. Mayer, Los Angeles,
California.

Hale Hamilton, The Lambs' Club, New
York City.

Viola Dana. Bert Lytell. and Alia Nazi-
mova. Metro Studios. Hollywood, California.

Ethel Lynne. L-KO Studios, Gower Street.
Hollywood, California.

Rav Stewart. Niles Welch, Ashton Dear-
holt. ' Pauline Curley. Ruth Clifford. Dell
Booue. Bertram Grassby, and Hall Cooley. in

care of Willis & Inglis, Los Anseles. Cali-
fornia, or the Mabel Condon Exchange, Hol-
lywood. California.

Constance Binney. Mary Miles Minter.
Wanda Hawley. and Bebe Daniels. Realart
Pictures Corporation. 460 Fifth Avenue. New
York City.

Robert Harron, Lillian and Dorotbv Gish,
Ralph Graves, and Richard Barthelmess.
Griffith Studios. Mamaroneck, New York.

Norma and Constance Talmadse. 318 Fast
Forty-eighth Street, New York City.
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110 Piece Dinner Set bJ^»^
JTJ Amazing value. This offer breaks A Complete Service—
mJQIaJiX all bargain records. In each piece the HO Pieces

highest type of color harmony and exquisite de-
sign has been attained. The entire set is in the popular colonial shape, decorated
with that emblem of happiness, the Bluebird, whose varied hues blend wonder-
fully with the perfectly natural colorings of the flowers in pink, green and
lavender. Has lovely blue bordering on each piece. Each piece is fired in

the glaze and guaranteed not to check or craze. Then, too, that splendid Old
English finish is applied to the clay even before it is fired. This finish permeates
and gives to the piece the indestructible glaze of rich snowflake white. This
wonderful dinner set can be yours for only $1.00 down and $3.00 monthly. Price,
in all, $32.95. Complete satisfaction guaranteed.

Send the Coupon

This splendid ast consists

— — — — Dream as t pitues, t i-t. m.;
12 coupe soups, 7 1-2 inches: 12 fruit saucers, 6 1-3
Inches; 12 cups; 12 saucers; 12 oatmeal dishe*. 6 inches

•

12 bread and batter plates, 6 inches; 1 platter 11 1-2
Inches; 1 platter. 12 3-4 inches: I covered vegetable dish,
(2 pieces); 1 oval open vegetable dish, 9 1-2 IncbeB; I
round vegetable dish, 8 1-2 inches; 1 gravy boat; I gravy
boat stand; 1 bowl, 1 pint; 1 sugar bowl and cover (2
pieces); 1 cream pitcher; 1 pfekle dish: 1 batter dish, 1
1-2 inches. This set is one that will add tone and beanty
to any dining room. With ordinary care it will last S
lifetime. Weight shipped, about 100 pounds.

Order by No. G6138A. Send $1.00 wlfh order,
^3.00 monthly. Price of HO pieces, S32.95.

No C. O. D. No discount for cash.

Easy Payments

30 Days9 Trial

Free Catalog

Open an ac-
unt with os

.. a trust honest
people anywhere in the U. S. Send for this wonderful
bargain Bhown abovn or choose from our big catalog. One
price to all, cash or credit. No discount for cash. Not
one penny extra for credit. Do not ask for special cash
price. We cannot offer any discount from these sensa-
tional prices. No C. O. D.

1 Oar guarantee
protects you. If
n <it perfectly satis-

fied, return the article at oar expense within 80 days and
get your money back—also any freight you paid. Could any
offer be fairer?

Send for it. Shows
thousands of bargains
in furniture, jewelry.

•aiassiiiBnifiiiiBiBBiai

/̂
Dept."67

^ Enclosed find SI.00. Ship special advertised 110*plece
Bluebird Dinner Set. 1 am to have 30 days' free trial.& If I keep the set I will pay $3.00 monthly. If not satis-

fled I am to return the set within 30 days and you are to
refund, my money and any express charges I paid.

STRAUS & SCHRAM,
West 35th St., Chicago, llf.

110- Piece Bluebird Dinner Set No. G6138A, $32.95.

carpets, ruga, curtains, silverware, stoves, nwuicu r>,

men's and children's wearing apparel. Send the coupon
today-NOW.

Along with $1.00 to us now. Have
this 110-Piece Bluebird Dinner Set shipped
on 30 days' trial. We will also send ^>
our big Bargain Catalog listing thous- ^ Name
ands of amazing bargains. Only a small ^
first payment and balance in monthly ^ street, r.f.d.

payments for anything you want. £ or Box No

Send the coupon today. Right NOW! ^„,. .

. 4f Shipping

Straus & Schram, /*
Dept. 1757W. 35th St, Chicago ^o$« State _

> >' You Want Only the Catalog, Put XI. thsPropc- Box Btlow:
WliWaiyiMlHaTaimm I ifc'l*>lffl' O Fonuture, Riu», Store*, Jewelry Mco'i, Women'*, Cialdren'iCistLtng
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OO
Down

BringsYouThis

Writefor our
free Bargain
Catalog of
men's, wom-
en's and chil-
dren's cloth-
ing and sh oes—Everything
on small ,

monthlypay-
ments.

Stunning Coat
Here is a splendid bargain in a beau-
tiful, up-to-date model coat. We can offer
this only a limited time. Just send $1.00 with the
coupon and we will send you this handsome coat on
approval. If you are not delighted, send it back
and your money will be returned immediately
without a question. We have only a limited number
of these coats, so don't delay. Send the coupon now.

Rich, Glossy Furtex
This snappy and attractive coat is what is known as a sport
model but is becoming verv popular for dress and all other
occasions. The material is fine grade of rich, glossy, long nap
furtex plush, strikingly near in appearance to fur and of splen-
did warmth, beauty and long-wearing quality. Fashion has
stamped this beautiful fabric with approval. Large convertible
collar of self material can be worn open or closed. Coat has
shapely pockets and all-round belt of self material. Lined
throughout with fine quality fancy twill sateen. Color, Tan
Beaver only. Sizes 34 to 44. Misses, 16 to 20. Length 36 inches.

Order hy No. F-45. Be sure to give size wanted. Send $1.00
with the coupon. Monthly $4.35. Total price, $26.95.

6 Months to Pay
Open a Charge Account

Learn to buy the Elmer Richards way as
thousands of other people are doing. Our original
easy payment plan brings anything you want in clothing and
shoes for men, women or children, and you pay in small,
monthly sums so low you will never feel them. No charge
for credit—no discount for cash. Latest styles and strictly
dependable qualities only. See for yourself. Order this
special bargain on approval now.

SendCoupon
This is a special bargain. Don't be tea
late. Remember, you take no risk. Coat comes on
approval. Send the coupon with a $1.00 P. O. order, or a
dollar bill. This offer is strictly limited. If you are too late
we won't be able to fill your order. Mail the coupon—NOW.

Elmer Richards Co.
Dept. 1757 W. 35th St., Chicago

tiiiiiiBiiiiBJisiaoiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiBiiiiiiiiiBigiiiiii

Elmer Richards Co. w.ssJ/ILet Chicago
I enclose $1.00. Send the Tan Beaver Furtex Coat No. F-45. Bust
If I am not satisfied with the coat. I can return it and get my payment bach
Otherwise, I will pay the advertised price, $26.95, on your terms of $1.00 wirJ»
coupon, balance, $4.35 monthly.

Name. .

.

Address.

State.



Say! Fellows
Is there much call for trained Electricians in

jiis old TJ. S. ? Is there? Say, there's millions
dollars' worth of work waiting for you to

; yourself to do. Positions by the thousands
-at the highest rates of pay ever known

—

Facts
POSITIONS WORTH ALL KINDS OF MONEY
—SIMPLY LYING LOOSE—just WAITING
for you to fill them. Let me qualify you. It
won't take long by my Spare Time. ' Practical
and wonderfully successful Home Study Course.

Your Success is Guaranteed
I guarantee your success in the study of my

:>ndensed, simplified, get-down-to-business,
ome Course, with a Cash Bond. You take NO
lances. I'm here to make good—and I will

—

id do—make good. BUT YOU WILL SUC-
KED. I know it—because you love this
and profession, and your heart tells you you
in win if you are trained honest, fair and

square, and practically. Why, you ought to be
making in a few weeks, MORE MONEY EVERY
WEEK than the small sum you pay me monthly
for teaching you. Both newcomers and ex-

perienced electrical students have increased
their income several times over—often months
before their courses were finished.

My Course Has World-Wide Approval
I've made Electrical study vastly interesting.

~j coarse will hold you. It grips red-blooded
Haps. They see money in it. It quickly gets
Hem moving onward and upward. It isn't high-
pow—nor mushy. It tea?c]&es 'practical stuff,
ith the college-trimmings left off—in langviage
3U can easily understand:"' It's a live man's

course—speedy and fast—yet so thorough, so

complete, so up to date, that my students rise

rapidly and capture the fancy jobs, or DE-
VELOP FINE BUSINESSES OF THEIR
OWN. It covers everything, including the
latest auto and marine electricity.

I Have Been Through the Mill
I am a practical man. I have made a big
lecess. I am chief engineer of the Chicago
ngineering Works, the finest institution of its
lind on earth. I KNOW what y.ou need to
'•w—and I will tell it to you—and train you
i it like a veteran—and send vou out with

your Certificate, CONFIDENT IN YOUR
ABILITY TO MEET ANY DEMAND. My
boys are often called "Wizards." I'll teach you
electricity—I'll teach you E-L-E-C-T-R-I-C-
I-T-Y, from A to Z.

Proof in Plenty I Work for You
I shall take a deep, personal interest in vou.

j
i

prove this by deeds not words. I GIVE YOU
i.lHE BEST COURSE ON EARTH for less than
,ialf others charge. I help you for years after

you graduate. I DO THINGS FOR MY STU-
DENTS no one else does, and some things that
I don't even tell you about before you
enroll.

READ
WHAT MY
STUDENTS
SAY:

"Mr. Cook can. and will, get you a job. but
that part i» unnecessary, because, if you study,
he will make you proficient, and then there will
be any number of jobs LOOKING FOR YOU."

—

O. W. Chamberlain, Little Eagle, So. Dak., to
a prospective student.

"Have just received my diploma, of which I
am very proud. I think your Course is the most
complete I have ever seen. I have reeeived my
money's worth many times, and any fellow that
turns down your offer is sure going to regret it."—Loran C. Brown, Sebring, Ohio.

"Since I started to study with you a year ago
I have, doing electrical work in my spare time,
made the price of 2 Courses, and have increased
my earning power just 100 per cent."—Samuel
Albright, Riverside. Wash.

"During May I made about $65.00 in my
spare ime. I can hand you the credit, because
when I started 1 knew NOTHING about Elec-
tricity."—L. Randell, Ironton, Minn.

"You will be pleased to learn of my promo-
tion to Chief Electrician. It was your course
put me where I am. Although only a little

over half through your lessons. I have had my
wages raised from $75.00 to $275.00 a month,
and expect to do better before I am through."

—

H. E. Wolf, Columbus. Ohio.

"In the past ten years I've been doing a lot

of studying, both by correspondence and through
text books, but never before have I been able
to learn as I have with you."—J. It. Ham, Chief
Electrician, Albright Coal Co., Tunnelton, W.
Virginia.

"When I enrolled with you I was only able

to make $75.00 a month. Today, thanks to your
splendid lessons, I am in business for myself,
making over $400.00 a month."—A. Schreck,
Phoenix, Arizona.

"Electrical men here speak very highly of your
course. One—the Fresno Manager of the Gen-
eral Electric Company—says your course is equal
to the three years' training course at their Sche-
nectady shops."—E. Linnville. Fresno. Calif.

"I want to speak a good word in regard to

your Course and methods. It has helped me
wonderfully. I passed a Journeyman's exami-
nation with the International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers, and am now carrying a rlrst-

class card."—J. R. Overton. Maryville. Tenn.

"When I enrolled—I knew nothing about Elec-

tricity. Today I am the highest paid workman
for the Marsena Light & Power Co."—C. C. Burk-
hart, Massena, N. Y.

"You don't know how glad I am that my son
has found such a man as you. I only wish

other mothers knew of the interest you take in

your students—their boys."—Mrs. S. S. Williams,

Huntington Beach. Cal.

"I am still holding that position with the
Minneapolis Steel & Machinery Company, secured

on your recommendation."—A. Swanson, Minne-
apolis. Minn. ^^^^^^^^^
Complete Letters Sent
When You Write Me

Employment Service—Free

Ymm ANO

My men are usually well placed before they are through the course, But every graduate should keep in touch with me, for I knowof splendid
penings practically all the time. Big employers are continually asking me for men. and I am always GLAD TO ASSIST MY STUDENTS
jlO SECURE THESE GOOD POSITIONS.

Fine Electrical Outfit—Free
I give each student a SPLENDID FREE OUTFIT OF ELECTRICAL TOOLS. Material and Electrical Measuring Instruments j

ome experimental and study work, and besides this, I provide them with other practical supplies which I haven't space t

escribe here—all the-best of their kind and designed to help YOU make rapid, practical progress.

Get Going—Write Me—Now
I never made a cent hanging back, and neither will you. Write me today for full particulars. Details will cost

ou nothing but a stamp and you'll enjoy reading my big book. Tear off the coupon—mail it—and get a copy—FREE,
lo Students under 15 yrs. accepted.

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer

Chicago Engineering Works
Dept. 440, 19 IS Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, 111.

L. L. COOKE,
Chief Eng.

Chicago Engi-

neering Wo r k

s

f

Dept. 440 1918 Sunny-
side Ave., Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir: Send at once sam-
ple Lessons, your Big Book, and

* full particulars of your Free
Outfit and Home Study Course-

all fully prepaid, without obligation

on my part.



Even the wonderful eye of the camera cannot detect

the difference between a delicate, petal-like skin

and one protected by the magical touch of

CARMEN
ThePowder

Stays On

CARMEN
COMPLEXIONPOWDER

White, Pink, Flesh, Cream
and the New'

Carmen-Brunette Shade

50c Everywhere

The powder that stays on and blends so perfectly with the color and
texture of the skin. It's such faithful protection in sunshine and
wind—so soothing and refreshing and delightfully scented.

Trial Offer
Carmen Brunette Shade—The new charming creation so popular we
will send you purse size box ctonta,ining two or three weeks supply

for 12c to cover postage and packing, or we will send any other

shade you prefer.

Stafford-Miller Co.

mmm

St. Louis, Mo.

THE FINAL TOUCH

-—





ensils

Spotless

S anitary

°H Dutch
S-leanscr (~XLD Dutch Cleanser quickly and thoroughly

cuts the grease and obstinate burnt -in

crusts from cooking utensils. Leaves them
shining and sanitary.

Reliable, gives better results, saves time and

labor. Use it for all household cleaning.

Old Dutch is free from dangerous caustics and

acids. Doesn't roughen or redden the hands.

The Quality insures

Economy and Efficiency
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SEND
SAVE $36
New $100 Oliver only $64

NOMONEY
THE
PON

Pre-War Price $100

Now $36 Less

In these days when the cost of

many things is higher than before

the war, it is a distinct contribution

to busin .ss economy to offer through
more direct selling methods such a
great and decided saving on so pop-
ular a typewriter as the Oliver.

VrC we will
* +ft"f ship you a
new Oliver for five

days' free trial in

your home or office without a

cent in advance from you. Mail
only the coupon— no money. Use
the Oliver all you wish for five

days. Choose for yourself whether
you want to keep it or not. If you
decide to buy, pay only $4 a month.
If you don't want to keep the Oliver,

send it back at our expense. We
even refund outgoing charges ; so

you can't lose a penny on this offer.

Our new plan
Our new plan saves you $36. It gives

you a new $100 Oliver for only $64. If

we were selling the old way we would
still have to charge $100 for the Oliver.

But during the war we learned many
economies. We found that it was un-
necessary to have such a vast number
of traveling salesmen and so many expensive branch houses. We
were able to discontinue many other superfluous sales methods.
As a result, $64 now buys the identical Oliver formerly priced
at $100.

Pay only $4 a month
Take over a year to pay for your Oliver and have the use of

the machine all the time. Only $4 a month is all you need remit.
Think of getting a brand new Oliver No. 9 on terms so easy as to
average only about 13 cents a day. No longer is it necessary for
anyone to think of putting good money into a second-hand or
rebuilt machine.

Mail the coupon
Send no money on this offer. The coupon brings the Oliver

for free trial. Fill it out now and mail at once. Don't hesitate,
for you risk nothing. If, however, you should wish our catalog
before ordering, simply mark the coupon accordingly. But the
better way is to get the Oliver for free trial and judge it by
actual use! Canadian Price, $82

olives Typewriter (pmpan/
1258 Oliver Typewriter Bidding, Chicago, III.

Famous Oliver users
V. S. Steel Corporation

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.
National City Bank of N. Y.

Morris & Company-
Encyclopedia Britanniea
Boston Elevated Railway

Otis Elevator Co.
Corn Products Refining Co.

N. Y. Edison Co.
Columbia Graphophone Co.
Hart, Schaffner & Mars
Holeproof Hosiery Co.

^^HE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPACT
1258 Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago, Illinois

| I 1 Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five days' free inspec-
i

l_l tion. If I keep it, I will pay ?64 at the rate of $4 per
I month. The title to remain in you until fully paid for.

My shipping point is -.-

|
This does not place me under anv obligation to buy. If
I choose to return the Oliver. I will ship it back at your

J expense at the end of five days.

I I I
Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me vour

^ I—
I book—"The High Cost of Typewriters—The Reason

I and the Remedy," your de luxe catalog and further in-
formation.

| Name
Street Address

I
City State

Occupation or Business
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A Chance of a Lifetime . . . One of the Contestants 13
Thomas H. Ince holds a "free-for-all" try-out to get new talent for his forthcoming

productions.

My Friend, Lillian Gish.... Louise Williams . 16
And after reading this, she'll be your friend, too.

Dagmar, the Wanderer .... Malcom H. Oettinger 18
You'll find the daughter of a world-renowned pianist a fascinating subject for an

interview.

Favorite Picture Players ... .... 19
Portraits of screen favorites in rotogravure.

Right Off the Grill Herbert Howe . 27
The truth about the movies, as seen by the eyes of a man about Hollywood.

Just on the Threshold .... Barbara Little . 30
Hope Hampton tells of her aspirations to be a real star.

Romances of Famous Film Folk . . Grace Kingsley . 31
No. 1—Charley Ray and Clara Grant. A true story, as sweet and wholesome as

any ever told in fiction.

What Would You Do? .... Muriel A. McPhee . 34
If you had been Betty Ross Clark, would you have done as she did?

The White Circle R. W. Sneddon . 35
Robert Louis Stevenson's famous tale has been screened; here's the story of it.

Giving Them the Air .... Edwin Schallert . 38
Deep-sea pictures are the real thing nowadays, and this is the story of how they

are made.

Mr. Fix-It—Meaning Bill Duncan . . Emma-Lindsay Squier 40
Bill Duncan tells about some of his narrow escapes in serials.

A Player without a Past . . . Emma-Lindsay Squier 42
He's Francis X. Bushman"s son, and his present promises a bright future.

Letter-Writing Lunacy .... Charles Carter . 43
If you've ever written to a screen favorite, or thought of doing so, this will be

sure to interest you.

Outstripping Salome .... Herbert Howe
Doraldina, the dancer, is to be the next sensation on the screen.

Continued on the Second Page Following
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Look Before You Leave
\ou can tell a good show a mile away if youVe
got a daily paper.

"Amusements": here we are: such-and-such a

theatre, such-and-such a photoplay—then, under-
neath

—

"A Paramount Picture"
Simple enough, but it's mighty easy to ruin a perfectly

good evening if you don't look before you leave.

Consult newspapers, theatre lobbies and bill boards any time,

anywhere, in order to experience the luxury of being certain.

A few
OF THE NEW

PARAMOUNT PICTURES
ALPHABETICALLY LISTED

Roscoe
j

("Fatty" Arbuckle in
"The Round Up"

A George H. Melford Produc-
tion

Enid Bennett in
"Her Husband's Friend"

Billie Burke in
"Frisky Mrs. Johnson"

Ethel Clayton in
"A City Sparrow'*

Ethel Clayton in
"Sins of Rosanne"

A Cosmopolitan Production
' Humoresque"

A Cosmopolitan Production
"The Restless Sex"

Dorothy Dalton in
"Half An Hour"

Dorothy Dalton in
"A Romantic Adventuress"

Cecil B. DeMille's Production
"Something to Think About"
Elsie Ferguson in

"Lady Rose's Daughter"

George Fitzmaurice's Production
"Idols of Clay"

George Fitzmaurice's Production
"The Right To Love"

Dorothy Gish in
"Little Miss Rebellion"

William S. Hart in
"The Cradle of Courage"

A Wm. S. Hart Production

*DougIas MacLean in
"The Jailbird"

Thomas Meighan in
"Civilian Clothes"

George H. Melford's Production
"Behold My Wife!"

An All-Star Production
"Held By the Enemy"

" Charles Ray in
"An Old Fashioned Boy"

* Charles Ray in
"The Village Sleuth"

Wallace Reid in
"Always Audacious"

("Toujours de l'Audace")

Wallace Reid in
"What's Your Hurry?"

Maurice Tourneur's Production
"Deep Waters"

Bryant Washburn in
"Burglar Proof'

Bryant Washburn in
"A Full House"

*A Thos. H. Ince ProductioB

(^paramount ^pictures
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Two Stories You Must Not Miss!

Where Do They Get Those Titles?

By Agnes Smith

Haven't you often wondered why
pictures are given such strangely in-

appropriate titles—such as "Male
and Female," "Why Women Sin,"

and so on—titles that don't seem to

fit the picture and which bear a

strange similarity to many other titles

you've seen on the billboards?

Agnes Smith, one of the keenest

of New York's humorous writers,

has taken a good-natured fling at the

picture producers for this practice
—and at the same time she explains
the practical reasons that make them
do it.

You'll be vastly amused and in-

formed by her story.

Emma- Lindsay Squier, on

a vacation trip in

the Yosemite.

The Sorority of the Movie Campus

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

Did you know there was a studio

club in Los Angeles, where the girls

who are just breaking into the

movies live and are helped to get

under way in their careers?

There is, and Emma-Lindsay
Squier, whose delightful stories and
interviews have so often entertained

you, will take you on a visit to this

club, where you'll meet the freshmen
of the great picture university, as

well as some of those about to win
their star diplomas—ZaSu Pitts,

Ann May, Helen Jerome Eddy, and
others.

You'll be as much amused by your
visit as you would be by a week-end
at a girls' boarding school.

These stories will appear in the December Number of Picture-Play
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BE A CERTIFICATED

ELECTRICIAN

I WILL. TRAIN YOU AT HOME
A REAL POSITION LIKE THIS—FOR YOU
The country needs thousands of trained, Certificated

Electricians to fill good positions—and at big pay. It's all

a matter of knowing how, and I will teach you by my up-

to-date, modern instruction. You can learn at home, with-

out interfering with your regular work, by my highly suc-

cessful method of Home Instruction in Practical
Electricity.

Prepare NOW and be ready
in a few months to earn your
$65 to $175 A WEEK

Send for this Book

My book, "HOW TO BECOME AN EXPERT ELEC-
TRICIAN," has started thousands of young men on the

way to splendid success. A new edition of this Book has
just been printed. I want every young man interested in

Electricity to have a copy, and will send you one, ABSO-
LUTELY FREE AND PREPAID. Write me today.

How I Train My Students
As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works

I know exactly the kind of training a man needs to enable

him to get and hold good positions, and to earn big pay.

I have trained hundreds of men who are holding splendid

electrical jobs. Many are now successful Electrical
Contractors.

I give each of my students personal attention and a

complete and thorough training. I give him a SPLEN-
DID ELECTRICAL OUTFIT FREE, and much of the

training* is done by actual work. When my students

graduate and receive their Certificate, they are ready for

1 1 a real position. But still more, at any time you wish you
1 1 can come to our splendidly equipped Electrical Shops for

special training. No other school can give you this.

A Real Opportunity for YOU
Wishing is never going to make your dreams come

true. You've got to study—to learn. A man is worth
$2 or $3 a day from his neck down—and no more; but

there is no limit to what he can be worth from his neck up.

A trained mind is what gets the big pay. It is this

training that you need, and I can train you in a few
months. Are you ambitious to make a real success

—

then send me the coupon—today.

Electrical Outfit FRI
To every student who answers this ad I am giving a

Splendid Electrical Outfit of standard size Electrical

Tools, Instruments, Materials, etc., Absolutely free.

Furthermore, to every Electrical Student I give a truly

valuable surprise that I cannot explain here.

Free Employment Service
I am continually receiving requests from employ-

ers to send them trained Electrical men. I assist

my students to secure good positions. I keep
in touch with them for years, helping and
advising them in every possible way.

Write Now—Don't Delay
Delay never got you* anything,

Action is what counts. Get
started— and get started now.
Write me, or send me the
coupon, right NOW.

L. L. COOKE
CHIEF ENGINEER

Chicago Engineering Works

Dept. 44X
1918 Sunnyside Ave.

CHICAGO

^

1&
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7 SECRETS
For Getting What You Want

A Free Offer to You

Read every word. Here is some-

thing you have been seeking. Now
you have found it. And it is FREE to

you

!

A set of 7 Secrets which you can

learn in 7 minutes, and start upon im-

mediately toward getting just what

you want.

Do you wish to gain success in busi=

ness? Follow the 7 Secrets.

Do you wish success in social life?

Follow the 7 Secrets.

Do you wish success with children?

Follow the 7 Secrets.

Do you wish to obtain a better posi=

tion? Follow the 7 Secrets.

Do you wish to succeed in the drama,

in music, in the movies—either as a

writer or in acting? Follow the 7

Secrets.

Do you wish to make more money?

Follow the 7 Secrets.

Do you wish to make friends—true

friends who will be of great help to

you? Follow the 7 Secrets.

Do you wish to overcome a bad habit,

or streak of bad character in yourself

or in one who is near and dear to you?

Follow the 7 Secrets.

Do you wish to become more at=

tractive? Do you wish to think, speak,

or write more clearly? Do you wish

GOLDEN RAVEN CO.
146 East 32d St., GA-202
NEW YORK, N. Y.

to gain promotion or other improve-

ment? Follow the 7 Secrets. .

Do you wish to gain any possible

object whatsoever? Of course, it must

be an honest and well meant purpose

whether in business, love, accomplish-

ments, marriage, career, overcoming

obstacles or prejudices, making money,

gaining attractiveness, or anything

else. Then rely upon the "7 Secrets

for Getting What You Want."

These we shall send you FREE

—

yes, absolutely free, if you mail us

your order for a box of Golden Raven

Cream. It is a delightful emollient for

the skin. It is for chapped or rough

hands, for hot and cramped feet; for

sunburn, and tender skin. Golden Ra-

ven Cream is an aid to attractive skin,

and to beauty.

When you have found the great

amount of good that you get from

Golden Raven Cream, we are sure you
will continue to use it. It is for men
and women—good for children's ten-

der skin, too.

Send only 26 two-cent stamp
g

for a box which will come to you

with the 7 Secrets, all postpaid,

All will come in plain package, f
Write a letter, and cut out FREE
or copy the coupon; en- COUPON
close the stamps and The sender
mail to the ad- S of this Coupon
dress below. / is entitled tof receive FREE the

"7 Secrets for Get-X ting What You Want'

'

by sending 52 cents,

stamps or money-order for a

box of Golden Raven Cream

f Satisfaction guaranteed.

GOLDEN RAVEN CO.
146 East 32d St., GA-202, New York, N. Y.

FREE DIAMOND
RING OFFER

Just to advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds—the greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We will send absolutely
free this 14k gold f. ring, set with a l-2k
Hawaiian im. diamond—in beautiful ring
box postage paid. Pay postmaster $1.48
C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only 10,000 given away. Sendno
money. Answer quick. Send size of finger.

KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 412
Masonic Temple Chicago

FreeBook
—How to Develop

A Splendid Voice

AT HOME
Get our FREE book. Explains the simple

Feuchtinger System of Vocal Development which
you ean easily master in spare time at home. No
tiresome scale running or previous training needed.
Your entire success and satisfaction guaranteed un-
der bond.

No Charge for Tuition
Unless you secure at least 100% development

(you to be the judge) your tuition costs you nothing.
Think of it I Mr. Feuchtinger, the great master, wfll

direct you personally, and under his care you are
assured a superb training and a voice of rare
beauty and power. Surprise " your friends—become
popular—make money. Our big book—sent FREE,
explains ALL.

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 1588
1922 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, 111.

This University discovery is the most Important health Invention of
the century. It remakes and rejuvenates the Human Body. It pro-
duces normal spines. It frees impinged and irritated nerves, corrects
contracted muscles, shortened ligaments, eliminates congestion.
Improves circulation and drainage of the body. It will increase the
body's length.
THE PANDICULATOR CO., 212 Advance Bldg., Cleveland, O.

WRITE A SONG
Love, Mother, Home, Childhood, comic

or any subject. I compose music and

guarantee publication. Send Words Today.

EDWARD TRENT, 655 Reaper Block, Chicago

Pvffiooklet
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
Yon can cash in your "happy thoughts" and

earn big money right in your own home in Bpare
time. No previous •xporlonc* ntct*Mry. Our
easy borne course tarns oat more successful
scenario niters than sll other Kcboola tor*tber<
Writ* nov and r*t by return ra*Q FREE Booklet,
nimble Information, Special Price and Erin Off

—

Chicago PhotoptaywrlghtCoWege.BeiK 278^1 i

Theda Bara

What Could Be Nicer?
than a collection of your favorite and most beloved
Movie Stars? ^These are not cheap imitations.

but genuine honest to goodness
photographs, size 8 x 10. Make
your selection from the follow-
ing list:

Clara K. Young:
Frank Mayo
Katherine

Mabel Normand McDonald
Obra Pctrova Mae Murray
Mary Pickford Charles Ray
Blanche Sweet Nazimova
Anita Stewart Charles Chaplin
Norma Talmadge Mildred Harris
Pearl White Richard
Earle Williams Barthelmess

or any of the other popular stars

50c Each—12 for $5.00

Money cheerfully refunded if not satisfactory. Mail
at once with name and address plainly written to

S. BR AM, Dept. 90, 209 W. 48th St., New York City

POPULARITY FOLLOWS TUB?

UKULELE «T3
If you play quaint, dreamy Hawaiian
music or latest songs on the Ukulele *
you will be wanted everywhere. We
teach by mail 20 simple
lessons ; give you free a
genuine Hawaiian Ukulele,
music, everytbln g-no
extras. Ask us to send the
story of Hawaiian music.
You will love it. No
obligation— absolutely free.

The Hawaiian hsttmie of Music
1400 Broadway Dept. 4-M New York, N. T.

9 £3 yZAKS THE STANDARD TRAIWNO
SCHOOL FOR THEATREARTSALVIENESCHOOL

PRAMAIIC arts
FOUR SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCKW;
THEATRE AfFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES"

Write ror catalog mentioning Btudy desired to

D. IRWIN, Secretary
,43 W. 72d St, New York City
^Between B'way,_& Central Park Weg*^

Dead Men Tell No Tales

GET ON THE STAGE
I Tell You How! Stage Work and Cabaret

Entertaining snccesefully taught by mail. Your BIG
opportunity. Travel, see the world as vaudeville
actor or actress. My creat Professional Course-
only one of its kind-COVERS ALL BRANCHES.

Develops Personality, Confidence, Skill and HjBe
you just how to g-et on the Statre. S^nd 6c postaff.

for illustrated booklet. "All About Vaudeville,*
State ajre and occuDation. Write for this free staff
Book today!

rREDERIC LA DELLE Box 557-G LOS ANGELES, CALIF
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"OH,MOTHEK
story's accepted!" f

'Bs thetEnffing momentofhei
OUT of "the rainbow gleams of her youthful

dreams" has come The Great Reward! The
happy sequel to all her burning hopes—her

eager aspirations! The magazine editor has ac-
cepted her story. His letter brings the happy news.

She moves as one in a daze. "Can it really be
true?" she asks herself over and over. And all the
while she glows with the pride of authorship, her
aspiring spirit transformed in the bewilderment of
this new triumph. *Tis life's deepest moment for her.

She has crossed the Golden Rubicon! Enthralled,
she stands upon the threshold of a New life! She is

at last—"AN AUTHORESS!" The story she has
written, filled with fresh, bright realism, stirring inci-
dent and sparkling dialogue—written out of her very
heart—painted in glowing words upon the Screen of
Romance, will be read by thousands, thousands!
But yesterday, in her girlish fancy, she deeply en-

vied those who live and move in that fascinating
sphere, the Realm of Authorship. But yesterday her
hopes mingled with her fears, her doubts of herself,
her simple lack of faith in her ability "TO WRITE."
But yesterday she deemed well-nigh impossible the
triumph that has come to her to-day!

But yesterday her life was a dull, drear grind in a
department store. In her little niche behind the
notion counter her girl's soul was slowly shriveling.
The drab, grey life was deadening every spark of hope
within her. Thinking of her youth and yearnings,
she would oft hopefully repeat to herself those lines
irorn some beautiful book, "It is the Spring! It is
the Spring! And Life is so FULL of Flowers! Ah,
surely some of them are MINE! " But there was the
monotony, the dull servitude, from 8 to 6—it never
varied—it went on and on and on—a dumb fate that
seemed to stare her in the face forever, just as it
might be pictured in a story by O.Henry.
Not that all girls are unhappy who work in stores,

' ut she—she dreamed of higher things. She wanted
ore out of life than the grey, humdrum existence,
hy should Success be a thing'OTHERS could attain
d not she? She had two good hands and - brain
"he was intelligent, observing, and though not a
nius, surely, she told herself, she could learn to write

;tories as good as hundreds she had seen.

One day her sweet-faced mother noticed a small
vertisement in a magazine. It said: "Free to
ters—this wonderful book. Tells How to Write

lays and Stories." "Here, Dorothy dear," said
^rs. Dean, "here is something about writing stories
uid plays. Here's a concern offering a free book on

I he subject. Why not get it? See what they can do
,
or you? You never can tell—maybe you really can
earn how to write the way you've dreamed so long,
>nd just think how wonderful that would be!

"

The Authors' Press has this young woman's letter
>n file. She wrote for our free book— and the pic-
ore above tells the happy sequel.

This is a true story, as startling as it is romantic,
and here is the most startling thing of all—a re-
narkable discovery that JoiU thrill ambitious men
and women of all ages throughout the world! The
discovery is thai: MILLIONS OF PEOPLE CAN
WRITE STORIES AND PHOTOPLAYS AND
DON'T KNOW IT!

For years the mistaken idea prevailed that you had to
have a special knack in order to write. People said it

was a gift, a talent. Some imagined you had to be an
Emotional Genius with long hair and strange ways.
They vowed it was no use to try unless you'd been
touched by the Magic Wand of the Muse. They
discouraged attempts of ambitious people to express
themselves.

Yet only recently a great English literary authority
declared that "nearly all the English-speaking race
want to write! It's a craving for self-expression, char-
acteristic of the present century."

So a new light has dawned! A great New Truth
that will gladden the hearts of "all the English-speak-
ing race who want to write!" Astounding new
psychological experiments have revealed that "the
average person" may learn to write! Yes, write
stories and photoplays; thrilling, human, life-like;

filled with heart-throbs, pathos, passion, pain.

You may learn it just as you may learn anything else

under the sun! There are certain simple, easy prin-
ciples to guide you. There are new methods that
produce astonishing results for beginners. A re-
markable New System, covering every phase of writ-
ing, has been perfected by a great literary bureau at
Auburn, New York, now busily supplying this infor-
mation broadcast. And this New Method of writing
stories and photoplays is everybody's property. Not for
the select few. Not for those specially gifted. Not for
the rich or fortunate, but for men and women of
ordinary education and no writing experience whatever—thousands who don't even dream they can write!

This institution at Auburn is the world's school for
inexperienced authors—a literary institute for all
humanity. And everybody is taking up the idea of
writing. The fascination has swept the country by
storm! People are dumbfounded at the ease with
which they learn to write!

You know it was Shakespeare who said: "All the
world's a stage and all the men and women merely
players." Life's stage all around you is filled with
people and incidents that will make stories without
number. From the great Screen of Humanity and
its constantly changing tide of Human Emotions

—

Love, Hatred, Jealousy, Happiness—you can create
endless interesting plots for stories and photoplays.
There is never a lack—it flows on in an Endless Stream
of Circumstance— like Tennyson's brook—forever!
Every person you know is a type, a character.
"Every house has a story." And those who dwell
within have impulses, ideas, hopes, fears, fancies that
furnish material for you. The daily newspapers are
filled to the brim. The Footlights of Fate reflect

scenes and incidents for the Pen of Realism.

There is nothing in all this world that so dominates
the heart and mind as the fascination of WRITING.
It gives you a new power, a new magic, that charms
all those around you. It lends a new attraction to
your entire personality. Authorship carries with it

new honors, admiration, respect—in addition to glori-
ous material rewards.

THERE IS A NEW BOOK AWAITING YOU
THAT AMAZES EVERY READER—and the most
amazing thing of all is—IT'S FREE! This new book
ispouring glad sunshine into the lives of aspiring people

who want to become writers. Within its covers ar*
surprises and revelations for doubting beginners that
have caused a sensation everywhere, because it is

crowded with things that gratify your expectations—good
news that is dear to the heart of all those aspiring to
write; illustrations that enthuse; stories of success,
brilliant instances of literary fame coming unexpect-
edly; new hope, encouragement, helps, hints—things
you've long wanted to know!
"The Wonder Bookfor Writers" tells how stories and

plays are conceived, written, perfected, sold. How
many suddenly realize they can write, after years
of doubt and indecision. How the scenario stars
began. How they quickly rose to fame and fortune.
How ordinary incidents become thrilling stories and
plays through these New Easy Methods that simplify
everything! How one's imagination properly directed
may bring glory and greatness. How to really test
your natural writing ability. How stories and plays
are built up step by step. How to turn Uncertainty
into Success.

This book and all its secrets are YOURS! You
may have a copy absolutely free. You need not send
a penny. You need not feel obligated. You need
not hesitate for ANY reason. The book will be
mailed to you without any charge whatever.

There is no need to let your laudable ambition
stand still—no need to starve the Noble Flame that
burns at the Altar of your Dearest hope—no need to
wait, to wish—to merely dream of being a writer.

Your brilliant opportunity, your golden chance, is

HERE AND NOW! Get your pencil—use the
coupon below. This little act may prove the big,

lucky stroke of your Destiny!

The Authors' Press. Dept.101, Auburn. N. Y.

Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE " The Wonder Book
for Writers." This does not obligate me in any way.

Name

Street

City »
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You Want to Earn
Big Money!

And you will not be satisfied unless
you earn steady promotion. But are
you prepared for the job ahead of
you? Do you measure up to the
standard that insures success? For
a more responsible position a fairly

good education is necessary. To write

a sensible business letter, to prepare
estimates, to figure cost and to com-
pute interest, you must have a certain
amount of preparation. All this you
must be able to do before you will

earn promotion.

Many business houses hire no men
whose general knowledge is not equal to a
high school course. Why? Because big
business refuses to burden itself with men
who are barred from promotion by the lack
of elementary education.

Can You Qualify for
a Better Position?

We have a plan whereby you can. We
can give you a complete but simplified high
school course in two years, giving you all
the essentials that form the foundation of
practical business. It will prepare you to
hold your own where competion is keen and
exacting. Do not doubt your ability, but
make up your mind to it and you will soon
have the requirements that will bring you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO IT.

Let us show you how to get on the
road to success. It will not cost you a single
working hour. We are so sure of being able
to help you that w<= will cheerfully return to
you, at the end of ten lessons, every cent
you sent us if you are not absolutely satisfied.
What fairer offer can we make you? Write
today. It costs you nothing but a stamp.

American School of Correspondence
Dept. H-76 Chicago, U. S. A.

American School of Correspondence,
Dept. H-76 Chicago, 111.

I want job checked — tell me how to get it.

....Architect
$5,000 to $16,000

....Building Contractor
$5,000 to $10,000

....Automobile Engineer
84 000 to $10,000

....Automobile Repairman
$2,600 to $4,000

... Civil Engineer
$6,000 to $16,000

....Structural Engineer
$4 000 to $10,000

....Business Manager
$61,000 to $15,000

....Certified Public Ac-
countant $7,000 to $15,000
....Accountant& Auditor

$2,600 to $7,000
....Draftsman & Designer

$2,500 to $4,000
....Electrical Engineer

$4,000 to $10,000
....General Education

In one year

..Lawyer
$5,000 to $15,000

..Mechanical Engineer
84,000 to $10,000

..Shop Superintendent
83,000 to $7,000

..Employment Manager
$4,000 to $10,000

..Steam Engineer
$2,000 to $4,000

..Foreman's Course
$2,000 to 84,000

..Photoplay Writer
$2,000 to $10,000

..Sanitary Engineer
,

$2,000 to $5,000
..Telephone Engineer

$2,500 to $5,000
..Telegraph Engineer

$2,500 to $5,000
..High School Graduate

In two years
..Fire Insurance Expert

$3,000 to $10,000

SELECT yourown sub-
ject—love, patriotism—

-

write what the heart dictates,

then submit your poem to us.
We write the music and guarantee pub-
lisher's acceptance. Our leading composer is

Mr. Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart." "When I Dream of Old Erin,"
and others the Bales of which ran into millions of copies. Send
as many poems as yon wish. Don't Delay. Gat Busy—Quick.

CHESTER MUSIC CO.
62"^^^6

Chicago, III.

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and

guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 E Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway at Times Square, NEW YORK

Submit your Song-Poems on any subject for our advice

We revise poems.conpose music or any oescrip

TI0NJ5ECURE COPYRIGHT AND EMPLOY ORIGINAL

METHODS FOR FACILITATING FREE PuBLICA

TI0N OR OUTRIGHT SALE OF SONGS

UNDER THIS SUCCESSFUL

CONCERN'SGUARANTEE

OF SATISFAC-

TION

If

CONTAINS

VALUABLE INSTRUC-

— TI0N5 TO BE&1NNERSANDTELLS

THETRLiyH CONCERNING EVERY I

OFffllS ESSENTIAL AND fACWING PROFESS

10 N-THE GREAT WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY THE I

ULAR50NG IK WIMNINGTHEWAR IS ONLY AN INDEX TO THE MUCH

1 1 JT' WIDER SCOPEAND GREATER OPPORTUNITIESAFFORDED BY PEACE.

.^KNICKERBOCKER STUD1OS201Gaiety BLDa.NYCrrE

Dialogs, Monologs WJT » \/C Vaudeville Acts
Musical Readings 9~ I , A% W ^» How to Stage a Play
Drills, Pageants •" m m Make-up Goods
Tableaux, Jokes, Folk Dances, Entertainments, Recitations,
Pantomimes, Minstrel Material. Speakers, Commencement
Manual full of New Ideas and Plans. Catalog Free.
T. S. Denison & Co., Dept. 67. Chicago

SONGS PUBLISHED ON
ROYALTY

We revise, compose, arrange, engrave, proof, print,
publish, copyright, advertise and sell music. Write for
our royalty music publishing offer. Do not send us
poems until you have received offer. We are music
publishers, not mere composers and arrangers. We at-
tend to every detail from receipt of poems until regular
copies are ready for display and sale in music stores.
Brennen's Music House, Suite 2M, 2 West 123rd St.,
New York.

FREE
AMBITIOUS WRITERS
of Photoplays, Short Stories, Poems. Song's,
semi tn.Jay for FUEE. valuable, instructive book,
containing" 65 helpful suggestions on writing"

and selling. ATLAS PUBLISHING CO.,409 Butler Bldg.,Cincinnati,0.

:$i.oo

Postpaid

SEXUAL KNOWLEDGE-
320 PAGES, ILLUSTRATED, CLOTH

By Winfield Scott Hall, M.D., Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and

Every young woman should know
What every young husband and

Every young wife should know

What every parent should know
Mailed ioplain
wraoper. Table contents and commendations on request

AMERICAN PUB CO.. 1136 Winston Bide., Philadelphia

SIMPLIFIED

SHORTHAND
LEARN IN

5 Evenings
Absolutely astounding
the quickness, the cer-
tainty and ease with
which you learn K. I.

Shorthand. Spare-time,
pastime study—here's
the genuine SIMPLI- Taking Notes in
FIED method. No ruled K. I. Shorthand
lines necessary ; no
shading. Mental friction eliminated.
WONDERFUL SUCCESS. Free lessons,
and full course sent on 30 days' approval.
Legions of testimonials. Try lesson below.

Here's\p and, this is O a Write

the two together, and you have pe

Here's C th To make path you sim-

ply vvrite^^ and with these two easy

movements of your pencil, you. have

rr.fde a word that needs 16 perlcil
movements- when writteh in longhand.

Here's | t so it is easy to wr'ite

1 tl.' ^\ tnP snd pat .

Already you have leorned four K.I.

Shorthand signs you won't forget.

Wi'th the other signs and easy di-
rections you can learn to irid.iCB.te

every word in the di c tio nary in

quarter to twentieth of tho time "re-

quired in ordinary writing, as r n p-
idly as words are spoken!

AMAZINGLY EASY
If you have learned the above in 5 min-

utes you should learn the whole system
within 5 hours ; after which you develop
speed with pleasant practice. $5,000 re-
ward on superiority of K. I. Shorthand.

Whatever your occupation is you may add
to your value and do better financially if

you learn K. I. Shorthand. It will im-
prove your capability of action, your memory
and your general efficiency.

Take down speeches, dictation, talks,
telephone messages, orders, sermons ; mako
your memoranda Quickly. Improve your
efficiency. K. I. Shorthand is used by pro-
fessional and business men personally; and
by many practical stenographers.

FREE00*
yi "

i ] To prove to you the
s M Vl&iiar^I simplicity of the genu-

ine K. I. Shorthand we
would like to s°nd you
FREE the new brochure
with two trial lessons,

guarantee, testimoni-
als, and further in-

formation about this

easily learned system.
Inexpensive as a box
of cigars or a few
Recommended by nu-

merous readers of this magazine. Fill out
or copy the coupon below and mail to us
promptly. You will be surprised and de-
lighted. Mention "Picture-Play Magazine."

"Talk as fast as
you like. I am
taking it down in
K. I. SHORT-

HAND."

boxes of candy !

INSTITUTE
8 South Wabash Ave. „ 154 East 32nd St.

CHICAGO. ILL. or NEW YORK, N. Y.

Please send Free Brochure EK-151 of
K. I. Shorthand, with Two Lessons,
Guarantee and Testimonials.

Name . .

Address
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How Every Woman Can Have
A Winning Personality

Let Me Introduce Myself

DEAR READER: / wish to tell

you how to have a charming,
winning personality because all

my life I have seen that without it

any woman labors under great
handicaps. Without personality, it

is almost impossible to make desir-

able friends, or get on in business

;

and yes, often must a woman give

up the man on whom her heart is

set because she has not the power
to attract or to hold him.
During my career here and abroad, I

have met a great many people whom I

have been able to study under circum-
stances which have brought out their weak
or strong points, like a tiny spot on the
lens of a moving picture machine will mag-
nify into a very large blot on the screen.
And I have seen so many people, lacking
in personality, try to make a success of
their plans and fail completely, in a way
that has been quite pathetic. I am sure
that you also are familiar with one or
more such cases.

Success of a Winsome Manner
I saw numerous failures that were so dis-

tressing that my thoughts could not help
dwelling upon those shattered and vain
conditions. I have seen women of education,
and culture and natural beauty actually
fail where other women minus such advantages,
but possessing certain secrets of lovableness, a

certain win-
someness, a
certain knack
of looking right

and saying the right

word would get ahead
delightfully. Nor were
iiey naturally forward
women. Nor were
they the kind that men
call clever. Some of

them, if you studied

their features closely,

were decidedly not
handsome; yet they

seemed so. They didn't

do this by cover-
Juliette Fara ing their faces w ;th

cosmetics; they knew the true means. And often
the winning women were in the thirties, forties,

or even fifties. Yet they "appealed." You know
what I mean. They drew others to them by a
subtle power which seemed to emanate from them.
Others liked to talk to them and to do things
for them. In their presence you felt perfectly

at ease—as though you had been good, good
friends for very long.

French Feminine Charms
The French women among my friends seemed

to me more generally endowed with this ability to
fascinate, than did my friends among other nation-

alities. In the years that I lived in Paris, I was
amazed to find that most of the women I met
were enchanting.

"Is it a part of the French character?" I asked
my friends.
"Were you born that way?" I would often ask

some charming woman.
And they smilingly told me that "personality"

as we know it here in America, is an art, that is

studied and acquired by French women just as
they would learn to cook, or to sing by cultivating
the voice. Every girl and woman possesses latent
personality. This includes you, dear reader.
There are numerous real secrets for developing
our personality. In France, where the women
lave always outnumbered the men, and where op-
portunity for our sex isrestricted, those who wish
to win husbands or shine in society, or succeed
in their careers, have no choice but to develop
their charms in competition with others.

How Men's Affections Are Held
Lately, the newspapers have been telling us that

thousands and thousands of our fine young army
men have taken French wives. It was no surprise
to me, for I know how alluring are the French
girls. Nor could I help conceding the truth in
the assertion of a competent Franco-American

You may have all those attractive qualities

that men adore in women
Journalist that "American girls are too provincial,

formal, cold and unresponsive while the French
girls radiate warmth of sympathy, devotion and all

those exquisite elements of the heart that men
adore in women."
And I who am successful, and probably known

to you by reputation through my activities on the
Faubourg St. Honore can tell you in all candor, as
one woman confiding in another, that these French
secrets of personality have been a very important
factor in the successes of mine. But it is not my
tendency to boast of myself, the Juliette Fara
whom I want you to feel that you already know
as your sincere friend, but I speak of YOU and
for YOU.

French Secrets of Fascination
My continued residence in France enabled me

to observe the ways and methods of the women
closely. I studied and analyzed the secrets of
their fascinating powers.
When I returned to the dear old U. S. A., I

set myself at work putting together the facts,

methods, secrets and iormulse that I had learned
while in France.
Of one thing I am absolutely convinced—every

woman who wishes it may have a winning person-
ality.

Overcoming Deterrent Timidity
I know I can take any girl of a timid or over-

modest disposition, one who lacks self-confidence,

or is too self-conscious for her own good, and
show her how to become discreetly and charmingly
daring, perfectly natural and comfortable in the
presence of others. I can show you how to bring
out charms which you do not even dream you
possess.

Uncouth Boldness—or Tactful
Audacity?

If you are an assertive woman, the kind that

suffers from too great forwardness, I can show
you in a way that you will find delightful, how to

be gentle and unassuming, to tear away the false

fabric of your repelling and ungracious personal-

ity and replace it with another that wins and at-

tracts. By this method, you will succeed, oh so
well, while by uncouthness or misapplied audacity

you meet with setbacks.

I can take the frail girl or woman, the listless

one who usually feels that the good things in life

are not for her and show her how to become vig-

orous and strong, tingling with enthusiasm and
good cheer and how to see the whole wide world
full of splendid things just for her.

Become an Attractive Woman
I can take the girl or woman who is

ignorant or careless of her appearance, or
the girl who dresses unbecomingly and in-

still in her a sense of true importance of
appearance in personality; I can enlighten
her in the ways of women of the world, in

making the most of their apparel. All this

without any extravagance; and I can show
her how to acquire it with originality and
taste. You realize, of course, that dressing
to show yourself to advantage, is a real
art and without that knowledge you will
always be under a disadvantage.

For Married Women
There are some very important secrets

which married French women know that
enables them to hold the love, admiration
and fidelity of their men. How the selfish

spirit in a man is to be overcome so in-

geniously that he does not know what yon
arc accomplishing until some day he awak-
ens to the fact that his character and his
manner have undergone a delightful change
—that he is not only making you happy,
but he is finding far greater pleasure in
life than when he was inconsiderate. There
are secrets in my compilation that are likely
to change a turbulent course of married life

for one that is entrancingly ideal. And
this power lies within you, my dear Madam.

Acquire Your Life's Victory
Now!

What we call personality is made up ox
a number of little things. It is not some-
thing vague and indefinable. Personality,
charm, good looks, winsomeness and suc-
cess can be cultivated. If you know the
secrets, if you learn the rules and put them
into practice, you can be charming, you
can have an appealing personality. Don't

think it is impossible. Don t think you must be
born that way. Don't even think it ought to be
hard to acquire it; because the secrets of charm
that I have collated and transcribed for you are
more interesting than the most fascinating book
you have ever read.
Once you have learned my lessons, they become

a kind of second nature to you. When you notice
the improvement in your appearance, how you get
on easier with people, how your home problems
seem to solve themselves, how in numberless little

ways (and big ones, too) life gets to hold so many
more prizes for you, you will decide to put more
and more of the methods in practice in order to
obtain still more of life's rewards.

No Fad—the Success of Ages
/ am well enough known by the public not to bo

taken as advancing some new-fangled fad. All my
life I have understood the value of plain common
sense and practical methods.

_ And what I have
put into my course on the cultivation of personal-
ity is just as practical as anything can be.

I could go on to tell you more and more about
this truly remarkable course, but the space here
does not permit. However, I have put some im-
portant secrets for you into an inspiring little

book called "How'] that I want you to read. The
Gentlewoman Institute will send it to you entirely
free, postpaid, in a plain wrapper, just for the
asking.
My advice to you is to send for the free book

"HOW" if you want to gain the finest of friends
and to possess happiness with contentment that
will come to you as the result of a lovely and
winning personality.

Imnrhft/rnf1 ^° 0Dtain Madame Fara's little book "How," free, yon may fill out the coupon and
MIJipyriailL

jenj j„. or you may Dy |etter or p0Stcard requesting it. Address as below:

GENTLEWOMAN INSTITUTE 2JU^3¥-2Stf

Free Book Coupon
Simply cut out this coupon, pin
it to a sheet of paper, mail to
us, with your name and address
written very plainly, and we will
send you Madame Juliette Fara's
little book entitled "How".
Address,

GENTLEWOMAN INSTITUTE
615 West 43d Street, 214-A. New York, N. Y.
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TEN years in the railway mail service

—

and then, in one jump, a $10,000 a

year Star Salesman ! Warren Hartle,

4425 N. Robey St., Chicago, whose picture
appears above, did it! He's taken his

place among the ranks of the big money
makers. $10,000 a year as .1 Salesman

—

and he never sold goods before.

How did he do it? Simply by learning the
secrets of successful salesmanship from Master
Salesmen and Sales Managers through the
National Salesmen's Training Association.
Think what you could do with his splendid

income ! You could own your own home, have
money in the bank, drive a car and have many
of the luxuries that make life worth living.
What Hartle did, you too can do.

Why Don \YOUGet into

the Selling Game?
The cjuickest way to earn big money is in

the selling game. Be a Star Salesman. You
can learn the secrets of selling as thousands
have done. Our amazing methods make
mastery of Salesmanship easy for any man
who wants to succeed. You don't have to
lose a day or a dollar from your present job—just a part of your spare time will do.

Proof that You Can
Be a Star Salesman

Mail the coupon below. It will bring you a wonder-
ful book entitled "A Knight of the Grip." In It you
will find the proof that you, too, can do as Hartle did.
as thousands have done through this System. See for
yourself the wonderful opportunities in this fascinat-
ing profession. Learn how you can quickly qualify.

FREE

We Help You Land *

a Selling Job
ticeship by this

wonderful system. Just as
soon as you are ready and

qualified the Employment and Service Department of
the N. S. T. A. will help you select and secure a good
selling position. The moment you are a Salesman your
chances for making money are unlimited.

Lose no time! Mail the coupon right now—
this minute. Address:

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Dept. 30-S CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

National Salesmen's Training Association
Dept. 30-S, Chicago, 111., U. S. A.
With no obligation on my part, please send me "A Knight

of the Grip" and full information about the N. S. T. A.
Training and Employment Service. Also a list showing
lines of business with openings for salesmen.

Name

Street

City

State

Play the Hawaiian Guitar

Just Like the Hawaiians!
Our method of teaching is so simple, plain
and easy that you begin on a piece with your
first lesson. In half an hour
you can play it ! We have re-

duced the necessary motions
you learn to only four—and
you acquire these in a few
minutes. Then it is only a
matter of practice to acquire
the weird, fascinating trem-
olos, staccatos, slurs and other
effects that make this
instrument so delightful.
The Hawaiian Guitar
plays any kind of music,
both the melody and the
accompaniment. Your
tuition fee includes a
beautiful Hawaiian Gui-
tar, all the necessary
picks and steel bar and
52 complete lessons and pieces of music

Send Coupon NOW
Get Full Particulars FREE

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.

233 Broadway, NEW YORK
I am interested in the HAWAIIAN GTJT-
TAR. Please send complete information,
special price offer, etc., etc.

Name
Address ,.

Town State p. p.

WRITE NAME AND ADDRESS CLEARLY

Your Choice
75c a Week

11 * ma

Learn Music
At Home!

New Method—Learn to
Play By Note—Piano.
Organ, Violin, Banjo,

andolin. Cornet, Harp,
'Cello, Guitar, Trombone,
Clarinet, Piccolo, Flute, or Sight
Singing. Special Limited Offer
of free weekly lessons. You pay
only for music and postage,
which is small. No extras. Begin-
ners or advanced pupils. Every-
thing illustrated, plain, simple,
systematic. Free lectures each
course. 16 years' success. Startat
once. Write for Free Booklet To-
day—Now. Instruments supplied
when needed, cash or credit.

TJ. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
5311 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Here They Are!
Real Photographs of Motion
Picture Stars (3>ax4>0 for
your room or den or for your
f riends.

with money-order or cur
rency to

EGBERT BROS.
Dept. P, Buena Vista & Temple Streets, Los Angeles, Cal.

A Six Months' Subscription to

The Boys' Magazine for Only 50 Cents!
By accepting this remarkable low price offer you

save 70 cents over the newsstand price as our price
PER COPY is 20 cents.
THE BOYS' MAGAZINE is the finest boys' periodical

in America. Eech issue contains from 15 to 22 thrill-
ing short stories, from 3 to 4 splendid serial stories,
besides a wealth of special departments devoted to
Electricity, Mechanics, Wireless, Popular Science. Ath-
letics and Physical Training, Editorials. Stamp and
Coin Collecting, Review of New Boys' Books, Moving
Picture Plays and Players, Stories by Boys. Debating.
Outdoor Sports. Amateur Photography, Talks with Par-
ents, Boys Who Are Winning Business Success, etc.,
etc. Besides all this we are now publishing, in each
issue, a large number of illustrated jokes drawn by
the best professional comic artists in America.

Send only 50 cents today (send stamps if more con-
venient) and we'll enter your subscription at once.
You are not taking the slightest chance AS WE

WILL REFUND YOUR MONEY IMMEDIATELY
should you not be more than pleased with THE BOYS'
MAGAZINE. Our firm is incorporated for $200,000.00
under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania. Every
banker and publisher in America will tell you we are
ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE.
So send along your subscription and if THE BOYS'

MAGAZINE doesn't far exceed your expectations we'll
refund your money promptly and without question.

Address The Scott F. Redneld Co., Inc.. 5033 Main Si, Smethport. Pa.

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE is on sale at all newsstands 20c a copy.

FREE!
With every set is included

—

FREE—a Consulting Member-
ship which gives you the privi-

lege of submitting your per-
plexing problems to a corps of

experts for an entire year.
This Consulting Membership
regularly sells for $12.00.

No matter what your occupation, one
of the home study sets listed below will
quickly fit you for a better job and bigger pay. Any
set you select will be sent for seven days' examination,
and if you decide to buy you may pay the rock-bottom
price at the rate of only 75c a week. But you must act
now! The rising cost of paper and binding materials
won't permit us to continue the present low prices
much longer.

These books are the work of recognised authorities.
They are written in plain, easily understood language,
by recognized authorities, and contain hundreds of

photographs, diagrams, tables, etc.. that make difficult

points as simple as A-B-C. Handsomely and durably
bound in half or full morocco leather (except as noted)

,

and stamped in gold.

Pay=Raising Books
At Greatly Reduced Prices

Accountancy and Business Management, 7 vol.,

2700 pages, 1000 pictures. Was $52.50 Now S29.80
Carpentry and Contracting, 5 volumes. 2138

pages, 1000 pictures. Was $37.50 Now 24.80
Civil Engineering, 9 volumes, 3900 pages. 3000

pictures. Was $67.50 Now 39.80
Electrical Engineering, 8 volumes, 3000 pages.
2600 pictures. Was $60.00 Now 34.80

Automobile Engineering, 6 volumes, 2600 pages,
2000 pictures. Was $45.00 Now 29.80

Machine Shop Practice, 6 volumes, 2300 pages,
2500 pictures. Was $45.00 Now 29.80

Steam and Gas Engineering, 7 volumes, 3300
pages. 2500 pictures. Was $52.50 Now 29.80

Law and Practice (with reading course), 13
volumes, 6000 pages. illustrated. Was
$97.50 Now 49,80

Fire Prevention and Insurance, 4 vols., 1500
pages. 600 pictures. Was $30.00 Now 19.80

Telephony and Telegraphy, 4 volumes, 1728
pages. 2000 pictures. Was $30.00 Now 19.80

Sanitation. Heating and Ventilating, 4 volumes,
1454 pages. 1400 pictures. Was $30.00 Now 18.80

Drawing, 4 volumes, 1578 pages. 1000 pictures,
blue-prints, etc. Was $30.00 Now 19.80

SendNo Money
Shipped fot 7 Days' Trial
Yes, we'll gladly ship any set right to your home or

office upon your simple request. Pay only shipping
charges when the books arrive. Don't send a penny
until after you have used them seven days, then re-
mit only $2.80 or return them at our expense. Pay
balance at the rate of $3.00 a month—75c a week.

Act now—while these splendid books are being offered
at 20% to 50% less than regular prices. This offer is

open to every person within the boundaries of the
U. S. and Canada. Grasp your opportunity—fill in

and mail the coupon NOW!

American Technical Society, DepL X838, Chicago

^ American Technical Society, Dept. X838, Chicago, U. S. A.
"j

Please send me set of
j

for 7 DAYS' examination, shipping charges collect,
j

I will examine the books thoroughly and. if satis- I

fled, will send $2.80 within 7 days and $3 each
j

month, until I have paid the special price of I

If I decide not to keep the books, I will notify you
J

at once and hold them subject to your order. Title I

not to pass to me until the set is fully paid for.

Name

Address

Reference .
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A Chance of a Lifetime

The experience of being tried out

for the movies in a recent contest.

By
One of the Contestants

mrammnmnnD

IF you've ever wanted to go into the

movies you know just how I feit

when I saw in a Los Angeles paper
an announcement that anybody who wanted
to try for pictures could come to the Ince

Studio on a certain Saturday afternoon, be-
tween two and five, and have a try-out.

You see. I'd tried every possible way to

get in. I'd registered at all the big offices,

and sat around for days, hoping to see a
casting director or have a director see me
and think I was just the type he needed in

a picture. I'd written to stars and asked
if they couldn't get me a chance, and sent
my photographs to Mr. Griffith and Cecil
De Mille and other big producers. But
somehow nobody ever seemed to send for
me.

So of course this chance meant an awful
lot—more than any one can know who
hasn't wanted to get into pictures them-
selves. It was the one great chance of a
lifetime. I spent hours deciding what to

wear and how to do my hair, and I planned
out a little drama that I'd do before the
camera, "The Romance of the Rose," which
would prove that I could act. If

I'd had more time I'd have tried to

study up one of these will-power
systems that tells you how to make
people do what you want them to

;

I've never known any one who made
any such thing work, but it might
have been worth trying, anyway.

I went out to the Ince studio early
on the day of the try-out. But just

about everybody else had gone early,

too. You can imagine how I felt

when I reached the big Colonial
building and saw just mobs of peo-
ple even-where ! They were stand-
ing and sitting around on the clover
lawn as if it had been a public park
—munching lunch out of paper bags,
stretched out on the grass, reading
the papers ; it really looked rather
like a park, near the grand stand,

just before the band concert begins.
Even- electric car unloaded a new
crowd of people, and automobiles
came in a procession and spilled

more of them out at the gates.
Others came on foot. There were

Thomas H. Ince recently swung
open the doors of opportunity
to screen aspirants, just as he
stated in PICTURE-PLAY a few
months ago that he would do.

He advertised in the Los Angeles
papers that every one was eligi-

ble for a tryout before the
camera at his studio. One
whole day was devoted to the
test. So many thousands came
that it was necessary to con-
tinue the examinations each
Saturday for several weeks. Mr.
Ince agreed to engage ten of

the entrants for his stock com-
pany, which he has done. It is

significant that out of some
ten thousand who passed be-
fore the camera, only two were
adjudged "finds" by the pro-
ducer.
This story is the account of

one who went through. You
will enjoy her "Romance of the
Rose" which she devised and
enacted for Mr. Ince's benefit.

Pboto by C. Cortis

Mr. Ince was an interested, but unseen

spectator of the tests.

as many men and boys as girls, and
lots of children, of course. One
woman with six children had her

hands full trying to keep them from
getting their clothes dirty or their

hair mussed, and a girl near by, with

curls like pine shavings and a black

velvet dress and little bonnet, just

clung to a young man's arm and sim-

pered. If I hadn't been so anxious

I'd have been amused.
Behind just about ever}' tree and

shrub was a girl peeking into her

vanity case and making up her face

;

some of them looked like futurist

landscapes done in pink and white

—

all this in spite of the fact that Mr.
Ince had written a piece in the paper

warning women that make-up and
affectation were the poorest road to

a prize in the contest

!

I didn't make up at all ; I'd read

that it's necessary to touch up the
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Many were tested but few were taken—here's one of those who weren't.

lips and eyes, to make them register well before the
camera, so I did that, of course, but nothing else.

About two o'clock men came out of the big white
building and went among the crowd, calling to one
another through megaphones and making us form in

lines, two and two, like animals marching into the ark.

The woman who marched with me said they'd already

picked the winners ; that we might as well not stay

;

but I noticed that she wasn't making
any move to go, and afterward I

found out that that wasn't the truth

at all
;
they picked the winners right

out of the crowd.
The lines stretched from the two

gates fully a block away clear to the

front steps, men on one side, women
on the other, and the camera men
were stationed in front of the big-

Colonial portico. I began to get nerv-
ous ; I know that if I could just have
seen Mr. Ince alone I could have con-
vinced him of my ability, but in front

of all those mobs of people it looked
as if it might be pretty difficult to do
my little "Romance of the Rose" be-

fore the camera.

Just as the camera men signaled

they were ready, Hobart Bosworth
suddenly appeared. He'd come all

the way from the Santa Cruz islands,

where he was making a South Sea
Island picture, to help with the tests.

As the lines of people moved forward,
one by one, he stopped them for a

moment in front of the camera, shook hands,
told them to turn the face this way or that,

and now and then tipped back the broad brim
of a hat or pushed back some one's hair to let

light on the face.

I was near the head of the line, and while
those ahead of me passed along I kept trying
to think how I could act my little drama ; how
could any one express personality or genius
just by shaking hands? A few tried it and
made an awful mess of things. About all

they did was to drop Bosworth's hand, clasp
their own hands on their breasts, inhale as if

they were taking deep-breathing exercises, and
roll their eyes upward. Then they'd hurry
away sheepishly and lose themselves in the
crowd that was packed around the camera
men, ready to jeer at any one who tried to act.

My turn came almost before I was really

ready for it. I started across the steps—and
suddenly remembered that I was chewing gum,
thanks to indigestion ! How could I act now ?

Trying to plan how I could do my little drama
I'd forgotten about it, and now here I was
before the camera ! Hobart Bosworth reached
out his hand to me. I tried to swallow the

gum, but it stuck in my throat, and I could
only put my handkerchief to my lips and
hurry past the camera and out to the street

—

home. I was crying with rage and embarrass-
ment. I had wasted my great opportunity

!

Imagine my delight when I read in the

paper the next day not only the names of the

winners, but the announcement that there

would be another test the following Saturday.

I resolved to try again ; this time I would
benefit by my experience.

There was an even bigger crowd the next

week ; there were nearly two thousand people there,

they said.

I had to smile at the woman who went first. She
had been standing, idly chatting, but when the signal

was given she was galvanized as if she had been shot

full of electricity. She started toward the camera, be-

The Ince studio, where the trials were held.
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came confused, didn't get near the box nor in

range of the camera, then hurried on. The
man who collected the cards with the names
of the contestants called after her, but she

did not stop. Of course it didn't matter, as

she wasn't on the film. I wondered how long

she had rehearsed the little part she forgot

to play.

This time I was quite mistress of myself.

I started toward the camera very, very slowly.

I held by the stem a faded red rose which
lay in the palm of the other hand. I looked
at the faded rose, my lips moving as I talked

to the rose I had worn last night—ah, last

night ! I was so absorbed in my bit that I

did not know I had reached the box until I

stubbed my toes against it. But I had myself
well in hand, and though the crowd tittered

I made no sign. With real emotion I pressed
the rose to my lips, to my heart, then walked
sadly away.

This time I was satisfied.

I took my place in the crowd to watch the
others. On they came in quick procession
as the camera man turned his crank. There
were elderly women of the housewife type,
looking abashed; schoolboys on a lark. Now
and then one of the boys did an "Alias Jimmy
Valentine" or apache stunt, with cigarette
drooping from the corner of his lips and coat
collar turned up. Perhaps two together would
do a planned scene, ending in a self-conscious
snicker. There were young fellows who had
been told they had a jolly smile, a wicked
wink, or beautiful hair. With men, as with
women, you could tell just where the vanity
lay. If a woman had a dimple she smiled to
show it. A handsome hail-fellow girl flashed
her brown eyes toward the crowd, waved a
hand, and called: "Hello, Billy!"
A plain woman, perhaps a seamstress or

school-teacher tired of her job, came with a
newspaper, stopped by the box, read the paper,
tossed her head, and laughed—as if that meant

There were hundreds of children—most of them just every
youngsters.

M. Shultz

Here's one of the winners—

c

oes she look the part to you ?

any-

dav

thing! No doubt she was angling for a certain char-

acter part. I am sure she had practiced it before her

mirror.

There were women who looked as if

they had got their costumes in a curi' 1

shop, and others with odd dresses like

those you see in pictures of Fourth-of-

July picnics in Kansas. Now and then

an old man or old woman came past with

the strange clothes of their generation. I

wondered why they came. Indeed I won-
dered why most of them had come.

Presently I went to the other side of

the great lawn to see the kiddies. Just

common everyday kiddies, most of them.

Very few really pretty ones, but all of

them shiny and clean. Before the camera
some cried, some pouted, many didn t

know what to do and had to be led away.

It was easy to see which had been to

kindergarten and dancing school, for the^e

curtsied, bowed elaborately, assumed for

a moment calisthenic or classic dancing

poses. Sometimes a mother or father

came with babe in arms, and how they

twisted and screwed the heads to make
baby look, and generally baby wouldn't

before they had to pass on. Getting
Continued on page 89
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She'd rather be popular in Camden,

Maine, than on Broadway.

You just like Lillian Gish so well that you

feel you've known her forever and ever.

My Friend, Lillian

Gish
IIIII1II11IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

IT'S queer, the ideas you get about stars, isn't it?

Some of them fit right in with your daily life

perfectly ; it's easy to imagine yourself going

to the movies with Constance Talmadge and strolling

down to the corner drug store for a soda afterward,
or being asked to a bridge party at Anita Stewart's,

or driving off somewhere for a picnic with Corinne
Griffith. And then, again, there are others that

haven't any point of contact with your own affairs

at all
;
you see them on the screen, like them, and

that's about all there is to it.

Lillian Gish used to be one of those people to me.

I couldn't imagine myself knowing her. I cried over

her in "Hearts of the World" and "Broken Blossoms,"

and privately considered her just about as human and
knowable as the Dresden china figure on my mantel-

piece.

Then, one day, in a hotel lobby, Richard Barthel-

mess said quite suddenly : "There's Lillian Gish ; let's

go over and say hello to her."

"No, I don't want to," I retorted, sinking farther

down into my chair. "I'm afraid I might not like

her."

A bombardment promptly began. Had I ever seen

her off the screen ? No. Ever met any of her friends?

No. Why didn't I want to meet her? Well, she

seemed so ethereal, so fragile, so out of the world,

somehow. If he didn't mind, I'd rather not even turn

around and look at her. But he did mind—and two
seconds later I was being introduced to a slender girl

with a little black hat drawn close over her light hair,

and a black tulle scarf drawn up close around her
throat, and she was clasping my hand warmly and

saying: "I don't see just why you should
want to meet me—but I hope you

won't be disappointed in me."
I had a guilty feeling at that

;

/e told her about it since. For
-ou see, she's one of my best

friends now, though I don't

believe she knows it. Lillian

Gish is one of those people
whose personality makes
for her a wide highway to

your very heart. She's

frank and unassuming,
except about her sister

Dorothy, for whom she

claims the world and the

fullness thereof. You
don't feel like going

around gushing fatuously

about her—but you just

like her so well that you
feel as if you'd known her

forever and ever.

The people who compare
her to lilies in the moonlight

and violin music in a garden

at dusk and all that sort of

thing are perfectly right ; she

does suggest things like that. She

has great, deep-blue eyes, and a wist-



The screen really tells you

almost nothing about her.

By
Louise Williams

ful mouth, capable of the

most heart-breaking smile, as

the fans know all too well.

But she has a sense of hu-

mor that carries her through
even when the cellar of her
house is flooded, in mid-
winter, and the floor of the
garage gives way and lets her
car into the abyss beneath.
And when there's something
practical to be attended to

she's no more the sweet, girly-

girly type of person than is

her own sister Dorothy.
For she's one of the most

practical people I know. The
theory that if you have lots

of money you must spend it

like a South American mil-
lionaire, which governs so
many actresses, has no part
in her scheme of things.

When I discovered that she
planned the spending of her
income as carefully as I do
that of my allowance I was
rather startled. One of the
Talmadges had phoned her,
and that led to a discussion of
the gorgeous clothes which
they wear. Mrs. Gish sug-
gested that Lillian find out
where Norma had bought the
frock she'd worn the evening
before.

"Oh, mother, I did—and I

never could afford to go
there !" Lillian exclaimed,
aghast at the mere thought of
such a thing. And since then
I've learned that she never
rushes out and just spends for
the joy of spending; that she
orders the use of her monev
just as wisely as she does that
of everything else.

The last time I saw her was
just as she was beginning
work at the head of her own
company. She might have
been a young man just going
into business for himself, opening a garage or a plumb-
ing shop or a lawyer's office, from the way she talked.
Her years in the motion-picture business have not been
spent with her eyes shut; she knows just how a pic-
ture's market value affects the production end. the
things you've got to consider when you buy a scenario,

and why not even an artistically unhappy ending is as
successful as an out-and-out happy one.

"There's no telling how this new venture of mine is

going to turn out," she told me that day. "Maybe I'll

be back in Mr. Griffith's companv at the end of my

Those who compare her

in a garden at dusk are

to violin music

perfectly right.

two-years' contract with the Frohman
Company, that's starring me. Well, we
all have to find out some time whether
we're the kind of people who can stand

alone or the kind who must lean on some one else.

"I'm going to do some rather tragic roles, I think."

she went on. "Of course, it's the people in the little

country towns whom I must please ; they are the ones

who are really responsible for the success of a picture.

Having New York like us is flattering—but I'd rather

be popular in Camden, Maine, than on Broadway."
Which, while its' a wise choice, isn't really a necessarv

one, in my opinion ; from what I know of Lillian I'd

wager that both Broadway and Camden will be at her

feet when she makes her stellar debut.
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Dagmar, the Wanderer
From Petrograd, via Vienna, Paris, Monte Carlo, and Turkish harems, the daughter

of Leopold Godowsky, world-renowned pianist, seeks fame upon the screen.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

HAD it been almost any one else, the verdict

would have been "Affectation in the first

degree !" without even leaving the jury box.

But in the case of Dagmar Godowsky, it was dif-

ferent, because she is so different.

If, on an interview bent, you should enter a
Chinesed sitting room and inhale soft incense as

you glimpse gilded flowers, rare Japanese prints,

silk-shrouded electric bulbs, and luxuriously draped
divans, you would ordinarily whisper to yourself,

"Fake !" But not so when Dagmar Godowsky is

doing the receiving there. She fits in so harmoni-
ously.

Her accent is a rare combination of Lenore Ulric,

Nazimova, and Anna Held. And perhaps the last

named is suggested more especially by the Go-
dowsky eyes—sparkling, daring, wicked, green eyes.

This mixture of tongues may be accounted for by
the fact that she was born in Petrograd, educated
in Switzerland, Vienna, and Paris—always through
native governesses—and came over to America at

the age of fifteen.

"I think that my father is the great-est pianist

in the wor-r-rld," she admitted slowly, as she in-

haled a slim, Russian cigarette. "But I hate to be
known as his daughter !"

Being the daughter of Leopold Godowsky has
worried her more than anything else. People in-

sist, she says, that "pull" is placing her on the
ladder to fame, when as a matter of fact, her father
opposes her picture work quite emphatically.
"He wanted me to be a pianist," said Dagmar.

"But there would be ab-so-lnte-\y no credit given
me if I were to succeed along the same lines as

my father has done.'" She shrugged her expressive

shoulders. "The children of artists are aZ-ways at

the disadvantage. I love music—ah, much !—but

I cannot give myself to it, because no one would
think of me as anything other than the Godowsky's
daughter. I hate that !" And the pendant earrings

jangled vehemently.
Her tastes are interesting in that the}' are alarm-

ingly varied. She swears by McCormack as a

singer, Mae Murray as a nicker star, and Heifetz

as a violin virtuoso. Here is a strange mixture

!

And why? McCormack, she avers, "sings wiz his

soul" ; Mae Murray carries what is to Miss Go-
dowsky the most potent personality on the silver-

sheet ; and Heifetz reigns in her heart by virtue

of his technique. "Kreisler, too, is superb," she
said. "But whereas he plays Beethoven as he thinks

Beethoven should have written it, Jascha plays it

as it is written—flawlessly."

Atmosphere is essentially a part of her make-up.
Although still comfortably on the green side of
twenty-five, Dagmar Godowsky has known the
glories of Venetian moonlight, summertime along
the Riviera, Monte Carlo at its height, and the
Orientalism of the harem, as she and her parents

Continued on page 85
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A wild

night in

Hollywood
—as it

really is.

8. That
Pacific as

Right Off
Grill

A new department of observations, anecdotes, opinions,

comment, and bits of news about the film world,

served without fear or favor.

By Herbert Howe
ILLUSTRATED BY OSCAR FREDERICK HOWARD
"We are announcing that a special niche is to be set aside

for you each month in the magazine. From this rostrum
you are to cry aloud your honest opinions about any and
all movie matters of interest to the fans on which you may
elect to discourse."
This did the editor write to me. And this is my reply:

I HAVE an honorable discharge from the army. I

don't want to fight unless I have to. Neither
Carnegie nor Congress ever offered a medal for

truth-telling, and until some one does I would much
prefer to lie like a gentleman, A person heroic enough
to do what you propose .for me should be doubling for
Doug Fairbanks—or married into the movies—or some-
thing else equally daring that would bring a return of

fame or fortune. To do what }
Tou suggest is merely to

court being crushed to death under the wheels of an alli-

gator-upholstered, special-bodied motor chariot—or to be
treated to a drink of furniture polish at the Sunset Inn.

However, if duty calls, I'm no coward. I've a croix

de guerre, won in a sharply contested crap game at the

battle of Cognac Hill, Langres, France, and so here
goes, let the chips fall where they may.

MOVIE MYTHS.
By way of beginning my ruthless work as iconoclast

in the temple of the movie gods and goddesses I wish
to shatter completely—to brand as false and fictitious

—

the following traditions which have been handed down
to the lovers of the screen

:

1. That the motion-picture industry is still in its

infancy, or that it could be after what Cecil B. De Mille

has taught it about some of the elemental things of life.

2. That Hollywood is a center of wild night life.

John's cafe is the only place open after eleven o'clock,

and the strongest thing you can get is catsup.

3. That a girl always makes good in the movies by
"paying the price."

4. That a girl never makes good in the movies by
"paying the price."

5. That a star earns more money than the President of the United
States. Some don't earn as much as their leading men ; few earn
as much as their directors, and most don't earn what they're paid.

6. That Gloria Swanson is sophisticated; that Mary Miles Minter
is unsophisticated.

7. That all stars design and own the clothes they wear,
there are as many Mack Sennett bathing girls in the
there are sandabs and Iowans.

9. That Charlie Chaplin wants to play Hamlet.
10. That "Broken Blossoms" is a failure because it

has not earned as much money as "Male and Female."
11. That there is a world of meaning in the innuendo :

"Are you married or do you live in Hollywood?" A
great many married people live in Hollywood ; some
live together and some are in the movies.

12. That good girls break into the movies by
attracting the attention of a director in a cafe.

13. That the vampire is out of vogue. A vamp
by any other name may be just as deadly.

14. That all ideas are stolen by producers and
scenario writers.

15. That ideas are never stolen by producers and
scenario writers.

16. That the hero and heroine are always conceited
and nasty off screen, while the vampire and villain are
always virtuous and domestic.

17. That the only way to make good in pictures is

by hard, hard work.
18. That producers run around incognito looking for

talent.

19. That Charlie Chaplin and Mary Pickford are
losing their popularity—or ever will lose it.

20. That J. M. Barrie flew into a rage when he saw
"The Admirable Crichton" as "Male and Female" on
the screen and refused to permit any more of his works
to be filmed.

21. That the day of the star is over.

22. That one doesn't need brains to make good in the
movies. Among our best actors and actresses are such
intellectuals as Joe Martin and Mack Sennett's Teddv
and Pepper.

23. That the morals of movie people are any worse
than the morals of those who censor the pictures.

24. That the producer knows what the public wants

;

that the exhibitor knows what the public wants; that

the public knows what the public wants.

WHO'LL BE PETER PAN?
Jesse Lasky states that Sir James M,

supervise the production of his "Peter
filmed for Paramount.
And who will play

Peter? Surely

not Maude
Adams.
Miss Ad-
ams never

yet made
a mistake.

Our three

choices for

the role
would be : .Z.

1. Mary Pick- -
-

ford : 2. Bessie

Love; 3. Lillian Gish. But

having observed the feats

of casting in recent pic-

tures, we wouldn't be sur-

prised if Peter turned out

to be Bebe Daniels, Gloria

Swanson, or Fannie Ward.

Barrie will

Pan," to be

Movie myth
number li

That pro-
ducers go
in co gnito
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Wallv Reid has dis-

covered a new
pastime.

THE MACLEAN-
MAY DIVORCE.

Various rea-

sons have been

given for the

stellar separa-

tion of Doug-
1 a s MacLean
and Doris
May, who
made a hit in

"Twenty -three

and a Half Hours'
Leave," "What's

Husband Do-
'Mary's Ankle,"

and "Let's Be Fashionable."

It was supposed that desertion

on the part of Miss May was the

trouble. Now we learn the real

cause was "in:ompatability of
temperament," Miss May believing in equal suffrage
in the stellar household, Mr. MacLean holding some-
what different views.

WALLY TURNS THE TABLES.
Wally Reid, always in quest of a good time while

on "location," conceived the pleasant pastime of sitting

in the window of the St. Francis Hotel in San Fran-
cisco and dropping eggs at the pedestrians below.
Many an actor has been hit by an egg, but Wally is

the first to return the compliment on behalf of his pro-
fession. The town was getting just nicely egged on
when Wally happened to shy one that savored of early

renaissance or mid-Victorian. That, of course, was a

mistake. A few minutes later a gentleman wearing an
omelet chapeau with the fragrance of the last egg
of summer appeared at the hotel desk and demanded
an investigation. When examined Wally innocently
remarked that a lot of chickens have taken to flying

nowadays and probably were laying eggs in mid-air.

THE UNIQUE NAZIMOVA.
Nazimova has established a speed record for produc-

tion. The actual "shooting" of her latest picture, "Ma-
dame Peacock," required but eighteen days and five

hours.

But, then, madame is unique. She is the most in-

defatigable of all stars. There are no "waits" in ma-
dame's organization. She arrives on the second she
designates, and she expects each member of her com-
pany to do the same. Upon the completion of her pic-

ture she left for New York. Her next production will

he made there.

When we met madame at the studio she was about
to enter the cutting room, where she works with film

and shears. As usual, she was bubbling with a "great
joke."

"Now what do you think I have been called?" she
cried. "No cuss word, no! I am 'The Leaping Lark!'
That's what a Japanese fan writes to me. Is it not
funny? How I do enjoy these letters, especially from
the Japanese."
Nazimova enjoys her fan mail more than any other

star whom I know. Most regard it as a burden, and
I blame them not. But for Madame With the Heart of

a Child it is great fun. She had received a letter from
a girl who wished to break into the movies, but who
assured Nazimova that, being a girl of fine family and
education, she did not wish to associate with extras

or the common motion-picture people.

"Oh, if I had that girl here ! Oh, if I had her here
!"

exclaimed madame, making a gesture a la Dempsey.
"What I would do to her! Such a little snob! Why,
I played extra for two years on the stage in Russia

!"

A certain actor seeking favor with Nazimova ap-

proached her on the set one day. He said, in his most
ingratiating manner:
"Madame, I have a friend who saw you play in

Moscow, Russia."

Madame smiled her bantering smile.

"Oh, no, no; that cannot be," she retorted. "Moscow
is a very large city, a very fine city. He never saw
me there. I only played the 'tanks' in Russia."

I repeat, Nazimova is the most remarkable human
being in motion pictures.

A REGULAR BIG BERTHA.
Priscilla Dean is

suffering a nervous
collapse due to the

combined effect of

earthquakes and the

No wonder
Priscilla wrote

shell shocks induced /Ye ^-'f // ,> 4 ,

, o j 1 l
' i" *

'

' I the recommen-
by a Swede cook, * k

j / /}
dation

who stands six feet

one in her hole-

proofs, by golla ! After giving an imitation of the

bombardment of Rheims, using china in lieu of lead,

the culinary amazon handed in her notice and de-

manded a reference. Miss Dean, in great agitation,

penned the following:

"To whom it may concern: This is to cerify that

Bertha Blank is the tallest cook I ever had. (Signed)

Priscilla Dean-Oakman."

LOCKLEAR'S GREAT FLIGHT.

"The Skywayman," when released by William Fox,

will be a testimonial to the spirit of Lieutenant Ormer
Locklear, the man who never knew how to be afraid,

and to his equally fearless "pal," Milton "Skeets"

Elliott. To' such men there is no such thing as death,

hence there is a splendor in their passing. For it was
not through any ignorance of his hazards that Locklear

performed his acts of daring. He was a fatalist. He
knew death was inevitable, but he had no fear of it,

and that to us seems a supreme achievement for man.
His freedom from all claim of fear earned him a hero's

glory in the war. But Locklear would only smile at

the word "hero." He performed as willingly for en-

tertainment as for war.
We watched his plane on the night he made his

supreme ascent. It arose in a trail of light. Two
eyes, one red and one green, flashed down to earth.

Then came a burst of great light, as if some strange

flower suddenly unfolded and shook its glory through

the night. It paused for a moment, radiant, then swiftly

fell and buried itself forever in the earth. Locklear

and his "pal" had made the Great Flight together, as

they had flown through life. And the only farewell

uttered by the aviator was in a sealed letter to his

mother, which by some divine agency was spared from
the sacrilege of flames.
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Four cameras recorded the entire scene, which rep-

resented on the screen the death of the fictional man
whom Locklear played. The first to reach the blazing

plane on the De Mille aviation field were two of his

friends, Louise Lovely, the leading lady of the picture,

i:nd Viola Dana, who had bid him good-by with a

strange note of premonition. Only the night before

he had jested of the time when fate would "get" him.

But nothing could ever "get" the dauntless spirit of
Locklear or Skeets Elliott, two men who understood
"the most beautiful adventure of life."

LATEST BULLETIN ON GLORIA.
Extra ! Gloria Swanson has not been signed to star

for Paramount for five years. She is enlisting with
First National for stardom as soon as she comes forth

from her present family retirement. That's the latest

bulletin anent the siren, whose affairs seem as settled

as Russia's. Mr. De Mille is quoted as saying that

Miss Swanson in "Something to Think About" displays

qualities as remarkable as Duse or Bernhardt. She
always has—and some more

!

Which recalls a funny story about Gloria's engage-
ment by De Mille. The famous director considered
her for several weeks. Finally he told her she wouldn't
do unless she had an operation performed to straighten
her nose. Gloria wept. To the operating table she
would not go. Let Yorska do it. Not for little Gloria !

Then the director relented and took her, nose and all.

That uptilted bit of feature has become the most ad-
mired of the entire facial ensemble. No doubt many
an operation has been performed to achieve a nose
like Gloria's.

STELLAR ETIQUETTE.
How to act upon becoming a star, especially if head-

ing one's own company.
i. Buy a few ten-

thousand-dollar cars

Stellar etiquette.

I. Buy afew ten-

thousand - dollar

cars.

with special
bodies, special

paint, and a

kalogram or

a coat -of arms.
2. Engage a

butler to keep the old

friends from breaking

in.

3. Can a director or

two, supervise your

own productions, be known as the author of your own
stories, and otherwise dominate.

4. Be sure to speak cordially to every one, but con-

vey the impression that you're exclusive, especially

among the common movie folk.

5. Engage a good leading man or leading lady, as

the case may warrant, but don't give 'em a chance to

do .any good work.
6. Always receive newspaper people most graciously,

but keep them waiting so they won't get the idea you
want publicity.

7. Take yourself and your work very seriously, and
never laugh at any jokes lest people think you uncouth.

8. If you get married, deny it; if you get divorced,

deny it; if you marry again, deny it; always tell a

lie.

9. Never permit any one to call you "temperamental"
or anything else that isn't in keeping with your divine

right as the chosen favorite of the people.

10. Never speak ill of any one unless it be your direc-

tor, your supporting players, "the Eastern office," or

your rivals.

11. Never remember faces lest you will have to speak

to a lot of unimportant people whom you've met.
12. Go to Europe.

POPULARITY CONTEST.
We recently made an impromptu poll in the movie

colony to determine the most popular players among
the players. The female winner was Norma Talmadge.
The male winner was Richard Barthelmess.

N. B.— Neither lives in the movie colony.

BARRIE BECOMES FAMOUS.
Jesse Lasky tells this anecdote on Sir James Barrie,

who manages to retain his sense of humor even though
he's now of the movies.

"At last I am famous," said Sir James. "I've lived

here in London a good many years, but it was never
"until charming little Mary Pickford visited me that

the street outside my windows was packed with a cheer-

ing crowd."

EVEN AS C^SAR.
When Larry Semon went to New York things be-

came very gloomy around the Vitagraph lot. Finally

his assistant director wired

:

"Safe to return. Your wife and five children have
left town."
To which Larry made telegraphic retort

:

"They hanged your grandfather here last night. It

was a pretty sight."

When Larry blew back to Los Angeles he was met
at the station by members of his troupe all dressed
in his characteristic style. They forced him to disrobe

down to his B. V. D.'s and don his comedy attire, after

which he was escorted in state to the studio.

Those Roman emperors with their triumphal parades
had nothing on Larry.

LADY BOUNTIFUL MOORE.
Andrew J. Carnegie gave away libraries, John D.

Rockefeller, Jr., gave two boxes
of candy to the Studio Club.

But the noblest act of charity is

that of Colleen Moore. Miss
Moore gives away her doctor's

prescriptions. We're
promised the one after

the one she gives Gor-
don Gassaway.

Stellar etiquette.

7. Take yourself

very seriously,

and never
laugh at jokes.
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Just on the Threshold
By Barbara Little

IlllillllllllllllllllllliilllllllllllllillM

I'M
not really in pictures yet; 'A Modern Salome'

wasn't an introduction at all, you know ; it was
simply terrible!"

I gasped with astonishment. Such frankness in a
movie star! I just sat and stared at blue-eyed, golden-
haired Hope Hampton, and marveled that one so

pretty could be so truthful about something that wasn't
flattering to herself.

"Everything from my make-up to the story was
dreadful, I thought. It was such a relief when in

the second picture I had a role I loved ; I did my very
best with it, and I think it's a good picture."

You see, she's not only

frank, but modest as well.

And because of those very

qualities I shall be interested

in seeing this second picture,

which started out as "The
Tiger Lady," and at present

is booked for the screen as

"The Penalty of Passion."

Miss Hampton said she

wished that second picture,

which Maurice Tourneur di-

rected, or even her third, on
which she's now at work,

could have been her introduc-

tion to you. I don't; I wish
you could have met her as I

did, at tea, and heard her
chatter away about her four

dogs, which she adores, and
her six months at dramatic

school, where she worked her

pretty head just about off, and
her four hobbies—acting,

painting, dancing, and some-
thing else which she simply

couldn't remember that after-

noon. You'd have found
her prettier than she is on

the screen, and very charm-
ing.

"You have a big future

ahead of you, seems to me,"
I told her.

"Don't talk about it!" she

begged. "That's my one su-

perstition. I never let any
one tell me what big things

I'm going to do or what a

lot of money I'm going to

earn—if they do I know their

prophecies won't come true."

So we won't say another

word about it. We'll just

wait and see.
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Romances of Famous Film Folk
This story—the first of a series—concerns the romance of Charles Ray and Clara Grant, who is now, as

you know, Mrs. Ray. As the author suggests, it reads almost like one of the plays in which its hero has

so endeared himself to the hearts of all picturegoers. Could any story have a better recommendation?

By Grace Kingsley

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliill

BECAUSE love has its roots down in elemental emotions which are

impossible of analysis even by the lovers themselves, who ever

learned the exact and true story of a love affair? Who can tell

the obscure sources of mutual attraction that draw two people together

and hold them—year after year ? What foundations of character, of con-

stancy, or irresistible affinity underlie the great love affairs of the world?
Yet history records such love affairs—love, that most transient and ephem-
eral of emotions—that tenuous golden cobweb that so often is blown into

shreds before the thousand sordid and contending winds of life.

Even in that world of rainbow-hued and brilliant artificiality, that life

of sudden ardors fanned by the winds of artistic emotionalism, quickened
by the exigencies of artistic demands—the world of make-believe, known
as the acting world—there gleam some of the most beautiful, true, and
tender romances the world has known. Not romances of a moment, but
romances burning with a pure white light whose flame burns steadily

against the gusts of emotionalism forever surrounding them.
Such a romance is that of Charles Ray and his wife.

Of course nobody actually believes any more that there is a little

god named Cupid, who, dressed neatly in a pair of wings, dashes about
with a bow and arrow, X-raying people's hearts and shooting invisible darts

into them, making the victims fall in love whether they want to or not.

And yet, if anybody did believe that old story, it should be Charlie Ray and
his pretty young wife, who used to be Clara Grant, you know. For Cupid
certainly did make a neat job of it with them.

But—dear me ! Whoever learned the exact story of a real love affair,

anyhow? Even the people involved can't tell just how it all happened.
Certainly not shy folk like Charlie Ray and modest misses like Clara
Grant. One can only sketch the truth. You must fill in the glowing
details for yourself. But you're not going to be a bit disappointed in

Charlie Ray's romance. It's so exactly like him, as you know him,
and is so exactly like one of his film stories that he could use it for

a plot if he wanted to.

It wasn't as if pretty Clara Grant never had any other beaus. Good-
ness, no ! She was fairly swamped with them back in the days when
she lived with her widowed mother in Los Angeles. But somehow they
seemed rather a stupid lot to Clara, those other young men

; they had no
particular ambition, most of 'em, except to get some sort of job, go to

dances and on motor parties, and keep well dressed.

And Clara Grant was ambitious. She was ambitious to look as pretty

as she could for one thing—and that was very pretty indeed—but that

wasn't all by any means. Her ambition ran along artistic lines. She
painted and sketched and played the piano very nicely, and she acted a
little. Her mother was a modiste, and Clara helped her mother design
the gowns that never, never were known to fail to suit the people they
were made for.

And Charlie was fresh and handsome and modest and manly—and
poor; just the sort that Cupid delights in picking out for a victim just to

see him blush and wriggle. Really Charlie wasn't especially attractive to

girls in his high-school days, he was so quiet and backward. I know a

girl who went to high school with him, and she says none of the girls

ever looked at Charlie then—and she added that some of 'em are awfully
sorry now that they didn't ! He was attending the business department
of Polytechnic High School, and he hoped that some day, by being very
industrious, he might get a job as a stenographer and bookkeeper. Of
course he didn't feel at all sure of it, but he hoped. And he plugged
and plugged.

Then one day a fellow student told Charlie he was going to a

certain dramatic school that night, and asked Charlie if he didn't want
to go along. Charlie looked up wearily from his typewriter, thought
of the awful rows of figures and of the monotonous thud-thud of the

machine, and decided he would go. Good gracious ! Just supposing he
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Charlie was just the sort that Cupid delights

in picking out for a victim—just to watch

him blush and wriggle.
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hadn't ! Supposing he had decided to

stay at home and study his shorthand
like a good boy. But suddenly he felt a wild, thrilling

desire to do something devilish. So he went to the
dramatic school, feeling like a fish out of water, of
course, as he stood about in corners and watched those
clever young people chatting and laughing and getting

ready to rehearse. Somebody came over and asked him
if he wanted to join the night classes. He blushed and
shuffled his feet and said he didn't think he could do
anything, though deep down in his heart, he confesses
now, there sprang up in his heart at that very moment
a daring desire to be an actor. Then somebody in-

sisted, partly as a lark. When Charlie saw he was
being kidded he squared his shoulders and looked the
somebody in the eye and said; "All right," he would.
And he did. And somehow he managed to make a
hit in the very first part he played, too.

But right there he met with opposition. His father
wanted him to be a business

man, not an actor. However,
Charlie persuaded him to let him
attend dramatic school for three

months, during vacation preced-

ing his last year in high school,

promising he'd give up if he
didn't land some sort of a dra-

matic job at the end of that time.

The end of the quarter drew
near, and Charlie hadn't done
anything. So he quit and went
back to his typewriter and book-
keeping. That is, he went back
ostensibly. But he kept on at

dramatic school, too, on the
quiet. His father found out

about it one day, and, instead of raving and tearing

up the earth, he behaved like a sensible man, went down
to see the dramatic-school teacher, and asked him if

he thought Charlie would ever make good as an actor.

Yes, the teacher said, he thought that if Charlie kept

on that he would some day be earning as high as fifty

or sixty dollars a week—if he worked hard. That sat-

isfied Charlie's father, and he let him stay on. During
this time Charlie was earning a little by playing in

pictures or in small parts at the theaters.

The Rays' home in Beverly Hills

"Gee!" exclaimed Bryant Washburn,
that bright June morning, his eyes spar-
kling as they should under the circum-
stances. "Gee! What a pretty girl!"

That was the way the romance began
which ended in the marriage of Bryant
Washburn and Mabel Chidester—who,
by the way, are now on what they call

their wedding trip, although they've
been married some years.
The story of their love affair is just

as interesting and charming as that of
the Rays. Miss Kingsley will tell about
it in the December PICTURE-PLAY.

And right here is where the love in-

terest begins to come in, because right

here Clara Grant appears.

One afternoon the door opened and in stepped a very

pretty girl. Charlie sort of gasped when he saw her,

and his Adam's apple worked up and down. He was
in the midst of rehearsal, and he bit a word right in

two. She glanced up and saw him, too, and then he

saw she had rather mocking blue eyes and a laughing

mouth. So he set his teeth tight together and went on
playing his role. But out of the corners of his eyes

he watched her, and he saw that she entered one of

the dancing classes.

"I thought she was a little bit of loveliness right then,"

explained Charlie with an embarrassed little grin as

he found himself talking about romance, "but I was
awfully bashful in those days, and I simply wouldn't

force my attentions on her. Besides, I was awfully

poor," lie went on quietly, "so I figured, what was
the use of trying to get ac-

quainted with such a radiant

creature? But I admit I did

want to know her very, very
much."
He was in the dramatic class

and she was in the dancing class,

and so he would just catch a

glimpse of her coming and go-

ing. But it is proof of his depth
of feeling and tenacity of pur-

pose that he never did forget

her, though he didn't see her

again for four long years.

For it was about that time he
left to go into an Arizona stock

company, and after that into

small-time vaudeville with Chester Conklin, Chester
playing an Irish comedian and Charlie a German
comedian.
He was working and struggling so hard in those days

that he didn't think about much else, girls least of all.

But whenever he thought of the dramatic school there

came into his mind the vision of a light-footed girl,

who danced and who had mocking blue eyes and a

laughing mouth, and he wondered in a vague sort of

way if he'd ever see her again.
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"And when I met her again it was after I had gone
into pictures," Charlie told me. "Funny thing fate is,"

Charlie went on. "I went one night to a party at Con-
stance Johnston's, just by a chance meeting with Wil-
liam D. Taylor, the director, on the street, who asked
me if I didn't want to go. I said, 'Sure,' and invited him
to ride in my little Overland car—yes, I had a little

car by that time ; father helped me buy it. It seems

—

I found this out afterward—that Clara hadn't intended
going to the party. She had been working all day and
was tired. But our hostess, Miss Johnston, who was
very fond of Clara, called her up on the telephone and
asked her please to come over and dance with the

surplus of men. Clara had gone to bed, but finally

Miss Johnston persuaded her; she got up and
dressed and came over, and as she lived

only two blocks away they let her

come alone. Which was another

little stitch of fate, as you can

see. Because afterward it en-

abled me to take her home
I just ditched dear old Tay-
lor and took Miss Grant
home grandly in my car.

And it was moonlight
!"

But that was later in

the evening. The funny
part of it was their meet-
ing, which you will admit
all happened exactly like

a scene in a Charlie Ray
picture.

It happened when Miss
Grant came down the stair-

way after removing her
wraps, when Charlie came sud-
denly around a corner from the
room where they were dancing,
and they ran smack into each other

!

Miss Grant was going to be just a little

bit mad—and then she looked up into

Charlie's earnest eyes and face red with
embarrassment, and her face broke into
smiles and glad recognition. And, my!
but didn't Charlie recognize her. and
didn't he blush! He hastily apologized,
and then they looked at each other a minute. Clara
took rather a long look into Charlie's eyes, and she
found that they were good eyes, and afterward, all the
rest of the evening, she was more thoughtful than she
had been in a long time. But I'm ahead of my story.

Just then the dance music struck up.

"W-w-won't you dance with me, Miss Grant?" asked
Charlie, partly because he could think of nothing else

to say. They found they danced very well together,

and Charlie's stage experience helped him to overcome
his shyness with the girl of the mocking eyes and the
laughing mouth, so they danced together a good many
times, and then he took her home, and, as I said before,

it was moonlight, which always does help.

Afterward they went out to parties and theaters to-

gether a great deal, and I can't record one bit of

parental obiection, either. Clara's mother liked Charlie,

and Charlie's parents thoroughly approved of Clara.

But Charlie remained very poor for two long years.

"You don't feel you can take all a girl's time when
you have nothing to offer," said Charlie with reminis-

cent wistfulness. "Though I had a machine I wasn't
rich. I could hardly keep a small automobile, let alone
a wife," he smiled drolly.

"Don't you think Clara Grant cared for you all the

while?" I asked.

Take a good look at Charlie and

his wife, for Mrs. Ray shuns the

camera, and few pictures of her

have ever been published.

"Well, I don't know. Girls are awfully smart that

way, you know," answered Charlie in a boyishly awe-
struck tone. "But," and he smiled whimsically, "even
if Clara didn't know it, I was engaged to her all the

while, whether she was engaged to me or not!"
The two went together two whole years. Of course

Charlie was worried all. the time for fear some other
boy would take Clara away from him. In fact, once
they were estranged because some man—a real "vil-

lain," I'll say, told Charlie that Clara was engaged to

be married to him. So Charlie stopped calling, and of
course Clara just wouldn't send for Charlie, and there
they were ! But they met accidentally one day on a
country road while Charlie was going out to work on

location and Clara was driving with a friend.

Clara stopped her car, and then Charlie
stopped his. Clara asked Charlie to

call in quite formal fashion, and
Charlie said, "All right." So it

was all made up again. But
still Charlie's conscience
, wouldn't let him propose.
"Not," he told himself with
his teeth shut tight to-

gether, "until he was earn-

ing one hundred and
twenty-five dollars a

week."
But they spent long,

happy Sunday afternoons

together, taking rides and
long walks in the suburbs

of Los Angeles, looking

wistfully up at handsome
homes and dreaming happy

dreams. Often there were
theater parties, when Charlie

was working, and then there were
jolly little table-d'hote dinners to-

gether at French and Italian restau-

rants, where you got positively every-

thing for seventy-five cents, self-made

music on a player piano included, and
where you could feel very adventurous

and a little wicked, sipping the red wine
and looking about at the bobbed-haired

women and the long-haired men.
"Lots of times I sacrificed a couple of neckties I

really needed," said the ingenuous young man, "to be
able to take her to the theater and have an ice-cream

soda afterward."
Sometimes, when there was no money for an out-

ing, they stayed at home with Clara's mother and read

books together, which cost nothing and was really great

fun, especially when you liked the same sort of books.

And they'd talk about Charlie's ambitions and the roles

he was playing.

Sometimes his car was out of commission, and twice

he hadn't even car fare, but cheerfully walked the two
miles he had to to call on his lady love.

That one hundred and twenty-five dollars a week
seemed very slow in coming. And once Charlie was
almost discouraged.

"I'm getting along too slowly," Charlie said one night

when he called on Miss Grant. "I've got a chance to

go into the automobile business, and I've a mind to take

it!"

"Why, Charlie, you don't know a thing about auto-

mobiles," laughed Clara, "and you really do know a

great deal about acting. Be patient
!"

Charlie looked at her and had to smile, too. Out
Continued on page 76



What Would You Do?
If an entire stranger, in a crowd, suddenly

informed you that a leading-lady part was
awaiting you at a certain studio—would you

have done as Betty Ross Clarke did?

By Muriel A. McPhee

TELEGRAM for Betsy Ross!" announced the

studio "Buttons," as he placed a Western Union
communication on the tahle in the Lasky office.

"Betsy Ross!" I echoed. "Do you go in for ouija

communications with departed spirits?"

"Oh, no," he answered, "that's what we call Betty
Ross Clarke, Roscoe Arbuckle's leading woman. It

sounds like her real name, and then, besides, she's a
descendant or something of the famous Betsy who made
the flag,"

Of course, after that I was dying to see her, because
Betsy Ross had been one of my pet heroines in high-

school days, and somehow I sort, of visualized this Miss
Ross of 1920 as being an old-fashioned girl, perhaps
attired in hoop skirts and lacy pantalets.

But there was no hoop-skirt atmosphere about the

very modern young lady to whom I was introduced a
few minutes later on the set where she had just fin-

ished a scene with the rotund Roscoe.
She is a tall, stately girl, with light-brown hair and

clear, brown eyes, set widely apart over a nose that

is decidedly "pug."- Her ^mouth has a
whimsical expression that gives the im-
pression that something delightful has
just happened, or is about to happen,
and her whole personality is straight-

forward and unaffected.

I wanted to know, of course, how
she got into pictures, and the humor-
ous mouth indicated that there was
something decidedly funny about it.

"You must just take my word for all

this," smiling her queer little smile,
" 'cause it sounds 'faky.' But it's the

gospel truth.

"I played in stock companies in New
York for seven years, and I came out

here once, playing the lead in 'Fair and
Warmer,' and continued to play stock

companies until the actors' strike, a lit-

tle over a year ago.

"Then, one day, as I was reading the

news on the bulletin board of the prog-

ress of the strike, a tall, dark, fine-

looking man standing at my left said,

'Pardon me, but if you are not em-
ployed—and I judge you are not—

I

should advise you to go to the Fox Film
Company. They are in need of a lead-

ing woman of the Ethel Clayton type,

and I am sure that, should you so de-

sire, the place might easily be yours.'

"Before I could gather my wits suffi-

ciently to ask to whom I was indebted
for the information he vanished in the

crowd like a 'geni.' I have since al-

most decided that he must have been one. I have never

had a glimpse of him since, although I have searched

everywhere for him and have even advertised in the

papers, just in hopes that he might let me thank him
for what he did for me.

"Didn't I tell you it sounded 'faky '?" she demanded.

It did sound rather peculiar, but I shrugged my
Continued on page 85



The White Circle
If you enjoy the color and mystery of Maurice Tourneur's tense pictures, you cannot fail to enjoy this

story, the work of one of America's best writers of fiction, adapted from Tourneur's latest production.

By Robert W. Sneddon

"What is that?"

whispered Huddle-

stone, tottering to

his feet, and raising

a pistol.

WELL," said Northmour insolently. "Well, my
dear Huddlestone, what do you intend to do?
Am I to have Clara or not?"

The banker, sitting huddled in his dressing gown,
rubbed his long, thin hands nervously.

"Hush," he said. "Not so loud. She is in the next
room."
"Then the sooner she knows the better. I am a man

of action," Northmour told him, knitting his heavy
brows. "Give me the right to call her mine, and I

will take care of her future."

"And have you desert me ? I have no guarantee
against that."

"By heavens, Huddlestone," Northmour cried with
a sudden flare of anger. "You are an old man, and for

that at least" I must respect you, but had it been any
other man who assailed my honor, it had gone hard
with him. My word is my bond ; let that satisfy you."

"Surely, surely, my dear Northmour," assented the
elder man in trembling tones. "But wait a little. Give
her time to better her acquaintance with you."

"I am an adventurer, Huddlestone—a soldier of for-

tune, and I take from life precisely what I

set my mind upon getting. And at the pres-

ent moment it happens that I want Clara.

But for her I should be in Italy. Where the
fire of revolution is built, you will always find me ready
with a torch to set the fire ablaze."

"Italy
!"

Huddlestone uttered the word with a strange intensity.

Northmour smiled sardonically and walked to the win-
dow.

"Italy, eh? The word brings back pleasant recollections, my
dear Huddlestone."

Huddlestone sat upright in his chair, his face working con-
vulsively. His fingers played with the papers on the desk in front
of him.

Suddenly he gave forth a cry of such terror that Northmour wheeled
round sharply.

With shaking hand Huddlestone was holding out a sheet of paper.
"The white circle !" he whimpered like a child.

Northmour strode to him.
"Oh, play the man!" he commanded roughly. "What folly is this?"

and snatched the paper from him.
"We must leave at once," Huddlestone said brokenly. "At once.

They have discovered that I am in hiding here. How did they place
this paper on my desk? They are in this house!"
Northmour turned the paper over in his fingers.

"Well, my dear friend. The game is up. I knew it was only
a question of time."

He rubbed his chin reflectively.

From the street below rose a sound of music, the tramp of
marching feet, a low-voiced murmur of "Italia

!"

"What is that?" whispered Huddlestone, tottering to his feet
and raising a pistol, as though expecting some enemy suddenly
to appear.

"An Italian procession—the Italian patriots who have taken
refuge in London. I should not wonder if some of your late

clients are among them."
"Close the shutters!"

Huddlestone motioned to him frantically. With a malicious

grin of contempt Northmour closed the shutters, then
coming over to the table lit a candle.

All at once as if assailed by fresh apprehension, the

older man held the. slip of paper over the candle. As
the heat of the flame struck it, across the surface ran
the black letters of a hitherto invisible message of doom.
"Death !" said Huddlestone in a choked voice. "A

thousand deaths of fear—that is their sentence."

"Clara !" Northmour uttered significantly. "And I'll

save you yet."

Huddlestone nodded his head. His huge frame
crumpled up as it sank into the chair.

Northmour took three strides to the door and threw
it open.

"Clara !" he called

sharply, and a pretty

young girl ran into

the room. "See
% to your father,
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then pack up. We leave London for Scotland to-night

on my yacht."

Clara looked at him an instant with startled, terri-

fied eyes, then going over to her father, put her arms
about him as if to protect him from the danger which
for months she had felt to be hanging over his head.

The door slammed upon Northmour's impatient exit.

In a hollow of the sand dunes of the seacoast of
Scotland, among the stiff grass, crouching over a fire

of sea driftwood, a roughly clad young man gazed
moodily at a house, the roof and upper windows of
which rose dimly above the irregular line of sand
against the sky. A horse near

by breathed heavily into its feed-

bag, straining upon the rope

which secured it to a gypsy cart.

From the darkness came an

urchin with an armful of fuel

which he placed on the blaze,

before sitting down beside the

other. Silently the young man
placed his arm about the boy.

"This is better than a London
slum, Ferd?" he said at last.

"Ain't it just, guv'nor?" the

bov chirped.

"Scared?"
"Not 'arf. I ain't scared of

nuffink, guv'nor. S'truth, I ain't," he added boldly.

His companion laughed, then resumed his moody
scrutiny of the lonely house.

"Wotcher lookin' at that 'ouse for? Ain't there no-

body lives there?"
"A friend of mine used to live there three years ago."

"So that's why you come back 'ere, guv'nor?"

"Yes, that's why, Ferd. I have to come back once

every year."

"Blimy ! Is it a promise ?"

"Yes."
"Wot's the bloke's nime?"
"Northmour."
Frank Cassilis drew out his pipe from his pocket

and packed it, thrusting down the tobacco with an
almost vicious insistence.

He could remember that night of nights so clearly.

The game of chess, the hasty words, Northmour's in-

solent defiance, his unexpected challenge—a pistol duel

to the death in that room. He had fired and missed,

then while Northmour regarded him with his mocking
smile he had felt his manhood turn into a thing of

ignominy. Finally Northmour had said

:

"I reserve my shot for another occasion. This time
you may go, but on your word of honor you must come
back here once a year. I may claim my shot then or
I may not. Now go !"

And once a year he had performed his pilgrimage
to Death, to find its abiding, place deserted, bolted, and
barred.

Ferd clutched his arm.
"Look, guv'nor. The 'ouse!" he gasped.
In the darkened house an upper window leaped into

light. Another! A creeping shadow holding a candle

passed from room to room.
Above the wail of the winds and the angry wash of

the sea on the shore there rose .the thumping of the

paddle wheels of a steamship. A light gleamed out at

sea as if in signal to the house. There came the squeak

of tackle. A yacht lying offshore had lowered a boat.

Some one was coming ashore.

From his hiding place Frank Cassilis watched the

landing. First came a tall man, heavily shawled, a

"The White Circle"

From the Maurice Toumeur production based

on Robert Louis Stevenson's story, "The Pavilion

on the Links.'' and played with the following cast:

Clara Huddlestone Janice Wilson

Frank Cassilis Jack Gilbert

Bernard Huddlestone Spottiswoode Aitken

Northmour Harry S. Northrup

Gregorio. Jack McDonald

Ferd Wesley Barry

girl, and then another after they had passed, a stoutlv

built man whose stride he could not mistake, carrying

a lantern.

He sprang to his feet.

"Northmour !" he cried and advanced to him.

Northmour halted, drawing a pistol, then recognizing

him, snarled:

"You here? What are you spying on me forr I

give you warning, Cassilis, get away from my neigh-

borhood or you will repent of it."

And thrusting the astonished Cassilis aside North-

mour hastened after the two who had gone before.

Cassilis returned to his fire. What was this new mys-
tery? And who were North-

mour's friends who came so se-

cretly to this lonely part?

For two days he skulked in

the neighborhood of the house,

but he could learn nothing of its

occupants. On the third day he

saw Northmour and the girl

walking on the sands, North-
mour talking arrogantly, then

retiring from her as though he
had received a rebuff.

The girl passed on, walking
hastily as though to set a greater

distance between herself and her
late companion. Cassilis gasped.

Two steps more and her life would have been in jeop-

ardy. Her foot trembled upon the brink of the quick-

sands of Graden Flow. He called out to her to stop,

and as she turned obediently he ran to her.

"What does this mean ?" she asked, looking at him.
"You were walking directly into the quicksands. If

you had set foot in them, nothing could have saved you
from being engulfed."
"You speak like an educated man, and yet

"

Her eyes scanned his rough dress questioningly.

"I believe I may claim to be that," he assured her.

"My name is Cassilis—Frank Cassilis. I lead the life

of a vagabond for my own pleasure. I am one of
Northmour's oldest friends, and I may be still, though
he treats me like an enemy."
"You mean harm?" she asked with a searching glance.

Cassilis shook his head.
"Not to you or yours, nor even to Northmour, but

if he thinks I do, the remedy is to his hand. Tell him
my camp is in Hemlock Den, and to-night he can kill

me in safety while I sleep."

And without further explanation he left her.

The next day as he lay among the bent he heard his

name called and sprang to his feet.

"Oh !" she cried hoarsely, as an expression of relief

overspread her face. "Thank God you are still safe.

I knew if you were you wrould still be here. But prom-
ise me that you will not stay here. I could not sleep

last night for thinking of your peril in the open."
"Peril ?" he repeated. "Then you have told

"

"No! Do you think I would tell him after what
you said?"

"Then peril from whom ?"

"I am not free to tell you. Only go away from
here at once."

"But surely if my life is in peril, perhaps you re-

main here at some risk, you and your father."

"My father. How do you know that?"
"I saw your father when you landed. But don't be

alarmed. I see you have some reason to be secret.

You may trust me. Your secret is as safe with me as

if I were in Graden Flow. But Northmour?"
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"He stays here."

"To share your danger, while you propose that I

should run away. I shall stay."

"Why should you stay?" she asked. "You are no

friend of ours."

Cassilis hung his head—he could not meet her eyes

for chagrin and pain.

"No ! No !" she said in a changed voice. "I did

not mean that," and held out her hand, "and yet if you
knew who we were you would not so much as speak

to me. My father is in hiding."

"My dear," he cried, scarcely conscious of his famil-

iarity. "My dear, what do I care? If he were in

hiding twenty times over, would it come between us for

a moment?" .

"Ah, but " she faltered. "I am Clara Huddle-
stone. My father is Bernard Huddlestone, the banker,

who "

"Say no more," he said gravely. "I know the name
and the circumstances."

He could see almost as plainly as if the printed page
were before his eyes, the newspaper report of the failure

of the London banker, the list of his defalcations and
misappropriations, the denunciations of his victims.

"But what of Northmour?" he asked.

"Northmour," she answered
bravely, raising her eyes to his.

"He has promised to save my
father. When the yacht returns

from refitting we are to go to

one of the islands of the South
Pacific. Only " she sighed.

"You are to marry North-

mour?"
She nodded, and her eyes filled

with tears. Then she began again,

looking about her nervously.

. "But that is not all. Have you
seen any Italians about here?"
"No! In Scotland? No!

There are scarce a score of living

souls for twenty miles around."
"He has not told me, but I have

overheard. He does not know I

know—oh, the shame !—have you
heard of the Carbonari?"
"The secret society for the re-

demption of Italy—United Italy.

Yes."
"My father was the banker for

the lodge in London."
"Then the funds are gone?"
"I do not know. We carried

ashore a strong box from the

yacht. I think he still has part
of the money."

"Then why not give it up?"
Cassilis suggested.

"I do not know. My father
lives in terror—he is haunted. He
asked me to-day if I had seen the
mark of a white circle anywhere."
"A white circle? The sign of

the society."

A distant voice called impa-

tiently. "Clara!"

They started.

"I must go now.
Oh, you are my
friend. I am so

helpless. You are

my friend."

"For life, if you will have me!" he called after her
as she ran toward the repeated summons. She turned,

waved her hand to him, and he followed her with his

eyes, reading her answer in that gesture.

As he walked away he saw a black object lying on
the shore, and the wind lifting it sent it spinning to

his feet : A soft felt hat. He picked it and examined
it. It bore the mark of a Venetian hat maker. To-
ward the quicksands, the sand still bore the imprint of
footmarks—going but not returning. An Italian had
perished miserably in the uncharted pit of destruction.

That night acting upon the day of deliberation, Cas-
silis with Ferd went up to the house and rapped loudly
upon the door. After a pause it opened, and North-
mour's dark face looked out.

"Cassilis!" he snapped. "And this boy—who is he?
What do you want ?"

For answer Cassilis held out the hat.

"Perhaps you know the Italian who wore this?'*

For a moment Northmour hesitated.

"Come inside
!"

"I know the story," said Cassilis. "And this boy is

a London sparrow whom I have taken under my wing."

"How did you learn the story ?"

Continued on page 82

On the third
day he saw
Northmour and
the girl walking
on the sands,

Northmour talk-

ing arrogantly-



Giving Them the Air
Under-sea pictures are quite the fad with producers of late. You'll find in this unusually interesting article

a great deal about the making of them that will explain many things that perhaps have puzzled you.

By Edwin Schallert
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Tourneur, who has done much to develop submarine pictures,

has become quite an experienced diver.

THE telephone instrument held carelessly by
the man standing on the swaying raft

emitted a steady murmur. It hummed and
buzzed like a busy line at noonday. Occasionally
it gave forth mutterings and gurgles that might
have suggested echoes from an industrious frog
pond at midnight. From all its symptoms it was
just an ordinary, aggravating, profanity-proof tele-

phone, with a combination of receiver and trans-
mitter. But
The wires led mysteriously over the side of the

raft into the water. They vanished seemingly into
the sea's depths. Straight down they went, as far
as the eye could penetrate through the glinting sur-
face of the ocean, until they merged with the tan-
gled marine vegetation.

As one listened more closely to Broerken Christ-

the sound from the instrument this ians, who plays

suddenly shaped itself into an in- the title role in

distinct, agonized cry. It took on "Caleb West—
the semblance of a gasping utter- Master Diver."

ance of somebody struggling for breath. Finally the

words "Give me air ! Air !" disentangled themselves
from the electrically transmitted hubbub.
The man on the raft leisurely brought the receiver

to his ear and frowned. Then he yelled into the trans-

mitter, "What the devil's the matter, anyhow?"
The color of his swarthy face heightened. Whatever

the reply to his brusque query, his own rejoinder took
the form of a barrage of uncomplimentary words to the

effect that air was as plentiful as a certain form of
much dreaded heat. He turned to a crew working at

a pump on the other side of the deck and called to

them disgustedly: "Give that bum actor a heavier jolt,

boys ! Why in thunder they want to send those fellows

to the bottom in a diving suit is by me. He's got
enough air now for a whale, and still he wants more.
He'll be passing out in a minute—we might as well

get ready to haul him up, too."

In a few minutes the alleged bum actor did pass
out, or thought he was so near it that he signaled

to come to the surface. The removal of the head-
piece of his diving suit revealed a very woozy-look-
ing individual who feebly gasped, gazed around, and
then asked weakly: "Where's the—Mr. Tourneur?"
Which establishes the fact that we are viewing

nothing more serious than the taking of a picture.

But where is the camera and the camera man

—

and what does the telephone mean?
The first query is more easily explained than the

second because it indicates a somewhat familiar pro-
cedure in underseas photography. Camera and camera
man are just where the actor has been, namely on the

floor of the ocean, where they can get a good shooting
angle on the performance of the diving hero, who is

attempting to rescue a dummy out of a pile of Avreck-
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age, or seeking the treasure in

the hold of a ship that the vil-

lain torpedoed a reel or so be-
fore. Everything that is hap-
pening worth while in this

episode is going on right at the
bottom of the Pacific near
Catalina Island, where Director
Maurice Tourneur is staging
the final thrilling scene in his

cinema version of F. Hopkin-
son Smith's "Caleb West

—

Master Diver."
During the summer months

in California the big water
special season is on with a

splash from Mack Sennett's
bathing-beauty pool to the
deepest depths that a diving ap-
paratus can reach along the
coast. And the actors aren't a
bit particular whether they
emote on the decks, 'tween
decks, or even under the water.
It would seem. Of course, a
diving suit is decidedly unsmart
apparel in which to stir up
emotion, but underseas drama
thus far has been played chiefly
by the masculine performer,
and his emoting is only one
half of one per cent, anyway.

Directors like Tourneur, who
are keen for realism, have been
striving to say avast and belav
to the old perfectly safe and
sane method of photographing
the aquatic divertisement with-
in the studio. Of course, the
real-sea stuff is generally a
great deal more expensive -to

obtain, because it entails the
chartering of craft, and per-
haps the construction of sets
at a distant location, not to
speak of increased risk and
hazard. Tourneur, however,
took a chance on a large in-
vestment in tide-resisting props
for his "Caleb West," among
these being a concrete duplica-
tion of the hull of a boat, and
though he had to keep his ac-
tors on location for weeks waiting for the proper kind
of weather he finally procured some very interesting
results.

You know, all that Avas formerly used in the majority
of underseas scenes was a muddy glass of water, or
an aquarium with a few fish and some seaweed through
which the camera could take a peek at the actors fight-

ing with a prop devilfish or sharks on the opposite
side. As a matter of fact, this plan of action is quite
popular yet, and it can be supplemented by shots ob-
tained on the surface in the studio tank.

In the original bonafide submarine pictures, like those
made by the Williamsons in the Bermuda Islands, the
camera man did, of course, actually go after views of
the aquatic gardens and their inhabitants, but only in

a gingerly sort of way. I believe the first of these

films was taken through a glass bottom boat or some
such affair. Later on the Williamsons introduced the

diving-bell method, which was subsequently used quite

Christians about to make a descent.

generally. However, it was generally employed in con-

junction with the old reliable aquarium and its fish

and seaweed, these being particularly suitable for near

shots.

Some very modern improvements are being included

in experiments nowadays. With these all manner of

things are likely to happen on the screen. We may be

seeing pictures of wedding ceremonies, aquatic vamp-
ing—though that sounds a trifle chilly—and maybe ball-

room scenes and the dansants staged in the submarine

gardens for which Catalina Island and the Bermudas
are celebrated.

Tourneur is credited with having introduced the tele-

phone as a recent improvement. He had a communica-
tion from the diving bell to the diver. In the diving

bell was ensconced the director and the camera man.

The director could immediately make known his wishes

to the hero of a rescue episode, and the actor could
Continued on page 87



Lull

His hands were tied be-

hind him, his ankles were
bound firmly together. I

had ceased to breathe

some moments before.

"Ready—camera !" said

Mr. Duncan tersely, and
the sputtering Klieg lights

flashed. The first and
second low-browed citi-

zens held grimy fists

against our hero's noble
countenance.

He shook his head
;
no,

he would never give up
the key—never

!

"Then you'll swing!"
mouthed the first low-
browed citizen, Pearlie by
name, and slowly he and
Lucius started pulling at

the rope. Our hero made

Mr. Fix-It—Meaning
Bill Duncan

Director Bill Duncan tells how he always

manages to get Bill Duncan, serial star,

out of the thrilling scrapes he gets him into.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

HAVE you ever lunched with a man who has
just been hanged? Neither had I. So it

was with a distinct shock of having en-

countered the unusual that I heard William Dun-
can's greeting to me as I appeared on the set a'c

the Vitagraph studio, "Sit down a minute until

they get through hanging me, then we'll have some-
thing to eat."

I sat down, somewhat thrilled, for there was not
a doubt in the world that Mr. Duncan was going
to be suspended in mid-air. A rope was knotted
about his neck, and the other end had been flung

over a beam at the top of the set. The property
man toyed with it in a way that made me slightly

nervous; what if he should have a fit or some-
thing—

—

But William Duncan, the serial star, was entirely

unmoved. He was explaining the action of the
scene from a script in his hand to a couple of low-
browed individuals who were the professional vil-

lains of the story.

"First you threaten me with your fist," he was
saying to the first low-browed citizen, as Shake-
speare would have designated him, a wicked-looking
person who answered to the name of "Pearlie,"
"and I refuse to give up the key to the code. Then
you and Lucius"—Lucius was the second low-
browed citizen—"commence to swing me up slowly.
Don't hurry that part of the action—and when I

say 'Cut,' let me down."

Stunts like these are merely part of the day's work for Duncan.

vain and desperate strug-

gles to keep his feet on
the floor ; it was useless.

The vicious pair tugged at

the stout rope. He was
lifted clear of the floor,

his face twisted with the

agony he was enduring.

"Will ya give it up?"
hissed the low-browed cit-

izens in chorus.

"Never !" This from
our hero.

"Then, by " Mad-
dened with rage, they bent
their full strength upon
the rope—the man rose

dangling in mid-air—he
was choking to death

"Cut !" It was only a

gasp, but the rope relaxed

instantlv, and Bill Dun-
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can stood again on terra firma, eying me
with a nonchalant smile, while the property

man cut him loose.

I said something in a husky whisper, and
the smiling Bill, once master of his neck,

patted me on the back and told the carpen-

ter to bring me a glass of water.

"It's all right," he assured me. "Why, this

is the fourth time I've been hanged to-day

—

and we'll probably spend the afternoon on
the same scenes. They have to be absolutely

realistic, you know."
I told him they were, and he rubbed his

neck and said they ought to be. Then we
went over to the cafeteria for lunch, with
Lucius and Pearlie at a near-by table dis-

cussing the former's baby, who was teething.

"But some time," I protested, over a ham
omelet, "something is going to slip when
you're least expecting it, and "

"Not a chance," he denied cheerfully. "I

am my own director, you see, and I fix

everything so that it's perfectly safe—almost
safe, anyhow."
"And you deliberately get yourself into

these horrible predicaments?" I demanded
with a shudder.

"Yes, I do; but then, I always get myself
out, so there's one comfort. I direct myself
in thrilling fights with knives in a deserted

log cabin, and when I am about to be over-

come by fearful odds, I cut the scene and
go out to direct the soldiers from the fort

who are coming to my rescue. I always fix

it, you notice, so that they arrive in time to

save me."
"But don't things ever go wrong in mak-

ing serials?" I asked, determined
to look on the gloomy side of
things.

"Sure they do," he answered
cheerfully. "That only means that

you get a thrill not included in the
script. In the serial I'm making

Oh, boy! how it did register!

Photo by Hartsook

Bill Duncan is the kind of

man you instinctively like

on sight.

now, 'The Silent Avenger,'

I had myself cross a burn-

ing bridge in an automobile,

and just when I was across,

the bridge was blown up by
the dynamite placed under it.

I waited to dash through the

flames until the bridge was

almost gone, then I slammed the machine into

gear and started through—and she stalled.

The flame and the smoke blinded me—I didn't

know whether I was going or coming, and

the dynamite charge was due to explode in a

few seconds. Gosh, I thought fast ! I saw

myself wearing a wooden kimono, but some-

how I managed to get out and crank the car,

jumped in again, and dashed to safety barely

one second in advance of the explosion. I

was somewhat shaken up, you can imagine,

and singed—say, I smelled like a dressed

turkey—but the scene was a bear. Oh, boy!

how it did register !"

He sighed with artistic pride, and I looked

at him the way one gazes at the circus gen-

tleman who puts his head into the lion's mouth
—admiringly, but without envy.

Bill Duncan is the kind of a man you in-

Continued on page 84
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A Player without a Past
It's a delight to find an interview like this—a refreshingly written impres-

sion of a youngster who has the good sense to be simple and unaffected.

By Emma Lindsay-Squier

I WOULDN'T have asked Ralph Bushman about his

past if I hadn't considered it a perfectly safe sub-

ject. Some movie pasts, you know, are in the same

conversational category with false teeth and wooden

legs. One simply doesn't refer to them. But Ralph

looked so young, so unsophisticated, so—well, you

know, safe, that I ven-

tured a question re-

garding the years be-

hind him, and it was
a distinct shock to

have him say with an

air of distress

:

"Please let's don't

talk about my past

—

I'd rather not
!"

I apologized and
said we would close

the door firmly on any
closeted skeleton that

was bothering him,

and he looked more
distressed than ever.

"That isn't what I

mean," he said, blush-

ing up to the roots of

his hair—imagine a

movie hero who can

still blush
—

"I'm so

young, you see, much
younger than I look

—

I'm eighteen, and I

haven't any past—it's

all future."

And somehow I be-

lieve that when Ralph
is thirty he'll be able

to say the same thing

—it's my guess that

he's the sort that is

not addicted to pasts.

I suppose I should

have said at the start

that this Bushman
person is the eldest

son of the famous
Francis X., and that

he broke into pictures

via the Goldwyn trail,

with a prominent part
in an all-star cast of
"Empire Builders."

He is six feet three

in height, just three

inches taller than his

handsome dad. He has blue eyes that are clear and
untroubled by the problems of life, and a friendly boy-
ish look that warms every inch of your heart. You
take him to be older than eighteen until he starts talk-

ing of days at Staunton Military Academy, how he
likes to ride on the "Race Through the Clouds," and
how Christmas gives him a thrill. Then you know that

Photo by Clarence S. Bull

He has clear blue eyes and a friendly, boyish look that warms
every inch of your heart.

he is just an overgrown boy, and you are both glad
and sorry that the movie world has found him.

It wasn't easy to make Bushman, junior, talk about
himself. He is still so inexperienced in movie affairs
that he doesn't know that it is customary to chant for
interviewers the litany of I, me, and mine. Can you

imagine asking your
brother, who's in high
school, still in the

throes of his first love

affair, what he thinks

of the future of the

cinema, or what his

idea is of the perfect

moving picture? No,
you can't. Well,
Ralph's like that.

"Gee whiz," he
said, rumpling his

carefully combed
pompadour with em-
barrassed fingers. "I

don't know what to

say—I'm not an actor,

you know "

I pointed in mute
contradiction to the

photographs of scenes

from the "Empire
Builders."

"Oh, well," he said,

"I mean I'm not a

real actor. I don't

suppose I'm any good
on the screen—I'm
awfully awkward."
"Then how did you

get into pictures?" I

inquired with sar-

casm that meant to

infer that he was no
such thing—awkward,
I mean.
"My dad's name,"

he answered promptly
and frankly. "Gosh,'

I don't suppose they

would ever have
looked at me if I

hadn't been my fa-

ther's son "

I was tempted to

dispute this, but

Ralph was very much
in earnest about it.

"And, of course, I had some little work with dad in

pictures twelve years ago—but I was awfully young
then, you know, and it wouldn't have counted for any-

thing."

His age, I could see, was a tender subject. Did you
ever know a boy of eighteen who wanted to be re-

minded of it? (Continued on page 84)



Letter-Writing Lunacy
Some interesting inside information concerning letters which

the stars receive and what it costs them to answer fan mail.

By Charles Carter
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THE other day I looked through a batch of letters which
admiring fans had written and sent to one of my friends,

a well-known star. And as I laid down the last one, I

asked myself: "Has the whole world gone mad? Are the

people of this country suffering from a plague of letter-

writing lunacy?"

Before going any further let me assure you that I know,

as do the players, that the reading and answering of letters

from the fans are among the most valuable and important

features of their work. As a single example of this, it is

said that Mary Miles Minter was able to convince the Real-

art officials of her popularity by the concrete evidence of

her lists of correspondents, which numbered far into the thou-

sands.

The letters which are courteous and intelligent supply the much-

appreciated, and the only applause which the player receives.

And from these letters the producers have been able to ascer-

tain, in more than one case, the type of play in which a star was

most popular. But in view of the tremendous personal expense

to which the better-known stars are put by their correspondence,

I sometimes wonder whether all of this expense is justified.

For I happen to know what it costs some players

to answer fan mail and send photographs

Antonio Moreno is spending not less

than two hundred dollars a week. He
employs two secretaries. In addition to

their salaries he has the expense of sta-

tionery, photomailers, postage, and

photographs.

Thomas Meighan and Wallace Reid

receive equally as much epistolary af-

fliction. Fortunately for them, the

Lasky studio relieves its stars of the

task of replying to the effusive bar-

rage. There a staff of secretaries

work eight hours a day on stellar mail.

There are other stars who depend

upon the services of Miss Peggy Hagar,
a clever young woman of Hollywood, who
has built up a thriving business as secre-

tary. She has an office in the Hotel Hol-
lywood and employs several stenographers.
Among the stars whom she relieves of the
letter-writing burden are Nazimova, Viola
Dana, Alice Lake, and Bert Lytell.

As for Mary Pickford, she has an office

full of stenographers, in addition to her
personal secretary. So voluminous is

Mary's outgoing mail that the Los Angeles
post office has requested her to use can-
celed stamps, thus saving Uncle Sam the

expense of hiring several extra clerks just

to cancel the Pickford postage

!

The unfortunate thing about this cor-

respondence is that so large a proportion

of ietters contain preposterous, impossible,

and often insincere requests.

These include proposals that the star

marry or adopt the writer or give him

—

or her—a job; there are urgent invitations

to appear as guest of honor at parties and
receptions at far-away places; there are

3 P P —

Bebe Daniels

doesn't seem

worried by

her morning

maill
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demands that the star purchase scenarios from the

writer, sometimes with dire threats added, in case he

should prefer not to do so ; there are urgent and tear-

ful appeals for clothing, money, and locks of hair. If

Tony or Dick or Tommy attempted to grant these

latter requests they'd have to play penitentiary-convict

roles, their heads would be cropped so closely.

Of course, the greatest number of requests are for

photographs. It is perfectly natural that admiring fans

should want photographs of their favorites. But if

the fans had any idea of the way in which their re-

quests—in the aggregate-—were cutting down the stars'

salaries I think that more of them would inclose enough
postage stamps to cover the expense of the photograph
and the mailing.

It is also rather discouraging to the players to know
—as they do—that so many of their requests for pho-
tographs come through no personal interest in the star,

but because the writer is simply trying to collect as

many photographs as possible, at the players' expense.

As proof of this, requests are received every day at the

Metro studios for photographs of "Miss Lillian Way."
Lillian Way is the name of the street on which the

studio is located.

I have not written this in order to discourage the

fans from writing to the players. As I emphasized
at the outset, intelligent, appreciative, courteous letters,

and even those which are honestly critical, are eagerly

looked for, read, and answered, so far as the players'

time allows.

The proportion of letters which fall into this class

is so small that this is not so large a job' as might be

imagined.

But certain types of letters should be discouraged,

if only to help relieve the overburdened secretarial and
post-office forces. In order to point out to the fans

some of the things to avoid when writing to a star, Miss
Betty Blythe recently had widely circulated the list of

"Don'ts" for correspondents. The list, which is worth
repeating, is as follows

:

"Don't ask a star what she does with her old clothes.

She probably wears them.

"Don't ask if she is married. Legal action may be

pending, so she can't really tell you.

"Don't ask a star's age. It encourages lying.

"Don't propose marriage to a film actress. She might
accept you and destroy your illusions.

"Don't ask advice about entering pictures. It's bound
to be discouraging.

"Don't submit a scenario to a star. She's probably

trying to sell one of her own.
"Don't forget Uncle Sam demands postage. He's no

philanthropist.

"Don't be angry if a star does not answer your letter.

Her intentions may be good, but her right arm weak.
And remember sincere, sane letters always are appre-

ciated."
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Outstripping Salome
Doraldina, the dancer who sent a succession of thrills up and down the entire

length of New York's Great White Way, and who promises soon to make the

nation's movie audience gasp, makes a preliminary bow, and tells all about herself.

By
Herbert

Howe

Photos taken

especially for

Picture-Play

Magazine by

C. Heighton

Monroe.

Doraldina collapsed cross-

legged upon a cushion and

invited me to sit beside her

and partake of poi, the

Hawaiian caviar.

THERE are moments when
my faith in the wickedness
of Salome and Cleopatra is

sorely tried. It is my experience in

motion pictures which has caused
me to disbelieve everything that is

written.

Since the expose of Theda Bara,

with proof positive that "the most
wickedly beautiful woman in

the world" is a dutiful daugh-
ter of Ma and Pa Goodman,
and a regular attendant at the

synagogue, I've wondered
whether or not the sensation-

alism of Cleopatra is not

greatly overrated. It even

has occurred to me, in heretic

moments, that Salome might
have had some diabolically

shrewd press agent, who man-
aged to corrupt

the patriarchal

press. I've even
gone so far as

to fancy Cleo-

patra a clever

little business

woman who
vamped on
week days and
on Sundays
sang in the choir
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of the first church of Cairo. Such heresy is fantastic,

I admit. Yet the seeker of truth—particularly in the

movie colony—must suffer many of his most beautiful

illusions to be blasted. The final straw of faith was
broken when I met Doraldina.

And who is Doraldina?

In a word, she is the young person who discovered

Hawaii. Her hips put it on the map.
Doraldina has other claims for fame

:

She's an American girl who can do the hula better

than any to the hula born.

She has had her name in electric lights on Broadway
for two years, and now, as a screen star, her name will

be flashed from one end of the country to the other.

She worked eight years as a manicurist to save

enough money to study dancing in Spain.

She returned from Europe and became famous in

a single night by doing the hula, which she knew
how to do before she went over.

Even Salome didn't get away alive with her classic

dancing, but Doraldina has been made a New York
police lieutenant.

Also, she's one of the few ladies of limelight who
has kept her money—and one of the fewer still

who has kept her husband.

Like other of the tribe Manhattan, I used to be a
votarist of Doraldina's shrine at Reisenweber's cafe
and at Doraldina's Montmartre. My lingering impres-
sion of her is that of a young haystack in the throes
of an earthquake.

Her Marumba shiver sent a thrill down the spine of
Broadway as the Star-Spangled Banner never did even
in war time. Weird music, like the scream of birds
and the sobbing of waves, shivered through the night
air. Then came a rustle and swishing as of wind in

tall grass. Out from a clump of palms rolled a hip,

succeeded by a syncopation of arms and legs, and,
finally, the tout ensemble in full physical orchestration.
She seemed to be escaping the embrace of a clutching
haystack with a few fingers of grass still clinging to her.

Recently Doraldina shimmied into Hollywood to star
in a motion picture, temptingly titled "The Passion
Fruit." Ever since her arrival, Hollywood has been
shaking spasmodically. News-
papers say these tremors are

"earthquakes." As I said, I do
not believe anything that is

printed. I think the shakings

are simply reverberation of

Doraldina's "hula hours."

When I entered a telephonic

request for an audience with the

dancer, I received the following
shock

:

"Certainly. Come to my
apartment at four and have poi
with me. Instead of tea time,

I have hula hour."
At ten minutes to four I was

thumbing the electric bell at

Doraldina's home, which is just

across the corner from the concrete castle of Sessue
and Tsuru Hayakawa.
A lady with a shy smile and hair of spun silver re-

ceived me. She introduced herself as Doraldina's
mother.

"Doraldina will be right in," said she. After leading
me into a large room, restfully toned in mist colors

of gray and blue, she disappeared into the hall. I heard
her call, "Are you coming, Baby?"

So This Is Doraldina

!

Weird music, like the scream of
birds and the sobbing of waves,
shivered in the night air.

Then came a rustle and swishing
as of wind in the tall grass.

Out from a clump of palms rolled
a hip, succeeded by a syncopation
of arms and legs, and, finally, the
tout ensemble in full physical or-
chestration. She seemed to be es-
caping the embrace of a clutching
haystack, with a few fingers of grass
still clinging to her.

When she first appeared as a dancer Doraldina was

advertised as "The Royal Barcelona Beauty."

blue draperies of a door parted cautiously. One pair

of black eyes, three stands of grass, and a bare

leg entered. Then in swished

Baby

!

She was a barbaric dazzle of

smile, grass skirt, and blazing

rhinestones. A circlet of synthetic

diamonds clasped a bush of black

hair. From her ears swung ruby

and emerald peacocks in hoops of

rhinestones. Her plump bodice

glittered with colored gems in con-

trast to the raffia that cascaded

from her waist to her knees.

Orange rope garlands—baldrics of

Hawaii—hung around her neck and
encircled her ankles. She was as

gorgeous and as wild as a pheasant

of paradise. Doraldina is not

pretty in a civilized way. Like a

Broadway sign, she needs illumination. Her smile is

her incandescence. It is a veritable arc, comparable

to that of Doug Fairbanks, only more flamboyant.

Under its rays a Quaker deacon would turn cave man
and yearn back to his previous incarnation in the stone

age. Fortunately the dancer has a husband for just

such emergencies. When out of grass Doraldina is

Mrs. Frank Saunders.

While these observations were in progress, a maid

A familiar rustle and swishing was the response. The in prim black and white was placing cushions on the
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floor and, beside each, a bowl of

;
.white powdery stuff

resembling sugar. When the setting was complete,

Doraldina collapsed cross-legged upon a cushion and
invited me to sit beside her and partake of poi, the

Hawaiian caviar of sugary substance.

A person may be able to extract a cherry from the
bottom of a lemonade glass with two straws and may
be able to transport peas on a knife without the aid

of mashed potato, yet he would fall, down com-
pletely in the etiquette of poi putting. Doral
dina made a lightning circle of the bowl with
two fingers, then with a quick twist of the

wrist inserted the poied digits between her
lips. Although I can lasso spaghetti with
a fork in a manner to awe a Guffanti

waiter, I shall never again attempt to get

poied in public.

Mindful of my discomfiture, Mr. Saun-
ders turned loose a Pekingese phonograph
with the tone of a St. Bernard. It is Doral-
dina's rehearsal machine. The Hawaiian
music, played by Doraldina's own orchestra,

tinkled enticingly. The rhinestones and hay
quivered with promise.

"Isn't it hula hour?" I ventured.

Doraldina leaped to her toes and com-
menced her Marumba shiver, which starts

somewhere in the roots of her hair and ripples

on down to her toes. She could dance with
her feet tied. I recalled the remark Nazi-

mova made to me: "All the body is alive

—

all expresses." Doraldina, then, is a mus
cular symphony. I never before realized

the elocutionary power of the torso.

The day was warm, and the dance was
warmer. Doraldina ceased her convolu-

tions, unclasped the band about her

head, and, raising her arms aloft, de
manded that her husband fan her.

"That's better," said she, subsiding
to the pillows. She lit a cigarette.

Some sparks dropped into the hay
skirt. I was much concerned, having
been warned as a youth to keep away
from bonfires. Doraldina cautioned
me not to mention the episode, point-

ing out that picture fans in Kansas
might not approve of a lady smoking
cigarettes. I ventured the opinion
Doraldina was not built for Kansas,

that

anyway.
The next minute I was ready to retract that
supposition.

When Doraldina turns off her victrola, her
smile, and her dance, she is no longer Doral-
dina. She might be president of the Wichita
Society for the Care of Cemetery Lots. I'm
sure she could make contributions in

the way of pumpkin pies and home-
made aprons for the annual Ladies'
Aid Society sale, and the parson could
call her Sister Saunders without ex-

citing any comment. Doraldina is that

kind. In the revelation of her "past,"

she spoke with Western accents, as pro-

saically as if recounting her graduation
from normal school and subsequent

election as teacher in the Tompkins Corners school-

house.

"I always wanted to dance," said she. "I knew I'd

have to study under some master if I ever wanted to

make good. I didn't have any money. So I went

to work as manicurist in the Palace Hotel in San Fran-

She was a barbaric dazzle

of smile, grass skirt, and

blazing rhinestones , as

gorgeous and wild as a

pheasant of paradise.

cisco. I lived in a hall room, made my own clothes,

and cooked my owa_ meals. I saved every dollar—al-

most. At the end of eight years I had exactly $2,825.

Then I just disappeared without telling anybody where
I was going. I went to Spain and for a year studied
under Raphael Vega. Sehor Vega started out all the
great Spanish dancers. When I got down to two hun-
dred dollars, I figured I'd better start home. I ar-

rived in New York with eighty dollars,"' and made
the rounds of the managers and agencies. Ned
Wayburn tried me out. He said my Spanish
dances were all right, but he wanted something

sensational. He asked me what else I could
do. Well, of course, I knew -the hula. I'd

seen the girls in Frisco do that at the exposi-
tions, but New York had never seen it. So
I tried the hula on him, adding some Span-
ish steps.

And it was the hula, which Doraldina
earned in San Francisco before she went to

Spain, that made her famous. As for the

exotic name, Doraldina, that was partly

a matter of intention and partly of ac-

cident. She originated the name "Dora-
dina" just before she started home
from Spain. She ordered an old Span-
iard to paint it on her trunk. He made
a mistake and slipped in the "h" Doral-
dina considered it, found it euphonious,

and so retained the consonant.

"Ned Wayburn engaged me for a cabaret

revue," continued Doraldina. "I was given

a grass skirt with just twenty-five blades

of hay in it. They advertised me as

'Doraldina, the Royal Barcelona Beauty.'

carried an interpreter and couldn't

speak a word of English. When I saw
the advertising, I said, 'Ned Wayburn,
that Royal Barcelona Beauty stuff

sounds great, but when they see me,
they're going to knock your can off.'

But it didn't matter. They never no-

ticed my face."

Doraldina's debut at Reisenweber's
is memorable among Broadway sen-

sations. When she hulaed forth.

Mr. Wayburn sat directly before her.

He kept saying, sotto voce, "Give it to

'em. Make it stronger ! Tear up the show !"

"Believe me, I did," commented Doraldina. "I

never have done such a wild dance since then."

The spectators of that original hula acted like

red men full of fire water. They threw napkins

and silverware into the air, with shouts of appro-

bation.

The next day Doraldina's fame spread in head-

lines as far as Brooklyn. The management
had neglected to put her under contract, so she

raised her weekly wage from seventy-five to

two hundred and fifty dollars. That was five

years ago. Doraldina now controls a cafe

of her own. She has danced in cafes, in mu-
sical corned}^ in vaudeville; has appeared in

one drama, "The Red Dawn," and in one mo-
tion picture for Pathe, Kipling's "The Naula-
haka." She has amassed a fortune.

"You should call me 'Doraldina, the hog raiser,' " she

remarked. "I'm crazy about pigs. I have a ranch in

Imperial Valley, with hundreds of hogs." Turning to

her husband, "Say, Frank, what is the latest quotation

on pork?"
Continued on page 78



What
About the

Children?

The motion picture no longer caters

to children. This statement may sur-

prise you, but it is true. The best mo-
tion-picture producers give no more
thought to the production of pictures

that will interest children than David Belasco does in

the production of his plays. The big motion-picture

theaters no longer seek the patronage of children, and
the result is a healthy growth in the production of gen-

uinely fine pictures for intelligent adults.

But something must be done for the youngsters.

There certainly should be no effort by big producers
to make their pictures so elemental that they will appeal

to children, for, as a general rule, an attempt to appeal

at once to all ages appeals to none at all.

Our greatest authors do not write for children—save

on occasion, as when Kipling wrote his "Just So" stories

—and our greatest masterpieces of literature, painting,

sculpture, and music seldom have any appeal for the

youngster.

But the motion picture can do great things for chil-

dren, and in the present striving for masterpieces of

motion pictures the boy and girl must not be over-

looked.

The difficult}- is mostly a commercial one. There
is more profit in selling to grown-ups, whether it is

literature, clothing, or motor cars, and, so far, no plan
has been devised for special theaters for children.

Until some way is devised by which an enormous cli-

entele, composed exclusively of children, is guaranteed,
the producer who makes a picture with his eye on the
little folks is riding rapidly toward bankruptcy.
The majority of pictures that now interest children

—serials, rough comedies, and plays of violence—are
not the ones best suited to them. Some of these are
harmful—some harmless ; but none of them have any
constructive value in the child's development.
Some day cities will recognize the value of children's

pictures. Perhaps they will go so far as to form a

booking syndicate to support producers of children's

plays and will have picture shows in the schools or at

special performances elsewhere.
It is the only way out, and gradually schools are

working toward that point. They now are showing
travel pictures and other educationals, and perhaps soon
they will go further and make it worth while for Tour-
neur to produce another "Bluebird" or a "Prunella,"
those artistic successes whose financial failures did
more than anything else to prove to the producers that
only a billionaire philanthropist could afford to try to
do anything for the kids.

"The money that Paramount lost on 'The Bluebird'
and 'Prunella' would have sent ten thousand youngsters
to the country for a week," a leading producer told The
Observer the other day. "I lost enough on a children's

picture a year ago to have bought a lollypop for every
kid in the United States. That I have found it neces-

sary to decide not to venture into that field again is

a crime. But the crime was committed by the parents

who wouldn't support good pictures for children. They
are the ones who have made it necessary for us to stop

making stuff that will be good for little folks."

We Dis- Now we get into an argument with

agree With Charles Phelps Cushing, who is known
A . to all readers of Picture-Play Mag-
J~ '

. azine through his interesting contribu-
te //J'/W/g' tions to this magazine.
Mr. Cushing has just published a valuable book for

embryo writers called "If You Don't Write Fiction,"

and out of all its pages we find only one paragraph
that causes us to leap upon our typewriter and hammer
harshly upon the keys. Here is the statement we ob-

ject to

:

A disconcerting and persistent rumor has it that what was
once a by-product of fiction—the sale of "movie rights"—is

now threatening to run off with the entire production. The
side show, we are warned, is shaping the policy of the main
tent. Which is to say that novelists and magazine fiction

writers are accused of becoming more concerned about how
their stories will film than about how the manuscripts will

grade as pieces of literature.

We object to Mr. Cushing's word "disconcerting." It

is nothing to be disconcerted about. It is, rather, a

cause for great rejoicing. Mr. Cushing is looking at

the motion picture through the wrong end of the tele-

scope when he calls it a "side show."
Take "Humoresque." He would have us believe that

Fannie Hurst's story in print is the attraction in the

"main tent." If so, there are a lot of empty seats, for

in one day probably less than five hundred persons will

read the story while over in the side show fifty thou-

sand are looking at the picture.

A good book will be read by one person where the

motion-picture production of that story is seen by a

hundred.
There is nothing sacred about type as a medium for

telling a story. If an author has an idea, the ideal

medium to use for spreading that idea is the one that

will reach the most persons.

Authors are beginning to recognize the motion pic-

ture as the greatest of all mediums, and the best of

them are getting right to work to learn all about it.

It is as much of an advance in the part of story-telling

as was the invention of movable types over the old

hand-written, hand-decorated parchments of the monks.

It is not difficult to imagine some of the members
of the Authors' League of Mainz and Strassburg back-

in 1450 making speeches about the new art of printing

books—possibly they called them the "printies"—and
stating that authors seemed to be inclined to become
more concerned with how many copies could be made
of their books, rather than with how the manuscripts

would grade as pieces of decorative art.
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Authors are useful only in presenting ideas, and the

more widespread the distribution of these ideas, the

more valuable they are to the world. The author who
looks upon the motion-picture rights of his work as a

"by-product" is rapidly losing his usefulness.

iij Mary and "Doug" have made their
s European trip, and each is back at work

a?ld after what could hardly be called a rest.

"Doug"" Europe turned itself upside down to

get near enough to see our great film

stars. President Wilson, at the height of his popularity

abroad, received no such reception as was given Mr.
and Mrs. Fairbanks.

It must have been a wonderful trip, despite the speed
with which they covered half a dozen or more countries.

We heard Doug describe it, and it was almost like see-

ing one of his own pictures, it was so vivid. It made
us want to rush down to the Battery and buy passage
on the very next boat.

To our mind the visit of the Fairbanks is as im-

portant a thing in world politics as was the visit of

the Prince of Wales to America. We found out that

the prince was a first-rate young fellow, and it added
to our friendly feeling for Englishmen. For the time

being the prince represented to America a typical Eng-
lishman, and we found that typical Englishmen were
well worth having as friends.

In Europe, Mary and Doug had been only shad-

ows on a screen. When Europe saw them in the flesh

and realized that they were downright agreeable and
not at all stuck up, Europe was given an added feeling

of friendliness toward the United States.

Motion pictures are doing a great deal toward keep-

ing nations friendly with each other. The world will

be even better off when Europe begins to develop good
motion pictures, and what a big time we'll all have in

a few years when we welcome to our shores the Doug-
las Fairbanks of France and the Mary Pickford of
England

!

The Rain ^ou ^ve *n a sma^ town y°u doubt-
less are often annoyed by "rain" on a

th the picture. This "rain" is found only on

Pictures °^ prints of pictures, and the theaters

that show the pictures six months to

a year after release date are the ones whose patrons
suffer.

"Rain" is caused by dust spots on a film. The wind-
ing and unwinding causes a rubbing of these dust spots,

streaking the picture.

Careful producers are now renovating films regu-
larly and are doing much to keep a film in such condi-
tion that it is as near perfect at its hundredth showing
as at its first.

The theater manager doesn't want these bad prints

any more than you do, and you can help him and help
yourself if you will write him a complaint every time
you are forced to sit through a worn film. Write,
don't speak to him about it, for he can send your letter

to his film exchange as a rebuke. That's where the
complaints should be registered. A shower of letters

will take the "rain" out of the pictures.

The bicycle is coming into greater

"Bicycling" use
>
according to dealers. One thing

p.j that is helping the sale of bicycles is

rums fae motion-picture business, but if the

producers are successful in their cam-
paign, this particular market for "wheels" will be de-
stroyed.

It seems that in many cities some of the dishonest

theater managers conspire to get two shows for the
price of one. Two theaters, in different parts of the

city, join in the conspiracy. One books a picture and
both of them advertise it. One of the theaters starts

its show half an hour or so later than the other, and
both show the same picture.

The game is worked by relays of boys on bicycles.

When one theater has finished reel one, a boy takes it

and pedals to the other theater, and he is followed a
few minutes later by boy number two with reel number
two, and so on. The second theater runs the picture,

sending back the reels as fast as they come off the
machine, thus getting the film back to the first theater

in time for the next show.
This is dishonest, for a film is rented only for one

theater, and the price paid for it depends greatly upon
the number of persons who presumably will pay to see

it. The producers wouldn't care about the "bicycling"

if both theaters paid.

In Rochester, New York, the evil grew so great that

the exchanges that rent the film took joint action, and
at last reports were going to send some of the "bi-

cycling" theater managers to jail.

It's a great plan to beat the game, unless you get

caught, or one of your bicycle boys loses his way.

Cotuit, Massachusetts, where the oys-

The Mail ters come from, has a picture show

r, '. Wednesday and Saturday evenings, and
ltl Cotuit everybody in Cotuit goes to the show.

The night mail from Boston gets over

from the railroad station, fifteen miles away, at about

nine o'clock.

The motion-picture theater is the one place where
the postmaster knows he can find everybody, so he puts

the mail in his bag and goes over to the show. When
he comes in the show stops, the lights are turned on,

and the postmaster walks down the aisle distributing

the letters. Then he goes back to the post office, locks

up for the night, and comes back and sees the remainder
of the picture. Sometimes they even hold the lights

on for a few minutes so the postmaster won't miss any
of the picture, and so the folks will have time to read

their letters.

Every Wednesday and Saturday this practice is fol-

lowed. On the other nights the postmaster has some
trouble in getting his mail distributed. He hopes that

before next summer there will be motion pictures every

night.

TTrr Sometimes you wonder why everyW vy
£im jg cluttered up with names of

the camera men, stage directors, and as-

Names? sistant directors. Here's a tale that

may explain.

In the New York office of a motion-picture company
a wire was received from its Los Angeles studio, ask-

ing that all the prints on a certain feature be held in

the laboratory. The picture was scheduled for release,

the prints were ready, and the New York office wanted
to know the reason for holding them up.

"Sammy Kazukas, the camera man, has had an offer

of twenty-five dollars a week more from another com-

pany," came the wire explaining. "Think we can hold

him at old salary if we will put his name in larger let-

tering on film and promise him big advertising on

lithographs. Will know to-morrow. Hold everything."

The telegram was shown to the head of the com-

pany, who fortunately didn't share with the studio the

reverence for the twenty-five dollars a week that might

be saved.

"Fire Kazukas and ship the prints," he ordered.



Stars and Their Dog Stars

By Gordon Brooke

Many a star's dog is drawing a star's salary.

Will Rogers says in his "Illiterate Digest":

"It's a good thing we have the animals,

otherwise there wouldn't be any human
acting on the screen." Among the big

money earners of the screen are: Teddy
Whack, who earns seventy-five dollars a
day; Bobby Moreno, whose salary has been
as high as five hundred a week; and Teddy
Sennett who brings in profits for Mack.

But here are their own stories.

Patches has supported his master. Mitchell
Lewis, in many pictures, the latest being "The
Mutiny of the Elsinore.'' Recently a song was
named after him, which is a matter of Victrola

record. A word from Patches:
'"Many a star owes his life to his dog. I'm not

saying mine wouldn't get over without me—but
you note who they name the songs after! I

don't claim to be Lillian Russell's successor, and
Tm not seeking laurels as a matinee idol; I may
not be beautiful—but mv hair's mv own."

Luke Arbuckle has something to say about Patty's
pictures. Luke talks straight from the shoulder.

"I am responsible for the laughs in Fatty Arbuckle's
comedies. I don't have to rely on my weight to get
me over, either. I've been in a lot of comedies, and now
that Fatty's in serious drama I'm going to play in
some of them, although, in my opinion, some of these
serious pictures have more hokum than the two-reelers.

Aside from putting the laughs in his pictures, I have
to hear Fatty singing his own compositions at home.
I earn my money, friends, believe me."

Whiskers Ray has supported Charles in sev-

eral Ince pictures, but the real test of his ability

came in "Peaceful Valley."

"I suppose my best scenes will be cut out be-

fore you see the picture." said Whiskers. "This

fellow Ray is a good sort, but he's jealous of

me. I've taught him all the stuff he does, but

I don't get credit for it: a dog never does. Any-
how, he realized that he couldn't put over "Peace-

ful Valley' without me. If you like it, write me
some fan letters, so that Charlie will notice the

amount of my mail and raise my salary.

P. S. "'Don't tell Charlie I asked you to write,

or he'll get wise that it's a put-up job. He
called me a 'dirty dawg' the other day because

I stole a scene from him. It sure is a dog's life,

working with a star."
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King Casey made his debut with his mistress, Anita

Stewart, at the Vitagraph studio.

"Ladies and gentlemen and Miss Stewart's admirers,"

he began, "no doubt you remember my being hailed as

a discovery in "Clovers Rebellion.' in which Anita

Stewart also first appeared on the screen. Since then

I have been in retirement, but I shall soon return. Miss
Stewart is not only the greatest actress living or dead,

but is unicpje, being always a lady. I am unmarried,

thanks to the courts. My advice to dogs entering pic-

tures is Mickey Neilan's
—

"Don't Ever Marry.'"

Teddy Sennett is the dean of motion-picture ken-

nels. His latest appearance is in '"Down on the

Farm." He reluctantly spoke as follows:

"I must congratulate Picture-Play on obtaining
this interview. I never give out interviews. Mr.
Sennett does that. 1 am one of the few dog stars

to retain the name given them by their parents.

I'll bet The Oracle doesn't know that Bobby Moreno's
real name is Don Juan. He changed it because he
thought 'Bobby' was easier to remember and cheaper
to put in electric lights. 1 have had offers- to star

from many producers, but I stay where I am. All
men will appreciate my reason—the beauties get

their start here. Gloria Swanson did, and when she
retired it was natural that De Mille should try to

get me, knowing the Sennett stars' reputation for

beauty. But Mr. Sennett never could get on with-
out me. He is out for the money, and he knows
who gets it. Modesty forbids me to say more."

Bobby Moreno appears with his owner, Tony, in "The Veiled
Mystery," a serial. Also, he was lent to Lew Cody for "The Mis-
chief Man," and, according to Bobby, stole the picture. He gave
us this autobiographical material in a few barks:

"I was born in Spain, same as Tony, and of just as good stock
—pure Castile. Tony's Spanish valet brought me to this country,

and Tony adopted me. I played a bit with him, and made such a

hit that the president of Vitagraph, Al Smith, wired for me to play

a part in 'The Veiled Mystery.' This didn't make any hit with
Tony; he could see where I'd grab the picture away from him.
I left Tony flat to play with Lew Cody in "The Mischief Man;' I

guess you read what Herbert Howe said about me in his review.

Me and Betty Blythe were the hits of the picture, though, person-
ally, I don't see any comparison between Betty and me for real

ability. Lew hired me again, because Robertson-Cole said if he
didn't they'd star me in a special production; but he and I had
a fight in 'Wait for Me,' and I quit him cold to go back to Tony.

"I get five hundred a week—some weeks. My regular price is

seventy-five dollars a day. I know all the tricks of the business.
Address me care of Tony."
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Teddy Whack, whom you see below with Mary
Thurman, is the crippled dog you've seen in many
pictures, his latest being ""The Scoffer. " He is the

property of no star, but the adopted one of them all.

"My misfortune was my fortune," he said. "I was
crippled when very young. This handicap didn't keep
me down, however. I always wanted to be an actor,

and when just a pup played in amateur things in the

barn. Finally I was engaged to play the part of a

crippled dog in a picture, and since then I've been in

great demand. In "The Scoffer' I have a double; Alan
Dwan couldn't bear-to cripple a dog, as the scenario de-

manded, so another dog was used and then, by trick

photography, I was substituted. I save many pictures by
supplying the "human interest"—dogs and children al-

ways supply that. I didn't get into pictures through
pull, like Mac Reid, Patches Lewis, and Bobby Moreno.
I'm an orphan and claim relationship to no star. Do
vou blame me?"

Napoleon Russell has the distinction of being die biggest dog
in pictures. He has gained two inches since reading reviews of

his work in "Hobbs in a Hurry,"' the first picture in which he sup-

ported his master. Bill Russell.

"William Russell is the biggest star in pictures," he says. '"I

am the biggest dog. Tm biager than Bill. He cheated in this pic-

ture by backing up. thus making me appear shorter than he is. Bill

claims six feet two. Then Tm six feet three. I can lick any dog in

pictures. Tm rough. Bill named me for the greatest battler in

the world, and I ain't disappointed him none. But I won't do this

society stuff for him or William Fox or anybody else. I know my
type and IH stick to it.

"Away from the studio I'm a simple sort. I like ranch life,

same as Bill. I get along good with Bill, even though he is a star,

and that's more than most of your dog stars can say. He's as good
as I am. That's what I say. And whenever he whistles Tm there

with the grease paint to help him put over his pictures, no matter
how bum I think thev are."

Mac Reid. above, has played in a few pictures with

Wallace, but believes that a dog's sphere is the home,
particularly at beefsteak time.

""Home life comes first with me. I used to be a
darned good actor, but with Wally starring around
and Mrs. Reid—Dorothy Davenport—playing in pic-

tures every little while. I feel I ought to stay home
and take care of the kid. Young Reid has more ability

than either of his parents and knows more tricks.

And Tm teaching him still more. Most of the dogs
in pictures are a w'ld bunch of hounds. It's the en-

vironment. Not for me!"



Why Bother About

Beauty?
milium

Photo by Maurice Goldberg

A hat can curve right over her eves

—her bestfeature—but if it- sfashion-

able she doesn't care.

I HAVE sat here for ten

solid minutes and haven't

seen a pretty girl pass by,"

declared the man of the party.

"Why, in New York you'd see

half a dozen before you'd even

parked your car. There you
can't miss 'em; here you can't

find 'em. Why is it?"

"Because in this little town
the girls are born pretty or

aren't, and they don't know that

there's more than one twist to

'handsome is as handsome
does,' " I retorted. "Probably

there are prettier girls, and a

bigger proportion of them here

than there are in New York.

It's simply that in New York,

if a girl isn't pretty, she's stun-

ning enough so that you don't

know the difference."

He didn't agree with me,

though his own wife, who was
sitting in the back of the car,

was a shining example of just

what I was trying to prove.

And as that autumnal motor
trip had progressed that far

without any more heated argu-

ments than those caused by
somebody's forgetting the tire

irons and somebody else's get-

ting the wrong road map and
heading us for Washington
when we meant to go to Bos-
ton, I dropped the subject. But
you and I will take it up again,

if you don't mind, with Alice

Brady illustrating what I have
to say.

Perhaps you'll An evening

be inclined to gown as modish

disagree with and attractive

me when I say «s Alice Brady

that Miss Brady herself.

isn't pretty. I'll acknowledge that her eyes

are beautiful—but even the charming x\lice

says that Fate was unkind when it gave
her her nose. Yet she's undeniably stun-

ning—one of the most attractive girls you're

likely to meet in a month of moons. She
is very slender, and has no intention of

being anything else. A friend of hers met
me one day not long ago, after a shopping
trip, and almost wept on my tea table.

"Alice will simply die if she doesn't stop
living on an eat-and-grow-thin diet," she

lamented. "She likes being thin; won't be
anything else. Why, she had a lining for

a fur coat fitted to-day, and had it made
simply skin tight, so that she'd look just

as slim as possible."

Nevertheless, the fair Alice knew what
effect she wanted, and intended to get it.

The fashions of the hour demand a very
slim figure. Alice is not beautiful, but she
is fashionable. You must have known girls

whom nobody had ever thought good-look-
ing, and who went to visit somebody and
came home in smart new frocks that made
them look entirely different, just because
the girl had stopped trying to make the

styles suit her and had made herself over
to suit the styles. Alice is nothing if not
adaptable, and the girl who is given to be-

wailing the fact that she's not as good look-
ing as some of her friends would do well

to take a few lessons from Miss Brady.

Think back over some of the costumes
you've seen her wear on the screen. You'll

remember big hats that perhaps shaded her

eyes so much that they hardly showed, or
little hats whose brims curved in a way
that produced the same result. Some girls

might object to this, when their eyes were
their best feature—but if they had a cer-

tain rather stunning effect in mind, and the

hat aided in producing it, they would, if they
knew as much about dressing as she does,

wear the hat and let other considerations go.

If your clothes are to be allowed to at-

tract attention to themselves, instead of be-
ing a background for your looks, you may
bump up against this problem rather often.
If you are wise you will solve it as Miss
Brady does. An interesting illustration is

one of the frocks which she wears in "The

No series of fashion articles has ever caused
more comment—if the letters from our readers

are any indication—than the series of which
this article is the fourth.

By using the best known stars as illustra-

tions of the principals of correct dressing to

suit your type, Miss Williams is aiding thous-

ands of women to use the screen as a means of

studying examples of the very best application

of these principles. The next article in this

series will appear in our December issue.



Alice Brady doesn't, and is

considered "too stunning for

words."

By Louise Williams

Dark Lantern"—for which
her gowns were specially de-

signed by one of New York's

best-known dressmakers. It

is an evening gown, strikingly

trimmed with artificial flow-

ers, and having the distended

hip line and bustle effect

which are more fashionable

than beautiful. It might be

said to express Miss Brady's
personality in that it is very
modish and most effective.

And it is stunning—an ad-

jective coined to fit her type.

She wears, in "The New
York Idea," a picture on
which she is now working, a

hat which a more beautiful

woman wouldn't dare attempt.

You can't paint the rose or
gild the lily, you know, with-

out getting a garish effect. A
Lillian Russell couldn't wear
that hat. Alice Brady can all

but stop traffic in it, to in-

dulge in slang. It has a
feather which is as unique as

it is effective—a straight, os-

trich plume, with very long,

uncurled strands, which is

mounted on a very small hat
with sharply upturned brim.
With it is worn a coat dress
ornamented with an all-over

design in white stitching and
braids.

Miss Brady's shoes are al-

ways worth noticing. When-
ever possible she wears high
black satin ones ; or-

dered by the half

dozen pairs, they are

her favorites for

street wear. With
afternoon frocks she

also wears high
shoes, or rather, an
adaptation of them.

Sometimes the upper
part of the shoe is

all of crossed straps
;

again, it is curiously

laced. It is most un-
usual to see her
wearing pumps as

she does in one of
these illustrations.

A girl of Alice
Brady's type has one
striking advantage
over her more con-
ventionally beautiful

sisters ; she can wear

Photo copyrighted by Bachrach

She picks her clothes for their smartness rather than as aids

to her looks.

heavily patterned or dotted veils. The pretty girl sometimes

reminds you of the housewife who has ordered for dinner a

dish which the family doesn't like, but which is composed of

such expensive ingredients that she can't bear to throw it away.

The very pretty girl is likely to feel that she can't afford to

wear a veil which, smart looking as it is, and

much as it may add to her costume, conceals

her best points rather than accentuates them.

But, if you're stunning rather than pretty, you

can let the effect of your costume on other peo-

Continued on page 83

In "The New
York Idea" she
wears a hat
that, worn on the

street, would all

but stop traffic.



Over the Teacups
Fanny the Fan visits New York, sees everybody,

and hears all the news about everybody else.
By The Bystander

life

I'D
supposed this was to be

tea—or have you changed
your habits since you came

to New York, and taken to din-

ing at four in the afternoon?"
I demanded of Fanny when I

met her at the Ritz the other
day. She was eating the most
scrumptious-looking concoction
of truffles, crab meat, and cream
that you ever saw, and all she
said was: "Oh, my dear, it's

so good !" and speared another
truffle.

She's always had the most
atrociously good luck, you know

;

so it was to be expected that the
estate of a long defunct relative

would be settled just when most
of the movie stars were depart-
ing from Los Angeles for New
York, Europe, and all points
East—and that all Fanny's ex-
penses would be paid for a trip

to the vicinity of the Great
White Way. I had to pay my
own when I went East some
weeks after she did.

"And I've seen everybody and
everything," she told me. "I

went to the opening night of the
new show at the Hippodrome,
and saw the elephant that does
the shimmy, and Marguerite
Clark, and she was the more sur-

prising of the two ; she was there

Doug and Mary on the roof of the Ritz, about

twenty stories above Fanny's teacup.

He's the leading man in the next De Mille

special—Forrest Stanley.

in a box with some older people,

and she looked like a little, little

girl ; had her hair sort of wudged
up, and could have passed any-

where for about ten years old.

They say she's coming back to

the screen this fall—I do hope
so."

"You haven't explained that

concoction you're eating," I re-

minded her, ordering a chaste

repast of muffins, marmalade,
and orange pekoe.

"Well, it's this way," Fanny
began, chuckling. "I saw Anita

Stewart having tea here the

other day, and she ordered some-
thing perfectly luscious looking,

in French, of course—nobody'd
dare speak English to a waiter

who hands you one of those

French menu cards ! So I re-

membered what it sounded like,

and to-day I sprung it on the

waiter in my best A. E. F. lan-

guage—and this is what he
brought me. It's a mercy that

it wasn't ham and eggs or beef-

steak. But I was telling you
about what I've done. I was
having tea here the day Mary
and Doug had their pictures

taken up on the roof—and met
them, and talked a lot with
Mary, and had the time of my
entire existence

!"
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''What did Man- have on? How did she look?"

"She wore a lavender georgette dress., trimmed

with narrow lace and tucking; it had a velvet rib-

bon girdle, tied in a flat bow behind, and she had

on white shoes and stockings with it,'' answered

Fanny with scrupulous attention to detail. "And
she gave Doug a wonderful recommendation as a

husband. She said that before they sailed he ad-

vised her to leave at home a certain bracelet of which

she was very fond, saying she might lose it. And
she just laughed and said it would be perfectly safe.

And then she lost it, of course. But what do you
think? He never once said. I told you so.' Man-
said she was so glad to learn that he wasn't an
T-told-you-so" man that she couldn't really regret los-

ing the bracelet.

"She looked a little tired ; he had planned their

trip through Europe with the greatest care, so that

she'd always have time to rest between strenuous

days, while they went through uninteresting scenery

—but, even so, she lost six pounds," she only weighs
one hundred now. And part of the time they were
here in Xew York nobody knew just where they

were, but Mary was godmother of a California regi-

ment, you know, during the war, and some of the

boys in it are still in a hospital here, so you don't

have to do much guessing about what she did with
the part of her time that was unaccounted for. But
what do you think—I stood on the sidewalk talking

with the Fairbanks while they waited for their car,

and quite a few people passed by and didn't know
them !"

''It doesn't seem possible—but then, I had luncheon
in a restaurant where Eugene O'Brien sat at the

next table, this noon, and nobody seemed to know
him." I simply couldn't bear to be left out of the
conversation any longer. "I have some
news for you, too : did the papers here

have the news of ZaSu Pitts' elopement ?

Yes, she really did it—married a chap

named Sadler, whom nobody's heard of

before, apparently. I suppose he'll be

seen in pictures now."
"Oh, doubtless. By the way, I saw

Mildred Harris Chaplin the other day;

she says she loves being in Xew York,

and is awfully anxious to go on the

stage ; she's had several

offers, you know. The
papers were simply

bursting with the Chap-
lin divorce news, but I

didn't mention it to her
—though they say she's,

not at all averse to talk-

ing about it. How's
Gloria Swanson?"

"She's bobbed her
hair—yes, she really

has. Did I tell you
that I met Forrest
Stanley the other aft-

ernoon? He's suc-

ceeded Tommy Meigh-
an as leading man in

the De Mille features,

you know—last thing I

saw him in on the

screen was 'The Thun-
derbolt,' with Kath-
erine MacDonald. And
I must tell vou—I came

Jolm Barrymore doesn 't look

much like a blushing bride-

groom here, does he?

Just think of the girls who
envy Gertrude Olmstead!

through Chicago just when Gertrude
Olmstead was saying good-by to

hordes of friends—she's the new Uni-
versal star, picked by Erich von Stro-
heim as winner of a contest held by
the Elks and some Chicago newspaper.
W ant to see this picture of her being
congratulated ? Just think of the girls

who envy her!"
"I'll bet a lot of them would envy

me if they knew what
happened to me the

other day !" declared
Fanny sagely. "I came
here to luncheon with
a friend of my father's

who was simply deadly;
one of those men who
insist on telling you
how much money the

movie stars make, and
pointing out people
who he says are stars

when you know all too
well they aren't. Well.

I was angelic even
when he declared that

Clara Kimball Young
was a Yitagraph star

and pointed out a

woman as Mae Murray
when I knew Mae had
sailed for England days
and days before—be-

Continued on pasre 90



Honeymoon Cottage
That's not its name, but it would be a very appropriate one for the home of Dick Barthelmess and Mary Hay.

By John Addison Elliott

iliiiM

"I wish that you would tell us something about the home
of Dick Barthelmess and Mary Hay. I have a feeling that
I know what sort of home they would choose to begin their
vvedded life in, and 1 want to know whether or not I'm
right."

THAT paragraph, in a letter from a fan, in-

terested me.
.As I thought it over, it occurred to me

that a person knowing something about "the real

Dick Barthelmess" really ought to be able to guess
just about what sort of a home he would choose,
for persons of good taste and refinement always run
true to type. And if you know anything about Dick
you must know that he has these qualities.

So I presume that the inquiring fan won't be sur-

prised when she sees the picture of the six-room
cottage below which is the "honeymoon cottage" that

Dick and Mary Hay took for a year when they were
married last June.

It has an acre of ground, with flowers all about,
and a kitchen garden in the back yard. It is just

a ten-minute drive from the Griffith studio at Ma-
maroneck, where Dick is now beginning work on
his last Griffith production before he starts his career
as a star.

It is just a simple, quiet home, such as almost
any young couple might choose. And their life there
is quite as unostentatious as the house in which they
live.

They have, of course, a car, and during the sum-
mer they did a good deal of bathing and boating in

Long Island Sound. Of course they play golf and
tennis. And entertain their friends.

"We'll probably be down in Florida more or less

this winter—on location," Dick said the last time I

saw him. "That's what's bothering us a bit—about
what Mary's to do. It's quite a problem for any
one of so many talents. You see, Mary's been very
successful on the stage, she's very capable on the
screen, and—she's a perfectly wonderful wife."

"And that last gift is the most important one,'

I observed.

"That's just it," said Dick, with a grin. "Of course
it's only natural for a girl who's accomplished a good

// you know anything about Dick, you'd rather expect

him to select just such a home as this.
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beginning on the stage and in

pictures to enjoy that work,
and, of course, if it can be
arranged for her to continue

—but, you see, if Mary goes

on in pictures or on the stage
again it might be very dif-

ficult—perhaps impossible

—

for her to stop whenever she

wanted to run away with me
on the location trips."

"And so
"

"So I shouldn't be surprised

if there would be only one
Barthelmess who will do very
much professionally from
now on," said Mary quietly.

Of course, they have
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What Do You Really Know About the Movies?
Here are a series of test questions by which you can

find out how well informed you are on the subject.

By Agnes Smith

IT'S become the fashion to give mental tests. There
are tests to determine the mental qualifications

of school children, of the employees of large in-

dustries, of soldiers. And, as an outgrowth of these

tests, many magazine and newspaper writers, follow-

ing the lead of Doctor Frank Crane, have prepared
lists of questions by which their readers can test their

information on general or special groups of subjects.

This list of questions belongs to this latter type of

test. You have seen a great many pictures, and have
read a great deal about the screen. How well are

you informed on the subject? Read these questions

and see how many of them you can answer. In order

that you can check up on your replies you will find

the correct answers to the questions on page 92 of

this issue.

1.—Who invented the "close-up?"

2.—Name six present-day stars who got their start

in the old Biograph Company.

3.—What famous star was once a telephone girl in

New York City?

4.—In what year was "The Birth of a Nation" first

shown ?

5.—What is a main title? A subtitle? A spoken
title ?

6.—What is meant by iris-in? Close-up? Fade-
out ?

7.—How many impressions taken by the camera are
shown on the screen in a second ?

8.—Where was Charlie Chaplin born?

9.—Who achieved fame as "Man* Pickford's direc-

tor ?"

10.—Name three of the best-known women writers

of original stories for the screen.

11.—What woman achieved distinction as a motion-

picture director?

12.—Of what city is Hollywood a suburb?

13.—Name three famous picture stars who have died.

14.—Who are the following: "The best-loved boy,on
the screen ;" "America's Sweetheart ;" "The Lady of

the Peacocks?"

15.—What actress achieved the greatest reputation

as a serial star ?

16.—Who became famous as the mother of a motion-
picture star?

17.—Who wrote 'The Miracle Man?"
18.—What famous screen actresses now playing in

serious dramas got their start as Sennett bathing
beauties ?

19.—Name two other actresses, now appearing in

serious plays, who got their start as leading women for

well-known comedians ?

20.—Name the most famous horse in pictures.

21.—What was the first serial?

22.—Who was the first screen vampire?
23.—What was Nazimova's first screen play?

24.^—What motion-picture star's real name is Gladys
Smith? Juliet Shelby?

25.—Who was the first famous stage star to appear

before the camera in a big feature production?

26.—How many feet are there in a reel of film?

27.—What is the largest sum ever paid for the film

rights to a stage play, and for what play was it paid ?

28.—What stars, in private life, answer to the follow-

ing names: Mrs. Harold Bolster, Mrs. Rudolph Cam-
eron, Mrs. James Regan, Jr., Mrs. Louis Lee Amies,
Mrs. Thomas Clarke?



" Earthbound" is one of the most unusual experiments ever made for the screen.

The Screen in Review Criticisms on current releases by New York's

best-known and most widely read reviewer.

By Peter Milne

mil! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

EVERAL months ago one of my colleagues, writ-

ing in Picture-Play Magazine, pointed out that

motion-picture producers, one and all, were ven-
turing into a new field—the field of the so-called "spirit-

ual drama."

His prediction that this fall would see an unusual
number of pictures which might be classified under this

general category has been fulfilled. At least four of

the outstanding pictures which I have seen of late are
tinged either with the gos'pel of spiritualism or else

they deal" wholly or in part . with the gospel of healing
or redemption through faith.

Before touching upon these productions I must con-
fess a profound ignorance concerning the world of

psychic phenomena. I have never attended a seance

—

nay, I have never even been able to get a communica-
tion from a ouija board. And as for the doctrine of
healing by faith—well, I have always enjoyed such vig-

orous and robust health that I never have felt any need
to investigate that matter.

In my capacity as a reviewer of pictures I regard

this ignorance and indifference on my part as a fortu-

nate thing for my readers. For, having no prejudices

one way or the other, I am able to consider the spiritual

picture purely on the basis of its dramatic merits, which
is the only proper basis for reviewing any picture in-

tended for the entertainment of the general public.

I presume that the most striking of the recent pic-

tures of this classification is Goldwyn's "Earthbound."

a production based on a story by Basil King. It might

be said to be one of the most unusual experiments ever

made for the screen.

"Earthbound" differs from all other pictures of its

kind in that its central character is the spirit of a dead
man, a man who, having suddenly departed "with all

his imperfections on his head," his spirit has to remain
earthbound until it can be freed from the evil desires

and passions which actuated the man in life. This,

Mr. King and his associates accomplish at the close of

eight reels of soul struggle.

It will be seen that this is not a conventional story

or a conventional theme. To my mind the picture is

often lacking in plain dramatic value. But here is an
interesting thing: Happening to have an extra pair

of tickets for the New York opening of the picture,

I gave them to two friends, a young man and his

mother, neither of whom are interested in pictures and
who ordinarily do "not even like pictures.

They told me, at our next meeting, that it was one
of the most wonderful things they had ever witnessed.

How, they demanded, was it possible to get such mar-
velous effects as those in which the spirit of the dead
man appeared and acted with the living? They were
unusually enthusiastic about the picture.

I am inclined, therefore, to think that this is a picture
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which will be of especial interest perhaps to those who
do not regularly attend the movies, though I do not

wish to discourage any regular film devotee from seeing

it. You should be prepared, however, to see a piece of

work more thoughtful and serious in tone than the usual

screen offering.

"Earthbound" may be characterized without reserve

as a very fine production from the pictorial side. I

presume that no more difficult piece of double exposure

has ever been attempted or achieved than those scenes

in which Wyndham Standing appears as the spirit of

Desborough.
The task that confronted Standing in the interpreta-

tion of Desborough was filled with difficult details, and
he has acquitted himself creditably.

I now turn to a picture which, to my mind, surpasses
"Earthbound" in its skillful blending of the spiritual

and dramatic qualities. Never, in six years of picture

reviewing, have I seen a production so profoundly mov-
ing, so inspiring in effect, as "The Servant in the

House," based on the stage play by Charles Rann Ken-
nedy, which created such a sensation in New York ten

years ago.

The theme is that of "The Passing of the Third Floor
Back," the sudden and unexpected appearance, in a

house where evil influences are at work, of a character

possessing a simple, yet spiritual, character which sets

everything right.

Hugh Ryan Conway, the director, has done his work
in marvelous spirit, his work easily matching anything
done heretofore on the screen and surpassing the major-
ity of directorial efforts.

He has been aided also by splendid work on the part

of his cast. Jean Hersholt, as the servant, gives a per-

formance tinged with the spiritual, yet never loses sight

of its human value. Harvey Clarke as the corrupt

bishop is quite wonderful. His apt sense of characteri-

zation, h i s

fine ability

at make-up,
and his clev-

e r n e s s at

comedy a 1

1

serve him in

splendid

stead. Jack Curtis' picture of the drain man is a thing
of fine, simple strength. Dick Rosson is delightful in

a comedy part.

Cecil De Mille contributes "Something to Think
About" to the pictures touching upon "faith" healing.

"The Miracle Man," it seems, started a veritable ava-
lanche of such pictures. The majority of them have
been inconsequential to date, but the De Mille opus is

worthy of consideration inasmuch as he has executed
it upon the same lavish scale as his previous big attrac-

tions.

It is more than a mere coincidence that Elliott Dexter
returns to the screen in "Something to Think About"
in the role of David Markley, the cripple. Mr. Dexter
was getting about the studio on crutches at the time,

and probably was the inspiration for Jeanie MacPher-
son's story of a beautiful girl, a man full in the youth
and whole vigor of life, and a less fortunate fellow

confined to the crutch and the cane.

There is real pathos, something indeed worth thinking

about, in the scenes between the three in the early part

when Ruth is constantly comparing the two men in

her mind's eye, basing her comparisons on the reality

of Jim's strength and David's pitiable weakness. For
a time, then, the action becomes melodramatically thrill-

ing, picturing in turn Jim's tragic death in the subway
construction work, Ruth's inability to get work, her
going from bad to worse, her return to find her father

blind, with a curse on his lips for her, and finally her
rescue from tragedy by the still crippled David. David
marries Ruth, but refuses the love that she now so

readily offers him. Exasperated at last, Ruth prepares

to leave him, but at the ultimate moment David's house-

keeper sets her thought waves to working, and David
not only realizes that Ruth's love is true and sincere,

but casts aside his crutches.

De Mille, a skilled pic-

ture mechanic,
possessed of an
extraordinary
sense of the value

of continuity and
of the rising cre-

scendo of dra-

matic action, has

Ml

'X "Something to

>f
„-•-'" Think About"

resembles De Mille pre-

vious pictures only in

the lavishness of the production.

4PP
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"The Great Redeemer" is a striking

and spiri

missed no point to

score a tear, a thrill, a

thought, or a laugh in

this picture—in many
respects a radical de-

parture from his pre-

v i o u s productions.

The final bit in which
David rises from
within himself and
becomes a different

man is handled with
a sure and deft dra-

matic touch. It is in-

spiring, for it com-
bines drama and idea.

"The Woman in

His House," with
Mildred Harris Chap-
lin as the woman, puts
forth the situation of
the loving wife and
the too busy husband,
a great physician.
Caring for the para-
lytic children of the
poor, the husband is

unaware of the afflic-

tion preparing to dev-
astate his own child,

and when the boy
succumbs to the

plague he is powerless
to work a cure. His science proven a failure, it remains
for the wife and mother to straighten out the crooked
limbs and restore vitality to the wasted body by the

exercise of her overpowering love.

This drama is myth even beyond the conclusion of
the De Mille opus, and yet it registers as tremendously
convincing and moving for the reason of its treatment.

Its author unknown, unless "Irene Reels" be an identity

in fact, its director one of the lesser lights of the pro-
ducing art, the drama is ever potent, ever effective.

The scenes between the mother and her boy before the

plague has taken hold are rare delights.

It is safe to say that the star has never been more
emotionally sure, more human or appealing than in the

present instance.

"The Great Redeemer," a Maurice Tourneur super-

vised production from the pen of H. H. Van Loan,
is a striking combination of stirring melodrama and
spiritualism. And here, I think, the spiritual element
is the more convincing on its own merits than in most
of the others. For here there is no physical cure but
a spiritual cure, and this is accomplished through a
beautiful painting.

This is the story of a bandit tinable to reform for

the sake of a pretty little girl—note the departure from
tradition right there—and who is sent to jail to serve

a ten-year sentence. Always noted for his cleverness

with the paint brush, he one day stumbles across a

picture of the Figure on the cross, and starts in copying
it on the wall of his cell. Becoming inspired with the

beauty of his work, he proceeds feverishly, finishing

just as the moon rises and creates a halo round the

Figure's head.
In a miraculous moment the blasphemous murderer

in the opposite cell sees a new light, and the bandit
himself is transfigured with the work he has done. He
is released a different man, and hastens to the girl to

combination of stirring melodrama

tualism.

find her weak and
trembling, just having

escaped attack by the

villain. There is a

moment full of sus-

pense when the ban-

dit feels his new faith

in a higher being

weakening, and then,

at the moment of a

prayer, lightning

strikes the villain

down.

The wave of spirit-

ual pictures probably
will continue for
some months. Then
suddenly they will be

abandoned—about the

time that the amateur
scenario writers begin

bombarding the stu-

dios with attempts

along that line. For
the present we, too,

can now turn our at-

tention to plays of a

different type.

"A Cumberland
Romance," despite a

title that is common-
place in the extreme,

reveals a delightfully refreshing story of the Kentucky
mountains, of a native girl, her local suitor, and the

stranger from the city. Director Charles Maigne, who
is proving himself one of the most versatile of the

screen's directors with each successive release, has given

the picture a production rich in fine color, realistic in

atmosphere, and has been responsible for some great

work by the star and supporting cast. The star is Mary
Miles Minter, and without doubt this picture reveals

her at her very best—better than she has ever been
before. Monte Blue as the mountaineer, and John
Bowers as the stranger from the city also do very

creditable work.
The story is an adaptation of one of John Fox,

Jr's. And, the spirits be praised, he fools us with

an unconventional ending! Given this much of an ink-

ling I'll give you one guess as to which one of her

suitors the mountain girl eventually marries.

Two very fine comedies make their appearance this

month, "Civilian Clothes," from the recent play, and
"The Chorus Girl's Romance," from the recent short

story, "Head and Shoulders." Each of them I recom-
mend as comedy perfection.

Thomas Meighan make his debut as a star in "Civil-

ian Clothes." The story of the officer who returns to

his society wife, after she has thought him dead, and
reveals himself in loud and ill-fitting clothes instead of

his neat and natty uniform, is probably familiar to

many. Thurston Hall, another picture actor, had great

success in the principal role on the stage.

Mr. Meighan fairly revels in the part, extracting

humor of the quiet, subtle variety from every scene.

Of course the ex-officer finally brings his wife around
to the right way of thinking and seeing. The plot is

very cleverly worked out and holds many a laugh of

its own in the unfolding. The play was by Thompson
Continued on page 92
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You know you ought not to read any more of Marjorie's

letter because you're almost sure what the rest of it is, and
you wouldn't want everybody to read your letters, or pry
into the intimate little memories and vague longings that

are brought to your mind by this "picture."

Queer what music, or the mere thoughts of music, will do
to a person's mind—yet not so queer after all. Music is so

intimately personal, no wonder we automatically associate it with
the things that are nearest and dearest.

But think of the barren places in the lives of those who do not know
the joy of making music! Yet even these are just as human as we
—they get the same thrill from Marjorie's letter and the picture

—

but it's a thrill with something missing.

Instruments

We want to tell these folks about GIBSON
instruments, the most intimately personal
of all musical instruments. Because they
bring self-performed music within the

reach of everyone,—whether the taste be
for classic, popular, or the dashing "'jazz" of

the day,—GIBSONS are universally
known as "ideal home
and companion instru-

ments." Easy to play,

entirely satisfying in

every respect, superb in

workmanship, finish, and
tone.

GIBSONS have played a part in

hundreds of little romances—con-

fidential human histories—about

which we shall be glad to tell yon.

Also the GIBSON Book and free

trial proposition sent for the ask-

ing. These will help you to become
better acquainted with the GIB-
SON family.

Teacher Salesmen wanted;
Wonderful field; ask for

details. Write us

!

Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Company
31 Parsons Street, Kalamazoo, Michigan

Hie only exclusive manufacturers of high-grade fretted instruments. Developers of Mandolin Orchestras.
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He has china-blue eyes that are rather childlike.

THAT used to be the slogan of comedy makers

in the days of Keystone, when Chester Con-

klin started out to make himself famous.

He told me so himself. I had gone out to the Fox
studio and found him at work, wearing the usual

downcast-looking mustache which is strictly

chesterconklian and a travesty of a "dressy" suit.

He has china-blue eyes that are direct and rather

childlike in their expression, and he won't talk about

himself unless you start him off on some congenial

subject—such as early Keystone days.

"Yes, I guess I'm what you'd call an 'old-timer,'
"

he admitted with a reminiscent sigh. "Charlie Chap-

lin, Roscoe Arbuckle, Ford Sterling, Mabel Nor-

mand, and I, all started in together. In those days

all it took then to make a comedy was a couple of

gags, a chase, and a custard pie. The most import-

ant thing was the pie. We had no plot ; we just doped

out the general idea and filled in the details as we
went along. We said, 'When in doubt, use a pie.'

It was always good for a laugh. In one picture we
used as many as twelve dozen custard pies—sounds

awful nowadays, doesn't it?"

"Why custard?" I ventured.

"Because it stuck to the face so ac-

commodatingly," he replied promptly.

"Later we used apple pies, removing

the upper crust to give the filling a little

When in Doubt,
Use a Pie"

in

more leeway. They photographed better than custard

because they were darker. Finally we found the ideal

pie was blackberry. My, my, how those pies did

'register !'
"

"And would you imagine," he went on, warming
to his subject, "that there is a real art in throwing

a pie so it won't break or spill before it reaches the

victim's face?"

I said no, I never would have thought it, and
Chester looked about, as if thinking a property man
might have left a stray pie somewhere on the set. To
my relief, there wasn't any.

"Well, you have got to balance it like this," he
illustrated, teetering on one foot, with his right hand
at arm's length, "then you gauge the distance between
the other guy and yourself, and heave it easy in kind

of an arc—so

!

"But that pie stuff is 'out' nowadays," he went on, a

trifle regretfully. "That's what I meant by styles in

comedies changing. You don't see quite so much of

the helter-skelter chases any more, or the
"

"Ready on the set !" interrupted the director, and
with an apology, Mr. Conklin hurried across the stage

to where the Klieg lights were sputtering.

The scene was laid in a women's bathing-suit shop,

and the "models," instead of being the lithe beauties

Comedy is

more subtle

nowadays.
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The old comedy slogan governed
Chester Conklin's early professional days.

By Francis Gray

usually associated with such garments—in the movies,

at any rate—were middle-aged women in antiquated

bathing suits dug up from a past era. It developed

that Mr. Conklin, as proprietor of the place, had to

eject forcibly some dozen masculine intruders who
hankered for a glimpse of the "bathing beauties," a

most absurd proceeding. After a few minutes he
came back slightly out of breach, and testing his hang-

dog mustache to see if it was still doing its duty.
"See how different this comedy is from the old-time

stuff?" he asked, seating himself by my side in a can-

vas chair marked "Chester Conklin." "Now they
seem to want burlesque stuff ; comedies that pan the
old way of doing things.

"Still, a fall gets a laugh to-day just as it did in

the Keystone days. But that's because a fall gets a
laugh off screen, too. Isn't it true that if we see any
one take a tumble—especially a fat man, we laugh
first and say, 'Ain't that too bad !' "

"Don't you get awfully bruised up?"
I asked.

"Sure," he replied. "But when I

do, I go to a doc and get fixed up again.

It isn't so bad now, but in the early

days at Mack Sennett's it was a quiet

day when we didn't jump off a roof,

get run over by an automobile, or have
a hod of bricks fall on us.

"But the thing we dreaded
most"— he paused dramatically,

and I had visions of plowing
through fire or carrying dyna-
mite in hip pockets

—
"was

water! You've no idea," he

declaimed with a shudder,

"how you come to hate the

stuff. Once we were making a

comedy that called for lots of

upset boats and floundering

around in a pond. Cold? Gosh!
We were ab-so-lutely blue with
cold

! And we worked in it all

day and most of the night. We'd
have died if" some one with a long

head hadn't brought along some
'likker.' And about a year ago,

four of us who worked for two
days in a camera rainstorm went
home with the flu. After that we
declared for no more water or
rain pictures."

I wanted to know some more
about the early Keystone days,

and Chester obligingly began
to reminisce.

"Well, instead of working
on a comedy for a month or

six weeks as we do now, we

The dejected mustache was accidental the first time.

made two or three in a week. Charlie Chaplin

and I used to dope out gags as we went home

on the street car—that was before either of us

could afford a machine. We'd see a bakery,

or a paper hanger's store, or perhaps a black-

smith's shop, and it would give us an idea for

a comedy. Then we'd work out the details when

we got to it.

V "My first role was that of a policeman that I

f played with Chaplin and Mabel Normand. In

the next comedy we were all firemen, and we

borrowed the uniforms of the nearest fire de-

partment. When the first fire alarm sounded,

we rushed into our suits and got to the fire with

the camera man ahead of the members of the

real fire department, who came without their

uniforms. Charlie and I tipped over ladders,

spilled water on each other, stepped in each others'

faces, and did everything but help put out the blaze,

while the camera cranked away and the owners of

the building cursed us in seven languages. I guess

they thought we were the real fire department. The

house burned to the ground, I believe, but we got a

peach of a comedy."

I asked the whyfore of the dejected mustache, and

Chester grinned broadly.

"That was an accident," he said. "We wore curly

Continued on page 91
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Agents and Help Wanted Patents and Lawyers Songs, Poems, Etc.

GOVERNMENT l'OSITIONS are desirable.
Let our expert former Government Examiner
prepare you. Write today for free booklet
giving full information. Patterson Civil
Service School, Box Y, Rochester, N. \".

HOW MUCH GASOLINE CAN YOU SELL
AT 2c. PER GALLON? World tests for four-
years to prove it. Secure exclusive rights
for your county. "Carbonvoid." Box "2,"
Bradley Beach. N. J.

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything ; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories'' anywhere. Booklet free. Ragsdale
Co., Box 98, East Orange, N. J.

, IDEA EXCHANGE, Magazine especially
for Amateur Inventors and Authors. Trial
Three Months 25c. Brookiugs, So. Dak.
PATENTS promptly procured. Moderate

Fees. Best References. Send Sketch or Model.
George P. Kimmel, Master of Patent Law,
18-L Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

INVENTORS desiring to secure patemy
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature. Ran-
dolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.

PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Con-
ception Blank and free guide book. Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
references. Prompt Attention. Reasonable
Terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

PATENTS. Highest references. Rates rea-
sonable. Best results. Promptness assured.
Booklet free. Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street. Washington. D. C.

PATENTS, Trademark, Copyright—fore-
most word free. Long experience as patent
solicitor. Prompt advice, charges very rea-
sonable. Correspondence solicited Results
procured. Metzger, Washington. D. C.

WRITE the Words for a Song. We write
music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Stu-
dios, 159C Fitzgerald Building, New York.

WRITE words for a song. We write mu-
sic, guarantee publisher's acceptance. Sub-
mit poems on patriotism, love or any subject.
Chester Music Co., 920 S. Michigan Av.,
Room 323. Chicago.

SONG-WRITERS GUIDE SENT FREE !

Contains valuable instructions and advice.
Submit song-poems for examination. We
will furnish music, copyright and facilitate
publication or sale. Knickerbocker Studios,
301 Gaiety Bldg., New York.

BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

MEN—Age 17 to 55. Experience unneces-
sary. Travel ; make secret investigations, re-
ports. Salaries

; expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.

DO YOU WANT TO EARN $3,000 to $5,000
a year? You can do it easily. See Ad-
vertisement Anderson Steam Vulcanizer in
this issue.

HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? I have best
proposition. Ray Hibbeler, D 102. 4040 Dick-
ens Ave.; Chicago.

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-day. B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.

HARDING'S (Established sixty years)
prints, publishes, composes and arranges mu-
sic for authors. Catalogs and music free for

stamp. Frank Harding, Music Printer. 22$
East 22d St., New York.

WRITE A SONG POEM. Love, Mother.
Home, Comic or any subject. I compose mu-
sic and guarantee publication. Send word-;

today. Edward Trent. 625 Reaper Plod .

Chicago.

AGENTS—$40-$100 week. Free samples.
Gold Sign Letters any one can put on store
windows. Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 431 T. N. Clark, Chicago.

SALESMEN—CITY OR TRAVELING.
Experience unnecessary. Send for list of lines
and full particulars. Prepare in spare time
to earn the big salaries—$2,500 to $10,000 a
year. Employment services rendered Members.
National Salesmen's Training Association.
Dept. 107, Chicago, 111.

$10.00 WORTH of finest toilet soaps, per-
fumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Laeassian
Co., Dept. 427, St. Louis, Mo.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired. Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions fur-
nished under guarantee. Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Stammering

ST-STU-T-T-TERING And Stammering
Cured at Home. Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell. 80 Potomac Bank Build-
ing, Washington, D. C.

Personal Shorthand

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW whether you
are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
or the reverse? Scientific, convincing in-
formation. Wonderful results claimed by
patrons. "Key to Success" and personality
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. Thomson-
Heywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

CLASSY girl pictures—2 beauties 25c ;

sixteen $1 ; refunded if dissatisfied. Rose-
leaf, St. Louis. Mo.
INCREASE YOUR SALARY. Will Power.

Memory and Self-confidence by studying Wil-
kins Mentality Course. One dollar "postpaid.
Wilkins, 763 Marquette, Montreal. Canada.

ASTROLOGY—STARS TELL LIFE'S
story. Send birth date and dime for trial
reading. Eddy 4307 Jefferson. Kansas City.
Missouri, Apartment 74.

Short Stories and Photoplays

SHORTHAND. Best practical system, K. I.

Shorthand, learn in 5 hours : speed with easy
practice. Proof lessons, brochure free. King
Institute, EA-26, Station F. New York.

Photo Enlargements

PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS. Our beautiful
bromide enlargements from your own Kodak
negatives are offered for a limited time at 3

for $1.00. Size 8x10. Send your negatives

at once with money order. The Camera Shop.
Concord, N. H.

AGENTS—Large manufacturer wants
agents to sell hosiery, underwear, shirts,
dresses, skirts, waists, shoes, clothing, etc.
Write for free samples, Madison Mills, 503
Broadway New York.

NEW DISCOVERY ! Big steady income.
Spare time. No canvassing or mail order.
Ferber Company, 296 Broadway, New York.

Lame People

THE PERFECTION EXTENSION SHOE
for any person with one short limb. No more
unsightly cork soles, iron, etc., needed. Worn
with ready-made shoes. Shipped on trial.

Write for booklet. H. U. Lotz. 105 E. 28th St.

TIRE AGENTS. Exclusive representatives
to use and sell the new Mellinger Extra-Ply
TireS. (No seconds ) fiinnntpp Pinnd 8 fifth

Miles. Wholesale Prices. Sample sections
furnished. Mellinger Tire Co.. 076 Oak, Kan-
sas City, Missouri.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
Great demand. We show you how. Get free
JJ<11 L 1L U lei 1 C*>. X\<. A i LI I )1 IsLlt I o, .DUX. _L ( •_>

—
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Chicago.

$50—$100 weekly writing Moving Picture
Plays. Get free book : valuable information :

prize offer. Photo Playwright College. Box
278 XY 21, Chicago.

FREE to writers—a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas',
the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89. Auburn, N. Y.

Business Opportunities

THE BANK PAYS you 4%. Would you be
interested in 18%? Bankers Finance Co..

802-4 Western Indemnity Bldg.. Dallas. Texas.

MEN—BOYS WANTED. Railway Mail
Clerks. $135 month. Write immediately.
Franklin Institute. Dept. C 2, Rochester, N. Y.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Great Demand. Fascinating work. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, Amer-
ican Detective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

Mail Order Business

I MADE $25,000 with small Mail Order
Business. Sample article 25c. Free Booklet.
Stamp. Alss Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

Miscellaneous
AGENTS 200% PROFIT. Wonderful little

article. Something new : sells like wildfire.
Carry right in pocket. Write at once for free
sample. Albert Mills, Mgr., 2348 American
-L> "-J£i'< V i iJ t. 1 III 1 tl 1 1, \J,

MEN, get into the wonderful tailoring
agency business, big profits taking orders and
your own clothes free. We furnish fine sam-
ple outfit and everything free. No experi-
ence needed. Write to-day. Banner Tailoring
Co., Dept. 675. Chicago.

SOMETHING ' NEW ! Every Household
Buys ! Year round profitable quick sellers :

five reliable formulas $1.00. Dept. 42 Mar-
tinek. 405 Lexington Avenue, N. Y. C.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free. Press Reporting Syndicate (406). St.
Louis, Mo.

""WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: $25—$300 paid
any one for suitable ideas. Experience un-
necessary ; complete outline Free. Producers
League, 439 St. Louis.

FREE BOOKLET containing helpful sug-
gestions on writing and selling photoplays,
stories, poems, songs. Atlas Pub. Co.. 324
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Ventriloquism

PLASTER PORTRAITS of "Nazimova"
$1.00. Other Stars. Edw. McCauley. 84 But-
ler St., New Haven, Conn.

O JVLAollLK 1vI!jx!> Jpl.UU. opens nunuieu
of different locks. Used by locksmiths, jani-

tors and detectives. A convenience and neces-
sity. Replaces hundreds of keys. Master
Key Company, 3 Manhattan Bldg., Milwaukee.
Wis.

WANTED EVERYWHERE. MEN to be-

come finger print and identification experts,
big demand, fascinating work ; we teach you
how. Address Dept. S for facts. Federal
Finger Print Institute, Kansas City. Missouri.

WANTED—Picture-play writers. Big pay.
Experience unnecessary ; best course how to
v-'Vite and sell plays. Prepaid $1.00. Address
studios. 856 Carpenter Ave.. Oak Park, 111.

For the Home
SAVE COAL ! Keep out Cold ! Use water-

proof, weatherproof, weatherstrips. 12 foot
rolls 50c. 75 feet $2.00. Sample 10c prepaid.
Dept. 48, Martinek, 405 Lexington Avenue,
N. Y'. C.

VENTRILOQUISM Taught ^Almost Any-
one at Home. Small cost. Send today 2-

cent stamp for particulars and proof. O. A.
Smith, Room 685, 801 Bigelow St., Peoria,
III.

Vaudeville

GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how!
Send stamp for instructive Stage Book and
particulars. E. La Delle. Box 557, Los An-
geles, Cal.

Wanted to Buy

IT'S LIKE FINDING MONEY when yo't

mail us false teeth (with or without gold fill-

ings), old or broken jewelry, diamonds,
watches, old gold, silver, platinum, magneto
points, gold or silver ores and nuggets—War
Bonds and Stamps. Hightest prices paid.
Cash by return mail. Goods returned in 10
davs if you're not satisfied. The Ohio Smelt-
ing & Refining Co., 253 Lennox Bldg.. Cleve-
land, Ohio.
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He Deposits $500 a Monthf

SEE that man at the Receiving

Teller's window? That's Billy

King, Manager for the Browning
Company. Everymonth he comes
in and deposits $500. I've been
watching Billy for a long time

—

take almost as much
interest in him as I do
in my own boy.

"A few years ago he started at Browning's

at $15 a week. Married, had one child, couldn't

save a cent. One day he came in here desperate

—wanted to borrow a hundred dollars—wife

was sick.

"I said, 'Billy, I'm going to give you some-
thing worth more than a loan—some good

advice—and if you'll follow it I'll let you have

the hundred, too. You don't want to work
for $15 a week all your life, do you?' Of
course he didn't. 'Well,' I said, 'there's a way
to climb out of your job to something better.

Take up a course with the International

Correspondence Schools in the work you
want to advance in, and put in some of your

evenings getting special training. The
Schools will do wonders for you— I know,
we've got several I. C. S. boys right here in

the bank.'

"That very night Billy wrote to Scranton
and a few days later he had started studying at

home. Why, in a few months he had doubled
his salary! Next thing I knew he was put in

charge of his department, and two months ago
they made him Manager. And he's making
real money. Owns his own home, has quite

a little property beside, and he's a regular at

that window every month. It just shows what
a man can do in a little spare time."

Employers are begging for men with am-
bition, men who really want to get ahead in

the world and are willing to prove it by train-

ing themselves in spare time to do some one
thing well.

Prove that you are that kind of a man! The
International Correspondence Schools are
ready and anxious to help you prepare for

something better if you'll simply give them
the chance. More than two million men and
women in the last 29 years have taken the
I. C. S. route to more money. More than
110,000 others are getting ready in the same
way right now.

Is there any reason why you should let

others climb over you when you have the
same chance they have? Surely the least you
can do is to find out just what there is in this

proposition for you. Here is all we ask : With-
out cost, without obligating yourself in any
way, simply mark and mail this coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4555-B SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating1 me, how I can qualify for the position, or in ths
subject, before which I mark X.

= Electrician
ID Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting

_ Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction

_ Electrical Draftsman
J Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
ARCHITECTB„ Architectural Draftsman

Good English Contractor and Builder
Window Trimmer Building Foreman

ADVERTISING
SALESMANSHIP
Traffic Management
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Private Secretary
Commercial Law
Cert. Public Accountant
Higher Accounting
Railway Accountant
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Good English
Window Trimmer
Show-Card Writer
Sign Painter

_,0IVIL SERVICE
m Railway Mail Clerk
J Mail Carrier
CARTOONIST

= Illustrator
Perspective Drawing
Carpet Designer
Wallpaper Designer
Bookcover Designer
TEACHER
Common School Subjects C

..-High School Subjects
Mathematics
AUTOMOBILE OPERATING
Automobile Repairing
Auto. Electrical Work
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

Carpenter
Concrete Builder
MARINE ENGINEER
PLUMBER * STEAM FITTER

J Heating & Ventilation
Plumbing Inspector
Foreman Plumber
MINE FOREMAN OB ENGINEER

_ Coal Mining
Metal Mining
Metallurgist or Prospector

_ Assayer
TEXTILE OVERSEERORSUPT.
Cotton Manufacturing
Woolen Manufacturing
Locomotive Engineer
Roundhouse Foreman
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman

Machine Designer
Machine Shop Practice
Boilermaker or Designer
Patternmaker
Toolmaker
Foundry Work
Blacksmith
Sheet Metal Worker
STEAM ENGINEER
Stationary Fireman
GAS ENGINE OPERATING
Refrigeration Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
R. R. Constructing
Bridge Engineer
SHIP DRAFTSMAN
Structural Draftsman
Structural Engineer
Municipal Engineer
CHEMIST
Analytical Chemist
NAVIGATION
Motor Boat Running
AGRIOULTURE
Fruit Growing
Vegetable Growing
Live Stock & Dairying
POULTRY RAISER
Spanish
French
Italian

Name-

Occupation
and Employer.

Street and No..

City- -State-

Canadians may send this coupon to International Corrctpondcncc Hc/woU,
Montreal, Canada
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What the Fans Think
On different subjects concerning the screen, as revealed by letters selected from our mail pouch.

Oh, What a Crush!

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I read "My Crush on Gloria Golden" in your magazine, and
just now, when I sent a box of fudge off to Richard Barthel-

mess, who's the present object of my adoration, I got to think-

ing about the stars I've had crushes on in the, past. If I were
the mother of a daughter, I'd certainly lots rather have her be
crazy about some motion-picture star than to be, talking all the

time about the boys she knows, the way some girls I know do.

I began going to movies when Marc MacDermott and King
Baggott were so popular. I was pretty young to have a crush
on anybody, but even so I was Crazy about Maurice Costello.

I went to see him in everything, and thought he was too won-
derful for words. Then I switched to Clara Kimball Young a
little later, because I could sort of imagine that I looked and
acted as she did—which, of course, I couldn't do with Maurice

!

And, anyway, I'd heard that he was married, and
in those days that made a difference, because it

was such a sort of personal affair. I don't feel I
j

that way any more. If they're good actors, I'd 1 A
just as soon they'd have a wife and ten children. uJfck j£
Miss Young was my idol for a long time, and Vyi >

inspired me to brush my hair a hundred strokes
every night, and give up candy for a month at a \

stretch. Then I went away to school, and got so f.Zlflm
tired of seeing girls all the time that I preferred ,--J"8s8E_ ,

seeing the men stars. And WallieReid in "Car- |.g^naM«i
men" won my heart ; he was so terribly good ^^^^^^J
looking! But I didn't care for 1 »

i
-— love-making, BH^^BH

and I wavered between him and Edward Earle
and Earle Fox for quite a long time, with Wallace always a

little in the lead. Then I saw Eugene O'Brien, playing leads
with Norma Talmadge, and it was all off with Wallie, though,
of course, I still liked him, and always will. But after Gene
became a star I didn't see so much of him any more. About
that time, though, I happened to see Richard Barthelmess in a
comedy with Dorothy Gish—and he's my crush now. I don't
believe there's ever been any better acting than his. I like

Harrison Ford, too, and Robert Gordon—and lots of the girls,

of course ; the Talmadges and Bebe Daniels and Alice Lake.
But me for Dick most of any

!

And I think crushes, like those I've had, make people a lot

happier than they'd be without them. I write to Dick Barthel-
mess every week. And not really knowing them intimately,
you're never disappointed in the stars you're fond of, as you
are in the people you see every day. I don't believe crushes
ever do girls any harm, and I think they do them loads of
good. Dorothy W.—Mount Vernon, New York.

An Appeal for Fewer "Made=Over" Stories.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
This is my favorite section of my favorite magazine of the

screen. In these columns I see my own thoughts expressed;
it is just like talking things over with my own freinds. For
instance, I

_
agree with C. B.—St. Paul, Minnesota, in saying

the producing companies are making a mistake in picturizing
novels, old or new. It seems that one or the other must suffer,
either the fiction or the picture, and if I know beforehand
that a picture is adapted from any well-known book or maga-
zine story that I have enjoyed, I stay away from that partic-
ular show. Take for example the story, "Venus in the East,"
that clean comedy, with its droll situations and amusing epi-
sodes. We had laughed over the story and anticipated an
evening of riotous mirth when it was advertised for the
screen. But, oh, what a fizzle ! It was flat, stale, and insipid,
with as much resemblance to the story as a zephyr has to a
tempest.

Of course, with Mary Pickford, John Barrymore, and many
others whose dominant personality is- so great a factor, any
character they choose, fictional or original, is well done and ac-
ceptable.

_
We get all the big pictures and hundreds of minor produc-

tions. Personally, I prefer the lesser stars—the less sophisti-
cated—the pictures that break precedents and get away from
"costly sets" and nearer to nature.

A. J. D.—Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Movie Cow=puncher Gets His!

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
Will Rogers came along just in time to save the screen

cowboy from the fate he was headed for at the hands of the
average portrayer of him, in my opinion. I've known the real
thing, you see—was brought up by hand by a bunch of cow-
punchers, and you can take my word for it that any one of
them would be proud to take Will Rogers into his outfit.

You can't appreciate him unless you know the real, old-time
cowboy. His utter lack of good looks, the very way he wears
his hat, his dry humor, and the unintentional pathos of him

—

they're all typical of the cowboy who doesn't know anything
but his own country. Most of the cowboy stars are too
studiedly picturesque, too well suited with themselves. And
they look too much as if they'd been helped out of bed by a
valet and eaten a big breakfast, instead of sleeping on the

ground, rolled up in a blanket. The movie
Westerner is courageous—but he's courageous
like a circus rider, somehow; not like a cowboy.
And the horses they use in "Westerns !" Theo-

ry ja look like jaded mounts who've been driven on
fikf city pavements for years, instead of the bronc-

^J^^/Vjr that are the real cow ponies. Their riders jerk
' Hi 7

at.th( horses' mouths nil it makes a real cowboy
JjjjRrS wince—and wear, whib they do it, plaid shirts ana

velour hats that the plains never saw at an
& m SM ''i- 1 "i ill'' -.rnir! All this, with the exception of
Iwffl If Rogers—and a :ew others, perhaps.
HHHHi A Rogers Fax—Seattle, Wash.

We Hope the Stars Feel the Same Way!
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
Like most of your readers, I am very much interested in the

personalities of the screen stars. The thing that I am im-
pelled to write to you about, however, is not so much my own
opinions of my favorites, as to comment about some of the in-
terviews you have had of late with some of them.

I think the ones that have impressed me the most were
those with Richard Barthelmess, ZaSu Pitts, Bebe Daniels, and
Nazimova. There was something about each of those articles
that was so refreshingly frank and sincere, that I couldn't
help expressing my appreciation for the way in which you are
making me really acquainted with these "dear friends of mine."
1 know that I shall feel closer to ZaSu when I see her next
picture, because, thanks to your article, I feel so much closer
to her now. And my admiration for Dick Barthelmess ha*
gone up one hundred per cent—and it was pretty high before.
I have read so much silly trash about actors and actresses

—

a lot of which I don't and never did believe—that the articles
which you are printing come as a most refreshing relief. Please
keep up the good work.

Mrs. Clara A. Engert, 759 Worley Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

Hard on the Comedies.
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
As a regular movie fan, I'd like to know why more good

news reels and educational pictures are not shown, instead of
the foolish comedies that bore every one so. Why not save
the good_ comedies and make five-reel pictures of them, and let

the "Smiling Billies" and "Bouncing Bobbies" leave pictures
and go to work at some useful occupation?

A Phan—Los Angeles, Cal.

In Appreciation of Pauline.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I've been a regular reader of your magazine for some time

now, and I'm venturing to give my opinion on dramatic stars.
I hardly ever see any mention of Pauline Frederick—don't any
of your readers appreciate her wonderful acting? I've seen
almost every film she has appeared in, and, in my oninion, she
is the finest actress the screen has ever shown us. She stands
for everything in art as represented by the screen ; she has the
power to express any depth of emotion, without resorting to
violent gestures, and she has beauty that is strictly individual.
Pauline Frederick shows us that tiger skins and peacock feathers
aren't necessary in the making of a dramatic star, yet when oc-

Contimied on page 1U
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<<IOOK at this check for $26.50

—

L payable to mc.

"I made this money easily and
pleasantly—in the spare time left over
from my housework and the care of
Bobby and Anne, my children. In fact,

they helped me to make it. I make as
much, and often more every month.

"Before I found this new. easy way
of making money right at home, in
privacy, freedom and comfort, my hus-
band's salary, while sufficient to meet
our absolutely necessary expenses, .was
really not enough to give us any of the
little extra pleasures that mean so
much to a family. 1 Everything we eat
or wear has gone up so high, and
salaries haven't kept pace !

"But now. we have more than the

necessaries—we have beaten the ter-
rible old H. C. of L.—and we have our
little luxuries and amusements too.

"How do I do it? Simply by knitting-
socks. No, not by the slow old process
of hand-knitting, but by using The
Auto Knitter, a marvelous, but very
simple, easily-operated machine. Now
that I have gained practice with the
Auto Knitter I often make a sock in
10 minutes !

"And the best part of it is that I

have a guaranteed, constant market
for every pair of socks I make at a
guaranteed price. I simply send The
Auto Knitter Company the finished
socks, and back comes my check by re-

turn mail, together with a new supply
of yarn to replace that used in the
socks sent them.

Free Yarns Sent With the Machine
and They Pay Me for the Socks"

"The Auto Knitter Hosiery Company is an old. firmly
established American corporation, engaged in the manu-
facture of high-grade seamless socks. They have always
preferred home manufacture to factory production. They
constantly need more workers to make socks, in their own
homes. They need you.

"When you decide to become an Auto Knitter worker, as
I did, the Auto Knitter Company will make a contract to
pay you a fixed. Guaranteed Wage, on a piece-work basis.
In this contract you take no risk. You can work for them
as much as you want, or as little as you want—spare time
or full time. And for every shipment of socks you send them
you will get your pay check—promptly.

"With the machine they send a supply of wool yarn
FREE. They also supply FREE the yarn needed to replace
that which you use in making the socks you send to the
company.

"Toil are, of course, at liberty to dispose of the output

of your Auto Knitter as you see fit; you can also use the Auto Knitter to
make, at a remarkably low cost, all the hosiery your family needs—wool or
cotton.
"But remember this: There are absolutely no strings tied to the Wage

Agreement; it is a straight out-and-out Employment Offer at a Fixed Wage
on .i piece-work basis—a good pay for your services alone."

Read What Satisfied Workers Say
The Auto Knitter gives you the opportunity to make money during your

spare time. It also gives you the chance to devote your entire time to the
business, and thus, to be independent of bosses, rules, time-clocks, working-
hours, etc. The Wage Contract is in no sense a disguised "canvassing
scheme, agency, or "open a store" proposition. Here is the proof-
read the evidenco from some of our workers.

Better

Than a

Hundred
Hands

The Auto Knitter
A turn of the handle, and 60 and

more smooth, even, perfect stitches are
knitted. The Auto Knitter makes the
sock—top—body—heel—and toe with-
out removal from the machine. It
weighs about 20 pounds, and can be
clamped to any ordinary table or
stand. Easily learned. Experience
in knitting and familiarity with ma-
chines are unnecessary. Complete in-
structions are sent to every worker.
The Auto Knitter is to hand -knitting
what the sewing machine is to hand-
sewing.

Find Out HowTfouCan
Make MoneyWith
The Auto Knitter

More Than Two Dozen Pairs
a Day

The Auto Knitter has proven very
satisfactory. The work done on the
machine cannot be surpassed. The
only requirement is to learn the work
and then work. The Auto Knitter
is very speedy and any person of
good judgment can knit from one
to two dozen pairs of socks a day,
and if they want to push the work
they can turn out more. The treat-
ment by the Auto Knitter Company
is the best, and I have found them
to be absolutely reliable. Berlin, N.T.

Promptness Appreciated
Am sending you today a shipment

of half hose. I wish to compliment
you on the promptness with which
you return replacement yarn and
check. Gays, 111.

Getting Along Fine

I am sending you another lot of

socks today. I am getting along fine

with my machine, and thank you for

the promptness with which you have
accepted and paid for my hosiery.

Limestone, Tenn.

Thanks for Attention

I have just sent you a lot of half
hose made by my Auto Knitter with
yarn supplied by you. I am glad to

avail myself of this opportunity to tell

you how much pleased I am with the
machine and what pleasure it gives

me to work it. I also wish to thank
you for tlio courtesy and prompt at-

tention you have always shown me.
Buffalo. N. Y.

Write Today for Our
No matter where you live we want you to

know all about The Auto Knitter. We want
to tell you of the pleasant and profitable place
ready for you in our organization, and the
future you can make for yourself with The
Auto Knitter.

We want you to compare our work, and the
money that is in it. with what people are paid
for long, hard, grinding toil in office, store,
mill and factory. We want you to know the
substantial amounts that even a small part of
your spare time will earn for you. Then we
want you to read the glowing statements of our

Liberal Wage Offer
perfectly satisfied workers, and learn how, if

you desire, you can have your own home fac-

tory and sell your output both wholesale and
retail.

Kemember that experience is unnecessary,
that you need not know how to knit. You do
not have to even know how to sew. The Auto
Knitter does the work.

Action is the word. Write your name and
address now. this minute, on the coupon and
get this coupon in the mail at once. Enclose
2c postage to cover cost of mailing, etc.

THE AUTO KNITTER HOSIERY CO., Inc.

Dept. 5711K, 821 Jefferson St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Send CouponNow
THE AUTO KNITTER HOSIERY CO.. INC..

Dept. 571 IK, 821 Jefferson St.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Send me full particulars about Making Money at Home with
The Auto Knitter. I enclose 2 cents postage to cover cost
of mailing, etc. It is understood that this does not obligate
me in any way.

Name

Address

City

State ..." Picture-Plav 11-20



A Curs-ory Chat with Metro, the Parrot

JUNE MATHIS told me that

she had found Metro, the par-

rot, languishing in a pen of

pigeons on the lot. She rescued him,

named him for the studio, and has

tried ever since to make a gentleman
of him.

But I strongly suspect that Metro's

forbears were nautical birds with a

naughty-cal vocabulary. I shouldn't

wonder if he himself had at one time

swung head downward from a hal-

yard shrieking about "pieces of

eight" and "buckets of blood."

Just the same, Metro has some dis-

tinguished traits. He is literary,' for

one thing—and, of course, he should,

belonging, as he does, to Miss
Mathis, one of the foremost sce-

narioists of the day.

When I met him he was at liberty

—on shore leave one might say—in

By Celia Brynn

the Japanese garden on the studio

lot, and was thoughtfully chewing a
lead pencil to splinters.

"Are you going to write the

memoirs of your life?" I asked po-

litely, and he raised his head, turn-

ing on me the broadside of a steady

amber eye and a hooked beak.

"Go to " he returned with sim-

ple dignity, and fell to chewing again
upon the lead pencil.

Miss Mathis was properly shocked.
"Polly, you must be nice to the

lady," she admonished. "She is go-

ing to write a story about you."

Metro snapped off an inch of lead

and gave me the Cyclopean once
over again.

"Watta bore, watta bore." He al-

most sighed, and Miss Mathis ex-

plained that he had caught the ex-

pression from a temperamental star.

"You are quite an actor, aren't

you?" I persisted, and he sidled over
to the extreme edge of the vase and
peered down, with the evident in-

tention of escaping my annoying
questions.

"Blast the luck!" he ejaculated,

finding it was too far down to the

ground to do a parachute drop.

Miss Mathis again felt called upon
to explain.

"He is used in so many pictures

that he picks up all sorts of expres-

sions from the people around the

sets—directors, actors, electricians,

and carpenters.

"When he finished working with

Nazimova in 'The Heart of a Child,'

he could imitate Madame's voice ex-

actly, and after he had worked with

Viola Dana in 'Head and Shoulders.'

he had a choice collection of slang.

On one set the men were shooting

craps when not working in the pic-

ture, and Metro knows all about the

dice now."
The parrot fairly pricked up his

ears at the mention of the word
"dice."

"Oh, you eighter from Decatur!"

he murmured fervently, and in an-

other second added, "C'mon, you
sonuvagun, fade me !"

"Metro !" exclaimed Miss Mathis

to her protege who was fast demol-

ishing the pencil, entirely unabashed

by his mistress' embarrassment. 'T

don't want people to think I've

taught him all the bad language he

uses," she laughed, and I promised

not to hold his vocabulary to her dis-

credit.

"He absolutely adores lead pen-

cils," she went on, as Metro demon-
strated the truth of the statement by

spitting out the fragments of lead

and looked around for another.

"Dog-gone lie!" remarked Metro.

"He has worked with Teddy
Whack, the dog with the broken leg,

hasn't he?" I asked, and Metro, on

hearing the name, set up a shrill call.

"Teddy, Teddy, oh-oh-h Ted-dyT
From around the corner of the

studio hobbled a little brown dog
with almost human eyes and a

crooked leg.

"They are great friends," observed

Miss Mathis. "They got acquainted

in 'Shore Acres.' Teddy was sup-

posed to be killed in that picture, you

may remember."
The canine actor came over to the

vase and stuck up: his nose inquir-

ingly. Metro bent down as if to say

something, and then straightened up.

"Go home, poor fish," he said dis-

tinctly, and I took my cue and went.

He has worked with Viola Dana, Nazimova, and several of the other stars. In

this picture he is seen with Teddy Whack, the famous dog actor.
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Stop

Losing

Your
Hair

Read about KOTALKO
NOTED specialists certify that new growths

of hair, after complete baldness, and
eradication of dandruff are possible when
certain conditions exist and that such re-

sults positively have been attained.

For ages, scientists of the civilized world
have sought the real causes of the loss of hair
and for the best way to overcome baldness
where papillae exist in the scalp, even if dor-
mant, and if scalp is dry and shiny.

All those centuries, the North American In-
dians seem to have had the secret. Indeed

—

who ever saw or heard of a bald Indian, unless
he had been actually scalped?

A trader among the Indians—John Hart Brit-

tain got hold of the secret by right of pur-
chase ; then the formula was modernized.
"Kotalko" is the name by which the compound
is known. Although almost entirely bald, hair
came in prolific growth on Mr. Brittain's head
after applying Kotalko and this hair growth
never lessened. Legions of other men, women
and children have had scalp and hair benefit
through KOTALKO. Many have reported new
growths of hair after baldness of years. Many
have reported that their hair stopped falling

out. Many have reported dandruff eradicated
completely by Kotalko. There is a chance for
you to test the efficacy of Kotalko. Your aim,
like that of every other ambitious, self-respect-
ing person, is

Luxuriant HAIR for You
The principle and the Kotalko formula is a compound from the Three Kingdoms of Nature : Apply Kotalko

gently to the scalp and to whatever hair is still left. Watch in your mirror

!

What Kotalko can do for overcoming the thinning, splitting', loss or combing-out of hair, also for dandruff and
baldness, has been evidenced in legions of voluntary testimonials.

William Shaw testified: "I had a bald spot over 12 years that has become covered by using Kotalko." Mary
Ferriera: "My hair had fallen out when I began to use Kotalko. Then the hair grew again." Alfred E. H. Flary

:

"My head was as bare as the bottom of my foot. Since using Kotalko there has come a nice thick growth of

hair." Louise A. Gray: "After using Kotalko, my hair is much thicker and longer than it was." Many—very

many—other testimonials—some lengthy, are available for YOU to read. Let us send you some sheets of them :

look for cases like your own.

Doctor's Praise of Kotalko
Dr. R. W. Richardson stated : "For fifteen years I

had a gradually increasing bald spot due to scalp dis-

order for which I used many remedies without benefit.

Then hearing of what Kotalko was doing for others, I

used it. The scalp trouble is gone and hair is growing
over the bald spot. I owe it all to Kotalko."

This preparation is not a sweet scented liquid, nor
a soapy shampoo, nor anything in the "dainty" class.

Money Back Guarantee
THAT KOTALKO will aid to OVERCOME DAN-
DRUFF, to stop FALLING HAIR; or to GRpW HAIR
where papillae exist 1 even if imbedded in a shiny
scalp) or YOUR MONEY BACK if you are not
fully satisfied.

Kotalko is making an unparalleled record. It is SO

different from other hair preparations and so successful

for Dandruff, Falling Hair, etc.,

Kotalko is not a shampQO nor a liquid.

It is a substance to be applied with the

finger tips at the scalp, at night. Astonish-

ing results reported. Get a box at the|

druggist's. Be sure to read below.

KOTALKO
In Kotalko one of the ingredients is bear

oil and, remember, it is genuine bear oil.

compounded with the other ingredients of

Nature and to be applied to the scalp in the

Indians' original way.

Everybody admires beautiful hair

Proof Box, lO Cents
If you wish to test Kotalko on falling or thinning

hair, scalp disorder, dandruff, or baldness, you may re-

ceive a Proof Box of Kotalko with testimonials and

booklet by mail (plainly wrapped package) by sending

10 cents, silver or stamps, to John Hart Brittain. Inc.,

BC=151, Station F., New York, N. Y. Or you may obtain

a full size box of KOTALKO at a druggist's or a toilet

goods counter of a department store. Remember the

name—KOTALKO. It is the genuine compound. There

is nothing "just the same." Money-back guarantee and
directions with each box.



By William Lord Wright

The Play of

the Future

Author

Where will motion-picture producers
get their stories in the future? The
old plays are nearly all "made over" ;'

the popular novels past and present

have been sadly depleted ; there are but

a limited number of "six best sellers." The producers

are so anxious for good screen plots right now that

old screen plays are being made over. Books and plays

done by the members of the defunct General Film Com-
pany, the Kleine-Selig-Essanay-Lubin organization, and
the old Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay distributing or-

ganization, all flourishing six or seven years ago, these

books and plays, I repeat, are

appearing again. We hear that

"The Garden of Allah," the

Hichins novel done by Selig as

a spectacular special four years

ago, has been "bought over" and
is to appear again as a new pro-

duction under another trade-

mark. "The Prince Chap,"
"The House of a Thousand
Candles," and others have been
produced for the second time.

Material must be procured for

the star system, you know

—

something to fit the personality

of the leading man or leading

woman.
This should encourage the am-

bitious person who longs for the

day when his or her "stuff" will

be eagerly scanned in film edi-

torial offices ; when there will be

a really, truly good market for "outsiders." The writer

of this department differs from the wiseacres who as-

sert that "originals will never again be wanted." I

differ because I know the discussion going on among
the big producers ; because T am closely in touch with

actual production and can see the signs of the times.

There will be a big market for stories written first

for the motion-picture screen. There must be. The
made-over books cannot last long, for the public will

get wise; such old classics as are available will be called

upon and made to serve their purpose ; there are but

a limited number of new novels and short stories suit-

able for screen adaptation yearly—and then what? The
cry will go forth for originals, and those who are pre-

pared to furnish originals will cash in.

Necessary ^n<^ wnat must tne ^ ree lance do to

y be prepared when this period arrives,

Quali- is a logical question. The writer who

fications hopes to sell original stories for the

movies must- first be a student of screen
personality. That is, the writer must know the strength
and the limitations of the popular movie stars. The

QUESTIONS concerning scenario
writing, addressed to this depart-

ment, will be gladly answered, when ac-

companied by a stamped and addressed
return envelope. Beginners, however,
are advised first to procure our "Guide-
posts for Scenario Writers." a booklet

covering all the points on which begin-

ners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the

principal producers, with statements of

the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six

cents. Please note that we cannot read

or criticize scripts.

writer must know what sort of plots Bessie Love likes

and what sort of stories must be submitted for Lew-

Cody.
Here is a professional secret, but an open secret

—

a secret that actuates every successful writer for the

motion pictures to-day. There are about a dozen men
and women movie stars to-day who are really versatile

—capable of enacting a wide range of roles. Almost
without exception, these dozen men and women gained

their experience in acting by years spent on the spoken

stage before they entered pictures. The other movie
stars, great in number, have limited capabilities. They

do some sort of character lead

_ well and are at sea in other

parts. They have their line of

favorite facial expressions, their

favorite gestures and cute little

mannerisms—and publicity and
personality.

Is it not logical that these stars

must have certain business writ-

ten for them which brings out

their strong points and glosses

over their weaknesses? It surely

is. The only way to learn the

character of stories wanted for

particular stars is to study these

stars on the screen and study at

least three or four of the ve-

hicles in which they appear.

Watch the little things. If the

star is diminutive, you will note

that big, deep seats and a cast

that averages tall in stature are

supplied in order to accentuate the star's daintiness and
win her the love of the audience. If she has a dimple,

you will note the close-ups that display that attraction :

if her hands and arms are pretty note that this fact

is not overlooked ; some stars cannot wTear clothes ; that

means, in motion-picture parlance, that she does not

appeal in evening gowns, but is more effective in rags

and tatters, or gingham frocks and sunbonnets. I know
of one star who appears very badly in formal clothes

;

the rough backwoods type alone suits him.
Every one knows, or should know, the character of

the stories desired by Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks. How many know the character of business

and plots wanted by Mildred Harris Chaplin, Betty
Compson, Bessie Barriscale, May Marsh, Dustin Far-

num, Ethel Clayton, and so on?
And those directors specializing in all-star casts

:

How many know what these directors desire? They
want well-balanced, strong stories, without featuring

any particular star. Only the other day I heard Edgar
Lewis, the director, sighing for just such a story.

Get ready for the day when the original story comes
Continued on page 72
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Send No Money
FreeTrial - EasyTerms

SELECT the Pathe Phonograph you like best;
select any 10 Pathe Records; send your
name and address; send no money whatever.

When you get the complete outfit, play it for 10 days. Make
every test you can think of. Compare it with the best pho-
nograph you ever heard. If you are not convinced that Pathfi
is the very best Phonograph in the World, in every way,
send it back at our expense and the trial will have cost you
absolutely nothing. That's the offer in our new Pathe Book.

Pay Nothing Until After Trial
If you decide to buy, pay the rock-bottom cash price
in extremely small monthly amounts. We charge no
interest. You make no deposit, you risk nothing. Send
for the Free Book now.

This offer is limited to the United States. This offer is not
made in Europe where the Path6 long has been supreme.

Many Exclusive Features
Have Made Pathe

the Standard of the World
1. PathS Phonographs play ALL
makes of records with a sweet-
ness that is unequalled.

On Pathe Phonographs, an
everlasting sapphire ball is

used in place of the sharp steel
needle. PathS draws music
from the record gently— it does
not gouge it out.

3. No needles to change.

4. PathSRecords are scratch-proof.
Children may play them with
perfect safety.

5. Path6 Records may be played
many thousands of times.
Other records lose quality with
each playing.

6. The Paths Library of Records
contains 75,000 selections, byfar
the largest in the world.

7. Pathe makes records in many
foreign countries, and brings
you the music of the world

8. The Paths process of recording
preserves 60% more overtones—
the quality that gives music a
natural, living tone.

PathS Phonographs are supreme the world over. In
the great International Expositions, PathS has con-
sistently won the very highest Grand Prizes. Yet
PathS costs no more than the ordinaryphonograph.

Send Coupon
for Free Book
A beautiful, illustrated book, prepared at great
expense, will be mailed to you without cost or
obligation. It tells how to judge phonographs and
how to get the PathS on free trial without a penny
down. But this offer is limited. Send coupon now.

The Standard Phonograph Co.
202 South Peoria St, Dept. 1758, Chicago, IU.

The Standard Phonograph Co.
202 South Peoria Street, Dept. 1758, Chicago

Please send me the new Pathe" book free. I as-
sume no obligation of any kind.

!

i

Pathe Phonographs Play All Makes of Records -m~m



72 Hints for Scenario Writers

into its own. It has come in serials—most of them are

originals. It will come, and come soon, in feature pro-

ductions. Study the motion-picture screens, not for

entertainment, but to get a thorough knowledge of the

stars and the stories and the way the stories are

written.

Right in

Line

Apropos of the above paragraphs
comes a letter from R. J. Trebor, of

Los Angeles, California, which we re-

produce here, before answering it.

"I'm one of the millions that encounter a 'funny feeling'

after reading some of the alluring statements you see about
the great demand for screen stories. 1 have spent many a
dollar on trade papers, stamps, courses, books, and have been
told that I turn out producable material, yet, after four years
of shattered hope, I can only show a basketful of rejection
slips and two short reels to my credit.

"Why doesn't some one be candid and tell us there is very
little hope for the 'outsider' to dispose of his stuff? When the
'experts' themselves cannot deliver the goods why do most
magazine scenario editors maintain there was never a better
chance for the free lance than right now?
"How many persons carrying the title of scenario editor

three years ago are holding down such a desk to-day? Even
these experts themselves cannot dispose of their stuff—how
can one expect an outsider to receive any consideration? What
has become of E. M. Hall, McCloskey, E. W. Sargent, Arthur
Leeds, and many other 'big chiefs' of former days? This
only goes to show that one must have a personal pull in order
to get stuff over. I realize that most concerns are doing stage

and book stuff, and some companies are doing over subjects

that have been produced before by other companies.
"We have a sort of club out here, the object being mutual

benefit. This so-called 'circle' has been done in former days
in the East. But it's a sort of get-together affair where wc
would-bes can offer sympathy to one another. 1 would ap-

preciate a little information on the following questions:

"i—When a continuity writer develops a play from a novel,

does he work from a synopsis of that book, or does he work
directly from the book?

"2—To obtain a position as continuity writer must a writer
present a sample of his work?

"3—How must one go about securing such a position?
"4—When a writer does the continuity of a book does he

develop the sequences just as they follow in the book?"

A Good ^ ^ac^ written the opening article for

_ this department before Mr. Trebor's
Chance tor letter came, and, in part, the opening

Real Talent paragraphs answer his letter. But I

am going into detail, believing our

readers will be interested in further dissertation on the

subject. I repeat that there is hope for the really tal-

ented outsider. I recently received a letter from J. L
Jones, who writes that a friend of his, without any
pull or training, recently sold a plot for five hundred
dollars. I don't claim that the producers are elbowing
each other in frantic efforts to secure "outside" stories

right now, but I do claim that the market will be good
for the writer of real ability before so very long.

It is, on the very face of it, absurd to contend that

in disposing of motion-picture plots and continuities,

"pull" cuts much figure. There is a great deal less of

it in that department than in an]' other branch of the

game. The producer realizes that the storv and the

^ntinuity of the story form the rockbound foundation

of the entire structure. Mind you, I do not say that

"a friend at court" does not sometimes give a continuity

writer an opportunity to make good. But if that writ-

er's continuity is not good—he is summarily dismissed.

And the plot or story is sold strictly on its merits.

Common sense should tell you that no producer, willing

to expend thousands of dollars on a picture, would be

such a fool as to buy a story just because some friend

or a friend of a friend wrote it. Would any sane per-

son deliberately pay five hundred dollars for some

doubtful story, and then spend seventy-five thousand
to one hundred thousand dollars to produce it?

"Then why do they select so many poor stories?"

you ask. You might as well ask why a certain church
picked a poor minister, why Connie Mack can't always
pick a pennant-winning team, why your wife didn't get

a better cook the last time. There are too many pos-
sible reasons to be given in detail here, but the princi-

pal one is that human judgment is scarcelv ever in-

fallible. Moreover, it's always easy to criticize any
business except the one you're actually running. Very
often, too, the story which you think was such a poor
one, made a good deal of money. And to make money
is the main object of making motion pictures; and,
incidentally, the reason that you are trying to learn
to write movie plots.

Pull Can "^
et me te^ k°w mucn "pull"

counts. Not very long ago I repre-
Go Just So sented an Eastern company in Cali-

Far fornia. A feature picture was about
to be produced, the story was already

in hand—a book play. There came a telegram stating

that Mr. So-and-so, a continuity writer, would call, and
that we should give him an opportunity to do the sce-

nario of the feature at one hundred dollars a reel.

This Mr. So-and-so had a "pull." Now one hundred
dollars a reel is a standard fee, and his pull consisted

in being given an opportunity to serve. He had his

opportunity and turned in poor work. He was fired

without a penny—and three other continuity writers

worked on the play before one was found who did

acceptable work.
As to the "big chiefs" mentioned in Mr. Trebor's

letter, E. M. Hall is turning out clever plots as of yore
and selling more than ever. Epes W. Sargent remains
on the staff of a well-known movie trade journal and
also writes movie plots and continuities. Arthur Leeds
is still in the game and writes a department on the
movies for a literary journal. Giles R. Warren, for-

merly editor of the old "Imp" and later of the Lubin
Company, wrote the editor just recently that he had
just completed writing and directing a big feature and
had all the work he could do. Lawrence McCloskey

—

I saw his name as the author of a big feature just

the other day.

Here is another interesting indication of the coming
change. Mary Pickford, as you well know, has been
buying every available book and story of wide popular
appeal which offered her the sort of role to which she

confines her talents. "Pollyanna," "Daddy Long-Legs,"
and other stories which have been widely read were
purchased by her at fabulous prices whenever she could

get hold of them. I have been told that on her return

from Europe she had on hand three original stories by
Francis Marion, and nothing else. From time to time

she will, of course, continue to be able to pick up a

story which has succeeded in some other form. But
just watch and see if she doesn't get back, more and
more, to original stories. Jerome Storm, who did such

splendid work directing all of the Charles Ray comedies

for Ince, is going to enter the independant field. I

understand that, after having carefully investigated the

story market, he has decided that he will achieve better

results by using original stories, written by authors

skilled in the work, who know the type of thing he

wants to produce, and who will better furnish him with

the kind of vehicle suited to his needs than would any-

thing he could pick up in the way of books and plays.

And now let me attempt to answer the questions which
Mr. Trebor asked in his letter.

Continued on page 88
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TheBestDiamond
Bargains tn75\ears

Never, in nearly % of a century
in business have we offered such
amazing bargains as against prevailing prices.

Due to very unusual conditions, this old dia-

mond banking house, rated at more than
Sl.000,000.00, has been making thousands
of additional loans on high grade jewels. Hence
we have many unpaid loans which we offer to

sell at once away below market prices.

Why Pay Full Prices

We send any diamond, or watch, on
approval. Try to match our most exceptional
values for 60^ more— that's our challenge.

Here are stronger claims than we make our-
selves. Enthusiastic customers write: "My
$45 duster valued here at SI50. 00." "The
stone I bought ofyou for $75 I could not dupli-

cate for less than $162.00." Hundreds of

letters Like these. Names on request.

Send Coupon for

Latest Bargain List

It is radically different from the ordi-
nary catalog. Every jewel described in detail.

The list contains hundreds of bargains in un-
paid loans and many other amazing values.

Send your name and address in the coupon, or
by letter or post card today. You will be
under no obligation. Send the coupon now.

Jos. De Roy & Sons, 2968 De Roy Bldg.

Or.ly Opposite Post Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.

References by permission: Bank of Pittsburgh — N. A.
Marine National Bank— Union Trust Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Your bank can look us
up in mercantile

Send for

the latest

Bargain Bulletin
A list ofvery special offers, including unpaid
pledges now being "snapped up" by buyers
csf bargains in diamonds. Send quick.

Jos. De Roy & Sons
Only Opposite Post Office Pittsburgh

Name.

Jos. DeRoy
& Sons

296S DeRoy Bids.

Only Opposite Post Office

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Gentlemen. Please send me free
and prepaid, your latest bargain list

of diamonds, watches and other jewelry.
It i3 understood I assume no obligation of

any kind.

Address
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STRONG NERVES
is what you need to endure the "Mile a Minute Life" of today, with its

worry, grief, strife, business pressure and thousands of other Nerve Strains.

Are you tired and depressed? Can't you
sleep or digest your food? It's your NERVES.

Read the Book NERVE FORCE £|?a£
lu

b£k
explains every possible phase of nerve abuse and teaches how to calm,
soothe and care for the nerves. It contains hundreds of health hints,
especially valuable to people with high-strung nerves.

The cost is only 25c (Coin or Stamps) . Bound in Cloth, 50c

If after reading this book you do not agree that it will mark the turning
point in your life toward Greater Power. Mental as well as Physical, your
money will be refunded without question, plus your outlay for postage.

PAULVON BOECKMANN, Studio 462, 11 W. 40th St., New York

=B EAUT1FUL E YES=
LA ROSE'S EYEBRIGHT, a simple, absolutely harmless

preparation, will positively strengthen weak and tired eyes, and
help to make them clear, strong, bright, and alert.

This is the day of the Lady Beautiful, and LA ROSE'S
EYEBRIGHT will serve to make her more so by giving her

a preparation which will beautify her eyes, and make the "win-

dows of her soul" clear and shining.

You read in this and other good magazines on how to take

care of your hands, face, hair, eyelashes, but nothing is said about

the most important and beautiful organ of the human body

—

eyes.

Nature intended your eyes to be strong, bright, and beautiful,

but hardly anyone takes care of their eyes until too late, and
then expensive specialists are necessary.

20,000,000 Americans wear
glasses, mostly because
tHey neglect their eyes.
By using LA ROSE'S EYEBRIGHT you not only add to

the beauty and brightness of your eyes. You strengthen them
against possible future weakness and many expensive eye

specialists.

LA ROSE'S EYEBRIGHT is perfectly harmless. It will

improve your eyes 100%.

We will cheerfullv return

your money if LA ROSE'S
EYEBRIGHT does not sat-

isfy you in every way.

Send one dollar to

La Rose Co.
225 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

} Address

TEAR OFF THIS COUPON

|
LA ROSE CO.,

I 225 Fifth Ave., Room 406, N. Y. City
I

|
I send herewith one dollar for one bottle

|
of L,n Rose's Eyebright If not satisfactory

|
yon agree to return money upon request.

I

I Name ,

I

What the Fans Think
Continued from page 66

casion demands it, she can give points to
any one on clothes and how to wear them.

Kitty Bennett—London, England.

This Fan Likes Variety.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
"Another Fan," of Atlanta, Georgia, is

quite right in saying that the star is more
important than the play

—

so long as he
confines his examples to stars of the first

rank. I agree with him so long as he is

speaking only of such stars as Pickford
and Nazimova on the screen—or of Mans-
field, Sir Henry Irving, or Mrs. Fiske on
the stage.

But let's look a little further into the

question. As he himself admits, "the

stars never change, and are the same in

all their plays."

Now, so long as we adore Mary, or
Norma, or whoever our favorite may be,

we're quite contented to see her in roles

very similar to the ones in which she first

won our affections. In fact, since it's her
own personality that we adore, we'd
rather not see her disguised in some
strange sort of type.

But how about the stars we don't care
especially about? Their work becomes
monotonous to us.

Now, with me, the matter resolves itself

to this : There are four or five stars about
whom I am so enthusiastic that I never
miss any of their pictures, and, like "An-
other Fan," I don't care what they play in.

But those whom I regard as the second-

rate stars I only see at long intervals, un-
less I'm told that they're appearing in

some especially good story.

And what do I do for screen amuse-
ment the rest of the time? I'll tell you.
I follow mighty carefully the productions
that do not feature any special stars, and
from them I believe I really get the most
enjoyment. For example, I recently saw,

in New York, King Vidor's "The Jack-
Knife Man." And I don't believe I ever
enjoyed anything more. I'm looking for-

ward with the greatest anticipation to

seeing Griffith's "Way Down East."
Don't you think, "Another Fan," that

vou overstated the value of the star?

J. D. R.—Scranton, Pa.

He's a Friend of Bill Hart's.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I want to come into the open as an ad-

mirer of Bill Hart's; I've looked at him
from my point of view as exhibitor, fan,

and actor—and I'm for him.
I know of no other star, male or fe-

male, w ho has done so much to elevate the

screen from the fan's viewpoint as he.

People come from far and near to see a
Hart picture, simply because they know
that they will not be bored with a highly
impossible problem play or an equally im-
possible saccharine-sweetened story of a
poor little ingenue with golden curls and
pcaches-and-cream complexion, who was
the inn-o-cent victim of the bad, bad city.

Hart brings to the screen a sincerity and
a personality that can not be equaled any-
where, and it is his bigness, his power to

lift people away from their sordid every-
day troubles, and carry them to a life

where things are simple, that has endeared
him to the vast majority of the motion-
picture public
We need only be thankful that our boys

have chosen so splendid an example of

real manhood to admire. For whatever
else Bill Hart will be remembered for in

vears to come, he will alwavs be spoken
of as Bill Hart—The Man.

D. C. B—Louisville, Ky.
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IMPORTANT
This Bet is guaranteed not "icnock down"
furniture. Chairs, tabourette, and book ends

comes to you set up ready for use and
are solid glue block construc-

tion! The sectional table yon
set up in 5 minutes.

Brings the New Hartman 7-Piece

Solid Construction Living RoomJSuite
Even better than ever is this famous suite—made more massive, still more sturdy in
construction—? marvelous work of the furniture makers' art—the masterpiece for
1920-21—sent for only$l now and on 30 days 'free trial.

|| M# \A. mm^%\ Tel] us to Bhip now—then if after1111 WTd T% ff4 W£% BJrOI/ the 30 days' trial you don't find

||fg g €7 •Ur M Calf this splendid suite just vrhat you
want and a world-beating bar-

gain, send it back and we will refund the $1 and pay freight both ways. If you keep it, pay balance, only
$3 monthly—a whole year to pay (see coupon). No fairer, more liberal offer ever made. You don't risk
a penny. Hartman's, backed by $12,000,000 capital, guarantees you satisfaction, protects you in every
way. Send only SI now for this superb suite of furniture. Complete suite consists of large arm

rocker, large arm chair, library table, sewing rocker, desk or side chair, tabourette and book
ends. Genuine Mission, rich brown finish showing the beauty of the grain of the wood.
mr% mm m _t*> m Ornamented with richly embossed carved design on panels of chairs,

IIfg %33tm% table, giving a wonderfully pleasing rich effect, The
chair and rocker seats are constructed in a strong, durable^ ^_ m̂

manner, and upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather. Most comfortable.
lasting and beautiful. Large arm chair and large rocker stand 36 inches high / HARTMAN !L rapprr CcF
overallfromfloor, are25>3 incheswideoveraIl,andhaveseats21xlSinches. Other * * tHI<r ' v

rocker and chair have seats 17xl6>£ inches. Handsome table is 24x36 inches and tabourette has octagon- / 3913 Wentworth Ave. Dept. 2930 Chicago
shaped top about 12 inches wide, standing 17 inches high. Book ends just the right size and weight to i r^Mn-eH «„h «i <3 onrI ty, n p;„ t refnsr.
easily support largebooks Shipped from factory in central Indiana or factory in western New York /^j&f* ^oB^^iel^SU1^.

lP1^f
W

i

e
^RRM°Aa PriS M $1 Jnml R»!aT, r(, t-j mo„tKW / anteed not "knock down." I am to have 30 days'

Order by No. 110BBMA8._ Pnce
J38.85.

fV$1 down. Balance $3 monthly.
'trial. If not satisfied will ship it back and you willrtnrW* BARGA N CATALOG 432pages-mail us a postal for this great book /refund my -51 and pay freight both ways. If I keepfVlflir DnuaHin VHIHtVU

.
it will save you many dollars. Filled from ^t will pay S3.00 per month until the price. iZS.So. is

tm |ll cover to cover with stunning bargains m furniture, linoleum, rues, /pa jj
stoves, ranges, watches, Bilverware, dishes, washing machines, sewing .

machines, aluminum ware, phonographs, gas engines, cream separators, etc. Hundreds of /
articles to select from—30 days' trial on anything you send for. See how conveniently you can * Name
buy from Hartman's. ThiswonderfulbargaincatalogisFREE. Post card or letter brings it. /

HARTMAN Furniture & Carpet Co.
1 1fill I IfI fill 3913 Wentworth Ave., Dept. 2930 Chicago ,

/
City

Address .

State-
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Are You Satisfied

with Your

Appearance?

Are you as strong and
healthy as you wish
to be ?

Do you feel the
fire and vim
ofyouth surg- .

ing through , 'i

your veins? /

Do you have Sam
a well de- Pag
v e I o p e d ,

~

powerful
"'

physique, a

pleasing
appearance

and a strong

personality?

Ask yourself

frankly,
"Am 1 a

Real Man?" EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
The Acme of Physical Perfection

HOW DO YOUR MEASUREMENTS
COMPARE WITH THESE?

Height 5 feet 9 inches
Weight without clothes 158 poum s
Neck 17 inches
Biceps 16K
Chest 47&

"

Waist 32
"

Forearm 13
Thigh 23K
Calves 15K

"

Wrist 6&
"

Look in the mirror this very night and see what
it tells you. Would you be proud to have your pic-

ture produced in these columns? How does it com-
pare with the illustration and measurements shown
herewith? Your outward physical appearance re-

flects your internal condition. If you do not show
a daily improvement outwardly, you must not be
deceived. Your body is being consumed and you
are clogging up like the stagnant pool. Stop then
where you are. Get a grip on yourself this very
minute. Let this be the start of new life and
physical perfection, for it is yours if you will

accept it.

You can easily obtain these proportions and per-
haps better them if you really set your mind to it.

Many of my pupils are stronger and have larger
measurements than I have. Why not give me a
chance to help you make the most of yourself? I

have developed thousands of boys and men. taken
many of them when they were physical wrecks

—

more dead than alive—and trained them into power-
ful athletes. Wouldn't you like me to do the same
for you? No matter what your condition is at
present. I CAN DO IT—now it is up to you to
let me.

You are judged by your appearance
Look strong and feel strong and have a strong

personality. Be a man of power! Broaden your
shoulders, deepen your chest, make your arras thick
and muscular, straighten your neck, develop your
legs and obtain the energy and "pep" that only an
athlete knows.
Why put things off? Every day you put off is a

day wasted which could be spent in beautifying
your body.

The sixth edition of my latest Book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
is just off the press. This interesting book contains
25 full page photographs of myself and of some of
the splendidly developed men and boys whom I
have trained.

If you have not read this book, by all means send
for a copy today. Simply enclose 10c. stamps or
coin, to help cover cost of mailing, etc.. and you
will receive your copy promptly.
Tear off coupon below and send for this hookTODAY—NOW—while it is on your mind.

New Enlarged Quarters in New York Skyscrarier
Because of the tremendous interest in the Earle Liederman

health-bmldini? system,! have been forced to seek much Iarper
T i.irt. ts. lam now located at 305 t-. 300 Rroadwav and am
ri'lef] ar. lv ,-qinpped to meet the ever increasing demand for
this method of muscular development which has come to be
such an important factor in the public health of this ei-eat
Metropolis.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
305 Broadway, Dept. 1411, New York

TEAR OFF COUPON
EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,

Dept. 1411.

305 Broadway, New York City.
Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which you

are to send me. without any obligation on my part
whatever, a copy of your latest book. •'Muscular De-
velopment." (Please write painly.

)

Name
,

Street

City .

Romances of Famous Film
Folk

Continued from page 33

of his lady love's eyes, which were
not in the least mocking now, glowed
a look of courage that made him
ashamed of himself. That settled it.

Charlie stuck to the acting.

Then suddenly Charlie got that

wonderful part in "The Coward"
with Frank Keenan. His chance
had come ! He didn't think so much
of it at the time, though. But when
the picture came out—lo, it was
Charlie Ray's name that led all the

rest ! His name was on every fan's

tongue, his picture decorated all the

billboards ! And then the notices

from all over the country began to

come in.

"It all seemed too good to be

true !" exclaimed Charlie. "I went
down to the studio one morning, saw
Mr. Ince, got a new contract in my
hand for one hundred and fifty dol-

lars a week with an option added.
And maybe you know what I was
thinking of and what made me so

glad ! That very night I drove out

to see Clara Grant.

"I guess maybe I was pretty ac-

tory about it all ! Anyhow, I rushed
in, told her of my good fortune, and
then invited her to go for a ride with
me. I chose a lovely road, and it

was moonlight. And in the midst
of the loveliest part of the trip, I—
well, anyhow, you know we were
married and lived happily ever
after."

The first part of the "ever after"
was lived in a cute little four-room
bungalow.
And now Charlie and Clara are

living in a fifty-thousandTdollar

house in Beverley Hills, and they
have a morning room, a conserva-
tory, a butler, and other nice things

that Clara Grant's girlish heart used
to long for. On its walls are paint-
ings of Mrs. Ray's, and in the big
living room is a piano which Mrs.
Ray plays beautifully.

But I know this. too. Upstairs is

a little room sacred to the old busi-
ness-college days of the star, fitted

up quite barrenly with a desk, type-
writer, and straight-backed chairs.
Here Mr. Ray writes many of his
own letters to the fans, because he
feels that they'll somehow know the
difference if he leaves the writing
of his letters to a secretary. Besides,
so many of those fans are stenogra-
phers and bookkeepers, and he never
does forget those awful rows of fig-

ures and that dull, sickening thud
of the typewriter.

In the meantime Charlie Ray
works hard on his new plays with
his own company, at his own studio.
Leading ladies may come and go;

mm
Gases

Sourness

Indigestion

Heartburn

Flatulence

Palpitation

Just as soon as you sat a tablet or

two of Pape's Diapepsin all the stom-
ach distress caused by acidity will

end. Pape's Diapepsin always puts

sick, upset, acid stomachs in order

at once. Large 60c case—drugstores.

TENOR BA N J Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet or Banjo

Wonderful new system of teaching note music by niaEL To first

papils in each locality, we give a $20 superb Violin. Mandolin,
Ukulele, Guitar, Hawaiin Guitar, Cornet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo abso-
lutely free, Very small charge for lessons only. We guarantee suc-
cess or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write bow. Mo obligation.

SLINGEBLJND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Inc. Dept. 29 CHICAGO, ILL

learnHowtoWrite
7r ShOrt StOrieS There is a

big demand
for short stories, photoplays and feature articles. You can learn how
to write at home in spare rime. Jack London said so. He
and other great writers have endorsed our home study course. The
course is fascinating and takes only a few of your spare hours.

WwU~ CMA DAA1P and detail* of our Limited Incro-
Wnte lor rree book ^clOT7 offd. n o obligation.

rlOOSIER INSTITUTE 5-S.Dept 17u8 Ft Wayne, Indiana

WhyDontYbu!
Writethe Words
fora* Song?

Our Composer will

write the music—we'll
have complete son%
printed and copyrighted

in your name according to

our special plan.

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject

Edouard Hesselber&,
Our leading Composer is a
world's famous pianist, ap-
pearing in concerts with
such celebrated sinfeers as
Sembrich, Nordica and de
Reszke. AmonJ his great-

est son& successes are,

"IF I WERE A ROSE"
of which a million copies
have been sold.

Don't let another day Jo
by without submitting a
poem to us. Do it today.

The Metropolitan Studios
Department 137

916S. Mich. Ave.,ChicaSo
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M Down

Brings You This

Smart

Velour Plush
Coat

Send only $1.00 with the coupon and we will

send you this stunning, rich-looking coat. Ex-
amine it See yourself in it. Then, if you wish
to send it back for any reason, your money will

be returned instantly. This is a wonderful
chance to get a splendid coat and pay in small
monthly sums. Send the coupon now.

Contrasting Collar
This- extremely stylish ladies' coat is made of fine quality
rich velour plush. Handsome Beavertex collar in con-
trasting color gives charming, fashionable touch and at
same time is very becoming. The collar may be worn
open on shoulders or buttoned high around neck. The
smart all-around belt is buttoned in novel style and is

ornamented with a handsome buckle in the back. Latest
curved pockets. Coat is lined throughout with lustrous,
durable, fancy mercerized twill sateen. Colors: Your
choice of Burgundy, Blue or Rich Green. Sizes 34 to 44
and Misses 16 to 20.

Order by No. F-44. Terms $1 .00 with coupon,
$4.65 monthly. Total trice $28.75.

SixMonths
to Pay

Learn to buy the Elmer Richards way. Dress
well and pay in small monthly sums that only
amount to a few cents a day. Thousands of

delighted customers praise our splendid values
and bargain prices. No charge for credit. One
price only. You have everything to gain and
nothing to lose. Try it and be convinced.

Send Coupon
This splendid coat sent on approval. See it Try
it on. If you don't keep it you are not out a
penny. Send the coupon with a $1.00 P.O. order,

or a dollar bill. Mail coupon now.

Elmer Richards Co.

77

Dept. 1758 W. 35th Street, Chicago, III.

Elmer Richards Co., Dept. 1758, W. 35th St., Chicago, 111.

I enclose SI 00. Send Smart
Velour Plush Coat No. F-44. Color Size

If I am not satisfied with the coat, I can return it and get my payment back.
Otherwise I will pay advertised price: $28.75, or your terms of $1.00 with coupon,
balance $4.65 monthly.

Name • •

..State
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iJustSendYomName
Just send your name and we will send you a

Kosebrite prepaid right to your home free for
10 days' wear. This wonderful new gem has all
the sparkling fire and dazzling beauty of the
finest genuine diamonds. Cut and polished,
absolutely flawless, just like the most costly
diamonds. Its diamond-like brilliancy lasts
forever. Even experts can scarcely tell it from
the genuine. Mounted in beautiful solid gold
ring, men's or women's style.

Send No Money
Just write as today stating style wanted and finger

size. (To determine size cut strip of paper just long
enough to meet over second jointof ring finger.) This is

all you do — send not a penny in cash. W hen ring arrives,
deposit only $4.75 with the postman. Wear it 10 days.
If you or your friends can tell It from a diamond send It

back and we will refund the deposit. If you decide to
keep it, merely send $3 a month tor four months. You
are the sole judge— you run no risk. Write today before
this special introductory cut-price offer Is withdrawn.

Rosebrite Diamond Company
Dept.l3U t 30 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois

Famous FRENCH Depilatory

for removing hair
A delicately perfumed powder ; removes hair,

leaves skin smooth, white; for arms, limbs, face;

50c, also the new. economical $1 size containing
complete mixing outfit. At drug and department
stores. Send 10c for trial sample and booklet.

HALL & RUCKEL, 104 Waverly Place, N. Y.

Are you
Distracted,;
because of
ECZEMA,
ITCH,
PIMPLES?

The terrible itch. Itch, itch,

never ending, is enough to drive

one mad. You will be happy to

hear that you can secure a wonderful salve which
will quickly bring delightful relief and will soon

clear your skin aa you would like to have it-

DR.GRAF'S
ECZEMATIK SALVE

has proven phenomenally successful in stubborn
cases of wet or chronic eruptions (eczema), bar-
ber's Itch, tetters, pimples, etc. Apply this and
note how quickly your condition improves. You
wash this salve off not with water but with sweet
oil or cold cream. Get pleasure out of life. Act
now. To-dav send $2.00—money order or check

—

and in a plain cover a .iar of this salve, sufficient

to last a considerable time, will be sent you by^

return mail.

Hemic Products Distributing Co.
230Eastl5th.St. Dept.1107 N.YC.

they are just so many pretty dolls

to Charlie Ray.
Out there in Beverley Hills is the

real lady of his heart—the girl he
loved through the lean years and
who let suitors come and go while

she waited for the boy who used to

walk out to her house to call on her
when he hadn't car fare.

That's how Charlie told it to me.
But Mrs. Ray has her side of the

story. Maybe it's best expressed in

an incident that happened one day
when I called on her. She was
showing me the house, and we came
upon a cedar chest in a corner of

her room. She stooped and opened
j

it. Some lovely feminine garments
J

met my gaze.

"My wedding outfit," she ex-

plained. "They were made long,

long before I was married," she went
on to confide. "But sh !—Charlie
doesn't know it

!"

Outstripping Salome
Continued from page 46

At that juncture Doraldina's
mother entered with a glass of orange
juice for me.
"The oranges are from the ranch,"

she said. "Just drink that juice. It's

real nice, especially after Doraldina's

awful poi,"

Doraldina laughed and patted her

mother's shoulder. The two then
entered upon a discussion as to house
dresses which could be procured at

a bargain at a certain department
store in Los Angeles. And Doral-
dina wanted to know whether her
sewing machine had been delivered.

Until then I had supposed she cut

her gowns with a lawn mower.
As to her plans, she confesses she

has two great ambitions. .She wants
to walk a tight wire and act like

Ethel Barrymore. And it seems
Miss Baryymore's great ambition is

to do the hula like Doraldina.

Just now, however, Doraldina is

learning all about pictures. She
promises the Marumba shiver, the

Bedouin snake dance and still an-

other creation to flavor "The Pas-
sion Fruit."

Thus, just as we despair of any-
thing new in the great art of the

motion picture—having had heavy-
weights from ring and opera, avi-

ators, magicians, and Joe Martin

—

along comes the swishing, torso-elo-

quent Doraldina to start the hip
movement in screen literature.

In regard to her success in cellu-

loid, she says

:

"It remains to be seen which way
the straw blows."

But whichever way the straw
blows, you're bound to see something
interesting about Doraldina.

~0t

Darkens and Beautifies Eye-
lashes and Eyebrows Instantly
Long, thick, dark eyelashes and well-formed
eyebrows give charm, beauty and wonder-
ful expression to your eyes.

"Maybellino" makes them appear natur-
ally long, thick and luxuriant. Applied in
one minute. Perfectly harmless. Used and
recommended by Stars of the Stage and
Screen and all beautiful women everywhere.
Why not you? We know that you will be
delightfully surprised at the wonderful im-
provement after the first application.

75c at your dealer's or directfrom us.
To avoid disappointment with Imitations,

elways look for the picture of "THE MAY-
BELL GIRL," as above, on every box of
genuine "MAYBELLINE."

MA.YBELL LABORATORIES
4305—47 Grand Blvd., Chicago

Eyes Like Diamonds!

Mysterious Lashes!

Divine Eyebrows!
SOMETHING NEW! Make your eyes sparkle like
O diamonds—with that wonderful, natural crystal
clearness and tantalizing charm they should have. The
world bows before clear, bright, bewitching eyes. For
certain results use the new preparation, "Sparkle-Eye."
guaranteed harmless. Also, make your lashes grow
beautifully long, silky—mysteriously luxuriant, languor-
ous—and your eyebrows divinely, perfectly formed. Use
the new eyebrow and eyelash grower, silkener and
beautifier. "Eye- Dream." guaranteed harmless. These
three characteristics will give your eyes an inconceiv-
able beauty. Tou see a difference the first day. There
is nothing identical with this treatment in existence.
Mail a $1.00 bill in envelope today, with your name
and address, and these preparations, together with sev-
eral other articles, free, will be sent you in plain
wrapper, postage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Order today before this special of-
fer expires. Harding Importing Company, Dept. 61,
2629 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

DEADMEN
TELL NO

$500.00aMonth
"I have averaged $600.00 a month
ever since I started acting as your
representative a year ago/* writes
Garrison. "60.00inoneday," writes
Lamar. Think of It. Thousands of agents
til over tbe country are making big money

representing* tis. You can too. Here is a
bonafide proposition. Absolutely guaranteed

In every way. The biggest money making offer
ever given. Write at once.

Raincoat FREETee, we will give yoa a
splendid grey worsted
water- proof top coat In the latest
style—of fine material— snug smart

belt — roomy patch pockets. Write in
at once if you want this wonderful
coat free, but don't wait. This offer is only
open for a limited time. Write fa now to

OODYEAR MFG. CO.
Dept. 1283. Goodyear Building, Kansas City, Mo.
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He Made the World
Blush for Shame!

Upon the stage of a complacent world stepped Brann the Icono

beheld the monstrous idols of Sham and Hypocrisy enthroned in

He saw Fraud elevated to a high place while none dared raise a vo

bidding sent a million slaves scurrying on his nefarious errand

token of their innocence. He peered behind the painted scenes and

men and saw a nest of lies , . . then he drew aside the curtain

Ana the heart of Brann grew bitter, and into his eye crept the re

lightning, as the rending crash of thunder. Brann struck—struck

pore of an avenoing angel. The structures of society shook, the tow
white heat of his passion consumed like fire—devoured the tawd
ashes. . . . Above the fiery ruins, above the blackened wrecka
nakedness—shining wftti a radiance too bright for human eyes and

clast. He looked about him at the tragi-comedy of life. He
the temple, where a gullible people bent their knees in worship,

ice in protest. He gazed upon the great god Greed whose slightest

s. He viewed the gilded effigy of Virtue erected by the guilty in

saw the squalid misery of the helpless— looked into the hearts of
of convention and revealed an orgy of sin .

d fires of wrath then, as the blinding flash of
with the pent-up fury of a demon, struck with the ruthless pur-
/ers of hypocrisy tottered, the castles of convention crumbled. The
ry trappings of tinsel, and the false draperies of Virtue fell in

ge, the resplendent figure of Truth stood revealed in blinding
the world blushed for shame.

NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME
The Complete Writings of

BRANN, the ICONOCLAST
A Hint of Brann

Brief Extracts From

Brann's Writings

The Breach of

Promise Fraud
"The Woman who inveigles

some poor old fool—perhaps old

enough to he her father—into

calling her his tootsie-wootsie

over his own signature, then
brings suit for breach of promise
—or the seventh commandment;
who exhibits her broken heart
to the judge and jury and de-
mands that it be patched up
with Uncle Sam's illuminated
anguish plasters ; who plays the
adventuress, then poses in the
public prints as an injured in-
nocent—sends a good reputation
to join a bad character in hope
of momentary reward—well, she
too may be legally honest: but
it's just as well to watch her;
for no woman worth powder to
blow her to perdition ever did
or ever will carry such a case
into court- When a woman's
heart is really hurting her
money is not going to help it;

when she's truly sorry for her
sin she tells her troubles to the
Lord instead of to policeman and
reporters."

ON PROHIBITION
"There is not a single plea

put forth by the Prohibs that
will stand analysis—not one.
Some men go crazy because of
"red-eye." and more because of
religion. Shall we. therefore,
knock in the heads of our bar-
rels and bum our Bibles? If
there were no liquor there would
be no drunkards, and if there
were no wealth there would be
no robbers. If there were no food
there would be no gourmands,
and if there were no offices
there'd be no Jim Crow politi-
cians. If there were no gold
there'd be no "reserve fund."
and if there were no women
there'd be no rape -fiends. If
there were no water nobody
would be drowned, so I move
that we abolish that favorite
drink of donkey. The crying
need of this country is a gold-
cure for the Prohibition craze."

Those who knew Brann. the Iconoclast—those tens of thousands who read his writings
in the dim past—will hall this announcement with unbounded enthusiasm. For to them
Brann needs no introduction. No one who has ever read a single paragraph of Brann's
will ever forget his wizardry of words, his unflinching courage, his magic of expression.
Heretofore only two small volumes of Brann's writings were available. Thousands clamored
for them—and then wrote the publishers for more. Alas, the balance of Brann's writings
seemed lost. But recently the entire recorded writings of Brann. the Iconoclast, were un-
covered in his old home at Waco. Texas. And now they have been placed in 12 hand-
some volumes—3S00 pages. Brann lives again. His flaming spirit will again startle the
world.

AH the Fire and Magic From
the Pen of the Wizard of Words

When Brann struck, the world gasped in amazement. The guilty discovered in their
crime, struggled hopelessly to escape—the wicked, exposed in* their shame, hung their
heads with dishonor. Society was startled, shocked, astounded. They tried to stop him—the press, the pulpit, the rich, the powerful attempted to check his tempestuous course.
But nothing could quench the fierce flame of independence that burned within his breast
nothing could daunt the spirit that knew no fear, no compromise, no retreat. In Brann's
hand a pen became an instrument of destruction that wrought the crashing havoc of a
cyclone—again it became as a scourge of scorpions that flayed to the raw—or again it was
a gleaming rapier that pierced swiftly, cleanly, fatally. Sometimes it was a harpoon with
a hundred prongs of wit and satire and humor—sometimes it became a pliant brush that
painted pictures of pure beauty. It could be rough as a wild beast's claw, or gentle as a
mother's caress, portentous as the voice of doom, or light as the play of love, solemn as
the pronouncement of judgment, or sparkling as the soul of wit. And now you may have
all that Brann wrote—without sending a,penny in advance.

SEND NO MONEY

!

If you act now, you can take advantage of this first edition low
price and the publishers' introductory offer. Simply send your
name and address on the coupon and the complete works will
be forwarded to you at once, securely packed in a wood'
box.
Each of the twelve volumes contains 320 pages, mak-

ing a total of over 3S00 pages, printed in clear,
readable type on Bangalore wove antique finish paper,
size of page 5J£ by 7)£ inches. The volumes
are gold topped, silk banded, uniformly bound
in rich green Flaenweave cloth with backs
illuminated in full gold decorative stamp
and ornamental frame on side. This
beautiful twelve volume set will be
sent to you entirely at our risk
and expense, for five days' free
examination. If. at the end
of that time, you decide
that you do not want to
keep the set, you are at
liberty to return it and
the trial will not have
cost you a cent. If you
keep the set as you doubt
less will, pay for it on the
amazingly easy terms of your own
selection as shown on the coupon.
But you must send the coupon for

your set quickly—now—oefore it is too
late, for this first edition will soon be
gone and then the price will have to
increased.

The BRANN PUBLISHERS, Inc.

Dept. 4411, 130 East 25th St., New York, N. Y.

Brann, the Iconoclast

A FEW CHAPTERS
A Pilgrimage to Perdition
Mankind's Mock-Modesty
Is Civilization a Sham?
Speaking of Gall
A Sacred Leg Show
Satan Loosed for a Season
Potiphar's Wife
A Voice from the Grave
The Mouth of Hell
The American Middle Man
A Disgrace to Civilization
Some Cheerful Liars
From the Gods to the Gutter
The Children of Poverty
Balaam's Ass
The Woman Thou Gavest Me
Evolution or Revolution
Driven to the Devil
The Seven Vials of Wrath
Adam and Eve
The Professional Reformer
Fake Journalism
Rainbow Chasers
A Social Swim
The Law of Love
A Prize Idiot of the Earth
The Typical American Town
Glory of the New Garter
Coining Blood into Boodle
The Footlights Favorites
Hunting for a Husband
The Deadly Parallel
Thou Shalt Not
The Old Maids Auction
The Age of Consent
The A. P. A. Idiocy
Atheists and Ignorance
The Beauteous Rebecca
Cupid vs. Christ
Currency and Common Sense
The Curse of Kissing
English As She is Spoke
Favorite Falsehoods
Garters and Amen Groans
The Gold Brick Game
Her Beautiful Eyes
Homily or Hell
Jingos and Jabberwocks
Labor Unions
A Maid's Mistake
Morality vs. Religion
Sassiety in New York City
A New Sassiety Sheet
Wanted—a Word
Panic and Its Lessons
Poor Old Texas
Perfumes of Passion
The Unwritten Law
A Very Bad Streak
The Single Tax

and hundreds of
others treating
on every subject
you can think
of.

/FREE
Examination
Coupon

THE BRANN PUBLISHERS. Inc.

Dept 4411, 130 East 25lh St, New York

Gentlemen : Send me the 12 volumes of^ Brann (complete) prepaid. 1 will either
- return the books in 5 days after I receive^ them or will send you payments as checked in

the square below, until $27 in all has been paid.

S2 after 5 days. So a month for 5 months.

$7 after 5 days. $10 a month for 2 months.
Discount if cash in full is sent after 5 days' free examination.



MAHLON HAMILTON ADMIRER.
—You are all wrong about your

favorite. Mahlon is not a street-car con-
ductor now, even if you do think you are
sure you saw him ringing up fares on a
street car several times. He is still work-
ing in pictures on the coast. Earle and
Mahlon did resemble each other a great
deal, but Earle died about a year ago.

Mike and Ike.—I can't give you a list

of all the picture actors and actresses
who have dogs and what kind each one
has, because there wouldn't be room in

The Oracle for anything else for sev-
eral months. That ought to give you a
fair idea of how many dogs there are be-
longing to the members of the profes-
sion. Mabel Normand is still making
features for Goldwyn. Tom Moore's
latest film is "Stop Thief!" This same
picture was made several years ago by
George Kleine with Howard Estabrook
in the principal role. You will find all

your other questions already answered.

Sassy Jane.—Mabel Normand and
Alice Joyce were artists' models before
going into pictures 'way back in the good
old days. Olive Thomas was, too. Har-
rison Fisher called Olive Thomas Ameri-
ca's most beautiful girl when she was pos-
ing for his famous illustrations. Mabel
started in pictures because there was a
slump in the demand for models, and she
thought it would be a good way to make
some money until things began to boom
again in her line. When things boomed
again in the model business Mabel had
changed her line for good. Mabel is re-
sponsible for Alice Joyce going into pic-
tures. Alice was also a model and a
friend of Mabel's. Mabel took her
around to the studio and introduced her,
and Alice was engaged right away.

Charles Ray Fan.—Charlie was born
in Jacksonville, Illinois, in 1891, and not
in 1881. There's quite a difference be-
tween '81 and '91. No wonder you
thought Charles hid his age verv well
He is no longer making pictures for
Thomas H. Ince. He has his own com-
pany now, and is releasing his pictures
through the First National. George M.
Cohan's famous stage success, "Forty-
five Minutes From Broadway," serves as
his first starring vehicle for himself.
Five pictures of him! I should say you
are lucky. How do you do it? Charlie
has not been on the stage all his life.

His father sent him to business college
after he left high school in Los Angeles,
but Charlie decided that he wasn't cut
out for a clerical position and left to
become an actor. It was a hard grind,
but Charlie stuck to it—and the rest you
know.

Cuckoo Agnes.—Harry Williams and
Chuck Risner are two well-known song
writers who have made good in motion
pictures. Harry has charge of the des-
tinies of the "Hallroom Boys" comedies,
while Chuck is now directing the famous
Charles Chaplin in his latest comedy. All
addresses at the end of The Oracle.

Funny Fan.—Yes, it is true that Wil-
liam Collier has returned to the' screen.

He makes his new debut in the Selznick

THE ORACLE will answer in
1 these columns as many ques-
tions of general interest concern-
ing the movies as space will allow.

Personal replies to a 1 im i te d
number of questions—such as will

not require unusually long answers
—will be sent if the request is ac-

companied by a stamped enve-
lope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture

Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79

Seventh Avenue, New York City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,

since the only possible way of ever

getting such a job is by direct

personal application at a studio.

Questions concerning scenario

writing must be written on a
separate sheet of paper. Those
who wish the addresses of actors

and actresses are urged to read
the notice at the end of this

department.

feature, "The Servant Question." It was
released several months ago. "Midnight
Gambols" is the latest Marie Doro fea-
ture to arrive in this country from Eng-
land.

After Thought.—Yes, Mildred Davis
played in pictures before going with Har-
old Lloyd. She left them to return to
her home in Seattle, Washington, after
completing a picture with Bryant Wash-
burn for Pathe, but a pleading coaxed her
to give up the idea of retiring from the
screen, and she signed a contract with
the Rolin Film Company.

As You Were—Ince has split the team
of Douglas MacLean and Doris May,
and will hereafter star MacLean by him-
self. Doris' real name is Helen Garret.
She has never been on the stage. Doug-

las was on the stage for several years
before going into pictures. He left the
Morosco Stock Company in Los Angeles
to go with Ince. I think that "Twenty-
three and a Half Hours' Leave" still

stands head and shoulders above any of
the other pictures Ince has made with
this star. It was by far the best comedy
of the year, I think.

Jenny and Joe.—You should inclose a
stamped envelope if you want a personal
reply. I can't send you pictures of the

various stars you mention, because I

haven't any to send. You will have to
write to the stars personally and ask
for their photographs. Better inclose a
quarter with each request. You can ob-
tain a copy of "Guideposts for Scenario
Writers" by sending ten cents in stamps
to the editor of Picture-Play. The
"Market Booklet" is entirely different. It

gives the names and addresses of all the
film companies and the kind of stories

they are in the market for.

New Britain, Conn.—Gladys Leslie is

married. Yes, Clarine Seymour died in

a New York hospital after a few days'

illness. I don't know what address you
are trying to ask for. Come again. You
started to mention the name and then
left a blank. I'm not a mind reader, so

will have to pass it up until I hear from
you again.

Pacifico V.—Harold Lockwood was in

his thirty-first year when he died from
influenza. Constance Talmadge played
the mountain girl in D. W. Griffith's "In-
tolerance," in the Babylonian period.

Elmo Lincoln was the Mighty Man of
Valor in the same period. This was the
picture that first called attention to Con-
stance's possibilities, and Griffith starred
her shortly afterward. Anita Stewart is

the wife of Rudolph Cameron, her former
leading man. Norma Talmadge is mar-
ried to Joseph Schenck. Constance Tal-
madge is not married. Pearl White is

the better half of Wallace McCutcheon.
Bebe Daniels is still single. Geraldine Far-
rar is married to Lou-Tellegen. Man-
Miles Minter, Mabel Normand, and Ma-
rie Prevost are members of the "not-
married-yet" club. Hedda Nova is mar-
ried to her director, Paul Hurst. George
Walsh and Harry Carey are not lawyers.
What put that into your fair head ? You
will find the answers to your other ques-
tions in the replies preceding.

Krazy Kat.—Yes, Krazy Kat has been
filmed in motion-picture cartoons for the
International Film Company. The ones
I saw were very funny, indeed. You will
find your other questions already an-
swered in this issue.

Continued on page 93
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Beside a Diamond
Wear a sparkling, fire-flashing Tifnite Gem and your friends will say that it's a

diamond. Has all the pure white color, flash and fire of the diamond—stands all

diamond tests—fire, acid and diamond file. No backing, no paste, no foil. Only an
expert can distinguish between them—and yet they cost so little. Don't miss this

great offer. Send the coupon now and let us send you your choice of these three
superb rings, scarf pin or LaValliere, to wear free ten days. Send no money.
Just the coupon. Pay $4.50 on arrival, balance later.

Solid Gold Mountings

No. 4. Solid eold throughout.
Chain 16 inches loner. One-
half carat guaranteed genuine
Tifnite Gem artistically
mounted in genuine latest style
black enamel circle. Price
$16.60; only $4.60 upon arrival.

. _ Balance $3 per month. Can be
eturned at our e

Tifnite Gems are such beauties—they have such wonderful fire and brill-

iancy—that we could not think of giving them any mounting except solid
gold wrought into the latest and most exquisite designs. You cannot find
more beautiful jewelry anywhere than that which has these magnificent
Tifnite settings. Send and see for yourself. You run no risk because
if you are not more than pleased you may return your purchase and we
will refund any money you have paid. Remember a guaranteed solid
gold mounting for every Tifnite Gem.

Remarkable Gem Discovery
The closest thing to a diamond ever discovered. In appearance a

TIFNITE and a diamond are as alike as two peas. TIFNITE
GEMS are cut and polished the same as the most
costly diamonds. The cutting is perfect. Every
Tifnite absolutely flawless. Its diamond-like
brilliancy lasts forever. And remember, the mount-
ings are exclusively fashioned in latest designs—
and guaranteed solid gold.

Scarf Pin
No. 6. Solid gold through-
out. A beautiful open cir-

cle mounting. Half carat
guaranteed Tifnite Gem.
Price $16.60: only $4.50
upon arrival. Balance $3
monthly. Can be returned
at our expense in 10 days.

In Ordering Rings £ht ru£
cut a strip of heavy paper so that the ends
exactly meet when drawn tightly around the

second joint of finger on which you want to

wear the rins. Be careful that the measur-
ing paper fits snugly without overlapping,

and measure at the second joint. Send the
strip of paper to us with order coupon.

$3.00

No. 1. Solid gold mounting.
Kiprht claw design wiLh flat
wide band. Almost a carat,
guaranteed genuine Tifnite
Gem. Price $16.50; oi'ly

"*

upon arrival. Balanc
per month.

Ladies' Ring— 2. Solid gold latest mounting.
Has a guaranteed genuine Tifnite

»_iem almost a carat in size. Price
$16.50; only $4.50 upon arrival.

Balance $3.00 per month.

Tooth Belcher Ring
No. 3. Solid gold, six-prong
tooth mounting. Guaranteed
genuine Tifni e Gem almost a
carat in size. Price $16 50;
only $4.50 upon arrival.
Balance $3.00 per month.

Send No Money—Just the Coupon
Just send coupon. Send no reference, no money.

,

No obligation on you in any way ! You run no risk. / TIPNITF COMPANY
Coupon brings you your choice of the exquisitely * IHt HrWllB. ^umt-Ai> I

beautiful rings, scarf pin or La Valliere shown and / 511 S.Plymouth Court, Dept. 943. Chicago.ni.

described here. Wear it ten days on trial. Decide / Send on 10 days' approval, article marked with

then whether you want to keep it or not. Send / X in

for yours now—todaj—sure. Send no money. / Ring No Scarf Pin D LaValliere

If ring is ordered, be sure to send strip of / If satisfactory, I agree to pay $4.50 upon arrival.

paper showing size.

The Titnite Co.
511 S. Plymouth Ct., Dept. 943, Chicago

t
and balance at rate of $3.00 per month If not satis-

/ factory. I will return same within ten days.

/
/ Name

. t Address
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A Wife Too Many
Into the hotel lobby walked a beautiful

woman and a distinguished man. Little
indeed did the gay and gallant crowd know
that around these heads there flew stories
of terror—of murder—and treason—that
on their entrance half a dozen detectives
sprang up from different parts of the place.

Because of them the lights of the War
Department in Washington blazed far into
the night. With their fate was wound the
tragedy of a broken marriage, of a fortune
lost, of a nation bel rayed.

It is a wonderful story with the kind of
mystery that you will sit up nights trying
to fathom. It is just one of the stories
fashioned by that master of mystery.

CRAIG KENWiiY
<JheAmerican Sheriach Holmes !^%g§|!jK , \

ARTHURBREEZE
<JhsAmerican Conan Boyle '%|lfp^

He is tlic detective genius of our
age. He has taken science—science
that stands for this age—and allied
it to the mystery and romance of de-
tective fiction. Even to the smallest
detail, every hit of the plot is worked
out scientifically. For nearly ten
years America has heen watching his
Craig Kennedy—marveling at the
strange, new, startling things that de-
tective hero would unfold. Such plots
—such suspense—with real, vivid
people moving through the maelstrom
of life! Frenchmen have mastered
the art of terror stories. English
writers have thrilled whole nations hy
their artful heroes. Russian ingenu-
ity has fashioned wild tales of mys-
tery. But all these seem old-fash-
ioned—out-of-date— beside the in-
finite variety—the weird excitement
of Arthur B. Reeve's tales.

FREE POE
10 Volumes

To those who send the coupon
promptly, we will give FREE a set of
Edgar Allan Poe's masterpieces in 10
volumes.

When the police of New York failed
to solve one of the most fearful mur-
der mysteries of the time. Edgar Al-
lan Poe—far off there in Paris-
found the solution. The 1

story is in
these volumes.
This is a wonderful combination.

Here are two of the greatest writers
of mystery and scientific detective
stories. You can get the Reeve at a
remarkably low price and the Poe
FREE for a short time only.

Two Shelves of Books

I HARPER & BROTHERS
Established 1817 NEW YORK

Sign and mail the coupon now—Send no money

Harper & Brothers, 106 Franklin Square, NewYork
Send me, all charges prepaid, set of Arthur B. Reeve—in 12 volumes. Also send me. absolutely free, the set

of Edgar Allan Poe—in 10 volumes. If the books are
not satisfactory I will return both sets within 10 days'at
your expense. -. Otherwise I will send you $3.50 within
5 days and $3 a month for 12 months.

NAME. .

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION P. P. 11-20

The White Circle
Continued from page 37

"Clara."

"Her name comes freely from your
lips," Northmour said with a sneer.

"What is she to you?"
Cassilis told him frankly. As he

reached the end Clara came into the

hall.

"So I understand you two are in

love with each other. Where do I

come. in?" said Northmour brutally.

"How about the bargain, young
woman? I have only to put my
hands under my coat tails and walk
away, and your father's throat would
be cut before the evening. As for

Cassilis—his life is at the muzzle of

my pistol."

"You are a gentleman—first, Mr.
Northmour," said Clara. "And I

am not in the least afraid."

Northmour looked at her with a

peculiar approval.

"Hum! Well, you're a trump. I

say no more. Only, Cassilis, she is

not Mrs. Cassilis by a long chalk.

What, may I ask, do you propose to

do?"

"I propose to stay here and lend

a hand."

"Very brave—now," he said sneer-

ingly. "Well, help me barricade the

house. Once this is over, if we come
out alive, I warn you, Cassilis, mind
yourself. Now come in and see

Huddlestone. Our friend lives in a

nightmare of terror. This way.
Huddlestone, here is a self-sacrific-

ing young gentleman, Mr. Cassilis,

who admires your daughter."

The banker looked up from the

ponderous Bible he was reading and
held out a quivering hand.

"Another protector. Always wel-

come as a friend of my daughter," he
mumbled sanctimoniously. "May
God bless and reward the friends

who have rallied about me. Ah

!

What was that?"

He cowered down with fluttering

eyelids.

"A broken shutter flapping in the

wind," said Northmour, and went
to close it, then peering closer ut-

tered a sharp ah ! He pointed to the

weatherbeaten woodwork on which
some furtive hand had chalked a

rude ring.

"The white circle," he announced
with a mirthless chuckle. "Our sins

are discovered, my dear Huddle-
stone."

The banker stood away, swaying
blindly. As he did so there was a

tinkle of glass, and a bullet buried

itself in the wall beyond. Faintly

borne on the wind came a shout of

:

"Traditore ! Traditore!"

"Traitor, eh !" said Northmour.

"Well, there is one thing we must
learn. Pardon me, Huddlestone."

He took the candlestick and hold-

ing it in front of him to light his

face, advanced to the window, where
he stood peering forth, in cool af-

front to death.

"It is Huddlestone they want," he

said with an air of triumph which
sought recognition from Clara.

"Hulloa ! Here comes an emissary

with a white flag. What is it?

Louder ! If we give up Huddlestone

we shall all be spared. They fight

like gentlemen."

Cupping his hands he bawled out

an insolent challenge and bade the

foes of the banker hasten to hell.

Then shutting the shutter with a

brisk air, he ran to get his pistols.

"Here, Cassilis ! You have han-

dled this pistol before. See that you
hit your target this time. Now rest

if you can, all of you."

An ominous silence prevailed

about the house. Dawn came with-

out assault.

Huddlestone startled the others to

consciousness.

"Some one entered—ha, ah—the

boy.

"

"What is the matter, Ferd?" Cas-

silis asked.

"The 'ouse is afire, guv'nor."

"Then we are as good as dead,"

said the banker.

"I ain't dead, and I ain't scared of

dying," said the boy.

"You're not?" queried the banker
in a curious whisper. "You're not?"

and continued to stare at the urchin.

"How about a sally?" cried North-
mour. "The smoke is thickening. I,

for one, have no wish to be baked."

"I am with you," said Cassilis.

"There is nothing else left."

With feverish haste the two men
tore down the planking propped
against the heavy outer door. As the

last piece fell the banker, drawing
himself up, walked toward them with

a strangely composed mien. Brush-
ing them aside as though filled for

the moment with a strength greater

than his own he pulled open the door
and stepped out into the open.

"Here I am—Huddlestone !" he
cried loudly. "Kill me and spare the

others."

Close upon his shout followed a

spatter of shots, and the banker, ut-

tering a weird and freezing cry.

threw his arms over his head and
fell upon the turf.

"Traditore !" cried the invisible

avengers. They repeated the word
faintly as they departed from their

watching places, and the three knew
that they were alone with the boy
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and the dead, while behind them the

house roared in a furnace of fire.

Cassilis carried the fainting Clara

to a knoll, while Northmour stood

by, biting his lip and fingering the

pistol he still carried.

"Now that we are safe," he said

at last, "I can claim my shot, Cas-

silis. Stand up."

Cassilis rose mechanically, but met
his gaze without wavering.

His former friend looked from
him to Clara.

"You see I have you in my power."

He held his menacing attitude a

moment longer, then laughed bitterly,

as the sound of a boat's keel grating

on the beach came to his ears.

"Twelve hours too late, Frank,"

he said. "The yacht has come. Well
—good-by."

He tossed the pistol from him, and
turned away.

Cassilis called after him

:

"Northmour! Northmour!"
Northmour turned and stared at

the hand held out to him.

"Excuse me," he said stiffly. "It's

small, I know; but I can't push
things quite so far as that. I don't

wish any sentimental business, to sit

by your hearth a white-haired wan-
derer, and all that. Quite the con-

trary: I hope to God I shall never
again clap eyes on either of you."

"Well, God bless you," said Cas-
silis heartily.

"Oh, yes," he returned.

He walked down to the beach, and
without looking back, climbed into

the boat and was rowed to the yacht.

Cassilis stared after him, then has-
tened back to the woman whom he
had won so strangely.

This was in i860. Years after,

Frank and Clara Cassilis read of the
death of Northmour, fighting under
the colors of Garibaldi for the lib-

eration of the Tyrol.

Why Bother About Beauty?
Continued from page 53

pie, rather than its effect on your
own eyes or coloring, be the first

consideration. You can wear heav-
ily dotted French veils, if you wish

;

they make the simplest little hat look
most attractive. The chin-conceal-
ing fur collar and the tulle ruff,

which is just making its reappear-
ance in England and will doubtless
reach us soon, can appear in your
wardrobe as many times as you like.

The newest and most eccentric
fashions can be studied with care,

adapted a bit, and worn to your own
satisfaction and the praise of your
friends—that is, of course, if you
have the gift of wearing smart
frocks and unusual hats as Alice
Brady wears them.

GOOD BOOK,
aquiet nook,and

sweet Nabisco
to eat between

the thrills of the

story. Long after "finis"

comes you'll remember
Nabisco as the best part of

it all.

Sold in the famous

In-er-seal Trade Mark package.

NATIONAL BISCUIT
COMPANY
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YWklck is MMJkir/l
It is good health which keeps

J

womanly beauty fresh. Cos- |}

metics can only hide the traces

of the years in a once pretty

face.

Mothers who are still young
at the age of forty can teach

their daughters the value of a
good aperient in keeping the

blush of youth in their cheeks.

Nl Tablets (a vegetable aperient)

act pleasantly and naturally to

clear the skin of blemishes and
preserve a healthful, youthful

appearance.

All Druggists

sell the dainty

25e. box of

tfi Tablets.

Used for30 Years

Wrestling Book FREE
Be an expert wrestler. Learn at home by mall.
Wonderful leasona prepared by world's champions
Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch. Free book
tells yon how. Secret holds, blocks and tricks re-
vealed. Don't delay. Be strong, healthy. Handle
bin men with ease. Write for free book. State age.
Farmer Burns, 1763 Ramge BIdg, . Omaha, Neb.

al, Ne r and Maira-
_ jngr. Pastel

C ayon Portraits and Fash-
ions. By M il or Local
Classes. Write for terms and
list of successful students.
Associated Art Studios,
104 Flatiron Bid* . .NewYork

TO PROTECT

To allay coughs, to soothe
sore, irritated throats and
annoying colds, depend
upon Piso's. Its prompt
use protects you by keeping
little ills from becoming
great. Buy Piso's today

—

have it in the house ready
for instant aid. It contains
no opiate—it is good for

young and old.

35c at your druggist's

PISO S
forCoughs & Colds

A Player without a Past
Continued from page 42

"I thought you played child parts

with Essanay," I persisted. Ralph
suggested an ice-cream soda, but I

was on the track of all the lurid de-

tails.

"Well," he sighed, "I did play

some kid roles—one of them with dad
when he was with Essanay. I was
the chee-ild, and he was the grown
man. And when I came to Cali-

fornia I played in comedies with Al
Christie, but the Goldwyn picture is

the first big thing I've ever done."

I might remark in passing that

Ralph has the classic Bushman pro-

file for which his father is famous.
Otherwise, the resemblance is not

strong. He says he looks like his

mother. Ralph's love for his mother
is very sincere, and he likes to talk

about her. She is, he avers, the most
wonderful mother in the world.

He is a "fiend" about motor-cycle
racing, and pinochle is his favorite

indoor sport. He admitted that at

a recent session he and his pals

—

and they aren't in the movies—sat

up until six in the morning to finish

a particularly exciting tournament.
"How much did you make or

lose?" I inquired. You'd have asked
the same thing.

"Oh, we weren't playing for money
—just fun," he replied with that en-

gaging smile of his, and in spite of
myself I wished that the movies had
rejected him. Still, when I think

of all the thrills he is going to give

young lady fans—

—

"I was crazy about my part of

Big Graham in 'Empire Builders,'",

he went on enthusiastically. "You
know it's from the story by Mary

Roberts Rhinehart, and it's about a
boys' school.

"The two pals—Cullen Landis and
I—are crazy about the same girl, and
some fool tells us that we can get
pearls from raw oysters, so we make
ourselves ill by haunting all the 'Oys-

ter Palaces' in town and eating doz-
ens of raw ones in hopes of finding

pearls—then I dream of being king

on a cannibal island, and—oh, it's

just comedy, of course, but it sure

is a dandy picture."

He told me of the "location" for

the cannibal island scenes, several

miles below Santa Monica on the

ocean, and he and Cullen Landis had
had a "swell time"

;
they had gone

swimming, turned handsprings on
the beach, and played marbles—yes,

honest ! Not a word about nips of

bootlegged booze, or beach "chick-

ens"—just the happy, healthy outing

of a normal eighteen-year-old.

I touchd, very delicately, on the

subject of ambitions.

"Oh, well, if Em any good, I want
to stay in pictures," he confessed.

"But if Em rotten I guess Ell be
a motor-cycle racer or something ex-

citing like that."

It reminded me of the small boy
who tells you he is going to be a
fireman when he grows up. I don't

suppose Ralph will like that, but you
know what I mean.

"And, gosh, please don't say much
about what I've done in the past," he
begged. "Because it isn't worth
talking about."

I didn't promise ; and considering

the title of this story, it's just as

well that I didn't.

Mr. Fix-It—Meaning Bill Duncan
Continued from page 4

1

stinctively like on sight. He is a
bluff, outspoken sort of a person,

with hair a trifle gray at the tern-

pies, keen, gray eyes, and a mouth
that can relax into a smile that is

whole-souled and friendly. He was
born in Scotland, and won his first

laurels in America by becoming
Sandow's boxing partner. He
headed a stock company of his own,
and was one of the first men to en-

ter the cinema serial work.
I asked him to relate some of the

near-death situations that he had de-

vised for himself. He said it would
take too long, but he was ready to

oblige with some of them.
"I was in a closed limousine which

was pushed off the Venice pier into

the ocean," he commenced ; "I drove
a wagon with a pair of run-away
horses down a steep mountainside ; I

was suspended head downward over

an alligator pit, with the villain saw-
ing at the rope ; I was sealed in a
coffin that was sent to the crema-
tory

"

"And you're still alive !" I gasped.

"I'll say so." He grinned.

Lunch was over, and Mr. Duncan
had to get back to the set. He had
to be hanged some more.
"How do you manage to keep the

same leading woman so long?" I

asked, referring to the charming
Edith Johnson, who plays opposite

him. To my surprise, the doughty
William Duncan actually blushed.

"Oh, well " he said, and then

stopped.

"Has it anything to do with matri-

mony?" I demanded.
He wouldn't admit it, but neither

would he deny it. And from all I

hear, I suspect that Mr. Duncan has

fixed that, too.
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What Would You Do?
Continued from page 34

shoulders nonchalantly, and with

such encouragement, she went on.

"Well, I went to the Fox Com-
pany, and they did want a leading

woman, and although I am decidedly

not an Ethel Clayton type I was
hired on the spot, very much to my
surprise. I explained to them that I

had never acted before a camera and
had no knowledge of the make-up
required, but my mysterious 'geni'

must have been hovering in the

offing, for my objections were over-
ruled, and I was told to report the

following day.

"My first part was in 'If I were
King' with William Farnum. After
that I was given a part in 'Romance'
with Doris Keane. From there I

came to the Lasky studio, and I'm
now making my first picture with
Roscoe Arbuckle. And I——

"

"Betsy Ross! Call for Betsy
Ross!" came a stentorian voice.

"I must go," she said, as she rose.

"But you will come again, won't
you? I shall be so pleased to see
you any time."

I think she meant it, too.

Now I can't help wondering

—

wouldn't it be interesting if the tall,

dark, fine-looking stranger should
happen to read this little account of
Betsy Ross and, remembering the in-
cident, write to her ?

She promised to let me know in
case he did. And if that should hap-
pen I'll try to let you know about it.

Dagmar, the Wanderer
Continued from page 18

were, for a time, the honored guests
of a wealthy Turkish patron of the
fine arts. In addition to this cosmo-
politan background she has spent her
summers, since coming to America,
in an artists' colony in Maine, among
such celebrities as Caruso, Gluck,
Zimbalist, Heifetz, Kreisler, Elman,
and Stokowski. She was engaged
to the brilliant young Heifetz at one
time, but broke it off because he was
unwilling to allow her to continue on
the screen if she married.
Her views on America are naive

in their frankness.

"Why does ever-r-ry one hurry
so?" she asked, hunching her shoul-
ders interrogatively. "After dinner
I like it to smoke and chat—so.

Here they do not do that. No!
And the men ! They are delight-

fully polite—but so good to women.

THE SHOE THAT HOLDSITS^SHAPE
$72? $822 $9-22 & $10 22 SHOES

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY WEARING

W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES
he bestknown
H shoes in the

world. They are
sold in 107 W.L.
Douglas stores,
direct from the factory to you at
only one profit, which guarantees
to you the best shoes that can be
produced, at the lowest possible
cost. W. L. Douglas name and
the retail price are stamped on
the bottom of all shoes before
they leave the factory, which is

your protection against unreason-
able profits.

W. L. Douglas $9.00 and $10.00 shoes are
absolutely the best shoe values for the
money in this country. They are made of
the best and finest leathers that money
can buy. They combine quality, style,

workmanship and wearing qualities equal
to other makes selling at higher prices.
They are the leaders in the fashion centers
of America. The stamped price is W. L.

Douglas personal guarantee that the shoes
are always worth the price paid for them.
The prices are the same everywl.ere ; they
cost no more in San Francisco than they
do in New York.

W. L. Douglas shoes are made by the
highest paid, skilled shoemakers, under
the direction and supervision of experi-
enced men, all working with an honest
determination to make the best shoes for
the price that money can buy.

W. L. Douglas shoes are for sale by over 9000 shoe dealers
besides ourown stores. If your local dealer cannot supply
you, take no other make. Order direct from factory. Send
for booklet tellinghow toorder shoes by mail, postage free.

CAUTION.—Insist upon having W.LDoug.
las shoes. The name and price is plainly
stamped on the sole. Be careful to see
that it has not been changed or mutilated.

President
WX.Douglas Shoe Co.,

1»4 Spark Street,
Brockton, Mass.

How to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,
Long, Eyelashes and Brows!

'VERY WOMAN should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the

essentials of which are, First: Long, rich eyelashes: and Second: Well-
cared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be,—gray,

brown or blue,—if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and well-shaped
brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,

uneven brows and lashes: you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying
a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This scientific

preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them to become
gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to the eyes,

and added charm to the face.

M. T.'s Fyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless: it is not a greasy,
sticky solve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicator- The cut represents actual size of bottle.

The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequaled for. the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.

MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Upon receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Money Order, I will send you post-

paid, in plain wrapper, a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier

together with my copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.

The following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
M. T.'s Nature Beauty Cream, a wrinkle eradicator $ .75

M. T.'s A.B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads $ .'5

M. T.'s Depilatory to remove superfluous hair $ -50

M. T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan $1.00

M. T.'s Minerated Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream" $ .75

M. TRILETY, Dept. 45, Binghamton, N. Y.



Genuine

Aspirin
Name "Bayer" means genuine

Say "Bayer"— Insist 1

Say "Bayer" when buying Aspirin.
Then you are sure of getting true "Bayer
Tablets of Aspirin"—genuine Aspirin
proved safe by millions and prescribed by
physicians for over twenty years. Ac-
cept only an unbroken "Bayer package"
which contains proper directions to relieve

Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Colds and Tain. Handy tin

boxes of 12 tablets cost few cents. Drug-
gists also sell larger "Bayer packages."
Aspirin is trade mark of Bayer Manufac-
ture Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

Money in Photoplays!
Hig demand and high prices paid for the right kind,
fan you write them? Here is an easy and sure way
to find out. Send 10c for our Test-Lesson and Talent-
Detector, which will quickly show whether or not you
are adapted to this work. Get this unique and in-
structive publication at once and learn if you have
or have not the necessary imagination and ability to

produce picture -play scenarios. Delay may mean lost

opportunities. Send dime or Iflcts in stamps today.

PHOTOPLAY INSTITUTE, Dept. 3, Jackson, Mich.

End Gray Hair
Let Science Show You How

Now the way has been
found for scientifically re-
storing gray hair to its nat-
ural color. And it is offered
to women in Mary T. Gold-
man's Scientific Hair Color
Restorer.
No treatments are re-

quired. You apply it your-
self, easily, quickly and
surely.
We urge you to make a

trial test. It will cost you
nothing.

Scientific Hair Color Restorer

A Free Test
Cut out the coupon. Mark on it the exact

color of your hair. Mail it to us. and we will

send you free a trial bottle of MARY T.

GOLDMAN'S and one of our special combs.
Try it on a lock of your hair. Note the

results. Then you will know why thousands
of women have already used this scientific

hair color restorer.
MARY T. GOLDMAN

2000 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Accept no Imitations—Soldby Druggists EverywJiere

Mary T. Goldman. 2000 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul. Minn.

Please send me your free trial bottle of Mary T.

Goldman's Hair Color Restorer with special comb.
I am not obligated in any way by accepting this free

offer. The natural color of my hair is

black jet black dark brown
medium brown light brown

Name
Street _ Town

Co __ State
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You think so? I do. Not—what
you call—domineering enough. Do
you not know, when a woman argues

against something or other, she is

usually praying with all her might

that the man will force his point?

Women, all of them, love force-

fulness in men." Her eyes glinted

dramatically. "Let American men
become more"—she paused

—"what

shall I say? Cave man-—that is

it!"

Her ideals are as definite as the

rest of her beliefs. If she ever has

the chance, and if persistence counts

she will have, she wants to do Rus-

sian tragedies for the screen.

"But I am sure I don't know who
would finance them," she laughed.

"They have all such ver-ry sad end-

ings !"

Her attitude toward success is a

normal one. "I want to be a success

—oh, so hard !" she declared. "I

will be, too ! You can do what-ev-er

you feel, and I feel the parts I have

played every time. Because I am
dark, and have such wicked eyes"

—

they flashed coquettishly
—

"I am to

play always the vam-pire role, I sup-

pose. Is it not so ? But I do not

mind if the vampire displays more
finesse and"—she smiled

—
"less

flesh. Subtlety is the redeeming fea-

ture of any wickedness." A truly

Wildean epigram.

She has done several pictures with

Universal, although her initial cel-

luloid appearance was with Sessue

Hayakawa. Her latest feature was
"Hitchin' Posts," in Frank Mayo's
support. Shortly after this is writ-

ten she will be with De Mille, with

whom she has signed to do Tisha,

the Florence Reed part in "The
Wanderer." Prior to her screen ex-

perience, Miss Godowsky had at-

tracted David Belasco's attention at

a concert. He placed her in the Sar-

gent School of Dramatic Art with

the intention of later developing her

into a stage star. But school was a

bore to the temperamental Dagmar.

"All that I must do," she said, "is

die, die, die in that school. We
would learn how to die a diff-er-ent

way each morning. I became black

and blue—really !—from dropping

dead so often. Then the stock com-

pany I was with in Newark after

that was discouraging, too. So I

went to Mr. Universal and said,

'Dagmar wants to be a movie star f

and now I onnn-ly hope that I will

continue to be as lucky as I have

been—and become a movie star
!"

And Cecil De Mille says that he,

at least, thinks this exotic creature

will soon see her name in electrics.

Which is encouraging.

PontSend
aPenny

Ladies ! Didyou ever set eyes on a more elegant and
stylish shoe ? This beautiful, artistic hi-cut gives yoa
all the class and smart style usually found in models
priced at $10 or more. But these artistic, curve top
shoes are such a surprising bargain that we do not hes-
itate to send right on to you for examination and try-on
without a penny in
advance; because
we know that you
will be delighted to
keep them asa stun-
ning value that you
could not begin to
get elsewhere.

Ladies'
Wonderful

Hi-Cut
SHOE
BARGAIN

Positively the greate
valuein ladies'fineshoes
Bince before the war! Of
soft, black glazed kid-
finished leather -youi
choice of Military(Cuban
or Louis heels as shown
Fancy Btitching, beauti-
fully finished piece
work. Soles are got
weight— heavy enoug
for any weather, yet n<

clumsy. The very 6r6
time you see, exaimm
and try on a pair of
these ultra-stylish hi-
cuts, you will realize
their superior merits
and will be proud to
wear them in any
company of well-
dressed people
Sizes, to 8,

Widths, D,Eand
EE. Order Mili-
tary heel by
No. AX1070;
Louis heel by
No. AX1071

Pay only $4.98
for shoes on arrival.

Then after full exami-
nation of quality, style,

fit and comfort, you are not
fully convinced that these are amaz-

ing bargains, worth much more than our
price, return them and we will promptly refund

your money. Order now to avoid disappointment*

LEONARD-MORTON & CO.. Dept. 7265 Chicago

Dead Men
Tell No
T a I e s

TABLETS
JV1 R FOR

JLfl All

aTl SPain
Headaches
Neuralgias

Colds and La Grippe
Women's Aches and Ills

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains

Ask your Druggist for A~K Tablets

(If he cannot supply you, write us)

Small Size

lOc
Fac-Simlla

Dozen Size

25c
See Monogram Jj£ on the Genuine

The Antikamoia Remedy Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Write for Free Samples
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Never Sleep
With a film-coat on your teeth

All statements approved by authorities

Giving Them the Air

Continued from page 39

wire back for a repeat or argue out
the scene just as if they were all on
land.

The submarine film has naturally

never been very attractive to the

regular actor. Very few of them
took any interest in playing tag with
porpoises, wrestling with an octopus,

or poking around in the seaweed for

lost dummies. The inexperienced
cannot remain under water, either,

as long as the regular born-to-wear-
rubber diver.

Tourneur's experiment was car-

ried out with a double in some of

the more difficult bits of action, as

long sessions under the water were
necessary. However, Broerken
Christians, who plays the leading
role in "Caleb West," took a few
jaunts along the submarine high-
ways both for the picture and to

get the proper atmosphere.

Christians has the temperament of
a Danish seaman, even though he has
been a motion-picture director. He
is about as talkative as a rear ad-
miral in the cockpit. But he found
his voice the first time he went under
in the diving suit.

It seems the primary impression
one has is that he isn't getting enough
air. He'll keep howling for more,
and the more he has the more he
wants, because the greater appears to
be his sense of suffocation.

And that is not the worst that
happens, because the biggest surprise
of all, after a first venture into the
deep, happens after the return to the
surface. On getting out of his div-
ing suit Christians found himself
staggering around as if he'd just ar-
rived from Havana.
"Where did you get it?" asked

Tourneur, smiling.

"I d-don't know," said the actor.

"You've had too much air," said
the superintendent of pumping.

"Pretty strong air, I'll say," mur-
mured one of the extras, "to give a
man a jag like that. Think I'll go
down myself."

But he didn't. For Christians
wasn't enjoying himself a bit, and
it was half an hour or more before
he could walk a tow-line with
ease and discretion. After a second
or third visit to the ocean stage, how-
ever—because he was game to go
through the experience several times
—the principal actor found that he
had gotten his undersea legs, and
he'll probably be a favored star for
this type of trouping, because he is

one of the few who may qualify as
actor and diver.

Millions of people on retiring now com-
bat the film on teeth. They fight it day
by day. And those glistening teeth seen
everywhere now form one of the results.

You owe yourself a trial of this new
teeth-cleaning method. Dentists everywhere
advise it. The results it brings are all-

important, and they do not come with-
out it.

What film does
Your teeth are coated with a viscous

film. Feel it with your tongue. It clings
to teeth, enters crevices and stays. And
dentists now trace most tooth troubles to it.

The ordinary tooth paste does not end
film. So, despite all brushing, much film
remains, to cause stain, tartar, germ trou-
bles and decay.

It is the film-coat that discolors, not the

You will see and feel results from Pep-
sodent which brushing never brought you
heretofore. A week's use, we think, will

amaze you.

One ingredient is pepsin. One multi-

plies the starch digestant in the saliva, to

digest all starch deposits that cling. One
multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva to

neutralize mouth acids.

Two factors directly attack the film.

teeth. Film is the basis of tartar. It holds
food substance which ferments and forms
acid. It holds the acid in contact with the

teeth to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of

pyorrhea.

Ways to combat it

Dental science, after years of research,

has found effective ways to fight film.

Able authorities have proved their effi-

ciency. Together they bring, in modern
opinion, a new era in teeth cleaning.

These five methods are combined in a

dentifrice called Pepsodent—a tooth paste

which complies with all the new require-

ments: And a ten-day tube is now sent

free to everyone who asks.

One of them keeps the teeth so highly
polished that film cannot easily cling.

Watch these effects. Send the coupon
for a 10-Day Tube. Note how clean the
teeth feel after using. Mark the absence
of the viscous film. Note how teeth whiten
as the film-coat disappears.
The book we send explains all these

results. Judge what they mean to you
and yours. Cut out the coupon so you
won't forget.

"^"•l mmmi^mmmmmmmmam^ PAT. OFF

The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant com-
bined with two othermodern requi-
sites. Now advised by leading den-
tists everywhere and supplied by
all druggists in large tubes.

I

467

10-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,

Dept. 901, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, 111

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family

Watch the teeth whiten



THE charm of a beautiful
complexion merits none but the

finest and daintiest of face powders.

reemans
FACE POWDER

For 40 years the choice of women
who prize their beauty. Of lovely

fragrance and closely clinging.

All tints at all.toilet counters 50c (double the

quantity of old 25c size) plus 2c war tax.

Miniature box mailed for 4c plus lc war tax.

New Faces Wanted

for the "Movies"
SendTODAY for This FREE Book
Tells why photoplay directors say there is a great de-

mand for new screen faces and how you can place your
photograph in Directors* Gallery at Hollywood, Cali-
fornia the heart of "Movieland"—where it may be
seen by directors seeking new screen faces. You may be
just the person somedirector seeks. "Type" is sought
before beauty. Your photograph tells the whole story.
Send today for your free copy of "The New Door to
Movieland" containing complete information and many
fine portraits of famous "movie" stars. This may be
your chance to realize a long cherished ambition.

CASTING DIRECTORS* EXHIBIT
1211 Pontiac Building Dept. 140 Chicago, III.

USHLl
means luxuriant lashes
Long dark lashes make your eyes
deep and luminous. UseLASHLUX
to stimulate the growth of sweep-
ing lashes and to make the eye-
brows fine and smooth. LASHLUX
darkens the lashes immediately,
beautifies them with a satiny gloss.

In addition it nourishes them. Dark,
Brown, Colorless. Tiny brush with
each box, 50c. At dealers or direct.

ROSS COMPANY
26 East 23d Street New York
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Hints for Scenario Writers

Continued from page 72

Now to

Answer the

•uestions

The book is always
handed to the writer
who is to do the con-
tinuity thereof. He

Questions reads the book and
familiarizes himself

with the atmosphere, characterization,

et cetera. It helps in his work. A mo-
tion-picture play rarely follows the book
chapter by chapter. The reason is that
the book seldom carries sufficient action

to make a five or six-reel feature, and
often presents too many characters.

To obtain the position as a writer of
continuity one should have samples of his

work. It is wise to visit the film studios

having continuity staffs and personally
ascertain what is particularly desired.

Personal conference is best. A written
application will help little unless the ap-
plicant is well known by reputation.

The trouble with

On the many beginners is this

:

Influenced by what they

Rocks? have seen on the screen,

or have read in some
book or magazine, they

go and imitate, being unable to tread new
pathways and evolve a plot that is some-
what different. There are no funda-
mentally new plots. All plots have been
done, but try and get a new angle, twist,

or turn upon the old stuff. A letter from
Harry I. Hess, of Iowa:

"I am in the same boat with many
others, a ship on the rocks, an unsuccess-
ful amateur writer. Yet, I dare say, to be
on the rocks might be termed as being
on a solid foundation for success. My
first story was written in continuity form.
My judgment, when I look over this

script, is that the scenario editor had a
good, hearty laugh.

"Recently, I have written a story which
starts out in the East, involving society

and board of trade affairs. Further in

the story a jump is made into the West,
taking in tense romantic and love affairs.

I found it necessary to pad the story with
board of trade affairs in order to work
out the plot correctly, and, as the story
never found a home, I am under the im-
pression that board of trade scenes are
very little considered, as well as the
switch within the story from East to

West."
I have never read Air. Hess' story, but

I wonder if I can't guess the plot? Here's

my attempt : The hero goes West, hoping
to recoup his fallen fortunes. He takes a

flier in speculation of stocks, meets the

right girl, and makes a man of himself.

It is a story shifting from Eastern soci-

ety life to Western homespun, with the

tall laced boots, the flannel shirt, and the

broad-brimmed hat. Maybe there is a
mine in it ; I hope not. Nearly all of 'em
have a mine, cattle, or sheep. It wasn't

the board of trade scenes that interfered

with the sale. Atmosphere can be changed.
It was the old story of the Eastern to

Western shift that structurally could not
be changed.

The East to West shift or vice versa is

occasionally done in order to give con-
trast—to furnish some big interior soci-

ety sets or city-street sets in contrast with

the rolling prairies and boom-town stuff.

Maybe the Western hero wishes to wear
a dress suit for half a reel. But it is

very ancient stuff—very ancient. New
stuff is what is wanted.

ON CREDIT
DIAMONDS

11. WATCHES
For Gifts
Do yoar gift baying with-

nrawnun^ out delay, while stocks are

wiHHKAKT* new and unbroken. Oarwin HH.AMTS
large illDStrated catalog is

yoar shopping guide to unusual bargains
in handsome worth-while gifts on credit.

Whatever you select will be sent prepaid. You see and
examine the article right in your own hands.
CREDIT TERMS on purchases of $5 or over, one- fifth

down, balance in eight equal amounts, payable monthly.

We offer exceptional values in these Diamond
Rings, Solitaires and Clusters, latest popular plain and
fancy engraved mountings. The Diamonds are magnifi-
cent gems, set in White, Green and Yellow Solid Gold.
For full description, see catalog. Priced at

$85, $125, $150, $200, $250 Easy Terms

This year it is especially to yoar interest to do yoar
gift baying early. Yoa can send your order now and
we will hold for later shipment, if desired. Send for
Free Catalog Today. Liberty Bonds Accepted.

fAFTIC The National Credit JewelersUP I Dept.F927 108N. State St,

bi»os&caK3.
CHICAGO, ILL.

STORES IN LEADING CITIES

'

CASCARETS

-'They Work while you Sleep'

Make it your "hobby" to keep liver

and bowels regular. If bilious, consti-
pated, headachy, unstrung, or if you
have a cold, an upset stomach, or bad
breath, take Cascarets tonight and wake
up feeling clear, rosy and fit. No grip-

ing—no inconvenience. Children love
Cascarets too. 10, 25, 50 cents.

DEAD M EN TELL NO TALES

CUT YOUR
OWN HAIR
"I do. It's just aa
easy as combing. Saves
me a lot of time, money
and trouble, and I get
just the kind of haircut
I want every time.'"
Yoa can do the same
thing with a

COWA N
Master Bapbo*

HAIR CUTTER \&
Adjutted for any length and for flnithing

around the ears and neck.

Simple as A B C t
Y
h°e

a £8®£§
through your hair. Done in a few minutes. Time
saved—lota of money too, at the price for hair cuts
nowadays. You ought to eee some of the letters we
get from people who said it "couldn't be done."
Guess some of them never would have tried a Cowan
if it hadn't been for oar

30 Day Trial Offer 7i^%
as yoar name aud address right now and
we 11 tell you how you can use the Cowan
Hair Cutter 30 days without risks to
you. You'll be mighty glad to keep It
because you'll save the price of It
before the 30 days are up.

COWAN HAIR CUTTER CO.
Dept. 200 Kansas City. Ho.m^hhi^h^hhd Aaenta Wanteds
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A Chance of a Lifetime

Continued from page 15

children in pictures is an easy way
for parents to make a living.

It was five o'clock before the

crowd had passed. Of course they

did not announce the lucky ten,

though I heard some say that the

men with the "megaphones had gone

through the crowd and picked out

the likeliest looking and taken their

names. But they didn't find me.
Even a casting director can fail,

it seems. He selected one baby doll,

a real beauty, and had her taken into

the studio and given a twenty-minute
try-out, with make-up and lights and
all, and when the film was run she
was quite impossible. A heartbreak
for her, of course.

I watched the paper for the list

of winners, but when it came mine
was not there. Thinking there must
be some mistake, I went to the
Rialto, where the test film was run,

and sure enough, there I was. It

was a perfect bit of acting, if I do
say it myself, but of course—well,

tastes differ. No notice came to me
from the studio.

As many men were chosen as

women. Most of them were quite

old men and women, out of the chim-
ney corners. There was an old
couple, the man being the last of
the stage drivers for Wells-Fargo,
chosen for character parts. One
man chosen is a portrait painter.

Another was a great young fellow
with a head like a prize fighter and
a smile like a dentist's sign. He has
spent twenty-two of his years on a
farm and two fighting in Europe.
There was a very tall man who

had been a broker in an Eastern city.

He sold his business, went with his
wife to Los Angeles to try the
movies. He had just reached Los
Angeles when he read about the test,

and he, too, was chosen. A red-
letter day for him and wife.
There was a young girl from a

shirt-waist factory with a mother to
support. It was lucky the factory
closes on Saturday so she had a
chance to go. She will probably
make no more shirts.

The thirty lucky ones were re-

hearsed and given a chance to do
some real acting a few weeks later,

and any who made good were to

have a place in the next Ince picture.
I was bitterly disappointed, of

course, at not being one of the chosen
thirty, I still feel so sure of my abil-

ity.
_
I know that, if I could just see

a director and show him how well
I can act, I'd be given a chance, but
it seems so impossible to get such
an opportunity. However, I mean
to keep right on trying.

Cartoonists
Make

Big Money

Sid Smith drawing Andy and Min

Every time Sid Smith makes a stroke of his pen, millions

of people laugh, and every laugh means money for the man
who creates it. Andy and Min earn big money for him
every day.

Men who can make people laugh are highly paid for doing
so. By capitalizing their humorous ideas and their ability to

draw, cartoonists like Fox, Briggs, King, and Smith make
$10,000 to $100,000 a year. You may have ideas that

are equally good. Let Federal training give you the skill

to put them on paper.

Send For This Book
If you really want to learn to draw, send for "A Road To Bigger

Things." It describes the Federal Master Course and shows how
it will develop your originality while teaching you the technical
details of cartooning. Through the Federal Course you get the
composite experience of more than forty of the greatest cartoonists
and artists for your personal use. Send six cents today for your copy
of this book. Be sure to state your age and present occupation.

Federal School of Applied Cartooning
01022 Warner Building Minneapolis, Minn.

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composar is a
song-writer of national reputation and has

wntten many big song-hits. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any
other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 F Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway at rimes &raare, NEW YORK

DIAMO-N-DS
LessThan

^ Retail
Prices_

Unusual conditions force as
to offer many great bargains
in diamonds. Thro ugh owners
failure to pay money loaned,
we are offering values to the
public so low that no retailer
can match them at 40 per
cent more. Write for great
free bargain bulletin.

Write atOnce forGreat
DiamondLoanBulletin

.did bargain bulletin of marvelous dia-
mond values. We have loaned money on valuable diamond?
for more than one-third of a century. See for yourself how
much cheaper you can* buy from ua. Write today.

Send your name only for the latest bargain bulletin. ^Ista
newest bargains In diamonds. Fresh from the press. Great
values just released. But only a few. Write Id now before
yea are too late. Hurry.

L. Goldman's Soot, Goldman Bldg., Dept. 1288 Kansas Gf7, Mo.
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Lift off Corns

with Fingers

Doesn't hurt a bit and "Freezone"

costs only a few cents

You can lift off any hard corn, sofj corn,

or corn between the toes, and tne> hard

8kin calluses from bottom of feet.

Apply a few drops of "Freezone" upon

the corn or callus. Instantly it stops

hurting, then shortly you lift that bother-

some corn or callus right off, root and all,

without one bit of pain or soreness. Truly 1

No humbug!

Tiny bottle of "Freezone" costs

few cents at any drug store

Cuticura Soap—The Safety Razor

Shaving Soap
CutJcnra Soap shaves without mag. Everywhere 26c.

-<rv

O&FACE POVVDER
J^pxkby L.T PIV&Rjfcri, France

EXtKACT
VECETA1.

Beauty Everywhere
Pays Tri bute to the
Queen of Powders

15 cents brinqs a dainty
BEAUTY BOXwith aonerou»

sample, ofAZUREA Face ffewdet

Sachet Powder and Perfume

CHAS.BAEZ Sole AgentfirU.S.
Dept. N 24 Ea»t22d. Street New York City

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 55

cause I saw her off ! But virtue was till dawn came up on Broadway, hav-
its own reward, for when we left the

hotel we saw the Barrymore wed-
ding party just departing! Yes'm,

we did—John and his beautiful

bride, who used to be Mrs. Leonard
Thomas, and before that was
Blanche Oelrichs, and was called the

most beautiful woman in America,

mg more fun, and then went to

breakfast at Childs'. Claire Whit-
ney, who's featured in the produc-
tion—she has the part of the extrav-

agant wife—had wheat cakes and
coffee with us. She's awfully attrac-

tive. That's the part Louise Huff
was to have had, and then she was

and is related to about three of the taken ill and had to give it up, and
Four Hundred. She writes poems Metro interviewed dozens of ac-

and plays and signs a masculine nom tresses before they found Miss Whit-
de plume, and for a long time no- ney."

body knew who she was. And she

divorced her husband in Paris not

so awfully long ago."

"John had been married and di-

vorced, too ; his wife was Katherine
Harris. And, speaking of the Four
Hundred, you did a bright and no-

ble deed when you told me that Mrs.
August Belmont was in 'Way Dowrt
East'—it's Mrs. Morgan Belmont,
who's heaps younger, and-

"Well, I haven't participated in

anything so exciting as that, but I

did bring Sylvia Breamer's laundry
East with me." My reward for that

bit of news was Fanny's gasp of as-

tonishment. "She has a laundress

here whose work she likes very
much, you know, so ever since she

went to California she's been send-

ing her things back to New York
by parcel post, unless some friend

"That's a mere trifle," declared happened to be making the trip, and
Fanny, trying to use her lorgnette then she'd send it by personal mes-
as if she'd worn one in the cradle, senger.
instead of having bought it that "And that despite the fact that
morning with some of the money her

the other day I met a New York
aunt left her. "Have you been to

lawyer who sends his things to an
the movies here yet? Oh, that's so,

]d schoolmate in New Hampshire
you just arrived this morning. Well, to De done> because he can't find a
last Sunday I went to three of the good iaundress here. And his fiancee
big movie houses—the Rialto, the sends hers t0 her mother in West
Rivoh, and the Capitol. My, but Virginia. Guess I'll open a laundrv.
they're wonderful theaters

!
All the What's the rest of the news on the

stars go on Sunday afternoon, you coast? Who's taking that part in
know—they do three or four in a

day. I was exhausted at the end of

two, though I had a gorgeous time

and saw every one I knew. Lots of

the movie people who are on the

stage here now were there—June

the De Mille picture that Ann For-

est was to have had?"
"Agnes Ayres. The De Milles

decided that Ann was a better type

for the feminine lead in William De
Mille's new production, 'The Faith

Elvidge and Thurston Hall and Gail Healer > than for Cecil's, so she was
Kane—and did you know that Gail transferred. Oh, and did you know
was married recently, to a man that Nazimova is to do 'Aphrodite,'
named Henry Ide Ottoman? Well, that Dorothv Dalton did on the stage
she was. And one evening I went

jas j. w jnter ?"

to the theater and supper and a dance „j talked tQ her husband> Charles
club, and saw Constance Talmadge

Bryant; thg day jt was bou?ht
there—it was just before she sailed

for
'
her> Man- Garden set all Paris—and she's the cutest thing when

she dances ; I don't wonder that just

about every man she knows is simply
mad about her. She looks up into

her partner's eyes all the time she's

dancing, and sings the tune they're

dancing to.

"And that evening, on the way
home, at about half-past two, what
do you suppose we ran into? A
company taking scenes in front of
one of the Broadway theaters for

'Fine Feathers,' the Metro picture.

And one of the men in our party

on its head when she appeared in

its operatic form there, you know,
and I'd rather expected that either

she or Dorothy Dalton would do it

for the screen."

"I'm glad Nazimova's going to

—

and oh, what sets they'll have for it
!"

I murmured.
"Yes. they'll be gorgeous ; I talked

to Mr. Bryant about it, and if they

shoot it here in the East, as they

think they will, I may be able to see

some of the big scenes made," an-

knew Fred Sittenham, who was di- swered Fanny complacently,

recting. and asked him if we I could feel myself turning a deli-

couldn't be in the crowd, and he cate Nile green, with envy. Madly
said we could, and we stayed there I sought for news that would prove
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nothing short of devastating, but

gave up the struggle.

"Priscilla Dean's retired from the

screen temporarily," I finally sub-

mitted.

"Yes? I'm glad you told me; I'd

been wondering why I missed Pri-

scilla from the billboards. Did you
know that Mrs. Sidney Drew is di-

recting Alice Joyce in 'Cousin Kate' ?

Well, she is. She went off to the

Adirondacks to adapt some stories

for the screen—serious five-reelers

—and then came this offer from Vi-

tagraph, and she took it. And she

told me she feels so at home out at

the Vitagraph studio—that's where
she met Sidney and first worked
with him, you know. I think she's 1

one of the most entertaining women
I've ever met. What's the news of

Betty Blythe?"
"She's playing the leading femi-

nine role in 'Truant Husbands,' a
picture made by a new company.
Mahlon Hamilton and Jane Novak
are in it, too. Betty's more gorgeous
looking than ever. And I saw Car-
mel -Myers, out at Universal, just

before I left, and she's so happy
over being back in pictures again
that she doesn't know what to do.

Why, Fanny, where are you going?"
I gasped, as she dragged her new
fall hat, with the monkey fur whis-
kers, farther down over one eye and
leaped from her chair.

"Out to the country to see Dick
Barthelmess and his wife in their

dolls' house—I'd forgotten all about
it! Pay the check, will you? And
call me up soon; I've got the most
exciting thing to tell you, my dear

!"

Now, what do you suppose it is?

"When in Doubt, Use a Pie"
Continued from page 63

crepe mustaches, but mine got

gummed with pie, and I washed it

out, intending to curl it later. But
the director saw the ends hanging
straight down, and he said, 'Say
Ches, that's the funniest one vet.

Stick to it!' So I did," he finished,

"or. rather, it stuck to me."
"And you're going to continue in

comedies?" I inquired,

''W ell, I dunno," he answered ru-

minatively. "I have a contract now,
but when that expires—I dunno. I

get awfully tired of trying to be
funny— and say!" he brightened. "I
have the darndest little turkey ranch
you ever saw up near Fresno. I go
up there for vacations—got a tractor

'neverything. And the way turkey
prices are now—well, I dunno"—he
reflected, stroking his comedy mus-
tache

—
"I may be able to retire for

good!"
6PP

CUPID says:
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"Enjoy
a satin

skin"

A satin skin cream skin is a comfortable
skin. It does not burn, redden and roughen
under exposure; never peels, or keeps one
awake nights after autoing, boating, golfing

or tennis. A satin skin is always comfy
and comely. One can be out of doors all

day and look well at the evening party.

Never mind exposure, your looks do not
show it. Now how to have a satin skin

;

that comfort and assurance of ease? It is

easy. At night, after washing in hot water,
while the skin is wet, apply Satin Skin Cold
Cream. . It does not act gumirry, sticky and
pasty, like ordinary cold creams. Satin

Skin Cold Cream sinks into the skin, ab-
sorbs, nourishes, 'tis the skin's sleeping balm.

In the morning wash in cold water, the

colder the better. Make no other applica-

tion until going out; at this time, rub face

gently with a moist cloth, then use Satin

Skin Greaseless Cream. It is a disappear-

ing application leaving no greasy trace, but

it is protection perfection and holds powder
as nothing else can. All druggists sell pop-
ular sizes of Satin Skin Cream (cold and
greaseless), also Satin Skin Powder (pink,

flesh, white, brunette, naturelle tints). You
can get free samples, if wishing to try be-

fore buying. Just send addressed and
stamped return envelope, and your drug-

gist's name to Satin Skin Laboratory, Wood
Bldg., Dept. P, Detroit, U. S. A.

Men Wanted
"TO BECOME DRAFTSMEN"
SALARY S250 to 3300 a month when competent. Chief Draftsman
wiil train vou personally until you are placed in high salaried posi-
tion. The day yon start I will give you absolute]? FREE a drafts-
men's complete working outfit. Thousands of draftsmen are
needed. Big pay, clean work.
U/nito Tr»H<atr Send your name and address for my booklet
¥llllt; lOUdy "Successful Draftsmanship." It carries a vital
message to yon. Sent free. No obligation. Write today.

EARN BIG MONEY! fe£5»B
Learn Motion Picture Playwriting

Let John Emerson and Anita Loos
whose stories made "Doug" Fairbanks and Constance
Talmadge famous , teach you through their remarkable book

"HOW TO WRITE PHOTOPLAYS"
Order Right Now and Send $1.50 to

THE JAMES A. McCANN COMPANY
192 WEST 4th STREET NEW YORK CITY

FURNITURE BARGAIN
Catalog
FREE

Send at once for a copy of
the "Home Maker's Cata-
log." This book listing
thousands of articles, will
be sent to you on receipt
of a letter or postal. You
can have any article listed
shipped for a small pay-
ment down. We will ship
it for 30 days free trial. If
not satisfactory, return it

at our expense, and your
money refunded.

WRITE FOR CATALOG. Send for a free copy of
the "Home Maker's" catalog which is absolutely free.
See the wonderful bargains- listed. Send letter or
postal will do. Write today.

L. Fish Furniture Co., Dept. 1288, Chicago, III.

Send the Coupon and We'll

Send You a Lachnite
Don't send a penny. Upon yoursimplerequestwe'llsend you a genuine Lachnitegem mounted
in either of these solid yrold rings on 10 6iys trial. These exquisite gems have the eternal fire of diamonds.
Over 150,000 people have accepted this offer and have foond theway toown beantiful jewelry at a trifling cost.

IfYouCanTell ItFromaDiamondSend ItBack
When the ring comes make the first email deposit ($4.75)
with the postman. Wear it 10 fall days. If yon can tell it from a
diamond seDd It back and we'll refund your deposit. If yoa de-
cide to buy merely pay the balance at $2.50 a month. Th©
total price of either ring is only $18.75.

Send Coupon— No Money
Send us your name and address today. Use the coupon or
a letter or a post card.Be sore to send your finger size. To do this
cut a strip of paper jaat long enough to meet over the second
joint of the fingei on which yoa wish to wear the ring. Send
the coupon now—and not a penny In cash.

HaroIdLachmanCo.,Dept W59 •i&SgSTSS.S
-

J
Harold Lachman Co., SSS^aSS&i^SS
Send me, prepaid, ^SiSj ring on 10 days* free trial. When
it comes I will deposit S4.75 with the postman . After tec
days I will either return the ring or send yoo S2.50 a month
until the balance has been paid. Total cost to me. S1S.T&.
If I return the rinc. you will refond my $4.75 ucmfrojatehj
I enclose nay finger size.
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Quality First
Notwithstanding that there

are many different kinds of

hose supporters we believe

none has won such an en-
viable reputation for quality

and se/bice or given so much
satisfaction to mothers and
children as the

HOSE SUPPORTER
Why ? Because the webbing

of fresh live rubber feels

better and wears longer.

Because it is the only hose

supporter equipped with that

exclusive feature the

All Rubber
Oblong Button

because It Saves Hosiery

The All Rubber George Frost Co., Boston
OWong Button Makers of Velvet Grip Hose

Prevents Slipping Supporters for Women, Misses
and Ruthless and Children and the Famous

Ripping. Boston Garter for Men

Have DelicatelyArched

Extended Brows!
A touch of dainty, fragrant Delica-Brow, the different,
harmless, eye- brow beautifier—a moment's deft mould-
ing with the fingers and your brows are instantly beauti-
ful for the day, Extends the brow line any de-
sired length. It's imperceptible! Retains the
brows in graceful curve and deepens their
luster. Greaseless! Can't rub or smear and is unaf-
fected by powder or moisture. Don't confuse with
pencils, dyes or so-called growers. Your pleasure as-
sured by positive guarantee. If dealer has not stocked
this original beauty aid, send $1 for full size with dainty
brush and instructions.

Delica Laboratories, Dept. 368 3933 Broadway, Chicago

tea~3roW
'XcvJ^{gc ess aire"

)CARMEN(
Complexion '

Powder

n dampness, in light , let Carmen
>ur complexion. It stays on.
White, Pink, Flesh, Cream I

j

and the New CARMEN- H
BRUNETTE Shade

§§50c Everywhere
Trial Offer—Send 12c to cover

[

pOBtage and packing for purse

\ size box with 3 weeks' supply—
/ state shade preferred.

STAFFORD-MILLER CO. St. Louis Mo.

Advertising Section

The Screen in Review

Continued from page 60

Buchanan, while Hugh Ford took
charge of the directing.

"The Chorus Girl's Romance" is

from F. Scott Fitzgerald's story, and
has Viola Dana as the star. Here
again is an extremely clever story,

flashing with originality and spar-

kling with humor in the life of the

shimmy dancer married to the young
prodigy of philosophy. How events

shape themselves in humorously con-

trary courses until the student be-

comes an acrobat and the dancer an
author forms a comedy that never

lets down in its pace. Miss Dana
is delightful, and Gareth Hughes as

the husband gives one of the best

performances the screen has seen.

"What Women Love" brings An-
nette Kellermann to the fore again

as the star in a novelty picture. Miss
Kellermann is seen doing several

stunts under the water, and her ath-

letic prowess on land is advanta-
geously displayed. The action is

rapid, largely humorous, and is well

worth the attention of photoplay-

goers who are hankering for some-
thing just a bit different from the

usual. What women love inciden-

tally is cave men. Is it truth or

poetry ?

Answers to "What Do You
Know About the Movies?"

i_D. W. Griffith. 2—Mary Pickford,

Blanche Sweet, Dorothy Gish, Mae Marsh,
Owen Moore, Lionel Barrymore. 3—Alice

Joyce. 4—191 5. 5—The name of the pic-

ture. The printed words that follow the

main title, explaining the action. A sub-

title consisting of words supposed to be

spoken by one of the characters. 6—

A

photographic trick by which, when a scene

is shown, at first only a small circle ap-

pears, which grows larger and larger un-
til the picture covers the entire screen. A
view taken so close to a leading character

that his or her face fills practically the en-

tire screen. Another photographic trick by
which a scene ends by slowly fading into

darkness. 7—Sixteen. 8—Paris, France.

9—Marshall Neilan. 10—Anita Loos,

Frances Marion, and Ouida Bergere.
11—Lois Weber. 12—Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. 13—John Bunny, Harold Lock-
wood, Sidney Drew. 14—Charlie Ray,
Mary Pickfcrd, Louise Glaum. 15—Pearl
White. 16—'Mrs. Charlotte Pickford.
17—'Frank L. Packard. 18—Gloria Swan-
son and Mary Thurman. 19—Alice Lake,
leading lady for Fatty Arbuckle, and Bebe
Daniels, leading woman for Harold Lloyd.
20—Bill Hart's "Pinto." 21—"The Ad-
ventures of Kathlyn." 22—Theda Bara.
23
—"War Brides." 24—Mary Pickford,

Mary Miles Miriter. 25—Sarah Bern-
hardt, in a production of "Macbeth."
26—One thousand. 27—$175,000, the sum
paid by D. W. Griffith for "Way Down
East." 28—Madge Kennedy, Anita
Stewart, Alice Joyce, Mae Marsh, Elsie

Ferguson.

"DANDERINE"
Girls! Save Your Hair and

Make It Abundant 1

Immediately after a "Danderine" mas-
sage, your hair takes on new life, lustre

and wondrous beauty, appearing twice as

heavy and plentiful, because each hair

seems to fluff and thicken. Don't let your

hair stay lifeless, colorless, plain or scrag-

gly. You, too, want lots of long, strong,

beautiful hair.

A 35-cent bottle of delightful "Dander-

ine" freshens your scalp, checks dandruff

and falling hair. This stimulating

"beauty-tonic" gives to thin, dull, fading

hair that youthful brightness and abund-

ant thickness.

Ail Drugstores and Toilet

Counters sell Danderine

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

Made to your measure, payable after
receivea\with the clear understanding

that If the fit la not perfect
or if you are not satisfied in
every way, if you are not
convinced you have received
a fine, hip h grade, stylish,
perfect-fitting tailored Buit

jft^made to your measures and
Blk have saved $15 to $20, youH are not unrer the slight-

MB est obligation to keep it.

EsjS Don't hesitate or
b£H feel timid, simply
mfm send the suit back, no

cost to yon. Yoa ere not

HjPH out one penny. Any
IJH money you may have paid
HSl us is refunded at once,

H| SHMPl.es FREEH Any man young or
WSm old interested in sav-

ing money ,who wants to <.ress well and not feel extrav-
agant is invited to write us for our free book of
samples and fashions explaining everything. Please
write letter or postal today, just say "Send me yonr
samples" and get our whole proposition by return
mail. Try it—costs you nothing—just a postal, get the
frae samples and prices anyway. You wil 1 loam some-
thing important about dressing well and saving money.

PARK TAILORING COMPANY
Dept 237 CMcago. ILL.



Your BunionCan BeGired

ProveltAtMvExpe

instant Relief
Don't send me one cent—just

let me prove i- to you as I nave
done for over 72,500 others in the
last six months. I claim that
"Fairyfoot" is an absolute suc-
cesfnl bunion remedy. Hundreds
of thousands say so and I want
you to let me send it to you
FREE, entirely at my expense.
I don't care how disgusted you
feel with yourbunion—you have
not tried myremedy and I have
such absolute confidence in it
that I am going to send you
this treatment absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful yet
simple home treatment which
relieves you almost instantly of
all pain; it removes the cause of
the bunion and thus the ugly
deformity disappears—all this
while you are wearing as tight shoes
aaever. I know it will do all thisand
I want you to eend for "Fairyfoot""
FREE because I know you will then
tell all your friends about it just as
these 72,500 others are doing. Write now,as this
announcement may not appear in this paper again
Just Bend your name and addressand "Fairyfoot*
will be sent promptly in plain sealed envelope.

Foot RemedyCoM366l OgdenAve. Dep. 1 33 Chicago
1

MOVIE QUEENS & KINGS

Doug" and Mary

Original photos of your favorite film stars 8x10 size—3 for
$1.00, 1 dozen assorted $3.50. Post cards per set of 20—$1.00.
Miniature Bets of Bathing Girls—25c.

Venice Post Card Company
231 San Fernando Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

Clear Your Skin
YOUR skin can be quickly cleared 1

of Pimples, Blackheads, Acne 1

Eruptions on the face or body, j
Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny 1
Skin by a new treatment called I

"Clear-Tone"
If you have any of the above Facial Blem-
ishes, write for FREE Booklet, "A Clear-
Tone Skin!' telling how I cured myself
after being afflicted for 16 years, and my
offer to send a bottle of Gear-Tone on trial.

LE C (filVF'MS 237 Chemical Building
• " Mjl*& Kansas City, Missouri

imiimiiniiinnimiuiniiniimiiuHirTimnminKaawnimiminiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiuiiiR

Free Book
Containing- complete ^
Btory of the origin
and history of that
wonderful i

merit— the

This book tells you when to \

Saxophone—singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes, or m regular band; how
to transpose cello parts in orchestra
and many other things you would
like to know.
You can learn to play the scale In one hour'

practice, and soon be playing popular airs. Y
can double your income, your pleasure, and your
popularity. Easy to pay by our easy payment plar

MAKES AN IDEAL PRESENT

BIICCrUTD 9ANO INSTRUMENT CO,OUUvntn 244 BuesehcrBloek. Elkhart. Ind

Advertising Section

Picture Oracle
Continued from page 80

Anxious One.—There is no such thing
as a school of acting that will guarantee
to get you a. good job in motion pictures
as soon as you complete a course of act-

ing with them. If there is, they are fakes,

because it can't be done. If they did tell

you that, I would be very leary, because
they can have a course that would run
on indefinitely. Picture-Play does not
recommend any school of acting or sce-

nario writing, so you will have to look
elsewhere for that. Grammar schools,

high schools, and colleges are the best

ones I know for aspiring movie queens
and kings.

Bobby M.—Cleo Ridgely rode across
the continent to get a job with the Lasky
Company in California. I don't know
what F. A. Stone is doing at the present
time. I remember him quite a few years
ago, having seen him at the old Burbank
Theater in Los Angeles while on a visit

there. Warner Baxter is not playing in

pictures at the present time. He is con-
fining his efforts to the stage. William
Courtney was the first one. What do you
mean—his new wife? He hasn't any.

M. J.—Mary Pickford hasn't any chil-

dren. She has a little niece named after
her, Mary Pickford Rupp, the little

daughter of Mary's sister, Lottie. I never
heard of your friend Edith. Are you
sure you have the name right ? There are
lots of actresses in motion pictures who
have straight hair. If there weren't any
people with straight hair, the curling-iron
manufacturers would starve to death.
Mary Pickford is married to Douglas
Fairbanks, but as yet has not appeared in

any pictures with him, although there is

a rumor that they may appear together
in a film very shortly. However, it's just

another one of those rumors, so don't
bank on it.

Sennett Fan.—Mack Sennett is the
only pictures person that I know of who
used to be a boiler maker. Charles Con-
klin's parents started him out to learn
boiler making when he was a youngster,
and sent hini to work with the Union
Iron Works in San Francisco for four
years to learn the trade. Charles had
different ideas about his vocation, so quit

his boiler-making tutoring at the end of
eight months at four dollars per week
and secured a job with a road show at
five per. Naturally, with such a big
jump in salary, he knew his fortune had
been made.

A. E. F.—Larry Peyton was the first

motion-picture actor to be killed on the
battlefields of France in the American
army. Maciste, the giant Italian actor,

was reported dead several times during
the war, but always bobbed up in time
to deny the reports. Addresses at the
end of this department.

Old Biograph.—You lose your bet, I'm
sorry to say. William Russell and James
Kirkwood both played in pictures with
the old Biograph Company. It's funny
you didn't know that when you lived so
close by and were around there so much.
However, the best of memories go back
on us sometimes. Moral : Donf be an
Oracle.

Mabel Normand Fan.—"The Slim
Princess" is the latest Goldwyn release
featuring your favorite. This picture was
made several years ago by Essanay, with
Ruth Stonehouse in the title role. Elsie
Janis originated the same role in the stage
production.
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SURE
— RAPID— SAFE

The Modern
Hair Remover

To remove hair from the face, neck,

arms, under arms or limbs, safely, quickly and
effectually, in a manner which will not injure

the tenderest skin—if a depilatory is used—de-

mands that the preparation be one which embo'
dies science and competent compounding by an
expert chemist.

DEPILO destroys the life of hair, it pe>

netrates and attacks that portion below the sur-

face which would otherwise remain visible

through the transparent outer tissue. It is easily

applied; of the desired strength, and acts quickly

and safely.

One size only at $1.00

Sold by all dealers or sent direct prepaid,

in plain cover, with positive guarantee,

PEARL LA SAGE, Inc.

Suite 15, 4325 Drexel Boulevard

CHICAGO. ILL.

ACF1 ELD'S METAPAD
It Supports £*-> BindS
The Front Arch
Instantly Relieves Metatarsal Arch Affections

Morton Toe, cramping of toes, en-
larged little toe joints, sole callous-

i

es and spreading of toes. Worn
in the Shoe, under or over
stocking. Any other foot

.

troubles? Write
for full par-
ticulars.

C. R. ACFIELD, Foot Specialties
D«pt.V.A. 1328 B'way and 47 West 34th St. N. Y.

Wanted: Screen-

Faces for the Movies
Hundreds of AH Types Needed. You May

Have Perfect Screen Features

For the first time in the his-
tory of moving pictures it is

now possible for you to get
consideration from the big film
directors. No matter where you
live, we get your photograph
before the directors, many of
whom are in urgent need of
new "screen-faces."
Ralph Ince, famous Selznick director, says: "There

are many young girls who could make good in the
movies. I will be very glad to take advantage of your
service." Marshall Neilan. known everywhere for his
work in directing Mary Pickford. says: "I am con-
vinced that the service you render screen aspirants
offers many new personalities to moving picture direc-
tors." P. A. Powers, of Universal, says: "A new
crop of film stars will be needed at once to supply the
insistent demand."
With the assistance of famous directors and motion

picture stars we have prepared a printed guide. "The
New Road to Film Fame," which tells you what to do
and gives full directions.

It also contains endorsements of our service from fa-
mous people, statements from directors, portraits of cele-
brated stars and direct advice to you from Mollie King.
This is a fascinating profession paying big salaries.

Don't miss this opportunity. Send ten cents (Postage or
Coin) to cover postage and wrapping this new guide.
Get it at once—it may start you on the road to fame
and fortune. Screen Casting Directors Service, Dept.
E-e, Wilmington, Delaware.
Unless yon are sincere in your desire to pft in the
movies, please do not send for this printed guide.
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Crooked Spines
Made Straight

Thousands of
Remarkable Cases

An old lady, 72 years of
age, who suffered for many
years and was absolutely
helpless, found relief. A man

I who was helpless, unable to
rise from his chair,.was rid-
ing horseback and playing
tennis within a year. A little

child, paralyzed, was playing
; about the house after wearing
a Philo Burt Appliance 3

, weeks. We have successfully
1 1 eated more than 40,000 cases the past19 years.

30 Days' trial
We will prove its value in 7
your own case. There is no \ >

reason why you should not ac: ,

Cept oiiroffer. The photographs \
show how light, cool, elastic"
and easily adjusted the
Philo Burt Appliance is—
how different from

;
the j

old torturous p lister,
leather or steel jackets.
Every sufferer ^ with a

; |
weakened or deformed
spine owes it to himself

:

XQ investigate thoroughly.
Price within reach of all.

Send For,Our Free Book
If you

;
will describe the case

it .will aid us in giving you
definite information .at once,

PH1L.O BURT MFG. CO.
L7.4W Odd Fellows Temple, Jamestown. N.Y.

You too can leans to play

your favorite instrument
Wonderful home study music lessons under great

American and European teachers. Endorsed by
Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach you.
Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

The only recognized Conservatory of Music giv-
ing lessons by the UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
METHOD.

The ideal of a genuine Conservatory of Music for
home study based upon lessons containing the cream
of the life's teaching experience ofMaster Musicians,
reinforced by the individual instruction of spe-
cialists, is now attained.

The instruction ofa master—the individual
touch ofan accomplished teacher— is yours to
command from, the very moment you enroll.
The University Extension Conservatory

, by adopting the
Personal Instruction Method, has placed home music study
beyond question as to results. Anyone can learn at home.

Any InefnimAnf Write, telling us course you areny insirumeill interested in—Piano. Harmony,
Voice, Public School Music, Violin, Cornet. Mandolin. Guitar.
Banjo, or Reed Organ—and we will send our Free Catalog
with details of course you want. Send now.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
187 Siegel-Myers Building Chicago, Illinois

A Single Drop
LastsTa Weelc

The most exquisite perfume ever produced.
Made without alcohol Bottle with long glass
stopper, containing enough for 6 months.
Lilac or Crabapple $1.50, Lily of the Valley,
Rose or Violet $2.00. At druggist or by mail.

f#ZRFftMt TOIUT-'wATEft

RbwerDrops
Send 20 cents stamps foi miniature bottle.
Send $1.00 for Souvenir Box of five 25 cent
boHles—five different odors.

PanlRiegtrCo. {Sine,ig7z\ ?3<» FirstSL. SanFrancisco

Send 50<* for

Merry Month of May.—I can't tell

you what book, to buy so you can become
a motion-picture actress. That is a feat
that no book can perform. Better finish

your schooling, and by that time you will
most likely- have changed your mind
again.

Robinson Crusoe.—"Robinson Crusoe"
has already- been filmed, and 1 don't know
of any- company which is thinking of pro-
ducing it again. It might stand a repeat
and, again, it might not. I personally
think—well, who cares?

H. Herman.—Nazimova is still making
features for "the Metro Pictures Corpo-
ration. Her husband, Charles Bryant,
prepares all of her stories for the screen.

Tennessee Jane.—^FU bite, which is

twice this month. When is a star not
a star? The star is what sells the pic-
ture, so naturally she or he should get
the notices. Conway Tearle is now star-
ring

_
himself, so you will probably be

overjoyed at the news. Conway has been
married for some time. He is the hus-
band of Adele Rowland, the stage star.

Elliott Dexter has entirely recovered
from his recent illness,- and is back at
work with Lasky. His latest picture is

in Cecil B. De Mille's "Something to
Think About." Marguerite Clark has
been taking a long-threatened vacation
from the screen with her husband at their
new home in New Orleans, Louisiana.
She is back at work again, so you should
not be kept waiting very long for her
next release.

A. L. Neal.—Betty Compson was born
in Salt Lake City, Utah. She has her
very own company now, and the first of
her productions, called "Prisoners of
Love," will be released very shortly.

Two Lovers of Pearl White.—You
will have to send your request to the ed-
itor. I have nothing to do with, that de-
partment at all. We can't do everything,
vou know. Dorothy Dalton was Mrs.
Lew Cody. Dorothy Gish wears a dark
bobbed wig in her pictures. Her own
hair is blond. Dark, bobbed hair seems
to be the most effective on her for screen
purposes—therefore the wig. Your other
questions have been already answered in

this issue.

A. B. and J. K.—Dorothy Greene, rs

still in pictures. She has just formed
her own company. She made her first

start in motion pictures with Vitagraph.
playing a maid in a picture "Bing"
Thompson was directing. The surest

way to find the answer is first to ask the
question, so why not try?

Catherine F.—You must be going to
do considerable pen pushing from the
number of addresses you want. You
will find them all at the end of this de-
partment.

Tom R.—George Walsh and Raoul
Walsh, the director, are brothers. They
both made their start at the old Reliance-
Majestic with D. W. Griffith. Carlyle
Blackwell was born in Troy, Pennsyl-
vania, in 1888. Jack Pickford was born
in Toronto, Canada, in 1896. Will Rogers
was born near Claremore, Indian Terri-
tory. Larry Semon used to be a car-
toonist on the sporting page of the New-
York Sun before he began doing come-
dies for Vitagraph. Yes, Charles Chap-
lin will have a new picture to release
very shortly. "The Mollvcoddle" is the
latest Douglas Fairbanks film—still. "The
Round-Up" serves to introduce Roscoe
Arbuckle in his first starring feature.

Roscoe gets just as many laughs as ever,

and some good heart-interest touches,' too.

Faces
Made
Young

The secret of a
youthful face will be
sent to any woman
whose appearance
shows that time or
illness or any other
cause is stealing from
her the charm of girlhood
beauty. It will show how
without cosmetics, creams, massage, masks,
plasters, straps, vibrators, "beauty" treatments
or other artificial means, she can remove the traces
of age from her countenance. Every woman,
young or middle aged, who has a single facial
defect should know about the remarkable

Beauty Exercises
which remove lines and "crow's feet" and
wrinkles; fill up hollows; give roundness to
scrawny necks; lift up sagging corners of the
mouth; and clear up muddy or sallow skins. It

will show how five minutes daily with Kathryn
Murray's simple facial exercises will work won-
ders. This information is free to all who ask for it.

Results Guaranteed
Write for this Free Book which tells just what

to do to bring back the firmness to the facial
muscles and tissues and smoothness and beauty
to the skin. Write today.

KATHRYN MURRAY, Inc.

Suite 1159 Garland Bldg. Chicago Illinois

SUBMIT YOUR SONG POEM 5 ON ANY SUBJECT
FOR MY PERSONAL CRITICISM AND ADVICE-
ACCEPTABLE W0RD5 WILL BE REVISED, FURNISHED
WITH APPROPRIATE MUSIC, COPY RIGHTED AND
EXPLOITED UNDER MY ORIGINAL METHODS FOR
FACILITATING THE PUBLICATION OR OUTRIGHT
SALE OF SONGS. VALUABLE BOOKLET ON SONG
WRITING 5ENT_FF2ELQN REQUEST. WRITE TO ME TODA.

AUTHOR 'Of* I'M T^YIfxG THE LEAVER SO ThCV WOm'T COMti
DOWN-'oeH'T FORGET OLD OIK 1 ELAND" A NO OTHERS

10 GAIETY THEATRE BID. NEW YORK*

GLORIA SWANSON WALLACE K FID
Cecil B. DcmileArlcra.il Player Paramount Star

Hermo ' Hair-Lustr

'

(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

For Men, Women and Children
The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more mussy, untidy
looking- hair. Adds a charming sheen and luster, insur-
ing the life of the hair, as well as its beauty. Dress it in
any of the prevailinq styles, and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appear-
ance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

Two Sizes—50c and $1
AT YOUR DEALER or Direct

SI size th<-ee times the quantity of 50c size. SEND
FOR JAR TODAY. Use it 5 davs, if dissatisfied return
what is left, and we will REFUND YOUR MONEY IN
FULL. Once you use Hermo "HAIR-LUSTR" yoo
will never be without it.

HERMO CO., S42 E. 63rd St., Dept. 611, CHICAGO
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Sister Susie.—Certainly, the players

have to pay rent, unless they own their

own homes. Did you think that the land-

lords paid them for living in their domi-
ciles? If they did, Td go into the movies
myself—if I could get in. Alice Brady
is the daughter of William A. Brady, the
theatrical producer. She is married to

j

James L. Crane, who has been playing
opposite her lately in her Realart and
Selznick releases.

I. O. U.—I wish you did. The editor
hasn't raised my salary yet. There is

always some one with something new
to spring on us, so we never know it all.

If we think we do, we are only kidding
ourselves. Kenneth Harlan played op-
posite Mildred Harris in the Lois Weber
production of "The Price of a Good
Time." The late True Boardman played
the leading male role with her in "The
Doctor and the Woman," taken from
the novel "K." That is Anne Cornwall's
correct name. She has dark-brown hair
and eyes. You refer to Claire du Brey.
Viola Dana was born in Brooklyn, New
York, in 1898.

Logan I. P.—The editor has mailed you
a copy of the "Market Booklet." You
no doubt have received it by this time.
The only way to get them is to write and
ask for them.

Krazy Kat.—My goodness, two K. K.'s
in one month, and from two different peo-
ple. Corinne Griffith is not related to D.
W. Griffith. She was born in Texar-
kana, Texas. She is married to Webster
Campbell in real life. Charles Spencer
Chaplin is English, but he was born in
Paris, France. Clarine Seymour played
the role you refer to in D. W. Griffith's
"Scarlet Days." Myrtle Stedman was
born in Chicago, Illinois. Robert McKim
was born in San Jacinto, California, in
1887. Louise Lovely has been appearing
in Fox productions lately, opposite Wil-
liam Farnum and William Russell. She
has just been signed up to star herself,
and will begin production on her first
picture some time this month. Roscoe
Arbuckle is making comedy dramas for
the Paramount. You will find j our other
questions already answered.

Clara Horton Admtrer.—Your favorite
was born in Brooklyn, New York, in
June, 1904. She was educated there, and
by private tutors. She has been on the
stage since she was four years old. Her
hair is golden and her eves are blue. She
is working at the Lasky Studio at pres-
ent. She plays an important role in the
first Betty Compson Production, "Pris-
oners of Love."

A. M. K.—The "Market Booklet" has
been mailed to you by the editor. Thanks
for all the good wishes.

Miss Inquisitive.—Wheeler Oakman
was born in Washington, D. C. He mar-
ried Priscilla Dean during the filming of
'The Virgin of Stamboul," in which he
was playing the male lead opposite Pris-
cilla. Perhaps no one asked for it in the
issue in which 3-011 looked. Richard Bar-
thelmess was born in New York Citv in
1895. His latest picture is D. W. Griffith's
"Way Down East," which promises to be
one of the year's biggest productions.
He recently married Man,- Have, who has
a part in the same picture. Seems to be-
a regular^ epidemic of leading men mar-
rying their leading ladies lately. Mary
Haye was formerly with the "Follies,"
and took Clarine Seymour's place in "Way
Down East." Lillian Gish also appears
in this picture. She is not married, and
the same goes for Robert Harron. Ad-
dresses at end of The Oracle.

Wonderful New Method
By our wonderful new method of teaching by mail,

you can learn Illustrating. Cartooning and Com-
mercial Art right in your own home—and in your
spare time. Hundreds of successful students and
graduates are now making splendid incomes. Get
into this fascinating work yourself and make from
$50 to $125 or more a week! Our method makes
it easy for anyone to learn. The study is fascinat-

ing. Only a few minutes a day ! Personal instruc-

tion given you by Will H. Chandlee, one of Amer-
ica's foremost commercial artists. You can have
your own studio—or secure high salaried position.

Many students have earned more than the cost of

the course while they were learning!

No Talent Necessary-
just as you have learned to read and write, we can
teach you how to draw. Everybody has the ability.

True, some have more than others, but that is be-

cause that ability has been developed. You start with
straight lines—then curves. Then you learn to put
them together. Now you begin making pictures.

Shading, action, perspective, and all the rest follow
in their right order, until you are making pictures

that bring you from $50 to $500 or more! Many
artists receive as high as $1000 for a single drawing!

Big Demand for Commercial Artists

There are thousands of big-paying artists' positions

open right this minute. These positions are actually

going begging for the lack of trained artists to fill

them. Magazines, newspapers, advertising agencies,

and business concerns are all looking for men and
women to handle their illustrating. With the tre-

mendous expansion of both foreign and domestic
trade, commercial art is more in demand than ever

—

and that demand is increasing every day!

Write for Free Book
Mail coupon NOW for our valuable book. "How to Be-
come an Artist." Contains full particulars of our Free
Artist's Outfit, and special terms for a limited number
of new students. Also contains many interesting draw-
ings by our students, showing their amazing progress.
Book just full of valuable information to you. Send
for it NOW !

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, Inc. ttJt&ESlSZSk
j FREE COUPON ,

j WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, Inc.

Dept. 1544, 1426 You St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
|

Please send me without cost or obligation on 1

mv part, your free book. "How to Become an
J

Artist."

.Tdnif

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE!

In this day and age attention to your appearance is an absolute necessity

if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should you wish to

appear as attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, which is

alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world in general judging

you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks, " therefore it rays to "look your
best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it

will iniure your welfare! Upon the impression you constantly make rests

the failure or success of your life—which is to be your ultimate destiny?

My new Nose-Shaper "Trados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does
not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night

Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped

Noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1420 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.
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Removes Hair
Immediately—safely

BY actual test genuine De Miracle is

the safest and surest. When you
use it you are not experimenting with

a new and untried depilatory, because

it has been in use for over 20 years,

and is the only depilatory that has ever

been endorsed by Physicians, Surgeons,

Dermatologists, Medical Journals and
Prominent Magazines.

De Miracle is the most cleanly, because

there is no mussy mixture to apply or

wash off. You simply wet the hair

with this nice De Miracle sanitary liq-

uid and it is gone. De Miracle alone

devitalizes hair, which is the only

common-sense way to remove it from
face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.

Three sizes: 60c, $1.00, $2.00

At all toilet counters, or direct from us,

in plain wrapper, on receipt of 63c,

$1.04, or $2.08, which includes wartax.

iraefe
Dept.T-30 Park Ave. and 129th St.

New York

DEAD MEN
TELL NO
TALES
arn

t

35to*lQ0aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinat-
ing profession. Three
months' course covers all

branches

:

Motion Picture—Commercial—Portraiture
Cameras and Materials furnished free

Practical Instruction ; modern equipment. Day or evening
classes; easytermn. The School of Recoernized Superiority.
Call oc write for complete catalog No. 19.

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. 505 State St.. Bklyn.

Manuela and Lola G.—I cannot give

the answers to certain readers' questions

and put them ahead of some one else's in

The Oracle department. I have made it

a rule to answer all questions in the order
in which they are received, and this rule

is carried out just as fast as I can, so if

you don't see your replies in the issue

you want them in, just be a little patient,

because they will be answered just as

soon as possible, and there is no limit to

the number of letters you can write or
the amount of questions you can ask; so

go to it.

Hirim.—You will find the addresses

you want at the end of this department.

Black Eyes.—Arthur Rankin is not
married. His last picture appearance was
in "The Copperhead."

Manuella and Lola G.—Here you are

again, right under your other one. Carol
Holloway is not married, nor is Edith
Johnson. Joe and Chet are not related.

Yes, they are both busily engaged in the

midst of pictures at present. Pauline

Curley is a blonde. She is playing the

lead opposite Antonio Moreno in his latest

serial for Vitagraph. She was born in

Holyoke, Massachusetts. The real Gail

Henry does not look anything like the

Gail Henry you know on the screen. Gail

is real nice looking when she gets her
street togs on.

Oswald.—I don't know how people

come to get hold of such absolutely ridic-

ulous rumors about people in the motion-
picture profession. I suppose these ru-

mor hounds are like the same ones who
spread the other rumors we hear—just

people who get a great deal of enjoy-
ment out of life by hearing themselves
talk, and not caring what they say as

long as it's something no one has heard
and will make them seem important. This
one you tell is the funniest of all—Clara
Kimball Young with a glass eye! If they

are glass, then I'm going right down to an
oculist and have mine changed right

away. I'd probably be killed in the rush,

too, if it were known to be true. Your
Mary Pickford question has already been
answered, as have your ones regarding
Dorothy Dalton, Pearl White, Dorothy
Gish, and Clarine Seymour.

Apple Cider.—I don't see how you get

time to see all those pictures, with all the

work you do. Let me in on the secret,

and it might help me to find some way to

get a little more time off to go. So you
remember my old correspondent Olive,

Jr? I haven't heard from Olive for

nearly two years now. Guess her type-

writer broke down. It certainly did well

to stand up as long as it did. I'm sure

it's the same one Columbus wrote his de-

scription of America on. Hope and Cleo,

as well as Arlie and many others, are

practically sure to be found some place

in The Oracle every month. _ It's very
seldom they are among the missing. And
when they are I think it's the fault of

the editor or the printers. Why get the

blues? They can't do you a bit of good.

Addresses are still in the same old place,

Apple Cider.

Emma.—Your namesake. Emma Dunn,
has made only one picture, and that was
in the title role of the Metro feature, "Old
Lady 31."

Brandy.—May Allison is still mak-
ing pictures for Metro. Her latest film

is "The Cheater." The story "Head and
Shoulders" has been made, with Viola

Dana in the principal role. The title has

been changed, however, to "The Chorus
Girl's Romance." Mabel Normand is at

work on "Head Over Heels," which prob-

ably confused you.

GRAY HAIRSVANISH
With the very firBt application of Kolor-

Bak—a clear, colorless liquid compounded
of harmless matter—comes the wonderful
satisfaction of seeing your gray hairs begin
to take on their natural color. A few more
applications and the natural coloris fullyrestored.
Kolor-Bak is also an invigorating hair and scalp
tonic— prevents dandruff and itching scalp. Not
a dye or stain. Is not sticky or messy but easy
and clean to use. Send today for FREE Kolor-
Bak book which tells how you may quickly and
easily eliminate gray hairs and restore your hair
to its natural color and beauty.

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES
3334-3338 W. 38th St. Dept 1 131 7 Chicago

$325

IfYou Can Tell it-from fl

GENUINE DIAMONDSendiikxk
To prove our blue-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
resemblesa genuine diamond with Eame DAZZLING RAIN-
BOW FIRE, we will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies
Tiffany Style Ring (Cat. price $4.98) for H»ll Price to In-
troduce. $2.63, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
(Cat. price $6.26) for $3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled moun-
tings. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. We will mail at once C.
O. D. If not pleased return in 2 dayB for money back less

bundling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted,

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. DeptCDZ las Cruces, N. Mai.
(Bzcltuive controller! Mexican Diamond!)

DontSendaPenny
Snap this bargain up while it lasts. No money to

Bend. Just give us your size and this splendid silk

taffeta tailored skirt croee to you on approval. If you
kdon ' t want to keep ft send It bact
land yon are not oat a penny.
I But we know you will never let
lit come back—that ie why we
Rwilling-ly send it before yoa
pay a penny. But you mast
*\ act quickly. Stock is limited.

\ Send right now—today.

SILK
Taffeta
SKIRT
Greatest bargain of the
year. Fine black silk taf-
feta, handsomely tailored.
Gat full and has new wide
girdle belt, trimmed
with fancy black buckle.
Newest design fancy
ocketa with round
_uck!es. One of the
smartest, most stylish
skirts yoa have ever
seen. Yours at a positive
saving of S3 to $4. Don't
miss it. All sizes, 22 to
40 In., waist. Lengths
84 to 42 Inches.

Send Coupon
Hurry your order. No
money. Pay only $5.95
for skirt on arrival. If
not satisfied after ex-
amination and try-on,
send skirt back and we
will refund your money.
No risk to you. Order
by No. BX1466. Send
coupon—now—today.
m ^mm a^n

' LEONARD-MORTON
50. Dept. 7266 Chicago

Send tho Black Silk Taffeta Skirt No. BX1466. I will pay
5 R -9fi for skirt on arrival, it being understood that if not Mt>
isfied, I will return it and you will refund my money.

Size Length

Name...

Address.
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Close Readee.—Your eyes Hid not de-

ceive you when you read in The Oracle
department that Mabel Normand was not
married. Of course, you never heard of
her getting a divorce from Mack Sennett.

Nobody else ever did, either, and, in fact,

she couldn't get it if she wanted one, be-

cause she has never been married to him,

or to any one else.

Georgianna W.—Francis Ford and
Grace Cunard are still playing in pictures,

but with different companies. Francis is

making serials, while Grace is making two-
reelers for the National Film Corpora-
tion. Grace is married to Joe Moore,
youngest of the Moore brothers. Francis

is married to a nonprofessional. You
have my interest aroused. I'd like to hear
more about those childhood days.

Ignatz.—I agree with you on that bar-

ber proposition, but it makes Ben look

even funnier, so why should he bother?
Yes, I know how that board over the cliff

was filmed, but I won't tell. It would spoil

it for those who will yet see the picture.

Issa Bell and Miss Terious.—Marie
Prevost and Phyllis Haver are not related

in any way, except that the3r both work
in the same pictures occasionally. You
refer to Harriet Hammond. She is with
the Mack Sennett beauty squad also.

Just Jane.—Eva Novak is a sister of
Jane Novak. Clarine Se3 -mour died in

May. Elaine Hammerstein is still making
pictures for Selznick. You will find all

the addresses you want at the end of The
Oracle. You must have quite a collection.

J. A. B.—Who said there were thirty-

six? Not every one agrees with that.

Some say there are only four. Address
all communications regarding scenarios
and the like to William Lord Wright, care
of Picture-Play. He will only be too
glad to answer any questions you may ask
along this line.

Julius and Mary.—Carmel .Myers is

the daughter of Rabbi Myers, of Los An-
geles. She is back at Universal City.once
more making features for that company.
Yes, she has a brother.

E. J. K.—William Desmond was never a
cowboy, even if he does look like the real

thing in "chaps." Every one of your many
other questions has already been answered
in this issue. Look for them among the
other replies.

Pina Nesbit Fan.—Alma is not an ex-
tra. She plays very good roles in the film

plays in which she appears. Lillian Gish is

engaged—in a picture, but that's as far as
it goes. May and Charlotte are their real
names. I don't happen to have Dorothy's
personal address for you. It is against
the policy of Picture-Play to give out
the home addresses of the players. Roy
Stewart and Anita Stewart are not related.
Mary Pickford's hair is brown.

H. A. D.—Alice Lake is not married to
any one. She was born in Brooklvn, New
York, in 1897. "Should a Woman Tell?"
"Shore Acres," and "The Misfit Wife,"
are her three latest Metro productions.
You should inclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope if you want a personal
reply.

Clara Holligan.—I've never heard Bill
Hart say anything against the ladies, so
I don't see how you figure he doesn't like
them. Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne have been appearing on the stage
in "The Master Thief," an Oliver Morosco
production. They are now on their way
to the coast to film this same plav before
the camera for the Oliver Morosco Photo-
play Company.

They work
naturally

and form
They work
naturally

and form -

no habit

no habit
At thel0,000

Stores only
8 for 10 c
14 for 15 «

eofor sof

Kill The Hair Root IIHUMAN HAIR NETS ttj
My method is the only way to prevent the hair from growing again.
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 3 stapms. We teach beauty culture.
D. J. Mahler. 181-X. Mahler Park, Providence, R. I,

All shades except greyVOGUE COIFFURES
» 100 Filth Ave.. Dept. 789 New York

s-,w
_ SHOULD HAVE THE JAMES BERGMAN JEWELRY BOOK IN YOUR

HOME. It is full of many Bargains, Diamonds. Watches. Jewelry, etc. Select
any article desired, have it sent fc> you, all charges prepaid. If satisfactory, send
one-fifth of purchase price and keep it, balance in eight monthly amounts. No
interest charged. No security required. Write Today for Big Free Catalog No. 11
JAMES BERGMAN, Established 189S, 37-39 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK CITY

NATIONAL DOLLY'S
BOB

Buy a cute Bob for the little

girl's dolly—Costs only One
Dollar to make it look like new,
or to imp ove the handsomest
doll you can buy. Write us the

color of Dolly's hair and the

Bob will be sent Postpaid if you
send money-order for $ 1 .OO.

Everyone thinks It's my hair—it m
all there. I sent a strand of my

The National Hair

NATIONAL BOB
Youth and fashion is every-

thing—that's why I wear The
National Bob. It's too lovely for

words with its soft wavy hair

falling over the combs that slip

so easily into my hair. .1 attach

the ends with invisible pins and
the Bob's on and off in a jiffy.

atehes so perfectly and is so comfortable
hair with $10.00 and it came Postpai

NATIONAL EAR PUFFS
WITH CURLS

Dress your hair becomingly
with these Puffs Curls, match-
ing so perfectly that they look

as though they grew there.

Fasten them in your hair with

pins and the Puffs fall over

your ears and the Curls coyly

hug the neck. A set sent Post-

paid if you send a strand of

your hair with money-order
for $5.00.

and I never sacrificed a hair, it's

Goods Co., Dept. L, 368 Sixth Avenue, New York City
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lis Faded, 5lreak<

GRArY HAI
to any shada

m
\V7HAT woman of forty, or

fifty, does not prefer to

receive the deference every-

where paid to feminine beauty

rather than the reverence the

world accords to old age?

How many women entering at forty

upon the golden period of woman's
life with all their other attributes of

beauty and loveliness preserved, have

seen their brightest dreams shattered

by the premature graying of their

hair?

Fortunate those thousands who
have learned how BROWNATONE
eliminates mouse-gray streaks and
restores to leaden dingy hair the col-

orful beauty and life that makes even

the plainest young girl attractive*

BROWNATONE
Ma ny a woman has found the

whole course of her life changed by

this truly wonderful preparation that

brings back to gray, faded and
streaked hair the raven black, light

golden tint or exact shade of brown it

had in girlhood. Absolutely harm«
less, it is easily applied, instant in

results does not rub off and cannot

fee detected.

( Send 11cenis\
for

olileyfalSi
and valuable booklet

on the care of the

hair.

Two colors: "Light to
Medium Brown" and
"Dark Brown to Black."
Two sizes; 50 cents and
$1.50.

larmacal Co.

Auto-No.—I should say you should.
As old a fan as you should certainly know
the year of Mary Pickford's birth by this

time. She was born in Toronto, Canada,
in 1893.

Louise D.—I am sure that William S.

lart would send you one of his photos,

better inclose a quarter with your request.

You will find the addresses you want at

the end of The Oracle.

Anxious.—You probably don't go to

the right houses to see Constance Tal-
madge. She appears in first runs there all

the time in her First National offerings.

Tuli.—Richard Barthelmess appeared
opposite Dorothy Gish in "I'll Get Him
Yet." Look for addresses at the end of
this department. Douglas MacLean's cur-

rent release is "Let's Be Fashionable."

Arlii:.—You're right on time this month,
but why such a blue letter when you have
so much to be happy about? I should
think you would be just bubbling over
with joy. I enjoyed "Let's Elope" very
much, and agree with you that it was a
very "cute" play. Frank Mills had the
leading male role opposite Marguerite. It

seems strange that such a picture fan as
yourself hasn't seen Tom Moore before.

Maria Garcia Prieto.—-Well, well, well,

I don't know whether I can get away with
this or not. Anyway, there's nothing like

having a try at it. Please pardon any
mistakes. Here goes ! Priscilla Dean es
casado con Wheeler Oakman, y Pearl
White con Wallace McCutcheon. Crco
que Monroe Salisbury es soltero. Las
direcciones que Ud. desea hallard a fines
del "Oracle." Titve mucho gusto al recibir

una carta dc Cuba, y me parece que debe
ser muy agradablc vivir alii-

Violet.—Yes, Olive Thomas has been in

Oharleroi, Pennsylvania, and don't let any
one tell you different. She must have
been there, because the birth records show
that Olive Duff}-, which is Olive Thomas'
real name, was born there on October 20,

1898.

Casimira D.—May was born in Georgia,
in 1897. She is not married, so you
needn't worn- about that. You will have
to talk to the editor about the cover of
Picture-Play and the articles, as I have
nothing to do with that end of it, having
all I can take care of in grinding off The
Oracle department.

Blossom.—Of . course it would be all

right to write to William S. Hart. That
is the only way the players have of telling

what the public "like and clonT like—by "the

correspondence they receive. That cer-
tainly sounds very inviting, and I wish I

could accept your invitation and help j^ou
devour those dipped fruits 3^011 ; write
about. Just now it makes my mouth
water, as I haven't been able to get time
off to get a bite of lunch. Yes, Sessue
Hayakawa is married. He was born in
Tokyo, Japan, and educated there. He
came to America after six years on the
stage, and went to the University of Chi-
cago for a time. He made his first pic-
ture for Thomas H. Ince, "The Wrath of
the Gods." Yes, it is true that Douglas
Fairbanks and Mary Pick ford are now
one. They have returned from their trip

abroad, and are working on new produc-
tions. William S. Hart was born in New-
burgh, New York, but went West when
he was but a tot. He has been on the
stage almost since his first pair of long
pants, and at one time was in the same
company as William Farnum, each of
them earning about twenty-five per week.
He is six feet one and weighs one hun-
dred and ninety pounds.

No Money
Down

TOSTsendyourname
J and address forour 128
page Christmas book of
bargains in diamonds,
watches and jewelry.
Millions of dollars worth
of jewelry from which to
choose your Xmas gifts.
Your selection sent on
your simple request,
without a penny down.
If you don t thank it is
the biggest bargain you
have ever seen, send it
back at our expense. If
you keep it you can pay
at the rate of only a
few cent* a day.

8%YearlyDividends
Youareguaranteed an%%
yearly increase In value on all
diamond exchanges. Also
5 per cent bonus privilege.

Write Today
forXmas Catalog
Send your name and ad-
dress now. No obligation.
Beautiful Xmas catalog
comes free by return mail.
Explains all about the Lyon
Charge Account Plan. See
this great collection of jew-
elry bargains now. Sendyour
name today to Dept. &Q-I

JM LYON (S CO.
.1 M aidert Lane, New York N.Y.

rAfter 40?-
We have an interesting, pleas=
ingly written little book which
contains educative matter of
prime interest to those nearing
or past the middle of life. It is

a book concerning health and
vigor, and a simple drugless
treatment that cannot interfere
with daily work or even your
doctor's care. It has saved un=
told suffering, and has delighted
thousands. Prescribed by hun=
dreds of physicians, chiroprac=
tors, osteopaths, physical cul=
turists, used by intelligent Iay=
men all over the world. The
book is free. Just say: "Send me

"PR0STAT0L0GY"
Not a book about infectious
venereal disease, but valuable
to those suffering bladder weak=
ness, declining nerves, or those
contemplating an operation.
Address

ELECTROTHERMAL CO.
8-A, Homan Bldg., Steubenville. Ohio

Ask your dealer for

People's Favorite Magazine

Only 25c the copy, but a great pleasure

and a big surprise

!

SONG WRITERS
ABSOLUTELY LEGITIMATE PROPOSITION
We arrange, revise and print lyrics and music. For
$55.00 you will get 1000 regular copies, with beautiful
hand drawn title page, 250 professional copies, plates
and copyright in your name. Send for booklet and
free samples. We make good because we really help you.

SNYDER SONG SERVICE SYNDICATE, INC.
145 West 45th St., New York
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Importers Prices Direct On

DIAMONDS

$150.00
One of the many wonderful
offers in our catalog. Superb
steel blue diamond. Hand
carved ring of 14k solid green
gold, surmounted with pierced
filigree platinum setting.

WE are diamond importers. We buy direct from
the cutters in Europe and sell direct to you by
mail. In that way we eliminate brokers' profits

and save you in many cases from 35% to 50% of retail

prices on diamonds. This year we are able to offer
more extraordinary values than at any time in our 42
years of business. Through the vastly increased buying
power of the American dollar in Europe we were able

$97.50
A rare bargain from our cata-
log. Fiery blue white diamond
in graceful 14k solid gold
mounting. An ideal solitaire

engagement ring.

to make large purchases far below market prices. We
are giving customers the benefit of these big saving3
in the new 1921 Basch De Luxe Diamond Book. A
copy is waiting for you free. Send the coupon today.

Don't buy a diamond until you have had a chance to
examine our wonderful money-saving offers. Just com-
pare the amazingly low prices in our Diamond Book
with retailers' prices and judge for yourself.

1921 Basch De Luxe
Diamond Book Free

Let us send you at once this great book dis-

playing thousands of wonderful diamond
offers, showing the very latest and finest de-
signs and settings, and all at rock-bo torn,

importers' prices-ho profits to middlemen.
The Basch bock also tel' you just how to
judge diamonds—tells you the exact mean-
ing and importance of color, brilliancy,

degree of perfection, carbon spots, etc.

—

how to know when you get your money's
worth. Before buying a diamond, learn
how to judge one, and above all—see our
list of remarkable diamond offers— more
remarkable this year than ever before.
Get the Basch Diamond Book TODA*.

Money BackGuarantee
We guarantee the carat weight, quality and value
of every diamond in our catalog. We give a legal
binding contract to refund in cash full price less
10% any time within one year should you wish to
return your diamond for any reason. We also
guarantee to allow you full p'-ice in exchange for
another diamond at any time.

Free Examination.
Just select any diamond from our catalog

and we will send it for free examination.
You pay nothing until you have examined
the diamond and are convinced that you
are saving money. We take the risk.

Coupon Brings
The big 1921 Basch De Luxe Diamond Book is truly a guide
to the best diamond bargains obtainable. It presents, also,
rare values in fine watches, jewelry, cutlery, silverware, etc.
Don't consider buying a diamond until you see the money-
saving offers of the House of Basch. Send the coupon AT
ONCE. (Or a postcard will do.)

LT2 A CPU jP_ C**C\ State and Quincy Streets
• U/\OV^rl V/VJ* Dept.U3560 Chicago.IU.

Diamond Headquarters

L. BASCH & CO., Diamond Headquarters,

Quincy and State Sts., Dept. U3560, Chicago, 111.

Please send me free, without obligation, your 1921 Basch De Luxe
Diamond Book showing your new offers in diamonds and jewelry.

Name

Address

Town State
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FLANNEL <RSHIRTS 3
69

Two wonderful Susiiuehanna Broadcloth Flannel Shirts
only $3.69. Direct from factory. No Middlemen's
profits. Would cost $6 or more elsewhere. Perfectly
tailored. Cut extra full. Comfortable fitting. Winter
weight. Coat front style. Soft turn down collar. Two
extra strong, large button -down ilap pockets. Double
stitched throughout. Thoroughly shrunk. For work or
semi-dress. An amazing bargain. Send no money.
Pay postman only $3.69 plus postage after arrival.

Then try them on. If not pleased, return at our
expense; your money returned at once. Order by
number 126FS. State size. Specify gray or blue. Only
two shirts to a customer on this special offer.

Warewell Company phila8elph?a.
s
pa.

~;££iif
l[ yfj IT'S OFF Because IT'S OUT

Qestroys permanent*
ly the heaviest growth \

on face, arms or body,
because it eradicates
hair and root. Unlike
solvents which leave tha N

roots to thrive.

No caustics, no electricity .

N

ZIP is the rapid, safe, painless,
reliable and fragrant compound used by
leading actresses, debutantes, beauty special-

ists. One application instantly removes all

undesirable hair.

At better class stores or direct by mail.
Write for Free Booklet. Call to have
Free Demonstration Correspondence con-
fidential.

II^ / ^ 12 West 40th St.

WWkaCa^'&USlf Depl 7, New York City

I ra S" spECI&HST

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because 1'was Deaf an<3 had Head Nolsea
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Eai
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and wilt do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Canoot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness*

is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in.

easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." In-
expensive. Write for Booklet and my sworn)
statement of how I recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
Suite 28 7 5th Avenue New York City

JEWEL
BURLINGTON

"WATCH

The masterpiece* of watch manufac-
ture—adjusted to the eecond, posi-
tions, temperature and iaoehromsm.
Encasedatfactory into yourchoiceof
the exquisite new watch caBeg. The *

reat Burlin«t"a Watch (enionBim-
'ay at rate of $3.60 a month. You

get the watch at the same price that
the wholesale jewelers must pay us.

Write TodayMS
designs in watcheB that you have to
choose from. Name and addreee on
a postcard is enoneh. Write today.
Burlin<-*in Watch Company
Dept. 12*8 l°tn St. and Marshall

Blvd.. Chicago, Illinois
Can. Office: 355 Portage

Ave., Winnipeg,
Manitoba

D. L. L—Your
a post-graduate

M. D.
_
A.—Yes, Dick did it. Charles

Chaplin is not divorced at this writing.

Douglas Fairbanks was born in Denver,
Colorado, in 1883. H. B. Warner was
born in London, England. Betty Compson
has blue e}'es and light brown hair.

L. E. A.—Wallace, junior, is a little

over two years old. Doris May and Wal-
lace MacDonald are not married to each
other. Juliet Shelby is Mary Miles Min-
ter's correct name. Vivian Martin is Mrs.
Jefferson.

Phyllis.—Neither Lillian or Dorothy
Gish is married. Dorothy wears a

bobbed wig in her pictures. Her real hair

is light brown. Thomas Meighan is the

husband of Frances Ring. Houdini is

still playing in pictures. Robert Warwick
and Famous Players have parted company,
and Robert is not doing anything until

his suit against that company is settled by
the courts. Theda Bara married the pro-
ducer of her stage play, "The Blue
Flame." Norma is the only one of the

Talmadge sisters who is married. Doro-
thy Gish was born in Dayton, Ohio, in

1898. Lillian first saw the light of day at

Springfield, Ohio, two years earlier.

Gertrude H. M. S.

moniker sounds like

course ! William S. Hart has a sister

Alary, but she does not act before the
camera. I'm sure I don't know whether
you would be able to get by on the stage

or not. Better ask some one who knows.
I can't tell Bill Hart to send you his photo,

as he is working in California. Better
write him a line and ask him for one
yourself. You will find his address at the

end of this department.

Hollie Wood.—John Barrymore will

shortly make some more features for the

screen. After his wonderful performance
in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," he will

have us all waiting for the next one.

John Barrymore was born in 1882. He
began his stage career in 1903, appearing
in "Magda," as Max. He has starred on
the stage in "Toddles," "The Fortune
Hunter," "A Slice of Life," "A Thief for
a Night," "The Affairs of Anatol," "Jus-
tice," "Peter Ibbetson," "Redemption,"
"The Jest," and "Richard the Third." His
next screen feature will be "Peter Ibbet-
son," in which his brother Lionel and his

sister Ethel are costarred with him.

Hope.—What on earth has happened to

you? Have you. dropped out of sight en-
tirely? Two whole months without a sin-

gle line from you. This is very unex-
pected, as I generally find three or four
letters from you every month.

_
Anxious Al.—"Big Happiness" is the

title of the latest Dustin Farnum feature
to be released by Robertson-Cole.

Blue-eyed Curly Head.—Joseph J.

Dowling was the Patriarch in George
Loane Tucker's "The Miracle Man."
Marguerite Clark was born in Cincinnati,
Ohio, in 1887. She is four feet ten and
doesn't weigh over ninety pounds, soak-
ing wet. Fannie Ward was born in St.

Louis, Missouri, in 1875. Your other ques-
tions have already been answered.

M. G.—Madge Evans was born in New
York City, in 1909.

M. R. M.—I don't gather from your de-
scription what Wallace Reid feature that

was. You will find your other questions
already answered.

Movie Fan.—James Corbett is not mak-
ing any features at present. I am sure
that he will send you one of his pictures
if you write him for one.

Face Powder
^"^^

Those to the manor born sense the quality ap>

peal of LABLACHE—the powder supreme

Like old friends, it wears best and is closely cling

ing. A dainty toilet requi

site for dainty women
who really care for

their complexions.
Refuse Substitutes
They may be dan*

perous. Flesh,White,
Pink or Cream, 75c.
a box of druggists or
by mail. Over two
million bores Bold
annually. Send 10c.
/or a sample box,

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers, Dept-. 48

125 Ki&£aton St.. Boston,

La Goutte -a -Goutte
RESTORES £ GRAY HAIR

Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored
to any shade in one
application. Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on trie pillow.
Makes a lasting, rich,

lovely color. No after
shampoo necessary.
You can apply it in the
privacy of your own
home in a few minutes.

Anyone of 32 shades given from ONE package.
$1.67 postpaid. Order direct, or

Send me a Little Lock of Your
Hair I'll color ItWithoutCharge
Cut it close to head and say what color you wish.

I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,
oily or dry scalps, falling hair, getting bald, etc.

Write fully. No charge for frank opinion.

"SECRETS of BEAUTY," my new booklet,

mailed free on request.

L. PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room 98, No. 34 West 58th St., New York

LA BOBBE DOUBLEE—Lucile's newest and most becoming
creation. Easily put on and stay put.

No. 65311—Price per pair. $7.50 postpaid. Grey's extra.

Complete CATALOG FREE on request

GUARANTEED HAIR GOODS
MADE TO ORDER-TO MATCH YOUR SAMPLE

Switches 95c up. Transformations. Wigs, Curls, etc.

MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFACTORY

Frances Roberts Co-
100 Fifth Ave., Dept. 792, New York

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would yon
like to know if you are adapted to this work? . Send
10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key
to Movie Acting1 Aptitude, and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel,
instructive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE !

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU, Sta. R, Jackson, Mich.

jYbu can
"ele!

Vou can easily play
quaint, dreamy Hawaiian
jusic or latest songs on

' the Ukulele. Prof. Harry
J. Clarke's- latest method

enables you now to play the Ukulele in a few"
weeks. We give you a genuine Ukulele ab-
solutely FREE with complete course of lessons^
Write at once K* FREE narrative of Hawaiian
muslo and offer.'^ No obligations 1 Send Now I

1

Ihe Hawaiian Institute of Music. 1400 Broadway, DeoUOOM.New York
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20 -Year
Guaranteed
AluminumSet
Only

Down
An amazing value. Each piece is made
of heavy gauge pressed sheet aluminum of a
grade never offered at this price before. Seamleas. Not
cast like ordinary aluminumware. Will

not crack, chip or peel. Heats quickly.

Polish can't wear off. As easy to clean

as glassware. Cooks and bakes better

than any other kitchenware. All pieces
(except the pie platea) are highly
polished, made of genuine Manganese
aluminum, extra hard, absolutely
guaranteed 'or 20 years. Yours foronly
one dollar down—then $2.50 monthly.
Price $23.90. Satisfaction guaranteed.

NOTICE
Be careful In buying- alumi-
numware. Some seta offered
for sale are made of cheap,
soft aluminum which bends
easily, dents with every fall
or knock and Is not durable.
Insist upon genuine, heavy
gauge, hard, sheet alumi-
num.Setoffered here Ismade
of genuine Manganese alu-
minum, heavy and extra hard
—guaranteed for 20 yearn.

Everything in the Kitchen of Pure Aluminum
Combination tea kettle and double boiler (3 pieces), 5 quart size,

8J£ inches inside, with a double boiler, 2 quart capacity; one Colo-
nial design coffee percolater (2 pieces), 8 cup Bize with welded
epout, dome cover, fully polished; 1 roaster consisting of 9 pieces,
measures 10% inches wide and 6 inches high. Theee 9 pieces have
dozens of different use3, including bread or bake pan (7 pint ca-
pacity); stew or pudding pan (7 pint capacity); pudding pan op
mixing bowl (4 pint capacity); egg poacher (5 eggs at a time);
muffin pan; biscuit baker with 5 custard cups or jelly moulds ; deep
locking self basting roaster, double boiler cereal cooker or triple
Steamer. The outfit also includes 6 quart preserving kettle with
cover, 2 bread pans, 1 lip stew pan <1 quart capacity), 1 lip stew
pan (1% quart capacity). Combination cake and pudding pans
(2 pieces), consist of 2-quart pudding pan with cake tube; 2 -inch
pie plates; 2 9K-inch extra deep cake pans; 1 colander with 9-inch
top, BM-inch bottom, and 2H -inch depth (can also be used as a
Steamer). Shipping weight about 1^ pounds.

All pieces (except the pie plates) are highly polished, made
off genuine Manganese aluminum, extra hard, absolutely
guaranteed for 20 years.

Order by No. A5439TA. Send $1.00 v-Ith order,
$2.50 monthly. Price. 27 pieces, ^23.90*

Easy Payments
Open a charge account with us. We trust honest
Eeople anywhere in the U. S. Send for this wonderful
argain or choose from our big catalog. One price to all.

Cash or credit. No discount for cash nothing extra
for credit—No C. O. D. Send the coupon today—NOW.

30 Days' Trial
Ourguarantee protects you
—if not perfectly satisfied, re-
torn the article at our expense
within 30 days and get your
money back — also any freight
or express charges you paid.

Free Bargain Catalog
Send for it. Shows thou-
sands of bargains in furniture,
jewelry, carpets, rugs, cur-
tains, silverware, stoves,
women's, men's and children's
wearing apparel.

Send the Coupon!
with $1.00 to us now. Have this 27-piece Alu-
minum Set shipped on 30 days' trial. We'll also send our
Big Bargain Catalog listing thousands of amazing bar-

gains. Only a small first payment and balance in monthly
payments for anything you want. Send the coupon.

Straus&Schrant w 8«E

«

ll
5
&*So

STRAUS & SCHRAMVMJ** Chicago
Enclosed find $1.00. Ship special advertised 27-piece Alnminnm Kitchen
Set. I am to have 30 days trial. If I keep the set I will pay yoo S2.60

monthly. If not satisfied, I am to return the set within 30 days and yoa
are to refund my money and any freight or express charges I paid.

27-Piece Aluminum Kitchen Set, No. A5439TA. $23.90.

Name
Street, R. F. D.
or Box No
Shipping
Point

Post Office State ..

If you ONLY want catalog put X below :

Furniture. Stovei andJewelry Men'i, Women's and Children's Cbthiaj
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Learning Piano Is a PleasureWhenYou

Study My Way.

To

DR. QUINN AT HIS PIANO
From the Famous Sketch by Schneider, Exhibited at

the St. Louis Exposition.

Men and women who have failed by all

other methods have quickly and easily at-

tained success when studying with me. In all

essential ways you are in closer touch with
me than if you were studying by the

oral method—yet my lessons cost you only 43
cents each—and they include all the many
recent developments in scientific teaching.

For the student of moderate means, this

method of studying is far superior to all

others ; and even for the wealthiest student
there is nothing better at any price. You
may be certain that your progress is at all

times in .accord with the best musical thought
of the present day. and this makes all the

difference in the world.

My Course is endorsed by distinguished
musicians, who would not recommend any
Course but the best. It is for beginners or
experienced players, old or young. You ad-

vance as rapidly or as slowly as you wish.
All necessary music is supplied without ex-

tra charge. A diploma is granted. Write to-

day, without cost or obligation, for 64-page
free booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ."

FREE BOOK

FREE BOOK COUPON
QUINN CONSERVATORY, Studio J.X.

598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

Please send me, without cost or obliga-
tion, your free booklet, "How to Learn
Piano or Organ," and full particulars of
your Course and special reduced Tuition
"offer.

Xante

Addres

I'll teach you in quarter the usual time because I make your

study interesting. I use scientific, time-saving methods which

cannot be obtained elsewhere because they are patented.

That my system is successful is proved

by the fact that in 1891, when I first in-

troduced my original method, I was nearly

laughed out of business—yet, now I have

far more students than were ever before

taught by one man. Could I have over-

come this old-fogey prejudice and en-

larged my school every year for over

twenty-five years unless my teaching pos-

sessed REAL MERIT ?

I'll teach you piano in quarter the usual

time and at 'quarter the usual expense.

persons who have not
previously heard of my
method this may seem a

pretty bold statement.
But I have scores of

students and graduates
in every state in the

Union who will gladlv
testify to its accuracy.
Investigate without cost

by sending for my free

booklet. "How to Learn
Piano or Organ."
My way of teaching

piano or organ is en-

tirely different from all

others. Out of every
four hours of study, one
hour is spent entirely

away from, the keyboard—learning something
about Harmony and The
Laws of Music. This is

an awful shock to most
teachers of the "old
school." who still think
that learning piano is

solely a problem of

"finger gymnastics."
When you do go to the
keyboard, you accom-
plish tirice as much,
because you understand
what you are doing.
Studying this way is a
pleasure. Within four
lessons I enable you to
play an interesting
piece not only in the
original key. but in all

other keys as well.
I make use of every

possible scientific help

—

many of which are en-
tirely unknown to the
average teacher. My
patented invention, the
COLOROTONE. sweeps
away playing difficulties
that have troubled stu-
dents for generations.
By its use. Transposi-
tion—usually a "night-
mare" to students—be-
comes easy and fascinat-
ing. With my fifth les-

son I introduce another
important and exclusive
invention. QUINN-DEX.
Quinn-Dex is a simple,
hand-operated moving
picture device, which
enables you to see,
right before your eyes,
every movement of my hands at the keyboard.
You actually see the fingers move. Instead
of having to reproduce your teacher's finger
movements from MEMORY—which cannot
be always accurate—you have the correct
models before you during every minute of
practice. The COLOROTONE "and QUINN-
DEX save you months and years of wasted
effort. They can be obtained only from me,
and there is nothing else, anywhere, even
remotely like them.

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory of Music
Studio J.X. 59S Columbia Road. BOSTON. 25. MASS.

JUST WHAT YOU WANT

OM SEA FARn
OR RANCH

ONLY
99 Cents

ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE MADE UPON NEW SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.
Positively such a good Telescope was never sold for this price before. Eastern Telescopes are
made by one of the largest manufacturers of telescopes in America; we control entire production;
measure closed 8 inches and open over 2% feet in 4 sections. They are nicely brass bound, with
scientifically ground lenses. Guaranteed fcy the maker. Every sojourner in the country or at the
seaside resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no farmer should be without
one. The scenery just now is beautiful. A Telescope will aid you in taking views. Objects are
brought to view with astonishing clearness. Sent by mail or express, safely packed, prepaid, for
only 99 cents. Our new Catalogue of Watches, etc., sent with each order. This is a grand offer
an<i vou should not miss It. We warrant each telescope just as represented or money refunded.
Send 99 cents today. To dealers 6 for Four Dollars.

EASTERN NOVELTY CO., DEPT. 53. 172 E. 93d STREET, NEW YORK.

Three Anxious Western Beauties.—
Pearl White has no children. She first

arrived on this globe of ours at Spring-

field, Missouri, in 1889. Helen Gibson

was until recently the wife of "Hoot"
Gibson, the Universal cowboy actor.

Helen was born in Cleveland, Ohio, on

August 27, 1894. She has no children.

Yes, Wallace McCutcheon's mustache is

real, and he does not wear the monocle
he wore in "The Black Secret." on the

street. He does look well with it, though,

doesn't he? Baby Marie Osborne is only

eight years old. What do you mean

—

is she married?

N. W—Write to William Lord Wright,

who has charge of the Scenario Depart-

ment of Picture-Play, and he will be

only too glad to help you in any way
that he can by suggestions. Also write

to him about the book you speak of. He
will be able to tell you all about it. Send
six cents in stamps to the editor and he

will mail you a copy of the "Market Book-

let." William Duncan's wife is not in

pictures. He hasn't any children. He has

been devoting his talents exclusively to

serials for a couple of years now, and I

don't know whether he intends to give

them up in the near future or not. He
is quite an athlete, and at one time toured

the country with a show as a wrestler,

meeting all comers and agreeing to throw

them within a certain time limit. No, I

can't say that I would relish being a vil-

lain in one of his serials.

Old Age—I never heard of any one by

the name of Hazel Hansell in motion

pictures. She is not in stock with any

of the companies nor is she a well-known

free-lancer. Just because she told you

she was a leading lady doesn't prove it.

William S. Hart Fan—Bill Hart's

sister does not play in pictures. She is

content to let one member of the family

do her share of acting, too. Mary Hart

is her name, and although she's a great

fan she has no desire to become a movie

star. Bet you can't guess who her fa-

vorite screen actor is. Shhh! It's her

brother!

Texas Girl.—Bebe Daniels is still as

free as the air. She was born in Dallas.

Texas, in 1901. They both live in Cali-

fornia. No, I don't think there is the re-

motest chance of her ever going back to

Harold Lloyd. She is now starring in

her own right for Realart.

Kaintuck.—Newcomers are always

most welcome. Francis Ford and Harn-

son Ford are not related. Harrison is not

married. Guess again. He was born in

Kansas City, Missouri. Ethel Clayton was

born in Champaign, Illinois. She is five

feet five inches tall and weighs one hun-

dred and thirty pounds. Ann Luther was

born in Newark, New Jersey, in 189+

She is not married. She had no stage

experience before going into pictures. No

harm done whatever. Come again ical

soon.

Jane B—Write to the editor of Pic-

ture-Play, and he will take care of your

subscription. Minta Durfee is the wife

of Roscoe Arbuckle. Lila Lee was in

vaudeville for nearly ten years under the

guidance of Gus Edwards, who adopted

her. Gussie is Lila's right name Ad-

dresses are all at the end of this depart-

ment.

Marjorie C—When you want a per-

sonal reply, you will have to, inclose an

American two-cent stamp, and not a

Canadian one, because the Canadian ones

cannot be used in sending a letter from

the United States.
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SUGAR4k Per

Lb.

You know how hard it is to get sugar, even when you pay the big price

demanded by grocers, and what it means to be able to buy it direct from us at

only 4j/£ cents a pound. Yet sugar is only one of a long list of groceries on
which we can save you money. Just in order to prove what a big advantage
you have in dealing with us, we list below a trial order which saves you $1.20.

Regular value of these articles is $3.19—our price only $1.99. And we guaran-
tee that every item is absolutely pure, fresh, standard high grade—just what
you have been paying about twice our wholesale price for. You wouldn't think
of going back to the costly old way of buying groceries after you have proved
the economy of buying from the Big 4 Grocery Bargain Catalog. Send only

$1.99 with the Trial Order Coupon below, and begin saving money right away.

Catalog Bargains
Remember that with your first order

you get a copy of our big wholesale
catalog which saves you money on all

your grocery purchases. Here are just

a few catalog specials. Sold in wonder-
ful money-saving combinations.

FLOUR,
Per Barrel

SUGAR
100 Lbs. .

Uneeda Biscuits
12 Packages for •

Quaker Oats
Large Package . .

RhqIi y°ur fr"^ order at once and get our
wholesale grocery catalog in which

you will find many of the most startling gro-
cery bargains ever offered.

E^ofoi'onrfie We are one of the lead-
I»CICI *?IH#<C» ing Wholesale Grocers
in Chicago. Our bank, Foreman Bros. Banking
Co., or any mercantile institution in Chicago,
can tell you about us.

IA/a ft 1 1 st vstntftA y°u absolute sat¥¥C UUdlTcllllW isfaction or your
money back. In every instance you get pure,
fresh goods of the very highest quality. Send
the coupon for the trial order today.

Big 4 Company
112-118 N. May St. Dept. 1233 CHICAGO

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

Mail Coupon Now |

Trial Order No.14
Big 4 Wholesale Prices

2 pounds Granulated Sugar .... $0.09

1 bar Fels Naptha Soap 02

1 bar Ivory Soap 04

1 package Big 4 Brand Best Tea ... .35

Va pound pure Cocoa 13

1 pound pure Baking Powder 45

1 4-ounce bottle Vanilla Flavor Extract .52

1 box Powdered Bluing (equal to about

1 gallon average best bluing) ... .29

1 box Majic Dye Soap Flakes ... .10

Total (You Save $1.20) . $1:99

Our low prices merely indicate what you
can now save on all your groceries, a full

line of which is listed in our Wholesale Cata-
log—The Big Money Saver. This catalog
sent to customers only. A free copy will be

sent with your first order. Send this coupon
NOW—TODAY. I

Trial Order Coupon
I Big 4 Company Dept. 1233

112-118 N. May Street, Chicago, III.

I
Gentlemen:—Enclosed find $1.99 for which send me at

I once your Trial Order No. 14, and a copy of your whole-

Bsale Grocery Catalog, free. It is understood that if I am
not satisfied, I may return the goods at your expense

I and you will return my money at once.

Name.

Address.

Express Office.
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"All Right Then-
ril Go To Hell

!

"It was awful thoughts and awful words, but
they were said and I let them stay said."

It had felt good to be all washed clean of sin
and to be able to pray—but Huck couldn't tell

on Old Jim no matter how sure it would make
him of going to Heaven,
So he tore up the note and swore he would

never reform again. He would steal Jim out of
slavery, he would—and if he could think up any-
thing worse, he'd do that too. As long as he was
going to hell anyway, he might as well make it

worth while.

Who ever knew the heart of a boy as does

MARK TWAIN
12 Volumes

At a Low Price
Humor—Biography—History—Travel—Boys'

Stories—Essays—Novels.
What has America contributed to the classics

of the world ? The answer comes in one great,
swelling chorus. From the Golden Gate to China's
Wall—from Alaska to the Australian Bush—from

the stately harbor of New York to the
hot, burning, colorful harbor of
Singapore—from the Argentine to the
English Channel—from the Hebrides
to the Mediterranean—the answer
rings firm and clear—MARK TWAIN.

FREE--REX BEACH
S Volumes

Bex Beach is the most popular
writer of thrilling stories living to-
day. He is the man who knows, as
no other, the big outdoors, that is the
Klondike.

Plenty of humor—plenty of scrap-
ping—big, raw -boned men who can
whip their weight in wild cats—the
women these men fight for and die
for—all these you will find in Rex
Beach's vivid, human novels.

Only a Few Sets FREE
Rex Beach now costs you $2.00 for

each volume in the book store. But
we have made a small special edi-
tion and so as long as this small spe-
cial edition lasts you can have 5
volumes—about $10.00 worth of
books—absolutely free.
Rex Beach has sacrificed much

of his royalty so that we can do
this on one edition.

If you are prompt you can get your
set free. If you are too late we will
return the coupon—But don't wait.
Send coupon for both sets for ex-

amination.
Send no money—Just the coupon.
Send it at once.

Harper and Brothers, 106 Franklin Square, New York.

Send me, all charges prepaid, a set of Mark- Twain
in 12 volumes, illustrated, bound in handsome green
cloth, stamped in gold, and Rex Beach in 5 volumes,
bound in red cloth, free. If not satisfied. I will re-
turn them at your expense, otherwise I will send you
$1.50 within 5 days and $2.00 a month for 14 months.

Name

Address . .

.

Occupation

Advertising Section

Mayflower.—Mae Murray's latest fea-

ture for Paramount is called "Idols of
Clay." Wallace Reid and Roscoe Ar-
buckle did not die of influenza as your
friend told you. Don't believe all you
hear. Harold Lockwood is dead. Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks are both
hard at work on new features for the

United Artists. Tom Moore was not
Mary's former husband, but the husband
of Alice Joyce. Owen Moore was Mary's
first husband. Mae Murray is married to

her director, Robert Z. Leonard. Neither
one of the Gish girls is a brunette., Doro-
thy. Gish played in "Remodeling Her Hus-
band." That is a wig she wore in that

picture and not her own hair. Mae's baby
hasn't much hair yet. It's, too young to

tell what color it is going to be. Earle
Williams, Kathlyn Williams, and Clara
Williams are not related in any way.

Sweetie and Sweetie.—Balboa is Hen-
ry's middle name. He is at present play-

ing on the stage. Send six cents in stamps
to the editor for a copy of the Market
Booklet.

Addresses of Players

Asked for by readers whose letters are

answered by The Oracle this month:

Address William S. Hart at the Hart Stu-
dios, Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia.

Charles Ray at the Charles Ray Studios,
Fleming Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

Anita Stewart and Mildred Harris Chap-
lin at First National Exhibitor's Circuit, New
York City.

William Farnum, Louise Lovely, Eileen
Percy, Pearl White, Tom Mix, Shirley Ma-
son, and William Russell at the Fox Film
Corporation, New York City.

Albert Ray, Thomas Meighan, and Antonio
Moreno at the Los Angeles Athletic Club,
Los Angeles, California.

Priscilla Dean, Frank Mayo, Carmel My-
ers, and Eddy Polo at Universal City, Cali-
fornia.

Viola Dana, Alia Nazimova, May Allison,
and Alice Lake at Metro Studios. Los An-
geles, California.

Bebe Daniels, Wanda Hawley. and Mary
Miles Minter at the Morosco Studios, Los
Angeles, California.

Wallace Reid, Roscoe Arbuckle. Gloria
Swanson, and Ethel Clayton at the Lasky
Studios, Los Angeles, California.
Mary Pickford, Niles Welch, Conrad Nagle,

Betty Compson, Mahlon Hamilton, Dustin
Farnum, Lew Cody, Mae Marsh, and Mary
Thurman at the Brunton Studios, Los An-
geles, California.

Earle Williams, Edith Johnson, Pauline
Starke, and Alice Joyce at the Vitagraph
Studios, Los Angeles, California.
Tom Moore, Kenneth Harlan, Madge Ken-

nedy, John Bowers, and Mabel Normand at
the Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Califor-
nia.

Harold Lloyd at the Rolin Film Company,
Culver City, California.

Marguerite Clark. Mae Murray. Dorothy
Dalton, and Marion Davies, care of Famous
Players-Laskv, 485 Fifth Avenue, New Y'ork
City.

Louise Fazenda, Harriett Hammond, Ben
Turpin, and Phyllis Haver at the Sennett
Studios, Edendale, California.
James J. Corbett at the Lambs' Club, New

York City.
Eugene O'Brien, Walter McGrail, Olive

Thomas, and Elaine Hammerstein at the
Selznick Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York City.

William Desmond, Blanche Sweet. Nigel
Barrie at the Jesse Hampton Studios, Los
Angeles, California.

Richard Barthelmess, Lillian and Dorothy
Gish, and Robert Harron at the Griffith
Studios, Mamaroneck, New York.

Bessie Love and Marjorie Daw at the Hol-
lywood Studios, Hollywood. California.

Douglas Fairbanks at the Clune Studios,
Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

Hobart Bosworth, Douglas MacLean, Llovd
Hughes, Enid Bennett, and Louise Glaum at
the Ince Studios, Culver City. California.
Norma and Constance Talmadge at the Tal-

madge Studios, 318 East Forty-eighth Street,
New York City.
Those whose addresses do not appear

should be addressed in care of either Willis
& Inclis. Los Angeles. California, or Mabel
Condon Exchange, Hollywood, California.

EVERY article here shown is a
special value. Every diamond

genuine, blue-white perfect-cut.

Your choice will be sent ON AP-
PROVAL—NO RISK, NO MONEY
IN ADVANCE. Pay only one-fifth if sat-
isfied after examination—balance in ten
payments. SWEET'S policy: You must
be satisfied or no sale. SWEET'S capital,

$1,000,000, guarantees this. PROFIT
SHARING PLAN: 7%% yearly increase
in exchange value allowed on every dia-
mond purchased from us.

Beautiful De Luxe
Catalogue FREE

Amazing collection of precious gems,
jewelry, silverware, watches and gifts of
every description. Every article a rare
bargain. The lowest prices, the highest
quality. Ten months to pay on every-
thing. Write today for your FREE Copy.
Address Dept. 50 S.

"the house of qualitx"

LW-SWEET INC
1650-1660 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Copyrighted 1920 by L. W. Sweet, Inc.
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Free Trial
£fEND now for the New Wurlitzer cata-

ij log and free trial blank. You may
have any musical instrument known,

with a complete musical outfit, for a week's
trial at home. Return the instrument at

our expense at the end of the week if you
decide not to keep it.

You will get a complete musical outfit, in-

cluding the instrument and all the neces-
sities with it—velvet and plush lined carry-
ing case with lock and key, self instructor,

instruction aids, book of music, all attach-

ments and extra parts—everythingyou need.

This new Wurlitzer plan effects a tremendoussaving
for you if you decide to buy, as everything is in-

cluded at factory cost. Wurlitzer supplies the outfit

and instrument practically for the cost of the
instrument alone.

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay foryour

instrument and outfit.

Ai-*ict«/* CiuctMtxr of Wurlitzer instruments isAXtlStlC quality known all over the world.
Wurlitzer instruments have been the favorites of
artists and have been used in the finest orchestras
and bands for years. This outfit offer includes gen-
uine Wurlitzer instruments.

Every known stringed instrumentorwind
instrument included in this offer offree
trial in yourown home. Haveyourfree trial

now. We do not chargeyou afennyfor it.

Send for New Catalog
and Free Trial Blank

Every instrument known illustrated and described,
with price and small payment down. More pictures
and more information about musical instruments
than in any other book published. It is a veritable
musical encyclopedia. Free trial blank comes with it.

Catalog is absolutelyFREE. There is no obligation.
Don't delay. Write for it today.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1758

117 East 4th Street, Cincinnati, O.
329 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1758
117 E. 4th St., Cincinnati, 0. 329 Wabafh Ave., Chicago, IU.

Send me your new catalog with illustrations In color and
full description of the wurlitzer Complete Outfits and
details of the free trial and easy payment offer.

Name

Addr—

(Stat, mvical ijittrutnent in wkich you are .veciallv vntsr.tfd

.
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Camels ring true!

They'll give you new no-

tions about how delight-

ful a cigarette can be

YOU get to smoking Camels because you

appreciate their fine, refreshing flavor!

And, you like them better all the time be-

cause they never tire your taste

!

Camels quality makes Camels so appetiz-

ing, so continuously delightful. And, Camels

expert blend of choice Turkish and choice

Domestic tobaccos gives them that wonder-

ful mildness and mellow body.

You have only to compare Camels with any

cigarette in the world at any price to know

personally that Camels are a revelation

!



Teach Them To Say

Hires
HIRES is good for all ages

—

at all times. Every one of

the sixteen Hires ingredients is

a product of Nature from the

woods and fields, collected from

all parts of the world.

Nothing goes into Hires but the pure healthful juices of roots, barks,

herbs, berries—and pure cane sugar. The quality of Hires is maintained

in spite of tremendously increased cost of ingredients. Yet you pay no

more for Hires the genuine than you do for an artificial imitation.

But be sure you say "Hires" to get Hires. At fountains, or in

bottles, at your dealers. Keep a case at home and always have Hires

on ice as first aid to parched palates.

THE CHARLES E. HIRES COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA

Hires
I'

':

Hires contains juices of 16 roots, barks, herbs and berries



this tea is delicious and your sun porch is perfectly heavenly
* today with the windows open and all this refreshing,

spring-scented air coming in.

"You know, to me, there's nothing like the sweet, bursting-bud odors of Spring
—and as I walked over, the fragrance seemed familiar. I've tried to think
what it's like-—now, I have it—it's Florient!"

"What in the world is Florient, Jane, that makes you speak as if it were the
acme of all good things ? " asked Barbara.

"That's just it—it is the acme of all delicious scents when it comes to pertumes.
Gracious, Babs, where have you been not to know about it? Why in the
Perfume Test, Florient was awarded first place, even above imported perfumes.
Marcia, let's prove it to her. Have you your Perfume Test material handy?

"

"Indeed I have,m^dear, for I use it frequently to convince my friends,both high
brow arjdJhomey, that there is ' Made-in-America'' and by Colgate's—a perfume
that is by far the most charming I've ever tried. That perfume is Florient."

You, too, can make this Perfume Test

A Tesfijwas. made by an impartial jury of women
who compffled three of' the most popular foreign
perfumes^ith three Colgate Perfumes. There was
no glanjjur of foreign names or labels — the per-
fome»vu|re numbered, and judged by quality alone.
Mov&'ffra.ft half of this jury who had first stated that
they_ preferred the foreign perfumes, chose Col-
gate s— Florient. (Flowers of the Orient) being the
favorite.'".'',.*. ".

Full details bf the Test and materials for making it
yourself will be sent on receipt of 2c in stamps.

COLGATE ec CO. Dept. 22 NEW YORK

orient
powers ofthe Orient

1

i.



^HATS THE MATTER-- WITH CHAPLIN?
question asked by every fan. and answered by Herbert How



I WILL TRAIN YOU AT HOME

Say! Fellows—Read Facts
Is there much call for trained Electricians in

this old TJ. S. ? Is there? Say, there's millions
of .dollars' worth of work waiting for you to
lit. yourself to do. Positions hy the thousands—at the highest rates of pay ever known

—

POSITIONS WORTH ALT. KINDS OF MONEY—SIMPLY LYING LOOSE—just WAITING
for you to fill them. Let me qualify you. It
won't take long by my Spare Time. Practical
and wonderfully successful Home Study Course.

Your Success is Guaranteed
I guarantee your, success in the study of my

condensed, simplified. get-down-to-husiness.
Home Course, with a Cash Pond. You take NO
chance's. I'm here to make good—and I will

—

and do—make good. PUT YOU WILL SUC-
CEED. I know it—because you love this
grand profession, and your heart tells you you
can win if you are trained honest, fair and

square, and practically. Why, you ought to be
making in a few weeks, MORE MONEY EYERY
WEEK than the small sum you pay me monthly
for : teaching you. , Poth newcomers and ex-
perienced electrical students have increased
their income several times over—often months
before their courses were finished.

My Course Has World-Wide Approval
I've made Electrical study vastly interesting.

My course will hold you. It grips red-blooded
chaps. They see money in it. It quickly gets
them moving onward and upward. It isn't high-
brow—nor mushy. It teaches practical stuff,
with the college-trimmings left off—in language
you can easily understand. It's a live man's

course—speedy and fast—yet so thorough, so

complete, so up to date, that my students rise

rapidly and capture the fancy jobs, or DE-
YELOP FINE BUSINESSES OP THEIR
OWN. It covers everything, including the
latest auto and marine electricity.

I Have Been Through the Mill
I am a practical man. I have made a big

success. I am chief engineer of the Chicago
Engineering Works, the finest institution of its

kind on earth. I KNOW what you need to
know—and I will tell it to. you—and train you
in it like a veteran—and send you out with

your Certificate, CONFIDENT IN YOUR
ABILITY TO MEET ANY DEMAND. My
boys are often called "Wizards." I'll teach you
electricity— I'll teach you E-L-E-C-T-R-I-C-
I-T-Y, from A to Z.

Proof in Plenty I Work for You
I shall take a deep, personal interest in you.

I prove this by deeds not words. I GIVE YOU
THE BEST COURSE 'ON EARTH for less
than half others charge. I help you for

My men are usually well placed before they are through the course. But every graduate should keep in touch with me, for I know of splendid
openings practicallv all the time. Big employers are continually asking me for men, and I am always GLAD TO ASSIST MY STUDENTS
TO SECURE THESE GOOD POSITIONS.

I give each student a SPLENDID FREE OUTFIT OF ELECTRICAL TOOLS. Material and Electrical Measuring Instruments
for home experimental and study work, and besides this. I provide them with other practical supplies which I haven't space to
describe here—all the best of their kind and designed to help YOU make rapid, practical progress.

years after you graduate. I DO THINGS FOR
MY STUDENTS no one else, does, and some
things that I don't even tell you about before
you enroll.

READ
WHAT MY
STUDENTS
SAY:

"Mr. Cook can. and will, get you a job. but
that part is unnecessary, because, if you study,
he will make you proficient, and then there will
be any number of jobs LOOKING FOB. YOU."—
O. W. Chamberlain. Little Eagle, So. Dak., to
a prospective student.

"Have just received my diploma, of which I

am very proud. I think your Course is the most
complete 1 have ever seen. I have received my
money's worth many times, and any fellow that
turns down your offer is sure going to regret it."

—Loran C. Brown, Sebrirjg Ohio.

"Since I startea to study with you a *'ear !>.go

I have, doing electrical work in my spare time,

made the price of 2 Courses, and have increased
my earning power just 100 per cent."—Samuel
Albright. Riverside. Wash.

"During May I made atout $65.00 in my
spare ime. 1 can hand you the credit, because
when I started I knew NOTHING about Elec-
tricity."—L. Kandell, Ironton. Minn.

"You will be pleased to learn of my promo-
tion to Chief Electrician. It was your course

put me where I am. Although only a little

over halt through your lessons. I have had my
wages raised from $75.00 to $375.00 a month,
and expect to do better before 1 am through."

—

H. E. Wolf, Columbus, Ohio.

"In the past ten years I've Deen doing a lot

of studying, both by correspondence and through
text books, but never before have I been able

to learn as I have with you."—J. B. Ham. Chief
Electrician. Albright Coal Co., Tunnelton, W.
Virginia.

i^ ^m
"When I enrolled with you I was only able

to make $75.00 a month. Today, thanks to your
splendid lessons, I am in business for myself,
making over $400.00 a month."—A. Schreck,
Phoenix, Arizona.

"Electrical men here speak very highly of your
course. One—the Fresno Manager of the Gen-
eral Electric Company—says your course is eaual
to the three years' training course at their Sche-
nectady shops."—E. Linnville. Fresno, Calif.

"I want to speak a good'? word 'in regard to

your Course and methods. It has heliied me
wonderfully. I passed a Journey-nan':-, exami-
nation with the International Brotherhorid of

Electrical Workers, and am now carrying a first-

class card."—J. R. Overton. Maryvilie, Teiln.

"When f enrolled—I knew nothing about Elec-
tricity. Today I am the highest paid workman
for the.Marsena Light & Power Co."—C. C. Burk-
hart. Massena, N. Y.

''You don't know how glad I am that my son
has found such a man as you. I only wish
other mothers knew of the interest you take in

your students—their boys."—Mrs. S. S. Williams.
Huntington Beach. Cal.

"I am still holding that position with the
Minneapolis Steel & Machinery Company, secured
on your recommendation."—A. Swanson. Minne-
apolis. Minn. ^^^^^^^^^^^

Complete Letters Sent
When You Write Me

Employment Service—Free

Fine Electrical Outfit—Free

Chief Eng.
Chicago Engi
neering Works,
Dept.44Y. 1918 Sunny-
side Ave., Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir: Send at once Sam-
ple Lessons, your Big Book,
and full particulars of your Free
Outfit and Home Study Course
all fully prepaid, without obligation

on my part.

Get Going—Write Me—Now
I never made a cent hanging back, and neither will you. Write me today for full particulars. Details will cost

you nothing but a stamp and you'll enjoy reading my big book. Tear off the coupon—mail it—and get a copy—FREE.
Students under 15 yrs. accepted.

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer

Chicago Engineering Works
. 44Y, 1918 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, 111.

Name

Address
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You

I1ie New WayTwo Ways of Selling the

OUVER
"TypeWrHrfcr

The New Way Saves You $36

Factory

You

THE OLD WAY : It cost $36 to

sell you a typewriter. Rents of

offices in many cities, salaries, com-
missions and other costly practices
— each demanded its share.

THE NEW WAY: We ship from the fac-

tory to you, eliminating all wastes. This
saves the $36, and it now goes to you. A
$100 Oliver costs you but $64. Why waste
$36 by buying typewriters the old way?

These Facts Will Save You Money
Note that this advertisement is signed by The Oliver Typewriter Company itself. It is

not the advertisement of a concern offering second-hand or rebuilt Olivers of an earlier

model. The Oliver Typewriter Company makes only new machines.

The old way, as explained above, was wasteful and wrong. So people have welcomed
our new economical plan and our output has multiplied.

FREE TRIALWe offer for $64 the exact machine which for-

merly sold at $100. This is our Model Nine, the

finest typewriter we ever built. It has the universal

keyboard, so any stenographer may turn to it with-

out the slightest hesitation and do better work
more easily.

And it has dozens of superiorities not found else-

where. For instance, it has far fewer parts. This
means longer wear, and naturally few or no repairs.

This Oliver Nine is a 20-year development. If any
typewriter is worth $100, it is this splendid model.

It is the same machine used by great concerns
such as United States Steel Corporation, National

City Bank of New York, New York Central Lines,

Otis Elevator Company and hosts of others. Such
concerns demand the best. Yet they are not
wasteful.

Was
$100
Before the
War

Merely clip the coupon below, asking us to send a
free trial Oliver. We do not ask a penny down.
When the Oliver arrives, try it out. Put it to every
test. Compare its workmanship.
Then when you are convinced that the Oliver

Nine is all we claim, and you prefer it, pay us at the
rate of $4 per month.

During the free trial, you are not under the slight-

est obligation to buy. If yon wish to return it, we
even refund the outgoing transportation charges.

Used typewriters accepted in exchange at a fair valuation.

Or, if you would rather know more about our plans be-
fore ordering a free-trial Oliver, check the coupon for our
amazing book entitled, "The High Cost of Typewriters

—

The Reason and the Remedy." We accompany it with our
beautifully illustrated catalog describing the Oliver Nine.

OLIVER
Typewriter (pmpanj?

1259 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, 111.

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1259 Oliver Typewriter Bids-. Chicago

Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five days free inspection. If
I keep it, I will pay $64 at the rate of $4 per month. The

title to remain in you until fully paid for.

My shipping- point is

This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If I choose
to return the Oliver, I will ship it back at your expense at the
end of five days.

Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me your book—
"The High Cost of Typewriters — The Reason and the Rem-

edy," your de luxe catalog and further information.

Name

Street Address

City.

Occupation or Business.

State
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Romances of Famous Film Folk . . Grace Kingsley . 13
No. 2—Bryant Washburn and Mabel Chidester. It was love at first sight with

them—also at second and third.

Where Do They Get Those Titles? . Agnes Smith . . 16
An inside peep into the office of a producing company, showing that there's a

method in what seems to be their madness in selecting such strange titles

for their pictures.

ILLUSTRATED BY LUI TRUGO.

The Carey Creed Malcolm H. Oettinger 18
Harry Carey's rule of life is a pretty good one to adopt.

Favorite Picture Players . . . . . . .19
Portraits of screen favorites in rotogravure.

What's the Matter with Chaplin ? . . Herbert Howe . 27
Perhaps you've already suspected the truth; here it is.

The Boy Whom Everybody Liked . . . . .30
That title is the best tribute we can pay Bobby Harron.

The House of Twenty Stars . . . Emma-Lindsay Squier 31
A picture of the Studio Club of Los Angeles, and of some of the younger stars

who live there.

Wisdom in a Green Negligee . . . Truman B. Handy . 34
That means Rosemary Theby—but she'd be quite as wise in anything else!

Crooks That Follow the Movies . . Roy W. Hinds . 36
The first of a series of articles, exposing a new type of confidence game which

is worked in hundreds of communities.
ILLUSTRATED BY VICTOR PERARD.

In the Heart of a Fool .... Lee D. Brown . 38
It was there that much of a whole town's trouble started—and some of it ended.

The Observer...... , . . 41
Editorial comment on timely topics concerning the screen.

Told By the Camera . . . . . .43
A new section of pictures, printed in rotogravure, on subjects of timely and

varied interest.

The Screen in Review . . : Peter Milne . .51
Criticism of late releases.

What Every Fan Should Read . . John Addison Elliott 54
Mary Alden and Harrison Ford made out these lists of books for you.

How About This Season's Styles? . . Louise Williams . 56
If you're in doubt about them, Clara Kimball Young can help you out.

Concerning Carmel's Past . . . Ted Taylor . . 58
This is a case of "I knew her when "

Continued on the Second Page Following

Monthly publication issued by Street & Smith Corporation. 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Ormond G. Smith, President: George C. Smith, Secretary and Treasurer
Copyright, 1920, by Street & Smith Corporation. New York. Copyright, 11T20. bv Street & Smith Corporation, Great Britain. .4// l:i<;k(* Krser-vcd. Publishers everywhere
are cautioned against using any of the contents of this magazine either wholly or in part. Entered as Second-class Matter. March 6, 1916, at the Post Office atNew York, N. Y., under Act of Congress of March 3, 1879. Canadian subscription, $2.86. Foreign, $2.72.

WARNING—Do not subscribe through agents unknown to you. Complaints are daily made by persons who have been thus victimized.
IMPORTANT—Authors, agents, and publishers are requested to note that this firm does not hold itself responsible for loss of unsolicited manuscripts while at this office or
in transit; and that it cannot undertake to hold uncalled-for manuscripts for a longer period than six months. If the return of manuscript is expected, postage 6houId be Inclosed.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION, $2.00 SINGLE COPIES. 25 CENTS
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Bill Russell began life as a weakly youngster—now look at him!

Hints for Scenario Writers ....
Information and advice for the amateur writer.

Screen Seasons

—

Verse

The Picture Oracle .

Answers to questions from our readers.

Some Unique Movie Theaters .

Fugitive Flashes .

Film-Star Thy Name Is Patience

William Lord Wright

Alix Thorn .

E. A. Dench

A Split Reel

71

72

73

78

86

88

90

92

95

Don't Let This Man Fool You

J-J E looks like a director, he talks like a director, and
* * maybe he has been a third or fourth-rate director.

But when he comes into your town with an air of

enterprise—tells of how he is going to organize a
motion-picture producing company, and make million-

aires out of all the townspeople who are lucky enough
to buy some of his stock—watch out

!

He's a Dangerous Crook!
LIE'S a menace to the country and to a great industry, the members of which

have joined to expose him and to drive him out of business—a movement
in which Picture-Play gladly joins in the interest of its readers, since these

fake movie stockjobbers are swindling innocent persons out of thousands of

dollars in all parts of the country.

How they operate will be told in the second installment of a series of ar-

ticles on "Crooks That Follow the Movies," by Roy W. Hinds, the first install-

ment of which appears in this issue. The stock swindlers will be treated in the

January number.
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W 42 Piece
Aluminum Set Guaranteed

for Life
Here is an amazing offer for every housewife who takes proper pride in her kitchen! This splendid com-

plete, lustrous 42-piece Aluminum Set sent for only a dollar down; balance of low bargain price on HARTMAN'S famous long-time
credit terms. Think what these wonderful up-to-date utensils—one for each kitchen purpose—will mean, not
only for today, butfor years of Eerrice in your home, the big saving in work—the greater ease of cooking— Big Bargain
the added satisfaction and pride you will take in supplanting your heavy, hard-to-clean, old-fashioned A ^^v^^ Book
kitehenware with this convenient, sanitary, fuel-saving, silver-like set. How can any woman resist this IBk ^^"v^^ ^
sensational offer—the greatest ever made on aluminum kitchenware? aSSEs^ ^*^*-fee

Complete Outfit, Only $18.89
This complete, guaranteed 42-Piece Pure Aluminum Set, as shown above, yours at our bargain price and only
S..Q0 to send now. If yon don't find this set everything we ciaim, and a wonderful bargain, send it back after

I days 'a 5e and v?e will refund your dollar and pay transportation both way». You risk nothing and yon have a fall year to pay.
Our guarantee, backed by 512,000,000 capital and 65 years' record of fair dealing, protects you absolutely. Study the illustration above.
Consider carefully the completeness of this great outfit—its time, labor and fuel-saving features—the lasting satisfaction it will bring
you to enjoy the be*t in kitchenware at a price so low and on such easy terms that you'll hardly know you're paying.
This remarkable 42-piece ''Longw-are" Aluminum Set is made from heavy gauge pressed steel aluminum. Absolutely seamless.

Guaranteed to be a very serviceable set of aluminum ware. Will not crack, corrode, chip or peel. Set consists of: Nine-piece combi
nation double roaster with two outer shells; inside pudding pan; o custard cups with perforated pan holder. (Two outer shells make
an excellent roaster for chicken, steaks or other meats. Using perforated inset and small pudding pan, it is a combination cooker
and steamer. The 3 pan3 are also used separately over the fire as a cake pan, bake dish

?
pudding pan, or for any purpose where

open pans are used.) 7-cup coffee percolator with inset (2 pieces); 6-quart preserving kettle; 2 bread pans; kh hb»m b»
2 me plates; 1-qt. and 2-qt. lipped sauce pans; 1 ladle; 2 jelly cakepana with loose bottoms 1 4 pieces

1

' ; 1 castor
set; salt and pepper shakers; toothpick holder and frame (4 pieces); 1 measuring cup; 1 combination funnel
(6 pieces) ;3 measuring spoons; 1 strainer; 1 sugar shaker: 1 grater: 1 cake turner; 1 lemon juice extractor.
Shipped from Chicago warehouse. Order by No. 415BBMA18. Price, complete set of 4-2 pieces,
$18.89 . Send $1,00 now. Balance £2.00 monthly.rBT3 R^g'ffQiff ^rolnri ^ ent ^ ree QT] reauest— s post card brings it

. BargainiflCC IMcWryclBMM t>cftcSfl7tj after bargain, thousands of tnem. in furniture, rugs,
linoleum, curtains, stoves, ranges, dishes, silverware, jewelry, phonographs, clocks, wash-

ing machines, sewingmachines, baby carriages, kitchenware, gas engines, cream separators, general farm
equipment, etc. 30 days' free trial. Get this great 432-page catalog. Mail postal today.

HARTMAN
CuuyriEhted 1920 by Hartmaa'a. Chicazo

I

Furniture & Carpet Co. I

39J3 Wentworth Av. P Dept, 2964 Chicago |

! Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co.
I 3913 Wenrworth Avenue Dept 2964 Chicago, Illinois

! Enclosed is SI: Send the 42-piece Aluminum Set No. 415BBMA1S-

I I am to have 30 davs' trial. If not satisfied, I will ship it bsck and
I yon will refnnd my SI and pay transportation both ways. If 1

keep it I will pay S2 per month nntil price, S1S.S9, is paid.

Name.

City.
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StepUp to a
Better Job!
That better job and the bigger pay that

goes with it — the job you want— is within your
reach. It's only a step to the really big jobs from
where you are. That step is simply "knowing how."
The practical books for self-training described be-
low will give you that "know how." They are the
steps by which you can reach the job you want.
Some of the best authorities in the world wrote

these books in plain, everyday language. Anyone
who can read and write English can understand
them. Thousands of pictures, diagrams, etc., make difficult
points as plain as day. Over 1,000,000 volumes have been pold.

Pay-Raising Books
at Greatly Reduced Prices
Automobile Engineering, 6 volumes, 2600 pages.

2000 pictures. Was $45.00 Now $29.80
Carpentry and Contracting, 6 volumes, 2138 pages,

1000 pictures. Was $37.60 Now 24.80

Civil Engineering, 9 volumes, 3900* pages, 3000 pic-
tures. Was $67.60 Now 39.80

Accountancy and Business Management, 7 vol-
umes, 3000 pages, 2000 pictures. Was $62.60. Now 29.80

Fire Prevention and Insurance, 4 volumes. 1600
pages, 600 pictures. Was $30.00 Now 19.80

Electrical Engineering, 8 volumes, 3800 pages, 3000
pictures. Was $69.00 Now 34.80

Machine Shop Practice, C volumes, 2300 pages, 2500
pictures. Was $46.00 Now 29.80

Steam and Gas Engineering, 7 volumes, 3300 pages,
2500 pictures. Was $52.60 Now 29.80

Law and Practice (with reading course), 13 volumes,
6000 pages, illustrated. Was $97.60 Now 49.80

Telephony and Telegraphy, 4 volumes, 1728 pages,
2000 pictures. Was $30.00 Now 19.80

Sanitation, Heating and VentiGatcng, 4 volumes,
1454 pages, 1400 pictures. Was $30.00 Now 18.80

Drawing, 4 volumes. 1578 pages, 1000 pictures, blue-
prints, etc. Was $30.00 Now 19.80

Send No Money
Shipped for 7 Days' Trial

Write the name of the books you want on the coupon
and mail it today. We will send the books at once, express
collect, and you can use them just as if they were your own
for a whole week. If you decide you don't want to keep
them, send them back at our expense.

l 75c a Week
If you like the books, as

"fZJ^SSKl thousands of other men have
-.'JjBt after examination, just send

' us $2.80. You can send the
balance of the special re-
duced price the same way— $3.00
each month (75 cents a week).

Step up to a better job with
_ bigger ppy. MAIL THE COU-

PON NOW. It's your first step.

%W%Bt AMERICAN
TECHNICAL SOCIETY

Chicago, U. S. A.

American Technical Society, Dept. X-839, Chicago, U.S.A.

|
Please send me set of

I for 7 DAYS' examination, shipping charges collect,
i I will examine the books thoroughly and, if satisfied,

I will send $2.80 within 7 days and $3 each month until I
I have paid the special price of 8

I

If I decide not to keep the books I will return them at
your expense within one week.

J

Name

I Address

: Reference a

(Please fill out all lines.) I

Our Composer will
write the music—we'll

have complete sou£
printed and copyrighted

in your name according to

our special plan.

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject

Edouard Hesselber^,
Our leading Composer is a
world's famous pianist, ap-

pearing in concerts with
such celebrated singers as
Sembrich, Nordica and de
Reszke. Amon| his great-

est sonh successes are,

"IF I WERE A ROSE"
of which a million copies
have been sold.

Don't let another day go
by without submitting a
poem to us. Do it today.

The Metropolitan Studios
Department 137

916S. Mich. Ave.,Chicafeo

SELECT yourown sub-
ject—love, patriotism-

write what the heart dictates,
then submit your poem to us.
We write the music and guarantee pub-
lisher's acceptance. Our leading composer is

Mr. Leo Friedman
one of America's well-known musicians, the
author of many song successes, such as "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart," "When I Dream of Old Erin,"
and othera the sales of which ran into millions of copies Send
ok many poems as von wish. Don't Delay. Get Busy—Quick.

CHESTER MUSIC CO.
9'

Chicago, III.

arn'35tol00aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinat-
ing profession. Three
months' course covers all

branches

:

Motion Picture—Commercial—Portraiture
Cameras and Materials furnished free

Practical instruction : moiiern equipment. Day or evening
classes; easy terms. Tuc Scbv-I of Recognized Superiority.
Call or write for complete catalog No. 19.

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N.Y. 505 State St., Bklyn.

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

Money in Photoplays!
Big demand and high prices paid for the right kind.
Can you write them? Here is an easy and sure way
to find out. Send 10c for our Test- Lesson and Talent-
Oetector, which will quickly show whether or not you
are adapted to this work. Get this unique and in-

structive publication at once and learn if you have
or have not the necessary imagination and ability to

produce picture-play scenarios. Delay may mean lost

opportunities. Send dime or lOcts in stamps today.

PHOTOPLAY INSTITUTE, Dept. 3, Jackson, Mich,

M*®& •dsStsfe ifism

% For 10 DaysWear
Send no money. Just ask as to eend you either of these

wonderful, dazzling, genuine Tifnite Gem rings to wear for
10 days. If you can tell it from a diamond, send it back.
No.1. Solid gold No. 2. Solid gold No.3. Solid gold

mounting. Eight- La d i e a' n e w e t six-prong tooth
claw design flat mounting. Has a mounting. Guar-
wide band. Almost guaranteed genu- anteed genuineTif-
a carat, guaran- ine Tifnite Gem, nite Gem. almost a
teed Tifnite gem. almost a carat. carat in size.
In sending, send strip of paper fitting around second joint

of finger. Pay only £4.50 upon arrival, then pay only $3.00 per
month until the price $16.60 is paid for either one. Otherwise
return the ring within ten days and we will refund any pay-
ment made. This offer is limited. Send while it holds good.
THE TIFNITE CO. Dept. 10IG Chicago, III.

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and

guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 E Fitzgerald Bldg.. Broadway at Times Square, NEW YORK

SONGS PUBLISHED ON
ROYALTY

We revise, compose, arrange, engrave, proof, print,
publish, copyright, advertise and sell music. Write for
our royalty music publishing offer. Do not send us
poems until you have received offer. We are music
publishers, not mere composers and arrangers. We at-
tend to every detail from receipt of poems until regular
copies are ready for display and sale in music stores. I

Brennen's Music House. Suite 204, 2 West 123rd St.,
,

New York.

WRITE A SONG
Love, Mother, Home, Childhood, comic

or any subject. 1 compose music and,

guarantee publication. Send Words Today.

EDWARD TRENT, 655 Reaper Block, Chicago

Submit your Song-Poems on any subject for ouradvice.

We revise POEns.coriPOSE music or any descrip-

TION.SECURE COPYRIGHT AND EMPLOY ORIGINAL

METHODS FOR FACILITATING FREEPuBLICA

TI0N OR OUTRIGHT SALE OF SONGS

w
CONTAINS

VALUABLE INSTRUC-

TIONS TO 8EGINNERSAND TELLS
UNDER THIS SUCCESSFUL-*^^tXf>^ THE TRUTH CONCERNING EVEWBRAtOI
CONCERNS GUAiMNTEE^r-Q

J] IFTHI5 ESSENTIAL ANDFAClNATING PROFESS

DFSATISFAC-^T»] II^^ion.M GREAT UORK ACCOMPLISHED 6Y THE POP >

TION. |^>^ijlaR3[)N6 IN WINNING THEWAR 15 ONLY AN INDEX TO THE HUDl

WIDERSCOPEAND GREATER OPPORTUNITIES AFFORDED BY PLACE.

KNICKERBOCKER 5TUDlOS201GAUrrYBLDG..N.Y.Cmi
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"OH.MOTHEK
story's acce

Ml

UT of "the rainbow gleams of her youthful
dreams" has come The Great Reward! The
happy sequel to all her burning hopes—her

iger aspirations! The magazine editor has ac-
pted her story. His letter brings the happy news.
She moves as one in a daze. "Can it really be
ue?" she asks herself over and over. And all the

J
hile she glows with the pride of authorship, her

i-l ipiring spirit transformed in the bewilderment of
g. lis new triumph. 'Tis life's deepest moment for her.

^"rj She has crossed the Golden Rubicon! Enthralled,
? le stands upon the threshold of a New Life! She is
'

; last—"AN AUTHORESS!" The story she has
. ritten, filled with fresh, bright realism, stirring inci-

G
mt and sparkling dialogue—written out of her very
Nart—painted in .glowing words upon the Screen of
jomance, will be read by thousands, thousands!
But yesterday, in her girlish fancy, she deeply en-

• ed those who live and move in that fascinatingM here, the Realm of Authorship. But yesterday her
Jl|l>pes mingled with her fears, her doubts of herself,m
\fT simple lack of faith in her ability "TO WRITE."

j
ut yesterday she deemed well-nigh impossible the

"/"riumph that has come to her to-day!

•« But yesterday her life was a dull, drear grind in a
<W Apartment store. In her little niche behind the
— |)tion counter her girl's soul was slowly shriveling,
rj |ie drab, grey life was deadening every spark of hope
MJi'ithin her. Thinking of her youth and yearnings,
'\\ i'ie would oft hopefully repeat to herself those lines
rjJSEom some beautiful book, "It is the Spring! It is

3f '-lie Spring! And Life is so FULL of Flowers! Ah,
|B I rely some of them are MINE! " But there was the
'3d onotony, the dull servitude, from 8 to 6—it never
sj i iried—it went on and on and on—a dumb fate that

sjf semed to stare her in the face forever, just as it

-j . ight be pictured in a story by O. Henry,
•at !

Not that all girls are unhappy who work in stores,
ijl

lit she—she dreamed of higher things. She wanted
ore out of life than the grey, humdrum existence.
Tiy should Success be a thing OTHERS could attain
id not she? She had two good hands and a brain
t-she was intelligent, observing, and though not a
>nius, surely, she told herself, she could learn to write
ories as good as hundreds she had seen.

One day her sweet-faced mother noticed a small
lyertisement in a magazine. It said: "Free to
liters—this wonderful book. Tells How to Write
[ays and Stories." "Here, Dorothy dear," said
rs. Dean, "here is something about writing stories
id plays. Here's a concern offering a free book on
e subject. Why not get it? See what they can do
r you? You never can tell—maybe you really can
arn how to write the way you've dreamed so long,
id just think how wonderful that would be!"
The Authors' Press has this young woman's letter
i file. She wrote for our free book— and the pic-
Je above tells the happy sequel.

This is a true story, as startling as it is romantic,
and here is the most startling thing of all—a re-
markable discovery that will thrill ambitious men
and women of all ages throughout the world! The
discovery is that- MILLIONS OF PEOPLE CAN
WRITE STORIES AND PHOTOPLAYS AND

I DON'T KNOW IT!

For years the mistaken idea prevailed that you had to
have a special knack in ord:r to write. People said it

was a gift, a talent. Some imagined you had to be an
Emotional Genius with long hair and strange ways.
They vowed it was no use to try Unless you'd been
touched by the Magic Wand of the Muse. They
discouraged attempts of ambitious people to express
themselves.

Yet only recently a great English literary authority
declared that "nearly all the English-speaking race
want to write! It's a craving for self-expression, char-
acteristic of the present century."

So a new light has dawned! A great New Truth
that will gladden the hearts of "all the English-speak-
ing race who want to write!" Astounding new
psychological experiments have revealed that "the
average person" may learn to write! Yes, write
stories and photoplays; thrilling, human, life-like;

filled with heart-throbs, pathos, passion, pain.

You may learn it just as you may learn anything else

under the sun! There are certain simple, easy prin-
ciples to guide you. There are new methods that
produce astonishing results for beginners. A re-
markable New System, covering every phase of writ-
ing, has been perfected by a great literary bureau at
Auburn, New York, now busily supplying this infor-
mation broadcast. And this New Method of writing
stories and photoplays is everybody's property. Not for
the select few. Not for those specially gifted. Not for
the rich or fortunate, but for men and women of
ordinary education and no writing experience whatever—thousands who don't even dream they can write!

This institution at Auburn is the world's school for
inexperienced authors—a literary institute for all

humanity. And everybody is taking up the idea of
writing. The fascination has swept the country by
storm! People are dumbfounded at the ease with
which they learn to write!

You know it was Shakespeare who said: "All the
world's a stage and all the men and women merely
players." Life's stage all around you is filled with
people and incidents that will make stories without
number. From the great Screen of Humanity and
its constantly changing tide of Human Emotions

—

Love, Hatred, Jealousy, Happiness—you can create
endless interesting plots for stories and photoplays.
There is never a lack—it flows on in an Endless Stream
of Circumstance— like Tennyson's brook—forever!
Every person you know is a type, a character.
"Every house has a story." And those who dwell
within have impulses, ideas, hopes, fears, fancies that
furnish material for you. The daily newspapers are
filled to the brim. The Footlights of Fate reflect
scenes and incidents for the Pen of Realism.

There is nothing in all this world that so dominates
the heart and mind as the fascination of WRITING.
It gives you a new power, a new magic, that charms
all those around you. It lends a new attraction to
your entire personality. Authorship carries with it

new honors, admiration, respect—in addition to glori-
ous material rewards.

THERE IS A NEW BOOK AWAITING YOU
THAT AMAZES EVERY READER—and the most
amazing thing of all is—IT'S FREE ! This new book
is pouring glad sunshine into the lives of aspiring people

who want to become writers. Within its covers are
surprises and revelations for doubting beginners that
have caused a sensation everywhere, because it is

crowded with things that gratify your expectations—good
news that is dear to the heart of all those aspiring to
write; illustrations that enthuse; stories of success,
brilliant instances of literary fame coming unexpect-
edly; new hope, encouragement, helps, hints—things
you've long wanted to know!

". The Wonder Bookfor Writers" tells how stories and
plays are conceived, written, perfected, sold. How
many suddenly realize they can write, after years
of doubt and indecision. How the scenario stars
began. How they quickly rose to fame and fortune.
How ordinary incidents become thrilling stories and
plays through these New Easy Methods that simplify
everything! How one's imagination properly directed
may bring glory and greatness. How to really test

your natural writing ability. How stories and plays
are built up step by step. How to turn Uncertainty
into Success.

This book and all its secrets are YOURS! You
may have a copy absolutely free. You need not send
a penny. You need not feel obligated. You need
not hesitate for ANY reason. The book will be
mailed to you without any charge whatever.

There is no need to let your laudable ambition
stand still—no need to starve the Noble Flame thac
burns at the Altar of your Dearest hope—no need to
wait, to wish—to merely dream of being a writer.

Your brilliant opportunity, your golden chance, is

HERE AND NOW! Get your pencil—use the
coupon below. This little act may prove the big,

lucky stroke of your Destiny!

The Authors' Press. Dept. 106 Auburn, N. Y.

Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE " The Wonder Book
for Writers." This does not obligate me in any way.

Name

Street

City •
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Olo.®^ifie>d Advertising
Agents and Help Wanted

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS are desirable.
Let our expert former Government Examiner
prepare you. Write today for free booklet
giving full information. Patterson Civil
Service Sch ool, Box Y, Kochester, K. Y.

HOW MUCH GASOLINE CAN YOU SELL
AT 2c. PER GALLON? 'World tests for four
years to prove it. Secure exclusive rights
for your county. "Carbonvoid." Box "2,"
Bradley Beach. N. J.

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything ; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candv Fac-
tories" anywhere. Booklet free. RagsUale
Co., Bos 9S. East Orange. N. r J.

BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunitv.
good pay, travel. Write Ci T. Ludwig, 430
Westover Building, Kansas Cit y, Mo.

MEN—Age 17 to 55. Experience unneces-
sary. Travel ; make secret investigations, re-
ports. Salaries ; expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 11 4. St. Louis.

DO YOU WANT TO EARN S3.000 to §5,000
a year? You can do it easilv. See Ad-
vertisement Anderson Steam Yulcanizer in
this issue.

AGENTS—$40-$] 00 week. Free samples.
Gold Sign Letters any one can put on store
windows. Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co.. 431 T. N." Clark, Chicago.

SALESMEN—CITY OR TRAVELING.
Experience unnecessary. Send for list of lines
and full particulars. Prepare in spare time
to earn the big salaries—$2,500 to Si 0.000 a
year. Employment services rendered Members
National Salesmen's Training Association,
Dept. 107, Chicago. I II.

SI 0.00 WORTH of finest toilet soaps per-
fumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutelv
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassiah
Co.. Dept. 427. St. Louis. Mo.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired. Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions fur-
nished under guarantee. Write for BookletCM 28, Standard Business Training Institute
Buffnlo. N. Y.

AGENTS—Large manufacturer wants
agents to sell hosiery, underwear, shirts,
dresses, skirts, waists, shoes, clothing, etc.
V\ rite for free samples. Madison Mills, 503
Broadway New York.

TIRE AGENTS. Exclusive representatives
to use and sell the new Mellinger Extra-Ply
Tires. (No seconds.) Guarantee Bond 8.000
Miles. Wholesale Prices. Sample sections
furnished. Mellinger Tire Co.. 97(5 Oak, Kan-
sas City. Missouri.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Great Demand. Fascinating work. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write Amer-
ican Detective System. IPOS Proadway . N. V.
MEN, get into the won "erful tailoring

agency business, big profits taking orders and
your own clothes frre. We furnish fine sam-
ple outfit and everything free. No experi-
ence needed. Write to-day. Banner Tailoring
Co.. Dept. 675. Chicago.

BECOME Railway Mail Clerks. $135 month.
Sample examination questions free. Franklin
Institute. Dept. D-2, Rochester. N. Y.

AGENTS—$6 to $12 A DAY EASY. 250
lightweight, fast selling, popular priced neces-
sities, food flavors, perfumes, soaps, toilet
preparations, etc. Agent's outfit free. Write
to-day—quick—now. American Products Co.,
2340 American Bldg.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

MAKE 910-S20 DAY selling Guaranteed
Hosiery and Underwear in homes and offices.
Beautiful sample outfits— liberal commissions—prompt deliveries. Write for Sure Success
Plan. C. & D. Co., Section B, Grand Rapids,
Mich.

500 AGENTS WANTED AT ONCE for
Mitchell's Magic Marvel Washing Compound.
300% Profit. Enormous Repeater. Washes
clothes spotlessly clean in ten to fifteen min-
utes. One thousand other uses in everv home.
Astounds and delights every woman. Nothing
else like it. Nature's mightiest cleanser.
Contains no lye. lime, acid or wax. Free sam-
ples furnished to boost sales. We positively
guarantee the sale of every package. Ex-
clusive territory. Own your own business.
Y'ou cannot fail to make big money. Baker,
Ohio, made $000 last month. Send for free
sample and proof, nurrv. hustle, grab this
ehanee. L. Mitchell & Co.. Desk 326, 130S-
1314 E. 61st. Chicago.

Agents and Help Wanted—Continued

FORMULAS worth while, profitably op-
erative, effective. Sample 25c. List 2c. Mar-
tinek 42 Company, 405 Lexington Avenue,
New Y'ork.

No more storm blurred windshields ; Mys-
tic Felt works wonders ; one rub keeps glass
clear 24 hours ; steel "mountings ; fits pocket ;

sells $1 : enormous profits ; exclusive terri-
tory. Security Mfg. Co., Dept. 315, Toledo, O.

Patents and Lawyers

INVENTORS desiring to . secure patents
should write for our guidebook -••How To Get
Your" Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature. Ran-
dolph & Co;, Dept. 412. Washington. D. C.

"PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Con-
ception Blank and free^guide book. Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
references. Prompt "Attention. Reasonable
Terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 707 Ninth,
Washington. D. C.

PATENTS. Highest references. Rates rea-
sonable. Best results. Promptness assured.
Booklet free. Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer. 024 F Street. Washington. P. C.

PATENTS. Trademark, Copyright—fore-
most word free. Long experience as patent
solicitor. Prompt advice, charges very rea-
sonable. Correspondence solicited. Results
procured. Metzger, Washington. D. C.

Stammering

ST-STU-T-T-TERING And Stammering
Cured at Home. Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell, 80 Potomac Bank Build-
ing, Washington, D. C.

Personal

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW whether you
are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
or the reverse ? Scientific, convincing in-
formation. Wonderful results claimed by
patrons. "Key to Success" and personality
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. Thomson-
Heywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

ASTROLOGY—STARS TELL LIFE'S
story. Send birth date and dime for trial
reading. Eddy 4307 Jefferson, Kansas City,
Missouri. Apartment 74.

BEAUTIFUL GIRL PICTURES. 12 Won-
derful Poses $1.00. Refund if dissatisfied.
Bairart Co., Dept. 125, St. Louis.

Short Stories and Photoplays

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
Great demand. We show you how. Get free
particulars. Rex Publishers, Box 175—P 17.
Chicago.

$50—$100 weekly writing Moving Picture
Plays. Get free book: valuable, information ;

prize offer. Photo Playwright College, Box
278 XY 22. Chicago.

FREE to writers—a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas

;

the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors' Press. Dept. 89. Auburn. N. Y.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free. Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis. Mo.
WRITE PHOTOPLAYS : $2r>—S300 paid

any one for suitable ideas. Experience un-
necessary : complete outline Free. Producers
League. 439 St. Louis.

PHOTOPLAYS criticized, revised, written
from outlines. Experienced help. Corre-
spondence invited. H. M., 393 Grand Avenue,
Brooklyn.

Vaudeville

GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how!
Send stamp for instructive Stage Book and
particulars. E. La Delle. Box 557, Los An-
geles. Cal.

Mail Order Business

I MADE $25,000 with small Mail Order
Business. Sample article 25c. Free Booklet.
Stamp. Alss Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

Songs, Poems, Etc.

HAVE YOU SONG TOEMS? I have best
proposition. Ray Hiubeler, D 102, 4040 Dick-
ens Ave., Chicago.

WRITE the Words for a Song. We write
music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Stu-
dios. 159C Fitzgerald Building, New York.

WRITE words for a song. We write mu-
sic, guarantee publisher's acceptance. Sub-
mit poems on patriotism, love or any subject.
Chester Music Co., 920 S. Michigan Av.,
Room 323. Chicago.

. SONG-WRITERS GUIDE SENT FREE !

Contains valuable instructions and advice.
Submit song-poems for examination. We
will furnish music, copyright and facilitate

publication or sale. Knickerbocker Studios,

301 Gaiety Bldg.. New York.

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Sons-Poem to-dav. B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th "St.. New York.

WRITE A SONG POEM. Love. Mother.
Home. Comic or any subject. I compose mu-
sic and guarantee publication. Send words
to^ay. Edward Trent, 625 Reaper Block,
Chicago.

Miscellaneous

SHORTHAND. Best practical system. K. I.

Shorthand, learn in 5 hours ; speed with easy
practice. Proof lessons, brochure free. King
Institute. EA-26. Station F. New York.

PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS. Our b< autiful
bromide enlargements from your own Kodak
negatives are offered for a limited time at 3
for" $1.00. Size SxlO. Send your negatives
at once with money order. The Camera Shop,
Concord. N. II.

THE BANK PAYS you 4%. Would you be
interested in 18%? Bankers Finance Co.,

S02-4 Western Indemnity Bldg- Dallas. Texas.

LEARN the Collection Business. Good In-
come : quick results. Interesting booklet.
"Skillful Collecting," free. National Collectors
As-, n. A in>l. e pid-i.. Newark, Ohio.

WANTED EVERYWHERE. MEN to be-
come finger print and identification experts,
big demand, fascinating work ; we teach you
how. Address Dept. S for facts. Federal
Finger Print Institute. Kansas City. Missouri.

FARMERS—Manufacture alcohol for in-

dustrial, medicinal purposes from grain, etc.

Formula with government denaturing law.
$1.00. Circular free. Spirit Testers $2.50 pre-
paid. Chemical Publishing. 605 Wylie Ave.,
Pittsburgh. Pa.

PROFESSIONAL Moving Picture Camera
S20.00 only. L. Hetz. 302 East 23d St.. New
York City."

WAKE UP DEAD BUSINESS! Circularize
2500 interested mail order buyers nationally
situated. $3.00; sample 25c. Martinek 48
Company. 405 Lexington Avenue. New York.

SAMPLE Enlargement, dime, and nega-
tive (returned). Roll developed and six

prints, 25c silver. Brown Studio, Lake Elmo.
Minn.
TYPEWRITING AT REASONABLE RATES.

Manuscripts punctuated and corrected, free.

Strictly confidential. E. J. L. Studio. 204 E.
Delaware. Evansville. Indiana.

LITERARY WORK for men and women.
Magazines, Newspapers. Publishers, want
Proofreaders. Fleasant work—easily learned.
Salaries much higher than stenography or
bookkeeping. Special short course by mail.
Low cost. Easy Payments. Certificates is-

sued. Write to-dav for full information.
Publishers School of Proofreading. 2S0 Madi-
son A venue. New York.

GOOD LAND ON CREDIT. In Mich. Best
hardwood counties. Big money in grain,

stock, poultry, fruit. 10 to 160 A. Only $15
to $35 per A*. Good towns, schools, churches.
No swamps or stones. Small down payment.
Easv mo terms. Your credit is good. Big
booklet free. Swigart Land Co.. X-1265 First
Nat'l Bank Bldg., Chicago. 111.

Wanted to Buy

MAIL DIRECT TO THE REFINERS any
old gold, silver, magneto points, old watches,
diamonds, platinum, old or broken jewelry,
false teeth, gold or silver ores or nuggets.
War Bonds & Stamps. Send them to us
to-day. Highest prices paid in cash by return
mail." Goods returned in 10 days if you're
not satisfied. The Ohio Smelting & Refining
Co., 253 Lennox Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio.
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An Amazingly Easy Way
to Earn $10,000 aYear

Let Me Show You How Free

TO the average man the S10,000 a year
job is only a dream. Yet today there
are a surprising number of men earn-

ing five figure salaries who were merely
dreaming of them a short while ago. The
secret of their success should prove a
startling revelation to every ambitious man
who has ever aspired to get into the §10,000
a year class.

There is nothing fundamentally "dif-

ferent" about the man whose salary runs
into five figures. He is made of the same stuff

as you and I. It is not necessary that he
must enjoy the privilege of some influential

connection or "pull." For example take J.

P. Overstreet of Dallas, Texas. A few short
years ago he was a police officer earning
less than SI,000 ayear. To-day his earnings
are in excess of SI,000 a month—more than
§12,000 a year. C. W. Campbell, Greens-
burg, Pa., was formerly a railroad employe
on a small salary—last month his earnings
were SI,562.

Why Salesmen Earn Such Big Pay
Just stop a moment and think over the successful

men of your acquaintance. How many of them are
connected with some form of selling? If you will

study any business organization you will see that
the big jobs go to the men who sell, for upon their
efforts depend the profits a company makes. With-
out trained men to place a product on the market,
the finest goods are worth no more than so much
clay. Salesmen are the very nerve centers of a
business. Is it any wonder that they earn big pay?
The man who starts working as a bookkeeper or

clerk for 525.00 a week, never increases his value to
the firm. Any advance in pay is merely a reward
for length of service. At the end of ten years he is

no more essential to the life of the organization than
he was at the end of ten weeks. He is only a neces-
sary liability—drawing his pay because somebody
must be found to work at the u nimportant, routine
jobs. Once established in the rut, he becomes a
cog in the machine—when he is worn out, he can
be easily and cheaply replaced.

Why Don't You Get Into the Selling Field?

Mr. Overstreet, Mr. Campbell and the others
whose letters you see on this page are all successful
salesmen. They realized their ambitions by landing
$10,000 jobs in an amazingly simple-way. with the
help and guidance of the National Salesmen's
Training Association. Sometime—somewhere back
In the past, each one of them read of this remark-
able course of Salesmanship training and Employ.

ment Service just as you are reading of it to-day.
Each one of them was dissatisfied with his earning
capacity—as perhaps you are—and each one cast
his lot with the N. S. T. A. To-day they are im-
portant factors in the business world—enjoying all

the comforts and luxuries money can buy. And
yet they are not exceptions, for there are thousands
of X. S. T. A. trained salesmen who are making big
money, as we will be only too glad to show you if

you will mail the coupon.

We Train You and Help You Land a Job
The National Salesmen's Training Association is

an organization of top-notch salesmen and sales
managers formed for the express purpose of training
men in the science of successful selling. You do not
need to know the first thing about selling—for the
N. S. T. A. trains you from the ground up—gives
you a complete insight into Selling methods—in

Read These Amazing Stories
of Quick Success
Earned $524 in Two Weeks

I had never earned more than $60 a month. Last
week I cleared $306 and this week $218. You have
done wonders for me.—Geo. W. Kearns. 107 W. Park
Place. Oklahoma City, Okla.

/ Now Earn as High as $100 a Day
I took your course two years ago. Was earning $15

a week clerking. Am now selling many of the largest
firms in the U. S. I have earned more than $100 in a
day. You secured me my position. Our Sales Man-
ager is a graduate of yours.—J. L. DeBonis, 1628 S.
Crawford Ave., Chicago, 111.

Earns $1£62 in Thirty Days
My earnings for the past thirty days are $1,562.00

and I won Second Prize in March although I only
worked tw-o weeks during that month. C. W. Camp-
bell, Greensburg, Pa.

Earned $1,800 in Six Weeks
As soon as I received a letter from you and your

literature. I knew that I was on the right track, and
very soon after I applied for a position as a Salesman
to one of the firms whom you informed me were in
need of a Salesman and to whom you had recom-
mended me. As soon as they received my Application,
which was by mail, they wired me to come tor an ap-
pointment which I did. with the result being that I

sold my services to them in about thirty minutes,
took a territory in Illinois and Wisconsin and made a
success of it from the very first week.
From that time on I have been what might be

termed as a " high pressure" Salesman, selling lines

where nine out of ten Order Takers would fail. I have
sold goods in a highly successful manner in nine or ten
States, both North and South. Mv earnings for

March were over SI.000 and over SI.£00 for the last

six weeks, while last week my earnings were $356.00.
I travel eleven months out of the year, working five

davs each week.
The N.S.T.A. dug me out of a rut where I was

earnine less than SI. 000 a year and showed me how
to make a success.—J. P. Overstreet, Dallas. Texas.

your spare time without making it necessary to
give up your present position until you are ready
to begin actual selling.

In addition to this remarkably efficient course of
training, the N. S. T. A. maintains a Free Employ-
ment Service to help its Members to jobs in the
lines for which they are best suited. This in itself

is of incalculable value for it allows the prospective
salesman to make a complete survey of the selling
field and to select the work which most appeals to
him.

Salesmen Are Needed—Now!
Get out of that rut! Work for yourself! Sales-

manship is the biggest paid of all professions.
Just because you have never sold anything is no
sign that you can't. We have made Star Salesmen
of men from all walks of life, with no previous
selling experience. These men have jumped from
small pay jobs to big selling positions and hand-
some incomes. The same training on which they
founded their success is open to you. You can fol-

low in their footsteps. Why don't you get in a class
with men who make real money? Never before have
the opportunities been greater. At least you cannot
attord not to investigate the great field of Selling and
see what it offers you. It will only cost you a 2 cent
stamp and the facts and proof you will receive will

surprise you.

Free Book on Salesmanship
Just mail the coupon or write for our free illus-

trated Book, "A Knight of the Grip," which we will

be glad to send without any obligation on your part.
Let us prove to you that regardless of what you
are doing now, you can quickly become a Star
Salesman. Let us show you how you too can step
into the ranks of these big money makers of business.

See how easily you can learn this fascinating, big

pay profession at home in your spare time. Learn
what we have done for others and what we stand
ready to do for you. Don't put it off until to-mor-
row—write us to-day. Every hour lost keeps you
that much farther from success. Mail the coupon at
once.

National Salesmen's Training Association

Dept.30-W Chicago, III., U. S. A.

National Salesmen's Training Association,
Dept30-W Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

Please send me. without any obligation on my part,

your free Book. "A Knight of the Grip" and full informa-
tion about the N.S. T. A. system of Salesmanship training

and Employment Service. Also a list showing lines of

business with openings for salesmen.

Name

Street ?

Oty •
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Romances of

Famous Film Folk

The second of this delightful

series, telling of the meeting

and marriage of Bryant Wash-
burn and Mabel Chidester.

By Grace Kingsley

GEE !" exclaimed Bryant Wash-
burn, that bright June morn-
ing, his eyes sparkling just as

they should under the circumstances—
"eree!"—just like that

—"what a

pretty girl
!"

He was talking about Mabel Chi-

dester, and, though the remark may
not sound very romantic, still—when
anybody, especially a very good-look-
ing young picture star, exclaims in

just that way, "Gee, what a pretty

girl !" why, she certainly is a pretty

girl, and you may be sure of it,

I know as well as you do that that

Adam-and-Eve, love-at-first-sight idea

is old stuff. Absolutely nobody uses
it any more, not even people with
established reputations that could get

away with it, like John Galsworthy
and Nina Wilcox Putnam, and as for

high-school sophomores and members
of Professor Baker's drama classes,

they simply scorn it with a white-hot
scorn.

So I must apologize for Bryant
Washburn and _ Mabel Chidester, be-

cause love at first sight was actually

what happened to them, and I can't

deny it, no matter how early Vic-
torian it may sound. They were early

Victorian in other ways, too—be-
lieved in home and in babies, for in-

stance. Though, of course, just at

the moment Mabel Chidester wouldn't have mentioned
them for worlds.

They have only recently departed on their honey-
moon trip to Europe, the Bryant Washburns, never
having had time to take one before.

"We'll have a perfectly lovely time on our honey-
moon," quoth Bryant, "if only my bride doesn't worry
about the children."

For the youngsters are to be left with Mr. and Mrs.
Chidester, out at the Washburn home in Hollywood,
and if you only knew them, those Chidesters, you'd
know that everything about the children : behavior,
manners, winter flannels, and onions on the chest for

a cold, will be carefully attended to.

But goodness, this story isn't getting on anything like

Photo by Hartsook

When they reached California they never stopped till they'd bought a home—
and here it is.

as fast as the affair of Bryant Washburn and Mabel

Chidester did.

Now you can say all you like about fate, but it's

a funny thing that just at the moment that Bryant was
making that "Gee, what a pretty girl" remark, Mabel
looked up to encounter a pair of handsome masculine

brown eyes looking square into her own blue ones ; and

though she blushed and quickly looked another way, it

wasn't until after something important had happened.

Of course, you know what that was, after what I've

said. Mabel was talking to somebody, and thereafter

every time she chanced to glance up, which was mid-

dling often, one might say, she'd see those brown eyes

either just seeking hers or just roving away.
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skin, not to mention the tip-tilted

nose.

Brown eyes, glancing over and
happening at last to catch blue
ones, asked quite plainly: ''Want
me to come over there?"
And blue eyes flashed back,

"See if I care
!"

So brown eyes maneuvered
;
oh,

well, you know how it is done
yourself, and got an introduction.

And then brown eyes all of a
sudden found himself up a stump
—didn't know what to say. De-
spite all his celluloid love affairs,

real emotion put an awful crimp
in his style.

"It's a pretty good day, isn't

it?" he began.

Which, come to think of it, may
be news in Chicago.

"For what?" smiled Mabel Chi-

dester. And Bryant grinned back.

"Are you working to-day?"
asked blue eyes, of course, not

really caring much whether he
was or not. What she was think-

ing was that she was glad she had
on her pink organdie—men al-

ways like pink organdie, she had
found out. Also she was think-

ing, "My goodness, isn't he hand-
some? I do wish—but, of course,

he never will—being a star and
everything

!"

He might well have answered,

"Oh, no, I'm playing cards. Can't

you see?"

No wonder Bryant

said "Gee, what a

pretty girl!" His

elder son quite *

agrees with him. ^
Photo by
Hartsook

Where was all this happening? I knew you were
going to ask that, and I've been putting off telling you
as long as I could, so that you could conjure up your
own background, a sylvan glade or a shady country
lane, or some such romantic spot. But stern truth

compels me to admit it really happened in the ratty

old Essanay studio in Chicago, with a bunch of queer-
looking extras gathered about on the set, and a bunch
of tough property boys swearing in the distance.

Of course, Bryant was working at the studio, but
just how pretty Mabel Chidester happened to be in

a picture studio at all can be explained only on the
ground that she had taken out the "only child" con-
cessions in the family, and so did pretty much what
she liked, because Mommer and Popper Chidester were
stern Presbysterian New England stock, good church
folks—Popper Chidester being a deacon or elder or
whatever it is the Presbyterian Church has—and didn't
greatly approve of theatricals in any form.

But, anyway, there she was, very pretty and young

—

just turned seventeen—clad in a pink organdie, with
her golden-brown hair shining out from under a pink
hat, shading her blue eyes and her pink and white

What he actually said

didn't make any difference

anyhow. It was what he

was thinking that mattered.

And that was, "She looks

as if she were a nice girl and
had lots of sense; and—gee,

she's prettier than I thought

she was from over there
!"

But her question gave him
a chance to show off a bit.

So he airily exclaimed

:

"Well, I'm not working to-

morrow ! I've been work-
ing three straight weeks
without any rest, and "

But just then he caught
sight of his director. "That
is"—he coughed—"that is

I have "

And Mabel Chidester
laughed ! It was a clear,

rippling, spontaneous laugh
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that you just couldn't get

away from, so full of mirth

that Bryant couldn't do a

thing but join in. That
laugh broke the ice entirely,

and established another real

bond between them, the bond
of a common sense of hu-
mor. Without which, you
may remember, George Eliot

says no married couple can
ever be really at one.

And then Bryant asked if

he might call.

It was pretty sudden, I'll

admit. But not for nothing
had Mabel Chidester's an-

cestors braved the perils of
the deep in the Mayflower,
and, as Bryant had asked it

most respectfully, yet in

somewhat the same ardent
manner in which an ancient
Puritan, knowing he had no
time to lose, might suddenly
have asked the lady of his

heart to go to America with
him, Mabel told him that he
might.

But if you think she let

Bryant know just how she
felt about him, you're mis-
taken. The first time he
called there was another
young man already in the
Chidester drawing-room, and
Mabel made no effort what-
ever to get rid of him. And
the second time he called,

another young man was
there.

Photo by Melbourne Spun

But as Brvant gradually got to calling oftener,
The Washburns are old-fashioned and taking Mabd tQ parties and theaters, gradu-
enough to believe in home and babies. al]y a)1 the Qther yQung men faded QUt of her

horizon.

One day when the two were out for a stroll,

Bryant insisted on leading Mabel into a certain

street. It was a nice, homy street, with a lot

of good-looking flats facing on it.

"We're going to make a call," said Bryant.
"Some friend?" asked Mabel.
"Some friend !" answered Bryant.
With that he led the way right up to a cer-

tain door, and instead of ringing the bell, took
a key out of his pocket, unlocked the door, threw
it open, told Mabel to enter, and when they were
inside a snug little flat, he put his arm around
her—I don't know whether for the first time or

not—and inquired very tenderly

:

"Dear, do you think you can stand it to live

in a four-room flat?"

It's all very well to tell how the girl kissed

him, when it's a fiction tale ; but somehow when
it's real people—well, anyhow, I'm going to let

you imagine that part. At any rate she didn't

say no.

And just two weeks later they were married.

"But he left me to break the news to father

and mother that I was going to marry an actor!"

declared Mabel Washburn, with an injured little

pout that was belied by the twinkle in her eye.

As. a matter of fact, after the first plunge of ac-

quaintanceship was made, father and mother
Continued on page 75



Where Do They Get Those Titles?
You often wonder, after seeing a picture, why the producer didn't select a name more

in keeping with the story. But he had good reasons for choosing the title he did.

You will find them very interesting—and amusing—as set forth in this article.

By Agnes Smith ILLUSTRATED BY
L U I 7RUGO

THEY filed out of the projection room, register-

ing complete satisfaction with the picture they

had seen. The four leading executives of the

Skylark Film Company had been watching the latest

production shipped East from the

film foundry on the Pacific coast.

As they drew up to the shiny and
expensive directors' table, they

agreed that Higgins had made an-

other success, that the star had
never looked more beautiful, and
that the story was one of the best

that had come out in a long time.

Being merely business men, they

began to figure out how much
money they could make from this

shining example of film art. You
cannot blame them for thinking of
the money. They had engaged an
expensive director, a much sought-

after star, and they had paid a large

sum of money to an author who
had learned how to combine art

with business.

"It's a clean-up," said Mr.
Cashin, the vice president, us-

ing an expression very popular
in film circles.

Two of the other executives
agreed with him, without reser-

vations.

The sales manager spoke up.
"Yes, it's a clean-up, but

"

"You mean," interrupted

Cashin, "that perhaps it is a
little too high-toned for some
theaters."

"Not exactly," answered the sales manager. "I mean
that we can never sell it under that title."

"What's wrong with the title?" asked the president.

"It is the name of a famous novel. In fact, we paid
the author twenty thousand dollars because the name
of the book is so well known. This title is known in

every library in the country. The book is a fireside

favorite."

"We are not selling films to libraries," explained the
sales manager, "and we are not showing them on fire-

sides—or to people who sit by the firesides. We're
trying to get the man on the streets. We want a name
that will look pretty in electric lights, something that
will tempt 'em. And I'm telling you that you're not
going to get very far with a title like 'The Quest of the
Cornucopia.' It sounds too much like a wild-animal
picture—one of those hunting-through-Africa affairs."

"Well, it doesn't mean much," commented Mr. Wall-
street, the treasurer.

"It does if you have read the book," said the president.

"And have you read the book?" asked Mr. Cashin.
"Do you think I would pay twenty thousand dollars

in real money for a book I hadn't read?" the president
retorted.

"It has been done," answered Mr. Cashin.

"No," the sales manager went on. "We've got to

find a real title for this film. We want something that

will suggest a girl, something that will suggest a strug-

gle, something red-blooded, virile, and
smashing. Something in short that will

hit them between the eyes and make them
want to see the picture."

"Perhaps Mr. Willis won't like it if we
change his title," hinted the

president, who had met a few
authors and was afraid of

them.

"Is he trying to crab our
business?" the sales manager
demanded. "Doesn't he want
the picture to sell? Is he any
bigger than Sir James Barrie ?

They changed The Admirable
Crichton' to 'Male and Fe-
male.' No one knew how to

pronounce 'Crichton,' and be-

sides the exhibitors thought
that it was something about
an admiral. 'Cornucopia' is

a hard word to pronounce.
We'll get a lot of complaints

about it."

"And they changed the

name of 'The Pinnacle' to

'Blind Husbands,' " Mr.
Cashin volunteered. "There
weren't enough pinochle

players in the country to make
Von Stroheim's title a good
one."

"We want something about
love," the sales manager continued. "Love is alwavs
a good word in a title."

"Call it 'The Quest of Love.'

dent.

"Sounds too wandering."
" 'The Path of Love.' " This came from Mr. Wall-

street.

" 'A Woman's Love.' " This from Mr. Cashin.

"Better yet," said the sales manager, "call it 'Love's

Great Struggle.'

"

"But that title has nothing to do with the story," the

president suggested mildly.

"What's the difference?" asked the sales manager,

"as long as it sells the picture?"

From this little sketch, which might have taken place

in the office of any film company, you may see how
pictures get their names and why you often meet the

novels you liked disguised under titles that made you
hesitate a bit when you went into the theater. The
titles are chosen, not by the man who writes the story

and not by the director, but by the men who want to

sell the film to the public.
. And in their desire to

attract patronage, they emulate the barker of the side

In their desire to

attract patronage,

they emulate the

barker of the side-

show.

suggested the presi-
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show who used to promise: "Myhra, that strange

woman from the Orient. See her dance ! See her

dance
!"

This business of naming a picture is not an easy

one. R. H. Cochrane of the Universal Company once

told me that half of the success of a picture lies in its

name. This was at a time when Universal was pre-

senting such alluring productions as "Idle Wives" and
"Where Are My Children?" If you hit upon a title

that raises a question or suggests a problem, Mr. Coch-
rane said, the theatergoing public is going to pay money
at the box office to see the solution presented on the

screen.

And so, naming a picture is an art in itself. When
you write a book, you give it a title that fits the story.

When you write a play, you give it a name that sug-

gests its theme—unless you write a musical comedy
or an Al H. Woods farce. But when you write a
scenario, you let some one pick a name that will look
well in electric lights. Preferably he will select a name
that will attract an optimistic class of persons who
search vainly for the forbidden and the spicy.

As the sales manager of our sketch pointed out, there

is nothing that looks so well in a title as the word
"love." The best asset of a film's name is some word
or phrase that suggests sex conflict. We do not mean
that the name need suggest immorality. It need only

hint at a romance or a love tangle. Of course, com-
edies may have any title that is breezy, slangy, and
easy to remember. But for the dramatic story, nothing
else is so useful as a name that carries a sex lure. Some
of the poor, hard-working words that have been bill-

postered all over the country are: "woman," "sin,"

"temptation," "virtue," and "marriage."
Perhaps you have noticed that titles have a way of

running in series. If a picture makes a success, the

words of its title are

jumbled into all sorts of

combinations. And the

titles are so much alike,

that very likely you have
paused in front of the

theater and wondered if

you had seen that partic-

ular film before. After
"Broken Blossoms," we
waited eagerly for some
one to come along with

a "Busted
Buds." And

we suppose that

it is only a ques-
tion of time until

Gloria Swanson
comes out in a

de luxe special

called "Why
Change Your
Clothes?"

Cecil B. De
Mille produced
"Old Wives For
New." Now we

Theproducers
who catch the

quarters of
the guileless

public con-

tinue to play

up the world,
the flesh, and

the devil.

J/
If motion pictures really did what they pretend
to the movie theater would be no place to take

pa, ma, and the girls.

have "Why
Change Your
Husband ?" and
"Why Change
Your Wife?" The
marriage service

is on his mind,
for he reverted to

it again in "For Better, For Worse." Mr. De Mille is

the Beatrice Fairfax of the motion-picture world.

Then in another series we have "Should a Woman
Tell?" "Should a Wife Forgive?" and "Would You
Forgive?" Also, to swing around the family circle,

there are "Sins of the Mother" and "Sins of the

Father" ; and there are "Where Are My Children?" and
"Children Not Wanted." Virtue comes into its own
with a vengeance in "Virtuous Wives," "Virtuous Men,"
"The Virtuous Vamp," and "The Virtuous Model."

If motion pictures really dwelt at length upon the

subjects suggested by their titles, if they told as much
about marriage, divorce, temptation, and sin as they

promise, if they really solved the problems of love as

they say, then the movie theater would be no place to

take pa, ma, and the girls on a Saturday night. But
the amusing part of it is that there is so little French
frankness and so little Anglo-Saxon ribaldry on the

screen.

Can you imagine telling much about love when some
State censors limit the length of a kiss to three feet

of impassioned celluloid? Can you see much chance

of giving the life history of a vampire when the cen-

sors make cuts such as : "Eliminate scene of girl smok-
ing cigarette." If the picture called "Romany, Where
Love Runs Wild" really showed love running wild, the

censors would leave just about enough of it to insert

in a news weekly.

The producer who tries to suggest something alluring

in his title does it for two reasons : first, in order to

sell to the exhibitor and the public an otherwise ordi-

nary production
;
second, in order to give out the im-

pression that he is a serious and thinking man, not

afraid to look the facts of life in the face. And so

seventeen-year-old Tommy wanders down Main Street

looking for life and divilment and sees a theater that

is showing a picture called "A Girl Astray" or "Ruined
Lives." Whereupon he goes in and sees a Harry-and-
Lucy story that could be told in any Sunday school.

Still hopeful, he is attracted by other dashing titles.

By the time he is eighteen, he has lost his faith in the

power of advertising and gone back to Charlie Chaplin.
Continued on page 76



The Carey Creed
If you're making something,

make it good, says Harry.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

IN the days when directors did not wear puttees

and Fairbanks was only the name of a soap, when
Fatty and Mabel were simply Fatty and Mabel,

and Chaplin had still to appear, 'when Vitagraph was
the king cannery and Kerrigan the idol of the fillums,

when two reels meant a "feature special" and the
premiere blonde was identified on the posters only as
Little Mary, in those bygone days, scented faintly

now with faded rosemary, Harry Carey was playing
the Broadwayward bad man seven days in the week

and sometimes oftener for a rising

young chap named Griffith who
was operating in the old Biograph
Studio in New York.
Carey has a unique explana-

tion for being cast in crook parts

in those early days.

"D. W. knew that I was a bad
actor," he grinned, "so he simply
made me be a 'bad-actor' char-
acter on the screen."

Like many first-rate Thespians,
this Carey has never been petted
and pawed by interviewers, so his

past was a closed book to me. He
was asked where he had attempted
the stage stuff before performing
in the Griffith arena.

"The less said of it the better,"

he replied. "I was supposed to

be a lawyer, not an outlaw. But
New York University held me
about as long as you can hold
sand in your fingers. The min-
strels got me. Blackface ! Then
burleskew"—that's the Carey pro-
nounciation. "And finally trouping
in such classics as 'Heart and
Soul,' 'A Poor Girl's Downfall,'
and other things like that."

"More sinned against than sin-

ning," I suggested.

"Check !" said Mr. Carey.

He is not the pretty picture

man, not the close-up craving

Adonis who insists upon inferior

support to let his own work stand

out, not the celluloid I-am who
calls for a clear stage and more
spotlight on his eyes. Harry
Carey is a regular guy, with hair

on his chest, and a surprising lack

of fake chatter about his "art."

"Pictures are fine things," he
thinks, "so long as they aren't

abused. Sex stuff and dime-novel
truck are worse than
I can't figure how these

work, when they let

Bara's stuff float by, and some of

these 'Why Leave Your Bath-
rooms ?'—the very pictures that are bound to hurt the

industry.

"Lots o' people grin when they see me, back in New
York, and say 'Hokum !' when I tell 'em I'm still doing
Westerns, but I'm blamed if it's hokum. We've been
using human interest, with a Western locale, that's all.

'Overland Red' was more character than Western. So
was 'Sundown Slim.' I can't stand this damn Jesse

James type of cowboy—busting into the big scene to

register a hundred feet o' close-up. It's the bunk."
His views give an : excellent idea of the man himself.

He's sandy-haired' and stocky, with the loose gait of
the real cow-puncher—acquired, be it added, on his

ranch at San Francisquito Canon, where the Carey cows
and pigs and horses are the subject of comment for

miles around.
"I never thought I'd come to this," said Carey, indi-

cating the corral just north of us, and the mesquite-
covered ground we were standing on, "but while in

the trouping game I got sick, and doctors told me to

Continued on page 91

Western

nothin'.

censors







MILTON SILLS

has eight years as leading man to his credit. "The Street Called

Straight" and "Eyes of Youth" are two recent releases in which he

appeared, and "Sweet Lavender," a Realart picture, and "The Fur-

nace," a William Desmond Taylor production, are two future ones.













What's the
Matter with
Chaplin?

Why has the world's greatest

entertainer stopped produc-
ing? Here is the answer, told

by a man who knows Chaplin,

and who gives us an unusu-
ally intimate pen picture of

the great film comedian.

Bv Herbert Howe

IT seems to be the fashion
just now to take a fur-

tive boot at Charlie
Chaplin where he is most sen-
sitive. Slapstick artists of the
press have been banging him
about the ears with the hot-
air bladder. Their evangeli-
cal purpose is to chastise him
for his sins of omission and
to remind him that this is no
time to be doing a Rip Van
Winkle. They haven't had a
good laugh for a long time
despite their loud guffaws at
the antics of other pantaloons,
whom now and then they cov-
ertly suggest are giving Chap-
lin the dust. "Well, to be per-
secuted is to be immortal.
Oscar "Wilde, Caesar, Napo-
leon, and Joan were wor-
shiped and then sloughed into
jail or eternity.

Charlie is being put to the
inquisition because he has
failed in his duty as court jester for
the world. We must admit the hand
that wields the slapstick rocks the
world. And no one rocks it more
merrily on its axis than Charlie.
"\ arious reasons have been
ascribed for his apathy, which has
kept him away from the screen
for a much longer time than gen-
erally is allowed for stellar re-
cess. One pamphleteer psychic
will give the motive as
greed. Charlie is dissat-
isfied with his First Na-
tional contract, which al-

lows him only one million
and a couple of hundred
thousands for six

comedies, which is

considerably less than
I is allowed other art-
ists of less artistry.

Therefore Charlie sits

Chaplin and five-year-old

Jack Coogan.
2 PP

Chaplin, like most of the other really great stars, has been thoroughly absorbed

in the work ofpicture making. The Chaplin studio is no house of mirth.

on his set and sulks, like Achilles in his tent. This hypothesis
seems illogical. If Charlie were so eager to emulate our land-

lords, clothiers, and gas trust, why does he not rush
off some two-percent home brews, label them "com-
edies.'' and deliver them to First National ? Then he
could run along and join Mary, Doug, and D. W.
A more reasonable cause is his domestic denouement.

It must cramp an artist's style to be wed to one not a
muse. Although, Heaven knows, matrimony doesn't

have time to cramp most movie stars. Chaplin, unfor-
tunately, is sensitive. He never knew when he might
return home to find that Madame Chaplin during his

absence had hung the family skeleton on the clothes-

line. Madame had an annoying penchant for airing

the family linen before the public.

All this unpleasantness has had its effect, yet it is

not the fundamental cause for the Chaplin hiatus.

Even that other genius. D. W. Griffith, has moments
of lapse from the sublime to the piffle, and. so far

as we know, Mr. Griffith has never worried any
about domestic or financial problems.
An anecdote is told of Charlie's arrival at the million-

a-vear sroal. He had been leashed bv a contract which
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permitted no independence and little

remuneration, yet he had turned out

sixty comedies in a little more than

two years. Finally he obtained his

freedom to become an independent

producer. His brother and man-
ager, Syd Chaplin, returned from
New York with the news of the

million-dollar contract, which
so startled the world in those

happy days before the rise of
the Profiteer Dynasty.

Charlie was playing a saxo-
phone when Syd entered joy-

ously.

"Well, Charlie, old boy,"
cried Syd, "we've done it

!

I've signed a contract whereby
you make twelve hundred thou-
sand a year

!"

Charlie ceased playing and be
came instantly very sad. He
never has recovered. In that mo
ment he realized that the struggle
was over. There really was nothing
more for him to attain. It is the
struggling, not the gaining, which
gives incentive. Others have felt the
rub of that old platitude. Charles
Ray has been heard to say that suc-
cess has brought him only better
cigars and more motor cars.

Aside from success there
is another reason for Chap-
lin's stagnancy. The star

conceived, directed, and
starred in sixty comedies
during that short period
prior to the million-dollar

contract. This was no small

drain on the reservoir of his

ideas. Many a writer and
artist has gone bankrupt in

a similar way. In attempt-
ing to analyze for reasons of

his slump we often over-
look the temperament—the

mental constitution of the

artist. We fail to understand that creative energy is

subject to exhaustion if not properly stimulated or con-

served. If Chaplin had a vacation from the studio

and his scorching home fire he might find regeneration.

The fascination of picture making, which is felt by
all its workers, has kept him at the tread.

"Motion pictures absorb one," Nazimova observed,
in a recent interview. This is literally true. Chaplin,

Ray, Nazimova—all of the really biggest stars with

the possible exception of Mary Pickford—find that their

energy and time are so completely claimed that they are

robbed of other interests. They become self-engrossed
to the degree of boredom. Nothing is so stultifying

to happiness and progress as absorption in self. Mary
Pickford has thus far escaped the blight because she
finds freedom from self in the responsibilities as head
of the Pickford family. Mary's devotion to her mother
has been the dominant motive' of her life. And she
has been the pilot for the rest of the family. This
diversity of interest is salvatory.

Chaplin has had family claims, too, but they haven't
been the sort to give him recreation. He was about
to apply the shears to his picture, "The Kid," which
has required a year to make, when blooey !—Madame

Mildred Harris Chaplin, who
is seeking to produce a divi-

sion of the Chaplin fortune.

Who Will Be the Biggest Star in 1921 ?

In our next issue Herbert Howe will make
his film forecast for the coming year. You
will recall the one for 1920, a prediction
that has been fulfilled.

THERE WILL BE SOME BIG SURPRISES
in this film forecast, which has been based
on a thorough canvas of the motion-picture
exhibitors and producers, as well as on the
writer's own personal opinion.

PROPHECY AND INSIDE NEWS IN THE
NEXT PICTURE-PLAY!

Chaplin flung another press explosive.
She attempted to attach the picture
as common property. We are not
interested in the justice or injustice

of her claims. We only wish that
Ma and Pa Chaplin would quit
squabbling over "The Kid" and
give us the custody. At the pres-

ent writing, Charlie has left his

refuge in the shadow of the

Mormon Temple, in Salt Lake
City, and the battle is being

fought out in New York City.

No one knows the where-
abouts of "The Kid." It prob-

ably is secreted in the bul-

rushes. All who have seen the

precocious infant pronounce it

a bouncing prodigy. I believe

that it will almost excuse

Charlie for playing hookey. Just

now its weight is twenty-seven

reels. It must be reduced to five

or six. From the remnants a dozen

pictures could be patched, providing

Chaplin's cupidity overbalanced his

artistic sense. When Maurice Tour-
neur saw it he exclaimed, "You fill

me with envy, Charlie ; this is a mas-
terpiece !" It virtually masters the

feat of telling a story without words.
And the story, entirely a Chaplin con-

ception, is vital. It has mo-
tive other than tickling the

risibles. There is a strain of
pathos that gives melodic
balance to its composition.

It is satire rather than bur-

lesque. There is subtlety in

its gyrations. The cast is

not simply a chorus for

Charlie's solo. Little Jack
Coogan, Edna Purviance,

Beulah Bains, and others,

have real significance. Chap-
lin has realized no mortal
limitations. He -even goes to

heaven to make merry. His
scene with an angelic maiden is truly of heavenly hu-
mor, brought to a climax of drollery when the little

devils intrude and spoil the spiritual attraction. There
is psychology in this comedy, a structure adroitly

reared upon a foundation of ideas.

Chaplin found zest in his work by the discovery and
development of Jack Coogan, a genius of five years,

who has a Chaplinesque talent for mimicry. So great

was Charlie's delight in the response he obtained from
the child that he built the entire story about him. as

indicated by the title. The picture represents a big

expenditure of labor, although the actual cost in money
is said to be comparatively small. Madame Chaplin,

for legal convenience, has placed a valuation of seven

hundred and fifty thousand dollars upon it, but offers

of a million and more have been made for it, and it

is possible that it will be sold for two million.

Chaplin works entirely by inspiration. When the

source of inspiration is affected, the work ceases. He
does not start with a script, but merely with an idea.

This primary idea may so alter in the germinating

process that it bears no more resemblance to the com-
pleted story than does the peach pit to the tree. He
may conceive the idea for a scene, put it into rehearsal
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for a week, and
then discard it as

quickly as it was
conceived. His
rehearsals are as

painstaking a s

those of D. W.
Griffith. Some-
times he substi-

tutes another per-

son for himself

in order to gauge
the effect from an
impersonal angle.

Every move is

calculated and
usually is guided
by a certain
rhythmic order.

Chaplin is keen
on rhythm when
he wants speed in

action.

''One — you
step forward to strike me

;
two, I slip away

;
three,

the other chap gets it."

Such an episode is rehearsed innumerable times. His
screen scrimmages are never extemporaneous.

"Rough-and-tumble fights may be funny," he ob-

serves. "More often they aren't. Besides, some one
may get hurt."

Like Flaubert pacing the floor in quest

of "le mot juste," Chaplin paces his

"set" in quest of the logical form of
expression. If he is penurious it cer-

tainly is not with film. Each scene is

shot from five to ten times in order to get the

most effective angle and action. All the time

he is as grave as Hamlet.
"Yes, that's very good," he will say. "Very

good, yes, yes, yes. Now let's do it over again."

There is nothing gay or rollicking about Chap-
lin's atelier. It bears the same resemblance
to the Mack Sennett studio as an under-
taker's parlor to a circus dressing tent.

The studio grounds are as formal as a

cemetery with white walks and well-

trimmed plots. There is a sepulchral

stillness even during working hours.

Externally the studio appears to be

a series of prim English cottages.

Chaplin's home, too, was of Eng-
lish architecture. 1 say was, for

long before he left Los Angeles,
he had moved to the Los An-
geles Athletic Club—that haven
for bachelors and would-be
bachelors.

Charlie is as loyal to his Eng-
land as Tony Moreno is to his

Spain. As Moreno delights in

having a Spanish menage and a

few Spaniards, male and female,

scattered through his company,
so Chaplin shows a preference
for English retainers. He was
born in Paris, where his parents,

both English, were appearing in

the music halls. While he was
very young his parents returned
to London, and it was there

Charles Spencer was educated.

29

The family lived

in a poor section

of London.
Mother Chaplin
would sit by the

window with
Charlie on her
knees and imitate

the expressions of

the passersby.

"My mother
was a fine ac-

remarks
gravely,

touch of

tress,

Charlie

with a

pride.

One

The home in which the Chaplins' ill-fated marriage venture began.

act.

His

time she

returned home
from shopping
and, quite ex-

cited, told Char-
lie to put on his

cap and come
with her at once.

She led him down one of the tortuous by-streets of
London to a bookshop. In the window of this shop
was an open book containing a poem about a teacher
and a scholar. Mrs. Chaplin had no money to buy
the book so she read the lines, slowly and one at a
time, to the youngster, who repeated them carefully
in her tones until he had memorized the complete poem.

Later he recited it in the schoolroom
For a movie actor Chaplin with great success.
is conspicuous by being very Chaplin has the memory of a cash

simple in his dress. register. He recited "The Teacher and
the Scholar" one evening not long ago

when playing charades with several of his
friends. He hadn't forgotten a word, and
he delivered it with the same boyish inflection
and gesture that he had used in" the first ren-
dition. Like Nazimova, Chaplin was born to

He would act if no one ever saw him.
favorite

_
pastime is charades. A single

word is sufficient to conjure from his
mind a whole series of tableaux. So
eloquent are these parlor pantomimes
of his that it is a genuine theatrical
treat to watch them. Particularly do
I recall an exposition of senilitv. He
made me think of Cyril Maude as
Grumpy. And the only disguise he
wore was a towel tied to his chin as
a beard! Every movement, every
ine of his face, every tremor of his
voice was eloquent of age. His
mimicry of Mary Pickford is of un-
canny realism. No one appreciates
it more keenly than Mary herself,
who is very fond of Charlie. As
for Charlie, he has an overwhelming
admiration for Mary, both as an art-

ist and a business woman. When
several newspaper reporters called

at the Fairbanks home to learn the
details of the Fairbanks-Pickford
wedding, the morning that the se-

cret was revealed, the interview was
suddenly halted by a startled ex-

clamation from Mary:
"Why, Dou?!" she cried. "We

haven't told Charlie!"
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And straightway the bride flew off to the telephone

to tell her friend and imitator of the happy event.

There is an ingenuousness about Charlie that is cap-

tivating. Of the stars I have met, Charlie Chaplin

and Nazimova stand forth as the most genuine human
beings. They are absolutely devoid of pose. Yet a
half hour's conversation is sufficient to catch flashes

of that inherent talent for impersonation. The instant

they become engrossed in a subject they are free from
restraint and proceed to give a description with pan-
tomime as well as words. Neither manifests a shade
of egotism or star-consciousness.

Chaplin shrinks from attention when in public. He
is as bashful as a boy when the conversation revolves

about him as subject, yet he cannot conceal his pleasure
when a compliment is paid him. From the sparkle
in his eyes you would think he was hearing praise for

the first time. He does not try to disguise his grati-

fication.

Some of the bourgeoisie of the movie colony have
called Chaplin a poser. They say he affects the com-
pany of artists, writers, and musicians because it pleases

his vanity. This is not true. Charlie Chaplin has an
unusually good mind, not a mind trained by systematic
education, but one eager for information, and alert

in the appreciation of another's talent. He particularly

enjoyed meeting such musicians as Mischa Elman, and
Yzaye. Chaplin himself plays the violin with consid-
erable feeling and understanding. I have known
celebrities to be charmed by Charlie's rapt attention.

How interested he seemed ! What a good listener

!

Really, a charming fellow ! And after their departure
Charlie might remark

:

"Yes, I liked them. You know, I can use their ideas

in a picture."

Everybody Liked

Little did the erudite personages fancy they were
being adapted to a Chaplin comedy

!

Of late Charlie has been the victim of much ill rumor
—a rather helpless victim because he seems consti-

tutionally unsuited to verbal combat. The most crimi-

nal accusation hurled at him seems to be "tightwad."
In contrast to most of the movie plutocrats, Charlie
is a Silas Marner. To think that a movie star possesses
only one automobile and but one chauffeur. It's

heinous ! And I don't think he has a valet. At least

he has never talked of one, and I've never seen any
one in livery hanging about him. His automobile is.

just a cheap six or seven thousand dollar stock car.

It hasn't any gilt on it, no kalogram, no aluminum,
or anything worth while. He likes simple food and
eats it. He dresses most simply.

Perhaps this quiet manner of living is the reason he
has been accused of bolshevist and socialist sympathies.

Most people using those terms don't know what they

mean, anyhow, so it doesn't matter. I do not know
that it is an offense to be a socialist, now that things

are settling down again. This is presumably a free

country, where one may elect his own political party

or religion. As for Chaplin's being a socialist, a Re-
publican, a Democrat—he's an actor. He may take

a casual interest in politics, just as he does in art,

music, and the Vernon boxing matches. These issues

are in the minority. His work holds the overwhelming
majority. The public does not pay to see the man
Chaplin, it pays to see the artist, and we only protest

when the artist's goods deteriorate and fall off as Chap-
lin's have of late.

A mind divided cannot accomplish its best. Chaplin
has had various vitiating claims upon his mind. We
hope he soon may be freed of them.

The Boy Whom
Everybody Liked
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IT was only a short time ago that we saw them together

on the screen—Clarine Seymour and Bobby Harron
—in "The Girl Who Stayed at Home," that tense,

throbbing picture, so full of life and youth. And it seems

strange that we will never see either of them again.

Harron, who died on September 5th, was one of that

small group of Griffith "finds" who had stuck with the

great producer from the days of the Biograph Company,
where he got his first job, at fourteen, as errand and
property boy. His first big role was the otae he played

in "The Birth of a Nation;" after that the fans came to

know him through his appearances opposite Mae Marsh.

His role in "Hearts of the World" marked him as star

material, and not long after that picture was released it

was announced that he would head his own company,
working under Mr. Griffith's supervision, however. He
had completed but one picture, "Coincidence," when the

accident occurred which resulted in his death.

Bobby Harron as an actor was well known, but it is

as a boy whom every one who worked with him admired
tremendously, whom every one liked, that he will be re-

membered. Dick Barthelmess, the Gish girls—all his as-

sociates would sidetrack an interviewer who wanted to

question them while they talked eagerly about Bobby
Harron.



The House of Twenty Stars
If you're a girl and went to Los Angeles to get into the movies, this is where you'd live, if you were lucky.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

Photos taken especially for Picture-Play Magazine, by C. Heighton Monroe.

I'LL admit it freely, I didn't want to interview the

Hollywood Studio Club. Getting the collective

life histories of twenty budding stars of the femi-

nine gender wasn't my idea of a pleasant evening a-tall

!

In my last incarnation I must have been either a male
misanthrope with an ingrowing grouch against the fair

sex, or a temperamental cat in a

female seminary—anyhow, I

was scared to death when I en-

tered the cool and dusky hall of
the spacious building, and felt

the impersonal gaze of twenty
young film queens leveled upon
me, as if I had been Exhibit
A in the coroner's train of
evidence. The chaperon, who is

i
hardly more than a girl herself,

i was trying politely to make me
feel at ease, and I was wonder-
ing why my feet suddenly felt

so large, and why I hadn't worn
a suit with pockets so that I

could hide my hands, when all

of a sudden a bobbed head
poked over the balcony railing up above me, and a
warning voice shrilled startlingly:

"Look out—you almost stepped on Douglas Fair-
banks !"

My coordination was hitting- on all six, or I should
ihave squashed one of the lives out of a big yellow
cat with an enlarged shaving-brush tail, that had come
up behind me to rub himself hospitably against my
wabbling legs.

THE HOUSE OF TWENTY STARS,

as the Studio Club of Los Angeles is called,

occupies a colonial mansion on a terrace

above Hollywood Boulevard. The club it-

self is a sort of sorority of the studio

campus, its members being the freshmen
of the industry—young actresses, scenario

writers, designers, secretaries, and dancers.

Mary Pickford is a patroness, so is Mrs.
Cecil B. De Mille. Many celebrities resided

at the clubhouse when they were breaking
into the movie realm, and portraits of such
now-famous ones as Marjorie Daw, Louise
Huff, and others adorn the walls.

Douglas Fairbanks helped to restore my poise. Cats
and I speak the same language, and if any one wants
to get personal about that—anyhow, with D. F. in

my arms, the house didn't seem so big, or the girls

so impersonal. I began to distinguish faces.

Then some one else said, "Here, sit on Mr. Ray-
mond Hatton !" And I did

—

because it was only a sofa pillow

—donated to the club by the

actor whose name it bears.

Mrs. Hatton was shoved un-

der my feet—that was the pillow

donated by Raymond's wife, and
by the time dinner was an-

nounced, I knew the first names
of most of the girls and had seen

kodak pictures of their individ-

ual admirers; which last is the

test of entente corciiale between
members of the sex which is

more deadly than the male.

Dinner was served a la cafe

that is, with the girls grouped
around tables which seated four.

ZaSu Pitts and Nell Newman had invited me to their

table. ZaSu looked like Belgium mourning for its lost

dead with a bandage around her head which com-
pletely hid one eye—no, she denied vehemently to

bantering questions flung at her, she hadn't run into

the keyhole or h n d an argument with her husband—it

was just a sty, gosh durn it—thus ZaSu with many
appropriate gestures.

Nell Newman you will remember as playing with
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have music from eight in the morning till late at night

ignoring the ether. But
once used to it, you like

her. Her noise is the
spontaneous outburst of

a sixteen-year-old who
thinks the world is

grand and doesn't care

who knows it ; she is un-
failingly clever, and
hasn't an ounce of ill

humor about her. She
takes a "bawling out"
with patient penitence.

Some one is always lec-

turing Ann May, but no
one ever really means it

—it wouldn't be possi-

ble.

Lois Lee was a very
quiet little mouse at the

table next to the win-

dow, her brunet pretti-

ness in silhouette against

the evening sky. Her
last picture was "The
Lincoln Highwayman,"
in which she played op-
posite Bill Russell, and
the Hollywood Studio

Club is intensely proud
of her. Helen Eddy dropped in for dinner. She used
to live at the club, and now conducts a weekly dramatic
class there. She and ZaSu had divers important things

to say to each other regarding their new contracts with
the R. C. P. Smith Corporation which is starring

them.

After dinner we all congregated in the living room,
where a couch of the sinkable variety invited one to

repose before a fireplace—useless until winter comes
again—and a piano piled high with the latest music
beckoned to the amateur musician—and almost every
girl in the club plays.

Nazimova in "The Heart of a Child." She used to

hold scripts on the set for Paul Powell, Mary Pick-

ford's director.

Then Ann May breezed in, her black, bobbed hair

fairly standing on end with excitement. She upset

the water pitcher, lost her napkin ring, and stepped on
Douglas Fairbanks. Just that afternoon, she related

incoherently, Cecil De Mille himself had engaged her
to play the role of a fresh young boarding-school girl in

his next big feature
—

"can you imagine that, girls

—

gee whiz, where is that napkin ring—did any one see

where I laid my bag—and he told me he had seen me
wear many becoming
hats but none as nice "Gosh, it's a wonderful bunch of girls we have here," declared ZaSu Pitts—and who will deny it ?

as the one 1 had on r~.'
•

-— — -— —=-

that minute
"

"My hat !" vouch-
safed ZaSu dryly, with
emphasis on the pro-

noun.
"Well, I know it was

your hat ; think I'm go-

ing to tell C. B. that ?"

Ann May is the kind
of a subdeb that you at

first classify as "fresh."

Trixie Friganza said

that kind of girl al-

ways made her want to

say

—

"will you sit

down?" She is con-

tinually in evidence,

walks with a premedi-
tated "tough" lurch of

her shoulders, snaps
her fingers like a crap

shooter and laughs
every other moment.
You have as much
chance of overlooking
her as a patient on the

operating table has of
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Practically every

girl who goes to

the club to live

sooner

or

later

arrives

at the

top of

the

ladder.

"We have music from
eight in the morning
until late at night," said

Miss Hunter. "Some of

the girls play the violin,

one has a failing for the

Hawaiian guitar, and
most of them sing

—

though Nell Newman is

our official songstress."

ZaSu lay on the couch
and put one long leg

over the back, because
she averred it pleased
her to do so. No one
asked her to take it

down. Doing as one
pleases seems to be the

rule of the house.
"Gosh, it's a wonder-

ful bunch of girls we
have here," she told me
confidentially. "You'll
find fewer scraps among
these twenty than in the
average family where
there are only two or
three. Of course, you
can't have twenty ac-
tresses under the same
roof without some dramatic situations arising, as you
might say, but gee whiz, that's to be expected. One
of the girls was having a fit the other day about some-
thing or other, and the kindly soul who tried to com-
fort her had almost persuaded her that the agony was
all in her imagination, when she burst out with

—
'Don't

try to comfort me— I want to suiter—I've got to suffer !

It's the only way I can learn to express emotion
!'

"And so," concluded ZaSu in her dry, whimsical
voice, "we usually let each other alone when we're
'suffering.' It all comes out in the wash."
Some one came from a studio to give a lesson in

designing clothes and in making over old duds. The
class was free to all who wished to enter it, and a
dozen girls adjourned with her to the upper story. A
class in continuity writing was another weeklv feature,
Miss Hunter told me.
The conversation about this time became retro-

spective in character. The girls talked of the time when
Marjorie Daw lived at the Studio Club, how Mary
Pickford used to drop in for tea with Lillian Gish,
and how Louise Huff lived there when she was still

doing "bits" in pictures. The club was a high-powered
mascot, they all assured me. Practically every girl

who goes there to live, sooner or later arrives at the
top of the ladder, and in consequence there is always
a long and anxious waiting list of would-be twinklers
who want to share the luck that seems to permeate the

Studio Club's atmosphere.
The evening thought it was going to come to a peace-

ful and uneventful conclusion, but it reckoned without
Ann May. She rushed in, slamming the door, to an-
nounce that she had been clashing about Llollywood
in her car trying to find a theater where De Mille's

"Old Wives for New" was playing. Lew Cody had
passed her, and she had asked him if he knew where
she could find "Old Wives." He 'had referred her
to the old ladies' home

!

"So," she said, snapping her fingers in accompaniment
to her story, "since I can't witness one of the produc-
tions of my—ahem—director, Mr. De Mille, 1 guess
I'll sell some hats. Anybody want to buv snme hats?"
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Selling hats is Ann May's favorite indoor sport.

She buys from three to six in a week, wears each one

passionately for a day or two, then auctions them all

off in an evening.

Of course, the girls were eager for the millinery

orgy. Every girl at the club has at least one of Ann's

hats, bought at a ridiculously low figure, considering

the original price.

She brought down an armload of them, hats of

everv shape and size, ranging in color from heavenly

blues to impudent reds. She tried on each one, explain-

ing when and where it was purchased, the original

price, and just how the "personality" of each was worn.

"How much for the blue one?" languidly inquired

Letha Sue Moore.
"Ten dollars," said Ann May. Then, as Letha

started for the mirror to trv it on

—

"fifteen if vou
like it

!"

Then some one imprudently told ZaSu Pitts that the

hat she had bought of Ann the day before for five

dollars, had cost that enterprising young lady the sum
of two dollars and fifty cents. And ZaSu, who had
been a more or less passive spectator on account of

her wounded eye, sat up with an outraged howl. This
dialogue took place:

"Ann May!!!"
Ann dashed in from the dining room where she had

been forwarding the sale of a white milan before the

buffet mirror.

ZaSu: Look here, you low-brow, did you or did you
not pay two-fifty for that hat you sold me yesterday?

Ann : Yes, I did, ZaSu, but

ZaSu: Can you beat that—she buys it for two-fifty

and sells it to me for five!!!

Ann: Listen, ZaSu, it was this way: you offered

me five dollars for it, and I wanted to give you the

jet pin that went with it, and I paid three dollars for

the pin

ZaSu: I don't care how it was. Ann May, you listen

to me ; you know that blue hat of mine that you want
to buy?

Continued ci page 8?
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She says she can't always trust her voice—but over the phone

we've found it perfectly trustworthy.

Y word ! The house's burning
locating—what'll I do? I'll—

up. I'm suf-

"Teddy, calm yourself," commanded Rose-
mary Theby. "The house is not burning up. It's

only my shortcake."

One of the girls, may I remark, wore a green and
orange negligee. She w7as Miss Theby, whose cool

acceptance of the accident to and the total ruination

of the shortcake was quite as outstanding as the

color scheme of her near-kimono. The hysterical

party was her housemate, Teddy Sampson.
"I always have to calm her," remarked Rosemary.

"She's hysterical. She was in a fire once
"

"It wasn't, either!" interrupted the slandered one
from the depths of her bedroom. "It was an auto
wreck."
Argument followed. Rosemary insisted

;
Teddy

maintained, and Teddy, at length, to make herself

more fully understood, put in an appearance. She's

only a few feet tall, this mite, and one of those

piquant creatures on whose eyes—like the late Anna
Held, she never makes 'em behave—you focus your
entire attention.

"I wasn't in a fire at all," she emphasized. "I was
wrecked in a car. And, being that they're Avaiting for

me in a scene at the stew—dio, I'll depart. I'm going,

Miss Theby—Bla-a-a- !"

Wisdom in a Green
Negligee

It seems that Teddy and Rosemary have
lived together in one of those trick bungalow
courts peculiarly indigenous to Hollywood, for

some months. The place itself is hardly larger

than a Tappe hatbox, although the deft fingers

of its two occupants have made it "comfy,"
as Rosemary said Teddy says, and have fixed

it up with everything from an Oriental knitting

bag on the dining-room wall to the victrola

which an avaricious landlady tried to attach

when Miss Sampson's check got lost in the

mails, and the aforementioned landbaroness
thought she wasn't going to get her due.

"We can't either of us cook, but we're al-

ways fooling around," explained Miss Theby,
the odor of the burned shortcake meanwhile
making itself, less noticeable. "We've been
here so "long and have had so few arguments
that I'm commencing to wonder how long the

paradise is going to last."

Decorated shoe trees add such a homelike touch to

One'S bungalow! Photo Brewers
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Rosemary Theby comments sagely on
motion-picture work, men, matrimony,
and housekeeping—while the shortcake

burns.

By Truman B. Handy
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The "paradise" has endured almost

ever since Rosemary left New York
for Los Angeles some four years ago.

She was then in the height of her

glory-—a lovely brunet creature with

a quick smile and a snappy personality,

always full of witty remarks and al-

ways ready to smile. And she is still

quite the same. Typically a girl whom
success on the screen has never spoiled

and who to-day, although she's one

"Rosemary—that's for remembrance"—both

the flower and the girl.

Photo by Monroe;

Photo by Woodbury

She's a lovely brunet creature whom success has never spoiled.

of the most sought-after leading ladies in the colony, is never too busy

to stop and chat with some one she used to know in days when they,

perhaps, were not so fortunate as now.

I began bombarding her with questions about her 'ambitions—whether

or not she wanted to marry, what she thought of men, whether or not

she'd ever go on the stage.

She'll never marry! So she asserted—emphatically. Which leads

one to believe, from my observations of other members of her sex,

whom I've known to make similar statements, that she undoubtedly
• will. She thinks men are interesting, but not to be taken seriously.

She was in love once, she says. With her it was a very whole-hearted

affair, but, like vaccination, it didn't take. She even allowed her career

to be hampered, and in the end she asks you the question with a shrug

of the shoulders—what was the use?

"I can support myself nicely," she explained. "I can't cook, but I

can hire a maid. I have a car, and I've always succeeded in running

over as many people when driving downtown as a husband could.

"What I would like to do would be to costar in pictures with some

very capable actor, like Conway Tearle, for instance. I've recently

finished 'Michael and His Lost Angel' with him. I don't care to star

.because I've tried it, and it seems to me Continued on page 93



Crooks that Follow the Movies
The lure of every booming industry in which huge fortunes are being made is used by crooks and

swindlers as a bait for their victims. So rich a field as the movies could not possibly be over-

looked by these swindlers, and this article, the first of a series, tells how one class of them operates.

By Roy W. Hinds
ILLUSTRATED BY VICTOR PERARD
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s the news of the

project spread around,

a plan of the theater

ivas produced and the

most conservative
business men were
taken down to inspect

the site.

/^\N a certain bright spring afternoon of last May,
1 J in the bus which carried passengers from the

station up to the Eagle Hotel—the principal one
in Valeport, a Middle Western town—there sat a large,

robust man whose appearance, under close scrutiny,

might have been seen to give the impression of a

strange combination of benevolence and shrewdness.
It wasn't the benevolence of philanthropy nor the
shrewdness of connivance. It was far more impressive
than that, and one of the moods which the years had
trained him to don easily as putting on his smart crush
hat. He strove for that happy mixture of generosity
and wisdom seen in men of big affairs—and achieved it.

His whole aspect 'and demeanor glided into a pre-
occupied, intellectual calm. Wisely he forbore the
snappy, peppery gymnastics—the "How d'you do?"
bluster—which less discriminating four-flushers than he
confuse with men of affairs. The stranger was some-
thing bigger than that, or at least, he appeared so ; wide
of viewpoint and broad of grasp ; not too busy to be
thoughtful and kindly to those about him and yet too
busy to waste a detail of time or of motion.
The newcomer presently reached Valeport's leading

hotel, registered, and smoothed out the wrinkles of
travel in his room. Then he set out upon a leisurely,

though designing, walk.

It was an early spring afternoon, and a splendid sun
had drawn the population out of doors. Men, women,
and baby carriages thronged Main Street. The stranger
took in the outward business details of both sides of
the street without apparent effort. When he had trav-

ersed the length of two blocks

the first ripple of extraordi-

nary interest fluttered within
him, and he made his way to

where a crowd uncommonly
thick eddied in front of a mo-
tion-picture theater.

Swiftly he absorbed the de-
tails of its exterior, and upon
that basis calculated it was at

best a second-rate house. The
lithograph boards leered at

him with "paper" which he
knew to be of second-class

films, and hard to tell of what
degree of "run."

"Is this the only picture

show in the city?" the stran-

ger inquired of a man idling

near by.

"There's another down the

street a ways." the man told

him, "but it isn't as good as

this one. Better go in here."

But the newcomer thanked
him and turned away. He
had no desire to view the

show, particularly when the

clamor on the outside be-

tokened a packed throng within—and yet he was inter-

ested, very much so, in that motion-picture theater.

Soon he verified the man's opinion that the other
"movie" hadn't even the class of the first.

"Valeport," thought he, with an inward smile, "is

underseated."

Whereupon he resumed his leisurely walk, occa-
sionally wandering a block or so awav from Main
Street.

At a point half a block off Main Street and yet close

enough to the business section to serve his purposes the
inquiring stranger came to a vacant lot. He studied
thoughtfully the aspects of the lot and its surroundings.
Within an hour or so, by adroit questioning, he learned
that the vacant lot was owned by an elderly, prosperous
citizen, as well as intimate details of the citizen's busi-

ness affairs and his standing in the community. Then
he walked slowly back to his hotel, plunged in deep
meditation.

Thus was the stage set for the first act of the visitor's

drama, which might well be called, "The Undoing of
Valeport."

Confidence games undoubtedly were inspired in the
mind of some clever cave man when he gazed with
avarice upon the hoards of bearskins and mastodon
tusks accumulated by enterprising neighbors. These
games have come down from age to age, and always
their object has been to acquire by stealth and trickery
the current medium of exchange, whether it be snake
hides, beads, or precious metals.
The progress of confidence games has kept pace with
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the progress of the world. Even,- device of science

and civilization has been seized upon as a device of

fraud. There have been frauds in even- industry and
possible line of sale. Impulsive money-holders have
purchased freely cast-iron gold bricks, cotton planta-

tions in the Gulf of Mexico, oyster beds in the Missouri

River, dry oil wells, and factory after factory that never

rose a speck above the level of the paper upon which
it was pictured. The wider and more comprehensive

phases of fraud have attached themselves, barnaclelike,

to industrial enterprises, especially with new and boom-
ing industries.

Undoubtedly the motion picture is the industry to-

day that has the widest appeal, financially and roman-
tically. Every day the nation goes to the "movies."
It is only natural, therefore, that thousands find them-
selves stirred by the romantic possibilities of the motion
picture—the lure of art and fame, that others gaze
wistfully upon the financial possibilities of the exhib-
iting field, and that still others envision themselves
rolling in wealth from the production end.

Upon all classes the confidence man has his keen
eyes. Into the pockets of all classes the confidence

man incessantly dips his fingers. He is a master at

brushing gently upon the emotions or twanging reso-

nantly upon the material ambitions.

Picture-Play wishes to expose the methods of

these frauds, and to draw a plain line, as it were, be-

tween them and the legitimate phases of a great in-

dustry. To the writer was assigned the task of investi-

gation. The inquiry developed that fraudulent operators
fall into three classes : fake exhibitors, fake producers,
and fake instructors. This article deals with the first.

Thus we get back to the stranger who arrived in Vale-
port on a sunny spring afternoon.

The stranger possessed perhaps a thousand dollars

and an incredible knowledge of human nature. Soon
after reaching Valeport his fund of information was
extended.

He knew now that the small

city's two motion-picture the-

aters were inadequate. In other

words, the town was "under-

seated." He also knew that

neither of the theaters ran first-

class films. In addition, he was
aware that there was a vacant

lot a half block off Main Street

—a desirable site for a motion-
picture theater.

The newcomer decided that

the situation warranted a gam-
bler's chance to the extent of

five hundred dollars.

The next move was to acquire a sixty-day option on

the vacant lot. He obtained this for five hundred

dollars, proceeding cautiously and in such way that

the owner had no clear idea of his purposes. The
agreement giving the option called for ultimate pay-

ment, if final transfer were effected, of a sum some-

what in excess of the owner's idea of the actual worth

of the property. The owner chuckled to himself over

the sharp bargain he drove, and the stranger chuckled

to himself because he had invested all he intended,

and because subsequent payments would be made by

the townspeople.
The option secured, the stranger let it be known that

he represented a first-class and widely known motion-

picture producing company. It was the purpose of this

company, he said, to erect a theater which would be

the pride of \raleport and in which the best films would
be exhibited. Broadwav, so far as motion-picture art

ARE THERE ANY "MOVIE
CROOKS" IN YOUR TOWN?
There may be, for they work every-

where. By reading this series of

articles you will learn how they

operate in their various ways, and
will be able to evade the baits

which they set for you.

is concerned, was to be lifted bodily and transplanted
in Valeport.

The stranger talked modestly and quietly. He dis-

cussed big things in an easy, matter-of-fact manner.
He wasn't pretentious, but he was solid and substan-
tial. He inspired cofidence, first with the owner of
the vacant lot, who became his unwitting champion.
From that point it wasn't necessary for the visitor to

prove anything to anybody. His every word, falling

from his plausible lips and backed up by the elderly,

prosperous citizen, was sufficient. Subtly the stranger
worked upon the owner of the property, dangling vague
strips of bait before his eager eyes, and matters just

naturally drifted into his channels almost without di-

rection.

To all appearances the stranger was busy. When-
ever he appeared in the streets he seemed to be in a

hurry. His mail was fairly heavy. Occasionally there

appeared a letter with the name of a big film company
on the corner of the envelope. This was stolen sta-

tionery mailed to him by confederates.. Now and then

he got a registered letter. But as a matter of fact, time

hung heavily on his hands, and he spent much of it

in reading in his own room.

The first ditch, now, had been taken safely. The
people of Valeport were awakened to eagerness for just

such a motion-picture theater as the stranger described.

They took to reading more closely the film reviews in

the metropolitan papers and counting the time until

these wonderful pictures would be a weekly event in

Valeport. For months a vague hope and longing for

something of just that sort had stirred within Vale-

port, and many were amazed that such steps hadn't

been taken earlier.

Certain business men with idle money inwardly re-

buked themselves for not having seized an opportunity

that now stood out so boldly.

The stranger was alert for this identical drift of

thought. Being an experienced

confidence man, he recognized it,

sensed it. almost before it had
taken definite form in the minds
of citizens themselves. Occa-
sionally he met business men,

and detected in the meager and
sketchy conversation this rip-

ple of regret and desire.

One day the stranger made
an important announcement to

the owner of the vacant lot, and
it got quickly to the right points,

as he intended.

"The company which I repre-

sent," said he, "is not an exhibiting company. We are

producers of films. That is our business, and we don't

like to venture out of that field unless we feel it neces-

sary to protect our business as producers. For some

time we have been watching Valeport, and decided to

get our films in here before our competitors beat us to

it. That means a new theater. We cannot exhibit in

a theater which doesn't correspond in an artistic sense

with our splendid productions.

"I find now that the people of Valeport are eager

for our films, so whv not let a few of Valeport's own
citizens into the enterprise? We will handle the matter

until evervthing is going good and gradually turn the

theater over to Valeport. All we wish is a guarantee

that the films of our immediate competitors are not ex-

hibited. We want to extend our producing business to

this city, but we don't want to be exhibitors.

"With that in view. I have drawn up plans for a

Continued on page 91



In the Heart of a Fool
The tangled threads of many lives weave a story well worth reading.

By Lee D. Brown
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IT'S queer how an

insignificant lit-

tle nudge on the

part of destiny will

upset the most care-

fully constructed of

our houses of cards.

And to destiny, the

most solid of our

man-made houses are

but houses of cards,

such as a child would
build. It's queer, too,

how many different

life patterns a single

little, seemingly in-

significant little inci-

dent may affect. The
fact that a man or

woman, now a stran-

ger to you, decided to

get off the train at

River City instead of

Amityville yesterday

afternoon may alter

the entire course of

your life, or mine.

An attractive young
woman with smooth,

blond hair, innocent

blue eyes, and tailored

costume as modest as

the uniform of a Red
Cross nurse, hap-
pened to be sent to

teach in the public

school of the thriving

Kansas town called

Harvey. She looked

like an ideal selection

for the job—like the

sort of a girl who,
on receiving her first

position, would forth-

with settle down as a

prim and proper

schoolmistress for
life. But, by one of

those eternal ironies

of fate, there raced

under her assuring

exterior the sort of spirit that should

have gone with dark, alluring eyes

instead of blue ones, with the cos-

tume of the Lorelei rather than the tailored suit of the

school-teacher; and in the mind behind the baby-blue

eyes there was more ambition than moral code.

Her arrival in the Kansns town was the seemingly

insignificant little incident that brought out the hidden

things in the heart of a certain fool, who didn't know
that he was a fool and would have been the last to

dream it.

To this young woman, whose name was as reassur-

ing as her general outward appearance—plain, straight-

forward Margaret
Muller the name was
—occurred the happy
thought of going to

the local newspaper
office for information

as to where she could
rent a room. In

which there was more
of the hidden hand of

destiny. Had she
asked the superin-

tendent of public

schools, for instance.

But she went to the

local newspaper office.

"Why, my child,"

motherly Mary
Adams instinctively

answered when she

heard the clear-eyed
girl's request, "we
have a spare room at

home. Why not take

it?" And she glanced

up at her husband,
Amos, for assent.

That gray-haired old

gentleman owned and
edited the paper. He
nodded absent-mind-

edly, being in the mid-
dle of an editorial

which demanded most
of his attention, and
Grant Adams, their

son, looked up for

only a moment and
then returned to the

proof sheets on which
he was working. It

was not indifference

to loveliness on his

part—it was because
he was busy, and he
was already in love,

very madly, very hap-
pily in love, and with

a girl who was con-

sidered the most at-

The Lorelei was not asked- to the tractive of the town's
party—but she was waiting younger set.

for Grant when he came home. "A wide-awake, progressive little

city," the new school-teacher mused
to herself after supper that night at the Adams house.

"I think I'll adopt this town. • Let's see—that means
getting into its social bluebook by the easiest route,

doesn't it? Hm-m-m."
Whereupon she meditated upon certain things she

had adroitly drawn out in conversation with other per-

sons during the afternoon, when she had made her

first visit to the school. It was generally understood,

she had learned, that big, boyish Grant Adams, who
had the rugged features of a young Abe Lincoln and
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the conscience of a Puritan father, would marry at-

tractive little Laura Nesbit when that dainty daughter

of the town's biggest man should finish her college

course. Laura's father was old Doctor Nesbit, physi-

cian, counselor, personal friend, and political leader of

three generations of Harvey folk.

Very well. If young Grant was so welcome at the

home of powerful Doctor Nesbit, young Grant could
introduce the Lorelei to Harvey's "four hundred" from
the top instead of from the bottom. The Lorelei would
make friends with Grant.

Her first opportunity to do that came earlier than
she expected. For a few days Grant paid about as

much attention to her as to the furniture. Then came
the evening of Laura Nesbit's great party—an elaborate
function arranged at her home in celebration of her
return to college. The new school-teacher was not in-

vited to attend, but she was on the front porch when
Grant came up the path, somewhat earlier than she had
thought he would return. Grant, instead of being
elated with fresh memories of lovers' kisses, was de-
jected and downcast—there had been a lovers' quarrel.

Prime opportunity for a Lorelei ! Even in historic

time it was during a storm that the Lorelei sang her
victims to destruction.

"Oh, why so somber?" she chided teasingly when
Grant drew near the porch. The young man hesitated,

and looked up at her out of deep,

tortured eyes. In a moment her

chiding air had changed to one

of sympathy, and she was be-

side him. What could be the

matter—did he feel as vastly

alone—as—as she did, for in-

stance, on this wonderful moon-
lit night ?

On that particular night Grant

sat for only a short time on the

garden bench with the Lorelei,

and listened for only a little

while when she told him that she

thought him a bigger and more
clever man than his city real-

ized, and on that particular night

he tore himself away and went
to his room to nurse his hurt

feelings in silent misery. Had. it been any other man
than Van Dorn whom Laura had elected" to conduct

a flirtation with on this last and therefore most sacred

of all nights, Grant would not have cared so much.

At least that was what he told himself. But Van
Dorn! Van Dorn the "lady-killer!" Van Dorn whose

numerous affairs with women of all classes were as

well known as his partner's weakness for drink

!

Henry Fenn, the other member of the law firm of

Van Dorn & Fenn, boasted of his drinking prowess;

Van Dorn as brazenly boasted of conquests among
women, and admitted that his stenographer, Violet

Manning, was his "latest weakness." Laura had lis-

tened half the evening to the nauseous flatteries of

the blase Van Dorn. Had she no self-respect?

Laura left, the next day, without the quarrel being

patched up; and the Lorelei consoled Grant.

The power of a pretty woman, of moonlit nights, of

loneliness, and the rankling recollection of injury are

things beyond the range of words. All of us know
them ; none has ever adequately described them ; none
ever will.

The minds of some women work in queer twistings.

It was not Grant himself that the Lorelei wanted. Al-

though he was a young man of high standing, he would
not have been a particularly rich "catch" as far as

wealth was concerned. She wanted the entre, the op-
portunity to meet wealthier folk, that power over him
would give her.

"In the Heart of a Fool"

Written from the Mayflower picture, based

on the story by William Allen White, and

played by the following cast:

Laura Nesbit . . Mary Thurman
Margaret Muller . . Anna Q. Nilsson

Philo McCullough

Henry Fenn Ward Crane

Dr. Nesbit

A curious thing happened during the year that fol-

lowed. Many friends in the city thought it was curi-

ous, but none knew how curious it really was. The
genial Doctor Nesbit, who had the reputation of know-
ing all the family skeletons in Harvey, and who now
looked more thoughtful and serious than ever before,

accompanied Mrs. Adams to the station. She was
going away for a "protracted visit. Miss Muller had
resigned her position at the school and was going with
Mrs. Adams.

The}" had been away only a short time when word
came back that Mrs. Adams was once more to become
a mother. Ultimately they returned, Miss Muller as

chipper and gay as ever, Mrs. Adams bringing with

her Grant's new little brother.

The family's friends, of course, gave both Airs.

Adams and the baby an ovation, gossiped vigorously

about the matter for a while, and finally forgot the

incident. Miss Muller, saying she was "crowded out"

by the new arrival at the Adams home, went to the

Fenn home to board. Soon after, Laura Nesbit re-

turned from school, and Grant failed to make his

appearance at the party at her home. But he passed
the gate while the party was in

progress, and Laura saw him
and ran down to ask what the

matter was. He was quiet and
reserved, and she knew he was
still hurt by her frivolity dur-

ing the last party that had been
held in her home.
"Why, Grant, I was just try-

ing to make you jealous," Laura
finally confessed, and the gaunt
young man looked away quickly

when he saw the soft light that

came into her eyes as she gazed
at him.

"Laura, dear, I—I"—he

choked and forced his way on

—

"something has come between us

—a hideous barrier that can
never be removed—I"—and lamely he concluded

—
"I'm

sorry—dear."

A handful of young folk on the porch spied Laura
and ran out to bring her back to the merrymaking
throng inside, and Grant stumbled home like a blind

man groping his way over strange walks.
Pique, or the temptation to "get even" with another

man, is the underlying reason for many a marriage.

Statistics showing how few of this variety escape the

divorce court would be illuminating. Be that as it

may, the engagement of Laura Nesbit to Tom Van
Dorn was announced within a significantly short time

after the occasion of her homecoming party, and it

was a short engagement ; the marriage took place soon
after it was announced. Close association—propin-

quity-—is another cause of many romances that might
otherwise be nothing more than passing friendships and
so it was not so surprising that both members of the

law firm of Van Dorn & Fenn married at about the

same time. Henrv Fenn's bride was the Lorelei.

Henry Fenn was a better catch than Grant Adams, and
the Lorelei had now attained her much-desired social

standing in the city of Harvey. Meanwhile Grant, a

gloomier, lonelier man, one who spoke only when
necessary, gave up his "white-collar" job in the news-
paper office and went into the coal mines in East Harvey.
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Laura had said she was marry- The pistol appear

ing Van Dorn to reform him. The as if bV

vaccination didn't take. It seldom
does. Violet Manning retained her job as his stenog-

rapher, confidante, and secret soul mate, until the

solemn hour when Laura's daughter came into the

world. Even then Violet might not have lost her job

had not old Doctor Nesbit hurried into Van Dorn's
office unannounced, to congratulate the proud father.

Violet was sitting on the proud father's lap at the
moment. She lost all three of her jobs as a result

of the old gentleman's rage, and for the first time since

boyhood Van Dorn was without what he called a "de-
lightfully dangerous pursuit." The divorce which was
inevitable was granted not long afterward.
Now, while Fenn was well-to-do, Van Dorn had

always been known as the wealthy member of the law
firm of Van Dorn & Fenn, and the still unsatisfied

ambition of the Lorelei began another feast of intrigue.

Nor was it difficult to intrigue Van Dorn—his life had
been spent seeking instead of evading intrigues. Loy-
alty to his partner? He didn't know the meaning of

the word loyalty.

Let the unraveling of threads that had been perversely
tangled in life's skein go on its own way long enough
to consider for another moment the saddened and lonely

ed in her hand

magic.

man who fled from society to the toil

and gloom of the coal pits. Lonely
men have broad sympathy for their

fellow men—Grant Adams became a

hero among his fellow workers, be-

came their natural leader, even or-

ganized them into a union to better

their condition. And thereby he in-

curred the displeasure of one "Hog-
tite Sands," owner of the East Harvey
mines, for if Grant's wage demands
for the miners were to go through it

would cost "Hogtite" many shekels a
year.

"Hogtite" consulted Van Dorn, the

lawyer, about it—no longer was it the

firm of "Van Dorn & Fenn," for in

the inevitable unraveling of twisted

threads Van Dorn and the Lorelei had
formed a matrimonial partnership of

their own which eliminated the former
junior member of the law firm. Now
Van Dorn set about earning a large

fee from "Hogtite." He would drive

Grant Adams out of the city, for a

consideration. And the bargain was
struck. A gangster was engaged to

hire a mob of strong-arm "strike-

breakers," to end young Adams' ca-

reer, and when this riotous mob,
armed with pistols and strong drink,

started its march on the stronghold of

the striking miners pandemonium
broke loose.

But so capably had Grant generaled

his forces that when the rag-tag army
arrived they found themselves cov-

ered with rifles pointing ominously
from a hundred different windows,
and awaiting only Grant's signal to

turn loose a volley of leaden death.

Just then two amazing things hap-
pened. Van Dorn, realizing that the

day was lost for his rag-tag army if

Grant's well-equipped men should be-

gin firing, saw a chance to seize a

mean but efficient advantage over th p

leader of the striking men. He sped

away in a racing car while his followers held their

ground and muttered. Soon he returned with Grant's

little brother, now a boy of three or four. Grabbing
the boy by the waist and lifting him high over his head.
Van Dorn rushed out in front of the rag-tags.

"Grant Adams," he shouted above the turmoil, "if

you don't come down we'll make a target of this

brother of yours."
That was the first, of the two amazing things.

A woman doesn't belong in a rioting mob. It doesn't

give her time to think, and she becomes panic-stricken.

Another automobile had followed Van Dorn's back to

the scene of trouble, and in it was his second wife

—

the Lorelei—and beside her was the child of Van Dorn's
first marriage, with Laura Nesbit, the two-year-old
Lila. For a reason which none but the Lorelei could
have explained, she had known that some ominous thing

was in the air when she saw Van Dorn speed toward
the scene of the riot with the little Adams boy in his

arms, and a hidden instinct had impelled her to seize

Van Dorn's child and follow. And so now a scream-
ing woman, with frenzied eyes and disheveled hair,

dashed in front of the mob, carrying a two-year-old girl.

Continued on page 86



There are, we suppose, a few authen-

EciSV ^ c cases in which a man buys oil stock

or mining stock and becomes rich.

Money Now and then a man bets on the right

horses a number of times in succession

and makes money without working. But to date The
Observer has never heard of a member of the general

public who has made an unusual profit by buying wild-

cat motion-picture stock.

Yet throughout the country men are making good-
sized fortunes in stocks of nebulous motion-picture com-
panies. The men who are making these fortunes, how-
ever, are those who are selling the stock, not those who
buy it.

There seems to be an unusual lure about speculating

in motion pictures. Men and women who would not
think of gambling in oil, or in investing in a machine
for turning one-dollar bills into twenty-dollar bills, will

listen to a promoter who comes into town with a blue

print of a studio, a scenario, and pictures of a few ac-

tors, and will pay good money in the belief that the
proposition is one that is going to make them wealthy.

There are motion-picture stocks that are legitimate

investments, although all of them are speculative. The
common stocks of even the largest companies are con-
tinually fluctuating and are to be considered as "buys"
only for those persons who can afford to play the

market as a game.
Several cities have had unfortunate experiences with

motion-picture stock jobbers.

The plan usually is to go into a city, arouse the

Chamber of Commerce with promises of a studio for

the city and with glowing tales of the world-wide ad-
vertising that will result from the establishing of the

city as a motion-picture production center.

Some prominent business man is persuaded to accept
the presidency, and the stock is quickly subscribed for.

The first picture is made, and because it has been pro-

duced haphazard the company either fails entirely in

its efforts to sell it, or else gets rid of it at a loss.

It takes experts to make a good picture, and the

experts are not out taking part in this kind of stock-

selling propositions. The only expert in these produc-
tion plans is the expert who organizes the company, and
who takes a big slice of the money for his work.
How some of these schemes are worked will be told

more in detail in the next number of Picture-Play
Magazine by Roy D. Hinds, whose series of articles

on "Crooks that Follow the Movies" begins in

this issue. We strongly urge our friend readers to

read this series, since these swindlers, though they
have been shown up in some of the localities where
they have worked, have not been generally exposed
before. And, since you never can tell when some one
of them will show up in your town, it's well to be pre-
pared. You may be able to save a friend, later on,

from being fleeced, if not yourself.

a j Every once in a while some one
er~ writes to The Oracle, asking why such

Writing and such a star failed to answer his or

Strike ^er letrer
>

or wriy this or that star

failed to send a photograph in answer
to a request.

Of course, all that The Oracle can do is to suggest

that probably the letter got lost in the mails.

We recently heard of one star, however, whose fan

mail is not answered because she has gone on a letter-

writing strike. Being known the world over, her fan

mail is tremendous. The company for whom she

formerly worked relieved her of the task and expenses

of answering the requests and inquiries of her thousands

of admirers, but the company by whom she is now
employed do not furnish this service to their stars.

Rather than assume an expense which would amount
to thousands of dollars a year she decided to drop all

this correspondence, and the bushels of letters which
come addressed to her each week are refused and sent

to the dead-letter office, since the government will not

allow them to be received and destroyed.

Into motion pictures has come a new

The New profession
—

"exploitation." Perhaps

D . . you do not realize that the theaters and
Profession rrie producers have gone in so thor-

oughly for this development of press-

agent work, but if you stop and think a moment, you'll

appreciate what is being done along that line.

A year or so ago "exploitation" was simple. The
motion-picture business was almost exclusively a star

business. The theater told you that Mary Pickford

or Theda Bara was appearing there that week on the

screen, and you went or you did not, according to

whether you liked that star or not. The name of the

star was your guide, and all the guide you needed.

Now, however, many of the finest productions are

those in which there is no star. There are no names
to guide you to the big "special" productions. That
makes it difficult for the advertising departments. They
have to convince you that the starless picture is going

to please you.

So they have contests—ranging from puzzle pictures

in the papers to diving girls at the lake. They get the

department stores to put in window displays featuring

the picture, and the book stores advertise the book from
which the story was taken. Clever young men, who
understand psychology, arouse your curiosity, imbed the

title of the picture in your memory, and when the show
comes along you say to the folks : "I hear that's a good
picture. Come on." Although probably you could not

put your finger on the thing which created in your

mind" the feeling that you ought to see this production,

you have unconsciously absorbed the idea that the ex-

ploitation man wanted you to have, and you'll head
straight for that theater.
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An understanding of psychology is

Are We necessary for the successful theater

j p
manager. We're a lazy people, for in-

l^azy
. stance, and the theater that does not

realize that is throwing away profits.

There was a theater in Chicago that was not making
enough money to pay its film rental so the owner sold

it cheap. The man who bought it turned it from a

failure to a success in two weeks. All he did was to

cater to the lazy bones in people's bodies.

The theater proper was built back of a row of stores,

and the entrance from the street was narrow and long.

The original owner had his lobby open, and the ticket

booth was back at the end of it, fifty feet from the
sidewalk. There were also two steps up from the street

to the lobby floor.

People looked at that long walk to the ticket booth
and at the two steps up and went past. Unconsciously
they felt that it would be an effort to go into that

theater, .so they walked a couple of blocks farther to

one where the seats seemed closer to the entrance.

The new owner rebuilt the floor, taking, out the steps,

and brought the ticket booth up to the sidewalk. Half-
way down the lobby he built doors, and there placed

the ticket taker. Now you buy your tickeas at the booth
on the street, walk only twenty-five feet to the entrance,

and pass in. After you get in you walk up two steps

and perhaps fifty feet farther to the seats.

The show is no better than it was before. The pa-
trons have to walk as far as ever. Yet the theater is

filled to capacity now. We're queer folks, and the fel-

low who. gets our money is the one who knows it, and
who caters to our foibles.

jy Are we going back to the simple life

in motion pictures? Perhaps not for
Trend to long, but now there certainly is a trend

Simtlicitv tnat waY- D. W. Griffith has just un-
F

- leashed 'Way Down East." Cecil B.

De Mille has put aside the gorgeous gowns and has
given us "Something to Think About," Tourneur is

making "The Last of the Mohicans," Ince is offering a

Charley Rayish story, "Homespun Folks," John Rob-
ertson, who made "Jekyll and Hyde," is setting out to

do "Sentimental Tommy."
Our guess is this

:

The day of the huge spectacle is done. Producers
have gradually 1earned that to be successful they must
please the emotions, not the eye. Many of the most
successful pictures of the year have been comparatively
cheap pictures, and they have drawn crowds because
they made the people think and mad? them feel deeply,

or laugh heartily. A picture that can do one of these

things is a success.

The best producers now are hot on the trail of emo-
tional drama, and emotion travels hand in hand with
simplicity. They have learned that emotion doesn't

mean a vampire beating a heaving breast. It means
a mother and son, a little boy healed, a girl who sacri-

fices her life for others.

We have heard a great deal in the past about "big"

scenes, which meant the war stuff in "Hearts of the

World" or the Babvlonian scenes in "Intolerance" or

the shipwreck in "Male and Female." Those were big

for the eye, but the really big scenes are big for the

heart, scenes like the boy dropping his crutches in "The
Miracle Man" or the mother's farewell to her soldier

boy in "Humoresque."
"Isn't that just like a boy?" is what they say about

Charley Ray, and they'll remember him longer than
they will a whole screen crowded with fighting men
or dancing women.

The trouble is that almost anybody can direct a pic-

ture with thousands of people in it, and turn out a fair

production, but it takes a genius to set up a camera
eight feet from a man and a woman and direct them
to do things that will make a nation weep.

We Still
^e Observer has been called to task

by a college student from Providence,
Vote for Rhode Island, for declaring in these

the Movies comrnn s that the drama had its back
to the wall, and that probably the best

five screen plays which our readers saw last year were
better than the best five which they saw on the stage.

Our friend in Providence gives "The Taming of the

Shrew," with Sothern and Marlowe, "Mis' Nellv of
N'Orleans," with Mrs. Fiske, "Moliere," "One Night
in Rome," with Laurette Taylor, and "A Young Man's
Fancy," with Jeanne Eagels, as the five best stage pro-

ductions which he saw, maintaining that they represent

the highest art of the legitimate stage to-day. On the

screen he saw "Why Change Your Wife?" "The Virgin

of Stamboul," "Broken Blossoms," "Male and Female,"
and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." And he feels that

there is no comparison between the first five and the

last.

We feel that the young man from Providence mis-

understood us. His town is near New York, and di-

rectly on the road traveled by companies making the

jump from the metropolis to other cities. Therefore
it sees many of the best stage productions which never

reach most cities of the size of Providence, and some
which are even much larger. When we said that good
movies were supplanting poor stage productions, we
referred to the shows which reach the cities farther

away from New York, and more off the beaten track,

shows which have been on the road for more than one

season, and go limping along with a second-rate com-
pany supporting the star, if star there be, and scenery

battered by many a night in the baggage car. We still

believe that those persons whose theatrical fare is a

cheap stock company in summer and worn-out Broad-

way productions in winter will vote for the best movies'

every time.

The Observer, on looking over the

Co)iceniing Pro°f sheets of this issue of Picture-
- ' Play, was very much interested and
1 tiles amused by Agnes Smith's article on the

way in which the business offices of the

film companies dictate changes in the titles of pictures,

and devise names for them which they believe will "pull

people in" irrespective of whether or not the names lit

the pictures.

We presume that this custom of the picture producers

will be something which many of our readers never had
brought to their attention before.

If you disapprove of it, however, don't think for

a minute that it wras something which the movie peo-

ple originated, or for which they are especially to be

blamed.
In a recently published novel called "The Foolish

Lovers," by St. John Irvine, the Irish playwright, there

is a character named Cream, a music-hall comedian.

While talking with another character, a writer, whom
he is trying to persuade to write a music-hall skit for

him, Cream expounds every one of the principles which

Miss Smith says the movie magnates follow in selecting

their titles.

All of which goes to show that this title business is

based on a pretty sound understanding of psychology,,

which was worked out, no doubt, long before the first

film was ever shown.



"Elsie Ferguson's hair plus Mae Murray's mouth plus

Billie Burke's eyes plus Dorothy Dalton's nose equals
"

Well, you can see tor yourself what the answer was when
this interesting sum was done by Penrhyn Stanlaws, the

artist, who is now working with Director Fitzmaurice at

the Paramount Studios in New York. He made this com-
posite portrait of the four pretty stars, and called it "The
Paramount Girl."



Matrimony
Guaranteed
Here you have it! The titl

of Enid Bennett's book give

you a clew to the situation

add "though you're in th

movies," and you know all abov

these people. Everybody know
about the wedded stars wh
form a triangle with the judg

of the divorce court as th

third corner of the triangl

We'd rather talk about thos

who think three's a crowd whe
the judge is the third membe
of it. Here are some of then

beginning with the fair Enic

who is so devoted to her hu:

band, Fred Niblo, that sh

could have given pointers to th

author of that book of hers.

Down in the left-hand corne

we have Milton Sills, his eighi

year-old daughter, Dorothy, an
his talented wife, who used he

maiden name, Gladys Wynn
—Welsh, you'll observe by th

spelling—when she appeared o

the stage here and in Engiant

The Wheeler Oakmans—Priscilla Dean, you know

—

tried out an unusual theory when they were married.
They'd been making "The Virgin of Stamboul" to-

gether, and as soon as they had time to marry, they
rushed off to Reno, Nevada, where the divorces come
from, to have the ceremony performed. "We wanted
to begin where others leave off," explained Priscilla.

\



Above you see the partners of one
of our most successful matrimonial
firms—Mae Murray and Bob Leon-
ard. They had a star-and-director

acquaintance back in the beginning,
which led them straight to the altar.

Mae left her husband, directorially

speaking, for a while, but now he
again holds the megaphone on her
productions.

It's Jack Mulhall, his four-year-

old son, Jack, junior, and his wife,

Bunty, who look up at you from be-

low. Jack is one of the leading lead-

ing men of the screen. His wife ap-

pears in Fox pictures when she wants
to act, and retires to her own studio

when she feels like painting; she's

one of those persons who are clever

in two professions.

Photo by

W. H, Scott

Conrad Nagel did a daring thing a year or two
ago. Despite the fact that the matinee girls regarded

him as one of the best-looking and most popular

young leading men on the New York stage, he rushed

off to Chicago and married his childhood sweetheart,

Ruth Helms. Then she did an equally daring thing.

When he made his first picture, "The Firing Line,"

she made her debut as an actress as its subheroine,

and never batted an eyelash when her husband made
love to pretty Anna Q. Nilsson. That marriage should
last forever!



Clothes Make
Some

Here's a case where they certainly

changed Colleen Moore's .appear-

ance,, to say the least. Put her in

ruffles and frills and a floppy hat,

and she makes you think of an old*

fashioned garden, all full of mari-

golds and phlox and pinks and
pansie. in a row. She's a bewitch*
ing young person when she's thus
arrayed, and almost makes you wish
that she never played roles that

made it necessary for her to dress

any other way. And she's as Irish

as any tiny shamrock that ever grew.

Pfceto br AM*

Photo by Abbe

Here's another Colleen; the kind who
wears funny little jackets and draggly
skirts, and pretty in spite of them. Of
course, she looks this way for picture pur*

poses only; "Dinty," which moved Mar*
shall Neilan to ike her a star because
she so firmly grasped the opportunities
which it gave her, was the last reason why
she discarded her ruffles and frills. But
those who have watched Colleen since the
days when she was with Triangle, all the
way through the career that led to her
doing "Little Orph^nt Annie," and even
indulging in a comedy or two, don't mind
what she wears as long as she's really a
star.



the Woman-
times !

Betty Compson can do
sleight-of-hand tricks with her
appearance, too. She can look
like just a charming youngster
straight from boarding school,

as she does here. Of course,
it's .only a matter of how you do
your hair and whether you
dabble in a make-up box **

not. For this picture sb» didn't

bother with any ot the first aids

to beauty, and we beliey» t,,a*

most of her will vote

for D»a; an nature!.

Photo by CHtrlotU FttrebUd

fkoto by Abbe

For here we have quite another Betty

—

one with just a touch of rouge on her lips

and mascara on her eyelashes, with ear-

rings and jet beads ant . sophisticated

coiffure, to say nothing of that thing be-

loved by every girl in the land—low-necked
black evening gown with a train! She
looks as if she'd had half a dozen more
birthdays than she's really credited with,

and a past that even in a very full present
she could never hope to attain. Those
who like her in this sort of atmosp' jre will

be glad to learn that it's the sort of thing
that surrounds her in her new picture,
"Ladies Must Live."



Many a boy has
taken heart and once
more tried hie new
knife on his mother's
mahogany table after

hearing his parents
shriek with laughter at

the "Edgar" comedies.
And he's writhed with
rage when he realized

that the Goldwyn peo-
ple pay Johnny Jones,
who's seen at the left,

for playing Edgar.

Do You Know
These Youngsters?

Of course, you know Wesley Barry, the
boy who rescued freckles from the

ignominy they've always known and turned
them into star dust. They've been a de-

cided asset in his screen career, and in

"Dinty," in which he made his stellar

debut, as you see him here, they were
conspicuously present

And you re surer, acquainted with the
young num below. Whentver he toddles
into a Senttett cou>»4v people stop laugh-
ing 'long enough to exclaim* xn^',

that
cute baby!" John Henry enjoys his wmi.
for the screen as much as the audiences

do, and probably youll agree with us that

that's saying a good deal.

Pfctfofcy at**



"Peaches" Jack-

son, like Nazi-

mova, triumphs
over curls and
beautiful gowns,
and wins the
hearts of her audi-

ences even when
she wears stubby
little shoes and
ties her hair back
tight. Her role

in "The Prince
Chap" made - her

one of the most
popular of the very

young ladies of

the screen.

Every one remembers the littlest brother in

"Hearts of the World," whose scenes with

Bobby Harron, the hero, caught at the hearts

of all who saw them. Ben Alexander has

done much good work on the screen since

then, but that will always be one of his best-

loved and best-remembered roles.

ffcotob?
Chrenee Boll

How would you like to have a young
lady look at you this way? If hand-

some is as handsome does, we tremble

lor the future of Lucille Rickson. who
plays opposite Johnny Jones in the

"Edgar" comedies.



How Did Griffith Do It?
Crashing, crumpling, struggling like fighting beasts as they hurtled into each other, the great cakes of ice swept

on toward the falls. The ice jam had broken! And on one of the cakes, as yet barely caught in the swirl, lay an un-
conscious girl, her yellow hair trailing in the icy water. Far behind, a frantic boy fought his way toward her. That
was the situation that brought a big Ne- York audience to its feet on the opening night of "Way Down East," cheer-
ing madly as Dick Barthelmess caught Lillian Gish up in his arms and carried her to safety. Then the audience
settled back, a bit ashamed of its own emotion, and said: "Right on the edge of the falls, weren't they? Oh, but
they couldn't have been! It would be too dangerous. But—well, how do you suppose Griffith managed it?"

Here's a glimpse of how he did it, and the place where that thrilling bit of action was staged. Last January,
at White River Junction, Vermont, Griffith found the Connecticut River behaving just as he wanted it to for pic-
torial purposes. He looked the ground over carefully, venturing almost to the edge of the falls. And then—well,
you'll have to see the picture if you want to know any more about it
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DEEP-ROOTED in the traditions of the American
stage is the "b'gosh" drama. This type of

rural play, headed by such classics as "Way
Down East," and "The Old Homestead." and running-

down the line to cruder copies of these, was promi-
nently in vogue a decade or two ago.

The term "b'gosh" was fastened on these plays rather
condescendingly. It implied more than the mere ex-

pression of the amazed squire who exploded "b'gosh"
at various moments throughout the play; it implied
the squire's false whiskers, the villain in riding boots,

the simpleton hero, the barnyard scene with its painted
backdrop, and the becurled ingenue whose manicured
finger nails reflected the footlights. It never was great
art, but it had a deep and abiding appeal.

It has remained for the motion picture to eliminate
some of the "b'gosh" element from the rural drama.
Under the magic of the camera the squire's whiskers
have long since taken on an aspect of reality. The
riding boots of the villain are not quite so obvious.
Charles Ray and some few others have endowed the
country heroes with a very sincere human note. The
ingenue milks the cow in a real rural setting. The
barnyard scene with its painted backdrop gives way
to beautiful pastoral photographs. The camera reflects

true rural life.

"Way Down East" is a production in which D. W.
Griffith has taken advantage of this refining influence
of the camera on the rural melodrama. He has taken
this old classic and turned out an astounding production,
one which is already placed beside "The Birth of a Na-
tion" in the elements of human interest, thrill, and

3 P V

spectacular effect. It is Griffith's first "big" picture

since "Hearts of the World." By it he demonstrates

his right to be placed above all others of his craft as the

wizard who knows the hearts of the majority of picture-

goers, a right which during the past two years might

justly have been questioned. But though Griffith nods

at times and perhaps dozes a bit his reawakenings are

marked by such epics as "Way Down East." So we
can easily forgive him his little lapses.

The first part of "Way Down East" concerns itself

with the tragedy of the betrayal of Anna Moore by

Lennox Sanderson, the city villain. It is melodramatic

only in its fundamental situation. For the rest it is a

brilliant characterization by Lillian Gish, who portrays

the role of the girl. The persecuted heroine of the

present production is by far the greatest role created

by this actress. The heights to which she builds through

her nervous, intensifying emotional ability are superb.

Her romantic scenes, when she hears Sanderson's false

avowal of love, and believes the mock marriage cere-

monial true, are touched with a beautiful appeal. Her
sudden awakening, the realization that the man she

held most dear has betrayed her, are terrific. The

depths of despair to which she sinks after the death

of her baby—pitifully baptized by its frenzied mother

—

sound a note of tragedy that is tremendously potent.

The second part of the story concerns itself with the

development of Anna's real romance with David, the

squire's son—a role played by Richard Barthelmess

—

who is shown with Miss Gish' in a scene from the play

in the picture above. Here Griffith has trotted out many
of the "b'gosh" incidents of the original play, and even

exaggerated them. The comedy is rough and jars
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in its tremendous contrast with the beautifully done
major action. There are plenty of genuine light scenes,

pretty and amusing, but the horse play of Martha Per-
kins, Sterling, and Whipple strike discordant notes.

But it is in this part of the picture also that the power
of the camera over the theater stage asserts itself. The
photography of the rural landscapes is wondrously
beautiful.

Then comes the long sequence of climactic action

—

the greatest thrill ever shown. Anna's past is revealed,

and the wrath of the squire descends upon her. A brief

moment of triumph is hers when she denounces San-
derson before the farmer folk who have held him a
gentleman. This moment, incidentally, is Miss Gish's

triumph as well as the character's. It is the rarest

piece of acting that the screen has offered in all its

years.

Anna, having denounced Sanderson, goes out into

the driving snowstorm, toward the river and oblivion.

At length she falls exhausted on the river ice. In the

meantime David is wildly searching for her and finally

comes to the river just as the great ice break begins

!

The ice cracks and swirls in the waters and starts its

way down the current to the falls. Anna lies uncon-
scious on a jagged piece which is soon caught in the
current and hurled recklessly on.

Horrified, David begins his pursuit, leaping from one
ice cake to another, nearing his goal, only to have the
gap widened again the next moment by some eccen-
tricity of the ice break, or the river current. But he
keeps on, making dangerous leaps, sometimes slipping

—once, indeed, he immersed himself in the water-
only to scramble on again in a mad frenzy to save
the girl of his heart from destruction.

And just as the ice bearing Anna touches the very
brink of the falls, David, by one final, superhuman
effort, reaches her side, snatches her from certain death,
and then beats back against the ice floe to the shores
of safety.

Griffith is a wizard when it comes to the building of
such a climax and in holding the suspense. The quick
flashes from Anna to David, the numerous shots of the
falls, the terrific struggle waged by David, despite his

seemingly hopeless task, all bespeak the hand of a mas-
ter craftsman. It is a thrill that equals anything else

that even Griffith has done, not excepting the ride of the
clansmen in "The Birth of a Nation" or the finale of
"Hearts of the World," in which the hero dashes to the
rescue of the heroine. The ice floe is more relentless
than the Hun.

I think Griffith has gone too far in his realism on
various occasions throughout "Way Down East." The
flash of Anna that suggests the tortures of childbirth
might better be omitted. And it is hard to understand
why an artist such as Griffith must needs introduce such
minor vulgarities as the Sanderson orgy and the scene
in the bedroom, in which the bed is the center of
attention, just after the mock marriage of Anna and
Sanderson. Realism with a capital "r" is unnecessary.

But no minor exceptions can dim the praise that is

Griffith's for "Way Down East" as a whole. In his
fine work he has been aided by Miss Gish's wonderful
performance, by the upright work of Richard Barthel-
mess as David, by the polished performance of Lowell
Sherman as Sanderson, and by Burr Mcintosh's char-
acterization of Squire Bart!eft.

I made a passing reference to Charles Ray as having
humanized the country-boy character. In so doing he
created a new type of picture entertainment with which
his name is ever associated. But it was not Charles
Ray alone who accounted for the fine humor and the

homely appeal of his pictures. For a long time it was
Julien Josephson's stories. There was a real warmth
and wholesome sentiment about them. I want to go
on record as saying that the Ray-Josephson combina-
tion, with Jerome Storm on the directing end, was one
of the happiest ever consummated in pictures. It is

broken now, this combination, and very regrettably so.

In Ray's first independent production one looks in

vain for the usual human Ray characterization, for the

warmth and appeal of the Josephson stories. George
M. Cohan's erstwhile comedy with music, "Forty-five

Minutes from Broadway," was no more appropriate
for this star than it would be for Charles Chaplin. In
the Bowery prize fighter, who proves the guardian angel

of a new-rich friend, Ray creates a new character, one
that is amusing more than once during the picture, but
one which is ill-fitting his talents. As regards story,

"Forty-five Minutes" is chiefly to be noted for its lack

of substantial plot. Certainly it possesses none of the

distinctive interest and appeal of the Josephson works.
I believe that there are some persons who liked Ray

in the Cohan piece. But you who look for Fairbanks in

stunt-comedy, Chaplin in eccentric make-up, and Tom
Mix in thrilling Westerns would hardly agree that a
change to some other type of picture would do any one
of that trio great good. I can't enjoy Ray as Kid
Bums any more than I could enjoy Chaplin as Macbeth.

"Peaceful Valley," one of the sweetest of the old

"b'gosh" dramas, immortalized a generation ago by
Sol Smith Russell, is to be Ray's next vehicle, under
his new management. A good many of his followers,

disappointed in "Forty-five Minutes from Broadway,"
will be eagerly looking forward to his second release,

hoping that in it they will see the "real" Charlie Ray
again. And I hope they will not be disappointed.

If Charles Ray appears to have suffered a bit so

far without Mr. Josephson's stories, even so has Mr.
Josephson suffered without the services of the star.

"Homespun Folks," a Thomas H. Ince production,
which, it is interesting to note, is the first picture to

bear the newly formed Associated Producers' trade

mark, was quite evidently written with Ray in mind.
Its story is divided between a New England farm

and the near-by village where the farmer's son, Joel,

is making his way at law after being thrown out of

the old homestead by an irate parent. Joel's success,

his romance with the daughter of a political rival, his

courage in turning his adherents down and remaining
in the course of justice after he has been elected dis-

trict attorney, form a story of homely appeal and gen-

uine comedy which winds up with a spectacular thrill.

Lloyd Hughes is presented in the role of Joel. This
young man is a capable actor, sure enough. He pos-

sesses good looks and shows a fine, clean-cut personality.

But he is no fit successor to Charles Ray. He misses

Ray's distinctive appeal. He reflects the strength of

the farmer lad, but not the weakness. And the weak-
ness was a determining and appealing part of the Ray-

Josephson creations.

"Homespun Folks," on the whole, is a rural melo-

drama with few of the "b'gosh" elements refined to

the point of artistry.

The Will Rogers comedies are closely related to this

rural type of entertainment. Take for instance his

latest picture "Honest Hutch," a story in which he

appears as a hopeless bit of "po' white trash" of the

South. Here in this picture is an atmosphere just as

much of the Southern soil as the Griffith picture's at-

mosphere of the Northern soil.

The counterparts of Hutch can be found in any
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little town in the South—and in a good many in the

North

—

Old Hutch, the laziest man in the village, who
has given his wife a half dozen children to worry about

and work for. The idea of working himself never

enters his head until he has the thrill of discovering

fifty thousand dollars hidden away in the ground.

Realizing that if he proceeds to spend the money imme-
diately he will lay himself open to suspicion, he hides

it away again and goes to work in order to get a repu-

tation for thrift and wealth. Here is a comedy situation

which Rogers has handled delightfully. That sense of

humor which seems to exude from his every pore

dominates the development of the story and carries

it through to a genuine happy conclusion. For after

Hutch has made good as a

toiler he goes for the buried

fifty thousand and finds that it

is gone. But instead of a bit of

trash Hatch finds himself a re-

spected member of the com-
munity, loved by his wife, and
looked up to by his children.

The same type of human in-

terest that makes the rural

melodrama so popular is trans-

planted to the city in "39 East,"

I an adaptation of the play of
• last season by Rachel Crothers,

^•tarring Constance Binney in

her original role. The romance
of Penelope Penn, who comes
to New York to seek a fortune

" in a church choir, and who is

forced to take to the chorus to

earn a living, attended by the

I
homely and delightfully amus-
ing scenes of the boarding
house, unite to make a picture

jof the most thoroughly enjoy-

: able kind.

! "39 East" is by all odds the

best production in which Miss
Binney has appeared. If her
previous pictures had contained

oifi one half its merit as to story,

atmosphere, and human inter-

|
est, she would be a bigger star

gj
to-day. She is very capably

d\ supported by the cast intrusted

with the task of bringing to the
screen the various unusual and
distinctive characters of the
original production.

Melodramas reflecting the
shadows of the underworld, pic-

turing life in its darker phases
have been as prominent of late

as the more healthv "trulv
rurals." William Fox's "While
New York Sleeps" is a thing of various shadows. It

presents three stories, all dealing with characters from
or adjacent to the underworld of New York. All three

are meant to be sensational, but the first two episodes

are among the most disgusting presentations which
have been shown on the screen as well as the stupidest.

•; That part of New York represented by the audience on
one evening at least seemed to feel that it might better

1

have slept than spent its time witnessing the first part
of the picture. Doubtless the censors in smaller com-
munities will spare theatergoers there the boredom and

unpleasantness of watching the two stories which might
better have been omitted. They are "Out of the Night,"
built on the old story of the reappearance of the worth-
less husband of a woman who, thinking him dead,
had married again, and "The Badger Game," showing
a woman of the underworld and a detective tricking

each other. This is the worst of the three stories.

The third, "A Tragedy of the East Side," is the best

of the three. It tells of an old paralytic, superbly
played by Marc McDermott, forced to sit in his dingy
room by the edge of the East River with the realiza-

tion that in the shabby attic above the wife of his

adored son is lying in the arms of another man. His
revenge on the woman does not prevent the tragedy of

the boy's death and how he ac-

complishes it is best told in the

picture. Estelle Taylor makes
a primitive, passionate figure

of the wife, while Harry Soth-

ern as the son and Earl Met-
calf as the intruder complete a
fine cast.

If our "Way Down Easts"
and our "Homespun Folkses"

are melodramas on the "b'gosh"
type, "While New York
Sleeps" is on the "b'damned."

In the same category, by rea-

son of a single sequence at its

beginning, lies Norma Tal-

madge's latest picture, "The
Branded Woman." The old

story of the woman with a past,

afraid to reveal it to the man
she loves, who is forced into

a crucial situation by a black-

mailer after her marriage, is

presented with little variance

from the common order save

for Miss Talmadge's poignant

emotionalism. The sequence
referred to shows the heroine's

mother, proprietress of a gam-
bling house, attempting to force

her daughter on a roue. Taking
exception to this, after passing

lightly over the badger game of

"While New York Sleeps" may
seem inconsistent, but it is one
thing to see plain, vicious melo-
drama, and another to see the

attempted despoiling of inno-

cence when the chief protago-

nist in the attempt is the inno-

cent's mother.

T/ze Price of Redemption,

unusual thing, a picture

with Bert Lytell, is an

with too much action.

"The Price of Redemption"
is one of those unusual things,

a picture with too much action.

This adaptation of I. A. R.

Wylie's novel, in which Bert Lytell is starred carries

the spectator from India to England and back. The
story is one of many extremes, few of which are con-

vincing. Lytell appears as the hero of a British en-

gagement in India, who returns to England and marries

for money, subsequently drinking himself silly ever)'

evening. His regeneration is accomplished through a

diverse series of events which pilot him to miserable

opium dens, to the windows of his wife's home, where
he watches her mistreated by his successor, and to the

palace of a native chieftain. In the end, after several

Continued on page 96

I
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"Tell me what you read and I will tell you

what you are" is a paraphrase that Harri-

son Ford could quote to advantage; he finds

his friends' libraries true indications of

their characters.

What Every Fan Should Read

THE two greatest book collectors of the film world
are Mary Alden and Harrison Ford. They do
not collect nice leather-bound, Marie Antoinette

"prop" affairs for the purpose of being photographed
with them. Both are of the true literati. And Mr.
Ford looks the part with his shell-rimmed sun glasses,

always worn except when he is in the subdued coloring
of his library, which is suffused with a mellow gold
from parchment-shaded lamps.

"It's the only thing I want money for," he confessed
in answer to my exclamation as I entered his library
and beheld encircling me rare books, first editions, au-
tographed copies and gems of the binder's crafts.

Priceless collection! Certainly Harrison's literary up-
keep is enough to keep him toiling. Those who know
Harrison well—I believe there are two or three Mho
know him fairly well—say that he has not the least

ambition to be a star. He confessed the shameful fact

to me. And he doesn't care about discussing pictures.
He isn't a movie fan. But he is a bookworm. Among
the first editions which I beheld at a casual glance
were: Gulliver's "Travels," Rousseau's "Confessions,"
the 15 1 1 edition of Albrecht Durer's "Apocalypsis,"
"cum figuris with the Latin text"—a larger copy than
that in the British Museum.

I asked him to prepare a bookshelf of "What Every
Young Fan Should Read"—a rival to the Eliot and
Roosevelt collections. He evaded.

"Let's not talk shop. I don't want to be interviewed.

Take a look at this unexpurgated edition of Maupas-
sant."

And then he placed beside me a slender liqueur filled

with molten gold. Yes, there was everything but the

loaf of bread, and that wasn't missed, because the books
of verse were so many and so elegant.

Finally, flushed by—well, by the enthusiasm for his

books—he prepared the following list of favorite mas-
terpieces which he recommends to all who read. This
is his ideal bookshelf of twenty volumes, and he swears
he would carry them with him if he went to Mars or
to—the place in the other direction. I shudder to think

of how many times he's read each one—but I'm sure
he'd welcome being shipwrecked on a desert island if

he could take these precious volumes with him. This
is Harrison Ford's bookshelf.
Shakespeare complete in a volume, "The Dove Press

Bible," "Alice in Wonderland," Conrad's "Lord Jim,"

Butler's "The Way of All Flesh," "Gulliver's Travels,^

"Miscellany of a Japanese Priest," Kipling's "Kim,"
"Zuleika Dobson," Rolland's "Jean Christophe," Henry
James' "Letters," Meredith's "The Egoist," Hardy's

"Tess of the D'LJrbervilles," Autobiographv of Ben-

venuti Cellini, Dickens' "Pickwick Papers," Browning's

Poems, Horne's "Tristram Shandy," Clemen's "Tom
Sawyer," Mantzin's History of Theatrical Art, Kipling's

"Just So Stories."



The ideal bookshelf as collected by Harrison Ford and Mary Alden.

By John Addison Elliott

Mary Alden has well-defined ideas about

what you ought to read; they're as strict

as the college entrance requirements in

literature, and as interesting as her own
library.

THE last thing one apparently expect? to find in

pictures is a "blue stocking-."

Not the kind you wear—the kind you are.

Mary Alden. one of the best actresses the screen

has produced, has the reputation in Hollywood of al-

most qualifying for that ancient term which our grand-
mothers boasted.

Book collectors and dealers and literary experts from
Boston to Los Angeles know Miss Alden as the pos-
sessor of one of the finest libraries in America and a
connoisseur both of contents and bindings.

When she was recently cast for the lead in "Mile-
stones" by Goldwyn, Miss Alden spent several days of
careful study in her library, reading the works that

described the period of the play, principally the last

forty years of the nineteenth cenutry.
Some of the notes which she made at this time read

something like this: "The morality of this time was
good, very good, and as good taste in things artistic

and morality seem- directly opposed, we find in i860
the debauchery of bad taste in 'everything artistic, for
which the Hanoverian dynasty, culminating in Queen
Victoria, was responsible. However, the general ten-
dency of the novel in England at this time seems to
have been one step ahead of the times, producing such
giants as Dickens, Thackeray, Charles Reade, the
Brontes, George Eliot. George Meredith, Thomas
Hardy, Mrs. Gaskell, Wilkie Collins."

Did it ever occur to you that motion-picture actresses

took time to work out a part with such care? And I

dare say most of them do not, but Mary Alden happens
to be an exception.

Miss Alden made out "A Bookshelf" for Picture-
Play—what every young fan should read, and her
large following will be interested to see the choice of
books made from her large library—Kipling's "Captains
Courageous," "Alice in "Wonderland," Dickens' "The
Tale of Two Cities," "The Count of Monte Cristo,"

Carlyle's French Revolution, "Jane Eyre," O. Henry's
volume of short stories, "Heart of the West," Stew-
art Edward White's "The Gray Dawn," Shakespeare
in one volume complete, the Bible, Conrad's "Victory,"
Browning's poems in one volume. Kipling's "Jungle
Book," Rostand's "L'Aiglon." Ibsen's "The Doll's

House," and Oscar Wilde's "The Importance of Being
• Earnest," Owen Wister's "The Virginian," and Thack-
eray's "Vanity Fair," Ibanez's "The Four Horsemen of

the Apocalypse," Mary Roberts Rinehart's "Tish"
stories in one volume, "Jewel" by Clara Louise Burn-
ham, George Meredith's "Diana of the Crossways,"
Mrs. Gaskell's "Cranford," "The Vicar of Wake-
field," Ruskin's "Sesame and Lilies," Henry Vandyke's
"The Three Wise Men," Galsworthy's "The Man of
Property," Justin McCarthy's "If I Were King." Alice

Hegan Rice's "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," and
Kipling's "Stalky & Co."



How About This
If you have to adapt them considerably,

By Louise Williams

Vertical lines cancel horizontal ones in this

cleverly designed frock.

WE were waiting for the third mem-
ber of our luncheon party and im-
proving the shining hour by taking

notes on the fall and early-winter fashions
as they were worn by those who passed.
Slim, bobbed-haired girls with skirts up to

their knees; slim, sleek-haired girls with
great swathing coats that made even them
look like barrels, and yet more girls in just

about every variety of impossible, exotic-

looking costume—and all of them young
and slim. At last my companion could
stand it no longer.

"My goodness, what about me?" she burst forth. "What am
I going to wear this year? If I order clothes like those I see

all around me I'll look as if I had on my daughter's things. I

simply won't look as if I was helping the designers to see how
much of a fool a woman can make of herself. They don't seem
to know that there's a woman in the world who's over twenty,

stands more than five feet two, or tips the scales above a hundred.
What am I going to wear?"
And then Clara Kimball Young, for whom we'd been waiting,

joined us, and my friend's problem was settled. So is yours, if

you're Miss Young's type and want to answer the question of
what to wear as she has.

As you probably know, she stands five feet six and weighs one
hundred and thirty-five pounds. Her dark .eyes are famous, and
so is her black hair. Her skin is creamy white

;
just the tone of

the strand of pearls which she sometimes wears clasped close

about her throat. She is young, of course—beyond the "flapper"

age, but well on the sunny side of thirty. Yet by studying the

principles which she used in dressing, a woman much older than
Miss Young, who happens to be her general type, can make the
problem of adapting the winter styles a very simple one.

"Women ought to study optical illusions—those created by
lines, I mean—and benefit by them," Miss Young remarked when
our discussion of clothes was well under way. "Two lines of
the same length can be made to look different if combined with
lines that carry the eye either inward or outward. That prin-

ciple applied to

clothes by means of

the lines used in trim-

ming, can do a good
deal for a woman,
especially for one
who wants to look

either thinner or

stouter than she is.

Lines of embroidery,

of drapery, or of

trimming can be used

in this way.
"You see, I believe

that one's worst

points should be con-

sidered first. Dress

so that they aren't

noticeable, and the

good ones will take

care of themselves.

And lines are more
effective than any-

thing else in changing

one's general appear-

ance." And later she

showed us how her

new clothes bore out

the first of her
theories.

Smart and most be-

coming will be

street frock like one!

recentlv designed for

Miss Young, and pic-

tured at the top of the

In this gown the train anc

shoulder straps give fft<

effect of length.



Season's Styles?
Clara Kimball Young can tell you how.
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opposite page. It is of silk duvetyne, and is made on perfectly

straight lines, loosely belted in at the waist. Braiding, lavishly

used both on waist and skirt, forms the only trimming, save for

the tiny buttons of the material which ornament the strips at the

sides of the skirt and the outside of the sleeves. The wing in

the modified tricorne hat which she wears with this gown is of

pale yellow, which gives the costume the striking color note which

it needs, and is most effective.

A frock that is made on the fashionable straight lines is shown
on the opposite page, and is made of a material whose alternat-

ing heavy and thin stripes is much worn in Paris just now. The
neckline is very good, and is edged, as are the sides of the blouse,

with narrow jet bands, which also form the girdle. The stripes

run crosswise on the skirt only in front and back ; the danger of

getting too broad an effect is avoided by having them run length-

wise on the side panels.

"I'm trying out a new designer," Miss Young told us that noon,

"and this gown, meant for matinees and all that sort of thing, is

proof that she knows what I need. Like it?"

We did. It was of black chiffon velvet, trimmed with narrow
bands of fur and with braiding; the chiffon sleeves had cuffs of

the braided velvet, and bands of embroidered lace, the latter set

under the chiffon. The waist was made with a richly embroidered

vest effect, and the skirt had the fashionable distended hip line,

the points being low enough to eliminate too great width. With
this gown Miss Young-

was wearing a close-

fitting hat trimmed
with grapes and au-

tumn leaves, whose
colorings were of the

predominating tones

of the embroidery.

"But it's evening

gowns I love most to

plan," she declared

in the midst of our
discussion of clothes.

"And now that trains

are really back—only

you can't say they're

back when they come
from the front of the

waistline, as one did

that I saw yesterday
—I like them better

than ever. You see,

I like dignity in my
clothes, and with eve-
ning gowns shorter
even than street
frocks you simply
have to have length

somewhere."
So she chose one

that had it in the
train, which could be
caught up over one
arm when she wanted
to dance. The back-
less effect was in evi-

Sometimes a strip of em-
broidery, like the one on
this skirt, is really the
most important thing

about a costume.

The lines of the embroidery and the straps on

the skirt are worth noting here.

dence, as was also the bouffant hip, achieved

by the use of tulle drapery. With it she

carried a feather fan matching the tulle in

color.

"And now I've looked at all these things,

and I still want to know how you work out

3^our second theory about dressing." I told

her finally. "The one about dressing to

hide one's worst feature."

"Well " She hesitated laughingly.

"If my gowns hide mine so successfully I

shan't tell what it is."



Concerning
Carmel's Past

Some revelations made
by one of her friends

of her high-school days.

By Ted Taylor

It $eems that she used to be an interscholastic baby vamp,

but won't admit it now!

THEY'RE startin' a journ
period. Come on and

j

haired youth.

"Aw, I've got to memorize, my
objected the snub-nosed one.

"You can do that later. All the
—come on

!"

So the two climbed the hill that
in 1914 to the ivy-covered building
High School. Along cool corridor
a large but rather dark classroom

alism class seventh

oin," said the red-

part for dramatics,"

bunch is in the class

September afternoon
s of the Los Angeles
s they went and into

. Many boys and a

few girls were listening to a teacher,

who was talking about the "why,"
"what," "who," "when," and "where"
of something or other. Details were
hazy, for to the mind of one of the

newcomers there was but one distinc-

tive thing in the room.
That was a face that stood forth

from the gray blur of other faces

vividly, as a black and white oil paint-

ing would in an exhibition of sepia

washes. It was the face of a fresh,

dark-haired girl, a young girl, star-

tlinglv young even for high school.

She was vivacious, piquant, as central

a figure in that room as a musical-

comedy star is when the spotlight is

on her. The face had the oval full-

ness of an infantile Mona Lisa. The
glossy black festoons of hair smoothly

framed the forehead in a decorative

fashion that Theda Bara was just in-

augurating.

At some other time the snub-nosed

boy learned to write a good news

story, but after he had stumbled to a

seat that particular day he sat in at-

tentive oblivion.

After class he of the red hair

dragged his protege—who waxed ex-

ceedingly bashful—to the side of the

girl and said: "Carmel, this is Teddy
Taylor. He's kind of a nut about

wanting to be an actor," and "Teddy,

this is my sister, Carmel Myers. She

think's she's going to be a writer."

The would-be actor and the would-

be writer exchanged confidences as

they walked from class together.

"You'll never be a newspaper

woman if you dress like that," said

the boy with a disapproving glare at

a diaphanous chiffon blouse.

The most effective part of the girl's

reply consisted of a dazzling flash of

milk-white teeth and a baby smile.

After which she said: "If you talk

to girls like that you're not much of an actor."

There the indictment stood.

At the end of the school year Carmel Myers had
the longest "string" of clippings contributed to the

school weekly of any one in the class. And the string

included a notice of a performance in which Ted Tay-

lor appeared—such a flattering notice that that young
man was unjustly accused of writing it himself.

Carmel Myers was then thirteen years old and an
interscholastic baby vamp, if there ever was such a

creature, though she won't admit it.
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Some half hundred moons have waxed and waned,
and the scene now shifts to Universal City, where
Carmel Myers has signed a three-year contract to

star, after a flyer in musical comedy in New York.

She seems the same exquisite girl—but she must be

some older. Nineteen, probably. But she is just as

delightful, though perhaps a trifle more reserved than
in her high-school days.

"Hello, Carmel ! I haven't seen you for a long, long

time."

"Why, hello, Teddy ! Years and years
!"

Then she glanced nervously around.

"Mr. Hertzman, I'm not late for my interview, am
I ? You said some one was going to be here."

"You're talking to him," laughed the impresario of

publicity.

'Teddy ! Why, are you-
That started an avalanche of questions, and it looked

as if the interview had been snowed under, despite the

fact that she was now the Thespian, and I was the

writer. But finally I steered around to the subject of
her sojourn in New York.

"I was there only about a year," she told me. "You
know, I've always wanted to go on the stage, so when
my first contract with Universal expired I decided to

try it. It's wonderful, but I am so disappointed to

find that I can't play in pictures and behind the foot-

lights at the same time," she sighed. "It's physically

impossible.

"Do you know the thing that impressed me most?
The California complexion. The girls from the West

Continued on page 84
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How to Begin at the Top
Dorothy Dickson has done it —but
it was hard work, just the same.

By Caroline Bell
Photo by

Old
Masters
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LOTS of girls dream of becoming a

motion-picture star, or at least a

leading lady, overnight ; few of

them do it. Dorothy Dickson has, though,

in the new George Fitzmaurice production,

"Money Mad," but, though she didn't have

to climb the ladder which leads from extra

to player of small parts to player of large

ones, and so on up, she did have to climb

first the ladder that leads to the top of

another profession—that of the dancer.

It all began some years ago in Chicago,

when she gave up some of the engage-

ments that keep most society girls busy,

and devoted that part of her time to teach-

ing a dancing class at a social-settlement

house. Then things began to happen very

fast; her people lost their money, the

dance craze descended on the country with

amazing force, and her friends began to

say: "Dorothy, why don't you and Carl

Hyson dance in public? You're lots bet-

ter than heaps of professionals."

So they did. They began by dancing at

Rector's, one of Chicago's famous restau-

rants. They danced at some of the hotels.

Then they went to New York and danced
at the big hotels there. Presently they

went on the stage, and Dorothy Dickson
began to be known as one of the most
charming personalities of the theater, one
of its most talented dancers. She was one
of the successes of "The Royal Vaga-
bond," a musical comedy that ran on for-

ever, and her appearance on the Century
Roof, a favorite -resort of New Yorkers,
was much heralded.

But what about the movies ? She'd been
asked to consider them more than once,

but had always had a contract that for-

bade it. Then along came just the mo-
ment when she was free for a while, and
just the right offer, from Mr. Fitzmaurice
—to be featured in "Money Mad"—and
that's all there is to the story.



Right Off the Grill
An assortment of observations, anecdotes, criticism, comment, opin-

ions, and bits of news about the film world, flavored with frankness.

By Herbert Howe
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THEIR TRUE TITLES.

THIS is the way we'd cast them for titles off

screen

:

Katherine MacDonald—"The Perfect Woman."
Viola Dana—"Fair and

Warmer."
Betty B 1 y t h e

—"A
Daughter of the Gods."

Mildred Chaplin—"The
Misfit Wife."

Richard Barthelmess

—

"A Manhattan Knight."

Roscoe Arbuckle and
Buster Keaton—"Part-
ners of the Night."

Wallace Reid—"A Reg-
ular Guy."
Eugen-e O'Brien

—

"What Women Love."
Antonio Moreno—"The

Untamed."
Syd Chaplin — ''His

Brother's Keeper."
Anita Stewart

—"The
Slim Princess."

Lew Cody—"The Love
Expert."

The Mack Sennett Lot—"The Beach of Dreams."
Hollywood Boulevard—"The False Road."
Hollywood— "The

Whisper Market."

CARD OF THANKS.
"THE Farm Hands' Fra-

ternity of America
wishes to express thanks to Mr. Richard Barthelmess
for presenting a country boy who is not a boob in Mr.
D. W. Griffith's production of "Way Down East."

Mr. Barthelmess is the first screen actor to realize that

such a thing is possible.

"Way Down East" is said to have cost seven hun-
dred and fifty thousand dollars. As Fanny, the teacup
hound, observes, after a hard summer in New York

:

"Why, the ice alone must have cost that much!"

NAZIMOVA GIVES A BENEFIT.
'"PHE loyalty of Nazimova toward her company was

exemplified when the star recently presented a

preview of "Madame Peacock," her new celluloid, as

a benefit for the family of the late Gene Gaudio. You
may recall that Gaudio was the Nazimova photographer
during five productions. His death was sudden, occur-
ling while he was at work on a Bessie Barriscale pic-

ture, "The Broken Gate."

Madame personally presented her picture at the Iris

Theater in Hollywood. The pill-box structure over-
flowed with celebrities, who paid from two to a hun-
dred dollars for the privilege of being Madame' s guests.

Among the stellar four hundred we observed Mr. and

Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks, who sat with Nazimova, Viola

Dana, May Allison, Mr. and Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa,
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Holubar, Betty Blythe, Alice Lake,

Colleen Moore, Antonio Moreno, William Farnum, and
Mrs. Farnum. Many con-

tributed who were unable

to attend.

In the rose light of the

stage appeared a slender

figure with an aura of

swirling hair ; she bowed
low several times as ap-

plause swept the house.

Then came the fluting

tones of Nazimova's
voice. She commended
" 'Gene of the big heart,"

acknowledged the service

rendered by each member
of her company in making
"Madame Peacock," and
revealed an anecdote or

two. Of her director she

commented

:

"Ray Smallwood, my
director, calls me by dif-

ferent names. Sometimes
he calls me 'Troupe,'

sometimes 'Grandma.'
And I call him—I will not

tell you what I call him !"

Then raising her arms,

she rumpled the mass of

dark hair.

"Shoot !" she cried, and
the operator obliged.

Nazimova appears as

mother and daughter in the picture. Personally I pre-

fer her as the vanity-stricken actress, Madame Peacock,

a character of droll satire, as subtle as her Hedda
Gablcr of the stage. Incidents with which I happen to

be familiar cause us to suspect that Madame Peacock
is a composite of certain stellar contemporaries. There
is a certain speech and manner of delivery that sug-

gests Petrova, and a backstage moment, which, if we
mistake not, occurred when Elsie Ferguson held the

stage in New York. Knowing Nazimova's sense of

humor I would not put it beyond her to satirize even
herself.

If the dramatic facets were as carefully wrought as

the star's characterization I would catalogue this pic-

ture as a Tiffany. The diamond of characterization,

however, has not a good setting. Much of its intrinsic

luster is dulled by careless continuity. The effect of

the brilliant acting-, a blend of varicolored nuances, is

robbed of full appreciation because the situations are

not properly devised. I feel that Nazimova needs

aids who, in matters of direction, continuity, and pho-

tography, are as expert as Madame is in histrionism.

Until the star is so surrounded her genius will never

be realized in maximum, for not even the most gifted

artist can achieve the greatest result unaided.
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REFLECTIONS FOR
TTIE Press Agent: "In general, it is proof of high
* culture to say the greatest matters in the simplest

ways."
The Scenarioist: "A ton of talk weighs less than

nothing if it isn't backed by action."

The Art Director: "In all things the supreme excel-

lence is simplicity."

The Star: "Try to keep from being puffed up because
of praise; accept all commendations as belonging to

the real of you, and not to your personality."

The Producer : "Wait not until you are backed by
numbers. The fewer the voices on the side of truth,

the more distinct and strong must be your own—the

minority often sets the majority to thinking and thus
rules the world."

The Director: "The rut is only a small-sized grave."

GENIUS EXEMPLIFIED.

T^HE Greatest Scenario Feat of All Ages: The adap-
* tation of Schopenhauer to the screen in 1920 by
Miss Anita Loos for "The Perfect Woman."

THE SUPREME CHARMER.
IF music hath charms, as the poet has said, then Wally

Reid is the champ charmer. In addition to his saxo-
phone, violin, banjo, trombone, bass viol, guitar, and
trap drums, all of which he plays, he has had a com-
bination pipe organ-piano installed in the music room
of his new home and a lamp with a victrola base in

his dressing room. When the orchestra failed to ap-

pear for a recent Hollywood party, owing to indulgence
in apple cider with too many raisins, Wally was sum-
moned from his bed and persuaded to play orchestra,

which, we contend, is a greater feat than even his

extraordinary dual role in "Always Audacious."

Indication that the costume play is returning: Uni-
versal presents "Pink Tights."

"WHEN CRITICS OFFEND."

THE above is title for a soliloquy by Cecil B. De
Mille. The critics offended Mr. De Mille by wal-

loping "Male and Female" and particularly by hooting

the "English" atmosphere

and manners. Mr. De
Mille replies

:

"The setting for much of

the story is, as every one
knows, British in locale

and atmosphere. To se-

cure absolute fidelity to life

I secured the services of

Major Ian Hay Beith, fa-

mous British writer, sol-

dier, and lecturer, as a

technical director. Every
detail of English life and
custom which went into

that production was made
under his eyes, and his

word in these matters was
absolute. Yet any number
of people who have been in

England for days or weeks
took it upon themselves to

criticize the finished pro-

duction as un-English

—

such criticisms are unjust,

pected."

There evidently is dissension among the English as

to what is English. Hugh Walpole, who has been in

Cecil De Mille has been offended by the critics of his

"Male and Female."

but they are to be ex-

England for days, weeks, in fact all the years of his

life, and who is considered by some of us to be a better

authority and novelist than Major Ian Hay Beith, offers

the following:

"A number of years have now passed and the many
prophecies of the approaching improvement of the

picture are still unfulfilled. In spite of the money spent

and the seriousness of the promoters, details are still

so careless that it is incredible that they should be
passed. To quote an instance, the English high-life

scenes of 'Male and Female,' the adaptation of Barrie's

'Admirable Crichton'—an American picture, if I mis-
take not—were amazing in the incorrectness of their

detail. Indeed, during my nine months' stay in the

United States, I saw only three pictures that showed
real artistry and care in their productions : Griffith's

'Broken Blossoms,' Ince's 'Behind the Door,' with some
magnificent acting by Hobart Bosworth, and 'The Mir-
acle Man.'

"

BILL RUSSELL'S SECRET.
T^O Bill Russell we award the year's subscription and

bushel of potatoes for putting over something
never done before by a movie star. Almost a year ago
Bill received a divorce from Charlotte Burton, and the

colony's most reliable gossip sleuths never found it

out ! Grace Kingsley's ouija board predicts another

marriage for Bill, and submits, among various candi-

dates, the name of Helen Ferguson the most often. But
to use an observation of Napoleon Slappey's, that ouija

board of Grace's is the dog-gwan lyingst boahad as

which.

STAR TO WED PRESIDENT?
'THAT Jean Paige, Vitagraph star, is to wed Albert
* E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph company, is

a persistent rumor of the colony, substantiated by the

fact that Mr. Smith is looking for a residence in Hol-
lywood. Miss Paige recently completed work as co-star

with Joe Ryan in the serial "Hidden Dangers." She
left for New York for the purpose, she said, of "shop-
ping." She will not appear with Mr. Ryan in his next
serial, as he will star alone. It is understood that Mr.

Smith plans to star her
in feature productions.

She previously has ap-

peared as leading woman
with Harry T. Morey and
Earle Williams.

AT SUNSET INN.

J-IOW the cinema con-
tingent of Holly-

wood amuses itself is a
subject which I believe is

of considerable interest to

every fan ; and I know of
no more characteristic ex-

ample of the sort of
amusement in which the

stars of the screen indulge

than the photo players'

night revel at Sunset Inn
which I recently attended.

The Inn has outraced

the Ship as speeding place

for stars. Each Thursday
night is designated for stellar saturnalia. The Inn faces

the Pacific on the beach at Venice, ten miles on the port

side of Hollywood. It is of the cabaret plan, with the

guests bringing their own cabhooraying.
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After dinner and a fast round of dancing, the floor

was cleared, and the jazzchestra, under the Sousan
conduct of Sir Roscoe Conkling Arbuckle, played
slow music. Two chairs and a table with a pack of
cards aboard were placed in the ring. Comrades Vi
Dana and Al Lake advanced and took opposing places

at the baize. Alice dealt, after careful stacking. A
horrible hush fell as Viola raised a dainty ankle o'er

a dainty knee. The jazzchestra crashed. And from
a dainty foot a dainty hand removed a dainty slipper

and dropped it on the floor. Apparently these two
had begun a game of a certain brand of poker, not
unpopular among college boys, in which one article of
clothing has to be removed for each hand lost. A
migh'ty gasp went up from the crowd of tourists in

the doorway. Two Iowans fainted, and a gentleman
from Missouri put on his glasses.

But at that moment two cops broke through the

Crowd. They seized the poker nymphs by the bob-
hair and carried them off the floor. The cops were
Buster Keaton and Roscoe Conkling Arbuckle.

Later in the evening impresario Arbuckle announced
the sensation of Paris, Mile. Spindelimby, in her Sa-
lome dance. Then, as Roscoe in the role of slave gently

fanned the air with a broom, ma'm'selle made her en-

trance. She wore anklets of jangling forks and spoons,

on her head an inverted chopping bowl. Unveiled she
proved up as Buster Keaton modestly wearing pancake
griddles as breastplates. Slave Roscoe placed a tin

boiler in the center of the floor. Around this im-
promptu cistern danced Salome, finally seizing from its

depths a reptilian length of sausage. She twined and
untwined in the embrace of this boa. Then the slave

bore in a head of lettuce on a tin salver. After a pas-
sionate bite of this, Salome rose to full height, raised

a griddle and applied the head of the sausage to her
breast. With a reverberant crash she fell stiffly on the
back of her head. The slave seized her by the collar

and dragged her away to the kitchen. Whereupon Frank
Farnum, an Orpheum tanker, bounced on to the floor

and shimmied a requiem.

The dancing contest for the prize cup ensued. Sub-
sequent balloting resulted in a pedal victory for Eileen

Percy and Director Emmet Flynn. Among the oft-

filmed folk we observed in the merry jamboree were
Larry Semon, encircled by Lucille Carlisle, Philo Mc-
Cullough gallanting with Lottie Pickford, Walter Mc-
Grail trying to keep step with the fast-moving Teddy
Sampson, Tom Mix doing the chain step with the wife,

Victoria Ford Mix, Blanche Sweet and Mickey Neilan.

Ford Sterling, Tony Moreno, Tommy Meighan, Alice

Lake, Buster Keaton, Viola Dana, Jimmie Morrison,

Betty Compson, Henry King, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mul-
hall, Grace Kingsley, Leatrice Joy, Betty Blythe, Bill

Russell, Edmund Lowe, Rosemary Theby, Colleen

Moore, Tom Moore, and Ruth Roland dancing with
her ex-husband, who became her manager only when
he ceased to be her husband one year ago.

Film Observations
By Vara Macbeth Jones

"Twinkle, twinkle, little star,

Has your climb to fame led far?"

But she gayly shook her head

—

"I'm from the Follies, sir !" she said.

THEY SAY:
That the author proposes, but the director disposes.

That man's inhumanity to man makes countless movie
plots.

That distance lends enchantment to some "close-ups !"

That some are born great, some achieve greatness,

and some go on the screen.

That uneasy lies the head that launches a new star.

That worth makes the man, but not always the lead-

ing man.

From Greenland's icy mountain,
From India's coral strand

—

Whatever for a set is needed,

The props are right at hand.

Render,

Ye blind guides,

bag of

THE GREAT—AND THE NEAR GREAT
The parent who draws the child star's salary.

The owner of the company's trick dog.

The fruit-stand owner who sold the star

apples.

The landlady of one of the extras.

The leading man's tailor.

The star's maid.

The officer who arrested the ingenue for speeding.

The assistant director.

Believe me, if all those endearing young charms
That I gaze on so fondly to-day

Were to change by to-morrow, you'd find to your sorrow

Scant chance in the movies to play

!

Familiar proverbs are here galore

That fit in aptly as movie lore.

Hero
Mark the perfect man, and behold the upright.

Star

For many are called, but few are chosen.

Vamp
For I am fearfully and wonderfully made

!

Villain

His hand will be against every man, and every man's
hand against him.

Critic

therefore, to all their dues.

Board of Censors

that strain at a gnat, and swallow a

camel.

Director

He shall rule them with a rod of iron.

Play

There 'is no new thing under the sun.

Screen Scribe

Of making many books there is no end, and much study

is a weariness of flesh.

Camera Man
Truly the light is sweet, and a pleasant thing it is for

the eye to behold the sun.

Some Screen Folks

Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth take heed
lest he fall

!

Ingenue

We do all fade as a leaf.

The Fallen Stars

Thou art weighed in the balance, and art found wanting.

Movies
It is good for us to be here

!
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Tumbling to Fame
Buster Keaton says he has been

brought up being knocked down.

By Malcom H. Oettinger
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IF
you're a "big-time" vaudeville devotee

you'll remember "The Three Keatons."

You may not remember the name. but. if

you ever saw them, you couldn't forget the big

comedy Irishman who used to pick up his five-

year-old son by the back of the coat collar

and hurl him across the stage into the mid-
dle of the back drop.

This animated football, known
as "Buster" Keaton. and now
grown up, is being featured in

a new set of comedies about to

be released bv Metro.
It was an easy step from

the rough-and-tumble work
of the vaudeville stage to

screen comedies, and Buster
is quite satisfied with the ca-

reer for which he began in

his infancy, for his first

public appearance as a
member o f

"The Three
Keatons" was
when, at the

age of six

junior member of
' :

Tlie

Three Keatons."

weeks, he was
carried onto

the stage on a

tray by his father

!

And Pa Keaton
didn't wait any

longer than necessary

to begin making more
vigorous use of his

young son and heir as

comedy material.

"I've simply been
brought up being

knocked down,""' said

the scion of the Keaton
family, when I recently

met him at the studio.

"Pop's idea of comedy
was to throw me
through every back-
drop on the Keith cir-

cuit, and I'll bet I've

taken more punishment
in the way of being
used as a human mop

Why Buster deserted the vaude-

i 'Ule for the movies.

than Bat Nelson, Ad Wol-
gast. and Jim Jeffries com-
bined. The funny part of
it is that I like it. Last
month I did my first—and
only—straight part in 'The
Henrietta'—the Bertie part
—and between you and me,
it was a bore. There
weren't any falls, and for

me a picture without falls

is as bad as Niagara in the same fix."

Keaton really prefers slapstick to straight comedy.
"It's harder work than the 'dressed-up drama,' but

I get a much bigger kick out of it. I don't act. any-
way. The stuff is all injected as we go along. My
pictures are made without script or written directions

of any kind. We simply figure out enough story to

build sets around, then we pull our gags and 'quick

stuff' in the set as we happen on the ideas. After we
feel that we've shot enough to make about six pictures,

we assemble it, rip out whatever is left of the 'story'

—

and make one good picture out of what's left. That
means an enormous lot of work. This picture with
the trick scaffold in it that I'm working on now is called,

'It's a Cinch !' But take it from me, the title-writer

is a liar. It isn't!"

Buster tumbled into the movies by way of the Ar-
buckle chuckle foundry, where he fitted in harmoniously
with Roscoe and jumping Al St. John. Then Fatty

eased into what Pa Keaton's boy calls the "dressed-up"

drama, and the young knockabout comic sought other

fields. "Vaudeville has given vou all of this acrobatic

training," I said. "Tell me—what have the movies
given you?"
"A touring car and a cottage smothered in flowers."



She Likes to Take
Edith Johnson is quite con

week," and doesn't long to be

By Barbara

Photo by Abbe

Probably it's as a blonde that you 've

always thought of her.

ND her hair turned yel-

low with fright
!"

Doesn't sound quite

right, does it ? A heroine's

crown of glory can turn white

with horror, but yellow—oh,

never ! Edith Johnson's did,

though, which, of course, goes

to show that in the movies any-

thing can happen. Not only

did it turn yellow, but it stayed

that color for several years,

and only recently went back to

brown.
"You know how it is ; lead-

ing men almost always want a

blond leading lady," she ex-

plained to me, when I settled

down in a corner of the Vita-

graph lot with her between
perils of "The Silent Avenger."
"So I put a blond wig over my own hair—it's brown, you know

—

and made all my serials wearing it. That was way back in the begin-

ning, when I was with Lubin. And then I came to Vitagraph, and
they liked me as a blonde, so I went on that way till Mr. Duncan
and I began 'The Silent Avenger.' He thought my own hair more
becoming than the wig, so we tried me with that, and—well, now
I'm a brunette for good, I guess.".

She's rather a quaint girl, is Edith Johnson ; rather staid and sedate,

and not at all the wild, adventurous person you'd

expect a serial queen to be. • She's

quite likely to settle down with a bit

of sewing when she's off the set

—

and from the mere fact that she can

hemstitch between being bound and

gagged and threatened with death, and tied to a bumper,
and having a runaway engine sent toward her—well, if

that doesn't give you an idea of how great are the calm

depths of her character, nothing can.

"Do you know, I've seen you somewhere before—and
I can't remember where?" I told her. "I know it's not

from seeing you in all those Lubin and Universal serials

you did before you were with Vitagraph, yet I can't

tell where it was."

So we compared notes. We'd gone to the same college,

but not at the same time. She was born and brought up
in Rochester, New York, and I've never been there. It

looked hopeless. And then, by some twist of memory, I

recalled my first kodak, a little Brownie, and the fun
I had when I bought and used it during a Mardi Gras
celebration down in New Orleans some years ago. I re-

membered standing before a poster, studying it, while

the kodak was wrapped. And simultaneously we ex-,

claimed

:

"The 'kodak girl' pictures!"

She laughed as we patched together my recognition

of her.

"That was my intro-

duction to pictures," she

told me. "The kodak
people wanted a girl to

photograph for their ads,

and I lived in Rochester,

where their plant is, and
so just happened into be-

ing the girl." You see,

she's as modest as she is

daring. "So my picture

was used in magazines
everywhere, and I wasn't

exactly a stranger to the

public when I went into

motion pictures."

"And how about all this

harrowing stuff you do on
the screen ; doesn't it get

Maybe the thrills are less horrible because

Bill Duncan is always there to rescue her
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anything else on the screen.

Little

on your nerves to sit down to breakfast each morn-
ing with the knowledge that you may be facing bat-

tle, murder, and sudden death before luncheon?"
She greeted that with a shy little smile that's

characteristic of her; she's really the most bashful

heroine I ever interviewed.

"No—I like it," she confessed. "I don't believe

I'd ever be able to settle down to feature productions,

because they'd move too slowly for me. I had to

get used to this thrilling existence ; when I first went
into pictures I couldn't ride or fire a revolver or do
any of the things that are almost second nature now.
But after you've lived in constant excitement for a
while, even though it's made to order, you don't want
to give it up."

I wondered if the fact that the husky and hand-
some Bill Duncan is always on hand to rescue her
made the danger less fearsome to contemplate. But
I couldn't get a satisfactory answer to that question

;

all she would say of her companion in the four
Vitagraph serials she's made was

:

"Oh, Mr. Duncan is wonderful—wonderful."
Which is just about enough, when you note the

enthusiasm in her brown eyes and the sincerity of

her voice. Duncan says
more than that about
her, however; she must
have signaled an S O S
call to him that aft-

ernoon, for he came

She's rather a staid and

sedate sort of person.
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Miss Johnson likes risking her neck

every day before luncheon;

confidentially, we don't

blame her!

over to where we sat just as

she was showing signs of col-

lapsing under the strain of

talking about herself.

"Please talk to him," she

begged me, "I never can think

of anything really interesting

to say about serials, though I

like them so well."

I protested that I wanted to

talk about her, not them.
"No use ; she won't do it,"

Duncan told me, laughing. "But
I will." And he went on to tell

all about how plucky she is ; how she never tires, doesn't care about starring

in pictures, has no ambition to play big emotional roles, and is perfectly

contented leading the quietest sort of life off the screen and the most haz-

ardous one on.

I left them feeling quite content with my story, and then, like many a

movie interview, it turned around and bit the hand that wrote it. so to

speak. For after I'd written a perfectly good account of how Edith

Johnson's hair turned from brown to yellow and back to brown
forever and ever—I learned that in part of "The Silent

Avenger" she had to wear that yellow wig after all. How-
ever, that's the way with the movies—and the story stands,

anyway. And perhaps it's a good thing after all—for you
can judge for yourself how you like her best.

"The Silent Avenger" turned her into

a brunette.
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Justine Johnstone is seen at all of New York's important

theatrical events.

YOU'VE been to 'Way Down East' again," I ac-

cused Fannj?-, as she lifted her veil and scanned
the menu card with reddened eyes. "How many

times is this—four or five?"

"Five," she admitted shamefacedly. "But I just can't

resist it. And when they show that part where Lillian

Gish baptizes the baby—well, I simply dissolve." And
she looked up at the waitress through her tears and
ordered muffins and plum jam in a voice that would
have made her a fortune as an emotional actress. "I

wore my new duvetyne dress the evening of the first

showing, and wept so hard that the next day the dress-

maker had to put a new lace front in it—the other one
was simply ruined ! But wasn't it gorgeous that eve-

ning, and didn't Lillian Gish look sweet in her little

white dress with the off-shoulder effect, and that big

hat? And wasn't it funny, the way Dick Barthelmess
held on to her when the people' applauded so at the

end of the picture, so that she had to stay up, bowing,
when she tried to subside into a corner even though
everybody did go on cheering and clapping their hands."

"I thought it was too bad little Mary Hay couldn't

have been there to share in the glory—but I was aw-
fully glad Dick's mother could be," I commented. "And

Over the
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speaking of off-shoulder dresses, have
you seen Madge Kennedy in hers?

She looks so quaint and lovely in it.

I went to the first rehearsal of her

stage play, 'Cornered,' and it was too

funny for words. You know, it's

three years since Madge left the stage

for the screen, and she simply couldn't

get used to the sound of her own
voice. When she worked into a big

scene she'd forget and begin to ges-

ticulate frantically and just whisper

her lines, and one of the men of the

company who'd played with her in

pictures caught the habit and began

to do it, too. The stage director was
wild, and I was convulsed; truly, it

was. one of the funniest things Madge
Kennedy has ever done, and she didn't

want to be funny at all."

"I met Madge and her husband up
in the country early in the fall con-

ducting a camping expedition that was
on its way to Maine," volunteered

Fanny. "He had on some of his old

army clothes, but Madge was too trim

for words, though she told me she

was wearing a two-year-ago suit. She

and Mr. Bolster were riding along in

state in their big car, and behind them
came a station-wagon machine, con-

taining their servants and Airedale.

How's that for a motor camping trip

de luxe?"
"It's just what you'd expect of

Madge," I declared, with one eye on the tea table and

the other on Broadway, which was just outside the

window. "There goes Matt Moore—it seems to me
I see him every time I turn around. And it's the same

way with Justine Johnstone; she and her husband go

to the opening nights of all the new stage productions,

apparently. She's so pretty, with her blue eyes and

yellow hair, that it seems a shame she's deserted the

stage for the screen; the camera doesn't do justice to

her coloring. Shannon Day's another coming success

who's had much the same beginning as Justine John-

stone did—and now she has a part in a De Mille pro-

duction ; isn't that great ?"

"Yes, and did you hear about Gareth Hughes? He
did so well in 'The Chorus Girl's Romance,' with Viola

Dana, that Metro gave him a long-term contract. Then
he had appendicitis, and while he was recovering

Famous Players-Lasky decided to do Barrie's 'Senti-

mental Tommy,' and felt that he was the only person

in the country to play Tommy. So the powers that

were got busy, and persuaded Metro to let him do it.

Really, I think he's the nicest boy, almost, on the

screen
!"

"You say that about every one that comes along," I
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latest gossip—and tells most of it.

Bystander

retorted, wondering if Fanny knew
she was ducking her head down and

smiling the way Lillian Gish does or

was doing it unconsciously as a result

of her attack of Way-Down-Eastis.
"Since I've come to New York I rush around
so that I never catch up with myself. And
I simply can't escape the movies. Why,
the other day I was just walking calmly

along the street, and then all of a sud

den there was a crowd, and I ran

over and encountered a scene of

'The Misleading Lady;' Bert

Lytell was driving his automo-

bile through a traffic jam and
meeting Lucy Cotton, driving

in the opposite direction,

and stopping to talk to her

in spite of the shrieking

teamsters and other motorists

all around them. I'm wild

to see that scene on the

screen now—I imagine it

will be awfully funny."

"Oh, I almost forgot!"

Fanny nearly upset the tea-

pot in her excitement. "The
other night I went to the

'Midnight Frolic,' and Char-
lie Chaplin sat at the next
table. It looked exactly like

him ; dark and not very tall

and clean-shaven— and he
seemed to be having a good
time, though he was all alone, and
nobody else seemed to recognize

him. And I wondered if he'd gone
there for the same reason I had—to

see if the girls in the show are really ae

beautiful as they're supposed to be."

"I saw General Pershing up at the 'Frolic'

one night, too," I contributed. "People recog-

nized him fast enough. And I wanted to have a party

up there for Dorothy Gish when she got back from
Europe, but she arrived in a complete state of collapse

and went straight to bed; so did her mother. I sup-

pose you heard that report that she and Bobby Harron
had been engaged, and that she broke dow n completely

when she heard of his death ?"

"Well, whether that's true or not—I mean about their

being engaged—you can't wonder at her being over-

come; why, they'd been associated for years and years

—ever since the beginning of Dorothy's screen career.

Really, I'm almost sorrier for Lillian than I am for

Dorothy ; she'd been so anxious to have her mother
and sister get a good rest, and then they came home
almost ill—nice home atmosphere for Lillian just as

she was beginning her career as a star
!"

"Wasn't it!" I exclaimed. Then, as I happened to

think of some one else, "Aren't you glad that Vivian

Martin is back on the screen at last? I went to a special showing of

her first picture, 'The Song of the Soul,' and it seemed so nice to see

Vivian again. Oh, and have you heard anything about Madge Bellamy,

who's to have leading roles in Thomas Ince's productions? She's had
very little picture experience, but has been on the stage for some time,

and now she's to have the best chance in the world to become a screen

star."

"Well, speaking of that sort of chances, isn't it great that Helene

Chadwick has one ? You've heard about her, of course ; she did so

well in 'Scratch My Back' that Goldwyn is featuring her in Godless

Men,' a sea story. I'm awfully pleased, because she has been working

so steadily for so long, and doing really good work."
"I suppose you've seen some of the

European travelers who've returned?
They say they all had the most
scrumptious time, in /Paris—just one
party after another.'^.

"Well, it would be a party for 'some of

them to stop picture making for a few
weeks, whether anything thrilling

happened or not. Truly, Constance
Talmadge was so thin when she

Madge Kennedy is back on the stage—
but the screen will get her again if her

manager doesn't watch out.

Thoto by Edward Thayer Monroe

went away that if she'd been

my daughter I'd have put her
to bed and kept her on a milk

diet for weeks ! And speak-

ing of thin people—Alice

i
Brady's looking much bet-

ter, isn't she? I saw her
in her new stage play,

'Anna Ascends,' the night

it opened, and she'd im-
proved a great deal. She
was like a shadow a
month or so ago."

"By the way, have you
heard about what Evelyn
Greeley is doing? She's

joined a stock company
in Bridgeport, Connecti-

cut, and is~ working like

a Trojan, fitting herself

for a stage career. She
hasn't been seen on the

screen for ever so long, you-

know. And Barbara Castle-

ton has deserted the movies,
too—she's appearing in Willard
Mack's new stage play with him
-'Her Man,' it's called."

"Rather an appropriate title, in view
of the fact that he and she were mar-

ried not long ago," commented Fanny,
adding cream cheese and plum jam indiscrim-

inately to a water cracker. "Oh, did you hear about
Will Rogers turning minister ? Yes, honestly, he did.
He and the rector of the Temple Baptist Church, in

Los Angeles, met in a debate on whether cowboys or
ministers had done more for civilization, and after it

was over—no, I don't know who won—the minister in-

vited Rogers to take his pulpit and preach on humor
in religion—and he said he would ! Probably some-
body dared him to do it—he'd do anything in the world
cn a dare, I believe."

"Well, that's not half as risky as what Dorothy Phil-

lips did a while ago. She advertised for a double; and
no less than two hundred girls appeared, each of whom
was convinced that she looked exactly like Dorothy.
And Dorothy didn't think any of them did! I had a

letter from the Coast telling me about it—and also about
Lois Weber's buying a studio. That makes her the
first woman director in the industry to have her very
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own studio. And she's finished the first two of the four
pictures that she's to release through Paramount-Art-
craft, and the third is under way. She wrote the stories

for all of them. Isn't that wonderful ?—her accomplish-

ing so much, I mean. And Nell Shipman incorporated

her own company a while ago, and Rosemary Theby is

now starring at the head of hers."

"Any more news from the coast?" demanded Fanny.
"Not a soul out there writes to me any more."

"Lois Wilson has signed a five-year contract with
Famous Players-Lasky," I answered. "She's been
playing leads for

Jack Kerrigan
for some time,

you know. I be-

1 i e v e she'll g o
straight to the
very top before
long, don't you ?

Oh, and I drove
up to Syracuse
one week-end a
while ago, and
behold, they were
having a State

fair there and
Irene Castle's

saddle horse had
just won second
prize in the horse
show—which isn't

exactly news
from the coast,

of course, but it's

interesting, never-
theless.

"And Irene has
formed a com-
pany of her own
—did you hear that

exactly suit her."

"I hear that Constance Talmadge has one that just

suits her, too—heard it over the phone ; she's been too

busy to see anybody since she got back. She's working
hard again ; started as soon as she got home, on a story

John Emerson and Anita .Loos had prepared. Imagine
being as much in demand as that !" And Fanny sighed

deeply and gazed at Zeena Keefe, who was having tea

at a neighboring table.

"Charlie Ray is going to make James Whitcomb
Riley's 'The Old Swimming Hole' for the screen; did

you know that? And little Jean Paige is still here in

town, working in Vitagraph's production of 'Black

Beauty ;' I can't figure out where the heroine of the

story came in, but Jean tells me there really was one.

And she's quite deeply in love with the horse that

plays the lead."

"According to rumor, that's not all that Jean's in love

with," remarked Fanny darkly, but not another word
would she utter on the subject, though I offered to take

her to a tea at Vivian Martin's the next day if she

would only elucidate. Her unusual reticence made me
suspect that she was none too sure of her facts herself.

"I suppose you know all about what Harold Lloyd
plans to do since he's finished his contract with Pathe

and begun on the one he has with Associated Ex-
hibitors ?" I exclaimed at last, disgustedly.

"Of course, I do—go on making comedies," retorted

Fanny, with a chuckle. "And I know a lot about the

Ince special, 'The Magic Life,' in which Florence
Vidor and House Peters have the leading roles. Won't
they be great together? She's to be starred in her

A snapshot of John Bowers, who is sitting on the rail, looking like Tommy Meighan,

and Helen Chadwick just looking like herself.

-and is to make pictures that just

husband's productions a little later, you know. And
he's been a star for years."

"I saw Mabel Normand the other day, on Fifth

Avenue, fleeing from a photographer. Oh, not literally

;

he was in his studio, blocks away. But Goldwyn's press
agent wanted her to have some new photographs taken,

and Mabel was determined that she'd spend her time
in the East just having a vacation—so she avoided
every sort of camera, even a pocket-edition one."

"She's wise. And—oh, my dear, here's a bit of news
that's really gossip, only it isn't !" Fanny leaned across

the table and
spoke so confi-

dentially that the

waitress could
hardly bear to

tear herself away.
"O f course,
you've heard of

Luther Reed, who
wrote four of the

stories that Metro
now has in hand

;

'Cinderella's
Twin,' that Viola

Dana is doing,

and 'White
Ashes,' being

made with an all-

star cast, to say

nothing of any
number of other

scenarios that
have been pro-

d u c e d . Well

,

Naomi Childers is

directly responsi-

ble for his suc-

cess ;
honestly,

she is ! He wanted to write, but never really did much
of anything with his talent for it until she began to

urge him to do scenarios, and kept right at it until

finally he did. She'd had experience enough in movies
to know a good scenario mind when she met it."

"Well, speaking of people who have been on the

screen a long time, aren't you glad that Florence Turner
has signed up with Metro? Just think—she's been in

pictures thirteen years."

"Nobody knows that any better than I do. I used
to cut cooking class so that I could go to see her, when
I was in grammar school. Oh, look quick—there goes

Harrison Ford ; I went into Brentano's the other day
to order some books, and he was simply in the sev-

enth heaven of happiness, getting some first editions.

He's at the Talmadge Studio now, you know."
"I suppose you saw Florence Reed in her new play.

'The Mirage?' And weren't you glad to hear that

Henry Walthall is to do 'Ghosts', on the stage? I

saw him in it on the screen, and thought he was won-
derful."

"Well, speaking of ghosts reminds me of Olive

Thomas' funeral
;
you were out of town the last of

September, weren't you, and missed it? Well, I wish
I had been ; I felt depressed for days afterward. They
brought the body home on the Mauretania, and held

the burial services the next day, at St. Thomas' Church,

you know—one of the most fashionable ones in New
York. And the music and flowers and service were
simply wonderful, of course, but I couldn't help re-

membering little Olive as I saw her when she was in

the 'Follies'—and in one song in the 'Frolic,' when she
Continued on page 92



A Brand-new Type of Star

The versatile character is to have his day at last.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

He played one of his

many old man roles

in "The Dancin'
Fool."

OUR really great stars of the stage

have always been versatile

players
;
new, difficult charac-

terizations have always been applauded,

and the man who appears in the same
type of role year after year has often been
harshly criticized. But in motion pictures

just the opposite has been the case, and
their very popularity has held the screen

stars to a repetition of the same sort of

role. To be sure, some of them have
recently broken away a little—Bert

Lytell some time ago refused to

play "straight" roles all the time

;

Bryant Washburn took to char-

acter make-up in a few of the

last comedy dramas he made
for Famous Players-Lasky, and
Wallace Reid applies it when-
ever he gets a chance, which
isn't often. But as a rule,

character work has been lim-

ited to those less important
than the star.

Times are changing rapidly,

however—for along comes the

announcement that Goldwyn is

to feature, and possibly star,

Raymond Hatton in character
roles. He has been playing them
for years, the last five of which he
has spent under the Lasky banner
"We've had character stars of

Can you recognize him in the man holding

Mabel Normand's head?

As Paul Benedict in

"Jes' Call Me Jim."

sort—stars like Will Rog-
ers and George Beban
and Bill Hart, who always
play one certain kind of

character role," he told me
the' other day, as he 'set-

tled his belongings in his

dressing room at the Gold-
wyn studio. "But I want to

go a step further and play
types in even- picture—dif-

ferent ones each time ; a Yan-
kee farmer in one picture, a

French nobleman in the next.

I want to avoid repeating myself
if I can.

"One of my first star parts will

be in William J. Locke's 'Septimus,'
"

he went on, in the course of a cross-
examination as to his plans for the
future. "Then I have my eye on a
Dickens story with a corking Eng-
lish part for me. And I'd like to

make a try at the sort of thing
George Beban does, and also play a
sympathetic crook role. All my life

I've been trained for dramatic char-
acterization, and this will give me
an opportunity to run the whole
gamut of it."

And any one who has followed his

trail in pictures will certainly agree
that his screen work has certainly

been good preparation. In 191 1,

when he was on the coast with a
theatrical troupe, he went into the
movies under the direction of George
Mel ford, then with Kalem.
"My first stunt was to burn my

beard in a Russian pogrom scene.

Next I was cast as a village post-
master—and then George spotted me

Continued on page 92



What the Fans Think
On different subjects concerning the screen, as revealed by letters selected from our mail pouch.

A Suggestion for Dick Barthelmess.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
• As a fan who has a wild, wild crush on Dick Barthelmess

I wouid like to give him a bit of advice. Why can't we see

him in more—well, society pictures? Every young girl is crazy

about him, and I think every girl likes pictures that have to do

with society. Parties and things like that. So why not put

him in them—and let him part his hair more to one side, instead

of almost in the middle ?

R. W—Mount Vernon, New York.

One Reason Why They Do It.

To the Editor of Picture- Play Magazine.

I used to wonder why some of the big producing companies

made pictures that seemed to me so utterly ridicu-

lous, so painfully simple of plot, and so crude that

they seemed to be meant for children or adults

of childish mind rather than the sort of people who
went to see them.

But now I believe I know. Recently I found
myself in a little town in California where one of

the nine saloons becomes a movie house on Sun-
day night. The population was largely made up of

Mexicans, Japs, Portuguese, and Swiss, who hissed

and clapped vociferously. Evidently they couldn't

read the subtitles; these were left on the screen

till I began to wonder if the plot would ever pro-

ceed, and the children, who had had some school-

ing, spelled them out slowly in English and then

translated enthusiastically into the jumble of lan-

guages that made the smelly little place sound like the Tower
of Babel. The audience simply adored the cheap, slapstick

comedy that was shown, was enchanted with the absurdly melo-

dramatic serial, and enthusiastic over a bromidic Western. I

began to see why this sort of thins must find its way onto the

screen. In this little town there are two trains a day—one
north and one south—which furnish the main excitement of

life. There is no entertainment other than the weekly movie.

There are thousands of people in this country of
_
the type I

saw in that motion-picture house—their equal in intelligence,

education, and refinement. Until the ingredients which they de-

mand in entertainment are furnished them in better form the

cheap picture will continue to be made. And unless some
scheme is devised whereby films are marked "For Class A
Audiences," "For Class B," and so forth, we will all continue

to suffer thereby. Felicia Morgan—San Francisco, Cal.

Are the Movies Degenerating?

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I don't understand why people rave so much about the pic-

tures that are being turned out nowadays ; to me it seems that

the pictures of to-day are not half as appealing or well done
as those of several years ago. In my opinion, to-day's pictures

are mediocre, and show a decided tendency to get worse right

along. They are namby-pamby products of hastily written
scenarios, which condition must necessarily exist as long as fea-

tures continue to be released on schedule time.

I find myself wishing I could see Bessie Barriscale in a
role equal to hers in "The Cup of Life,'' or Clara Kimball
Young in one as good as "Trilby." Even Norma Talmadge
has not had a good story for months, until she did "Yes or
No," while her wonderful work in "Panthea" will always be
remembered. Why can't we have more pictures like "Judith
of Bethulia," "The Christian," "The Escape," "The Birth of
a Nation," "Tess of the Storm Country," "War Brides," "Reve-
lation," "Poppy," and Lois Weber's "Scandal?" We have had
only a few exceptional pictures in the last year—"Broken Blos-
soms," "The Miracle Man," "Pollyanna," and "Humoresque."
Yet we have splendid actors on the screen. May we have more
pictures that are worthy of them ! Mrs. R. S.—Chicago, 111.

Marjorie Daw; she was a typical thirteen-year-old in "Rebecca

of Sunnybrook Farm." I'm thirteen myself and I feel just as

Miss Daw looked.

I didn't like "Anne of Green Gables" or Mary Miles Min-
ter, either; why can't they put her in some play where she

can be a good, wholesome American girl without her hair

skinned back tight and freckles? I'm sure people would rather

see her lovely golden curls and beautiful complexion. That's

why people go to the movies—there's enough of the other in

real life. A Devoted Fan—Montclair, N. J.

In Appreciation of Madge and Anita.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

Mr. Howe recently asked in your columns whether the pub-
lic wants vulgarity or such stars as Miss Stew-
art and Miss Kennedy. I am sure that the ma-
jority of those who go to pictures will welcome
the stand these stars have taken in censoring their

own productions and in insisting that they be kept
refined. I have seen only one of these "sexy"
pictures, which was "Why Change Your Wife?"
To my mind the extravagant gowns and luxu-
rious and refined surroundings were quite out of
harmony with the fight between Gloria Swanson
and Bebe Daniels. Is there any sight more vulgar
or disgusting than that of women fighting? The
moral of the picture seemed to be that the less

clothes a woman has on the more sure she is of
keeping her husband's love. During the war I

was in England, attached to the Canadian army
in a special branch of war work, and my experience then taught
me many things—one being that every man, good or bad, re-

spects and admires a modest, refined girl.

Margaret O'Flaherty—Detroit, Mich.

Why Break a Good Serial Team?
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I have a complaint to make about the way the producers will

launch a good serial team, let us all get accustomed to them,
and then split the combination and give us another one that

we don't like half as well. To my mind, Vitagraph made
two good serials and only two ;

they were "The Fighting
Trail and "Vengeance and the Woman," starring Carol Hol-
loway and William Duncan. Then came "Smashing Barriers,"
with Edith Johnson and William Duncan—no good at all. Miss
Johnson is not good in serials and never will be, I think—she
is too timid and doesn't look as well with Duncan as Carol
Hollowav did. Why can't we have that first team again?

A Serial Fan—Alfred, Mo.

A Page of Protests.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I'd like to protest against several things on the screen.

One of them is artificial scenery. Nature can't be imitated;
the public can't be fooled, and the sooner producers realize

this the better for the movies. I have particularly in mind the

cottage-and-garden scene in "Old Lady 31." The utter lack
of reality just spoiled that for me.

Another thing is the indecency of a certain type of pro-
ductions. The other night I was forced to go to one of these
awful pictures

—"A Sister to Salome," with Gladys Brockwell.
It was disgusting—just the kind of production that is keeping
the motion picture from attaining the high level that it ought
to reach. A few pictures of that sort have made me avoid every-
thing bearing the Fox label, even though all of his pictures

may not belong to that class. •

I recently moved to this town from Chicago, and certainly
miss the big picture palaces of that city. However, we have
the best pictures here, even though the theaters aren't so very
good—and that's the main thing. T. P.—Rumford, Me.

Candidates for Kid Parts.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I wish to comment on Rose E. Ward's letter_ saying that

Mary Pickford is the only one who can play "kid" parts. I

admit that she can do it better than any one else—but there are

others who can play them well. Viola Dana, for instance—and

The Need for Better Theaters.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I believe that by far the greatest need in connection- with
the movies is the need for better theaters and better presenta-
tion of pictures.

Continued on page Si



Fade-Outs

Some Newspaper Ads.

(Which are likely to appear "mo^t any day.)

FARMS : Will exchange my farm for house in any
citv. Providing said house is near movie theater.

MAID WANTED: Can have every day off if *m
she will allow me the evenings for the movies. /Vr 1/
HELP WANTED : I have forgotten whether

you put in four raisins and two yeast cakes or

two raisins and four yeast cakes.

Has some one the recipe?

FOUND: Pair of opera

glasses on front seat in "Gem"
Theater Friday night. The night

"The Bathing Girls" were there.

The probably bald-headed, near-

sighted gent who lost them can
have same upon identification.

Great picture, wasn't it?

And We're Hoping For The Other Half!
•"The Dangerous Hero," starring Owen Moore, has

to do with a penniless chap who is loved by a wealthy
voung ladv.

Xo ! No! Drown The
Thought

!

Often, to our perhaps prejudiced

mind, occurs the thought that sce-

narios written B. P. contained more
pep than present perpetrations.

Can it be that in those dear old

dampish days Bacchus was wont to

preside o'er the ol" underwood in-

stead of H-2-O, as now?—o

—

What Do You
Think ?

Ever since Daniel

Webster it has been
the popular belief that no lawyer could
amount to very much unless he
occasionally dallied with dis-

tilled delight.

For the proof of this you'll

have to consult your lawyer.
Our lawyer has moved to Cuba,
or we could prove it by him.
But what we really intended to

5ay was this

:

Mahlon Hamilton in "Half
A Chance" is cast away upon
a desert isle—this makes 4376
times it has happened in the
films. \\ ith him are also cast,

or casted, whichever is easier
for you, a case of The Good
Old Stuff and a set of law books.
After studying the booze a while he becomes ab-

sorbed in the law books. Then he absorbs the liquor
and studies the books.

Eventually he returns to our so-as-to-say civilization,
and after walloping all his enemies, wins the girl, and
the two live happily ever after.

Could he have done all this, we ask you, if he had
been cast up on desert isle with a set of law books and
a case of sewing-machine oil?

Well, what do vou think?

this is our case exactly.

And This Reminds Us—
V\ e know the real reason for

the shortage of farm labor.
All the ex-hired men are in

the city where they are busv
buijding flivvers for the farmers
AND attending the movies.

Reasons For Censorship.
Here in these in-a-manner-ot-speak-

ing United S O A, we have become ac-
customed to the from-weird-to-nuttv

arguments sprung bv censors
their objections would be

laughable if it were not that
their utterance invariably gave us
a pain.

But other climes and
other burgs have their

clams and bugs as well
as we, dear fans. In
Calcutta, India, the cen-

sors object to the film:

after seeing-
!"

Most of

Decause so manv ladies crv

Laughs—Of Course!

A friend of ours thought
Mack Sennett's "Down On
The Farm" was a sort of

educational film, and went
to view it in the hope of get-

ting a line on all this talk of
underproduction.

The picture evidently satis-

fied him that the farmers are

not attending strictly to busi-

ness.

He told us afterward that

all they raised on that farm
was

Unobservant Authors.

Eminent authors who write of the screen should
be forced to attend at least one movie.
Not one of them has ever written a story of the

screen without referring to the pie-tossing ability of
Charlie Chaplin.

If the e. a. had quit shaving when Charlie stopped
throwing pies he wouldn't be able to get near his rem-
ingwood for the foliage

!

fcft



Unconventional Tommy
Thomas Meighan is a most surprising person, for

he refuses to accept the time-honored mannerisms

of stardom, and remains—just a regular fellow.

By Ted Evans

in such atrocious suits as those he wore in part of "Civilian Clothes."

It has been said that every person has a "secret life," even a pious old

deacon or a picture censor—some tendency toward a clandestine, perhaps
shameful, practice. Tommy is no exception. We happen to know his

secret. In telling it we break a confidence, but we feel he has no right

to deceive the public.

On certain nights he disappears mysteriously, usually in company
with that dare-devil companion of his, Tony Moreno. No one at

the athletic club knows where they go, which bodes no good. Some-
times they take packages with them, acting rather sheepishly, we
think, in the way they handle said articles. Once we tagged along,

sworn to serecy. They went to the Los Angeles Orphans' Home,
where they were hailed familiarly as "Tommy and Tony." Sister

Cecilia, official mother for the children, informed us that they were
the Santa Claus fathers of the home and the honored guests at

all celebrations given by the orphans. Tommy has interested many
stars in this home, and he sees to it that they demonstrate their

interest in writing—on checks.

His magnetism gets over on the

screen even when he wears such

atrocious suits as he did in

"Civilian Clothes.

"

I wish you'd tell us something about Tommy
Meighan—I don't mean about his work on the
screen, but about just what sort of a person he
is. I think he must be a mighty good scout
and I want to know if I've got him sized up right.

"A man's love affair is

his own business."

That's what Tommy Meighan
told Grace Kingsley, when she

went to interview him for her

series of "Romances of Fa-

mous Film Folk." But he

finally told her all about his

one big romance, and the

story of it will appear in the

January issue of PICTURE-
PLAY MAGAZINE. No one
who has ever seen Tommy on
the screen will want to miss it.THAT is a bit from a letter I received

a short time ago, and that appeal is

the reason for this particular story.

I'm rather glad to have the chance to

write this story about Tommy, because it

happens that he is a most extraordinary person—even more
so off the screen than on.

Among the other stars of the Hollywood film colony, Tommy
is unique—I might say "a genius." His habits and conduct

are freakish in the extreme, certainly exotic to the colony.

For instance : He doesn't own a motor car. He "pals"—
actually pals with his wife, thus exciting notoriety. After
being introduced to a person of low rank, such as a writer,

a banker, a studio door man, a newsie, or any other ordinary

citizen, he invariably remembers to speak to them and call

them by name when passing them on the street. One day
I saw him standing on a corner with his wife. He was wait-

ing for a street car ! He dresses and acts like a business man.
He lives in an artistic, comfortable house ; not a palace, by
any means. Furthermore, and perhaps this is the most un-

usual thing about Tommy, no one has been heard to say: "I

don't like Thomas Meighan." You think this a trite compli-

ment? You don't know the film colony, where good feeling

among stars is much like that between presidential candidates.

Wherever a star stands or sits on screen is usually the center

of attention. Wherever Tommy stands or sits off screen also

is the center of attention. He has a quiet magnetism that is

as effective in a clubroom as in a feminine drawing-room, a

magnetism that gets across on the screen even when he appears

Oftentimes great consignments

of gifts without a name arrive at

the home. Sister Cecilia always
guesses the identity of the donor.

Yet Tommy says he can't afford

an automobile for himself

!

It was through Mr. Meighan's
efforts that "The Miracle Man"
was brought to the screen. His
motive was quite selfish

—

Tommy's motives always are,

according to him. He says that

Continued on page 86

He lives in a regular house-

a palace.

-not



The Man Who Made Himself Over
Bill Russell gives a few recipes for manhood, and tells how, as a
crippled child, he commenced his fight for health and success.

Bv Celia Brvnn

Willie Russell hi

was called then.

I CAN'T recall I
what I went to

*

interview Bill

Russell about, and it

doesn't matter, because 1

never did it. I was wait-

ing for him in his little bun-

galow dressing room at the Fox

studio, amusing myself by looking

over old pictures of the stalwart star,

when I suddenly came across a photo-

graph of a puny., spindling youngster

with one leg in a metal brace. The re-

semblance to William Russell was unmis-

takable; there were the same dark eyes,

the thick wavy hair, the same facial con-

tour, and I was trying to decide whether

the bov was a brother or cousin or nephew

of Bill's, when the star himself came into

the dressing room, having finished work

for the day on his latest picture. "The

Challenge of the Law."
"Relative of yours?" I asked, holding

the photograph up for his inspection.

"Well, yes—and no,'* he an-

swered, regarding the picture with

an amused and reminiscent smile.

"To be exact, the person there is

the Bill Russell of—er—several

years ago—Willie Russell he was
called then."

I gasped.

And you who are familiar with the

powerful physique of William Russell

would have gasped with me.
He is one of the strongest men in

moviedom—he tips the beam at two
hundred and four pounds, and there

is not an ounce of fat on his six-foot-

four frame.

"It doesn't seem possible." I de-

murred, my eyes traveling back and
forth from the picture of the scrawny
youth to the figure of the massive but

perfectly formed man beside me.
"It is possible, though," said the

star, filling his pipe thoughtfully. He
sank down into an armchair and
smoothed back his thick black hair
with large, well-kept hands.
"You might say," he continued,

'"that I made myself over. And what
I did, any man can do. There wasn't
any miracle about it, it just took work
and determination. If you care to

hear about it
"

Of course, I did. The original theme of the interview had slipped

my mind some moments before.

"Well, here's the whole story in a few words. When I was a kid,

I was 'nuts' on tumbling; and at the
gymnasium where I spent every pos-

sible minute after school, I met a
troupe of gymnasts who were train-

ing for going on the road. They
taught me the tricks of tumbling—back-

ward somersaults and all that. And. of

course, I used to show off around the house,

o the neighbors used to call me out on the

sidewalk and say, "Willy, do us a couple of back-
flips,' and I would—for a nickel or a dime.

"But one day I missed the last flip, and came down
on the hard sidewalk on my hip. I'll spare you the

details of the operations I had, and the long months
in the hospital—anyhow, when I came out. I was
like that"—he indicated the picture

—"mv right leg

was in a brace, and was shorter than the other. I

told myself that F simply wouldn't go through life

a semicripple. arid I started in to make myself over.

"I studied physical-culture books, I spent hours
at the gymnasium, and I worked out a scientific

schedule for myself. When I commenced. I weighed
one hundred and thirty; in two years, when I was
twentv-one vears old. I weighed two hundred and
ten."

Bill Russell paused, and I demanded detailed "in-

formation as to how he did it. Not that I ever ex-

pect to reach the two-century mark on the scales

—

but ten pounds would be a welcome addition.

"Exercise," he responded. "Regular eating and
sleeping, deep breathing exercises even* morning, a

cold bath every day of the year, and a wineglass-

ful of olive oil with a dash of salt taken even-
afternoon. I'll guarantee a course of training

like that will put weight on any one, no matter
how thin they are."

I mentally put olive oil down on my shopping list,

but not for the world would I have interrupted him.
"No person need to be without health," he contin-

ued. "The man or woman who is too fat. is lazy

—

that's all. A person who is inclined to corpulency can
reduce by first fasting for ten days—eating only a head
of lettuce a day—and then beginning on foods that

are not fattening. Fat people should do a great deal

Of walking, and should take regular gymnasium train-

ing."

"If fat people are lazy, what would you call thin

people?" I asked, anxious to hear the worst. Bill

Russell regarded me speculativelv.

"Well, they are—inconsistent, we'll call it," he re-

plied, and I have an idea that he was trying to spare

my feelings. "Thin people never eat properly, because
they take no time to it. and they very rarely eat at

regular intervals. Breakfast for them should
be the important meal of the day, because the

stomach is ready to receive food, and the sys-

tem is capable of assimilating it. And thin

3

From a criv-

pled, puny
youngster—

to this!



74 The Man Who Made Himself Over

people should pay a great deal of at-

tention to deep breathing—that builds

up the chest, and they should take

exercises to develop their arms and
legs."

I hadn't thought before to ask Mr.
Russell just how he acquired his

strictly scientific knowledge of what
to do and how to do it, in regard to

health and hygiene.

"I was with a school of physical

culture for three years," he told me,
"and later I was an instructor at Mul-
doon's establishment. Then I went on
the stage—I won second prize for the

most perfectly built man in America
at Madison Square Garden, and later

I became the amateur boxing cham-
pion of America. In those days the

care of the body was more than a
hobby with me, I was a fanatic about
it. Whenever I saw a man or woman
who was too fat or too thin, I'd think

to myself
—'How unnecessary that is

—why don't you get to work and put
yourself in proper shape ?' I had a
pretty good chance to study humanity
in the flesh when I was life guard at

the Chicago Beach Hotel. Oh, yes,

I've done a little bit of everything.

I've bronzed radiators for twenty-five

cents an hour, have been a boxing
instructor, and once had ambitions to

be a jockey. My first work on the
stage was in a boxing act. Later I

became ambitious to be a real actor. I

studied every book and theory of dra-
matic expression and the technique of
acting. In fact, I went to work to

learn acting just as I worked to gain

Russell's first stage experience was in a boxing act.

health and muscle. Gee, the knocks I got, and the disappoint-

ments." He paused soberly, with a reminiscent expression.

"But the thing that helped me most was the belief that I was
going to achieve what I had set out to accomplish. Right

thinking has more to do with health and success tkan athletic

training. If it hadn't been for my faith in overcoming diffi-

culties, I'd never have had the determination to make myself

over."

I asked Mr. Russell if his picture work gave him much oppor-

tunity for keeping up his physique.

"Almost none," he replied. "I could get flabby in two months
if I'd let myself do it. But I won't. I often dismiss my car

and walk downtown just to keep in trim—I do shadow boxing

every morning, and I always fast for ten days in the spring to

clear out my system."

Mr. Russell criticized the way women try to keep beautiful

by means of cosmetics. Exercise, he said, and
His lore of out-of- regular hours would do more for the figure and
door lifehashelped i . i

- F u~
him keep his splen- complexfon than a whole avenue of beauty

did health. parlors. Continued on page 92



Romances of Famous Film Folk 75

Chidester thought there was just no-

body like Bryant "Washburn. And
they think so yet.

"But during my courtship I had
to go home every night at ten

o'clock!'' exclaimed Bryant. "That
was father Chidester's cruel rule.

Even the night before we were mar-
ried they sent me home at the same
old fatal hour."

Those were the very nicest eve-

nings in the whole world that they

had alone together in their new home,
Bryant "Washburn and Mabel Chi-

dester that was. You remember
''Skinner's Dress Suit

-

'' and Honey?
It was just like that all over again

with them. Mabel learned to cook
nicely, and when Bryant came home
it wasn't to a funny actors' board-
ing house, but to a lovely young wife
and a nicely cooked dinner.

"And then one day " as the

subtitles say—see business of mak-
ing booties, robes, and other funny
little thingumys. Because Sonny
was coming ! He came one bright

autumn morning. Of course, his

real name is Bryant, but nobody ever

calls him that. Sonny was born in

the little flat, and proved an admira-
ble infant. He never cried at night

or got a pain in his stomach that

made his dad have to sit up with
him and lose his beauty sleep—his

dad's, I mean—Sonny himself made
no pretensions to beauty at the time.

But Bryant's salary had to be

stretched to meet the new needs. He
worked and worked along for two
years. Like Honey, in "Skinner's

Dress Suit," Mabel thought he ought
to have his salary raised—raised a
lot. So she set out to learn what
was wrong, why a man with Bry-
ant's genius wasn't getting his name
in electrics everywhere. Finally they

decided together it was the stories

he was doing. To be sure they were
as good as anybody's stories, but not.

Mabel was sure, good enough for

Bryant.

One afternoon when Sonny was
taking his nap and everything was
quiet in the flat, or as quiet as it

ever gets in Chicago, Mabel sat read-
ing a magazine. She turned the

pages rather idly ; then suddenly she

sat up straight, as a title caught her
eye, "Skinner's Dress Suit." When
she was halfway

-
through with the

story, she jumped up, ran to where
Sonny was sleeping in his crib and
cried : "I've got it ! Here's the very
story for Bryant!" Of course,

Sonny awoke with a start and didn't

appreciate the situation at all. but be-

gan to cry. but Mabel danced about
like a girl. She thought she'd tele-

Continued from page 15

phone to Bryant about it, and then

she thought no she wouldn't, but
Mould wait and watch his face when
he came home. He wasn't fairly in

the house, of course, when she

rushed to meet him with a glow on
her face and the magazine in her
hand. Manlike he was quite able

to wait until after dinner for the

story, and then they sat with their

faces close together and read the
tale of the good fortunes that came
to Skinner because he dared to buy
a dress suit.

"Oh, the author will want a lot of
money for that !" was Bryant's com-
ment.

"Well, Essanay will pay it !" re-

plied Mrs. Washburn, all full of en-

thusiasm and the glow of optimism

Chaplin Found Him

—

and pronounced him a genius

!

And, according to all predictions,

five-3'ear-old Jackie Coogan will be
the talk of five continents when Chap-
lin's forthcoming masterpiece, "The
Kid,"' is released. For Chaplin was
so pleased with his juvenile discov-
ery that he built the picture which
he considers his masterpiece around
the boy, and gave him a big share in

its honors.

Before You See "The Kid"

you'll, want to know something about
Jackie Coogan.
You can do so by reading the Janu-

ary issue of Picture-Play Maga-
zine. For in it the youthful genius
will make his bow to the fans in an
interview entitled,

"Mr. Chaplin's Partner"

You'll find him a most amazingly
interesting youngster.

superinduced by the story. "I—I'm

going to ask them myself
!"

And so it turned out. That is,

she went with Bryant to the heads

of Essanay, and together they ap-

proached the subject of the story.

If you knew Mrs. Washburn you'd

know how hard it is to refuse her

anything. The final outcome of it

was that Essanay did buy the "Skin-

ner" story for Washburn, and when
the picture came out—well, if Mabel
hadn't been a Chidester she would
have cried for joy.

For Bryant Washburn was fa-

mous. Known and liked before, his

pictures were now in demand every-

where. So "Skinner's Dress Suit"

proA-ed not only luck}- for Skinner,

but lucky for the Washburns, too._

That first night it was released in

Chicago, Bryant and Mabel sat in

the back of the house, where it was
dark, and held hands. Only Bryant

affected to kid the picture a good
deal. And twice afterward that eve-

ning Mabel dragged him around the

corner to surprise her Bryant's name
in electric lights. Bryant's salary

went up and up after that, and the

little flat, was exchanged for a big

one, while a neat maid in a cap was
added to the household menage. The
old Skinner charm seemed to work
right along, for pretty soon along

came the offer from Pathe which
took the W^ashburns to California.

When they reached the Western
State they never stopped a minute
until they had bought a large, hand-

some home in Hollywood, where
there was a big, sunny back yard for

Sonny to play in. Next, Washburn
got the contract from Famous
Players-Lasky, which made his name
assured everywhere. His wife con-

tinued reading stories for him, and
he played a score of good parts in

comedy, with every one adding new-

laurels to his name. Skinner and
Honey in their happiest days never

were happier than Bryant and Ma-
bel in those days.

It was there in the new house that

baby Dwight was born. Followed
soon the Washburn's first big trou-

ble. The new baby was taken very

ill. and there were many days and
nights when neither Bryant nor Ma-
bel stirred from his bedside. Some-
how the little fellow pulled through,

but he didn't rail)*, and one day the

doctor gave forth his dictum : there

must be a transfusion of blood from
the veins of some strong, healthy

person to the baby if the little one

was to live. Of course, Bryant at

once offered, the operation was per-

formed, and from that day on the

child began to thrive.

If I have dwelt too much on Bry-
ant's professional career in con-

nection with his romance it was only

because that love affair was so in-

extricably connected with the fact

that his sweetheart and his wife was
his helpmeet, and I can't tell about

their devotion at all without men-
tioning his work.

The Skinner luck goes right on
working. Bryant Washburn now
has his own company, with even-

prospect bright for success. "Luck,"

did I say? It's a lot deeper than

that—the' Bryant Washburns' good

fortune. I think it springs not only

from real excellency of mind and

talent, but somehow from founda-

tions of real character in the man
and his wife.

Because you know, as well as I

do, that it wasn't just Skinner's dress

suit that brought Sk inner luck.



76 Where Do They Get Those Titles?

The producers who catch the quar-

ters of the guileless Tommies, the

curious Dorothys, and the wives who
like to run away in the afternoon to

see problem plays, continue to play

up the world, the flesh, and the devil.

And because there are a lot of peo-

ple who cannot resist the temptation

to know why girls go wrong, these

pictures gather in a floating patron-

age.

But take yourself, for instance.

We will suppose that you are neither

a guilelessTommy nor a curious Dor-
othy. Perhaps you are simply a per-

son of breeding and education who
isn't the least bit interested in why
men leave their wives or why girls

go wrong. Wouldn't you stay away
from a theater that was showing a
picture called "Neglected Wives" or
'Why Women Sin?" In the first

place, the vulgarity of the title would
keep you out of the theater. In the

second place, you would be afraid of
seeing something rather common and
boresome.

This particular picture was not as
bad as its title. A woman I know
who saw it said that it was rather
good in its way. It was not made
to appeal to the sophisticated, but it

did not live down to the title that

had been wished on it. The man
who had given it its name had a
perfect genius for misstatement.
There was scarcely any sin and only
one neglected wife.

When a man makes a good pic-

ture and then descends to the expedi-
ent of giving it a title that insinu-

ates that it is not a good picture for
women and children to see, he does
the picture an injustice. For he
keeps from the theater the very class

of persons who are capable of ap-
preciating artistic work. Personally
we think that Cecil B. De Mille
would be just as well known and
much more highly respected if he
had kept the piquant question mark
out of his films.

Looking over the titles of some
recent releases, a man with a cen-

sorial turn of mind might believe

that there is more sex on the screen
than in all French literature. In the

last few months you might have
seen: 'Why Change Your Wife?"'
"A Lady In Love," "The Devil's

Riddle," "The Married Virgin,"

"The Right to Love." "Ashes of De-
sire," "Man's Plaything," "The Dis-

carded Woman," "The Path She
Chose," "Love Without Question,"

"Mother of His Children"—de-
scribed as a story of high life in

Paris—"Would You Forgive?"

Continued from page 1 7

"Love's Harvest," "Stronger Than
Death," "His Wife's Money," "A
Modern Salome," "The Woman and
the Puppet," "The Woman Game,"
"The Woman God Sent," "Just a

Wife," "The Amazing Woman,"
"Mothers of Men," "Sex." "Madon-
nas and Men," "Tarnished Reputa-
tions," "The Deadlier Sex," "For-
bidden," "Paid in Advance," "When
a Girl Loves," "The Forged Bride,"

"When a Man Loves," "The Mid-
night Bride," "Dollars and the

Woman," "Sinners," "Love Without
Question," "The Virgin of Stam-
boul," "Indiscreet Wives," "The
Love Expert," "Romany, Where
Love Runs Wild," "Love, Honor,
and Obey," and "The Invisible Di-

vorce."

Most of these films were good
productions. In many cases, even
the titles are fairly harmless. But

DO YOU HAVE TO DIET
TO KEEP THIN?

Many of the leading stars do,
and an account of the different
diets which they adhere to has
been prepared for us by Fritzi
Remont.
These may or may not be of

any practical value to you—but
in any case the story will inter-
est you.

It will appear in the January
issue of PICTURE-PLAY MAGA-
ZINE.

isn't the theme getting a little monot-
onous ?

The discrepancy between the titles

of motion pictures and the actual

contents of the stories themselves is

a wide one. By its names, the screen

is continually giving you the impres-

sion that it is a fearless breaker of
conventions, a merciless exposer of

vice, and a truthful mirror held up
to nature. Moreover, through its

titles, it continually insists that love

is the greatest thing in life—and it

promises to prove it.

As a matter of fact the screen is

as proper as your maiden aunt. It

is as gentle as your grandmother. It

is properly and decently conven-
tional. It believes in law and order

and in virtue triumphant. It can-

not be cynical ; it seldom achieves

sophistication. With all its talk

about breaking up homes and ignor-

ing marriage, it believes in the happy
ending. The golden-haired darling

always unites the quarreling couple

in the last reel. Once you get be-

yond the captivating and tantalizing

title of the problem play, you will

find that the screen stands for law
and order. It must.
The screen has not been eminently

successful in exposing vice. Nor
has it held the mirror up to the

darker side of nature. The early

"white-slave" pictures were made to

fool a trusting public. They were
hopeless melodramas. The orgies in

cabarets and dance halls were dismal

affairs. They wouldn't fool a~ soph-

omore in a Middle Western fresh-

water college. Its vampires are un-
convincing creations. In spite of its

titles the only kind of nature it mir-

rors with true success is the simplic-

ity of Mary Pickford, the genial hu-
mor of Charles Ray, Will Rogers,

and Douglas MacLean, the satire of
Charlie Chaplin, the ingenuousness
of Harold Lloyd, the art of John
Barrymore, and the adventure spirit

of Hart, Fairbanks, and Mix.
As for preaching that love is the

greatest thing in the world, you will

find no such doctrine in the average
picture. The love interest is always
present, but you will find little un-
diluted romance. There were two
conventional adaptations of "Romeo
and Juliet," but the screen gives us

no "Tristan and Isolde," and no real

"Romeo and*w«Juliet." The screen

caters to a practical public which be-

lieves that while love is undoubtedly,

a great institution there are mam-
other important things in life. If

you will think over the pictures you
have seen recently, you will find that

love not unmixed with other motives.

The love interest is generally served

up with such exacting additions as

train robbers, business, murders, pro-

hibition, politics, ambition, ship-

wrecks, racing, and assorted fights.

But the love part is the only motive
that figures in the title.

When persons who do not under-
stand the dark and mysterious ways
of the film makers, see the name?
of pictures without seeing the pic-

tures themselves, they judge the

screen by its scarlet labels. And
then they agitate for censorship.

Producers who have titled the films

to catch the careless quarters are

obliged to put up larger dollars to

prove that motion pictures really

need no censorship other than public

opinion. All this juggling only goes

to prove the now bromidic expres-

sion that it is a young industry.

Incidentally, Cecil B. De Mille's

newest picture is called "Something

To Think About." We hope he

doesn't change his mind about it. be-

cause we do not believe that it will

scare any one away from the box
office.
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EN THE LIGHTS ARE
and all within is snug and cosy despite the howling wind and drifting

snow without—when sparkling eyes reflect the firelight's glow, and
the lilt of melody tingles through our veins—then do we know the

sweet thrill of real companionship, when soul meets soul on that blessed
plane of mutual understanding to which music opens the way. And
of all music, there is none so intimately, humanly appealing as the
silvery voices of

00^^ Instruments

Really, a GIBSON is more than a mere instrument. It is a

pal; an understanding friend; comforting; cheering; always
ready to sing our heart thoughts; exquisite in design, finish

and tone—truly a GIBSON is a "joy forever."

We want to tell you about GIBSON
instruments, the most intimately per-

sonal of all music instruments. Because
they bring self-performed music within
the reach of everyone, whether the taste

be for classic, popular, or the dashing
"jazz" of the day,—GIBSONS are

universally known as "ideal home and
companion instruments." Easy to play,

entirely satisfying in every respect,

superb in workmanship, fin-

ish and tone.

Gibsons have played a part in

hundreds of little romances
—confidential human histo-

ries—about which we shall

be glad to tell you. Also the

GIBSON Book and free trial

proposition sent for the ask-

ing. These will help you
to become better acquainted
with the GIBSON family.

Teacher salesmen wanted.

Wonderful field; ask for details.

Write us!

Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Company
32 Parsons St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

The only exclusive manufacturers of high-

grade fretted instruments.

Developers of Mandolin Orchestras.



The Plot's

the Thing

The best newspaper man I ever knew,

a man who could "smell a story" a mile

away, who knew the heart interest of

that story, the high lights, what the

story would be worth in type—well,

that particular newspaper man could not write an ac-

ceptable yarn to save his life. He knew the value of

s story, and there were a lot of rewrite men who could

supply the style and the color. This newspaper man
drew a bigger salary than any of the literary person-

ages who dressed up his stories. He had a nose for

news—a sense of dramatics—he knew plot and story

value.

A similar situation is obtain-

ing more and more in the prep-

aration of motion-picture plots.

New stories, plots, situations, are

at a premium. Any studio can

summon three or four good con-

tinuity writers—men and women
who can dress a plot in proper

form, but no studio can summon
three or four men and women
who can give a new, fresh plot

angle at a moment's notice.

It sums up to this: the day is

here when the plotter—the per-

son who can invent new busi-

ness for the screen—is well re-

munerated ; those who put the

ideas into scenario form are the

rewrite men and women of the

movies.

That is why the synopsis carrying a new plot angle

is so eagerly seized upon. Style, word paintings, ver-

bose copy are not essential—are not at all necessary.

The studios do not want "literature." You do not

necessarily have to be a novelist to succeed in writing

for the screen—you must know life—and have the gift

for writing dramatic plots.

Mr. Willard King Bradley, the au-

Another tnor °^ many successful screen plays,

in an interesting article on photo-play
-A1"* writing 'appearing in the Writers' Mag-

azine, tells of another angle to the

work of the photo dramatist. He writes

:

In addition to puttering around the studio and laboratory, I

have served an apprenticeship in . the exploitation and ad-

vertising departments of two of the largest concerns in order
to get the exhibitor's angle, and the reception tendered the

various pictures at the box office. There is an art in knowing
what to write, just as there is an art in knowing the current

market.

The person who really knows the psychological value

of a picture can always find employment with the wise

producer. The art of knowing how a main title will

appeal, not only to the "upper crust" but to everybody

;

the art of mentally picturizing how some spectacular

scene in the picture will play up on posters ; the art

of fitting a main title to the picture exhibitor's needs

for lobby displays, posters, newspaper stories, et cetera

—for the exhibitor must make money if the producer

is to profit—all this knowledge is useful. The box-

office angle of the pictures is too little known in many
studios. The writer of this department makes it a rule

to see every picture which he has been connected with

—to see every picture in a first-class theater. Music
lights, audiences work marvelous changes, and a close

study of how the picture is re-

ceived by the audiences always
teaches me something. I have
learned that something which I

and my associates had expected

to be a "sure-fire" effect, calcu-

lated to g^et a laugh or a tear, is

not sure fire, and that some other

incident or climax, which we
thought of less importance, has

a greater effect on the audience.

You never know what an audi-

ence is going to do, and as an

audience receives a production so

ultimately does the exhibitor re-

ceive it. He may get a prej-

udice against certain picture

makers, and favor certain others

—because his audiences do like-

wise, and an exhibitor must
please the patrons of his house or he will not last long.

"Seeing Ourselves as the Scenario Edi-

Seeing tor Sees Us," is the title of an interesting

. resume written by Mr. Leo James of
Uurselves ^-

1S experiences while traveling along

the rocky road to success as a writer

of photo plays. He clearly sets down his adventures
and what he says is so true that I take pleasure in pre-

senting his statements in toto. His idea regarding the

presentment of the atmosphere of the story and a brief

version of the plot on the first page of the manuscript

is good. The professional writers do it. Mr. Tames

states that Westerns are not wanted by the particular

company for which he has been reading. He is right.

Take a tip and do not attempt Westerns for any com-

pany. Europe has tired of Westerns, and several stars

who have specialized in Westerns are turning to other

local color. But now for his experiences:

About two months ago, having a few hundred dollars in the

bank, I resigned my position on a newspaper, and came to Los
Angeles, determined to learn what I could about motion-picture

scenario writing. I concluded that in the capitol of
#
the film

world I could find out quicker than in any other place just what

Continued on page 80

QUESTIONS concerning scenario

writing, addressed to this depart-

ment, will be gladly answered, when ac-

companied by a stamped and addressed

return envelope. Beginners, however,

are advised first to procure our "Guide-

posts for Scenario Writers." a booklet

covering all the points on which begin-

ners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the

principal producers, with statements of

the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six

cents. Please note that we cannot read

or criticize scripts.
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The Land of Romance
Few people realize that they may enter into

this charmed land, and contribute to it.

Novices?—the greatest artists were once of
that class. Chances?—just as many as in
any other walk of life. You simply haven't
tried.

New Opportunities
In Photoplay Writing

Open to All Who Have Ideas

WHO will say that he or she has not
average ideas and imagination

about life? And who has not thought, in

the theatre, that they have as good or
better ideas for photoplays than some they
have seen on the screen?

And did you know that literary ability

has nothing to do with this new art?

One doesn't need "style" or vocabulary,
but simply good ideas and the ability to
express them clearly.

For photoplays are not written as stories

are, or as plays for the stage. They are
built of ideas, which are put into pictures,

arranged in a certain way.

Those who would write photoplays are
concerned with that particular arrange-
ment. And now there's a way in which
you can learn how to arrange your ideas.

When you have learned that, you have
learned to write photoplays in the form
acceptable to producers.

And producers will rejoice as much as
you in your new success.

For There's a

Famine in Photoplays
THERE'S a need for 5000 new stories

and producers must have scores of

them to product at once, for the demand
is far exceeding the supply that present
writers can prepare. Twenty million peo-
ple are attending motion picture theatres
daily and they are calling for new plays.

Their interest must be maintained if the
art is to survive. The opportunity to aid
is yours. Who will rise to a new and
perhaps "unexpected" success on this

modern wave? Who is there who hasn't
said to himself, "I am capable of doing
something that I have not yet found, far

better than anything I have ever done"?

The Palmer Plan

THE Palmer Plan of Photoplay Writ-
ing teaches you mainly how to pre-

pare your ideas for acceptance. Then as
you progress it develops you in all the fine

points of the art. It is both a primary and
finishing school, and it has brought out
many star writers—Mrs. Caroline Sayre of

Missouri, author of "Live Sparks" for J.
Warren Kerrigan; Dorothea Nourse; Paul
Schofield, Inee writer; G. Leroi Clarke,

who sold his first story for $3,000; and
others who have won success. "His Maj-
esty the American," played by Douglas
Fairbanks, is a Palmer student's story.

James Kendrick, another student, sold six

stories less than a year after he enrolled.

We maintain a Marketing Bureau in

Los Angeles, through which students can
offer their stories to the big producers if

they so desire.

Our Advisory Council which directs our
educational policy is composed of Cecil B.

DeMille, Thos. H. Ince, Rob Wagner and
Lois Weber. All are famous in the indus-

try and would lend their aid to nothing
that they would not use themselves.

Twelve leading figures in the profession

have included special printed lectures for

the course. These lectures cover every
essential phase of photoplay plot construc-
tion.

The Palmer Plan is complete, efficient

and vitally interesting—it enthralls those
who take it up. There is no tedium; in

fact one finds in it one of the best of all

diversions from other lines of work. Don't
say you can't follow it. Don't think you
can't win because you have never tried to
write. This is a new and different oppor-
tunity. Who knows who doesn't try?

A Free Book
Worth Your Reading

THERE is much to tell about thi9

Course, so get our free book about it.

One successful story repays, many times
over, all the effort you put in.

Success when it comes is rapid, the field

is uncrowded, the demand for plays im-

mense.

Get the free book now. Learn all about
this new way to success. If you are of

average intelligence, if you have dramatic
ideas and ambition, you have the complete
fundamental equipment for success.

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
Department of Education,

766 I. W. Hellman Bldg.,

Los Angeles, California.

Please send me, without obligation, your new
book, "The Secret of Successful Photoplay Writing."
Also "Proof Positive," containing Success Stories 0/

many Palmer members, etc.

Name.

Address

.

City.

State

.

(All correspondence held strictly confidential)
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is required. I am still here; I am still trying to learn. In the
hope that some of my experiences may be helpful to those am-
bitious folk who are not able to do as I did, I am going to tell

you what I "have found out. I am going to try and explain to

you, from the viewpoint -of an outsider, why your cherished
manuscript may be in the mails, alongside a rejection slip, this

very minute.

1 have spent several months in studying scenario writing.

I collected a library of texts; I took a correspondence course.

I began with a foundation of ten years of successful news-
paper work, admittedly excellent training for scenario work.
I have attended scores of picture exhibitions in the past eight

or nine months, endeavoring seriously- to study the technique
of productions that were shown, endeavoring to learn what
was wanted, what the various stars preferred in the way of
roles.

; Here in Los Angeles I ran across an old pal of mine in the

newspaper fraternity. He is reading manuscripts for one of the

well-known producing companies here. Day after day this man
wades through scores and hundreds of manuscripts that the

mail man out in Hollywood staggers into the office with.

(And right here, before I forget, it, let r.ie insert a paren-
thetical hint. Out at the office of this"company they call the

postman "Mr. Postage Due!" For it is a fact that every day
manuscripts come in on which there is postage due, the authors

having neglected—willfully or carelessly—to attach sufficient

postage. "In some studios they simply decline to accept manu-
scripts unon which there is postage due," my friend the reader
said. "We are a bit more liberal than that ; we accept the ex-
pense ourselves, though it amounts to more than you might
think in a month." Now listen, brother—or sister^-you may not
yet know how to write a salable scenario, but you certainly do
know how to have an envelope weighed at the^ post office, and
how to attach sufficient postage. Do it—don't make a bad first

impression. If your work is worth anything, it is worth suf-

ficient postage to carry it to the studio—yes, and to bring It

back if it is not accepted.)

As I started out to say, this reader friend of mine invited

me to take a batch of these manuscripts home with me to read.

"You will learn from these much on 'what not to write,' " he
suggested. "You will see the utter futility of trying to find any-
thing screenable in the vast majority of the scripts we receive.

You will see how far from the mark most of these misguided
'imminent authors' are shooting. Write me a fifty to one-
hundred-word synopsis of each manuscript you read."

I read the first lot he gave me—some fifty, I think. Out of

them I found exactly two that had any merit, that did not bore
me to tears. And these two, while they undeniably had merit

—

my reader' friend agreed that the}'- had—were wholly unsuited

to the type of story required and sought for by this producer.
They might have sold elsewhere—they never would have sold to

this company. They could not he used unless the producer's
whole style and system were changed.

As a consequence of this exnerience, I have read manuscripts
given to me by this reader for the past thirty davs—several

hundred of them in that time. And in the meantime I have
earnestly pursued my study' of screen requirements. T have in-

quired at every turn what was wanted. I have read the trade

papers, two or three studio publications that are printed here in

Los Angeles, giving the news of the studios and what they are

producing, right up to the minute. I have devoted nearly every

moment of my time to an intensive study of filmdom from^the
viewpoint of a would-be scanario writer. And these things

are among those that I have learned

:

Give the scenario editor a chance ! Have a heart ! No matter

how much better your story may be than the average he finds

in his daily .prist—and no doubt in your own mind your script is

better than the average—give the editor a chance to find out at

once what you have to offer. Don't force him to wade through
ten or twelve typewritten pages of manuscript to see what your

story is all about. Give him a brief, condensed synopsis—tell

what it is in a paragraph, if you can. Read over your morning
paper, and you will discover a principle of news writing that I

learned long ago. In a news item the story is told, as nearly

as possible, in the first paragraoh. In fact, the copv reader

tries to tell the story first in the headlines. Consequently, when
you pick up your morning paner, you scan headlines first. If

you see something that interests you, you read the first Para-

graph. And by the time you have read that far, you know
whether it is an item you want to read more about.

Suppose, then, that your scenario is a Western story, full of

gun play, Indians, scouts, tranpers, cowboys, or what not. .This

particular companv I am thinking of has absolutelv no facilities

for filming that sort of picture. They are not in the market

for such material, and even though you wrote the best Western

that was ever turned out, it would be rejected. Let your first

paragraph tell what sort of a story you have, the kind of people

that are in it, the setting or locale, the theme. If you find_ it

difficult to accomplish this in the first paragraph, start out with

a brief synopsis^- possibly one typewritten page, skeletonizing
the whole story. Then follow it with the detailed synopsis.

The reader will bless you if you do this ; and next time he
sees your name at the head of a manuscript, he will not pick it

up so resentfully. He feels you have some knowledge of re-

quirements, that he can "get you" and your idea without strug-
gling through a mass of verbiage that is utterly a waste of time to

him, and to you. For, when he reaches your manuscript, he may
have been through a dozen that were the silliest, most im-
possible piffle imaginable. Being human, he is mentally tired

and on edge. He unconsciously thanks you if he picks up your
manuscript and rinds a condensed synopsis—brief, businesslike,

very much to the point. You have a friend at court right away.
Another thing worth remembering is that ninety-five per cent

of the millions who go to motion pictures in these United States

are "from Missouri." Yep—they have to be shown ! In: other
words, they are "wise." You cannot choke impossible situations,

impossible people, impossible actions, impossible, or even im-
probable, stories, down their throat. They won't take them. If

you don't believe it, do as I have done—stand in the lobby of

some picture theater for several evenings, and listen to the

comments of the patrons as they come out. "Nothing to it!"

"Utterly absurd !" "That never could have happened in real

life!" I am sure you will hear that from folks who have seen

pictures which even producers have believed might be ac-

cepted. What, then, about your story, which even the producer
is afraid to take a chance on because of its unnaturalness?

Imagine this: The story of a strange tribe in the desert of

Sahara, known as the "Lamas !" Imagine a girl wandering
in the Sahara, carrying a blue light, which is seen by the hero,

who, after riding for twenty-four hours to investigate, comes
upon the girl carrying the light ! Yet that, and many other in-

cidents just as ridiculous, were contained in a manuscript I

read a few days ago, submitted with a letter in which the

ignorant, egotistical author advised the producer he better buy

at once—that he had just refused an- offer of two hundred

dollars for the script ! Such transparent idiocy does not get any-

where ; yet it is nothing out of the ordinary.

Just remember, too, that the vast majority of the people who
visit picture houses are adults. When they read a book they do

not read Grimm's fairy tales, nor do they read the works of

Horatio Alger. They read stories of grown-ups, "doing the

things that grown-ups" do, in the way that grown-ups do them.

They read stories of fiction folk who U\'e and move and breathe

and love and struggle in the same world with them. So, when
they go to picture shows, they want to see people with whom
they can sympathize, or whom they can hate, or love. They
want to see people doing the little, ordinary, commonplace things

of life in a big way. They want to laugh a bit; they enjoy

feeling a lump rise in their throats over the trials of the heroine

;

they want natural human beings, doing natural, human things.

Looking over a batch of manuscripts that lie here on my
table as I write, I fail to find among them one single scenario

that measures up to the above requirements. Either they are

full of the dull, monotonous activities of uninteresting people

who are not doing things that inspire, or they are full of the

most bizarre, impossible, unnatural people and activities con-

ceivable. Your screen characters must have natural folks dome
natural things in an inspiring, entertaining way, or the reader

is apt to hope your hand becomes palsied before you are ever

able to write another script.

John Langdon Jones, in a letter writes

Not So t^ie f°'l°wrn& : "A frien d, who to my
knowledge had no particular literary

Unusual ability, wrote last winter a scenario.

She sent it somewhere and received a

check for five hundred dollars. Is that unusual?
_

It

occurred to me that perhaps I might try the same thing,

although my literarv work has never taken me into

the movie field. There seems no slackening in that

direction. What are the chances
^
for a free lance'

Evidently a beginner can do something even if it be for

only five hundred dollars."

Five hundred dollars is the average price paid for

a motion-picture storv to average five reels. It is a

fair enough price, too, for a beginner more frequently

gives just an idea for a new plot ansfle with, perhaps,

one or more situation ideas ; the detailed business must

be supplied by the writer of the continuity and by

others. Literarv abilitv is a requisite in so far as origi-

nality is concerned and the ability of putting down

on paper the idea. There are one or two editors who
Continued on page 82
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"$5,000 Working for UsP
"I bought another good bond today and tonight Helen and I were figuring up our in-

vestments. All told we now have $5,000 saved and invested where it will add $300 to

our income every year. There's a wonderful satisfaction in having money you've worked
for workingfor you.

"I used to laugh at the idea of my ever having that much money invested. I was just scraping along

in routine work and spending what little I earned. Then one day my employer gave me some advice

that really marked the beginning of things for me. He said success depends on two things. First, learn

to do some one thing well, so well that others will pay you for what you know. Second, save and in-

vest something out of what you earn each month.

"I was out of school and couldn't go back, but I decided then and there to get some special training. I wrote to

Scranton and found I could get just the course I wanted and study at home evenings. So I started, and it wasn't long

before I could see a whole new future in our business. The manager found I could do things others couldn't and he
gave me more important work—and more money. I kept on studying and kept on climbing, with three increases the

first year. And each pay day I put something aside.

"So it's been ever since. As I advanced at the office and my salary grew, my savings grew faster and I put them
into good securities. It's really amazing what a few years of consistent saving will do.

"Since Helen and I have be&n married, we've had every comfort we
could want and yet she has been as interested in saving as I. Why, she
was happy as a lark tonight when I told her we had five thousand dollars

in safe sound investments working for us! And this is only the begin-

ning. At our present rate of saving, in a.few years more we'll have an
independent income for life

!

"

Success is not something remote—it's notsomeihing that only the other
fellow can enjoy. It is within easy reach for you if you'll just follow the

simple rules that have made all men successful who have practiced them.

First decide what your work is, the work you would most enjoy doing,

then study it, learn everything about it that you can. The easy con-

venient way to do that is to let the International Correspondence Schools

help you. For 29 years they have been helping men and women out of

routine drudgery into the joy of doing work they like—helping them to

win advancement, to earn more money, to have happy prosperous homes,
to know the thrill of getting ahead in business and in life.

More than two million have taken the up road with I. C. S. help. More
than 110,000 are now turning their spare time to profit. Hundreds are
starting every day. Isn't it about time for you to find out what the I. C. S.

can do for you?

All we ask is the chance to prove it—without obligation on your part or

a penny of cost. That's fair, isn't it? Then mark and mail this coupon.

n - TEAR OUT HERE"

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX4556-B,SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the posi-
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

s

ELECTRICAL LNGINEEE
Electric Lightingand Railways

lj Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEBB
STATIONARY I V.JIN EE It

Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUM RING AND HEATING

3 Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST
Navigation

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer

BShow Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Private Secretary
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER

_l Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH

Q Teacher
Common School Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILE OPERATING
into Repairing luSpaDUhi
AGRICULTURE |_FT<'nra
Poultry Raiting | _J Italian

Name,

Present
Occupation-

Street
andNo.

CIty_
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Suth Snlartii
Famous Serial Star, saysi

"2 find *MA YBELLINE' far
superior to anything I have
ever used to beautify my eye-
lashes and brows. I use it
regularly, with the most sat-

isfying results."

Greatest Aid to Beauty

will darken and beautify your eyelashes and eye-
brows instantly. You will be delightfully surprised
at the great added beauty, charm and expression in
your eyes after you have applied "MAYBELLINE."
Your eyelashes will appear naturally long and luxuri-
ant and your brows well-formed, thus bringing out the
deep, soulful expression of your eyes. No matter how
light, short or thin your eyelashes and brows may be,
"MAYBELLINE" will improve them wonderfully.

"MAYBELLINE" is now used regularly and highly
recommended by beautiful women everywhere. Once
you use it you will never be without it.

In a dainty purple and gold box containing mirror and
brush for applying. Easily applied in one minute.
Perfectly harmless. Two shades—Black and Brown.
75c at your dealer's or direct from us in plain cover.
Avoid disappointment with imitations by accepting
only genuine "MAYBELLINE" as illustrated above.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4305-47 Grand Boulevard. Chicago

Free Book
Containing complete ^
etory of the origii

and history of tha
wonderful instru-
ment—the

(4J

This book tells you when to use
Saxophone—singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes, orinregular band; how
to transpose cello parts in orchestra
and many other things you would
like to know.
You can loam to play the scale In one hour's >

practice, and soon be playing popular airs. You
can double your income, your pleasure, and your
popularity. Easy to pay by our easy paymentplar

MAKES AN IDEAL PRESENT
Send for free saxophone book and catalog of every-
thing in True-Tone band and orchestra instruments.

D 1 1rcAura band instrument co.D \J Sa^VOLfl 244 Buescher Block. Elkhart.Ind

A Single Drop
The most exquisite perfume ever produced,
Made without alcohol. Bottle with long glass
stopper, containing enough for 6 months.
Lilac or Crabapple $1.50; Lily of the Valley,
Rose or Violet $2.00. At druggist or by mail.

PERnSkME tc TOIL5T/WATei»

Send 20 cents stamps for miniature bottle.

Send $1.00 for Souvenir Box of five 26 cent
bottles—five different odors,

PauiRiegerCo.<s«tc«7S72) 246 FirslSt, San Francisco

Send Ft»r
*iVe 2,54 Bottles

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE!

In this day and age attention to your apnearance is an absolute necessity

if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should you wish to

appear as attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, which is

alone well worth your efforts, but you w ill find the world in general judging

yon greatly, if not wholly, b.y your "looks, " therefore it pays to "look your

best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it

will iniure your welfare! Upon the impression you constantly make rests

the failure or success of your life—which is to be your ultimate destiny?

My new Nose-Shaper "TRADOS" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does
not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

Write todays for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped

Noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1420 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamtoii, N. Y.

Hints for Scenario Writers

Continued from page 80

will not purchase the first plot submitted
by an unknown writer, no matter how
good that plot may be. This is because
the editor, not having read everything
that has ever been written, is sometimes
fearful of taking a chance and having
some old plot "put over" on him in a new-
guise. However, the experienced editor

can generally judge, and "first offerings"

are in demand, if superior. But there is

no royal road to success. We recall a
prodigy whose first two offerings sold on
sight at top prices, and, try as he would,
he could never sell another plot. Evi-
dently this writer's originality became ex-
hausted early. And then we know of an-
other instance where an ambitious writer
came to be regarded as a pest. Every
week or so a new movie plot was sub-
mitted, and not one was up to standard.
Finally, after the eighth or tenth sub-
mission, the manuscripts did not arrive so
frequently—one came along and was good.
Two months, and then another good one.

This author concluded to work more
slowly and carefully and thoughtfully

—

and those were the essentials for success.

The House of Twenty Stars

Continued from page 33

Ann : You mean the one that

makes you look like an accident go-

ing somewhere to happen?

ZaSu : Yes, that's the one, and be-

lieve me, I won't sell it to you if I

have to sit around and look at it for

the rest of my life

!

All of which disconcerted Ann not

the least bit. And no one seemed to

sympathize with ZaSu. They figure

that since she is drawing down a

thousand dollars a week she can

afford to be stung once in a

while.

I suppose I've left out the most
important things about the Holly-

wood Studio Club—I haven't men-
tioned that it is under the super-

vision of the Y. W. C. A.—nor have

I said anything about the wonderful

system that prevails—despite the

lack of rigid rules. I was frankly

more interested in the girls—and the

hats.

It is customary, I believe, for vis-

itors to the club to send some token

of their appreciation of its hospital-

ity. The Rockefellers, after having

lea there, sent twenty huge boxes of

candy the next day. The candy is

gone, but the boxes are used for

toilet articles, and each one is named
"Rockefeller."

So, if you should happen to call

at the club and some one should

tell you that Emma-Lindsay Squier

has laid an egg, don't be shocked.

They will be referring to the ban-

tam hen that is my contribution to

the House of Twenty Stars.
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PICTURES THAT SELL
at Home

Artists, Artiste, ARTISTS ! Men are wanted by
newspapers for cartoon work, by large concerns to

illustrate their advertising, by publishers to illus-

trate books and magazines. Salaries are higher than

ever before—the 48,868 periodicals published in

America, have come to realize the vast importance

of pictures and they CANNOT GET ENOUGH.
They are always in the market for more! Right now
the field of commercial art is less crowded and offers

greater opportunities than any other profession.

No Talent Is Needed
Don't be afraid of the word "artist". The old

theory that an artist had to be born is exploded. By
our amazing new method of expert personal instruc-

tion we train you not only to draw, but to draw so

that you can SELL your pictures. It makes no
difference how little you now know about drawing.

Many of our former students, who today are well

known prosperous artists, could not even hold a

pencil properly before they received our first

lesson. Our wonderful new method makes talent

unnecessary. We start you in on basic principles.

You begin by drawing straight lines, then shading,

action, perspective, etc., follow in order, until al-

most before you know it, you are making drawings
that sell for §100 to S150 apiece. The course is so

logically arranged that you learn almost without study.

EVIDENCE
"Words are inadequate to

express my high opinion
regarding Mr. Chandlee's
etbciency as an instructor.
Anyone desiring to learn il-

lustrating could not do
better than to place himself
under his direction."

A. H. ENROTH,
Washington, D. C.

"I am delighted with my
lessons. What I like so much
about your course is that you
teach your pupils bow to
become original."

LUCEY R. GILFILIAN,
Norfolk, Va.

"Your cours- has been rf
Inestimable value to me in
my work."
COURTNEY C ALLEN.
The Evening Star,

Washington, D. C

"Before finishing m;
iu:se, I was able to cispc£>
some of my work whic]

e 1 p e d me pay for m:
ition."

VERNON COLEMAN

"I have just sold to the
McClure Newspaper Syndi-
cate of New York the first

Installment of twenty draw-
ings on a comic series.

'

'

J, BAIJJWIN BURWELL.
Staunton, Va.

Personally Instructed
You receive personal instruction. It is just as if

a teacher stood at your elbow and guided you. The
corrections not only show you how to improve your
work, butWHY the suggested changes DO improve
it. Progress is unbelievably rapid. The course
covers every angle of commercial art. Many of
our students earn BIG MONEY before they
complete the course.

Learn In Your Spare Time
With our remarkable new method you can learn

in your own home. A few minutes of fascinat
study a day is all that is necessary to fit you for
a high position in the most interesting profession
in the world. Get into this great game vow.
Put drudgery and long hours behind you
forever. Be your own boss. Do the work
that never gets tiresome. > \

-

New Book FREE J>
Mail coupon for our valuable book <^

"How to Become an Artist." It
explains our course, reveals
secrets of success in com-
mercial art. and' ^ Please send me your free
shows work yf book
done by our f/

A.

ne
-n right JjjP
ting jffr
for

WASHINGTON

SCHOOL OF
ART, Inc.,

Room 1553. Marden BlAg.,

Washington. D. C.

'How to Become an

students.
Don't de-
lay—mail
the cou-
pon AT
ONCE.

Artist."

Street

5 P.P.
City State.
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REMATURE gray hair

tkat falsely proclaims trie

passing of youth is not

more unpopular today

than it v?as two thousand

years ago.

All tkrougk the ages, in every land,

women Kave sought and chemists have

tried to perfect a satisfactory preparation

for coloring and renewing gray, faded and

streaked hair.

In the short time that "Brownatone"
has been on the market it's sales have in-

creased so rapidly and to such a tremen-

dous total as to prove that it is giving per-

fect satisfaction to more women than any-

thing previously discovered for this purpose.

ROWNATONE
Ifyou have not tried "Brownatone" and

compared it's simple, clean, easy method

of application, it's instant results, and it's

truly remarkable reproduction of your gray

hair's original color, there is a delightful

surprise waiting for you.

Any good druggist can supply "Brown-

atone"—5ocand$i.5c Two colors: "Light

to medium Brown" and "Dark Brown to

Black." Guaranteed absolutely harmless.

For a free trial bottle of "Brownatone"

with simple directions send lie to pay

packing postage and war tax, to

THE KENTON
PHARMACAL CO./
573 COPPIN
Codington, Kent*

Canada Add
Windsor. On

Concerning Carmel's Past
Continued from page 59

seem to have such a healthy color,

even under paint and powder, in

contrast with lily-pallid city girls of

the East.

"I saw ever so many old friends.

Houston Peterson came backstage
one night. He's a professor—at

Columbia—now, and talks in a deep,

deep voice—and looks the part
!"

We laughed.

Mamma Myers had been gazing
earnestly at me.
"Are you the young man who

came home with my son Zion one
time and ate up the chicken for our
Sunday dinner while I was away?"
she demanded.
"No, no, mother," Carmel fibbed

tactfully. "That was somebody
else."

"Well, I just wondered," said Mrs.
Myers. Then she amicably changed
the subject.

"Carmel made her first stage ap-

pearance in 'The Lady of the Lake'

at the old Custer Street school," she

told me. "She wore a Scotch cos-

tume and was ever so excited about

the play."

"Yes," said Carmel, "and my hero
was a blond six-footer who forgot

his lines in the middle of a passion-

ate love scene."

"You were sitting on a nail keg,"

said Mrs. Myers.

"Supposed to be a rock."

"With bottles scattered around."

"Mother, that was part of the

scenery! What made me feel bad
was ringing down the curtain. But
they raised it again, and we started

over, and I prompted the hero in all

his lines."

"You weren't doing any acting at

Los Angeles High, were you, Car-
mel?"

"Only in our cellar at home. I

was a scrub—only in the ninth grade
—so all I could do at school was de-

bate. The teacher in journalism
used to accuse me of being crazy

about the boys, and I wasn't at all.

I was afraid of them—except that I

liked to talk to you and Morris."

Then we chatted about school-

mates—the class poet, the girl-hater

who married, the star debater who
got a job in a pickle factory, and
the verses Carmel used to contri-

bute to the weekly I helped edit.

"Oh, and do you remember that

beauty show at school—the one you
won second prize in?" I demanded.

"Do I? Bessie Love was in that

contest, too—we rode on the same
float in the parade, as maids of
honor.

"That was the very happiest year

of my life—up till then
!"

What the Fans Think
Continued from page 70

I live in a town of ten thousand inhabit-

ants. My friends among the young mar-
ried crowd take no interest in the movies,

nor do I—at home. We used to go to

them a few years ago, when we were in

high school, but only as a lark—we never

took them very seriously. The reason we
never go any more is that the three thea-

ters in the town are old, small, stuffy, and
smelly. They're all owned by one man,
I believe, and he's satisfied with the way
things are, I presume. Why should peo-

ple with nice homes and plenty of other

diversions want to go to a run-down, dirty

theater?

But a few weeks ago I came to New
York for a visit. To my surprise I found
that the people I visited went to the movies
a great deal, as did their friends. How
could this be, I thought, when New York
offers so many, many wonderful forms of

entertainment and amusement?

I soon learned. I was taken one night

to that marvelous picture palace, the Capi-

tol Theater. What I saw and heard there

was a revelation. Then I went to the

Rivoli and the Rialto and some of the

others. I began to see what we were miss-

ing back home. I've become a rabid pic-

ture fan, and when I go back home I'm
going to preach the gospel of pictures,

and see if I can't talk some one into build-

ing a decent theater, for I know now what
we are missing there.

Ellen M. Hallenby, Hotel Quarrels,

New York City.

Where Chicago Beats New York.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Maga-
zine.

Not long ago I had occasion to take
an Eastern trip ;

and, during my stay, I

was forced to depend for information on
the newspapers of the cities I visited.

One fact struck me very forcibly. With
the exception of one New York daily,

the Eastern exhibitors and newspapers
are miles behind those of Chicago. In
New York, for instance, after deciding
that I would like to visit a few of the

picture houses, I discovered that an even
half dozen programs were offered for

inspection in the columns of the daily

press. In Boston conditions were some-
what better, but not much. I believe I

counted about a dozen programs in the

Boston papers.
During the last convention of the Elks

in Chicago I chanced to meet a number
of out-of-town visitors who were inter-

ested in pictures, and it was a pleasure

to hear their remarks in regard to the

way the Chicago newspapers handled their

motion-picture pages. The fact that more
than one hundred motion-picture theaters

advertised their bills through the medium
of the daily press made a great hit with

the out-of-towners._ It gave them a chance

to do a little judicious selecting.

As an unprejudiced and impartial ob-

server, I would suggest that Eastern pho-

to-play editors and exhibitors ought to get

together and inform the movie-going pub-

lic as to what pictures are to be seen

—

and where. Jay Dee See—Chicago, 111.
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What Happened to Ruth
By BEATRICE IMBODEN

IT was Spring on the campus ! Fairies had
come and suddenly spread over the gray
buildings and brown lawns a mystic net

interwoven of green and gold, of fragrance
and sunlight.
But there was no Spring in the heart of a

slender, dark-eyed girl crossing the quadrangle.
Her sombre expression caught the eyes of a
friend.

"Cheer up, Ruthie ! Maybe it's not so bad
as you think," laughed this rosy-cheeked
maiden, slipping her arm in Ruth's.

"Dot, what's the use of it all?" passion-
ately burst out Ruth. "I'm going to quit col-
lege ! I'm young, alive—I don't want to grind
away three more dull years I"

"Why—gracious me !—college is just the
place where one can have good times !"

"You know it is not—for us !" Ruth re-
pressed her almost sternly. "Let's be frank,
for once. You and I don't have good times.
We just study and go to poky lectures and slip
into the back seats of concerts so no one will
notice our clothes. And that's all ! No, I'm
going to stop ! I'll go to the city next year
and work. Maybe I can save some money."

"For what?" asked Dot.
"For clothes ! Of course ! What do you

suppose I'm haranguing about?" jerked out
Ruth. She turned her head away quickly. "I
w-wouldn't care if I could have just one new
Spring suit—I wouldn't ask for many
clothes !"

"Oh," murmured Dot knowingly. For a
couple were approaching—a tall, laughing boy
with an. attractive girl who wore jauntily a
pretty Spring costume.
"Why, hello Ruth," exclaimed the boy.

"Say, I had a letter from home yesterday.
Want to hear the news?"

"I—I haven't time now," and Ruth hurried
on. dragging Dot with her.
"Why won't you let Alex talk to you?"

reproached Dot. "He's a dear—and about the
most popular boy in the University."

"In my old blue suit—and Grace Morrison
all togged out?" demanded Ruth icily.

"She isn't as pretty as you." declared Dot
with warmth. But Ruth's gloom was compli-
ment-proof.

"Well, goodbye. I'm going upstairs to
study," she said, as they reached their board-
ing place. In her room at last, the books lay
untouched. She was wistfully recalling a
moonlight night last August when she and
Alex had planned to spend this Spring to-
gether.

They were from the same little town and
for years Alex had deserted his fine, big home
on the hill to spend evenings iu Ruth's rather
thread-bare little sitting room, where her
school-teacher father and dear mother made
him welcome. But in Millersville everyone
knew and loved the Allisons—clothes didn't
count. At college they did, it seemed.

"I don't think all those prettv, happv so-
rority girls are snobs," Ruth told herself
gloomily. "They don't know me and my plain
clothes make me awkward and shy."
And it certainly was not Alex's fault—he

had tried his loyal best to take her into the
circle where his good looks, good clothes, and
good car had quickly placed him. But after
one or two unhappy evenings, when Ruth had
suffered agonies in her plain white graduating
frock among butterfly girls in tulle and silk,
she had refused his invitations. Finally, cut
by her refusals, he had ceased to see her.

"I don't care !" muttered Ruth. And she
flung herself on the couch and sobbed.

Saturday, Ruth's Aunt Susanna ran down
from the city to see her.

"She's wonderful !" Ruth told Dot. "Uncle
Harvey lost his money three years ago but
she manages to dress even better than before.
She's so clever !"

Aunt Susanna proved fashionable—and
wise. She attended a lecture or two, visited
classes and eyed Ruth critically.
"Where are the parties and athletic events

and such?" she suggested. "I thought college
nowadays was one glad dream for you vourig
folks?"

"Not for me," said Ruth shortly.
"Well, well. I must look into this when you

come to visit me in June." and Aunt Susanna
deftly turned the subject.

College dragged out to the year's end. Ruth
declared she was not coming back.

Dot heard little from her that Summer.
But a mysterious card came in June bearing
the word "Eureka !" Then one in August.
Meet me at the train in September," which
Dot did one crisp Fall morning.
"Where is Ruth?" she was wondering as

passengers filed off the train, not recognizing
a smart, slender figure in a blue traveling
dress whose tailored touches and good lines

simply cried "Style !" Then Ruth hugged
her.

"You dear, to come back !" cried Dot.
"Why, how stunning you look—and how
happy !" Yes. Ruth was more than pretty,
she was beautiful now ! Some miracle had
touched her.

Alex rushed up to her just then. "So glad
to see you," he cried. "How dar—er—dandy
you look," he rushed on, a little confused.
"Our frat gives a little dance tomorrow night.
May—may I come for you?" and Ruth smiled
acceptance.
After lunch two trunks came for Ruth, much

to Dot's amazement. Last year one small
one had sufficed.

"I'm dying to know what's in them," Dot
said. "May I see? I scent a surprise—you
seem so mysterious !"

At once Ruth unlocked one. Then she drew
from its tissue paper wrappings a miracle of
a visiting costume, soft chiffon velvet, a
lovely taupe color. Frenchily set off by a tiny
vest of gold and pink brocade. With this
went a taupe georgette blouse, beaded in gold,
pink and old blue.

"Where in the world did you get that beau-
tiful costume?" Dot was wide-eyed.

Ruth smiled, then lifted out an evening
dress, crimson silk, covered with petal-like
tiers of tulle, ranging from rose to flame
color, shoulder-strapped with tiny hand-made
satin roses.

"Ruthie Allison, you don't mean that
dream of a gown is yours?"
Not answering. Ruth took out another dress,

with panniers and quaint peasant bodice.
"Corn color ! The color I always said you
should wear !" exclaimed Dot.

"Here is my favorite." smiled Ruth calmly,
displaying a dainty creation of cream-colored
satin and silver lace. Dot gasped, "Pinch me

—

am I still on earth ?" she whispered. "Three
party frocks ! Surely there can be nothing
more !"

But there was—a blue silk "for Sundays."
exquisitely braided and faintly touched with
scarlet ; an intricately draped printed voile, all
misty grays and lavenders with a violet girdle :

a smart brown serge sailor suit and ah even
smarter checked woolen frock with clever flare
pockets and tiny leather belt.

"Just one more, except for shirtwaists and
such," said Ruth, lifting out a wonderful eve-
ning coat, aero blue with white marabou col-
lar. Then Ruth faced her friend.

"No. I didn't rob a bank or find a pot of
gold," she began. "And I didn't exceed my
clothes allowance of $100." Dot turned
frightened eyes on her—something had surely
affected Ruth's brain.

"Honestly ! I'll prove it by this expense
account. Taupe velvet, brocade and georgette,
$28 (I plunged on that costume.) . Tulle for
party gown $6.50. The foundation was an old
red silk cover for our square piano, laid away
and forgotten.

"The evening coat was mother's long-ago
party cape. The corn-color silk was an old
dress of hers. And do you recognize the
braided taffeta? My last year's best dress!
The other party dress contains three and a
half yards of crepe satin and three of silver
lace at a cost of $21.70."

"Don't dare analyze that compound of
moonlight and mystery !" commanded Dot.

"The traveling dress was my last year's
suit : the checked wool a made-over, too."

"But who made them? Has a Fifth Avenue
modiste adopted you?"
"Why, I did !" came Ruth's reply. "You

see, Aunt Susanna told me her secret. She
learned to sew wonderfully right at home, and
she insisted that I could, too. And I did

!

Why after only four lessons I made some dear
'undies,' two waists and this crepe kimono

!

Then I made over that checked wool horror
Miss Simms, the Millersville dressmaker, had
evolved. Don't you like it?"

"It's wonderful ! But tell me, how did you
learn all this at home? Who taught you? I'm
breathless to know !"

"Why, the Woman's Institute, of course. I

was soon able to make really elaborate things,
so I took a trip to the city and copied some
models from a fashionable shop. Then I made
some darling clothes for several kiddies at
home and earned enough for slippers and
boots. During Christmas vacation I've prom-
ised to help on a bridal trousseau—and
thereby earn my Spring suit !"

"Do you think I could learn to sew, too?"
Dot's voice was unsteady now.

"Learn :" exclaimed Ruth. "Why. you
couldn't help learning ! The text books seem
to foresee and answer every possible question.
The pictures are simply marvelous and the
teachers take just as personal an interest in
your work as they do here in the college
classrooms !

those pretty, happy
sorority fjirls are
snobs," It u tli told
herself gloomily.

"I know that the Woman's Institute has
really made me more capable than most pro-
fessional dressmakers—after just these few-
months of study at home !"

"Well, you won't be able to keep Alex away
now," said Dot meaningly. Ruth's eyes grew
dreamy. She saw herself in the moonlight-and-
mystery gown, queening it among his frat
friends, while he watched jealously, or in the
rose-and-flame dress which turned her into a
vivid, glowing gypsy, transformed her lips lo
scarlet petals and eyes to deep dark pools of
allurement, listening to an ardent question.
And she knew her dream was really a proph-
ecy !

For a sequel to Ruth's story peep into a
sorority house the following Spring.

There are Ruth and Dorothy in a group of
girls. They had "joined" in the fall.

"And it should have been a year earlier !"

exclaimed one girl. "But we never would
have known what darlings you two are had
we not been attracted first by your delightful
clothes ! Clothes really are a sign-post to
one's character. What are you going to do
this Summer, Ruth?"

"I won't tell." she laughed. "But just you
girls bring back all the feathers and scraps
of velvet you can !"

"I know," said one wise maiden, "the
Woman's Institute teaches millinery, too. Go-
ing to make us some bridesmaids' hats.
Ruthie?" And Ruth's blush was no denial.
What happened to Ruth can happen to you.

More than 70.000 women and girls in city
town and country have proved that you can
quickly leam at home, in spare time, through
the Woman's Institute, to make all your own
and your children's clothes and hats or pre-
pare for success in dressmaking or millinery
as a business.

It costs you nothing to find out what the
Institute can do for you. Just send a letter,

post-card or the convenient coupon below and
you will receive—without obligation—the full

story of this great school that has brought
the happiness of having dainty, becoming
clothes, savings almost too good to be true,
and the joy of being independent in a suc-
cessful business, to women and girls all over
the world.

WOMAN'S INSTITUTE
Dept. 59-M, Scranton. IYnna.

Please send me one of your booklets and
tell me how I can learn the subject marked
below :

Home Dressmaking Millinery

Professional Dressmaking Cookinn

Name
(Please specify whether Mrs. or Miss)

Address
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In the Heart of a Fool
Continued from page 40

"If that boy is hurt—by the God
above I'll kill your child, Van Dorn !"

she screamed with the madness of a
woman who had lost her reason. •

As though Fate had turned fiend

and challenged the frenzied woman
to make good her threat on the life

of the little girl in her arms, a bullet

fired from the outskirts of the mob
crumpled the little boy into an inert

mass on the pavement. But the
woman dropped the girl and
swooned, falling to the ground with
one arm, as though for protection,

over the dead body of the boy who
lay there. And the riot was over.

Men can't carry on their own quar-
rels in the face of women's agony.
A solemn cortege of flannel-

shirted men, men from both sides of
the fight, who had been ready to kill

each other only a few moments be-
fore, now walked with Grant Adams,
in silence and with bared heads, as
he bore the limp body of the boy to

the Adams home. The woman was
helped to the "palace of love" in

which she lived with Van Dorn, and
when she revived he faced her alone,

accusingly.

"Why did that boy mean so much
to you?" Van Dorn demanded, sus-

picion mingling with rage in his

voice.

"That boy"—the woman spoke
calmly, slowly

—
"why, Van Dorn,

that boy was my son—mine and
Grant Adams'."

Van Dorn was too slow for her.

The pistol appeared in her hand as

if by magic, and there was a flash,

then another and another in quick
succession.

And Van Dorn's power for fur-

ther harm was forever ended—by
one of his own kind.

A different fate—as bad as his

—

was to be hers. A strange light came
into her eyes, and she began croon-

ing baby songs to the child who had
been shot, her own tiny son, and in

imagination rocking him in her
arms ; there would be no courtroom
scandal ; the woman had gone insane.

EPILOGUE.

And so it was that life threads

which had been snarled by the chance
arrival of an interloper were finally

though tragically untangled. And
so it was that, on a later spring day
when time had to some extent dulled

the memory of bitter tragedies,

Laura Nesbit and Grant Adams
strolled once more hand in hand, as

fate had first intended, toward life's

setting sun.

Unconventional Tommy
Continued from page 72
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Genuine

Aspirin
Name "Bayer" means genuine

Say "Bayer"— Insist 1

Say "Bayer" when buying Aspirin.

Then you are sure of getting true "Bayer
Tablets of Aspirin"—genuine Aspirin
proved safe by millions and prescribed by
physicians for over twenty years. Ac-
cept only an unbroken "Bayer package"
which contains proper directions to relieve

Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Colds and Pain. Handy tin

boxes of 12 tablets cost few cents. Drug-
gists . also sell larger "Bayer packages."
Aspirin is trade mark of Bayer Manufac-
ture Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

Here

with money-ord
rency to

EGBERT
Dept. P, Buena Vista

The)
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WATER-WAVEYOUR HAIR
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f\
^ yWater-Maid Wavers ^

he knew the part of the gambler
would make him famous, so he
coerced George Loane Tucker into

producing it. And, as a result, they
were both made famous.
The starring contract which he

signed not long ago carries a salary

that passes over two thousand dol-

lars a week, with careful clauses as

to "wardrobe supplied," "expenses
while on location," and so many pic-

tures a year to be made in New York.
Nor did Tommy become dizzy with

\17HEN chill winds sweep the

Avenue,
And skies are dull and gray,

When all the world seems colorless,

A low'ring winter day,

I hie myself to where I know
Are blossoms nodding gay,

And stretching fields, and distant

hills,

And youth and love at play.

Forgotten all the sadness now,
And eagerly I lean

To view the gracious pageantry,

Sweet summer on the screen.

the sudden influx of gold and fame.

Nothing could lure him into the stel-

lar set of the nouveau riche. He is

still without an automobile, a valet,

and a palatial manse. He still re-

members names and faces as dis-

tinctly as he did when looking for a

job. And when you ask the question

of those who know him, "What do

you think of Tommy Meighan?" you
get the emphatic response, even from
such unsentimental he-regulars as

Tony Moreno, "I love him!"

When all the town is sweltering

Where I perforce must stay,

When sadly droop the weary folk

A sultry August day,

I know a place that waits for me,
And gladly there I go,

To find a virgin forest grim,

And miles of trackless snow.

A lovely maid, a dog team waits,

The hero's strong and lean,

What matters the thermometer.
When winter's on the screen

!

Alix Thorn.

Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
wave that remains in straightest
hair a week or more, even in damp
weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluffy only use the wavers once
after every shampoo.

Send for Water "Wavers (patented) today—stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely san-
itary—universally successful—endorsed by soci-

ety'sleaders. Ifyourdealerdoesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.

WATER-MAID WAVER CO.
117- B West Seventh St. Cincinnati, Ohio

Screen Seasons
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Let Us Send You~a~SILVERTONE 1—
Phonograph for Two Weeks9 Trial in Your Home

Without Expense to You
WE WANT you to try one of these beautiful SILVERTONE Phono-

graphs in your own home for two weeks without a cent of expense
and without obligating you to buy if you are not fully satisfied with

the instrument.
Select any SILVERTONE Phonograph shown on this page, fill In

the order blank and mail it to Sears, Roebuck and Co. today. We
ship SILVERTONE Phonographs on two weeks' trial. You take
absolutely no risk, nor do you obligate yourself in any way by taking a
SILVERTONE on trial. All we ask you to do is to give the phonograph
a thorough test. Examine its mechanical features, cabinet work,
workmanship and finish. Try it with any disc record you desire, and
note its beauty of tone and fidelity of reproduction. Give it every test
necessary to prove the truth of our claims for it. And then compare
the price of the SILVERTONE with that of any other phonograph of
the same size, beauty and musical excellence.

If, at the end of two weeks' trial, you are not fully satisfied with the
SILVERTONE. if you do not believe that it is in even,- way the "equal
of any phonograph on the market selling at prices from 25 to 50 per cent
higher than the SILVERTONE, simply notify us and we will take away
the phonograph at our own expense and will refund any transportation
and cartage charges you have paid. The two weeks' test will not hare
cost you one cent nor placed you under any obligation.

Play as You Pay—Very Easy Terms

If, after two weeks* trial, you are fully satisfied with the SILVERTONE
and desire to keep it, simply send us the first monthly payment and then
the same amount each month until the total is paid. The amount of the
monthly payment on each instrument is shown under the illustrations.

Compare our terms with those offered on any other phonograph of
the same high quality. The small monthly payment required on even
the highest priced models makes it easy for you to own a really fine
instrument without incurring a heavy financial burden.

This Liberal Selling Plan Is the Best Guarantee
of SILVERTONE Quality

We know that the SILVERTONE Phonograph is-

right in every respect—mechanically, musically and in
design and finish. That is why we can offer them on
this liberal no money down trial basis. We know that
when you get a SILVERTONE Phonograph in your
home for two weeks' trial you will be convinced of its
high quality and will agree with us that it is the best
phonograph on the market at anywhere near the same
price. We have sold over 330,000 SILVERTONE
phonographs, and the unanimous praise of their owners
is the most convincing proof of SILVERTONE quality.

Plays All Disc Records
The SILVERTONE convertible tone arm is so con-

structed that it permits the playing of any make of disc
record, either vertical or lateral cut. It is almost as easy
to adjust the reproducer for different types of records
as it is to change needles.

Size of Cabinets
The Model H Cabinet is 45% inches high. The

others are illustrated in proportion.

Model N
LOUIS XVPEftiOD

SO Price
AMonm 52252°$7.

ihoqanu, Walnal orFumed Oak
Gold Plated ttet-al Parts

MAIL YOUR ORDER TO THE NEAREST ONE OF OUR FOUR STORES.
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 73P90 Date-
You may ship me the SILVERTONE Phonograph which I have marked with an (X),

without any obligation on my part to buy unless I am perfectly satisfied.
If, after two weeks' trial, I decide to keep and use the instrument. I will send von the first

payment for the phonograph and pay the same amount each month until paid in full; then the
SILVERTONE becomes my property.
Should I decide, after two weeks' trial, that the SILVERTONE is not satisfactory, I will notify

you, and you are to give me instructions so that I may send it back at your expense. You are
also to return to me any transportation and cartage charges I have paid.

I have always been faithful in paying my obligations and am making this statement for the
purpose of inducing you to grant me these terms, and I give you my pledge that you may feel safe
in trusting me to pay as agreed.
Si^n R.F.D. Bos Street
HereJJ^*_ : No No and N

(Sign your name here plainly and carefully. If under age, some member of your family who
is of age and responsible should sign this order with you.)

Postoffice_

Shipping Point-
I have been located in
this town since—

. County-

_ Countv-

. State-

Modes- «J

'OO Price

--- lM^i Parts —

My business, occupation
or profession is

If less than 5 years,
_give former address
Do you wish shipment made
_by express or freight?—

REFERENCES— (Please ^ive names of TWO references.)

Name Address Business or Occupation

We ship Silvertone Phonographs to all parts of the U. S. Wedo not accept orders from foreign countries.

Model H.
D Mahogany.

Walnut.
Price, 913S.OO
Payment. SS.OO a month. I

Model J.

Q Mahogany.
Walnut.

lH Fumed Oak.
Price, S1C5.00
Pax-mem, S6.QO a month. [

Model R.
Mahogany.
Walnut.

U Fumed Oak.
Price, $200.00
Payment. SY.OO a month.

Model S.

Mahogany.
Walnut.

Price, 5215.00
Payment. S7.SQ n month.

Model N.
Mahogany.
Walnut.

D Fumed Oak.
Price, S22S.OO
Payment, $7-SO a month.



TERESE.—My goodness ! You don't

mean to tell me that you don't know
that Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pick-
ford recently made one and one—one?
Where is your hiding place? Bill Hart
has not been caught in cupid's lasso yet.

Thomas Meighan's wife is Frances Ring,
sister of Blanche Ring, the musical-com-
edy star. Dorothy Dalton is not married
at present. She has no children. Elliott

Dexter played the title role in the Lasky
production of "The Squaw Man." Ann
Little was the squaw. Kathryn MacDon-
ald was the English sweetheart. No trou-
ble at all. Come again when you get time.

Edith Johnson Admirer.—Edith has
dark-brown hair, but she wears a blond
wig in her pictures. She and William
Duncan are still making serials together
for Vitagraph. She was born in Roches-
ter, New York, in 1895. Your other ques-
tions have already been answered in the
replies preceding yours.

Blossom H.—Mary Pickford was born
in Toronto, Canada, in 1893. Mae Marsh
was born in Madrid, New Mexico, in 1897.
Mildred Harris is Mrs. Charles Chaplin.
Mary Pickford is the wife of the acrobatic
Douglas Fairbanks. Mae Murray is the
better half of Robert Z. Leonard, her di-

rector. Jean is not married. Jane Grey
appears in motion pictures every once in

a while.

Francis S.—Mary Miles Minter is at
present living in California, where she is

making features for Realart.

Billy.—There is nothing to do but try.

Bubbles D.—Your Niles Welch ques-
tion has already been answered in this

issue. That's his name. He was born in

Hartford, Connecticut, in 1888. July 26th
was the date of the happening. His hair is

medium brown and his eyes are blue.

Catherine C. E.—Robert Taylor Bien
is the correct name of Robert Warwick.
He is not married, having been divorced a
year ago last October.

May W.—No sooner said than done.
Your request has been granted. You will
find the addresses you want at the end of
this department. Don't be so long be-
tween letters after this. I shall expect you
to keep your promise and be more punc-
tual. Yes ?

A Moovy Fan.—Ralph Graves opposite
Dorothy Gish in "Peppy Polly." Wilfred
Lytell is Bert's brother. There is no one
by that name in pictures. You must have
it wrong. Yes, that was Sessue's wife.
He was born in 1889. Nazimova hasn't
any children.

H. G. Jacobs.—I'll bet your wrist will

be sore and your fingers cramped by the

time you write to all those players for

their pictures. It ought to take you a
couple of days from the looks of the list.

You will find all the addresses at the end
of this department.

Betjlah May.—Bill and Edith are not
married. Neither is Peggy Hyland.

I. Marsh.—Look at the end of this de-
partment for the addresses you want.

HPHE ORACLE will answer in

* these columns as many ques-

tions of general interest concern-

ing the movies as space will allow.

Personal replies to a 1 im i te d
number of questions—such as will

not require unusually long answers

—will be sent if the request is ac-

companied by a stamped enve-

lope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture

Oracle, Pieture-Play Magazine. 79

Seventh Avenue, New York City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,

since the only possible way of ever

getting such a job is by direct

personal application at a studio.

Questions concerning scenario

writing must be written 011 a

separate sheet of paper. Those
who wish the addresses of actors

and actresses are urged to read

the notice at the end of this

department.

"The Courage of Marge O'Doone," is a

Vitagraph production, with Niles Welch in

the principal male role.

Mary R. B.
—"A Cumberland Romance"

is the current Mary Miles Minter feature.

The latest picture with Blanche Sweet is

"The Girl in the Web." Not a bit of
trouble, I assure you.

Tony Moreno's Fan.—Norma Tal-
madge is Mrs. Joseph Schenck in real life.

She has no children. Mary Miles Minter
was born in Shreveport, Louisiana, on
April 1, 1902. Tony Moreno's full name
is Antonio Garrido Monteagudio Moreno.
I'm sure I don't know whether he can pro-
nounce it or not. I should say he's lucky
if he can remember it all. He was born
in Madrid, Spain, in 1888. There is no
"easiest way" to get into pictures. All

the ways are mighty hard, so if you're

looking for an easy way you had better

not waste your time, because you won't
find any. Conway Tearle was born in

New York, in 1880. Anita Stewart was
born in Brooklyn, New York, in 1896. She
has light brown hair and brown eyes.

Alton W. C.—Fred Stone is not mak-
ing any features at present, having gone
back on the stage. Charles Lynn, or
Charles Conklin, as he has changed his

name back to his original standing again,

is forty years old. The reason for the

change from Conklin to Lynn was because
he joined Sennett's forces when Chester
Conklin was on the same pay roll. Sen-
nett figured the names would cause con-
fusion so he changed Conklin to Lynn.
Now Charles has changed it back again.

Alice Joyce Admirer.—Vivian has not
appeared in pictures since then. Jack
Mulhall is quite popular with the fans.

Jack and Juanita Hansen have not played
together since they did that serial for Uni-
versal. "Smashing Barriers" is the name
of the last William Duncan serial released

by Vitagraph.

M. R. M.—Lew Cody's latest picture is

called "Occasionally Yours." He was born
in Waterville, Maine, in 1885. Jack Holt
was born in Winchester, Virginia. He is

six feet tall and weighs one hundred and
seventy-three pounds. He has dark-brown
hair and eyes.

Cleo.—Well, you were on time this

month for the second consecutive month.
What's going to happen? Monte Blue has
come to New York to do a picture for

Famous Players-Lasky under the direc-

tion of Charles Maigne. They will prob-
ably go into Kentucky or Virginia for
some mountain stuff. Monte began his

motion-picture career for the usual five

bones per day—some days. He used to do
a lot of doubling, and at one time doubled
De Wolf Hopper on the windmill in the

Triangle picture, "Don Quixote." Monte
sprained his wrist and his ankle doing it,

and could not work for several days. He
has seen the real hard road to fame, and
is just beginning to enjoy some of the

fruits of success. More power to him,

I say. Don't you?

Anna May.—Write to the editor about
pictures in the gallery and articles in

Picture-Play. I have nothing to do with
that end of it. "A Corner in Colleens"
was produced by Thomas H. Ince for the

old Triangle Company. The picture is

about three years old. Bessie Barriscale

had the feminine lead in this while Charles
Ray was the leading male member of the

cast. "Nan of Music Mountain" is two
years old. Wallace Reid and Ann Little

headed the cast.

Continued on page 99
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£YE7VZ) now for the New Wurlitzer cata-

/j log and free trial blank. You may
have any musical instrument known,

with a complete musical outfit, for a week's
trial at home. Return the instrument at

our expense at the end of the week if you
decide not to keep it.

You will get a complete musical outfit, in-

cluding the instrument and all the neces-
sities with it—velvet and plush lined carry-
ing case with lock and key, self instructor,

instruction aids, book of music, all attach-

ments and extra parts—everything you need.

This new Wurlitzer plan effects a tremendous saving
for you if you decide to buy, as everything is in-

cluded at factory cost. Wurlitzer supplies the outfit

and instrument practically for the cost of the
instrument alone.

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay foryour

instrument and outfit.

A t-rtcf-jV Onolif-iT of Wurlitzer instruments isAITlStlC quality known all over the world.
Wurlitzer instruments have been the favorites of
artists and have been used in the finest orchestras
and bands for years. This outfit offer includes gen-
uine Wurlitzer instruments.

Every known stringed instrument or wind
instrument included in this offer offree
trialin yourown home. Haveyourfree trial
now. We do not chargeyou apennyfor it.

Send for New Catalog
and Free Trial Blank

Every instrument known illustrated and described.
With price and small payment down. More pictures
and more information about musical instruments
than in any other book published. It is a veritable
musical encyclopedia. Free trial blank comes with it.

Catalog is absolutelyFREE. There is no obligation.
Don't delay. Write for it today.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1759

117 East 4th Street, Cincinnati, O.
329 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1759
117 E. 4th St., Cincinnati, 0. 329 Wabaih Ave., Chicago, III

Send me your new catalog with illustrations in color and
full description of the Wurlitzer Complete Outfits and
details of the free trial and easy payment offer.

Natne

Addrtsa .

CmHato 1910
(.StaU musical inatrummt in ichich l/ou or* rr/.-uiiv i~ttri*:ti

.

)

T\m Rudolph Wurlitfr Co.
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Some Unique Movie Theaters

There are a few, but you will have to go beyond the next block.

INSURE HAPPY DA YS
frtjj

for those ylou love

A Prudential

Monthly Income

Policy

is like a radiant burst of sun-

shine thru dark clouds.

A Prudential Check can be put

into the hands of your loved

ones on the first of every month.

Hundreds of American homes

know this day as

PRUDENTIAL DAY
THE NATIONAL PAY-DAY

Insure in

WtWtial
INSURANCE COMPANY OFAMERICA

Incorporated Under The Laws of [he Srale of New Jersey!

m {forrest f. Dryden

'Y^ President

BOTH had done a good deal of
traveling, but the Eastern fan
had felt the strain at his

pocketbook most. The Western
fan's trips, on the other hand, had
only cost fifteen cents apiece, plus

two cents war tax.

"You know," remarked the W est-

ern fan, "I have seen practically

every section of the United States

in the movies, but my exploring

spirit has yet to be appeased. Did
you come across any unique picture

theaters ?"

"I sure did," replied the Easterner.

"Let me first tell you of a stunt they

pulled off at Coney Island last sum-
mer. How would you like to sit on
a beach chair with the Atlantic

Ocean in front of you and the star-

lit sky as the roof? Well, this was
how I took in the movies during the

dog days.

"Down in Texas—at San Antonio,

if I recollect rightly—you walk in

the Soledad Theater and enjoy a

high-class feature. When this is

over you travel several flights to the

top of the building, where you find

a roof garden. You may dance,

have refreshments, watch a refined

cabaret performance, or you can see

a program of short films in the air-

drome."

"What else did you unearth in the

Lone Star State?"

"All I can say is that the married
folks in El Paso with tiny tots to

care for have a perfect paradise of

a theater in the Alhambra. Parents
need not be bothered with a crying

baby ; all they have to do is to take

their offspring to the baby's rest

room and check it. It will be placed
in one of the eight tiny cots and be
cared for by an attendant, and two
nurses."

"But an exhibitor here in Seattle."

interjected the Westerner, "prevents
his audience from being annoyed in

another pleasing way. In his theater,

at one of the sides, is a glass-in-

closed room, where parents with
noisy children may sit out the per-

formance.

"On my way North I stopped off

at Washington, D. C." continued the

Easterner. "In the business section

of Ninth Street there is a theater to

which only men are admitted. This
looked suspicious to me, but when I

observed that the men were allowed

to smoke and the films were the same
as shown to a mixed audience, I

grasped the reason.

"Proceeding to Indiana I unex-

pectantly located a movie theater on
a lake steamer. You see, the sum-
mer residents along the shore of
Lake Wawasee have little facilities

for amusements, so of an evening
bored folks may step aboard this boat
and witness a show.

"Honestly, though, I consider that

Detroit possesses the most distinctive

photo-play theater in this country,

for as you enter the Grand Boule-
vard Theater you find two distinct

auditoriums. In the middle of the

building is a sound-proof partition

of glass, on both sides of which are

seats.

"The screens are located at the two
opposite ends of the building, conse-

quently the audiences sit back to

back, as it were. The operating

booth is situated at the top of the

partition, where the films are fo-

cused in both directions. The par-

tition, by the way, prevents the mu-
sic in one auditorium being heard in

the other.

"I hate, as you do, to arrive in the

middle of a feature, so all I have
to do is to enter the other auditorium,

where the short films are being

shown, and wait until the feature is

put on again in the next section.

Dandy idea, isn't it ?

"Out in Iowa, at a place called

Gladden, is a grocery store; at least,

that is what I found it in the morn-
ing and afternoon. But when I vis-

ited it in the evening a transforma-
tion had taken place. The counters

are so cleverly constructed that they

fold up and cover the shelves. At
the far end of the shelf, on which
repose tempting eatables, is the can-

vas screen. The chairs, which ac-

commodate fifty—the entire popula-

tion of the town—remain during the

daytime.

"On my first visit to St. Louis a

certain building on Grand Avenue
was a Presbyterian church, but the

last time I went there the pews had
been replaced with opera chairs, with
other alterations that transformed it

into a regular motion-picture theater.

"I was never more surprised in my
life than when I located a photo-play

theater in an orchard in a forsaken
part of Idaho. Wendall, the town
in question, has but a population of

about fifty, yet this show runs all

the best brands of feature produc-
tions and gets ten cents for them. It

felt good to be inside with the doors
wide open and the pure, country air

filtering in. Despite this temptation,

I saw no children standing around
for a free show."
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The Carey Creed
Continued from page 18

go West, young man, which I did,

after the Biograph days in New
York. We made some Western
stuff with D. W. out here, then, and
let me tell you, brother, that man
knows just as much about his West
as he does about No Man's Land or

the London Chinatown.
"After the old Biograph stock

company started breaking up, I was
offered a very interesting contract

by Mr. Laemmle. In addition to

starring me, he offered to give me
some leeway in picking my stories.

That suited me to a T, and I've been
Universaling ever since. Some of

my pictures have been sort of poor
stuff, I know, but at least I have
carried on the true Western manner
untainted by the ordinary picture

treatment of Western customs. I

will not wear flapping chaps and
fancy shirts, any more than I'll let

Reeves Eason close-up me and my
horse makin' eyes at one another."
Carey did not say that he was in

love with his work. He takes it, it

struck me, as a business proposition.

He was about to start for Arizona to

get some exteriors for "Luck," a

forthcoming flicker feature, and with
the sun registering ninety-four in the

cool foothills of California, the pros-
pect of the Arizona desert was a

torrid one, even to the most Polly-

anna-minded. This making of
movies is not the life of raspberries
and cream that the Iowa fan would
think it.

"We'll prob'ly fry eggs on some
near-by rock," said Carey, with a

wry smile of anticipation. "Last
time we were down in Palm Springs,
getting desert stuff, it was so hot
that we worked from four in the
morning till ten and loafed the rest

of the time."

Bret Harte is Harry Carey's ideal.

He "packed the human punch" and
would, Carey thinks, have made a
satisfaction-guaranteed scenarioist.

"Look at 'The Outcasts of Poker
Flat' and 'Luck o' Roarin' Camp.' "

said Carey. "We made 'em into pic-
tures, and people wrote gobs of let-

ters slingin' bokays in this direction.
I think," he continued, "that a pro-
ducer should get credit when he
takes a chance on producing a classic.

Give him credit! Few enough of
'em take that chance, believe you me.
brother. I'll stay right here with.
Cad Laemmle so long as he shows
an interest in good pictures. As
long as I'm makin' 'em I want to
make g-ood ones."

That's fair enough. In fact, as
his wife pointed out, that's the Carey !

creed.
i

THE SHOE THAT MOLDS ITS^fSHAPE
$7.00 $3.00 $9-22 & $10 22 SHOES

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY WEARING

W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES

W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES
ARE MASTERPIECES
OF SHOE DESIGNING

S4.50 45.00

and $5.50

1he bestknown
_ shoes in the

world. They are
sold in 107 W. L.
Douglas stores,
direct from the factory to you at
only one profit, which guarantees
to you the best shoes that can be
produced, at the lowest possible
cost. W. L. Douglas name and
the retail price are stamped on
the bottom of all shoes before
they leave the factory, which is

your protection against unreason-
able profits.

W. L. Douglas $9.00 and $10.00 shoes are
absolutely the best shoe values for the
money in this country. They are made of
the best and finest leathers that money
can buy. They combine quality, style,

workmanship and wearing qualities equal
to other makes selling at higher prices.

They are the leaders in the fashion centers
of America. The stamped price 13 W. L.

Douglas personal guarantee that the shoes
are always worth the price paid for them.
The prices are the same everywhere ; they
cost no more in San Francisco than they
do in New York.

W. L. Douglas shoes are made by the
highest paid, skilled shoemakers, under
the direction and supervision of experi-
enced men, all working with an honest
determination to make the best shoes for
the price that money can buy.

W. Jj. Douglas shoes are for sale by over 9000 shoe dealers
besides ourown stores. If your local dealer cannot supply
you, take no oMier make. Order direct from factory. Send
for booklet tellinghow toorder sboes bymail.poslagefree.

CAUTION.—Insist upon having W.L.Doug
las shoes. The name and price is plainly
stamped on the sole. Be careful to see
that it has not been changed or mutilated.

President
.W.L.Douglas Shoe Co.,

194 Spark Street,
Brockton, Mass.

How to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,
Long, Eyelashes and Brows!
EVERY WOMAN should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the

essentials of which are, First: Long, rich eyelashes; and Second: Well-
cared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be,—gray,

brown or blue,—if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and well-shaped
brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,

uneven brows and lashes: you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying
a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This scientific

preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them to become
gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to the es'es,

and added charm to the face.

M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless; it is not a greasy,
sticky solve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicator- The cut represents actual size of bottle.

The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequaled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.

MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Upon receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Money Order, I will send you post-

paid, in plain wrapper, a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier

together with my copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.

The following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
M. T.'s Nature Beauty Cream, a wrinkle eradicator S .75

M. T.'s A.B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads S .75

M. T.'s Depilatory to remove superfluous hair S .50

M. T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan $1.00

M. T.'s Mineratrd Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream" $ .75

M. TRILETY, Dept. 45, Binghamton, N. Y.

4
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Lift off Corns

with Fingers

Doesn't hurt a bit and "Freezone"

costs only a few cents

You can lift off any hard corn, so/ J corn,

or corn between the toes, and tne' hard

skin calluses from bottom of feet.

Apply a few drops of "Freezone" upon

the corn or callus. Instantly it stops

hurting, then shortly you lift that bother-

some corn or callus right off, root and all,

without one bit of pain or soreness. Truly!

No humbug!

Tiny bottle of "Freezone" coet9

few cents at any drug store

Easiest Shorthand
Learn in S evenings home
Study; then acquire speed with
K. I. Shorthand. Amazingly
Simple, easy. Approved Dy
experts. Write dictation, mes-
eases.etc., rapidly as spoken,,
after brief, pleasant practice.

' Favorite method for personal
rose; make notes at lectures,

.j- - meetings: teep confidential ^
*~^£>*ss*~' diary. Used in Army. Navy courts, com-

mercial schools; bv public and private stenographers, b?iu-hcrs.

Slight cost. K. I. Shorthand-for bnay people .including YOU.
Let os mail vnu Proof Lessons with Refund Guarantee and
Brochure FREE, postpaid. Address: „.„..
KING INSTITUTE. EL-151, Station F, NEW YORK CITY

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 68

Dea
T e

T a

d Men
11 No

1 e s
FREE BOOK Learn Piano!

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a

1 skilledplayer of piano or oriran ir.

1 your own home, at one-quarter usual
f cost. Dr. Quinn's famous "Written

clans OTid heads of S
cbordB at once and c

Scientific yet easy to l

teachers, old or youm
today for 64-pajie fr

rite Conservatories. Sacce
>mplete piece in every key,
idcrstand Fully illustrate,

All music tree. Dipior
! book. "How to Learn Pia

sful-25 years. Play
within 4 lessons.
. For beninners or
acranted. Write

M. L. Quinn
Conservatory, Studio JY. 598 Columbia Rd, Boston, 25, Mass.

H Wrestling Book FREE
Be an expert wrestler. Learn at home by mail.
Wonderful lessons prepared by-world's champions
Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch. Free book
tells yon how. Secret holds, blocks and tricks re-
vealed. Don't delay. Be strong, healthy. Handle
bijr men with ease. Write for free book. State age.
Farmer Burns- 1769 Ramge Bldg. . Omaha, Neb.

The Secret of a Perfect
1^7j"ki^»rf> Amazing new easy method quickly gives you
V TJJt^-'O B voice of S'Tpa.sing beautv for singing and

speaking. Makes vour vice s'ronger, clearer,
wider In range. Through the wonderful Feuchtinirer secret of
vocal control, anyone can now have a perfect voice. Simple,
silent exercises in spare moments at home. Stuttering, stam-
mering. I'sping banished.
FREE BOOK ex lains the w-nderfnl Fcuehtinger secret of a

perfect voice. Write for it today. See how you can easily have
a beautiful singing and speaking voice. No cost or obligation.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE
Studio 1 589, 1922 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, III.

wore gingham rompers and looked

about ten. Mrs. Pickford and Lot-

tie came on—Mary wanted to, but
hasn't been feeling well since she

got back from Europe, and Doug
thought she'd better not make the

trip. Every one in the film world
was there, of course, and some of

the celebrities were pallbearers

—

Eugene O'Brien, Owen Moore,
Tommy Meighan, Harrison Fisher,

the artist who discovered Olive when
she first came to New York, Mon-
tague Love, and several big theatri-

cal men were included in the list

of honorary pallbearers. It rained

that afternoon, and—well, it was
just one of the things that make you
feel that life isn't worth living. I

moped for days and then bought a
simply villainous hat in a moment of
desperation, trying to console my-
self. And as I dashed out of the

shop wearing it and hating myself
even then forgetting it, of course,

I ran into David Powell—if it

hadn't been somebody so good look-

ing I wouldn't have minded so much !

He walked three blocks down Fifth

Avenue with me, telling me all

about how he was sailing for Eng-
land soon to be featured in a picture

called 'The Mystery Road,' and I

hardly heard what he said because I

was peeking into all the shop win-

dows we passed to see if I really

looked as awful as I thought I did."

"If it was that hat you have on
you probably did," I offered by way
of consolation.

"It isn't; this is one that ZaSu
Pitts bought of Ann May and didn't

like, and I traded it to her for a
pair of white gloves from France
that my brother brought me after

the war, that were too big for me.
There goes Margarita Fisher—wish
I had her eyes

!"

"I'd rather have Mae Murray's,"

I declared. "I'm so glad she's signed

again with Famous Players-Lasky

—

for five years, too. I phoned her my
congratulations the minute I heard
it."

"So did I," declared Fanny, pull-

ing her fur collar up till it almost

hid her eyes. "No, I'm not starting

for the north pole—merely for the

new Lasky studio on Long Island;

Billie Burke's working late, and
we're going to have supper together

in her darling dressing room ; she

says it's more attractive than her
suite at the Ritz

!"

A Brand-new Type of Star
Continued from page 69

for comedy, and sent me over to

Mack Sennett, at Biograph, where I

made comedies for a year. But I stuck

to legitimate make-up," declared Hat-
ton proudly. "Never was I hit with
a pie or soused by a leaky hose."

He left pictures for the stage after

that, but two years later came back,

and since then has appeared in such
big productions as "Joan the

Woman," "The Whispering Chorus,"
in which he handled the main part

of the action, and "Ever}-woman."
At present he's playing a press agent,

T. Anthony Squibbs, in "Head Over
Heels," with Mabel Normand.

"And I'm allowed to act young

—

no crutch and no beard ; think of it
!"

he exclaimed enthusiastically. "This

is a real, live young chap—and inci-

dentally, I'm patterning him a little

after Doug Fairbanks' publicity-get-

ter. I often do that in creating a

part ; fashion them after people I

know or characters I've met in

books, especially in Thackeray and

Dickens."

So if you ever meet Raymond
Hatton keep your eye on your own
actions—you may see an impression

of vourself on the screen later on.

The Man Who Made Himself Over
Continued from page 74

And as for smoking and drinking—"Prohibition is the best thing that

could have happened to the country,

regarded in its relation to health,"

he averred. "It won't be felt now,

but in ten years you'll see the im-

provement. And no one who wants

a perfect physique should smoke a

great deal—women should taboo to-

bacco entirely. If nicotine will make
the ends of your fingers so yellow
that no soap can remove the stain,

think what it does to the lungs when

it gets inside. I regulate myself to

two pipes a day."

There's no telling what other se-

crets of health I might have learned,

but I had an engagement. It was to

have been at a certain Broadway
beauty emporium where they make
a specialty of facial massage, but on
thinking it over, I decided to hunt up

a gymnasium and register there in-

stead. And if I don't put on the ten

pounds Bill Russell promised me as

the result, I'll use my influence with

Fox to have his contract broken.
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Wisdom in a Green Negligee
Continued from page 35

that a story is much more success-

ful where there are two big parts

rather than one. It's less top-heavy.

"I'd like to go on the stage in mu-
sical comedy, although I don't al-

ways trust my voice. Or I'd rather

enjoy taking a fling at heavier and
more serious drama on the legiti-

mate.

"I've always wanted to be able

to write a check offhand for fifty

thousand dollars. I don't particu-

larly want to own a gorgeous home,
though I like comfort. I don't want
exotic, unnecessary gowns, and I

don't crave more than one can
\\ hen I'm between pictures, I pack
a valise and motor to Santa Barbara
or to San Diego. I stay a day or
two and then I come home.

"I don't like housework, and I

don't try to cultivate the taste by
doing it. I positively can't stand
a disarranged dwelling, and if any-
thing happens to my maid, I pitch in

and houseclean. When you're work-
ing as a free lance, that is, not
signed on a permanent contract with
any one compan}\ you haven't time
to be domestic."
The year she referred to produced

a good many plays in which Miss
Theby has had prominent parts.
For months she was tied up as
Francis Ford's leading woman in a
serial. Later she starred in "Rio
Grande." and left that to plav op-
posite Walthall in "A Splendid
Hazard," following which she did
the part she referred to with Con-
way Tearle. On its completion she
returned to the Mavflower lot to
assume a lead in "Athalie," and three
days later hopped off to New York
for a brief vacation.

As she enumerated her year's
work, she happened to turn around
and get a glimpse of herself in a
mirror.

"Oh !" she exclaimed, a bit sur-
prised, "I forgot to change my green
negligee. The layers for the short-
cake burned, Teddy threatened to
call a fire engine, and just in the
middle of it all you came. Rose-
man-, my dear, they'll be talking
about you out here in Hollywood

—

wearing a negligee when you are be-
ing interviewed. Tut, tut

!"

But the green negligee served as
the correct stage setting. Its soft
colors thoroughly harmonize with
Rosemary's coal-black hair and
sparkling eyes, and makes you think
of her as some lovely variety of
flower which you're not likely to
forget.

And—oh, yes—her name. Rose-
mary—that's for remembrance !

Make This Test
See how teeth glisten then

This ten-day test costs nothing. To
millions it has brought a new era in teeth

cleaning. This is to urge that you try this

method. Then let your own teeth show
you what it means to you and yours.

To fight the film
The object is to fight the film which

causes most tooth troubles. Film is that

viscous coat you feel. It clings to teeth,

enters crevices and stays. The old methods
of brushing do not end it. So, despite all

care, tooth troubles have been constantly
increasing.

It is the film-coat that discolors, not the

teeth. And nearly all te^th brushed in old

ways are coated more or less.

Film is the basis of tartar. It holds food

substance which ferments and forms acid.

It holds the acid in contact with the teeth

to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They, with
tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.

And that disease has become alarming in

extent.

A daily combatant
Dental science has now found ways to

daily combat this film. For five years the

methods have been carefully watched and
proved. Now leading dentists everywhere

advise them.
These methods are embodied in a

dentifrice called Pepsodent. Millions now
know it and employ it. Wherever you look

the results are seen in glistening teeth to-

day.

Acts in f

One ingredient in Pepsodent is pepsin.

Another multiplies the starch digestant in

the saliva to digest starch deposits that

cling. The alkalinity of the saliva is multi-

plied also. That to neutralize the acids

which cause tooth decay.

Two factors directly attack the film.

One of them keeps teeth so highly polished
that film cannot easily adhere.

With every application, Pepsodent com-
bats the teeth's great enemies in new

urn m«tm m i n PAT. OFF |

REG.U.S. fci^BBB™™™^™^™^^™™™"
The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant com-
bined with two other modern requi-

sites. Now advised by leading den-
tists everywhere and supplied by
all druggists in large tubes.

ve ways
and efficient ways. To millions it is bring-

ing cleaner, safer, whiter teeth.

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.

Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film. See

how teeth whiten as the film-coats disap-

pear.

This test will be a revelation. Make it

now. Cut out the coupon so you won't

forget.

511

10-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,

Dept. 20, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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Hair Remover
Genuine— Original

BY actual test genuine De Miracle is

the safest and surest. When you
use it you are not experimenting with
a new and untried depilatory, because

it has been in use for over 20 years,

and is the only depilatory that has ever

been endorsed by Physicians, Surgeons,
Dermatologists, Medical Journals and
Prominent Magazines.
De Miracle is the most cleanly, because
there is no mussy mixture to apply or
wash off. You simply wet the hair

with this nice De Miracle sanitary liq-

uid and it is gone. De Miracle alone

devitalizes hair, which is the only
common-sense way to remove it from
face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.

Try De Miracle just once, and if you
are not convinced that it is the perfect

hair remover return it to us with the
De Miracle guarantee and we will re-

fund your money. Write for book free.

Three sizes: 60c, {Si.oo, $2.00

At all toilet counters, or direct from us,

in plain wrapper, on recetpt of 63c,

$1.04 or $2.08, which includes war tax.

CUT YOUR
OWN HAIR
WELL GROOMED
MEN CHOOSE
THEIR OWN TIME,
PLACE AND STYLE
—CUT THEIR OWN
HAIR WITH A

COWAN
Master Barber
HAIR CUTTER

Simple as A B C S» c o
p& fS

through your hair. Done in a few minutes. Time
saved -lots of money too, at the price for hair ruts
nowadays. You ought to see some of the letters we
get from people who said it "couldn't be done" and are
now convinced that it can be done.

Write for particulars am) prices
of thi^ jrreat invention in use three
years by over 10,000 men. boys
and mothers. Satisfaction
Guaranteed or Money refunded.

Agents and Dealers wanted

COWAN HAIR-CUTTER CO.

Dept. 201 Kansas City, Mo.

Crooks that Follow the Movies
Continued from page 37

stock company. I think it should be

capitalized at one hundred thousand
dollars. We shall issue preferred

stock on which we will guarantee,

say, an annual dividend of eight per
cent. For every four shares of pre-

ferred stock purchased we will give

one share of common stock. The
earnings of the common stock, of

course, will depend upon the earn-

ings of the theater. I call that a fair

proposition. Do you think that

Valeport's business men will be in-

terested ?"

"I'm quite sure they will," replied

the elderly, prosperous citizen. It

was hard for him to restrain his

eagerness. "And I suppose," he

added, "that you will let me in with

the rest?"

The stranger nodded his head
solemnly. "As far as you want to

go," he assured, "providing it is

agreeable to all concerned. It really

is a matter for the citizens them-

selves to decide. But you have first

chance, and can hardly be blamed for

seizing a business opportunity."

Whereupon events moved swiftly.

As the news of the project spread

around, a plan of the theater was
produced, and the most conservative

business men were taken down to in-

spect the site. The citizens of Vale-

port bought ten thousand shares of

preferred stock at ten dollars a

share, a grand total of one hundred
thousand dollars. A like number of

shares of common stock was issued,

at no par value, and one share of

this was given free to every pur-

chaser of four shares of the pre-

ferred stock. These free shares of

stock, paying dividends upon the in-

come of the theater, which undoubt-

edly would be large, was a powerful

magnet.
Now here is the fraud : Preferred

stock had no voting power in the di-

rection of the company's affairs.

The voting power lay with the com-
mon stock. When the stranger had
sold ten thousand shares of pre-

ferred stock for one hundred thou-

sand dollars, he had given away, on
the basis of one to four, twenty-five

hundred shares of common stock.

But the stranger held seventy-five

hundred shares of the common, or

seventy-five per cent of the voting

power in direction of the company's
affairs.

The slick stranger himself had in-

vested five hundred dollars in this

enterprise, the sum he paid for the
option on the vacant lot. Before the
option expired he had in his posses-
sion, as treasurer, one hundred
thousand of Valeport's dollars. For

the most part i lis money came from
business men, but not all of it. Fru-
gal workmen and thrifty clerks and
shopgirls got in on the ten-dollar-a-

share bonanza.

And now the stranger prepared to

work the other end of the game. One
day he made a trip to New York,
and for the first time in his life paid

a visit to the offices of the reputable

motion-picture company which he

told Valeport he represented. There
he announced that he had organized

and held control of a company for

the erection of a motion-picture

theater in Valeport ; that he had an
option on the most desirable site in

the town, and that he would sell his

rights in the theater company and
the option on the property for fifty

thousand dollars spot cash.

The motion-picture company, not

knowing that the stranger had posed

as its representative and taking his

statement that he himself was a citi-

zen of Valeport, examined the possi-

bilities of the town. The company
decided that while Valeport was "un-

derseated," the small city's capacity

did not warrant the erection of a
theater as costly as the one planned.

The city at present was a little too

big for the shows it had and a little

too small for the proposed theater.

The stranger still endeavored to

carry his sharp game just within the

law and made an effort to sell out

for fifty thousand dollars to other

reputable picture concerns—with a

like result.

Had he sold out, the people of

Valeport would have had nothing to

regret except perhaps that they per-

mitted themselves to become tools of

a grafter while he cleaned up fifty

thousand dollars. Unfortunately,

however, he did not sell out. There
was but one course for him to pur-

sue now.
He sought seclusion in a far-away

land, behind a distinguished bearing

and a plausible alias. Just before

he departed he gathered Valeport's

one hundred thousand dollars in a

compact parcel and dropped it casu-

ally into his traveling bag.

A high official of one of the largest

motion-picture producing companies
told me just how Valeport could

have saved $99,999.98. That amount
is the difference between what Vale-

port lost and a two-cent stamp.

These companies are eager for in-

formation concerning men who pose

falsely as their representatives, and
invite correspondence from even"

citizen who is approached in this

manner. One company maintains a
separate bureau for handling corre-
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spondence of that nature, and fraud

after fraud has been nipped, but

rucked away in somewhat remote

regions are towns that continue to be

victimized.

"Make these men show creden-

tials," said this official. "Write to

:he home office of whatever company
he says he represents. The company
will appreciate it, and lose not an in-

stant in setting a citizen exactly

straight. There could be no fraud

if some one in every town thus ap-

proached would write such a letter."

For the most part these frauds in

theater erection and exhibition are

conducted along the general lines of

Valeport's experience. The methods
may differ in detail, but in no case

can one of these games be carried

out successfully if the motion-pic-

ture company named by the gamester
is notified.

For the general information of
readers, it might be stated that mo-
rion-picture producing companies
rarely enter the field as exhibitors.

They prefer to place films with local

exhibitors rather than to erect the-

aters. Where sales prospects are
bright, and local capital is shy, the
companies sometimes advance capi-

tal and take mortgages in order to

extend their business to a town which
promises good returns.

Thus a man posing as a represent-

ative of a company, as in Yaleport,

who doesn't offer credentials and di-

rects talk away from an)' such sub-

ject, should at once arouse suspicion.

It is then your move.
Write a letter.

"Film-Star, Thy Name is

Patience!"

He was no mere wag who
called Movies the '"Waities!"

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

THE biggest surprise to the per-

son who visits a motion-
picture studio for the first

time is that most of the time is spent
in—waiting. You probably have
read in interviews that "The only
thing that I object to is the tiresome
waiting" but that mild statement
doesn't begin to express the tedium
of the daily studio routine. The
photo-play world is a waiting world
—and he who waits longest some-
times gets the ripest plums, and then
again sometimes he doesn't. But
every on* must wait, from assistant

camera man to thousand-dollar-a-
veek lead: from the impetuous
young juvenile who is fast losing the
marcel in his hair to the meanest ex-
tra collecting five dollars a day. It's

9o
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P I RE face powder cannot injure the most
* delicate baby skin. The trouble is, too

many powders are made in the old-fashioned

way, with rice powder. Rice powder is

starchy, and, like bread flour, it is quickly

turned into a gluey paste by the moisture of

the skin. This paste clogs the cuticle, swells

in the pores, causing enlarged pores, black-

heads and pimples. A specialist makes a

harmless powder by using an ingredient

doctors prescribe to heal the skin. Every

time you apply this improved powder you

give your complexion a real beauty treat-

ment. There is a thousand dollar guarantee

of purity printed on the box, certifying it

does not contain white lead, rice powder or

any harmful substance. This guaranteed

pure powder is called La-may (French,

Poudre L"Ame). Because it is pure and
harmless, La-may is now used by over a mil-

lion American women; it is now the most

popular complexion powder sold in New
York. Women who have used even the most

expensive face powders say La-may stays

on better than any other; they say they can-

not buy a better powder anywhere at any

price. There is also a La-may Talcum that

prevents the souring of perspiration.

T'
inish this sketch!

Do you Eke to craw? Do vcu want to become an Hlnstrator? Then
try your Hand at this sketch of Kardirigand see what you can do. News-
paper illustrators make big money drawing cartoons. Some cartoonists
receive salaries as large as the president's. You may be one of thosewho
can become a highly paid professional cartoonist,

Thrcugh the Peierai Course in Applied Cartooning, ~or? than forty
of America's great^t cartoonists, mcinding Sidney Smith, Clare Briggs,
i-rank King, and many others will help YOU become a professional.

We'll Send You "A Road to Bigger Things."
If you are serious about developing your talent for drawing finicS this

sketch, and send it to as with six cents (6c) in stamps, stating your age
and occupation. We will immediately mail you a copy of "A Road To
Bigger Things" which describes the Federal Master Course in detail.

,?Jf^
ral Seh ° oI

.,S?
APP.tied Cartooning 'From McCulcheon Cartoon

02022 Warner iiuildmg Minneapolis, Minn,
[ in Chicago Tribune

YOU WANT

J.N SEA FAR
CR RANCH

ON LV
99 Cents

ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE MADE TJTON NEW SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.
Positively such a good Telescope was never sold for this price before. Eastern Telescopes ar»
made by one of the largest manufacturers of telescopes in America: we control entire production;
measure closed S inches and open over 21.4 feet m 4 sections. They are nicely brass bound, with
scientific-ally ground lenses. Guaranteed by the maker. ETery sojourner in the country or at the
seaside resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no farmer should "be without
one. The scenery just now is beautiful. A Telescope will aid yon in taking views. Objects are
brought to view with astonishing clearness. Sent by mail or express, safely packed, prepaid, for
only 99 cents. Our new Catalogue of Watches, etc.. sent with each order. This is a grand offer
and you should not miss it. We warrant each telescope just as represented or money refunded.
Send* 99 cents today. To dealers 6 for Four Dollars.

EASTERN NOVELTY CO., DEPT. 53. 172 E. 93d STREET, NEW YORK.

NATIONAL DOLLY'S
BOB

Buy a cute Bob for the little

girl's dolly—Costs only One
Dollar to make it look like new,

or to improve the handsomest

doll yon can buy. Write us the

color of Dolly's hair and the

Bob will be sent Postpaid if you

send money-order for S 1 .OO.

Everyone t>nnVs it's my hair—it m
all there. I sent a strand of my

NATIONAL BOB
Youth and fashion is every-

thing—that's why I wear The
National Bob. It's too lovely for

words with its soft wavy hair

falling over the combs that slip

so easily into my hair. I attach

the ends with invisible pins and
the Bob's on and off in a Jiffy,

atches so perfectly and is so comfortable

hair with $10.00 and it came Postpai

NATIONAL EAR PUFFS
WITH CURLS

Dress your hair becomingly
with these Puffs Curls, match-
ing so perfectly that they look

as thougrh they grrew there.

Fasten them in your hair with

pins and the Puffs fall over

your ears and the Curls coyly

hug the neck. A set sent Post-

paid if you send a strand of

vour hair with money-order
for SS.OO.
and I never sacrificed a hair, it':

d.

The National Hair Goods Co., Dept. L, 368 Sixth Avenue, New York City



— is the result, not of
/ the application of cos-

\o metics, but of the

j»
genera! bodily health.

It is clear blood which
imparts the blush of youth to cheeks.

Experience has taught the dis-

cerning beauty to rely upon a good
aperient to clear the complexion. A
dainty box of N? Tablets is her help-

ful agent. Each tablet acts pleas-

antly to insure better health, to keep
the skin clear and free from blem-
ishes, to help restore and preserve
a healthful, youthful appearance.

All druggists sail the 25c. box of

N? Tablets.

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS

104 F Fitzgerald Bldg.. Broadway at Times Square, NEW YORK

X-BAZIN
famous FRENCH Depilatory

for removing hair
A delicately perfumed powder: removes hair,

leaves skin smooth, white: for arms, limbs, face;

50c. also the new, economical $1 size containing
complete mixing outfit. At drug and department
stores.

Send 10c for trial sample and booklet.

HALL & RUCKEL. 104 Waverly Place. N. Y.
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a democratic angle of the movies.
And this alone would stamp it as

distinctly unique.

Wander through any studio with
me and see what you will find. Here
is Metro. Alice Lake and her direc-

tor are waiting for Tony to dim that

baby spot; May Allison is joking

with Buster Keaton on the lot while
waiting for the cloud to give the sun
play once more ; Rex Ingram is hold-

ing up "The Four Horsemen" until

they can enter on leave-strewn paths,

and Pete Props is strewing. Every
one is waiting. Now we're at Uni-
versal City. Eddie Lyons and Lee
Moran are waiting for the old man
in the scene to get his action down
pat ; Priscilla Dean is sitting on a

glowing stove pensively watching the

camera man "lining up" the set;

Eddy Polo is reading the morning
paper outside while his director is

swearing at two very bad actors re-

hearsing an important bit in Eddy's
serial. And beyond, in the Canadian
village, Director Jaccard, resplen-

dent in an all-white costume, is ask-

ing Bill to delay the shot until Harry
hits Virginia Faire in the face with
that reflector.

Take Jack Pickford for another
waiter ; he sits on a Goldwyn fire-

place waiting for his leading lady to

make an appearance ; Will Rogers
is telling wheezes while Miss Moore
is changing info the dress she wore
yesterday in the preceding scene

;

Raymond Hatton and Mabel Nor-
mand are waiting while Victor re-

arranges the table that's just out of
line with the Bell Howell. And, of

course, to be out of line with the
Bell Howell is to be out of the pic-

ture.

Every one is always readv, but no-

body is ever actually shooting—un-
less we wait until the baby spot be-
haves or Harry succeeds in reflect-

ing sunlight satisfactorily on Vir-
ginia Faire's face. Eventually they

do shoot the scene, but more time is

spent in preparation and false starts

and retakes than you will ever know.
Over at Christie's, Fay Tincher

waits boredly until some one finds

a longer feather duster for the

comedian. He must swat a tall man
with it, and that's going to be a

scream, so some one must find a lon-

ger duster. And every one waits.

Jack Mulhall is waiting for Bebe
Daniels to retouch her lustrous

lashes ; Roscoe Arbuckle is waiting

for an auto to take him out on loca-

tion
;
Bryant Washburn is waiting

for the roof-garden scene in

"Wanted, a Blemish" to be given its

final local-color dabs. And at all

these places character women and
butlers and scene shifters and direc-

tors all sit around—tirelessly, pa-

tiently, quietly, and perhaps a bit

resignedly awaiting the call of "Ac-
tion !"

No one is spared and no one seems
particularly to mind it, and so it will

probably go on as an integral part of

the motion-picture game. What con-

nection it bears to the much-vaunted
"efficiency of the studies" it is hard
to grasp, but that its presence is ap-

parent in every studio, regardless, is

certain. As long as there are sets

to be lined up, and lights to be "hit

up" and extra girls to be made up
and screens to be "angled" and sun-

light to be featured, just so long

will it all continue to be a veritable

waiting game.
No wonder some one dubbed them

The Waities

!

The Screen in Review
Continued from page 53

deaths, our hero is reunited with his

wife. Just how this end is achieved

only the picture can tell—and it

doesn't tell it very convincingly.

All the comedy makers are begin-

ning to desert the two-reeler for the

production of feature length. Mack
Sennett's features are becoming reg-

ular events. Charles Chaplin has
been threatening a five-reeler, "The
Kid," for over a year. And Fatty

Arbuckle comes out with "The
Round Up." It seems that the sym-
metrical Roscoe could have picked a

better vehicle than this old play, one
that would give him a greater num-
ber of opportunities. The fact is

that whenever he is off the screen in

the present picture the interest woe-
fully lags. When he is on accom-

plishing such tricks of slapstick as

falling off his horse in an endeavor
to kiss a girl, burlesqueing William
S. Hart's old business of rolling a

cigarette and showering himself with
self-pity because of his excessive per-

son, the picture waxes funny indeed.

But there are too many counterplots

that distract attention from the star.

If there had been more plot for the

chief comedian the results would
have been more enjoyable.

Dorothy Gish in her most recent

comedy, "Little Miss Rebellion," re-

verses the Arbuckle formulas and
supplies everything there is to the

picture. As the closely guarded lit-

tle princess of the mythical kingdom
she registers laugh after laugh with
her peculiar comedy business and
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cute little tricks.
,
Her initiation into

the great American games, baseball

and craps, are two of the funniest

sequences seen in a long time. And
; the episode in which she discovers

the allure of gum chewing is rich

in comedy.
As for plot, "Little Miss Rebel-

lion" is all about a Bolsheviki insur-

rection in one of those George Barr
McCutcheon kingdoms of Europe.

The main fault concerning the pic-

ture is that both author and direc-

tor have attempted to take the plot

seriously now and then. Despite

these efforts of theirs to ruin it, Miss
Gish is always present with some
comedy interference. Hers is the en-

tire credit.

In "The Cradle of Courage," Wil-
liam S. Hart has deserted the plains

once again, this time for the uniform
of a San Francisco policeman ! He
first appears as a returned soldier.

Previous to that he had been a crook.

His next step up the ladder is to join

the force and hunt those who were
his erstwhile associates. The plot

supplied the star is largely a charac-

ter study, and its ethics are rather

crude, inasmuch as murder is con-

doned while the hero's mother be-

comes enraged when he gives up safe

cracking to patrol a beat. Hart ren-

ders a virile performance, but some-
how one looks for a story of more
skillful pretentions than that pro-
vided him here.

From the program of "The Steal-

ers," a picture recently shown in the
grand ballroom of the Hotel Astor
before an obviously too-appreciative,

invited audience I select the follow-
ing line, "Weaving the play from his

own powerful theme, which was
years in the molding, Mr. William
Christy Cabanne is responsible for
this human document, and to him is

due all the credit it shall deserve."

"The Stealers" is very obviously
an imitation of "The Miracle Man."
The title offers some light oppor-
tunity to make a clever remark, but
let the opportunity pass. As long
as Mr. Cabanne has rested contented
with tracing the plot of "The Miracle
Man," so long also is he successful
in holding the attention. But when
he has made futile attempts to be
original, to parallel the plot of the
greater picture with situation and in-

cident of a slightly different mold
yet of one by which to perform the
same functions of development

—

then he fails miserably.

George Fitzmaurice's production,
"The Right to Love," is glittering,

gorgeous, sumptuous, exotic, bar-
baric—and underneath all shallow.

DIAMONDS
WATCHES I*

ON CREDIT

Best Gift of All

aDiamond Ring
Special values a t
$85, $125, $150, $200
and up; easy terms. His Gift to Her Selected from Catalog

Buy Gifts the!

Easy Way
Open a charge ac-
count with Loftia :

Bros.& Co., Chicago
;

Send for Your Copy of Our Christmas Catalog
There are 128 handsomely illastrated pages of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, etc.
5"ou select will he sent, all shipping charges prepaid. You see and examine the article right In your
own hands. If satisfied, pay one-fifth of the purchase price and keep it; balance divided in eight equal
amounts^ payable monthly. You can select as many articles as yon wish from our Catalog and have all
charged in one account. It is easier to make worth-while presents in this way, than to pay cash for trifles.

WATCHES
Our Catalog illustrates
and describes all tlie

new watches— 15, 17,19,
21, 23 Jewels, solid gold
and gold filled cases. Splen-
did bargains in 25-year enor-
anteed Watches on credit
terms aslow as $2\G0amonth.

Suggestions for Christmas Presents

Stores In
Leading
Cities

Diamond Cnff Links $ 8np
Diamond Scarf Pins 15up

ISOup Wrist Watches . . . 22up
£5 up Watches, gold filled , 20up
15 up

(

Cameo Rings, Dia-
35 up! mond-set .... 18up

. 15 up. Vest Chains, solid gold 12up

BROS. & CO. lass

THE NATIONAL CREDIT JEWELERS
Dept. C-927 108 N. State Street. Chicago, III,

DiamondRings,SolitaireS25up
Loftis Solitaire Diamond
Cluster Rings . .

Diamond La Vallierea
Diamond Bar Fins .

Diamond Ear Screwa
Diamond Studs . .

LOFTIS

To the Cash Buyer
While our prices are
lower than the caBh
prices quoted by other
concerns, we make a dis»
count of eight per cent
to the buyer who desires
to pay cash in full in
advance, or on delivery.

Est.

Crystal Gazing
Amusing, Interesting, en-
tertaining. Crystal Gazing
Jsadvancing rapidlyinthe
United States. Averyin-
teresting book which deals
on the historical and physical
research of Crystal Gazing
and gives complete instruc-
tions in the art of Gazing and
scrying, is just off the press.
Ton will want this book right
away if you are interested.

Special price 75c. (Don't
send stamps.) We can also
Bnpply Crystals.

CrystalGazingSupplyCo

Dept 22 Station "B"

Kansas City, Mo.

None Better No matter what
the price

Genuine artistie photographs of your favorite movie
stars. Size 8 x 10. Yours for 50c each or 12 for So. 00.

You will be delighted with the beauty and artistic
finish of these genuine photo-
graphs. Make your selection
from the following list.

Theda Sara
Alice Joyce
Mar?' Miles Minter
Mabel Normand
Olga Petrova
Mary Pickford
Blanche Sweet
Anita Stewart
Norma Talmadere
Pearl White
Earle Williams

Clara K. Young
Frank Mayo
Katberine
McDonald

Mae Murmy
Charles Ray
Nazimova
Charles Chaplin
Mildred Harris
Richard
Barthelmess

: any of the other popalar stara

50c Each— 12 for $5.00
Money cheerfully refunded if not satisfactory. Mail
at once with name and address plainly written to

S. BRAM. Dept. 92, 209 W. 48th St., New York City

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

MM
Regulate your digestion so you can

eat favorite foods without fear of

Indigestion

Flatulence

Gases

Acidity

Palpitation

A few tablets of Pape's Diapepsin
correct acidity, thus regulating the
stomach and giving almost instant
relief. Large 60c case—drugstores.

Dialogs, Monologs TBT A ^ 7<C Vaudeville Acta
Musical Readings rl ,A% \ ^ How to Stage a Play
Drills. Pageants Make - up Goods
Tableaux. Jokes, Folk Dances, Entertainments, Recitations,
Pantomimes, Minstrel Material, Speakers, Commencement
Manual full of New Ideas and Plans. Catalog Free.

T. S. Denison & Co., Dept. 67. Chicago

m ES,
YOU SHOULD HAVE THE JAMES BERGMAN JEWELRY BOOK IN

!

HOME. It is full of many Bargains, Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc. i

ny article desired, have (t sent to you, all charges prepaid. If satisfactory.
ne> fifth of purchase price and keep it, balance in eight monthly amounts. No

, ..iterest charged. No security required. Write Today i< >r Hip Frv? Catalog No. 11
1 JAMES BERGMAN, Established 1S96. 37-39 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK CITY
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ACFI ELD S METAPAD
It Supports £h BindS
The Front Arch
Instantly Keiieves iWetatarsal Arch Affections

Morton Toe, cramping of toes, en-
larged little toe joints, sole callous-
es and spreading of toes. Worn^
in the Shoe, under or over
stocking. Any other foot

.

troubles? Write
for full par-
ticulars.

C. R. ACFIELD^~Foot Specialties
Dept. V.A. 1328 B'way and 47 West 34th St. N. Y.

Dead Men Tell No Tales

Girls! Girls!!
SaveYourHair
With Cuticura
Soap and Ointmentto clear dandruff and itching. 25c.

each. Samples freeof Cuticura, Dept. D, Maiden, Mass.

The story of the submissive wife, the

cruel husband, and the gallant lover

is enacted with small regard for dra-

matic effect, this time on the banks
of the Bosporus. The atmosphere
with which Mr. Fitzmaurice has sur-

rounded his work is incomparable.

Its richness is nearly suffocating, its

magnificence staggering. But for

dramatic action, the mere display of

a character's mental processes, "The
Right to Love" is close to nil. Take
away the rich settings, the exotic at-

mosphere and splendor of the East

and you find a very crude and poorly

developed story—one which has

graced the screen many times before

and to more dramatic effect.

Mae Murray's few chances in the

role of the wife are realized in good
style. David Powell is permitted to

do little else but walk through the

action, and Holmes E. Herbert has

small chance to display his ability.

Mr. Fitzmaurice's production re-

sembles nothing so much as a plain,

common, and vulgar woman, garbed
in queen's raiment and rouged and
painted into a state of superficial

brilliancy.

William Fox's latest special pro-

duction "Over the Hill to the Poor-
house" comes as a delightful sur-

prise. Fox and his directors love

melodramatic sensationalism, and I

thought that perhaps this picture

would feature murder, eviction of

tenants, and kindred events. Instead

it appears as a very beautiful piece

of work glorifying the unselfish love

of a mother for her children who
desert her in her old age. "Over the

Hill to the Poorhouse" has the same
common, down-to-the-ground ele-

ments that are fundamental reasons

for the lasting success of "Way
Down East" and the Charles Ray
rural dramas. But instead of a melo-
drama being built over, these there

is raised a structure of heart-rending

drama, heart-rending because it is

so true in every twist and turn.

To those whose home life is every-

thing to them the plight of the

mother after being refused the scant

protection she requires from all her

married children, may seem a bit ex-

aggerated—perhaps it is stretched a

bit to gain a point. But all of us

who have come to a pass where we
have reflected on our actions of the

past, must realize that the mother's

predicament is tragically true. She
receives the selfish blows of her chil-

dren with a smile, and at the end
when the "black-sheep" son returns

to establish her in the little home
that is so dear to her, she welcomes
all her children back with never a

word of reprimand. How close to

reality is this situation ! It is, in

fact, reality itself. The all-forgiving

spirit of a mother

!

Harry Millarde, who directed the

picture from a scenario inspired by
Will Carleton's famous old poems,
has caught the spirit of the little

New England family with a touch of
inspiration. His work is so good that

all spectators of his work are led to

the inevitable conclusion that he is a

man originally of a small town.
There are times when Millarde over-

steps with his scenes of emotional-

ism. He brings out the tears, but is

not content to stop until he has ren-

dered them into veritable streams.

But what are a few wet handker-
chiefs? Perhaps their dampness will

serve as a lingering reminder to

abide by the lesson so beautifully

taught by the picture, "Honor Thy
Father and Thy Mother."

Mrs. Mary Carr has the all-im-

portant mother role of "Over the

Hill," and plays it with a delicate

feeling that makes it more an alle-

gorical representation of thousands
of mothers than just a single char-

acter. John Walker, once an extra

—very short time ago in fact—ap-

pears as the son who stands by her
through thick and thinr and gives a

performance little short of inspired.

A large cast appears in support of

these two, none of them very well

known, but all rendering to the parts

all that of which they are capable

—

which is much.

Pure melodrama on a lavish scale

is "Love Madness," starring Louise
Glaum. Written by that master
mechanician of the screen, C. Gard-
ner Sullivan, it relates the manner
in which a loving wife freed her hus-

band of a trumped-up murder charge

by entering the underworld haunts
of the villains and by playing upon
their various susceptibilities, thus

forcing a confession from them.

Obviously a vehicle for the star to

display her certain histrionic talents

and physical appeal, the story is, at

the same time, superbly constructed

and maintains a fine element of sus-

pense from beginning to end. The
production is sumptuous to the ex-

treme.

"Neglected Wives"—or as the

alternate title has it, 'Why Women
Sin." The answer to the "why" evi-

dently, is, when their husbands, run-

ning for governor of the State, leave

them unattended and open to the at-

tacks of a bogus count and countess

in the employ of the opposition partv.

The story is of molding timbre, the

production unskillful, and the char-

acters are drawn and portrayed un-

realistically.

m
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Picture Oracle
Continued from page 88

Miss Billie Helen N.—I am quite sure

he will send you one of his photos if you
request it. Better inclose a quarter with

your request, as it costs a player that much
to send them out. You will find the ad-

dresses at the end of this department.

Mary.—You refer to Alan Forrest in

"The Walk-Offs" with May Allison. He
is not married.

Phelps Brooks.—Marie Prevost was
born in Sarnia, Canada, in 1898. She is

five feet four inches tall and weighs one
hundred and twenty-three pounds. She
has dark hair and blue eyes. 1 have never

heard of any one by the name you men-
tion playing in pictures with S3-CI Chaplin

or being offered several contracts to ap-

pear in pictures. Are jou sure some one
isn't pulling a little Mexican stuff with

you and throwing the bull?

Gloria Swanson's Fourteen-year-old-
auburn-hair Admirer.—You certainly be-

lieve in long titles, don't you? The scenes

from D. W. Griffith's "Intolerance," and
C. B. De Milk's "Male and Female," were
all taken in Los Angeles, California, and
vicinity. Pearl White was born in 1889.

She has been married about a year to

W allace McCutcheon. Wallace is one of

the pioneers of the film game. D. W.
Griffith used to work under Wallace and
his father at the old Biograph, years and
years ago. Theda Bara, according to an-

nouncements, should be touring the coun-
try in "The Blue Flame," cleaning up
even-where, and shattering all box-office

records. Ann Pennington is not playing
in pictures at present. "The Tiger's Cub"
is the latest Fox feature with Pearl White.
"Something to Think About" is Gloria
Swanson's newest De Mille feature. Mary
Picktord is now working on a new fea-
ture, since her return from Europe.
"Suds" is her last picture out. "The Mol-
lycoddle" is Douglas Fairbanks' last film.

\ elma.—Yes, it is a secret. It is easy
to see that Wallace Reid is your favorite.
Your Lew Cody questions will be found
already answered in this issue. I should
say you have been asleep when you refer
to Antonio Moreno as a newcomer to the
screen ! I am sure Ton}- would not feel

very flattered. He is one of the veterans
of the game, and got his start at the Vita-
graph Company years ago. Probably his
best-remembered work was with Edith
Storey in "The Island of Regeneration."
Lloyd Hughes is a comparatively new-
comer to the screen. He got his 9tart
playing in King Vidor's kid pictures and
later had an important part in Vidor's,
"The Turn in the Road." He played op-
posite Enid Bennett in a couple of pic-
tures, and then Ince signed him up to a
long-term contract.

G. B. H.—Corinne Griffith is married to
\\ ebster Campbell. She is five feet four
and weighs one hundred and twenty
pounds. She has light complexion, with
blue eyes and light-brown hair.

Miss F. Navajo.—The pictures you saw
recently,

^
showing Charles Chaplin and

Mabel Xormand, are old Keystone pic-
tures made five long years ago. No won-
der you thought the clothes were a little

bit old-fashioned! Chaplin is making
comedies for First National, while Mabel
Xormand is still under contract to do fea-
tures for Goldwyn. Gene Pollar has the
title role in "The Return of Tarzan."
Elmo Lincoln appeared in the two previ-
ous Tarzan films made by the National
Film Corporation.
CPP
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Stores onfy
8 for 10 e
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Kill The Hair Root
Mv method Is the only way to prevent the hair from growing again.
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 3 stapms. We teach beauty culture.
D. J. Mahler. 182-X. Mahler Park. Providence. R. I.

Comics, Carto- ns. Commer-
cial, Newspaper and Maga-
zine IIlustrating. Pastel
C ayon Portraits and Fash-
ions. By M il or Local
Classes. Write for terms and
list of successful students.
Associated Art Studios,
104 Flatiron Bide. .KewYork

IfYouCanTellaLachnitefrom
a Diamond, Send ItBack

Here is a man made gem that has the eternal fire of the diamond. It is cut like a
diamond, standa the diameqHests and is guaranteed forever. Over 150,000 people wear them.W e will send your choice of the two illustrated above, mounted in solid gold on 10 days free trial.

SendNoMoney, Just send us the coupon with your name, address and
finger size and we will send you either ring you prefer,

tho t,„o«™„.. tit «,.,. . „ - When it comes make the first small deposit (S4.75) withthe postman. Wear it 10 full days. If you can tell ittrom a diamond send it back and we'll refund your
JnlSfrti -nf WISi to

.
bl?5'j merely pay the balance at $2.50 amonth. The total price of either ring 13 only SIS. 75.

Order Today Use the coupon ors letter
or a post card. Eo sura

*,ji(U . . ~ to send your finger size,lo do this cut a strip of paper jost long enough to meet over theBecondjointoi the finger on which you wiah to wear the ring. Send
the coupon now—and not a penny In cash.

Harold Laclunan Co. , Dept. 1759 ^fef^oTSSSJ?-

HwofdLachmanCo.Dept 1759 ^c^SSS"
Send me, prepaid, *MpI

e
-R ring on 10 days* free trial. WhenMen „

It comes I will deposit $-1.75 with the postman. After ten
days I will either return the ring or send you $2.50 a month
until the balance has been paid. Total cost to me. S1S.76.
If I return the ring before 10 days you will refand my $4.76
Immediately. I enclose my finger size.

Name
Addrest.
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PROTECT

Relief from irritating' coughs
and colds and sore scratchy
throats is only an arm's
length away when Piso's is

kept on your shelf. Buy Piso's

today, then you will have it

always handy as a protection.

Good for young and old. It

contains no opiate.

35c at your druggist's

PI SOS
forCoughs & Colds

A Single Drop
^Lasts^a Week

An Ideal Christmas Gift
Flower Drops the most exquisite

perfume ever produced. Maue from
flowers. A single drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture with long plass

stopper. LilacorOr;ibapp]p. $1.50: Lily
of the Valley, Bose or Violet, »2.0( ;

Romanza, our late t Flower Drops,
$2.50. Above odors in half oz. bottles
$8.00. one oz. S15.00. Send 20c stamps
or silver for miniature bottle.

PER F ttkME S, TO1L£T'WATER

rTowerurops
Eieger's Mon Amour, ounce SI.50

Garden Queen. $2.00; Alcazar, S2.25
Parfum Bienzi, $2 50, nothing finer;
Honolulu Bonnet $1.00At druggists or
by mail.
Send $1.00 for souvenir box of five

25c bottles, different odors.
PAUL HIEGER & CO. 245 1st St.. SanFranclsco

Send forMiniature
Bottle 10*

DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

A Complete Conservatory Course
n 1V/I •! Wonderful home Btudy music lessons under
ISy IVlail great American and European teachers.

Endorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach

you. LessonB a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

The only recognized Conservatory of Music giving lessons

by the UNIVERSITY EXTENSION METHOD.
The ideal of a genuine Conservatory of Music for home

etudy based upon lessons containing fhe cream of the ' ife*s

teaching experience of Master Musicians, reinforced by the

Individual instruction of specialists, is now attained.

The instruction of a master—the individual

touch of an accomplished teacher—is yours to

command from the very moment you enroll.

The University Extension Conservatory, by adopting the

Personal Instruction Method, has placed home music study

beyond question as to results. Anyone can learn at home.
» I . j. Write telling us course you are
AnV instrument interested in—Piano.Harmony.
Voice, Public School Music.Violin. Cornet. Mandolin, Guitar,

Banjo, or Reed Organ—and we win send our Free Catalog
with details of course you want. Send now.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
188 Siegel'Myers Building Chicago, Illinois
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Gladys D.—June Caprice is still in pic- i

tures. She will soon be seen in a Pathe
serial with George B. Seitz. That was
Mary Miles Minter's sister in that picture

with her. You refer to Jay Belasco as her
opposite. Madlaine Traverse is not play-

ing in any new production at present. It

is rumored that she is busy forming plans

for her own company, and will make a

few big productions every year.

A Monthly Reader.—Harry Carey's
hair is not red. It is brown. Eileen

Percy is married to Ulrich Busch. Marion
Davies has the principal role in "The
Restless Sex." Otis and Kenneth are not
related. Of course, Nazimova has ap-

peared in pictures with Charles Bryant.

He is her husband, and has appeared op-
posite her in nearly all of her successes

for Metro. You will find the addresses at

the end of this department.

Little Bits.—Pearl White's first Fox
feature, "The White Moll," has already
been released. The story is by Frank
Packard, the man who wrote "The Mir-
acle Man." Conrad Nagel's latest release

is "The Fighting Chance." He will soon
be seen opposite Sylvia Breamer in

"Athalie," from Robert W. Chambers'
famous novel.

Toodles.—It is hard to say whether
Walter McGrail will ever play opposite

Pearl White again or not. Walter is free

lancing, so there is a possibility that the

two may be seen in the same film in the

near future. "Blind Youth," and "The In-

visible Divorce" are two of his recent

Selznick pictures.

Monte Blue Forever.—Monte has not

played with Constance Talmadge. His
latest picture is "A Cumberland Ro-
mance," with Mary Miles Minter. He was
born in Indianapolis in 1800. He is six

feet two and weighs one hundred and
eighty-five pounds. Judging from your
description, it's some town.

Curious.—I think that nearly all my
regular readers are cured of the rumor
habit, but, of course, the newcomers have
to be broken in. They believe everything

they hear and then write in and let you
know they are in on it. So you know
that Charlie Chaplin is deaf and dumb?
Why don't you write and tell Charlie

about it? I'm sure he would be surprised

to hear it, as he is not aware of the fact.

I doubt if there is any profession where
rumors run so wild as in the motion-pic-

ture industry. First it's Clara Kimball
Young has a glass eye, then Mary Pick-

ford has five children. Next I'm informed
regularly every month that Theda Bara
has died, and so on month after month.
Now Charlie Chaplin is deaf and dumb.
If you believe that you ought to believe

that money talks, and, judging from the

amount of dough that Charlie has accu-

mulated, I should say he was some lin-

guist. Seriously, you have been misin-

formed.

Lightning.—Jane and Katherine Lee
are not related to Lila Lee. Irene ought

to be appearing in a new picture soon.

Tom Mix is married to Victoria Forde.

He can shoot very well. In fact, Tom is

an all-around sportsman and athlete, and
can do most anything well.

_
He has to in

order to do the stunts he is called upon
to perform in his features. Tom has a

trainer and keeps in constant trim all the

time. You can see him working out with

his trainer, boxing, wrestling, or punching

the bag, every day after a hard sesrion

before the camera. "The Dead Line" is

George Walsh's latest picture. I believe

they would send you their pictures if you
wrote them.

Faces
Made

The secret of a
youthful facewillbe
sent to any woman
whose appearance
shows that time or
illness or any other
cause is stealing from
her the charm of girlhood
beauty. It will show how
without cosmetics, creams, massage, masks,
plasters, straps, vibrators, "beauty" treatments
or other artificial means,she can remove the traces
of age from her countenance. Every woman,
young or middle aged, who has a single facial
defect should know about the remarkable

Beauty Exercises
which remove lines and "crow's feet" and
wrinkles; fill up hollows; give roundness to
scrawny necks; lift up sagging comers of the
mouth; and clear up muddy or sallow skins. It

will show how five minutes daily with Kathryn
Murray'ssimple facial exercises will work won-
ders. This information is free to allwho ask for it.

Results Guaranteed
Write for this Free Book which tells just what

to do to bring back the firmness to the facial
muscles and tissues and smoothness and beauty
to the skin. Write today.

KATHRYN MURRAY, Inc.

Suite 1259 Garland Bldg. Chicago Illinois

CASCARETS

"They Work, while you Sleep
ft

You're sluggish—slow as molasses!
You are bilious, constipated! You feel

headachy, full of cold, dizzy, unstrung.
Your meals don't fit—breath is bad, skin
sallow. Take Cascarets tonight for your
liver and bowels and wake up clear,

energetic and cheerful. No griping—no
inconvenience. Children love Cascareta
too. 10, 25, 50 cente.

FREE DIAMOND
RING OFFER

J us! to advertise our famous Hawaiian fm.
diamonds—the greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We will send absolutely
free this 14k sold f. ring, set with a l-2k
Hawaiian im. diamond—in beautiful ring
box postage paid. Pay postmaster $1.48
C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell

it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only 10,000 given away. Sendno
money. Answer quick. Send size of finger.

KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 412
Masonic Temple Chicago

TENOR BANJO
Uku

I Mandolin, Guitar, Coroet or Banjs

Wonderful new lystorn of teaching note music by mall. To tort

Dnpfls in each locality, we give a $20 superb Violin, Mandolin,

Ukulele, Guitar, Hawaiin Guitar, Cornet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo abso-

lutely free. Very small charge for lessons only. We guarantee suc-

cess or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write now * No obligation,

SLIHGEBLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC. Inc. Dept. 29 CH1CA80. ILL
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G. G.
—"The Wreck" was made by Vita-

graph nearly six years ago. Ralph Ince

directed it and Anita Stewart had the

leading feminine role. Constance's hair is

light brown. Richard Barthelmess re-

cently married Mary Hay. I am sure that

they will send you a nice photograph if

you inclose a quarter with your request.

Lotus Blossom.—George died with in-

fluenza two years ago. Helen Holmes is

married to J. P. McGowan. The tears

come naturally, of course. Your other

questions have already been answered.

Kittens.—If I told you all about myself
there would be nothing left for you to be
inquisitive about, and then you would not

ask any questions, and as I make a living

answering questions, I should do my best

to encourage Picture-Play readers to be
as curious as possible. Fifty out of every
hundred disagree with the other fifty and
swear that I am a man. I am pictured
from sixteen to eighty, all of which is

very amusing to yours truly and helps

keep up the good spirits. No, Kittens, as

soon as you find out all you want to know
about anything, it's settled, and you drop
it. I wouldn't want you to drop me, so

I'll keep still. Tom Mix has no children.

Casey Jones.—Myrtle Lind is married.
Harriet Hammond was, but isn't now.
That is her maiden name. Schuster was
her married name. Addresses at the end
of The Oracle.

The Ruth Roland Fans.—All right,

I'll take your word for it and be on the

lookout for your letter each month, with
the other steady contributors. Herbert
Heyes is the name of Ruth Roland's lead-

ing man in her serials for Pathe. Mar-
guerite Clark is Mrs. Palmerson Williams,
and she has no children.

Edna M.—It must have been quite a

large book you lost to hold all those ad-
dresses. However, you will find them all

printed at the end of this department.

Miss V. Faroo.—The reason your last

letter was not answered in the magazine
was because you forgot to put your name
on it. You almost did the same thing
again this time, didn't you? Bill Russell
is married to Charlotte Burton. He lives

in Los Angeles. They go for their vaca-
tions wherever they happen to want to go,

and not to one certain place as you im-
agine. Jack Holt is married, so is Jack
Hoxie.

Mable's Cousin.—You couldn't have
been following the magazines very closely

riot to have seen the announcements of
Pearl White's marriage to Wallace Mc-
Cutcheon. Nazimova has been married
for several years. The only way I know
you can get a theater to run the pictures
you want to see is to ask the manager,
and have your friends ask him. When he
sees there is demand for it, he will get it

—if he is a good showman. Mary Ander-
son is still playing in pictures. Madge's
brother has never appeared on the screen.

Jane and Katherine Lee are in vaudeville
with a sketch. You will find your other
questions already answered.

Pearl White Admirer.—Walter Mc-
Grail played opposite Pearl White in "The
Black Secret." "The Perils of Pauline"
was the first serial she ever made. Crane
Wilbur had the leading male role, and
Paul Panzer was the wicked villain. "The
Exploits of Elaine," "Romance of
Elaine," "The Iron Claw," "The Fatal
Ring," "Pearl of the Army," "The House
of Hate," and "The Lightning Raider,"
are her other serials. She also played the
leading role in the features, "Hazel
Kirke," "May Blossoms," and "New York
Lights."

A Duncan Fan.—Where did you get
the idea that Hampton Del Ruth played
with William Duncan in "The Silent

Avenger?" He did not. This serial was
made in and around Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. You will find your other Duncan
and Edith Johnson questions already an-
swered.

Da-Da.—Viola Dana was married to

her director, John Collins, but he died
two years ago after a siege of pneumonia.
She is not married now. Shirley Mason
is married to Bernard Durning. Harrison
Ford is still a bach. One of our busiest
rumors is that Constance Talmadge is

going to marry somebody, but each time
the rumor appears it concerns a different

man. She certainly can't marry them all,

so Dame Rumor must be wrong. We
won't believe it until the wedding bells

are ringing ding-dong.

M. E. Graves.—Mae Marsh is married
to Louis Lee Armes, and they have a lit-

tle daughter, Mary Marsh Armes.

H. M. A.—You will find the addresses
of thfe former Vitagraph stars you write
about at the end of The Oracle.

Mrs. Pauline C.—-Gordon Griffith

played the part of Taraau as a boy, and
Elmo Lincoln was Tarzan grown up. Real
animals were used in that picture. "Smil-
ing" Bill Parsons died about a year ago.

You saw "Broken Blossoms," and didn't

see Dick Barthelmess? Well, I am sur-

prised ! Dick played the young Chinaman
who was in love with Lillian Gish. Now
do you remember him ? I don't know of
any from Richmond.

Maxine B. F. A.—That was Geraldine
Farrar's first appearance on the screen,

and not Wallace Reid's. He began with
Vitagraph, and then went to Selig way
back in the good old days. From Selig he
went to Universal and from the U to

Griffith's and then to Lasky's, where he
is at the present time. Gloria's hair is

dark brown. I don't know about the
color prints, but you might ask them when
you write. Better inclose a quarter with
your request.

M. A. W. Alabama.—Why do you want
the address of some one to send your
picture to to have it criticized? There
are hundreds of people who will criticize

it no matter how good it may be. What
you want is some one who will have at

least a couple of good things to say about
the features, now don't you ? The editor

has charge of all photos in the magazine.
Remember the rogues' gallery is full of

criticized faces while the hall of fame
has the other kind hanging on its wall.

Moral : Well, you can see for yourself.

Bill Hart Fan.—Bill Hart was not
killed in an accident. I just heard from
him last week, and I know he would have
mentioned it if it had been true. Don't
believe all 3'ou hear. Some people have
nothing else to do but spread a lot of
false talk, and the people who are busy
should be too busy to believe it unless they

see it in Picture-Play. I almost get

peeved when I read the rumors that are
spreading around. I feel like getting tip

and lecturing on it. I think I'll get the

editor to write an editorial on it. He has
more time than I have.

V. M.—I never heard of your friend

Lionel, and the Metro Company, where
you thought he was employed, never did,

either. Sorry I can't help you locate him.

Clair T. L. W.—I like Seena Owen
very well on the screen, so you haven't
any chance to start an argument on that

score. You will find all addresses at the

end of The Oracle.

What Would It Mean
— To You—to Have

Muscles Like These?
It would mean tre-

mendous strength, put-

ting you in a class
above your fellows. It

would mean that you
could out-do them in
feats of strength
and be a leader of
men. It would
mean a strong
personality
because of

EARLE E. LIEDERM AN
The Acme of Physical Perfection

your com-
mand i n g
appear-
a n c e ,

th e r e b y
assuring
you of
success in

both the
business
and social

world. It

would
mean add-
ed lung power, unlimited vitality and
perfect health; removing all fears of con-

stipation, indigestion, etc., which under-

mine the average man and make him old

long before his time.

All These Things
Are Yours

I absolutely guarantee to do all this and
more lor you. I have found the short cut
to physical perfection and applied it on
my own body, proving its results. I have
personally trained many of the world's
strongest men by this same method. Why
waste your time and money with old-time
worthless methods? If you are desirous of
being a real robust man. follow the path of
those who have already made a success.
Come now, get busy, for every day counts.

Send for MY NEW BOOK

Muscular Development"

IT IS FREE
It tells the secret. Handsomely illus-

trated with 25-fuIl page photographs of
myself and some of the world's best ath-
letes whom I have trained. Also contains
full particulars of my splendid offer to
you. The valuable book and special offer
will be sent on receipt of only 10c. stamps
or coin, to cover cost of wrapping and
mailing.

Don't miss this opportunity. Sit right
down now and fill in the coupon. Tlie
sooner you get started on the road to
health the easier it will be to reach per-
fect manhood. Don't drag along one day
longer—mail the coupon to-day.

Earle E. Liederman
Dept. 1412, 305 Broadway, New York

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 1412, 305 Broadway, New York City

Dear Sir:—I enclose h-'-owith 10c for which you
are to send me. witnout any obligation on my p-irl

whatever, a copy of your latest book. "Muscular
Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

Name

Address

City State
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Deformities
of the Back

Thousands of
Remarkable Cases

An old lady, 72 years of
age, who suffered for many
years and was absolutely help-
less, found relief. A man who
was helpless, unable to rise
from his chair, was riding-
horseback and playing tennis
within a year. A little child,
paralyzed, was playing about
the house after wearing a
Philo Burt Appliance three
weeks. We have successfully

treated more than 40,000cases the past 19 years.

SO Days' Trial Free
We will prove its value- in
your own case. There is no
reason why you should not
accept our offer. The photo-
graphs show how light, cool,
elastic and easily adjusted the
Philo Burt Appliance is— how
different from the old tor-
turous plaster, leather or
steel jackets.

Every sufferer with a weak-
ened or deformed spineowes
it to himself to investigate
thoroughly. Price within
reach of all.

Send For Our Free Book.
If you will describe the case it wiil
aid ua in giving you definite infor<
tnacjon at once.

PHIIO BURT MFG. CO.
1T4-X Odd Fellows Temple

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DEAD
MEN
TELL
NO
o*

$15
23

Jewels
t
Full 12 Size

20
Year
Gold

Filled
BARGAIN OF A LIFETIME! Guaranteed
perfect timekeeper. Timed, adjusted,
regulated. Sold on 30 days' trial.

SEND ORDER FOR W136

R136

Dazzling, brilliant blue-
white diamond in ex-
quisite 1 4K SolidWhite
Gold Ring. Looks like

platinum. Wonderful
bargain. Gift case free.

Sold on 30 $q q
Days' Free Trial «3«5

14K S01jDGOLD
only $15 #

00
REAL
VALUE

Includes solid gold
bracelet. Sold on 30 days'
trial. Guaranteed perfect time-

keeper. Gift case free. WB136.

SEND FOR NEW BARGAIN CATALOG-Full of surprises in

diamonds, watches and jewelry. This 132 page bargain book
will save you up to 100%. Thousands of selections shown.

B PUTTED P CANC Wholesale Jewelers
. bU 11 £K & bVNb, 172 Nassau St, Division 136, NewYork.N.Y.
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Alma C.
—"A" wins and "B" is stuck

for the new bonnet.- It was William Far-
num and not Dustin who took the dual
role in Charles Dickens' "A Tale of Two
Cities."

Susan Shy.—Monroe Salisbury is the
gentleman's correct name. He was born
in New York. Why don't you carry out
3'our threat and write to him? I'm sure
he would be. glad to hear from you.

Rae.—Welcome to The Oracle! What
has kept you from writing before? Of
course you may write again. There is al-

ways room for one more. Mary Pickford
had the "flu" nearly two years ago, and
it has not left any bad after effects. That
is Mary Miles Minter's very own hair that
she wears on the screen. Billie Rhodes
was born in San Francisco, California.
She is still appearing on the screen. "His
Pajama Girl" is her latest feature.

Dot.—Edna Mayo is not appearing in
any pictures at present. I don't know
whether she intends to return to the screen
again or not. Time alone will answer
that. She is not related to Frank Mayo,
the Universal player. No, I never get
tired answering questions. I don't have
time to be tired. Wheeler Oakman had
the leading role opposite Mabel Normand
in "Mickey." Lew Cody was the wicked
villain in that picture. "The Right to
Love" is Mae Murray's current release.

Niles Welch is married to Dell Boone,
who also appears in various screen pro-
ductions. The best way to get a photo of
Niles is to write to him for one. Why
get discouraged? You know the old say-
ing^ "If at first you don't succeed, try, try
again," still holds good.

Ray Fan.—Charles Ray's latest picture
is "Forty-five Minutes from Broadway."
It has already been released, and will "be
followed by Sol Smith Russell's "Peace-
ful Valley." He was born in Jacksonville,
Illinois, in 1891. Abert Ray is not playing
in features at the present time. He is de-
voting his time to directing comedies for
First National. "The Kick in High Life,"
is the name of his latest effort in the direc-
torial line. He was born in New Rochelle,
New York, on August 28, 1893. I am sure
that both Charles and Albert will send you
their photographs if you ask them for one.

Margaret Smith.—Of course you can
write Pearl White personally. Who is go-
ing to stop you, especially when Pearl likes

to hear from her screen friends? Pearl
was born in Springfield, Missouri, in 1889,
so naturally she is an American. Charles
Spencef Chaplin was born in Paris,
France, in 1889. Don't mention it. No
trouble at all. See addresses at the end
of this department.

Montealm.—Why not write to Charlie
and request the picture you want? I think
he would send it to you. I personally
think that "Stella Maris" was one of the
finest, if not the finest, pieces of screen
acting that Mary Pickford has ever done.
"Poltyanna" was a very close second. Evi-
dently that is the type of picture which
sells best for the Fox Film Corporation,
so that is probably why they continue to
stick to that type of story. Your friend
is not working' in pictures any more.

Abe and Ike.—Henry Walthall has not
deserted the screen for good. He is at

present appearing on the stage in Los
Angeles, California, in Maude Fulton's

new play, "The Humming Bird," and will

appear in the screen version of it. I

haven't heard whether he will come to

New York with the company or not. The
reviews on the play give it remarkable
notices, and predict a big hit for it, also

for Walthall.

GRAYHAIRS VANISH
With the very first application of Kolor-

Bak—a clear, colorless liquid compounded
of harmless matter—comes the wonderful
satisfaction of seeing your gray hairs begin
to take on their natural color. A few more
applications and the natural coloris fullyrestored.
Kolor-Bak is alsoan invigorating hair and scalp
tonic— prevents dandruff and itching scalp. Not
a dye or stain. Is not sticky or messy but easy
and clean to use. Send today for FREE Kolor-
Bak book which tells how you may quickly and
easily eliminate gray hairs and restore your hair
to its natural color and beauty.

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES
3334-333S W. 38th St. Dept T ?3 1 7Chicago

Statement of the Ownership, Manage-
ment, etc., required by the Act of
Congress of August 24, 1912, of
the PICTURE=PLAY MAGAZINE,
published monthly, at New York,
N. Y., for October 1, 1920:

State of New York, County of New York, (ss.)
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the

State and county aforesaid, personally ap-
peared George C. Smith, who, having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and
says that he is Treasurer of Street & Smith
Corporation, publishers of Pictdre-Play
Magazine, and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true state-
ment of the ownership, management, etc., of
the aforesaid publication for the date shown
in the above caption, required by the Act of
August 24, 1912. embodied in section 443.
Postal Laws and Regulations, to wit

:

1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi-
ness managers are : Publishers, Street & Smith
Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New
York, N. Y. ; editor, Charles Gatchell, 79 Sev-
enth Avenue, New York, N. Y. ; managing
editors, Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89
Seventh Avenue, New York. N. Y. ; business
managers, Street & Smith Corporation, 79-S9
Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

2. That the owners are : Street & Smith
Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New
York. N. Y., a corporation composed of Or-
mond G. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue, New
York, N. Y. ; George C. Smith, 89 Seventh
Avenue. New York, N. Y. ; Annie K. Smith.
89 Seventh Avenue. New York, N. Y. : Grace
Y. ; George C. Smith, Jr., 89 Seventh Avenue,
H. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.
New York, N. Y. ; Cora A. Gould, 89 Seventh
Avenue. New York, N. Y. : Ormond V. Gould.
89 Seventh Avenue, New York. N. Y.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are : None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
and security holders, if any, contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the company,
but also, in cases where the stockhholder or
security holder appears upon the books of
the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
is given ; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner ; and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, as-
sociation or corporation has any interest di-
rect or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated bv him.

GEORGE C. SMITH, Treasurer,
of Street & Smith Corporation, publishers.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 22d
day of September. 1920. Francis S. Duff,
Notary Public, No. 239, New York County.
(My commission expires March 30, 1921.)
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V. I. H.—You are all wrong about Mol-
lie King's husband. She is Mrs. Alex-
ander and not Mrs. Yernee. Houdini,
Ruth Stonehouse, and Marguerite Marsh
had the leading roles in the "Master Mys-
tery-

'

Ice Cream.—So you miss Theda Bara
since she has left the screen? Well, per-
haps she may return to the fold some day.

Judging from the success her stage play,

"The .Blue Flame," made, it does seem
doubtful that Theda will desert her new
love for some time to come. She is Amer-
ican-born, Cincinnati, Ohio, being her
birthplace. Theodosha Goodman was her
correct name, but she had it legally

changed in the courts to the better-known
Theda Bara. Marie Empress made one
picture for Universal. Annette Keller-
mann recently made a picture called "What
Women Love," a First National attraction.

It takes quite a little while for letters to

come from abroad, so your answers can't

appear as quickly as the ones sent in this

country. Better late than never, you know.

Irexe D. B.—Alice Brady's latest pic-

ture is called " The Dark Lantern," in

which her husband, James L. Crane, plays
the leading male role opposite her. Con-
rad Xagle played opposite her in the stage
production of "Forever After." She made
the biggest hit of her career in this play.

Irene Castle is not making pictures at

present. It is understood that she will

make some more very soon for Para-
mount.

H. M. X.—You will find the addresses
you want at the end of The Oracle.

Jassmixe.—You, too.

Emilixe.—You, three.

Esther and May.—Send all questions

regarding scenarios for pictures to W il-

liam Lord Wright, care of this magazine.
He handles that department and will be
only too glad to give you any advice that

he can and answer any questions you may
ask. Inclose a self-addressed, stamped en-

velope for a reply.

Evelyx R.—Marie Mosquini is the lit-

tle lady who plays opposite "Snub" Pol-
lard in his Rolin comedies.

Hellsia.—Wallace Reid and_Mary Miles
Minter are starring for different com-
panies, which are controlled, however, by
the same capitalists. Wallace's films are

made at the Lasky studios and released by
Paramount, while Mary's are produced
at the Morosco studios and released by
Realart. So you think they should play

together? Just think what a big pay roll

the firm would have with these two in the

same film ! Wallace is married to Dorothy
Davenport and they have a little

,r
V\ ally,"

Jr. His latest picture is called "The
Charm School." Man." is not married. "A
Cumberland Romance" is her latest offer-

ing. The Oracle does not answer ques-
tions concerning religion. I haven't no-
ticed that they almost always have the
service of any special creed for screen
weddings. Those are Constance and Xor-
ma's correct names. The "Market Book-
let" gives a complete list of all the produc-
ing companies in the United States and
their addresses, together with the kind of
stories they are in the market for.

Blue Eyes.—Constance Binney has only
been working in pictures for about two
years. Maurice Tourneur's "Sporting
Life" was her first film. That is her cor-
rect name. She is not married. Margaret
Shelby is Mary Miles Minter's sister. She
very often appears in some of her famous
sister's features. Juliet Shelby is Man-
Miles Minter's correct name. Blanche was
one of the winners of a recent motion-pic-
tue beauty contest.

Cleo Xo. 2.—So you are quite sure that
I am a woman? Are you sure? A few
answers ahead of your own the writer
declared emphatically that I belonged to

the masculine sex. Suppose you two fight

it out? I'm neutral. Francis X. Bush-
man and Beverly Bayne are going to re-

turn to pictures after a prolonged absence
on the stage. They are now in Los An-
geles, California, where they are filming
scenes for "The Master Thief," the play
they appeared in on the stage. Francis
had five children by his first wife and one
by Beverly Bayne, the present Mrs. Bush-
man. You wish to be remembered to

"Cleo" and "Hope?" I'm sure the}- will

read this. That must have been a very
funny "movie ball." I would like to have
had a peek at it.

Al. K. Hall.—You must be related in

some way to my correspondent who labels

herself "Lotta Hops." Are you? Henry
B. Walthall has left the screen for the time
being and is going to star in the stage pro-
duction of Ibsen's "Ghosts." '. He recently
appeared in the new Maude Fulton play.

"The Humming Bird," and scored a tre-

mendous success.

Grace Darmoxd Admirer.—Grace re-

cently starred in a serial called "The Hope
Diamond Mystery." She has just finished

playing opposite T. Roy Barnes in "So
Long Letty." She is now engaged in do-
ing a second picture with Barnes, adapted
from the latter's stage success, "See My
Lawyer." Grace is still free from matri-
mony.

Mary Reagax.—Alice Lake played the
principal feminine role in the Metro pro-
duction, "Lombardi, Ltd.," starring Bert
Lytell. You refer to Kenneth Harlan in

that picture opposite Carmel Myers. Lu-
cille Lee Stewart, sister of Anita, played
opposite Eugene O'Brien in Selznick's

"Sealed Hearts." Enid did not play in

"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea." Allan Holubar. who is now confin-

ing his efforts to directing his wife, Doro-
thy Phillips, was Captain Nemo in that

feature.

A". T.—Your questions have already been
answered in this issue.

Agxes.—See answer to "Al. K. Hall."

Oswald.—The first motion picture with
a story was put out by Thomas A. Edi-
son and was called "The Great Train Rob-
bery." G. M. Anderson, who became fa-

mous as the Broncho Billy of Essanay
films, played the leading role.

Suxxv South.—Alia Xazimova is the

wife of Charles Bryant, who appears op-
posite her in many of her productions and
also adapts her stories for the screen.

Pauline Frederick was recently granted a

divorce from Willard Mack the play-

wright and actor. Madlaine Traverse is

not married. She was born in Boston,
Massachusetts. Pauline Frederick was
also born in Boston. Eighteen-eighty-nine

was the date of Pauline's arrival.

Marguerite L.—Corinne Griffith is the

wife of Webster Campbell. Earle Wil-
liams is married to Florine Walz, of Phila-

delphia. Alice Joyce is Mrs. James Regan.

Jr. William Duncan is married to a non-
professional. Those are their correct

names. Gladys Leslie is married. Rich-

ard Barthelmess recentlv signed a new
contract with D. W. Griffith to be starred

under the latter's supervision.

Kokomo Ltzzte.—Wallace MacDonald is

not married. Kenneth Harlan was born
in Xew York Citv in 1895. Xigel Barrie

plaved opposite Marguerite Clark in "A
Widow by Proxy." Eugene O'Brien was
born in Denver, Colorado, in 1884.

My Appeal Is Not Only to the
Hopeless, But to All Who Want to

Be Well and Strong
I want every man who is at all unhappy,

who lags behind in the procession, who fails
to attract the opposite sex—I want them all
to try Strongfortism. I know what it has
done for thousands. I know what it can do
for others—for you. I honestly seek to help
you—to help the whole world—by putting
into the hands of as many human beings as
possible, my wonderful tried-out-and-proven
system, knowing that I will be blessed and
acclaimed by everyone who guides by the
simple rules of life I lay down for men and women.

I Come to You With Encouragement
Whether you are simply wrongly nourished,

or overworked, or suffering from indigestion
or constipation, or one of those who are down
and out or just an over-worked brain-fagged
businessman. I come .to you with hope and

assurance, confident that
I can build you up into a
human being that will
have the right to feel he
is "in the image of his
Maker".

The Strongfort Sys-
tem accomplishes its
marvelous transforma-
tions in men without
the use of drugs or
medicines and without
interfering with your
every day mode of living.

You'll Feel Bet-

ter Day By Day
I will guarantee you

will feel better, be
better from the day
you adopt Strongfort-
ism as your mode of
life. And day by day
you will feel a new
life, an awakened
spirit, growing power,
an increasing desire
to be up and doing,
an ambition to achieve—in other words the
feeling of health and
power and manliness—the feeling that is

Godlike, the right of
every man—the thing
that raises the human
being above the brute.

Send for This Book Right Away
I know I can confer upon you inestimable

benefits—thafs why I want to give you an
insight into my wonderful method by send-
ing "you my highly interesting and valuable
booklet. . "Promotion and Conservation of
Health. Strength and Mental Energy."

Don"t lose a minute. Sit right down. cUp
the coupon below, mail it with a- 10c piece
(a dime) to my address. I will act promptly—yon"ll devour the truths found in my book
and you will see at once that a new era of
life is within your grasp.

LIONEL STRONGFORT K^t^"ffl
FREE CONSULTATION COUPON

Absolutely Confidential

Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Dept. 64. Newark. X. J. Per-
sonal—Please send me vour book. "PROMOTION AND
CONSERVATION OF ' HEALTH, STRENGTH AND
MENTAL ENERGY," for postage on which I enclose a
10c piece (a dime).
Send me special information on subjects marked X be-

low, without in any way obligating me.

.Colds

.Catarrh

.Hay Fever

.Asthma

.Obesity
Headache
.Thinness
. Rupture
.Lumbago
.Neuritis

.Neuralnia

.Flat Chest
..Deformity

(Describe)

..Insomnia

.Vital Depletion

.Short Wind

.Flat Feet

.Stomach
Disorders

.Constipation

.Biliousness

.Torpid Liver

.Indigestion

.Nervousness

.Poor Memory

.Rheumatism

.Gastritis

.Heart Weakness

.Poor Circulation

.Increased Height

...Despondency

...Skin Disorders

...Impotency

...Great Strength

...Falling Hair

...Weak Eyes

...Pimples

...Blackheads

...Round Shoulder

...Lung Troubles

...Weak Back

...Muscular Devel-
opment

..Advanced Course

...Healthy Children

Here mention other subjects not listed above.

Xame

Age Occupation.

Street

Cits State.
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"DANDERINE"
Girls I Save Your Hair and

Make It Abundant I

Immediately after a "Danderine" mas-
sage, your hair takes on new life, lustre

and wondrous beauty, appearing twice as
heavy and plentiful, because each hair

seems to fluff and thicken. Don't let your
hair stay lifeless, colorless, plain or scrag-

gly. You, too, want lots of long, strong,

beautiful hair.

A 35 -cent bottle of delightful "Dander-
ine" freshens your scalp, checks dandruff
and falling hair. This stimulating
"beauty-tonic" gives to thin, dull, fading
hair that youthful brightness and abund-
ant thickness.

All Drugstores and Toilet

Counters sell Danderine

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays bijr. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or K.ey
to Movie Aetinsr Aptitude, and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel,
instructive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE !

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta. R, Jackson, Mich.

Dlamonas on
Approval \M

^P^Hend for
Latest List o:

Diamond Bargains
This firm nearly % century old. rated i

over $1,000,000 lends money on high-
grade jewelry. Amazing bargains in on-
paid loan diamonds.- Free examination.

WhyPayFullPrices

:

Prove for yoarself that it's not necessary. '

Send your name for this latest list of
bargains Every jewel accurately

'described. Oar customers clainr
-L

saved 40 to 60 per cent. Sniper
our risk—no cost to you.
WRITE TODAY FOR LIST-
Send your name NOW
JOS.DE ROY & SONS

- Only Oju>. Poll Off-em

2969 De Roy Bldff.

^dSEHhaT PIttsbursb
<^3i

Advertising Section

Dorothy Day.—The editor is mailing
you a copy of the "Market Booklet," as
you requested. I am sure that you will
find it very valuable in looking for a suit-

able market for your scenarios.

Alice T.—Yes, Pearl White is married.
She became Mrs. Wallace McCutcheon in

1919.

Bobby Brown Eyes.—Clara Kimball
Young's latest production is titled "Mid-
Channel." Tom Mix is the husband of

Victoria Forde, who first became a screen

favorite in the old Nestor-Universal pho-

toplays. She is not appearing on the

screen at present, and I doubt if she will

ever appear before the camera again. Vic-

toria seems to have retired for good. I am
afraid it would do no good to ask the ac-

tresses for the clothes they wear in their

productions after the picture is made. You
see, there will always come a time when
the same wardrobe will come in handy for

a part.

A. Callaway Fan".—Yes, that is her cor-

rect name. Faire Binney was born in

New York City in 1901. Peggy Hyland,
Dorothy Dalton, and Anita Stewart all

use their own names in pictures. Mary
Pickford is a better professional name
than Gladys Smith, which probably ac-

counts for Mary's change. I never heard
of the lady you mention. That's a deep,

dark secret. Give you as many guesses as

you want.

Fox Fan.—William Russell is still mak-
ing features for Fox. "The Man Who
Dared" is the latest picture. I enjoyed
"While New York Sleeps" very much. I

thought it good melodrama. It was fash-

ioned after "While London Sleeps," the

famous stage melodrama of years gone by.

Albert Ray is not with the Fox Film Cor-
poration at the present time. He is di-

recting comedies for First National. I

don't know whether he intends to return

to the screen at the completion of his pres-

ent contract or not. Time alone will tell.

Film Hopeful.—The Oracle does not
recommend any school of motion-picture
acting to readers of Picture-Play Maga-
zine, being a firm believer that there is

no school that can make an actor or ac-

tress. You simply have to be born with
a gift for acting. They can teach some-
thing about the technique of the stage

and screen, but that is all. If you want
to pay your good money for that, it is up
to you.

Alphonse and Gaston.—Gretchen
Hartman's correct name is Greta Arbin.
She is the wife of Allan Hale in real life.

She is still playing in pictures. You will

find your other questions already an-
swered.

Fair One.—I'm afraid I can't help you
any. I cannot tell you whether you will

make a success as a motion-picture star

just by reading a description of yourself.

So you want to start off right away as a
star? I'm afraid you are in for a disap-

pointment, little lady. Better stick to your
job, as you are sure of three square meals
a day as long as you stay where you are,

and not so sure if you venture forth to

seek a star's job in pictures.

Frank B.
—"Ruth of the Rockies" and

"Broadway Bab" are Ruth Roland's last

two serials for Pathe. She was born in

San Francisco, California. Herbert Heyes
is playing opposite her.

L. Roper.—Fannie Ward was born in St.

Louis, Missouri, in 1875. Tom Mix was
about everything from a revenue officer to

a cowboy before making his appearance
on the screen. He was a member of the
Rough Riders during the Spanish-Ameri-
can "War.

$(32.25

45A

.$120.00

125.00 .

36A

No Money
Down

TUSTsendyouniame
J and address for our 128
page Christmas book of
bargains in diamonds,
watches and jewelry.
Millions of dollars worth
of jewelry from which to
choose your Xmas gifts.

Your selection sent on
your simple request
without a penny down.
If yon don't think it is

the biggest bargain yon
have ever seen, send it

back at our expense. If

you keep it you can pay
at the rate of only a
few cent* a day.

8%YearlyDividends
You areguaranteed an%%
yearly increase in value on all

diamond exchanges. AIbo
6 per cent bonus privilege.

Write Today
forXmasCatalog
Send your name and ad-
dress now. No obligation.
BeautifoJ Xmas catalog
comes free by return mail.
Explains all about the Lyon
Charge Account Plan. .See
this great collection of jew-
elry bargains now . Send vour
name today to Dept. BO 3

cJMLYON &CO.
1 Maiden Lane, New York N.V

SUBMIT YOUR SONG POEMS ON ANY SUBJECl
FOR MY PERSONAL CRITICISM AND ADVICE
ACCEPTABLE M)RD5 WILL BE REVISED, FURNISHED
WITH APPROPRIATE MU5IC, COPYRIGHTED AND
EXPLOITED UNDER MY ORIGINAL METHODS FOR
FACILITATING THE PUBLICATION OR OUTRIGHT
SALE OP SONGS. VALUABLE BOOKLET ON SONG
WRITING 3ENT-FREL0M REQUEST.WRITE TO ME TO-OAf

AUTHOB OFT I M /yinG THE LIAVC* 'SO TmJY wOnV cO«l
OOWN-'domT FORGET OLD OmiELANO" AND OTHERS 1

10 GAIETY THEATRE BID. NEW YORKj

TABLETS
FOR

Grippe
Cold
in the

Head
Headaches
Neuralgias

Spanish Influenza
Women's Aches and Ills

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains

Ask Your Druggist for A-K Tablets

(If he cannot supply yon. write as)

Small Size

lOc
Fac-Simils

Dozen Size

25c
See Monogram Jfc on the Genuine
The Antikamnia Remedy Company, St. Louis, Ma.

Write for Free Samples
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0. V. M.—Conway Tearle opposite

Clara Kimball Young. Stuart Holmes is

married. "Trailed by Three" was his first

serial. He has since played the heavy in

the Benny Leonard serial, "The Evil Eye."

Jouglas MacLean is married, but Doris

May is not. Enid Bennett is her correct

name. She is still married to Fred Xiblo.

Hoot Gibson was Helen Gibson's husband.
Helen took Helen Holmes' place in the

railroad series produced by the Kalem
Company several years ago under the

heading of "The Hazzards of Helen."
Xo, I don't think Wallace Reid is to de-

sert the screen for the stage. He recently

played in "Sick Abed" at the Little The-
ater in Los Angeles, and also "The Rot-
ters," but he kept up his picture work all

the time. Nope, not too many.

Lela M.—Harrison Ford was born in

Kansas City, Missouri. No, he is not mar-
ried. Constance Talmadge is not mar-
ried, although it has been rumored several

times that she was about to plunge into

the sea of matrimony. She has just re-

turned from a trip to Europe and is work-
ing hard again. She has no regular lead-

ing man. She engages her opposites for

each film.

1. H.—Josie Sedgwick was born in Gal-

veston, Texas. She is not married. Josie

played opposite Will Rogers in "Jubilo"

and then played opposite Jack Dempsey
in his serial, "Daredevil Jack." She is

now making a serial with Charles Hutchin-
son. I can't agree with you on that. I

think "Pollyanna" was one of Mary's best

pictures.

Question Box.—Pearl White wears a
blond wig in her pictures because she
thinks it photographs better than her own
hair. Dorothy Gish wears a dark wig.

Her own hair is blond and not bobbed.
Shirlej- Mason does not wear a wig. Her
jwn hair is dark and bobbed. Albert Ros-
coe had the leading role opposite Mad-
laine Traverse in "The Hell Ship." Shir-

ley Mason is just five feet tall. Pearl is

six inches taller. Ruth Roland uses her
own hair. Jane and Katherine Lee are in

vaudeville. Bill Hart is not married.
Baby Marie Osborne was born in 1911.

Madge Evans in 1909. Your other ques-

tions have already been answered. You're
welcome.

Y. B.—Harrison Ford's early stage

career was in stock during 1913-15. He
is five feet ten and weighs one hundred
and sixty pounds. He has brown hair

and eyes. "Food for Scandal" is his latest,

opposite Wanda Hawley. Write him and
see. He is working in Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Conway Tearle was born in New
York in 1880. You wouldn't be half as
interested in me if I were to tell you who
I am and what I look like. It takes all

the interest out of anything when you
find out what it is, and the interest then
begins to go. I'd rather have you inter-

ested and ignorant of who I am. You will

find your other questions already an-
swered.

Billie B.—They are brother and sister.

I can't say what success you will have.
Most of the players now do most of their

corresponding by sending out their photo-
graphs. Your other questions already have
been answered.

Kate S.—Dorothy Gish was born in
1898. That is her correct name. Norma
Talmadge is one year older than Dorothy.

,Miss L. K—The "Market Booklet" will
give you a complete list of all the motion-
picture companies, with information re-
garding the kind of stories thev are in the
market for. Your other questions already
have been answered in this issu<\

Frances H.—Norma Talmadge's hair is

not bobbed. Natalie is not a star. She
contents herself with playing in either sis-

ter's productions. Gloria Swanson and
Thomas Meierhan are not going to play
together any more. Each is being starred
separately by Paramount. Tom, Owen,
Matt, and Joe Moore are all brothers.

Charles Ray's wife is a non-professional.

The Dreamer.—Theda Bara has not

gone blind. Just another one of the many
ridiculous rumors that are constantly be-

ing circulated about motion-picture play-

ers. I don't get much time for anything
but answering questions, but if it is a

real good story I think I could manage it.

Louis Bennison was born in Oakland,
California.

Marjorie Jean.—Constance Talmadge is

five feet five. One inch shorter than you
thought. You have Jane Novak's correct

height. Ethel Clayton is the same height
as Constance. Harrison Ford played op-

posite her in "Young Airs. Winthrop."

E. B. B.—Hale Hamilton is not playing
in pictures at present. Harold Lloyd was
born in Nebraska in 1893. He is not and
never has been married. Bert Lytell was
born in New York City. He has been
married some time. He has no children

and neither has Anita Stewart.
_

Olive
Thomas' correct name was Oliveretta

Duffy. She had no children. She left a

mother, sister, and brother. She was pro-
nounced by Harrison Fisher, in 1914, as

"the prettiest girl in America."

Anna P.—You will find the addresses
you want at the end of this department.
You should have inclosed a self-addressed,

stamped envelope if you wanted a personal

reply.

Miss Edith B.—You can get back num-
bers of Picture-Play by sending sufficient

stamps to the subscription department.

Edith Johnson is not married. Edith was
born in Rochester, New York, in 1895.

Mary Pickford and Owen Moore were
divorced some time ago. Don't you read
the papers?

Mary Pickford Admirer.—Norma Tal-
madge is five feet two. Tom Moore is

making pictures at the Goldwyn studios in

Culver City, California. Alice Joyce
works in New York for Vitagraph. Lit-

tle Alice Joyce Moore is visiting her fa-

ther now. Theda Bara was born in 1800.

Ann Pennington is still on the stage. Pearl

White starred in "The Perils of Pauline,"

the third serial to appear on the market.

She must be left-handed if you saw her
writing with her left hand. Yes, Doro-
thy Gish has been on the stage. Her stage

career dates from 1902, when she was but

four years old. Clarine Seymour died on
May 26th, 1920.

A. Jerry L.—Romaine Fielding is divid-

ing his time between directing and acting.

He is married to a nonprofessional from
St. Louis, and they have a little son. Ed-
win August is not playing in pictures at

present.

Pearl White Admirer.—Carol Hollo-
way is not in pictures at present. Pearl
White returned from Europe some time
ago, and is now working at the Fox Studio
in New York. William Duncan and Edith
Johnson are not married, and Helen Gib-

son and Hoot Gibson are not related.

Brooklyn.—There is always a rumor
that Constance .Talmadge is engaged to

some one ; so far they've never been true.

Yes, Robert Harron died, on September
5th ; he was unpacking a trunk a few
days before that, and the trunk lid fell

and hit his revolver, causing it to go off.

The bullet struck him in the chest.

10 Months to Pay
The Royal Way

SHORTAGE of
ready money

need not prevent
you from giving your
loved ones the Xmas
Gifts they long for—buy on Credit.
The cost of a cheap,
tawdry,imitation gift

will go far towards
the payment of a
genuine articleonThe
Royal Credit Plan.

Rare Xmas Values
We have a large stock of
the most beautiful and
desirable Diamonds,
Rings, Watches, Toilet
Sets and other Gifts.
These are rare Holiday
Values at amazingly 1 ow
prices.

Bay Now For Xmas
The Xmas rush and
consequent mail conges-
tion will soon be upon
us. Make your selec-
tion NOW and to be
sure of getting exactly
what you want on time,
you can buy now as well
as later, for in buying
the Royal Way, you
have

Ten Months
to Pay

No money in advance.
Order now—pay 20%
upon examination and
balance in ten equal
monthly amounts. See
and examine any selec-
tion. Then, if pleased,
send first payment and
the balance in easy
monthly installments.
Money promptly refunded
onany unsatisfactory pur-
chase, if returned within
10 days. liberty Bonds
accepted. 10% discount
allowed for cash.

New Royal Catalog
FREE

Send for it TODAY.
Addressing: Dept. 284

Describes and illustrates

in beautiful halftone re-

production, all of our
rich values in exquisite
Xmas Gifts. Tells ex-
actly how to take ad-
vantage of our confiden-
tial credit plan.

Low Prices
We buy in large
quantitl es and
give you rock bot-
tomprices. Lower
than you could
buy for cash from
your jeweler.

Order At Once to
Set the advantage
of thesewonderful
Xmas bargains.

Illustrations in this adver-
tisemen t are reduced in size

about one half.

A postcard brings our Cat-
alog 284. Send for it Today,
addressing Dept. 284.

KU li\L WATCH CO,
ESrA8L/SH££> /ess

_

35 Maiden Lane-NewYork
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For a
Gargle

or a mouth wash, put a few drops of
Absorbine Jr. in a little water. It is an
herbal antiseptic and germicide re- i

markably effective for

—

Checking sore throat in its incipient

stage. . .

Reducing the swelling and taking out

the soreness.

Cleansing the mouth and arresting

infection.

Absorbine J !

•"THE ANTISEPTIC LINIMENT

has a pleasant, pungent taste and smell that
makes it pleasant to use, either as a liniment
or a gargle.

As a mouth wash it is extensively used and
highly recommended by dentists. It leaves the
mouth cool and clean.

$1.25 a bottle at your druggist or
postpaid. A Liberal Trial Bottle
sent for 10 cents in stamps.

W. F. YOUNG, Inc.

38^TempIe Street Springfield, Mags.
^
1

GET ON THE STAGE
I Tell You How! Stage work and Cabaret

Entertaining successf ully tiiutrht by mail. Your BIG
opportunity. Travel, see the world as vaudeville
actor or actress. My cva' I'mfes^ional Course-
only one of its kind-COVERS ALL BRANCHES.
Develops Personality, Confidence, Skill and tella

you just how to ftet on the staere. Send 6c postage
for illustrated booklet. "All About Vaudeville."
state a^-e and occupation. Write for this free stage
Book today!

FREDERIC LA DELLE Box S57-G LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Makes
stubborn

hair easy

to comb,

neat and
attractive

Miss ttetty Parker Jay Dillon

Featured in Jack Norworth's "Odds and Ends'

Adopted by-Screen-Stage-Society
Because Hair-Dress will make the most stubborn hair stay the
way you comb it and retain a smooth, dressy appearance the en-
tire evening. With Hair-Dress you can comb your hair any
fashionable style—straight back—any way you want it. 'Hair-
Dress will also give to your hair that beautiful lustre so much
in vogue with men and women oi the stage, the screen and
society. Is harmless and acts as an excellent tonic.

Send for Trial Jar
days. If it isn't just what you have been looking for—send
it back. Your money will be cheerfully returned to you.
Send United States stamps, coin or money order. Yourjarof
delicately scented, greaseless Hair-Dress will be promptly
mailed postpaid. Send forthis wonderfultoilet necessity today.

Send $1.00 for Three Months' Supply.

HAIR-DRESS CO., Dept. 41 2, 920 Windsor Ave., CHICAGO
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Olive Thomas Fan.—Olive Thomas
died in Paris, France,, on , September gth,
after taking bichloride of mercury, which
she had mistaken for a nerve tonic pre-
scribed for her by a physician. Her body
lay in state in a little church in Paris un-
til September i8th, when it was brought
back to the United States for burial. She
had been in Paris since the middle of
August with her husband, Jack Pickford,
on a vacation-.-

Olive Thomas was born in Charleroi,
Pennsylvania, October 20, 1898. Her
name was Olive Duffy. While still very
young, she obtained employment in a
Pittsburgh department store, and was
married to a man named Thomas, by
whose name she was afterward known.
Friends who appreciated her voice and
her beauty advised >her to come to New
York, which she did, and there met Har-
rison Fisher, the artist, who used her as
a model for many of his paintings for
magazine covers. In this way she came
to the notice of Florenz Ziegfeld, and
was engaged for the "Follies," where she
immediately gained great popularity. ;

Later she went into motion pictures;
her first picture, "An Even Break," was
released in July, 1917; its story was said
to parallel that of her own life. Her
marriage to Jack Pickford occurred soon
afterward. She continued with her work
in pictures, and was the first star signed
by the Selznick Pictures Corporation, to
which she was still under contract at the
time of her death.

D. M., Pomona, California.—Something
must have happened to that stamped en-
velope of yours, because it wasn't in your
letter. I don't know the actor you men-
tion. Milton Sills is married; so is Con-
rad Nagel—you'll find pictures of their

wives and all data on another page of
this magazine. I'm sure I don't know
why they don't star Milton

;
perhaps he

doesn't care to be starred; some don't,

you know. Dustin Farnum was born in

1874, and William in 1876.

Dolly.—No, I don't suppose Bebe Dan-
iels and Wallace Reid will ever play to-

gether again. You see, Bebe's a star

now, and so couldn't very well play with
another star, as she used to. Dick Barthel-
mess was born in New York City in 1895,
and is married to Man' Hay ; he was not
married to Clarice Seymour. Viola Dana
is not married; her husband, John Col-
lins, died in 1917. Her most recent pic-

ture is "The Chorus Girl's Romance."

Reggie Mack.—So you think I'm tall

and dark and have "the sweetest little

mustache," do you? Well, maybe you're
right, and then again, maybe you're wrong.
Since you "just love that type of man,"
let's hope you're right. Was Lew Cody
at any time married? Yes, at several
times, but not at present. Perhaps he'll

stop in Youngstown on his tour of the

country. I'll speak to him about it.

Katherine MacDonald is quite as sweet
in every-day life as she appears on the
screen, and is not married. You are for-
tunate indeed to have an uncle who owns
a picture house in Los Angeles. I can't

recognize from your description the girl

you saw making pictures on the street,

though it sounds a little like Colleen
Moore. What might Eugene O'Brien's
age be? Oh, it might be about thirty-

six; why didn't you ask him when you
met him? It's too bad that you were dis-

appointed in Mary when you saw her and
Doug getting off the train in Los Angeles

;

however, they had had a long and very
crowded trip, and she was completely
tired out, so you must make allowances
for that.

W. W.—Wyndham Standing was born
in London, England, in 1880, and was edu-
cated at St. Paul's College. He is now
under contract with Metro. Rudolph Val-
entino was born in Taranto Italy, and
was on the, stage before he went into pic-
tures. He has the leading role in Metro's
production of "The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse." Dorothy Gish's newest
picture is "A Cynic Effect." Her leading
man in it is Tom Douglas, and this is his
first picture. Harry Carey's newest pic-

ture is "West Is West," some of the
scenes of which, were taken a quarter of
a mile below the earth's surface in a
copper mine.

Connie.—Yes, Constance Talmadge is

,-surely some girl—I agree with you. Her
ihair is light and really curly; she wouldn't
have time to have it curled every day if

it weren't. No, she's not engaged to any
New York broker that I know of. She
was born in 1900. George Walsh was born
in 1892, and Albert Ray in the following
year. If you're so sure I'm a girl, can't

you be sure about how old I am, too?
I'd likely to come to Montana, and I do
like bobbed hair, but am afraid I can't

come to see yours right away. Too many
letters to answer ! Constance Talmadge's
picture was on the cover of Picture-Play
for January, 1920.

Parisienne.—Eric von Stroheim is

making a picture called "Foolish Wives,"
the scenes of which are laid in Monte
Carlo. Elinor Fair has the leading fem-
inine role in the screen version of "Kis-
met," and is now playing in a picture op-
posite Eugene O'Brien. Richmond, Vir-
ginia, is her home town. Her first pic-

ture was "The End of the Trail," in which
William Farnum appeared ; he gave her a
small part, and she made good at once.

Maizie.—Gareth Hughes had ten years
of stage experience before he went into

pictures.
_
On the screen he has played with

Clara Kimball Young, Marguerite Clark,
Florence Reed, Norma Talmadge, and
Viola Dana. He played the male lead in

"The Chorus Girl's Romance," with Viola,

and now has a five years' contract with
Metro, beginning as soon as he finished

"Sentimental Tommy," for Famous
Players-Lasky, in which he appears as

Tommy.

V. R. N.—Gladden James had the role

of the boarder in "Yes or No," with
Norma Talmadge. He is featured in the
American Cinema production, "His
Brother's Keeper," with Martha Mans-
field, and will be seen in "The Road to

Ambition," with Conway Tearle.

Carol.—Evelyn Greeley's last screen
appearance was in "Diane of Star Hol-
low," which she made for Macauley Pho-
toplays. Bert Lytell recently finished "The
Misleading Lady," and has no intention

of deserting the screen. Mollie King plans
to return to the screen soon in American
Cinema productions. Her last picture was
"Women Men Forget." Carmel Myers'
next picture is "The Orchid," and King
Baggot will be seen in Alan Dwan's next
picture, "The Forbidden Thing." Dorothy
Phillips has not left the screen; she has

been working for some time on "Man,
Woman, Marriage," the first picture which
she and her husband, Allen Holubar, the

director, have made since they left Uni-
versal and formed their own company.

B. G. D—Yes, it is the Madge Evans
of screen fame who has the hat company.
She is not making pictures at present.

That was Una Trevelyn whom you saw
in "The. Devil's Pass Key." She is now
working" in a picture directed by Lois

Weber.
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JustSendYourName
Just send your name and we will send you a

Rosebrite prepaid right to your home free for
10 days* wear. This wonderful new gem has all
the sparkling fire and dazzling beauty of the
finest genuine diamonds. Cut and polished,
absolutely flawless, just like the most costly
diamonds. Its diamond-like brilliancy lasts
forever. Even experts can scarcely tell it from
the genuine. Mounted in beautiful solid gold
ring, men's or women's style.

Send No Money
Just write as today statins style wanted and finger

size. (To determine size cut strip of paper just long
enough to meet over second joint oirinsr finger.) This Is
all you do— send not a penny in cash. When ring arrives,
deposit only S4.75 with the postman. Wear it 10 days.
If yea or your friends can tell It from a diamond sand It

back and wo will refund the deposit. If you aecide to
keep it. merely send §3 a month for four months. You
are the sole judge— you run no risk. Write today before
this speciai introductory cut-price offer Is withdrawn.

Rosebrite Diamond Company
DepLl3l2, 30 N, Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because l'was Deaf ana1 had Head Noises
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Eat
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it foryotr. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,

easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." In-
expensive. Write for Booklet and my sworn
statement of how 1 recovered my hearing.

A- O. LEONARD
Suite 93 70 5th Avenue New York Cio

This University discovery is the most Important health invention of
«be century . It remakes and rejnvenates the Human Body. -It pro-
do :e= .normal spines. It frees impinged and irritated nerves, corrects
contracted muscles, shortened ligaments, eliminates congestion,
improves circulation and drainage of the body . It will increase the
body's length.
THE PAND1CULATOR CO.. 212 Advance Bids-. Cleveland, O.

After 40?n
A pleasingly written booklet for
those near or past middle life.

It concerns a simple, drugless
treatment that cannot interfere
with daily work or doctor's
care. It has delighted thou=
sands, is prescribed by hundreds
of physicians, chiropractors,
osteopaths, physical culturists,
etc. Used and indorsed by in=
telligent laymen all over the
world. Not a book about in=
fectious diseases but whole=
some truth. Just say: Send me,
free of all charge,

"PR0STAT0L0GY"
If depressed in spirit; if back=
ache, sciatica, or tender feet
annoy you; if nerves are gone,
if bladder weakness and dis=
turbed slumber undermine your
health, you will bless this book.
Do it before you forget where
you saw this notice.

ELECTROTHERMAL CO.
S-A, Homan Bldg., Steubenville, Ohio

Girlie.—Robert Warwick has not made
any pictures for some time now ; neither

has Crane Wilbur, who prefers the stage

to the screen and has a stock company
of his own in Oakland, California, where
he tries out the plays which he writes.

Bryant Washburn is now in England,
where he is making pictures. June El-
vide^e is appearing on the stage in New
York.

Paul.—Frank Keenan is not making
pictures now. He may return to the

screen later, though this is not certain.

Mabel Julienne Scott was born in Minne-
apolis, and began her theatrical career

in a stock company, later appearing in

vaudeville. She is now a regular mem-
ber of the Goldwyn organization.

A. R. K.—Your questions were an-

swered in the reply to Gertrude. You
will find the addresses at the end of The
Oracle. Louise Lovely is now starring

in Fox productions. Lottie Pickford has

not appeared on the screen for some time.

Ruth's Admirer.—Ruth Roland has re-

cently finished a serial, "Ruth of the

Rockies." She did not go to Japan ; it

was Marie Walcamp who went to the

Orient to make a serial. Madlaine Tra-
verse expects to return to the screen in

productions made by her. own company.

Questionnaire.—Lots of others have
missed Marguerite Clark, too ;

perhaps

she'll come back this year, though it's

rather doubtful ; she prefers being a lady

of leisure in New Orleans to working
hard as a screen star in New York or

Los Angeles.

Mrs. L. R., Pawtucket.—Yes, Pearl

White did write the story of her life,

and it was published in book form. You
can get more information about it by writ-

ing to the Fox Film Corporation, Tenth
Avenue, New York City. You did not in-

close a stamped envelope in your letter,

so I am answering it here.

Pearl White Admirer.—Carol Hollo-

way is not acting just now. Pearl White
did return from Europe some time ago,

and is now making a picture at the Fox
Studios in New- York City. William Dun-
can and Edith Johnson are not married.

Helen Gibson and "Hoot" Gibson are not

related to each other. I gave your other

letter to the editor, and he said he'd try

to include those pictures that you want in

the magazine in the near future.

Sympathy.—So you think I'm a man of

twenty-seven and have a sweet mouth and
dark, tired eyes, do you? Some day I'm
going to devote about fifty pages of the

magazine to reprinting what my corre-

spondents think I look like—if the editor

will let me. The very next letter after

yours addressed me as "Dear Madame."
Better stop being miserable among the

"blasted Northerners," Sympathy, and
learn to know some of them, hadn't you?

Margaret.—Anjta Stewart is an Ameri-
can all the way back on both sides. Yes,
her hair is curly—and I do know her per-

sonally, and think her a mighty fine girl.

Some of her recent pictures are "Har-
riett and the Piper," "The Yellow Ty-
phoon," "The Fighting Shepherdess," "In
Old Kentucky," "The Mind-the-Paint
Girl," "Human Desire," "Kingdom of
Dreams," "Mary Regan,'' "A Midnight Ro-
mance," "Virtuous Wives," and "The
Goddess."

0. Y. C.—Frank Mayo is thirtv-four.

Tom Mix doesn't care to make his age
known. Neither do Bill Desmond and
Louis Bennison. Harry Carey was born
in 1880. Arthur Ashley has deserted the

screen for the stage, but it may be only
temporary.

Four Questions Asked
About Hair Removers
The sufferer from superfluous hair ques-

tions every remedy. "It may remove
hair," she says, "but it will grow again."

Mi-Rita takes the hair out, opening the
hair shafts, destroying the follicles on
which growth depends.
When hair has been tampered with it

takes several treatments before complete
cure, but the returning hairs are weaker
and ultimately disappear.

"But," she objects, "it will injure my
skin." Mi-Rita is not injurious; and leaves

the skin white and clean.

"Does it hurt?" js the next question.

Mi-Rita is painless; just the application of

a fragrant, substance that conies gently off,

taking out the hair and roots.

Then the question of cost. The woman
who knows the expense of other remedies
realizes the economy of Mi-Rita which gives

several treatments for $5.20 including tax.

Order today. Write for

"Beauty's Value" a free

booklet telling what Mi-
Rita has done for others

Dr. Margaret Ruppert
Dept. L

1112-14 Cheatnut SI.

Trade-Mark Reg. Philadelphia, P«.

IfYou Can Tel I itfrom ft

GENUINE DIAMOND Send ittad
To prove our bine-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
resemblesa genuine diamondwithsameDAZZLINGRAIN-
BOW FIRE, we will 6end a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies
Tiffany Style Ring (Cat. price $4.98) for Hall Price lo In-
traduce. S2.63, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
(Cat. price S6.26) for S3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled moun-
tings. GUARANTEED 20YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. We willmail at onceC.
O. D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back less
handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted*

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. Dept.CD2 Las Cruces, N. Mm.
(Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamonds)

GLORIA SWANSON
Cecil B. DeMille Artcraft Player

WALLACE KL.I>
ParamoujU Star

Hermo "Hair-Lustr
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

For Men, Women and Children
The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more mussy, untidy
looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and luster, insur-
ing the life of the hair, as well as its beauty. Dress it in
any of the prevailing styles, and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appear-
ance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

Two Sizes—50c and $1
AT YOUR DEALER or Direct

SI size three times the quantity of 50c size. SEND
FOR JAR TODAY. Use it 5 davs. if dissatisfied return
what is left, and we will REFUND YOUR MONEY IN
FULL. Once you use Hermo HAIR-LUSTR" you
will never be without it.

HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 612, CHICAGO
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Will Be Envied
i i

^yoU can master with ease the simple secret of
a splendid voice and quickly develop a strik-
ing range, power and purity of tone.

Be Popular—Make Money
The easiest, quickest way to secure valuable social
and personal advantages is through possession of a
voice of enviable excellence. This is now easily
within your reach. You can have training of the
highest type, at slight cost, with success absolutely
assured— for we guarantee your entire satisfaction
under a cash bond.

Big FREE Book—Tells ALL
Our big hook tells all about the wonderful Feuch-
tiuger System of Vocal Development at Home ; tells
why no tiresome scale running or special sinking abil-
ity is needed; tells why our students secure striking
results quickly; and how it is possible for us to guar-
antee you at least 100*/f> development—DOUBLE your
present power and richness of voice—or we make

NO CHARGE FOR TUITION
Learn all about this wonderful Fcuclitinger SILENT
control system, and how you will be trained in your
own home with guaranteed success under the super-
vision of the famous teacher, Mr. Eugen Feueh-
tinger, A.M.. him-
self. Under his Book Free,
direction you are
absolutely assured
possession of a su-
perbly trained voice
of rare strength
and beauty. Valu-
able diploma
granted. Get big
FREE book, and
our special offer of

a free course in
Vocal Music TO-
DAY.

Perfect Voice Institute

Studio 1 589
1922 Suunyside Ave.

Chicago, 111.

LASlACHt
PACE POWDER ^

LABLACHE pays homage to the complex-

ions of millions of fair women, who in appre-

ciation say "We use LABLACHE and always

will until something better is found." LA-
BLACHE has been the

standard for nearly

fifty years.

lieiu.w substitutes
Thoy may be dan-

gerous. Flesh,White,
Pink or Cream, 76c
a box of druggists or
by mail. Over two
million boxes Bold
annually. Send 10c.
for a sample box,

BEN. LEVY CO.
J?feneh Per(nmeri.Dept^48
125 Kiaeitoo St..Botioo,M«M<

UNSIGHTLY
HAIR on face
arms or body, can be
Permanently de-
stroyed with ZIP, be-
cause it lifts out the
roots with the hairs.
Unlike sol vents
which leave the
roots to thrive.
No caustics, powders
nor electricity. ZIP is

the rapid, safe, painless,
reliable and fragrant com-
pound used by leading actresses, debu-
tantes, beauty specialists. One application
instantly removes all undesirable hair.
At better class stores or direct by mail.
Write for FREE BOOKLET. Call to have
FREE DEMONSTRATION. Correspond-
ence confidential.

REGISTERED U.S. PAT OFE

;1TS OFF Jkccu^£ IT S OUT
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Specialist New York City

Two Cooties.—I can't possibly answer
all your questions here, because it would
take just about all the space I have. But
here goes for some of them. Pearl White
does wear a wig before the camera. Edith
Johnson does when she appears as a

blonde, which used to be most of the
time. Pauline Frederick does not wear
a brace to. keep her back in place—it stays

where it belongs of its own accord.

Fanny Ward is forty-five. Theda Bara
did not die ; she's as much alive as you
and I are. Elaine Hammerstein really

sang in that picture. Norma Talmadge
is twenty-three. She has no children.

Katherine MacDonald is not married and
is called "The American Beauty" because
she is so beautiful. Alary Have is little

and very pretty; she has been married
since June 18—just as long as Dick Bar-
thelmess has. Harold Lockwood was
married to his wife when he died; write
to the Metro Film Corporation, Longacre
Building, New York City, and you can
probably get a picture of him. Harri-
son Ford won't tell anything about him-
self—not even his age. He is making a
picture at the Talmadge Studio now. He
has been playing with Wanda Hawley.
Harold Lloyd is a bachelor and is twenty-
seven years old. Bessie Barriscale is a
blonde. She changes the color of her
hair by wearing a wig. Louis Bennison
is not making pictures at present. That'll

be about all for you two this time—come
again

C. H. H.—Your letter -wasn't a bit -o

long, and I enjoyed it very much. Yes,
the same questions are asked pretty often
—people don't seem to want to believe

some things unless they read them at least

twenty times. Probably you're right

about dozens of girls asking me if Dick
Barthelmess is married. So you think

we aren't getting as good pictures as we
used to. Well, perhaps you're right

—

though I believe that "Way Down East"
is just as good a picture as "Tess of the

Storm Country" was, and I think "The
Miracle Man" and "Earthbound" com-
pare pretty favorably with "The Aryan."
Perhaps Hart feels that he has to make
his pictures suit the fan-s—they seem to

want him to do the same things over and
over again, you know. I think that an-
swers your question about Wallie Reid,
too ; he has to do what the public wants
him to. I believe you're changing, though,
of course, it's possible that pictures aren't

improving and that the fault may be with
them.

Z. C.—We've recently had interviews
with both your favorites, so I'm sure you
must b happy. Edith is not married, and
that is her real name. She has brown hair

and eyes and is five feet four inches tall.

Yes, she is playing opposite William Dun-

j

can. I think she would send you her pic-

ture. William Duncan is not married.

|

He is five feet ten inches tall and has
dark brown hair and dark blue eyes. He
weighs one hundred and eighty pounds.
That is his real name.

E. V. P.—Your Duncan and Johnson
questions have just been answered. It's

hard to tell what Tony Moreno is going
to do. Carol Holloway is not related to

Bill Duncan and did not play with Tony
in "The Invisible Hand" because the pow-

! ers that control Vitagraph didn't think
it best. Joe Ryan didn't play with Wil-
liam and Edith in that picture because he
was being costarred in another one with
Jean Paige. Didn't find those stamps in-

closed.

Juntor.—David Powell has never gone
on record as anything but a bachelor.

That's his right name ; he was born in

Wales and stands five feet ten.

Patricia Fan—Fit for a Princess

Romance|lurks in every wave of this newest stylt^ Coiffure.
Wide, extra lone, triple weight puffs. Self-filling—without in-
side rat. Must becnminK and fashionable dressing for the ctowd,
showing both in front and back. See the;roll.

No. 66311, $6.75; Creys, S9.00
Complete CATALOG FREE on request

GUARANTEED HAIR GOODS
MADE TO ORDER-TO MATCH YOUR SAMPLE

Switches, 95c op. Transformations. Wigs, Carls, etc.
MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFACTORY

Frances Rpt>erts Co-
100 Fifth Are.. Dept. 793, New York.

EY
BEAUTIFUL EYES

La Rose's Eyebright is a scientific, harm-
less preparation that should be on the
dressing table of every man and woman.
It will brighten and refresh the most
tired and irritated eyes, bringing back the
sparkle and fascination that bright,
healthy eyes alone possess.

Give Your Eyes a Chance to
Be Beautiful!

Nature intended your eyes to be clear
and beautiful. They are the "windows
of the soul." But very few people are
wise enough to give their eyes the at-
tention they demand. That, more than
any other reason, is why twenty million
Americans wear glasses. You might avoid
glasses for many years to come by keeping
your eyes clean and clear with La Rose's
"Eyebright." An absolutely harmless and
scientific preparation made purposely for
tired and irritated eyes.

Send Today for Bottle
Send $1.00 for a bottle of "Eyebright."

Use it live days. At the end of that time
you will rind your eyes have been magically
refreshed and brightened. They will look
better and they will feel bettor. If they
do not we want you to send back the re-
mainder of the bottle and we will cheer-
fully and immediately refund your money.
This is our guarantee that you must be
satisfied.

LA ROSE COMPANY
Room 406, 225 Fifth Ave., New York City

Bound volumes of Picture-Play Maga-
zine now ready. Price $3.00 per volume.
Address Subscription Department, Street &
Smith Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue,
New York.

Have DelicatelyArched

ExSended Brows!
A touch of dainty, fragrant Delica-Brow, the different,
harmless, eye-brow beautine r—a moment's deft mould-
ing with the finders and your brows are instantly beauti-
ful for the day, Extends the brow line any de-
sired length. It's imperceptible! Retains the
brows in graceful curve and deepens their
luster. Greaseless! Can't rub or smear and is unaf-
fected by powder or moisture. Don't confuse with
pencils, dyes or so-called growers. Your pleasure as-
sured bv positive guarantee. If dealer has not stocked
this original beauty aid, send $1 for full size with dainty
brush and instructions.

Delica Laboratories, Dept. 369 3933 Broadway, Chicago
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How I Improved My Memory
In One Evening

The Amazing Experience of Victor Jones
course I place you! Mr. Addison Sims

\J of Seattle.
"If I remember correctly—and I do remem-

ber correctly—Mr. Burroughs, the lumberman,
introduced me to you at the luncheon of the
Seattle Rotary Club three years ago in May.
This is a pleasure indeed. I haven't laid eyes
on you since that day. How is the grain
business? And how did that amalgamation
work out?"
The assurance of this speaker—in the

crowded corridor of the Hotel McAlpin—com-
pelled me to turn and look at him, though I

must say it is not my usual habit to "listen
in" even in a hotel lobby.
"He is David M. Roth, the most famous

memory expert in the United States," said
my friend Kennedy, answering my question
before I could get it

out. "He will show
you a lot more won-
derful things than
that, before the eve-
ning is over."
And he did.
As we went into

the banquet room
the toastmaster was
introducing a long
line of the guests to
Mr. Roth. I got in
line and when it

came my turn Mr.
Roth asked, "What
are your initials,
Mr. Jones, and your
business connection
and telephone num-
ber?" Why he asked
this I learned later,
when, he picked out
from "the crowd the
60 men he had met
two hours before
and called each by
name without a mis-
take. What is more,
he named each
man's business and
telephone number,
for good measure.

I won't tell you all the other amazing things
this man did except to tell how he called back,
without a minute's hesitation, long lists of
numbers, bank clearings, prices, lot numbers,
parcel post rates and anything else the guests
gave him in rapid order.

When I met Mr. Roth—which you may be
sure I did the first chance I got—he rather
bowled me over by saying, in his quiet, mod-
est way :

"There is nothing miraculous about my re-
membering anything I want to remember,
whether it be names, faces, figures, facts or
something I have read in a magazine.
"You can do this just as easy as I do. Any

one with an average mind can learn quickly to
do exactly the same things which seem so
miraculous when I do them.
"My own memory," continued Mr. Roth,

"was originally very faulty. Yes, it was—

a

really poor memory. On meeting a man I

would lose his name in thirty seconds, while
now there are probably 10.000 men and
women in the United States, many of whom I

have met but once, whose names I can call
Instantly on meeting them."

"That is all right for you, Mr. Roth," I
interrupted, "you have given years to it. But
how about me?"

"Mr. Jones," he replied, "I can teach you
the secret of a good memory in one evening.
This is not a guess, because I have done it
with thousands of pupils. In the first of
seven simple lessons which I have prepared
for home study, I show you the basic principle
of my whole system and you will find it—not
hard work as you might fear—but just like
playing a fascinating game. I will prove it
to you."

_
He didn't have to prove it. His course

did ; I got it the very next day from his
publishers, the Independent Corporation.
When I tackled the first lesson, I suppose I

was the most surprised man in forty-eight
states to find that I had learned in about one

hour, how to remember a list of one hundred
words so that I could call them off forward
and back without a single mistake.

That first lesson stuck. And so did the
other six.

Read this letter from Terence J. McManus,
of the firm of Olcott, Bonynge, McManus &
Ernst, Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, 170
Broadway, and one of the most famous trial
lawyers in New York :

"May I take occasion to state that I regard your
service in giving this system to the world as a public
benefaction. The wonderful simplicity of the
method, and the ease with which its principles may
be acquired, especially appeal to me. I may add that
I already had occasion to test the effectiveness of
the first two lessons in the preparation for trial of
an important action in which I am about to engage."

"Of Course I Place You! Mr. Addison Sims of Seattle."

Mr. McManus didn't put it a bit too strong.
The Roth course is priceless. I can abso-

lutely count on my memory now. I can call
the name of most any man I have met before—and I am getting better all the time. I can
remember any figures I wish to remember.
Telephone numbers come to mind instantly,
once I have filed them by Mr. Roth's easy
method. Street addresses are just as easy.
The old fear of forgetting (you know what

that is) has vanished. I used to be "scared
stiff" on my- feet—because I wasn't sure. I

couldn't remember what I wanted to say.
Now I am sure of myself, and confident, and

"easy as an old shoe" when I get on my feet

at the club, or at a banquet, or in a business
meeting, or in any social gathering.

Perhaps the most enjoyable part of it all is

that I have become a good conversationalist

—

and I used to be as silent as a sphinx when I

got into a crowd of people who knew things.
Now I can call up like a dash of lightning

most any fact I want right at the instant I

need it most. I used to think a "hair trig-

ger" memory belonged only to the prodigy
and genius. Now I see that every man of
us has that kind of a memory if he only
knows how to make it work right.

I tell you it is a wonderful thing, after
groping around in the dark for so many years
to be able to switch the big searchlight on
your mind and see instantly everything you
want to remember.

This Roth course will do wonders in your
office.

Since we took it up you never hear anyone
in our office say "I guess" or "I think it was
about so much" or "I forgot that right now"
or "I forget that right now" or "I can't r»-

member,' or "I must look up his name."
Now they are right there with the answer

—

like a shot.

Have you ever heard of "Multigraph
Smith?" 'Real name H. Q. Smith, Division
Manager of the Multigraph Sales Company,
Ltd., in Montreal. Here is just a bit from a
letter of his that I saw last week :

"Here is the whole thing in a nutshell: Mr. Both
has a most remarkable Memory Course. It Is simple,
and easy as falling off a log. Yet with one hour a
day of practice, anyone—I don't care who he la

—

can improve his memory 100% in a week and
1000% in 6 months."

My advice to you is don't wait another
minute. Send to Independent Corporation for
Mr. Roth's amazing course and see what a
wonderful memory you have got. Your divi-
dends in increased power will be enormous.

Victor Jones.

While Mr. Jones has chosen the story form
for this account of his experience and that of
others with the Roth Memory Course, he has
used only facts that are known personally to
the President of the Independent Corporation,

who hereby verifies
the accuracy of Mr.
Jones' story in all
its particulars.

Send No
Money

So confident is the
Independent Cor-
poration, the pub-
lishers of the Roth
Memory Course, that
once you have an op-
portunity to see in
your owh home how
easy it is to double,
yes, triple your
memory power in a
few short hours,
that they are will-
ing to send the
course on free ex-
aminations.

Don't send any
money. Merely mail
the coupon or write
a letter, and the
complete course will
be sent, all charges
prepaid, at once. If
you are not entirely

satisfied, send it back any time within five

days after you receive it and you will owe
nothing.
On the other hand, if you are as pleased

as are the thousands of other men and
women who have used the course, send only
$6 in full payment. You take no risk and
you have everything to gain, so mail the
coupon now before this remarkable offer is

withdrawn.

Independent Corporation
Dept. R-l 1510 319 Sixth Ave., New York

(FREE EXAMINATION COUPON)

Independent Corporation
Dept. R-l 1510 319 Sixth Ave., New York
You may send me the Course or Courses

checked below. Within five days after receipt
I will either remail them or send you $5 for
each in full payment, except as noted.

Roth Memory
Course ($5) Bv

David M. Roth.

I I How to Read
I | Character at
Sight (.$5) Bv Dr. K.
M. H. Blackford.

Mastery of
Speech (.$51 By

Frederick Houk Law.

Super-salesman-
ship ($5) By Ar-

thur Newcomb.
Practical Course
in Personal Effi-

ciency ($51 By Ed-
ward. Earle Purinton.

Money-Making Ac-
count System

($:i.50) By Wesley W.
Ferrin.

Drawing. Art,
Cartooning Course

($5) By Charles Led-
erer.

Name

Address

.Picture Play 10-20
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Rl—Ladies'
7 Diamond

cluster, Plati
num set.

$85.00.

:|f2—Ladies-
Solid Gold rin?,
one exquisite
Diamond.
$50.00.

R3--Engraved R4—Solid RS^^hite-gold
white gold gold laval- carved mount-

mounting, one Here; one fine ing, set with
fine Diamond. Diamond and blue white Dia

S50.00 tnond. $50.00.

R(S—Artistic.

Design of white
gold, set with 3

flashing Diamonds
$60.00.

R7—Gentlemen's
Tooth ring, solid

gold; one perfectly
cut blue white

Diamond. $65.00:

EVERY article here shown is a
special value. Every diamond

genuine, blue-white perfect-cut.

Your choice will be sent ON AP-
PROVAL—NO RISK, NO MONEY
IN ADVANCE. Pay only one-fifth if sat-
isfied after examination—balance in ten
payments. SWEET'S policy: You must
be satisfied or no sale. SWEET'S capital.

$1,000,000, guarantees this. PROFIT
SHARING PLAN: l lA% yearly increase
in exchange value allowed on every dia-
mond purchased from us.

Beautiful Be Luxe
Catalogue FREE

Amazing" collection of precious gems,
jewelry, silverware, watches and gifts of
every description. Every article a rare
bargain. The lowest prices, the highest
quality. Ten months to pay on every-
thing. Write today for your FREE Copy.
Address Dept. 50 T
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Castle Fan—Irene Castle has formed
a company of her own, so will doubtless
be seen again in your home-town theaters
before long. She lives in Ithaca, New
York.

Inquisitive.—You live up to your name,
don't you? You'll find the addresses at
the end of The Oracle. I'm glad you like
the big pictures of screen favorites that
we print, but I don't see how you can
possibly frame all of them and have
enough of your allowance left to go to the
movies, too. You must be a millionaire.
No, Pauline Frederick did not leave the
screen when she left Goldwyn; she is
now making pictures for Robertson-Cole,
and her latest picture is "Madame X." It
was Naomi Childers who played the part
of Wyndham Standing's wife in "Earth-
bound ;" she is a member of the Goldwyn
stock company. I think you will see Flora
Finch again in pictures soon ; she left the
screen for vaudeville, but now plans to
return. No, it doesn't do any good to
write the stars and ask them to do some-
thing about having their pictures shown
in your town ; you will have to go to the
owner of the theater and see if he won't
arrange to show the pictures. Carlyle
Blackwell has left the screen for the stage,
and is now on the road in "My Lady
Friends."

Wilmington.—Yes, you could see Alice
Brady on the stage if you came to New
York. She is now appearing in a play
called "Anna Ascends." Rod la Rocque
is also in the cast, so you would see two
of your favorites. Mrs. Sidney Drew is

now directing pictures for Vitagraph. I

don't know_ whether she will appear on the
screen again or not.

Mae Murray Fan.—Your favorite is

no longer with Famous Players-Lasky,
but has formed a company of her own,
and her husband, Bob Leonard, will di-

rect her pictures. She has yellow hair
and blue eyes, and was on the stage be-
fore she went into pictures, winning fame
as a dancer.

Inconstant Reader.—I passed your let-

ter along to Herbert Howe, but he says he
doesn't send his photographs to any one

;

if he did, he'd certainly send you one.
I believe that he was offered a part in a
screen production, but turned it down

—

so there's the answer to your question
about why he doesn't go into the movies.
You see, he would rather be a writer than
an actor. Doris May was born in Seattle,

Washington, and educated in a French
convent there. She is still with Ince.

Georgia Fan.—Alma Rubens is no
longer with Cosmopolitan Productions.
She was born in San Francisco,_ and has
been on the screen for some time ; her
career began with the old Triangle com-
pany. Her height is five feet seven inches,

and she weighs one hundred and thirty

pounds. Her hair and eyes are black.

Virginia.—The next De Mille picture

is named "Forbidden Fruit," and the cast

is headed by Ayres and Forrest Stanley.

Agnes used to be with Essanay, and also

did some of the O. Henry stories for Vita-
graph. "Even-thing for Sale" is the name
of the picture in which Gloria Swanson
will return to the screen as a start. Matt
Moore is a brother of Tom and Owen,
and appears on the screen occasionally.
He is in New York at present.

Oskaloosa Reader.—Gaston Glass was
born and educated in France, and came
to this country in Sarah Bernhardt's com-
pany some years ago. He is five feet ten

and one-half inches tall, and weighs one
hundred and fifty-six pounds.

T. N., Chicago.—I do not believe you
could possibly get a position as stenog-
rapher in one of the big film companies'
studios by sending in an application by
letter. It is absolutely necessary to ap-
ply in person for any sort of position.
Billie Burke is now making a picture at
the new Famous Players-Lasky studio at
Long Island city, New York; Alice Bradv
is also working there.

Belle B—Anita Stewart and Lucille
Lee Stewart are sisters; Lila Lee is not
related to them. Anita is Rudolph Cam-
eron's wife, and her sister is married to
Ralph Ince, the director and actor. Marie
Doro is still making pictures. Edith Rob-
erts signed again with Universal, and is

now on the coast working on a new pro-
duction. Her last one was "The Ador-
able Savage."

Helen.—Geraldine Farrar has made one
picture since she left Goldwyn, "The
Riddle : Woman," and is not now working
in pictures.

Curious.—No, Dorothy Dalton did not
appear in "The Devil's Pass Key." How-
could she, when she is a Famous Players-
Lasky star? The actress you mistook for
her was Maud George, who has dimples
much like Miss Dalton's and closely re-

sembles her.

V. V.—Ann Forrest is under contract
with Famous Players-Lasky; she was to

have had the leading role in the new Cecil
De Mille picture, and then was given the
female lead in William De Mille's new
production instead. She was born in Den-
mark, in 1897, and has had extensive ex-
perience before the camera. She has yel-

low hair and blue eyes, and is five feet

two inches tall.

Jean from Salem.—Vera Gordon, who
played the mother in "Humoresque," was
born and educated in Russia, and had been
on the stage for several years before she
first appeared on the screen. She has re-

cently finished a picture called "Mother
Love."

Gertrude.—Louise Huff is not now ap-
pearing on the screen. She retired when
she was married last .year, then came back
to make one picture for Selznick, and has
not worked before the camera since then.

Syracuse Girl.—Virginia Lee Corbin
is now in vaudeville, doing very well ; she
has not been seen on the screen for some
time. I don't know whether you could
get into pictures if you went to Los
Angeles or not ; that would depend largely

upon you, and also upon the producing
companies. Lots of girls try to answer
that question every year, but, of course,

you don't hear anything about the ones

who fail. I'd advise you not to try.

Dixie.—It wouldn't do any harm to

write to the stars at least, and probably
most of them would answer. Yes, Alice

Lake is under contract with Metro. Bes-

sie Love has her own company. Muriel
Ostriche is not making pictures at pres-

ent. Neither is Virginia Pearson.

Billy.—Edith Storey's latest picture is

"Moon Madness." I hadn't heard that

any of the big companies were working in

Mexico. Many of the movie folk run

over the border to Tia Juana occasionally,

but that's a different story.

Eva.—Betty Blythc doesn't play with

any one company all the time; she ap-

pears in the productions of different ones.

She played opposite Lew Cody in ''Occa-

sionally Yours," and will be seen in the

Fox production of "The Queen cf

Sheba."

* "THE HOUSE OF qUALITX"

LW-SWEET ING
1650 - 1660 BROADWAY; NEW YORK.
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F^Q REAT E R THAN OUIDA-

"Hugh!" The throbbing tenderness had gone out of her voice. "Hugh! You don't mean-

you're not angry that it's a girl?"

It happened that he was angry, crushed, resentful, and embittered

by this unexpected blow to the house of Vallincourt, whose first-born

for eight generations had been a son.

And that was the beginning of Magda's life. Child of a stern,

aristocratic, religious zealot and the beautiful dancer, Diane Wielitzska,

her nature in itself held the elements of great romance.

The opening installment of this thrilling, human story

"The Lamp of Destiny"
By MARGARET PEDLER

appears in the December number of

Smith's Magazine
On the news stands November 5. Order your copy now.
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HIGH SCHOOL
COURSE IN

TWO YEARS
You Want to Earn

Big Money!
And you will not be satisfied unless
you earn steady promotion. But are
you prepared for the job ahead of
you? Do you measure up to the
standard that insures success? For
a more responsible position a fairly

good education is necessary. To write
a sensible business letter, to prepare
estimates, to figure cost and to com-
pute interest, you must have a certain
amount of preparation. All this you
must be able to do before you will

earn promotion.

Many business houses hire no men
whose general knowledge is not equal to a
high school course. Why? Because big
business refuses to burden itself with men
who are barred from promotion by the lack
of elementary education.

Can You Qualify for
a Better Position?

We have a plan whereby you can. We
can give you a complete but simplified high
school course in two years, giving you all
the essentials that form the foundation of
practical business. It will prepare you to
hold your own where competion is keen and
exacting. Do not doubt your ability, but
make up your mind to it and you will soon
have the requirements that will bring you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO IT.

Let us show you how to get on the
road to success. It will not cost you a single
working hour. We are so sure of being able
to help you that wc will cheerfully return to
you, at the end of ten lessons, every cent
you sent us if you are not absolutely satisfied.
What fairer offer can we make you? Write
today. It costs you nothing but a stamp.

American School of Correspondence I
Dept. H- 976 Chicago, U. S. A. I

^American School of Correspondence," 1
Dept. H-976 Chicago, 111.

I want job checked — tell me how to get it.

LawyerArchitect
J5.000 to $15,000

Building Contractor
$5,000 to $10,000

Automobile Engineer
84,000 to $10,000

Automobile Repairman
$2,600 to $4,000

Civil Engineer
$5,000 to $15,000

Structural Engineer
$4 000 to $10,000

Business Manager
$6,000 to $15,000

Certified Public Ac-
countant $7,000 to $16,000
Accountant & Auditor

$2,600 to $7,000
Draftsman & Designer

$2,500 to $4,000
Electrical Engineer

$4,000 to $10,000
General Education

In one year

$5,000 to $15,000
..Mechanical Engineer

94.000 to $10,000
..Shop Superintendent

83,000 to $7,000
..Employment Manager

$4,000 to $10,000
..Steam Engineer

$2,000 to $4,000
..Foreman's Course

$2,000 to 84,000
..Photoplay Writer

$2,000 to $10,000
..Sanitary Engineer

$2,000 to $6,000
..Telephone Engineer

$2JjOO to $6,000
..Telegraph Engineer

$2,600 to $5,000
..High School Graduate a

In two year9 |
..Fire Insurance Expert a

$3,000 to $10,000
|

I Name |

^Address

Mrs. Scoodlims.—No,- Dorothy Dalton 1

doesn't wear a wig. Mary Pickford has
no children. Neither has Norma Tal-
madge. Norma is married to Joseph
Schenck. You're lucky to have a theater

owner for a father, aren't you? And
your real name is a pretty one—I'd be
proud of it, even though the children do
tease you because it's the same as a star's.

B. B.—So you like Gene's whimsical
left eyebrow and his halfway smile, do
you? Well, lots of people feel the same
as you do about them. He is in New
York right now, but, of course, by the

time this magazine reaches your hands he
may be somewhere else. One of Mar-
guerite Clark's last pictures was "A
Widow by Proxy." Anita Stewart is

twenty- four.

E. S.—You may see Charles Bryant on
the screen again, though, of course, he^s

pretty busy with all his duties as Nazi-
mova's manager that he hasn't much time
left for acting. Yes, I liked him very
much on the screen.

H. B.—William Farnum recently made
"If I Were King." Yes, Pearl wears a

wig before the camera. Priscilla Dean
was married just after she finished "The
Virgin of Stamboul." Geraldine Farrar
is not making pictures now, but may re-

turn to the screen next summer.
_
Con-

stance does not wear a wig—that is her

own hair.

Geraldine.—No, I don't know the ac-

tress you mention. You could address her
in care of Louis B. Mayer Productions,
Los Angeles, California, if she was in a

picture with Mildred Harris. There's no
time limit on becoming a star—sometimes

I

it takes years and sometimes a very short

time will do it.

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are

answered by The Oracle this month:

Douglas MacLean, Doris May. Lloyd
Hughes, and Jane Novak, Ince Studios, Cul-
ver City, California.

Douglas Fairbanks, Fairbanks Studios, Mel-
rose Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

William S. Hart, W. S. Hart Studios, Sun-
set Boulevard. Los Angeles, California.

Mildred Davis, Harold Lloyd, and Harry
Pollard, Rolin Studios. Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia.
Betty Compson. Lottie Pickford. Mary Pick-

ford, James Kirkwood, Lillian Walker, and
Sessue Hayakawa, Brunton Studios, Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles. California.

Charles Murray, Ben Turpin, and Charles
|

Conkin, Sennett Studios, Edendale, Cali-

fornia.
Wyndham Standing, Billie Burke, Mar-

guerite Clark, Elsie Ferguson. Ann Penning-
ton, Catherine Calvert, and Irene Castle. Fa-
mous Players-Laskv, 485 Fifth Avenue, New
York City.

Charles Hutchinson, George Larkin, and
Ruth Roland, at the Pathe Exchange, 25 West
F.orty-fifth Street, New York City.

Kathryn Adams, Marie Walcamp, Eddy
Polo. Harry Carey, Edith Roberts, and Pris-
cilla Dean," Universal City, California.

Mildred Harris Chaplin and Anita Stewart,
care of Louis B. Mayer, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia.
Hale Hamilton, The Lambs' Club, New York

City.
Viola Dana. Bert Lytel!, and Alia Nazi-

mova. Metro Studios, Hollywood. California.
Ethel Lynne. L-KO Studios, Gower Street,

Hollywood, California.
Ray Stewart, Niles .. Welch, Ashton Dear-

holt, Pauline Curley. Ruth Clifford. Dell
Boone, Bertram Grassby, and Hall Cooley, in

care of Willis & Inglis. Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia, or the Mabel Condon Exchange, Hol-
lywood. California.

Constance Binney. Mary Miles Minter,
Wanda Hawley, and Bebe Daniels. Realart
Pictures Corporation, 460 Fifth Avenue, New
York City.

Lillian and Dorothy Gish. Ralph Graves,
and Richard Barthel'mess, Griffith Studios,
Mamaroneck, New York.
Norma and Constance Talmadse, 318 East

Forty-eighth Street, New York City.
Antonio Moreno, Albert Ray. and James

Kirkwood, at Los Angeles Athletic Club, Los
Angeles. California.

ndQQrs oroutX

Get
Dropon
that Cough

QN the bridle path or in
tiw business office—the

first slight sign of a husky
throat meets effective resis-

tance from Dean's Mentho-
lated Cough Drops. Have
a box on hand—indoor or
outl Get them anywhere.

Dean Medicine Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

'mentholated

CoughBrofs
learnHowtowrite
/T ShOlt StOrieS There is a

big demand
for short stories, photoplays and feature articles. You can learn how
to wnte at home in suarr rime. Jack London said so. He
and other great writers have endorsed our home study course. The
course is fascinating and takes only a few of your spare hours.WM'iA f-— CwaaDaaK and details of our Limited In tro-Wnte tor rree Book ductory ofier. no obii^on.
HOOSIER INSTITUTE, S. S. Dept. XtoV Ft Wayne, Indiana

^ 23 ytA&S THE STANDARD TRAIH/NG
SCHOOL FOR THEATRE ARTS

ALTVIEIVESCHOOI/
DRAMATIC ARTS

FOUR SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENT'S STOCK""";
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES'

Write lor catalog mentioning study desired to

O. IRWIN. Secretary
43 W. 72d St. New York City
.Between B'way & Central Park West

Dead Men
Tell No Tales

^Booklet
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
Too can cash In yonr "happy thoughts" and

H«earn big money right in your own homo in spare
I time. No previous <>xporl«ncenoc©«*3ry. Our
easy home course ttrrua out more successful

iBcen&rta rrtters than all other schools toff-ether.
HWriLe Dowarjd (ret by retorn mail FREE Booklet „
Hralnablo Infom . .on. Special Pries and Erte« OSer.
[Chicago Photopiaywrlgrrt Collage,Box 218X1 z Chleai

No. 9, $4.50. No. 16, $5.50.

"f you were to purchase rings like these illustrated

I IH above in Platinum, they would cost from $400 to
$500. We are now manufacturing: exact reproduc-

tions in Ladies Sterling Silver, Platinum finish, basket
setting, piereed designs set with a carat size Genuine
"Egeria Gem" imported, possessing the rainbow fire of a
diamond, at a price within reach of all.
Put it beside a diamond, stands all tests. This gem isa wonderful dis-
coverv, only an expert can distinguish between them. Send no money.
Writ* t/orlay. Give size of finger and number of ring. Pay on arrival.
If not latisned in 6 days, return for money refund. This is a wonderful
offer, and to own one of these rings will be a revelation to you.

EGERIA GEM CO., A. 113 Point St., Providence, R. 1.
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This Winter They'll be Talking- About

GHOSTS
That's the title of the great romantic novel just completed

for People's Favorite Magazine by

First Installment Appears in December Issue—Out November lO

Some clever magazine readers are such good critics that they can foretell with
uncanny accuracy, while a novel is running serially in a magazine,

whether it will make a big enough "hit" to appear later in book
form. Some can even tell whether it is apt to be

dramatized as a film play. All of these

will do well to place their bets on

He is a prominent Philadelphia business man who writes under an
assumed name and always evades camera "close-ups." to keep his business

associates from identifying him. Not that he's bashful—but suppose you
were a stenographer in his firm's office, for instance, and he caught you
reading a novel instead of working. Large chance he'd have to growl,
if the novel were "Ghosts!" (Film rights to this paragraph not reserved!)

When published in book form after its serial publication in PEOPLE'S, the
tariff on "Ghosts" will be about $2.00, and it will be worth it. But first it

will appear, in only four installments, and handsomely illustrated, in the magazine
that during the past two years has set the pace for all other general magazines.

If you like to be several months
ahead of your acquaintances in recog-

nizing—and being able to talk about—the greatest

novels of the year : don't miss the first installment of "Ghosts,"

in the December issue of People's And that's only one of the

many big features that are making People's the highest class general magazine
in America. Some of the other famous contributors to this issue are : Albert

Payson Terhune, Professor Edward L. Thorndike of Columbia University, Court-

ney Ryley Cooper, Conrad Richter, Berton Braley, and Hugh S. Fullerton.

ARTHUR CRABB

"GHOSTS.

The Author

25 cents a copy
PEOPLE'S FAVORITE MAGAZINE Two dollars a year

The monthly book of the ambitious.

December issue on news stands November lO
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$1§§ A Room Full of Furniture
Send only $1.00 and we'll ship you this handsome 6-piece library set. Only $1.00 down,
then $3 25 per month until you have paid only $35.y0 in all. A positively staggering value, and one of

the biggest bargains ever offered. This magnificent library set is not shown in our regular catalog

because the value is so wonderful and the demand so great that there aren't enough to go around.
So clip the coupon below today, and send it to us with $1.00, and we will ship the entire six pieces,

subject to your approval. Have the set in your home for 30 days, then if you are not pleased, send it

back and we will return your money. No C. O. D Sent knocked down to save you as much as half

the freight charges. Easy to set up. Shipping weight about 175 pounds. Order by No. B6196A. Send
$1.00 with coupon, $3.25 monthly. Price $35.90. No discount for cash. No pieces sold separately.

Act Now-While this Special Offer Lasts
For a limited time only are we able to offer you this stupendous bargain. Prices on

everything, as you know, are going up, up, UP. We can't tell what day it

iiMuunNiiuun will be necessary to increase the price on this wonderful furniture set.

* Send the coupon at once.

Straus &. Schram \
Dept. 1759 ,W. 35th St., Chicago

Ship me your special advertised
6-Piece Fumed Oak Library Suite.
Enclosed lind $1.00. I am to have f

days' trial. If I keep the suite I

fiay you $3.25 monthly for the balance. T±
1 S3t B

„?.
ti
J
sned ' 1 ?m t0 ret"™ the suite with only $1.00 today. Remember, this is a Special

5*5 "ife^JEffl!^* S»»F* m? \ Offer, not shown in our regular catalog, to acquaint new
customers with our wonderful bargains in furniture and
household goods. With prices going sky high we cannot

> tell how long we can continue this rock-bottom offer on
«> such a rare furniture value. So act now, while this spe-

<» cin/ offer lasts. Just $1.00 and the coupon brings this

% 6-Piece Fumed Solid Oak Library Set, at once.

6 Pieces

?.\ SendtheCoupon
! I will V

money and any freight charges I paid.

6-Piece Library Set, No. B6196A. $35.90. V
Name
Street,
B. F. D. or
Box No

Shipping
Point

PostOffict StaU
II you only want catalog put X in proper box below:

O Furniture, Stove* and Jewelry
\Q Men's, Women's and Children's Clothing %,J

all Br

Large arm rocker and
arm chair are 36
inches high, seats

19x19 inches. Sewing rocker and reception
chair are 36 inches high, seats 17x17 inches.
All 6 pieces are well padded, seats uphol-
stered in brown imitation Spanish leather.
Library table has 24 x 34 inch top with
roomy magazine shelf below and beautiful
designed ends. Jardiniere stand measures
17 inches high with 12 inch top. Made with
the simple lines and not over massive con-
struction of the famous Neo-Mission Style
so popular in homes of refinement.

Easy Payments
Open an account with us. We trust
honest people anywhere in the U. S. One
price to all, cash or credit. No discount
for cash. Not one penny extra for credit.
Do not ask for a special cash discount.
We cannot offer any discount from these
sensational prices. No C. O. D.

30 Days' Trial
Our guarantee protects you. If not
perfectly satisfied, return the article at our
expense within 30 days and get your
money back — also any freight you paid.

Could any offer be fairer?

reet
Chicago

Ask for our Big 228-page Bargain Catalog, listing thousands of
nnusual bargains in furniture, jewelry, carpets, rues, curtains, silverware,
talking: machines, etovea, sewing machines, washing machines, baby carriages,

_id children's wearing apparel. Send the coupon today. The same liberal terms;
d balance Id small monthly payments on anything you choose.

\ Straus & Schram 25?
3££S

Catalog Free



Stop Losing

Your Hair!
KOTALKO is Creating

Amazement

NATURE intended you to have a full, beau-
tiful hair growth. Just keep that in mind
and be cheerful.

If you are losing your hair, even if there
is baldness, it is probable you have not adopted
the right preventive and hair-growing method.
So now you have the chance to use something
different. This is Kotalko, a peculiar compound
which is said, by users, to do almost miracles,
in many cases.

Noted specialists certify that new growths of
hair, after complete baldness, and eradication
of dandruff are possible when certain conditions
exist and that such results positively have been
attained.

For ages, scientists of the civilized world
have sought the real causes of the loss of hair
and for the best way to overcome baldness
where papillae exist in the scalp, even if dor-
mant, and if scalp is dry and shiny.

AH those centuries, the North American In-
dians seem to have had the secret. Indeed

—

who ever saw or heard of a bald Indian, unless
he had been actually scalped?
A trader among the Indians—John Hart Brit-

tain got hold of the secret by right of pur-
chase; then the formula was modernized.
"Kotalko'' is the name by which the compound
is known. Although almost entirely bald, hair
came in prolific growth on Mr. Brittain's head
after applying Kotalko and this hair growth
never lessened. Legions of other men, women
and children have had scalp and hair benefit
through KOTALKO. Many have reported new
growths of hair after baldness of years. Many
have reported that their hair stopped falling

out. Many have reported dandruff eradicated
completely by Kotalko. There is a chance for
you to test the efficacy of Kotalko. Your aim,
like that of every other ambitious, self-respect-
ing person, is

Luxuriant HAIR for You
Read these excerpts from letters. They are specimens of letters coming in streams from
delighted users of KOTALKO. We have original letters on file open for inspection.

Mrs- Ethel Hahn: "My hair was coming
out in bunches. It has stopped falling out,

dandruff is gone; hair looks beautifully
glossy. I truthfully recommend Kotalko."

C. F. Heiser: "I had a large bald spot.

Kotalko has developed real, healthy hair
all over my head."

Gerard Pothoff: "For 6 years I had been
growing bald. There was a bald spot on
top of my head. Since using Kotalko hair
has grown again, thick and long."

Miss A. A. Thornton: "I had lost nearly
all my hair but since using Kotalko it

has grown again, thick and long."
G. W. Mitchell: ,"I had a bald spot

and since using the
I
wonderful hair elixir

Kotalko, it has grown four inches over the
bald place."

Matilda Maxwell : "The whole front of
my head was as bald as the palm of my
hand and had been so for about 15 years.
I used every preparation I saw advertised
or heard about hut nothing did me any
good until I used Kotalko. Now I am

ay the hair is growing all over
that was bald."
Williams: "Every time T combed

lot would come out. When I

began using Kotalko, the hair stopped fall-

ing and I now have a full crop of hair."

Miss Lilla Riley: "My hair was falling

out ever since I had sickness until 1 be-
gan using Kotalko. Now it has stopped
falling, and is growing thick and glossy."

William Shaw: ' 'My looking glass is

ample proof that Kotalko will grow hair. I

had a bald spot over 12 years that has
become covered. I am sure that Kotalko
will become the most famous hair prepara-
tion in the world."

Miss Mary Ferriera: "When I hegan to
use Kotalko my hair had nearly all fallen

out. Then the hair grew again."

Alex Ennis: "I never thought I would
have hair again as I had been bald so long.

Now the hair is growing, due to Kotalko."

Julia Kupferschmidt: "It is surprising
how quickly Kotalko does its work. 1 have
used only one box and the hair is growing
all 'over my head again."

Albert H. Flary: "My head was as bare
as the bottom of my foot. Since using
Kotalko there has come a nice thick growth
of hair."

Miss M. Thompson: "My
hair was very short, and my scalp
was feverish. After two months
of Kotalko my scalp is healthy
and my hair is thick and long."

Geo. M. Schwank: "Even after the sec-
ond application of Kotalko I could see a
difference, for the hair stopped falling out.
When I had used two full boxes my hair
growth was as good as it ever had been."

Nadine Owens : "Kotalko is really a
wonder. From birth I was blessed with a
remarkable growth; but in 1915. for some
unknown reason it started to fall out and I

became entirely bald over quite a surface.
I had tried various hair remedies, etc.

without benefit until I used Kotalko. I am
never without it now."

Miller Van Horn: "When I stand before
my mirror and see my new growth of rich
black hair, I am more grateful than words
can say to Kotalko."

Louise A. Gray: "My head is the surest
proof that Kotalko is all that it is claimed
to be. After a few months of Kotalko my
hair is twice as thick and long as it was."

Lilly Carruthcrs: "Kotalko is the finest
preparation for growing hair that 1 ever
used, and I have tried them all."

Proof Box of KOTALKO, 10 Cents
You may obtain a full-size box of genuine KOTALKO at any good-class drug

store. It is also sold at the toilet goods counters of many department stores.

Price $1, usually a sufficient supply for several weeks. Or you may obtain a

box of Kotalko by mail, postpaid, if you send $1 in paper money, money order,

or stamps (U. S. or Canadian)

KOTALKO is won-
derful for children's

Use it on the
of the little

They will
you in after

hair,
scalps
ones,
thank
years.

Money Back Guarantee
THAT KOTALKO will aid to OVERCOME DAN-
DRUFF, to stop FALLING HAIR; or to GROW HAIR
where papillae exist ' even if imbedded in a .

c hiny
scalp ) or YOUR MONEY BACK if you are not fully
satisfied. This proves ABSOLUTE GENUINENESS.

to the address below.

PROOF BOX, for a fair test

of Kotalko, will be sent, post-

paid, if you write, enclosing

10 cents, silver or stamps.

JOHN HART BRITTAIN, Inc., BD-151, Station F, NEW YORK

There is genuine bear oil in KOTALKO;
also other active ingredients front the Tliree

Kingdoms ofNature. KOTA LKO is/or men's
ivomen's and children's scalps and hair.
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BE A CERTIFICATED

ELECTRICIAN

I WILL. TRAIN YOU AT HOME
A REAL POSITION LIKE THIS- "OR YOU
The country needs thousands , of trained, Certificated

Electricians to fill good positions—and at big pay. It's all

a matter of knowing how, and I will teach you by my up-

to-date, modern instruction. You can learn at home, with-

out interfering with your regular work, by my highly suc-

cessful method of Home Instruction in Practical

Electricity.

Prepare NOW and be ready
in a few months to earn your

$65 to $175 A WEEK
Send for this Book

My book, "HOW TQ BECOME AN EXPERT ELEC-
TRICIAN," has started thousands of young men on the

way to splendid success. A new edition' of this Book has

just been printed."' I, want every ybung man interested in

Electricity to have a copy, and will send you one,

ABSOLUTELY FREE AND PREPAID. Write me
today.

How I Train My Students
As Chief Engineer of the Chicago En-

44

gineering Works I know exactly the

kind of training a man needs to

enable him to get and hold good
positions, and to earn big

pay. I have trained hun-

dreds of men who are

lolding splendid elec-

trical jobs. . Many
are now success-

ful Electrical

Contrac-
tors.

I give each of my students personal attention and a

complete and thorough training. I give him a SPLEN-
DID ELECTRICAL OUTFIT FREE, and much of the

training is done by actual work. When my students

graduate and receive their Certificate, they are ready for

a real position. But still more, at any time you wish you
can come to our splendidly equipped Electrical Shops for

special training. No other school can give you this.

A Real Opportunity for YOU
Wishing is never going to make your dreams come

true. You've got to study—to learn. A man is worth

$2 or $3 a day from his neck down—and no more; but

there is no limit to what he can be worth from his neck up.

A trained mind is what gets the big pay. It is this

training that you need, and I can train you in a few
months. Are you ambitious to make a real success

—

then send me the coupon—today.

Electrical Outfit FREE
To every student who answers this ad I am giving a

Splendid Electrical Outfit of standard size Electrical

Tools, Instruments, Materials, etc., Absolutely free.

Furthermore, to every Electrical Student I give a truly

valuable surprise that I cannot explain here.

Free Employment Service
I am continually receiving requests from employers to

send them trained Electrical men. I assist my students to

secure good positions. I keep in touch with them for years,

helping and advising them in every possible w7ay.

Write Now—Don't Delay
Delay never got you anything. Action is what counts.

Get started—and get started now. Write me, or send me
the coupon, right NOW.

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer
Chicago Engineering Works

Dept. 441, I9I8 Sunnyside Ave., CHICACO
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Keep It

For $4.00
Per Month

A Finer Typewriter

at a Fair Price

Or Return
It At Our
Expense

Pre-War Price $100
Now $64

The Oliver Typewriter-Was $100-Now $64
The Guarantee of a $2,000,000 Company that it Is the Identical Model

Be your own salesman and earn $36. You
get the identical typewriter formerly priced

$100— not a cent's alteration in value. The
finest, the most expensive, the latest Oliver

Model. Old methods were wasteful. Our new
plan is way in advance. It is in keeping with
new economic tendencies. It does away with
waste. Inflated prices are doomed forever.

During the war we learned that it was
unnecessary to have great numbers of travel-

ing salesmen and numerous, expensive branch
houses throughout the country. We were also

able to discontinue many other superfluous,

costly sales methods. You benefit by these

savings.

Brand New—Latest Model
Do not confuse this with offers of earlier

models, rebuilt or second-hand.
Note the signature of this adver-

tisement. This is a $2,000,000
concern.

We offer new Olivers at half

price because we have put type-

writer selling on an efficient,

scientific basis.

You can now deal direct— sell

to yourself, with no one to influ-

ence you. This puts the Oliver on a merit test.

You Save $36 Now
This is the first time in history that a new

standard $100 typewriter has been offered for

$64. Remember, we do not offer a substitute

model, cheaper nor different. But the same
splendid Oliver used by the big concerns.

Over 800,000 Olivers have been sold.

We ship direct from the factory to you. No
money down— no red-tape. Try the Oliver
Nine at our expense. If you decide to keep
it, send us $4 per month. If you return it,

we even refund the out-going transportation
charges. You are not placed under the slight-

est obligation. That's our whole plan.

We rely on your judgment. We know you don't

want to pay double. And who -wants a lesser type-
writer? You may have an Oliver for free trial by
checking the coupon below. Or you may ask for

further information.

An. Amazing Book
All the secrets of the typewriter world are revealed

in our startling book entitled "The High Cost of

Typewriters—The Reason and the Remedy"—sent

free if you mail the coupon now. Also our catalog.

Order your free-trial Oliver—or ask for further in-

formation at once. Canadian Price, $82.00

ouvet?
TVpewrrtSr (pmpan/

1251 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago
NOTE CAREFULLY—This coupon will bring you either the Oliver Nice
for free trial or further information. Check carefully which you wish

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY,
1251 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago

Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five days' free inspection. If I keep
it, I will pay $54 at the rate of S-i per month. The title to remain in

you until fully paid for,

My shipping point is

This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If I choose to
return the Oliver, I will ship it back at your expense at the end of fivedays

Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me your book
—"The

High Cost of Typewriters— The Reason and the Remedy," your
de luxe catalog and further information.

No

Street Address ;

City State
j

Occupation or Business '
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Did You Know That-
It's Going to be a Nude New Year?

So Grace Kingsley tells us, referring, of

course, to some of the recent productions
which she has caught glimpses of in her
travels around Hollywood. She will tell you
about them in the next issue of Picture-
Play Magazine. Also you'll learn about

Wallace Reid and a Follies Girl!

Herbert Howe says—and he always keeps
his word—that he has some inside dope on
Wally which he's going to spring in the same
number.

Oh, What An Eye-Opener
you're going to get this New Year ! If you're

one of those who miss the pop and fizz of the

old New Year's, just buy a copy of our next

issue.

You'll Get a Kick—
served "Right Off the Grill" every month in

Picture-Play. Every one is talking about

this department. Even the film colonists read

it to get the news ! It's frank, fearless, and
full of information about the film folk which
you won't get elsewhere. It's

Filmtown's Tattler!

But no more prying than Fanny the Fan,

whose chatter about the gossip of the studios

is being devoured each month by the fans

everywhere.

We're Not Announcing
all that we're going to spring on New Year's

Day. We couldn't do justice to it in so small

a space. But just take our tip, whatever you
resolve for 1921,

Don't Miss a Single Copy of PlCTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE
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Qu
!

,. What to write, that is the question

!

Whether it is nobler to write movie
to "mellers" or to dive into the writing

Write °^ otner plots that we know not of

—

ah, there's the rub ! No one in movie-
land or out of it, can tell what to write, what will be
acceptable to the fickle producer of motion-picture

plays. Four or five years ago, the demand for plots

would shift overnight. The "boss" would arrive in the

morning, hang up his hat, and summon his script editor.

"James," he would say, ''we've been buying too many
melodramas—stop it; we will buy nothing but polite

society drama." It's not so bad
now, because good material is

running short, and the motion-

picture demands seem more
staple. But I shall- try to point

out to you what the trend of

the market is, to the best of my
ability. Of course, this is writ-

ten three months before its pub-

lication, but we have means of

knowing just how the minds of

the producers run.

The average maker of movies
is influenced by the character of

Broadway stage productions.

The California producer makes
an occasional trip to Gotham,
takes in all the best shows, and
returns to the Coast with a

broader vision, perhaps. But the

strict New Yorker, the man who
has all his stars and his studios

in New York, becomes obsessed sometimes, and believes

that as New York theatrical productions run, so runs

the nation. He is wrong.
Anything that has merit is seized upon by the nation,

but there are a lot of New York performances that

will not interest the nation either in movies or out of it.

As this is written, the motion pictures are specializ-

ing in tried and true melodramas. These are always good

for the screen so peculiarly adaptable to thrillers with

something doing every minute. They are not nearly so

difficult to produce as plays of other atmosphere.

There is a trend, as has been written in this depart-

ment, to return to the classics. "The Last of the Mo-
hicans," Stevenson's "The Pavilion on the Links,"

Dickens' "The Old Curiosity Shop," and others of like

character, have been filmed, or are in the course of

making. It is a good augury. A little more of Dick-

ens, Thackeray, and Scott and less of tin-horn plot-

ting will add' class, substance, and interest to the

screen.

Six or seven years ago Vitagraph did Thackeray s

"Vanity Fair" very nicely. The time has arrived for

a revival, with the' later methods in vogue, and sooner

or later some company will produce the old timt dassn

with an all-star cast.

Another gladsome sign of the times is the gradua

diminishing of "sex" plays. The vampires have almosj

retired from the spotlights, and the "deadly triangle'

has been done to death. Two men and a woman, o-

two women and a man, with three big sets and sorm

"soft-focus" photography cannot be depended on 1<

make big money any longer.

The plot having to do with the lives of everyda*

people is much desired. Thomas Ince has an eye tt

"small-town stuff," and now that Charlie Ray has goiif

elsewhere, is working other star-

in country-life atmosphere.

Griffith paid a mini, of mone>
for "Way Down East/' another

rural drama. "Peaceful Valley,

and the rest are having their lu

crative innings. The writer oi

real ability, who knows small

town atmosphere and can se

down on paper the small-towr

plots, can find a market,

And, as I have previously re

marked, original plots are mort

and more in demand. Withir

a short time everything will have

either been "adapted" or "re

vived," and the old film storie-

of six and seven years ago wil

all have been "revamped." Thei

it will be "originals" or virtualh

nothing. Get ready for that time
'

ESTIONS concerning scenario

writing, addressed to this depart-

ment, will be gladly answered, when ac-

companied by a stamped and addressed

return envelope. Beginners, however,

are advised first to procure our "Guide-

posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet

covering all the points on which begin-

ners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the

principal producers, with statements of

the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six

cents. Please note that we cannot read

or criticize scripts.

A Begin-

ner's Ob-

servations

Leo James, who has an observing

eye, has recently been reading scenarios

which had been submitted to an editor

friend of his, and turned over to him.

which he wrote about in these columns
last month. Being a writer with aspirations to turn

out original stories for the screen, his point of view

was somewhat different from that of the usual scenario

reader, and he learned some things which will doubt-

less be very useful to him, and to you as well. He
writes to us again, as follows

:

As I read each scenario I try to see the story unfolded on
the screen. And there I rind the writer getting into trouble.

I am compelled to see an endless succession of explanations;

of jumps from Tacoma to' Timbuktu; of a stranger to whom
I have never been introduced suddenly walking on to the

screen in the middle of the picture; of incidents that serve

merely to pad, and which have absolutely no relation to the

story. Or I find that when I have conscientiously visualized

about fifty scenes, I have come to the end of a story that the

author has offered for a five-reel picture, and there are, on

an average, two hundred and fifty to three hundred scenes in

the usual five-reel picture

!

Here permit me to digress far enough to offer another sug-

Continucd on rage 10
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zJjfae <Jlturray and 'David T'owe 11 in "Idols of C?ay" a 'Paramount Picture
A GEORGE FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION)

The thrillthat themovie millionslove

!

THE fascination of the photoplay has
reached into every nook and corner of

human life throughout the Universe! It

enthralls one and all—children from seven
to seventy! Men and women in all walks
of life, the high and the humble, the poor,
the middle class, the rich—the toiler and
the man of ease, the woman of fashion and
the shop girl, the lady of leisure and the
woman who works—the clerk, the conduc-
tor, the lawyer, the doctor, the broker, the
banker—all intermingle and sit side by
side at the Movies! All are swayed by the
same feelings as they watch the film's rapid
picturizations of the Moving Finger of
Fate—as they even see things pictured
that have happened in their own lives, or
the lives of their friends—so the movie
screen is The World's Looking Glass, where-
in it sees reflected all its own emotions!

Yes, all the world goes to the Movies!
All humanity wants its thrill! Thousands
of Movie shows in thousands of cities daily,
nightly, are packed with throngs of eager
people with a keen appetite for realism,
romance, tragedy, pathos, humor—they
want to see and feel every human emotion
it is possible to portray!

AND all this Movie madness sweeping
l the world has revealed startling things

!

Do you know one strange thing the Movies
have done? They Have Produced Thou-
sands of Promising New Playwrights—
men and women photoplay writers who
get their ideas merely from seeing photo-
plays night after night!

These people not only produce wonder-
ful scenarios, construct vivid plots, weave
romantic, tragic, serio-comic or humorous
situations, but they also write many of the
wonderful little magazine stories you read.
For to learn the one thing automatically
teaches you to do the other. And now the
big rush is on! So many men and women
are beginning to write photoplays success-
fully! It Really Isn't Hard to Learn
to Write a Photoplay—It Really Isn't
Hard to Learn to Write A Story! It's

no longer a mystery. The secret's out! And
hosis of bright people are eagerly taking ad-
vantage of it and learning how! With the
right instruction, they become thrilled and
fascinated by the lure of scenario writing,
and eagerly concentrate all energies on it at
every opportunity—for the scenario and
magazine editors are ever calling for more
plays and stories—more and more are
needed daily, weekly, as more photoplay
houses are "built, and more film companies
organized—and wider grows the fascina-
tion of the photoplay.

SO right here is your big, vital, gripping,
romantic opportunity—in an irresisti-

ble profession that carries with it a world
of surprising new possibilities, that lifts

you up to new honors, new environment,
fine friends, exalted purpose, and the ad-
miration of all your family and fellowmen.
YOU may learn to write photoplays and
stories—yes, you! YOU who have always
doubted you could—YOU who thought it

was some mythical, mysterious magic that
only geniuses dare attempt.

All the ideas, all the material, all the
suggestions, the spur to your imagination,
you can get at the Movies, by a method
described in a wonderful New Easy Sys-
tem of Story and Play Writing published
at Auburn, New York. It is called The
Irving System and is for the millions who
go to the Movies and want to learn how to
write photoplays and stories. In a word,
The Irving System is for you.

It teaches you: How to attend the
Movies and adapt scenes, incidents, mo-
tives, titles, characters to your own pur-
poses and plans for photoplays; it shows
you how easily you may get ideas for photo-
plays every time you go to a picture play;
how to switch around any play and .make
it a realistic story totally unlike the one
from which you adapted it; how to take
characters you see in any picture and re-

construct them for your own photoplay;
how you can easily rebuild any plot you
see; how simple it is to revise and rebuild

dialogue; how to begin writing photoplays
in the easiest, simplest, surest way; how
to demonstrate to yourself it doesn't take
genius to write them, but plain common
sense and earnest effort.

The wonderful Irving System also shows
you how to make an interesting test of your
own ability after the next photoplay you see;

how to familiarize yourself quickly with
every rule of writing photoplays; how to
learn all of the interesting terms used in
photorjlay production, such as close-up, semi-close-
up, iris and dissolve, masks, visions, the lap-dis-
solve, double exposure, the flash, reverse-action,
and many others; how to quicken your own imagin-
ation; how to spur your ability to adapt ideas from
plays you see; how to lift yourself out of the rut
of life and do something fascinating as well as
profitable; how to develop all the finest and best
there is in you—how to win your way to public
recognition; how to thrill and enthuse thousands;
how to take the short cut to success!

SO to get you started on the Road to Realization,
The Authors' Press, originators of the Irving

System, are going to present to you absolutely free
the most enchanting illustrated book you ever read,
called "The Wonder Book for Writers," and
filled with many things that will be good news to
you—revelations, information, ideas, helps, hints,

and pictures—pictures of Movie stars, scenario
writers, authors, photoplay
studio scenes—that will thrill

you with all the possibilities

that play writing holds for
you.

Get a new grip on life

—

get into the sphere of clever,
happy, successful people

—

have a snappier purpose and
a bigger aim—a higher goal—more lucrative spare hours
instead of wasted ones: Thb
Wonder Book for Writers
opens the way. It costs you
nothing—it is yours wi 1 hout
obligation. Simply write
your name and address be-
low, and mail coupon right—————— away.

The Authors' Press, Dept. 67, Auburn, N. Y.

S~nd me Absolutely Free, " The ironrfer Book
for Writers." This does not obligate me in any way.

^Jvonder Book
^Writer?

Name

Address

City and State

.
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gestion that may be helpful. It has proved so with me. In

the course of a series of lectures on photo-play writing given
by the University of California extension department, we stu-

dents were directed to divide up our stories into not less

than -fifty consecutive episodes or incidents, each of which
would require an average of five scenes to the picture, thus
making the average total of two hundred and fifty scenes for
a five-reel picture. Try that test on your picture— I venture
you will find it interesting, and highly instructive. See
whether each episode does something to develop the plot,

see whether your characters can move logically from one
episode to the next without lengthy explanation via the sub-
title. See whether you actually have enough relevant material
to make out fifty such episodes, each requiring five scenes,

without introducing a lot of material that only detracts from
your main theme or story. Giving this acid test to my stories

has saved readers from the trouble of wading through several
of my own "masterpieces," which I discovered through this

method were "half baked."

Another thing I have observed in my adventures as an
amateur reader is that the author up in Vermont sets his stories

out here in California, or in the Rockies. The Texas author
presents a New England romance, the sophisticated New
Yorker "comes through" with a European locale, probably
a mythical kingdom, a la Graustark ! Oh, my fellow would-
be's, let's stick to facts; let's stay around home, or at least

among environments and with people we know about, and
have lived among, or with

!

"The lost memory," I have discovered, is a favorite theme,
or situation, being the central incident around which a sur-

prisingly large number of stories are written. And the per-

fectly marvelous recoveries of these lost memories would
startle the- medical profession if they were disclosed ! Now
ask yourself, how many people have you known who lost

their memories and recovered them? Mayhaps you know a
lot of people who never did have any memory! And far

better would it be if you wrote a story about a fellow who
got in trouble because he never could remember, than if you
"put yourself in Dutch" with the scenario reader at the studio

by inflicting another "lost-memory" story on him ' I here vow
and declare that J will never write a story around a "lost-

memory" theme! Thirty days of reading has cured me of
that plot.

One more thing that I have learned, and then I will quit

—though goodness knows I could add pages to these experi-
ences and observations if I thought the editor of this maga-
zine would be able to find space for them. That is, you must
have drama, you must have dramatic action, in every single

reel. That docs not mean that drama consists of train wrecks,
murders, fires, riots, arson, abduction, death, disease, or fam-
ine ! Leave those things for the experienced serial writer
on the studio staff. Yet, just remember—and you will see

it if you will use the skeleton or episode form I have men-
tioned above—that your film folk must move and do things

all the time, must be confronted with obstacles that pique the

interest and curiosity of your audience, make the blase "every-
other-nighter" at the picture house wonder what is going to

happen next. Your neighbors who go to the movies won't
sit contentedly through two hundred scenes of leisurely, mean-
ingless motion, just to find out what is going to happen in

the last fifty scenes. You wouldn't yourself! By that time

you would have lost all interest in the characters—you might
be asleep! I confess that my realization of the vital im-
portance of logical, dramatic conflict in scenarios has prompted
me to begin a painstaking study of the principles underlying
dramatic action. I am digging through the shelves of the

public library, reading every book I can find that teaches

me these lessons. I believe they are going to help me—maybe
they would help you. Try it.

In conclusion, I am convinced that your manuscript is

given a reading; I am convinced that its merits are weighed,
if it has any. I am convinced that the producers don't steal

stories. They want you to succeed—but I don't blame them
if they wonder why in the world a lot of us don't try to

discover the principles of plot building. Every one of us who
submits a "half-baked" scenario is hurting our own game,
increasing the difficulties of the' earnest student by benumb-
ing and discouraging the scenario editor who daily searches

in vain for a real story.

And, by The above article from Mr. James
is interesting, but, with all due respect

Way of to the University of California exten-

Comment s 'on department, et cetera, my experi-

ence compels me to state that it is a

grave mistake to interest writers of photo-play plots in

divisions of stories into episodes, scenes, et cetera.

There is a distinct and inseparable line bettvecn the

furnishing of ideas for the movie screen and the writ-
ing of scenes, or continuities, for the screen. One per-
son, the outside writer, if you will, furnishes an idea
and some business, perhaps. The other, or continuity
writer, who knows the practical end of picture making
through long studied experience, puts this idea and what
business there is into the scenario.

Here is an assertion that may seem surprising, but

will be supported by those who know. There is rarely

a book, short story, or plot idea from any other source
that carries sufficient business for a five-reel picture.

For that reason Mr. James' contributors cannot realh

be censored for not giving enough material for the usual

five-reel picture.

The best writers of fiction do not offer enough ma-
terial for a five-reel picture. They furnish the plot

idea, the atmosphere, the characters, and several big

swings, or climaxes. It remains for the scenario writer

the man who directs the production, and one or two
advisers to think up enough action to fill in the gaps

Many complaints are received that such and such a

novel was different on the screen. Many times the rea-

son the picturization of the novel is different is be-

cause the author of the novel has been paid for the

main title, the environment, and the bare plot only

His word paintings, dialogue, psychological analysis,

and the like, will not picturize. Such writing cannot

be translated into terms of physical motion. Others
have been compelled to invent new business and new
situations to carry along the story. A motion-picture

feature must get under way quickly. If there is any
let down it should be in the second or third reel. The
day of two reels of introduction with all characters

introduced in close-ups is over with the best picture-.

And so every inch of film must carry action. Not one

novel, short story, or play in a hundred contains enough
material.

It is true that some of the leading authors, while

professing a disdain for the motion pictures, have
changed their styles and are casting their plots in at-

mosphere not so expensive to produce in pictures and

crowding in more action. And yet there is not enough

action. It takes a lot of business to make five thou-

sand feet of film go fast.

All the outside writer—this includes Mr. James and

others—can hope to accomplish is the presenting of

the new idea, with perhaps a big climax or so, and some
incidental business. The outside writer can never hope

to furnish every detail of plot and action.

If you have what you think is an original idea, go

to it- and put down what you have. Let the number
of scenes worry those who will be obliged to worry
in any event.

Th S *

t

"The literai'y U£e>" ^ays H. G. Wells.
1 ne opirit «j g Qne Q f t jie moc\trn forms of adven-

of ture."

Adventure That statement cannot be too often

repeated to the great majority of read-

ers of this department. For, though I get letters every

now and then from this person and that who has sold

a story to a motion-picture producing company,. yet T

know that the average person who wants to achieve

that goal will never do so—talent is not distributed

so generously as is desire.

Indeed, if money were the only goal, the only pos-

sible reward for attempting screen writing I would

shout from the housetops advising all untried aspirants

to avoid trying to become yvriters for the screen above

all things.

Continued on piigc 1

2
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How to Become Fascinating
and Interesting

Only 15 minutes a day will quickly enable you to talk interestingly on subjects

of real worth

MANY of my friends think that what
I have done is quite remarkable.

But I know that any person with native

intelligence can do the same. I relate my
experience because it may be of help to

readers of Picture-Play Magazine, who
may realize, as I did, how narrowing and
stunting is that insidious American dis-

ease, newspaper-itis

!

A few years ago, the only thing I read
was newspapers. There wasn't a fire, a di-

vorce, or an accident I didn't know all

about. I could argue with any one about
the day's occurrences. But my conversa-
tion was inane, and I soon became looked
upon as a plain gossip. I had an ambi-
tion to write and spent hours attempting
r o do so. But the few things I managed
io produce, with the hardest kind of con-
centration, were so obviously "cheap," so
lacking in imagination, that I gave it up in

despair. There was something "big" I

lacked that made everything I said, every-
thing I wrote, trivial and unimportant. In
other people's eyes, I was a "nobody," and
[ had to accept the position. It was
galling, embarrassing,—but how could I

blame others, when I understood that their

estimate of me was absolutely true?

I realized vaguely what was the matter
with myself. For years I was haunted
with the thought that I lacked education
—not necessarily a college training, but
the sort of knowledge that would broaden
me mentally, that would make me bigger,
i hat would enable me to listen under-
>tandingly, talk and write interestingly
and intelligently.

One evening, on my way home from
work, a friend who was seated beside me,
reached into his pocket and brought forth
a little limp leather book. I myself, as
usual, was reading a newspaper. I had
never thought of reading a book to and
from work, because the ordinary book is

too large and unwieldy to carry around. I

asked my friend where he secured his
little book, and he told me the name of
the publishers.

That was the beginning of a change
that was a veritable revolution in my
life. In the evening I wrote a letter,

and by return mail I received the small
limp redcroft leather volumes in this
edition. Many of the titles I recognized
as ones I had always wished to read.
From that time on, instead of wasting my
lime in profitless reading, I began to de-
vote myself to these great works. At home
—in the street cars—everywhere—when-
ever I had a few spare moments, I read
a story, a poem, a play, or an essay. The
books were small enough to carry in the
pocket, and I had one with me always

;

sometimes when I went on trips for my
firm, I used to carry half a dozen with me.

Do not misunderstand me. I did not
pore through anything uninteresting to
gain an empty "culture." I read because
I was fascinated. I began to understand
that the great books of the past are not
called classics just because they appeal
to a few professors and "highbrows, "but
because they have charmed and inspired

Send No Money

And now, due to an unprecedented pub-
lishing feat, you can secure thirty wonder-
ful Redcroft leather bound books for only
$2.98. This means exactly what it says

!

$2.98 for ALL THIRTY—not for ONE

—

NOT A FIRST PAYMENT—but $2.98

for the entire set of 30 volumes and there

are no further pavments ! Each book is

complete—NOT EXTRACTS. Each vol-

ume printed in clear, readable type, on ex-

cellent book paper, and bound in wonder-
ful limp Redcroft Leather.

Just mail the coupon. See the books.

If not bet-
ter than you
thought, return
them at our ex-
pense and you will

not be out one
penny. These are
the wonderful Lit-

tle Leather Li-
brary books which
are so convenient
in size. You can
carry one in your
pocket wherever
you go. These are
the world's great-
est authors, includ-
ing Kipling, De
Maupassant, Ste-
venson, Oscar
Wilde, Edgar Al-
len Poe, Shake-
speare, G. Bernard
Shaw, Dickens,
Lincoln, Irving,
Conan Doyle, Em-
erson, T h o r e a u,

Burns, Browning,
and others.

Mail coupon and
we will send the
entire 30 volumes
at once. Simply
pay postman $2.98
plus postage, and
examine the books
for 30 days. The
publisher of this

magazine guaran-
tees REFUND if

you are not more
than pleased. Mail coupon at once.

LITTLE LEATHER LIBRARY
Dept. 101, 44 East 23rd St., New York.

The name of the writer of this interest-

ing and eloquent confession will gladly
be given upon request. The publishers of LITTLE LEATHER LIBRARY
the Little Leather Library—for that is the Dept. 101, 44 East 23rd St., New York.

edition he refers to—have published these P,.... „,„, ™„ ,, ,„ , c . .
. . j i-i

Please send mc the 30 volumes of world s greatest
masterpieces tor men and women like masterpieces, bound in limp Redcroft Leather. I will

him, so that they can read profitably in r>ay toe. postman $2.98 plus postage, but if I am not

spare time. Fifteen minutes a day, usu- lj,
u

},

"lail b°°ks back at your expense within
s" ... <>U days and you are to refund my money at once.

ally spent reading newspaper gossip, will

within a short time give any person a

liberal education in literature.. In publish- Name
ing these works in such form that they
may be easily carried around, a genuine
need has been filled. This is shown by Acl(Iress

the fact that over four million of these
little volumes have been bought by the
American public, without advertising. (Outside U. S. Price S3. 9S cash with order)

millions of plain men and women like

myself. I read because I could not tear

myself away. I began to see why present-

day writers themselves call these greater
men "masters." I became imbued with
ideals of life that had been a closed book.
Great characters in novels, which were
bywords, to educated people, great poems
and essays I had heard of but never read,

became familiar to me.

In an amazingly short time I was a
fairly well-read person. The range of
my reading astonished even myself. I

had become thoroughly familiar with some
of the best writings of all time, and I did

this by saving the minutes I used to spend
in reading newspaper gossip.

The change in my life was marked, both
from a social and practical point of view.
No longer was I embarrassed in the com-
pany of my educated friends. I found I

was as well read as they. No longer did
I feel a secret embarrassment and wish
myself miles off when I had been ignorant.

My opinions and ideas now seemed as

clear-cut as theirs. I could express my-
self. I could talk about something else

than fires, murders, accidents and tittle-

tattle. I no longer had to preface my
remarks with "I see by the papers." More
important, my inner life was revolution-
ized. I had stumbled by chance into a
world that was dark to me before, a
world now opened up by the greatest
minds that perhaps have ever been on
this earth.

And I prospered in business incidentally.

Again I tried to write, and found now I

had something to say, and could say it

in a way that was striking, interesting and
convincing. My imagination had been de-
veloped remarkably. Now I do nothing
but write, and my income is ten times
what it was six years ago.

I philosophize often about these books
and their authors. I look back and re-

alize how much of this Great Show of life

I would have missed had I not become ac-
quainted with them. They present aspects
of life far beyond the humdrum existence
of most of us. They have opened my eyes
—they have opened the eyes of millions
of men like me—to the tragedy and the
gloryr of life, to its humor and to its pain,

to its mystery—and to its meaninsr.

—

M. B. S.
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NoMore
Has The American Woman An Eicusa For/

Wrinkles
Pimples, Blackheads Or

Superfluous Hair
"It seems like Magic, but Helen Clare's results,

though swift, are simply Nature's own:
TJELEN Clare's famous quotation,
** "Wrinkles are the footprints of

Neglect, not time," is supported by
her offer to help any and every woman
who writes to her. "I removed my
own wrinkles," says M'me Clare.

You will see no Blackheads, no
Pimples, no Superfluous Hair on
my fair skin, for in their place I

brought back Loveliness, a Beautiful

Figure andlong, Endearing Eyelashes.

XJELEN Clare's methods are per-** sonal, simple, direct and prompt.
Her results are attested by thousands
of letters. Helen Clare says, "What
I have done for others I will gladly do
for you. Instead of Pimples, Black-
beads, Superfluous Hair, let me bring
to you Beautiful Complexion, Beau-
tiful Figure, Beautiful Eyelashes and
Eyebrows and the Blessings of
Beauty and Happiness."

XJELEN CLARE'S friends call herXA "Beauty Book" her "Book of
Magic," though there is no magic in
it It is a true story of Beauty-Cul-
ture sent free to any woman who is

willing to write for it

T TAKE credit to myself for my own
figure. I believe in what I have done

for myself—that much I know. I wel-

come the opportunity to helpanywom-
an in thelandwho writes to me. Letmy
own Beauty Book tell its own story.

Here are some of the chapters in the Free Beauty Book
How to remove dark circles under the How to remove wrinkles.

eyes. How to develop tifrur".
H^w to remove double chin. How to make long, thick eyelashes andHow to build up sunken cheeks. _ eyebrows.
How to darken gray hair and stop hair How to remove snnorfTuons hnfr.

falling. How to remove biackheaus, pimples andHow to stop perspiration odor. freckles.

«// Send today for Free Beaury Book to^ HELEN CLARE, Suite D-19, 3311 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.

Select your own
subject, then sub-
mit your poem to
us. We write the -

'

music andguaranteepublication. LEO
.
FRIEDMAN, Composer to the Amer-
can people is at the head of our staff. Among
his great successes are "MEET ME TONIGHT
IN DREAMLAND," "LET ME CALL YOU
SWEETHEART." Sales ran into the millions
of copies. Send uy a poem today.

Seton Mniic Co., 920 S. Michigan, Dept.EJJChicigo

78 ONE HUNDRED DOLLAR CASH PRIZES
for the three best titles on each "Top-Notch" Com-
edy. Ask your nearest picture show when they are
showing "Top-Notch" Comedies. See pictures and
win a prize. Plymouth Photoplays. Cleveland.

Thousands Cured

Learn how to cure yourself at home. By the
Feuchtinprer system you can easily secure control
of the Vital Vocal Muscle and obtain results at once.
Your complete success guaranteed by cash bond.
Explanatory book by ereat Voice Master- FREE.
PerfecJ Voice Institute, Siudio, 9581
1922 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, 111.

DR. LAWTON'S Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
will show reduction FOR MEN AND WOMEN
taking place in 11
days or money re-
funded. The Re-
ducer (not electrical)
reduces unsightly
parts promptly, re-
ducing only where
you wish to lose, and
the Lawton Method
dissolves and elimi-
nates superfluous fat
from the system.
Easily followed di-
rections do not re-
quire exercises, starv-
ing, medicine or
treatments : not only
rids you of fat. but
improves appearance
and general health,
brings physical and
mental vigor, and
enables you to re-
gain and retain your
normal weight. Dr. Lawton (shown in picture) re-
duced from 211 to 152 pounds. This reducer and gen-
uine method have been the mealis whereby a great num-
ber of fat people throughout the United States and
elsewhere have easily gotten rid of unhealthy disfig-
uring fatty tissue without discomfort. Any stout man or
woman can obtain these results, whether 10 or 100
lbs. overweight, look better and feel better. The com-
plete cost is $5 00. Send for your reducer tod'iv. Re-
member it is guaranteed. Office hours, 10-4 daily.

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 West 70th St. Dept. 186 New York

wBookletFRE
JPhotopla; Ideas Bring $25 to $200

yon can cash In yonr "happy thoughts" and
am big1 money right in your own home in spare

jj
time. Noprovlousexperlancaneceaaary. Our

I easy home course turns out more successful
enarta write™ than all other schools together*
'rite- nowand ee-t by re torn mall FREE Booklet _

flraluablo Information, Spe-dal Prico and Prlit* Cfler
] Chicago yfrotoplaywrtgtrtCollogo.Bojt 278X1 Chicago

ten

25 1EARS THE STANDARD TffAWmG
SCHOOL FOR THEATRE ARTSALVIEMBSCHOOL

DHAMAIIC ARTS
FOUR SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK ««>•

THEATREAFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES
Write lor catalog mentioning study desired to

D. IRWIN, Secretary
43 W. 72d St. New York City
Between B'way & Central Park West

Hints for Scenario Writers

Continued from page 10

But I know that writing is an ad-

venture—a delightful adventure, if

you will but make it so, and one
which cannot help but be stimulating,

and often valuable, if undertaken in

the proper spirit, with common sense
and a little intelligence. Not every
boy—not even one in a thousand—
who studies law, can sit upon the

supreme court bench; of the count-

less hundreds of girls who study to

become opera singers only a tiny

fraction of one per cent ever see the

diamond horseshoe from behind the

footlights. But if they make an in-

telligent attempt it cannot fail to be

of some value to them. And so it

is with a good deal of pleasure that

I print the following letter which I

recently received.

Dear. Mr. Wright : You may be inter-

ested to know that through reading your
department I have succeeded in selling—
not a scenario—but four stories, and
several little articles and some photo-
graphs—to some magazines. It has been
such a lot of fun—such a new field for

me—that I couldn't resist writing you a

word about it. When I first got the idea

of trying to write, through happening onto
your department, I intended, right away,
to do a story and sell it to Douglas Fair-

banks. Nothing less would have interested

me at that time. Well, I tried, and the

story came back. I tried again, with the

same result. But meanwhile I had been
investigating the field intelligently. I had
read all that you have written on screen
writing that I could get hold of, and, after

a few more attempts, I decided that per-

haps I wasn't ready for so ambitious an
attempt yet, and that perhaps I'd better

begin a little way lower down the ladder,

and then gradually work up. Fortunately,
among other things I read at that time,

was a little book on writing by Charle?
Phelps Cushing, which gave me more
ideas as to how to begin where I ought
to than anything I had ever seen. Selling

a few little things has, of course, given
me a lot of encouragement. I haven't

by any means given up the idea of writ-

ing for the screen, but I'm going to keep
that for an occasional adventure for a

while at least.

I can thoroughly indorse every-

thing that is said by this writer, who
has written to me before, and whose
name is withheld at her request. She
has the attitude which ought to win,

for she is going at it practically. The
book to which she refers is quite well

known to me and is called, "If You
Don't Write Fiction." Books of

that sort are very valuable to per-

sons who are ambitious to write, but

who do not know just how to go

about it in a practical way. And
now, to sum up this paragraph in a

sentence : Make writing an adven-

ture ; have as many golden dreams

about it as you like, aim as high

as you want to, but try at the same

time to go about it in as practical

a way as you can.
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Fugitive Flashes
By A. Split Reel

Some still call it "fillum!"

A heaving chest never made a

movie star.

The eyebrow pencil and the lip-

stick should be used with discretion.

Osmun Liles blames a prominent

Adam's apple for the fact that he

has failed to reach stellar roles in

motion pictures.

'The Heart of Africa" in five

gripping parts has been pronounced
full of strong atmosphere and local

color.

The third reel of "Rome Under
Nero," has been delayed. The studio

ran out of union suits and tin spears.

Another gladsome thought in fa-

vor of the movies—there are no high-

noon street parades.

Percival Ramsbottom, whose work
in "No Mother to Guide Her," was
so strongly praised by all the critics,

is disappointed in motion-picture life.

There is no opportunity to pose in

hotel lobbies.

Sylvanus O. Smucker has an-

nounced his candidacy for president

of the Order of United Movie Fans
on an independent platform. When
interviewed at his bungalow at Wal-
nut Grove by your correspondent,
Mr. Smucker was discovered in the
attic practicing on a B-flat cornet.

He said in part

:

It elected, I promise to abolish il-

lustrated songs and do away with arti-

ficial flowers in all movie theaters. The
throwing of pie dough must be curtailed
to reasonable bounds, and I would suggest
that onion sets be substituted for mam-
mo vie scenes, thus cutting down profiteer-
ing. Wall-paper patterns used recklessly,
crimson rambler beards, and the pouring
of coffee into saucers in banquet scenes
must and shall be eliminated. The use of
the expression "screen" is strongly ob-
jected to by the Confederation of Former
Bartenders, and this reform will also be
inaugurated should I be chosen by the
electorate.

It was while recording secretary
of Hodcarriers' Union, No. 22, that

Mr. Smucker was chosen to repre-
sent his State as a motion-picture
censor, and his record in cutting out
•ill the more intense and exciting

episodes in the films attracted wide
attention. Mr. Smucker eats with
a fork, tucks his napkin under his
chin in the good old-fashioned way,
plays in Stamm's Pythian Band, and
never misses a Chautauqua session.

It is always canning season in mo-
tion-picture land.

A trap drum and a clarinet are

two menaces to motion pictures and
must be sternly suppressed.

The Doorknob Film Company's
wild-animal drama was almost ruined

by scratches on the negative.

"Fanchon the Cricket" pleased a

capacity audience at the Grand last

evening. Real crickets were used in

the second reel.

Laid up at his home with the writ-

er's cramp contracted by autograph-
ing too many eight-by-ten photo-

graphs of himself, Wellington Wales
Aiken, the idol of the screen, talked

in an interesting manner of his work.
"Yes," murmured Mr. Aiken, as

he smoothed his toupee back from
his marblelike forehead. "I love to

meet people ; I love to think that my
humble endeavors in the pictures

carry with them a little mission

;

make life, perhaps, brighter and bet-

ter and bigger for the many. Yes,

before entering motion pictures. I

played Simon Sladc in 'Ten Nights

in a Barroom,' and my imitation of

the wolves in "Davy Crockett' was
an endeavor that won for me much
praise from critics. I love to hearken
back to those halcyon days in the

spoken drama—some day I may re-

turn to the legitimate stage. I hear

it calling me—calling me !"

Mr. Aiken is not at all difficult to

meet. He wears a leather coat,

drives his own car, and is never so

happy as when making personal ap-

pearances. He is now Avorking in

that six-reel, gripping film feature,

"Plome Brew."

Since Iona McConnell sold a two-
reel movie plot she wears horn spec-

tacles and carries a manuscript case

of leather.

Worthington Kotzman Cook, who
wore an oil-cloth cape and carried

a leaky torch in the Blaine campaign,
is a candidate for a censor of mo-
tion pictures. Mr. Cook believes that

motion pictures are only in their in-

fancy.

During the death scenes in the

third reel of "Lost in the Snow," the

Buckeye Block Stringed Orchestra,

especially engaged for the evening,

got the wrong cue sheets, and played

two verses of "A Hot Time in the

Old Town To-night."

FREE LESSONS

IN MUSIC
Largest School Oilers Instruction

Gratis to Ambitious Students

An opportunity that will be eagerly seized

by ambitious music lovers, both young and
old, is being extended this month by the

largest school of its kind in America, the

U. S. School of Music of New York City.

By an entirely new and amazingly simple

and easy method for teaching music—

a

system originated by this institution—more
than 250,000 pupils have been successfully

trained in their own homes to play the

Piano, the Violin, Mandolin, Banjo, Organ,

Cornet, Harp, Sight Singing, Guitar, 'Cello,

Clarinet, Trombone, Piccolo, Flute, Ukulele.

Saxophone, Harmony and Composition and
Sight Singing.

At a recent meeting of the board of

directors the school decided to accept a

limited number of new pupils to whom full

courses of instruction will be given without

charge in order to further advertise this

new system for teaching music by mail.

All those who apply at once will be en-

rolled for free scholarships—only a very

small charge being made to cover the ex-

pense for postage and the sheet music re-

quired for lessons. The school is located

at 225 Fifth Avenue, New York City, and
any one interested can obtain full particulars

simplv by addressing a postal to the Presi-

dent, Mr. D. F. Kemp, Dept. 5312.
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Help him to get started right by giving him
THE BOYS' MAGAZINE.
Send only 25 cents today for a three months'

subscription. By accepting this remarkable
low price olfer you save 35 cents over the news-
stand price as the price per copy is 20 cents.
This is the formative period of your boy's

life. What he will amount to in after years de-
pends largely on what he is reading now. You
want him to be wide-awake, progressive—for-
ward-looking—to develop ideas and initiative
and to learn to make his own way in the world.
You can make him no better gift than a sub-

scription to THE EOYS' MAGAZINE. This
great periodical will give him entertainment,
instruction and the inspiration to accomplish
big things.
Your boy must keep abreast of the times.

What he reads has much to do with what he
THINKS and DOES. Guard him against trashy,
sensational and misleading stories. Give him
the kind of reading which entertains, yet in-
spires and instructs. THE BOYS' MAGAZINE
will develop your boy's initiative, foster right
THINKING and right DOING, and make him a
manly, moral and courageous boy.

Besides a wealth of splendid stories and special arti-
cles earn issue contains departments devoted to Elec-
tricity, Mechanics, Wireless, Popular Science, Athletics
and Physical Training, Editorials, Stamp and Coin Col-
lecting, Moving Picture Plays and Players, Amateur
Photography, Cartooning, Outdoor Sports, Illustrated
Jokes, etc., etc
Send only 25 cents, today, for a three months' sub-

scription. We will refund your money prompUy and
without question if you are not more th3n pleased
with THE BO VS' MAGAZINE. (Remit in stamps if

more convenient.) Address

THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO., Inc.

5i30 Main Street Smethport, Pa.
(THE BOYS' MAGAZINE is on sale at all newsstands.

20 cents a copy.)
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'Am I Going to be

Huck Finn?"
Artists have tried, and failed, to put

Huck Finn on canvas.
So we turned to the photographer. "I

know the very lad," he said, and called
him in.

His freckled face was one ecstatic grin.

"Gee ! am I really going to be Huck
Finn?" he gasped. "There's nothing I've

ever wanted to be so much as Huck

!

Ain't this great !"

Then the camera clicked, and here he is.

Did you ever want to be Huck Finn?
Be him in your mind.

Read

MARK TWAIN
12 Volumes at a Low Price

Humor— Biography— History—Travel— Boys'

Stories—Essays—Novels

FREE—REX BEACH
5 Volumes

Rex Beach is the most
popular writer of thrilling
stories living today. He is

the man who knows, as no
other, the big outdoors that
is the Klondike.

Plenty of humor—plenty
of scrapping—big, rawboned
men who can whip their
weight in wildcats — the
women these men fight for
and die for—all these you
will find in Rex Beach's
vivid, human novels.

Only a Few Sets FREE
Rex Beach now costs you

$2 for each volume in the
book store. But we have
made a small special edition.
As long as this small special
edition lasts, you can have
5 volumes—about $10 worth
of books—absolutely free.

Rex Beach has sacrificed
much of his royalty so that
we can do this on one edition.

If you are prompt you can
get your set free. If you are
too late we will return the
coupon. But don't wait.

Send coupon for both sets
for examination.

Send no money—just the
coupon.

Send it at once.

HARPER & BROTHERS, Est. 1817

HARPER & BROTHERS
106 Franklin Square, New York.

Send me, all charges prepaid, a set of Mark Twain
In 12 volumes, illustrated, bound in handsome preen
cloth, stamped in gold, and Rex Beach in 5 volumes,
bound in red cloth, free. If not satisfied. I will re-
turn them at your expense, otherwise I will send you
$1.50 within 5 days and $2.00 a month for 14 months.

Namo ,

What the Fans Think
On different subjects concerning the screen, as revealed by letters

selected from our mail pouch.

Address . .

.

Occupation

A Protest from a Husband.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
If these picture makers keep on putting

out some kinds of pictures such as they've

been doing lately, mind what I say, there's

going to be a revolution among married
men. I refer to these pictures that make
women think that the thing for them to

do is to go out and rig themselves out in

a lot of classy clothes, no matter whether
they can afford them or not.

My wife dragged me out the other night

to see a picture with Miss Bebe Daniels
in it. I thought it was a silly sort of an
affair, because it was just calculated to

let Miss Daniels wear a whole lot of stun-

ning clothes. But say! what it did to my
wife ! She came out of that theater hyp-
notized! There isn't any other word for

it. And the next night she sprang a new
eighteen-dollar hat on me. ' If this keeps
up I don't know where it will end. I like

pictures, but I think we ought to stick to

sensible ones like those of Bill Hart. Do
I get any seconds to the motion?

J. R. C—Kansas City, Mo.

Seeing Pictures Under Difficulties.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I wonder if it's true that Antonio Mo-

reno is going to quit serials and is going
back to regular pictures? I certainly hope
it is, because I haven't seen him for ages,

and he's my favorite actor.

You see, I go to boarding school, and
our principal thinks-—or, anyway, she says

—that serials are abominable. She says

that the people who act in them aren't

real actors, and that they just depend
upon crazy stunts to get applause, and
that we ought to be above seeing such
things. I don't think she's .right, and I

love serials, but I suppose I'll never see
another until I leave here, anyway.
But we can go to regular pictures once

in a while—that is, we're taken every week
to something that our principal thinks
will be instructive and good for us—and
so, if Mr. Moreno's plays aren't given
some dreadful name, I suppose there's a
chance I'll be able to see him again.

Our principal gets fooled once in a
while, though. For instance, a few weeks
aeo, she told us that we were to see

"The Butterfly M?n." We weren't very
much thrilled, because we thought, as she
did, that it would be about some nice old
gentleman who went around catrhine but-
terflies. But when we got to the theater
and saw that the star was Lew Cody—we
nearly fell over! Our prinrinal didn't

know who Lew Cody was, but we did,

and before we went in we fixed up a
nlan by which we were to take turns go-
ing out to get a drink, so that she couldn't
hurry us out. The picture hadn't much
more than started before she saw her
mistake, and tried to get us together to

take us away. But we saw to it that

there was always some one missing, and
so we managed to see the picture through.

Oh, dear! Did any ever see movies
under such difficulties?

"Danine."—Lake Forest, 111.

"Way Down East" a Disappointment.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
D. W. Griffith's production of "Way

Down East" has gotten a lot of praise.

It will probably get a whole lot more. But
I was not nearly so impressed as I had
hoped to be when I saw this picture at the
Forty-fourth Street Theater in New York,
shortly after its sensational premiere open-
ing.

The action of the play was good, but
it lacked coherence. It seemed to be sep-
arated into two distinct episodes, each
rather remarkable in itself, but each an-
tagonistic to the other. The actors who
had charge of the serious half of the plot

handled their parts with wonderful feel-

ing and got in some good strong heart

pulls. The humorous parts might have
scored a hit if segregated in two reels by

themselves. But such a mixture of

dramatic appeal and slapstick comedy is

a little hard to digest. You won't find

living together in one community a group
of persons who are serious from the word
go, lacking even the germ of a sense of

humor, and others who haven't the slight-

est idea of what it means to be serious.

Human beings aren't built that way.

Everybody is serious to a certain extent,

and everybody has some sense of humor,

imperceptible though it may be. This

fault is in no way peculiar to "Way Down
East." It is one of the commonest on the

screen. Producers seldom bring out the

little humorous points in the personalities

of their otherwise emotional characters

That "Way Down East" is built on human
nature may be true, but that it is built of

human nature is far from fact.

The point of the plot is one that should

reach th^ heart of every human being in

the world. Many of us think and live,

often unconsciously, in accordance with a

double system of morals. It is very easy

to excuse the real villain for "sowing his

wild oats," and condemn the innocent suf-

ferer who is unable to remove the mark
' of Cain. "Way Down East" tries to put

this over with a crash, but riehthere is

another weak noint. It defeats its pur-

pose by emploving a too spectacular

climax. We leave the theater marveling
at the wonders of the break-uo of the ice

iamb, and dancing with excitement over

the melodramatic—and verv inartistic

—

rescue at the very brink of the falls. We
forget that the hero is willing to marry
a woman who has experienced mother-
hood through a mock marriaee; that he
is broadminded enough to pardon her for

sins that were thrust upon her in her

youthful ignorance.

To my mind, if a good portion of the

spectacular scenes, for which this produc-

tion is lauded to the skies, were scrapped

:

the burlesnue, slattstick comedv renlaced

by a brand of humor more, in keeping

with the rest of the picture—and this brand

of humor can be found in great volume in

New England life—and the whole produc-

tion cut down to about six reels, 'Way
Down East" would stand a fair chance of

being a classic, to be passed on for the
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enjoyment of future generations. It is

not size, alone, that makes a great movie.

E. Sidney Rawson—Brooklyn, X. Y.

"We Look to the U. S. A."

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I look forward each month to this sec-

tion of the magazine, and hope that what
I have to say will interest your other

readers as some of their remarks have in-

terested me.

Some time back in "The Observer's"
department there was a plea for balance

between star, story, and director, but I

think a vital factor was omitted, which
the people look to the screen to provide.

My point is that you must play up to a

high ideal. Two pictures that got home
here were "Pettigrew's Girl" and "A
Sporting Chance," both Ethel Clayton pic-

cures, one with Monte Blue and the other

with Jack Holt, Xot great productions

with vast sums of money sunk in them,

but real human stories, ably interpreted

by good casts.

Don't you think it a slur on real art to

see the established stars having plays cut

and twisted about to fit their stunt acting,

so that one can anticipate what to expect
as soon as the name of the star is known?
We look to the U. S. A. for the lead-

Europe is so deficient in technical ex-
cellence and has no message—it seems as

though players cannot be found on this

$ide who have youth, talent, and physical

charm. We have no three like Monte
Blue, Jack Holt, and Bert Lytell—artists
every one. And, to quote Priscilla Dean,
we have "too many pretty- nothings ab-

sorbing much valuable film and directors'

time, not to mention the long-suffering

oublic's."

"Forward"—Leeds, England.

Some Inside Information.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

This is neither criticism nor comment

—

lust reminiscence and a bit of gossip. I

am a movie enthusiast. When I was seven
I started singing in the old Bijou, back
in South Dakota. I sang there twice a
night for three years. Then I came to

California. Did you ever hear of Im-
perial Valley? Well, this was ten or
twelve years ago,, when at first there were
no movies. One fall they built an "Air-
dome." In February I was thirteen, and
shortly afterward I started singing there
and playing the player piano—and "man-
aging" the youngsters down in front. I

chose my own songs, and even learned
how to run the projection machine, so

'hat if the operator left, the show wouldn't
be crippled. (He never left!)

Since then I've learned still more. I

trained as a nurse and was graduated
from a hospital in Los Angeles, where I
had many of the celebrities for patients

—

Billie Rhodes, Blanche Sweet. Fay Tincher
—and oh, many others. All this time I

was movie mad! I'm married now—but
'-till go to the movies three or four times
a week.

Every day I see many of the celebrities
down on the beach. One day—the day
that his wife startled the world by an-
nouncing her woes—I saw Charlie Chap-
lin buying a "hot dog," and the same day
I saw Pauline Curley eating an ice cream
sandwich. I saw Stewart Patton without
his glasses, and Milton Sills drinking grape

cider. All in one day! And I often see

Fatty Arbuckle's mammoth car in front

of Sunset Inn. Little Man.- Anderson
lives very near us, and—oh, I won't bore
you any longer!

Mrs. D. M.—Santa Monica, Cal.

I'll Teach You Piano
In Quarter Usual Time
To persons who have not pre-
viously heard of my method, this
may seem a pretty bold statement.
But 1 will gladly convince you ol
its accuracy by referring you to
any number of my graduates in
any part of the world.
There isn't a state in the Union that

doesn't contain a score or more skilled play-

ers of the piano or organ who obtained their

entire training from me by mail. I have far

more students than were ever before taught

by one man. Investigate by writing for my
64 page free booklet, "How to Learn Piano or

Organ."
My way of teaching

piano or organ is en-
tirely different from all

others. Out of every
four hours of study,
one hour is spent en-
tirely away from the
keyboard— 1 earning
something about Har-
mony and The Laws of
Music. This is an aw-
ful shock to most teach-
ers of the "old school."
who still think that
learning piano is solely
a problem of ''finger

gymnastics." When you
do go to the keyboard,
you accomplish twice as
much, because you un-
derstand what you are
doing. Within four les-

sons I enable you to
play an interesting piece
not* only in the original
key, but in all other
keys as well.

I make use of every
possible scientific help—many of which are
entirely unknown to the
average teacher. My
patented invention, the
COLOROTOXE. sweeps
away playing difficulties

that have troubled stu-
dents for generations.
By its use Transposition
—usually a "nightmare"
to students—becomes
easy and fascinating.
With my fifth lesson I

introduce another im-
portant and exclusive
invention, QTJINN-DEX.
Quinn-Dex is a simple,
hand-operated moving
picture device, which
enables you to see. right
before your eyes, every
movement of my hands
at the keyboard. You
actually see the fingers
move. Instead of hav-
ing to reproduce your
teacher's finger move-
ments from Memory—
which cannot be al-
ways accurate—y o u
have the correct models
before you during every
minute of practice. The
COLOROTOXE and
QFIXX-DEX save you
months and years of

wasted effort. They can be obtained only
from me. and there is nothing else, anywhere,
even remotely like them.

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory of Music

Studio JM, 598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

DR. QUINN AT HIS PIANO-From the famous sketch

by Schneider, exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition.

Men and women who have failed by all

other methods have quickly and easily at-
tained success when studying with me. In
all essential ways you are in closer touch with
me than if you were studying by the oral
method—yet my lessons cost you only 43
cents each—and they include all the many
recent developments in scientific teaching.
For the student of moderate means, this
method of studying is far superior to all

others, and even for the wealthiest students
there is nothing better at any price. You may
be certain that your progress is at all times
in accord with the best musical thought of
the present day. and tliis makes all the dif-
ference in the world.

My Course is endorsed by distinguished mu-
sicians who would not recommend any course
but the best. It is for beginners or experi-
enced players, old or young. You advance as
rapidly or as slowly as you wish. All neces-
sary music is supplied without extra charge.
A diploma is granted. Write to-day. without
cost or obligation, for 64-page free booklet.
"How to Learn Fiano or Organ."

FREE BOOK COUPON

QUINN CONSERVATORY. Studio JM
598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

Please send me. without cost or obliga-
tion, your free booklet. "How to Learn
Piano or Organ." and full particulars of
vour Course and special reduced Tuition
offer.

Name

Address.

JUST WHAT YOU WANT

ON SEA FARM
OR RANCH

ONLY
99CENTS

ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE MADE TOON NEW SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.
Positively such a good Telescope was never sold for this price before. Eastern Telescopes ar»
made by one of the largest manufacturers of telescopes in America: we control entire production:
measure closed S inches and open over 2 1 -. feet in 4 sections. They are nicely brass bound, witj.

scientifically ground lenses. Guaranteed ty the maker. Every sojourner in the country or at the
seaside resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no farmer should be without
one. The scenery just now is beautiful. A Telescope will aid you in taking views. Objects are
brought to view with astonishing clearness. Sent by mail or express, safely packed, prepaid, for

only"~99 cents. Our new Catalogue of Watches, etc.. sent with each order. This is a grand offer

and yon should not miss ir. We warrant each telescope just as represented or money refunded.
Send 99 cents today. To dealers 6 for Fcir Dollars.

EASTERN NOVELTY CO.. DEPT. 53. 172 E. 93d STREET. NEW YORK.
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A Big Raise
in Salary

Is Very Easy to Get, If You
Go About It in the Right Way
You have often heard of others
who doubled and trebled their

salaries in a year's time. You
wondered how they did it. Was
it a pull? Don't you think it.

When a man is hired he gets
paid for exactly what he does,
there's no sentiment in business. It's

preparing for the future and knowing
what to do at the right time that
doubles and trebles salaries.

Remember When You
Were a Kid

and tried to ride a bike for the very
first time? You thought that you would
never learn and then—all of a sudden
you knew how, and said in surprise:

"Why it's a cinch if you know how."
It's that way with most things, and get-

ting a job with big money is no excep-
tion to the rule, if you know how.

We Will Show You How
Without loss to you of a single working
hour, we can shuw you a sure way to
success and big pay. A large number
of men in each of the positions listed

are enjoying their salaries because of
our help—we want to help you. Make
check on the coupon against the job
you want and we will help you get it.

Write or print yourname on the coupon
and send it in today.

American School of Correspondence
Dept. G 1 76 Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

American School of Correspondence,
Dept. G-176 Chicago, 111.

I want job checked — tell me how to get it.

....Architect
85.000 to $15,000

... Building Contractor
$5,000 to $10,000

....Automobile Engineer
84,000 to $10,000

....Automobile Repairman
$2,500 to $4,000

....Civil Engineer
$5,000 to $15,000

....Structural Engine* r
$4,000 to $10,000

....Business Manager
$5,000 to $15,000

... Certified Public Ac-
countant $7,000 to $15,000
....Accountant & Auditor

$2,500 to $7,000
....Draftsman & Designer

$2,500 to $4,000
....Electrical Engineer

$4,000 to $10,000
....General Education

In one year

..Lawyer
$5,000 to $15,000

..Mechanical Engineer
84,000 to $10,000

..Shop Superintendent
83,000 to $7 000

..Employment Manager
$4,000 to $10,000

..Steam Engineer
$2,000 to $4,000

..Foreman's Course
$2,000 to $4,000

..Photoplay Writer
$2,000 to $10,000

..Sanitary Engineer
$2,000 to $5,000

..Telephone Engineer
$2,500 to $6,000

..Telegraph Engineer
$2,500 to $5,000

..High School Graduate
In two years

..Fire Insurance Expert
$3,000 to $10,000

Name

Address..
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On the Fort Lee Ferry

How movie life appears to some of

the extras on their way to work.

By Harold Seton

DO you get all your jobs direct

from the studios, or do you
go to the agents?"

"Oh, direct, always ! I only went
to an agent once, when I first started

in the pictures. It was Mr. Blank,

who supplies all the people for the

Anonymous studio. He said he
could put me in a swell reception

scene if I had an extra-handsome
evening gown. I thought it was go-
ing to be a fine chance, and would
lead to big results, so I paid six dol-

lars for a cloth-of-gold sash, and four
dollars for some crystal fringe trim-
ming. At the end of the day Mr.
Blank gave me a dollar and a quar-
ter ! So I was out eight seventy-five

on the deal!"

"There is that woman and her two
little girls, Ella and Bella

!"

"Ain't it shameful the way she
drags them around from studio to

studio every day of the year, hot or
cold, rain or shine?"

"She never does a blame thing

herself, but just makes them children

support her \"

"Some people say they ain't chil-

dren at all, but dwarfs, kept small by
being soaked with whisky \"

"I ain't never heard that ! I guess
they're kids all right ! But they say
she starves them, so as to make them
look sad ! They're awful good in

sad scenes ! Some one told me they
don't get nothing to eat but fish

bones and orange peels
!"

"I'm on a pitcher with Celia
Lloyd ! And the airs she puts on
would make you sick! You know
she used to be a chambermaid in a
cheap hotel \"

"Oh, most of the star actresses is

terrible common ! I've been working
with Constance Collins. She thinks
she's something great, but people say
she used to be a cash girl at the five-

and-ten
!"

"Just like Marguerite May, used
to be a waitress at Childs' twenty or
thirty years ago

!"

"But what makes me madder than
anything is all this fuss about Mary
May Marvel. Do you know what
she used to do before she made a
hit in the movies? She used to be
a ragpicker, and everybody in Los
Angeles can tell you so ! They re-

member when she used to go around
with her grandfather, calling out
'Rags and bottles!'"

/ Onr Composer will
W write the music—a e'll

'have complete song

r
printed and copyrighted

in yourname according to
our special plan.

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject

Edouard Hesselber&,
Our leading Composer is a
world's famous pianist, ap-
pearing in concerts with
such celebrated singers as
Sembrich, Nordics and de
Reszke. Amonfe his great-

est sonfe successes are,

"IF I WERE A ROSE"
of which a million copies
have been sold.

Don't let another day go
by without submitting a
poem to us. Do it today.

The Metropolitan Studios
Department 219

916S. Mich. Ave.,Chica&o
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Who'll Be Who in 1921?
A panoramic prediction of what the screen will offer in the coming year,

including a discussion of the tendencies along which producers, authors,

and directors are working, and a forecast as to the relative position to be

earned or maintained by the leading players.

ILLUSTRATED By
L U I T R U G O

Next year will

mark the return

of the costume

play.

FORETELLING the film events of 1921 is like

prophesying the future of Russia, the policies

of our next president after he's in office, or the

style of Miss Gloria Swanson's next coiffure.

Even the Sibyl and Python of Greece, inspired by
flagons from Bacchus, couldn't do it, so how ticklish

for a home-brew prophet.

However, the unaccountable
fulfillment of my divination for

1920 has engendered within me
the courage of my own predic-

tions. I make them without the

aid of ouija, liquor, or fumes
from aught but hump cigarettes

and gift stogies.

I offer this preface as extenu-

ation in the event of any omis-

sion such as that of last year
when I failed to crown Mr. Har-
rison Ford with sufficient tinsel,

thereby targeting myself for a

barrage of well-honed epistles.

In making the attendant prog-
nosis I confess to seance with various screen Solons

—

exhibitors, producers, clubwomen, taxi drivers, society
leaders, chambermaids, pawnbrokers, and my confreres
and sceurs of this estimable publication. Thus I speak
with something more than mine own authority.

Briskly tabulated, the red-letter events on the new
calendar are:

Consolidation of producing units under the golden
wing of Wall Street.

Continued decrease in number of productions.

Herbert Howe's Forecast

Influx of European-made pictures.

Further reapportioning of spoils and electric honors,

the author getting a larger share of the bacon.

Renascence of the costume play.

Descent of many stars and ascent of very few.

Some revolt from conventionalities such as the slob-

ber ending, Pollyannacy, "punch," sex jim-jam-jim-
mery, sainted heroes and hero-

ines, and life as viewed by Daisy
Ashford.

i3 cne of most important critical con-
tributions of the yeir concerning
motion pictures. Brilliantly written,
and backed by a thorough knowledge
of the film industry, it is recognized
as an annual guide-post, not only by
PICTURE-PLAY'S large following
among the fans, but also by the men
and women of the industry, who re-

gard Mr. Howe as an authority on
matters pertaining to the screen.

CUSTOM-MADE PICTURES.

I feel optimistic about the pic-

tures of next year. They cannot

be more stupid than those of the

past. Surely the endurance, or

prostration, of the public during

the 1920 siege of duds was
heroic. Perhaps the war left us

supine. At least we were easily

fed with patent baby food. This
monotony of the movies is

hardly more obvious than that

of many other products. For
this hebetude the public may or may not be to blame.

St. John Irvine politely attributes our quiescence to "the

standardization of thought." The manufacturers of

pictures have the same reverence for uniformity as have
the manufacturers of hand-me-downs and corned willy.

The Laskys. Laemmles, Goldwyns. and Inces observe

the same methods as the Armours, Rosenheimers. Wool-
worths, and Childs. Whether or not this policy of
standardization can be applied with the same com-
mercial advantage to pictures as to bologna, dime nov-
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The Wall Street influence

is slowly welding the

units of the film industry.

stands quite alone. George Loane Tucker has reared a lofty standard
with his "Miracle Man." King Vidor by "The Jackknife Man" mani-
fests the courage to ignore box-office formulas. He needs only the

proper scenario counsel to make him a great general of the photo
play. Von Stroheim promises to bring to the screen a genre of

realism such as given the novel by certain Russian and German
writers. Cecil B. De Mille's productions continue to have

the smartness and realism of Robert W. Chambers' fic-

tion—and a similar popularity. Frank Borzage was
the directorial discovery of the year. In "Humor-

esque" he displays a
strained, smooth, and

style

very
re-

hu-

elties, and wheat-cake palaces is a question. We know
that the public has responded most favorably to the
"radical" Von Stroheim, who merely substitutes a dash
of Continental cayenne for the sugar of Americanism.
He was instantly hailed by a public all hopped up from
this tiny kick in its film chow.
The Wall Street influence is slowly welding the units

of the film industry. Some decry the fact. They say
it places art in the market with hogs and cheese. It

seems to me that movie art always has been in that

market, but never had the advantage of the market's
capital. The danger of monopoly does not seem great.

If a complete combine is effected, bringing a decrease
in quality and increase of price, as is characteristic of
monopolies, the stage will return to competition. And
we always have the alternative of staying at home and
playing the phonograph.

CONCERNING D. W. GRIFFITH.

Those directors who broke away from the "combine"
to head their own companies during the past year have
been so busy emancipating themselves and setting their

names in the proper-sized type that they haven't had
time to make good pictures. D. W. Griffith's "Way
Down East" caused the greatest vibration. The chief
merit of this conglomeration of serial thrill, melo. low
comedy, and ice, cannot be attributed so much to direc-
tion as to the glowing emotion of Miss Lillian Gish,
penetrating the silent barrier and giving to the screen
a voice. I do not mean to join those Pekingese critics

who are trying to make themselves heard by barking
at Mr. Griffith. To him we owe the pictorial ideal

—

"Broken Blossoms." He has been the mentor of the
cinema through its croupy period and even now is do-
ing as much, if not more, than any one to put it in long
pants. So aware are we of his suneriority that Ave

will not accept in his hors d'ocuvre the same culls we
devour without a murmur in the slumgullion of Metro
or Universal. Since Mr. Griffith cannot forecast his

plans for next year, I will not attempt the feat. I be-

lieve he is considering "Ben Hur," "Turn to the Right,"

and "Java Head."

THE DIRECTORS OF 1921.

The stars and directors of the first zone are each

planning to limit the number of their productions to

four. This ausatrs well. Time and money usually

prove fair collaborators. While I still look upon Mr.
Griffith as the director most capable of breaking down
old traditions and creating new modes, he no longer

man. I started to pre-

dict—and then I heard
he was assigned to

direct Miss Marion
Davies. Supplied with

the proper materials, Mr. Borzage may fall in line with

the stellar directors of next year. Two directors of

superior excellence who have been unpostered will come
into prominence. They are Jerome Storm, responsible

for the human, even tenor of Charles Ray's pictures,

and Irvin V. Willat, who created, under the supervision

of Thomas H. Ince, one of the best 1920 pictures

—

"Behind the Door." Fitzmaurice's understanding of the

importance of beauty as an element in screen composi-
tion assures some things of fine texture from him. If

Tourneur can find it profitable to treat of poetical sub-

jects, as he did of "The Blue Bird," he will be a pro-

gressive. It seems impossible for him to give the same
expression to human beings that he does to environ-

ment. He is an artist in atmosphere rather than in

drama. Allen Holubar in his latest picture, draped
about man, woman, and marriage, flashes back to the

skin and toga ages, thus preparing himself and the

public for the costume play which he will present next

year. As for Marshall Neilan, he has every chance to

excel his opera of this year.

THE PHOTO DRAMATISTS.

The reapportioning of spoils and advertising honors

continues and will continue until a correct balance is

calculated at the box offices. The author has been en-

joying an inning, and I believe he now has the greatest

responsibility of all contributors to screen entertain-

ment. Nearly every scribe has a chance to go on trial.

Thus far, very few novelists and playwrights have

shown photo-dramatic fitness. They have considered

the screen only as a secondhand dump for their prod-

ucts. Of those who have entered the studio, Rex
Beach appears most successful. Jesse Lasky recently

made a pilgrimage to Europe to secure the past, pres-

ent, and future products of the English writers. His

emissaries have penetrated Germany.
But until the writer collaborates with the director or

supplies him with real photographic drama there will

be little change in screen literature. Just now C. Gard-

ner Sullivan is, in my opinion, the scenarioist laureate.

He has innumerable pictures to his credit and scarcely

a bad one. He is the only screen dramatist whose name
could wheedle me to the theater.

_
Mr. Sullivan con-

ceives his stories, writes their continuity, and then fol-

lows them on to the set to aid in their picturization.

This is about the only way that a story gets to film as

written.

Rudyard Kipling has been signed by Pathe to write

directly for the screen. Randolph Lewis, an excellent
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continuity writer, who can distinguish drama that will

photograph from that which will not, has gone to Eng-
land as a technical adviser for Mr. Kipling. Now if

Pathe can obtain a director who will make a literal

translation of the Kipling stories, we shall have a treat.

Mr. Kipling, by the way, is to receive fifteen per cent

of the receipts upon his pictures. This is the best in-

ducement so far offered, I believe, to a playwright, as

it gives him a royalty such as he would get from the

stage drama.

THE RENASCENCE OF THE COSTUME PLAY.
During the year just closing, as it was predicted from

this adytum, we had the drama of metaphysical theme.
Next year will mark the renascence of the costume
play, as pretypified by "Romance," "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde," "If I Were King," and "Milestones." Only the

price asked for "Ben Hur" prohibits us from seeing
that drama in pictorial form, a prohibition which
D. W. Griffith is likely to break. There also is some
talk of reproducing "Quo Vadis." J. Gordon Edwards,
who long has been on intimate terms with kings and
queens, will contribute "The Queen of Sheba" to his

gallery, which already includes "Cleopatra," "Salome,"
and "Du Barry." Betty Blythe should do much to

popularize the queen even among "Reds."
Other shadows of the past will form in silver pag-

eantry next year. The only reason for prejudice
against the costume play has been the style of its

presentation. Directors, as a rule, seem to become
theatrical as soon as they deal with characters in cos-

tume. They forget that life of yesterday was precisely
the same as of to-day. Clothes do not change people

;

neither does time. We could be as much engrossed in

Caesar's worries about the ides of March as in our own
worry about how to meet the income tax, providing
Csesar swore a few, tried to dodge, and came through
in an entirely human way. We do not want a textbook
history on the screen ; we want living drama.

REMOVING THE STAYS.
So long as writers continue to write "with the screen

in mind," we may hope for little that is different.

While learning to construct drama that will photograph,
the less heed they pay to screen plays of the past the

better will be screen plays of the future. The photo
play has been corseted by conventionalities which pre-
vented any liberty of expression. Every producer has
a patent formula of "musts" and "must nots." The
heroine must never do anything dishonorable or nat-

urally unconventional. The hero must never manifest
any of the bad traits that make a man. Every picture

must have love interest, i. e., sex interest. No matter

how illogical, each drama must culminate in matri-
mony, that being the conception of a "happy ending,"
despite the not uncommon opinion that the happiest
ending is in release therefrom. But the movies are firm

in the belief that all romance ends in dishwater and
darned socks. Until the success of "Behind the Door"
and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," there was temerity

toward any realism that was unpleasantly real. These
pictures proved the fallacies of any formula of what the

public wants. Mr. Griffith made the drive that shattered
tradition. Wiseacres of the industry will tell you "Bro-
ken Blossoms" was a financial failure, evidence positive

that the public wants tragedy only in the undertaking
parlor and chinks only in the kitchen. The records in

the offices of the United Artists show that "Broken Blos-

soms" earned a neat percentage of profit. Perhaps it

was not as great a percentage as earned by such pot-

boilers as "A Fool There Was," "Male and Female."
"Sex," and others in line with "Minnie, the Wild Girl"

carnivals. Considering that it was stark tragedy, that

it dared to have a Yellow Man for a hero instead of

"a clean young American," that it ventured to indicate

virtue in the "heathen" and hypocrisy in the "Chris-

tian," "Broken Blossoms"' was a triumph of truth and
beauty. No matter what horrific clucks were emitted

by the Samanthas of our virtuous land, "Broken Blos-

soms" was recognized by the majority as a classic crea-

tion which will earn paeans when the good Samanthas
have joined the Yellozv Men and Lucys in the harp
squad.

A more recent indicator of popular currents is King
Vidor's "The Jackknife Man." It is devoid of all sex

sentiment which has been considered the salt of movie
mixtures. At the Strand Theater in New York it was
applauded enthusiastically by paying crowds. From
such iconoclasm we learn that the public is more open
to conviction than most of our producers. A fine

transcription of life, even though tragic, and without

sex thrill, will be appreciated. Popular taste is not so

moron that it tolerates only sex quackery, Horatio
Alger popgunnery, and Pollyanna praline.

THE TEN FAVORITE FAIR.

The visible personnel always is the most interesting

topic of screen prophecy. Who will be who in the new
vear lends light? First, the feminine who's who, since

that's the more decoying.

Mary Pickford was canonized long ago. She is the

divine one of pictures. Her supremacy will endure as

has Bernhardt's of the stage. No matter how eager

one may be to adore at the shrine of Alia or Lillian or

the wag-wigged Dorothy, the first genuflexion must be
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made to Mary. There seems to me to be a triune of

great screen actresses : Lillian Gish, Alia Nazimova, and
Mary Pickford. The rest are simply ladies who act.

While this is merely a personal impression, it is im-
personally rendered, for I confess I am a more regu-

lar attendant, perhaps, at movie services when Miss
Dorothy Gish presides than I am when one of the trin-

ity is pulpited.

Since Woolworth has standardized the numeral ten,

I'll enumerate the ten ladies who, I believe, will exer-

cise the greatest puissance at the ticket window of 1921.

The first ten

:

Mary Pickford, Nazimova, Lillian Gish, Norma Tal-

madge, Dorothy Gish, Constance Talmadge, Betty
Compson, Anita Stewart, Viola Dana, Corinne Grif-

fith.

It is quite beyond my oracular power to determine
the relative popularity of the ten; hence I claim no ex-

actness in their order of mention. Much depends upon
their fortunes in the matter of stories, direction, ex-
ploitation, and circulation, quite aside from their per-

sonal worth and attraction.

I believe that Lillian Gish and Betty Compson will

make the greatest individual advances in popularity.

They intrigue the most speculation. Miss Gish has
amazed some of us to the brink of declaring her the

finest actress of the age. Knowing that she has quali-

ties unrevealed as yet to the camera, I consider her
the most interesting subject for observation. Miss
Compson in "The Miracle Man" took our breath away,
and to date has not returned the same; hence we are

particularly concerned ahout her. Norma Talmadge
and Alia Nazimova divided honors last year in the mat-

ter of bad stories with inept productions. If Nazi-

mova would secure expert technical aids she might do
justice to her genius. The Talmadge fillcs certainly

have a constituency among women concerned with fash-

ions, which includes, I suppose, the whole Eve vote.

Further than that I scarcely comprehend. Dorothy
Gish is by far the best comedienne in pantomime, but
so scant has been her material that at times she ap-

peared to be doing a clownish monologue. She should
be supplied with stories and real characters, such as

the Little Disturber, of satire rather than burlesque.

Anita Stewart is the ideal American girl. Breezy light

comedies matching her vivacity would be more suit-

able than such diamond dickery as "The Yellow Ty-
phoon." She has had some shoddy misfits both in

stories and direction, particularly the latter. Viola

Dana is the American la petite. She's the bantam hope.

If Yitagraph circulated its publications as generally as

Paramount, Corinne Griffith undoubtedly would extend
her thrall. I believe she will be in the major group next
year. She is the embodiment of perfumed femininity

and high-sexed charm.
Following close in potential attraction are the Misses

Alice Joyce, Mae Murray, Constance Binney, Katharine
MacDonald, Dorothy Phillips, Shirley Mason, and Jean
Paige.

There has been a somewhat irrational starring of

leading women during the past year. Among those

who have yet to prove their right to electricitv are

Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels, Justine Johnson, Eileen

Percy, Louise Lovely, Edith Roberts, Carmel Myers,

Jane Novak, Gladys Walton, Hope Hampton, and
Martha Mansfield.

SOME STELLAR PREDICTIONS.

Yery few stars will be created next year. Those best

aualified to be among the few are:

Florence Vidor, who eventually will star under the

supervision of her husband, King Vidor.

Betty Blythe, an orchidaceous charmante who no
doubt will be a star after her presentation in "The
Queen of Sheba."

Colleen Moore, favorably considered by such authori-

ties as King Vidor and Marshall Neilan.

Marguerite de la Motte, who revealed ability in

"Trumpet Island," and who, I'm told, is considered a

comer by no less than Mary Pickford.

Ann May, a flame-colored bijou with a sparkle of
comedy.
Ann Forrest, capable of whimsicality and vivid pathos

as projected from a bit in "The Prince Chap."
Gloria Swanson, scarcely more than a manikin, yet

with beauty sufficient to market her marble.

Continuing with slight variation along the same level

as that of the last year, with retrogression more liable

than advance, are Ethel Clayton, Blanche Sweet, Billie

Burke, Dorothy Dalton, Alice Brady, May Allison,

Bessie Love, Clara Kimball Young, Enid Bennett,

Madge Kennedy, Mary Miles Minter, Alice Lake,
Vivian Martin, Louise Glaum, Priscilla Dean, and
Elaine Hammerstein.

THE OLD ORDER CHANGETH.

Once it was that stars sought the studios when the

stage failed to appreciate. The condition is now the

reverse. When the lowly film fan thumbs his nose,

the star hits for the stage door. Some of the most
eloquent actresses of the stage have been able to trans-

fer their talents to celluloid only with tepid success.

Others have enjoyed a profitable term, but now find

the stage offers greater profits. Elsie Ferguson always
has been more effective in footlights than in shadows.
She will devote most of her attention to the stage.

Geraldine Farrar plans to specialize in voice. Theda
Bara is blue-flaming around the country to financial

advantage. Although her mystic hocus-pocus has been
kidded, she still would excite curiosity if she returned

to pictures. Other stars who, sooner or later, may be

claimed exclusively by the stage are Pauline Fred-

erick, Bessie Barriscale, Dorothy Dalton, Madge Ken-
nedy, Doris Kenyon, Alice Brady, and Clara Kimball
Young.
Ruth Roland has succeeded Pearl White as serial

queen. She probably will not attain the phenomenal
popularity of la belle Pearl. Nor will Miss White as

a feature star equal her serial popularity. Her status

in the five-reel set has yet to be determined. Other
popular damsels of the risky drama are Edith John-
son, Pauline Curley, and Juanita Hansen.

LADIES IN WAITING.

The leading ladies most engaged and engaging are

Grace Darmond, Marjorie Daw, Doris May, Beatrice

la Plante, Florence Deshon, Leatrice Joy, Carol Demp-
ster, Lila Lee, Seena Owen, Edna Purviance, Helen

Jerome Eddy, Jane Novak, Dagmar Godowsky, Rose-

mary Theby, Anna O. Nilsson, Sylvia Breamer, Helene

Chadwick, Mary Thurman, Ann Luther, Ann Little.

Alma Rubens, Lois Wilson, Helen Ferguson, Mae
Busch, Francelia Billington, Betty Ross Clark. Lillian

Hall. Naomi Childers, Gladys George, Elinor Fair,

June Elvidge. Yola Vale, Olive Tell, Fritzi Brunette,

Alma Tell, Elinor Field, Lucille Carlisle, Mildred Davis,

Ruth Stonehouse. Mary Anderson, Marguerite Show.
Alice Terry, Estelle Taylor, Winifred. Westover, Sylvia

Breamer, Rubye de Remer, Myrtle Stedman, Nancy
Deaver, and May McAvoy.

Although not among the stars in popularity. Mary
Alden surpasses most of them in ability. Among other

actresses of character roles who have bolstered a play

Continued on page 86



Try This with Your Victrola

It's the trot of the Four Horsemen. Incidentally the

latest step of Rudolph Valentino toward screen fame.

By Charles Carter

THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE" will set the pace for syncopation.

The Ibahes novel when unreeled will introduce a new dance originated and executed by
Rudolph Valentino, who might be said to be putting his best foot forward toward film fame.

Valentino already has been seen in "E3Tes of Youth" with Clara Kimball Young, in

"Ambition" with Dorothy Phillips, and in "The Cheater" with May Allison. But in "The
Four Horsemen"- he reverts to the occupation of dancing which employed him at Rector's

with Bonnie Glass, at the Winter Garden, and on the Keith vaudeville circuit. Incidentally, he
plays the vivid role of Julio, for which he seems born. Julio, you may recall, was a dancer,

a romantic devil, and handsome in a foreign way.
Valentino was born in Tarnto, Italy. His father was a captain in the Italian cavalry.

Rudolph hearkened to paternal advice and spent four years at the Royal Military College of

Agriculture at Genoa, graduating with a plowman's degree.
_
At the age of eighteen he

came to the United States, intending to make a furrow for himself as a Western rancher.

He tarried too long in New York, however, where he met a number of theatrical people.

Although he had never taken a dancing lesson- in his Italian life, he was considered an ex-

cellent "find" by Bonnie Glass, who engaged him a> her partner.



Not for Publication
Marjorie Daw was afraid she
wouldn't "sound like an actress."

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

UT don't print anything I actually say," whispered
Marjorie Daw confidentially, "because I'm not

a real actress in the sense that people insist 'real

actresses' should be. I'm just a. regular American girl

- trying," she added with a boyish grin, "to get along."

Flitting from one leading role to another, first in

Fairbanks' acrobatics, then in Neilan productions, has
not affected the demure Daw girl a little bit. She gives

the impression of youth eternal and May parties and
high-school days and springtime. She is a flapper, to

the manner born—a young edition of all the queens

that have graced the light-

comedy stage in the past.

Her poise is still unstudied,

her air wistful, her walk hap-
pily carefree and quite unlike

the Rolls Royce swing affected

by many of our foremost
stars.

"I want to do some ragged,

poor-girl roles, like Mary
Pickford has done.. I want
to do characters that are real

and human." Incidentally

Miss Pickford is her ideal,

with Tommy Meighan lining

up as her favorite male of

the gelatin strips. Her choice

is explained by her love of

humanness in pictures. "To
me Marshall Neilan ranks

first among directors," de-

clared Miss Daw, as she

perched on a desk in her
wicker-and-chintz dressing

room. "And he's a circus

when he directs. We did

'Don't Ever Marry' in twenty-

one days, so you can see he's

a regular hound for work, but

we all had a wonderful time

doing it. Wesley Barry peps

up any cast, and for that mat-

ter, walks away with the pic-

ture usually. He's a dear."

And here, for the first time,

is the real inside story of Far-

rar and Marjorie Daw. While
the latter was doing "Out of

the Darkness," with Charlotte

Walker, on the Lasky lot,

Geraldine Farrar happened
by. An alert press agent

posed Miss Farrar with a

sheltering arm about Marjorie,

and sent the picture all over

the civilized world captioned,

"Farrar and Her Little Pro-

tegee."

"I've met her once since the

day of that picture," laughed

Marjorie, "and we said 'How
do !' and passed on. It was

embarrassing, though, for a time, when people would

ask Farrar's 'protegee' to sing. I have a voice like a

crow !"

Her pet role is that embodied in "The River's End,"

and the one she likes least she had finished not long

before I met her. "House Peters was in it," she said,

"but even that couldn't make my part much more en-

joyable. It was a fool part, if you know what I mean.

The girl I played didn't do anything that was sensible

or excusable. She wasn't real ; they're the hardest parts

in the world, too. I suppose every one's said it before

me, but it is awfully true that we can't make convincing

that which doesn't seem convincing to us." This "fool-

ish" part incidentally was the one she had in "The
Great Redeemer." The next picture she did starred

Wesley Barry, and carried a strong Irish appeal. "It's

called 'Dinty,'" Marjorie told me. "And I love the

part I have in that. It's small, but, oh, my!"
Criticism affects her according to its source. Writ-

Continucd on page 90



i An Actor of I

I the I

I
Old. School

J
1 Cesare Gravina thinks that 1
1 art should be art, and not

business.

| By Caroline Bell §

YOU'VE seen him, no doubt,

a good many times in

pictures of late, partic-

ularly in some of the best Gold-
wyn productions. He had, as

you'll recall, a particularly ''fat"

part, as they say, as Jahoda, the

little dancing master in "Scratch
My Back." In "Madame X" he
had a much smaller role, that

of the timid little innkeeper, but
a role that sticks in the memory
for all that it's a small one. And
if you haven't done so already,

you'll soon be asking, "Who is

this Cesare Gravina, anyway?"
Unless you read this account of
him.

He's an Italian, and an actor

of thorough training in the old

school.

"Modern actors want only the

fame, the money—quick ! They
are not read)' to starve, to work,
to give all for the art," Gravina
told me when I asked not long
ago how he happened to be what
he was, and what he thought
about being there. "It is now

—

what do you say?—the busi-

ness !" he went on. "It is not the

art. When I was a young man
in Italy we did not earn the big
money on the stage." He
laughed reminiscently, and his

face, the mobile, interesting face

of an actor who has spent many
years in learning to play many parts—broke into new
lines that changed its whole contour. "If I had wanted
to be the rich man I never would have been the actor

!

But they say that art grows in poverty—maybe that

is why I am so clever, eh?" This time the laugh was
self-deprecatory, excusing- his little sally at his own
expense. "That is good, though—to work hard, to love

art for itself, and not for the money it brings. All

the time to study, instead of—what you say—the* jazz

about so much ! If a man make not himself the real

artist—well, who will want to see him when he is old

and ugly, like me, eh?"
As for being ugly, so interesting a face could not

fit that description; as for being old—well, Signor
Gravina is fifty-nine, but more active than a lot of the

youngsters on th*e Goldwyn lot.

Gravina has had a tremendously interesting career.

He has played before practically all the European royal

families, and has toured Europe and South America
with his own company.

Photo by Clarence S. Boll

He has the mobile, interesting face of the actor who has spent many years in learning

to play many parts, and, while he says that he has not starved for his art, he adds

that "maybe I have been a little hungry."

He first appeared on the stage in his native city.

Naples, in 1882, producing light opera with his own
company. For years after that he played operatic roles,

in many of which he was called upon to dance—which
accounts for his skill in doing just this sort of thing

on the screen. Later he appeared in vaudeville and
pantomime, but it was not until forty years of stage

experience that he turned to motion pictures. He came
to the United States about five years ago, when his

Italian company broke up because so many of the

players went to war, and not long afterward he went
into pictures. He has played under many directors,

and he continues to be a free lance, and one who is

very much in demand. You will soon see him in Von
Stroheim's "Foolish Wives."

"It is when you have worked hard for the art that

it stays with you always," he told me in parting. "I

do not say that I have starved for it, remember—but

I have worked and given all that was in me, yes—and

maybe been a little hungry, too
!"

am
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Who'd ever believe that there's one thing she really

wants that she can't have? Well, there is.

"What's She
Really Like!

5?

SHE'D followed me everywhere—over the golf

links, out to the tennis courts, and even on a

stiff scramble part way up Mount Washington.
And to save my life I couldn't see why that charm-
ing seventeen-year-old youngster should tag around
after me. Finally, the evening of the weekly hop at

the hotel, I found out. For, chilly as the September
air was up there in the mountains, she came out on
the veranda with some nice college boy's sweater
thrown over her shoulders, and wrinkled her filmy

little dance dress all up as she scroodged into a shiver-

ing heap in the hammock and said breathlessly

:

"I've heard that you write about the movies; have
you ever met Norma Talmadge?"
And her own grandmother, who was sitting placidly

near by, echoed that question just as breathlessly.

"I have; I had tea with her just before she sailed

for Europe last August," I told them. Then they
wanted to know all about her. Most everybody does,

I've found; even people who insist that they never go
to the movies make an exception of Norma. They've
heard and read a lot about her. If they live in New-
York they've perhaps seen her—in her box at the
opera, gorgeously clad; on the street, looking like a

boarding-school girl in her little gray-squirrel coat
and dull-blue hat; flashing by in her motor, holding
her tiny dog up to the window so that he can bark at

the traffic police. They've heard of her wonderful
jewels ; of her appearance at the first night of a big
theatrical performance, wearing a fortune in emeralds
and diamonds, when she attracted as much attention

as did the star. Perhaps you, like them, want to know
the truth about her. Here it is

:

She has dark-brown, wavy hair, and her eyes just

match it. She has the complexion of a child that eats

bread and milk for supper and goes to bed at six every
night. She's not thin and willowy like Constance, and
certainly she's anything but fat ; she's that enviable

"just the right size." On the screen she seems taller

than she really is—in fact, you're rather surprised to

find her so small, when you first meet her. And that

afternoon she had on a simple little dress of soft,

crushed-looking silk, sort of a pinky-lavender in color.

"There's one thing I wish I could do before I die."

she confided to me that afternoon. "It's just a crazy
wish, like men make when they long to be a kid again

and run away to go swimming—and I can't ever

have it."

I looked around that gorgeous Park Avenue apart-

ment.

"If there's anything on earth you can't have- "

I began, but she interrupted me.
"I can't have this. It's a church wedding, where

everything goes exactly right. A wedding with some-
body singing 'The Voice that Breathed O'er Eden."
and six bridesmaids all dressed in rainbow colors, and
lots of lilies, all stiff and not wilted a bit—that kind

of wedding. Oh, my goodness, yeg, I'm perfectly

happy with my husband," in response to a comment
from me. "And I could have had a wedding like that

if I'd happened to want one at the time, but I didn't.

MiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM^ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iii .in'i
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That's a question every one asks

about Norma Talmadge; here's

the answer.

By Selma Howe
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Still, I do think it would be sort

of nice." And she teetered back
in her chair so that she nearly fell

over, and had to be rescued.

"But why long for that?" I

asked.

"Well, you see, I've had so

many weddings—screen ones, I

mean. And they always go
wrong, you know. Sometimes
the scenario has the villain rush
in and upset things, and some-
times things just don't happen
right and there has to be a re-

take. No screen wedding ever
went off just perfectly right—and
I suppose the thing's just sort of
grown on me till I can't get away
from wanting to be in a perfectly

ordinary, regular wedding. Think
of all the girls who do it—and I'm
perfectly sure I'never will

!"

You see, she's a curious mix-
ture of charming, childlike ways
and the wisdom of a woman of
the world. She's so pretty that

she can afford to experiment with
her beauty, like a girl who can
try on dozens of hats and look
well in each one of them, whether
it especially suits her or not. She
is like a musical instrument on
which one can play anything from
a Bach concerto to the latest jazz.

She's not without her hobbies;
disabled soldiers is the greatest of
them, and one that nearly proved
a conversational quicksand that
afternoon. For what can you do
when a famous star breaks down
and cries like a broken-hearted
child?

"I'm doing all I can for them;
I'm sending some to the country
each week—but what's that ! And
the other evening I went to the movies and saw a. news
reel of the soldiers' graves in France—those little, lonely
graves, with the rain beating down on them-

She is like a musical instrument on ivhich you can play everything

from a Bach concerto to the latest jazz.

Which, as the psychologists would say. summed up
Constance's reactions pretty completely.

Norma is one of the most outspoken people I've ever

met ; instead of calling a spade a spade, she's quite

likely to call it a shovel. Even if it happened to be

your own pet, particular shovel she wouldn't tie con-

versational pink ribbons on its handle.

Perhaps all this rather surprises you. You may have
expected something far different

;
profound intellectual

discussions, for example, or deep emotional acrobatics,

such as might be expected from an actress whose ability

to make her audiences laugh or cry has won fame for

her.

Well, there's an adequate reason for the lack of these

things. To begin with, she has the good taste not to

drag such things into the conversation unless they be-

long there. And Continued on page 90
'!
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Desperately I sought for a counter-irritant.
"You're going abroad yourself in a day or two," I

reminded her. "Think of what a good time you'll have,
with your mother and sisters and Dorothy Gish and
everybody."

"Yes," she agreed, "I ought to ; I'm just going over
to play. But I'm not even thinking about it till the
very last minute; then I'll throw some clothes into a
trunk and hop on the boat. If I talk a lot about things
I'm always disappointed in them. That's not the way
with Constance, though; she gets excited and rushes
around and says: 'Oh, I'm so thrilled I can't talk about
it—I can't talk about it ' And then she has nerv-
ous indigestion."



A Wee, Bonnie Lassie
Anne Cornwall's a Scotch-British American and

"rags without curls" is her motto, she says.

NCE there was a little girl named Anne Cornwall.

In school she always seemed to get the blame
for everything.

And after school her mother always sent her to a

picture show so she'd know where Anne was. Anne
vised to hate the old movies. She used to sit in the

back row and suck lollypops and hate the movie chil-

dren who had curly hair. Because she hadn't. ''Any

one'd think all children were born with curls!"

And then her family moved to Catskill-on-the-Hud-

son, and Anne tramped over Rip van Winkle's hills

and shot squirrels with a double-barreled shotgun.

And she learned toe dancing and went into musical

comedy. But it was too monotonous
doing the same thing every night—like

school—so she went into the movies.

And now the little girl who was
sent to the movie show and hated it

is a movie star—and likes it

!

Wee, witty, and winsome is bonnie

Anne Cornwall, and let no one tell you
different.

Further, keep a civil tongue in your
head when talking with Anne. Once
she clouted a lumpin' big boy on the

head with a roller skate when he
laughed at her skating. And her no

bigger than a minute.

Indeed with a half brother bigger

than she right now—and he only

twelve years old at that

!

And would you know more of this

tiny tomboy? Come with me this aft-

ernoon out on the "La La Lucille"

hotel setting under the long, wide,

sultry stage roof at Universal City.

And laddie, if you have a heart, pre-

pare to lose it now.
"So you want my pedigree. I don't

see why. I just went to school and

got in the movies—that's all. Noth-

ing exciting about that. I was born

in Brooklyn, out in what was country

then. My mother was a fine Scots-

woman, two years from the old coun-

try. My father was English. I just

seemed to go over the top into pic-

tures. Of course, I played extras

some, but I don't remember much
about it. My first part was awful.

I was fat then, like this"—and she

made a puffy face. "My, I weighed

one hundred and fifteen pounds, I

guess

!

"I remember my first motion pic-

ture. It was the day I ate my first

ice-cream cone. About 1902. Yes, it

was, Mr. Smarty. I'm old enough to

vote now, and I don't care. Anyway,
this was at Coney Island. All I know
is the picture was full of dogs and

people rushing right at me, and then

some one threw a handful of confetti

onto my ice-cream cone, and mother

wouldn't let me eat any more of it

—

and my whole day was spoiled.

"Comedies are fun. I'm Lucille in

this, and Eddie Lyons is one La, and

Lee Moran is the other La. I like

being their leading woman better than

I did being starred in 'The Girl in the

Rain.' I was in their- first five-reeler,

'Everything- but the Truth,' you know.
"But I like weepy parts, too. In 'The Copperhead.'

with Lionel Barrymore, I had to cry in about even-

scene. And I liked that tremendously.
"I guess what I want is a sob sandwich—first a

comedy, then a sad picture, then another light one.

"Do you want to know my real ambition? To play

a raggedy role—without any curls. 'Rags without curls'

is my motto.

"I've been in pictures only two years. Stage train-

ing before that? Oh, yes! Six weeks of it. Sing-

ing and dancing with the Dollies in 'Oh, Look!' But
Continued on page 91

By
Ted Taylor



Up in Kennebunkport, Maine, the

A Public residents are trying to keep the motion-

TT ... picture theater open all the year round.
Utility jn summer the visitors support the

pictures, but there is not enough pat-

ronage in winter to make the show pay. So citizens

are making appeals in the newspapers, trying to find

a way to establish the theater as a public utility—like

the water works, or the gas company—a thing that

should be kept going in winter as well as in summer.
The same situation exists in hundreds of towns, a

situation that is being remedied better in the Middle
West than in the East.

In Ohio, especially, nearly every small town has its

motion-picture show at least once a week. The boards

of education have taken upon themselves the job of

getting good pictures for their towns. The town buys
the equipment necessary, and the assembly room of

the high school is the theater. Season tickets are sold

to guarantee expenses, and whenever the town de-

cides that it wants to see some particularly fine new
attraction, the motion-picture committee goes around
town selling one-time tickets at a small advance in

price. Everybody digs up, and the picture comes to

town.
The difficulty in many small towns is that nobody

knows the method of procedure. The best way is for

the board of education to send a man to the nearest

city in which there is a branch office of a reliable com-
pany. The manager of that office will be glad to ex-

plain everything. He will help the town get its screen

and its motion-picture machine. The company that

sells .the machine will install it and teach the janitor

of the high school or the president of the bank how
to run it. Arrangements can be made for booking old

pictures or new ones, depending upon the amount of

money the townspeople want to spend.

It is easy to do if a town can get one live man in-

terested.

A Picture

We'd Like

to See

It has often occurred to us that the

fine emotional acting of Lillian Gish

should be immortalized at some time

in some of the classic tragedies. We
had in mind, particularly, what a won-

derful Ophelia she would make. We believe that she

would give as fine an interpretation of this role as

any of the great tragediennes of the past who have
plucked rosemary for remembrance.
And having nominated Miss Gish for Ophelia, we

should like to see John Barrymore cast for the role of

Hamlet in this castle in Spain production. Possibly

some of our readers can make further suggestions as

to who might be fitted for the other roles, such as

King of Denmark, Gertrude, Laertes, Polonius, and the

First Gravedigger.

We had to rush upstairs to the com-

A Post- posing room and stop the printers from
setting up our observations . for this

SO ipt month in order that we might insert,

right here, the following extract from
a letter which John Barrymore recently sent to D. W.
Griffith, and which came to our attention several days
after the preceding paragraph was written:

My Dear Mr. Griffith : I have for the second time seen your
picture of "Way Down East."

I have not the honor of knowing Miss Gish personally, and
I am afraid that any expression of feeling addressed to her
she might consider impertinent. I merely wish to tell you
that her performance seems to me to be the most superlatively

exquisite and poignantly enchaining thing that I have ever
seen in my life.

I remember seeing Duse in this country many years ago
when I imagine she must have been at the height of her
powers—also Madame Bernhardt—and for sheer technical

brilliancy and great emotional projection, done with an almost
uncanny simplicity and sincerity of method, it is great fun
and a great stimulant to see an American artist equal, if not

surpass, the finest traditions of the theater.

I am not in the habit of writing letters of this character,

and it is only a very rare experience that could impel it.
_

I

wonder if you would be good enough to thank Miss Gish

from all of us who are trying to do the best we -know how in

the theater.

As an indorsement of our opinion of Miss Gish we
could hardly have asked for anything more authori-

tative than this statement from the man who is uni-

versally acclaimed the greatest actor of the present

American stage.

What he says makes us think more highly than ever

of our wish that these two might costar in "Hamlet"
or in some other suitable vehicle, and we respectfully

offer the suggestion to Miss Gish and to Mr. Barry-

more.

j The Observer had lunch the other

day with a film executive who has just

Business spent several months on a tour of the

Bdd? United States, investigating motion

-

picture conditions.

There have been rumors floating around to the effect

that business was slumping for the motion-picture

theaters, that the fans were growing less fanatical, and
The Observer asked about it.

"You bet business is bad," said the film man, "for a

bad show. But the good pictures are drawing more
money than ever before. A year ago, a week was a

long time for a picture to run in a city of one hun-

dred thousand population, and only a whale of a pic-

ture could stand up for two weeks. These days towns
as small as twenty-five thousand population are going

in for week runs, and the big pictures are getting from
three to six weeks in the larger cities.

"Within a year, I predict, there will be fifty cities
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in the United States have theaters that will base their

programs on four-week runs, and the managers of these

houses will figure on booking not more than twelve

pictures a year. They'll pick the best, of course.

"I find that everybody is seeing the good pictures,

and nobody, much, is looking at the bad ones. They're
using good sense in deciding where they will spend
their amusement money.
"A few years ago a picture show was a picture show.

You went down to a theater and paid your money in

much the same way that a greenhorn bets on a horse
race—hoping against hope that you'd pick a winner.

This attitude only retarded the growth of the good-

picture movement. The theater manager figured that

he would get your money no matter what pictures he
showed. The producer of bad pictures felt that he

could get away with murder. The producer of good
pictures said, 'What's the use?'

''You kicked a lot about the quality of the pictures,

but you didn't do anything to help matters.

"Eventually, however, the smart fans learned that

the way to get better pictures was to stay away from
the bad ones and to go to see the good ones. This is

mighty discouraging to the fellow who is trying to bunk
the public, while it is just the thing that will make
the conscientious producer work harder.

"The result is a fair division of the profits—a lot

of money for the fine productions, bankruptcy for the

company that delivers the trash.

"The theater manager is listening to his patrons,

and they are doing more talking than ever before. A
manager of a Western theater told me that a year ago

he didn't know more than ten of his regular patrons,

and he seldom spoke to any of them. Now he is ac-

quainted with several hundred, all of whom have made
themselves and their likes and dislikes known to him.

He books the pictures they tell him to book, and he's

making money."

1 T TT/W- fne l ;ist ra ise m railroad rates was
more woe

the fina1 b ,ow tQ lhe one-night-stand

for the show. New York producers of the so-

Noisies called legitimate drama say that there

is no longer any profit in competing

with motion pictures in the "one-night" towns, and

they're surrendering the field in all except twenty or

thirty cities.

In the West there will be hardly enough traveling-

companies this winter to keep one legitimate theater

open continuouslv in such cities as Los Angeles and
San Francisco. The jump is too long, and the rates

are too high. Kansas City, St. Louis, and such cities

will get probably two regular shows a week. In the

smaller towns there will be traveling companies, but

they will be small and poor. Now and then a specu-

lative musical-comedy producer will try to make money
with a traveling company of thirty or forty—producers

who carried more than one hundred persons and two

carloads of scenery and costumes in the old days.

But if you want to see a good company in a good

speaking show you'll have to go to Chicago, Boston,

New York, or Philadelphia. Those are the only show
towns that are left.

The Association of Mayors of New

Fight the England cities held a convention re-

7 cently and voted to work in a unit
LACirs against censorship of motion pictures.

Which was excellent. But better still,

the New England mayors went farther and decided to

do battle against misleading and impure advertising of

motion pictures.

There is where real harm is done to motion pictures.

Interview most of the persons who are attacking mo-
tion pictures. Ask them what pictures in particular

they object to having shown in public.

Nine out of ten will be unable to report any actual
scenes in any actual pictures, for these people don't

go to see motion pictures. But they will tell you about
the glaring posters and the red and yellow lobby dis-

plays they saw in front of some theater. The}' will

point out indecent advertising and assert that there is

evidently a picture that should never be shown.
A handful of ignorant, money-grabbing theater man-

agers who run side-street, small-time, second-run shows
are doing the motion-picture business a great deal of
harm. They are the fellows who are responsible for

the misleading advertising that is giving a few folks

the wrong idea about motion pictures.

These are the men who should be fined or put in

jail, and if the mayors of the New England cities will do
it the motion picture business will be everlastingly

thankful. They buy gaudy lithographs from the firms

that deal in "stock" posters, and their whole idea is

"get 'em in." Usually they are in neighborhoods in

which there are enough passers-by who like that sort

of thing to make the "come on" profitable.

The scheme works this way: The theater buys a six-

sheet showing a Chinaman choking a beautiful white

girl, and two three-sheets, one showing a chorus girl

dancing on a table, the other illustrating a few ladies

with few clothes.

"We'll call to-morrow's show, 'The Vices of Paris,'
"

he tells his regular painter, who proceeds to letter the

posters, "The Vices of Paris, Men Only."

"That'll get 'em." says the showman, and he sends

his janitor down to the nearest film exchange to

get five reels of film. It makes no difference what the

film is— it may be an old Mary Pickford, or the purest

of .the pure by Vivian Martin. The exhibitor runs it,

the passers-by fall for the immoral advertising, and
the exhibitor thinks he is clever.

If the mayors will stop this sort of thing they will

have the backing of every worth-while theater man. If

the fakers are cleaned out, it will help to increase

the rapidly growing confidence that the public is show-
ing in motion-picture theaters.

p j - It is a fine thing that the motion pic-
rolltlCS

tures kept; ent jreiy out f politics in the

and the presidential campaign. With the ex-

Pictures ception of one production that was
frankly propaganda for the League of

Nations we have not heard that the screen was used
in any way by producers in an attempt to aid any
political party or candidate.

The news weeklies managed to stay on the fence,

presenting impartially the speaking faces of Cox and
Harding, in spite of the fact that it would have been

very easy for a Republican editor of a news weekly

to have added a few feet of Harding and to have taken

a few feet off Cox. There probably were great temp-

tations for any Democrat who has charge of a news
reel. How easv it would have been to have shown
Harding only when he was scowling and Cox only

when he was smiling!

But they kept it fifty-fifty. There can be partisan

newspapers, but there must never be partisan motion

pictures. Producers had opportunities to make im-

mense fortunes by selling out to a political party, but

if the}-, like the dishonest baseball players who were
concerned in the recent scandal, ever thought of "the

wife and kids," they quickly banished the thought and
stuck to the straight and narrow patn.



Starving and Stuff-

ing for Symmetry
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What will you pay for beauty? Some
of the stars buy it this way—and the

market's open to all.

By Fritzi Remont
Illustrated by Oscar Frederick Howard
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THERE'S a heavy penalty laid on beauty these

days. Show me one star who dares to shed

her clothes and tumble into bed when she comes
in off location dead tired, and I'll show you a dozen
who first have their feet rubbed and all the fatigue lines

massaged out of their faces so that their sleep will

really rest them. Show me one lovely lady of the

screen who eats when and where and how she pleases,

and I'll show you a dozen more whose domestic altar

is the scales in the bathroom.
I've been quizzing some of the screen artists lately,

you see, and, like the small boy who insisted that

he was too ill to go to school, I have "inside

information" about those who have to prac--

tice self-denial—which is only another

name for special diets—in order to

maintain the right weight.

Of course, if you're a Gloria

Swanson or a Bebe Daniels, you
don't want to change your figure,

but taking the world in general,

few of us are quite satisfied with

our weight. And then, you know,
every, one appears heavier on the

screen than in reality. Naturally,

that is lucky for the too-slender fig-

ure, but means fat-reducing methods for

those already burdened with a tendency to-

ward embonpoint.
Trixie Friganza sang dolefully, "There's

lots more fun in putting it on than there is

in taking it off," but I doubt it. There's Enid
Bennett, for instance, who had to live on a
diet of grapes and milk for three weeks be-

cause overwork had told on her nerves and
put hollows into her pretty cheeks. Lots of
the thinner girls are taking milk cures. Anita
Stewart was a long time recovering from a
serious illness, and even when quite restored

weighed only one hundred and ten pounds.
To maintain even this "trial balance." Anita
finds it necessary to go to bed nightly at

eight-lhirty, to drink quarts of warm milk
daily, and to abstain from acids.

Diet diagnosticians are growing opulent from pre-

scribing for the stars, for, you see, not every one can
stand the same regime; the Gish girls, Mae Murray,
Mildred Harris Chaplin, and Alice Joyce were all in-

clined to protruding wishbones, but their methods for

gaining weight were not quite the same.

Dorothy Gish, before she went East, made life mis-

erable for her attendant at a Glendale, California, san-

atorium. Dorothy would have something to eat besides

the milk cure prescribed. Marjorie Daw, Lillian Gish,

and other chums of the comedy-cutie used to wander
around the porch, and while Dorothy sent the nurse
off on some trivial errand the girls sneaked boxes of

chocolates over the window sill.

Mildred Reardon and Betty Compson took the milk
cure near Long Beach, California, and after staying

one week and learning how to drink the milk they

decided it would be quite as easy to

follow rules at home, especially as

they had to start new pictures. The
milk cure calls for one quart of whole
milk— unskimmed, unpasteurized
milk—for every foot of one's height.

As most of our screen stars are about

A quart of milk per

day for every foot

of your height—even the pocket-

edition stars have to buy it by the gallon '.

five feet two, you see it is necessary to drink a little

over five quarts of milk daily. No other food is

allowed; save orange juice if one desires. That means
being followed by milk bottles to the studio, for, every
half hour, the striver after plumpness must dally with

the lacteal fluid in ordinary tumblerfuls. Who says

there's no self-denial necessary when one is drawing a

queenly salary? These girls work harder at keeping

fit than any debutante who strives to present a beau-

teous decollete.

Unless one plays heavies, comedy characters, or ec-

centric roles, flesh is the one bar over which a screen

thoroughbred may not jump.-

There was a time when Norma Talmadge gained

weight so alarmingly that she foolishly took some flesh-

reducing medicines. Everybody began to talk about

the heavy lines appearing in Norma's face, until she

forced herself to imbibe tissue-building foods and
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drinks. Now Norma depends on massage as a means
of reducing.

The Moore family has gone in for the milk diet, too.

In fact, dairy products are very popular on the Gold-

wyn lot. It is claimed for that cure that while fat

people lose flesh, thin individuals gain many pounds
after the first ten days are over. Chronic diseases are

cured by this simple means, which is not so hard on
the patient as a complete fast.

Of course, there are those who do not mind fasting.

Teanie MacPherson's mother was suffering from rheu-

matism and tipping the beam at two hundred and
twenty pounds, which she carried rather well, being

tall and stately. Following the dietitian's advice, Mrs.
O'Neill took one of the longest fasts chronicled in the

motion-picture colony, living for eighty days on orange
juice and water only. She was in splendid health at

the end of that time and came out of the trial without

any weakness or after-effects.

Mary Pickford's mother took a "tomato fast," which
is really a very easy thing to do. Three days weekly
one must live entirely on tomatoes, in any way palatable

to the patient, having them served three times daily.

Instead of imbibing calomel with its injurious effect

on the liver, those who suffer with any disease of that

organ now take refuge in the harmless little red fruit.

The same acid is contained in tomatoes which one finds

in noxious drugs, yet without leaving poisonous de-

posits.

Another peculiar fast practiced in Hollywood is

the "potato" diet, which reduces flesh very quickly.

Among those who have used this means I discovered

Anna Q. Nilsson, Lois Woods, Clara Kimball Young,
and Rena Borzage, wife of the director who has made
"Humoresque" famous.
For two successive days weekly, the victim of too

much poundage lives on potatoes thrice daily, drinking

many quarts of water besides. It's quite easy, I'm told,

to lose thirty pounds in a month by following this rather

tasteless regime.

Rosemary 'Theby has tried potato fast as well as

orange-juice teetotalism. Margarita Fisher has re-

mained a month at a sanatorium living on orange juice

and the milk diet. Margarita is fighting plumpness, but

suffered a nervous breakdown from overwork and
worry over new contracts.

They no longer offer "sweets to the Sweet," for

Blanche is on a soup diet which is bringing roses to

her cheeks, filling out hollows, and putting her nerves
into a tranquil condition. Miss Sweet is an omnivorous
reader, and when dining alone always has a book
propped up before her plate. She eats rather absent-

mindedly, preferring to take mental rather than material

food. She is enthusiastic over the "Art of Living
Long," written by Luigi Cornaro, who discovered a
system of hygienic living that prolonged his life fifty

years. At forty he was given up to die, at ninety-five

he wrote the aforesaid volume. Soup, it is claimed,
is very soothing, easily digested, nourishing, and really

Continued on page 97
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Bagdad and Hajj
"Hurled Into the Movies" would be

an apt way to headline Otis Skinner's

screen debut in "Kismet."

By Edwin Schallert

I HAD always heard that it was a job for a Hercules
to get certain old-time stage stars into the movies.
Still, I confess to registering surprise when I

learned that it actually took a prize fighter to put the
country's most celebrated romantic actor in front of
the camera. And by the beard of Mohammed—since
we are speaking Orientally at the moment—it was no
light desert wind of a prize fighter, but a regular heavy-
weight simoon! He didn't handle the actor with kid
gloves, either, because they don't wear kid gloves in
A;ia Minor, but pitched him down a flight of stairs
into a prison set that was as gloomy as a Russian novel.
The actor was Otis Skinner; the prize fighter was

Tom Kennedy, and the epochal combat took place last

summer just after Skinner had come to Los Angeles
to re-create for the silver sheet his iridescent role of
Hajj, the beggar of Bagdad, in his "Arabian Nights"
drama, "Kismet."

I met Mr. Skinner just after his eventful descent.
He told me he would always remember his celluloid
debut with pleasure, at which I raised my eyebrows.
Noticing this—he remarked : "I only have to fall once
in this picture, whereas on the stage it was a nightly
event." Which put a different light on the matter and
showed me that even if he is one of the oldest actors
on the stage, Skinner was perfectly willing to give a
new art the credit that belongs to it.
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I don't think he lost his

poise, anyway, despite his

precipitous entrance, and
personally, J believe I should
have been terribly disap-

pointed if he hadn't an-

nounced his arrival in the

movies with a thud. He
never came on the stage to-

slow music in his life. Most
of the time the scenery vi-

brates when he fanfares into

the action, for if there is a
dramatic artist who is ca-

pable of making a swash-
buckler or soldier of fortune

seem like a heroic statue of

Jupiter with thunder and
lightning trimmings it is Otis

Skinner. The brilliance of

his pyrotechnical skill caused
his portrait of Hajj to flare

like an aurora borealis. He
infused into the beggar the

tempestuous mischief of a
child, with the brains of a
man for plots and execution,

and though he has transmuted
into life many different heroes,

from Hamlet to a George
Beban Italian, Hajj will probably remain for the the-

atergoer his sovereign bit of alchemy.
Certainly the filming of this classic, with Skinner in

his famous role, will be eagerly acclaimed by the thou-
sands who have regretted not having seen the tremen-
dous!}- successful stage version. Nor was it due to

any lack of interest on the part of picture producers
that "Kismet" has not been done for the screen with

Mr. Skinner long before now.
"I had been asked three times to do a picture ver-

sion of the play," Mr. Skinner told me. ''One com-
pany wanted me to go to Asia Minor, but I see no
reason for doing that, because the Bagdad of to-day

is not the legendary city of Sindbads, dancing girls

—

and Hajj. We can build a better Bagdad right here."

The Robertson-Cole interests that finally persuaded
the star to sign a contract did duplicate a portion of
this Paris of the old Orient in California. They erected

a city of palaces, domes, and minarets, capable of ac-

commodating two thousand persons. Harem windows
of magnified Persian porcelain design, with their fret-

work half concealing veiled wives of grand vizier and
sheik, gazed down on streets that coiled in serpentine

stealthiness. Many of the buildings like the Mosque
of the Carpenters, where Hajj was wont to spend his

time begging and meditating on the great hour when
Kismet or fate should beckon him, rose seemingly out
of the earth itself in the brown and gray of their sun-
burned bricks.

Palaces of caliph and wazir occupied the stages

originally used for the Babylon scenes of "Intolerance"
at the Griffith studio. The rough scantlings told noth-
ing of the Scheherezade ma^icry that was mimicked
within by the rich white and gold of canopied divan,

the huge Persian rugs—a symphony in subdued reds,

browns, and yellow—that hung on the walls, the glazed

floors, and the imitation alabaster swimming pools.

Here dancing girls reveled in the luxurious gayety of
harem life, seeming but slightly to heed the inscription

on a panel that "modesty is a virtue most highly to

be prized among women."
I saw Bagdad when it was teeming with life, the day

Hajj stole the purse which enabled him to begin work-
ing out his destiny, the end of which is marrying his

daughter to the son of the caliph. The air was filled

with languorous sound. A thousand melodious voices

seemed to speak in a myriad of songlike language.
Arabs, Turks, Armenians, Greeks, Medes, and Per-

sians reincarnated the life of their youth. When
L. J. Gasnier, the director of the picture, shouted his

instructions, a score of interpreters would immediately

repeat these to their native brothers until Bagdad be-

came a veritable Tower of Babel.

So many animals were used in these scenes in "Kis-

met" that the air was filled with flies. I thought every

swat evader in southern California had made a reser-

vation for the show three weeks in advance. It was a
touch of realism that even Mr. Skinner himself noted.

He had just finished stealing the purse which caused
him to be hurled into prison in an earlier scene, and
had been pursued out of camera range by a crowd
of extras that resembled howling dervishes on a riot

call. He remarked that California could supply all the

required props for the films and a few besides. He
was brushing away a cluster of flies at the time, and
trying to mop the perspiration from his face.

"I don't pretend to know a great deal about this busi-

ness," he said quite frankly, as he paused for a mo-
ment. "You see, this is my very first appearance on
any motion-picture lot. I've even learned that they

refer to me as a 'speakie' around here," he added with

a smile. "But I do feel safe in saying that if this

picture does not turn out to be as fine artistically, and
as true to the delightful spirit of Knoblock's play as

human skill, patience, and effort can make it, it will

not be for any lack of expense—or effort on the part

of those who are responsible for the production. I

feel that I have learned enough, and seen enough, to

be safe in saying that. I only hope that my own efforts

will be equal to those of the others."

All of which, if borne out, should add to the interest

of this somewhat rare event, the filming of one of the

milestones of our stage, with the star who first played

in it, in his original role.



Charlie Chap
It's five-year-old Jackie

Charlie goes to the

By Emma-

'That kid's immense!" is Charlie's opinion of him.

T T was on the stage of the Los Angeles
I Orpheum Theater that I first saw "The

Kid," a tiny tot of four years, about
half as big as a minute, in Annette Keller-

mann's act, giving an imitation of David
Warfield. Then he did a "rube" dance with
such childish abandon that his little act

stopped the show, and the rafters fairly

shook with the thunderous applause of the
audience.

Seated just in front of me was Charlie
Chaplin, leaning out into the aisle, his mouth
open with delighted amazement, utterly
oblivious to the fact that people were watch-
ing him as well as the small performer on
the stage.

"That kid's immense!" I heard him say
to Sid Grauman beside him. "He's won-
derful ! I'd like to use him in a picture."
And so it was that night that the inspira-

tion of Chaplin's latest masterpiece, "The Kid," was born
with little Jack Coogan as the ideal figure for the title role
of the picture.

Yesterday I encountered the miniature comedian on the
mezzanine of the Hotel Alexandria, the rendezvous of Los
Angeles' cinema colony.

At first I was not sure of the identity of the tiny person
who wore a smart doub 1

e-breasted overcoat and a black beaver
hat which he kept pushing to the back of his head, but I was
almost positive that those great brown eyes, alive with mirth
and inquisitiveness, were the same that had laughed at me
behind the scenes of the Orpheum Theater where I had inter-
viewed him a year ago.

His mother was writing a letter at a desk, and the young-
ster, finding time hanging heavily on his hands, broke into a
refrain from the "rube" song, "We're a couple of bums from
Oklahoma, tum-tum tee-um-tum, boom, boom !" Accompany-
ing the words with a double shuffle and a kick at the end.
He was entirely unconscious of interested onlookers. I ap-
proached and asked if he remembered me.

"No, I don't—but that's all right," he replied promptly,
without a suspicion of a baby lisp.

His mother looked up and greeted me cordially.
"Why, Jack, you mustn't say you don't remember the

lady," she rebuked, and her young son looked slightly puz-

GENIUSES
are few, but those who have
seen Jackie Coogan in Chap-
lin's much talked-about forth-

coming picture "The Kid,"
say that that word is the

only one which explains the

youngster's uncanny talent

for Chaplinesque drollery.

"The Kid" seems destined

to be indefinitely held up by
the courts, but meanwhile
we're told that Jack has been
engaged for a screen version

of "Peck's Bad Boy," which we
may expect to see before long.

zled at the peculiar workings
of the adult mind.
"But I don't," he insisted

naively. "I'm—I'm glad to

see you again, though," he
added, feeling that in some
way he had been guilty of a
breach of etiquette.

We found a roomy sofa
where we could chat. Mrs.
Coogan left most of the con-
versation to Jack, who was
perfectly competent. He is

not forward, neither is he shy.

He combines the most amaz-
ing poise with an utter lack of
sel f-consciousness.

"Oh, yes," he answered in

response to my question, "I've

been working with Mr. Chap-
lin in 'The Kid.' I had lots

of fun. Mr. Chaplin"—he
never speaks of him famil-

iarly as "Charlie"
—

"would
play with me while they were
getting the camera ready, and
he told me stories. Did you
know he'd been to the moon :"

He turned his vivid brown"
eyes upon me, and I admitted
that I had never heard of
such a Chaplin expedition.

He can give a remarkably good
imitation of Chaplin's playing of

the violin.
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moon he's going along.
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"Well, he did go to the moon,"

Jack assured me. "He told me all

about it, and the next time he goes

I'm going with him."

"To make a picture there?" I

suggested.

Jack contemplated me pityingly.

"Oh, they don't have movies
there, just elves and mushrooms
instead of trees—and did you no-

tice that I have two teeth out?"

he broke off suddenly, pulling

down his lower lip to better dis-

play the vacancy. "Mother pulled

one out with the pincers, and I

pulled the other out by hand.

"See my wrist watch?" he in-

quired next, with a conversational

quick change. "Mr. Chaplin gave
it to me, and on the back it says,

'To my partner, from Charlie
Chaplin.' " .

And it did, indeed; I read the

words myself.

"He gave me a bicycle, too,"

Jack rambled on, twisting him-
self into a succession of bow-
knots after the manner of five-

year-olds the world over, "and he
used to play for me on his violin.

He plays left-handed, like this"

—he sprang down from the sofa
to illustrate graphically Charlie
Chaplin's peculiar manner of fin-

gering and bowing.
"I broke a lot of windows," he

remarked next, apropos of noth-
ing at all.

"But only for the picture, Jackie," his mother inter-

posed hastily. "Mr. Chaplin is supposed to be a glazier

who adopts a street waif," she explained, "and one of

the ways in which he gets a lot of laughs is by direct-

ing Jackie to throw stones at windows and then appear-
ing as Johnny-on-the-spot with his glazier's outfit to

put in new panes."

"I suppose you're going to be an actor when you
grow up?" I inquired of young Coogan, and he thought
this over for a moment.

"No, I think I'll be a camera man," he decided. "I

know how to make an 'iris in' and a 'fade-out.' By
the time I'm big I ought to be a pretty good camera
man, don't you think?"

I thought so, of course, but added that the screen

would be sorry to lose him.
"Well, maybe I can figure out a way so I can be a

camera man and act, too," he conceded.

"The Kid" was Jack's first experience in motion pic-

tures, and he could not have had a more fortunate in-

troduction into the film world. Chaplin built his story

around the little street waif whom he adopts and cares

for in a whole-hearted, if somewhat original, manner.
And Mrs. Coogan had much to say of the comedian's
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Jack combines the most amazing poise with an utter lack

of self-consciousness.

kindness to Jack, his interest in his welfare, and his

willingness to gratify instantly any desire on the pari

of the youngster.

"Do you know what a soliloquy is?" Jack demanded,
slipping down from the couch and planting himself in

front of me.
"It's thinking out loud," he went on, giving me no

time to reply. "It's what Hamlet did when he said.

'To be, or not to be, that is the question !'
"

The childish voice suddenly took on a mature ring,

his brown eyes narrowed and grew serious. He folded

his arms in the posture made famous by the melancholy

Dane, and flung himself into Hamlet's immortal speech

with an intensity which was not distracted even by the

unconcealed interest of the mezzanine onlookers.

"Mr. Chaplin taught me that," he said, lapsing from

a tragedian into a wriggling youngster once more.

"And he taught me 'The Spell of the Yukon,' too."'

And before his mother could prevent him, he had swung
into the gruesome details of the death of "Dangerous
Dan McGrew."
"Baby!" she pleaded, laying a restraining hand on

the arm of the small Thespian. "I don't teach him
Continued on page 94



™ THE MOVIE ALMANAC -
Edited and Illustrated by Charles Gatchell

Woodman, spare that tree,

Touch not a single bough;
Our movie company

Is shooting scenes here now'

HEALTH HINT.

,\ slim, youthful figure can be main-
tained, according to Miss Fritzi Re-
mont, by adhering to this simple rule

of diet : 1 be more waist, the less feed.

h i CRESTING FACTS.

Mary Pickford's curls are her own.
Blank cartridges are used in pictures

depicting American life on the West-
ern frontier.

Many movie, stars are reputed to be

very wealthy.

The dollar bills earned by "The Birth

of a Nation," if laid end to end, would
reach from Gallipolis, Ohio, to Happy
Hollow, Indiana

ANECDOTE.
Back in the year of 1905, a gentle-

man told two business acquaintances

that he was about to purchase a mo-
tion-picture show business, as he be-

lieved that industry had a big future.

"Ha, ha!" they cried in derision.

"That is a good joke!" One even of-

fered to buy the drinksf for having

been given such a good laugh,

To-day those who laughed are be-

moaning that they did so, for the gen-

tleman at whom they laughed J9 one

of the biggest motion-picture magnates

in the world.

His name is William Fox.

*For more detailed forecast see page 17.

tA phrase, now obsolete, but much In use
in those days.

PREDICTIONS FOR JANUARY.
There will be heavy snowstorms and ice

jams in sections of "Way Down East." Lo-
cal disturbances will be observed in Mack
Sennett comedies. Many persons will
suffer financial loss through the purchase
of wildcat movie stock. News reels will
continue to show ship launchings, the
Prince of Wales, aeroplane stunts, rail-

road wrecks, and uninteresting individuals
posing on the steps of the capitol at
Washington, D. C*

THE MONTH'S RECIPE.
Old-Fashioned Heart Romance.

Take one country chicken. (Insist

on your dealer giving you one with
curls—the straight-haired kind is

cheaper, but less likely to be tender.)

Soak in rural sauce. Stuff with vil-

lain's lies, flavored with city lure.

Plunge into elopement, and broil in

misery. When broiling is over, it is

time for the heart. Select one care-

fully, being sure that it is warm and
tender; male, of course. Dress heart

simply to taste, add more rural flavor,

garnish with mountain sunset and
serve.

Note.—Villain may be beaten if pre-

ferred.

1—Sa.—D. W. Griffith opens his studio at Mamaroneck, N. Y., 1920.

2—Su.—Ptolemy, the Thomas W. Edison of his day, made experiments, demonstrat-
ing the principle of physical science on which motion pictures are based,

130 A. D.

3—M- —Pepper, the Mack Sennett cat, born, 1917.

4—Tu.—Earle Williams celebrates his fourteenth year as a Vitagraph player, 1921.

5—W. —7,498 fans write indignant letters to Herbert Howe, protesting because in

"Who'll Be Who in 1921" their favorite was not given first place, 1921.

6—Th.—Adolph Zukor was running a penny arcade in Fourteenth Street, New York"
City, 1905.

7—F. —Bessie Love appeared in a play unworthy of her talents, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920.

8—Sa.—Mary Pickford received $30 for a hard week's work at the old Biograph
studio, 1908.

9—Su.—Caruso discovered that people who will pay $10 to hear him sing won't
cough up ten cents to see him on celluloid.

10—M. —Prominent movie stars solemnly impress upon interviewers the fact that the
motion-picture industry is still in its infancy, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914,

1915, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921.

11—Tu.—"His Pictures in the Papers" appears, and makes famous Douglas Fairbanks
and Anita Loos, 1916.

12—W. •—Daguerre discovered the principle of making photographs, 1820.

13—Th.—William Fox discovered the phrase, "A Million-Dollar Picture," 1916.

14—F. —Thomas H. Ince studio burned, 1916.

15—Sa.—Comedy custard-pie throwing abandoned, 1917.

16—Su.—United Artists—Griffith, Chaplin, Pickford, and Fairbanks—organized, 1919-

17—M. —Eddy Polo bought two dozen new shirts, 1918, 1919, 1920.

18—Tu.—Movie subtitle writers finally achieve- accuracy in grammar, spelling, and
punctuation, 1986.

19—W.—Elsie Ferguson signs' her first contract to appear on the screen, 1917.

20—Th.—Joseph Jefferson, the first great actor to pose before a movie camera, did

some scenes from "Rip Van Winkle" for Biograph, 1896.

21—F. —Movie producers receive 5,689 scripts from amateur writers, 1920. (Or any
other year.)

22—Sa.—Scripts from 5,689 amateur writers read and rejected by producers, 1920. (Or
any other year.)

23—Su.—Winsor McCay, the artist, completed the first animated cartoon, 1910.

24—M. —William S. Hart announced that he would retire after four more pictures.

25—Tu.—The Williamson Brothers take the first submarine pictures ever made, 1913.

26—W.—Gloria Swanson first appeared in a new sleek, black coiffure, 1918.

27—Th.—Madge Kennedy signs her first screen contract, 1917.

28—F. —Manufacturers unable to fill orders for black hair nets, 1917.

29—Sa.—Katharine MacDonald forms her own company, 1920.

30—Su.—D. W. Griffith appeared in a minor role, supporting Nance O'Neil in the
opening of the play, "Queen Elizabeth," in New York, 1906.

31—M. —"Ladies-will-please-remove-their-hats" signs discarded, 1914.
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ALICE LAKE
Her face is like the milky way i' the sky,

A meeting of gentle lights without a name.

Sir John Suckling.
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ALICE JOYCE

Her eyes were deeper than the depth

Or waters stilled at even.

Dante Gabriel Rosetti,

I
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BETTY GOMPSON

The very flower of youth.

Terence.

*



PRISCILLA DEAN
Be thou the rainbow to the storms of life,

The evening beam that smiles the clouds away.

Byron.
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GRACE DARMOND
Star of resplendent front! Thy glorious eye

Shines on me still from out yon clouded sky.

Sarah Helen IThitman.



Romances
of Famous Film

Folk
The story ofhow.Thomas
Meighan met and courted

Frances Ring, together

with a peep into their

home.

By Grace Kingsley

HE believes his wife is

his good-luck piece,

does Tommy Meigh-
an. He has a sort of feel-

ing that if anything were to

happen to part them in any
way, he would lose his luck.

'That's a good way to have
i husband feel about you,
.sn't it?" laughed Mrs. Meigh-
m, that day over the tea-

nips in the rose-arbored patio

jf their pretty Hollywood
iome. "People are always so
good to their mascots. And
t makes everything so much
Ampler—bills, for instance!"

"But I really do believe,"

persisted Tommy, in his

quick, decisive way, "that

some people bring you good
luck and some bring you bad.
My wife brings me good luck,

and has, ever since the first

day I met her. You remem-
ber, don't you, dear?" and his

eyes sparkled amusedly as

inly an Irishman's can. as
hey met his wife's.

They've been married, have
'he Meighans, oh. ever since

The College Widow" was a
nere slip of a girl, you might
say; so you may figure it out
for yourself how long it's

been.

One bright summer morn-
ing in those days, a very
straight, tall, handsome young
Irishman, the ideal-looking
Irishman, come to think of it,

with curly black hair and blue
eyes and a quick smile, peeped in at the stage door of
a New York theater. It was pretty dark in there, in

that bleakest spot on earth, an unset stage, and he
couldn't see for a minute. Then out of the darkness
emerged fir=t, like a sort of halo, a woman's blond head.
The youth naturally made straight for that. On the

way he fell over a bench, a bit awkwardly, but he kept
right on toward the blond head. Then somebody
stopped him.
"Tommy Meighan, I believe," said a voice.

"Yes, Thomas Meighan," answered the youth, who
by now had regained his Irish breeziness, "and I don't
see why you don't light up around here!"

"Tust waiting for you! Good idea, though! Put
on the lights, Bill

!"
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Would you believe it—at first Tommy didn't dare propose!

The lights shot on, and everybody was looking at

him. The director was a stern-looking person, so
Tommy relieved his eyes by another peek over in the

direction of the blond head. The blond hair proved
to crown a lovely face, and its owner graciously vouch-
safed an encouraging smile. Tommy almost forgot he
was after a job for a few seconds. Then he came to

and reached for his script of the leading male role in

"The College AYidow." a part in which he was after-

ward to be famous in both New York and London.
Tommy Meighan began to read, but he was a bit

shy in spite of his Irish breeziness. and as the eyes of

the company were on him, he stumbled a bit. Then he
made a funny little error, looked up and caught the

leading lady's kindly encouraging smile, and dived back
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They're enjoying the first real home they've ever had.

into his reading so bravely that he made a hit even
with that supercritical crowd. Of course, he got the

part.

But, dear me, a mere look at the lovely leading lady
was all he got that day, because nobody thought to in-

troduce them, and they merely spoke their lines at

each other.

And wasn't he jealous next day, when he saw the

lovely lady being led off to lunch by a strange man
from the outside? Tommy'll tell you he was!

For, as you will have guessed, the lovely blond lady
was none other than Frances Ring, who later became
Mrs. Tommy Meighan. She is still known profession-
ally as Frances Ring, is Mrs. Meighan, and she is a

sister of Blanche, Julie, and Cyril Ring, all well known
to the stage. In her own right she is known through-
out this country and in London as a very fine actress.

"In the first place," Tommy went on quite Irishly,

"there's so much luck in just having her at all."

Looking at Tommy's wife, one wonders just how
much mere luck there is about it all. How about the

inspiring and helpful effects of the real companionship
of a refined, wise, kindly, and cultured woman? You
can't help thinking it all goes a good deal deeper than

luck—that there is something so fundamentally har-

monious in such a union that it radiates some irre-

sistible power which makes for strength and success.

As a woman, Mrs. Meighan is one of those sweetly

serene, cool-headed ones, yet giving an effect of re-

serve power despite their tranquillity, who seem des-

tined to rule men. There is a certain illusiveness about

her, too—an illusiveness which some women seem able

to preserve even through the trying experiences of

matrimony. Yet she has so much sweetness and
warmth, too, a sort of enveloping radiance, and some-

how you really do feel, as Tommy says, as if nothing

very bad could happen to you when you are with her.

"Yes," repeated Tommy, "my luck began that very

first day when we met at the rehearsal of 'The College

Widow.' We had never seen each other on either stage

or screen before we met that day, had we, Frankie?"

Frankie said no. Also she added with smiling frank

ness that neither of them had ever been married t< i

anybody else.

Very soon they were good friends, and nobody took

Frances Ring to lunch except Thomas Meighan, her

leading man. And yet she had a way of keeping a

fellow at a distance, even when he was with her, to
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use a Hibernicism. There were always odd little re-

serves which Tommy with all his quickness couldn't

penetrate, and which piqued him: But she was such

a good listener and such a comforting good fellow when
things went wrong with an impulsive Irish lad! Taken
altogether. Mr. Meighan all of a sudden discovered one
day, when something was said about Miss Ring's going

with another company, that he just couldn't stand that

!

He was very much in love, he decided. But he made
:he odd discovery that he didn't dare propose! He
wasn't in the least sure of her feelings toward him.

Frances' calm eyes daunted him whenever he started

:o speak. He declares he could see just how calm they

were even on a dark night. But, of course, that's his

Irish sensitiveness.

I positively couldn't get it out of Tommy how he
finally did propose. Anyhow, it wasn't until they went
:o Boston together in ''The College Widow."

"It was one night after the show," Tommy explained

riefly, and as Mrs. Meighan herself had to leave just

then to meet some other guests I can't tell you another

thing about it. But I can imagine the dashing Tommy
joing at it quite boldly, at the last, and carrying her
by storm, as it were.

"But even then she wouldn't marry me for a whole
y-ear—sort of put me on probation, I guess, until she

:ould see whether I really was the kind of man she

•vanted for a husband or not. But I will say that once
narried to me she has stuck to me despite all my faults,

and even if we were separated for months at a time,

m account of my being in pictures out here in Cali-

fornia, while she was working on the stage, I knew she

vas always the same.

"Why, this is the first real home we've ever had

!

We've had rented apartments and summer cottages

and hotel suites, but we never before had our own
home—though, of course, home is where she is,"

Tommy went on gallantly . Tommy isn't usually a
Sentimental Tommy, but he is Irish, and an Irishman
simply will imitate the immortal Mr. Wegg by drop-
ping into poetry once in a while.

After a whole year together on the stage, they were
married one afternoon over in Jersey City. They were
married secretly, because in those days it wasn't con-

sidered good for business to have it known that a
leading man or woman was married. They played to-

gether the next year in ''The Man of the Hour," and
then Tommy got the chance to go to London with "The
College Widow." and Frances Ring came West to play

leads at the Morosco Theater in Los Angeles. They
were separated eight months that time—the longest

they' have ever been apart. But they wrote to each

other every day. Tommy- started sending cablegrams,

but Mrs. Tommy- soon put a stop to that.

"Remember," she said, "we want to buy a home
some day."
"Women," commented Tommy, when he came to

that part, "are so much more sensible and patient than
men."
Then followed several years when Mr. Meighan and

his wife were separated for many months at a time,

especially- after an engagement of the pair together in

the Los Angeles Morosco stock company was finished,

when Miss Ring went East to accept a stock engage-
ment, and afterward to play the leading role in "Up-
stairs and Down," in New York, while Tommy played
in pictures both East and West.

"Didn't see much luck in that separation," he de-

clared, "but I got on very7 well in pictures, and every

time I'd feel my professional luck beginning to slip,

I'd either go to Frances or make her come to me, and
everything would immediately straighten itself out.

And we've always looked forward to the time when
Coniiimed on page 95
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The Meighans have mutual tastes—and a mutual sense of humor.



Where Do They
Come From?

If you're curious to know which

part of the country furnishes the

pretty girls seen on the screen,

here's the answer.

By Pat Dowling

Photo by Evans

The touch of

spice—red-

haired Helen

Darling,
whom Port-

land couldn't

hold.

NEXT time a hard-boiled New Yorker tries

to convince you that the beauty capital

of the world is located somewhere near
Forty-second Street and Broadway, don't you
believe him. Let him rave about the gorgeous
girls in the Ziegfeld "Follies" ; let him prate

of the Winter Garden bevy of beauties, and
extol the charms of the "Midnight Frolic" and
its lovely ladies. New York's got no corner

on the pretty girls of the U. S. A.—and I'm
here to prove it. Furthermore, I'm backed up
by Al Christie, of comedy fame, who's been
specializing for about nine years now in pre-

senting youth and beauty through the medium
of the screen. He knows that the pretty girls

come from just about everywhere, and
claims, furthermore, that the sunkissed

type of beauty from the rural nooks has
it all over the bright-light, hothouse,
Broadway variety, just as the census man
put Detroit over Adar^o Mills, Ohio.

"They're ripened by the sunlight ; col-

ored by the wind of California—and Kan-
sas—these budding beauties of the screen,"
declared Christie. "They "

"Yes—and where else do they come
from?" I cut in.

"Oh, everywhere. For instance, in my
present picture there's Grace Darmond

—

tall and graceful, lovely to behold, who
first saw this world in Toronto, Canada.
And there's petite Colleen Moore, whose
people were Scotch-Irish, and settled

down in Port Huron, Michigan. Over
there"-—and he waved a hand toward an
other set, where one of his other com
panies was at work—"you see two of the

dark-haired, dark-eyed beauties about
whom subtitle writers rave and tear theii

hair—Dorothy Devore, from Fort Worth
who had a good part in Charles Ray'i
'Forty-five Minutes From Broadway,' and
Vera Steadman, from Monterey—the one

native daughter in our California
studio.

"As for the blondes—the pret-

tiest new girl who's walked into

the studio in many months is

Laura La Plant; she's just sev-

They hail from everywhere—maybe
your town supplied one of them.



At the left you see

Molly MacGowan,
contributed by

Chicago.

X

VeraSteadman was

the only "native
•daughter " in the

Christie studios.

X

lust belo w is Grace

Darmond, who's
tall and graceful

and hails from
Toronto

Pboto ty Moffett

enteen, and came all the way from ,

St. Louis to be a picture actress ; has £
already been featured on the screen

as the pretty daughter every one
knows from the comic supplement
series, 'Bringing Up Father.'

"

"I remember her," I announced
with conviction. "Wasn't* she in

'813/ that melodrama that Kath-
ryn Adams did?"

''That's right ; can't forget her.

can you?" chuckled Christie. "As
for a touch of spice—well, a girl

with wonderful hair walked into

the studio about a year ago. in an-

swer to a call for dancers. And
when we gave her a chance she

'stopped the show,' as the}7 say in

vaudeville ; while the picture was going
on you couldn't get an electrician to

turn a switch or a carpenter to do any-
thing but pound his thumb unless you told

him three times and then put blinkers on him

She's red-haired and has spunk, so she

wouldn't live in Portland longer than

just long enough to get born and
wrought up>—part way, at least—and
then she danced in a San Francisco

cafe just long enough to know that

she'd rather be in pictures. That's

Helen Darling.

"Some of the beauties come
from across the sea, of course.

There's one of the dark-haired

ones, for instance; Marjorie Payne,

who came from Liverpool. AYhen
you strike the Eastern coast you
come to New York, and Teddy
Sampson, who was born there, as

was little Dorothy Orth. Then, com-
ing along westward, there's Molly
MacGowan. one of the ringleaders of

the film follies, and Charlotte Merriam,

our fluffy little blond leading lady, whose
father was a general or something out at

Continued on page 97



Her flirtations were conducted so lightly that they seemed nothing

more serious than an elegant accomplishment.

THE marriage of Folly Vallance and Anthony
Bond was an affair of contrasts. Folly was
nothing if not well known. As the star of

several revues at the Frivolity- Theater, she had daz-

zled and charmed all London into talking about her.

Even those who disliked her, calling her hard and
scheming, were forced to admit that she was a beau-
tiful girl and one who possessed the talisman of pop-
ularity.

Of Anthony Bond little was known, except that he
had made a fantastic fortune in Saskatchewan, Can-

The Furnace
That was how marriage appeared to the newly wedded
Folly Vallance, late of the Frivolity Theater, How her

marriage just missed ending in disaster, ending ir

love and happiness, is the theme of this intense story

By W. Adolphe Roberts

ada, where he had founded his own town and called

it Bondville. He had never belonged to Folly's world
Londoners saw in him a primitive who knew how to

take what he wanted. He was supposed to have beer
ruthless in sweeping aside rivals for his bride's hand
Keene Mordaunt, his best man, might have told
different story. But Keene was discreet.

The wedding took place in the Church of St. Man
the Magdalene, the fine Gothic spires of which soaj
high above one of the most sordid slums in London
A bishop read the service and administered the solemr
vows. The guests ranged from Anthony's correc
friends to Sol Bassbridge, the manager of the Fri
volity, a bevy of slangy chorus girls, and Folly's par
ents, whose acquaintance with grammar was only i

bowing one. Decidedly, it was an affair of contrasts
A few hours later Folly and Anthony were in Monte

Carlo. With one eye on the publicity to be obtained

for himself, Bassbridge had chartered an aeroplane

to take them there for their honeymoon. Anthom
had been oddly passive in accepting this as well a-

other sensational features of his marriage. As soon
however, as dinner had been eaten in their luxurious-

suite and the last hotel attendant had left, he turned

to Folly and said abruptly:

"I am curious to know just why you married me/
The girl was not altogether taken by surprise. She

looked at him through narrowed eyelids and weighed
her words before she answered:

"Well—you are nice, you know."
"Thank you," replied Anthony with a wry smile

"Your theatrical friends must have shared your opin-

ion of me. I remember the night I proposed—it was
in your dressing room after the show—you had
scarcely said 'yes ' before the door was thrown open

and a crowd of cheap actors pushed in. First thev.

congratulated me, then you, then both of us."

"What is the point of all this, Anthony?"
"Merely to remind you that there were plenty oi

witnesses to our engagement. Yet, since that time,

we have never had a moment together alone until now
—our wedding night."

"You dear, silly old bear, I really believe you arc

jealous!" exclaimed Folly with a high-pitched laugh.

"Hardly. This marriage of ours is a business prop-

osition on both sides, and I credit you with being

honest enough to live up to your bargain."

"A business proposition?" repeated Folly, with ris-

ing excitement. "I can't allow you to say that."

"Yet you told my friend. Keene Mordaunt, that if

I backed out, you would sue for breach of promise.'"

"Oh !" gasped Folly. She could not deny the crush-

ing accusation, but she could be defiant. "What would
any girl do if she were jilted?" she demanded.
"A girl who sincerely loved a man would not think

of money damages she might collect from him. But
you do not love me."

Folly shrugged.
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"The business proposition on my side has been this

:

it suited me better to marry you than to be sued for
breach of promise," he said.

"Don't be a rotter, Anthony. What difference does
all that stuff make now? I am your wife."

"Exactly. You are my wife, and I am going to give
you every opportunity to learn to love me. In the
meanwhile, I shall insist upon only one thing. Your
conduct must be above suspicion."

"In other words, you have taken me on approval."
Folly laughed again, acidly. "You don't make mar-
riage seem very attractive. It is like a furnace. From
a distance, it looks warm and comfortable; but when
we women jump into it we are apt to get burnt."

"To pursue your interesting figure of speech, a good
vase can stand the heat of the furnace without crack-

ing."

"Well, we're having a pleasant honeymoon," sneered
Folly.

"Our honeymoon is postponed." said Anthony
shortly.

He swung on his heel out of the salon. Entering
his bedroom, he closed the door with a decisive click

that made further argument impossible.

As far as the world knew, Folly and Anthony Bond
were a congenial couple when they returned to Eng-
land and opened their country place. Paling Towers,
with a round of dazzling social functions. Their con-

servative neighbors, landowners for the most part,

whose family trees could be reckoned back to the Nor-
man Conquest, had wondered how to receive the

former "Frivolity" actress. But she won almost imme-
diately the cachet of approval. General Foulkes-Brent,

with his wife and daughter. Patricia, paid a formal
call, and the other aristocrats followed like sheep jump-
ing over a fence.

Folly showed admirable tact in choosing her week-
end guests. With a few exceptions, she eliminated her
former theatrical cronies and invited Anthony's friends.

Keene Mordaunt was urged to make himself at home
at the Towers. If she cherished any resentment against

the young man about town, who had been one of her
admirers, but who had carried her remark about breach
of promise to Anthony, she did not allow it to be seen.

Keene had developed into her husband's closest friend.

He remained one of hers.

It would have been impossible

for her not to court the admira-
tion of men, but her flirtations were "The Furnace

conducted so lightly that they

seemed nothing more serious than
an elegant accomplishment. An-
thony on his part was suavely at-

tentive to her in public. Behind
the scenes, he spoke to her only at

meals. He was like a male sphinx,

to whom she realized that it would
he useless to address questions.

His iudgment for or against her

would be pronounced in his own good time.

Toward the end_ of the summer. Folly suddenly elec-

trified the countryside with a gorgeous dance carnival.

The conservatory at Paling Towers was large and par-

ticularly well stocked with palms and tropical flowers.

She used it as the theater for her best effects. Keene
proved to be an invaluable aid in planning decorations,

arranging tableaux vivants, and designing costumes.

She asked him to run over the list of guests, and he
was struck by her flair fcr bringing sympathetic people

together. Only one name was unfamiliar to him.

From the William Desmond Taylor

production, played with the

following cast:

Folly Vallance Agnes Ayres

Anthony Bond Jerome Patrick

Keene Mordaunt Milton Sills

Count Svenson. . . .Edward Martiedell

Produced by Realart

"Who is this Count Svenson?" he asked.
"A Swedish nobleman. He has traveled—in Canada,

I believe. I—I met him at a tea in Lodon," Folly
floundered unaccountably.

The carnival was an instantaneous success. A spirit

of revelry swept the company. One might have be-
lieved oneself at some fete on the Riviera, rather than
in England, where pleasure is apt to be taken soberly.
Only Anthony Bond failed to respond to the infeo*
tious gayety of his wife and the young people who
followed her lead. At dinner he had been silent. Aft-
erward, while the men lingered over wine and cigars,

Keene had tried to arouse him by telling a risque story

of the old "Frivolity" days. Instead of laughing, An-
thony had shrugged his shoulders impatiently.

"I'd rather hear what you know about my guest,

Count Svenson," he had growled meaningly.
"Why—nothing at all," Keene had stammered in sur-

prise. "I asked Mrs. Bond about him, and I gathered
he was merely a chance acquaintance of hers."

"I was surprised to have him presented to me here.

I knew of him in Canada."
That had been all. Anthony had made it clear that

he did not wish to be questioned. Now he roved the

conservatory, a severe figure in evening dress, though
most of the men wore elaborate costumes. Unobtru-
sively, he watched Count Svenson, who had appointed

himself Folly's principal cavalier and who had already

been granted more than his fair share of dances with

her. The Swede was an adroit lady's man. He made
his attentions seem like exquisite flattery, which de-

lighted Folly no less than it irritated her husband.

"The count is playing with fire," Keene told him-

self. "I wonder when he'll get burnt."

He knew Anthony to be no hesitator, yet action was
taken with a celerity that startled him. As the guests

were thinning out, the butler summoned him to his host's

study. Svenson was already there, dapper and smiling.

"I've been thinking, Keene, about the last time the

count and I met," said Anthony deliberately. "There
was a hotel keeper's daughter, an unsophisticated little

girl whom Svenson
"

"Mr. Bond, please " interrupted the Swede.
"She was engaged to be married to a farmer. The

count tried to break off the match. The fiance resented

it, and there was some shooting. I took a hand my-
self. A .man was killed, I need
not say who. Life was primitive

in those parts."

"What excuse have you for

bringing up that old affair before

your friend?" shouted Svenson.

"So that he may have an idea

why you think it best not to call

at this house, or see Mrs. Bond
again."

"I refuse to let you dictate to

me."
"Oh, you do?" Anthony drew

from his pocket a crumpled slip

of paper. "Perhaps you did not know that that was
in my possession."

Svenson grew white about the lips, and his eyelids

flickered.

"The count was explaining, just before you came in,

Keene, that he was leaving England," drawled Anthony.

"That is so. I regret greatly that I must go. Busi-

ness demands my presence in Stockholm," said Sven-

son. He bowed stiffly and left the room.

Anthony stroked his chin. He folded up the piece

of paper and put it back in his pocket. "A dirty mess,

Keene," he muttered. "By the way, when you see
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Folly electrified the countryside with a gorgeous dance carnival

Mrs. Bond, oblige me by telling her that Svenson
ducked when he found out that I knew too much about

his past in Canada. Nothing but that, if you please."

The bewildered Keene did as he was requested. The
opportunity was afternoon tea the following day. Folly

and he were alone in a summerhouse on the edge of

the lawn. The girl stared at him in silence for a full

minute after he had finished speaking. Her lips curled.

"I understand," she said. "Anthony insulted the

count, because he thought I liked him. I don't believe

that poor Svenson has anything to hide."

"But look here !" protested Keene miserably. "An-
thony mentioned something that had happened out West,
and it scared the count half to death."

"I don't care. What does anything matter? Oh,
Keene, I'm so unhappy! I wish I had never got mar-
ried," Folly burst out.

"Folly ! Folly ! You must not say that to me."
"Why not? You used to like me a little."

She placed her hands on his shoulders, while Keene
strove to find words that would be loyal to his friend.

He was spared the necessity of an answer. Anthony
appeared' at the door of the summerhouse, a cable-

gram fluttering in his fingers. If he had seen Folly's

gesture or overheard her words, he gave no sign.

"I must leave for Canada immediately," he said.

"There has been a fire in Bondville, and I must go to

protect my interests. Folly, I wish you to close Paling-

Towers and stay at our town house until I return.

Keene, will you see that my wife is not too bored in

London?"
He volleyed the phrases crisply at them. There was

no room for argument, and Keene accepted the thank-

less task of watching over a
beautiful woman to whom
marriage had brought, so far,

nothing but disillusionment.

Folly left Paling Towers on
the morning train. Keene
followed in the afternoon. As
he bade good-by to him, An-
thony said:

"Watch out for Svenson.
He may try to see Mrs. Bond.
If she seems at al! likely to

renew her interest in him,
show her this. And keep it

safely for me until I return.

It is a valuable document."

He produced the same slip

of paper which had silenced

the Swede the evening be-

fore. Murmuring his embar
rassment at the charge, Keene
stowed it away in his pocket
book. He wrung his friend's

hand and leaped into the cai

that was to take him to the

station.

Keene Mordaunt felt intu-

itively that a drama, aboui

which he knew very little

after all, was approaching its

climax. Evidently he was
destined to play a part in it

He did not propose to shirt

it, though it was a bit rough

on a harmless bachelor, as he

put it to himself, to cast him
for a role that an experienced

grandparent would have

found it difficult to fill.

He passed the night at his club and called on Folly

at the earliest hour within reason in the forenoon. It

scarcely surprised him to be told that she was not at

home.
"Where did she go?" he asked her maid authorita-

tively.

The girl hesitated. "Why, I don't know as I'm sup-

posed to know, sir. But I did hear her tell the chauf-

feur to drive to the Ivy Inn in Kent."
Keene smiled grimly. The Ivy Inn was a decidedly

fast road house, a favorite stopping place of runaway
couples on their way to Dover and the Continent. Folly

had wasted no time. He hurried to the Russell Square
garage where he kept his car, and in less than fifteen

minutes was on his way to Waterloo Bridge, South

London, and the countryside beyond.

It was raining when he drew up in front of the inn

No other machine was in sight, but a hasty glance

through the half-open door of an outhouse revealed

one stabled out of the wet. He ran to the main en-

trance and knocked. A rubicund innkeeper, who looked

as if he had stepped out of the pages of a Dickens novel,

admitted him.
"I am to join two friends of mine. They are prob-

ably in a private room," said Keene, taking a chance.

Mine host bowed, rubbed his hands, led him through

die hall, and pointed to a door. Keene hesitated for

an instant, then entered, closed the door behind him
and rested his shoulders against it.

"Blustering won't do you any good, Count Svenson,"
he told the angry man who had leaped up from the

tea table. "I am not going to allow you to run away
with Mrs. Bond."
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"What right have you to interfere?" cut in Folly.

"I intend to leave a husband who does not love me for

the sake of a man who does."

"That is not a very good reason, Folly. There should
be love on your side before you take such a step. Do
you think it possible for you really to love a murderer?"
"A murderer!" screamed the Swede. "It's a lie. I'll

jail you for saying that."

"Go easy, Svenson. You killed the farmer who was
engaged to the little girl you deceived in Canada. You
got off on a technicality, but Bond made you give him
a confession at the point of his revolver. Here it is."

He unfolded a slip of paper. "It won't do you any
good to try to take this from me, though. It's only a
copy," he added.
Count Svenson's movements thereafter were marked

by speed and decision. He reached for his hat and
coat and, unopposed by his accuser, he bolted out into

the rain. Folly was sobbing, her arms flung along the
table, and her face hidden in them.

Keene remained tactfully silent. As the minutes
passed, he ventured to sit beside her and pat her shoul-
der. She dried her tears, gave him a woe-begone look,

but did not speak. He covered her hand with his, and
it was in this situation that Anthony Bond bursting into

the room without the slightest warning, discovered his

wife and his friend.

Keene drew away his hand and passed it over his

forehead. "Why the melodrama?" he jested dryly. "I

thought we'd had enough of it here to last for a long
time."

"Well, you're caught. Caught, both of you! Las-
soed. Plenty of rope until the noose is drawn taut."

raved Anthon}r
.

Keene was too astounded to find a reply. Folly it

was who stepped into the breach with the first words
she had uttered since Svenson's flight.

"You suspect us of running away
asked gently.

Continued on page 98
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Do I Do That?
Every one who acts in pictures has to learn to over-

come mannerisms which she—-or he—never knew existed.

By Celia Brynn

IT
was in the pitchy blackness of the Universal pro-

jection room. It was hot and stuffy as projec-

tion rooms always are, and the monotonous
clicking of the camera was the only sound heard in

iie intense darkness except for the occasional murmur
of some one of the company witnessing the informal

prevue, or a chaffing remark flung across the room
at an invisible actor who was seeing himself on the

screen as others would see him by the time the picture

was released.

I don't know what the picture was, for it was
being shown in the "raw" stage, without titles, sub-

titles, cast of characters, or cut-ins. But I do re-

member that on the screen a curly headed ingenue

was sobbing over a letter, and that at the end of

each sob she lowered her handkerchief and twitched

her nose in a manner strangely reminiscent of a

rabbit nibbling a lettuce leaf.

From behind me came a startled gasp.

"Good heavens! Do I do that?"

And every one laughed.

Tod Browning, the director, unseen but tangible at my
right, gave a satisfied "I-told-you-so" chuckle.

"I warned you about that rabbit nose of yours," he
reminded the ingenue behind him.

"I know you did," she acknowledged, "but I didn't

realize it was as bad as all that."

Frank Mayo, on my left, nudged me with his elbow.

. "She's just starting in pictures." he whispered, "and
Tod hasn't found her very amenable to suggestions.

But this will teach her more quickly than any amount
of nagging."
And by "this" I knew he was referring to the flick-

ering film before us.

We emerged from the .-tuffiness of the light-proof

projection room into the open air, the little ingenue
apologizing contritely to Tod Browning.

r*We all get that lesson," said Mr. Mayo, as we
walked toward the big canvas-covered stages. "And
those of us who come to the screen from the stage

get it a little harder than
others because we have
more mannerisms to

overcome. The actor

need not fear to display

any affectations that he
may have—sometimes
he even makes a
reputation by
them. The

fact that he uses his

hands too much, shrugs
his shoulders, or lifts

his eyebrows in a pe-

culiar manner means
very little because the

voice covers a multi-

tude of sins.

"But in the picture,

without the influence

of the magnetic voice,

even* little manner-
ism becomes appall-

inglv apparen t—it

fairly pushes itself out

through the screen.

Why, I remember in my
own case when I left the

stage for the screen in

London, my first part

was that of an artist in

Colleen
learned that
was right
ihffher with

M o o r e

afan critic

in charg-
''Oo-ooh-
ing" a 1

1

over the
place.

Thofo bT
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'Trilby.' There was a banquet scene, and we were told

to be jolly and have a good time generally. I did ex-

actly the same things I would have done on the stage,

and as rapidly. But when I saw it in the projection

room—good Lord ! I was simply a blur. I had hopped
around in my seat, flung my hands out, and made my-
self look like a jumping jack.

"You and me both," supplemented Carmel Myers,
who had overheard the conversation. "When I first

acted before the camera—I jerked. I didn't simply

move my head or hands—I yanked them around as

if a string had been attached. And the director was
always saying, 'Take it easy, Carmel, don't rush it

'

And I'd always assure him that* I wasn't rushing it.

I used to shed a great many tears in the darkness of

the projection room before I cured myself of that aw-
ful habit."

That started me to investigating the faults of the

screen celebrities which were cured by the pitiless rev-

elations of the camera rather than by the megaphone
of the director, and I found that in most cases the cor-

rections had come about through continual watching

of the day's "rushes." Some, however, were delayed

until the stray comment of an onlooker in a moving-
picture theater would point out the defect, and Colleen

Moore confessed to me that it took a fan letter to

bring her to the realization that she had been cultivat-

ing a habitual moue.

"Dear Colleen," said the letter, "I love your work,
but I do wish you wouldn't 'Oo-ooh' all over the place.

Do you know that every other minute you purse up
your lips as if you were going to whistle—or maybe
kiss somebody—anyhow, I think you do it entirely toe

much, and won't you please see yourself as others see

you and not spoil your pretty face by such an un
pleasant mannerism?"

"I was almost indignant when I read the letter," Col
leen told me, "but that very evening I saw myself ir

'So Long, Letty,' and my correspondent was absoluteb
right. I did 'Oo-ooh' all over the place."

Even Mary Pickford, the incomparable, was not fret

from camera faults, and she told me how she hac'

"pouted" her way through her first pictures withou
realizing it.

"And it got so bad," she continued,
c

'that in a cei

tain picture I made, I was just one big pout It woulc
have been all right within reason, but I overdid i

terribly, and recognized it, fortunately, before the pic

ture was released. In fact, we retook about twenb
scenes just on account of it."

Louise Fazenda, who recently left Mack Sennett';

slapstick ranks to do more "serious" comedies, founr
that for her peculiar style of acting it didn't pay tc

be natural. If she smiled unaffectedly in her grotesque
make-up the comedy simply didn't register. It spoiler

Continued on page 99

Oh, Look Who's Here!

Witwer's first storv is called

"Fools Rush In." It's an in-

terview with Farnum, done as

only Witwer could do it, and it

will appear in our next issue.

Just take a glimpse at wha>

PICTURE-PLAY has i*

store for you for 1921.

OU recognize Dustin Farnum, who's laughing at you
but do you know the bird behind the bars

P at whon:
he's pointing? If you don't, you will soon His

H. C. WITWER
and he's the latest acquisition to Picture-Plat's all-stay

cast of writers and artists.

Witwer is one of the most prolific and
popular writers in America.
Although but a youngster, he's already

made one hundred thousand dollars by
hammering his typewriter.

He's the creator of half a dozen fiction

characters better known than most of otn

statesmen.

So far he has produced one hundred and
fifty short stories, four books, three plays,

a vaudeville act, a popular song, the

lyrics of a musical comedy, as well

Hi as being responsible for a whole
flock of movies, some already

produced, and others forthcom
ing, about which you'll read more
in future issues of this magazine.

He's just been turned loose

on the Los Angeles colony, and
he's going to relate for us,

with his inimitable wit and
slang, his latest adventures.

ALICE IN MOVIELAND
might be the name of another

newcomer to our staff in

who's adventures you're go-

ing to be very much inter-

ested, if we're as good a
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prophet as Herbert Howe. This con-

tributor is a girl who lives in a small

town, and who is a real movie fan. if

there ever zvas one. Some time ago
she wrote to us, taking issue with some-
thing The Observer had said. Since

then she's written us several letters,

commenting on different phases of the

movies, and we were so impressed by
her keen observation and fresh point

of view that we decided to bring her
to New York, take her through the
-tudios, on location trips, introduce

her to the stars, directors, and pro-
ducers—in short, to show her how
pictures are made from start to finish.

You can imagine her surprise. She
:ould hardly believe it was true when
she received the offer. And did she
accept? Well, wait till she tells you
tbout it in her own enthusiastic, girl-

ish manner. Her account of "her
movie experiences will begin in the
next issue and will continue for several
months. What she saw, and felt, is

something entirely different than the
'hings which the professional writer on
movie topics experiences. It's what
you would have felt if you could have
nad her opportunity.

THE NEW7 YEAR
•vill bring other innovations, other new
writers, and new contributions from
some of our old friends. One of
these is the taking over—beginning
!vith this issue—of "The Screen in Review

A new member of our staff, whom we'll 'introduce for the present as "Alice in Movie-

land." The others in the picture, from left to right, are, May McAvoy, Mabel

Taliaferro, John Robertson, director, and at the right, Mrs. Robertson. The picture

ivas taken at the Scotch village built for "Sentimental Tommy."

by

AGNES SMITH
satirist anQ critic—the keenest film reviewer in New
York City—who will entertain you each month with
her appraisal of the current releases.

If you read her article, "Where Do They Get Those
Titles?" in our last number, you already know her
keen sense of humor. She's trenchant, sparkling, alert,

and subtle. Even a bad picture becomes amusing when
she puts tongs to it.

HERBERT HOWE'S
work in this number speaks for itself. For the last

year he has written, for this magazine exclusively, the

most brilliant and authoritative articles which have been
appearing anywhere about the movies. He will con-

tinue with us throughout the coming year.

LOUISE WILLIAMS
has been writing a series of fashion articles, based on
the different types of stars, which have brought her
more fan letters than some stars receive. She is to

follow this by a new series of articles showing how to

."'dapt screen fashions, decorations, and ornaments for

home and personal use. She will also continue to con-

tribute interviews, written in her own delightful style.

EMMA-LINDSAY SQLTER
has been one of our star writers in the past—she will

continue to be in the future. She needs no introduc-

tion to Picture-Play readers. The things that we like

especially about her stories and interviews are. first,

her ability to reproduce, in words, a vivid and accurate

picture of the personalitv she is writing about, and

second, the human, sympathetic touch that you always
find in her work. Some of these days we're going to

ask her to interview herself for Picture-Play readers.

GRACE KINGSLEY
is another of our regular contributors, who recently

has endeared herself to thousands of fans through
her series of the '"Romances of Famous Film Folk."
Miss Kingsley. who is the critic and columnist of the

Los Angeles Times, is an authority on filmland. All

the players read her column for news and anecdote
about themselves.

EDWIN SCHALLERT
critic of music, drama, and pictures on the Los An-
geles Times. If you read his scholarly impression of
Maeterlinck in a recent issue of Picture-Play you
know the richness of his style, its color, flash, and
subtler}-.

GORDON GASSAWAY
Flippant and frank, with a penchant for jazz, he has

invaded the Mack Sennett lot
—"The Beach of Dreams"

—as our grill chef titles it—to learn the naked truth

about the water sprites. He also has written an article,

"Danger!'' which might be about the Sennett sirens,

but isn't.

THESE, AND MANY OTHERS
will enliven our pages in the coming year, and will help

Picture-Play Magazine to maintain its present posi-

tion as the brightest, the most entertaining, and the

most instructive magazine on all matters pertaining to

the great motion-picture industry in which the lovers

of the screen are interested.



Crooks That Follow the Movies
No. 2. The fake producers, and how they use the motion- By Roy W. Hinds
picture industry as a blind to cover their operations as swindlers, illustrated by victor f e a a r d

N a materialistic sense, the small city of Rosemont
never had taken seriously its surrounding scenic

grandeurs. For years Rosemont had gazed upon
the sun rising proudly from the rim of green prairie

on the east
;
indifferently watched it ascend until the

warmer rays flashed pleasantly upon the winding river

and its hems of lilacs and magnolias, and in tranquil

meditation had surveyed its decline and fall behind the

picturesque chain of hills on the west.

The beauties of the wide landscape seemed as natural

as the sun itself, and so far as capitalization was con-

cerned, no more of an asset. But that was before the
emissaries of the great Gardenia
Film Company reached Rosemont.
They came first in a group of

three. Brisk, enterprising men
they were. Mr. A was tall and
slender, with a cold, doubtful eye.

Mr. B was of medium build and
solemn, impressive mien. Mr. C
was something on the Gothic style

of architecture, square and blocky,

with a humorous twinkle in his blue

eyes.

They arrived in Rosemont on an
early morning train. While they

plainly were men of affairs, their

deportment for the first hour or so surrounded them
with a tantalizing mystery. Each carried a traveling

bag, but instead of proceeding at once to a hotel, as

did all newcomers of means, they checked the bags in

the station, and, three abreast, casually sauntered up-

town.
An inquisitive citizen, who hadn't much else to do,

was so seized by the glamour of the strangers that he

followed, and subsequently reported the following epi-

sode :

Mr. C seemed to be eager to convince Mr. A and
Mr. B of something of which they were doubtful. The
former gentleman occasionally pointed out various ob-

jects. At one point he indicated a commanding view
of the river, where it wandered across the prairie and
dipped into the hills, at another a particularly broad
sweep of the lowlands, and at still another an encom-
passing survey of the mountains. On the outer edge

of town the mysterious trio mounted a low hill, from
which eminence the whole panorama of sunlit prairie,

river, hills, and city stood revealed as an imposing
spectacle.

Whereupon they returned to the city. Mr. A, the

doubt gone from his eyes, meditated profoundly ; Mr. B
smiled contentedly, and Mr. C gesticulated and talked

happily, and occasionally nodded his head in an "I told

you so !" manner. They went at once to the Lee
House, the best hotel in Rosemont, engaged a suite of

rooms, and arranged for the immediate transfer of

their trunks.

A half hour later the tall, dignified Mr. A called

upon the president of the Rosemont Chamber of Com-
merce. That official was much impressed by Mr. A's

bearing, although he had no clear idea yet of his pur-

poses. Mr. A asked if he had time for a stroll about

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
have been stolen from communi-
ties all over the United States by
the methods described in this

story, which is published as a
warning to the public, and an
effort to aid the members of the
legitimate motion-picture indus-

try in their attempt to stamp out
this evil.

the city. The citizen had, and they set out. At
a point where they could get a good view of Mouni
Jackson, the highest and most picturesque peak in the

range to the west, Mr. A and his companion came tc

a halt.

"Do you realize, sir," asked Mr. A
s

'what that

mountain is worth to Rosemont?"
The other man had a vague idea that some one had

discovered coal, oF perhaps gold, in the rugged declivi

ties of Mount Jackson.

"That mountain," Mr. A pursued, "is worth thou-

sands and thousands of dollars to Rosemont.'
1

"I don't understand you, sir."

"I shall explain. I am the presi-

dent of the Gardenia Film Com
pany, as I told you before. Foi
one solid year, sir, we have sough
a suitable location for the filming

of what perhaps will be the motion
picture classic of the age, I refej

to the play, 'The Hope of a Na-
tion.' Perhaps you have read oi

it—the newspapers printed an-

nouncements of it being undei
way. This play requires an un-

usual setting, and I am very frank

in stating that Rosemont and vicin-

ity is just the thing we have been looking for. One
of my agents, Mr. C, visited your city about a month
ago, and was so impressed that he induced me to come
down and look you over. I arrived more or less skep-
tical—you understand, our search has brought many
disappointments—but I am convinced now. / surely
am!"
The president of the Chamber of Commerce there-

upon was led to other points in the vicinity. He be-

came aware successively that each individual hill was
a potential gold mine, that untold wealth flowed in the
quiet waters of the little river, and that riches lay

upon the very surface of the prairie. At length the
survey was completed.

"Here I find," Mr. A announced meditatively, "the
very thing we want. To the east is a level sweep of
lowlands. Outside of its value as 'location' in certain

parts of our film, it provides an ideal site for extensive
studio buildings. Plenty of water is here. The river

is also essential for 'location' purposes. This quiet little

city is precisely the type our play calls for, and the
mountain range to the west gives us the scenes to

round out our production." He paused, and then de-
clared solemnly : "My dear sir, we must talk business

!"

"I should be very glad to," said the delighted presi-

dent of the Chamber of Commerce. "Ah—won't you
come and have lunch with me?"
The promoters of the Gardenia Film Company had

a smooth path to the confidences of Rosemont. Thev
came with a proposition which, in one way or another,

had been previously advertised—a proposition to let the

community in on the biggest financial snap in the his-

tory of money. The advertising had been done in-

voluntarily by every newspaper that printed stories of
fabulous salaries for actors and enormous profits on
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certain exhibitions,

with but little or no

space given to the mul-
titude of failures.
Every man, woman,
and child who spoke a

word about the big sal-

aries and enormous
earnings unconsciously

prepared the confi-

dences of Rosemont
for just such a game as

was now spread before

it.

It will be observed
that the name of the

him which the Gar-
denia company pro-

posed to produce, "The
Hope of a Nation,"

had been selected be-

cause of its similarity

to a real work of art

and one which, legiti-

mately, brought in

huge financial returns.

During the year pre-

ceding the opening of

its Rosemont adven-
ture the Gardenia Film
Company had operated
as a film exchange. It

really had a New York
address, and its pro-

moters possessed volu-

tninuous correspond-
ence and documents to

prove that they had been connected with the motion-

picture industry. The mistake of Rosemont lay in not

examining those documents closely. Had that been
done, the actual experience and responsibility of the

concern would have been laid bare. The Gardenia
company, when it came to Rosemont, had perhaps a

capital of ten thousand dollars, and it was upon that

comparatively slender bank roll that it conducted its

gigantic swindle.

The news got abroad quickly that the city and vicin-

ity had been chosen for the production of a great mo-
tion-picture classic. In glowing colors, the promoters
pictured an immense studio rising on the prairie. In
time the community would be treated to the spectacle

of a vast army of actors at work. An immense amount
of money would be spent in the city—and every mer-
chant who had a foot of lumber, a sack of flour, a

pound of beef, or a suit of clothes for sale rose as

one man to welcome the vanguard of this legion of

prosperity.

"The people here are very interesting," said Mr. A
to the president of the Chamber of Commerce, after

a few days. "A typical American people, I should say ;

progressive, yet clinging to the wholesome atmosphere

of the past. I notice very distinct types. If they have

no objections, we should like to use them in certain

parts of our film."

Did the people of Rosemont like that? So much so

that whenever Messrs. A, B, and C appeared in the

streets they found themselves waylaid by whole sec-

tions of the townspeople, young, old, and middle-aged,

with applications for roles.

"Who is the very pretty girl with auburn hair, just

stepping out of that automobile?" Mr. A inquired one

day.

"That mountain" Mr. A pursued, "is worth thousands and thousands of dollars to Rosemont."

"That is Mary Cornell."

"I have seen her several times," Mr. A went on,

"and have studied her closely. Do you suppose she

could be induced to take a rather important part in

'The Hope of a Nation'—at a good salary, of course?"

That matter just naturally arranged itself. Miss

Cornell accepted with trembling eagerness, and her

proud parents acquiesced almost as quickly. Inciden-

tally her father was the leading banker in Rosemont.

By similar devices, calculated to reach quickly and

surely either the emotions or the financial desires of

the city, the promoters of the Gardenia Film Company
strengthened their hold upon the people of Rosemont,

and led them willingly into the broader phases of the

swindle.

Thus far the promoters had proposed only to spend

monev in Rosemont. Not a word had been said about

offering for sale any stock or any other inducement to

attract' capital. The enterprise so far had proceeded

with the tacit understanding that the Gardenia company

was wholly able to finance the film, "The Hope of a

Nation"—and, that being the case, why should outsiders

be admitted to the profits?

That is the question that certain citizens of business

acumen and money asked themselves, a little wistfully.

But thev h?d not long to wait.

Two weeks after the arrival of Messrs. A, B, and C,

and when nothing but general survey work had been

clone. Mr. A asked if he could be permitted to make

a statement before the Chamber of Commerce. He
asked also that the mayor and other city officials be

invited. He was just mysterious enough and explan-

atory enough to arouse a fire of interest.

Mr. A appeared before the Chamber of Commerce
Continued on page 102



The Screen in Review
Criticism and comment on current releases. By AgneS Smith

"Conrad

in Quest of His

Youth" will not

convert the lovers

of the book to the screen.

Hut it -«

likely to makt

motion -picture

fans want to reae

Leonard Merrick

WHEN a motion-picture producer purchases the
screen rights to a novel, he figures out how
many persons have read the book, into how

many editions it has jumped, and measures carefully
the length and breadth of its popularity; hence cer-
tain studios become mere canning factories for "best
sellers." The producer, of course,
works on the assumption that all

readers of the book will flock to

see the picture.

However, there is another side

to the question. So many constant
readers have come away disap-
pointed from screen versions of
their pet internationally celebrated

novels by their pet internationally

celebrated authors that they have
a dread of seeing the raven-haired
heroines of their dreams turned
into pallid blondes and played with
all the routine tricks of the peren-

nial screen favorite.

And so we turn to ''Conrad in

Quest of His Youth," Leonard
Merrick's story of a not-so-old gentleman who seeks

to regain the thrill of first love. Merrick's novel has
been meticulously transferred to the screen by William
De Mille. But the Merrick devotees are likely to shy
away from it. The humor and the romance of the

story have an elusive literary quality that lies too deep

We Said to Agnes Smith
when she took over the work of
reviewing pictures for us, "re-
member that you have no restric-

tions. Be perfectly frank and
honest in telling our readers just

what they may expect of every

picture on which you comment."
You will find, in reading her

reviews, that this is what she has
done. You may, therefore, de-
pend upon this department for

your guidance.

for the flat surface of the screen. Mr. De MlUe strives

valiantly for the Merrick flavor, and sometimes he sue

ceeds in catching it. Those who haven't read the book

will find the picture delightful; those who have, will

find it just a bit disappointing. Merrick's readers will

not become converts to the motion pictures, but film

fans are likely to become Merrick

readers.

It is Thomas Meighan who i^

the Conrad of the screen. Mr.
Meighan is Irish; Conrad wa^
English. Without wishing to ven-

ture on the dangerous ground of

the Irish-English controversy, we
think that Mr. Meighan's national-

ity is against him in this particulai

case. There is the widest differ-

ence in the world between a sen-

timental Englishman and a senti-

mental Irishman. The English-

man is outwardly a cynic but a sen-

timentalist at heart; the Irishman
wears a cloak of sentiment to con-

ceal the fact that he is either a dis-

appointed patriot or a successful politician. Mr.
Meighan does his best and brings to the role all of

his justly celebrated charm. But his charm is the

charm of a ballad sung by John McCormack and not

that of Leonard Merrick's Conrad.
Kathlyn Williams plays Mrs. Adaile, the chief figure
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in one of the sentimental episodes. Mrs. Adaile was
Conrad's first love. And an Englishman's first love is

usually a charming married woman whom he meets in

Italy. After twenty years, Conrad tries to recapture

the first fine careless, rapture. The lady agrees to

come to his room to say good-by. Conrad waits, and
while he waits he falls asleep. A middle-aged gentle-

man is likely to fall asleep after the clock has turned

midnight. Isolde comes and finds Tristram slumbering.

Because it is, the silent drama, we do not know whether

or not he was caught snoring. Mrs. Adaile is hurt,

but because she, too, has reached middle age she un-

derstands. And so she leaves a little note and
vanishes from his life.

Mr. De Mille, out of respect

State censorship boards, caret

deleted Theophile Gautier's "M;
demoiselle de Maupin" from
the scene. Therefore, the

episode is entirely harmless. ,

As. Mrs. Adaile, Kathlyn /
Williams fails to bring to

'

the part any suggestion of

die woman Merrick drew.

Again Mr, De Mille is

guilty of an error in cast-

ing.

The best scenes of the

picture are those which
.ell of Conrad's experi-

ences with a cheap the-

atrical company. Here
Conrad meets the Count-
ess of Darlington—an ac-

iress married to an earl.

Adopting her old stage

uame, the Countess, too,

is in quest of her youth,

a youth spent in strug-

gling bohemianism. Sat-

isfying an eternal con-

vention of the screen,

O 1 g a Printzlau, w h o

wrote the scenario, mar-
ries Conrad to the Count-
ess, thereby proving that

youth exists as long as

'here is love in the heart.

To do full justice to

Mr. De Mille, we think-

that he has done better

with "Conrad" than

could any other di-

rector. For his is a

gentle art, and he is

an agreeable senti-

mentalist. He hasn't

his brother's fault

of overelaboration,

and his touch is

simple and sincere.

As I have said

before, the picture

will make you want
to read the book. And so

Players-Lasky produced it.

"Passion," the first big European film to arrive here since the

war, is finely acted, but lacking the finish of our American films.

I am glad that Famous our screen performer

"PASSION"
If you see a picture called '"Passion"* advertised as

a big superdeluxe spectacle, do not run the other way.
as your best instincts might dictate. For "Passion" is

no such thing. It is the life story of Mme. Du Barn'.

favorite of King.Louis the Fifteenth of France. Mme.
Du Barry has been made romantic by time and turned
respectable by history. At this late day it seems un-
fair to accuse her of passion.

You will want to see this picture because—speak it

softly—it was made in German)'. Curiosity is likely to

get the better of patriotic scruples. The motion-pic-
ture industry has been filled with rumors about the
artistry and splendor of these mid-European produc-
tions. It is the first one to reach the American market.

'"Passion" hasn't the finish of our American pro-
ductions. The director, Ernst Lubitsch, may be as

capable as our Griffiths and De Milles, but
t the aid of our camera men,
irectors, and costume designers,

hen you watch the picture, you
are conscious of the wigs and
make-up. The scenes of the
storming of the Bastille must

\ have engaged the services

of all the unemployed in

Germany, and they are im-
pressive just the way an
elephant is impressive

—

because they are so big.

The settings that depict

the palace at Versailles

are more remarkable.
They present scenes that

could have been photo-

graphed only in the Old
World. Popular report

says that they were taken
at Potsdam. I cannot
verif)' the report, since I

have only a post-card ac-

quaintance with Europe.
But the illusion of

reality that permeates the

picture lies deeper than
the backgrounds or the

spectacular scenes. It lies

in the acting. American
players may be loath to

learn from German mod-
els, but the European
players bring a new note

of vitality to the screen.

Pola Negri, a remark-
ably beautiful young
woman, plays Du Barry.

She looks a little like

Theda Bara, and she

has those vampish ways.

Also she has them there

eyes. But, in spite of the

physical resemblance, she is

an immensely fine actress.

Her work is not as glib as

that of some of our players

who know how to be arch

and agreeable. She rises

above the standards of ado-

lescence that rule most of

An American actress wouM
have made Du Barry either a pretty flirt or a plain,

even-day "vamp." Pola Negri makes her a real super-

woman. We didn't see Leslie Carter's performance
in "Du Barry," and we wonder if she struck so surely

into the heart of the character.

The names of the actors who play the other parts

are not available, so the men who give such splendid
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"Dead Men Tell No Tales" is a pirate story, with Catherine

Calvert and Percy Marmont in the leading roles.

performances of the King and Choiseul must go down
to anonymous fame.
The posters that seek to lure the public to "Passion"

will probably make a great noise about the big scenes
and the number of men, women, and children employed
I herein. But you can afford to miss the falling of the
Bastille before the onslaughts of the infuriated mob.
What you cannot afford to miss is the fall of Louis
the Fifteenth before the onslaughts of Du Barry.

"DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES."
This thrilling legend has probably caught your eye

of late in the back-page columns of Picture-Play
Magazine. Yes, children, it is a picture, and Vita-
graph has exploited the title so effectively that you
will want to see it without knowing anything about it.

Other celebrated lines of song and story that might
look pretty on billboards can be dug up from literature.

We suggest "I am dying, Egypt, dying" or "Yo, ho,
ho, and a bottle of rum."
To go back to "Dead Men Tell No Tales." It is a

Tom Terriss production, and will appeal to all good souls

who love pirates. And what good soul does not? It is a

nice exciting powwow, and it has a shipwreck scene that

has been well directed with the aid of megaphones and
dynamite. Catherine Calvert is the heroine and Percy
Marmont is the hero. Pursued by villains throughout the

entire picture, they earn their salaries.

"A SLAVE OF VANITY."
Right after her success in "Madame X" comes Pauline

Frederick in Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's drama "Iris.'

But because "Iris" is associated with camera parlance,

the title has been changed to "A Slave of Vanity." A;-

yet Pinero has not written to the London Times protest

ing against the wild ways of American cinema manufac-
turers. Nor has Pinero said anything about the fact thai

the tragic ending has been turned into a dream. Somf
pupil of Freud ought to psychoanalyze the dreams in

dulged in by otherwise respectable heroines,'

Pauline Frederick's acting ought to please the dramatist
For, after a slump in which she was but the shadow oi

her former self, Miss Frederick recently has been com
ing into her own again. As the woman who hasn't thf

courage to accept love at the price of giving wp luxury

she gives an intelligent and an emotionally forceful per

formance. This, by the way, is her first pictw? for Rob-

ertson-Cole.

"YOU NEVER CAN TELL.'

There is one scene in Bebe Daniels' first starring pu
ture that is fraught with emotion and surcharged with

dramatics, as the best critics put it. It represents a fash

ion show and shows Bebe all dressed up. And why shoulc

not Bebe Daniels be all dressed up? Doesn'^ she deservf

a few la la Lucille gowns after such a long career ir

bathing-suit comedies ? And shouldn't she be all dressec

up after being all undressed up in a Cecil B, De Milh
picture? Apparently a full line of French ?owns is in

eluded in her new contract.

The plot is nothing to worry about. The nero see<-

Bebe when she is all dressed up, and, although she i.'

only a cloak-room girl in disguise, he loves her. Perhaps

the fashion writers are correct. Perhaps it can only be

done with the aid of a good dressmaker.
Harold Lloyd, whose comedies first brought Bebe into

prominence, wishes his erstwhile leading woman all kind.'

of good luck in her starring venture. And so do we all.

for Bebe is a cute little trick and a cute little trickster

"HARRIET AND THE PIPER."

Right here we wish to protest against the wa}
California producers malign Greenwich Village. If

the lords of Hollywood persist in representing the Vil-

lage as the home of free love, tam-o'-shanters, and
table d'hotes, we shall incite the Villagers into a screen

attack on home life in Hollywood.
The bohemian revels on the screen are getting to be

more than we can bear. There ain't no such revels in

Greenwich Village. Apartments are too scarce and
rents are too high for the Villagers to take such chances

with breaking a lease.

The Greenwich Village scene of the month comes in

"Harriet and the Piper," adapted from the novel by

Kathleen Norris. We have a lot of respect for Miss

Norris as a novelist, but we feel that something went

wrong with this story. Anita Stewart stars in the

screen version, and, if it weren't for her beauty, the

picture would be entirely unimportant.

"BODY AND SOUL."
Speaking of bohemianism, there is "Body and Soul,"

a wild, wild story of the Latin Quarter of Paris. We
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suspect that Charles Swickard, who directed the picture
for Metro, has been guilty of maligning the artists of
Paris, just as "Harriet and the Piper" misrepresents
Greenwich Village.

The story was taken from a play by William Hurlbut
and tells of a girl who is hit on the head by a lamp-post
and who thenceforth leads a dual existence. No, the
villain doesn't crown her with the lamp-post after the
happy fashion of the comics. The girl merely strikes
her head against it in passing.

Alice Lake is the lady of the double life, and she is

called upon to enact so many scenes that are either ridic-

ulously sensational or downright disgusting that we lose
all sympathy with her acting and all patience with the
story. Stuart Holmes is the villain of the piece. Hist!
Hist!

"CURTAIN."

The verities of theatrical life are truthfully mirrored
in "Curtain," by Rita Weiman. Miss Weiman knows
iheatrical life. She knows that an actress is neither a

devil nor an angel. Usually she is just a woman. She
knows that managers are not men whose sole joy in

life is the pursuit of the starring sex. And she doesn't
try to tell the public any highly flavored fibs about the
mysterious land that lies beyond the curtain.
Katharine MacDonald has a rarely interesting role in

"Curtain." She is seen as an actress who marries out of
her profession. She is willing to give up her career and
settle down as a wife and mother. The lure of the foot-

lights doesn't draw her away from home. It is the hus-
band who is drawn back to the stage. He is a type famil-

iar to those who know the stage. It is the actress he
loves, not the woman. He likes the uncertain joy of
backing plays, of dining with actresses, of mixing in "pro-
fessional" company, where his money buys him the satis-

faction of enjoying sprightly company and the glamour
of make-believe. So he turns from his wife, who has
come to be too much of a homebody, and seeks another
actress.

It is an intelligent story, extremely well acted both by
Miss MacDonald and Charles Richman.

Rita Weiman also wrote the story of "Madame Pea-
cock," from which Nazimova has concocted another one
of her dazzling starring vehicles. Like the small boy
who couldn't see the forest for the trees, we couldn't see
the story because of Nazimova.

"A BROADWAY BUBBLE."

Another theatrical story that is truthful in its atmos-
phere and intelligent in its presentation is "A Broadway
Bubble." in which Corinne Griffith is starred by Vitagraph.
Miss Griffith is a modest violet of a star. But watch her
because she is an embryo Elsie Ferguson.

"Harriet and the Piper" is a typical screen exaggeration of the

revels of New York's Greenwich Village, redeemed only by the

charm of Anita Stewart.

"THE SONG OF THE SOUL."
One of the most soul-stirring scenes we have wit-

nessed in a long time is found in "The Song of the

Soul." A strong-armed gentleman tosses an alligator

over on his back and mesmerizes him into a delicious

trance by stroking his stomach. The scene has nothing
to do with the plot, which seems too bad. Nor is it

a sequel to "Scratch My Back." The little episode was
simply thrown in for nothing by John W. Noble, the
director.

"The Song of the Soul" brings Vivian Martin back
to the screen. The picture was made by Messmore
Kendall, and Robert W. Chambers had something to

do with it. He didn't write the story—the story was
taken from a William J. Locke tale—so perhaps he
edited it. Or maybe he furnished the alligator.

The picture gave us what Mark Twain used to term
the fantods. It is all about a blind girl and a man

whose face is horribly scarred. It has one dramatic

scene that is beautifully played by Miss Martin, but

we felt like crying, "Stop, stop, you are breaking our
heart

!"

Mr. Kendall was president of Goldwyn for a few
brief weeks. Now Samuel Goldwyn is back—or he
was when this was written. But time passes so quickly

in the movie -world that General Obregon may be the

new president. However, we don't suppose that all

this shifting of honors has anything at all to do with

"The Song of the Soul."

"ALWAYS AUDACIOUS."
We thought that he had gotten our last thrill from

the double-exposure picture until we saw Paramount's
"Always Audacious," and realized that there is still

something interesting about seeing one and the same
star on the screen at one and the same time. Wallace
Reid is the gentleman in question who so ingeniously

turns himself into twins. (Continued on page 105)
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// you're her type and age yon can wear hats like this one.

The Arithmetic of Fashion
Anna Q. Nilsson knows the common de-

nominator of every costume she wears.

By Louise Williams

WHAT a squeegee-looking woman!" remarked the Very
Pretty Girl; as our hansom cab got caught in a traffic

jam on Fifth Avenue, and we settled back to observe
the passers-by. "She looks as if she'd stood against a wall and
had her maid throw whatever came .handy at her."

"Not to me; I'll wager matinee tickets against that hat you're
trying to sell your sister-in-law that that woman spent longer on
her dressing than you did," I declared. "It's just that she didn't
know where to stop ; she put on a blouse and
then it didn't look quite satisfactory, so she
added a string of green jade beads, which
simply swear at the blue embroidery on her
veil, of course. She liked the buckles on her
tan shoes so well that she simply had to wear them, even though
her suit would look much better- with black ones. And she topped
it all off with gloves that are beautiful, but don't bear any rela-

tion to anything else she has on. She doesn't know that arith-

metic and fashion have anything to do with each other—and I

wish she could meet Anna O. Nilsson and learn the error of her
ways."

Perhaps you, like the Very Pretty Girl, want to find out what
it is that Anna Q. Nilsson knows about arithmetic and fashion—

Color is the common
denominator of this

brown costume.

I hope you do, for it's something that

every woman ought to learn. And it's

simplicity itself. The stunning Anna is

a blonde, of course, but the blackest-haired

brunette that ever saw her on the screen

can learn about dressing from her, even
though they do happen to be of quite dif-

ferent types.

Not long ago I went shopping with
Anna, and she yielded to temptation and
bought a hat that can be described by just

one word—luscious. It really looked good
enough to wear. It was an imported
model, of palest rose velvet, with goura
feathers of the most exquisite pale blue,

"all dripping down the front into your
eyes," as the salesgirl described it.

"Now—I'll have to do arithmetic," an-
nounced Anna as we left the shop. "Usu-
ally I sort of know in my mind what's the

lowest common denominator of a cos-

tume; I mean, what the one feature that

matches in my hat and dress and shoes
will be. But once in a while I just go

Photo copyrighted by Evana
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mad and buy something because it's beautiful and
becoming—like that hat. And then I have to analyze

it and find things that have the same quality. You
know how we used to do problems like that in school

—you could take a jumble of numbers, like one hun-
dred and fifty-four and sixty-eight and ten and find

that they were all divisible by two
;
maybe that's not

exactly all of it, but that's the principle of the thing.

Well, that's the way I do with my clothes; I find

some one thing in all of them that's the same. Now,
take this hat I've just bought; I can't make color

the harmonizing thing, because the hat's too light;

if it were a tricorne or a Gainsborough, a hat of any-

particular period or character, I'd match that, but it's

just round, you know. So—I'll have to make the key-

note delicacy and charm. Don't you think that will

work?"
I did—and it did. I wish you could have seen the

things she bought to wear with that hat. There was
a pale-gray dress, whose ruffles of net were as airy

as the goura feathers. There were gray pumps whose
silver buckles were .so delicately fashioned that they

were like fine lace, and gloves of very fine French
kid, so soft that they molded themselves to the

arms perfectly. There was about the whole cos-

tume an effect of fragility, of delicate charm, that

effectively supplemented Anna's golden hair and deep-
blue eyes.

"You can always find some one thing about a hat
or a gown, or even shoes, to use all through a cos-

tume," she told me. And later we examined her en-

tire wardrobe so that I'd see how she carried out
her theory.

Of course, she is a very blond blonde—her hair is

very yellow, her eyes are deep blue, and though she

Photo copyrighted by Erani

Simplicity should be the keynote of sports clothes.

is not tall—she stands just five feet seven—she gives

the effect of being quite a bit taller than vivacious

May Allison, who is but two inches shorter. She
is the golden type of blonde—not the very-pink-and-

white type—which opens up to her a whole gamut
of colors and styles that those of Ethel Clayton's or

May Allison's coloring should avoid.

For example, she wears brown, certain -shades of

it, beautifully. There is nothing that will kill the

looks of a certain type of blonde more quickly than

brown will ; it fades their hair and makes their com-
plexions look grayish, but for one whose skin holds

the necessary glow—that's the only word that de-

scribes it, though it may seem rather inaccurate—brown
does wonders. It must be the brown that is found in

beaver or sable furs, since they have a golden tint of

brown themselves. And certain red-fox skins, as well

as crossed fox, can be worn, but only experiment will

show which ones; this is a matter for individual con-

The brown you see
slderation.

_

in sable skins was * can * illustrate this point better than by

meant for blondes of describing one of Anna's favorite costumes,

the golden type. Continued on page 99
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Right Off the Grill
A coast-to-coast service, with every-

thing served hot.

By Herbert Howe
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AFTER a year in California I

stand why people go there t

The reason dying is so

ular in most places is that people z

afraid they're going to miss some
thing. Yon won't in California.

If California is perfection, as

the sun worshipers claim, then

heaven isn't going to agree

with me. I'll have to follow

the Broadway crowds.
Most mortals would desire

nothing more than to live in a

land of omnipresent sun and
movie stars. But the bril-

liance was too much for me.
I had to wear smoked glasses.

Mind, I don't say California

hasn't its features. It wasn't
much originally, I guess, but
cactus and horned toads. But
it has been reclaimed by the

missionary work of the Spanish
fathers, Burbank and M. Sen-
nett. Where cactus grew before
now flourishes the palm, the cafe-

teria, and the bathing beauty. But
it doesn't take a year to see the

ocean, the palms, the missions, the

Ship cafe, Sennett duckery, Selig zoo,

and Misses Swanson, Blythe, MacDonald,
and Compson.
But now that I've quit the land where

always see the sun for the city where you
never see it, I miss some of the advan-
tages. Notably, sleep". And the Studio
Club—although I meet Georges Carpen-
tier every day in the Claridge and so keep
in touch with scrapping news.
When I climbed the unlimited for New York, I

thought I'd shaken the film gossip forever from my
style-plus. Not so, the lady who bunked opposite me
had not been wasting her time in California.

"Wasn't that Ginny Demijohn, the movie star, at the

station with you?" she commenced as soon as I'd un-
furled myself on the luxurious plush.

"That's the jug," said I shortly.

Whereupon the lady opened her soul and shoe-box
lunch, beguiling me with honeyed words and boiled

eggs. She avowed she had seen me in some picture—
wasn't it "Cupid, the Cow-puncher?" Did I know a

girl by name of Toodles de Guava who did "sketches"

at the L-Ko art galleries? Wasn't it true that most
stars couldn't write their own names?

I resisted all temptation of flattery and currant jelly.

If I enjoyed the intimacy of Theda Bara because my
birthday date was in vibratory harmony with hers, I

boasted not. I was as shrinking as a flannel violet.

If you would become learned, never interrupt a lady.

I learned that Bebe Daniels' real name is Lazarus, that

Lottie Pickford is an adopted child, that William S.

Hart's middle name is Shakespeai'e, and that he was
engaged to Valeska Suratt, that Pearl White once

checked her wig in a cafe, that Theda Bara's name was

scrambled

vou

Problem: Who's the lady?

If you can't guess, read

on and you'll find out.

from the words "death" and
that Eric von Stroheim had been

ted for moonshining, because he
de some imitation money for his

icture, that Antonio Moreno is heir
to the Spanish throne and engaged
to Viola Dana, that Nazimova
cept her youthful beauty by liv-

ing on three-minute eggs, that

Charlie Chaplin had lived for
three days without food in the
Mormon tabernacle when his

wife got wild, that

Just then Jack Dempsey
walked through the coach on
the way to his stateroom. As
he passed the seat, my vis-

a-vis exclaimed

:

"Oh, don't you hope George
Carpentier wins the fight

—

he's so wonderful ?"

I crossed myself and retired

to the club car.

The Eastern Colon''.

I found Broadway all lit up
just as if Volstead had never

ousted Blatz. Times Square is a

cavern of jewels, the cave of the
forty thieves and their prolific prog-

eny.

It's getting so that unless you have your
visiting card romping incandescent!}' on the

Broadway heavens you're a dud, a pee-

? w ee, a raw ham—cinematically speaking.

Outdazzling the heavenly stellae are

such high-voltaged ones as Alice Brady,
Constance Binney, Alice Joyce, Eugene

O'Brien, Monsieur B. V. D., Owen Moore, Mary Miles
Minter, rubbermint gum, Conway Tearle, Norma and
Constance Talmadge, calfhug garters, and French kiss

perfume.
Such, dear reader, is the Eastern pivot of the film

world—Times Square, the fatherland of gold diggers,

lobsters, gafilta fish, song venders, taxi gondoliers, and
actors. The clubs frequented by the latter are just off

the plaisance ; the Lambs, on Forty-fourth; the Friars,

on Forty-eighth ; the Green Room, on Forty-seventh
;

and the Automat, centrally located.

Broadway Strugglers.

Once it was that you strolled Broadway. Now you
struggle it. The feat on a Saturday is worthy of
Moreno or Fairbanks. It reminds you of one of the

mob scenes from "Intolerance." What it will be by
New Year's Eve I shudder to think.

Just abreast of the Astor Hotel I heard a familiar

sound, not unlike the twittering of a calliope. I rec-

ognized it instantly as George Stewart's car, the dis-

tinctive sound due to the jazz plumbing which George
has installed underneath to give it the expensive tone.

Marilynn Miller, the Ziegfeld stage star, was enthroned
on the rear cushions. George certainly believes in

change of program.
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Charlie Chaplin in Disgu'sa.

A few necks ahead and I crashed into Charlie Chaplin, who
tried to duck, but the tide was too heavy. I scarcely recog-

nized him, and such was his intention, no doubt, as he had
been dodging the press.

"Why, Charlie, where's your cloth-top shoes?" I screamed,

noting the brand-new cordovans instead of the old familiar

dogs. "And a new suit, derby—I know ! you're in disguise."

Charlie on promenade resembles a sanitary inspector on
tour. He pokes into doorways, stares up at fire escapes, gazes

into windows.
"What are you looking for?"

"Just getting new picture material," said he, peering into

a refuse can.

"I always suspected that's where it came from," I observed
brightly.

He said the Pennsylvania Hotel had given him a great idea.

I said I was glad to hear it had given somebody something.

The Chaplin Divorce.

Mrs. Chaplin had just left for California to sign the divorce
papers. She couldn't sign them in New York, because she
was not of age, according to New York time-tables. In Cali-

fornia they're of age at eighteen ; in New York they don't get

wise until they're twenty-one, it seems.

According to the last-minute quotations, Madame Chaplin
was to receive two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, half

the initial amount paid Charlie for "The Kid." She has one
more picture to make under her contract with Louis B. Mayer.
Everything apparently was fixed concerning Charlie's emanci-
pation, but from Chicago we hear that Mrs. Harris, the

mother-in-law, gave out news to the contrary en passant.

When asked, "What's the matter with Chaplin?" she is

said to have given the succinct response, "He's in love with
his feet." Evidently I missed the real solution in my article

of last month. I don't see how any one could love their feet

and treat them so shoddily as Charlie usually does.

This is the first time, I believe, that pedal extremities have
been indicated as co-re-

spondent in a divorce suit. We haven't a picture of Gloria

But we can understand Swanson's baby daughter yet, but

Charlie's love for his feet. here's a picture of Gloria when

They've supported the en- she was about her daughter's age.

tire family, which is no
small burden for one set

of feet.

Charlie has leased his

studio to* the Carter De
Havens. He has plans to

go abroad for a year, vis-

iting his old London and
the country of his nativ-

ity—France. But he'll not
devote his feet exclusively

to globe-trotting. They'll

continue to costar in pic-

tures.

At the Actor's Tavern.

At the Claridge I floun-

dered into the backwater
of Forty-fourth Street

and drifted to the Algon-

quin Hotel, which is the

Thespian barracks, being

to the East what the

Alexandria is to the West.

Buster Collier was
holding the pivot in the

lobby. His shaggy mane
elicited idle quips about

Nazimova in her working costume.

who put the bomb in Wall Street.

But Buster had been playing "Car-

digan" and paying for a friend's

dinner, so he had a right to the

heavy look.

Richard Barthelmess and Mary,
the wife, were in from Honeymoon
Cottage on Long Island. They had

been entertaining Joseph Herges-

heimer. Dick expects to do Her-

gesheimer's story "Toll'able Da-
vid" as his first starring produc-

tion. In the meantime rumors con-

tinue to clash. Various persons

were informing the star that he was
to do "Turn to the Right," while

the head waiter assured him that

he was to play "Ben Hur" under

Griffith- direction.
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"If only I knew as

much about my busi-

ness as everybody
else does," groaned
Dick, scanning the

menu as though ex-

pecting a clew to the

future.

At a flanking table

Ward Crane was
swallowing Blue
Points and looking

correspondingly pros-

perous. He has
added a mustache to

his features and five

hundred to his salary.

Mother Talmadge
and the madchens
three, recently back
from Paree, came
tapping in with their

Parisian staffs. They
sounded like blind

men, but looked

—

ooh ! ires, ires.

Monte Blue, snapped in the barber's chair.

C. Gardner Sullivan, the Shakespeare—or is it

Bacon ?—of the cinema, was scanning the menu for sug-
gestions, but believe me he paid for them. Charlie

Chaplin is the only one who was ever given anything
by a New York hotel. If the pen is mightier than
the lip stick, as Sam Goldwyn holds, then Sullivan de-

serves the featuring he is to have with Goldwyn.
Leatrice Joy, who came to New York ostensibly for

shopping, was concentrating upon potage and John Gil-

bert. I nearly got Klieg eyes when I saw the diamond.
Owen Moore was gazing soberly into a loganberry

high ball. He has just finished "Lend Me Your Wife,"
which, as we observed, should have a strong masculine
appeal considering how trifling the loan.

Monte Blue, Nazimova's rival in hair growing, was
able to be about for the first time since visiting the

barber.

Getting Tea'd at the Lambs.

It used to be that you had to reserve foot space in

advance for the Lambs Club rail around five o'clock.

Now it is as deserted as the village hitching post.

Eddie Earle, just back from California, where he
made love to Deraldina for a thousand a week in "Pas-
sion Fruit," greeted me affluently.

"Have a cupa tea?"

"What cup?" I quavered.

"Waiter, bring some tea—and make it strong," he
added roughly.

I hesitated about drinking it, being almost a stranger

to the ways of the city, but I noted that Tommy
Meighan and Tom Forman were getting tea'd at a near-

by bench, so I knew there was nothing else to be had.
Forman was directing Meighan in "The Quarry."

They just ran in from California for one picture, as is

the Meighan habit. Eddie Earle, too. was going back
as soon as he finished clipping coupons. When he told

me that I had another oolong- on him.

this type. While it is

not as good, perhaps,
as some you have
seen from the same
producer, still it can-
not be denied that it

is much better than
others. On the whole,
it may be said to be
well above the average
except where it fre-

quently shows a tend-

ency to slip below.

The star fills her role

with that which we
have become accus-

tomed to expect of

her and at all times
leaves nothing more
to be desired from
her. The supporting

cast is of the uni-

formity for which the

producer is noted and
never detracts from
the action or setting,

which is on a lavish scale indicative of the pains of
the producer in sparing no expense.

Moreno's Mysteries.

Tony Moreno isn't going to quit perpetrating mys-
teries even though he is quitting serials. He's finished

the chapter play, "The Invisible Hand," and is well

along with "The Three Sevens," his first feature drama.
In the meantime, he takes a vacation to Catalina and
sends us the mysterious picture of himself and a damsel
which we reproduce on page 62. It got Grace Kings-
ley all stirred up. Grace said she could tell by the

look in Tony's eyes and the clasp of his hands that he
meant no good to the maiden. She said she bet he was
going to marry her. And then the wrist watch and
eyeglasses were recognized as belonging to Viola Dana.
"Well," said Grace, "they're well matched—as vamps
go." But . Tony says, "I give you my word," and you
have to believe him in spite of yourself. It seems he
was an old friend of Viola's father—or maybe she

was an old friend of his father—anyhow, it's an old

-family acquaintance, existing since the Moreno "family

helped the Flugraths to move their household goods
into the ark.

The Art of Miss Gish.

Several worshipfuls were introduced to Lillian Gish.

"Oh, Miss Gish—you don't know " stammered
the spokeslady. "To think—we've admired you so

—

w e're meeting you—it's so—so
"

"I know just how you feel," sympathized Miss Gish

with a consoling pat on the lady's arm. "I felt just

the same way when I met Theda Bara."

George Walsh is to make a picture in Cuba. Can
you blame him?

The Art of Film Reviewing.

The art of film reviewing as it is fearlessly practiced :

"The Curse of the Cuspidor" is a picture which is

well worth seeing by those interested in a picture of

We hear that Roget's "Thesaurus" is to be produced
by Bennie Zeidman with Bull Montana in the title role.

Dons Her Working Pajamas.

Some doubted my word when I said Nazimova was
the hardest working star in captivity. She doesn't even

stop working when she puts on pajamas. In fact, the

garment that puts every one else to sleep serves only

to facilitate madame's industry. When rehearsing, cut-

ting or supervising "sets" madame always wears trig

little Chinese pajamas, always with the fragrance of

Continued on page 1 06



The Hetty Green
of Pictures

Little Ruth Roland has a trick of turning

to gold anything she touches—and her

method is as simple as it is successful!

By Jane McNaughton Baxter

MAYBE when you see Ruth Roland,

heroine of black-and-blue drama,
on the screen, you think she

hasn't any more sense than those foolish

girls she plays, who are always going out

and getting themselves shot or kidnaped
or something, and who never seem to be
able to keep out of trouble and danger for

a minute. But if you think Ruth is like

that, you're wrong.
She's such a good business woman that

she's known as the Hetty Green of pic-
rures.

Do you remember old Mr. Midas and his
rouch system? Well, when Ruth Roland
was born, dear old Brer Midas' spirit

must have been hovering around, because
when the fairies slipped Ruth her golden
curls, they also slipped her something of

his magic golden touch. She has touched a lot of things

and turned 'em into gold, has Miss Roland—films, real

estate, houses, oil stock, automobiles. Why, it is even
said she could have touched a certain big picture direc-

tor and made him turn to gold, too, if she had
wanted to

!

"How did you happen to get on to the Midas combi-
nation?" I asked Miss Roland, the other day, when I

went out to the studio to take a peep at her new car.

She was such a regular doll-baby person to look at,

was Ruth that day, in her pretty sports clothes, with

A salary of a thousand a week—and she putters around in the garden

and has driven the same car for five years

!

her sparkling violet eyes and her golden-brown curls
streaming down her back, that it seemed like an im-
pertinent question.

"Why," explained Ruth in a confidential manner

—

and I thought I was going to learn some wonderful
financial secret

—
"it isn't anything amazing or mysteri-

ous at all. It is nothing but—well, not doing some-
thing—in short, it's very simple—just not wasting
money. For instance, take my car there. That's the
first new car I've had in five years."

And her salary is one thousand dollars a week! t

Here's one of Ruth's investments in real estate; how'd you like to accept her invitation and live in it?
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began to understand. But
this isn't intended as a

lecture on economics, so
I'll go on.

Coming back to the

original question, I asked
Miss Roland whatever
had started a pretty young
artist like herself on the
Hetty Green career. And
it seems that Ruth always
was a reflective little per-

son. She saw theatrical

people all the time, her
father being manager of
the Columbia Theater in

San Francisco when she
was a child, and she her-
self being on the vaude-
ville stage and famous as
Baby Ruth, singer of bal-

lads at the tender age of
three and a half years;
and she was always hear-
ing of actors who were
broke because of their careless spending of money.

"I remember how my mother cried and how sober

my father looked one day after they had read the morn-
ing paper. I asked what was the matter, but they
wouldn't tell me. Mother just kissed me tenderly and
cried some more. So when they had gone I got the

paper and read how a dear old actress we knew, who
had been famous in her day, had killed herself by tak-

Buying and selling; homes like this is one of her greatest-

most successful—weaknesses.

ing gas because she was
old and poor. And I de-

cided that-I was not going

to be like that."

But the real saving be-

gan in characteristic girl

fashion the day she made
up her mind she wanted
a diamond ring more than

she wanted anything else

in the world, but wasn't

willing to get engaged to

anybody she knew in or-

der to get it, being par-

ticular that way, and kind

of fussy. That was long

after the Baby Ruth bal-

lad-singing days, when as

a very young screen ac-

tress, away back in the

dark ages of picturedom,

say seven years ago, she

began work with the Ka-
lem Company.

"I was with the Kalem
Company then," Ruth explained, "getting thirty-five

dollars a week, and suddenly I decided I wanted a dia-

mond iing. So I saved up enough to buy a half-carat

one. It looked like a headlight to me. I remember I

went to a party the first day I wore it, and I thought
everybody would be gazing at it. But nobody noticed

it for a long time, and when they did they thought I

Continued on page 92

-and

So This Is Hollywood!
We'll start on Main Street, shown below, and take a trip thfough the Western movie capital.

By Gordon Brooke

LADIES and gentlemen, you are now entering the

famous movie colony, Hol-lay-wood ! Here is

the studio capital of the world! Here lives and
works Ma-ree Pickford, Char-lee Chaplin, Nazy-
mahova, and Dog-a-lus Fairbanks ! On your right is

the Hollywood Hotel, where lives Vee-ola Dana, Betty
Blythe, Alice Lake, and other of the world's greatest

movie stars, beauties, et cetera
"

So cries the ballyhoo from the sightseeing busses

that daily carry loads of Mid-Westerners down Holly-

wood Boulevard. There is always a company of

players working on the boulevard, usuallv some comedy
company, although the boulevard is regularly employed
by all studios for street scenes. Even the Dakotan who
hasn't seen a motion picture since "The Battle Hymn
of the Republic" will recognize the moviers at work.

The grinding camera, the sun reflectors, and the ladies

and gentlemen with putty faces and curious garb

—
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they are bound to attract attention. The bus riders

will lean far out to identify the players. The fat

lady from Freeport with the palm-leaf fan and the

perspiration will exclaim with authority :

"There's Charlie Chaplin!"

The person thus identified may be six feet tall with

the figure of Bull Montana. But the lady is positive

he is Charlie Chaplin.

"No, it's Mary Pickford," contradicts the attenuated

person with the bottle of pop. "See the little girl with

the curls. I'd know Mary Pickford any place."

The little girl with the hirsute shavings may be an
"extra" who wouldn't know Mary if- she saw her.

Any one with dark bobbed hair is Nazimova. And if

the big man should do a leap in the air or any other

semiathletic stunt, he promptly would be translated

from Charlie Chaplin to Douglas Fairbanks. If he

drew a gun, he would be Bill Hart. You can't fool

a tourist.

Some say it was Horace Greeley who said, "Go
West, young man, go West." Most people attribute the

remark nowadays to Adolph Zukor or Thomas Ince

or Carl Laemmle. For the pot of gold is in the path

of the setting sun where it takes its plunge into the

waters of the Pacific off the deck of the Ship Cafe.

The pilgrimage to the West has been as profitable

and as swift as in the days of '49. Only the new pil-

grims carry make-up boxes instead of spades and
gold-dust pans.

For all its rainbow hue, its glitter of aluminum cars

upholstered in alligator, cretonne, and satin, its blaz-

ing kalcgrams and bulls-rampant on a field of cellu-

loid, its gents in lavender and old "puts," Hollywood
Boulevard still is a village street. The town is only in

its early days. But buildings are fast arising to five

and six story heights. Soon it will have decent sub-

stitutes for every theater and cafe of the Eastern Rialto.

Two theaters, each to cost a half million, are now going

up. They are dedicated to the films, of course, and
will be patronized almost exclusively by the filmworkers

of Hollywood.
The lobby of the Hollywood Hotel is decorated as

highly as the lounge of the Claridge. Actors are

draped everywhere. Here—as the ballyhoo uttereth—

•

live Viola Dana, Shirley Mason and husband Bernie

Durning, Betty Blythe and husband Paul Scardon, the

H. B. Warners, Monroe Sal-

isbury, and other celebs and
subcelebs. At dinner time

there is a further influx from
the studios—the Jack Mul-
halls, the Conrad Nagels,

James Morrison, the Mahlon
Hamiltons, Mary Alden, Col-

leen Moore, Casson Fergu-
son, Frank Mayo, Dagmar
Godowsky—the outpourings

of the blue book of filmdom.

Thursday night is dance night.

On such occasions Pauline

Frederick, the Charles Rays,

Antonio Moreno, Thomas
Meighan, and others of the

stellar elite may do a glide in

public. Nazi-
mova and her
husband,
Charles Bryant,

once gave pres-

tige to the tav-

ern by residing

there.

The Hollywood Hotel, where many of the stars live.

Farther down the boulevard is John's Cafe, the only

place open after midnight. No, the boulevard cannot

claim to be exactly a gay white way ; Frank's Cafe
with a French cook and French management is patron-

ized occasionally by such illustrious ones as Charlie

Chaplin and Nazimova. It always can surpass any
Broadway cafe for number of actors in napkin.

Cahuenga and Hollywood Boulevard is the main
movie corner. On one point is an oil station, on an-

other the bank where actors overdraw, and on the other

two are soft-drink emporiums. It is impossible to pass

this corner without collecting a little shop talk. Fur-
ther along, just off the boulevard, are Come-On Inn,

Continued on page 94

The Holly-
wood street

corner which
corresponds
to the heart

ofNew York's

Great White

Way.



All the latest gossip, as

told by Fanny the Fan.

By

The Bystander

Photo by C. Heighten Monro© Queen of Sheba atmosphere surrounds Betty Blythe even at tc

YOU'RE the most startling thing in Los Angeles,"

I told Fanny, scanning her from the top of
her fashionably high-necked dress to the tip-

tilted heels of her gray shoes. "I was in New York
till two days after you were, and yet you look as if

you'd come straight from Paris, and I
"

"Oh, well, I've been spending the

afternoon with Betty Blythe," an-

swered Fanny airily. "She's al-

ways about three leaps ahead of

the styles, you know, and I prof-

ited by her knowledge. And my
having tea with you to-day is a
proof of great devotion, for Betty

begged me to stay and have it with
her, and she had on the most stun-

ning lounging costume I ever saw
—headdress and everything. She's

simply gorgeous looking, isn't she?

No wonder they wanted her for

the 'Queen of Sheba.' I just tore

myself away. Well, what do you
know ? And don't put any sugar

in my tea, please, because I've

rented Anna Q. Nilsson's cook

from her while she's in New York
doing The Hole in the Wall' for

Metro, and now I know why Anna is always dieting to

keep thin ; I've gained three pounds, but I just can't

resist that woman's culinary feats. Anna keeps saying

she's coming back, but people keep offering her

good roles, and she can't resist them. If she doesn't

come soon I'll have to take the starvation cure
!"

GOSS I P !

Sometimes it's not tabooed—for
instance, when Fanny the Fan
meets The Bystander "Over the
Teacups" and tells all sorts of in-
timate, chatty little bits of news;
things like

—

Who took Viola Dana motor-
boating over at Catalina Island.
How Theda Bara's sister fell in

love when Theda took her abroad.
Whom Biliie Rhodes married.
What Gloria's baby looks like.

And if you haven't already
formed the habit of doing so, we
hereby extend to you a cordial
invitation to have tea with Fanny
once a month in the pages of PIC-
TURE-PLAY and let her tell you
everything she knows about every-
body.

"It would be easier to get rid of the cook, I should

think. That reminds me that I met Winifred West-
over before I left New York, just after she'd come
back from Sweden ; she did some beautiful pictures

over there, you know, some of Ibsen's stories and lots

of other things. And she was on her way to Atlantic

City with her cook, who, it seems,

had stayed in New York all sum-
mer waiting for Winifred to re-

turn, and felt that she needed a

change. Can you imagine anything
equal to that?"

"Nothing. Maybe that's the way
one keeps a cook in Sweden. Pearl

White has one that won't leave

her, you know ; she was a great

movie fan and had worshiped Pearl

for years ;
finally she wrote her

saying that she was an excellent

cook and asking if Pearl didn't

want to employ her—and you can

imagine what happened ! By the

way, did you see the gorgeous
feather gown Pearl brought back
from Paris when she came? It's

bands of cerise ostrich feathers

sewn on satin, and she looks mar-
velous in it."

"Well, did you see Norma Talmadge in the things
she brought home ? They were simply stunning. I

dropped in at Norma's the day after she landed, and
the whole apartment simply overflowed with scrump-
tious gowns and hats and bags and things. xAnd in
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the middle of it stood Norma, bewailing the fact that

she was sailing in a few days for Havana to make
'Satan's Paradise,' and would have to leave all those

gorgeous frocks behind, because the picture doesn't call

for stunning gowns. Isn't that maddening? The only

ray of light was that Harrison Ford had signed up to

play with her and Constance for a year, appearing with
them alternately, of course; they all like each other so

well that they're quite hilarious over it. And Con-
stance was planning to wear Norma's things that had
to be left behind, so she was perfectly happy."
"Norma seems to have been out of luck, most obvi-

ously. But certainly her friends weren't ; she brought
everybody she knew the most gorgeous things—oh, and
Winifred Westover brought me the prettiest bead bag,

made of tiny beads, and so beautifully done. Really,

I feel like a walking donation party these days
; people

say, 'Oh, what a stunning hat !' and I say, 'Yes, Pe-
trova brought it to me from Paris.' Then somebody
remarks, 'Where did you get those beautiful long
gloves?' And I confess that Mary Pickford paused
long enough in her triumphal career abroad to get
them for me. My dear, she even remembered my size

—can you think of anything sweeter? Everybody
brought me things—even to shoes ; Anita Loos is so
tiny that some of hers were too large for her after
she'd worn them a few times, and she handed them
straight over to me when we found that they fitted."

"You'll be going abroad yourself on your dress al-

lowance," I warned her. "The motion-picture people
certainly have made ocean travel interesting this sum-
mer. My cousin went over on the steamer with Doug
and Mary, and came with nobody less startling than
Theda Bara. She said she wondered who the quiet,

very unmade-up woman who sat across from her at

table was
;
every other woman on board had gone per-

fectly mad over cosmetics in Paris and come home
laden with lipsticks and rouge, and my cousin said they
all sampled each other's loot, and for days she herself
went around looking like a traveling salesman's sample
case, trying to decide whether she liked white powder
better than cream, and a light-pink lipstick better than
a dark-red one. Well, the demure person who scorned
artificial aids to beauty was the seductive Theda, none
less, and hardly any one knew it. My cousin said she
certainly would have made her husband travel steer-

age if she'd recognized Theda—and instead of that he
sat across from her three times a day."

"Well, having met your
cousin's husband—how-
ever, Anita Stewart says if

you say catty things you
can't hope to be beautiful,

so I guess I won't finish

that," murmured Fanny
sweetly. "Seems to me
he was perfectly
safe ! I suppose you
know all about Theda's
sister's wild romance that
bloomed at sea. Or do
you ? Well, it's most thrill-

ing. Lora Bara went with
Theda to Europe, and on
the way over met a news-
paper man, and they did
all the usual things

—

played shuffleboard to-

gether and tramped around
the deck on moonlight
nights and had tea parties
in the captain's cabin—and

Winifred Westover's Swedish
pictures contain many beauti-

ful bits suck as this one.

Imagine Pearl White in this gorgeous creation of

cerise feathers.

first thing anybody knew they were engaged.

She didn't even stay in Paris with Theda,

but sailed for home early to get ready for

her wedding. Did you ever hear of anything

more interesting? That ought to end the

rumors that Theda's dead and her sister is

taking her place, oughtn't it? And do you
suppose that waitress would bring us some
cake? I suspect that somebody's told her

she looks like Gloria Swanson, and she's

trying to live up to it. Oh, have you seen

Gloria's baby? It's adorable, of course, but

I can't help feeling that being a mother is

just a role that somebody's cast Gloria for.

and that pretty soon her young daughter will
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Louise Lovely's so pretty she doesn't need any one to call attention to her,

according to Fanny.

vanish in the direction of the property room and Gloria

will be appearing as some jother character. However, she

says it's a lifelong starring contract, and she loves it.

Honestly, the movies are getting so domestic; it used
to be that when you called on a star she showed you
how her boudoir had been decorated ; now she snatches

you and runs for the nursery, where you have to rave
over the patent cradle and the Mother Goose rhymes
on the walls."

"Well, I hope you heard about what little Mary
Pickford Rupp did the other day. She was invited

to a birthday party given for one of the junior movie
set, and arrived with a wooden duck as a present.

'It's a good duck that we'd had around for a long time,
5

she explained to the little hostess. 'And it was all

right but a peeled-off place on the head, but mother
put ink on that, and now you'd never see it at all.'

And they say that duck was the most appreciated pres-

ent given at the party!"

"Apparently little Mary inherits her aunt's charm-
ing frankness, but not her tact," commented Fanny.
"Speaking of parties reminds me of the one Louise
Lovely gave the other day. It was just an old-fash-
ioned tea party, and we all ate dozens of sugar cookies

and spice cakes, and gossiped a lot. It

was the first time I'd seen Louise since

the night Locklear was killed; she was
in 'The Skywayman' with him, you
know, and, of course, the shock was
terrible. Now that she's . a Fox star

she's headed for glory, but to hear her
talk you'd never think it, she's so quiet

and unassuming."
"Louise doesn't need a brass band

to make people notice her. Oh, did you
get an announcement of Claire Whit-
ney's wedding? She married Robert
Emmet Keane, an actor, whom she met
when they were both appearing on the

.

stage in New York in 'The Innocent
Idea,' and the wedding took place just

after She finished doing 'Fine Feathers'

for Metro."
"No, I hadn't heard about that, but

I do know a lot about Alice Calhoun

—

Vitagraph made her a star just a lit-

tle while ago, you know, and she's

working now on her first picture under
the new contract. It's 'The Dress of
Destiny,' and from what I saw of it

—

I went out on location with her one
day just before I started West—it

seems to be a pretty good story. She
has a flourishing family tree ; is re-

lated to all sorts of celebrities, but has

just been going quietly along in Vita-

graph pictures for quite a while, play-

ing small parts. I like people like that,

who get along because of their own
merit, don't you? And certainly noth-

ing would finish any one so far as the

movies were concerned quicker than
thinking they ought to be favored be-

cause of their family connections."

"Speaking of Vitagraph, there go
Edith Johnson and Bill Duncan

; they've

just begun a new serial, you know

—

'The Wizard Spy Glass'—and they're

both so pleased over it; it's quite re-

freshing to see somebody who like do-

ing serials, after hearing Tony Moreno
declare that he'll never, never make

another. I am glad, though, that he's released for

five-reelers at last; he's been so eager to get at them
again."

"I hope it won't make him any more exuberant than

he is now ; I met him on the street the day I got back
to Los Angeles, and by the time he'd finished greeting

me the whole town knew I was in it again."

"Well, that saved you the trouble of calling up your
friends. I suppose you've seen Billie Rhodes since her

marriage to William Jobelman?"
"I have. Had dinner with them the other evening,

in fact. And isn't it nice that she's going to do com-
edies on the screen again!"

"Speaking of any one's coming back reminds me of

Martin Johnson and his wife—you remember them;
they went to the South Sea Islands about a year and
a half ago, on their second picture-making trip among
the cannibals. Well, they brought back all sorts of

souvenirs, of course; I saw them in New York, and
was almost guilty of theft, for they had the cutest baby

.
monkey you ever saw, as well as a chimpanzee and a

baboon, for which I couldn't work up much enthusiasm,

somehow. But the monkey was marvelous—small
enough to tuck into a good-sized vanity bag, which was
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fortunate, because it cried like a baby every time Mrs.

lohnson left it. I went to one of the big cabarets with

the Johnsons one evening, and so did the monkey

—

though, of course, he wasn't visible to the populace, so

to speak. Oh, there goes Edith Roberts; did you

hear about her?"
"Only that she's still with Universal when every-

body said she'd left them."

"Oh, nothing so stupid as that. Somebody told me
that she was engaged to Neal Burns."

"Well, I didn't know that—but I do know that Elinor

Qlyn—yes, the same Elinor that wrote 'Three Weeks'

when we were kids in boarding school and got repri-

manded for staying up all night to read it—has come
out here to write an original story for Gloria Swanson
—which opens up a wide range of possibilies, doesn't

it?"

"It does. However—but the waiters are beginning
to glare unkindly at us and lay out the dinner menus

—

and here comes our check, so it looks as if we'd have
to go. Have you spent all your allowance or do we
ride home in a taxi?"

"I have and we don't, for there goes Fatty Arbuckle.
and if we hustle we'll get to the door as soon as he
does, and maybe he'll give us a ride home in his grand
car. You pay the check while I hail him."

; '
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He Doesn't Want to Be a Hero!
ceased to interest Frank Mayo.

H . O e t t i n g e r

Rescuing fair damsels has

By Malcolm
WHEN I first saw Frank Mayo, he was

sipping a rather darkish-looking

ginger ale in company with the col-

Drful Dagmar Godowsky, at a cozy-corner

cable in The Ship, that once famous resort

of the movie colony, lying just beyond the

city limits of Los Angeles. And he looked

iike an actor. An oyster-gray sack suit with

a fawn-colored vest and spats of a similar

shade formed the impression; a cigarette ex-

pending from a ten-inch holder added immeas-
urably thereto. But when, some two weeks
ater, I met the gentleman at the above Miss
Godowsky's bungalet—it's really too diminu-
tive to magnify with the conventional term—

I

found that he wasn't like an actor at all.

In the first place, he really dislikes publicity.

That in itself is an unusual distinction.

"If I can't be popular through merit, I don't

want to be popular at all," he said in defend-

ing his aversion to publicity. "I come from
a family of actors—good actors, too—and if

I am unable to live up to the traditions and
make good on my own account, I certainly

shall not go out and buy fame."
The sole survivor of the Mayo clan isn't

much of a talker. He proves again, by vir-

tue of this, that he is not the usual thing, as

actors go. He did, however, loosen up to the

extent of admitting that he was yearning for

a chance to do character parts, even though
he belittled the skill of the character actor.

"Character work," he claims,, "is the easiest

diing in the world. Give a man a set of whisk-
ers and half a chance and he'll run away with
the picture ! They keep me in this Hair-
breadth Harry stuff, though. Lord, how I'd

like to do characters
!"

There you have it: crying for the moon.
A month ago, the adroit Raymond Hatton was
bewailing to me the fact that he had been
tied down so long to character roles that he
wanted to do young, straight parts. And here
was Frank Mayo yearning for crepe hair.

"For a long time I did villains for World,"
Mayo added, "usually chasing June Elvidge
around a gilt table at midnight, to be shooed
off at the crucial moment by the dashing hero.
I always used to think the hero such a bore.
And now I'm doing them seven days in the

week. Universal is strong for heroes, you
know." And he smiled ironically.

His last picture, just completed; Is called,

"Honor Bound," in which, although a hero,

he becomes—for a time—an unheroic beach
comber. Which must have afforded him a

little novelty, at least. Miss Godowsky played the inevitable

half-caste native girl.

By the way, he isn't married to her, contrary oopular
rumor—at least, he wasn't when this was writter But. of
course, the future must speak for itself.

Photo by Freulich

Everv one seems to want a different job from the one he has,

and Mayors present ambition is for character parts.



The Wickedest Wo
Bara and Borgia are saints in compari

By Gordon
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and had all those French people killed in

"Intolerance"—hateful old thing!'

"It's a case of the evil that women do
living with them, and I guess the good will

be interred with my bones, or whatever
Marc Antony said. It was just fate that

made me so wicked on the screen, too.

Fate and David Griffith. When he was
rehearsing another player for the part of
Catherine de' Medici I happened to be on
the set, and he asked me to run through a
scene. For some reason he liked my work
in that type, and he transferred the part

to me. I was ashamed of myself when 1

saw the previews. I looked so bad I was
afraid of myself. Since then, whenever
he had a particularly awful part he made
me do it, and other directors have the habit

of calling me up at all hours of the day
and night and asking me if I can come out

and poison a little blond child in the morn-

She was a nice little girl from the Boston
School of Oratory when she first made a

// was for having so successfully assumed

this expression that Josepnine Crowell be-

came the screen's "wickedest woman."

FROM the porch of a little gray bun-
galow in a Hollywood hollow
Catherine de' Medici waved a wel-

coming hand to us as we threaded our
way through the vacant lots down back
of Bill Hart's studio.

"I'm waiting for the florist with some
yellow rosebushes," she announced as we
mounted the steps, "but he's kept me wait-
ing a week now, so we might as well go
inside and be comfortable." According to

what we had seen of her in "Intolerance,"
that belated and unfortunate florist was
due for a shot of ground glass in his

soup if he ever did show up !

She found us seats in the cosiest of
living rooms that exhaled an atmosphere
of "home" and unpoisoned tea and quiet
evenings with books. Where were the
dripping daggers, the laudanum pots, the
rack, and the pistol ?

"How does it feel to be the world's
wickedest woman?" we asked of the
placid, kindly faced woman sitting oppo-
site.

"Oh, dear," she sighed, in a low. modu-
lated voice, "why will they remember me
for being so mean when they could re-

member me for being nice. I tried to

be kindly as Mother Cameron in the
'Birth of a Nation,' and yet everybody
says: 'Oh, yes—Josephine Crowell, <he
was that wicked old woman who beat
Lillian Gish in "The Greatest Question,"

"In 'Intolerance' I

looked so bad I was

afraid of myself."



man in Pictures

son with Josephine Bonaparte Crowell.

Gassaway

professional appearance somewhere near

New York, following a cosmic urge which

came upon her at the age of four years,

when she spoke poems in regard to curfew

and the lending of ears. Theatergoers of

the dear, dead, late, and wet nineties will

remember Josephine Crowell in Xeil Bur-
gess' role in "The County Fair." She was
no more wicked then than you or I. But,

oh, la ! la !—now she is getting wickeder

and wickeder.

In ''The Greatest Question" she chased
Lillian up into the garret with a gun and
a hate that would have scared the wax off

a hardwood floor. With Dorothy Gish she
played the part of what every one imagines
the matron of a charity "institution" must
be. Then, not so long before that, she was
the sweet French mother in ''Hearts of the
World." In "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm," this world's wickedest woman got
her hooks into little Mary P., but was re-

claimed from the land of lost souls by a

death-bed regeneration. And all the time
Photoplayera Studio.

"The Greatest Question"

made her a murderer and

child beater.

She's a brown-haired,

kindly woman in reality.

she spent on the legitimate stage her

dramatic work consisted of comedy!
Her latest role is that of a gun-bearing

opium smuggler in Ethel Clayton's new
picture "Crooked Streets," in which Miss

Crowell is again up to her old tricks of

hating innocence and reveling in crime.

"Where do you get your mean charac-

terizations?" we asked, as she was pour-

ing the tea. "Have you—er—known many
real crooks personally?"

"I presume I have," she smiled. "But
if you mean have I ever gone to the pen-

itentiaries or the prisons to study them.

I haven't."

Between the Josephine and the Crowell

is Bonaparte—from a French descent

which goes 'way back, and on the wall of

the parlor in the little gray bungalow is'

a life-size portrait of the Exile of Elba.

She says he has always brought her luck.

Maybe she means that she hasn't }"et suf-

fered from an overdose of wickedness.

And there wasn't any poison in the tea

she served us, but it had spices in it, and
we thought for a moment there was a

"kick," but she said no. and we took our

leave with hopes that the rosebushes would
come soon and with pleasant memories of

a brown-haired, kindly woman, who has

looked on life and found it good, and
makes lots of money a week being meaner
than Lucy Borgia

!



The Picture of

To-morrow
ByH.

Riley

An unusual bit of prediction by a director-

producer who, like a few others whom he

mentions, is forging ahead along new paths

of picture making.

JEROME STORM had been examining- all the actors

and actorines of New York to find the types suit-

able for the picture which he is directing with
Lillian Gish as star.

If you recall the fourteen Charles Ray pictures bear-

ing the name of Jerome Storm as director you will

know how exacting he is about "types." There were
"Paris Green," "The Vil-

lage Sleuth," "Peaceful
Valley," "The Busher,"
"The Egg-crate Wallop,"
"The Girl Dodger," and
nearly a dozen others, all

of them distinguished for

the realism of small-town
life.

I once remarked that if

Jerome Storm ever re-

turned to his home town
he would be run out of

if for revisioning its in-

habitants on the screen.

When I met him I was
rather obfuscated to learn
that his place was not Al-
falfaville, but Denver,
Colorado. It was his in-

sistence upon types and
true-to-type atmosphere
which had tricked me.

-.It was six-thirty by
Broadway time when
Jerry called quits, gath-
ered up the half hundred
pictures of players whom
he had been scrutinizing

for the Lillian Gish cast,

and made his way to the
Claridge Hotel. There,
over Blue Points, filet

mignon, and pots of
Turkish, I learned about
types from him.

"Directors have been
criticized for picking
'types' instead of actors
for pictures," he prefaced.
"It has been argued that^

a good actor can realize

any character, that it is stupid for a director to insist

upon having a man who looks the part rather than a
man who has training to act it. But there's the dif-
ference between the stage and screen. The stage does
not give you the close-up which mercilessly tells the
truth about a man. The camera not only photographs
leatures; it photographs character. When I have my
own productions, I intend to go forth and gather casts
from people who are not actors, but who arc what
they are supposed to be in the story. There is no
elaborate technique to screen acting. Naturalness is

a greater asset than the so-called 'screen technique.'
We no longer have a place for the actor who acts ; we
need the man who lives his part. The greatest actors,

Jerome Storm, who was responsible for much of the success of the

Charles Ray pictures, believes in naturalism on the screen.

such as Charles Ray, Richard Barthelmess, John Barry-
more, have a genius for being what they are sup-

posed to be. Their work is devoid of effort and affec-

tation. They have mastered the rudiments of tech-

nique, then forgotten them, and created from life. But
these men are exceptions. They are stars, deserving
to be. Too often the player with a little training is

worse than one without
any, because he has lost

his naturalness and has
not had time to regain it.

"King Vidor in 'The
Jackknife Man' made
an interesting experiment.

He went out and got

players who actually were
characters described in

the story. The man who
played Peter is a quiet,

kindly recluse. The man
who played Booge is a
rollicking, carefree, roam-
ing individual. The little

boy of the picture had
never before seen a cam-
era. He was entirely nat-

ural. I need not say that

'The Jackknife Man'

was a great picture. It

portends the picture of

to-morrow, one that is a
segment from life with-
out any theatricalism,

without any compromise
in the way of sex-sensa-

tion, love interest, or

melodrama. Such is the

picture of to-morrow.
"Harry Millarde, who

created 'Over the Hill to

the Poor House,' had a

similar policy. He en-

gaged Mrs. Carr and her
children because Mrs.
Carr is a self-sacrificing,

loving mother in life,

whose one interest has
been her children. She
couldn't help but stir

your emotions because she was a genuine, living mother.
"No one understands this peculiar camera-truth

more than Mr. D. W. Griffith. Lillian Gish is capable
of playing any role as well as any other actress, yet
Mr. Griffith realized that she attained supremacy when
she played characters similar to herself—characters of
sweet-womanliness, spirituality, and great emotional en-
dowment. He engaged Mrs. Morgan Belmont for the
part of a society woman in 'Way Down East,' because
he knew she would appeal more truthfully than an ac-
tress who similated a society woman. Incidentally, I

have no sympathy for those who attempt to minimize
Mr. Griffith's position as leader of screen progress.

Continued on page 94



Scarlet and gold and royal purple, jewels thai glow in heavy, cunningly wrought
settings—such a costume Salome wore when she danced before Herod; and it was
no more fitting supplement for her beauty than was the copy of k for Clara Kimball
Yoimg's, when she wore it in the garden-party scene of "Hush," a recent picture.



Photo by Wanr«n

If your friends all

think you ought to go

into the movies, study

these photographs.

They are the likenesses

of comparatively un-

known people who
were selected by vari-

ous experts for really

important rSles. For
instance, May McAvoy,
whom you see just

above, was selected by
Jesse Lasky from a

whole roomful of girls

for the role of Grizel in

Paramount 's production
of "Sentimental Tom-
my." She had had
some screen experience,

but Mr. Lasky didn't

know that—it was her
appearance that got the

part for her. : But, of

course, it's. her ability

to make Grizel live that

is helping her tn hang
on to it!



Faces on the Screen

This is Grant Mac-
vay, who was well on
ae way to become a

imous pianist—he had
icted as accompanist

ii» jior Melba—when the

t ar put him into the
In irmy, and a broken

irm put him out of the
a unning as a big musi-

«i :ian. Petrova suggested
hat he try the movies

ii* —and now he's work-

in Lois Weber's
ext production.

At the right we have
Madge Bellamy, whom
Thomas H. Ince's repre-

•entative selected from
lundreds of girls, and
*ho was promptly cast

is leading lady in an
nee picture, in which
she will appear as a
-hinese girl, support-
ng Hobart Bosworth.
Madge had quite a

t a g e career as
areparation for her
"limb to stardom in

Jictures.

l'hoto by Hoover Art Co.

Above is Olga Cronk, re-

christened "Claire Windsor"
when she was given a five-year

contract to appear in Lois Weber
productions, and made leading

lady in the first two released by
Famous Players-Lasky

—"What
Do Men Want?" and "To Please

One Woman." This is significant

when you remember that Lois

Weber discovered Mary Mac-
Laren and Mildred Harris Chap-
lin.

rhoto by Mod.tt





Belasco is often called a wizard

because, starting with any play and

any group of actors, he can create a

piece of work as distinctive as a

Paris gown.
Cecil De jVfille possesses that same

skill. A.n example of it was his lift- \

ing Gloria Swanaon from compara-

tive obscurity and—without starring

her—making her one of the most

talked-about persons on the screen.

Now we have her successor—

a

Gloria'fied Agnes A.yres, transformed

from the simple heroine of the 0.

Henry stories into a De Mille man-
ikin. Just how this wizard does

such amazing things-—well, perhaps

the pictures on these pages will give

you a clew. You'll be interested to

know that they are from the produc-

tion called "Forbidden Fruit,"

which is to follow "Something to

Think About."





Here are some picturesque scenes from two Scotch plays that

will soon be shown on the screen. The two large pictures on the

opposite page are from "Sentimental Tommy," that most charming
of all the Barrie stories, which John Robertson has been making
for Famous Players. The other scenes are from Goldwyn's screen

version of "Bunty Pulls the Strings," a stage play which enjoyed
enormous success a few years ago.



A Christmas Wish

To every one who's turned this page A box of bonbons on the shelf,

And paused a moment here, A holly wreath below—
We hope vour hearth may be aglow And a stocking, full of presents.

With Christmas joy this year! Bulging out from top to toe!
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Walter Long, Expert in Villainy

He claims that nothing but a beauty expert could

change his career of crime—and we believe him!

By Celia Brynn

RAISE is like medicine. One should use
discrimination in administering the dose,

and one should be sure whether the pa-
tient is in need of calomel or strychnine. A
mistake might prove awkward.
Now if you told Wallie Reid that you thought

he was a perfect love on the screen, that he
photographed wonderfully, and that you could
positively have hugged him, he would thank you with
a pleased smile on his face.

But try the same set of adjectives on Walter Long
and see what happens! He prides himself on being
a villain, you see, and you have to be very careful how
you talk about his work. Tell him enthusiastically that

he is the most devilish cutthroat you have ever seen
on the screen, that he was positively too horrible to

look at, that he made you
shudder every time he came
into the picture, and you will

win from him a delighted

grin in which there is no

wickedness at all, only a deep

pride in his artistic attain-

ments.

I thought at first that a

screen villain might be a little

reticent in admitting his de-

pravity for publication, and

it was with an almost apolo-

getic tone that I asked Mr.
Long to tell me about how he

got his start in crime—cine-

matically speaking, of course.

"Oh," he said, without the

slightest hesitation, "I have

always been a villain."

"Alwaysf" I asked, shocked.

"Surely there was a time

when at your mother's knee

you
"

Mr. Long shook his head.

"I was 011 my mother's knee

most of the time," he averred.

"1 stole jam, broke windows
with rocks, and sicked my
dog on the neighbors' cats.

Everj^ one said I'd came to a

bad end—and I have, dozens

of times.

"I have been shot, hurled

from precipices, choked to

death, and drowned. Yes,

come to think of it, in Mar-
shall Neilan's last picture,

'Go and Get It,' I was
hanged. I died game,

too," he assured me.

"Went to the gallows

smoking a cigarette ; lots

of heroes wouldn't do

that."

I admitted it, shudder-

ing slightly. Somehow, it

is difficult to overcome the

feeling that when a man
is so very bad on the

screen, he must be sort

of devilish in real life,

too. Personally, I never

could understand how a

man would want to play

such horrible character-

izations as the Mexican in

"Desert Gold," the half-

breed in "The Fighting

Shepherdess," and Gus,

the nigger, in "The Clans-

man."
I said as much to Mr.

Long, and he shrugged

his shoulders a trifle sorrowfully, I thought.

"Well," he said, "I'm not exactly a Mary Pickford
or even a Gene O'Brien." And I admitted that, too.

His face is heavily lined, and there are deep' wrinkles

that run from his nose to his mouth. His lips are

not nearly so thick as they appear on the screen, and
his eyes are normally cheerful and honest, but when

Continued on page 104

He hates scaring women and children on the

screen, and prefers the sort of part he had
in ''Excuse M .< Dust," with Wallie Reid.
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A Room Fall of Furniture
Send only $1.00 and we

Only $1.00

will ship you this

down, then $3.25

handsome
a month or

and one of the biggest
6-piece library set.
only $35.90 in all. A positively staggering value
bargains we have ever offered. Look at the massive set, clip the coupon below and have it

Shipped on approval. Then see for yourself what a beautiful set it is. If you do not like it,

return it inSOdaysand wewill return your money. All you have to do is to send the coupon
with $1.00. This magnificent library set is not shown in our regular catalog. The value is so
wonderful and the demand so great that there aren't enough to go around, so send today-
sure. Either have set sent for you to see, or tell us to mail catalog.

This superb six-piece library set is made of selected solid oak throughout, finished in rich dull waxed,
brown fumed oak. Large arm rocker and arm chair are 36 inches high, seats 19 x 19 inches. Sewing
rocker and reception chair are 36 inches high, seats 17 x 17 inches. All four pieces are padded, seats up-
holstered in brown imitation Spanish leather. Library table has 24 x 34 inch top, with roomy maga-

zine shelf below, and beautifully designed ends. Jardiniere stand measures 17 inches high, with 12 inch top. Clip the coupon below,
and send it to us with $1.00. and we will ship the entire six pieces, subject to your approval. No C. 0. D. Shipped knocked down,
to reduce your freight charges considerably. Kasy to set up. Shipping weight about 175 pounds. Order by No. B6I96A. Send $1.00

cash with order; $3.25 monthly. Price $35.90. No discount for cash.

Act Now—While This Special Offer Lasts

per

6 Pieces

This offer is made as a special inducement for you to become acquainted with the wonderful, pric^-smashing bargains in home
furnishings offered by the great house of Straus & Schram. This wonderful 6-Piece Fumed Solid Oak Library Set is not shown m our regular J
catalog for we were not able to obtain enough to supply the demand for such an unusual value. So we are offering the entire lot as a rjig, J}

inniiimnBiiiii
special bargain only to new customers. Of course, thousands will seize the opportunity to get such an unusual furniture value. When our limited A
supply is exhausted, we will be forced to withdraw the offer. First come, first served. Act quick. Fill out the coupon below and send it to •>

as with only $1.00 and we will ship you this wonderful (i-Pieee Fumed Solid Oak Library Set on approval. Pieces not sold separately.us with only $1.00 and we will ship you this wonderful (i-Piece Fumed Solid Oak Library Set on approval. Pieces not sold separately. f

Easy Payments! SendThisCoupon

Free Triai Coupon
Straus & Schram

Dept. 1751

Open an account with ns. We trust honest people any-
where in the United States. Send for this wonderful bargain
shown above, or choose from our big catalog. One price to all,

cash or credit. No discount for cash. Not one penny extra
for credit. Do not ask for a special cash price. We cannot offer
any discount from these sensational prices. No C. O. D.

30 Days Trial
Our guarantee protects
you. If not perfectly satis-
fied, return the article at
our expense within 30 days
and get your money back
—also any freight you paid.
Could any offer be fairer ?

Free Bargain Catalog
Send for it. Shows thousands
of bargains in furniture, jewelry,
carpets, rugs, curtains, silver-
ware, stoves, porch and lawn
furniture* women's, men's and
children's wearing apparel. Send
the coupon today.

Along with $1.00 to
us now. Have this fine

library set shipped on 30
days' trial. We will also

send our big Bargain
Catalog listing thousands of

Enclosed find $1.00. Ship special adver-
tised 6-piece Fumed Oak Library Suite. I
_m to have 30 dais' fren trial. If I keep the

snlte. I win pay yoa S3. 25 monthly. If not
satisfied. I am to return the suite within SO days

and you are to refund my money and any freight
charges 1 paid.

6-Piece Library Set, No. B6196A. $35.90.

STRAUS & SCHRAM Dept. 17S1

W. 35th Street

the coupon today.

CHICAGO, ILL

Shipping
Point

Pott
Offia.. Stat*

it you ONLY want catalog put X In proper til Matt?
Furniture, stoves and Jewelry

*4T G Men'*, Women'* and Children's Clothlai



Who'll Be Who in 1921?

to success and sometimes stolen the

star's bacon are Kathlyn Williams,

Vera Gordon, Mary Carr, Mrs. De
Wolf Hopper, Gertrude Clair, Flor-

ence Turner, Eugenie Besserer,

Edith York, Lydia Knott, Sylvia

Ashton, Aggie Herring, Kate Bruse,

Ida Lewis, Alice Hollister, Cleo

Madison, Lule Warrenton, Josephine
Bonaparte Crowell, and Kate Price.

Two actresses who have been
away without leave now promise to

report regularly. I don't know what
misadventure halted Olga Grey.

Once I predicted she would be a star

—and she yet may be. Marcia
Manon, the other A. W. O. L., will

reappear in Allan Dwan's "The For-

bidden Thing."

THE MALE CHAMPIONS.

Of the men I feel qualified to

speak with more boldness. Again
we find an idol with a concrete foun-

dation. Charlie Chaplin is the derby-

crowned god of the movies. He is

synonymous with movie. He's prob-

ably the best-known man in the

world. I've seen his posters in the

Riviera, at Gibraltar, and in Africa.

Martin Johnson declares the canni-

bals eat him up. His position is

unique ; hence cannot be compared
with that of other actors.

Richard Barthelmess is the most
profitable male for speculation. Be-
cause of his youth, his physical and
mental mobility, his personal dis-

tingue and sincerity, Mr. Barthel-

mess' opportunities are limited only

by his good fortune and efforts.

Flashing back to his suave comedy
with Dorothy Gish in "I'll Get Him
Yet," his poetic idealization of

Cheng Huan in "Broken Blossoms,"
his romantic bandit of "Scarlet

Days," his own serious and likable

self in "Way Down East," one gets

a composite of his potentialities.

Richard Barthelmess is the best bet,

financially and artistically, on the

screen to-day.

The male line-up as I foresee it is

:

Charlie Chaplin, Richard Barthel-

mess, Charles Ray, Wallace Reid,

Harold Lloyd, Douglas Fairbanks,

Antonio Moreno, John Barrymore,
Thomas Meighan, and Will Rogers.

Charles Ray during the past year

has been appearing before us at in-

tervals of less than a month. With
one exception he presented the same
character. In "Forty-five Minutes

from Broadway" he gave us the

change for which we have been

howlinsf and incidentally proved he

was right in sticking to his jay. Like

Hart and Chaplin, he has given the

screen a character well-beloved. His

popularity is limited only by his

Continued from page 20

youth and the popularity of the

character, which, to me at least, is

ever appealing.

Wallace Reid seems to have hit his

speed with the carburetor comedies.

He has a good start on the 1921 lap.

He's neck-in-neck with Ray. His
popularity is by no means limited to

the caramel hounds.
Douglas Fairbanks outdouged

himself in "The Mollycoddle." I

wonder if there is any stunt left for

him to do. He's the favorite of the

Boy Scouts, young and old. His fol-

lowers are stanch and vociferous.

Harold Lloyd is the most reliable

comedian of the hasty drama. He
has given a pad of refinement to the

slapstick, and his finesse as creator

is not less than that of actor.

Antonio Moreno via the serial

route has built a world popularity

comparable to that of Pearl White,
with whom he appeared at one time.

Yet I believe Mr. Moreno excels as

an actor of more human drama. He
has distinction with his romantic
fire, and physical magnetism. With
proper attention in the way of stories

and direction he might easily create

a type on the plane with Hart, Ray,
and Chaplin.

It is impossible to gauge the posi-

tion of John Barrymore. He re-

quires great character roles. Prior

to "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" his

popularity was skimp. If he will

secure the right parts and will con-

sider the screen something more than

a hock shop for his talents when
they're not employed on the stage,

John Barrymore will earn wide ap-

preciation.

Thomas Meighan has had the

benefit of parts big in sympathy and
dramatic value. With equally good
opportunities next year- his success

will build substantially.

Will Rogers has an appeal not un-
like that of Ray. His human droll-

ery combined with a faculty for

writing humorous .subtitles has

established him among stars of legal

coinage.

Bill Hart would belong in this list

were it not for his determination to

retire. While wishing to take Bill

at his word, knowing that he's a

squar' shooter, I suspect he's doing

a Bernhardt. Still, he's purchased

thirty thousand acres of land or

more in Connecticut for peaceful re-

tirement, so the farewell looks like

the real stuff, pard.

Following close upon the heels of

the first ten come Tom Mix, Bert

Lytell, William Russell, William

Farnum, Douglas MacLean, Sessue

Hayakawa, Tom Moore, Roscoe Ar-

buckle, Eugene O'Brien, and Hobart
Bosworth.
The degree of importance which

Lionel Barrymore will exercise is an
unknown quantity. No doubt he will

win favor with much the same class

as has Bosworth. Harry Carey is

doing well on the Universal tank
lines. Bryant Washburn has taken

j

the perilous lone trail with his own 1

company after vicissitudes along the J

Paramount way. Conway Tearle is 1

being starred, but no verdict is in
|

yet. I believe he is another popular
leading man, more popular as such
than as a star. Owen Moore drifts

along without creating any great ex-
citement, Mitchell Lewis—so, so. Lew
Cody pulled a boner when he tried

to be a male thedabara. They say

it's never too late to reform, but the

sacrifice in Lew's case will be star-

dom, I fear. The future of Jack
Pickford is very much in doubt. It

is said that the United Artists had
about decided to take him into their

fold when misfortune befell him.

FROM STAR TO "ALL-STAR."

With the deterioration of the stel-

lar structure, many of the old fea-

tured players are being absorbed by
the "all-star" pictures. Many a

player who serves effectively in a

part does not pass scrutiny when
tricked out as a star. Among those

who, I believe, will ultimately abdi-

cate stardom in favor of ham-and-
egg security are Lew Cody, Dustin

Farnum, William Desmond, J. W.
Kerrigan, Harry T. Morey, Earle

Williams, George Walsh, Henry B.

Walthall, and Monroe Salisbury.

It is a demonstrable fact that

many a player makes more as a lead-

ing man than he does as a star. I

believe Eugene O'Brien accepted a

lower salary upon becoming a star

than he would consider as a leading

man. Such is ambition. A player

is recognized by the public for his

merits. The word "star" means
nothing. Yet actors and constables

do cherish it. Richard Barthelmess.

unstarred, was esteemed quite as

highly as any of the bestarred gen-

tlemen. The only reason he is being

featured now is that he exerts such

a potent attraction that the exhibitor

would be a numskull not to realize

on his name.
Those actors who have passed al-

ready from stellar eminence into

starless roles with higher salaries

are Marc MacDermott, King Bag-

got, Maurice Costello, Montagu
Love, Edward Earle, Carlyle Black-

well, Roy Stewart, and Irving Cum-
mings. I dare say all of these gen-

Continued on page 99
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Nerve Force
Is the

MASTER FORCE

the Force that controls every heart-beat, every breath, every vital organ,

every muscle, and every cell of the body.

It is the Force that gives us courage, ambition, personality, character, mental
power and energy—the Force that drives us ON—ON and ON.

Kxactly what Nerve Force is, we do not

Know. If we did know, we would know
the Secret of Life. We know this : It is

generated by the Nervous System, from
which it is sent throughout the body at a

speed greater than 100 feet a second. The
Nervous System consists of countless mil-

lions of cells. These cells are reservoirs

for the storage of Nerve Force. The
amount stored represents our ''Nerve Cap-

ital," and our strength, mental power, ef-

ficiency and all other physical and mental
qualities.

The vital problem in Life, therefore, is

the wisdom of expending our Nerve Force,

for if we waste it ruthlessly and foolishly,

we soon become Nerve Bankrupts. Every
bodily act, especially every muscular act,

uses up a certain amount of Nerve Force.

The greatest drain, however, is by way of

the Brain. Mental work, worry, anxiety,

anger, hate, fear and other emotional ex-

pressions consume a tremendous amount
"of Nerve Force, which accounts for the

fact that great mental strains so readily

wreck the nerves, causing (Neurasthenia),

OF what is termed Nervous Debility,

Nervous Prostration, or Nerve Exhaustion.

I have for more than 30 years studied the

health problem from every angle. Far
over a million of my various books on
Health Subjects have been sold all over

the world during this time, and as a result

about 300,000 people have written me in

detail regarding their weaknesses and

their experience with different methods of

treatment they applied. I am more con-

vinced to-day, than ever before in my life,

that nerve weakness (Neurasthenia), is

the basic cause of nearly every ailment

of civilized man and woman. Other weak-

nesses are simply the result of weak
nerves. I have learned further, that

worry, grief, anxiety, mental strain, and
of course, sex abuse are the basic cause
of nerve weakness.

•i ask YOU how can we reason otherwise?
Is not the Nervous System the great gov-

erning force of the body, the force that

gives Life and Power to every organ, every

muscle and cell? When the Nervous Forces
are depleted through strain, how can the

vital organs, muscles and other tissues

retain their power? It is impossible.

The power of nerves, is infinitely great for

good or for evil. So great is this power
that a tremendous nerve strain, as for in-

stance, intense fear or anger, may cause
instant death through bursting of a blood
vessel. A less intense nerve shock will

cause the cheeks to pale or become flushed

with blood. It can make the heart beat
wildly and paralyze breathing. It can
make cold sweat break out over the body,

and make the knees tremble and become
weak. It can paralyze the digestive

powers in an instant. Long extended
nerve strains of even mild intensity will

undermine the mind and body of the

strongest man and woman that ever lived.

Nerve Force is a dangerous power when
uncontrolled, and if controlled, it can be
made to give us Strength, Health, Char-
acter, Personality, Success and Happiness.
It is the greatest force of all bodily forces.

The symptoms of nerve exhaustion vary
according to individual characteristics,

but the development is usually as follows :

First Stage : Lack of energy and en-

durance : that "tired feeling."

Second Stage: Nervousness ; restless-

ness ;
sleeplessness ; irritability ; de-

cline in. sex force ; loss of hair

;

nervous indigestion ; sour stomach ;

gas in bowels ; constipation ; irregular

heart
; poor memory : lack of mental

endurance ; dizziness ; headache ;

backache ; neuritis ; rheumatism, and
other pains.

Third Stage: Serious mental disturb-

ance ; fear ; undue worry ; melan-
cholia ; dangerous organic disturb-

ances ; suicidal tendencies ; and in

extreme cases, insanity.

If only a few of the symptoms mentioned
apply to you, especially those indicating

mental turmoil, you may be sure your

nerves are at fault — that you have ex-

hausted your Nerve Force. It is positive

your nerves are at fault, if you feel gen-

erally depressed, tired and ailing, though

repeated medical examinations fail to

show definitely, that some organ is in-

volved In such cases the decline in or-

ganic power is due to subnormal nerve

power. Above all. it is dangerous to as-

sume that your nerves are sound in case

your hands do not tremble. The most com-

mon and worst form of nerve trouble is

not indicated by trembling and twitching

of muscles.

AH that you ARE—All that you ever WILL
BE-

AU that you HAVE—All that you ever WILL
HAVE—depend directly upon the condition

and strength of your Nerves.

PAUL VON BOECKMANN
Lecturer and Author of numerous
books and treatises on Mental and
Physical Energy, Respiration, Psy-

chology and Nerve Culture

I am a Nerve
Specialist and
Psycho-analyst,Read This:-

besides being- generally experienced in all sciences per-
taining to the Body and Mind. I have treated more cases
of ''Nerves" than any other'nian in the world. Sub-
mit your case to me, and I shall tell you definitely

whether your Nerves are deranged, and whether I can
help YOU, as I have helped over 90,000 men and
women during the last thirty years. My instruction

is given by mail only, no drugs or drastic treatments
are employed. My method is remarkably simple,
thoroughly scientific, and invariably effective.

Positively no fee is charged for a "Preliminary Di-

agnosis" of your case, and you will be under no
obligation to take my course of instruction, if you
do not care to. Do not explain your case in your
first letter, as I shall send you special instructions
how to report your case and how to make certain

"nerve tests'* used generally by Nerve Specialists, and
I shall send you FREE, other important data on the
subject which will give you an understanding of your
nerves you had never had before.

In submitting your case to me for a Preliminary
Diagnosis, I shall positively determine the degree
your nerves are involved in any weaknesses, ailments,

and other conditions you may report. As the di-

agnosis of nerve weaknesses may demand the men-
tion of extremely personal subjects, all correspondence

is strictly confidential. The Diagnosis will be sent

sealed, in a plain envelope, by first-class mail.

r™
— CUT COUPON HERE" -1"""11

Paul von Boeckmann

|
110 West 403h Street, New York Studio 463

| Dear Sir; I desire to investigate your method and wish a

I Diagnosis made cf my condition, without any obligation on
I my part.

(Print name and address plainly.

)

Therefore WATCH YOUR NERVES
I

I

| Name

I

an



APENNSYLVANIA GIRL.—Charles
Ray is married to a nonprofessional,

Clara Grant. They have no children. You
would be more likely to get them if you
did. There isn't any chance of Mildred
Harris Chaplin and Charles Ray appear-
ing together in the same film, so you
needn't worry about it. Charlie is making
pictures for his own company, while Mil-
dred is under contract to Louis B. Mayer.

R. T. G.—Glad you've discovered Pic-
ture-Play—come again! Charlie Chap-
lin is English, Theda Bara and Anita
Stewart are American, and Nazimova is

Russian. Your source of information
wasn't reliable, apparently.

J. F.—I'm sorry, but we have no book
containing the names and addresses of
the actors and actresses. All we have is

the "Market Booklet," which gives the
names and addresses of the different com-
panies.

S.—You startled me terribly, beginning
your letter with, "Why don't you have
your sick room and death scenes natu-
ral?" Don't hold me, responsible for what
you see on the screen ; 1 had no more to

do with "The Notorious Miss Lisle" than
you did ! However, your remarks about
the nurse's costume were very pat and
should be called to the attention of the

producers of the picture.

Bessie H.—Alice Calhoun's last screen
appearance is in "A Broadway Bubble," in

which she appears.with Corinne Griffith.

Charlotte.—Bessie Barriscale was born
in New York, has blond hair and brown
eyes, is five feet two inches tall, and
weighs one hundred and twenty-three
pounds. She was on the stage before she
went into pictures, starring in "The Rose
of the Rancho," "The Bird of Paradise,"
and "We Are Seven." She has had a
long screen career, and at present heads
her own company. She wrorks at the
Brunton Studios in Los Angeles, instead
of having her own studio.

Dee.—Welcome! I'm always glad to

meet newcomers—and also to hear that

they like the magazine. If you feel like

a beginner because you have only thirty-

five photos of stars, you must expect to

have a million by the time you're an old
hand at it ! No, Wallie doesn't have a
double in those racing scenes—he likes

doing them himself. And he'd much
rather not doll up, as you call it, but has
to do it. Yes, Bebe Daniels makes a won-
derful vampire—I don't believe she'll ever
settle down and be just a sweet young
vhing—but of course I may be mistaken.
Mary Pickford has made a lot of pic-

tures since 1917
—"Suds" is her latest

and "Pollyanna" was one of the best. No,
I don't know how many stars bail from

your town—quite a lot, though. I'd just

send a quarter with a request for a pic-

ture ; it will arrive all right, and the bother
of cashing a money order makes it a nui-

sance. If you prefer, you can send post-

age stamps. Probably Douglas MacLean
will respond. I'm surprised that it took
six months to get a picture of Billie

Burke, though, of course, the mail some-
times piles up and doesn't get answered
for weeks. I can't answer that question
about religion. No, you're not a knocker
—and I'll be glad to hear from you again.

THE ORACLE will answer in

these columns as many ques-

tions of general interest concern-

ing the movies as space will allow.

Personal replies to a limited
number of questions—such as will

not require unusually long answers

—will be sent if the request is ac-

companied by a stamped enve-

lope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture

Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine. 79

Seventh Avenue, New York City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,

since the only possible way of ever

getting such a job is by direct

personal application at a studio.

Questions concerning scenario

writing must be written on a

separate sheet of paper. Those
who wish the addresses of actors

and actresses are urged to read

the notice at the end of this

department.

Mary Fewclothes.—Some nom de
plume you have! Yes, William Farnum
is married. He was born in Boston in

1876. Olive Thomas worked steadily up
to the lime she went abroad; "Every-
body's Sweetheart" was her last picture.

Beginner.—Yes, a good many of the

screen folk are on the stage now; Madge
Kennedy, Alice Brady, June Elvidge,
Doris Kenyon, and Rod la Rocque are
just a few of them.

Natalie.—No, Edith Roberts did not
leave Universal and go to the Pioneer Film
Company as a star. She is very pretty,

indeed ; I do know her personally. She
has reddish-brown hair and brown eyes.

That report about Charles Hutchinson's
being hurt was true ; he was playing in

"Double Adventure" and jumped from an
oil derrick to a train, but miscalculated

the distance and fell, cutting his face and
breaking a couple of ribs. So, you see,

the stunts done in serials aren't fakes,

after all—that one wasn't, at least!

Q. R.—Yes, Mabel Taliaferro is still on
the screen ; the last picture she made was
for the Stage Women's War Relief, and
now she is working at the Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Studio on Long Island in the

screen version of "Tommy and Grizel."

N. N.—Yes, Cullen Landis has a sister

—Margaret Cullen Landis, who has been
on the screen for some time. She began
with Balboa, and now is a leading lady.

Cullen was the son in "Madame X." He
is a regular Goldwyn player. Peggy Hy-
land went to Egypt to make pictures

when she left the States, and since her
return has been in England. It is ru-

mored that she is coming back to America,
but she's not here yet. Zeena Keefe was
born in San Francisco in 1896 and has

dark hair and brown eyes. Lillian Gish
is now living in New York City. Kay
Laurel hasn't made a picture for a long
time; she is now abroad.

Q. E. D.—It might have been Virginia
Pearson whom you saw ; she has not been
working for some time, and, of course,

can travel about just as she pleases. Yes.

Dorothy Dalton was in Maine last sum-
mer, making a picture ; no doubt it really

was she. You're lucky, aren't you, see-

ing all these stars, with the camera grind-

ing and everything? Alma Rubens wa'
in New Orleans last winter making "The
World and His Wife," but now is in New
York. Her contract with Cosmopolitan
Pictures lasted only a year, and she

played in "Humores-que" during that time.

Lydia G.—The Lee children are in

vaudeville. Creighton Hale has been with
Griffith for some time. Yes, he was in

"The Idol Dancer"; he is also in "Way
Down East," but I_ don't wonder that you
didn't recognize him in the make-up be

wears in it. It was Clarine Seymour's
part in that picture that Mary Hay took.

Bessie Love is in Los Angeles; she may
go to England, but is not sure. Mary
MacLaren left Universal some time ago

;

she was on the stage before she went into

pictures and was one of Lois Weber's dis-

coveries. "Shoes" was her first picture.

She is not working at present.

Santa Glaus.—Gareth Hughes is not

Lloyd Hughes' brother
;
Lloyd is the only

one of the family in pictures now. Lloyd
is with Ince, and Gareth is now under
contract with Metro ; he made "Head and
Shoulders," with Viola Dana, then did a
picture for Famous Players-Lasky.

Continued on page 107
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DIAMOND BARGAINS
Just Released from Pawn

EXCEPTIONAL lot of wonderful diamonds just released for sale. Priced for quick turn
over at only a few dollars above the amounts loaned on them. Marvelous values no retailer

can match at 40 % more money. Goldman's 35 years of upright dealing and the word of
Kansas City's biggest banks, back this offer of splendid Wesselton Diamonds at bargain prices.

Shipped on Approval— Send No Money
See for yourself how much cheaper you can buy a fine diamond out of pawn, direct. ^
from the brokers who loaned the money. Pledged stones always set in stylish new y
14K gold mountings. Any diamond selected sent on approval without one cent down. ^

Free Bargain Bulletin

Send Coupon Now
Send the coupon at once. Have the choice of our latest and
greatest lot of Wonderful Diamond Bargains —list shows guar- >
anteed loan values and prices to you only slightly higher. s
You get first choice if you act quick. Mail coupon today. S

Gold-
man'

s

Sons,Gold*

S man BuildingS Dept. 1281

Kansas City, Mo.
Please send me at once without

any obligation to me, your catalog
and latest Diamond Loan Bulletin.

L. Goldman's Sons
Goldman Bldg., Dept. 1281 , Kansas City,Mo.

Name.

y Address

City .State.
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Their Christmas Vision
Racked and torn with the scourge of tuberculosis

thousands of unhappy homes have but one Yuletide

hope—one year round visitor—victory over this disease

which is sapping mother, father and baby lives.

Each penny Christmas Seal you buy brings help

that much nearer to them—a vision realized.

Use

Christmas

For sale in booths—and stoiej— everywhere— by
over one thousand local and state tuberculosis associ-

ations.

NATIONAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION
381 Fourth Avenue New York

MOVIE FANS, ATTENTION

!

Here is a chance to secure genuine photos of yoar
movie favorites. All original poses by the Stars.
Beautiful and Artistic, and they are sure to please

you. If not, wc refund your
money. 50c each, 12 for $5.00.
Exceptional value. Makf vour selec-
tion NOW from n.is list:

Theda Bara Clara K. Young
Alice Joyce Frank Mayo
Mary Miles Minter Katherine
Mabel Normand McDonald
Olga Petrova Mae Murray
Mary Piekford Charles Ray
Blanche Sweet Nazimova
Anita Stewart Charles Chaplin
Norma Talmadge Mildr<-d Han is

Pearl White Richard
Earle Williams Barthelmess

or any of the other popular stars

50c Each— 12 for $5.00
Money cheerfully refunded if not satisfactory. Mail
at once with name and address plainly written to

S. BRAM, Dept. 94, 209 W. 48th St.. New York City

WHYDONT YOU

Writethe Words

FOR Jt SONG
WELL HELP YOU ALONG

By composing the music FREE and
publishingsame. Send poems today.

D. J. LENOX CO.
271 West 125th St., New York

ere They Are!
Real Photographs of Motion
Picture Stars (3%x4!4) for

your loom or den or for your
f riends.

h money-orde

EGBERT BROS.
Dept. P, Buena Viata & Temple Slreets, Los Angeles. Cal

Not for Publication
Continued from page 22

ten criticisms in reviews and maga-
zines and newspapers, she considers
valuable, but those coming from her
friends she prizes the most, "espe-
cially," she explained, ''when they

do not know I'm listening! I'd

rather hear those frank, honest esti-

mates than any other kind of criti-

cism. The theater critics are not to

be taken seriously. Only the other

day I was sitting in front of two
of them at Dorothy Gish's last pic-

ture. One said : 'Maine, I can't see

this Gish girl. She wears a wig.'

The companion turned and answered
witheringly : 'Huh ! So do you !'

"

"Some of my best experience I

picked up during the nine pictures

I did with Doug Fairbanks. 'His

Majesty the American' was the last.

When I first came to him, I was as

green as clover. One day they
wanted me to look frightened, but
Mr. Fairbanks was so funny that I

couldn't do a thing. Suddenly five

or six shots zipped off right next
to me, and they had me really regis-

tering fright for the rest of the day.
Doug had unloaded a few blanks be-

side me ! There's a man who has

as much energy all the time as he
shows in each picture. It's a joy to

work with him.
"And you should see Fairbanks

and Chaplin do their 'Futuristic Play-
lets.' They are miniature gems of
slapstick."

Emerson is Marjorie's poet lau-

reate, although she concedes the

laurel wreath to Shakespeare, Shel-

ley, and Longfellow as well. And she

can cook, swim, and shake a mean
tennis racket, upon occasion. She
did her first bit in "The Chorus
Girl" for Lasky; her next picture

will be a Neilanized version of "The
Eternal Three"— of which Marjorie
Daw will be one-third.

And she's a bachelor maid of

nineteen.

"What's She Really Like!"
Continued from page 25

that August afternoon was far too

warm for discussions of anything
very deep. As for the fact that she

doesn't bother about being dramatic
—you must remember that that sort

of thing is her business, her job. The
girl who can take dictation like a

streak doesn't do it as a means of

entertaining her friends. The ex-

pert filing clerk doesn't entertain call-

ers with exhibitions of card cata-

logues, and the woman lawyer, if

she has good taste, doesn't indulge in

cross-examining her friends. On the

screen Norma can play on our feel-

ing's as effectively as John McCor-

GIRLS I HAVE LOVED"
. A New. Phdnjograph RecordMacfo

By Lew Cody
Hear him tell in his living voice the inti-

mate secrets of girls he nas loved. You
have seen and loved the stars. Now for
the first time yoo can hear tbem.

Your Favorite Stars
have made clever, amusing, chatty,
thrilling records, mingling the comedy
and tragedy of their loves and lives. You
roust hear them.

Three for $1
Any three you want. A beautiful photo
and autograph on one side and your
favorite's own voice on the other. Play
on any machine. Unbreakable.

No. 57 "Stage Fright"
by Mary Miles Minter

No. 60 "I Wish I Were a Hero"
by William Russell

No. 74 "Happiness"
by Gloria Swanson

No. 79 "Girls I Have Loved"
by Lew Cody

No. 80 "My Prize Love Letter"
by Clara Kimball Young

No. 81 "My Ambitions"
by Anita Stewart

No. 82 "Who Would Change Places
with Me"
by Mildred Harris Chaplin

No. 83 "The Vision"
by Berf Lytell

No. 90 "My Real Self"
by Mae Murray

No. 91 "How "o Become a Star"
by David Powell

TALKING PHOTO CORPORATION
Dept A, 334 Fifth Avenue. New York, City,

Showing photo and
autograph on one
Aide- talking record

i the ulhe:

Check the three
you want. Send
one dollar with
your name and
address and get
for your very own
the living voice oi
your favorites*

Send no money. Jnst ask no to •end you either of these
wonderful, dazzling, genuine Tifnite Gem rings to wear for
10 days. If you can tell it from a diamond, aend it back.
No.1. Solid gold

mounting. Eight-
claw design flat
wideband. Almost
a carat, guaran
teed Tifnite gem

No. 3. Solid gold
six-prong tootb
mounting. Guar-
anteed genuineTif-
nite Gem. almost A
carat in size.

No. 2. Solid gold
Ladies' newest
mounting. Has a
guaranteed genu-
ine Tifnite Gem,
almost a carat.

In sending, send strip of paper fitting around second Joint
of finger . Fay only $4.60 upon arrival, then pay only JS.QO per
month until the price $16.60 is paid for either one. Otherwise
return the ring within ten days and we will refund any pay-
ment made. This offer is limited. Send while it holds good.

THE TSFNITE CO. Dept. 1163 Chicago, II!.

EY HT
BEAUTIFUL EYES w

La Uose's Eyobright is a scientific, harm-
less proparat ion that should be on the
dressing table of every man and woman.
It will brighten and refresh the most
tired and irritated eyes, bringing back the
sparkle and fascination that bright,
healthy eyes alone possess.

Give Your Eyes a Chance to
Be Beautiful!

Nature intended your eyes to be clear
and beautiful. They are the "windows
of the soul." But very few people are
wise enough to give their eyes the at-

tention they demand. That, more than
any other reason, is why twenty million
Americans near glasses. You might amid
glasses for many years to come by keeping
your eyes clean and clear with La Rose's
"Eycbright." An absolutely harmless and
scientific preparation made purposely for
tired and irritated eyes.

Send Today for Bottle
Send $1.00 for a bottle of "Eyebright."

Use it five days. At the end of that time
you will find your eyes have been magically
refreshed and brightened. They will look
better and they will feel better. If they
do not we want you to send back the re-

mainder of the bottle and we will cheer-
fully and immediately refund your money.
This is our guarantee that you must be
satisfied.

LA ROSE COMPANY
Room 406. 225 Fifth Ave., New York City
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mack does with his voice, or as Bern-

hardt did on the stage—but that's no

reason why she should greet you

with a burning kiss on the brow and

a passionate embrace, instead of

with the query, "Isn't it warm to-

day—and how'll you have your iced

tea?"

It happens that I have never

watched her work—but I'm told that

her technique is perfected to the

point where the director can say, "All

right now, Miss Talmadge ; this is

the scene where you weep over your
mother's body," or "Now we'll shoot

the part where you meet your lover

in the garden by moonlight," and
;he takes her place before the

:amera, does what she's called on to

do so convincingly that later it makes
as reach for our handkerchiefs or

teel a delightful sort of glow—and
?o back to her book or her conversa-

-ion with a friend, calm as a May
morn. As 1 said before, it's just her

10b.

I've tried 10 show you Norma as

she really is. Not a great emotional

meen waited on by dozens of slaves

—she foraged in the kitchen for iced

tea herself. Not a spoiled and petted

beauty loaded with jewels—she

didn't wear even a wrist watch.

Just at present life is happening to

her very fast, and she's hurrying
along to keep up with it, but when
she is mature enough to sit back and
get a hold on the world instead of

letting it have one on her—well, I'm
not making any definite prophecies,

but just you wait and see what hap-
pens !

A Wee, Bonnie Lassie
Continued from page 26

I didn't like doing the same things

night after night. I did nine pic-

tures for Lasky in the East and this

is my fourth here.

"Well, I don't care, and, anyway,
Lee is teaching me to shimmy.
That's one thing I didn't learn at

school. There was another thing

—

geometry. We had a geometry class,

but it broke up. They blamed me.

They always did. If any one whis-

pered and I giggled at them, I got

the blame; and if I looked solemn
I got all the more blame

!

"But I can't shimmy like Lee yet.

Look at him !"

A jazz orchestra consisting of one
folding melodeon and one bass fid-

dle was disporting itself with "Rose
of Washington Square," and Lee
Moran was literally shimmying him-
self out of his coat to the admira-
tion of a score of spectators.

"Lee says the way to learn it is

to sit down and gently sway the

shoulders, then to start revolving

them at the same time. But I'm too

s

NABIB
Year 'round dessert aids.

As welcome with a steam-

ing cup as with a cold

beverage or frozen dessert.

Their outer layers of gos-

samer texture but faintly

suggest the goodness oftheir

witching creamy fillings.

So graciously light and

melting that appetites never

weary of their charm.

Keep a supply in the

pantry.

Sold in ike famous

In-er-seal Trade Mark package

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
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The

Slave
With all her

strength she
fought to get

away from it

all—the vulgar
cabaret —the
mysterious
beauty par-

,

lor—the un- '*"'

d erground if

drinking- f .

hell. Fiercely a;

she had re» t

fused every {
,'

,

bribe — re-
|

sisted every / v
temptation, j

And y et, >
y~

when there -

came the v-
chance to

escape, she turned
her back to it and stayed.

It is a plot so exciting
— so marvelously
planned— so brilliantly

solved—that it could
have been written only

by the master detective

CRAIG KENNEDY
<1heAmerican Sherlock Holmes if|pj =|1|| \

ARTHURS REEVE
CJhsAmerican ConanXfoyle

He is the detective genius of our age.

He has taken science—science that

•stands for this age—and allied

it to the mystery and romance
of detective fiction. Even to

the smallest detail, every bit

of the plot is worked out sci-

entifically. For nearly ten

years America has been
watching this Craig Kennedy
—marvelling at the strange

new startling things that de-

tective hero would unfold..

Such plots—such suspense
—with real, vivid people

, moving through the maelstrom
I of life!

FREE—POE
1 Volumes

To those who send the coupon
promptly, we will give FREE a set
of Edgar Allan Poe's masterpieces
in 10 volumes. When the police of
New York failed to solve one of the
most fearful murder mysteries of
the time Edgar Allan Poe— far off
in Paris found the solution—the
story is in one of these volumes.

This is a wonderful combination.
Here are two of the greatest
writers of mystery and scientific
detective stories. You can get the
Reeve at a remarkably low price
and the Poe Free.

Harper & Brothers, 106 Franklin Square. New York P-P.l-M

Send me. all charges prepaid, set of Arthur R. Reeve-inl2 volumes.
Also send me. »>.s..l„l..|y FREW, the set of Edear Allan Poe—in 10
volumes. If the books are not satisfactory, I will retir n both sets
within 10 days at your expense Otherwise I will send you $3.50
within 5 days and $3 a month for 12 months.

NAME

ADDRESS - -—
OCCUPATION -

impatient. I want to do it all at

once, and can't do it good at all.

Lee tells us his baby can shimmy.
Lies on its back and shakes itself to

jazz music. Oh !" And she clapped
her hands, "I know where the
shimmy started ! Remember about
old St. Nicholas—how does it go?
'With a little, round belly, that shook
when he laughed like a bowlful of
jelly!'

"

"Was that the first piece you ever
learned? I learned one before that.

It was Gaelic, and it was years later

before I knew what it meant. My
mother taught it to me, and I used
to sing it to the other children."

She chanted a quaint, intriguing,

absolutely unintelligible couplet.

"That just means, 'The cats spank
the kittens, and they cry.' No, I

can't write it for you, nor spell the
words. I can just say it.

"The company worked Sunday,
but I went fishing at Big Bear.

Caught one trout. But the Sunday
before, at Catalina ! I got seven
barracuda, a lot of mackerel, and one
shark. That's no fish story—it's so.

My, I was surprised when all the

tackle went overboard like a shot.

Finally I got him up to the boat

—

and he was a seven-foot shark—and
they were just going to gaff him
when the hook broke.

"But what I like is trout fishing.

Dry fly and two-and-a-half ounce-

rod. You have to go after them.
None of this dangling the bait and
waiting for a flabby old fish to nab it.

"I like hunting. I remember my
first gun. It was a regular double-
barreled shotgun, and it looked as
big as a cannon to me. I shot a

squirrel, and the gun made so much
noise I thought it was broken. While
I was looking at the gun I lost track
of the squirrel. Or maybe I blew it

to pieces. I know the first rabbit 1

shot had one side gone."
A director came over to tell her

she could go. Miss "La La Lucille"

Cornwall gathered up her mono-
grammed hand bag and her make-up
box and her magazine and her boN
of candy, and led the way outside

"Wonder if any more of my pos-

sessions are around," she said, with

a last look. "Hurrah ! Away at

last."

Then came a summons from in

side the set.

"An-nie Corn-wall
!"

"She's gone home," cried Anne
Cornwall in a meek detached voice.

"No she hasn't," said the voice.

"Come back, Anne, we've got to take

some stills."

"Gosh ding it," looked Anne, but

she said, "All risrht!"

The Hetty Green of Pictures
Continued from page 66

was engaged to be married, and I

was rather annoyed. Soon after that

I began to save money in earnest. I

decided I'd save up the princely sum
of three hundred dollars. I did it,

too, all out of my thirty-five dollars

a week. But when I got the three

hundred dollars, that didn't look so

much, after all, so I thought, 'Now
I'll "save five hundred dollars.' That
wasn't so hard because by that time

I had had my salary raised. That
was my idea of a fortune—five hun-
dred dollars. I didn't believe I

should ever be able to spend it all.

"Along about that time came the

real-estate boom, and there was a

new tract opening near Los Angeles,

with lots for sale at ten dollars down
and ten dollars a month. I bought
a lot for seven hundred and fifty

dollars. But I didn't figure on the

interest, and after I had paid a lot

of ten dollarses I found I still owed
seven hundred and fifty dollars. The
lot cost me about one thousand dol-

lars, but it proved to be a good buy at

that. I have it yet. and the value has

increased several hundred per cent.

I bought another lot and sold it at

a big profit. That gave me a sort of

taste for business, I guess ; so by and

by I bought and sold more real estate,

and then some houses."

Of course, Miss Roland's salary

had been going up by leaps and
bounds, especially since she's been in

serials ; and turning over everything

she touched at a profit it has come
to a point now where she owns two
large houses which she rents, besides

her own beautiful big home in a fash-

ionable residence district of Los An-
geles. And she owns other real

estate besides, with oil stock, and still

other money out on mortgages.
"Short-term mortgages are good

investments," said Ruth in business-

like fashion.

And now Miss Roland has her eye

on a certain large apartment house
which she hopes will be hers ere

long.

But that isn't all. She looked
around and found a lot of people

who wanted to own cars, so she be-

gan loaning money for that purpose,

and says she has hardly ever lost,

but on the other hand has made a

great deal of money.
"But I'm not a ruthless Ruth," she

explained, "if I see a person is hard
up I carry him over many months
rather than let him lose his car."
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"Hasn't Midas ever double-

crossed you?" I asked.

"Well, yes, once," confessed Miss
Roland. "I bought one of those

deep-sea-going lots—it simply wasn't

when the tide came in—bought it off

paper. Now I never buy anything
without seeing it myself. The other

day a man called up on long distance

from San Francisco, and as I wasn't
home left word with my aunt for me
to call him on a certain number up
diere^—said he had a wonderful real-

estate bargain for me."
"And did you call up and buy it ?"

f asked.

"Nope,:' grinned Ruth, "that was
i case wher.? I considered silence was
golden

!"

Just theis somebody interrupted us
with a letter for Miss Roland. She
looked up with a comical little shriek.

"What do you think somebody
wants me to do now?" she asked.

Despite the artless smile and the
long, dreamy <=velashes, I had begun
'o know Ruth.
"Somebody want you to form a

compam sell fans to the Eski-
mos?"
"Worae'n chat!" commented Miss

Roland, "They want me to go in

with a company that's going to build

i floating hotel five miles out at sea
and make it wet ! But that's nothing.

Somebody the other day wanted me
to buy stock in a coffin company."
That nearly broke up the inter-

view. After a gasp I asked her what
she was going to do with all her
money, anyhow.

"Well, in the first place, there are
a lot of people I want to look after.

And next I want to found a cat-and-
dog-and-bird hospital."

Talking about birds, Ruth had a
little adventure the other day, when,
driving her car along on her way
to work, all made up and everything.
She happened to spy a small war-
bler seated plump on the street-car

track, with a car bearing down on it

full speed. Ruth jumped out of her
auto, stopped the car, and carried

the bird, which was a baby wild
canary that hadn't learned to fly well
and didn't know how ruthless street

cars can be when you get in their

way, to a place of safety. The mo-
torman was just a wee bit cross, or
would have been, I guess, if Ruth
hadn't been so pretty.

"You were going to run right over
it!" cried Ruth indignantly.

"Yes, wife beater," echoed the
conductor in mock sympathy, "you
were going to run right over it

!"

Of course, with that sort of a rec-
ord for sympathy, nobody is going
to be at all afraid that Miss Roland's
sobriquet will ever become "Hetty
all-for-the-long Green !"

How Pretty Teeth
are ruined during sleep

When you retire with a film on your
teeth, it may all night long do damage.

Film is that viscous coat you feel. It

clings to teeth, gets between the teeth and
stays. The tooth brush does not remove
it all.

That film causes most tooth troubles.

So millions find that well-brushed teeth

discolor and decay.

How film destroys
Film absorbs stains and makes the teeth

look dingy. It is the basis of tartar. It

holds food substance which ferments and

forms acid. It holds the acid in contact
with the teeth to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.
Few escape its damage. So dental

science has for years been seeking a film

combatant.

New methods found
Now ways have been found to fight film

and film effects. Able authorities have
proved them. The ways are combined in

a dentifrice called Pepsodent. Leading
dentists everywhere advise it. And millions

of people every day enjoy its benefits.

Watch it for ten days

This offers you a 10 Day Tube. Get it

and watch its effects.

Each use of Pepsodent brings five de-

sired effects. The film is attacked in two
efficient ways.

It multiplies the salivary flow. It mul-
tiplies the starch digestant in the saliva,

to digest starch deposits that cling. It

multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva, to

neutralize the acids which cause tooth

decay.

It also keeps teeth so highly polished

that film cannot easily adhere.

These five effects, attained twice daily,

have brought to millions a new era in- teeth

cleaning.

Send the coupon for the 10-Day Tube.

Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film. See

how teeth whiten as the film-coat dis-

appears.

Judge by what you see and feel. Our
book will tell the reasons. This is too

important to neglect. Cut out the coupon
now.

633

10-Day Tube Free

The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant com-
bined with two othermodern requi-

sites. Now advised by leading den-
tists everywhere and supplied by
all druggists in large tubes.

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 180, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago. 111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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"DANDERINE"
Girls! Save Your Hair and

Make It Abundant I

Immediately after a "Danderine" mas-
sage, your hair takes on new life, lustre

and wondrous beauty, appearing twice as
heavy and plentiful, because each hair

seems to fluff and thicken. Don't let your
hair stay lifeless, colorless, plain or 6crag-

gly. You, too, want lots of long, strong,

beautiful hair.

A 35-cent bottle of delightful "Dander-
ine" freshens your scalp, checks dandruff

and falling hair. This stimulating
"beauty-tonic" gives to thin, dull, fading
bair that youthful brightness and abund-
ant thickness.

All Drugstores and Toilet

Counters sell Danderine

Prof. I. Hubert's

MALVINA
CREAM

s a safe aid to soft, clear,
healthy skin. U&ed as a
massage it overcomes

ss and tendency
to Wrinkle. Takes
stint! and soreness
ut of wind, tan and

unburn. Send for tes-
monials. Use Malvina

Lotion & Ichthyol Soap
with Malvina Cronm to
mprove your complexion,

'\H drugcists.or sentpo;-tpaid
n receipt of price. Croam

50c, Lotion SOc, Soap 26c.
• l.HUBEfir.ToIodo.Ohio

An Ideal Christmas Gift
Flower Drops the most exquisite!

perfume ever produced. Ma< e from
j

flowers. A single di op lasts a week. I

Bottlo like picture with long glass I

stopper. Lilac or Orabapj'le, $1.50;JLil.v f

of the Valley, Eose or Violet, S2.00;

Romanza, oar latest Flower Drops,
12.50. Above odors in half oz. bottles I

$8.00, one oz. S15.00. Send 20c stamps
J

or silver for miniature bottle.

PE R FCJ,M E & TOI L£X"WATER

TOpS
Iiieger's Mon Amour, ounce SI. 50

Garden Queen. $2.00; Alcazar, $2,25;

Parfum Eienzi, $2.50. nothing finer;
Honolulu Boquet $1.00 At druggists or
by mail.
Send $100 for souvenir box of five

25c bottles, different odorB.
PAUL RIEGER &.H0. 277 1s1St..SanFranclseo

So This Is Hollywood!
Continued from page 67

the official lunching place of the

studio realm, and the Mountain View
Inn, where you have to be in by ten-

thirty or find the key under the door-

mat.

Hollywood Boulevard by night is

no more picturesque than Main
Street, Harrisburg. It is in its glory

by day in a tropical setting of palms,

oranges, poinsettias, and eucalyptus.

From one side commences the slope

of hills at the base of which are such
palaces as those of Nazimova, Anita

Stewart, Cecil B. De Mille, William
Farnum, Lew Cody, Pauline Fred-
erick, and Wallace Reid.

If you turn to your right and fol-

low Cahuenga Boulevard through
Cahuenga Canon, past the homes of

J. Warren Kerrigan and Noah
Beery, you eventually will find Uni-
versal City in a hollow of the hills.

If you continue along the boule-

vard for three miles you will enter

Beverly Hills, which is trying its best

to be ultra-exclusive. Doug and
Mary have a home in Beverly, as

have Mae Allison and Louise Glaum.
Continuing the route for some ten

miles you will strike the ocean.

There are the night resorts of the

film world at Venice and Santa
Monica. The Sunset Inn and the

Ship Cafe are the chief centers of

nocturnal amusement. The Ray-
mond Hattons have a home at the

seaside, and other players take resi-

dence during the summer.
One never considers churches as

congruous with movie life, yet Hol-
lywood can rival Brooklyn for spires.

Along the boulevard in the very heart

of the industry one finds the Church
of the Heavenly Rest, St. Stephen's,

the Fifth Church of Christ, Scientist,

the Baptist, the Christian, and the

Congregational. And, as Bill Russell

puts it, "They certainly play to big

business." Standing room is at a
premium on Sunday morning. Rev-
erend Neal Dodd, rector of Saint

Mary of the Angels Episcopal

Church, is endeavoring to found a

"Little Church Around the Corner"
for motion-picture people, making it

a recreation center as well as reli-

gious.

Thus Hollywood, supposed to be
the modern Bagdad, has got religion

and is not as pagan as one might
expect after reading some of the

tales that are told about it.

Externally, at least, Hollywood is

dreadfully moral, it has "doubled''

satisfactorily on the screen for al-

most even7 village of the United
States. It may have a wild reputa-

tion—but it doesn't look it!

Charlie Chaplin's Partner
Continued from page 33

Send $15to
FiyS 2,5<E Bottles

things like that," she said with a
perplexed smile, "but he is so imi-

tative that if he hears a poem that

takes his fancy he can repeat it from
start to finish—and he'd just as soon
do it on the street corner as not."

It was time to go, but I lingered

;

for Jack, finding in me a sympathetic
audience, was minded to display his

knowledge of magic, which he
termed, "the art of legerdemain,"
stumbling a little over the long word,
but managing it very intelligibly,

nevertheless. He mystified me by
making a penny disappear and then
producing it from my ear. He re-

moved his overcoat better to illus-

trate the movements of an Oriental

dance lie had done at Grauman's
theater, and demonstrated his facility

in speaking "pig Latin."

But at last I had to go. There are
limits to the patience of even such
a charming mother as Mrs. Coogan
very evidently is.

"If you could be anything in the

world you wanted to be, what would
you choose?" I asked him as a part-

ing question.

"I'd like to be Mr. Chaplin's part-

ner," he replied promptly, "just as

it says on the back of my watch."

The Picture of To-morrow
Continued from page 74

We directors—all of us—have
been studious followers of his work,
and we still are. In the presence of
his achievements any one of us
should feel humble. But there are

many new directors of ingenuity and
understanding. I cannot express too
highly my appreciation of King Vi-
dor, Frank Borzage, and Harry Mil-
larde. They deserve your attention,

because they are giving to you on

the screen very nearly what O.

Henry, Rudyard Kipling, Thack-
eray, and Stevenson have given you
on the printed page. They are pre-

senting the truth about life."

I might add that Mr. Storm has

been doing just that, only it isn't

necessary. Those who have seen the

Charles Ray pictures know his fidel-

ity to homely life
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Romances of Famous Film

Folk

Continued from page 4 5

we could have a home. That's where
Frances comes in again. No sooner

had she come out last spring than I

discovered the ideal location for a

home and the ideal architect to build

it. And it was just then, too, that I

got my starring contract with Fa-
mous Players-Lasky.

"Oh, yes, I forgot ! We've had
many palatial homes ! But they were
always on paper. Whenever Frances
and I had nothing else to do we'd sit

down and sketch out the plans for a

house."

"Didn't you ever disagree on any-

thing connected with it?"

"Oh, lots "of things. In fact we
decided one day that the only thing

we really did agree on was having
half a dozen fireplaces in the house,

a swimming pool, and a sleeping

porch. But finally we concluded
we'd just have to build a few rooms
around these things, so we got to-

gether and compromised on details."

"And now that you are a star and
have a home, what are your joint

plans? Is Mrs. Meighan going to

work any more?"
"Not," answered Tommy, "unless

I break a leg or bust a lung. I

haven't thrown away her grease

paint yet, though
!"

Since those early days when the

two were together, Mr. Meighan has
played opposite perhaps the most fa-

mous array of beautiful women 'that

any actor could boast. He has gazed
into blue eyes, brown eyes, hazel

eyes, green eyes, playing opposite
j

Mary Pickford, Bebe Daniels, Pau-
line Frederick, Norma Talmadge,
Marguerite Clark, Katherine Mac-
Donald, Ethel Clayton, Elsie Fergii- i

son, Wanda Hawley, Gloria Swan-
son, Lila Lee, and others.

"And among all those lovely

women, wasn't there even one who
tempted you the least tiny bit—made

j

your heart go pit-a-pat or anything
like that?"

"Don't remember," Tommy tem-
porized with a grin.

Oh, well, that wasn't fair, any-

how. Tommy is only human.
"But, anyway, Frances has never

been a bit jealous !" Tommy spoke
up triumphantly. How very like a

man

!

And so many women must have
hankered to run their fingers through
his curly hair, too ! That hair alone

must have been an awful strain on
some of his leading women's princi-

ples.

"How have you two managed or

happened, whichever it is, to be

66Good Bye, Boys"
"Today I dropped in for a last word with the boys at

the office. And as I saw Tom and Dave there at the same
old desk it came to me suddenly that they had been there

just so the day I came with the firm four years ago.

"When I started here I was put at a desk and given certain
routine things to do. It was my first job and I took it as a mat-
ter of .course. But after a few months I began to realize that I

was nothing but a human machine—doing things that anyone
could do and that I couldn't expect to advance that way.

"So I had a talk with the manager and I'll never forget what
he said. 'If you want to get ahead, put in some of your spare
time getting special training along the line of your work. We
want men who care enough about their future not only to do
their work well but to devote part of their spare time to prepa-
ration for advancement.'

"That very night I wrote to Scranton and a few days later had
started studying evenings at home. Why, do you know, it gave
me a whole new interest in our business? In a few months I

was given more important work and more money. Since then
I've had three increases, six months ago I was put in charge of
my department, and now my big chance has come—I'm to be
manager of our Western branch at $5,000 a year!
"Tom and Dave could never see any sense in my studying nights— they said eight hours

a day was enough for any man to be bothered with business. They had the same chance I
had— they could have been big men in the firm today. But they stood still while I went up
to one of the best jobs in our business. It

just shows what spare time training will do." i ' ————. teah out herb ——— — —

.
' INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX455 7-B SCRANTON, PA.
Every day men who have let the Inter

national Correspondence Schools help them
are moving up to more responsible positions
and bigger salaries. Clerks have become ad-
vertising, sales and business managers ; me-
chanics have become foremen, superintend-
ents and engineers ; carpenters have become
architects and contractors ; men and boys
have risen from nothing at all to splendid
positions of responsibility—because in spare
hours at noon and night they have learned
to do some one thing well.

If you want to make more money, show
your employer you're trying to be worth more
money. If you want a bigger job, show him
you're willing to prepare for it.

There's a simple easy way to do it. For 30

years thelnternational CorrespondenceSchools
have been training men and women right in

their own homes whenever they had a little

time to spare. More than two million have
stepped up in just this way. More than 130,-

000 are studying now. Ten thousand are
starting every month.

Can you afford to let another priceless hour
pass without finding out what the I. C. S.

can do for you? Here is all we ask— with-

out cost, without obligating yourself in any
way, mark and mail this coupon.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for
the position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting and ltri.

Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone "Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN or EWn
STATIONARY ENGINEEU
Marine Engineer

_Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Rnllder
Architectnral Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

J PLUMRiNO AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Sept.

_0HEMIST
Navigation

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BUSINESS MASAGEKESE
Private Secretary
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. A ceo un tar -

TRAFFIC MANAGER
Q Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
ACTOMORIIiK OPEHATIaH
Anto Repairing inSpsotsb)
AGRICCI.TCRB |Urren«A)
Pooltrr Ratlins |C Italian

Name
Present
Occupation-

Street
and No

City-
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The Perfect HahRemover
WHEN you use DeMiracle there

is no mussy mixture to apply or
wash off. Therefore it is the nicest,

cleanliest and easiest way to remove
hair. It is ready for instant use and
is the most economical because there
is no waste. Simply wet the hair
with this nice, original sanitary liquid

and it is gone.

You are not experimenting with a
new and untried depilatory when
you use DeMiracle, because it has
been in use for over 20 years, and is

the only depilatory that has ever been
endorsed by eminent Physicians, Sur-
geons, Dermatologists, Medical Jour-
nals and Prominent Magazines.

Use DeMiracle just once for remov-
ing hair from face, neck, arms, un-
derarms or limbs, and if you are not
convinced that it 19 the perfect hair remover
return it to us with the DeMiracle Guarantee
and we will refund your money. Write for
free book.

Three Sizes: 60c, #1.00, #2.00

At all toilet counters or direct from us, in

plain -wrapper, on receipt of 63c, $1 04
or $2.08, which includes War Tax.

Dept.V32 Park Ave. and 129th St., New York

CASCARETS

"They Work while you Sleep"

You don't know whether you are
"coming or going." You are bilious,
constipated! You feel headachy, full of
cold, dizzy, unstrung. Your meals don't
fit—breath is bad, skin sallow. Take
Cascarets tonight for your liver and
bowels and wake up clear, energetic and
cheerful. No griping—no inconvenience.
Children love Cascarets too. 10, 25, 50
cents.
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happy, when you've been married SO

long ?" I demanded pertly.

"Ah, my wife has a very big sense

of humor !"

"That means she laughs at your
jokes?"
Tommy scratched his head.

"Well, I guess she does," he ad-

mitted, "but then I mean a lot more
than that. I mean she laughs at my
imaginary troubles."

"And when you go off into hot-

headed Irish tempers?"
"I don't," answered Tommy

promptly. "She always sees those

moods coming and laughs me out of

those, too."

"But what happens when sl^e gets

cross at you?"
"She doesn't very often. But one

time, I remember, she walked out

of our room ii: a quiet little dignified

huff. It was at a hotel. I put a

hundred-dollar bill into an envelope,

wrote a note saying, 'For Heaven's
sake, smile!' got a boy to page her

with it, and then watched her, down
in the waiting room, as she read it.

She didn't mean to laugh, but she

just couldn't help it ; then she caught

sight of me. I went over to her, and
we laughed about it together!"

So maybe that's a part of the se-

cret of their happiness together

—

that mutual sense of humor without

which George Eliot once said no two
persons should ever marry.

"And does she nurse you when
you're ill and all that?"

"Oh, yes, of course. But I don't

believe I think so much of that as I

do of the fact that if I want a mid-

night supper I can have one, or want
suddenly to take a wild auto dash

up into the hills I can do it, and
there's never any fuss about it. She's

the greatest little pal in the world.

Then there's something more. She
reads all my stories before I put

them on the screen. We talk them
over, and if she doesn't like one

that's suggested for me, I nearly al-

ways find out she's right. I've got so

I won't do one she doesn't approve
if I can help it. She's a wiz that

way. She never spoils me with too

much petting or praise, and yet

somehow she manages to let me
know when she approves what I do.

On the other hand, she never finds

fault."

I happen to know how generous
Tommy Meighan is on his side. For
instance, though Tommy infinitely

prefers California to New York, he
often gives up his own preferences
in favor of his wife's desire to go
to the metropolis, which she likes

much better than California. But if

Tommy is working and cannot get

away from the West, even though he
hates living alone in the big house.

he doesn't say a word if she wants
to take a trip to New York. Only
last summer she took a long yacht-

ing trip with friends up and down
the Atlantic coast. Husband Tommy
found no fault, but when things got

quite unbearably lonely he broughi

his father West, and Cyril Ring, hi<-

brother-in-law, also visited him.
There's been one great big sorrow

in Tommy's life, and that was the

death of his mother, who lived in

Philadelphia, and who died lasi

winter. Tommy quite worshiped hi.-

mother, and he had always wanted
her to see his home when he got one.

But just as he was building it sht-

was taken ill. He threw up his work,
even left his starring negotiations in

the air, and went back to her when
she was ill. He was by her side

when she passed away.
"But Frances and I are always

like two kids when we get together

again," Tommy recovered himself

presently.

'What, then," I asked, "is your
recipe for a happy married life?"

"Get away from each other once
in a while, but not for too long a

time; don't both get peeved at the

same time ; and laugh together about
everything. Laugh with your wife,

though, not at her."

Mr. and Mrs. Meighan have simi-

lar tastes. Both like reading, and
Mrs. Meighan often reads aloud to

her husband in the evenings. The}
love the theater and dancing. They
don't care much for motoring, and
Tommy hasn't any car. I'm sure he

has the distinction of being the only

picture star yvho doesn't own one.

And both of them love children

I know that, because, even as we
were talking, Tommy suddenly
glanced up and exclaimed, "Oh. here

comes my sweetheart !" I looked,

too, just as Mrs. Meighan, leading

little Peaches Jackson by the hand,

stooped over to kiss her. Tommy
made a dash for the child, who threw
her arms around his neck and kissed

him. In that instant I remembered
all the tales of his kindness to the

children at the orphans' home at

Christmas time—he dressed a tree

and played Santa Claus last Christ-

mas—and how he often visits them
with presents at other times.

"You love children," I said.

Tommy tossed Peaches to his

shoulder. "Certainly, I do !"

"And now that you and France^
haA^e a home of your own "

"And now that Frances and I have
a home of our own, maybe

"

Tommy exclaimed, looking over at

his wife with a certain bright yvist-

fulness, and then dropping Peaches
down so as to bury his curly head
on her shoulder.
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Where Do They Come From I

Continued from page 47

Fort Sheridan when Charlotte was
born; both those girls hail from Chi-

cago. And Ohio has furnished us

a good many beauties when it was
the off season for presidential can-

didates."

I began to feel like a walking geog-

raphy.

"Ever find a girl who was pretty

and didn't want to go into pictures ?"

T asked.

"Say, that very thing happened to

:ne the other day—first time, too.

My mother came home from some
tea house downtown one afternoon

ind said she saw the prettiest girl

she had ever laid eyes on, serving

there, and that my brother or I ought

:o go down right away and give her

a job lending atmosphere to the pic-

tures. I rushed off to the tea room,
and felt more foolish than I ever

did before in my life, trying to ma-
neuver around in a tea room full of

a lot of women so the ravishing

beauty would wait on me. She did.

\nd she got twelve dollars every

**eek for serving tea and French
pastry to a lot of fussy women, un-
'ess she broke a dish, when she was
ined. Would she care to work in

Dictures? She would have to show
lp even- day and would be guaran-
tee! twenty-five dollars a week until

she could be given little parts, et

cetera. No, she wouldn't. She
didn't think her mother wanted her
:o work in pictures, and she didn't

'hink she'd like it, anyway. And
"hat was all there was to it, and here
was my check.

"I went home and told my mother
diat =he'd given me a bum steer, and
[ was through making a fool of my-
self in tea rooms, and I'd just wait

at the studio till another girl just as

pretty showed up. Isn't it funny?
You can't discourage some of the

not-so-pretty ones, and some of the

pretty ones turn up their noses and
eive you to understand that thev

won't be in vour old movies, anv-
va\

Starving and Stuffing for Sym-
metry

Continued from page 30

acts as a curative agent because the

patient allows the digestive tract to

rest. Anyway, Blanche is looking

younger and prettier than for three

years past.

One ef the funniest fads is the

pursuit of pink cheeks by the carrot

route. Raw carrots grated in salad,

creamed, or fried, or served as puree

or pie—such a diet, after a twenty-

four-hour fast, is guaranteed, so far

as such things can be. to build you

—Whose Fault Is It?
Does it look to you as though everyone were against you? Do you feel like

rebelling against everything and everybody? Are you sour on society, disgusted
with men and hateful with women? If you are, you are bankrupt in health, and
lacking in manly vigor and mental courage. There's something wTong—some-
thing, perhaps, you wouldn't want anyone to know. It's a gloomy place to the
despondent, hopeless, wreck who finds it hard to make his way in the world

—

who finds himself shunned by women, sidestepped by men, who sees himself
slipping, faltering, failing in everything he undertakes.

\ou need not go on in this way battling with the world. I can help any man
who is lacking in mental strength, bodily vigor, or physical stamina. I help re-

store the impotent. I can give you back your dissipated manhood. 1 can give you
new courage, increased vigor, more pep.

STRON GFORT
The Perfect Man

If You Could Read These Letters

Praising Strongfortism
I get hundreds of letters every day telling pitiful stories

of failing health and strength, of lost energy, of weakness
and despondency. To these I send a message of cheer
and hope. They take my Course. They gain in
manly vigor. Ambition comes back. Then they write me
again—joyful letters telling of wonderful transformations.
Thousands acclaim me a benefactor.

Strongfortism creates in its followers in an almost un-
conscious manner a new outlook on life, a new aspiration
for higher things—a desire to live, to have a home, to

rear a family, to love and be loved. Through building up
a perfect body, where perhaps wTas only a frail shell be-
fore: it gives him leadership, it wins him promotion and
position, salary and success It enables him to attract
others, to win admiration and love, to be the one preferred
socially and in the business world.

The Strongfort Course

Is Beyond Physical Culture
I am not merely a muscle-developer, an ordinary in-

structor in physical culture. I am a great deal more than
that, for 1 have develoPed a scientific system for rescuing men from the degradation
of disease. I have devised a means icithout the use of drugs or medicines of
picking up from the gutter of despondency and hopelessness men who have,
through overwork or wrong nourishment or other excesses, sacrificed not
only health, but happiness, whose condition makes success in life impossible.

I Want To Send You

My Free Book
I want to give you an insight into

my wonderful method by sending you
my highlv interesting and valuable

book. "Promotion and Conser-
vation of Health. Strength and
IMental Energy."

Don't lose a minute. Send a 10c

piece for postage, etc. to my address.

Tell me your ailment. I will reply

promptly—you'll devour the truths

found in my book and you will see at

once that a new era of life is within

your grasp.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

Dept. 135 Newark, N. J.

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Absolutely Confidential

Mr. Liout-'l Strongfort. Dept. 135, Newark, X. J..
Persona!—Please send me your book "PROMOTION
AND CONSERVATION OF HEALTH, STRENGTH
AND MENTAL ENERGY/* for postage of which I in-
close a 10c piece (one dimel.

Send me special information on subjects marked X
below, without in any way obligating me.

...Colds

...Catarrh

...Hay Fever

...Asthma

...Obesity

... Headache

...Thinness

... Rupture

... Lumbago

...Neuritis

...Neuralgia

...Flat Chest

... Deformity
. ( Describe)

... I nsomnia

.Vital Depletion
..Short Wind
.Flat Feet
.Stomach

Disorders
.Constipation
.Biliousness
.Torpid Liver
. I ndigestion
.Nervousness
.Poor Memory
..Rheumatism
..Gastritis
..Heart Weakness
.Poor Circulation

...Increased Height

...Despondency

...Skin Disorders

...Great Strength

...Falling Hair

...Weak Eyes

...Pimples

...Blackheads

...Round Shoulder

...Lung Troubles

...Week Back

...Muscular Devel-
opment

...Advanced Course

...Healthy Children

Mention other subjects not listed above

| Name

Occupation

_j Street

|| City...
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They work
naturally

and form

no habit

They work
naturally

and form
no habit

At thelCOOO

Stores only
8 for IOC
14 for 15 "

60 for 5CK

;ote<

Those attacks all of us
are open to, of a sore
scratchy throat, painful
hoarseness or irritating

cough—you can safely de-
pend upon Piso's for pro-
tection against them. For
56 years a household
friend. It contains no
opiate. Buy it to-day

—

always have it handy.,

35c at your druggist's

TABLETS

for Coughs & Colds

FOR

Grippe
Cold
in the

Head
Headaches
Neuralgias

Spanish Influenza
Women's Aches and Ills

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains

Ask Your Druggist for A-K Tablets

(I£ he cannot supply you, write us)

Small Size

lOc
Dozen Size

25c
See Monogram on the Genuine

The Antikamnia Remedy Company. St. Louis, M».

Write for Free Samples

up, and one of the stars who pre-

fers to keep her beauty-making meth-
ods to herself tried it once a week
with the best of results.

Mary Miles Minter and her sis-

ter, Margaret Shelby, omit break-

fast, which increases girth and dulls

mentality, and substitute a big

draft of hot lemon juice. They
partake of fruit luncheons and light

evening meals and assert that "the

wise for cure on exercise depend"
besides.

George Periolat has slipped several

notches in his gold-buckled belt by
cutting out breakfast, eating fruit

at noon and a vegetable meal at

night. The famous diet doctor here
advises people to live on two meals
daily and to fast one day out of

seven, which isn't a difficult thing

to do, after all. More people die of
overfeeding than ever entered the

Gates Ajar via the Starvation Lim-
ited.

And so it has come about that

every last one of the screen artists

is going about giving bits of advice
about her or his particular "fast."

After all, it's a great life

—

if you
don't weaken!

The Furnace
Continued from page 51

"Of course, I do. Do you think

I am a fool? I knew it was either

Mordaunt or the count. I trailed

you to-day, and you're caught. God

!

My best friend
!"

"If you had arrived half an hour
ago you would have found me with
the other one, Anthony. I intended
to go to Paris with him."
"What are you saying?"
"Keene saved me. Svenson had

told me that you were the murderer
of the man in Canada and threatened

to expose you unless I went with

him. Keene forced him to quit."

Anthony bowed his head. "You
will never forgive me," he muttered.

"Don't talk of forgiveness. We
have misunderstood each other. We
have both been insanely jealous.

That is why love has scorched and

tortured us, instead of making us

happy. I wanted to punish you when
I thought you might jilt me before

our marriage. You have punished

me ever since and suspected me of

loving every one better than I love

you. Can't we begin all over again ?''

"Does Keene forgive me ? I must
know that first."

"Oh, I say, old top," stammered
Keene.

Anthony's face cleared.

"My boat for Canada leaves to-

morrow. Shall we have our honey-

moon on the voyage west, Folly,

dear?"
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Do I Do That?
Continued from page 52

the whole effect, and after watching

this through many heart-breaking

sessions in the projection room, she

began to cultivate the little rubbery

artificial smile which has become
characteristic of her roles. Off the

screen there is nothing funny about
it; but given the setting of her hu-

morous make-up, it is transformed

by the camera into a perfect comedy
grin.

To attempt to catalogue the whole
list of players whose faults were
corrected by the camera would be to

copy the motion-picture directory

from Ab to Zed. But here are a few
of them with a thumb-nail sketch of
their camera crimes

:

Pauline Frederick closed her eyes
in scenes of great emotion ; Sir Her-
bert Tree acted with an English ac-

cent and worked his eyebrows over-

time
;
May Allison lifted up her foot

every time the leading man kissed

her; Sessue Hayakawa frowned too

heavily; ZaSu Pitts stared into the

camera before the finish of each

scene ; Clara Kimball Young couldn't

remember where the camera lines

were and had to retake many scenes

because of being half in and half

out of the picture ; Lila Lee insisted

on standing pigeon-toed, and Enid
Bennett stuck her head forward, giv-

ing her neck an unnatural position.

I showed this story to a cynical

member of the fanwriters' colony. ,

'

"Well," he said pointedly, "while

you're on the job of pointing out all

the "mannerisms in the film game,
why don't you correct a few of your
own?"

I protested that I had none.

He caustically counted three hun-
dred and fifty—more or less

—
"ands"

in the story, about three hundred of

them superfluous.

It was a regular projection-room

revelation.

"Do I do that?" I demanded, and
he told me to count them for myself.

I did. And I guess he's right.

The Arithmetic of Fashion
Continued from page 61

which is pictured on one of these

pages. It is of very soft-brown
duvetyne, which blends into the

beaver collar and cuffs ; brown
should always be softened near the

face when a blonde wears it, and
the tones of the beaver do this ad-

mirably. The hat worn with this

suit turns back sharply from the

face, so that a few tendrils of hair

come between it and the face. Its

trimming is of very small ostrich

feathers, matching the dark brown
of the hat.

If your face is of the shape of

Anna Nilsson's—a clearly defined

oval—you can wear, as she does,

these turned-up hats with ' slightly

rolling brims; if you are older than
she and like a hat which, while it

is of this style, yet is kind to the
face, you can select this model in

one of the softer, more pliable ma-
terials, such as unstiffened velvet or

duvetyne, which is very fashionable
this year. If you are as young as

she is and so have nothing to fear
from even the most uncompromising
hat, you can wear the sharply defined

hats which she favors.

Simplicity should be the keynote
of sports costumes, of course, and
nothing more effective than a white
blouse, skirt, and shoes, and a dark
sweater and hat can be devised. The
charming Anna, like most blondes,

is partial to black, and combines it

or midnight-blue with white for

sports wear. Stockings that match
the sweater or are of white with
lines of the color of the hat are

most effective. In such costumes
both color and the weave of the ma-
terial of the "sweater and scarf—and
possibly of the hat's material as well

—can be made to match.

Some of the costumes which Miss
Nilsson wears in recent releases—the

robe worn in the last part of "In
the Heart of a Fool," for instance

—

will give you some good points, if

you want to dress as she does.

Who'll Be Who in 1921?
Continued from page 86

tlemen are earning much more now
than they ever did before.

There is strong indication that the
public is ready to accept actors of
character roles as stars. Witness
the success of John Barrymore in

his dual character and Hobart Bos-
worth with his sturdy mariners.

Theodore Roberts will be starred,

we hear, in "The Old Homestead."
And Goldwyn plans to do likewise

by that superb actor, Raymond Hat-

Our Catalog haa 128 Illustrated pages of Diamond
Rings, Diamond La Vallieres, Diamond Ear ScrewB,
Diamond Scarf Pins, Watches, WristWatches, Brace-
lets. Brooches, Bar Pins, Chains, Pearl Beads Silver-

ware; also our wonderfully showy assembled Solitaire

Diamond Clusters. Whatever you select will be sent,
all shipping charges prepaid. You see and exam-
ine the article right in your own hands.

Diamond Rings
For Holiday Gifts
SentCuedia Handsome RingBox, Ready Jer Presentation

&4S§fe

CREDIT TERMS

We offer exceptional values in these Diamond
Rings, Solitaires and Clusters, latest popular plain
and fancy engraved mountings. The Diamonds are
magnificent gems, set in White, Green or Yellow
Solid Gold. For full description, see Catalog. Priced at

$85, $125, $150, $200, $250 ft
N
P
D

on purchases of $5 or over,
one-fifth down, balance in

eight equal amounts, payable monthly.
Send for Catalog, make selections, and have as many

articles as you wish charged in one account.

To the Cash Buyers While our prices are lower
than the cash prices of other concerns, we make a
discount of eight per cent for cash in full in advance
Or on delivery. Liberty Bonds Accepted.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO.
THE NATIONAL CREDIT JEWELERS

Dept.H-9Z7 108 N. State St., CHICAGO, ILL,
STORES IN LEADING CITIES

You can be quickly cured, if you

'STAMMERA
m SerdlOcentsinstamps forS8?-page cloth-bound book

*ff on Stammering and Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure."
IV ; It tells iiovvl cured myself- after stammerinn for 20

W years. Benjamin N. Boeuc, 3100 Boguo Bids.. Indianapolis

PACE rOWDER ..

LABLACHE pays homage to the complex,

ions of millions of fair women, who in appre-

ciation say "We use LABLACHE and always

will until something better is found." LA-
BLACHE has been the

standard for

fifty;years.
Refuse Substitutes
They may be das-

gerous. Flesb.Whito,
Pink or Cream, 75c
a box of druggists or
by mail. Over two
million boxes sold
annually. Send 10c.
/or a tample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
.French Perfumers,Deptv 48

J25 Kingston St., Boiton,

M
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Genuine

Aspirin
Name "Bayer" means genuine

Say "Bayer"— Insist!

Say "Bayer" when buying Aspirin.
Then you are sure of getting true "Bayer
Tablets of Aspirin"—genuine Aspirin
proved safe by millions and prescribed by
physicians for over twenty years. Ac-
cept only an unbroken "Bayer package"
which contains proper directions to relieve

Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Colds and Pain. Handy tin

boxes of 12 tablets cost few cents. Drug-
gists .'also sell larger "Bayer packages."
Aspirin is trade mark of Bayer Manufac-
ture Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

til/Ill HI C Hawaiian Guitar, Violin, Mandolin,

UiYULB-LC Guitar, Cornet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo

Wonderful new system of teaching note music by mail. To first

auplls In each locality, we (rive a $20 euperb Violin. Mandolin.

Ukulele. Guitar. Hawalln Guitar, Cornet. Tenor Banjo or Banjo abso-

lutely free. Very small chart?© for lessons only. We guarantee soc-

eess or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write new. No obligation

UINGERl.ND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Inc. DeDi. 605. CHICAGO, ILL

National Bob
Youth and fashion is everything i swearing
the latest National Bob. It's too lovely for words with its

soft, wavy hair falling teasinprly over the combs that slip

so easily through my hair. Everyone thinks the Bob's my
very own

—

it snatches so perfectly and I never sacrificed a
hair. I use invisible pins to attach the ends and its on and
off in a jiffy.

My picture shows the Hob charm. How aid I fret it? I sent
a strand of my hair withSI O.OO, and it was promptly sent
—Postpaid. I'm as happy as a child with a new toy and
I never looked so well -you'll like it too.

NATIONAL HAIR COODS CO.
Dept. L. 368 SUth Avenue N.w York

Originators of the Bob
U. S. R.tent Office Rce. 134U718.
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ton, in "Septimus" and other plays.

Mr. Hatton recently took off his

character make-up and was discov-

ered an amiable young man in

"Bunty Pulls the Strings.'-'

THE BEST BETS—MALE.
There seem to be more stellar

possibilities among the males than
among the more decorative sex. The
best bets as I see them are

:

Robert Gordon, an excellent young
actor, particularly in character roles,

who has been mauled atrociously by
the fatuous hand of Blackton. He
has character, distinction, and un-

usual talent.

James Kirkwood's rise to stardom
I predicted in the review of "The
Luck of the Irish," his first picture

since he returned to the screen after

serving as director.

Elliott Dexter already is a star ex-

cept in billing. Only his illness, from
which he now is recovered, has re-

tarded his progress.

Monte Blue is another Para-
mounter who is due to arrive incan-

descently next year.

Harrison Ford has signed to ap-

pear next year as leading man alter-

nately for Norma and Constance
Talmadge. This experience ought to

popularize him into lights.

Gareth Hughes will be starred by
Metro.

Lloyd Hughes has a force and ring

of sincerity that may justify his elec-

tion.

Cullen Landis is another youth

fast maturing in ability. He has a
certain personal distinction.

I have reserved a special position

for William Duncan, who might

claim place among the first ten in

popularity. He is the king of serials,

wherein he reigns as premier direc-

tor and star. Following him in serial

order are Eddy Polo, Joe Ryan,
George Seitz, Charles Hutchinson,

Jack Hoxie, Elmo Lincoln, Frank-

lyn Farnum, Francis Ford, and
Warner Oland.

There's a crowd of young gentle-

men scarcely out of school who will

be prominent in the picture of to-

morrow. Of these, George Stewart,

brother of Anita, is earning legiti-

mate laurels on his own. Ralph
Bushman, seventeen-year-old son of

Francis Xavier, has all the attributes

that win success for a man on the

screen. Lewis Sargent is a fine

young actor who is fast mounting.

Buster Collier is in demand. Harold
Goodwin is one of the best young
players I've seen. He's a Ray in the

making. Grant McKay, a young
man who has yet to make his appear-

ance, is the best screen bet I have
seen in a long time. He will come
forth in a Lois Weber production

very soon. If he can keep from get-

ting dizzy he'll climb high and fast.

The leading men, in addition to

those mentioned as stellar possibili-

ties of next year, who are earning a
stellar wage and who have some box-
office value, are Mahlon Hamilton,
House Peters, Lewis Stone, Charles
Rich-man, Edward Earle, Wyndham
Standing, Wheeler Oakman, Nigel

Barrie, Gareth Hughes, Jack Mul-
hall, Charles Bryant, James Morri-
son, T. Roy Barnes, Conrad Nagel,

Creighton Hale, Rod la Rocque,
Charles Meredith, Jack Holt, Milton
Sills, Kenneth Harlan, David Pow-
ell, and Walter McGrail.

Others of repute and merit are

Ward Crane, Edward Sutherland,

Francis MacDonald, Emory Johnson,
Ralph Graves, Bertram Grassby.

Casson Ferguson, Wilfred Lytell,

John Bowers, David Butler, Rudolph
Valentino, Gaston Glass, Webster
Campbell, Niles Welch, Tay Belasco,

Rockcliffe Fellows, Lloyd Whitlock,

Antrim Short, Edmund Lowe, Ed-
ward Burns, Forrest Stanley, Ash-
ton Dearholt, Albert Rary, Harry
Northrup, George Cheseboro, Neal
Hart, Percy Marmont, Vincent

Coleman, Jack Donovan, Edward
Langford, Truman van Dyke, Crau-

furd Kent, Tom Carrigan, Norman
Kerry, Wallace MacDonald, J.

Frank Glendon, Ralph Kellard, Jack
Perrin.

Charlie Chaplin, of course, heads

the shillalah comedians, with Harold
Lloyd coming second. Buster Kea-
ton is going to make a quick flop

into favor next year. Larry Semon,
an adroit gagpicker, is booming.

The Carter de Havens have gone

into five-reel comedy-dramas with

considerable success. Lyons and
Moran are likewise brewing long

ones. Ben Turpin will be the chief

comedian of the Sennett lot. Clyde

Cook is a late entrant, whose first

offering left me dismal, but who
probably will tumble along profit-

ably. No one seems to be able to

give us the human comedies of the

type in which the Sidney Drews ex-

celled. There is a place for such

offerings, and King Vidor promises

to fill it with two-reelers made un-

der his creed.

The character actors to whom we
customarily refer as "sterling," in

contrast, I suppose, to the gilded

leading men, continue untarnished

through the seasons. Theodore Rob-

erts and Raymond Hatton," as afore-

mentioned, are being considered as

star attractions. Frank Keenan is

deserting for the stage, but he doubt-

lessly will make sporadic appear-

ances in film. So, too, will George
Beban. Hobart Bosworth already is

a proved attraction. Others in the
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group are Tully Marshall, Lon
Chaney, Marc MacDermott, Noah
Beery, Wallace Beery, Walter Hiers,

Frank Currier, Arthur Donaldson,
Bertram Grassby, Maurice Costello,

Dore Davidson, Joseph J. Dowling,
Edwin Stevens, George Hernandez,
Thomas Guise, J. Barney Sherry,

Lionel Belmore, George Fawcett,
Charles K. French, Cesare Gravina,
Ralph Lewis, Melbourne MacDow-
ell, Philo McCullough, Eric von
Stroheim, George Nichols, Bert
Woodruff, Anders Randolph, Fred
Turner, Alec B. Francis, Stuart
Holmes, Charles Clary, Thomas Jef-
ferson, Thomas Santschi, Warren
Chandler, Riley Hatch, Charles
Clary, and Robert McKim.

THE FOREIGN INFLUENCE.

The most propitious sign of the
times is the importation of foreign-

made films to counteract the atrophy
of American monotone. "Passion"
heads the procession across the At-
lantic. Flere is a magnificent crea-
tion from the German studios, with
a magnificent actress, Pola Negri.
I believe it will prove a great suc-
cess, this continental piece of art,

and that it will be followed by an
influx of European-made pictures.

This breeze from Europe will be
salvatory. The screen needs new
viewpoints, new methods, new per-
sonalities, new backgrounds. Ameri-
can "standardization" is stagnancy
in the pool of provincialism. The
world picture of to-morrow will help
to refreshen it. Paramount, always
far-sighted, has established studios
in Europe and the Orient. The
German, Swedish, and Italian film

companies are rapidly recovering
from their war casualties, and a
number of excellent pictures may be
expected from them early next year.
Pola Negri, designated as "the
Nazimova of Europe," should be-
come a favorite here if she makes
the trip often enough. Francesca
Bertini, an Italian actress, is another
potential favorite.

SCREEN VS. STAGE
Advocates of the stage have de-

clared that the screen is a restricted

medium because voiceless. After
seeing the Broadway successes of
this year, I'm glad it is restricted.

I prefer dumb drama that's silent to
dumb drama that talks. It's less of-
fensive. If the current screen has
anything worse than "The Mirage,"
"Welcome Stranger," and "The
Poor Little Ritz Girl"—may Heaven
forgive it, for I cannot. Of all the
Broadway theatrical entertainments
that I've patronized, "Way Down
East" was the most realistic; and
there is not an actress on the New

How to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,
Long, Eyelashes and Brows!
EVERY WOMAN should be the rightful owner of beautiiul eyes, the

essentials of which are, First: Long, rich eyelashes; and Second: Well-
cared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be,—gray,

brown or blue,—if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and well-shaped
brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,

uneven brows and lashes; you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying
a little oi M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This scientific

preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them to become
gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to the eyes,
and added charm to the face.

M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier, which has been successfully
used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless; it is not a greasy,
sticky salve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicator- The cut represents actual size of bottle.

The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic
concentration which is unequaled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.

MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Upon receipt of 75c fn stamps, coin or Money Order, I will send you post-

paid, in plain wrapper, a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier
together with my copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.

The following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
M. T.'s Nature Beauty Cream, a wrinkle eradicator $ .75

M. T.'s A.B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads $ .75

M. T.'s Depilatory to remove superfluous hair .,.....$ .50

M. T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan $1.00

M. T.'s Minerate d Quinol, "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream" $ .75

M. TRILETY, Dept. 45, Bingham!on, N. Y.

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS

104 F Fitzgerald Bldg.. Broadway at Times Square, NEW YORK

WRITE A SONG
Love, Mother, Home, Childhood, comic

or any subject. 1 compose music and

guarantee publication. Send Words Today.

EDWARD TRENT. 655 Reaper Block, Chicago

AFTER

401APLEASINGLY written
booklet for those near

or past middle life. It concerns a simple

,

drugless treatment that cannot interfere
with daily work or doctor's care. It has
delighted thousands, is prescribed by
hundreds of physicians and indorsed by
intelligent laymen all over the world.
Not a book about infectious diseases but
wholesome truth. Just say: Send me,
free of all charge,

" PROSTATOLOGY"
If depressed in spirit ; i f backache, sciat-
ica or tenderfeet annoyyou; if nerves are
gone, if bladder weakness and disturbed
slumber undermine your health, you will
bless this book. Do it before you forget
where you saw this notice.

ELECTROTHERMAL COMPANY
S-B Kirk Cldg. , Sttubenville, 0.

FREE
AMBITIOUS WRITERS
of Photoplays. Short Stories, Poema. Songs,
ecnd today for F 1 EE. valuable, instructive book,
"KEY TO SUCi:i SSFUL WRITING" including
65 helpful euKtjcsiioi.s on writing and selling.

ATLAS PUBLISHING CO., 517 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

lamondBargains
The Chance @fa Lifetime

NEVER, in three-quarters of a century in the
diamond business, have we offered such bargains
as we do now compared with prevailing prices.

Many jewelers tell you diamonds have increased in value
300 per cent in five years. We still offer you a simply
matchless investment in diamonds at our low prices.

Why Pay Full Prices
Oar dfamond prices are based on unpaid loan diamond? left on
our hands for a fraction of their real value. Also many bargain
gems from other sources. This diamond banking- house, % century
old, rated more than $1,000,000.00, tnkes this way of turning into
cash the diamonds on which money was loaned and not repaid.
See these bargains as the wisest buyers do.

Send forLatest Bargain List
Every pern fully and minutely described. mti - « ...

%™%&££&^£&^ib£g / IOS. DE ROY & SONS
ferfefou S&gS&'thi* / 2970 °8 ""V 8ldg..PIttSbure Pa.

list at a price tlir.t will amaze sou. i Gentlemen:—Please send me abso-
Sond this coupon now. f lutely free and prepaid your new bar

/erain list of diamonds, watches and
other jewelry. It la distinctly under-

t stood that I assume do obligation of onj
Only Opposite Post Office. / kind

2970DeRoyBldg.,Piltsbnrgh,Pa. /
Rcfercnccaby permission— /
Bdnkot Pif.iburah-N.A. /
.Murine National Bank — /
Union Trust Co. Pitta- f
burrjh. Pa Your bank f ...
canlookusup mvuxr- / Aaarcu
cantile agencies
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Mal^e Her flmsfmas' Happy
mh A DIAMOND/

Ten Months to Pay
the Royal Way

Don't worry about the
ready money. Buy her
a Diamond now and pay
only 20% down and
balance in ten equal
monthly payments. No
money in advance. Make
first payment only when
article is accepted,

Royal Diamonds
Guaranteed

Perfect cut, brilliant, blue-
white stones— every one
covered with an iron-clad
guarantee and an exchange
privilege at full purchase
price. You can't go wrong
on a Royal Diamond. "If
it's a Royal, it's a Gem."

Send for Free New
Catalog (Edition 285)
To avoid the Christmas rush,
write today. Ask fur 96 page
Catalog Mo. 28E. It describes
and illustrates our many won-
derful values and beautiful
Gifts In Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry, Ivory and Silver-
ware, etc. Tells exactly how to
cet our easy,
cheerful credit.
Make her
happy with a

"Royal"
Diamond for
Christmas.
Liberty Bonds
accepted.
10% discount
allowed for
cash.

idvcrlincmcnt
out ono half.

XVKJ X WATCH CO,
ESTABLISHED iaS5 .

'

35 Maiden Lane ~New\brk

Corns
Lift Touchy Corns Right Off.

Doesn't Hurt a Bit

Drop a little
"Freezone " on an aching

corn, instantly that corn stops hurting,

then shortly you lift it right off with

your fingers. Your druggist sells a tiny

bottle of "Freezone" for a few cents, suffi-

cient to remove every hard corn, soft corn,

or corn between toes, and calluses, without

pain, soreness, or irritation.

York stage who can reach your emo-
tions with her tremolos, sobs, and
screeches half so effectively as does
Miss Lillian Gish with a silence as

golden as the voice of Bernhardt.
I do not believe the opportunity

for screen' progress lies so much in

the path of drama as in that of pic-

torial art. It offers the canvas for

the Raphaels, Rembrandts, and Co-

rots of the future. It has no restric-

tions in the presentation of beauty.

When you see "The Queen of

Sheba" and Holubar's -''Man,

Woman, and Marriage," you'll agree

that the man who painted "Septem-

ber Morn" was restricted. We

thought Mack Sennett went the, limit

when he presented beauty in a one-

piece bathing suit. Next year the

bathing suit will be as old-fashioned

as tights. What better proof of the

artistic advance? Put a chemise on
the Venus de Milo, and she'd fail to

be an artistic attraction.

It is going to be a nude new year.

But the fatidic vapors grow too rich

of mixture, and my typewriter far

too warm. Besides, Miss Grace Kings-
ley is deemed by the editor of this

magazine a more fit chaperon of the

nude. She will undrape the new
year in the next issue. Of this

phophecy, at least, I can assure ful-

fillment.

Crooks That Follow the Movies
Continued from page 55

flanked by the trusty Mr. B and
Mr. C. Near by were the president

of the body and a select group of

citizens whose very presence lent

weight to every word uttered by
Mr. A, who held in his hand an open

letter.

"Gentlemen," he began, "I have

received a communication from our

board of directors containing sugges-

tions in which I thought you might

be interested. We propose, as you

know, to invest a large sum of

money in a motion-picture plant

here, and to spend much more in the

production of one film, The Hope
of a Nation.' The question natu-

rally has arisen, what is to become

of our studio after our film is com-

pleted? What is to become of the

buildings we erect? Of what use will

they be except for the continued pro-

duction of films?

"The board of directors, with

whom I agree, wishes to learn if this

investment cannot be protected ; 'if

the plant cannot be turned to further

account. They asked me about the

future prospects of Rosemont. I

very frankly told them that I saw
in Rosemont an ideal location for

a permanent motion-picture plant. I

assume that there is no objection in

the city to the establishment of a

permanent and prosperous industry.

"If that is the case, I am prepared

to open to the citizens of Rosemo'it,

and to the county and State, so far

as that goes, an opportuity to come
in with us—to invest in a business

of which we ourselves think so much
that we are investing an enormous
sum. The production of high-class

motion pictures on a permanent basis

requires a vast outlay of money. Of
course, you are aware that the re-

turns are much more than commen-
surate. You have been reading for

years of these things, and being busi-

ness men, you know that such re-

turns can only be induced by an out-

lay of money sufficient to produce

the best.

"To be perfectly frank, the Gar-
denia Film Company wishes to make
all the money it can, and to that end

we have prepared plans which, while

permitting the company to profit,

also will permit the community in

which we operate to profit. We
came because we wanted to come,

but can remain only if you want us

to remain. It is the desire to pro-

mote a cooperative spirit which led

us to open our proposition.

"The Gardenia Film Company
proposes to reorganize under the

name of the Rosemont Motion Pic-

ture Corporation. The officers of

the Gardenia company are experi-

enced motion-picture men, and nat-

urally will stipulate that they remain

at the head of the company. In or-

der to make money on a big scale,

we propose to invest on a big scale

—with a reorganized capitalization

of one million dollars. I am author-

ized by the board of directors to

lay this proposition before this body,

and, if it is accepted, to offer to the

public the stock of the reorganized

company."
Of course, the business men of

Rosemont had been hoping for just

such a turn of events. They simply

jumped at the chance. With the

business men as an example, other

citizens followed—tradesmen, shop-

girls, mechanics, farmers, laborers,

for the cost was made attractive to

every stray dollar.

The stock was issued at a par

value of $io a share. A corps of

energetic, peppery salesmen was im-

ported and scattered out over the

county and State. The full reorgan-

ized capitalization—which was noth-

ing more than the issuance of a few
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dollars' worth of engraved paper

bearing figures which totaled

Si,000,000—was sold.

The stockholders relied absolutely

upon the wisdom of Messrs. A, B,

and C. These men invested §10,000,

all they had. They emphasized the

fact that they did not want stock

control of the company, but they

took care to incorporate into the

company's by-laws a clause which

automatically appointed them presi-

dent, secretary, and treasurer re-

spectively for a period of two years.

The implicit faith which the stock-

holders had in their moving-picture

experience secured control for

Messrs. A, B, and C. Had the pro-

moters expressed a desire to with-

draw, undoubtedly they would have
met with bodily harm.
W ith hundreds of thousands of

dollars subscribed and in the treas-

ury, the work on the studio began.

W hy did not some one inquire then,

'Where is the money you were go-

ing to invest in 'The Hope of a Na-
tion?'" They had put in only

$10,000, and yet the real financiers

of the enterprise, the people them-
selves, were so envisioned by the

dream of riches that they asked no
questions—thought of no questions.

In time the studio was completed
—and all the while it was under con-

struction. Messrs. A, B, and C drew
salaries respectively of $1,000, S750,

and $500 weekly. So they had their

$10,000 legally back and had dipped
into the stockholders' money almost

before Rosemont recovered from its

first elation. By some the salaries

were regarded as stiff, but they re-

called what they had read of motion-
picture salaries and profits—and
raised no serious protest.

With the studio completed, actual

work on the filming began. Day by
day and week by week, "The Hope
of a Nation" was transferred to cel-

luloid. A whole mob of camera
men, actors, directors, and subdirec-

tors was brought in. The townspeo-
ple were utilized as much as possi-

ble, and Mount Jackson, and the

prairie, and the wandering river, and
the quaint little city of Rosemont,
and Miss Mary Cornell, got so they

could look a camera in the face with-

out blushing. The film was actually

produced. There was no doubt
about that.

Then there came a time when
Messers. A. B. and C started for

New York with the filmed version

of "The Hope of a Nation"—which
only too soon was to have as a sub-

title, "The Despair of Rosemont."
No distributor could be found to

market the film. It was a very ordi-

nary production, not worth extensive
advertising as a special feature, and

GLORIA SWAN'SO.N \\ ALLAH. REll)

Hermo "Hair-Lustr
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

For Men, Women and Children
The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been apilied. No more raussy, untidy
looking: hair. Adds a charming: sheen and luster, insur-
ing the life and bea<ny of the hair. Dress it in any
of the prevailed stvles, and it wiil stay that way.
Gives the hair that *oft. glossy, well groomed appear-
ance so h^comin-i" to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and sta rHess.

50c and $1 at Your Dealer
$1 size 3 times quantity of 50c size

If your denier cnn*f supply you we will send it direct
prepaid upon rere pt of pr ee. Thousands use itdai.y.

Remember your nuiuey back if dissatisfied.

HERMO CO.. 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 61. CHICAGO

Have You Used Removers
For Superfluous Hair?
Well—Mi-Rita Is different;

— is entirely painless;

—has a pleasant odor;

—entirely kills hair roots;

—does not injure the skin;

— costs less because permanent;

Mi-Rita opens the pores, loosens

and takes the hairs out gently. Then
it sinks in, destroys the roots, and

causes the pores to close leaving the

skin smooth and clear.

^ hen hair has grown strong from

other treatments, if requires several

applications of M i-Rita, but after each

treatment the returning hairs are

weaker, finer, softer, until finally

no hair returns.

Send $5 and 20c tax for Mi-Rita, or

write for the free book-

let "Beauty's Value".

Margaret Ruppert
Dept. L

1112-1114 Cheitnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Money in Photoplays!
Big demand and high prices paid for the right kind.
Can you write them? Here is an easy and sure way
to find out. Send 10c for our Test- Lesson and Talent-
Oeiector, which will quickly show whether or not you
are adapted to this work. Get this unioue and in-

structive publication at once and learu if you have
or nave not the necessary imagination and ability tr>

produce picture- play scenarios. Delay may mean lost

opportunities. Send dime nr lOets in stamps today.

PHOTOPLAY INSTITUTE, Dept. 3, Jackson, Mich.

GET ON THE STAGE
1 Tell You How! Stage Work and Cabaret

intcrtaining successfully taufrht by mail. Your BIG
>pportunity. Travel, see the world as vaudeville
ictor or actress. My exeat Professional Course—
?nly one of its kind - COVERS ALL BRA THES.
'.-velot Personality, Confidence, Skill and tells

you just how to get on the ta e. S*nd 6c postage
iW- illustrated booklet. "All About Vaudeville."
S'are age and occupation. Write tor this fiee siage
Book today!

FREDERIC LADELLE Box S57-G LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

Free Book
Containing: complete
story of the origin
and history of that
wonderfai instru-
ment—the A

This book tells you when to use
Saxophone—singly, in quartettes,
jn sextettes, orinregular band; how
to transpose cello parts in orchestra
and many other things you wotud
like to know.
You can learn to play the scale In one hour *

practice, and soon be playing popular airs. You
can double your income, your pleasure, and your
popularity. Easy to pay by our easy paymeotplan

MAKES AN IDEAL PRESEN1
Send for free saxophone boob and catalog of ev
thins in True-Tone band and orchestra l

~

DIIITC^UrD BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
tS\J bSWnblt 244 Buescner Slock. Elkhart.lnd

Dialogs, Mono!o£rs V A ^ff* Vaudeville Acts
Musical Readings B ir\ ^% Howto StageaPlav
Drills. Pageants* m * Make - up Good's
Tableaux. Jokes. Folk Pances. Entertainments. Recitations.
Pantomimes. Minstrel Material. Speakers, Commencement
Manual full of New Ideas and Plans. Catalog Free.

T. S. Denison & Co., l">ppr. 87. Chicago

Bound volumes of Picture-Play Maga-
zine now ready. Price S3.00 per volume.

Address Subscription Department, Street &
Smith Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue.
New York.

Send the Coupon and We'll

Send You a Lachnite
Don't send a penny. Upon voursimplerequestwe'llsendyouagenuineLachnitegem mounted
in either or these solid :.:old rinpson 10 dtya trial. These exquisite perns have the eternal fire of diamonds.
Over loO,000 people have accepted this offer and have found theway to own beautiful jewelry at a trifling cost.

IfYouCanTell ItFromaDiamondSend ItBack
When the ring comes make the first small deposit ($4.75)
with the postman. Wear it 10 full days. If you can teil it from a

\

diamond send it back and we'll refund your denosit. If yon de* ;

clde to buy. merely pay the balance at $2.50 a month. The ;

total price of either ring is only SIS.75.

Send Coupon— No Money
Send us your name and address today. Use the coupon or

j

8 letter or a post card.Be sure to send your finsrer size. To do thifl ;
cut a strip of paper just long enoucn to meet over ti.3 second :

joint of the finger on which you wish to wear the ring. Send I

the coupon now—and not a penny In cash.

HaroldLachinanCo.,Dept 1751 zg* ••j.^-g*-
j

Harold Lachman Co. Dept 1751 a^5fggS
Send me. prepaid, 3

3
'

ring- on 10 days' free trial. When
it comes I will deposit 54.75 with the postman^ _After tep
days I will either return the rins or send you

I enclose my finger size.

Noma—
Atercst.
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Mothers who are still young
at the age of forty can teach

their daughters the value of a
good aperient in keeping the
blush of youth in their cheeks.

Tablets (a vegetable aperient)

act pleasantly and naturally to

clear the skin of blemishes and
preserve a healthful, youthful

appearance.

All Druggists

sell the dainty

25c. box of

NR Tablets.

Used for30 Yeara

Skin Tortured Babies Sleep

Mothers Rest
After Cuticura

Soap,Ointment,Talcam B
25c. everywhere. For samples

address: Cuticura Laboratories, Dept.D, Maiden. MaeB.

Gases

Sourness

Indigestion

Heartburn

Flatulence

Palpitation

Just as soon as you eat a tablet or

two of Pape's Diapepsin all the stom-
ach distress caused by acidity will

end. Pape ;

s Diapepsin always puts

sick, upset, acid stomachs in order

at once. Large 60c case—drugstores.

too long and complicated for any-

thing else. It was as dead as a

mackerel—a hopeless, complete fail-

ure, without a chance of earning

back any of the $1,000,000 which
had been invested. The promoters
did their best to market the film, for

that would have been so much more
for them.

As matters stood, Messrs. A, B,

and C, with an original investment

of $10,000, had drawn in salaries

during the eighteen months of con-

struction and filming, approximately

$200,000—outside the amount they

undoubtedly stole and covered up by
false bookkeeping.
The people of Rosemont princi-

pally, and of the county and State in

lesser amounts with an original in-

vestment of $990,000, drew an
abandoned studio and a few items

of equipment, and a few thousand
feet of celluloid. The film was
shown to large audiences in both the

motion-picture houses of Rosemont.
An audit of the books of the Rose-

mont Motion Picture Corporation
showed that $1,000,000 had been

spent. There was no crookedness

visible, and mismanagement and in-

competency is not a crime.

Thus we have what might be
called a case of legalized fraud. The
people of Rosemont, and the others,

invested their money without inquir-

ing as to the previous experience of

the so-called producers. They in-

trusted almost $1,000,000 to three

men who never had produced a pic-

ture and who never claimed to have
produced a picture. The transaction

in every way was legal. It was a

losing speculation, and yet undoubt-
edly it was a clear and premeditated
fraud.

It was clear because the three men
never expected "The Hope of a Na-
tion" to succeed. Had they had
faith in the picture, and a record be-

hind them of efficiency and honesty,

they would have gone to legitimate

and successful producers, always
eager to finance promising pictures.

With a sound venture, they could get

money at low interest in any financial

center in the country. They never
intended to produce "The Hope of

a Nation" themselve ">, and undoubt-
edly the manuscript had previously
been rejected by responsible pro-
ducers.

The motion-picture business is a
technical, devious industry into

which only experienced feet can
progress. It is not a snap. It is a

field for genius, like any other ex-

tensive industry. In fact, it is doubt-
ful if there is another business so

full of pitfalls and slippery places.

Great successes have been made, and
failures are legion. Great successes

have been made in the automobile
industry, but people do not know-
ingly buy stock in a concern headed
by men who never produced an au-

tomobile.

There are many well-meaning men
and groups of men who, without pre-

vious experience, attempt to pro-

duce motion pictures. They are

compelled to go to the public for

finances because of their inexperi-

ence. Capital will not take a chance.

Something is wrong with their en-

terprise, though they may honestly

believe it perfectly sound. These
men do not intend to defraud. But
this much is certain : For every dol-

lar of stock sold in such an enter-

prise, fifty cents is spent in the sell-

ing of it. Thus a company which
disposes of $1,000,000 worth of

stock has spent $500,000, half its re-

sources, before it moves a hand to-

ward production. If investors know
these facts, loss is upon them-
selves.

Producers who have more than a
slim chance to succeed seldom go to

the public for finance. They do not,

unless they have to, resort to a sys-

tem which eats up fifty per cent of

income in stock selling commissions,

advertising, postage, and overhead.

Sound ventures can get money
cheaper than that.

But watch out for the deliberate

fraud. It may come in a little dif-

ferent form than in Rosemont. It

may appear in your mail and you
may be bombarded with glowing fol-

low-up letters, telling of twenty-five

per cent cash dividends or some such

figure. You will notice that these

letters never state the lump sum paid

out as dividends. Perhaps a divi-

dend was declared—and perhaps it

did not aggregate more than $100.

Watch for the frauds that hide facts

and paint only one side of the fence.

If you go over the fence, you may
find it very rough and ugly.

Walter Long, Expert in Villainy
Continued from page 84

he scowls—as he did to illustrate a
point in his conversation—the whole
expression of his face changes. It

becomes crafty, sensual, belligerent.

You would not want to meet a physi-
ognomy like that on a dark night,

without a gun in your hip pocket.

But his face is Walter Long's for-

tune, and there is no man in the

business whose services are re-

quired more constantly for heavies,

and villainous characterizations.



I begged for a summary of his

nefarious screen career.

"I always liked the stage/' he said

in response. "And even when I was

a salesman many years ago I made
up my mind that some time I would
make a try for the footlights. I did,

and worked up from small parts to

having a stock company of my own.

No, I wasn't a villain then,*' he an-

swered in response to my murmured
question. "That is, not exclusively.

I played character parts, leads once

in a while, I was stage manager,

head carpenter, and scene shifter.

"Then the company went on the

rocks, and some one advised me to

try motion pictures. That was in

1907, and the movies weren't as well

thought of then as they are now,

so I hesitated. I was down to my
last nickel when I started out one
morning to land some kind of a job,

I didn't care what. At the inter-

section of two streets, I flipped the

coin to see whether I should tackle

a theatrical manager or go down to

the Griffith studio, where some one

had told me I might get work. The
Griffith studio won, and I walked
down there two and a half miles in

the broiling sun. I was waiting to

see the casting director, meanwhile
smoking a cigarette in defiance of

the sign which plainly said, 'No
Smoking.' As I was taking a hearty

puff, D. W. Griffith himself walked
out of the doorway with the casting

director, looked at me, and stopped

dead in his tracks.

"'Who's this man?' he said in a

sharp tone. And I thought : 'Good
night ! Here's where I get mine for

smoking!' But there was nothing

to do, so I stared back at him with

as much courage as I could.

"I came down here to get work," I

said, and Mr. Griffith looked me up
and down for almost two minutes,

then he turned to the casting direc-

tor. 'Put him on the pay roll ; I

don't know what I'm going to use

him for, but I want him. He'd make
a good cutthroat.'

"

"How terrible !" I murmured.
Mr. Long raised his eyebrows.

"No, how fortunate," he contra-

dicted. "A handsome face wouldn't
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have got me work that day, and I

surely needed it.

"Mr. Griffith kept me on after

that, playing choice little bits like

burglars, gangsters, and rough-necks,

and when he made 'The Clansman'
he gave me a try-out in competition

with three other men as Gus, the

nigger. I got the part, and it was
the first big thing that I did in pic-

tures. I have played a hundred or

more villainous roles since then, but

the people always seem to remember
that one. Even when I was in the

army, I would be introduced as

'Captain Long—you know, Gus, the

nigger.' Lots of men thought my
name was Gus."
"You did reform during war times,

then ?" I asked, and Mr. Long owned
up that for two whole years his worst

crime consisted in sending a man to

the guardhouse and playing poker

with other officers on the sly.

"And do you always intend to be

a villain?" I asked in conclusion.

Mr. Long nodded. "Absolutely,"

he said. "I have specialized in that

kind of work, and I guess I'm about

as highly paid as any heavy in the

business."

"No. I don't really like it," he an-

swered an interpolated query. "I

hate scaring kids the way I have to

in some of the parts I play. I'm
crazy about children, and it kind of

hurts to see the youngsters run from
me when I'm in make-up. I don't

like to chase women around, either,"

he said emphatically. "I get sick

and tired of smashing down doors
and attacking helpless females. My
idea of a real part is where I can
have an honest-to-God fight with no
favors shown."
"But you always get the worst of

it." I demurred.
"Sure," he agreed. "It's in the

script, but then I don't get hurt as

badly as you'd imagine. After seven
years of continuous rough-and-tum-
ble work you learn how to take

knocks and how to fall so. as to save

yotirself from injury.''

"And will nothing change your
wicked career?" I asked anxiously.

"Nothing, but a beauty doctor," he
answered with a grin. "And she'd

have to be some expert
!"

The Screen in Review
Continued from page 59

The story is clever, and the pho-
tography is still more clever. The
plot has some new twists on an old

theme and, with the aid of some
new variations on an old trick,

makes itself more than just casually

interesting. "Always Audacious"
is heartilv recommened to those who

just cannot see too much of Wallace
Reid.

"THE NORTH WIND'S MALICE."

Vera Gordon, the mother in

"Humoresque," runs away with an-

other picture. In "The North
Wind's Malice," she snatches the

Decide for your-
self. If yon keep
It. this beautiful
hleb class watch
may be paid for
at less than 7
cents a day.

Chain
and Knife
FREE

A 14-kt. sold -fin-

ed knife and chain
absolutely free
with this offer.
State If yon wiab
a Waldemar,
(shown I n cut).
Dickens, « Teat

LessThan 7c a Day
If yon are o'eaa^d when
the watcn comes send only
J5.50 as fir-t payment.
Then wear the watch for
ten fell days. Ifyondonot
consider it the greatest

ralne In Amerlem, return
It at oar expense and year
deposit will be refunded
immediately. If yon de-
cide to bay. send S2.00 a
month on til (22.60 u paid.

Order Today
—OnTrial

Remember, yon
are not obligated
to bay when yoa

j

Dn trial. I

end your'
and ad-

dress. No red I

tape or annovRnce. State which cHain yoc wish This
offerlimited Actnow. Send your name to Dept. 90K.

Our 128-page catalog shows mor* than
£000 birgams in Dtamo+'de, Wafeh**
end Jewelry. Writs for it NOW.

J.M.LYON&CO., h"v
den L r e

YorLN.Y.

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because t'WU Deaf and had Hfead Noises
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Eat
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafnew
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially oi
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,

easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." In-
expensive. Write for Booklet and my sworn
Statement of how I recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
70 5cb AvenueSuite .

New York Clfj

YODR APPEARANCEIMPROVE
WRINKLES ON YOUR FOREHEAD
OR BETWEEN YOUR EYEBROWS

"No matter how small" are deceitful marks that
make you look weak, ugly and many years older

WHY NOT REMOVE THEM-can be done in a few nights
by using a FOREHEAD WRINKLE REMOVER
^vhieh elasticly press and smooth the skin of the
forehead to its original form—Order One To-Day
PRICE 'Post Paid" $2.00. Send for FREE BOOK
FACIAL SPECIALTY CO. 66 Warremon Street BOSTON, MiSS.

UNSIGHTLY
HAIR on face
arms or body, can be
Permanently de-
stroyed with ZIP. be-
cause it lifts out the
roots with the hairs.
Unlike depilatories
which leave the
roots to thrive.
No caustics, powders
nor electricity. ZIP is

the rapid, safe, painless,
reliable and fragrant com-
pound used by leading actresses, debu-
tantes, beauty specialists. One application
instantly removes all undesirable hair.

At better class stores or direct by mail.

Write for FREE BOOKLET. Call to have
FREE DEMONSTRATION. Correspond-
ence confidential.

REGISTERED U.S. PAE OFE

IT'S OFF /-ccactde IT'S OUT

Specialist New York City
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No. 2-Lady's Solid
GolH Itinir, full carat
Wfitrhr Liznite Gem,
handenum. pH. Only

$17.50
This ring or any one of the
four others shown here sent
immediately on request. The sparkling pure

whits beauty of LIZNITE
GEMS and the exquisite,
guaranteed solid gold mount-
ings of these rings surpass
anything of the kind you
have ever before seen or
read about. See for your-
self and be convinced.

10 DAYS IN
WHICH TO DECIDE
The attached coupon — a
letter—or a card bt ings the
ring today. Right now, while
you think of it. send us your

name and address. The Return Mail will ring
you whichever one of these LlZNiTb; (JEM RINGS
you select. No other gift you
can make yourself or friend will

mean half so much.

No. 3 - Solid Gold.
Flat Uelcher Ring,
full carat weight
Liznite Gem, Only

$15.50

Measure the
length of
a strip
of paper
that just
passes over

nt of

Terms on All

Liznite Gem Rings

$4.50 when ring
arrives. S3.00
monthly until
balance is paid.
Your money
cheerfully re-
funded any time
inside of 10 days
if you return the
ring.

No. 4 - Solid Gojd,
Tooth Belcher Ring,
full carat weight
Liznite Gem. Only

$15.50

the

finart

which you
want to wear
the ring.
Be sure to
include this
measure.

THE LIZNITE GEM COMPANY
The House of Quality and P' ice

128 North
Wells Stree?
CHICAGO f

ILL. - '

Dept. 32 .

& Kindly send me pre-
-paid, on your 10-Day Free
• Inspection Plan, F'

1 No. . When ring
rives I agree to pay $4.60.

the ring or forward $3

/r until paid for.
the ring, you will refund th

• at once. My finger size is-

| Name . .

.

Address

.

plot away from Rex Beach and, in
company with an actor named Wil-
liam H. Strauss, has the field pretty
much to herself. Mr. Beach evi-
dently wrote "The North Wind's
Malice" as another epic about the
virile Alaskan he-man. But the in-

troduction of two Jewish characters
just ruined everything.

"PEACEFUL VALLEY."

Charles Ray quickly atones for his
"out-of-line" performance in "Forty-
five Minutes from Broadway" by his

second First National picture,
"Peaceful Valley." A critical

young person whom I know says
that Ray is '". too much the eternal
ingenue. You cannot please some
people.

"Peaceful Valley" hasn't the
charm of the Julien Josephson sto-

ries. It is an old-fashioned stage
play, originally acted by Sol Smith
Russell, and much of it rings false

after the rich and entirely modern
"hick" humor of the earlier Ray suc-
cesses. Ray has been so severely
judged by his first efforts that I

shouldn't blame him for sending
poisoned candy to the next reviewer
who recalls the good old davs of
Thomas H. Ince.

CONCERNING THE COMEDIES.
Patterning after the theater man-

agers who run the funny stuff at

the end of the program, we turn
our attention to the comics. Mack
Sennett seems to be lying low.

Charlie Chaplin is in hiding. Harold
Lloyd's newest isn't out yet.

But the Sunshines we have always
with us. And Fox has a new star

named Clyde Cook, an Australian
who came to America via the New
York Hippodrome. Mr. Cook makes
his first appearance on any cellu-

loid in "Kiss Me Quick."
"Kiss Me Quick" is an electric. It

doesn't originate a genre. It bor-

rows freely from two schools, it

combines the technique of two mas-
ters. Harry Lehrman, you know, al-

ways manages to get an aeroplane

into the action somewhere and some-
how. Mack Sennett dearly loves

the merry old chase. William Fox's
Sunshine school uses both, thereby

making things just twice as lively,

according to the figuring of film

mathematicians.

Mr. Cook is a good clown. More-
over, he has boneless legs which give

his work a lot of abandon. But in

his pantomime there is no hint of

the brooding tragedy that haunts
Chaplin's work nor the pristine in-

nocence that lurks behind the tor-

toise-shell glasses of Harold Lloyd.

Therefore he is good, but not great.

Buster Keaton, Metro's new com-
edy star, is a real acquisition, and
his first comedy, "One Week," is

merry and bright and clean. Nor
is it outrageously slapstick. In fact,

it has an excellent comedy idea. Mr.
Keaton reminds us of William Col-

lier. We mean, of course, the Col-

lier of the stage, not of the screen.

Right Off the Grill

Continued from page 64

incense about them and usually with
pansies in the buttonhole. She came
to New York for a three months'
rest at her estate on Long Island.

The second week home and she

commenced scenarioing "Aphro-
dite." A month later, she packed
her working clothes, bid her husband
and sister an rcvoir, and returned to

California. Her husband, Charles

Bryant, has rejoined her to play the

role of Demetrios in the picture,

which is being adapted by Nazi-

mova from Pierre Louys' novel.

Following "Aphrodite" she will do
"Camille." Which should be easy.

Camillc compared to Chrysis, was a

rookie. When these two productions

have been completed for Metro,

madame will inaugurate a new
regime with her own company.

New Year's Resolutions.

For the sake of its own salvation

and that of a long-suffering; people,

we beseech the motion picture to

make the following New Year's res-

olutions :

To quit having wives in name
Only.

To stop being faith cured by quack
producers.

To quit putting commas in sub-

titles with a sprinkling can.

To deport all male vampires to

the cannibal isles.

To can the bow-armed butler with

the sawdust stuffing.

To dispose of incompetent lead-

ing women by some other process

than starring them.

To quit doing business with bank-

ers who wear frock coats, top hats,

and spats to work.
To create human interest in some

other way than by dragging out the

zoo.

To cease pretending naughtiness

by putting "sex" in the title and
throwing; paper all over the place at

"wild bohemian revelries."

To abandon the policy of showing
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the public what it wants and, instead

to show it what it is.

Are You Fit to Vote?

Don't be discouraged if you don't

know what the League of Nations is

all about or what the original four-

teen points were. - Very few peo-

ple do. But if you can't answer the

following fourteen questions of the

day, you are too illiterate to have
the vote and should have, instead,

the constant attention of Picture-
Play during the next twelve months.

1. Who said, "I want to be so bad
I'll be remembered always?"

2. What star refuses to release a
picture until it has been O. K.'d by
the studio bootblack?

3. What star was born in three

States ?

4. For what is Ohio famous ?

5. Who discovered Mary Pick-
ford?

6. What two animals are most
feared and hated by movie actors?

7. What is the most famous prod-

uct of Kentucky?
8. Who has done the most to-

ward promoting cleanliness in mo-
tion pictures ? How ?

9. What two things has Charlie

Chaplin made famous. Persons?
10. What two stars' names are

most often mispronounced? What
are the correct pronunciations ?

Answers to above: 1. Theda Bara.

2. Will Rogers. 3. Corinne Griffith,

in. Texarkana. 4. Producing the

Gish sisters. 5. Charlotte Pickford.

6. The camera hog and lens louse.

7. D. W. Griffith. 8. Cecil B. De
Mille, by making bathing attractive.

9. The derby and the cane; Mildred
Harris and Billy West. 10. Alia

Nazimova and Richard Barthel-

mess ; Na-ze-moo-va and Bar-tel-

mess.

The Picture Oracle
Continued from page 88

Sister.—Betty Compson was born in in this country
Salt Lake City and was in vaudeville be-
fore she went into pictures. She was in
comedies on the screen for a while and
then made thrilling Westerns, riding
horses and shooting and doing all sorts of
stunts. Then she made "The Miracle
Man" and a name for herself at the same
time, and now is a star, with "Prisoners
of Love" as her first big picture made in a
stellar capacity.

Nancy.—It was Harold Goodwin who
was the gawky boy who drove the laun-
dry wagon in "Suds." Yes, Mary Pick-
ford is really a wonderful business,
woman ; she has to be! Bebe isn't mar-
ried, and neither is Mary Miles Minter;
somebody was just kidding you. Theda
Bara is married, though—that's the only
one of the reports about her that is true.
She isn't

_
dead and she hasn't gone to

Egypt to live in the shadow of the Sphinx.
Her name really is Leatrice Joy—not
Beatrice ; I guess she spells it that way
because that's what she was named. Alice
Brady will be seen on the screen again
before long. Those are her own clothes
that she wears, and she couldn't possibly
give them away at the end of a picture,
because she neds to wear them again.
Her husband is appearing on the stage
now, but not with her.

Californian.—It was Matt Moore who
played with Marion Davies in "The Dark
Star" and "Getting Mary Married." Yes,
Norman Kerry married—and she was a
widow—you were right and you win the
bet.^ Of course I'd like some of the fudge—it's always welcome. Yes, I can remem-
ber the davs when a screen star wouldn't
acknowledge^ that he was married, but
fortunately times have changed, and now-
they're oroud of it; being married doesn't
affect their popularity at all.

From Dixie.—Elsie Ferguson went to

Japan for a vacation and hasn't returned
yet; she is going to make pictures again
when she gets back, so you needn't la-

ment her as one lost forever. "Lady
Rose's Daughter" was the last picture she
made before she left. Pesgy Pearce was
bom at Long Beach, California, in 1896,
and has blond hair and blue eyes. You're
wrong about Louise Glaum ; she was born

Baltimore, to be exact.
She has brown hair and hazel .eyes.

Maybe some day she'll make the country-
maiden type of picture, but I doubt it;

the sort of thing she does now is too
popular. Her latest is "The Leopard
Woman."

Dancer.—Ruth St. Denis' school is near
Los Angeles, and you could probably get
in even though you aren't a good dancer

;

you see, if all the people who came to her
were good dancers there wouldn't be any
need of her teaching them. Many of her
pupils go into vaudeville and many of
them go into the movies; Margaret Loo-
mis and Carol Dempster arc two of them
who have made good.

J. E. R.—-Dorothy de Vore served quite
an apprenticeship in Christie comedies,
but now has made her way out of them
and into straight drama by playing oppo-
site Charles Ray in "Forty-five Minutes
From Broadway.',' Lots of girls have
broken into stardom in that way, and
some have been quite content to work
up into being leading ladies. Bebe Dan-
iels, Gloria Swanson, Alice Lake, Betty
Compson, and Mary Thurman are a few
of them—is that -.ncouragement enough?

Maude.—Llelcn Jerome Eddy played in

"Aliss Hobbs" with Wanda Hawley and
was very funny indeed. Yes, ZaSu Pitts
really got married, just after she was
given a starring contract by the Smith
Syndicate. I don't know when she'll go
to work. Ann May lives at the Studio
Club, but she has a car; of course, they
don't mind her keeping it. Roscoe Ar-
buckle is married to Minta Durfee, an ac-
tress. Tommy Meiehan's wife was an
actress, too. Viola Dana is not married.
Shirley Mason is—to Bernard Durning.

C. C. C.—Florence Vidor is King Vi-
dor's wife, not his sister, and she was
born in Texas. So was he. He is now
directing a picture for the Cathrine Curtis
Corporation, but he has his own studio.
Miriam Cooper was in "Intolerance," in
the episode called "Tbe Mother and the
Law " She has recently appeared in the
productions directed by her husband,
Raoul Walsh.

Start the New Year Right!

Will 1921 mean Success or Failure?
It is up to you

right now to de-
cide. If you had
started right one
year ago you
would be on tho
high road to

success this
minute. Don't
let another year
pass by. Jt Is

within your
Dower to make
yourself w hat
you will. Let
this bo the be-
ginning of a new
life and a better
one.

I will give you

WEALTH,
HEALTH
and

HAPPINESS
I will tako

that body of
yours and make
it physically per-
feet. I will

make a new
man of you. I
will fill out
your chest so
that every
breath means in-
creased life,
purifying your
blood and send-
ing vim and vi-

tality throughout
your entire sys-
tem. I will
broaden your
shoulders, and
give you the

Latest photograph of EARLE E. LIEDERMAU
Taken Oot- 10, 1920

large muscular arms and legs of an athlete. I will
strengthen your back and every vital organ within
you. You will be bubbling over with life, having
the keen alert brain, the bright flashing eyes and
the spring and step of youth. Passers-by will stop
and admire you for your physical make-up; and
you will be the favorite in hoth the business and
social world—you will be a leader of men. and
the good things in life will naturally come your
way.

I Challenge the World
If a man stood on the house-tops and shouted to

the people that he was the strongest man on earth,
it would avail him nothing. Some one would make
him come down and prove it. But records speak
for themselves. I will gladly show any one per-
sonal letters from the leading strong men in the
world today that my course is absolutely the best
and the quickest to acquire physical perfection.
Com" on then and make me prove it—I like it. I
have the means of making you a perfect physical
specimen of manhood, of making you a successful
leader of men. You will be a credit to your com-
munity. I have clone this for thousands of others.
What I have done for them I will do for you. I
don't care what your present condition is. The
weaker you are, the more noticeable the results.
Come on then. START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT.

Send for my new book

"Muscular Development"
IT IS FREE

It tells the secret. Handsomely illustrated with
full-page photographs of mvself and some of

the world's best athletes whom I have trained.
Also contains full particulars of my splendid offer
to you. Tho valuab'e book and special offer will
be sent on receipt of only 10c stamps or coin, to
cover cost of wrapping and mailing.

Don't miss this opportunity. Sit right down now
and till in the coupon. The sooner you get started
on the road to health the easier it will be to reach
perfect manhood. Don't drag along one day longer—mail the coupon today.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1401, 305 Broadway, New York

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 1401, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

Dear Sir:—I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book. "Muscular
Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

Name

Address

City Stats.
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CriVH IVfi IMI&IVFV Twq wonderful Susauehanna
OLllir I1U ITIVUEI Broadcloth Flannel Shirts-
only $3.69. Direct from factory. No midd'emen's
profits. Would cost $6 or more elsewhere. Perfectly
tailored. Cut extra full. Comfortable fitting. Win-
ter weight. Soft turndown collar. Two extra strong,
large pockets. Double stitched throughout. Thor-
oughly shrunk. For work or semi -dress. An amaz-
ing bargain. Send no money. Pay postman only
$3.60 plus postage after arrival. Then try them on.
If not pleased, return at our expense; your money
returned at once. Order by number FS 280. State
size. Specify gray or blue. Only two shirts to a
customer on this special offer.

WAREWELL COMPANY,pSJS^
FIMEE. DIAMOND

RING OFFER
Juat to advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds —the greatest discovery the world
haa ever known. We will send absolutely
free this 14k gold f. ring, set with a l-2k
Hawaiian im. diamond-in beauiiful ring
box postage paid. Pay postmaster $1.48
C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. < >nlv 1(1,000 given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Send size of finger.

KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 412
Masonic Temple Chicago

StttolGHTEN YOUtt TOE!?
BANISH THAT BUNION '

ACFIELD'S

Perfection Toe Spring
Worn at night, with auxiliary appliance

for day use.

Removes the Actua 1 Cause
of the enlarged joint and bunion. Sent
od approval. Money back if not as
represented. Send outline of foot.
Use my Improved Instep Support for
weak arches.
Full particulars and advice free in

plain envelope

,

C. R. ACFIELD, Foot Specialties, (Estab. 1901}
MarbridK-e Ruildinpr

Dept. 250. 1328 Broadway (at .fit i Street). New York

CUT YOUR #m
OWN HAIR /m.
WELL GROOMED
MEN CHOOSE
THEIR OWN TIME,
PLACE AND STYLE
—CUT THEIR OWN
HAIR WITH A

COWAN
Master Barber
HAIR CUTTER \&
Simple as A B C Y

h
ou
e c o

pw ™
through your hair. Done in a few minutes. Time
saved lots of money too, at the price for hair cuts
nowadays. You ouirht to pee some of the letters we
get from peonle who said it "couldn't be done" and are
now convinced that it can be done.

Write for particulars And prices
ofthis erreat invention in use three
years by over 10,000 men. bovs
and mothers. Satisfaction
Guaranteed or Money refunded.

Agents and Dealers wanted

COWAN HAIR-COTTER CO.

Dept. 201 Kansas City. Mo.
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V. X. W.—Yes, actresses frequently
make just one picture for the screen and
then go back to the stage. The Ina
Claire who just finished "Polly With a
Past" for Metro is the same one who
did just one picture years ago. This is

a recent stage success of hers that she has
recently filmed. Mae Busch was born in
Australia and educated in New Jersey.
She has tried both the stage and the
screen and seems to like them both, par-
ticularly the parts Von Stroheim gives
her. He cast her for the role of Odera
in "The Devil's Pass Key," and it suited
her perfectly.

May.—Yes, Carter de Haven and Mrs.
de Haven

_
belong to the same family

;

in fact, their pictures are sometimes regu-
lar family affairs, as the two De Haven
children participate, too. The heads of
the family were in vaudeville formerly.

Phyllis.—Clara Kimball Young lives
in Los Angeles now, but formerly lived
in New York. Her latest release is

"Midchannel," in which she wears many
beautiful gowns—that ought to suit you.
She has black hair and brown eyes and
she is married. You're welcome.

S. O. S.—This is the very first number
of the magazine that I could get a reply
to your letter into, so don't blame me
for the delay, please. Her address is at

the end of The Oracle, and if you explain
that you want her picture for a birthday
present I'm sure that she'll send it to

you right away. Marjorie Daw was born
in Colorado Springs, Colorado, in 1902.

She has light brown hair and hazel eyes.

She played opposite Douglas Fairbanks
in several pictures, "His Majesty the
American" being the last one in which
she played with him ; now she is in Mar-
shall Neilan productions.

Eddy.—Grace Davison was born at

Oceanside, Long Island, and educated in

New York. She wanted to go into pic-

tures, so she organized her own company
and made "Wives of Men," starring Flor-
ence Reed and playing the second lead
herself ; later she starred in "Atonement,"
with Conway Tearle, and "A Convert of
Revenge," with Montague Love. She also

appeared in several Selznick productions.

Savannah.—No, I can't give you the
addresses of any young leading men who
might like to write to you ; this is not a
correspondence club, but just a depart-
ment for answering questions which Pic-
ture-Play's readers ask.

Tad T.—They are eight and ten. Baby
Marie Osborne was born in ion. June
Caprice was born in 1899. Dorothy Gish
was born a year before June. Dorothy is

two years younger than her sister, Lillian.

Mary Pickford is three years older than
Lillian. Douglas Fairbanks is ten years
Mary's senior. After you have figured
this out you can capture the prize of the
steam-heated ear muffs. June is not mar-
ried.

Cupid.—Pearl White is five feet six

inches tall. Walter McGrail stretches the

height register to six feet. He has black

hair and dark-blue eyes. That is his very
own mustache. He was born in Brook-
lyn, New York, in 1889.

D. F. and M. P.—Mary Pickford- is still

making pictures. She is now working on

a new picture which Frances Marion is

directing. Her last release before going
abroad was "Suds." Marguerite Clark
should have a new film very shortlv. She
took a too-long vacation in New Orleans
after completing her last contract. Mar-
jorie Daw is being featured in Marshall
Neilan productions.

Chubby and- Simp.—Yes, Douglas Fair-
banks and Mary Pickford are married.
They have already taken their trip abroad
and are back again in Los Angeles work-
ing on new stories. Don't you ever read
the papers? Harold Lockwood was in
New York City when he was stricken
with influenza and died. You refer to L.
C. Shumway opposite Bessie Barriscale
in "Two-Gun Betty."

Jeannette J.—I can't send you a pic-

ture of Mary Pickford. You will have to

write to herself for a photo. She is all

you say she is—and more.

B. J. S.—We publish the names and ad-
dresses of players that our readers, ask
for each month. We will gladly publish
the addresses of any you desire. You
will find the ones you asked for in your
letter at the end of this department.

Siamese Twins.—Haven't heard from
you in a long time. Where have you
been keeping yourselves ? Elmo Lincoln
and Enid Markey played the leading roles

in the first and second of the "Tarzan of
the Apes" series produced by the National
Film Corporation. When Charles Chap-
lin married Mildred Harris it was his first

matrimonial plunge. Your sergeant
friend hasn't appeared in any pictures, al-

though he had several offers. Helen
Holmes is working on a new serial for

Warner Brothers.

Louise S.—Harry Hilliard still plays in

pictures. He is at present playing at the

Morosco Theater in Los Angeles in "The
Little Teacher."

Herman B.—You will find the ad-
dresses you asked for at the end of this

department.

Miss S. M.—Herbert Bosworth is play-

ing in J. Parker Read productions, which
will be released by the Associated Pro-
ducers.

Agatha.—Edmund Breese is not in pic-

tures at present. Mike Donlin, the for-

mer famous outfielder of the New York
Giants, has gone into pictures. He re-

cently finished a tour with the "Turn to

the Right" stage production and is now
working at the William Fox west-coast
studios.

Gertrude D.—You failed to inclose the

stamp you mentioned, so I am answering
you through these colmns. You will find

all the addresses you wrote for at the

end of The Oracle.

Teddy.—I haven't forgotten you, by any
means. I never forget my customers.
Bebe Daniels was born in Dallas, Texas,
in 1901. She is not married. She has been
on the stage since she was a youngster.

She played child parts with the Burbank
and Belasco stock companies in Los An-
geles and with the Valencia Stock Com-
pany in San Francisco. She is five feet

four inches tall and weighs one hundred
and twenty-three pounds. She has black

hair and eyes.

Cherry R.

—

Picture-Play Magazine
published an article that told all about

Monroe Salisbury in the April, 1919, is-

sue. He has left the Universal Film

Company and is producing pictures for

his own company, backed by Jack Cudahv,
the famous meat packer, so naturally the

title of his first picture should be "The
Barbarian." They do say they feed them
on raw meat, you know. Maybe Cudahv
supplied the raw meat, too, as well as the

"bones" for the players.

Miss B. E. K—William Russell's

brother is Albert Russell, the director.

He did not appear in "The Little Shep-
herd of Kingdom Come."
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Become an Artist
Get into this fascinating business NOW! Enjoy the freedom of an
artist's life. Let the whole world be your workshop. The woods,
fields, lakes, mountains, seashore, the whirl of current events-
all furnish material for your pictures. With your kit of artist's

materials under your arm you can go where you please and make
plenty of money. Your drawings will be just like certified checks!

Crying Demand for Artists
Never before has there been such an urgent need of artists

as there is right now! Magazines—newspapers—advertising-

agencies—business concerns—department stores—all are on the

lookout for properly trained artists. Take any magazine—look

at the hundreds of pictures in it ! And there are

48,868 periodicals in the United States alone!

Think of the millions of pictures they require.

Do you wonder that there is such a great de-

mand for artists? Right this minute there are

over 50,000 high-salaried positions going begging

just because of the lack of competent commercial
artists.

No Talent Needed, Anyone
Can Learn in Spare Time
Our wonderful NEW METHOD of teaching

art by mail has exploded the theory that "talent"

was necessary for success in art. Just as you
have been taught to read and write, you can be
taught to draw. We start you with straight lines

—then curves—then you learn to put them to-

gether. Now you begin making pictures. Shad-
ing, action, perspective and all the rest follow in

their right order, until you are making drawings that sell for

$100 to $500. No drudgery—you enjoy this method. It's just

like playing a fascinating game

!

Beginners Earn $50 a Week
Every drawing you make while taking the course receives

the personal criticism of our director, Will H. Chandlee. Mr.
Chandlee has had over 35 years' experience in commercial art,

and is considered one of the country's foremost authorities on
this subject. He knows the game inside and out. He teaches
you to make the kind of pictures that sell. Many of our stu-

dents have received as high as $ioo for their first drawing!
$50 a week is often paid to a good beginner

!

Owes Success to

Our Course
"Some of your pupils stop at

my studio from time to time to

show me samples of their work,

and they are certainly a prom-
ising lot. I shall never cease to

be grateful for the wonderful
foundation in art that you and
your school gave me. I scarcely

ever make a drawing, but what
some of the basic principles you
so thoroughly drilled into mo
are brought into use. I have all

the work I can handle and more,
and I feel that my present suc-
cess is due. more than anything
else, to your course and your
wonderfully efficient method of
instruction."

Frank Godwin,

Philadelphia.

Dozens of artists get as high as $1,000 for a single drawing

!

Read what Frank Godwin, one of America's most prominent

magazine cover artists, says about our course. And this high-

salaried artist's letter is typical of the dozens of letters we re-

ceive every week from our students.

Our course covers every possible angle of Com-
mercial Art. It does away with all the superfluous

technique and entangling hindrances of the or-

dinary art school. It brings the principles of suc-

cessful drawing right down to fundamentals. In

a word, you get all the benefits of a three year

course in art at a residence school right in your

own home—and for just a few cents a day.

Your spare time is all that is required. A few
minutes a day will accomplish wonders for you

!

Free Book and Artist's Outfit
Mail coupon now for this valuable book "How

to Become an Artist." It's just full of interesting

pointers on drawing. Reveals the secrets of suc-

cess in art ! Shows drawings by our students.

See for yourself what amazing progress thev

have made through pur course. Book explains

course in detail, and eives full particulars of our
FREE ARTIST'S OUTFIT. Fill out coupon
NOW! Mail it TODAY!

The Washington School of Art, Inc.

Room 1558, Marden B!dg., WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Washington School of Art, Inc., Room 1558, Marden Blag., Washington, D.C.
j

Please send me, without cost or obligation on my part, your free book,
JHow to Become an Artist."

I

Name

.

Street.

j

Citij. State



Wonderfully spar-

kling diamonds, [[

glowing with a fiery

SOLITAIRE 9 radiance unsurpassed
at double our price. Fractions of carat priced pro-
portionately. 14Kt. solid gold rins of finest work-
manship, free with diamond. Choice of styles A. B
or C, or any other mounting desired. Valuable 4-

premium free if cash accompanies order. Our
guarantee protects you. Money back after 30 days

. . trial if not satisfied. Ask for RI64.

1 CARAT $1A7
I BLUE-WHITE v I *f /* SOLITAIRE * **.M

15
Real $35 Value 14Kt. Gold

Jeweled
Adjusted
Regulated

Including
solid gold

, ] bracelet.

• THE BARGAIN
OF A LIFETIME I

I Guaranteed perfect
..timekeeper. On 30
.. days' free trial at this phenomenal price if you order

lt

• • from this adv. Ask for WBIM.
OTHER BIG HOLIDAY BARGAINS

Men's 14Kt. Solid Gold Watch $18

Men's 23 Jewel Watch: 20 year case.: $15
Men's Wrist Watch. Army Officers' Style $5

" Pearls— iridescent and beautiful $15

!, Self-Filllns Fountain Pen :14K t.pen ; worth $3.50. . $1

SEND FOR NEW BARGAIN CATALOG—Full of

surprises in diamonds, watches and jewelry. This
132-page bargain book will save you up to 100%.
Thousands of selections shown.

B. GUTTER & SONS

SEND FOR MlTBOOK

IMPROVE YOUR FACE
FOR 25 CENTS

This book contains a complete coarse
of instructions in Physical

Culture lor the Face

[ ORE than 300.000 persons are

following these instructions

to-day. They will do more to

build beauty than all the paint

and powder in the world, for they

get right at the root of your facial

defects and overcome them.
Not simple or silly. Just physi-

cal culture applied to the facial

muscles : common sense—that's

all. If you want to improve
your looks, send 25 cents in coin

for this book to-day, at once, while it's on your mind.
This book is equal to a $25.00 Beauty Course.

PROF. A. BARKER, D. C, Studio 5860, 127 W. 42d St.,N.Y.C.

IfYoia CaroTeBi itfrom m
GENUINE DIAMOND Send it back

To prove our blue-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
resembles a penuine diamond with sameDAZZLING RAIN-
BOW FIRE, we will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladie3
Tiffany Style Ring (Cat. price $4.98) for Half Price to In-
troduce, $2.63, or m Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
<Cat. price $6.26) for $3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled moun-
tings. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mad postcard or this ad. State Size. We willmail at onceC.
O. D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back lesa
handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted*

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. Dept.CD2 Las Cruces, N. Mex.
(Exclusive controllere Mexican Diamonds)

tiaraHowtowrite
% Stmt Stories jh ere is a

big demand
tor short stories, photoplays and feature articles. You can learn how

rite at home in spare time. Jack London said so. , He
and other great writers have endorsed our home study course. The

iscinating and takes only a few of your spare hours.

fn.» EVaa R/tsklr a[)d details of our Limited Intro-
SOr Free JDOOK ductory ©fact N o obligation.

5. S. Dept 1751 Ft Wayne, Indiana

Write
riOOSlER INSTITUTE

rto
Newspaper and Maga-

zine Illustrating. Hastel
C ayon Portraits and Fash-
ions. By M il or Local
Classes. Write for terms and
list of successful students.
Associated Art Studios.
104 Flatiron Blde..NewYor]t

Advertising Section

Mary Sunshine.—I have no record of
any. Doris Kenyon is at present on the
stage in New York playing the principal

role in "Come Seven," a stage play. She
was born in Syracuse, New Vork, on Sep-
tember 5, 1897. She is. Yes, that is one
type of blonde. Margarita Fisher was
born in Missouri Valley, Iowa. I am sure
she would. Not all of the players change
their names. Some of them do because
their own are hard to pronounce or be-

cause they figure another sounds better

for their professional use. Mary Pick-
ford's correct name is Gladys Smith. I

suppose she liked Pickford better. There
are so many Smiths in the world. Doro-
thy Gish wears a dark, bobbed wig in her
pictures. There are several schools, but
one can't learn to act. It's got to be in

you. Marjorie Daw was born in 1902.

It depends entirely upon the work they
are called upon to do. If you mean, does
he paint?—he doesn't. An artist may be
an artist at most anything, not necessarily
painting.

Charlotte F.—You forgot to inclose

the stamp. Pearl White is married to

Wallace McCutcheon.

^
Marian S.—Eugene O'Brien is not mar-

ried. He was born in Denver, Colorado,
in 1884. Wallace Reid is six feet one
inch tall. Ralph Graves is the same height
as Wallie. Crcighton Hale is married.

Cynthia De.—Descriptions cannot
make motion-picture actors or actresses.

There must be something besides good
looks.- You refer to Alan Forrest in "The
Great Air Robbery," Lieutenant Ormer
Locklear's first motion picture. Yes, I

suppose you would call him quite "cute."
Sorry you broke your fountain pen while
writing to me. Don't you think. >'ou had
better stick to your present job instead
of trying to become a motion-picture ac-
tress?

Irene H.—-"Lucille Love" was probably
the best-known serial that Grace Cunard
appeared in. Since she played opposite
Elmo Lincoln in "Elmo the Mighty" she
has been making two-reel pictures for the
National Film Corporation. They were
not taken from books. They were origi-

nal stories, written especially for serial

production. "The Purple Mask" was an-
other of Grace's serials. You refer to
Doris Kenyon in the Pathe serial.

Marion S.—A regular continuation.
Wanda Hawley is five feet three inches tall.

So is Alia Nazimova. Irene Castle is five

feet seven. Dorothy Gish is just five feet.

Catherine MacDonald is five feet eight.

Corinne Griffith is five feet four. Mil-
dred Harris is five feet two, and Tom
Meighan is just six feet. Creighton Hale
was born in Cork, Ireland. He is very
much on the screen. His latest picture
is "Way Down East," which D. W. Grif-
fith recently gave to the screen. He also

had a prominent part in "The Idol
Dancer." Where do you get that "Are
all picture people evil ?" You must be one
of those people who believe everything
they hear. There are just as fine folk in

the motion-picture game as in any other
profession.

Mrs. F. McG.—The editor is mailing
you a copy of the "Market Booklet." No
trouble at all.

Miss Devona L. R.—Mahlon Hamil-
ton is married. He hasn't any children.

He was born in Baltimore, Maryland. 1

think he would. Richard Barthelmess re-

cently married Mary Hav, formerly with
Ziegfeld's "Follies." She plays in the

Griffith production "Way Down East."

He was born in New York City in 1895.

See addresses at the end of The Oracle.

- Miss V. Taras-.—Jack Hoxie was born
in Oklahoma. He was a cowboy before
he decided upon a motion-picture career
for a living. He was also a cowboy in
motion pictures when he first started in
the game. He is married. William Rus-
sell is an American. Yes, Tom Moore i-*

divorced.

Blue Eyes.—Alice Lake is not married
and never has been. She was born in

Brooklyn, New York, in 1897. Carlyk-
Blackwell has not died again—not even
yet. He seems to be reported dead by the

gossip mongers every month or so. Don't
believe everything you hear. Wait until

you read it in Picture-Play—then you
can be sure it's right. Clara Kimball
Young was born in Chicago, Illinois. She
is not married. Anita Stewart has a home
on Long Island. Her husband is Rudolph
Cameron. Jack Mulhall was born in New
York. Casson Ferguson was born in Al-
exandria, Louisiana, in 1891. His latest

picture is "Madame X," in which he plays

Pauline Frederick's son. He plays with
different companies. His whole time is

devoted to pictures.

M. E. W.—Alia Nazimova is the wife
of Charles Bryant, her leading man and
scenario writer. He played opposite her
in "The Brat" and "An Eye For an Eye."
She was born in Yialta, Crimea, Russia.

She received her education at Zurich,

Odessa, and a dramatic school at Mos-
cow. She made her first stage appear-

ance in New York City in 1906, present-

ing "Hedda Gabler," "A Doll's House,"
and "The Master Builder." Her first

picture for the screen was "War Brides,"

in which she had previously scored a sen-

sational success on the stage. William
Farnum played in "Wolves of the Night."

He is married.

The Red Bird.—Mary Pickford was
featured in "Heart of the Hills." June
Elvidge is not dead. There are several

firms who sell portraits of the late Har-
orld Lockwood. You will find your other

questions already answered. Look at the

end of this department for the addresses

you want.

Freckles.—Perhaps he likes that type

of story best. He has his own company.
Wallace Reid has the magazine story "Al-

ways Audacious" for his_ latest picture.

Wanda Hawley is married. She was
born in Scranton, Pennsylvania. Mary
Pickford has not left the screen, and
doesn't intend to— for a while, at least.

What do you mean b" Harrison? Doug-
las Fairbanks' latest picture is "The Mol-
lycoddle." You will find your other ques-

tions already answered.

Miss Inquisitive.—The women stars

seem to be more popular than the male
species, but it is a question whether they

really are. The reason they may seem
so is that most of the fans who write to

the stars are women, and women are nat-

urally most interested in women, in com-
parisons, et cetera. The box-office angle

is the only way to tell for sure, and that

shows that the women stars haven't any-
thing on the men when it comes to bring-

ing in the gold to the theater manager.
Your list of favorite leading men includes

mostly stars. The difference between
stars and leads is that the star is the per-

son featured, while the lead is just the

head of the supporting cast and has to

play second fiddle to the star. Mamaro-
neck, New York, is where the Griffith

studio is located. Lots of them take care

of their own mail. He is about twenty
years old. No, T don't think there is any-
thing to that report. "Little Miss Rebel-

lion" is the latest picture in which Ralph
Graves supports Dorothy Gish.
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Agents and Help Wanted Patents and Lawyers Songs, Poems, Etc.

GO VE RiNMK i\T I'USiJaoKS are desirable.
Let our expert former Government Examiner
prepare you. Write today for free booklet
giving full information. Patterson Civil
Service School, Box 1. Rochester, N. Y.

INVENTORS desiring lo secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent.'' Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature. Ran-
dolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington, D. C.

HIBBELER'S Valuable Information to Song
Poem Writers 10c. Ray Hibbeler, D 102, 4040
Dickens Ave., Chicago.

WRITE the Words for a Song. We write
music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Stu-
dios. 159C Fitzgerald Building, New York.

SONG-WRITERS GUIDE SENT FREE !

Contains valuable instructions and advice.
Submit song-poems for examination. We
will furnish music, copyright and facilitate
publication or sale. Knickerbocker Studios,
301 Gaiety Bldg., New York.

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-day. B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.

WRITE A SONG POEM. Love, Mother,
Home, Comic or any subject. I compose mu-
sic and guarantee publication. Send words
today. Edward Trent, 625 Reaper Block.
Chicago.

WRITE A SONG POEM—I compose music
and guarantee publication. Send poem today.
E. Hanson, 3810 Broadway, Room 102, Chi-
cago.

YOU WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG—We
write file music, publish, and secure a copy-
right. Submit poems on any subject. The
Metropolitan Studios, 914 S. Michigan Ave.,
Dept. 210, Chicago, Illinois.

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything ; men and women $ .'io to S100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories" anywhere. Booklet free. Ragsdale
Co., Box 98, East Orange, N. J.

BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel. Write C. T. Eudwig. 430
Westover Building. Kansas City, Mo.

PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Con-
ception Blank and free guide book. Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
references. Prompt Attention. Reasonable
Terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington. I). C.

MEN—Age 17 to 55. Experience unneces-
sary. Travel ; make secret investigations, re-
ports. Salaries ; expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.

PATENTS. Highest references. Rates rea-
sonable. Best results. Promptness assured.
Booklet free. Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street. Washington. D. C.

LJyj xUU VVAI\1 1U lliAKA $o,UUU to J>i>,UUU
a year? You can do it easily. See Ad-
vertisement Anderson Steam Vulcani/.ir Li
this issue.

AGENTS—$40-$l 00 week. Free samples.
Gold Sign Letters any one can put on store
windows. Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 431 T. N. Clark, Chicago.
SALESMEN—CITY OR TRAVELING.

Experience unnecessary. Send for list of lines
and full particulars. Trepare in spare time
to earn the big salaries—$2,500 to $10,000 a

PATENTS, Trademark, Copyright—fore-
most word free. Long cxperknce as patent
solicitor. Prompt advice, charges very rea-
sonable. Correspondence solicited. Results
procured. Metzger. Washington, D. C.

Stammering
ST-STU-T'-T-TERING And Stammering

Cured at Home. Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell. 80 Potomac Bank Build-
ing, Washington, D. C.

year. Employment services rendered Members.
National Salesmen's Training Association,
Dept. 107, Chicago, 111.

Personal

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW whether you
are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
or the reverse ? Scientific, convincing in-
formation. Wonderful results claimed by
patrons. "Key to Success" and personalily
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. Thomson-
Heywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

$10.00 WORTH of finest toilet soaps, per-
fumes, toilet waters, spices, etc.. absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan, Lacassian
Co., Dept. 427, St. Louis. Mo.
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn

from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired. Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions fur-
nished um!er guarantee. Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG ! We
will write the music and guarantee publica-
tion on a royalty basis. Submit poems on any
subject. Seton Music Company, 920 S. Michi-
gan Ave.. Room 1.09. Ghicaso, 111.

Shorthand
ASTROLOGY^STARS TELL LIFE'S

story. Send birth date and dime for trial
reading. Eddy 4307 Jefferson, Kansas City,
AT i^cnni'i \ti i> ftm iin t 7 _livi io&uuii ( jta lid i i iin in i *!,

SHORTHAND. Best practical system, K. I.

Shorthand, learn in 5 hours ;. speed with easy
practice. Proof lessons, brochure free. King
Institute. EA-26. Strition F. New York.AGENTS—Large manufacturer wants

agents to sell hosiery, underwear, shirts,
dresses, skirts, waists, shoes, clothing, etc.
Write for free samples. Madison Mills, 503
Broadway New York.

TIRE AGENTS. Exclusive representatives
to u»« and sell the new Mellinger Extra-Ply
Tires. (No seconds.) Guarantee Bond 8.000
Miles. Wholesale Prices. Sample sections
furnished. Mellinger Tire Co., 976 Oak, Kan-
sas City. Missouri.

Short Stories and Photoplays

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
Great demand. We show you how. Get free
particulars. Rex Publishers, Box 175—P 18,
Chicago.

$50—$100 weekly writing Moving Picture
Plays. Get free book : valuable information ;

prize offer. Photo Playwright College, Box
278 XY 2.3. Chicago.

Miscellaneous
l 11' ' 1 O 1 . 1 i. \ 1,' 1 1 j.<l 1 j . , I ij . Kj 111 LKilUlllUl

bromide enlargements from your own Kodak
negatives are offered for a limited time at 3
for $1.00. Size 8x10. Send your negatives
at once with monev order. The Camera Shop.
Concord. N. II.

FARMERS—Manufacture alcohol for in-

dustrial, medicinal purposes from grain, etc.

Formula with government denaturing law.
$1.00. Circular free. Spirit Testers $2.50 pre-
paid. Chemical Publishing, 605 Wylie Ave.,
Pittsburgh. Pa.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Great Demand. Fascinating work. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, Amer-
ican Detective System. 1908 Broadwav. N. Y.

FREE to writers—a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas

;

the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors' Press. Dent. 89. Auburn. N. Y.MAKE $10-$20 DAY selling Guaranteed

Hosiery and Underwear in homes and offices.
Beautiful sample outfits—liberal commissions—prompt deliveries. Write for Sure Success
Plan. C. & D. Co., Section B, Grand Rapids,
Mich.

MEN, get into the wonderful tailoring
agency business, big profits taking orders and
your own clothes free. We furnish fine sam-
ple outfit and everything free. No experience
needed. Write today. Banner Tailoring Co.,
Dept. 79G. Chicago.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free. Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis. Mo.

MANUSCRIPTS edited, criticized, revised,
and marketed. Correspondence invited. Ad-
dress : Fred Willenbecher, Literary Collabora-
tor, Allentown. Pa.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: $25—$300 paid
any one for suitable ideas. Experience un-
necessary : complete outline Free. Producers
Leasue. "439 St. Louis.

AMBITIOUS WRITERS of Photoplays,
Short Stories. Poems, Songs, send to-day for
Free, valuable, instructive book. "Key to
Successful Writing," including 65 helnful sug-
gestions on writing and selling. Atlas Pub-
lishing Co.. 509 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

200 GOOD QUALITY FNVELOPES, size fi
3
i,

SI 00 prepaid. Wiese Print Shop. Box 156,

Atlantic, f^wa.
SHAWNEE. OKLAHOMA, center of a great

farming country. Write for free agricultural
booklet. Board of Commerce, Shawnee. Okla-
homa.

YOUR NAME on 35 linen cards and card-
case 20 cts. Agents' outfit free. Handsome
profits. John W. Burt, Coshocton, Ohio.

QUICK CASH RESULTS! Use guaranteed
fresh names 2500 farmers, rural folk. Bar-
gain, $5.00. Martinek Company, 405 Lexing-
ton Avenue, New York.

Wanted to Buy
MEN WANTED for Detective Work. Ex-

perience unnecessary. Write J. Ganor,
former U. S. Gov't Detective, 120. St. Louis,

PHOTOPLAYS WANTED for California
producers. Criticize free, sell on Commission.
Also Stories, Articles, etc. Plot Chart and
Copyright Book free to Beginners—Corre-
spondence Course or Exnerience unnecessary.
Harvard Company. Marvin Building, San
Francisco.

Vaudeville

158 GENUINE FOREIGN STAMPS—Mex-
ico War Issues. Venezuela, Salvador and In-
dia Service, Guatemala. China, etc.. 10c. Only
finest approval sheets. 50 to 60%. Agents
Wanted. Big 72-p. Lists Free. We' Buy
Stamps. Estab. 25 yrs. Hussman Stamp Co.,
Dept. 127, St. Louis, Mo.

WE PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for dia-
monds, platinum, watches, old or broken jew-
elry, old gold, silver, magneto points, old false
teeth, gold and silver ores or nuggets War
Bonds & Stamps. Mail them to us to-day.
Cash by return mail. Goods returned in 10
days if you're not satisfied. ' The Ohio Smelt-
ing & Refining Co., 253 Lennox Bldg., Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Farm Lands

GOVERNMENT wants File Clerks. $1500
year. Examinations everywhere, December 8.
Sample questions free. Franklin Institute,
Dept. E 2, Rochester, N. Y.

GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how!
Send stamp for instructive Stage Book and
particulars. E. La Delle. Box 557, Los An-
geles, Cal.

AGP'NTS—Steady income, large manufac-
turer of Soaps, Perfumes, Toilet Articles and
Pure Food Products, etc., wishes representa-
tive in each localitv. Manufacturer direct to
consumer. Big profits. Honest sroods. Whole
or spare time. Cash or credit. Send at once
for particulars. American Products Co., 3142
Anr vicnri Tlrt<r., ^inciniati. Ohio.

Mail Order Business

1 MADE $25,000 with small Mail Order
Business. Sample article 25c. Free Booklet.
Stamp. Alss Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

BOOK OF FLORIDA FACTS Free only lo

those really desirous of acquiring a little land
and an orange grove at a reasonable price
and on easy terms. If you are, write for your
copv to-dav to Lake Countv Lan'i OwD"is'
Ass'n, 321 Twilight Ave., Fruitland Park. Fla.

Instruction Michigan Farm Lands
FORMULAS worth while, profitably op-

erative, effective. Sample 25e. List 2c. Mar-
tinets 42 Company, 405 Lexington Avenue,
New York.

_
No more storm blurred windshields ; Mys-

tic Felt works wonders ; one rub keeps glass
clear 24 hours: steel mountings; fits pocket;
sells $1 ; enormous profits ; exclusive terri-
tory. Security Mfg. Co., Dept. 315, Toledo, O.

NEWSPAPER WORK for Men and Women.
Magazines, Publishers, want Proofreaders.
Pleasant work—easily learned by mail. Good
salaries. Cost is low. Diploma issued. Sal-
aries much higher than stenosranhy or book-
keeping. Positions in all big cities. Write
to-dav for full information. Publishers School
of Proofreading, 652 Foster Building, 2S0
Madison Avenue, New York.

GOOD LAND ON CREDIT. Big oppor-
tunities for you in Kalkaska and Antrim
Counties, Mich. Make a home on hardwood
land growing big crops of clover, alfalfa,
grains, potatoes, etc. $15 to $35 per A. Easy
terms. 10 to 160 acres. Schools, churches,
railroads, markets. Own your own home.
Booklet free. Swigart Land "Company, XI 265
First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Chicago, 111.
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Genuine Precious Diamonstes

FREE for 10 Days Wear
Cut, Look and Wear like Diamonds — but cost one-
twentieth as mueh. Send no money—prices smashed—our loss—
UOUT aain. Just Bend name and address and we will mail you a
Ladle's or Gent's Genuine [liurimnite'valiie $14.95) set m a solid

(old ring, for 10 days' trial. When receiv ed deposit $4.95 with
postman, if you decide to keep it send only $2.50 a month until

$14.95 is paid in full. It you can tell it from a diamond return it.

State size finger. This special price for a limited time.

FISHLEIGH & CO., Dept. 262 Chicago, III.

r-r-i-p! There she goes
Just when you are in a hurry

—

But—you don't have to search
the whole house for a needle
and thread— nnt when you have
an In-Spool Sewing Kit. It
contains self threading
needles, pins, a thimble, two
spools of thread 48 yds. each
(black and white or kiiski and
whi e) weight one ounce. Com-
plete in metal case price 35c.
Imitation Ivory case price
$1.00. For travelers, sports-
men, housewives, actors,
scouts, bachelor. (Pocket and
handbag si2e).

AMERICAN SPECIALTY CO.
Dept.G, 296 Bway.New York

Ask your dealer for

PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE
Only 25c the copy, but a great pleasure and a

bier surprise !

% s.w.
; YOU 5KOJLD HAVE THE JAMES BERGMAN JEWELRY BOOK IN YOUR
HOME. It is full of many Bargains, Diamonds. Watches. Jewelry, etc. Select
any article desired, have it sent to you, all charges prepaid. Ii satisfactory, send

| one-fifth of purchase \n\< <- and keep it, balance in eight monthly

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE!

In this day and aee attention to your apoearance is an absolute necessity
if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should you wish to

appear as attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, which is

alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world in general judging
you greatly, if not whollv, by your "looks. " therefore it pays to "look your
best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it

will iniure your welfare! Upon the impression you constantly make rests

the failure or success of vour life—which is to be your ultimate destiny?
Mv new Nose-Shaper "Trados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does
not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

IVrile toda)) for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped

Noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1420 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

Elman C.—Antonio Moreno is not
married. His full name is Antonio Gar-
rido Monteagudo Moreno. No wonder
they call him "Tony" for short. You will
find the answers to your other questions
in the replies preceding yours.

Snores.—All addresses at the end of
this department. Marguerite Clark wore
a wig in the picture "A Girl Named
Mary." Jane and Katherine Lee have
been appearing in a sketch in vaudeville
and making a big hit. Constance Tal-
madge's latest picture for the First Na-
tional is "Good References."

Funny Fan.—Roscoe Arbuckle has
quit making two-reel slapsticks and is ap-
pearing in comedy dramas for Para-
mount. Buster Keaton, his picture pro-
tege, is starring in comedies for Metro.

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are

answered by The Oracle this month:
Wallace Reid, Thomas Meighan, Mabel

Julienne Scott, Bebe Daniels, Dorothy Daven-
port, Winifred Greenwood, Ethel Clayton,
Gloria Swanson, Ann Little, Casson tergu-
son, Elliott Dexter, Theodore Roberts, and
Kathlyn W illiams, at the Lasky Studios, Vine
Street. Hollywood, California.

Alia Nazimova, Alice Lake, May Allison,
and Viola Dana, at the Metro Studios, Holly-
wood, California.

Antonio Moreno, Albert Ray, and Owen
Moore at the Los Angeles Athletic Club, Los
Angeles, California. ,

William S. Hart, at the W. S. Hart Studios,
Hollywood. California.
Mary I'ickford. Douglas Fairbanks, Lottie

Piekfo'rd, Mae Marsh, Jack Pickford, Rose-
mary Theby, Dustin Farnum. Niles Welch,
Mahlon Hamilton, Milton Sills, Mary Thur-
man, Seena Owen, Bessie Barriscale, Monroe
Salisbury, at the Brunton Studios, Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

Edith Roberts, Priscilla Dean, Frank Mayo,
Marie Watcamp, Elmo Lincoln, Eddie Polo,
Eva Novak, Eileen Sedgwick, Jack Perrin, Al
Russell, and Harry Carey, at Universal City,
California.

Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Ralph Graves,
Richard Bartbelmess, Creighton Hale, Carol
Dempster, at Griffith Studios, Mamaroneck,
New York.
Wanda Hawley, at the Morosco Studios,

Los Angeles, California. Also Mary Miles
Minter.

Norma, Constance, and Natalie Talmadge,
Harrison Ford, Mildred Harris Chaplin. Anita
Stewart, Katherine MacDonald, and Annette
Kellermann. at the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, New York City.
Tom Mix, Kathleen O'Connor, William Rus-

sell, Gladys Brockwell, Shirley Mason, Mike
Donlin, William Farnum. and Pearl White,
at the Fox Film Corporation, New York City.

Jack Hoxie, Grace Cunnrd, at the National
Film Corporation, Gower Street, Los Angeles,
California.
Tom Moore, Mabel Normand. Cullen Lan-

dis, Helene Cnadwick, at the Goldwyn Studios.
Culver City. California.

Eugene O'Brien, Elaine Hammerstein, Con-
way Tearle, and Zene Keefe, at the Selznick
Pictures Corporation, 728 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

Dorothy Dalton, Billie Burke, Irene Castle.
Mae Murray, and Elsie Ferguson, at the Para-
mount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth Ave-
nue. New York City.

Doris Kenyon, care of Al Woods Theatrical
Enterprises, New York City.

Charles Ray, Charles Ray Studios, Holly-
wood. California.

William Duncan, Edith Johnson, Earle
Williams, Pauline Curley. and Larry Semon.
at the Vitagrapb Studios, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia.
Alice Joyce, Corinne Griffith, and Gladys

Leslie, at the Vitagraph Company, East Fif-

teenth Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn.
New York.

Marjorie Daw. at the Hollywood Studios.
Hollywood. California.

William Desmond. Blanche Sweet, at the
Jesse D. Hampton Studios, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia.
Harold Lloyd, at Hal Roach Studios, Cul-

ver City. California.
Dorothy de Vore. at the Christie Studios.

Gower Street. Hollvwood, California.
Hobart Bosworrb. Enid Bennett, and Doris

Mav, at Ince Studios, Culver City, California.
Marie Prevost, Phvllis Haver, and Har-

riett Hammond, at Sennett Studio, Edendale.
California.
Any not listed here can be reached by send-

ing your letter in care of the Mabel ConOon
Exchange, Hollvwood, California, or through
Willis & Inglis.' Wright and Callender Build-
ing. Los Angeles. California.
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For What Work Are You Best Suited?

Your Handwriting Shows!
Have you an artistic temperament? Are you a "square peg in a round

hole?" Is your handwriting similar to any one of the specimens shown above?

Louise Rice, expert graphologist, analyzes all of the above specimens, and
nine others, in the January issue of People's Favorite Magazine. The theory

that handwriting reveals character is already well established ; she goes farther

after years of experience and adds that your handwriting also shows what work
you are best suited for, and tells what work those with handwriting like the

above could do best.

Some of the many other big features you'll like in January People's are:

"What She Had Done to Politics"—a study of the part played by women in

their first presidential election ; "The Fiction Burglar," an uproariously comic
story by Roy W. Hinds, who is already familiar to Picture-Play readers;

"Success Is Not Enough," by the famous Hugh S. Fullerton
; "Body Building as

a Fine Art," by H. Addington Bruce ; the remarkable serial, "Ghosts," by Arthur
Crabb; and an exceedingly useful scientific article on "Mastering Personal Ap-
pearance With Color," by Fred C. Kelly.

Order Your Copy To-day

PEOPLE'S Favorite Magazine
THE MOST USEFUL MAGAZINE IN AMERICA

Twenty-five cents a copy January issue on all news stands Dec. 15
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10 Months toPay
A- 101 — SWEET'S
engagement ring set

with perfectly cut,
blue-white D i a -

mond $125

A-103-^-Sclitaii-e cluster, of
T Tine Diamonds set
PLATINUM. Besembles
S300 solitaire 585

A- 1 00 — Beautifully
hand - carved pink
cameo in Solid Gold
hand-engraved bezel.

$12
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A- 102 —Pretty
band-carved pink
caiu»o set in Solid
Gold mounting.. $8

A- 105 — Genuine
coral cameo
Solid Gold

A- 132 — Pretty hand-en- mounting; set
graved and pierced mount- with 2 fine Dia-
ing of PLATINUM. box monds $35
set with 2 perfectly cut
and matched blue-white
Diamonds $90

A- 106—The beautiful
lace-work design In
PLATINUM is en-
hanced by the 19
brilliant, blue-- white
Diamonds $400

A- 1 07—Seven fine
perfectly cut, blue-
white Diamonds, uni-
form .in size, - color
and brilliancy, PLAT-
INUM set .in fancy
White Gold mount;
ing $88.50

4? A -10 8 —
^ Green Gold.
octagon

e shaped,
hand .- en-
graved Scarf
Pin set with
fine, blue-
white Dia-
mond in
PLATINUM.

$22.50

A- 1 13—SWEET'S en-
gagement rmg.set with
perfectly cut, blue-
white Diamond. . .$55

A- 1 16—-Perfectly cut,
blue-whito Diamond
in beautiful, hand-
engraved mounting of
White Gold $100

Gentt-.-
men's Solitaire
Cluster of 7 per-
fectly cut blue-
white Diamonds
set in PLATI-
NUM $125

A - , 27—Massive Green
Gold Hexagon v i n g
with superior .grade
Diamond set in- beau-
tifully hand-engraved
White Gold top.

$150

A- 1 29—Beautiful la-

n valliere; 47 genuine

MiTfflim^^'MWlTTrri Pearls, one blue-whiteVHH^HHP' Diamond and. baroque
j

drop; complete with)
A- 125 — SWE ET'-S chain, $28
solitaire engagement
ring set with fine y-'jtmir^^
blue-white Diamond.

A - 109 — Gentlemen's
Tooth Bing of 14K
Solid Gold, set with
perfectly cut. blue-
nhite Diamonds. .. .$90

Xmas Gifts

On Credit

at Cash Prices

Your selection sent on ap-
proval. No risk—no money
in advance. Transactions
strictly con!T.denfial. If satis-

fied after examination, pny
only 1-5 the price—balance
in ten payments.

SW EET Diamonds are of

tl:e. highest quality, blue-

white, perfectly cut gems.
Every Di.'.mond accom-
panied wit l a Guaranteed
Value Bond— ' yearly

increase in exchange value.

FREE— BeaiTfiFul de luxe
catalog of holiday gift sug-
gestions. Diamonds, Jew-
elry, SilverTableware, Ivory,

Belber Leather Goods, etc.,

etc EVERY ARTICLE A
RARE BARGAIN. Write

to day—to Dept. 501-F.

A - 126 — Lavalliere
of Solid Gold set

'with fine Diamond
and one genuine
jvhole pearl. .$32.50

A-l (4—Genuine black
onyx in White Gold
hand-engraved bezel,

-

set with, perfectly
cut. bluerWhite Dia-
mond $35

A-I2I — Fine, blue-
' ijfca^Jfefc**' •'«**A*ijF

white Diamond, ar-

tistically set in beau-
tiful hand - engraved A- 130—SWEET indestructible ptatH. Graduated

necklace 16 inches long, complete with Diamond-
Set White Gold clasp. - '

-

$50 Furnished in elegant plush gift case $42.50

With plain. White Gold clasp $22.50

White Gold design
Shank of Green Gold

LW-SWEET INC
THE HOUSE OF dUALITX

CAPITAL $1,000,000

1650-1660 BROADWAY, NY.



GREATER THAN OUIDA

"Hugh!" The throbbing tenderness had gone out of her voice. "Hugh! You don't mean

—

you're not angry that it's a girl?"

It happened that he was angry, crushed, resentful, and embittered

by this unexpected blow to the house of Vallincourt, -whose first-born

for eight generations had been a son.

And that was the beginning of Magda's life. Child of a stern,

aristocratic, religious zealot and the beautiful dancer, Diane Wielitzska,

her nature in itself held the elements of great romance.

The opening installment of this thrilling, human story

"The Lamp of Destiny"
By MARGARET PEDLER

appears in the December number of

Smith's Magazine
Now on sale. Order your copy now.



zJffllLADY always makes sure

her corsets are equipped

with the

HOSE SUPPORTERS

"VVTHEN buying your favor-

vv
ire corset if you find ic

has not this kind of supporter,

request your corsetieres to

replace the others with

Velvet Grip "Sew-Ons."
They will gladly do so

The

All Rubber

Oblong

Burton

Prevents Slipping

and

Ruthless Ripping

What is in the Name?
'Velvet— conveys the idea Qrip— the idea of a firm

of softness, free from rough hold, like that of a friend
:

surfaces. while in combination

is suggestive of softness and comfort, combined with firm-
ness, stability and strength— the dominant characteristics
of our product.

Velvet Grip "Sew-Ons" can be bought sep-
arately and easily applied to any corset.

Sold Everywhere
Ask for them at the Notion, Hosiery or Corset Department.

GEORGE FROST COMPANY, BOSTON
Makers of the famous Boston Garter for Men,
"Pin-Ons" for Children and the "Baby Midget"
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Be a Certificated
"Electrical Expert"

READ
WHAT MY
STUDENTS
SAY—

"Mr. Cooke can, and will, get
you a job, but that part is un-
necessary, because if you study,
he will make you proficient, and
then there will be any number
of jobs LOOKING FOK YOU."

—

O. W. Chamberlain:. Little Eagle.
So. Dak., to a prospective stu-
dent.

"Have just received my di-
ploma., of which 1 am very prom!.
1 think your Course is the most
complete I have ever seen. I

ha re received my money's worth
many times, and any fellow that
turns down 5

rour offer is sure go-
in? to regret it."—Loran C.
Brown, Sebring, Ohio.

"Electrical Experts" Earn $12 to
$30 a day

What's Your Future
Trained ''Electrical Exp< rts" are in great demand at the highest salaries, and the

opportunities for advancement and a big success in this line are the greatest ever known.
"Electrical Experts" earn $70 to $200 a week. Fit yourself for one of these big

paying positions

—

Be an "Electrical Expert"
Today even the ordinary Electrician—the "screw driver" kind—is making money—big

money. But it's the trained man—the man who knows the whys and wherefores of Elec-
tricity—the "Electrical Expert"—who is picked out to "boss" ordinary Electricians—to
boss Big Jobs—the job? that pay

$3,500 to $10,000 a Year
Get in line for one of these "Big Jobs" by enrolling now for my easily-learned, quickly-

grasped, right-up-to-the-minute, Spare-Time Home-Study Course in Practical Electricity.

Age or Lack of Experience No Draw-Back
You don't have to to be a College Man; you don't have to be a High School graduate,

My Course in Electricity is the most simple, thorough, and successful in existence, and
offers every man, regardless of age, education or previous experience the chance to

become, in a very short time, an "Electrical Expert", able to make from $70 to

$200 a week.

1 Give You a Real Training
As Chief Engineer of the Chicago lCnalneering Works I know exactly the kind of

training a man needs to get the best positions at the highest salaries. Hundreds
of my students are now earning 83,500 to 810.000. Many are now successful ELEC-
TRICAL CONTRACTORS. (Read my students -

letters).

Your Success Guaranteed
So sure am I that vou can learn Electricity—so sure am I that after

studying with me, you, too, can get Into the "big money" class in elec-
trical work, that I will guarantee under bond to return every single
penny paid me in tuition if, when you have finished my course you
are not satisfied it was the best investment you ever made.

FREE-Electrical Working Outfit—FREE
1 give each student a Splendid Outfit of Electrical Tools, Materials and

Measuring Instruments absolutely FREE. I alsosuoply them with Draw-
ing Outfit, examination paper, and manv other things that other schools
don't furnish. You do PRACTICAL work- AT HOME. You start right
in after the first few lessons to WORK AT YOUR PROFESSION in a
practical way.

Get Sorted Now—Write Me I want to send you my Electrical
Book and Proof Le?sons both

FREE. These cost vou nothing and you '11 enjov them. Make the
start today for a bright future in Electricity. Send in coupon—NOW.

c'hfcf Engineer Chicago Engineering Works,
Dept. 442, 1918 Sunnyside Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

"Since I started to study with
you a year ago I have, doing

electrical work in my spare time, made the price
of '2 Courses, and have increased my earning
power just 100 per cent."—Samuel Albright. Riv-
erside. Wash.

"During May I made about $65.00 in my
spare time. I can hand you the credit, because
when I started I knew NOTHING about Elec-
tricity."—L. Randell, lronton. Minn.

"You will be pleased to learn of my promo-
tion to Chief Electrician. It was your course
put me where I am Although only a little

over half through your lessons. 1 have had my
wages raised from $75.00 to $275.00 a month,
and expect to do better before I am through."

—

H. E. Wolf. Columbus. Ohio.

"When I enrolled with you I was only able
to make §75.00 a month. Today, thanks to your
splendid lessons. I am in business for myself,
making over $400.00 a month."—A. Schreck,
Phoenix. Arizona.

"Electrical men here speak very highly of your
course. One—the Fresno Manager of the Gen-
eral Electric Company—says your course is equal
to the three years' training course at their Sche-
nectady shops."—E. Linnville. Fresno, Calif.

"I want to speak a good word in regard to
your Course and methods. It has helped me
wonderfully. I passed a Journeymen's exami-
nation with the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, and am now carrying a first-

class card."—J. R. Overton. Maryville. Tenn.

"When I enrolled— I knew nothing about Elec-
tricity. Today I nm the highest paid workman
for the Massena Light & Power Co."—C. C. Rurk-
hart. Massena, X. Y.

COOKE,
Chief Eng.

Chicago Engineering

Works, Dept. 442
1918 Sunnyside Ave.

Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir: Send at once Sample
Lessons, your Big Book, and full

particulirs of your Free Outfit and
Home Study Course—all fully prepaid

without obligation on my part.

"I am still holding that position with the
Minneapolis Steel & Machinery Company, secured
on your recommendation."—A. Swanson. Minne-
apolis. Minn.

"In 18 months since I started to study with
you I have increased rav salary from $6 a dav
to £4.000 a year."—A. F. Klemz, State Supt. of
Const., Miller-York Co.. Saginaw. Mich.

"The outfit is wonderful, so much better than
I expected, and I must say I am more than
pleased with same."—F. X. Droege, Covington,
Ky.

"Before I started to study with you I was
only able to make $50 every 2 weeks. Xow I

am making $300 a month, and going up all the
time. Your Course has put me where I am."—
J. E. Sallinger, Mine Electrician. New River &
Pocahontas Con. Coal Co., Layland. W. Va.

"I would not take 1.000 dollars and be with-
out your course. If I did the yeirs ahead
would only be like the few that have passed."—H. Swigcr. Wallace, West Virginia.

Complete Letters Sent When You
Write Me
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SAVE $36
By Being Your Own Salesman

Try the Oliver for Five Days at Our Expense

Now
*64.

Only $4.00
Per Month

Do not buy or rent any typewriter
until you know the Oliver. A five days'

trial will help you decide. Besides saving
you $36, we make the payments easy. We
ask no advance payment. But merely $4 per
month until the $64 is paid.

Do not confuse this offer with those for

second-hand or rebuilt typewriters. Our $64

Oliver is our brand new identical Model 9. for-

merly priced at $100. It has not been changed in

the slightest.

Over 800,000 Sold
Olivers are in use all over the world. Some of the

large concerns in the United States using Olivers are:

U. S. Steel Corporation, Nat'l City Bank of N. Y., Dia-

mond Match Company, Pennsylvania Railroad, Hart,

Schaffner & Marx, American Bridge Company, Encyclo-

pedia Britannica, Otis Elevator Company, Bethlehem

Steel Company, Boston Elevated Railway, N. Y. Edison

Companv, and a host of others of equal importance.

And thousands of Olivers are used by individuals—every

business is represented among our users. And every profession.

You can depend on this wide use of the Oliver as a guaran-

tee of its worth.

This Simple Plan Makes It

Easy to Own an Oliver
This sales plan is a legacy of the war, which taught us

all new economies— ones we won't forget.

By reorganizing our method of distribution, we were
able to make a radical reduction in price.

"We did not change the famous Oliver an iota. The ma-
chine we now sell for $64 is the identical one formerly
priced at $100— our latest and best model.
During the war we learned that it was unnecessary to have

great numbers of traveling salesmen and numerous, expensive
branch houses throughout the country. We were also able to
discontinue many other superfluous, costly sales methods. You
benefit by these savings.

Pre-war extravagances were ended. And our plan of selling
made simpler. We send the Oliver to you for free trial, so that
you may judge it, in solitude, without being influenced.

No Money Down
Mereljr send us the coupon. We ship an Oliver to you. Try it

for five days. Then if you agree that it is the finest typewriter at
any price, merely send us $4 per month, until the $64 is paid.

If you do not believe that this is the greatest typewriter oppor-
tunity, return the Oliver to us, express collect. We even refund
the outgoing transportation, charges. You have not placed your-
self under any obligation to buy.

W hen the Oliver comes to you, you will admire its many ad-
vancements—all the refinements made possible during 24 years
of typewriter-making. A finer typewriter is impossible. The
coupon below gives you the opportunity to be your own sales-

man and save yourself $36.

Note that it brings EITHER an Oliver for Free Trial, or
further information. Check it accordingly.

No Finer Built
Examine the Oliver carefully. It is built in a model factory

with a heritage of ideals. Only the finest materials are used.

And this accounts for the prolonged life of the Oliver, its dur-

ability, its inbuilt service. It is simplified in construction and

built to withstand the hardest usage. The Oliver in war service

proved its fine design and construction.

You can't buy a better typewriter at any price.

Mail the coupon now, for either a Free Trial Oliver or further

information.

Canadian Price, $82

tr)C OUVEr? Typewriter (pmpany

1252 Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago, Illinois

THE OUTER TYPEWRITER COMPANY.
1352 Oliver Typewriter Building:, Chicago, Illinois

Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five days' free inspec-
tion. If I keep it, I will pay S64 at the rate of $4 per

month. The titie to remain in you until fully paid for.

I
My shipping point is

This does not place me. under any obligation to buy. If

I choose to return the Oliver, I will ship it back at your
expense at the end of five days.

II
I Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me your

I I book—"The High Cost of Typewriters—The Reason
and the Remedy," your de luxe catalog and further in-

formation.

I
Name
Street Address

I
City State

Occupation or Business
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Hints for Scenario Writers . . . William Lord Wright 8
Information and advice for the amateur writer.

What the Fans Think 13
A department in which our readers express their opinions.

A Girl's Adventures in Movieland . . Ethel Sands . .17
What a typical American fan found "behind the scenes" on a trip through the

Eastern studios.

Behind the Guns with Ince . . Hunt Stromberg . 21
A "close-up" of how he made the most thrilling scene in one of the biggest

forthcoming productions of the year.

Fools Rush In

!

H. C. Witwer .

A famous humorist visits the film colony and tells of his experiences at meeting
Dustin Farnum.

The Bookworm Turns . . . . Ted Taylor . . 24
Gladys Walton gives up the study of astronomy to become a star.

How They See Themselves . . . Edwin Schallert 25
Stars go to see pictures, just as we do; this story tells you about how they do so.

The Naughty Nude New Year . . Grace Kingsley . 28
A most startling forecast of what the daring directors are up to krthe up-to-date

pictures.

Miss Paige from Paris .... Emma-Lindsay Squier 30
She's leaving serials, and in this interview she tells the reason.

The Observer......
Editorial comment on timely topics concerning the screen.

Concerning Sentimental Tommy . . John Addison Elliott 33
And also Gareth Hughes, who is to play the title role.

The Movie Almanac . . ...
A modern adaptation of Benjamin Franklin.

Favorite Picture Players ......
Portraits of prominent stars in rotogravure.

Wally and a Follies Girl.... Herbert Howe
A most amazing revelation of Wally Reid"s real character.
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Paramount Pictures

listed in order of release

(November 1, 1920, to March 1, 1921;

George Melford's Production
••Behold My Wife"

Ethel Clayton In

'•Sins of Rosanne"

Wallace Reid in

"Always Audacious"

*Enid Bennett in

"Her Husband's Friend"

Billie Burke in

"The Frisky Mrs. Johnson"

Bryant WashUurn in
"Burglar Proof"

George Fitzmauricc's Production
' Idols of Clay"

Dorothy Dalton in

"A Romantic Adventuress"

Thomas Meighan in
"Conrad in Quest of His Youth"
A Wm. De Mille Production

Dorothy Gish in
"Flying Pat"

A Cosmopolitan Production
"Heliotrope"

Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle In
"The Life of the Party"

Bryant Washburn in
"An Amateur Devil"

Lois Weber's Production
"To Please One Woman"

Wm. S. Hart in
'The Testftig Block"

A Wm. S. Hart Production

Letting yourselfin

for a good time

!

Four from this family.

And four's all, or the line would he

longer, because this little thing is

unanimous.

Entertainment for the whole family,

undivided, is Paramount Pictures' long

suit.

A family more than five million

strong every day.

Watch the happy groups at any good

quality theatre tonight, any night,

matinees, too: there you have the folks

who know the secret!

Paramount is THERE with the good

time—THERE at ten thousand and

more theatres—are you keeping the

date? And picking your pictures by

name?

CONTINUED FROM FIRST COLUMN
*Enid Bennett in

"Silk Hosiery"

Maurice Tourneur's Production
"The Bait"

Starring Hope Hampton

Wallace Reid In
"The Charm School"

George Melford's Production
"The Jucklins"

A Cosmopolitan Production
"The Inside of the Cup '

Billie Burke in
"The Education of Elizabeth"

*DougIas MacLean in
"The Rookie's Return"

William De Mille's Production
"Midsummer Madness"

George Fitzmaurice's Production
"Paying the Piper"

Thomas Meighan in
"The Frontier of the Stars"
A Charles Maigne Production

Roscoe ("Fatiy") Arbuckle In
"Brewster's Millions"

Dorothy Gish in
"The Ghost in the Garret"

Cecil B. De Mille's Production
"Forbidden Fruit"

•Douglas MacLean in
"Chickens"

A Cosmopolitan Production
"The Passionate Pilsrim"

Charles Maigne's Production
"The Kentuckians"

Ethel Clayton in
"The Price of Possession"

A Lois Weber Production
"What Do Men Want"

•A Thomas H. Ince Production

(paramount pictures
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Some Family Skeletons ...... Charles Carter . . 48
Jimmie Morrison talks about the old days at the Vitagraph studio.

Over the Teacups . . .
'

. . . The Bystander . . 50
Fanny the Fan is on hand again with all the latest gossip.

Right Off the Grill ....... Herbert Howe . . 53
Frank observations about movie affairs and movie folk.

Try Your Fur Coat on a Star Louise Williams . . 56
It's amazing how much you may learn by doing so.

Black Beauty . . . . . . . Emma-Lindsay Squier 58
The first equine star gives out his first interview.

The Screen in Review ...... Agnes Smith . . 59
Critical comment on recent releases.

Cinderella's Twin . . . . . . JaneMcNaughtonBaxter62
Like the girl in the fairy story, this little lady won her prince through a fairy

slipper.

News Notes from the Studios 65
Brief bits of information about plays and players.

Crooks That Follow the Movies .... Roy W. Hinds . . 66
Part three. The fake schools of acting and how they are victimizing thousands of

persons throughout the country.

Elinor Fair—Flapper Barbara Little . . 68
A very proper young person who seems destined never lo grow up.

Elsie—Unitalicized ....... Louise Williams . . 69
Miss Ferguson, just back from a long trip through the Orient, tells something

of her impressions there.

Which Do You Prefer— Louise Williams . .70
Straight roles or character parts? Bert Lytell is in favor of the latter.
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A TRIP THROUGH EUROPE AND
ITS FILM COLONIES

Conducted by Herbert Howe

This personally conducted tour will be taken

by way of Picture-Play Magazine, in our

next issue, and every one of our readers is in-

vited to attend.

DOUG AND MARY, YOU KNOW,
are going abroad soon to do "The Three Mus-
keteers" and "Little Lord Fauntleroy," and here

is your chance to learn about what they will

see in Europe, where the film industry is going

ahead with great leaps and bounds.

IN THE SAME NUMBER
Ethel Sands will continue her "Adventures in

Movieland," taking you with her through the

Vitagraph studios, where she was the guest of

Corinne Griffith, and where she saw and talked

with other Vitagraph players.

H. C. WITWER
will tell you, in his own inimitable way, of

what happened when he met Sessue Hayakawa.

Don't Fail to Get the March Issue of PlCTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE
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For your Baby, use

Mellin's Food Method
of Milk Modification

Clare M. Martin^New BruriSTvick.lSLJ. Flora M.Terzia-n^N York,N.Y.

Mellin's Food and milk lias raised thou-

sands of bright and healthy babies.

Write for a Free Trial Bottle of Mellin's Food and our helpful

booh,, "The Care and Feeding of Infants."

Mellin's Food Company,



Keep
Abreast of

the Times

"Writing a story is one task, selling

it is another, and neither is an easy

matter ; hence scenario writers of to-

day have one of the most difficult jobs

connected with the production of mo-
tion pictures," remarked Maurice Tourneur to Guy
Price, an interviewer.

"That is putting it only mildly," the director contin-

ued. "A successful scenarioist, one who commands a

high salary, and whose work is sought by big pro-

ducers, must be cognizant of every new angle in pro-

duction. To-day his script is

timely, to-morrow it may be out

of date. Changes are incessant.

In its more than twenty-five

years of existence, the photo

play has raced for development,

and advancement to-day is going

ahead like a great snowball,

gathering size and weight with

every revolution. It is indeed a

struggle to keep pace with it.

"Each department at every

studio is endeavoring to give the

world new and startling effects.

Hence the writer who aspires to

fame must keep track of what
is being made, or his story will

be outclassed by more observing

writers.

"In order to reap the golden

harvest in the scenario field the

ambitious writer must keep his eye on every division

of the industry. He must first know what is the popu-

lar type of picture, when such matter is wanted, and

everything relative thereto. He must keep abreast of

the times as regards current releases—good pictures as

well as bad ones—and his study of the screen must

embrace many and varied subjects.

"Never fear that your story will be stolen," he con-

cluded. "Legitimate producers are not thieves. Mis-

understandings occur occasionally. Almost identical

thoughts are known to occur simultaneously in the

minds of two persons in widely separated communities,

with the result that plagiarism is charged, suits some-

times follow, and then embarrassments."

And the tyro may wonder just how he is going to

keep abreast of the times so that his stories will not

be outclassed by the more observing. He will do so

by attending the picture theaters, not only for enter-

tainment, but to study the types of stories, and the

methods of presenting them
;
following, whenever he

can, the motion-picture trade journals and magazines,

in which will be found much beneficial material; by
reading the daily newspapers; by a well-grounded

knowledge of general literature. Mr. Tourneur's com-
ments on the difficulty of selling are virtual repetitions

QUESTIONS concerning scenario

writing, addressed to this depart-

ment, will be gladly answered, when ac-

companied by a stamped and addressed

return envelope. Beginners, however,
are advised first to procure our "Guide-

posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet

covering all the points on which begin-

ners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the

principal producers, with statements of

the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six

cents. Please note that we cannot read

or criticize scripts.

of what has been stated in this department. After the

story has been written—no matter how good it is

—

there yet remains the selling problem. There are a

few good brokers—not many—and there are several

discerning scenario editors—this gender is not universal,

either. If the eidtor knows a screen story when he

sees one, not judging entirely from the story in hand,

but being enabled to read with the picture eye, your

sales troubles are greatly lessened. There are one or

two producers, and editors, who seem to believe that

no story ever written can be good unless it bears the

name of some popular author, or

unless it has appeared in a mag-
azine or book. These people

"pass the literary buck," forget-

ting that one day these popular

authors were unknown authors.

But there isn't enough material

to go around, and, more and
more, the studios are learning to

rely on their own judgments. A
majority of the leading directors

have always relied on their own
judgments. That is why they

are leading directors.

The Photo
Play-

wrights'

League

The Photo
Playwrights'
League of
America, which
is described as a

protective and cooperative na-

tional association of scenario writers, has been incor-

porated for the following purpose:

"To protect its members from having story material stolen

by unscrupulous producers or writers—to prosecute any such

infringements and recover damages for its members; to market

story material for a standard price ; to demand recognition and

proper screen and advertising credit for members whose stories

are marketed through the league ; to keep its members advised

of all new markets and any changes in the existing ones ; and to

furnish any necessary information or guidance concerning the

proper form in which to submit story material."

The headquarters of the organization is in Los An-

geles. The "national organization" will take under its

wing literary clubs and drama leagues located all over

the country. Six years ago the Photo Play Authors'

League was organized, and it died an untimely death.

All members were furnished with large, gilt seals, which

they pasted to their manuscripts when submitting said

scripts to the editors. These seals were for "protec-

tion" and, it was also believed, for "prestige." Nearly

all the writers of consequence belonged to it, but the

league never accomplished much. Personally, l am in-

clined to doubt that there is really any occasion for

an organization of that sort in this day and age. The
market is reliable if one sticks to the well-known con-

Continued on page 10
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cJkfae zJtfurray and David Pozvell in " Idols of Qlay" a 'Paramount Picture
A GEORGE FFTZMADRICE PRODUCTION)

He thrill that the movie millionslove
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fascination of the photoplay has no longer a mystery. The secret's out! And dialogue; how to begin 'writing photoplays
.reached into every nook and corner of hosts of bright people are eagerly taking ad- in the easiest, simplest, surest way: how

human life throughout the Universe! It vantage of it and learning how! With the to demonstrate to yourself it doesn't take
enthralls one and all—children from seven right instruction, they become thrilled and genius to write them, but plain common
to seventy! Men and women in all walks fascinated by the lure of scenario writing, sense and earnest effort,

of life, the high and the humble, the poor, and eagerly concentrate all energies on it at The wonderful Irving System also shows
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10 Hints for Scenario Writers
cems; authors, thanks mainly to the hard battle waged
in pioneer days by Epes Sargent, Arthur Leeds, Giles
R. Warren, "Pop" Hoadley, Frank E. Woods, and
"Bill" Wing, have poster and screen credit, and prices
these days are very satisfactory.

Pj,
,. One of our readers sold a story for

fc/verytmng tne screen jne story was picturized
in a and appeared under an entirely differ-

Name ent t ' tle ^10m tlae one original with the
author. In his letter the author com-

plains that the name was changed to "one no better
;"

that he nearly missed seeing his beloved plot on the
screen because it was exploited under a different main
title, et cetera.

Be glad to sell your story and complain not if the
main title is changed. There is everything in naming
a photo play. To the minds of many shrewd showmen
the main title is almost as important as the plot itself.

By the name many judge a photo play. They run down
the amusement columns of the newspapers trying to

reach a decision as to what theater to attend. To many
the name is the deciding factor. The name on posters,

in theater lobby display, and elsewhere, is important. It

is a fact that a main title with sex appeal will bring in

business; notwithstanding the fact that there is nothing
at all improper or offensive in the picture inside. "Play-
things of Passion" reaped a harvest for the picture pro-

ducers who put out an average picture under a star-

tling title. With the original title, which had been an
ordinary one, the picture would have enioyed doubtful
success; under the new caption it cashed in. Of course,

the rule of changing titles does not always apply. The
name of a well-known book or of a serial appearing in

a magazine of wide circulation should not be changed
for the reason that the sto-y has had previous adver-
tising value. The same rule applies to the name of

a stage play that has been transplanted to the motion-
picture screen. And then again, there are rare excep-
tions as to this latter rule. Mary Pick ford changed
the name of " 'Op o' My Thumb" to "The Duchess
of Suds," and later changed the latter title to plain

"Suds." "The Duchess of Suds," in my opinion—and
I have named half a hundred motion-picture plays

—

is a better title than just "Suds," rnd had "The Duchess
of Suds" been coupled with " 'Op o' My Thumb" in

all exploitation, more so than was the case, it would have
had larger foreign export value. Titles like "The
Garden of Allah," "The Crisis," "The Light of Western
Stars," et cetera, are names unchanged on the screen,

because they were previously made famous in book
and stage life. But the trite, stereotyped titles must go
into the discard. No matter what the author or the

editor or the director thinks, the sales force and the

exhibitor comprise the court of last resort, for they
have to sell and exhibit the production, and they should
rightly know what the public will "fall" for. And then

another exception comes to mind : Pathe made over the

old stage play, "The Lyons Mail," into a Western with
Frank Keenan as the star. Jack Cunningham, the

scenario writer, called the new story, "The Sierras of

the Sixties." It was a tale of California in 1866. The
sales force objected to the title, claiming it too fanci-

ful. The name was changed to "The Midnight Stage."

The writer believes yet that it was a mistake, and that

the new name, smacking somewhat of the penny dread-
ful, did not do full justice to one of the finest photo
plays of Western life ever screened, and, undoubtedly,

the best screen characterization that Mr. Frank Keenan
ever attempted.

And so, you authors who object to having the titles

of your photo-play stories changed, will perceive, I

hope, that it is a great question, and that the writer
who has the name of his story retained just as he
thought of it, is indeed a lucky individual

!

From the letters the editor of this

Too Much department received, many writers,

nf T
f

particularly those of college education,
01 11 are prone to look with disdain upon

the art of writing for the motion pic-
tures, despite the fact that they are always ready to
accept the money of the picture producer. It is to cer-
tain well-known authors that we must attribute the
mistaken ideas so prevalent regarding the business and
artistic ideas of the motion-picture magnate. Four or
five years ago certain well-known writers of fiction were
ridiculing the motion-picture producer on the one hand
and writing him begging letters on the other hand. Many
stories were related with great gusto and high glee in

""literary circles" at the expense of most of the movie
manufacturers, most of these jokes hinging on their
lack of literary education.

There was the story of the movie magnate who ac-
cepted the story called "Venus," and when told that
the characters included a lot of stars, demanded why
a lot of stars were to be utilized in one picture, when
one star could play the lead in each of half a dozen
productions.

There was the story about the movie manufacturer,
who after being told by his scenario editor that they
were considering one of Charles Dickens' best stories

for a feature, proudly informed every one that Charles
Dickens was now on his staff.

Then there was the story of the head of a movie
concern who, proud of the fact that he had made early

pictures on the Pacific Coast, denied the fact that Bal-
boa discovered the Pacific, stating that "That Balboa
bunch did nothing of the kind ; I discovered the Pacific

Coast myself."

The good old standbys can be remembered at length,

but from the inside knowledge of the editor of this

department the movies were a godsend to many of the
"six best sellers," giving them exploitation, adding value
to the fiction workers' output, and virtually making fame
and fortune for a galaxy of second-rate novehsts.

Even at the time certain authors were ridiculing the

movie makers they were writing letters to these same
movie people offering their wares for sale at five hun-
dred dollars. Then later, when prices soared, several

came out in articles claiming that they had been "vic-

timized" when they sold their offerings so cheaply. It

was the movie manufacturer who took a chance when
he bought the authors' works five or six years ago,

not the author who offered his output at any old price.

And to-day those authors so ready to pose as disdain-

ful of the movie market, never write a story without

one eye on its motion-picture capabilities. Most of the

fiction of to-day is so written that it can be easily con-

verted into a picture play. This is beneficial to the

reader, too, for the reader is getting action in his fic-

tion as well as on the screen.

There was a well-known poet who condescended to

write titles for a feature film which Director George
Fitzmaurice made. The poet was world famous, and
Fitzmaurice naturally concluded that the poet's name
would add class, and that certain word paintings needed

would be exceptionally excellent coming from a tal-

ented pen. The poet took the original titles, went into

seclusion, finally emerged with nothing at all. The
titling department and "Fitz" did the work. This just

goes to show that every man to his trade and that

the movie art is as difficult as other arts.

Continued on page 12
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He Made the World
Blush for Shame!

Upon the stage of a complacent world stepped Brann the Iconoclast. He looked about him at the tragi-comedy of life. He

beheld the monstrous idols of Sham and Hypocrisy enthroned in the temple, where a gullible people bent their knees in worship.

He saw Fraud elevated to a high place while none dared raise a voice in protest. He gazed upon the incat god Greed whose slightest

bidding sent a million slaves scurrying on his nefarious errands. He viewed the gilded effigy ol Virtue erected by the guilty in

token of their innocence. He peered behind the painted scenes and saw the squalid misery of the helpless—looked into the hearts of

men and saw a nest of lies . . . then he drew aside the curtain of convention and revealed an orgy of sin

And the heart of Brann grew bitter, and into his eye crept the red fires of wrath then, as the blinding flash of

lightning, as the rending crash of thunder, Brann struck—struck with the pent-uu fury of a demon, struck with the ru'hless pur-

pose of an avenging angel. The structures of society shook, the towers of hypocrisy tottered, the castles of convention crumbled. The
white heat of his passion consumed like fire—devoured the tawdry trappings of tinsel, and the Hlse draperies of Virtue fell in

ashes. . . . Above the fiery ruins, above the blackened wreckage, the resplendent figure of Truth stood revealed in blinding

nakedness—shining with a radiance too bright for human eyes and the world blushed for shame.

NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME
The Complete Writings of

BRANN, the ICONOCLAST
A Hint of Brann

Brief Extracts From
Brann 's Writings

The Breach of

Promise Fraud
"The Woman who inveigles

some poor old fool—perhaps old

enough to be her father—Into

calling her his tootsie-wootsie

over his own signature, then
brings suit for breach of promise

—ot the seventh commandment;
who exhibits her hroken heart

to the judge and jury and de-
mands that it be patched up
with Uncle Sam's illuminated
anguiBh plasters; who plays the

adventuress, then poses in the
public prints as an injured in-

nocent—sends a good reputation

to join a bad character in hope
of momentary reward—well, she

too may be legally honest: but
it's just as well to watch her;

for no woman worth powder to

blow her to perdition ever did
or ever will carry such a case
into court. When a woman's
heart Is really hurting her
money is not going to help it;

when she's truly sorry for her
sin she tells her troubles to the
Lord instead of to policeman and
reporters."

ON PROHIBITION
"There is not a single plea

put forth by the Prolans that
will stand analysis—not one.
Some men go crazy because of
"red-eye," and more because of
religion. Shall we, therefore,
knock in the heads of our bar-
rels and bum our Bibles ? If
there were no liquor there would
be no drunkards, and if there
were no wealth there would he
no robbers. If there were no food
there would be no gourmands,
and if there were no offices
there'd be no Jim Crow politi-
cians. If there were no gold
there'd be no "reserve fund"
and if there were no women
there'd be no rape-fiends. Tf

there were no water nobody
would be drowned, so I move
that we abolish that favorite
drink of donkey. The crying
need of this country is a gold-
cure for the Prohibition craze.

"

Those who knew Brann, the Iconoclast—those tens of thousands ./ho read his writings

in the dim past—will hail this announcement with unbounded enthusiasm. For to them
Brann needs no introduction. No one who has ever read a single paragraph of Brann'

s

will ever forget his wizardry of words, his unflinching courage, his magic of expression.

Heretofore only two small volumes of Brann's writings were available. Thousands clamored
for them—and then wrote the publishers for more. Alas, the balance of Brann's writings

seemed lost. But recently the entire recorded writings of Brann, the Iconoclast, were un-
covered in his old home at Waco,. Texas. And now they have been placed in 12 hand-
some volumes—3300 pages. Brann lives again. His flaming spirit will again startle the
world.

AH the Fire and Magic From

the Pen of the Wizard of Words
When Brann struck, the world gasped in amazement. The guilty discovered in their

crime, struggled hopelessly to escape—the wicked, exposed in* their shame, hung their

beads with dishonor. Society was startled, shocked, astounded. They tried to stop him
—the press, the pulpit, the rich, the powerful attempted to check his tempestuous course.
But nothing could quench the fierce flame of independence that burned within his breast

—

nothing could daunt the spirit that knew no fear, no compromise, no retreat. In Brann's
hand a pen became an instrument of destruction that wrought the crashing havoc of a
cyclone—again it became as a scourge of scorpions that flayed to the raw'—or again it was
a gleaming rapier that pierced swiftly, cleanly, fatally. Sometimes it was a harpoon with
a hundred prongs of wit and satire and humor—sometimes it became a pliant brush that
painted pictures of pure beauty. It could be rough as a wild beast's claw, or gentle as a
mother's caress, portentous as the voice of doom, or light as the play of love, solemn as
the pronouncement of judgment, or sparkling as the soul of wit. And now you may have
all that Brann wrote—without sending a .penny in advance.

SEND NO MONEY!
If you act now, you can take advantage of this first edition

price and the publishers' introductory otter. Simply send yi

name and address on the coupon and the complete works will
be forwarded to you at once, securely packed in a wooden
box.
Each of the twelve volumes contains 320 pages, mak-

ing a total of over 3S00 pages, printed in clear,
readable type on Bangalore wove antique finish paper,
size of page 5J£ by 7K inches. The volumes
are gold topped, silk banded, uniformly hound
in rich green Flaenweave cloth with backs
illuminated in full gold decorative stamp
and ornamental frame on side. Thii
beautiful twelve volume set will be
sent to you entirely at our risk
and expense, for five days' free
examination. If. at the end
of that time, you decide
that you do not want to

1-eep the set, you are at
liherty to return it and
the trial will not have
cost you a cent. If you
keep the set as you doubt-
less will, pay for it on the
amazingly easy terms of your own
selection as shown on the coupon.
But you must send the coupon f

your set quickly—now—before it is too
late, for this first edition will soon be
gone and then the price will have to
increased.

The BRANN PUBLISHERS, Inc.

Dept. 4411, 130 East 25th St., New York. N. Y

Brann, the Iconoclast

A FEW CHAPTERS

A Pilgrimage to Perdition
Mankind's Mock-Modesty
Is Civilization a Sham?
Speaking of Gall
A Sacred Leg Show
Satan Loosed for a Seasor
Potiphar's Wife
A Voice from the Grave
The Mouth ot Hell
The American Middle Mar
A Disgrace to Civilization
Some Cheerful Liars
From the Gods to the Gutte?
The Children of Poverty
Balaam's Ass
The Woman Thou Gavest Mi
Evolution or Revolution
Driven to the Devil
The Seven Vials of Wrath
Adam and Eve
The Professional Reformer
Fake Journalism
Rainbow Chasers
A Social Swim
The Law of Love
A Prize Idiot of the Earth
The Typical American Tov-fl

Glory of the New Garter
Coining Blood into Booth-
The Footlights Favorites
Hunting for a Husband
The Deadly Parallel
Thou Shalt Not
The Old Maids Auction
The Age of Consent
The A. P. A. Idiocy
Atheists and Ignorance
The Beauteous Rebecca
Cupid vs. Christ
Currency and Common Sens*
The Curse of Kissing
English As She is Spokt
Favorite Falsehoods
Garters and Amen Groan.
The Gold Brick Game
Her Beautiful Eyes
Homily or Hell
Jingos and Jabberwockj
Labor Unions
A Maid's Mistake
Morality vs. Religion
Sassiety in New York Cltv
A New Sassiety Sheet
Wanted—a Word
Panic and Its Lessons
Poor Old Texas
Perfumes of Passion
The Unwritten Law
A Very Bsd Streak
The Single Tax

and hundreds ot
others treating
on every subject
you can think
of.

'FREE
Examination
Coupon

THE BRANN PUBLISHFRS, Inc.

Dept. 4411, 130 East 25th St., New York

f Gentlemen : Send me the 12 volumes of

Brann (complete) prepaid. 1 will eirbti

return the books in 5 days after I recei «

them or will send you payments as checked IB

the square below, until 527 in all has been paid.

§2 after 5 days. S5 a month for 5 months.

ST after 5 days. $10 a month for 2 months.
nt if cash in full is sent after 5 days' free examination.
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FREE
THIS BOOK
Is Just What You Need

Whether your ambition is to write and sell photo-
plays, short stories, poems, popular songs, maga-
zine articles, or any other kind of manuscript, this
book is an invaluable help to you. The Key To
Successful Writing contains Sixty-five Helpful Sug-
gestions On How To Write And Sell Manuscripts.
Compiled by W. L. Gordon, successful well-known
writer, editor and publisher. Practically every
fundamental rule that every writer must know is

covered clearly and concisely. These suggestions
are serving as a guide to hundreds of Ambitious
Writers and helping them conquer the pitfalls on
the Road To Success. It is filled with invaluable
helpful and instructive information that you Need
and Must know to succeed 1

Important Things You Must Know
The Key To Successful Writing is Free to You!
it discusses the Proper Preparation of Manuscripts
to Command the Attention of Editors: Writers'
Ethics; Editorial Criticism; Prices to Demand for
Your Manuscript; Value of Plot; How to Reach
the Climax; the Dangers of Plagiarism; Choosing
Good Titles; Selection of Proper Words: Errors to
Avoid; Importance of Action; Studying the Market;
Publishing on Royalty Basis: What Constitutes a
Successful Writer, and many other vital hints nec-
essary to your success. As an Ambitious Writer You
need this book I

Today Is Your Opportunity
The ability to write does not come over night. It
must be learned just as you learned reading,
writing and 'ritlimetic. Numerous photoplays and
hundreds of stories in leading magazines are being
written daily by people like Yourself who were
fascinated by literary work. They mastered the
Fundamental Principles of successful writing and
led on by successes have increased their incomes by
thousands of dollars and now enjoy Fame And
Fortune. Apply the principles outlined in this
helpful book and You too may reacli the goal of
success.

THis BooK Is Free
Thousands of men and women have already re-
ceived this book—now in its second edition. Make
sure of getting this book. This Is Your Opportunity.
We know tbat You will find this book an inspira-
tion. Don't hesitate, there is no charge and you
are placed under no obligations. Send your ad-
dress Today and the book will be sent by return
mall Postpaid. Absolutely Free.

ATLAS PUBLISHING COMPANY
540 Butler Bldg. Cincinnati, Ohio

CUT YOUR
OWN HAIR /g
WELL GROOMED
MEN CHOOSE
THEIR OWN TIME,
PLACE AND STYLE
—CUT THEIR OWN
HAIR WITH A

COWAN
Master Barber
HAIR CUTTER

Simple as A B C ?£l tV$FS
through your hair. Done in a few minutes. Time
saved lots of money too, at the price for hair cuts
nowadays. You ought to see some of the letters we
get from people who said it "couldn't be done" and are
now convinced that it can be done.

Write for particulars and prices
of this great invention in use three
years by over 10,000 men, bovs
and mothers. Satisfaction
Guaranteed or Money refunded.

Agents and Dealers wanted

COWAN HAIR-CUTTER CO.

Dept. 201 Kansas City, Mo.

Advertising Section

Hints for Scenario Writers

Continued from page 10

Not all literary workers have dis-

dained motion pictures. The major-
ity of the writers have cooperated.

But to the few even to this day that

ridicule motion pictures and their

makers, and yet cater to the movie
market, well—the less said the soon-
est mended.

Don't

"Borrow"

When you run
across an old maga-
zine in the attic,

which carries a story

you have never seen
on the screen, whose copyright you
think is long since expired, and you
think the plot, worked over, will

make you a good offering for the
pictures—well, don't borrow it.

Stick to your own originality and
do not lean on some one else's im-
agination. Readers now employed
in the scenario departments are
widely read, and through long prac-
tice usually can detect borrowings.
And if you are once detected or sus-

pected of taking the ideas of others

and reworking them, you might as
well forget the art of picture-play

writing. You are blacklisted. And
even if you should sell a "borrowed"
story, and it were produced, some
one would be sure to recognize where
it came from, and to tell the editor

who bought it. One of the most
talented of continuity writers has
gotten nowhere because of his pro-
pensity for filching the work of
others. No matter how good this

author's work may be, a subtitle or
a scene or an action is sure to de-
velop that has appeared in old film

releases, or in some novel or short
story. As a consequence this author
suffers. I have referred to this

writer before as a man who sub-
mitted a story to me once which I

liked and would have purchased had
he had a good reputation. But, after

a consultation with the producer with
whom I was associated, we decided
that it was not worth taking a chance
on.

As to

Westerns

Recently we told

you that Western
stories, about the

gunmen, the wagon
trains, the gold seek-

ers, et cetera, were drugs on the for-

eign market. Yet editorial friends
inform me that the Western plot is

preponderate in the mails. Don't
write them. They are not good for

export. The exportation of Ameri-
can movies is a big and lucrative

business, and stuff not good for ex-

port will not be purchased.

Submit your Song-Poems on any subject for our advice.^^M
We revise poems, compose music of any descrip- .w'j 'a^th
tioksecure copyright and employ original U^rnmula
methods for facilitating FREEftBUCA-^-flrt SuMauWiNSTRue.
TION OR OUTRIGHT SALE OF SONGS^J^^ 1^^^^^
rn

D
f

R
D\

M ' 5 SUCC^5FUI-^^^H!*^niETRuTu coNctmiNG every brakh
CONCERNSGUARANTEE-^-j

JJ .p-^IFTMIS E35ENTULAND FAClNATING PROTESS

Of SATISFAC-^tjT'J M-^IONJIIE GREAT UORK ACCOMPLISHED BY THE PCS

JLAR 50N6 IN WINMNGTHE UWR 15 ONLY AN INDEX TO DIE MOO

LMj)>*WIOERSC0PEANO GREATER OPPORTUNITIESAFFORDED BY PEACE.

£1>> KN1CKERB0CKER STUDIOS201 Gaiety Buxl.N Y. CiTK

Select your own
subject, then sub-
mit your poem to

us. We write the
music andguaranteepublication. LEO
FRIEDMAN, Composer to the Amer-
can people is at the head of our staff. Among
his great successes are "MEET ME TONIGHT
IN DREAMLAND," "LET ME GALL YOU
SWEETHEART." Sales ran into the millions

of copies. Send srs a poem today.

SetoD Music Co., 920 S. Michigan, Dtpt. BltflChic.gc
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What the Fans Think
On different subjects concerning the screen, as revealed by letters

selected from our mail pouch.

A Word in Behalf of Holland.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I want to say a word for my own coun-
try, that I never see reproduced on the
screen in the States—Holland.
Pardon my egotism, but where can more

beautiful scenery be found? Where more
beautiful, more picturesque, and more
colorful people?
Der Nederlanden is noted for its land-

scape, but never do you a picture see

wherein its beauties are enfolded. Why ?

Why does not some producer tell a
story of us? It does not have to be of
the wooden-shoe Dutch fisher. The
Hague is one of the most cosmopolitan
cities in the world. We have stores that
rival Fifth Avenue and the Champs
Elysees ; our Klanerstraat, with its bright-

restaurants and goodly crowds thronging
in from Germany, France, and the Brit-
ish Isles. Go into North Holland and see
the children with hair like the sun play-
ing by the canals.

The Dutch have romance, too. You
should see the Minas and the Haans by
the side of the mill, a-skating on the
Grand Canal.

Please, Mr. American Producer, do not
forget the Hollander.
Wilhelmina Bok—Rotterdam, Holland.

What the Small Town Thinks About It.

To the Editor.of Picture-Play Magazink
I have just discovered something aboi't

myself. I am intellectually inferior. My
power of appreciation is nil. Why? Be-
cause I live in a small town.

Griffith and Fox have just made the
announcement that two of their latest and
biggest productions will be shown in none
but the largest theaters in the largest cit-
ies until 1923. When that time comes,
the insignificant population of the smaller
cities will be allowed to view the holy
works.

Press-agentism it may be. It may also
be the truth. It is quite possible that it

may be either, both, or neither. In any
event, there can be only two effects which
such an announcement can have on a
small-town resident.
One effect was voiced by a young lady

who said the other day, after reading the
disconcerting announcement. "Oh. I'm just
crazy to see 'Way Down East!'" And
many fans will think similarly; then the
press agents will smile. The other por-
tion of the fans will be somewhat ad-
verse to paying a high price to see a
photoolay two years old when there is
something else in town much newer,
cheaper, and perhaps just as enjovable.
That class of persons will say: "Go to
that old thing? Why, everybody has for-
gotten all about that long ago! I'm going
to see Dick Barthelmess in a new one."
And who can blame them?
The motive behind this plan is evident:

the_ producers want to create an intense
desire to see the photoplay on the part
pf the people who are now deprived of
n\ so that when it comes to town they
will tear down the theater getting in.
But it is not an easv matter to dictate
to the American people what they can
see and what they cannot. I say the
American people because America isn't
confined to New York alone; it is spread

out all over the country. The masters
of the world of films will find it a hard
task to become masters of the world of
fans. And there is one thing they should
never forget : that public favor, like love,

is a proud beggar. It will not plead for
long.

The action taken by these two film

magnates is absurdity itself. It is noth-
ing more or less than "the public be
damned"—and the "damned" made pub-
lic. The great majority of film fans do
not live in New York or San Francisco
or Chicago or all of them together. The}1

live in the hundreds of Higginsvilles and
the scores of Elwoods. It is plainly a
case of trying to play to the grand stand,
but in their excitement of having done
something good these producers are per-
forming to the bleachers.

It may be that they are working on the
old saying that New York makes or
breaks a production. It was this fear of
making- or breaking that kept Galli-Curci
from the great metropolis. The differ-

ence between "Way Down East" and
Galli-Curci is that there is but one of the
latter, but scores of the former. It would
be as absurd for the phonograph people
to say, "Galli-Curci's records will be sold
in none but the very largest stores in the
very greatest cities until several years
have passed."

Isn't it rather ungrateful, Mr. Griffith,

after the use of your method of "trying
it out on the dog?" If you followed your
regular tactics, you went to some out-
of-the-way hamlet with your masterpiece,
you stationed note takers here and there
in the audience, you had them jot down
comments heard during the showing of
the pictures, and you revised your prod-
uct according to the comments. Accord-
ing to the comments of small-town peo-
ple. Then you carried your great work
to New York, placed a price of ten dol-
lars a seat on the premier performance,
and denied it to_ the people who helped
you make the picture. You deny them
the pleasure of seing the old stars they
like to see and the new ones they want to
see. You decide to show your helpers
the pictures after the old stars are for-
gotten and the new stars are old. It isn't

fair!

And if the dog wasn't given the op-
portunity to yelp at "Way Down East,"
you have the memory of the great suc-
cesses of "The Birth of a Nation" and
"Hearts of the World" to keep you awake
at nights. That is, if

But the small-town folk are glad. They
are glad that some one has produced some-
thing which is so magnificent and splen-
did that it is past their stunted minds to
comprehend. Glad because those persons
who by chance live in a larger city have
the brain power and appreciation for
qualification to view the master work;
yea, even the chimney sweeps and the
sewer diggers in those large cities are
their betters ! Glad because, after the pic-

ture has cooled and been forgotten, they
will be allowed to view, at a prohibitive
price, a picture made once upon a time
by somebody thev have forgotten about.
When the small town at last has the

opportunity to see "Way Down East" it

will look upon it as it looks upon the
aged Chaplins—it will go see a new one.

TheWoman
{ YouWere ^
MeanttoBe!

ONCE upon a time there was a
girl child who grew up with
the secret of joyful living. Like

all heroines, she was beautiful, with
the beauty of clear skin, bright eyes,

a graceful figure, and soft, thick hair.

Because she was perfectly happy and
healthy in mind and body, she was never
melancholy, never over-tired. Always she
radiated that magnetic force the world
calls charm. From the many suitors who
surrounded her, she chose the man she
loved. The care of children and a house-
hold, that came with the years, never
dimmed her radiant charm.
She filled her place in the world joyfully

and efficiently, and kept her youthful
spiritsand vigor all her life.

The Charm of

Women of 40
Her way of life is revealing the secret to

women everywhere. Tired, discouraged
wives and mothers, who feel their beauty
fading, are finding in it the means ot re-

newing their youthful health and charm.
Girls are increasing their natural attrac-
tions a hundredfold. Simply by living the
new way and giving a little special care
where it is needed, you, too, can make
yourself the woman you were meant to be.

The secret is not a rigorous course of
treatment or of tiresome exercise. It is

a simple, easy and delightful way to live

which works wonders in a short time. It

develops the full force of your personality,
mental and physical. By following a few
simple directions, you will find yourself
becoming serene, well-poised, alert, as well
as healthier, happier and more charm-
ing every day.

101 Practical Suggestions
Yon will learn, at once, a number of simple,

effective things — how to attract, interest and
charm the people you meet—the secret of fascin-
ating eyes — and how to make people strive to
please you. You know the charm of beautiful
hair, soft, colorful complexions and eyes full of
expression. You will learn how to make your
skin and eyes and hair the things of beauty they
ought to be. And all the time your mind and
body will be growing in that deep, underlying
health and vitality which is the precious secret
of happiness and charm.

fc,
InvestigateToday^

Simply send your name and address and we
will send you FREE a laseinating book on this

new way of life, prepared for distribution by the
Olympian Society. This great society stands for
a better mode of living for the human race.
Hundreds of happy women have proved its

worth. Learn how easy it is to be healthy, happy
and charming, in spite of the cares of children
and a home, or the strain of social life. Many
vital problems of married life and motherhood
made clear. Be the woman Nature intended yoa
to be. There is no obligation. Send coupon now.

OLYMPIAN SOCIETY
14 E. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 1752 • Chicago

OLYMPIAN SOCIETY
14 E.Jackson Blvd., Dept. 1752. Chicago

Please send me the free book describing the new way
of life which will help me to become healthier, hap-
pier, and more beautitul. There is no obligation to me.

XT _ (Miss)Name (Mrsj

Address.
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"AH Right Then-
I'll Go To Hell!"

"It was awful thoughts and awful
words, but they were said and I let them
stay said."

It had felt good to be all washed clean
of sin and to be able to pray—but Huck
couldn't tell on Old Jim no matter how
sure it would make him of going to
Heaven.

So he tore up the note and swore he
would never reform again. He would
steal Jim out of slavery, he would—and
if he could think up anything worse, he'd
do that too. As long as he was going to
hell anyway, he might as well make it
worth while.
Who ever knew the heart of a boy as does

MARK TWAIN
12 Volumes

At a Low Price.
Humor— Biography— History—Travel— Boys'

Stories—Essays—Novels

What has America contributed to the classics
of the world? The answer comes in one great,
swelling chorus. From the Golden Gate to China's
Wall—from Alaska to the Australian Bush—from

the stately harbor of New York to the
hot, burning, colorful harbor of
Singapore—from the Argentine to the
English Channel—from the Hebrides
to the Mediterranean—the answer
rings firm and clear—MARK TWAIN.

FREE--REX BEACH
5 Volumes

Rex Beach is the most popular
writer of thrilling stories living to-
day. He is the man who knows, as
no other, the big outdoors, that is the
Klondilie.

Plenty of humor—plently of scrap-
ping—big. raw-boned men who can
whip their weight in wild cats—the
women these men fight for and die
for—all these you will find in Rex
Beach's vivid, human novels.

Only a Few Sets FREE
Rex Beach now costs you $2.00 for

each volume in the book store. But
we have made a small special edi-
tion and so as long as this small spe-
cial edition lasts you can have 5
volumes—about $10.00 worth of
books—absolutely free.

Rex Beach has sacrificed much of
his royalty so that we can do this
on one edition.

If you are prompt you can get your
set free. If you are too late we will
return the coupon—But don't wait.

Send coupon for both sets for ex-
amination.
Send no money—Just the coupon.
Send it at once.

Harper & Brothers, 106 Franklin Square, New York.
Send me, all charges prepaid, a set of Mark Twain

In 12 volumes, illustrated, bound in handsome green
cloth, stamped in gold, and Rex Beach in 5 volumes,
bound in red cloth, free. If not satisfied. I will re-
turn them at your expense, otherwise I will send you
$1.50 within 5 days and $2.00 a month for 14 months.

Name

Address

Occupation P.P 2-21
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For who would suppose that Griffith
would remain idle for two years—and
who would suppose he would use the
same tactics with every picture that he
is using with his latest?

Well, if there is a new Griffith in town
at the same time that "Way Down East"
plays, I'll go to see the new one. I have
no. taste for ancient history.
Frederick C. Davis—St. Joseph, Missouri.

From a Friend in the Phillipines.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
Nothing rave over my mind now a days

as to write an appreciation of Elsie Fer-
guson. Perhaps no other star please me
so well as she. She is my dearest star,

my always beloved Elsie. When I see
her name in electric lights, it means gay-
ety for me. We are always, sophisticated,
gasping for more Ferguson productions.
"Eyes of the Soul" is her latest picture

we have seen here.
As to Elsie Ferguson, she is what the

poets termed the "Uncrowned Queen."
She is slender with all her human charms.
She is dainty, delicate, and elusive. The
sweet waves of her beautiful hair reminds
me of the sweet charms of music, her
distinguished beauty reminds me of beau-
tiful women as Mary Stuart and Heloise,
whom the poets have dedicated so many
of their long love poems. And her smiles
reminds me of "love" with all its caresses.
I do not exaggerate when I say she is

the most accomplished emotional actress
of the screen, neither do I, when I say
she is the most beautiful, not only beauti-
ful, but charmingly beautiful. Surely, it

is Elsie Ferguson who made the movies
worth while to me.

Carlos Bernabe—Manila, P. I.

The Stars Should Send Send Their
Photos!

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
In last month's issue of your magazine

I read with interest the article entitled
"Letter-Writing Lunacy." I would like

the star to know what the fans think in

regard to this matter. I do not think
it unreasonable to ask a star to send a
photograph, in view of the fact that we
support the stars' popularity by going to
see them regularly. If it were not for
the following that the stars have, they
would not receive the enormous salaries
that they are reported to receive, and in

view of the fan's interest in the star, I

think that they should be willing and glad
to send the fan a picture. Of course, it

would be unreasonable to expect a large,

autographed photo without sending a re-
mittance to cover this expense, but a
small photo, not necessarily autographed,
should, I think, be sent free of charge
to a fan who has sent in a sensible letter

to a star.

G. R. O.—E'vansville, Indiana.

Concerning Our Screen Heroes.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
You seem to receive a good many let-

ters about the handsome heroes who ap-
pear each month in a picture just like last

month's and who, although they are good
to look at, have comparatively little act-
ing ability. Now I want to say something
about the men whom I consider the best

actors on the screen. They are, first, John
Barrymore; second. Bert Lytell ; and,
third, Richard Barthelmess. They are all

three good-looking, but they are also fine

actors. John Barrymore, in "Doctor
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," set a standard in.

acting for the screen which has never
been reached before or since. Bert Lvtell

was good in "Boston Blackie" and "Alias

Jimmy Valentine," but in "The Right of
Way" and "The Price of Redemption"
his acting was second only to Mr. Barry-
more's. And any one who has seen Rich-
ard Barthelmess in "Broken Blossoms,"
"Scarlet Days," or "The Idol Dancer"
agrees that he, too, is one of our best
screen actors. Let us hope he will keep
up the good work after he has left Mr.
Griffith and continue playing character
parts instead of the usual juvenile leads.

Of course, they are not the only mo-
tion-picture actors I like—I always enjoy
seeing Thomas Meighan, Douglas Mc-
Lean, Gaston Glass, and lots of others

—

but I think that those three have given
something real to the screen. John Bar-
iy-more, especially, is absolutely wonder-
ful. Joan Harcourt—Chicago, Illinois.

Aunt Betsy Speaks Her Mind.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I wish the producers would begin fea-

turing the names of all of the important
members of their casts instead of just the

name of the star, for oftentimes there

are several in the cast who can put the

star out of sight. In "Other Men's
Wives" Holmes E. Herbert put the lead-

ing man, Forrest Stanley, entirely in the

shade. In "The Round Up," Edward
Sutherland scored heavily, though he was
not mentioned when the picture was ad-
vertised. In "Humoresque," Vera Gor-
don carried off the honors. In "Soldiers

of Fortune," Philo McCullouRh stood out
strongly, though not mentioned in the

cast, and so on. I am tired of these ever-

lasting stars.

Aunt Betsy—New Haven, Connecticut.

High Praise for Norma Talmadge.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I noticed a very interesting letter in the

September number of your magazine
from "A Nazimovite."
The writer evidently is a sincere wor-

shiper of Nazimova, and shows good
taste by being one.

However, I beg to differ with the writer

in one regard. I confess that the late

Olive Thomas would have been quite lost

in the role of "The Brat" and Mary Pick-

ford would certainly be quite at sea as

Eve. Norma Talmadge, however, would
most assuredly not be lost in the role

of Joline in "Revelation."
I do not mean to say that I don't ap-

preciate Nazimova's artistic ability, but I

do mean to say that I consider Norma
Talmadge the very finest and most capa-

ble actress on the screen to-day, with ab-

solutely no exceptions.

Charlotte Nas—Richmond, Virginia.

In Defense of Dorothy Qish.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
After reading the "fan" letters to you

for many months in your magazine, I have
decided to voice my opinion regarding
Dorothy Gish. There are so many peo-
ple everlastingly making fun of her, and
I am writing in protest. One evening
while viewing my idol at the movies, I

overheard two girls remark about Dot
being a "nut," also a few other unkind
remarks. I should not have permitted
myself to take heed of such shallow

views, yet it hurt me deeplv to hear my
favorite silversheet queen beine- slandered
and accused of being insane. That is

only one instance of quite a few I hear.

Clever little Dot has just as much right

to exercise her talent as anv other actress,

and I defy any-of the -"ingenue" types to
attempt even the roles peppv Dot takes.

Some people must be ardent pessimists
when they can't get a laugh out of Dot's



Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and

guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

son^-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Mail your

song-paem on love, peace, victory or any^

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS

224 Fitzgerald Bldg.. Broadway al Times Square. NEW YORK

Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a

LAN DON V,
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skilledplayerof pian* or orpan
yourownhume, at one-quarter usual
cost. Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method 13 endorsed by leading musi-

iservatories. Successful 25 years. Play
: piece in every key, within 4 lessons.

Scientific yet easy to understand Fullv illus' rated. For betrinners or
teachers, ol i or younic. All music free. Diploma granted. Write
today for free book. "How to Leant Piano." M. L. Quinn
Conservatory, Studio JN, 598 Columbia Rd, Boston. 25. Mass .

COPYTHISSKETCH,
and let sps what you can do with
It. Many newspaper artists earn-
ing $30.00 to S200.00 or more per
week were trained by my personal
individual lessons by mau.
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WRITE A SONG
You can do it, Experience not necessary.

Write about Love, Mother, Home, Childhood,
Patriotic, Comic, or any subject and send
words to me at once. 1 compose
music and guarantee publication.

EDWARD TRENT, 655 Reaper BlocK, Chicago
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Here They Are!
Real Photographs of Motion
Picture Stars (Z\-,*llS) for

your room or den or for your
f riends.
5c. each: 6

S^nd y*ur order to-day with
mone.-order or currency to

EGBERT BROS.
Dept. P, Boena Vista & Temple Streets. Lo< Anseles. Ca

CJW,

getontheStage
I Tell You How! Stage Work and Cabaret

Entertaining successfully taupht by mail. Your BIG
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antics. I would like to see more letters

on this subject.

A Girl from Homestead, Pennsylvania.

From a Serial Fair.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I saw two letters to the editor in the

December Picture-Play which I do not
agree with. The one says Mary Pick-
lord can play "kid'' parts better than any
one else. I think that Lillian Gish plays
them better than Mary does.
The other letter, which I object to much

more, says that Edith Johnson can never
be good in serials because she is too timid.

Any one who sees her act on the screen
doesn't know what he is talking about
when he says that. She does lots of things
that timid people would not do. I am a
serial fan, too, and have a great many
favorites among the serial stars ; but, next
to Pearl White, I think Edith Johnson is

the best.

Another Serial Fan—Tiffin, Ohio.

Straight from the Heart.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I often read "What the Fans Think,"

and now I want to write about what I

think.

I think Theda Bara is the darlingest,

sweetest, and best "vamp" in the whole
wide world. ~. I just idolize her. But I

wish she wouldn't play those vampire
roles. To me she seems far too pure
and good. Maybe it is silly of me to think
so, as I don't know much about her, yet
there is something about her that makes
me think so. Thed's Worshiper.

More Movie Myths
By Agnes Smith

That all tears shed on the Screen

are really glycerine.

That all emotional actresses have
black hair.

That blond hair and blue eyes are

a sign of innocence.

That a woman under five feet six

inches in height never grows up,

emotionally or mentally.

That all men with noble hearts and
high ideals are handsome.

That all fine ethical points may be

settled by a fist fight.

That no good ever comes of a

j

city girl moving to the city.

That all actresses live in cute lit-

tle bungalows and go horseback rid-

ing every morning.

That all directors have mean dis-

positions.

That ah vampires are nice girls off

the screen and good to their mothers.

That all villains are happily mar-
ried.

That no star is as young as she

says she is.

That all men and women starring

teams are secretly married.

That Constance Talmadge is en-

j

gaged.

That all press agents are liars.
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A Girl's Adventures in Movieland
The first installment of a real fan's experiences in discovering the world behind the screen.

By Ethel Sands

IT'S funny how things will be just going on in a drab
sort of fashion, and then all of a sudden something
wonderful will happen, that simply changes your

whole life. That was the way with me; I'd been going
to school and reading library

books and spending my allow-

ance on tickets to the movies
—and then right out of a

clear sky came a letter from
the editor of Picture-Play,
saying that he'd been inter-

ested in the letters I'd writ-

ten to the magazine, and that

he'd decided that I was a

typical fan. And he went on
to say that he'd like to have
me come to New York and
go to the different studios,

.

meeting- the stars, seeing how
pictures are made—all that

sort of thing—and then write
down my impressions of what
I saw for Picture-Play.

Well, you can imagine how
excited I was. Think of it—I'd been going to pictures

all my life, and had read everything I could get about
them ; in fact, I'd done everything that a fan can do,

but as for really seeing the stars, why, that was beyond
my wildest dreams, it was like having somebody offer

Would You Have Felt This Way?
"Didn 't I get an attack of stage fright ! I felt

the way Charlie Ray acts in his pictures. It was
terrible. I'd always wished for an opportunity
to tell some player how much I enjoyed his

screen work, and here I was, sitting in a little

rig they used in the pictures, with a perfectly

handsome leading man to talk to, and it seemed
so unreal that I acted like a dummy. I just

couldn't talk."

That's how one fan felt at first meeting a

star. And if you read all of her story you'll

find that her impressions and feelings—which
might have been yours—were quite different

from those of other writers in many ways.
Next to a personal trip through the studios,

we know of no more vivid way of peeping
behind the rcreen than by following this series.

me a mi'lion dollars, or give me three wishes, or any
of the things they do in fairy stories. I just almost

burned up with excitement. And when I went down
to the post office to mail my letter to the editor I

couldn't help being sort of
surprised to find the stores all

open and everybody going
along just the way thev al-

ways do. It seemed as if the

whole town should have been
changed.

My adventures began a few
days later. The first thing the

editor had arranged for me
after my arrival was a trip

to see the village that had
been built down on Long
Island for "Sentimental

Tommy." Louise Williams,
who writes for Picture-
Play, and who went with me
on all my trips, took me up
to the Famous Players-Lasky
offices in New York—and

really, a fan has no idea how much there is to the

movie business. Those big offices, with the rows of

desks, and men and women all so busy, some cutting

cbnpmgs out of newspapers, some writing, others tele-

phoning or looking over pictures from the different
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productions— it all seemed so businesslike, making vou
realize that motion pictures are a large industry as

well as an entertainment.

I was introduced to several press agents, who really

were good-looking enough to make you wonder why
they weren't taking leading parts in pictures themselves.
I'd heard of press agents, of course, and had always
wondered what they did; now I've decided that they
do just about everything. They write stories about
their stars, give out all sorts of information, send pic-

tures to the papers and magazines, act as guides around
their studios—in fact, it always seemed to be the press
agent that did things for us, I found.

Pretty soon a young man they said was the studio
press agent, who was to take charge of us, arrived and
led us downstairs to a spacious limousine, and we piled
in and sped off. I felt like some important star myself,
and I kept wondering what my fellow fans back home
would say if they could see me speeding up Park Av-
enue—right past the apartment house ' where Norma
Talmadge lives—in grand style. It made me just gasp
when I thought of all the times I've sat out "in front,"
ever since the days when they showed pictures to en-

tertain between the acts of
stage plays, and of how I've

gone through all the stages of
imitating the stars, having
crushes on my favorites, writ-
ing letters to them, and col-

lecting photos; to think of
how long I've been just a
regular fan, and then to have
this chance to meet the peo-
ple I've raved about

!

The people with me were
talking about them just as if

they were regular people;
the press agent—Mr. Mc-
Farland, who was very
polite and nice—was tell-

ing about a fight they'd

had at the studio a few
nights before, for a pic-

ture of Constance Bin-
ney's, and how they'd

turned fire hose on
the men who were
fighting, and kept
them there all night

;

apparently he didn't

think it was any-
thing to get excited

over. Miss Williams
asked who'd be working
at the Famous Players

studio later in the week,

and he named a lot of

stars—Tommy Meigh-
an, Alice Brady, Con-
stance Binney, Dor-
othy Dalton, and Billie

Burke—it simply took

I

my breath away.

I

.You'd have thought
they were just ordi-

nary people, he was
so casual about it.

We crossed a bridge

over to Long Island, stopping

/ saw them take a scene in. the in-

terior of the Painted Lady's house.

at the big studio, where we collected a camera man with
a "still" camera in a sort of canvas valise. The new
Famous Players-Lasky studio is certainly a handsome
affair; it's a large, white building, and when you con-
sider that such stars as Billie Burke and Dorothy Dal-
ton make their pictures there—well, it certainly did im-
press me.
From there we drove through a suburban part of

the city till we came to a short country road, where
we turned back into a secluded, rolling part of the
country. There the car stopped on a little hill, and we
went down the slope right into the midst of the most
charming little village in Scotland that ever was seen
out of a picture frame.

It was perfectly wonderful!
The winding road with its quaint stone walks, the

charming little cottages with straw-thatched roofs, with
homy little curtains at the windows and flower boxes
and benches outside by the doors in neat little yards

—

even to clothes hanging on a line in the back yard of
one of them, they were perfect, livable little cottages.

The doors on some of them looked like heavy, paneled
doors with iron rings, but they were so light that they

swung open if you just touched them. And you couldn't

help envying the actors who were playing at living in

those dear little houses. Some one said that it cost

thirty-five thousand dollars just to build this village,

and I can well believe it.

It took us a long time to take in all these things, and
by the time we had gone all over the village we were
joined by a group of newspaper writers who had been
brought out to see the set, and we were all given our
lunch in a sort of picnic style. Each person was given

a small parcel, and when you opened it there was the

lunch—all complete. On a paper plate were two sand-

wiches, one of chicken and lettuce leaves and a slice

of tomato, a boiled egg, an orange, pastry, and they

brought us coffee or milk.

As soon as we finished luncheon we spied the actors

coming over from a little wooded section, where they

said The Painted Lady's house was—she's a character

in the story. There was one young girl dressed as a
child—May McAvoy, who is Grizel in the story. I

was surprised to learn that she could be more than
ten years old, because she looked so young. And there

were two handsome-looking actors in long black coats,

and Director Robertson and his wife, a very charming
lady, who wrote the scenario from the book of "Senti-

mental Tommy." Now, I'd always had my own ideas

of what a director must be like. Once out home we
gave a school play, and a professional director from
the city came to help put it on. From the way that

man stormed at us and raved around I supposed that

all directors acted that way. But Mr. Robertson proved
how wrong I was—he is a very nice, kindly man, and
gave orders so quietly and was so chummy with the

other people that you wouldn't have dreamed he was
responsible for it all.

The company had very little make-up on—standing

a few feet away from them you could hardly detect

it. I had supposed their faces would be all covered

with bright-yellow powder, and their eyes blackened

all around, but they weren't ; some of them looked aw-
fully pink, and Miss Taliaferro looked very pretty. I'm
so glad to say that she is much younger and better look-

ing off the screen than she is on. She's tiny and very

slender, with such a young, pretty face, and her voice

is clear and sweet. Her light-brown hair was done
high on her head, and the gray-blue eyes, alwavs danc-

ing, and the dimple in her cheek, just seemed to suit

her vivacious personality. The camera doesn't do her

justice at all. She plays The Painted Lady. •
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Soon afterward the hero of the picture put in his

appearance—Gareth Hughes, who plays Tommy. He
was dressed in a very boyish costume, and his light-

brown hair was rather long, but I recognized him
immediately from his pictures ; he looks exactly like

them. He was to be sixteen years old in that part of

the picture; he said it would require some stretch of

the imagination, he supposed—but he knew better. I

think this picture is going to attract a great deal of

attention from the fans, especially the girls, because

Mr. Hughes is the type of hero that we all like so well

—young and boyish, Dick Barthelmess' style—need I

say more?
We were all sitting and standing around watching

Miss Taliaferro rehearse a scene over and over again,

when Mr. Hughes appeared and was introduced, and
right near me sat two girls who evidently lived some-
where near there and had just wandered over to watch
the people work; I heard them talking about Gareth
Hughes, and realized that they were doing just what
I would have thought I was pretty lucky to get a chance

to do a while ago—just sit and watch the people work.

They weren't introduced to any of the actors, though,

and I heard one of them say she was just dying to

meet Mr. Hughes! And I met him!
Not only did I do that, but Mr. Mc-

Farland came over to me and said, "Come
along down the road and we'll take some
pictures of you with Gareth Hughes"

—

oh, goodness, but didn't I get an attack of

stage fright ! I felt the way Charlie Ray
acts in his pictures. It was terrible. I'd

always wished for an opportunity to tell

some player how much I enjoyed his

screen work, and here I was sitting in a
little rig they used in the picture with a
perfectly handsome leading man to talk

to, and it seemed so unreal that I acted
like a dummy. I just couldn't talk.

But Mr. Hughes was very agreeable,
and told me how much he likes it out in

California, where he expects to go again
after this picture is finished. All his morn-
ing had been spent being fitted for his

costumes—the scenes they were taking that
day were the last of the part where he
appears as a boy.

Just after that they filmed the scene
where Gareth Hughes goes away from the
village, in a cart with his trunk—an old
Scotchman drove the cart, and Tommy
stood in the back and waved farewell until

the cart disappeared over the rise of the
little hill behind which the sun was set-

ting. It was a charming scene, and a
fitting fade-out for me to remember of
my first day in movieland.

The next day promised to be even more
exciting.

Imagine how I felt when the editor
said, "Well, how would you like to go
out to the new Famous Players-Lasky
studio ?"

My feelings seemed to be too big for
the rest of me, and when we started off
on the subway I wondered why the peo-
ple around didn't come
over and ask what was
the matter. But we just

rode along like ordinary
people, and finally got to

the big white stone building. Mr. McFarland was our
guide again, and he took us directly to the main floor,

which is really a great stage. It's so big that I can't

give a very definite idea of its size; it is huge like the
whole high-school lot at home, with the roof four
stories above your head

;
twenty different motion-pic-

ture companies can work there at a time, each one
with their own sets, and never get in each other's way.
The strange sputtering lights, people hurrying about,

extras made-up, parts of sets, carpenters hammering,
bells ringing for silence—then music and the click of
the camera—all this is rather confusing at first glance.

I felt lost in the bigness of it all—and I thought of
some of those girls in country towns who dream of

themselves as picture actresses, and that, if they were
suddenly set down in this great, bustling studio they'd
get frightened at the vastness of the movie game and be
satisfied to hurry back home quick. There's so much
more to it than just acting in front of a camera.
The first set where we stopped was for a Justine

Johnstone picture, and it was wonderful looking; just

what the girls back home like to think they'd love most
to be part of if they came to New York. It was for

a big dinner scene in some fashionable club, and the

set alone was almost as big as an ordinary movie

The interior scene
which thev took,

with Mabel Talia-

ferro and May.
McAvov.
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Billie Burke and I talked a lot. and she told me how
before the camera.

she feels when she's working

theater. A long' table stretched almost the entire length

of a sort of platform; the tablecloth was lavender, with
heavy lace over it, and there were heaps of pink roses

around a place in the center where Justine Johnstone
was, to come out. You could imagine a thrilling after-

the-theater party in just such a place. On the sides

were columns and velvet hangings, but they sort of
destroyed the illusion, because the columns went only
a short way up into the air and then broke off—they
were high enough so that in the picture they'd look-

as if they went to a high ceiling, but they didn't at all.

And at the back was a handsome, marblelike staircase,

winding up. The press agent said it would "shoot
splendidly." That's what they always seem to think of
in a studio, whether they talk to you about a set or
the star's clothes or hair—how it will "shoot." And
for this picture there was a complete "jazz" orchestra,
that furnished fascinating music
when the camera was turning.

That day they were only shooting
close-ups of guests in groups of

two or three. I imagine it was
supposed to be a pretty wild party
—I'm anxious to see it on the

screen and see—the men were in

evening dress and the ladies in

beautiful sleeveless, backless, and
almost frontless gowns. They looked
like such gorgeous creatures I

thought they must be leading ladies,

but I learned that most of them
were extras. Some of them had
awfully yellow hair, and others

looked like vamps; they were all acting pretty gay and
smoking cigarettes for the picture. It was the kind of

scene that shocks and yet fascinates the fans in the

small towns—high life in a wicked city. But I don't

believe it would be hard to act in a scene like that;

there is something about the atmosphere of the studio

that thrills you, and when a picture is actually being
taken, it gets into your blood, and you feel the spirit

Imagine Her Surprise!

"Suddenly the director asked me
if I'd like to act a little scene with
Miss Griffith before the camera!"
That was what happened to

Ethel Sands on her expedition to

the Vitagraph studio, which she

tells about in our next number.
And in her account, she tells how
it seems to act with a star for the

first time.

of the scene. Only I should
think the extras would hate to

take off their pretty clothes

and go back home when the

scene is over, instead of being

a part of real scenes like that

in New York.
We didn't spend much time_

on that set, though, there was
so much else to see. And I

longed to stop and look at

everything; there wasn't an
uninteresting corner in the

studio. A part of a tenement
—just the fire-escape part

—

the altar of a church, a box
from a theater, a section of

a park—when you see these

things on the screen you feel

that all the rest of the church
or the theater is there, but for

close-ups they use just a lit-

tle bit, only enough to fill in

the picture. We stopped to

look at the books in a large

living room, handsomely fur-

nished—and found they were
just hollow boxes, or copies in

which mistakes' had been
made.
On the floor below I saw

them take a scene in the interior of The Painted Lady's

house; it seemed so queer to see it here in the studio,

because the day before, miles away, I had seen the out-

side of it, in the little Scotch village. I began to see

how a picture is made—how they take all the parts

that are in one location, and then take those that are

in another. And I knew now why, as soon as they

finish taking a scene, somebody holds up in front of

the camera a little board on which is chalked the name
of the production and the number of that scene, be-

cause later, when the finished picture is put together,

they have to have the scenes all numbered so that they

will know what order they come in. They cut the film

all up and put the story together then, in the right

order.

The prevalent light in the studio makes people's faces

look sort of greenish yellow, and makes red lips look

purple. Then there are the sun-

light arcs, used outside of doors
and windows for sunshine

;
they

give a very bright, white light. Men
climb up on top of the walls of

the set and arrange smaller lights

for dark corners
;
the)- look comi-

cal, perched high up over the play-

ers' heads.

On one set they were shooting

scenes in the back room of a

saloon ; an actor dressed as a gang-

ster sat at a table in one corner,

and through the swinging door
walked—Thomas Meighan ! He is

just as big and grand looking as

his pictures, and even younger. He appears more seri-

ous than you'd expect him to be, however, and seems
very quiet—he doesn't talk much. And it looked so

funny and unnatural to see a regular man like him pick

up a mirror and powder his face

!

There was another thrill waiting for me there—for

who but Tom Forman was directing the picture ! Two
Continued on page t6
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I Behind the Guns with I nee |

| By Hunt Stromberg |
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I
CURLED up behind a giant six-inch gun
on the battleship Minneapolis, and lis-

tened to a heated discussion.

"We'll hit her amidships—"
"No, that's too conventional." This from

Thomas H. Ince, directorially clad in an old

sweater. "Captain Cook tells me that when
a ship is shelled as a rule it's hit, not amid-
ships, so that it's broken in half and sinks at

once, but gets the shot in the stern or bow.
Then flames sweep up over it—envelop it in

fire—the doomed ship goes down slowly: gets

a slow-death effect that wins your sympathy
and "

His brief sentences made me glow with an-

ticipation. I'd seen that same doomed ship

in the making, you see—for four weeks the

Ince engineering staff had been constructing
this important prop for "Lying Lips," which
features House Peters and Florence Vidor.

Florence Vidor, "Thomas H.," and some of the crew

that helped them.

Ince in directorial costume, coaching

Miss Vidor.

And now it was anchored about

five hundred yards from the bat-

tleship, with trained gunners await-

ing the word to blow it into atoms.

But it didn't exactly get blown,
after all. True, two of the Min-
neapolis' six-inch monsters cut

loose with flame and smoke, ac-

cording to schedule, but with
blank shells, and the wigwag
sailor on the man-of-war signaled

Continued on page 97



To the Generally Public.

Dear Madame: At the urgent request of myself I

have fled out here to Lo? Angeles, Calipickford, with

the idea of personally partakin' of interviews with the

bathin' beaut—eh—that is, with the variously stars of

our newest form of harmless amusement, i. c, the deaf-

and-dumb drama. I wouldst like to go on record right

here as predictin' a great future for what I have nick-

named the "movies,"' provided Mack Sennett and Al
Christie is gave the proper encouragement in their

heroic efforts to outstrip their old-fashioned rivals in

layin' bare everything connected with their success.

How the so ever, I am compelled to drop this fasci-

natin' subject for the time bein' on the account of lack

of space, the magazine only runnin' to one hundred
and fourteen pages and like as not they will want to

save both covers at the least for the experiment of

usin' a photo of a picture star on one and a advertise-

ment on the other to see how that wouldst work out

for a change.

Actin' on the principle that fools can rush in where
Los Angeles fears to tread, my first informally visit was
to the lair of Mons. Dustin Farnum. I found Dustin out

at the Robertson-Cole studio busily engaged at the tele-

phone, which instrument is very unique out here in

the as much as you can actually get the number you
ask for and the operators has much wittier comebacks
than the conventionally "Busy !" Mr. Farnum, or

Fools Ru s h In!
By H. C. Witwer

"Dusty" as he is known to his pals, was talkin' to a

admirer which had in some way got hold of his phone
number and was at his wits' end how to take the best

advantage of the same. Fin'ly after said admirer had
feinted the good-natured Mr. Farnum into answerin'
questions like, "What do you think of the League of
Nations, if at all, Mister Farnum?" "Is it true that

extry people get five hundred dollars a day. not countin'

tips, Mister Farnum?" and "Kin I come up and read
you a few of my own home-made scenarios if you ain't

goin' nowheres to-night, Mister Farnum?" The next
question was, "Are yon any relation to William Far-
num, Mister Farnum?" And the long-sufferin' Dustin
says, "Yes—I am the boy's father !" and hung up.

Well, as I had been a eve witness to the above I

decided that the time was rather unripe for interviewin',

so I made up what passes for my mind that I wouldst
simply put down here the results of my own observa-

tions of Dustin Farnum, in the other words, make this

a real "close-up," to use a expression which I have just

coined. In the first place, the feelin' used to be rife
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amongst the lay people that the average movie hero
was in the reality as mild as skim milk off the
screen and wouldst caper madly away in alarm if spoke
to in a rough voice. Well all I can say with the regard
to this, is that if that's true, then it's likewise a fact

that Niagara Falls is composed of Bevo. I have seen
some of these babies pull off fight scenes out here
which could only be fully appreciated by a guy which
has made a insultin' remark to Jack Dempsey. In the
case of Dustin Farnum, here is a big. two-fisted, good-
natured and good-lookin' he-man, which wouldst of
had a followin' whether he was a movie star or a brick-

layer. I'd hate to get in a jam with him. and I'd like

to have him in my corner if I got in a jam with some-
body else. He can flaunt a mean teacup or shake a

wicked right hook with equal precision, but his favor-
ite dish is pushin' a motor boat over the Pacific Ocean
at the break your neck speed. Dustin has just bought
a new one of these sea-goin' boilers which is capable

of skippin' the waves at from one to two miles the

minute, and he has extended me the courtesies of a

ride therein, but after my sensational adventures with
him at his workshop the chances is that I will be con-

spicuous by my absence.

A superb limousine was placed at my disposal, as

you can see by the accompanyin' photo, and with Dus-
tin as guide we made the rounds of the studio, stoppin'

at the equivalent to a tropically scene where Dustin
excused himself for a brief second to glance over the

prospectus of his next picture. Whilst wanderin' aim-
lessly about hithers and yon I come across a cactus

bush, and it immediately occured to me that as the

guy who had introduced me to my host had jokin'ly

referred to me as a humorist, I had better do somethin'

funny, or Dustin wouldst fall a prey to doubts re-

gardin' my standin'. So I cut off a leaf of this cactus,

and with great presence of mind I wittily placed it on
Dustin's chair as he was about to sit thereon.

Well, let us draw the veil over what come to the pass

followin' hard on this untoward incident, except I will

say that the next hour was the liveliest I ever spent

in my life since the day I was born, inclusive. I stepped

carelessly to a adjoinin' window waitin' for the conven-

tionally applause for the sample of high-class comedy
I had just displayed, and the next thing I knew Dustin

had grabbed me by the latter end of my coat and non-

chalantly throwed me into a practical well. Followin'

that bit of air}* persiflage, Dustin and his merry men
Continued on page 93
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| The Bookworm Turns
|

Gladys Walton gave up the study g
of astronomy to become a star. 3

By Ted Taylor

llilllll!!lll!llll!lillllllllllllll!ill!l!ll!IIIH

GEORGE, the word is 'been,' not 'bin.' Now class

!

All together say 'been.'
"

"Bin !" pronounced Eleven-A English, viva

voce.

The teacher of English literature in Jefferson High
School sighed.

"Gladys, say 'been' for the class."

Dutifully Gladys stepped into the aisle, shook her

yellow curls, and said:

"Bean."
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A boy in a back seat snickered, and wriggled a hand
in the air.

"That ain't English, that's Bostonese. That's all they

think about—beans."

"Well, it doesn't rain cats and dogs there all the time,

anyway/' flashed Gladys with ladylike disdain. Which
pointed allusion to Portland weather brought a general

snickering.

That happened in 1919.

Now for a subtitle:

EIGHTEEN MONTHS LATER.
Before an ivory-white dressing table in a boudoir

furnished in pink a young lady brushes a cascade of

yellow curls. About the room big rectangles of funny
glass tubes emit violet lights and clicking sounds. A
whirring three-legged machine has intruded on the

privacy of milady's boudoir. Several men stand about
rudely watching her.

"All right, cut!" said one of them. "Now, Miss
Gladys, that was good, but it would have bin a lot bet-

ter
"

"Mr. Harris ! 'Been,' not 'bin.'
"

"Gosh all hemlock ! That's what happens when you
direct a Boston girl. All right, it would have 'bean'

better if you'd bin a little quicker in your action."

"Oh, men are hopeless," said Gladys Walton.
Gladys is not such an awful purist in diction as she

pretends to be. She has to correct people occasionally

to maintain the tradion of the Boston-born. Of course,

it was seventeen years ago that she was Boston-born,

and it was only seven years that she was Boston-bred,

so it really doesn't matter.

When she was seven she and her mother turned
nomads of the Pullman and lived in Kansas City,

Omaha, St. Louis, Denver, and Portland.

It rained so much in Portland that Gladys came
South, where the weather gave her a chance to do some
reigning. But imagine a wren wandering into a comedy
studio and flocking with the chickens for a lark!

Imagine a Boston girl as a little ray of Sunshine
comedies

!

Gladys hadn't a flicker of a film fancy under her
curls when she completed the junior semester at Jef-

ferson High in Portland. No one had noticed her much

there, she says. She was a regular grind at Latin. Now
she lets the camera man do her grinding.

"We might run down to Los Angeles for a few days
and see your aunt and uncle," said Mrs. Walton. So
they did. And Gladys' uncle put the movie idea in

Gladys' head. Gladys thought it would be fun to see

what a studio was like and then crow over her school-

mates when she went back to school—show them that

she could do something dashing and adventuresome
even though they did awe her as an expert on orthoepy.

She went to Hampton Del Ruth and became a bath-

ing girl at twenty-five dollars a week. The work was
so interesting she forgot all about her plans to return

to Oregon in a few days. Three weeks later Mr. Del
Ruth gave her a contract as "the" leading woman.

"I guess I strutted around among the mere bathing

girls some! I met Harry Harris, then Gladys Brock-
well's camera man. One day he brought Rollin Stur-

geon to see me. Mr. Sturgeon asked why I didn't do
dramatic work. Leave Sunshine? I guess not. I

didn't know there was another studio on earth. So I

kept on there.

"Just about eight months after I'd started, the man-
ager of the studio called me into his office. We'd had
a lot of chummy chats together before. He was a nice,

gray-haired man. He said, 'What are you doing on
this lot?' Just as though he didn't know! So I told

him, and he said, 'Well ! Next week I have a surprise

for you— it's for your own good.'

"The surprise was a release of contract, but I could

stay on in stock if I wanted to.

"As Fate would have it, Mr. Sturgeon called me up
that same day and said that Eddie Lyons and Lee
Moran had a good part for me in 'La La Lucille !'

"

After the comedy with Lyons and Moran she played

the lead in "The Secret Gift," with Lee Kohlmar and
Rudolphe Christians, and then starred in "Pink Tights"
and in "The Flip Flapper."

"Sometimes I wonder if I hadn't better have returned

to school. All my schoolmates write me. One of the

teachers did, too. Now that I am in the movies she

hopes I'll always be very good, and remember the pre-

cepts she taught me

!

"Anyhow, if I didn't graduate from high school, I

did graduate from bathing suits!"

How They See Themselves
When they go to the movies the stars line up for tickets just as the rest of us do.

By Edwin Schallert

STAND back, please. You'll have to step to the

end of the line, madame."
"But that's absurd ; this is my picture, and I

don't want to wait to buy a ticket. Why, I——

"

"Yes'm, I know, but that's the rule. All these peo-

ple have been waiting some time. Now, if you'll just

step back it won't be long."

Whereupon there was an argument. The young lady

would not go to the end of the long line and wait for

ages to buy a ticket to see her own picture. She'd see

die manager. She'd show the doorman what a mistake
he'd made. And the theater patrons who'd been wait-

ing patiently for tickets, and then for a chance to get

into this one of Los Angeles' biggest motion-picture

theaters, grinned cheerfully and began laying bets on
the outcome of the squabble.

"She ain't one of the old-timers—she wouldn't act

that way if she was," the doorman confided to me
later, when the manager had duly appeared and backed
him up. "Why, we have 'em all down here, one time

or another, and say, it's a circus to see some of 'em
sneak in quick, so they won't be recognized, and others

pose around the lobby for half an hour till they collect

a crowd."

He was right. I've seen them doing it, both ways.

But however they go in, they all indulge in one little

preliminary—buying a ticket, even as you and I. I

wonder how many fans the country over realize that

the majority of the players in the films pay a good
honest admission fee. I wonder again how many will

realize that the little incident cited, while unusual, is

in no detail imaginary. In fact, it is based on an actual

happening at one of the theaters. And the young lady
in question is at this date one of our biggest stars.
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//oiv would you like to stand in line with Charles Ray, Raymond Hatton, Gloria Swanson, and Wallace Reid?

However, her knowledge may have grown with her
fame. Perhaps by this time she knows that that sort

of thing isn't done by the real old-timers. Take Bill

Hart, for instance. I remember one rainy evening
when the line of ticket buyers stretched from the box
office of one Los Angeles theater well down the street,

and Bill was standing just about at the end. The
theater's press agent came out and invited him to walk
right in, but Bill democratically declined; he said he
preferred to take his chance with the crowd. And I

venture to say that a good ninety per cent of the
screen celebrities ordinarily prefer to buy tickets, if

possible, rather than seek admission at the expense of
the house. And they are on the most friendly terms
with the management all the while. What, anyhow,
does a fifty-cent admission fee amount to in. the case of

a player who is making from five hundred to twenty
thousand dollars a week? And the lesser lights would
probably never have a shadow of a show of getting

in on a free list because there are too many of them.
On certain nights of the week, generally Monday or

Tuesday at the larger theaters, it is an interesting sight

for the newcomer in Los Angeles to look about him in

the feature theater. Perhaps he will catch a glimpse
of Louise Glaum or Enid Bennett right in the middle
of a group of everyday people. In another part of the

house will be Wallie Reid with one of his men friends.

Roscoe Arbuckle may have been sighted in front of

the theater holding a conversation from his machine
with some picture exhibitor or exchange manager.
Dozens of other stars and near stars are scattered

through the audience in the theater, making a veritable

sky full of constellations.

Of course, they really needn't come to the theaters

to see themselves or others. They can always have
recourse to the projection room at the studio. But
most of them don't care for that. It's a dismal busi-

ness at best, looking at yourself in a tiny, stuffy room,
through a fog of cigarette smoke, and seated on an un-
comfortable, backless bench.

Nearly everybody in film land likes to view himself
from a comfortable seat. He wants the musical ac-

companiment and all the adornments that go with mod-
ern film presentation, just as the fan does. In fact,

many picture players are real out-an-out picture fans.

Pauline Frederick, Enid Bennett, and Fred Niblo,

Douglas MacLean, Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler Oakman—
the latter Priscilla Dean—go to see pictures regularly.

MacLean usually takes a group of his old-time stage

friends with him. Katherine MacDonald goes very
largely attended by friends ; so does Bebe Daniels, and
she goes frequently.

A go.Qcl many of the stars go to see themselves in

the theaters because they are anxious to get the com-
ments of the crowds on their work. Charlie Chaplin

is something of a prize comment gatherer. He has
quite a habit of drifting into out-of-the-way theaters,

where old pictures of his are showing, and seating him-
self in a dark corner, so that he can listen to what the

people say. Some of the actors are regular addicts of

the comment idea. For instance, Bryant Washburn
used to pursue himself from theater to theater, taking

notes on how the people acted when his pictures were
shown. And much of the rapid development of his

work was due to this one thing. Larry Semon is an-

other comment expert. He classifies his results, and
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Just an amateur concert can amount to a good deal when Charlie Chaplin, Sid Grauman, the theater owner, Our Mary, and

Doug take a hand in it

has a regular staff of assistants who check up on the
laughs the gags bring.

Before she was married, Mary Pickford used to dash
into the First National Theater in Los Angeles, run up
the stairs, and seat herself before anybody h?.d a chance
to cry "boo \" She probably didn't want to draw a crowd.
Usually she went with her mother, and she generally

reached her seat about ten seconds in advance of Mrs.
Pickford.

Nowadays Mary sees the newest pictures at home—
usually before they're released, and on an average of

about one an evening. She and Doug have a projection
machine in their own home, and such big successes as
"Humoresque" and "The Love Flower" were shown
there long before the rest of us saw them. Gloria
Swanson and the Hayakawas are also among those who
have machines under their own roof trees.

Nobody would expect Will Rogers to follow the

general example when seeing his pictures. And Will
doesn't.

"Say, Bill ain't seen a picture of his clear through
yet," declared Charlie Aldrich, Rogers' right-hand man.
"The way he does is to get two of us fellers to go
into the projection room with him, and then he spends
an hour or so roping goats."

"But how can he rope goats in the projection room?"
I queried curiously.

"Dreams he's doin' it. Sure thing! When the pic-

ture gets going, he says to us, 'Now, boys, you watch
the screen and wake me up before the last reel's run,

because if you don't, Badger—that's Director Clarence
Badger—will catch on!'

"But the game's up now. Badger caught him snooz-

in' the other day, and he says to him : 'Bill, what's the

use of you comin' out here at all? You might as well

go home and rope your old goats as to sit here and
dream about it !' And now Bill, he's thinkin' up some
new way to get out of seein' his pictures."

In addition to this they tell that Rogers won't let

one of his pictures be released until Slickum, the Gold-
wyn bootblack, has looked it over. If it makes Slickum
laugh, then Rogers is gleeful, and announces that it is

a good picture.

There are some players who never go to see them-
selves at the picture theaters. Among these, I believe,

is Ethel Clayton, who has gone out very little since

her husband's death. Earle Williams seldom goes.

Occasionally, I believe, his wife prevails on him to

visit the theater, because she wants to point out to him
how much better a scenario she once wrote was than

the one he has just produced. Louise Fazenda hates

to see her own pictures. Harry Carey rarely views
himself outside the projection room, because he lives

on a ranch some distance from the city. Mary Miles

Minter seldom goes to see herself. She is still study-

ing, and has a tutor four or five nights a week. She
is such a busy lady that it is only between pictures that

she finds time for viewing any plays or films. When
I asked Mildred Harris Chaplin whether she had ever

seen herself, she answered: "No, I've tried to many
times, but I never could stay past the first reel."

Hobart Bosworth doesn't care to view himself. In

fact, he talks disparagingly at times of his own work
Continued on page 92



HEIGH-HO, the old year is gone, and a bumper
crop of Lady Godiva photo dramas is about

to be sprung on an unsuspecting public—a large

part of which will be quite elated and edified, and an-

other part, I presume, will behave like the lady down
on the bottom of the opposite page.

But—take it or leave it—the undressed drama is with

us. Why, even the most ordinary little program pic-

ture, it seems, must have some revelation of the hu-
man form divine. And as for the big productions

—

Lady Godiva, indeed! Why, Lady Godiva is in the

discard. Riding down a (picture) street nowadays
she'd hardly attract any attention at all. She has too

much on. She wears a whole head of hair. Soon
she'll have to bob that hair to get any notice at all.

Pictures nowadays are running to costume drama.
But the principal costume dramas they are putting on
are those in which no costumes are worn at all.

Our historic photo dramas, in other words, are partly

epic, but mostly epidermic. Well, as Fatty Arbuckle
says, a little noncens-ored drama now and then is rel-

ished by the best of men.
Now we're trying to wish on dear, naughty old Paris

the credit of originating this undress drama thing, and
Paris isn't saying a word back. But really all the while

that Paris was at war, were we not forging quietly

ahead along this line? Personally I think that Paris
is now trying to catch up with Hollywood

!

How it has crept up on us, to be sure, this undress
drama ! Do you remember how shocked we all were
and how the critics raved at Lois Weber's "Hypocrites,"
in which Margaret Edwards as Naked Truth romped
right down to the camera wearing a glad smile? That
is, some of us noted the smile ; others never got that

far. And then Theda Bara further broke the ice—not
to say thawed it.

And now all the directors are
taking a wallop at art via the

naughty nude. Why, didn't I,

just the other day, view a
scene in a Priscilla

Dean picture,

> i out at Uni-

The Naughty Nude
New Year

in which a man nonchalantly posed as a statue, wear-
ing only a simple coating of bronze and a shield, while

a woman on the same set, also posing as a nude statue,

wore no shield at all, not even a dress shield?

So much allegorical stuff is being used in pictures

nowadays, too, and allegory always seems to call for

bevies of well-formed ladies without any garments to

speak of. A short time ago we seemed to be able

to confine our nude ladies to the bathtub, but after

that they got their freedom and began to dabble in

the sea, and now the peeking concessions include every
spot in the wide, wide world, from the pool in the glade
to the sacred recesses of a man's club. No place is

safe. At any time, according to the pictures, an un-
clothed dame may walk in upon you as you're eating

your morning egg and toast; and in the comedies they

playfully haul you and your bathtub right out into the

view of the rude world. I saw a Mae Murray picture

the other day in which Miss Murray, as the heroine

who dwelt in a bachelor's home, innocent little thing,

got all undressed, oh, so cutely, and went right into

the pantry.

Every drama must have some dancing in it. Sad
or gay, highbrow, lowbrow, or nobrow, we can't get

any kick out of the film drama any more unless the

director puts a high kick in it. And the dancers must
never have much on. Sometimes a bunch of girls will

dance to show how wicked the cafes are. Sometimes
they put an impediment in the plot and dance at an
evening lawn fete ; and sometimes they dance for no
reason at all, apparently, except to make the world safe

for the dancing teachers. Right in the middle of a
picture, somebody will discover a piano in the forest

or on the seashore, and then right out of the nowhere
into the here will trip a bunch of dancing girls, clad

in nothing but one simple,

clinging piece of cheese-
cloth, and prance just

to show there's no

%Mti, hard feeling. In



Don't tell the censors, but just between ourselves,

it looks like a great season for daring effects in the

forthcoming production, as you will see by this

most amusing bit of observation and prophecy.

By Grace Kingsley ILLUSTRATED
BY LUI TRUGO

one picture I saw not long ago, the hero used to go
up into the mountains and roam around. He got the

habit after he met a bunch of barefoot dancers up
there. The idea was that he was crazy. Oh, not neces-

sarily, I should say

!

Occasionally they dance to illustrate symbolically

some idea the director has on his mind; and there

seems to be absolutely nothing, in fact, to the mind
of that individual that cannot be illustrated by dancing,

especially by nude dancing. Clad in a few well-chosen

beads the dancer can illustrate anything from the legend

that truth, crushed to earth, will rise again, to an ar-

gument against eating pie for breakfast. With just

one little dance I saw Margaret Loomis, not long ago,

prove to her husband, not only that she believed he
was innocent of the forgery charge, but that she'd save
money on clothes and help pay for the furniture bought
on the installment plan. Can you beat that?
Then take the Oriental drama, with all the little parti-

clothed slaves in those harem scenes looking as if they
wished their mamma had—you know what I mean. But
she never, never did. These slavettes never have any-
thing to do. You'd think the poor girls would need a

little exercise. If for nothing else than to keep their

figures. But they never get any. They
just sit about fountains, play with pet

leopards, and glance at their reflec-

tions in the water. Oh, of course,

they sometimes really

do get cold,

heard an as

sistant

rector say to a girl on the "Kismet" set, one cool morn-
ing.

"Looka here, kid, we can't give you no close-up; you
got goose flesh ! Quit shivering, can't you ? This ain't

no shimmy-shakin' contest, this ain't
!"

Occasionally the girls in the Oriental scenes are shown
going down into or coming out of one of those big in-

growing bathtubs set in the floor. But they are never

actually caught bathing. Water on the brain seems to

be just what all our heroines are suffering from, in

fact. Show a picture heroine a pool in a mossy glade,

and instantly she's all gone. The man who loves his

liquor is nothing compared to her. All her early train-

ning is forgotten the minute she catches sight of a

lonely stream meandering under trees, or of any sort

of water hole big enough for her to wallow in. She'll

get undressed and into that pool or die. She won't

even wait for Saturday night. I saw a nice, sensible

girl in one of Paul Scardon's pictures, the other day.

She was a good girl, quiet and homely in her tastes

and good to her folks. But one fatal

day she went out for a walk, saw a

pool; and then what witted it to her

that she was going somewhere to get

kidnaped, or even that she was carry-

ing lunch to her poor old dad ? Noth-

ing to do but she must up and in. Of
course, the hero happened along pretty

soon. No matter how many pictures

that girl sees in which the hero hap-

pens along just as she gets in the

midst of her splashings, it never

seems to stop her. She hops

Continued on page 84



Miss Paige

from Paris
She rejoices that it's Illinois,

not France, that's home to her.

By
Emma-Lindsay Squier

iO look at Jean Paige you'd never imagine that

she was from Paris. There is nothing wicked-
looking about her, not even the suggestion of

a delicate naughtiness. She has demure gray eves that

look as if they always behave, a bewitching, half-shy
smile in which there is no hint of coquetry, and a gentle,

fluttering manner which seems somehow to belong to

a bygone era. It suggests hoop' skirts, lace mitts, and
the fragrance of lavender.

I said as much to the diminutive Miss Paige, whom
I met at the Vitagraph studio, where she was making
some scenes from "Black Beauty," her latest release.

She was dressed in a child costume of i860 with puffy
skirts and pantalets, and her dark-brown hair was held
back from her face by a ribbon which tied in a bow-
knot at the top of her head. She was supposed to

be thirteen years old, and she looked just that age.

She laughed when I mentioned Paris.

"Oh, but there are Parises and Parises," she said,

looking at me from under long dark lashes. "I don't

know how I got the reputation of having been born
in France, because I wasn't at all. I was born in

Paris—Illinois."

Ah, that was different yet again, as David Warfield
would say.

And Miss Paige continued in her soft little voice,

which is more reminiscent of the South than the Mid-
dle West.

"I was raised on a farm ten miles

from. Paris

—

Illinois," she emphasized,

"and I've never been in the French
capital."

The director was busy with close-

ups of other members of the cast, so

Miss Paige and I left the light stage

and the sputtering Klieg lights and
walked over to the stable which
housed Black Beauty, the wonderful
horse who plays the title role in the

picturization of the famous story.

"My leading man," said Miss Paige

laughingly, as Black Beauty stuck his

nose through the door and suggested

that a lump of sugar or a friendly pat

on the nose would be gratefully re-

ceived.

"We're all perfectly crazy about
him," she continued, laying her cheek
against his satiny neck. "He is so

gentle and yet so intelligent, it will

be a wonder if we don't spoil him by
too much petting."

We sat down on a saw-horse and
talked, and the "leading man," find-

ing our conversation uninteresting,

went back to his interrupted luncheon

of oats and hay.

"You've finished with serials, then?" I asked Miss
Paige.

"Yes, I think I have," she replied. "I only made
one, 'Hidden Dangers,' with Joe Ryan, but I don't

think I'd care to be a 'continued-in-our-next' heroine

indefinitely. The work is too strenuous, and you've
no idea how many terrible situations you have to go
"h rough. I've worked with bears and lions, had my
hair singed by fire, and once I almost drowned in a

river. No, I'm positive I'll never go back to serials

—and yet I wouldn't have missed this one for the

world."
She admits that she is an enthusiastic picture fan.

She attends movies regularly, to make comparisons and
get new ideas.

"I love Westerns," she told me. "I guess it's be-

cause I love horses so well. I have ridden ever since

I can remember, and I go wild over trick riding on
the screen."

Her favorite Western picture was "Lasca," with

Frank Mayo. She was enthusiastic about his work in

it. In fact, she had a kind word for all the picture

folk. There was never a barb in her comments.
You may have noticed that I haven't spoken of Miss

Paige as "Jean." Neither did the studio men who
passed us occasionally. There was none of the back-
slapping familiarity which is so noticeable in most

Continued on page 93



r> /• In a facetious vein, one of our con-
JS.egaramg

tributors has written an article, appear-

that Nude ing elsewhere in this issue, concerning

New Year tne ter>dency of producers to exploit

the nude—a tendency which, it would
appear, is rapidly growing.

Just how far this is true we must wait a bit to see.

Looking at it from a serious point of view, we do
not believe that the new year is going to be quite as

nude as predictions would have it—despite the rumors
that have been trickling Eastward from Hollywood
about the five hundred "Lady Godivas" in the forth-

coming Holubar production, and the startling scenes

in Fox's "Queen of Sheba."

It probably is largely happenstance that several of

these somewhat sensational pictures are being made
just at this time, for pictures of this sort can succeed

only by appearing at rare intervals. If they were the

regular thing they would soon cease to be sensational,

and the public would lose interest in them.

The average run of humanity, for the most part,

wants stories of a more human appeal, stories about

people as we know them. That is why "Way Down
East" is playing to such capacity crowds,. and why Fox
has been having such an amazing and unexpected suc-

cess with "Over the Hill," to name the two biggest

successes of the last few months.
And so The Observer, personally, is not inclined to

expect too much in the way of a nude new year.

Films

from

Germany

Brains

and Ideals

Count

When one of the big producers does
make a sensational picture he usually

has something which at least partially

justifies it, such as beautiful photog-
raphy, the telling of a historical story,

stupendousness of production, and the like. There is

another type of sensational picture for which there

is no possible justification. These are the openly vulgar
and indecent pictures made occasionally by the cheap
producer. Two things make such pictures possible

;

first, the fact that the small public which accepts such
wares is not discriminating, and, second, that there is

little competition in this field.

But the successful producer wants his pictures to

show in the best theaters, and those are the theaters

that want the steady patronage of clean Americans.
Indecent pictures play in dirty theaters, and the

producers are few and far between who set out to

make pictures for that sort of place.

Brains and ideals count in the motion-picture busi-

ness just as they do in any other creative work. Suc-
cess comes to the clean man who uses his brains to

make clean things. The public is the judge that de-

cides which amusements shall succeed and which shall

fail, and the public never yet hung a medal on an un-

clean show.

A German motion picture called

"Passion" is being released in America.

All the critics say it is a whale of a

show, and that the public is going to

like it.

Film men who have kept in touch with motion-pic-

ture doings in Germany say that country is the one

America has to fear as a competitor in the motion-

picture world. Germany is doing fine things in pho-

tography, in settings, and in acting. In story value,

the reports have it, German films do not have the hu-

man appeal for us that ottr own films do. Stories

written by foreigners always fail to make the close

appeal which a first-rate story by a fellow countryman
has ; this fact acts as much against American films in

Europe, as against European films shown here.

It is possible that many of us have about forgotten

our feeling against Germany and that German films will

get a hold in America. The Observer has' always felt

that the "Made in Germany" brand on a motion pic-

ture would render it useless in America, but some of

the experts tell us we are wrong.
If the American people are going to accept "Pas-

sion" with the same enthusiasm that they would show
for an American production of the same class, Ameri-
can producers can well fear a German invasion. Gov-
ernment support is being given to German producers.

German theaters are ready to show German films the

moment they are produced and the producer of a Ger-

man film can get his money out of his production al-

most at once.

In England the motion-picture theaters book more
than a year ahead, so that a producer has no chance

to get any money out of his picture in rentals until

almost eighteen months after he has paid off the last

film cutter. This is a situation that is mighty dis-

couraging to any banker who is asked to lend money
for the production of pictures in those countries.

Germany has set out to carry German thought

throughout the world through motion pictures. Some
months ago, when Germans announced this as their

purpose, we laughed at them. Perhaps, after all, we
laughed too soon.

We Told

You So!

The Observer has had a good deal

to say in the last year about the star

system and has predicted that it was
on the decline. Now come Adolph
Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky and say that

they are going to form all their stars into a real all-

star stock company, and that they will choose stars to

play parts. No longer, they say, will stories be writ-

ten to fit the stars. They will pick big stories and
then give their actors a chance to do real acting.

To prove they mean it they're starting Cecil De
Mille on "Anato'l" with the first real all-star cast we
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ever glimpsed in pictures. In the past the words ''all-

star cast" were a guran tee that .there was not a star

in the line-up. Now we're going to see "Anatol" pro-

duced with Wallace Reid, Theodore Roberts, Agnes
Ayres, Wanda Hawley, Glorian Swanson, and Bebe
Daniels-—each of whom has been a star—in the cast.

•Elliot Dexter is in it, too, but we don't remember that

he ever/had his name in the lights.

Mr. Lasky predicts that soon he may cast two or

three of his other stars in one picture. Our guess is

that he is making no definite plans, but is first trying

to learn how his stars will take this. And that is diffi-

cult to predict. If we were to make any prediction in

the matter we'd chance a guess that Mr. Lasky is going

to have a hard job on his hands.

It is significant, however, to note that as big a star

as Wally Reid has jumped at the opportunity to play

just a regular part. He has shown that he is sincere

in his desire to do his best for his public.

For fear that you may not grasp the

strength of a good part in a big pic-

„ ture, may we not ask you to let us
rLxample know which is the greater role : Vera

Gordon's in "Humoresque," or Mary
Pickford's in "Suds?" And do you think the fact that

Vera Gordon received practically no advertising on the

billboards prevented any person from sounding her
praises? If you had just arrived after twenty years
spent in the heart of Africa, far from motion pictures,

knew nothing of motion pictures or motion-picture

reputations, and looked at "Humoresque" and then at

"Suds," and were told that America's leading screen

actress appeared in one of these pictures, which would
you guess had the greater reputation, Vera Gordon
or Mary Pickford?

t~v > . In saying that the star system is on
the decline we don't wish to be mis-

Misunder- understood. We don't believe that the

sta?ld Us s*ar s>'stem wu l be done away with, by
any means. So long as there is a Mary

Pickford, a Charlie Chaplin, a Nazimova. a Norma
Talmadge, a Charles Ray, and a few other actors and
actresses of tremendous personal appeal—there will be

stars.

A large proportion of picture fans—perhaps the ma-
jority—choose their pictures because of the appeal of

the star.

But there is a steadily increasing number of persons
who are becoming lovers of motion pictures, but who
refuse to become the devotees of any particular stars.

These persons are the ones who demand such pictures

as "The Jackknife Man," "Milestones," and "Senti-

mental Tommy," pictures of a new and different sort,

which draw their audiences by the type of story and
by the general excellence of the production and the

acting throughout. And it is to this new class of pic-

ture lovers that the new Lasky productions should

make a special appeal, provided that a sincere attempt

is made to produce really fine pictures, rather than the

"circusing" of an aggregation of screen celebrities.

There is one danger in a real all-star

Over- cast- ^he danger is of what is known
as "overcasting." That means that

casting with a person of unusual personality

taking every role, the perspective and
balance is lost. In a play, as in life, the minor char-

acters should be played by more or less colorless per-

sons, in order that the more important characters may
stand out better.

p . , Every one who knows something of
~ the history of our stage regrets that

ating Stage the motion picture was developed too

Classics ' ate to P erPetua te such classics as "Rip
Van VVinkle" with Joseph Jefferson,

"The Old Homestead" with Denman Thompson, "Beau
Brummel" with Richard Mansfield, and a few other
plays in which the leading character, interpreted by a
great actor, became a great, living contribution to art.

So far as we can recall, this—or something approach-
ing it—has been done for the first time in the filming

of Otis Skinner's "Kismet."
Skinner, one of our finest actors, never did anything

which approached "Kismet" in popular appeal, and it

is to the credit of the Robertson-Cole Company that in

the picture version so conscientious an attempt was
made to reproduce the spirit of the original play. Just

as a matter of personal taste, we enjoyed it as much
as any picture we have ever seen, and if the tremen-

dous reception which it got at the Strand Theater in

New York were any criterion—which it is not—we'd
predict a mighty big success for it.

We're wondering now what company will induce

Frank Bacon to cooperate with them in filming his

"Lightnin'."

rpi Figures based upon income tax re-

turns show that you motion-picture
Money fans, and your friends, paid into the

Ton Pay box offices of motion-picture theaters

in the twelve months ending June 30,

1920, approximately seven hundred and eighty million

dollars.

Let's see what we can figure out of this

:

Say the average admission paid is twenty cents.

Then—if our arithmetic is correct—there were three

billion nine hundred thousand admissions paid for in

the year.

Let's guess that there was an average of three hun-

dred and thirty days for showing pictures in the year,

accounting for theaters that are not open seven dafys

in the week. Then, unless we figure wron^. the av-

erage daily attendance for the year was 11,818,181.

It's a thing that can be figured many ways and that

is open to all kinds of arguments, for there seems to

be no method of ascertaining what the average admis-

sion price really is. It is safe to guess, however, that

at the lowest estimate, ten million persons go to mo-
tion pictures every day.

Of the $780,000,000 taken in by the theaters, only

$86,000,000 went to the producers.

Conditions vary, but such figures would make The
Observer guess that most of the fellows who conduct

motion-picture theaters are making a good deal of

money. If this is the case in your town, there are

not many reasons the manager can advance for not

giving you good shows.

Mr. Houston, secretary of the treas-

No Cut ury» indicates that the motion picture

. will continue to be one of the most
in laxes efficient methods for collecting taxes.

There will be no reduction in the

amusement tax for at least two years.

When they started taxing "the poor man's amuse-

ment" all of us were rather excited about it. It did

seem a bit unfair. Of course, we'll be glad for the

day when the tax will be done away with. but. in the

meantime, we'll have to continue to pay it cheerfully.

After all, so long as they take most of the salary away
from the stars as income tax, who are we to object to

paying an extra nickel ?



Concerning Senti-

mental Tommy
How it came about this most delight-

ful story of Barrie's was brought to

the screen, together with a word

about the lad who takes the title role.

By John Addison Elliott

BUT who'll we get to play

Tommy?"
That was the question on

every one's lips when John Robertson
finally prevailed upon Famous Play-

ers-Lasky to screen Barrie's lovable,

delight ful classic, "Sentimental
Tommy." For this wasn't a case

where the continuity writer could

throw away everything but the title

and fit the story to some star. Fur-
thermore, Robertson, who has a feel-

ing in his heart for the story—per-

haps because his own father was born
and brought up in Tommy's part of

the world—wouldn't have anything to

do with the production unless the

story was brought to the screen in a

way that would satisfy the lovers of

Barrie.

The search for Tommy was a long

and weary one, and when it came to

an end, that end was in the office of
another big producing organization.

Tommy was alive all right—but he
happened to be Gareth Hughes. How-
ever, the difficulty was overcome—not
by paying money to have the young
man released from his contract long
enough to appear in this picture, but
by paying in terms of talent ; so much
acting ability for so much.
And who is Gareth Hughes, after all?

Well, he's a young Welshman—not more than twen-
ty-one years old, from his looks—with hazel eyes, light-

brown hair, five feet four of height and one hundred
and twenty pounds of weight, if you want explicit de-

tails. As for" his ability, look at his record. He lived

in Llanelly, South Wales, where he was born, until he
was fourteen. Then he made his first appearance on
the stage, in an amateur presentation of "Hamlet," given
in Welsh, of course. Immediately afterward Llanelly

became too small for his dramatic aspirations, and he
went to London, where he appeared in Shakespearean
productions. Afterward he toured the provinces with
a repertory company, playing everything from young
boys to an eighty-five-year-old fisherman.

In 1914 he came to America with a Welsh company
and had an important role in "Change," an excellent

play. Since then he has appeared in a number of parts,

with the Ben Greet players, as Benjamin in "Joseph and
His Brethren," in a one-act play in vaudeville, and in

"Moloch," in which he made a big success. A short play-

let of Barrie's, "The New Word," gave him almost a star

part, which he did so splendidly that the New York
reviewers praised him unstintedly, but he left its cast

to appear as Ariel in "Caliban," the sensational pageant

Photo by Hoover (fl

Gareth Hughes, who was considered the only boy in America really qualified to play Senti-

mental Tommy, " already has an acting record which many an older player might envy.

celebrating the Shakespeare Tercentenary. Since then he

has appeared with Leo Ditrichstein, with the Irish Play-

ers, and the Washington Square Players.

On the screen he has been in "Mrs. Wiggs of the

Cabbage Patch ;" "Eves of Youth," with Clara Kimball

Young: "Isle of Conquest," with Norma Talmadge;

"The Chorus Girl's Romance," with Viola Dana, in

which he made his big hit on the screen, and in "White

Ashes."
Like even- one else, he is sincerely enthusiastic over,

the screening of "Sentimental Tommy." However, it

is doubtful whether any one could work on it long

with John Robertson without catching that spirit from

him. You will recall that he directed John Barrymore

in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," and it was he who in-

sisted on keeping the story in the period in which

Stevenson had laid it, instead of modernizing it. as

some of his associates urged. He urged long and stren-

uously to be allowed to do "Sentimental Tommy ;" even

the fact that the former production manager of Famous
Players-Lasky had turned it down coldly did not

dampen his ardor. His wife adapted it for the screen,

even though there seemed little hope that it would ever

be made, and at last he induced Famous Players to let

him attempt it.



February THE MOVIE ALMANAC -
Edited and Illustrated by Charles Gatchell

PREDICTIONS FOR FEBRUARY.
Alany falling stars will be observed in

the celluloid heavens this month ; in fact,

this phenomenon will be observed more
or less throughout the rest of the year.

Companies created solely to exploit ex-

Follies girls may look for severe frosts.

Producers of costume plays, however

—

judging by the costumes—seem to an-

ticipate quite a pronounced February
thaw. Despite the lowering of prices in

most other lines, the price of admission
to tn% movies will not decrease.

1—Tu,

2—W.-

3—Th.-

4—Fr.-

5—Sa.-

6—Sa.-

7—M. -

8—Tu,

o-W.-

10—Th —

11—Fr.

12— Sa.

13—Su,

14—m:

Fatty Arbuckle accepted a job singing illustrated

songs in a California theater, 1907.

"Raffles," the first two-reel film play, was completed
at the Vitagraph studio, 1900.

Constance Talmadge denies rumor of her engage-
ment, 1918, 1919, 1920.

Several State boards of censorship hold heated de-
bates as to whether the title of Mary Pickford's
play, "Suds," is too suggestive of a form of im-
morality recently prohibited by constitutional

amendment to be allowed on bill boards, 1921.

Doctor Sellers patented the kinetoscope, the first

mechanical toy that embraced practically all of the
vital principles of the motion picture of to-day, 1861.

Pearl White completed her first serial, "The Perils

of Pauline," 1914.

Elsie Ferguson answers for the i,702d time the ques-
tion, "How did you like Japan?" 1921.

Wallace Reid, at the age of four, made his stage debut
in "Slaves of Gold," 1896.

Billie Burke made her first big hit in an English mu-
sic hall, and was the toast of the day in Lon-
don, 1899.

Reverend Doctor Hannibal Goodwin invented celluloid
film, without which the motion picture would have
been impossible, 1889.

Thomas Meighan got out of Sing Sing, having com-
pleted scenes for "The Quarry," 1921.

D. W. Griffith encounters a Pullman porter who hasn't

a scenario to sell him, 1937.

Lois Wilson gave up her job as schoolmarm in an
Alabama country school to enter pictures, 1915.

D. W. Griffith arrived in Los Angeles, ready to begin
work on "The Birth of a Nation," 1914.

15—Tu.—John Barrymore born, 1882.

16—W.—Cecil De Mille began directing his first picture, "The
Squaw Man," starring Dustin Farnum, 1914.

17—Th.—Ruth Clifford born, 1900.

18—Fr.—Fatty Arbuckle, comedian, began working in Key-
stone comedies at three dollars a day.

19—Sa.—Roscoe Arbuckle, wealthy film star, placed an order
for a specially constructed $25,ooo-superdread-
naught motor car, 1920.

20—Su.—Norma Talmadge made her screen debut in Vitagraph's
"A Tale of Two Cities," playing the part of the
girl who rode in the cart with Carton—played by
Maurice Costello—on the way to the guillotine.

21—M. —"The Birth of a Nation" was given its first private

showing in New York City, 1915.

22—Tu.—Marguerite Clark born, 1887.

23—W.—The first motion-picture film to be given a public

showing—a strip forty feet long—was projected
for the first time at the Technical College, Lof£
don, 1896.

24—Th.
—

"Revelation," Nazimova's first picture for Metro, the
picture which placed her in the front rank of
screen stars, released, 1918.

25—Fr.—Movie fans and other credulous persons were asked
to believe that Thcda Bara was born on the Desert
of Sahara, 191 7. (A surprisingly large number ac-

cepted the invitation.)

26—Sa.—Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Lillian Gish
holds its first meeting, 1920. The society, after

seeing "Way Down East," gives up its mission as
hopeless, 1921.

27—Su.—The Oracle, for 6,870th time, answers the inquiry, "Is
it true that Pearl White wears a wig?" 1921.

28—M. —Earle Williams born, 1880.

Wine, women, and deceit

Make a film plot hard to beat.

HINTS TO FARMERS.
Never leave your car unlocked in front

of the Bijou or the Little Gem, or you
may have to hire a taxi to take you all the

way back home.
Watch the movie, ads in the papers of

all the near-by towns so that you can hide

the mail-order-house catalogues whenever
you have reason to think that your wife
or daughter is taking in a De Mille pic-

ture, or one featuring Bebe Daniels.

ANSWER TO CORRESPONDENT.
Anxious.—No, there is no charge what-

soever for "The Movie Almanac." It is

given away free' with every copy of Pic-

ture-Play Magazine.

A movie a day keeps the doldrums
away.

THE MONTH'S RECIPE.

RED-HOT WESTERN MELODRAMA.
Take as many villains as desired. The

tougher the better. Soak in iniquity. Add
young country lamb and a tenderfoot.
Season with desert dust, lariats, Indians,
and gun play. Keep boiling furiouslv, and
serve with garnishings of sage brush and
cactus. A pinch of matrimony at the last

adds greatly to this dish.

"Where are you going, my pretty maid?"
"I'm not quite sure, kind sir," she said.

"We've got some Southern scenes to do—
May strike Havana before we're through."

HISTORICAL FACT.

Back in the year 1906, a younsr reporter-

artist on the New York World was sent

to interview Thomas A. Edison, already
well known for his achievements as an in-

ventor, about a new mechanical device
that Edison was reported to be perfect-

ing, the purpose of which was to project

pictures in motion on a screen.

Returning, all enthusiasm, the reporter

announced that he was going to throw up
his job and go in for making these new
motion pictures.

"You'll be begging for your job back
again in three months," remarked his

boss sarcastically.

But he didn't.

He became Commodore Blackton,
known the world over as a producer of
pictures, a man of fame and fortune.













OF course you recognize the blond and beautiful Pearl

White—but we beg to introduce to you a Pearl who's

ihy when she meets strangers, who speaks French fluently,

and who is her own pictures' severest critic—quite a dif-

ferent girl from the one you see on the screen.

i



A NAME like Louise Lovely's would be a handicap to

some girls, but she lives up to hers without the

slightest effort, not only in appearance, which would be

quite enough to satisfy almost anybody, but in her work
as a Fox star as well.
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HERE'S Wallace Reid as the fans like to see him—but

not as he likes to see himself. "They doll me up
and shove me on the screen," he protested recently

—

and the interview on the opposite page will tell you why
he hates it.



It rvas a very demo-

cratic film "king"

that the writer

found. This was
how he looked.

The decision was

mm at

|

Wally and a Follies Girl
Read this story about Wallace Reid and you'll be surprised! For you'll

get a new impression of the speed-car hero — a very real and convincing one.

By Herbert Howe

HAVING only twenty-four hours more to do in California before gaining liberty

and New York, I didn't feel like work.

So I decided to interview Wallace Reid.

Too, I'd heard that he had a lamp with a victrola secreted in its base. I was
suspicious. I couldn't see any sense in hiding a music box, even under the

Volstead Act, unless it specialized in the coming through with rye.

In this mood of curiosity and celebration, I called

the Reid dressing boudoir by telephone.

The last time I tried to interview a film king I had
to submit the name of my person, profession, publica-

tion, and political party to a housemaid, who con-

ferred with the janitor, who passed the application to

the butler, who laid it before the secretary, who, after

due deliberation, presumably laid it before the throne,

''nothing doing." I understand the janitor didn't approve.

Thus I was prepared to be denied the pleasure of hearing the

illuminated victrola—and Mr. Reid. But the studio operator

gave me the Reid chamber all right.

" 'Lo," said some one.

"Same here," said I. "I wish to speak to Mr. Wal-
lace Reid himself."

"Shoot. This is he."

"I'm coming up to interview you," I said.

"All right, come ahead. But you'll probably find

me asleep."

He was as prognosticated. And he came to only J§
after a polite, but firm, kick on the shins.

I was feeling reckless. Ordinarily I'd no more
think of awakening a film king than I'd think of

tickling a porcupine. I wouldn't have been at all

surprised if the royal Reid had reared himself and
cried imperiously

:

"Who kicketh the king? Slave, throw this

gink to the film cutters !"

Instead, his majesty yawned, mopped his mane
back and said, "How ar' yuh?"
Then he rolled a cigarette. Observing his dex-

terity, which is greater than that of Bill Hart,

I salvaged a custom-tailored from the miscellany

of a near-by table.

There's that austere dignity about Wallace
Reid that you may observe in any college-bred

frater. After testing the cigarette with his

tongue, reaching in six pockets simultaneously
for a match and then bumming one, he placed
his feet gracefully on the table and drew a long,

rousing drag. I felt at home instantly.

"Nice dump," I observed, using my collegiate

language.

The dressing room is just that. To the con-
sternation of every one on the Lasky lot, it re-

cently was kewpied up with all the period la-de-

das of an interior decorator. The action indi-

cated that Wally, at last, was becoming star

bred. What would be the decorator's despair
if he could see it now ! It looks as dissipated

as any room in any fraternity house. The royal

blue rug was peppered with duke's mixture. A
necktie was chinning itself to a wall fixture. On
the dressing table there was a fraternal jam-
boree of collars, shoe horns, letters, and
make-up.

mm
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"Awful, eh?" grinned Wally.
He got up and found a carpet sweeper, which he

propelled like an oarsman. This exhausted his domestic
renovation, and he returned to the chair-and-table pos-

. ture.

"Hungry?" he inquired.

"Sure," said I elegantly.

"Ike! O-o-o-o-o-o-h, Ike!" he bawled in tones that
must have caused Jesse Lasky in the front office to

fancy another earthquake had shaken the place. Ike,
the valet, uniformed in skullcap and piratical outfit,

appeared from below.

"Here— get some
sandwiches," com-
manded Wally,
searching his pockets

and finding nothing.

"Broke, Ike. Buy
them yourself."

The conversation

during the wait for

food is not interview
material. No man,
except a film king,

ever speaks king's

English when hungry.
And Wally certainly

does not live up to his

position. He appar-
ently had forgotten

the dignity of my
mission. I don't think

it ever recurred to

him.

It developed that

he was a Sigma Nu
at college, where he
took a fine arts
course, specializing in

football, track, and
billiards. Being also

a Greek intellectual, I

didn't feel as lowly as

I would in the pres-

ence of the potentate

whose janitor didn't

approve.

The sandwiches
came. And went. The
victrola, which really

is such, was turned
loose. And Wally be-
came inspired.

"You know," said

he, "I'm in the same
class as a Follies Girl.

When I lose my shape
I'm gone."

"Hot dog!" said I, recalling the interview.

Encouraged by my erudite observation he continued.

"I don't kid myself about my standing with art.

I never wanted to be an actor, anyhow. And I don't

now. The Lord knows I've tried to do some real work.
Do you remember when I played the lumberjack in a
Peter B. Kyne story? I wore a beard, chewed cigars,

and acted as a man would in that environment. The
boys on the magazines and newspapers said, 'At last

Wallace Reid has done some acting.' Fine! That
pleased me. But you should have heard the howl from
the fans and our salesmen. No more beards or cigar-

chewing. From henceforth I was to appear as is. So
they doll me up and shove me on the screen. If I

Wally had a character bit in "Al

Margaret

protest, they say, 'That's what the public wants.' And
they're right. At least so far as I'm concerned.
There's a class of discriminating lilm patrons which
does appreciate real acting. That class is growing. I
hope they'll like 'Always Audacious.' In that picture
I have a dual role, so I get away with some character
work "

He paused to turn off the victrola, which was run-
ning away with "Irene."

"Of course, we all have our little old plans," he
mused. "My big ambition is—and always has been—

to direct. And I hope
to make the name of

Wallace Reid, direc-

tor, stand for a great

deal more than Wal-
lace Reid, actor. But"
—he made a fatalistic

gesture
—"man pro-

poses and fate dis-

poses."

I observed consol-

ingly that if Wally
Reid, director, ex-

celled the popularity

of Wally Reid, actor,

he'd have to lash D.
W. to the mast.

"Heaven forbid I

get egotistical,"
mused Wally, with

that characteristic hu-
morous uplift of the

right eyebrow. "No
one esteems the work
of De Mille and Grif-

fith more highly than
I. Just the same, I'm

willing to compete.

There is nothing a

fellow can't do if he's

game. I've worked in

the wardrobe, the cut-

ting room, and sce-

n a r i o department.

I've turned the cam-
era and built sets.

With the exception of

printing and develop-

ing, I have worked at

everything in the pro-

duction of pictures. I

may not have been a

student at school, but

I have been at the

studio. Some people

would laugh at you if

you told them I was
ever serious. Most of us are more conscientious than

the world ever knows. Seriously, I always have been

ambitious to contribute something real to life, some-

thing"—he grinned as apology for his altruism
—

"some-

thing besides my face and figure."

At that moment Arch Reeve, publicity artist, eased

his blimp figure through the doorway, followed by a
j

camera man.
"Stand up and have your mug shot," commanded

Arch respectfully of the film king.

"What for?" countered the owner of said feature.

"For the magazine."
Wally obliged instantly with a pose plastique.

Continued on page 96
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Romances of Famous Film Folk
Dorothy Phillips and Allen Holubar lived the charming

By Grace

7t /TODESTY, let me introduce to you

—

King L

Ivi ^e sta&e director said it with a little

ish. Allen Holubar looked at Dorothy
lips, Dorothy looked back at Allen, then Allen

bowed low, in the dim, back-stage light at re-

hearsal of "Everywoman," and then they both
smiled appreciatively at the

stage manager's little joke.

Come to think of it, though,

that introduction did sound
kind of prophetic, didn't it?

That was more than eight

years ago, away back in New
York, when Allen Holubar
had just come out of the West
to win fame for himself on
the Great White Way, and
Dorothy Phillips had run
away from home in Baltimore

to try her wings in drama

ove!

flour-

Phil-

love story that is the fourth of this delightful series.

Kingsley

Allen always gallantly swears that his success began
at that very moment; and even if his biggest fame
didn't start right then, it's quite certain that it was

the sympathy and love and practical helpful-

ness of Dorothy Phillips, and her faith in him,
which carried him over the hard months

that were to come later, when
he had no work and little

money, and which kept alive

in him the big visions which
he nurtured even then.

"I remember the first time
I saw Allen," said his wife,

the other day out at the Hol-
ubars' beautiful new home in

Hollywood— the very first

home they ever owned, by the

way. She said it with the

shy, sweet little smile that is

characteristic of her. For

1

The Holubars' "happv-ever

after" has really just begun

Photo by Milligran

r i
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Photo by Milllgan

They'd always planned for a
bungalow in California—but
didn't dream it would be like

this one.

even though she is a star

now, grown up, married,
and the mother of a
lovely little girl, Miss
Phillips has still a certain

nunlike quality of person-
ality, a shy little way
which I am sure will' al-

ways be a part of her.

"I was standing back-
stage waiting for my cue
at rehearsal," she went
on, "and I looked up to see a tall, lithe, athletic-

looking young man who had just come into the
company that morning. He was standing with
one foot on a chair, reading his script. It was
August, he had just come from a
vacation at the shore, and was Holubar
looking so brown and strong and sn 'ears thf his

u j . i t • , i 1 > , i i success began
handsome that I j ust couldn t help

the mome^ he
gazing at him. The stage manager met his wife
went over to him, touched his

shoulder, brought him over to where I was stand-
ing, and introduced us. Allen told me afterward
that he had asked for an introduction, and that

he had been watching me all morning. But
maybe that was just one of the things a man
tells a girl when he's courting her. Anyhow,
it didn't do him much good then, because
I was all wrapped up in my work, and be
sides I was palling around with the girl

who played Youth, and we didn't pay
much attention to the boys in the com
pany.

"By and by the show closed, but I

stayed on in New York for a while.

Mr. Holubar used to call me up
at my boarding house and ask me
to go to the theater with him. I

guess it was then we became in-

terested in each other. Allen had
such big dreams, and we used to PhotobyGreenbeaux

talk things over together. We used

to take walks in Central Park and down Broad-
way, and then, over our dinners before the theater,

we used to talk about the things Allen wanted to

do. I felt sure he would be famous some day, be-

cause he had such earnestness and faith and such
strong powers of concentration. He was always
studying books and people and plays, and he was

very keen in his observations. We used
to watch - people coming into the theaters

and restaurants and at Central Park,

and make up stories about them."
Can't you just see that sweet-faced

Dorothy Phillips, with her earnest,

brown eyes, with that aura of girlish

shyness clinging to her like a veil,

lighting up in response to her lov-

er's daydreams?
Well, one lovely moonlight

night in summer, when the

two had been to see a play
-—probably some sort of ro-

mantic play, but Miss Phil-

lips doesn't just remember
about that—and the two had de-

cided to walk home through the

park, Allen Holubar and Dorothy
Phillips decided that they just couldn't

live without each other.

"What did he say?" I asked Miss
Phillips. That question was hardly
fair, though, was it?

But she parried adroitly. "Oh, I

don't know"—and she laughed her shy
little laugh

—
"those things come about

emotionally, don't you think?"
Anyway, the next minute Allen and

Dorothy stepped into the shadow of a big

tree, and the park cop could just go hang,

that's all ! And I'm sure that no woman
who has met the fascinating Mr. Holubar
will be in the least surprised that she said

yes, right off the bat, and that no man
who knows Miss Phillips will wonder that

Allen grabbed her off the very first min-
ute which seemed propitious.

"And neither of us had ever been en-

gaged to anybody else !" explained Mrs.
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Holubar, with a shy sort of pride and
one of her sudden, becoming little

blushes.

Of course, as soon as she became en-

gaged, Miss Phillips went right straight

home to Baltimore and told her mother
all about it.

They never had any lovers' quar-

rels, says Aliss Phillips, and never came
near to breaking their engagement,

saw anybody else that they thought

even for a minute they'd prefer to be

engaged to. They knew they loved

each other, and there was never any
doubt about it. Aft«r they were en-

gaged, separation became unendurable,

so they sensibly made up their minds
to get married right away. Mr. Holu-
bar got an engagement playing in stock

at Wildwood, Xew Jersey, but it wasn't

two months until they decided that life

without each other was pretty slow. As
Allen couldn't go to Dorothy, Dorothy
went to him, and the}7 were married
the very day she arrived in "Wildwood.

"I didn't tell my mother- right out
what I was going to do, but I think she
guessed"—Miss Phillips was always a

quiet little mouse, but proportionately

determined
—

"but so far as the rest of

my family was concerned my marriage
was really an elopement. I don't know
that they would have objected, but I

always thought I got my way best by
not talking too much about things.

Perhaps that was be-

cause there were thir- _icca5r-:__
teen of us altogether in

the family, with four
grown women, and you
know that among that

number there is sure
to be somebody to criti-

cize a girl when she
wants to do anything at

all. I had run away to

go on the stage, and
when I got ready to get

married I just went
and did it. Mother
always did love Allen,
anyway, and she visits

us every summer.
The rest of the fam-
ily adore him now,
too ; but when the cher-
ished young lady of j

family decides to marry a
struggling young actor,
even one with a good repu-
tation like Allen—well, you
know how it would be in

a family of that size

!

"Oh, my, no, I didn't know
a thing about housekeeping!
Those four women at home,
along with the one maid we
kept, had always done the
work, and I had always
been so busy with
school, dancing
lessons, music,

Her beauty and intelligence have contributed largely to his

success, and she has shared in his triumphs.

and afterward with the stage, that there had been no time to

learn.

"So Allen taught me how to cook ! Yes, he did. When he was
a boy, out in California, he and a lot of other boys used to go on

long camping trips every summer, and he became a wonderful cook."

The pair lived in a little cottage in Wildwood until Allen's stock

engagement closed, and then the two hopeful young honeymooners

went back to New York to seek their fortunes. But it wasn't so

simple this time. Theatrical times were dull, and they simply

couldn't find any engagements. That is, together.
_
And they re-

fused absolutely to be separated. Too many married couples of

the stage, they decided, became lost to each other because of being

parted professionally-. So they continued to live in a tiny apartment,

on their slender resources, with pretty- Dorothy
l look at her

Phillips doing her own work and bravelv facing
sometimes an d

the future with her voung husband, in whom she
say Is tins reaUy

fa d^ unbounded faith .

mv baby - „
photo by Ho^er

'
. Continued on page 90
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Some Family Skele-

tons of Filmdom
Jimmie Morrison rattles a lot of them.

By Charles Carter

in

YOU don't really mean "

"Yes, it's a fact," and Jimmie Mor-
rison leaned forward as his voice as-

sumed a confidential pianissimo. "Anita
Stewart was a mother."
His eyes twinkled

with hidden mischief
as he looked right

through and beyond an
extra girl who was do-
ing an impromptu solo

shimmy on the studio

stage, whither he had
come from the East to

play the lead in "Sow-
ing- the Wind," in

Anita Stewart and Jimmie Morrison were recently re-

united again on the screen after years of separation.

recognition dawned on her face as she
beheld me. It was a fine piece of act-

ing." And Jimmie turned to me with

the emphatic gleam of appreciation for

the work of another that only the

eyes of a regular trouper can re-

k fleet.

We were talking about what the

stars did some years ago, and
I was finding it necessary to

put a new lens in my projec-

tion lamp to get anything like

an accurate idea of how they

Clara Kimball Young, Earle Williams,

and Harry Morey belonged to the

Vitagraph family in those days.

Norma Talmadge played varied roles, ranging from bareback riders

and grandmothers to that of Morrison's wife, shown here.

which Miss Stewart was starring. I, meanwhile, stared at
him in open-faced amazement.

"It seems impossible," I at last rejoined to Jimmie's star-
tling assertion.

"But it's true," he answered. "You see, lots of strange
things happened ten years ago at the Vitagraph."

"But she was such a young girl then," I insisted.

"I know," he replied slowly, "but if you recall the life

we led at that time, it will not puzzle you. Why, I can
remember when Norma Talmadge was a bareback rider,

and Maurice Costello a burglar. And you yourself prob-
ably recollect that Clara Kimball Young was a revolu-
tionist."

"Well, not at the moment," I remarked by way of hiding
my surprise.

"I particularly remember Anita Stewart as a mother be-
cause I was her son. Even to this day I can tell you just

how she lookefl when she came into a cafe, and the way
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An interesting group—Robert Gaillard, Wallace Reid, Earle Williams, Mary Maurice, andJimmie Morrison.

looked in their roles. Morrison, you see, is a sort of

sketchbook of picture history, for he began away back
in the genesis of the game, so to speak.

"Things were very different then," he told me. "We
made so many pictures—sometimes several at a time.

We'd play straight parts in the morning, characters in

the afternoon, and slapstick for supper. There were
times when the leads were extras in one of these, and
had roles in another.

"It was perfectly logical that it should fall to the
lot of Miss Stewart to be a mother once in a while.

Why I've even heard it said that Norma Talmadge
once appeared as a grandmother !"

Though Morrison can talk soberly and authentically

about film history, he hasn't grown up any more than
accessary. He admitted his present age to me quite

reluctantly, endeavoring to hide behind his Harold
Lloyd glasses as he made some ingenuous remark about
not believing that he looked it.

Of course, the reason is that he had such an early
start on his theatrical career. He declares that if he
ever did anything in his life besides play in vaudeville,

pictures, or the drama, he doesn't remember it.

Before he came to Vitagraph he had been in the
varieties, and it was just by the merest chance that

he happened to begin work in the films. A company at

Anita Stewart was a
mother—Jimmie 's mother,

to be exact.

the Brooklyn studios was making "The Tale of Two
Cities," and the actor originally cast for a role - in the

picture accepted another offer. It so happened that

Morrison visited the studio just at the crucial instant,

met some of his friends, heard about the opportunity,

and after being approved as an understudy, signed up.

Jimmie was a ioyous young kiddo then—a sort of

prize juvenile. He subsequently became the idol of

many feminine stargazers. Women who now have two
or three children fell in love with him then, and grass

widows who are getting their interlocutory decrees are

anxious to view his shining presence again on the

strength of old associations.

"Speaking of costuming and make-up," he reminisced,

"do you know what my principal achievement was in

the old Vitagraph days, at least to my mind? It was
the time I played two roles in the same picture. One
of them was an elderly character. Not recognizing me
in the part a great many people asked why they didn't

announce the name of the actor. That really pleased

my pride because I like anything that proves versatility.

"At the time Earle Williams and Harry Morey and
I were occupying the same dressing room, .Williams

was playing an aged blind man in the pictures, and the

first day that he went out on the set even his director

failed to recognize him.

"We kept the same dressing room for several months.
Think of that—three leading men living on such terms

of familiarity over so long a period. Finally some-
body raised a howl for individual quarters, and though
such things weren't done then the company finally

granted the privilege.

"Perhaps you remember Earle Williams as a villain

;

he occasionally did that sort of thing in the old days.

There was one particularly famous picture about six

or seven years ago, 'His Official Wife,' where he ap-

peared as a Russian military officer in love with a
nihilist. The nihilist was Clara Kimball Young.
Harry Morey was the hero. In the final scene

Williams and Miss Young had to cling to a spar

after their yacht had been torpedoed. It was
in October, as I remember, and Miss Young got

such a cold from being in the icy water that she

;\ wouldn't speak to Jimmie Young, who was
Wk directing, for a week.
" \\ "As was bound to happen some time or
f "'.\..\ Continued on page 92



Gaze upon Pola Negri—it's Fanny 's greatest ambition

to look just like her.

WELL, what's the latest you've heard?" de-

manded Fanny, furling up her harem veil

and unpacking a vanity case as big as a
small steamer trunk.

"I'm told that the most characteristic question ever

asked by the American woman is some form of

'What's the latest gossip?'" I told her, in an at-

tempt to be severe. "How many people 'have you
stopped to-day with exactly that question ? And
do you ever think of anything else?"

"Only a few and not often," was the prompt reply.

"Truly, I came straight down here from Sylvia
Breamer's—and what do you think she told me?
She's just back from New York, you know, and she
says that lots of the girls there are matching their

cigarette holders to their eyes—not exactly matching
them always, but just sort of harmonizing them ; for
instance, a dark amber holder for a brown-eyed girl,

and a blue-jade one for a blue-eyed girl, and so on.

I've been worrying all the way down here about what
shade I'd get ; I met Tony Moreno in front of the

hotel and asked him, and he suggested tortoise shell

— for the perfect cat: Wasn't that cruel? But he
apologized and said he didn't mean it, but that he
couldn't hold it back because it struck him as being
so funny, and now I'll bet he's tellin°- it to Lew
Cody. Look at them out there in the lobby, laugh-

ing. Well, Tony said he'd give me a holder as a

peace offering, so I don't care if he does tell that

all over town."
"But you don't smoke," I protested.

"That won't matter; I'll start a new style and
use the thing as an incense burner for my button

llllllliiilllllllllllllllllllllllllW

Over the
If Fanny the Fan doesn't

By The By

hole, which would be novel, at least," she re-

torted. "In these days of raging domesticity

in motion-picture circles I think somebody
ought to make a protest and be eccentric. Of
course, it's wonderful to see these young peo-

ple getting married and settling down and
bringing up children, but somehow, it makes
life seem rather tame."

"It's anything but tame at the Bryant Wash-
burns'. I was there yesterday, and the chil-

dren haven't yet exhausted the possibilities

of the toys their parents brought home from
England. I believe Bryant bought everything

but Westminster Abbey for sonny. Oh, and
have you seen Conrad Nagel's young daugh-
ter, Ruth Margaret? She's a darling baby,

and they're simply bursting with pride in her."

"No, I'm really way behind on the new
babies, but I've seen all the new brides.

Francelia Billington and her cohoney-
mooner, Lester Cuneo, and I had tea to-

gether yesterday—I used to know Lester
when he was with Essanay years ago.

And Eric von Stroheim and his wife,
Valeria Germondez, had dinner at

the table next to mine last night.

She was in 'The Heart of Hu-
manity,' you know—that's

when they met. And she had
parts in 'Blind Husbands'
and 'Foolish Wives,' too.

Certainly it's a regular screen

romance. Oh, and I saw the

loving cup Carmel Myers won
at the live-stock show ; she

wore her ten-thousand-dollar

ermine coat and went into the fashion

show, you know, and the judges never

hesitated an instant about giving her

the cup."
"Well, having seen Carmel in that

coat, I don't blame them. It's too bad

thev didn't have a dancing exhibit and
let Rudolph Valentino enter it; he's

really a professional, and I'm so anx-

ious for 'The Four Horseman of the

Apocalypse' to be released so that I can

see him dance the tango that I c^n hardly

wait. Wouldn't it be wonderful if every

arfor would do a picture showing him
riding his hobby? Du^t'n Farnum would
be winning races with his speed boat, and

jf\ William would go in for horse racing, I

suppose—he's bought a -racing stable, you

Edith Roberts spends know. Thev mi«*ht shoot

Pauline Frederick buying

gowns or airin<r th?t cun-

ning Pomeranian of hers

—I don't believe there's a thing she

enjoys doing more than either of

those two."
"They'd have to show Fdith Rob-

erts dancing," declared Fanny.

her evenings dancing
and her davs buving

frocks to dance in.
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Teacups
tell it, it isn't news.

stander

"Really, I never saw any one crazier about it

than she is. When she first got back here from
New York I met her and asked about her

trip, and it was simply one dnnce after an-

other, according to Edith. She'd lost her
mother's pearls at one party and most of the

sapphire settings out of a gorgeous comb of

her own at another, but even diat didn't damp
her ardor. She'd bought a lot of stunning
gowns in the East—most of them dance
frocks, of course—and she tried them all on
for me the other afternoon. She's just ac-

quired a new home, incidentally—in the Hol-
lywood foothills."

"They all seem to do that sooner or later,"

I sighed. "And they do it as easily as they'd

take a room in a hotel. Wish I could buy a
home."

"I don't wish I could." Fanny
set the teapot down so em-
phatically that the lid bounced
off. "I long for just one

thing, and it's impossible, but

I want it just the same. I wish

I could look like Pola Negri,

actress who did 'Passion,' that

eign picture. I think she's simj

marvelous, don't you? If I only

—oh, there goes Bill Duncan. I

hope you've heard his latest.

He says that serials are a

thing of the past, and that
.

what he's making shouM be

called 'chapter plays.' Now,
fancy that!"

"I can't—and it doesn't

sound like Bill, either. I be-

lieve you made it up. By the

way, did you ever hear

more false reports about
anything than you did

about the Chaplin divorce,

and what the principals

are going to do next? I

met Mildred Harris the

'Love me, love my Pom
e.- anion," might well be

Pauline Frederick's

motto.

Sylvia Breamer's started a new fad, according to Fanny.

other day, and she never looked prettier in her life.

She has one more picture to do for Louis Mayer, and
then she thinks of going on the stage. And as for

Charlie—what a lot of fun he had in New York, when
everybody was looking for him ! A friend of mine had
an engagement with him one evening, and Charlie ap-

peared late and a bit disheveled, and explained that

he'd got lost in the servants' quarters of his hotel, try-

ing to get out without being recognized by all the

people in the lobby. The evening before he'd staye'd

with a taxi driver who had five children, and all that

day he'd been playing with those youngsters and their

friends, down on the lower East Side. He was like

a prince in disguise, and they say that half the chil-

dren in New York refused to go to school for a

while, because the}- were afraid Charlie would turn

up in their neighborhood while they were away."
"Well, I don't blame them. Oh, look at Betty

Blythe—over there at that table by the door. I

heard that she'd bobbed her hair, but with that hat

you can't tell much about it. Did you hear that

Earle Williams is going to Mexico to make 'Dia-

monds Adrift?'
"

"Oh, the usual winter hegira to points south

and prohibitionless will soon be well under way

—

not meaning that the eighteenth amendment has

anything to do with Earle Williams' departure,

of course. I think the 'Follies' girls' leaving

the New Amsterdam Roof, in New York, for

the Famous Players studio, was much more

interesting.. You know. Mr. Ziegfeld has

|
1

never let them appear anywhere else in

the costumes they wear there, but when
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Billie Burke exercised her priv-

ileges as his wife as demanded
some of them for a scene in

'The Education of Elizabeth,'

he sent the pick of the chorus
and also several of the best

acts. And did you hear that

William Ziegfeld, the brother

of the 'Follies' producer, is

starring Norman Trevor in pic-

tures? These English actors

certainly make good in pictures

—look at Wyndham Standing
and Percy Marmont and all the

others who have done it."

"Well, I'm for 'em every
time !" declared Fanny, scrap-

ing up the last bit of marma-
lade. "Even to the English

comedians that William Fox
seems to have gone mad about.

He has two on his list, you
know—Clyde Cook, that man
with the funny legs, and Lupino
Lane, who's said to be the fun-
niest actor on the English
stage."

"I'm not half as concerned
about the English invasion as

I am about the nonstar picture

with half a dozen former stars

in the line-up," I declared.

"Everybody's doing it ; the lat-

est I've heard is the Ralph
Ince picture, 'A Man's Home,'
with Harry Morey and Kathlyn
Williams in it, to say nothing
of Matt Moore, and possibly

Virginia Pearson and Grace
Valentine. And I've always
had my hands quite full

watching just one star, but as

Over the Teacups

for keeping track of several

of
"

"That reminds me that

Jackie Saunders is supporting
Viola Dana in her newest pic-

ture, and a friend of mine
wrote me that Gladys Leslie is

in the cast of Lionel Barry-
more's next picture. Oh, and
aren't you thrilled over hav-

ing Lady Diana Manners

—

only that isn't her married
name, of course—signed up
to be in Commodore Black-

ton's next picture? I was so

excited when they announced
that she had signed with Grif-

fith, a year or two ago—think

of having a titled English

beauty take to the movies.

I'm going to be
Rudolph Valen- Eng-lish m y -

tino is to do a sdf j think_
tango in The '

,.

Four Horse- ^ al
»
we

f
r

men." bangs, don t

they?"
I promptly nipped that

project in the bud by telling

her that I was sure bangs
would be unbecoming to her

:

Fanny's tried being so many
types—slim and lissome like

Elsie Ferguson, frank and
outspoken like Pearl White

—

even tempestuous as Con-
stance T a 1 m a d g e—that I

dreaded the English invasion.

"Better wait till you see the

Lady Diana on the screen,

anyway," I advised her.

"Why don't you try resem-
Continued on pace 97
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"The Gish"
By Vara Macbeth Jones

-

A merry girl, an airy girl,

A you-can-bet-I'm-wary girl,

A bob-haired little hoyden, with mischief in her eye,

A laughing girl, a chaffing girl,

An old-dame-worry baffling girl

Who never troubles trouble, and doesn't want to try.

A happy girl, a snappy girl,

An I-don't-want-no-chappy girl,

A quit-your-nonsense balker who laughs at lover's sighing,

A daring girl, a caring girl,

A luck-o'-Irish-faring girl

Who dared declare, "I'll get him yet," or surely die a-trying.

A pretty girl, a witty girl,

A don't you dare to pity girl,

A Peppy Polly flapper, not heard, but often seen,

A dashing girl, a flashing girl,

An old-idea-smashing girl,

The little jazz disturber, Evatanguaying the screen

!



Right Off the Grill
A mixed assortment of opinions, anecdotes, criticism, and bits of news
about the film world, flavored with frankness and seasoned with wit.

By Herbert Howe

WHAT is a "star?"

A star: a person of brilliant and attractive

qualities.

Such is the simplicity of Webster.
The stage as it holds the mirror up to life occasionally

reflects a being of such radiant quality that the world
exclaims: "a star!" And straightway the individual is

elected to heavenly glory. That is what Charles

Frohman meant when he
said that wherever democ-
racy exists there will be
stars.

The stage would not be
a reflection of life if it

had no stars, for life has
them.
Oscar Wilde defines

them best in "The Portrait

of Dorian Grey":
"But now and then a

complex personality took
the place and assumed the

office of art; was indeed,

in its way, a real work of
art, life having its elabo-

rate masterpieces, just as

poetry has, or sculpture, or
painting."

This "personality" is the

pigment with which a

player works. Whatever
the character he creates, it

is colored by his own. That
is why, x on the screen par-

ticularly, a player convinces
most when the character is

closest to himself, at least

to his sympathies and un-
derstanding.

These masterpieces of
life have magnetism. They
draw about them vast cir-

cles of spectating satellites.

Wilde himself was such a

star in London drawing-
rooms. These stars appear
irrespective of occupation.

We find them in politics, in

college, in trade unions, in

literature, in the fine arts

of crime. There is within
them such a power that we
are attracted w i t h o u t

knowing the reason. "Personality" is an inept expres-
sion for this effuleence.

How many of these masterpieces of life are reflected

by the screen ?

The question naturally arouses division. But the
majority will agree that the term "star" has been per-
verted to the uses of flappers, gamins, cow-punchers,
acrobats, animals, and manikins, the spawn of carnival
and circus, witless, and without the faintest imDrint
of distinction. If these be stars, then so are Elmo,
the human fish, and La Bella Fatima, queen of the

danse Oricniale. If their gyrations be art, then so is

the turning of flapjacks by the gink in the white-front

restaurant window.
There may be twenty screen performers, inclusive of

both genders, who have distinction that is clearly rec-

ognized. Lillian Gish is a star. In her is that alchemy
which sensitizes a mute screen and renders it articulate.

Nazimova has the elan that transmutes a drab shadow
to a thing of glittering

animacy. The intricate

and flame-hued nuances
of her being thread the

worst of her chromos
with a gold enchantment.
Charlie Chaplin has pro-

jected such motive into

the contortions of elemen-
tal humor that he achieves

the Esperanto of comic
art. Mary Pickford's be-

nignant charm has melted
into the hearts of millions.

These four loom from out
the mediocrity of poseurs

and flaneurs. There may
be others with sufficient

flash of the divine fire that

they pass for a time as

stars. They are only

meteors—or duds.

I doubt whether there

are ten among the poten-

tates of stardom who have
a loyal constituency. Not
more than fifteen, surely,

have sufficient pull to in-

crease the attendance at

a theater to any apprecia-

ble percentage. For the

dozen people who go to

the theater because it

blazes the name of Mary
Marvel there is likely to

be t w o dozen staying

away for the same reason.

Jesse Lasky has com-
menced pooling his stars,

for business reasons. No
doubt he has found that

some of his stellar attrac-

tions were proving detrac-

tions. Too, there has

been overproduction of pictures, the money market is

tight, and it is necessarv to make fewer pictures in

order to recoup. Thus "the pool. My fellows of the

press strummed their psalters in praise to the Deity

and Jesse. The stars, for the most part, uttered glad

cries. What else could they do? They might have
found reason to break their contracts, but where would
the}' have found another company desiring their serv-

ices ? Possibly a few, but no company with the financial

solidarity and future of Paramount. So we are to have
groups of stars in Paramountings. Elsie Ferguson,

Juanita Hansen is laughing because so far she has escaped the

biting pen of the author of this page.
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Ethel Clayton, Thomas Meighan,
others may appear in chorus.

Wallace Reid, and

The prospect delighteth me not. Thus far I have
been able to elude some of them ; now I'll be tricked

into seeing them all.

I appreciate Mr. Lasky's temerity in placing all the

pets in one cage. But verily, I say, the director who
entereth it is another Daniel.

I suggest that Jack Pershing or Jack Dempsey direct.

If Cecil B. De Mille succeeds we'll not blame the

amiable Mr. Wilkie, his press centurion, for hailing

him the Napoleon of the photo play. Let us prepare

the medal militaire, yet not forget the gates ajar.

After all, Wallace Reid is the only

possible star claimant in the caboodle

drafted for "Anatol." And Wally al-

ways did wear his halo carelessly. His
very indifference to his glory renders

him ingratiating.

I second Frederick James
Smith's motion ; now let the

directors be pooled.

Some wag announces the

costarring of Elsie Ferguson
and Olga Petrova. Referee
not named.

Newspaper notice : Ingen-

ious trap invented to kill bugs
infesting arc-lighted studios.

Just another trick for elimi-

nating stars, I suppose.

We now have
super has his day.

superstars.

Angels Become Devils.

Henry Arthur Jones, English play
wright, has joined Paramount's liter-

ary set in California. Some time ago
the Equity Company produced Mr.
Jones' famous play, "Michael and
His Lost Angel," with Conway
Tearle. When canned in gelatine

was labeled "Whispering Devils.

The Playwright seemed embar-
rassed when asked if he had seen
it. He said he hardly expected to.

Equity for Actors.

A great deal is said about the temperamental
injustice of actors, but very little of the unfair-

ness dealt out by directors and producers. A certain

company recently blacklisted a young actress because
its star didn't like her attitude while she was serving

as his leading woman. A report was spread among the

studios which I happen to know was false, at least in

some respects. The girl has found it difficult to se-

cure employment. Naturally the word of a company
head is better than that of a player. Another young
actress suffered because she held out for her wardrobe
expenses, which had been assured her in writing by
the director. The director—a man—telephoned other

studios warning them that the girl was dishonest. She
was able to disprove this only by reference to other

directors who strongly indorsed her. Evidently the
Actors' Equity is needed in the film zone as a protec-
tion against this genre of employer.

Scenario Qualification.

A company boasts that it has secured a scenario
writer famous for being the authoress of children's
stories. She should qualify.

Food for "Reds."

Facts like these are guaranteed to make radicals out
of the most contented persons.
Hope Hampton has a thirty-five-thousand-dollar gold

bed, we're informed, in which a queen once accouched.
Harrison Ford is earning a living by making love

to the Talmadge sisters, in film alternate.

Charles Ray has a dentist office and personal dentist
installed in his studio. We may expect another
volume of molar memoirs such as written by the
ex-kaiser's bicuspid plumber, who, by the way,
is now available.

Screen actors who successfully evaded war
service are now appearing in "Americanization"
films. But why Americanize them at our ex-

pense.

Customary Denials.

Charles Chaplin to direct Mildred
Harris in a supercomedy. Denied.

William Duncan and Edith John-
son married. Denied.

Constance Talmadge to wed
Philadelphia person. Denied.

Mildred Davis engaged to

navy officer. Denied.

Are Stars Conceited?

The first question invariably

launched by the avid fan con-

_

cerning a star is : "Is she very con-
ceited and upstage?" I don't know the
reason for it. Most stars aren't, although
most performers are. There's the differ-

ence between the great and the little. The
smaller they are the bigger they feel. This
holds in other professions. So there's no
reason for so much mooting of the ques-
tion. Often players are unjustly accused.
At a recent party in Hollywood, a charming

young actress sat rigidly upright in her
chair all evening, refusing to talk.

Every one thought her upstage,

whereas she had merely imbibed too
much.

To all lovers of the clean and beau-
tiful: Don't miss Corinne Griffith at

her bath in "The Broadwav Bubble."

You don't believe this is

Harold Lloyd? Wait till you

see "Number, Please.'" The

matchless comedian is doing

tricks with a curved mirror.
Three Ghosts of Hamilton.

We are about to behold three ghosts of Hamlet. John
Barrymore is to do the dyspeptic Dane for Paramount,
'tis said. A German company has filmed it with Asta
Neilsen, a feminine star, in the title role. And an
Italian company is sending over a third edition. That
ought to be enough to make the bard do a back-flop
under the daisies.

Interviewing Monsieur X.

There are two ways of gaining audience with Mon-
sieur X, famous film star:

i. Call at the studio and submit to an examination
by the office girl in the outer of outers. You sit on a
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hard bench before her desk, where the light will fall

directly upon you. She looks you straight in the eye

and inquires the name of your person, profession, pub-

lication, and political party. After the oath is given,

she will study you carefully for two or three hours.

If you haven't broken down completely at the end of

that time, she may send your name to the inner cf

inners.

I recently tried this method. I proved my identity

by letters, discharge papers, and birth mark. Not a

tremor or sob escaped me.
.
Finally I humbly inquired

the decision. The lady shook her head. My case was
hopeless.

"Why?" I bawled.

"Because," said she with a touch of commiseration,

"even I am not permitted on the holy lot."

2. The other way to gain access is by bribing a serv-

itor for the star's home phone number. You call the

Buckingham, and if you're fortunate some one will an-

swer. Thereupon you give the name of "your per-

son, profession, publication, and political party to

the butler. He, in turn, after due deliberation pre-

sents it to the secretary, who may lay it before the

throne. The master heaves . ultimatum,

which is hoisted from the secretary to the

butler to the housemaid to you. Thus,
if favored, you may get yottr reply

within a week, providing central

doesn't cut you off.

After spending all my enormous
salary in nickels, I was told to call

again, as the master had retired,

thought it was time he should. But I

have still another plan. He will doubtlessly go
to Englard one of these days to receive the

king. I'll follow and interview the

king, thus getting a democratic im-
pression of our American
favorite.

We thought Thomas
Burke, author of "Lime-
house Nights," was
really in earnest when he
roasted the motion pic-

ture because it didn't re-

produce his stories as they
were written. Then we
heard he had signed to do
scenarios for Fox

We're Eagerly Await-
ing:

Anatol in the person

of Wally Reid, em-
braced by Gloria, Bebe,

Agnes, and Wanda.
Antonio Moreno in

his first feature.

More European pictures with the fire of "Passion."

The Nazimovazation of "Aphrodite" by Pierre

Louys.

John Barrymore's picture of Dorian Grey.

Pola Negri's revisitation.

Betty Blythe, Queen of Sheba, when she draws her

dagger that lets fall the royal chemise.

Lillian Gish's first star picture directed by Jerome
Stnrm.
The answer to 'What is a Wife- Worth?" made by

Cabanne.
Marguerite Clark's return in "Scrambled W ives."

Kin? Vidor's "The Sky Pilot."

Elinor Glyn's first screen outburst with Gloria Swan-
son as subject.

Never Pass Up a Loane.

When George Loane Tucker went to California to

produce "The Miracle Man" his name was not as spec-

tacular as it is now. W hile dining in the Alexandria

he saw a girl who was exactly the type to play Rose.

He learned that she was playing in slapstick comedies,

but that did not discourage him. He called her resi-

dence that evening. She was not at home, so he left

his name with the request that she call him the next day.

"And who's this gink, George Loane Tucker?"

queried the water lily upon being given the message.

"Well, I'll take a chance. If his middle name's Loan,

mine is Borrow." She called and was offered the part.

It didn't meet with her approval. She continues to

illustrate the comedies in

a bathing suit while Betty

Compson stars in state.

Moral : Never turn

down a Loane.

Ten Best Films of 1920.

For entertainment value

and artistic standard, the

following is our Grill list

of the ten best pictures of

the vear:

"Way Down East."

"Humoresque."
"Passion."

"The Jack-knife Man."
"Paris Green."

"On With the Dance."
"The Devil's Pass Key."
"\Yhv Change Your Wife?"
"Dr. Jekvll and Mr. Hvde."
"Pollvanna."

And here is Fatty Arbuckle.

No. this was not taken when
he was realtyfive years old;

but onlv rccentb-, when he played being five, in "Brewster's Millions.

Writer Wanted?

A great deal is being said

about the need for writers of

screen literature. "The Sign

on the Door" would indicate

executives wanted. Channing
Pollock sold the original sce-

nario of this play to Metro for

a few hundred dollars. It was
shelved. Being in need of

material for a stage play, Mr.
Pollock purchased his story

back from Metro for fifteen

hundred dollars. As a stage

play it has earned big royal-

ties, and Joseph Schenck re-

p centlv paid seventy-five thou-

sand dollars for the sc-een

rights. It is now being put through the lenses by Her-

bert Brenon with Norma Talmadge as the star.

Newsboys cr.d Cutthroats.

The dime novel is dead. Loni live the dime novel

!

Nick Carter and Horatio Alger in collaboration

couldn't have produced such as "Dinty"—pearls, opium.

Chinese cutthroats. Irish Americans, tubercular mother,

swinging knife, trick door, subterannean passages, noble

newsboys.
Marshall Neilan deserves credit for openly crediting

himself with the story. We might have blamed Wes
Berrv—or one of the chinks.



Carmel Mvers' coloring makes seal and squirrel

an excellent combination for her.

Try Your Fur
If you're her type, it's wise to make your

By Louise

SOMEBODY ought to compile an alphabet of
furs," declared the Young Matron, as we
started for our afternoon walk up Fifth Av-

enue. "Something like 'B is for beaver and blondes,'

and 'S stands for squirrel and sloe-eyed brunettes,

.Or it might take the form of a creed, 'Thou shalt not

wear seal if thou art neither very young nor very old,'

and 'Wear ermine if thou art a blue-eyed blonde, and
thy popularity will be great—likewise thy bills at the

cleaner's.' Something on that order, you know—just

to save women who don't know what kinds of fur to

wear from going out and spending a lot of money, and
then looking about as stunning or fashionable as if

they'd skinned the family cat and made her hide into

a neckpiece."

Well, I don't wholly agree with the Young Matron's
flippancy

;
having had two fur coats in her trousseau

and having been given a sable scarf for her birthday

she's not exactly qualified to dole out advice

to the rest of us. But in a way she's right
; Broadtail and kolinslc

wear furs that aren't really suited to your and Edith Roberts~vou
looks, and, though, of course, they'll keep you couldn't find anything

warm, they won't serve a double purpose and prettier in fur coats.

add to your appearance as well.

Even the screen star who has many a fur wrap and
neckpiece must make selections carefully, and you can

profit by their experience and choose furs to suit your
type just as they do.

Photo by Joel Feder

For example, there's Carmel Myers. Carmel is

a decided brunette, with ivory-tinted skin and very
dark eyes and hair and very red lips—almost

Spanish coloring. Furthermore, she's young—and
age must always be a deciding factor in buying
furs ; the wrong kind can add ten years to your
age in the twinkling of an eye.

Carmel Myers has several very beautiful fur
wraps, but her favorite, and perhaps the most be-

coming one, is of seal, with cuffs and collar of
very dark-gray squirrel, with brown markings.
The fur coat's collar must always be carefully

considered, since only a slender girl can afford

to wear the big, rather bulky, collars. Squirrel

is well suited to this treatment, as it is soft enough
to drape well. The collar of Miss Myers' coat is

very deep, and can be worn turned well up about
the head, or lying flat down over the shoulders. The
combination of seal and squirrel for any one of

her coloring is particularly good, since,

though the black of the seal would be
becoming to her, it is also rather old,

and needs to be counteracted by a
lighter fur near the face.

While we are on the subject of
gray squirrel we might pause for

a word of advice to the light-

haired girls who are partial to

it. As a rule, gray is most
decidedly not for blondes,

despite the fact that many
of them seem to believe that

it was made for them. Few
yellow-haired girls have
enough color in their skins

—I refer not to pink cheeks,

but to the underlying tone of

the skin—to wear gray with-

out losing by it. The bru-

nette with vivid coloring, such

as Miss Myers', can wear
gray admirably. So can the

bronze-haired girl with gray
eyes, and the gray-haired or
white-haired woman—to them
it is especially becoming.
Edith Roberts is another

dark-haired girl who likes to

wear black, but she selects a dif-

ferent combination of furs, and a

most effective one. She is shown
here in a very beautiful imported
coat of broadtail, made on loose,

much draped lines which are well

suited to her youthful slimness. The
back of the coat is very full—in fact,

the coat is made in popular dolman
style. And the big, soft collar and
wide cuffs are of imported kolinsky,

of a deep brown that is most
becoming to Miss Roberts.

Here again, you see, 'we have
black fur counteracted by
lighter collars and cuffs.
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Coat on a Star
selections according to what she wears.

Williams
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Incidentally, the problem of what sort of hat
to wear with a fur coat is an interesting- one, and
is solved by Miss Roberts most pleasingly. She
loves color—and with a fur coat she has free

range. Therefore this hat was selected. Its

brim is of autumn leaves in their natural shades,

made of velvet, and the crown is of brown vel-

vet which just matches the kolinsky on her coat.

It is rarely advisable to wear a large hat with a
fur coat, as the thickness of a fur collar, com-
bined with a wide-brimmed hat, achieves a
bunchy effect which is anything but effective.

It is best to obtain width, if a wide hat is more
becoming to you than a small one, by the use of
feathers, as does Hope Hampton in the hat pic-

tured here. Her features are very fine, conse-
quently it is better for her to get the effect of
width in a hat by something less heavy than the
velvet or satin brim of a hat. The placing of
the feather on this hat gives her the desirable
result of contrasting its color with her eyes, and,
also, because of the manner in which the end of
the feather is turned, the desired breadth is ob-
tained.

Ermine is admirably suited to a blonde of Justine
Johnstone's type.

Photo by Geisler and Andrews

Photo by Apeda

Hope Hampton is fine-featured enough to wear

the harsher furs.

Miss Hampton has very blue eyes and dull-gold

hair, with a suggestion of red. Because of this,

and also because her face is small, she can wear

the harsher furs, such as skunk, wolf, black

marten, and racoon. It is a great mistake for

the woman with rather large features to wear
such furs as these

;
they emphasize this character-

istic, and so are not really becoming. But color-

ing and features like Miss Hampton's are made
to seem more delicate by contrast with the coarse-

ness of these furs.

Quite a different type of blonde is Justine John-

stone, whose hair is very golden, and whose eyes

are not so deep a blue as Miss Hampton's. She

is one of those who can wear unrelieved black

—

there is a softness about her beauty which the

velvety black of seal makes more pronounced.

Pure white ermine is also very becoming to her,

though in most instances blondes do well to avoid

this fur unless the black-tipped tails are used, since

they need the emphasis of the bits of black to re-

lieve the monotony of the white.

Ermine is a very popular fur among the ac-

tresses of the screen; Anita Stewart and the Tal-

madges all have pure white ermine coats, which

are equally becoming to Norma's dark eyes and
hair, to Anita's reddish-brown ones, and to the

gay Constance's brown eyes and light hair. Norma
Continued on page 98



Horse Cents
The screen's first equine star talks for publication.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

BLACK BEAUTY glanced up from the manger
where he was having lunch as I appeared at

the door of his stable.

"Come right in and sit down," he said cordially, cock-
ing his ear at me and waving a friendly tail in greet-

ing.

"Will you have a bite of bran mash or a barley-

water cocktail?"

I said that I had had my lunch and seated myself on
a convenient bale of hay to wait until he had finished.

"I suppose this is the first time you've interviewed

an equine star, isn't it?" he asked, turning a velvety

brown eye upon me. I admitted that it was.
"Yes," he went on, trying to be modest about it. "I

believe I'm the first of my kind to be featured in a
five-reel picture—and you notice that I have the title

role, too.

"Of course," he continued, flicking his long tail at

an audacious fly who was using his satiny flank for

a skating rink, "Jean Paige and Jimmy Morrison are
in the picture, too—but they really amount to very lit-

tle. I am the featured player."

He munched his oats daintily and nibbled at a wisp
of hay as if it were an asparagus salad.

"Then your name is Black Beauty?" I asked him,
and he shook his head.

"No, in private life my name is King, but since tak-

ing the part of Black Beauty here at Vitagraph, every-

one has commenced to call me by that name, and I

rather think I shall retain it indefinitely."

He shifted around so that I could get a clear view
of his black velvet body and his one white hind foot.

"Do you notice how closely I resemble Black Beauty

of the novel?" he asked. I

said I did.

"I assure you the Vitagraph
people trotted around quite a
bit before they found me.
They not only had to have a

horse who answered the de-
scription of the one in the
book, but who was also gen-
tle, talented, intelligent, and
wouldn't set the director too

hard a pace. / answered the

description," he finished com-
placently.

I was properly impressed
and asked him next how he
happened to break into pic-

tures. It is the customary
question to ask of a star, and
I knew he would expect it.

"Well, when I was a colt,"

he answered, "I never could

seem to reconcile myself to

the prospect of the domestic
life of double harness or even
the single blessedness of a

bachelor stable. So I ran

away from my home pasture

and went on the race track.

Far be it from me to praise

myself unduly—I have too

much horse sense for that

—

but I did make rather a rec-

ord, doing a mile in 2.16. It

was then that I attracted the

eye of 'Chick' Morrison, who
was trying to find an equine

star for this story, and he at

once engaged me for the picture."

"Speaking of horse cents," I interrupted, "I suppose

you get quite a salary."

"Oh, to be sure," he said with studied nonchalance.

"You can well believe that when I tell you that I'm

insured for fifty thousand dollars until this picture is

completed. But if I told you how many buckets of oats

my contract calls for you'd hardly believe me, however
far be it from me to get on my high horse about it.

Neigh ! Neigh ! Why this minute I'd love to go back

to the livery stable where I was born and swap tales

with horses I knew when I was a colt. Ask any one
on the lot, and they'll tell you I'm not the least bit

temperamental. I haven't demanded publicity, I haven't

whinnied for close-ups, and I haven't kicked about a

thing; and if there's any other star about whom you
can say the same thing, I'll eat my blanket."

I inquired about Black Beauty's likes and dislikes.

He pawed the ground and wrinkled his nose as if think-

ing deeply.

"Well, in the main," he said, and I looked to see what
was in his mane, but that wasn't what he was talking

about, "I like loaf sugar, carrots, currycombs, and
pretty women, and I dislike whips, Klieg lights, and

iron bits."

I jotted that down, and he glanced over my shoulder

to see if I was forgetting anything.

"Be sure and put down that I have four doubles in

this picture," he told me, and I looked up in surprise.

Most stars are lucky if they only have one.

"Four doubles," he repeated proudly, "and they all

had to be black with a white hind foot. They had to

Continued on page 1 00
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The Screen in Review
Criticism and comment on current releases.
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By Agnes Smith

FOR more than a year the prospect of Otis

Skinner in a screen version of "Kismet"

has been a mere fascinating promise.

The screen rights were purchased, Mr. Skin-

ner was duly persuaded to sign on the dotted

line, and plans were made for the production.

Because there were several hitches in the pro-

ceedings, certain wise men in the motion-pic-

ture business declared that there would never

be no such fillum.

But behold ! Here is "Kismet," produced by
Louis J. Gasnier for Robertson-Cole. Pre-

sented with more than Oriental splendor, it

comes along to brighten screens that have been
colored drab by too many hit-and-run melo-

dramas, too many dull problem plays, and too

many sleek comedies of enterprising voung suc-

cess experts. Along comes "Kismet" to give

a jog to your imagination, to take you to far-

off brilliant and impossible lands, and to tell

you a fascinating story of the country of the

"Arabian Nights."

On the stage "Kismet" was a. bird of fine

feathers that roosted long on Broadway. With
due apologies to Mr. Morris Gest, it was far

more enchanting than all the "Chu Chin Chows" "Ban

and "Meccas" that have followed it. When
Mr. Skinner announced that he was going to

wind it into reels, we had our doubts. Nothing is more
depressing than a spectacular play gone wrong. We
feared that "Kismet" would be stripped of its Oriental

flavor, and that it would turn out to be one grand cir-

cus, with nothing but plenty of real camels and Oriental

dancing girls to recommend it. As for Mr. Skinner,

there was the fear that it would be hard to teach an
old dog new tricks.

But Mr. Skinner is a canny gentleman. I suspect

him of studying studio tricks and film technique. Most
of these "distinguished recruits from the legitimate''

do not. At least, they don't until the)' have learned

a few hard lessons in the bitter school of experience.

If Mr. Skinner never appears in another picture, h(

goes into the screen Hall of Fame. Even if you don'l

care especially for "Kismet" you will be repaid foi

having seen Otis Skinner.

His performance of Hajj, the beggar, who crams
the adventures of a lifetime into one day, is a marvel
of virtuosity. Hajj is a liar, a villain, a thief, and a

murderer. He is a typical Oriental hero. The Western
world admires the upright man ; the East reverences

the subtle old scoundrel.

The action of Edward Knoblock's play is literally a

moving picture. To write like an Irishman, it was a

moving picture even when presented on the stage.

Elemental and melodramatic, it has elements of real

poetry and greatness. The knock of fate gives the

picture rhythm, and this rhythm has been retained in

the scenario prepared by Charles Whittaker.

"Kismet" is, then, a jewel of a picture. Its success

ought to prove to producers that a little imagination is

worth a ton of rehashed plots.

Mr. Skinner and Mr. Gasnier have succeeded where
many have failed. This business of adapting stage

plays to the screen is a risky one. For a time, pro-

ty Pulls the Strings" will appeal to those who find the ordinary

movie too boisterous and crude.

ducers were bent on corralling all the cash-register

successes and the market, and canning them like peas.

The object was to line up as many well-known names
as possible and let the public take the consequences.
Immortalizing famous actors in famous roles has been
a popular business. Some of this immortalizing didn't

take ; the immortals emerged with more notoriety than

reputation. Do you remember Mary Garden in

"Thais," and Mrs. Fiske in "Vanity Fair?"

Bunty Pulls the Strings

From Goldwyn comes a creditable adaptation of a

stage success. "Bunty Pulls the Strings," being fragile,

has been handled with care. It isn't just one wild roar

of a laugh after another, but it is a comfortable sort

of comedy. It is so pretty, genteel, and refined that it

could be shown at an)- church on a Sunday night.

Bunty, you may remember, was the winsome Scotch
lass who pulled the strings so effectively that she patched

up a family quarrel and smoothed over a family scan-

dal. An outrageously bossy little person, but lovable

and feminine. Bunty and her relatives care no more
for money than does the average film producer. Gra-
ham Moffat pokes fun at the Scotch, mild, good-hu-
mored fun. This gentle satire, set in idyllic settings,

gives the picture a demure charm. I think that it will

appeal especially to those persons who find the ordi-

nary movie much too boisterous and crude.

Leatrice Joy, as Bunty, is all smiles and dimples.

Miss Jny is headed straight for electric lights. Ray-
mond Hatton plays Weelum, Bunty's unromantic suitor.

Mr. Hatton can be so funny without trying that we
wonder why other comedians have to try so hard. Cul-

len Landis gives another excellent youthful character-

ization as Bunty's brother. The picture was directed

by Reginald Barker.
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Despite the splendid settings and the fine work of Mr. Fitzmaurice, ''Idols of Clay" is mediocre on account of the tawdriness of its story'-

Life

If you have twenty-five cents to toss away, go to

see William A. Brady's production, "Life," and spend
a perfectly wild evening 1

. It is another adaptation of

a stage play, but it is done without regard to law or
order. As I only saw the picture once, I cannot tell

what it is all about. The plot, by Thompson Buchanan
and Mr. Brady himself, is so strong that it couldn't be
killed with a club. It is one of those active affairs that

goes on and on and on. A beautiful melange of society

and the underworld, it is hard to tell the social lights

from the crooks. It specializes in murder and sudden
death, in vampires and thieves.

Undoubtedly Mr. Brady produced it for what it was
worth. And it is worth about ten, twenty, and thirty.

It is hard-hitting entertainment, but it has so much
dash and nonchalance that you cannot help having a

faint sort of_ liking for it. A large cast, composed
mostly of villains, works hard. The conspicuous figure

in the picture is Nita Naldi, erstwhile show girl, and
now an emotional actress of the stage and screen. Miss
Naldi is a contestant for the beautiful tiger-skin rug
to be awarded to the best vampire of the year.

Haliotrope

I wish I 'could say that Cosmopolitan had produced
another "Humoresque" in "Heliotrope." For sheer
artistry of plot, it is better than "Humoresque," and
its appeal is almost as great. Fannie Hurst's story was
an epic of mother love. Richard Washburn Quids'
plot is an epic of father love.

A convict, "lifer" in a penitentiary, learns that his

daughter is engaged to the son of a rich man. And
he also learns that his wife, mother of the girl, is go-

ing to blackmail her daughter. The girl has been
brought up in a convent, and believes that her father

and mother are dead.

The father tells his story to the governor, and ob-

tains a parole. He gives his word of honor that he

will not harm his wife. His plan of attack is much
more subtle. Before the law had removed him beyond
the reach of such luxuries, Harry Hasdock had loved

the perfume of heliotrope. Perfume is the weapon he

uses against his wife. At the first whiff of heliotrope,

she knows that he is on her trail. The idea of driving

a woman to insanity by the smell of perfume is an

interesting one. The director, however, fails to make
the scenes effective.

But the climax atones for much that is mediocre in

the picture. By goading her to madness, Heliotrope

Harry forces her into murder. To "save his daughter

he gives his life, deliberately and willingly. The cam-
paign of persecution had been elaborated and craftily

devised.

Throughout the picture the daughter is unaware of

the drama that is being enacted about her. She is

never conscious of the existence of her parents. i ler

story is merely an everyday boy-and-girl romance.

The construction of the story and its dramatic denoue-

ment give the picture claims to artistic distinction. The
best acting is done by Fred Burton, who plays the role

of Heliotrope Harry:

Dinty

Unless we are very much mistaken "Dinty" is going

to be one of the most popular pictures of the year.

And much of its popularity will be attributed to the

fatal beauty of Wesley Barry, How wise of Marshall

Neilan to make him a star ! Few distinguished actors

find recognition so quickly. Like John Barrymore, Mr.
Parry reaches the zenith of his powers while compara-
tively young. He brings to his art the fire of youth and'

the experience that comes from excellent training.

As a San Francisco newsboy' who organizes a news-



"Kismet" is a jewel of a picture, and its success should prove to producers that a little imagination is worth a ton of rehashed plots.

boys' trust, thwarts the aims of a band of desperate

opium smugglers, and rescues a- beautiful young
woman from the clutches of villains, Mr. Barn- acts

with finesse and emotional power. Handicapped by
a map that is almost entirely covered with freckles, he
turns an affliction into a triumph. Humor, pathos, and
melodrama are in the picture, and Mr. Barry runs the
well-known gamut of emotions.

Marshall Xeilan may be several years older than
Wesley Barry, but he has the heart of a child. His
pictures are fairly sunlit. "Dinty" is a joyous affair.

Marjorie Daw, who is one of the nicest girls on the
screen, Colleen Moore, and Xoah Been- are among
those present in the cast.

Idols of Clay

Just one more picture like "Idols of Clay," and we
will put George Fitzmaurice among those directors who
might have been. The sad part of it is that it is not
Mr. Fitzmaurice's fault. He is an artist and a gentle-

man. He is one of the few born artists now directing
pictures.

"Idols of 'Clay" has one of those pesky stories that
keeps you wondering where you have seen it before.
It starts out like Somerset Maugham's book. "The
Moon and Sixpence." it borrows a bit from the diary
of Paul Gaugin, it leaps along into the plot of "The
Man Who Came Back," it jumps into Limehouse, which
is the exclusive property of D. W. Griffith, and then
swings into something suggestive of "The Miracle
Man." It tells the most impossible, improbable, fan-
tastic story that has spun before us in a long time.

The story has not even the merit of abiding by law
and decency. Mae Murray does a dance that ought
to make an awful hit with college freshmen. It is so

daring. But I do not like to see Miss Murray play
the role of a girl who takes drugs. Much as I dis-

like to appear like a State board of censors, I believe

that all "dope" scenes should be eliminated from pic-

tures. David Powell, a capable actor, has a role that

makes him nothing but an utter fool.

The clew to "Idols of Clay" may possibly be found
in a speech that Miss Murray recently made before a
gathering of authors. The authors were engaged in

a serious discussion of the screen, its faults, and its pos-

sibilities. Miss Murray warned the writers not to take

the motion picture too seriously. "You must remem-
ber," she said, "you are writing for a five-and-ten-store

public." "Idols of Clay," in spite of its fine settings,

its beautiful photography, and the imaginative touches

of Mr. Fitzmaurice—and these it has in great abundance
—is five-and-ten-cent-store entertainment.

The Great Lover

"The Great Lover," most charming of all philan-

derers, loses some of his accent and some of his zest

when he works his wiles upon the screen. The play,

by Fanny and Frederic Hatton and Leo Ditrich stein, is

so sophisticated that we think that it will puzzle many
a movie fan.

On the screen, a professional heartbreaker is a vil-

lain. Jean Paurel. the great lover, is much too polished

and polite to be a popular film hero. A popular opera
singer and a man of a thousand conquests, he falls in

love with a young American singer and, in a quarrel

about her, strains his vocal muscles and loses his voice.

The girl feels in honor bound to marry him, but the

great lover discovers her attachment for another man
and gallantly gives her up. The ending is most adroit.

The great lover, broken-hearted, resigns himself to a
melancholy old age. The telephone rings. It is an-
other siren ! After all, there is more than one woman
in the world.

Continued on page 99



She iv«s not much bigger than her favorite copper pan.

Cinderella's Twin
To be whirled from the kitchen to a ball as brilliant as that of any fairy tale was what befell

this little scullery-maid heroine. And the adventures that followed were no less remarkable.

By Jane McNaughton Baxter

SHE was such a little thing—not much bigger than
her favorite copper pan which she polished till

its burnished surface shone. And as she rubbed
it she chattered away to her reflection in its gleaming
surface, pausing once or twice to lay her soft little

cheek against one of its great handles.

"He doesn't even know I'm on earth, of course," she

confided to this inanimate friend. "Probably he never
thinks about there being anybody in the Valentine's

house except Mrs. V. and the girls and their father

;

certainly he'd never waste a thought on a scullery maid.
But just you wait"—and she stood off and cocked her

head to one side, the better to admire her handiwork

—

"some day Prentice Blue and I will meet—and when
we do he'll remember me. You see if he doesn't

!"

Just a wild prophecy, of course, when you consider

that Connie McGill was only the scullery maid in the

Valentine home, and that Prentice Blue was one of

the city's biggest catches, and the target for many of

the Valentine girls' skillful shots in the game of matri-

mony. Yet not half an hour later Connie's prophecy

came true, and filled her, not with joy, but with humili-

ation.

It happened naturally enough. Cook and her assist-

ant had prepared dinner and then had gone to a wed-
ding, leaving Connie with explicit instructions to watch
the roast and put it on the dumb-waiter when Boggs,

the butler, phoned down for it. But Boggs, unex-

pectedly hurried, changed the order of things, and sent

word that Connie was to bring the roast up and serve

it herself.

Anxiously she scrouged down before the big copper
pan and fluffed up her yellow hair, longing for just a
few more moments in which to make herself present-

able. But Boggs had urged her to hurry, so she scram-
bled out of her big apron and into a little white one,

slipped the roast on to a platter, and made her way
up to the dining room.

She had never seen a dinner party before, and for

a moment paused in the doorway ; the brilliant lights,

the flowers, the lilting music that caught at her like

fairy hands, all made "a wonderful new -world. Her
blue eyes widened and grew starry with happiness, and
her cheeks grew as pink as the rosebuds on the table.

And then her eyes met those of the man sitting at

the hostess' right—a tall, dark chap, whose whimsical

little smile made him seem aloof from the chattering

women who babbled at each other across him. His eyes

met little Connie McGill, and a sickening crash an-

nounced to the Fates that the first part of that young
person's prophecy had come true. For at sight of Pren-

tice Blue her hands had flown to the locket at her

throat, in which a picture of him. clipped from a news-

paper, reposed. And the roast, incapable of remain-

ing suspended in the air unsupported, had fallen to

the floor.
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There was a scene, of course. Mrs. Valentine was
icily severe ;

Boggs, who had rushed in a second too

late, was purple with suppressed vituperation. And
trembling with fear. Connie raised tear-filled eyes to

Prentice Blue, who had rushed to the rescue.

She couldn't have told exactly what he said, but she

did know that he scrabbled the remains of the roast

back onto the platter, turned Mrs. Valentine's anger

into amusement, and quelled Boggs with a glance. She
tried to thank him, but the words 'stuck in her throat,

and she could only look at him.. And he, patting her

on the shoulder as she turned to go back down to her
lonely kitchen, got a vivid impression of a little face

as touchingly sweet as a wild rose that has been out

in a June shower.

Connie had plans for that evening, plans which she

had made some weeks before. For it was the night

of Helen Flint's birthday ball, and the mere fact that

Helen Flint's father was a millionaire wasn't going to

keep Connie away from the party. To be sure, she

could go only as far as the awning that reached from
the curb to the ornate front door of the Flint mansion,

but that would be far enough for her. She could see

the guests hurry up the walk, could catch the faint

suggestion of perfume and hear the light, amused
laughter of those other young people as they drifted

past her into the enchanted world just beyond.

She hurried up Fifth Avenue, with the gleam of

lights reflected in the wet pavements, and the shouts

of chauffeurs and hoarse commands of the extra po-

licemen adding to the confusion at the entrance of the

Flint home. But the crowd meant nothing to Connie

;

she wormed her way through it and up to the very

edge of the red carpet that stretched from curb to stairs,

her eyes glued to the throng of favored ones. There
was one girl, no prettier than she, whose silver frock

peeped from beneath a rose-colored coat that would
move through Connie's dreams for weeks to come.
There was a girl in orchid tulle, with a great wrap of

soft, white fur swathed about her—

—

"Want to go to the ball?"

Connie whirled around, trembling at the hand on her
shoulder and the gruff voice that

had awakened her from her

dreams. She'd so often imagined

just such an occurrence ; now, if

the voice had belonged to a funny
little witch, and pumpkin coach had
stood just beyond, the situation

would not have seemed more un-
real.

"If you'll just come this way,"
went on the burly man who had
spoken to her. "That's it—right

over to this machine. You see, I'm
playing a trick on my friend

Martin, who's giving the party

—

and I want you to help me."
Preposterous, of course. But when you're lonely,

and you have filled your heart with dreams, and longed
for them to come true, it doesn't seem strange to have
them suddenly work out. At least, it didn't to Connie

;

it just seemed natural.

So when she found a very pretty and very much
excited young woman in the car, and was driven to

an apartment where the young wom^n slipped out of

her own filmy pink dress and adjusted it so that it

fitted Connie's slim little body, that young person took
it all as a matter of course. She didn't even ask for
an explanation. Even if she had, the truth would not
have been forthcoming—for Dugeen. expert crook that

he was, would never have told her that he had planned

"Cinderella's Twin"
\\ ritten from the Metro production

based on the story by Luther Reed,

and played by the following cast

:

Connie McGill Viola Dana
Prentice Blue W allace McDonald
Boggs Calvert Carter

Dugeen Edward Connelly

The Ladv Ruth Stonehouse

to get away with the birthday gifts that old Mr. Flint's

daughter Helen had placed on display in her little sit-

ting room. Xor would he have told Connie that "The
Lady," the girl who was helping her dress, was to have
gone to the ball and arranged for him to enter the house,

but had been frightened out of her wits when she saw
"Busy" Kelly lounging about near the entrance. Kelly

had met her before; in fact, the last time she went to

jail he had acted as her escort. Under such circum-
stances she felt, quite naturally, that it might be em-
barrassing to meet him again, especially when she was
pretending to be one of the guests at a function where
she had no right to be.

And so Connie went to the ball—a transformed Con-
nie, in dainty little silver slippers which The Lady had
hunted out of a bottom drawer when she found that

her own were too big for the little Cinderella. One of

them wasn't quite comfortable, but Connie wou'd have
worn them if they'd been filled with needles that stuck
straight into her. She was so happy that she would
hardly have noticed it.

She hadn't stopped to remember that she didn't even
know her hostess by sight, but Fate stepped in and took
care of her there. A shortsighted dowager who en-

tered the dressing room just as she did hailed Connie
as the daughter of an old school friend who lived in

Baltimore and performed introductions right and left,

and Connie, ecstatically happy, took this development
as just one more gift provided by the gods of chance
and played her part. Winsome, lovely, radiantly happy,
she split her dances between a dozen partners, and even
when Prentice Blue claimed her and then refused to

give her up she just took it as part of the wondejful
dream.
By the time they had sat out three dances together

they were old friends ; when they had sat out two more
Connie wondered if there had ever been a time when
they hadn't known each other. As for Blue, he hadn't

yet discovered what it was about the girl that seemed
so familiar ; he was sure that he had seen her before,

somewhere, but he couldn't tell where.

And then, as suddenly as in that fairly tale of old.

a clock struck twelve. Memories
of Dugeen and his instructions

crowded into Connie's mind, and
she turned panic-stricken eyes on
Blue. His watch confirmed the

clock's tragic announcement. Mid-
night had come, and Connie Mc-
Gill's wee bit of happiness was
over.

Stammering confused excuses

to Blue, she turned and ran for the

dressing room where she had left

her cloak. To throw it around her

and slip into the adjoining room
took but a second ; there sh^ opened
the window that was iu*' above

the roof of the porch, and scuttled out of the room
and down to the front door.

Blue was waiting for her there, and fol^wed her

as she flew down the red carpeted walk to the car that

waited for her.

"Good-by, Prince Charming," she faltered, as she

stepped on the running-board and then turned to give

him her hand.

"Oh. but you're not going to leave me this way, Cin-

derella." he protested. "Surely you
"

"I'm not Cinderella—I'm just her twin." she told

him, her voice shaky with sobs. The chautteur started

the car just then, and she scrambled into it; not until

the door had slammed behind her did she realize that
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one of her slippers had fallen off into the street. And
peeping through the window in the back of the car,

she saw Prentice Blue pick it up and kiss it.

Only The Lady was at the apartment when she ar-

rived, and Connie, hastily donning her own clothes and
rushing home, had no time to wonder where Dugeen
was or why he hadn't been there to demand an account
of her evening. As it happened, she missed him by
but a short time, however, and thus escaped much vitri-

olic comment which was
directed toward her and
The Lady equally. For
Dugeen had hidden the

key of the Flint safe in

the very slipper which
Connie had lost, and,

while the birthday pres-

ents would sell for a

pretty sum, it was the

safe to which he had ex-

pected to devote himself

most particularly.

Connie, reading of the

robbery in the morning
papers, was aghast. It

did not occur to her that

Dugeen was responsi-

ble; she blamed herself

wholly for what had
happened. Dugeen had
just wanted to play a

trick on an old friend,

and somebody else had
most certainly slipped in

through the open win-
dow and committed the

robbery. That was the

way it looked to her, and
the first moment she

could slip away she ran

to the Dugeen apart-

ment, to make atone-

ment if possible.

But two minutes' con-

versation with Dugeen
convinced her that she

had been wrong; in his

rage he made it plain

that the robbery had
been no accident, but,

indeed, had been the

point of the "trick" he
had planned to play.

Furthermore, he de-
manded that she pro-
duce the slipper she had
lost the night before if

she wanted to stay out
of jail—that last threat

being a delicate touch of
ironv on Dugeen's part

!

She sped away to Blue's apartment then—after read-
ing about him in the papers for months she knew his

address almost as well as she did the Valentines'. The
fact that a man followed her, the same man who had
been lounging about near the Flints' door the night be-

fore, she didn't even notice, so eager was she to reach
Blue and get the slipper from him.
"And I have to have it—quick!" she told him when

she had stumbled through an explanation. Her hands
fluttered out to him appealingly. "You mustn't get

Even when Prentice Blue claimed her she took it as part

of a wonderful dream.

into this mess ; if they find you've got the slipper they'll

send you to jail sure. Give it to me, quick!"
"You seem to care whether I get into trouble or

not," he said thoughtfully.

"Oh—oh, of course, I care !" The words tumbled out
with a rush

;
then, suddenly realizing the warmth of

her own voice, she grew pink with embarrassment.
"Well, let's take a walk and talk it over; 1 promise

you I won't get into trouble," he told her, catching up
his hat. And so they

did take a walk, just a

little one, but it was
•quite long enough to

give Dugeen time to

slip into Blue's apart-

ment and leave there the

jewels he had taken

from the Flint home the

night before; the scent

was growing too hot for

him, wily old fox that

he was.
Connie finally went

back to the Valentine

home without the slip-

per; Blue had promised

to give it to her if she

would meet him in the

park late that afternoon.

Boggs was raging when
she got back to the

house, and she scram-

bled into her cap and
apron and prepared to

serve luncheon with her

mind in a tumult. She
must get the slipper and
then vanish somehow

;

it would never do for

her to stay here at the

Valentines', where she

might have to serve at

table some day when
Prentice Blue was there.

For now he'd recognize

her—she was sure of

that. And even the most
uncomfortable death
would have been far

preferable to having him
know that she was just

a maid in his friends'

home. For during their

walk she and he had dis-

covered that their fa-

thers had been friends

in boyhood; he thought

of her now as his equal.

Her mind whirling

like a caged squirrel,

she picked up a tray and
started for the dining

room. And, repeating the events of the night before,

she stopped as she entered the room. For once again

Prentice Blue sat at his hostess' right hand.

But there was time for only one swift glance of rec-

ognition before tumult entered on the heels of Busy

Kelly. ,
.

,

"Game's up, young man!" he told Blue. We ve

found the stuff in your rooms, and you might as well

confess. Come along!"
Continued on page 94
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News Notes from the Studios I

§ Bits of information about new productions and items of interest about the stars.

Charles Ray is to direct himself in "Scrap Iron,"

with the assistance of Al Ray, his cousin.

Jack Pickford is to direct sister Mary in her pro-

duction following "The Flame in the Dark," which
Frances Marion directed. Miss Marion returns to

Cosmopolitan to fulfill her contract.

Gladys George will soon be Mrs. Robert Russell,

wife of a Los Angeles business man.
C. Gardner Sullivan, our favorite screen author,

has come into his own with C. Gardner Sullivan Pro-
ductions. The same will be released with the products

of Associated Producers. Lambert Hillyer, director

and scenario guide for William S. Hart, will direct for

Mr. Sullivan.

Mabel Ballin is to appear in "East Lynne," also

Edward Earle.

From henceforth D. W. Griffith Productions will

present Dorothy Gish, the favorite

laugh promoter of the Grill depart-

ment, having completed her Para-

mount contract.

"The Heart of Maryland," by

David Belasco, is being done again by
Vitagraph with Catherine Calvert

swinging on the bell. Mrs. Leslie

Carter performed it originally in cel-

luloid.

Recently there was published in

Picture-Play Magazine a brief in-

terview with Charles Ray's dog,

Whiskers. In this chat he appealed

to his fan friends to write him a let-

ter or two, pointing out that he did

not see why the mere fact of his being a dog and in

the supporting cast of the Ray photo plays prevented

him from carrying on the friendly correspondence of

other screen actors. Moreover, he felt sure that if he

got a lot of fan letters which he could show around to

his master and the studio manager that he could force

an increase in salary.

His appeal has been answered, for quite a number
of children have written amusing letters to Whiskers

;

one of the most interesting follows

:

"October 16, 1920.

"Dear Distressed Whiskers:
"I read your sad tale in November's Picture-Play.

Poor little Whiskers, don't you worry, you've got some-

body who thinks about you.

"So here is what you wanted a fan letter from some-

body who knew you when you were but a tiny puppy,

who has your picture and watches you with interest.

"Your admirer, Dorothy MacDougall."
Accompanying this letter was the portrait of little

Miss Dorothy, together with three puppies, one of

whom is said to have screen aspirations of its own.
Whiskers, by the way, is now making personal ap-

pearances. His debut was made at the Kinema in Los
Angeles for the showing of "Peaceful Valley," in which

he starred. There was a big turn out from the fash-

ionable kennels. Boxes were occupied by Whiskers'

friends—Bobby Moreno, Luke Arbuckle, Teddy Sen-

nett, Napoleon Russell, and Casey Stewart. The policy

of trying it out on the dogs was a howling success.

Norma and Constance Talmadge have agreed to
remain on the First National circuit for the next
three years.

Charlie Chaplin issues a sworn statement that he
is not going to play traitor to the screen. He has re-

turned to California to commence another production.
Will Rogers is to do "Rip Van Winkle." Problem:

If it took Charlie Chaplin a year to do "The Kid," how
long will it take Will to do "Rip?"
Louise Glaum has left the J. Parker Read organiza-

tion for new fields to vamp. She may go where all

good vampires go sooner or later—to the stage. And
she's a most enchanting siren when she speaks. May
she never reform

!

Betty Blythe has been engaged by Thomas H. Ince
to appear in a C. Gardner Sullivan picture directed by
Fred Niblo.

Roscoe Arbuckle recently discov-

ered that he had lost twenty pounds,
and weighed a paltry three hundred.
Consequently he hied him to Europe
for a rest and a chance to regain the

lost twenty; being five pictures ahead
of his schedule, he could afford to lay

off for a month or so—but not for a
pound or two.

Agnes Johnstone has just finished

Douglas MacLean's next story, "Just
Passing Through."
Monroe Salisbury is now shoot-

ing his second independent production,

"Practice What You Preach."
Tom Forman staged a thrilling es-

cape from Sing Sing for "The Quarry," but unfortu-
nately, from the convicts' point of view, only Tom
Meighan was allowed to escape.

Four different parts of the interior of Westminster
Abbey were reproduced for the filming of Lionel Barry-
more's next picture, "The Great Adventure."
Work on "Pearls and Pain," Hobart Bosworth's pic-

ture, was held up for some time, pending the capture of
a man-eating shark ; at least, that's what the Ince studio

news sheet says.

Florence Lawrence, the original "Biograph Girl,"

is considering" conducting an academy of dramatic art

in San Francisco.

House Peters did a hard week's work on water
scenes for "Lying Lips," and then went home to rest

for the week-end, only to discover, when it rained, that

the roof leaked. He's looking up rates to the Sahara
Desert, we hear.

Will Rogers had a vacation recently. He spent it

helping a friend brand three thousand calves at Sierra

Blanca, Texas—worked ten hours a day, and had a

good rest.

"Princess Jones" is x\lice Calhoun's first starring

picture for Vitagraph.

Edith Johnson was recently promoted, bein"- made
William Duncan's costar in their next serial, "Fighting

Fate." Incidentally, Bill is holding the directorial meg-
aphone on this production.

If you like wild riding, put Joe Ryan's next serial,

"The Purple Raiders," on your list.



Crooks That Follow the Movies
Part Three. How the fake instructors of motion-picture acting are

swindling thousands of persons, young and old, throughout the country.

By Roy W. Hinds

A First, we find the debutante in her luxurious home.
This girl, comely and bright, but lacking what might
be described as bewitching beauty, had visions of an
artistic career. She knew that she could not paint,

and she knew that her vocal and musical talents were
not extraordinary. This charming young woman had
an idea that she could write, that perhaps she would
be successful in literature, but she wasn't positive.

However, there was one thing of which she was posi-

tive—that she would be a success as a motion-picture
actress. She studied the advertisement thoughtfully,

and made a decision.

Second, we find the shopgirl, squeezed into a subway
seat and having a hard time to read the morning paper
on her way to work. This girl was of a rare type of
beauty, and steady and thrifty. Her education had been
limited, but she was bright and observing. Her am-
bitions were clean and wholesome, and she, too, had vi-

sions of an artistic career. She knew little about music
and less about art. However, there was one thing of

which she was positive—that she would be a success

as a motion-picture actress. She managed to turn the

pages of the paper, and her glance fell casually upon
the advertisement. She studied it thoughtfully, and
made a decision.

in dismay : "What '[mill they do Third, we have the young-man clerk. Business was

NEW YORK evening newspaper carried on its

first page a few weeks ago the following

story

:

An investigation looking to action by the Kings County
grand jury has been started by District Attorney Lewis into

a number of "motion-picture instruction . schools" which are
advertising for pupils, making sweeping representations as to

the need for new actors and the high salaries paid. Mr. Lewis
has found that scrubwomen and mothers of large families have
been accepted as pupils and permitted to pay the two dollars

"classification test" fee and to subscribe for twenty-five les-

sons at three dollars each. One woman who is utterly with-
out attractiveness of feature or manner was told that while
"she couldn't expect to become a Mary Pickford, there was
nothing in the way of her becoming a famous film actress."

No effort is being made to get employment for graduates, be-
yond giving them a list of moving-picture producing agencies
and a certificate which means nothing to the firms which
hire actors.

About the same time from Detroit came the following

item:

Word has been received in New York that a man posing
as the father of Wesley Barry is traveling through Michigan
endeavoring to sign exhibitors for personal appearance of
"Wesley Barry." The Marshall Neilan offices have taken
measures to warn exhibitors of the fraud. Wesley Barry's
father is dead.

And now we as

next?"
It is hard to tell. If we knew, it might lie within

our power to keep many a two-dollar bill where it be-

longs. We might compel certain smooth and unscrupu-
lous gentlemen to turn to other ventures. But we have
no hope of exposing the contemplated crookedness of

the future. The ingenuity of fraud is beyond us. All we
can do is to illustrate the swindling devices which are

now being employed in the name of

motion pictures, and the particular

phase that interests us for the mo-
ment is the campaign conducted
among the vast array of men and
women, especially young men and
women, who gaze so wistfully at

the movies as the means to fame
and fortune.

One morning several months ago
there appeared simultaneously in

various newspapers throughout the

country the following advertise-

ment :

Look Out
for the man who promises to make
you a great movie star by means of

a course of lessons, or who offers

you a part in a "great feature pic-

ture" if you'll pay a deposit to

show your own good faith. These
tempting promises are only baits

to draw money from your pocket
into his, as you will see by this

article.

BECOME A MOVING-PICTURE STAR—Moving-picture
producers are clamoring for men and women, young and old,

to take part in the millions of feet of films being planned
for the future. Every human being is a type suited in some
way to depict a screen character. Development of expression,

fundamental technical knowledge of acting before the camera,
knowledge of proper makeup—in short, the key to success as

a moving-picture actor, lies within your reach. Capitalize your
beauty, or your grace, or vour gifts for tragedv or comedy,
or your physical adaptability to character delineation. We
make you a moving-picture actor, place you in touch with
the biggest producers, and open the way and instruct vou
fully in the attainment of fame and lucrative income: Write

Among the hundreds who read that advertisement

with more or less interest there were three who con-

cert! us particularly.

dull in the haberdashery store, and he scanned the

morning paper. This young man's features were clean-

cut and regular ; he was good looking. He dressed
neatly and kept himself well groomed. He was bright

and ambitious. He had studied the world in his youth-

ful way, but hadn't decided to just what field of com-
merce he was best suited. But there was one thing

of which he was positive—that he would be a success

as a motion-picture actor. His eyes

fell upon the advertisement. He
studied it thoughtfully, and made
a decision.

Thus our three friends, Miss
Debutante, Miss Shopgirl, and Mr.
Clerk embark, from three separate

joints of the compass, upon a
thrilling enterprise.

The experiences of the three

were similar. Each, upon submit-
ting a photograph, was told that

the picture revealed an unusually

good "screen face." This perhaps
was true, but that isn't the point.

Miss Debutante, surreptitiously, engaged to take the

course of study. She had a bank account, replenished

from time to time by a rich father, and the money in

her case didn't make so much difference.

She received at intervals printed "lessons" in motion-
picture acting. These remarkable "lessons" acquainted

her with such astounding facts as, to look pleasant one
should smile agreeably and permit the eyes to fill with

mirth ; to look sad, one should permit the corners of

the mouth to droop and strive for a woebegone expres-

sion, and to be dreadfully sad, induce a casual tear to

roll down a harassed cheek; or, to register anger, one

should flash the eyes, clench the hands, and tremble a

little bit. Miss Debutante, who in- her short life had
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given remarkable exhibitions of all these emotions,

nevertheless practiced them before her mirror. When
she read the lessons a frown gathered on her brow, for

they revealed nothing that she didn't already know, or

nothing that any one of common sense didn't know,
but she plucked up her faith and painstakingly went
through all the silly routine.

At intervals she appeared at a so-called studio and with

others, including Miss Shopgirl and Mr. Clerk, demon-
strated her abilities. She registered every emotion ex-

cept contempt for

the "d i r e c t o r,"

which had not ma-
terialized as yet.

One day she was
handed a handsome
certificate contain-

ing a record of the

fact that she had
taken the required

course of study in

the Umpty-Ump
Motion Picture

Conservatory, and
that the conserva-

tory believed her a

finished actress,
competent to as-

sume difficult roles.

They told Miss
Debutante to go
home, and wait un-
til she heard fur-

ther from them.
She went home
and waited a few
days, in breathless

eagerness.

At the same time Miss Shopgirl and Mr. Clerk were
handed certificates attesting the same facts, and told

to await further developments. Miss Debutante and
Miss Shopgirl, with scores of others, had gone through
the same course of vamping and emoting. Mr. Clerk,

with scores of other young men, had posed and cavorted
in the habiliments of a gentleman of fashion, a cowboy,
a policeman, a lumberjack, a convict, a gambler, and
a young preacher.

Within a few days the three heard further from the

conservatory. Each received a letter, written in a

friendly, personal tone, suggesting that they permit the

conservatory's photographers to film them to the extent

of about a hundred feet in various roles, as well as to

make various "stills," so that the whole would amount
to a photographic record of their accomplishments.
These films and still would be turned over to the sub-

jects at a trifling consideration of one hundred dollars

each. They had already invested nearly one hundred
dollars each in lessons.

Miss Shopgirl and Mr. Clerk deliberated for perhaps
an hour on this latest suggestion. Miss Debutante didn't

deliberate at all. All accepted. Each of the letters had
contained vague hints of surprising developments in

their work.
Within a few days the films and stills were made.

Then, one by one, the subjects were taken before the

president of the conservatory. He said substantially:

"Your work has been excellent—surprisingly so. I

would suggest that you lose no time in getting to Los
Angeles. You have a film and stills of yourself in

various roles, and our certificate. We shall provide

you with information as to how to get in touch with

directors out there, as well as a letter to our own

For a few days they are taken out on

to be putting through

representative. We cannot, of course, make any guaran-
tees-—but you are entitled to know just what we think
of your abilities. Yes, you had better go to Los An-
geles at once."

Of course, after that, nothing short of physical dis-

ability could keep Miss Debutante, Miss Shopgirl, and
Mr. Clerk away from Los Angeles. Miss Debutante
got away from home by a plausible subterfuge. She
reconciled her conscience to this device by reflecting

upon the agreeable surprise she soon would have for

her father and
mother. Unham-
pered by money
considerations, she
felt perfectly safe.

Nothing could hap-
pen. If there
should be a slip in

Los Angeles, she

could return home.
She left explana-
tions for the fu-

ture.

Miss Shopgirl

and Mr. Clerk did

not have to resort

to subterfuges.
They had no par-

ents. They merely
left their boarding
houses and their

jobs, drew their

money out of the

bank, counted it

closely to see just

how much they

would have after

they arrived in Los
Angeles, bid good-by mysteriously to their friends, and
departed.

Thus our three friends, as yet but casually acquainted
with each other, set out on different trains for Los
Angeles. Not one of them knew that the other also

had been secretly advised by the president to make the

trip. And not one of them knew that scores of other

pupils in their "class" had received the same advice.

Such was the manner of working upon students who
were close enough to the "home office" to receive per-
sonal attention. Throughout the country scores of

men and women took the "course" by mail. Those who
were able came to New York for the "personal con-
ference," and paid for the one hundred feet of film

and the stills.

All were advised to go to Los Angeles. The method
of putting them in touch with directors consisted merely
of handing them printed lists of various studios, their

addresses, and the names of directors and employing
agents. Except for the casual attention they would re-

ceive in Los Angeles from the conservatory's represent-

ative there, that institution was through "with them.
The blame for failure, now, would lie with the in-

dividual students and various studio directors—and not

with the "conservatory."

Los Angeles ! The city of dreams—and awakenings.

The experiences of Mr. Clerk can be quickly disposed

of. He went first to the agent of his histrionic Alma
Ma'ter. This obliging gentleman gave him such valu-

able information as to what car lines to take to the

various studios, where reasonable board could be ob-

tained unreasonably, the best form in which to address

employment agents, and where various make-up prep-
Co;; tinned on pa^e 101

location where a "director" pretends

some thrilling scenes.



Elinor Fair, Flapper
She's a very young person indeed, and

we doubt that she'll ever grow up.

By Barbara Little

CAN you swear?"
I looked at the brown-

eyed, brown-haired young,

person who thus confronted me
and confessed that my vocabulary

was sadly limited.

"I had a Swedish nurse when T

young who taught me some villainous-

sounding phrases, however," I went on.

"They aren't really profane, but they

sound like it. If you want me to
"

"Say 'em !" she commanded, leading me into the living room.
"I need to hear some vituperation quick. Look at this

!"

I did. It was a sweater, of the kind that a few girls pos-

sess and all the other girls hate them for owning. The brown-
eyed young person confessed that it had been worn by a

boy chum of hers who had played on Harvard's 1919 foot-

ball team, and during the summer months had got into it,

and now—well, no more would it be worn on motor trips in

the cool of the evening. Never again would it keep the

brown-eyed young person warm when she went tobogganing
on snowy winter afternoons. It was as full of holes as a

hair net.

"That's a shame," I told her sympathetically. "I wish I

could do something about it—but since I can't I wonder if

you'd tell Miss Fair that I'm here. I had an appointment
to see her

"

The brown eyes began to dance, and dimples chased away
the sadness that had made the pretty mouth droop.

"I'm Elinor Fair," she told me, chuckling.

I'd never have believed it, and neither would you. She
looks so much younger, and so much more unlike an actress

than you expect her to, somehow. Not even being convinced
dozens of times that motion-picture actresses, most of them,
are just regular people, had prepared me for finding her as

she is.

"You've been in pictures so long that

I'd supposed you'd acquired some tem-
perament somewhere," I told her re-

proachfully, when she laughed at me.
"Why, I can remember you ages back,

before you costarred with Al Ray in

those comedies for Fox, and before you
were the lame sister in 'The Miracle

Man,' and before
"

"Oh, I know—there's lots even be-

fore that, but I have a present, too, as

well as a past—and maybe there's a

future that's even more exciting. I

mean that maybe I'll have a chance to

do something more varied pretty soon,

not just go on playing nice girls, you
know. Even in 'Kismet' I didn't have
an opportunity to do much more than

that. But it was lots of fun. And,
of course, I liked playing with Eugene
O'Brien—I've just finished a picture

with him."

"And how about Lew Cody?"
.
"Oh, that was fun, too—being a lead-

ing lady always is, I suppose." (After
that don't tell me that Elinor isn't ingen-

uous!) "But I want to do—well, big

things, you know; things where I'll have
real emotional opportunities."

"The thought of that moth-eaten sweater
will inspire plenty of grief for any situation,"

I reminded her. "But you'll have to grow
old enough to look like something

more than your own kid sister would
if you had one, if you want to do
things like that."

Continued on page 95



Elsie—Unitalicized
Miss Ferguson, seen without even mental

make-up, presents many surprises.

By Louise Williams
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IT was the sort of day that makes your

very soul feel damp about the ankles.

The rains descended and the floods

came, and all New York trudged along un-

der its umbrella and yearned for luxury

—

for limousines in which to be transported

along the gray, wet streets ; for money with

which to buy foolish nonessentials, and time

in which to enjoy them; for beauty and

ease and all the makings of a grand, good
time. It was a day that would make any
self-respecting ant yearn to be a grass-

hopper.

"Well, at least I'm going to see one per-

son who's doing what the rest of us want
to," I had reflected, as the Fifth Avenue
bus joggled along past shop windows full

of feather fans, amber necklaces, evening

gowns with unbelievable trains, and bodices

like gleaming jewels. "Elsie Ferguson's a

lily of the field if there ever was one—what
a relief to see her this afternoon."

She came into her little, white-paneled

living room with the quick, eager step of

a girl—seeming not at

all the nonchalant, diffi-

dent person one might
expect a famous beauty

to be. That was a sur-

prise. But her appear-

ance was an even
greater one; as she set-

tled down in a big chair,

one slim foot tucked un-

der her, I sorted out my
impressions, tried to fit

them to my expectations,

and gave up the strug-

gle.

She is little and slim

—not tall and stately,

as you might think from
her pictures. And that

afternoon I'd caught her
just in between times.

It was only a day or two
after her return from
abroad—some o f her
trunks, plastered with
foreign hotel labels, still

stood in the hall. And
she hadn't quite got into

the stride of things at

home. Her radiant,

golden hair wasn't ar-

ranged in the deeply

She sometimes takes as un-

flattering: a kodak picture as

the rest of us do.

She is not at all the lily of the field one might

expect her to be.

waved coiffure that you and I know as

hers
; instead, it looked a bit tousled, as

if she might have been lying down. It

lay close about her face, in thick waves,
and then sprayed out into little, flying

tendrils. Her blue eyes looked rather
tired, and her face, which is slender and
very fine cut, was quite guiltless even of
powder. In fact, it was an Elsie Fer-
guson without the italics of the actress'

exclamatory existence who sat there talk-

ing with me.

She was wearing a thin, black dress,

very short sleeved, and draped so that

the short skirt fell into soft folds about
her. And her jewels were very beautiful

—the great sapphire ring that she wears
with her wedding ring, and a string of
perfectly matched pearls.

"I'm just beginning to feel warm
again," she told me, shivering a little at

the sound of the rain beating against the

windows. "In Paris I nearly froze;

finally I borrowed a fur coat from a

friend of mine, and wore it all the time
I was there."

I asked about the new plays that she

had seen there—whether there was any-
Continued on page 99



Which Do You Prefer—Straight
Bert Lytell is betting that, for himself at least, character

By Louise

"How do you happen to play so many character parts?" I asked
him, fishing for a cherry—why do they always bury themselves
beneath the ice ! "Nearly all male stars seem to be themselves
more or less, but you f^o in for all sorts of make-up and character-

izations; everything from your Italian dressmaker in 'Lombardi,
Ltd.' to the monocle and mustache outfit you used in 'The Right
of Way.' Now, why?"

"Because, save for a few exceptions, a man can't last if he
just sticks to himself—that's' one reason," he told me. "After a
while people get tired of actors who just do one sort of thing

over and over, I believe. It's too limiting—too narrow. If you
can do character stuff, too, you have just that much more to offer

the public. Then, too, I hated to throw away what I'd slaved so

to get. You see, I was just about born backstage; I was brought
up in the theater, almost, and was a leading man at fifteen. I

played in stock for years—all kinds of roles. It's wonderful
training, and I enjoyed it—I like the theater better than anything

else in the world. So, of course, I wanted to go on and use what
I learned. Some people said the public would never stand for

me in disguising make-up; that they liked their stars straight.

But—well, those pictures of mine have gone pretty well, I be-

lieve," he concluded, modestly enough.

"And are you going to stick to character roles ?"

"Yes—itermittently. I recently did a picture, 'The Price

of Redemption,' in which I had a corking part ; some of the time

I was a drug fiend, and then finally I 'came back' and was re-

deemed. I had an interest-

ing experience in connection

with that; I went to a spe-

cialist in Los Angeles and
asked him if he had any pa-
tients who were addicted to

both morphine and drink.

He donned an English lawyer's garb

for "The Right of Way."

THEY walked up Broad-
way one morning early

in the autumn—a man
whom everybody seemed to

know and a girl who—well, who
was just background. The man
had very black hair and brows
and a tanned complexion, in odd
contrast to his eyes, which
were a clear hazel. He was good
looking, rather than handsome,
and to the constant cry of
"Hello, Bert !" he responded
with the sort of smile that you
want to see again. He was Bert
Lytell. I was the girl.

He had just come back East after a two years' sojourn in California, and
he felt like the prodigal son. And' every one he knew was playing up some
variety of fatted calf for his delectation.

Mine was orangeade. . "The Price of
We sauntered into the Claridge Hotel, the actors' Mecca, Redemption"

where we had the dining room all to ourselves; there, sitting gives him oppor-

on a wide, cretonne-covered couch that ran along beside the tunities to do
windows, we looked out over Broadway and talked about what he likes

things that would interest you. best.

As the Italian dressmaker in

"Lombardi, Ltd."



Roles or Character Parts?

parts are best—and he gives his reasons.

Williams
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That's the sort of role I had to play, you see. And
he said he had, just one—a man he was pulling

through all right, and took me to see him. Well,

I stole that man, figuratively speaking. His mouth
was all drawn out of shape, his hair was white, he

was bent over—wonderful stuff ! I don't know how
it's going to get by on the screen, but it's the real

thing—as real as I could make it."

He spoke jubilantly. That's a characteristic of

his—genuine enthusiasm about the things he likes.

I asked him to enumerate them for me, and he

did. The theater came first, of course, and then

"Well, I like dancing—crazy about it ! And I

like the things all men do—riding, hunting, fishing,

all kinds of sports, farming—oh, yes, I do. I used

to have a ranch out in California, just north of

San Francisco, where I pitched in and worked as

hard as anybody—harder than a lot of them; I

couldn't get help. I had a wonderful vineyard,

raised strictly according to Hoyle; I'd

taken a short course at the University

of California, and if everything wasn't

done to those grapes that should have
been done it certainly wasn't my fault.

And then—prohibition! Some day
I'm going to buy another ranch—

I

sold that one—but I don't know what
I'll raise. Blooded cattle are a hobby
of mine, but perhaps the country will

turn vegetarian just as I get my stock

all in, ready to sell. And if I raise

tobacco it'll be doomed sure as shoot-

ing."

"Bread's always in style," I offered

hopefully.

"Yes, but—well, you just plant

wheat and it grows up and you cut

Hi feels that roles like this keep people

from tiring of him.

He has very black hair and brows and hazel

eyes; is good-looking, rather than handsome.

it, and that's all. It isn't like fruit

or animals—not interesting like they

are. And since the last time I put in

a field of wheat myself I haven't been
very enthusiastic. It certainly is regu-

lar man's work."
So we talked about farming a while.

And he unburdened his soul and re-

lated what he swears is one of the

most pathetic events of his life.

"It was while I was still ranching,"

he told me, "and I had hired a man
from a neighboring farm to come over
and help me plow. We began early,

and it was a cold, drizzly day, so along

toward noon I began to wonder what
the Jap cook had put in my lunch
basket, and to be rather eager to

get at it.

"Finally lunch time came, and we sat down under a tree.

The hired man opened his basket. He had two quail, four
sandwiches, a thermos bottle of hot coffee, and a couple of
pieces of apple pie. I had two roast-beef sandwiches

!

"Hungry? I'd never been so hungry' before in my life.

I ate my sandwiches as slowly as I could, hoping the man
would offer me some of his lunch. But he didn't. He ate

and ate and ate, and finally gave half of the last piece of pie

to the dog. I've never liked him so well since—and from
that time on I packed my own lunch baskets."

We drifted into a discussion of current plays, brought about
by seeing a well-known actor pass our window. Lytell was
doing the theaters—one every evening and two on matinee

Continued on page 91

"I stole that man."



Hugo Ballin was one of the pioneers among the artists of real distinction who
have been claimed by the screen.

IN the preceding issue of this magazine there ap-

peared a rather comprehensive forecast, embracing
practically every element calculated to become a

factor in the art of the screen within the coming year.

It was, I presume, through some oversight that the

author failed to touch upon the significance and influ-

ence of the decor of the silversheet; for I, at least,

believe that the identification of the artist, as opposed
to the former "art director," so called, may be reck-

Beauty and the

Silversheet
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oned as one of the most significant

developments of the silent drama of
the future. And therefore I offer,

as a supplement to the 1921 forecast,

a few words about this important
phase of picture making.
The achieving of really artistic ef-

fects is not a new development
;
Hugo

Ballin started the artistic supervision

of Goldwyn pictures four years ago.

The thing that is striking is that the

artistic side of picture making is re-

ceiving relatively so much more at-

tention of late. It is significant of
a broadening vision among producers
that they now give the public not
merely thirty thousand-dollar plaster

street scenes, but settings instinct

with beauty, inspiration, and enjoy-
ment. And it is somewhat surprising

that the public—even the more intel-

ligent public—has little, if any, idea

of what is going on in this regard.

Persons of taste in matters of decora-
tion and design are constantly ex-
pressing amazement, on being shown

through a motion-picture studio, at the marvelous and
costly decorations, the care with which furnishings

are selected, the correctness of the architectural bits

which comprise the different sets.

All of this is made possible nowadays through the
recruiting of the most capable artists—artists of inter-

national training and reputation, who are replacing the

art director of yesterday.

The latter, well-meaning, and able to construct a
"rich" drawing-room
or a miner's cabin with
equal facility, too often
was a stage carpenter
elevated by the opu-
lence of the movies.
He flung his bearskin
rugs and placed his

palms and pedestals
neither wisely nor too
well ; and the result has
been largely an offense.

For richness is recog-
nized by the sensitive

eye in unbroken lines,

economy of decoration
and depth and warmth
of lighting. This con-
dition never can
emerge from the con-
sciousness that seizes

upon the treasures of

A set designed bv Ballin.

Notice its exquisite simplicity

and beauty, and contrast it

with the jumbled and un-
pleasant effect on the op-

posite page.



Which refers, not to the beauty of

the feminine stars, but to the beauty

of the screen settings which are being

made for them.

By Norbert Lusk
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a studio property room—usually the

legacy of a former tenant—as his

medium of expression. The man who
has acquired his knowledge through
years of study in the world's art cen-

ters and has applied it with distinction

to painting, sculpture, architecture, in-

terior decoration, or the illustration of

books, obviously is ready to give more
to the screen than the alumnus of the

carpenter shop.

Take for example Hugo Ballin,

pioneer in the present-day movement.
Four years ago he was the first artist

of rank to enlist in screencraft, the

then newly formed Goldwyn organi-

zation inducing him to forsake his

painting and mural decorating for the

larger canvas of the silversheet.

With the widest of training in Eu-
rope, during which, by the way, he
enjoyed the uncommon privilege of
painting in the Vatican garden, Hugo
Ballin returned to his native land to

win many prizes and awards. Among
these may be mentioned the Thomas
B. Clarke prize for the best figure composition painted
by an American, without limitation of age, and two suc-

cessive Architectural League medals for figure compo-
sition.

His most important murals are found in the execu-
tive chamber of the Wisconsin capital at Madison, in

the homes of Oliver Gould Jennings, New York, and
E. D. Brandegee in Boston. Ballin paintings hang in

the National Museum at Washington, the Montclair
Museum, and in mam-
private collections.

This may seem a far

cry from creating set-

tings for motion pic-

tures, but, as the artist

discovered when he be-

gan, it stands for an in-

valuable equipment

—

exactly as a thorough
knowledge of technique

brings inspiration and
expressiveness to the

writer, the singer, the

actor. It brought to

Hugo Ballin the oppor-

tunity to achieve some-
thing new to the screen

in Madge Kennedy's
"Baby Mine" and
"Nearly Married," in

Maxine Elliott's
A typical set of a few years
ago, when the art director's

only idea of representing
wealth was to crowd the

picture with all the ornate
decorations possible.

Joseph Urban, in his workshop. Urban, a man of wide experience, is best known

by his decorations for the Zeigfeld "Follies.

"

"Fighting Odds," and eighty-three other plays he

mounted for Goldwyn. He employed, for the first time

in pictures, large spaces of clear wall with restrained

detail, beginning in those productions the elimination of

useless objects—an influence felt in almost every pic-

ture seen to-day.

Three questions, he says, the artist should ask him-

self about every setting he designs. Does it help to'

carry on the story? Does it merely provide so many

I
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scenes in which the story—and the people living before
the eye of the camera—struggle on as best they may?
Or, as is not infrequently the case, do the settings posi-

tively hinder the progress of the story and the mes-
sage it conveys?
Now every one who is familiar .with the conflicting

minds and ideas concerned in the production of a pic-

ture knows all too well— if he has listened to the woes
of the master minds—that a star may have one idea,

the director another, and the man responsible for the

settings a different conception of things as they should
be. If the truth must be told, it is the director and the

star who pound tables and
employ staccato tones in

insisting on more and still

more grandeur, gorgeous-
ness, and gold leaf in the

settings. For doesn't one's

-art become greater with

the gradiloquence of the

Settings ?

It is the artist who begs

and struggles and, finally,

fights for simplicity
;
and,

if possessed of the cour-

age of his convictions, de-

termines to make pictures

as he likes them.
Hugo Ballin now is do-

ing this, with his own
company, and is trying to

make his work stand for

more than pictures di-

rected by himself, merely.

He labors in a triple ca-

pacity: that of scenario

writer, director, and, of

course, designer of the

settings. Achmed Ab-
dullah's story, "The Hon-
orable Gentleman,"
screened under the name
"Pagan Love," is his first

undertaking of this sort.

So much for the artist

who has been graduated
into a producer, weary
but hopeful.

And Joseph Urban,
perhaps the most widely
recognized scenic artist, after nearly a year of quiet

study and experimentation at the International studios,

has been discovered, a truant from Broadway and the

theater. Meantime he created the radiant sun room
in "Humoresque," the splendid Hall of the Gods in

"The Restless Sex," and the patio for "The World arid

His Wife," choosing these episodes as offering scope
for his imagination and interpretive powers rather than
giving his talents to an entire production. For Urban's
pencil is a costly asset, not to be wasted on routine
work. The man responsible for the Ziegfeld Follies

settings for six consecutive seasons, a dozen musical
comedies such as "The Rose of China" and "The Ri-
viera Girl;" for "Parsifal" and other operas in this

country ; the czar's bridge over the Neva in Petrograd

;

castles for nobles in Hungary, and decorating the Abdin
Palace in Cairo—no, Urban forgoes the building of
movie barrooms and dance halls.

His work is part of the great movement toward a
new sort of imaginative, vital, and expressive type of
production. Its first tenet, he will tell you, is the

expression, in scenery and lights, of the atmosphere

All of the elaborate details of this pirate ship used in

the Cosmopolitan production of "Buried Treasure" were

designed by foseph Urban.

of the story. Yet the settings must not try to win
applause for themselves

;
they must exist solely to make

the mood of the play—the scene—clearer to the r.udi-

ence. A second point, as has been emphasized before,
is simplicity. Urban advocates and fights for free-
dom from artificial ornament and absolute fidelity to

the spirit of the scene. Nor is he alone in this. It is

truth as the artist sees and feels it.

M ore, perhaps, than any other artist working in the
same medium, does Urban rely upon light to "get over"
his thought. Unmistakably, his understanding of the
supreme place of light on the screen comes fforh his

early work as an architect.

The infinite shadows of

daylight and the depths of
the moon play their part

in the decoration of wall

and gate, column and
tower since man first

built. It is small wonder,
then, that Urban says:

"Paint not so much with

colors, surfaces, and arti-

ficial perspectives as with

the actual glories of light

itself."

His sun room in "Hu-
moresque," where the boy
recuperates, speaks for

Urban's advocacy of sim-

plicity—and light.*

That the artist in the

movies has come to stay,

even to the extent of giv-

ing a year or more to

study the new medium, is

proved by the engagement
of Penrhyn Stanlaws, the

illustrator, by Famous
Players. The creator of

the Stanlaws girl, who
happens also to be a play-

wright, will ultimately di-

rect pictures and doubt-

less design settings for

them, while Paul Chalfin,

best known for his work
as an interior decorator

—the home of James
Deering at Miami being a

conspicuous example—will enhance pictures of the same
company with his knowledge of landscape arrangement

and the authenticity of antiques.

Quite another note has been struck by Famous in

acquiring Paul Iribe, said to be the foremost French

designer of gowns, jewelry, and furniture, an associate

of Poiret.

The California production base, too, is welcoming the

artist. Much is expected of Ferdinand Pinney Earle,

the painter, who promises us "The Rubaiyat" and the

"Niebelungen Ring," done according to his own pattern.

The latter involves a simplicity as startling as it is

revolutionary.

This sets at variance all preconceived notions of

photographic limitations and should, if successful, ad-

vance the artistic forces of the cinema another league

toward perfection.

Yet ten years ago the one-reel Western—admission

five cents, untaxed—occupied the screen at your favor-

ite, hourly fumigated nickelodeon.

* A picture of this room, tosether with other examples of the work
of Ballin and Urban, will be found on the three succeeding p:i?es.



Framed and lighted by Hugo Ballin.

Madge Kennedy presented an exquisite ex-

ample of what the artist may contribute to

the screen.







Without Bene
The masculine stars who escape the bonds of

Here are the best-known of

Photo by WltEel Copyright, Wni. S Hnrt Productions

Gaze upon these brave men—they and only

a few others deserve citations for weather-

ing not only the late leap year, but also other

drives for matrimony. Such heroes are few,

indeed; until you've tried to round up the

well-known screen actors who neither are

nor have been a party to matrimony or ali-

mony, you don't realize how few they are.

Mr. Eugene O'Brien, at the upper left,

was elected unanimously to stardom under
the suffrage amendment because he is the

perfect lover. And he has kept the faith

with his feminine constituency by remaining
heroically single.

Mr. Harold Lloyd, behind the spectacles

to the left, was a figure, you'll recall, in the

romantic reminiscences of Miss Bebe Dan-
iels which Miss Grace Kingsley divulged in

a recent issue; hence we do not feel se-

cure as to him.
Mr. William S. Hart, to the right, is the

veteran bachelor. His devotion concentrates

itself upon his sister, Mary, and his pony,

Pinto. Once the romance spinners wove his

name with Norma Talmadge, and later with

a Montana girl. But Bill stuck to his guns.



fit of Cupid
matrimony are surprisingly few in number

the now remaining eligibles.

Phc-'.o by Apedfl

Mr. Antonio Moreno, upper right corner,

is the Don Adonis of the Venus chase. Per-

haps the clerical studies of his youth recon-

ciled him to celibacy. To be sure, he
figures as a veritable Anatol in the romance
spinners' web—they've matched him with
Edith, Alice, Viola, and Rosemary—to no
avail.

Mr. Harrison Ford, just above, prefers

his loaf of bread, his jug of wine, and his

book of verse sans interruption. His bach-
elor state is by no means cheerless, and he
accounts for it by maintaining that he just

hasn't met the right girl.

Mr. Lloyd Hughes, at the right, is an im
minent benedict. His engagement was re

cently announced without denials. He de
serves no credit for having remained a bach
elor—he had to, or ask his parents' consent

Among the others we might mention is

Mr. Jack Warren Kerrigan, who is known
for his loyalty to one love—his mother. He
says he's going to retire because of the

onerous income tax—but many a maid
would be willing to gain the two-thousand-
dollar exemption for him.

Photo by Wtcul
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Taking the Cos
Costume

You've probably read, in this

issue, what Miss Kingsley had to

say about what's going to be
worn—or, rather, what isn't going

to be worn—on the screen this

year. Probably you will also re-

call the prediction that the cos-

tume play, in new guise, is with

us again. Well, it's returned

with a fanfare of trumpets, a

lavishness of expenditure that's

going to keep you and me and
the neighbors standing in line

for hours to get into the local

movie theater, and sitting on the

edge of our seats when we do
get in. The screen has never

seen anything like it—and
we're inclined to think that we
never have, either.

Photo by (Jroentwaux



tume Off the
Play

Man, Woman, Marriage" ig
among the first of the modified
costume plays to reach the
screen. Its star, Miss Dorothy
Phillips, and one of the lavishly
staged scenes, are pictured on
the opposite page. Allen Holu-™ 1» ll|e producer, and has em-
bellished a modern story with
scenes of ancient Rome in a
manner that should popularize
ancient history from the box-
office point of view. On this page
you can see what the Fox pro-
duction of "The Queen of
aneba holds in stf*re for you,
and what Miu Betty Blythe, who
plays the title role, got from the
costumer in the way of a little
house gown.

At .



Among the recent
bits of interesting gos-
sip from the Western
production center have
been the stories of the
race between Allen
Holubar and Eric von
Stroheim as to who
could spend the great-

est amount of money in

the shortest time on
their respective screen
spectacles, "Man,
Woman, Marriage" and
'Foolish Wives," from
the latter of which the
accompanying pictures
are taken.

Probably no one, at

this writing, knows
just what either pro-

duction will total in

the way of cost, but
each is said to have re-

quired an outlay of up-
ward of half a million
dollars.

Von Stroheim's pic-

ture is expected to

outdo any of this dar-

ing adventurer's previ-

ous attempts in the
way of making daring
pictures. It is, we un-
derstand, the very cul-

mination of Von Stro-

heim's sinister and sin-

ful career as an arch-
villain, despoiler of
feminine virtue, and
wrecker of homes
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TheBestDiamond

Bargains tn75\ear

s

$100
1/2-1/16 Ct.

Blue white diamond in thfs
ring. Try to match at 60 per
cent more.
Same style, various sizes, sea
Bargain List.

$185
3/4 less 3/32 Ct.

Blue white diamond mounted
as shown. Try to match at
C300.00.

Same \ing, $50 to $300 !n
other weights. See the Bar*
gain List.

Never, in nearly % of a century
in business have we offered such
amazing bargains as against prevailing prices.

Due to very unusual conditions, thia old dia-

mond banking house, rated at more than
$1,000,000.00, has been making thousands
of additional loans on high grade jewels. Hence
we have many unpaid loans which we offer to
sell ct once away below market prices.

Why Pay Full Prices

We send any diamond, or watch, on
approval. Try to match our most exceptional
values for 60% more— that's our challenge.
Here are stronger claims than we make ourselves. En-
thusiastic customers write: "My $45 cluster valued
here at $150.00." "The stone I bought ofyou for $75
I could not duplicate for less than $162.00." Hundreds
of letters like these. Names on request.

Guaranteed Cash Loan
Diamonds bought here are like insurance
policies. You know what you can borrow
before you decide to buy—see our

Cash Back Guarantee

Send Coupon for
Latest Bargain List

It is radically different from the ordinary cata-
log. Every jewel described in detail. The list contains
hundreds of bargains in unpaid loans and other amaz-
ing values. Send yourname and address in the coupon,
or by letter or post card today. You will be under
no obligation. Send the coupon now.

Jos. De Roy & Sons,2971 De Roy BWg.
Only Opposite Post Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.

References by permission: Bank of Pittsburgh — N. A,
Marine National Bank—Union Trust Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Your bank can look m
up in mercantile agencies.

$490
1 1/2-1/32 Ct.

Blue white diamond. White
gold ring* with sapphires.
Try to match at 60 6er cent
more. With smaller diamond,
$275. See page 29 in Bar-
gain List.

Blue white, perfectly cut dia-
mond in genuine platinum
diamond studded ring.
Other diamonds in platinum
mountings $150 to $1200.
Magnificent mountings in
Belais white 18 kt Gold, the
exact replica of platinum.
See bargain list for variety"
of designs.

$90
_ -"V 1 1/2 Ct. Size

\n«f Diamond ClusterRing. Plati-

kjCllL till niiin Disk. Try to match atM * $150.00.

A txnomrnl • Other clusters from $32 to
/ttllllFllVHI $300. Pages 10. 1 1 and 12 in* "Kr * * >w latest Bargain List.

Absolutely free examination.
Goods must be acceptable to
you. No obligation to buy.

Send for the Latest
Bargain List

A list ofvery special offers, including unpaid pledges now being
"snapped up" by buyers ofbargains in diamonds. Send quick.

Jos. DeRoy & Sons
Only Opposite Post Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.

$79
3/8-1/16 Ct.

Blue white, perfectly cut
diamond. Fancy green gold
ring. Try to match at $130.

Various size diamonds in thia

mounting. See Bargain List.

Jo*.DeRoy
& Sona

297lDeRoy Bldg.

Only Opposite Post Office

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Gentlemen: Please send me free
and prepaid, your latest bargain list

of diamonds, watches and other jewelry.
It is understood I assume no obligation of

any kind.

Name.

Address
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out and partially covers herself with

a bough, but it isn't the limbs of the

tree the audience is looking at, not by
a jugful. And that bough is always
so carefully arranged ! Really, if you
didn't know beforehand what kind of

a girl she was, you'd suspect her of

rehearsing with it ! Left off all the

most becoming places, the way it

is. Yes, sir. Just take the purest

little pink gingham heroine in the

world and let her walk down the

country road and spy a pool by the

dam site, and can she resist that

pool ? Not
And then, take Annette Kellermann.

Of course, she's the worst, or the

best, water hound there is. In "What
Women Love," you remember,
there's- a scene where the two men
are fighting over her on shipboard,

and she gets chivvied up into the top-

masts—well, when she takes that

leap into the sea, she could just as

easily as not swim to shore—you can
see the shore not half a mile away
-—and all the rumpus would be over.

But does she do it ? No. .She can't

tear herself away from the water.

Instead she sticks around and almost
loses her life in an underwater fight

with the villain. He and a lot'fof

sailors get killed ; but what does she

care for human life just so she can
hang around in the water?

Concerning our ancient dramas,
you will note that warm countries

are always selected by our directors

to stage them in. The beginnings of

the Norsemen, say, have no interest

for our picture makers. I remember
only one such scene staged in ^he
North. Tjhat was in Maurice 1&bur-

neur's "Woman." In one episode he
had a bunch of girls that he had
turned into seals. They danced
about in the moonlight till they got
warm, and then threw aside their

fur wraps. One of the maidens got
stolen by a mortal. But she pined
away. She pretended she longed
for the sea, but personally I think

she was mourning the loss of her
sealskin coat.

The director yearns especially, in

these uplift moments of his, to show
how the ancients reveled at their

banquets. After he's done that he
can die happy. Sometimes he lets on
this scene is staged to point a moral.
I learned from one historical picture

I saw the other day, for instance—

I

think it was a scene in an Edwards
picture that taught the lesson—that

if you are a man giving to lolling on
a divan with a girl, drinking flagons

of ginger ale, playing patty-cake,

patty-cake, baker-man, and all that

wild stuff, and if after a while, get-

Naughty Nude New
Continued from page 29

ting very devilish, you eat grapes

out of her hand, why, next day, when
you have to meet the Roman gladi-

ator from Ajaxtown, forty mile

down the pike, you won't be able

to cope with him at all, but he will

have at thee and fix thee proper.

You'd almost think the girl had
doped those grapes so as to get away
with that guy's Elks' pin or some-
thing.

Oh, those grapes ! Whoever knew
them absent from the feasts of the

ancients? If anybody is going to

eat anything—which isn't often, be-

cause the motto of the ancients

seems to have been, "More to drink

and less to eat"—it's always a grape.

Nobody ever seems to touch an
orange, for instance. Maybe that's

because you can never tell when an
orange is going to squirt. And for

the hero, just as he is all swelled up
and orating about defending the

town all alone with his own good
sword—blooey !—to get an orange

squirted in his eye, would certainly

muss up the scene something awful.

There's one thing I can't figure

out, and that is why camera men are

always so shy. Often and often you

see a whole bunch of dames in the

distance with practically nothing at

all on, and you'll say to yourself,

"Now is the camera man's chance!"

But does he take it? He doesn't.

He modestly sticks half a mile away.
I've known a lot of people in the

audience, principally men, to curse

these shy camera men and wish they

had a chance to change places with

them. They'd show the world what
art is, they would. Or if the ladies

in the altogether do get taken at close

range, it's always in profile. Just as

the dear girls are about to turn

around and face the camera, the

camera man cuts and runs. But
some time there's going to be a regu-

lar devil of a camera man—oh, well,

here's to the day, as Lew Cody would
say.

Getting down to real cases about

the dances, most of them are in real-

ity as mild as a malted-milk calen-

dar girl's poses. It's the lack of

clothing which makes 'em seem wild.

Aside from that I 'haven't seen any-

thing nearly so wild in most of them
as one sees in any seaside cafe, where
people are stepping and where the

authorities haven't put the ban on
abandon. The dances are all worked
out scientifically, and by the time the

girls get through counting one-two-

three-kick, I guess, like Bill Nye and
his waltzing, the dancing hasn't hurt

them nor anybody else very much.
That girl over there who is supposed

Year

to be the sultan's most pampered
vamp slave probably belongs to one
of our best families, never goes to a
party without a chaperon, and knows
about as much about the wicked lure

as a tame kitten. She's been study-
ing dancing with Theodore Kosloff
or somebody, and has learned her
lurid luring out of a book. And,
anyhow, by the time she's said one-
two-three-kick all day for several

days, she longs to lure nothing but a
chaste kiss from her mother and ten

hours' sleep in her own little white
bed at home.
No little Totty Two-shoes fresh

from a cabaret is permitted to shake
a guilty gaiter in these dances until

she has been specially trained. For
experts are employed in staging the

big dancing scenes. The famous
Theodore Kosloff himself always
sees to it that the Cecil De Mille

dances are right ; Marion Morgan,
who is a cultured and scholarly

woman, staged the great Amazon
and Roman court dances in Holu-
bar's "Man, Woman, Marriage,"
while Ruth St. Denis' pupils often

appear under her guidance in picture

productions.

The dances are becoming, as a re-

sult, something far more than mere
hoof-shakings. Frequently they are

spectacular ballets. For instance the

Amazon dances and riding scenes in

the Holubar picture showed the

husky women of tradition choosing
their mates from* among the con-

quered men. Doraldina is staging a

real Hawaiian legend in her dances

for her Metro production, "But Yet
a Woman," and the Fox superpro-

duction of "The Queen of Sheba,"
being directed by J. Gordon Ed-
wards, the dances are strictly in ac-

cordance with biblical and historical

tradition of the period.

It's not only the dancers and ex-

tras who are obligingly taking off

their clothes. It used to be only

Theda Bara who did that ; but now-
adays even stars like Nazimova, May
Allison, and Betty Blythe are not

exempt. Nazimova, it is expected in

picturizing "Aphrodite," will wear
little more than did the queen of love

herself when she arose from the

foam, that day the artist happened
to be strolling along the shore and
got the snapshot of her. May Alli-

son is being very wicked these days

in that she not only appears in "The
Marriage of William Ashe," clad

only in a long, blond wig, but in a

new comedy just made, she wears a

one-piece bathing suit, with close-

ups shown of that close-up article

Continued on page 94
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20 -Year
Guaranteed
AluminumSet
Only

Down
An amazing value. Each piece is made
of heavy gauge pressed sheet aluminum of a
grade never offered at this price before. Seamless. Not
cast like ordinary aluminumware. Will

not crack, chip or peel. Heats quickly.

Polish can't wear off. As easy to clean
as glassware. Cooks and bakes better

than any other kitchenware. All pieces
(except the pie plates and bread pans)
are highly pol.shed, made of genuine
Mangan aluminum, extra hard, ah*
olutely guaranteed for 20 years.Yours
for only one dollar down—then $2.25
monthly. Price $21.90. Satisfaction guaranteed.

NOTICE
Be careful in buying alumi-
numware. Some seti offered
for sale are made of cheap,
eoft aluminum which bends
easily, dents with every fall
or knock and is not durable.
Insist upon genuine, heavy
gauge, hard, sheet alumi-
num. Setoffered here ismade
of genuine Manganese alu-
minum,heavy and extra hard
—guaranteed for 20 years-

Everything in the Kitchen of Pure Aluminum
Combination tea kettle and double boiler (3 pieces), 6 quart size,
8 inches inside, with a double boiler, 2 quart capacity; one Colo-
nial design coffee percolator (2 pieces), 6 cup size with welded
epout, dome cover, fully polished; 1 roaster consisting of 9 pieces,
measures 10H inches wide and 6 inches high. These 9 pieces have
dozens of diiTerent uses, including bread or bake pan (7 pint ca-
pacity); stew or pudding pan (7 pint capacity); pudding pan or
mixing bowl (4 pint capacity); egg poacher (5 eggs at a time);
muffin pan; biscuit baker with 5 custard cups or jelly moulds; deep
locking self basting roaster, double boiler cereal cooker or triple
steamer. The outfit also includes 6 quart preserving kettle with
cover, 2 bread pans, 1 lip stew pan (1 quart capacity), 1 lip stew
pan quart capacity). Combination cake and pudding Dans
(2 pieces), consist of 2-quart pudding pan with cake tube; 2 9-inch
pie plates; 2 9^-inch extra deep cake pans; 1 colander with 9-inch
top, 6M-inch bottom, and 2&-inch depth (can also be used as a
steamer). Shipping weight about 15 pounds.

AH pieces (except the pie plates and bread pane) are highly
polished, made of genuine Manganese aluminum,, extra
hard, absolutely guaranteed for 20 years*

Order by No. A^439J>A. Send $1.00 with order*
$2.25 monthly. Price. 27 pieces. $21,90,

Easv Payments
Open a charge account with us. We trust honest
people anywhere in the U. S. Send for this wonderful
bargain or choose from our big catalog. One price to all,

Cash or Credit. No discount for cash — nothing extra

for credit—NoC O. D. Send the coupon today—NOW.

Free Bargain Catalog
Send for it. Shows thou-
sands of bargains in furniture,
jewelry, carpets, rugs, cur-
tains, silverware, staves,
women's, men's and children's
wearing apparel.

Senif the Coupon!
with $1.00 to us now. Have this 27-piece Alu-
minum Set shipped on 30 days' trial. We'll also send our
Big Bargain Catalog listing thousands of amazing bar-
gains. Only a small first payment and balance in monthly
payments for anything you want- Send the coupon-

Sfraus& Scliram ^s^'I-a.o

STRAUS & SCHRAM "Jk&fS* Chicago
Enclosed find Sl.OO. Ship special advertised 27-piece Aluminum Kitchen
Set. I am to have 30 days trial. If I keep the set I will pay you 52.36

monthly. If not satisfied. I am to return the set within 30 days and yoo
are to refund my money and any freight or express charges 1 paid.

27-Piece Aluminum Kitchen Set, No. A5439JA. $21.90.

Name
Street, R. F. D.
or Box No
Skipping
Point

Post Office State
If you ONLY want catalog put X below :

Furniture. Stoves and Jewelry U Men's, Women's and Children's Clotkiaf

30 Days' Trial
Our guarantee protects you
—if not perfectly satisfied, re-
torn the article at our expense
within 30 days and get your
money back — also any freight
or express charges you paid.



A Girl's Adventure in Movieland

handsome leading men for me to

stare at at the same time ! He came
over and greeted us—he's an awfully
nice, jolly fellow, stouter than his

pictures, but with the same pleasant

smile we used to see on the screen.

They took the part of the picture

where Tom Meighan comes in and
shows his tools to another man—

I

think the picture is going to be called

"The Quarry," but they said it might
be changed.

Then I was introduced to Thomas
Meighan, and sat down at the little

table and talked a while with him
and Tom Forman. I felt as if Gloria

Swanson had little on me, for there

I was with two of her leading men
sitting with me—the heroes of "For
Better, for Worse" and "Why
Change Your Wife?" I do hope
Tom Forman won't devote all his

time to directing—he has too attrac-

tive a personality just to act as the

power behind the camera.

Just as we arose from the table

there was a great commotion on the

next set, but when I got there it was
all over. However, the director

called, "Now we'll do it over again,"

so I know I hadn't really missed any-
thing. I should think that if, in real

life, anything important went wrong,
an actor would feel that it wasn't

really serious because it would be
taken over again anyway !

It was in a set that looked like part

of a hotel. There was a girl behind
the desk, chewing gum, and near by
a row of telephone booths, with peo-

ple in them that looked exactly like

the ones you'd really see in a place

like that—not all pretty girls and
good-looking men, I mean ; for in-

stance, a woman with a little girl

stood in one, and a big, stout man
in another. It was the stout man
that made the commotion—he came
rushing out of the booth, pounded
on the desk, and roared at the girl,

who waved him aside disdainfully

with, "Aw—go chase yourself
!"

There was a young man in one
booth, and beside him stood a small,

slight girl, in a dark suit, high, black

satin shoes, and a big purple hat

turned up in front.

"There's Alice Brady," Mr. Mac-
Farland said to me.

"Where?" said I, looking right-

past the girl on the set. My, but I

was astonished when I found out

that she was the one he meant.
Could that little girl actually be the

tall, willowy Alice Brady of the
films? Her face is the same as it

looks on the screen, but the fans

certainly are misled as to her size.

Continued from page 20

They took the scene all over again,

then, and after the fat man had
rushed out of the booth the young
man came out of his, Miss Brady
smiled, the man picked up the suit

case that stood beside her, and they

walked off the set, talking. That was
all. It took just a few seconds when
they finally shot it, but I'd been

watching them for quite a bit longer

than that, and they had been adjust-

ing lights and rehearsing-all the time
we were watching Tommy Meighan.
Even the very short scenes that are

hardly more than a flash on the

screen take ever so long to make.

After that we went to luncheon;
the studio lunchroom isn't done yet,

so we went to a drug store near by
•—where we saw Tom Forman and
Tom Meighan sitting at the counter,

eating—and into the back part, which
was an apartment turned into a res-

taurant. It seemed queer to see peo-

ple in make-up sitting around; some
of the extras from the Justine John-

She Didn't Know
that she was acting! "The day we
made those ether and absinthe
scenes in 'Madame X' I came on the
set in a kind of daze. I sat down
at the table, and to this day I can't
remember what I did."

That is what Paidine Frederick
told Emma -Lindsay Squier in a
recent interview which will appear
in our next issue. It is called "Ad-
ventures in Emotion" and it reveals
wonderfully the attitude of our
greatest emotional screen star to-
ward her work.

stone picture were there—I imag-

ined that the girls liked going around
in their evening gowns, with • their

faces all made up, so that people

would know that they were acting

in a picture.

We had an awfully good luncheon,

with three girls who were in the re-

search department—they do things

like getting. pictures of just what a

Scotch railway train looks like, for

instance, for "Sentimental Tommy,"
and getting permission to shoot some
scenes at Sing Sing, and things like

that—and then we went back to the

studio and had a real treat.

We went into a room whose walls

were all painted black, with a big

white screen at one end, and a pro-

jection machine at the other. The
press agent got a roll of film and
had it run off for us, to show us just

how the film comes from the camera.
And imagine how pleased I was when
I found that it was the first shots of

"Sentimental Tommy," the first pic-

ture I'd seen being made, that we
were to see.

It was awfully interesting; there

were a lot of different views of the

little village ; some with smoke com-
ing out of the chimneys and some
without it, and a lot of close-ups of

the different characters, and the
scenes* where Gareth Hughes and
May McAvoy come down the road
and climb into the little buggy—the

very one I'd had a ride in with
Gareth Hughes !—with George Faw-
cett. I could remember how the di-

rector, Mr. Robertson, had called,

"Now come down the road, May,
running—that's it; all right, Gareth
—hurry—now stop and look back

—

now see the buggy " I just felt

as if I'd been part of it all, and I

wondered if I could ever sit in a
theater where that picture was being
shown and not jump right up and
tell the audience how Garjeth Hughes
had told me that he hated those

heavy shoes he has to wear, and
Mabel Taliaferro had laughed about
her make-up and called it her "may-
onnaise face." There's a queer feel-

ing about seeing on the screen what
you've watched being made ; I can't

exactly describe it, but you feel sort

of breathless and hot and cold and
shivery inside.

At the end of each scene you'd see

the little board being held up with
the number of that scene on it, just

for a moment. "Scene I—Take
i ;" "Scene i—Take 2," it would be
marked. Then, when the director

finally put the picture together, he'd

select whichever "take" was best.

After that we went to the labor-

atory, which was across the street

from the studio. I can't even begin

to describe that—all the various

rooms, one where the film is printed

—something like the way you make
prints from a kodak film, only on
long, very narrow strips to be sent

out to the various theaters, another

where it's cut, others where it is de-

veloped, tinted, dried on great wheels

made of little wooden slats, inspected

—no fan would ever dream of how
many processes a picture has to go
through after it has been taken.

But there were two rooms that I

found more interesting than any of

the others. One was the place where
they run off old films to find places

that need fixing up when the film is

scratched or worn. The room is

very dark, and the projection ma-
chines stand side by side, so that the

pictures show on tiny screens all in

a row, very small and clear. You
Continued on page 96
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Classified Advertising
Agents and Help Wanted

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything ; men and -women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories'' anywhere. Booklet free. Ragsdale
Co., Bos 98, East Orange, N. J.

BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

MEN—Age 17 to 55. Experience unneces-
sary. Travel : make secret investigations, re-
ports. Salaries ; expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.

AGENTS—540-5100 week. Free samples.
Gold Sign Letters any one can put on store
windows. Liberal offer to general agents.
Metallic Letter Co., 431 T. N. Clark, Chicago.

SALESMEN—CITY OR TRAVELING.
Experience unnecessary. Send for list of lines
and full particulars. Prepare in spare time
to earn the big salaries—52.500 to 510.000 a
year. Employment services rendered Members.
National Salesmen's Training Association,
Dept. 107, Chicago, 111.

510.00 WORTH of finest toilet soaps, per-
fumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co., Dept. 427, St. Louis, Mo.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn
from 5110 to 5200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired. Unlimited advancement:
No age limit. We train you. Positions fur-
nished un. ier guarantee. Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute.
Buffalo. N. Y.

AGENTS—Large manufacturer wants
agents to seU hosiery, underwear, shirts,
dresses, skirts, waists, shoes, clothing, etc.
Wrire for free samples. Madison Mills, 503
Broadway New York.

TIRE AGENTS. Exclusive representatives
to use and sell the new Mellinger Extra-Ply
Tires. (No seconds.) Guarantee Bond 8.000
Miles. Wholesale Prices. Sample sections
furnished. Mellinger Tire Co., 976 Oak, Kan-
sas City, Missouri.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Great Demand. Fascinating work. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, Amer-
ican Detective System. 1968 Broadwav, N. Y.

MAKE 510-520 DAY selling Guaranteed
Hosiery and Underwear in homes and offices.
Beautiful sample outfits—liberal commissions—prompt deliveries. Write for Sure Success
Plan. C. & D. Co., Section B, Grand Rapids,
Mich.

MEN. get into the wonderful tailoring
agency business, big profits taking orders and
your own clothes free. We furnish fine sam-
ple outfit and everything free. No experience
needed. Write todav. Banner Tailoring Co.,
Dept. 796, Chicago.

MEN WANTED for Detective Work. Ex-
perience unnecessarv. Write J. Ganor,
former U. S. Gov't Detective, 120, St. Louis,

158 GENUINE FOREIGN STAMPS—Mex-
ico War Issues, Venezuela. Salvador and In-
dia Service, Guatemala, China, etc.. 10c. Only
finest approval sheets. 50 to 60To. Agents
Wanted. Big 72-p. Lists Free. We Buy
Stamps. Estab. 25 yrs. Hussman Stamp Co.,
Dept. 127, St. Louis, Mo.

No more storm blurred windshields ; Mys-
tic Felt works wonders ; one rub keeps glass
clear 24 hours: steel mountings: fits pocket;
sells 51 : enormous profits ; exclusive terri-
tory. Security Mfg. Co., Dept. 315, Toledo, O.

"AGOSAYE" takes the place of eggs in
baking and cooking ; pure, wholesome, always
fresh ; sells like wildfire

;
your profit 100 per

cent. Write to-day for Free Sample. Amer-
ican Products Co., 3134 American Bldg., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

S170 MONTH AVERAGE. Railway Mail
Clerks. Hundreds wanted. List positions
free. Write immediately. Franklin Institute,
Dept. F2, Rochester, N. Y.

10c places your name on mailing list.

Profitable propositions possible. Martinek
405 Lexington Avenue, New York.

Patents and Lawyers

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature. Ran-
dolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Con-
ception Blank and free guide book. Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
references. Prompt Attention. Reasonable
Terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

PATENTS. Highest references. Rates rea-
sonable. Best results. Promptness assured.
Booklet free. Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS, Trademark, Copyright—fore-

most word free. Long experience as patent
solicitor. Prompt advice, charges very rea-
sonable. Correspondence solicited. Results
procured. Metzger, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS promptly procured. Moderate
Fees. Best References. Send Sketch or Model.
George P. Kimmel, Master of Patent Law,
1SD, Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

INVENTIONS WANTED. Cash or Royalty
for ideas. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 223, St.
Louis, Mo.

Stammering

ST-STU-T-T-TURING And Stammering
Cured at Home. Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell, 80 Potomac Bank Build-
ing. Washington, D. C.

Personal

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW whether you
are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
or the reverse? Scientific, convincing in-
formation. Wonderful results claimed by
patrons. "Key to Success" and personality
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. Thomson-
Heywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

ASTROLOGY—STARS TELL LIFE'S
story. Send birth date and dime for trial
reading. Eddy 4307 Jefferson, Kansas City,
Missouri, Apartment 74.

Short Stories and Photoplays

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
Great demand. We show you how. Get free
particulars. Rex Publishers, Box 175—P 19,
Chicago.

550—S100 weekly writing Moving Picture
Plays. Get free book ; valuable information ;

prize offer. Photo Playwright College, Box
278 XY 24, Chicago.

FREE to writers—a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas

;

the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors' Press. Dept. 89. Auburn. N. Y.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free. Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.

Louis, Mo.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS : 525—S300 paid
any one for suitable ideas. Experience un-
necessary : complete outline Free. Producers
League, 439 St. Louis.

AMBITIOUS WRITERS of Photoplays.
Short Stories. Poems. Songs, send to-day for
Free, valuable, instructive book. "Key to
Successful Writing." including 65 helpful sug-
gestions on writing and selling. Atlas Pub-
lishing Co.. 509 Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati, O.

WRITERS ! Stories. Poems. Plays, etc., are
wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 175,
Hannibal Mo.

PHOTOPLAYS, IDEAS. WANTED for Cali-
fornia Producers. Also Stories, Articles.
Criticize free, sell on Commission. To Be-
ginners. Plot Chart Free—Correspondence
Course or Experience unnecessary. Submit
MSS. or write. Harvard Company, 460, Mont-
gomery, San Francisco.

Vaudeville

GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how !

Send stamp for instructive Stage Book and
particulars. E. La Delle. Box 557, Los An-
geles, Cal.

Songs, Poems, Etc.

HIBBELER'S Valuable Information to Song
Poem Writers 10c. Rav Hibbeler, D 102, 4040
Dickens Ave., Chicago.

WRITE the Words for a Song. We write
music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Stu-
dios, 159C Fitzgerald Building. New York.

SONG-WRITERS GUIDE SENT FREE!
Contains valuable instructions and advice.
Submit song-poems for examination. We
will furnish music, copyright and facilitate

publication or sale. Knickerbocker Studios,
301 Gaiety Bldg., New York.

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We 11

compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-day. B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.

WRITE A SONG POEM. Love, Mother,
Home. Comic or any subject. I compose mu-
sic and guarantee publication. Send words
to^ay. Edward Trent, 625 Reaper Block,

Chicago.

WRITE A SONG POEM—I compose music
and guarantee publication. Send poem today.

E. Hanson, 3810 Broadway, Room 102, Chi-

cago.

YOU WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG—We
write the music, publish, and secure a copy-

right. Submit poems on any subject. The
Metropolitan Studios. 914 S. Michigan Ave.,

Dept. 210, Chicago. Illinois.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG ! We
will write the music and guarantee publica-

tion on a rovaltv basis. Submit poems on any
subject. Seton Music Company, 920 S. Michi-

gan Ave.. Room 109, Chicago. 111.

Miscellaneous

IF YOU WANT to sell or exchange your
property write me. John J. Black, 259th St.,

Chippewa Falls, Wis.

THAT 510.000 SONG. "You Taught Me To
Love You." Ask dealer, or 30c from Burdick
Pub. Co., Lockpovt. N. Y.

Wanted to Bay

IT'S LIKE FINDING MONEY when you
mail us false teeth (with or without gold

fillings), old or broken jewelry, diamonds,
watches, old gold, silver, platinum, magneto
points, gold or silver ores and nuggets—W at

Bonds and Stamps. Highest prices paid. Cash
bv return mail. Goods returned in 10 days if

vbu're not satisfied. The Ohio Smelting &
Refining Co., 253 Lennox Bldg., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Farm Lands

BOOK OF FLORIDA FACTS Free only to
those really desirous of acquiring a little land
and an orange grove at a reasonab.e price

and on easv terms. If vou are, write for your
copv to-dav to Lake Countv Land Owners
Ass'n, 321 Twilicht Ave.. Fruitland Park. Fla

Ventriloquism

VENTRILOQUISM Taught Almost Any-
one at Home. Small cost. Send to-day 2-

cent stamp for particulars and proof. O. A.
Smith. Room 737. SOI Bigelow St.. Peoria. 111.

For the Home

RESPONSIBLE FIRM offers ready mixed
pure refined linseed oil white lead durable
paint hard gloss finish. Any color. Five
callous §17T25 : thirty gallons 5100.50.
freight included. Surprisingly liberal cover-

ins- "capacity. Fully guaranteed. Martinek
Paint Companv, 405 Lexinston Avenue. New
York.

Mail Order Business

I MADE 525.000 with small Mail Order
Business. Sample article 25c. Free Booklet.

Stamp. Alss Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.



Pork and Beans.—When you don't

send your name or address there isn't

any possible way to send you a personal
reply. Wanda Hawley played opposite
Wallace Reid in " "The Lottery Man."
Caroline (Spike) Rankin played the part

of Lizzie in that picture. She is five feet

seven and weighs ninety-two pounds.
Vivian Martin is Mrs. Jefferson in private
life. Pauline did not play in that picture.

It all depends on the age you want. I

can name a star for nearly every year
you want one up to—well, far enough.

Trixie R.—Theodosia Goodman was
Theda Bara's correct name, but it isn't

any more, because Theda recently had it

legally changed by the courts to Theda
Bara. She was born in Cincinnati, Ohio,
in 1890. She seems to have deserted the
screen for good following her success in

her stage play, "The Blue Flame." Tom
Moore used to be Mr. Alice Joyce. Alice

Joyce recently became Mrs. James Re-
gan, Jr. Mary Pickford has no children.

Ruth Reneck was born in Galveston,
Texas. That is her name. Your other
questions will be found answered in the
replies following yours.

Milton Sills Admirer.—Each to his or
her own taste. It's fortunate that we all

don't like the same things. Variety is the
spice of life, you know. Katherine Mac-
Donald is not married. The only way to
find out is to write to them.

Catherine J.—It can't be done. What's
in a name, anyway? If I told you my
name, you wouldn't know me any better.

Mabel Normand was born in Boston,
Massachusetts. Peggy Hyland was born
near Worcestershire, England. Maybe
that's why she appears so "saucy" in her
pictures. Theda Bara is a trifle near-
sighted. Most of us are either near or
farsighted, anyway. Roscoe Arbuckle
was born in Kansas in 1887. Yes, she
is divorced. No, they are not. Mildred
Harris was born in Cheyenne, Wyoming,
in 1901. Frankie Lee is no relation. The
"Market Booklet" gives a complete list

of all the motion-picture companies and
their addresses, also the type of stories

they are in the market for. Your other
question has been answered. Addresses
at end of The Oracle.

Baby Blue.—This is Picture-Play
Magazine and has nothing to do with

'

the other one you mentioned. Pearl
White recently returned from Europe.
She was born in 1889. She is starring in

features for the Fox Film Corporation.
That is a matter of opinion. Your other
questions have been answered.

Lasca.—You sent the envelope but no
stamp on it. Uncle Sam's postman
wouldn't take it very far in that condi-

tion. Wallace Reid was born in St. Louis
in 1892. Norma Talmadge was born in

Niagara Falls, New York, five years later.

Constance was born in Brooklyn, New
York, in 1900. Mrs. Jack Mulhall uses
her married name on the screen. Buck
Jones is not the only actor who was a
cowboy in his early days. Tom Mix,
Art Acord, "Hoot" Gibson, Will Rogers,

THE ORACLE will answer in

these columns as many ques-

tions of general interest concern-

ing the movies as space will allow.

Personal replies to a limited
number of questions—such as will

not require unusually long answers

—will be sent if the request is ac-

companied by a stamped enve-

lope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture

Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79

Seventh Avenue, New York City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,

since the only possible way of ever

getting such a job is by direct

personal application at a studio.

Questions concerning scenario

writing must be written on a

separate sheet of paper. Those
who wish the addresses of actors

and actresses are urged to read

the notice at the end of this

department.

and Jack Hoxie all had plenty of expe-
rience in that line before joining the

movies. Your other questions have al-

ready been answered.

J. B. P.—You will have to write to the

editor about that. I run only The Oracle
department and have nothing to do with
the publishing of photographs.

Edith Winn S.—I am sorry, but I can't

supply you with a list of all the stories

made into screen plays. There isn't room
in ten issues of Picture-Play to cram it

into.

Miss Evelyn B.—It is pronounced just

as it looks. You can't go wrong. All of
them have been in pictures for four or
five years. David Butler is with the D.
N. Schwab Productions. His latest pic-

tures are "Girls Don't Gamble" a"d
"Fickle Women." He is now pla^ne in

King Vidor's newest film, "The Skv Pi-

lot." It would be too expensive a propo-

sition to have films in the home, the same
as books. It is quite different from a

book in the library, you know, and de-

cidedly so in expense, when you consider
that it would cost you about one hundred
and seventy-five dollars per wreek to rent

a film for one week in the size of town
3*ou name, and it would be a copy that had
been worked to death at that. It would
be all right to run in a home for a night,

but to keep them as you would books
would take old John D. himself.

S. M. M.—What do you mean, "Why
doesn't she wear tights?" She's a mo-
tion-picture actress—not a circus queen.

She was born in Chicago, Illinois. Wal-
lace MacDonald, Antonio Moreno, and
Eugene O'Brien are all still single.

Harold W. W.—Bobby Vernon was
born in Chicago, Illinois, in 1897. He
has been in Christie comedies for the last

three 3-ears. Addresses at the end of The
Oracle.

A Roaring She-Devil.—Wallace Mac-
Donald was born in Mulgrave, Nova
Scotia, Canada. No, Roy and Anita Stew-
art are not related. Yes, very. Blanche
Sweet was born in Chicago, Illinois, so

she is not an Indiana Hoosier, as you
thought. At present Harrison is appear-
ing in the Norma and Constance Tal-
madge productions for First National.

Reide.—It is in fifteen episodes. "The
Devil's Needle" is one of her latest.

I Thank U.—Pauline Frederick is not

dead. Her latest achievement for the

screen is "Madame X," and what a pic-

ture it is ! She has left the Goldwyn
company and is with Robertson-Cole.
"Iris" is the title of her first picture with
this concern. Alice Brady is her correct

name. She is Mrs. James L. Crane in

private life. She has been married a lit-

tle over two years. Lucy Cotton in "The
Miracle of Love." You named them in

rotation as they were produced. "Excuse
My Dust" is the latest of the three. Doug-
las MacLean and Doris May were costar-

ring for Ince, but now MacLean is going
it alone. The Oracle has been oracling
for five years now.

Elaha.—That's the question—which?
You know, if I should tell you, you
wouldn't have the fun of guessing, would
you? You know, as long as people are
guessing they are interested, and I want
every one to be interested in The Oracle
department. See the point? Elaine
Hammerstein is the granddaughter of
the late Oscar Hammerstein. Shp is not
wedded. She was born in 1807 r>nd was
educated at Armitage

_
College, Pennsyl-

vania. Yes. a letter will reach her there.

Continued on page 104
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Register**

Free Trial
CyEND now for the New Wurlitzer catalog

and free trial blank. You may have any
musical instrument known, with a complete

musical outfit, for a week's trial at home. Return
the instrument at our expense at the end of the
week if you decide not to keep it.

You will get a complete musical outfit, including the instru-

ment and all accessories —velvet and plush lined carry-
ing case with lock and key, self instructor, instruction

a ids, book of music, all attachments and extra parts—every-
thing you need. This new Wurlitzer plan effects a tremen-
dous saving for you if you decide to buy, ?«: even'thin? goes
in at factory cost. Wurlitzer supplies the outfit and instru-

ment practically for the cost of the instrument alone.

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay for your

instrument and outfit.

a f~\.. T : «-». of Wurlitzer instruments is known
ArtlStlC quality aU over the world. Wurlitzer
instruments have been the favorites of artists and have
been used in the finest orchestras and bands for years.
This outfit 'offer includes genuine Wu'litzer instruments.

Every known stringed instrument or ivind instrument
included in this offer offree trial inyourown home. Have
yourfiee trial now. We do not charge you a penny for it.

Send for New Catalog

and Free Trial Blank
Every instrument known illustrated and described, with
price and small payment terms. More pictures and more
information about musical instruments than in any other
book published. It is a veritable musical encyclopedia.
Free trial blank comes with it. Catalog is FREE. There
is no obligation. Write for it today.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. Dept. 1752

117 E. 4th Street, Cincinnati, O.
329 S.Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1752

1 1 7 E. 4th St., Cincinnati, O. 329 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, III

Send me your new catalog with illustrations in color and full

description of the Wurlitzer Complete Outfits and details of the

free trial and easy payment offer.

Name. .

.

Address.

(.State musical instrument in tvhich j/or- are specially intsretUd)

ZOO YEARS OF ^MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MAKING
Copyright 1920, The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
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"YOU should have GOOD
HEALTH and a PERFECT
FIGURE and you CAN" says

Annette KeHermann
I wish I could speak with you per-

sonally, it would be so much easier to

convince you.
I could tell you all about my own experi-

ence ; how, as a girl, I was puny and under-
developed : how, by devoting myself to a study
of my body, I gradually perfected my figure,

health and appearance to such an extent that
I became known the world over, as the PER-
FECT WOMAN—Think of it.

I could show you how the very methods
that did so much for ME can perfect YOUR
figun>. increase YOUR energy and improve
YOUR health and general appearance ; how
they can do all this without the use of drugs
or apparatus, and in the privacy of your
own room, for only fifteen minutes each
day. I'd give ' you proof conclusive, from
the thousands of cultured and refined women
who have followed my methods with such
remarkable success.

Even if I can't meet you personally, I can
do the next best tiling and write you fully
regarding your condition, for I know you
want to find out more about a system that
can do so much for you.

How you can find out
Send for my free booklet. It contains in-

formation that is of vital importance to all
women and I want you to read it. It is

called the "Body Beautiful" and is il-
lustrated with photographs of myself.
This little book which you may have for

the asking outlines my system and ex-
plains my methods frankly and clearly. It
points the way to good health, and a per-
fect figure and proves that you can be
master of every muscle in your body.

Send a two cent stamp now and "The
Body Beautiful' * will reach you

by return mail.

You owe it to yourself at least to in
vestigate, and NOW is the time.

Miss Kellermann enioys the distinction of
being accredited the most Perfect formed

Woman in the world.

Romances of Famous Film
Folk

Continued from page 47

"We'll get along somehow, dear,"

she used to say to him when his vola-

tile spirits fell. But that wasn't

often, for the boy who used to go
on long, hard camping trips and
hikes in the California Sierras had
learned grit as well as patience.

One night they were sitting in

their tiny living room, talking things

over with as much cheer and hope-
fulness as they could. They had
come to New York in September,
and now it was December, and still

diere was no double engagement in

sight, though both had received of-

fers to go on the road singly. Miss
Phillips had even given up her con-

tract with "Everywoman," under
old reliable Henry W. Savage's man-
agement, because she did not wish

to go on the road and leave Allen be-

hind. And Allen had refused three

fine offers to go out with companies.

Christmas was coming along pretty

soon, and they were wondering what
on earth they should do. Just then,

exactly like a motion-picture plot,

there came a knock at the door and
a message from Essanay, asking

them to come to Chicago and work
together in pictures.

"We just clasped hands, danced
around the room, and then sat down
to write a telegram of acceptance,

which we went out together to send
off. And on the strength of our new
engagement, we went shopping the

very next morning for Christmas
presents, spending every last cent we
had. Of course, motion pictures

weren't so much in those days, but

at least we could be together, and
that was just everything to us.

"I always knew," Dorothy went
on, with a little reminiscent smile,

"that Allen had it in him to suc-

ceed. He was always so eager to

study and to learn. He always had
a dreamy streak in him, to be sure,

but he was far too practical and
energetic to let his dreams master
him."
The happy young pair went over

to Essanay and worked about six

months. And then, one night, as

the subtitles say, Dorothy told Allen

a secret. Both of them were very
happy. There was a little money
laid by, enough to see them through.

Mrs. Holubar went home to Balti-

more, and there little Marie Gwen-
dolyn was born.

"I guess every woman wants to be
near her mother at such a time," said

Dorothy, "and mother and I had al-

ways been very close to each other.

By the way, that was a wonderful
touch in 'Way Down East,' where

the girl, in the throes of childbirth,

cries out, 'Mother ! Mother !' And
do you know, I think a girl feels

even closer to her mother after she

herself has given birth to a child ?"

Like the true mother she is, Mrs.
Holubar herself cared for her baby
for a whole year, not intrusting it

to anybody, even a nurse. Then she

and Allen got a chance to go with

Universal, in New York, and for a

little while she left the baby to her
mother's care. Mr. Holubar played
in Jules Verne's "Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea," and when
Miss Phillips joined the company she

at once began to play star parts and
leads.

"Allen used to say, even in those

days, 'We'll go out to Los Angeles
and buy a little white bungalow.'

"

Pretty soon they did come West
with Universal, but they never did

buy a bungalow. Instead they rented

a large house out on Cahuenga Av-
enue. Those were the days when
they were merely acting in pictures.

Then one glad day Allen went home
and told Dorothy that he was to be

given the chance to direct. He made
a number of pictures, and all were
successful. Then came the great

idea—the story of "Hearts of Hu-
manity."

From that day, Allen Holubar's

name was made. And his wife, the

lovely young Dorothy Phillips, who,
through her beauty, intelligence, and
artistic powers, had contributed so

largely to his success, shared in his

triumph. Miss Phillips has never

worked for another director so well

as she works for her husband, and

he in turn has never had a star who
responded so brilliantly to his direc-

tion.

Success made it possible for him
to give his wife and little daughter

all the -comfort and even luxuries

they need, and soon after "The Heart
of Humanity'' made its big hit, the

two went over to Hollywood and
bought a lot on which they built a

beautiful home, on Laurel Avenue.
But it wasn't three weeks after they

had moved in until they had begun
work on "Man, Woman, Marriage,"
and so Mrs. Holubar hasn't had a

chance to give the homy touches she

wants to, to the place. One feature

of the house of which the Holubars
are very fond is the big library,

which contains many priceless old

volumes now out of print. The two
are fond of reading here together of

an evening. Neither cares for cafes

or the night life.

In short, I don't know a pair more
delightful than these two. They are

cultured in the true sense, loving the

serenity of home and the companion-
ship of their books, and being
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Wanted-5,000
Motion Picture Ideas

By the World's Leading Producers
npiIIS is in substance what the great moving picture producers are

asking intelligent people everywhere today
—"Why shouldn't you

write as good or better picture stories than many you frequently see

at the theatres?—why shouldn't you help maintain and raise the

standard of this fascinating art while winning fame and making
money?"

"Where have the present famous picture writers come from?

—

not from the literary field. They have come from the ranks of the
theatre-goers, and we need more from the ranks."

"It matters not if you have never written

a line for any purpose, or ever even thought of

writing. Several beginners have sold their first

efforts for hundreds of dollars."

20,000,000
People Daily

Must Have
Entertainment

Thos. H. In
Head of Tko3. H.

Ince Studios

Cecil B Deifille and
Thos. H. Ince arc leading

figures among the producers
of the country. DeMUlc is

director-general of the Fa-
mous Players-I.asky Corpo-
ration. Ince heads the re-

noicned Thos. H Ince
Studios. These men act on
thcPalmer Advisory Coun-
cil, and Palmer students

therefore hare the benefit

of their experience, in ike

study of this course.

Romances of Famous 'Film
Folk

wrapped up in their work. Theirs is

a real companionship. She always
reads all his stories before Holubar
reads them himself, and then the

two talk them over together.

Baby Marie is six years old now.
And already she takes to acting like

a duck to water. She isn't allowed

to play in pictures, but she is study-

ing dancing, and she has a game she

thought out all by herself in which
she plays all the fairies and giants

and dwarfs in turn that she reads of

in her fairy stories.

"I look at her sometimes, and say

to myself, Ts this really my baby?'
"

declared Mrs. Holubar.

"We have one big dream, Allen

and I and baby, and that is to take

a trip around the world, leisurely,

making a series of pictures as we go."

So it would seem that the Holu-"

bars' "happy-ever-after" has really

only just begun

!

Which Do You Prefer

—

Straight Roles or Character
Parts r

Continued from page 71

days. He spoke of one of the big

successes of the season as being un-

usually well balanced; equally good

for all the principal characters, and

said that in this respect it was a lit-

tle like "The Misleading Lady," a

successful stage play in which he ap-

peared in stock some years ago, and
which he recently did for the screen.

"But just because it is so well bal-

anced there isn't a particularly good
part for a male star; the leading

lady's is almost as good." I com-
mented.

"That doesn't make any difference

if it makes a good picture," he an-

swered promptly. "That's what I'm

after—not just a story in which I'll

have the biggest part."

He was also in search of a good
play in which to return to the stage,

it developed, but no such play seemed
to be forthcoming.

"Last night I had an engagement
on Long Island, didn't know their

time wasn't like that used in New
York, and arrived an hour too late.

The night before I went up the

Sound to Stamford and got there an
hour too early. Between that and
getting accustomed to seeing this

town under prohibition rule and find-

ing that the prices of things have
gone so high that money doesn't

mean anything any more—well, me
for a ranch in California !" he con-

cluded.

And as we went out into Broad-
wav's roar and clangor again I

agreed with him.

"VVTE must have 5,000 new stories to pro-
" * duce at once, for the demand is far

exceeding the supply that the present writers

can prepare.

20,000,000 people are attending motion
picture theatres daily and they are calling

for new plays. We must keep their interest

if the art is to survive.

The opportunity to aid is yours. Who
will rise to a new and perhaps "unexpected"
success on this modern wave? Who is there

who hasn't said to himself, "I am capable of

doing something that I have not yet found,
far better than anything I have ever done?"

Your One Need
"V^OU—of the ranks—need to know but
* one thing to fit you for success in this

new and wide-open field—how to put your
ideas into the proper form required by pro-

ducers.
For you have, and every person of average intelligence

has, ideas that are good for stories. Learn hole to arrange
them in the accepted form and you can get your scenarios

read by men who think nothing of money, but are search-

ing only for plays that they can use.

'T'HE Palmer Plan of Photoplay writing teaches
you mainly how to prepare your ideas for accept-

ance. Then as j
tou progress it develops you in all the

fine points of the art.

The Palmer Plan
TT IS both a primary and finishing school, and it has

discovered and brought out a number of star writers,
among whom are: Mrs. Caroline Sayre of Missouri,
author of "Live Sparks" (Kerrigan); George Hughes of
Toronto, Canada; Paul Schofield, S10,000-a-year
scenario writer; G. Leroi Clarke, who sold his first

A Feature of the Plan
The Palmer Plan also includes a vital aid to

students—the Palmer Marketing Bureau, headed
by Mrs. Kate Corbaley, a recognized judge of
stories and author of photoplays for William
Farnum, Frank Keenan, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew and many other stars.

This is the bureau to which producers come for
photoplay stories—the great clearing house for idea-
material for the screen. Situated in Los Angeles,
motion picture capital of the world and in constant
touch with the great studios, this bureau helps to
sell your work.

Scenarios are submitted in person by this bureau
direct to producers, stars and editors. This is an
exclusive service available to all Palmer students.

story for 83,000; Martha Lord of Salt Lake, now staff

writer for Clara Kimball Young; Idyl Shepard Way of

Boston, author of "Keep Him Guessing" (Selznick);

Elizabeth Thacher of Montana, author of "Reforming
Betty" (Ince); James Kendrick of Texas, creator of six

stories since his enrollment; Francis W. Elijah, author
of "Wagered Love," purchased by D. W. Griffith.

T7S7E maintain a Marketing Bureau in Los
' " Angeles, through which students can

offer their stories to the big producers if they
so desire.

Our Advisory Council which directs our
educational policy is composed of Cecil B.
DeMille, Thos. H. Ince, Rob Wagner and
Miss Lois Weber. All are famous in the
industry and would lend their aid to nothing
that they would not use themselves.

Twelve leading figures in the profession

have included special lectures for the course.

The Palmer Plan is complete, efficient

and vitally interesting—it enthralls those

who take it up. There is no tedium, in fact

one finds in it one of the best of all diversions

from other lines of work. Don't say you
can't follow it. Don't think you can't win
because you have never tried to write. This
is a neiv and different opportunity. Who
knows who doesn't try?

A Free Book
Worth Your Reading

'T'HERE is much to tell about this Course, so get
our free book about it. One successful story repays,

many times over, all the effort you put in.

Success when it comes is rapid, the field is un-
crowded, the demand for plays immense.

Get the free book now. Learn all about this new
way to success. If you are of average intelligence, if

you have ideas and ambition, you have the complete
fundamental equipment for the art.

Palmer Photoplay Corporation, slf^^.
Department of Education, fit l\m I. W. Hellman Building I I S J)

Los Angeles, California. \jr/
Please send me, without obligation, ^Ibs-^

your new book, "The Secret of Suc-
cessful Photoplay Writing." Also "Proof Positive,"

containing Success Stories of many Palmer mem-
bers, etc.

Name

Address. _

City ...State.._

(All correspondence held strictly confidential.)
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Amoves Hair
Immediately—safely

ONLY a chemist should mix
a depilatory, then it is sure

to be safe. Unlike pastes and
powders which must be mixed by the

user, DeMiracle is a liquid just the

right strength for instant use. It

never deteriorates. DeMiracle is more
economical because there is no waste.

It is the quickest, most cleanly and
simple to apply.

To devitalize hair you must use

DeMiracle. Being a liquid it permits

absorption. Therefore it is totally dif-

ferent. It attacks hair under the skin

as well as on the skin which is the only

common-sense way to remove it from
face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.

Only the original sanitary liquid

DeMiracle has a money-back guaran-

tee in each package.

Three sizes: 60c, $1.00, $2.00

At all toilet counters, or directfrom us,
in plain wrapper, on receipt of 6Sc,
$1.0i or $2.08 which includes war tax.

iraeie
Dept. W-32, Park Ave. and 129th St.

New York City

Dialogs, Monologs TftT A Vaudeville Act5
Musical Readings B"^l_i/% \ ^% How to Stage a Play
Drills. Pageants """'Make-up Goods
Tableaux, Jokes, Folk ranees. Entertainments, Recitations,
Pantomimes, Minstrel Material, Speakers, Commencement
Manual full of New Ideas and Plans. Catalog Free.

T. S. Denison & Co., Dept. 67, Chicago

La Goutte -a -Goutte
RESTORES gj2Kd o° GRAY HAIR

Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored
to any shade in one
application. Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
Ma es a lasting rich,

lovely color. No after
sha in poo necessary.
You can apply it in the
privacy of your own
home in a few minutes.

Anyone of 32 shades given from ONE package.
$1.67 postpaid. Order direct, or

Send me a Little Lock of Your
Hair—I'll color It Without Charge
Cut it close to head and say wha t color you wish.

I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,
oily or dry scalps, falling hair, getting bald, etc.

Write fully. No charge for frank opinion.
"SECRETS of BEAUTY," my new booklet,
mailed free on request.

I. PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room 98, No. 34 West 58th St., New Vorfi

How They See Themselves
Continued /

on the screen, although, curiottsly

enough, he takes a pride in his

achievements on the stage. He is

not averse to making personal ap-

pearances, and when "Behind the

Door" was shown in Los Angeles,

staged the scene where the flaying

of the submarine commander takes

place. Bosworth says, however, that

he can't see why anybody wants to

see that bum actor, meaning himself,

on the screen.

Mme. Nazimova sees every foot

of her pictures, but rarely in the

theater. She says she is so familiar

with the picture from looking at it

in the cutting room that by the time

she gets around to titling, which she

handles herself, it is unnecessary
for her constantly to take pieces into

the projection room for reference.

A glance at the film is all that is

necessary. While Nazimova rarely

beholds one of her own pictures she

often goes to the theater to look at

the crowds, as she is interested in

people. I do not believe that she

has ever made a personal appearance

except at the benefit preview that she

gave for the widow and children of

her camera man, Gene Gaudio, in

Hollywood.
Bert Lytell enjoys making per-

sonal appearances. Many of the

stage people do, as a matter of fact.

Bert even went to the Arizona State

Prison with his "Alias Jimmy Valen-

tine," and he made a hit with the

prisoners, because he never touched

on the subject of morals in his talk.

Lytell also addressed the convicts at

Sing Sing, where a preview of the

same picture was given.

Viola Dana shuns personal appear-

ances, but attends her own pictures

rom page 27

occasionally. However, she's much
more likely to go to the first show-
ings of other stars' releases, and is

always on hand to see one of her
sister's, Shirley Mason's. Dustin and
Bill Farnum have the same sort of

family feeling, and pass up their own
pictures except for a glimpse of them
in the "torture room."

Mabel Normand has a curious cus-

tom of seeing her pictures from the

projection room of the theater.

"I can get a better idea of just

how the audience is taking things,"

she told me, "and I can tell better

how a bit of business goes from up
there than from down on the floor.''

As for the youngsters, they quite

openly enjoy their own work. Lewis
Sargent went nearly every day to see

"Huckleberry Finn," in which he

was starred, and nearly always took

some young friend along to be im-

pressed. While Marshall Neilan's

company was. in San Francisco they

frequently had to page Wesley Berry
at the theaters, because he liked to

slip out and see "Go and Get It," the

melodrama in which he had an im-

portant part.

Little Bennie Alexander laughs

and giggles at his own appearances

on the screen, taking particular de-

light in scenes where he is shown
tumbling about with a dog or play-

ing soldier.

So you see, this going to pictures

is likely to be a more serious busi-

ness for the stars than it is for the

rest of us. And, to paraphrase Kip-

ling :

"The films that they do two by two
They shall buy tickets for one by

one."

And even as 3*011 and I, the3* shall

pay war tax.

Some Family Skeletons of Filmdom
Continued from page 49

other Tony Moreno appeared as an
Italian musician.

"Anita Stewart played historical

roles, too. I was just recalling to

her the other day how she looked

as Ann Rutledge, Abe Lincoln's

sweetheart, in the picture, 'Lincoln,

the Lover,' directed by Ralph Ince.

You, perhaps, remember her as a

primitive nature child, when she used

to gambol about the forest.

"It's a coincidence how much the

p'~»t of Miss Stewart's new picture is

like the one in which she played the

mother. That was 'He Never
Knew.' Both of them have some-
thing to do with a family scandal.

"Really this picture and the fact

that there are so many old-time

friends of mine out here has awak-
ened all the memories of my old ex-

perience at Yitagraph.

"We all got so well acquainted

with one another at that time," said

Jimmie, "especially in the slapstick

comedies."
"Yes, I imagine, custard pies do

stimulate familiarity, don't they?" I

remarked.
"Well, anyhow, you can't get sore

if 3'ou're hit by one."

"Have you ever been?" I oueried.

"Well, you know," said Jimmie,
smiling, "Vitagraph was a great

school."

And I certainly believe it was.
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Make This Test
Watch how your teeth respond

Fools Rush In!
Continued from page 23

dragged me over to a scene repre-

sentin' either fast life in a early

Mexican village or early life in a

fast Mexican village and vied with

each other in makin' my visit to the

lot a memorial one. To mention the

variously things which was done to

your correspondent wouldst sound
like a summary of the Olympic
games, with the exception that they

was only a scant one contestant. I

fin'ly wound up in a jail where the

entertainment committee left me 'til

I was rescued by Dustin which had
got tired laughin'. Maybe you saw
a picture they took of me there in the

precedin' issue.

My next interview will be with

no less than Sessue Hayakawa, the

celebrated Irish-American star, and
I am already doin' road and gym
work for the event. The sport writ-

ers out here gimme a outside chance

on my showin' with Farnum, and the

advance sale points to a jammed
house.

Yours and the like,

H. C. Witwer.

Miss Paige from Paris

Continued from page 30

studios. They spoke to her respect-

fully, even affectionately, but always

as "Miss Paige"—and it was not be-

cause she is the least bit snobbish or

upstage, for she is gentleness person-

ified. It must be that i860 manner
of hers, a sort of shy reserve which
fits her as perfectly as the old-fash-

ioned frock she was wearing.

"Would you believe it," she smiled

at me, "I'm the only one of the fam-
ily who has ever done anything pro-

fessionally ? When I first thought of

the screen, father and mother were
shocked, and if it hadn't been for

an aunt who lived in New York and
who knew some of the Vitagraph

people they never would have per-

mitted me to try my luck in the

films."

I asked for more details.

"Well," said Miss Paige, "I had

a private teacher in Terre Haute,

Indiana, who instructed me in vari-

ous subjects, among which was dra-

matic expression. I wanted to be a

dramatic reader—an 'elocutionist'

was what they called them there ; but

one day I saw 'The Clansman,' and I

came out of the theater absolutely in

a trance. I saw then what motion
pictures could do, and what they

were going to be, and I asked my
teacher whether or not she thought

I would be foolish in trying to get

into them. Somewhat to my sur-

prise, she encouraged me enthusias-

This ten-day test has shown to millions

the way to whiter, safer teeth. It is a free

test—you should make it. No other method
known can do what Pepsodent does for teeth.

To end the film
The object is to fight the film, which

dims the teeth and causes most tooth

troubles. Dental science has worked years

to do that.

Film is that viscous coat you feel. It

clings to teeth, enters crevices and stays.

The ordinary tooth paste does not combat
it satisfactorily, so brushing leaves much
of it intact.

It is the film-coat that discolors, not the

teeth. Film is the basis of tartar. It holds

food substance which ferments and forms
acid. It holds the acid in contact with
the teeth to cause decay.

One ingredient of Pepsodent is pepsin.

Another multiplies the starch digestant in

the saliva to digest the starch deposits

which cling and form acid.

It also multiplies the alkalinity of the

saliva, to neutralize the acids which cause

tooth decay. Two factors directly attack

the film. One of them keeps teeth so

highly polished that film cannot easily

adhere.

Pepsodent combines the best that mod-
ern science knows to combat the great

IM IMIIIIM1IMH Q PAT. OFF

REG. U.S. Bmh - l—IIMM IIHP1

The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant com-
bined with two other modern requi-
sites. Now advised by leading den-
tists everywhere and suoplied by
all druggists in large tubes.

Millions of germs breed in it. They, with
tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.
Thus all these troubles have been con-
stantly increasing, despite the tooth brush.

Now we combat it

Dental science, after years of searching,

has found ways to combat film. High
authorities have proved them by clinical

and laboratory tests.

The best dental opinion now approves
these methods. Leading dentists every-

where are urging their adoption. Millions

of people, as a result, now employ them
daily.

The methods are combined in a denti-

frice called Pepsodent. And a 10-Day
Tube is offered free, so all who will may
quickly know how much it means to them.

tooth destroyers. It has brought a new era

in teeth cleaning.

Watch it act

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film. See
how teeth whiten as the film-coat disappears.

You will see several new effects, and the

book we send will tell you what they mean.
This is too important to forget. Cut out

the coupon now.

477

10-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY.

Dept. 272, 1104 S. Wabash Ave..

Chicago. 111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family

Five Much Desired Effects
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Wonderful resul ts !

Wrinkles and age lines
banished. Yes, this new
Bet-ret method works
marvels. You should
learn about it right
now. Learn how it

makes the skin as
smooth, clear and
beautiful as the famous
complexions of the Japa-
nese women. (You know
how soft, satiny and lovely
their skins are.) No matter
how lontr yon may have suf-
fered from those blemishes,
no matter what you have
tried, net thy information we
will prladly send about the
Princt'^s Tnkio treatment. Gc
thf Pi in<-e-*s T.-kio Pcauty p..o

It is free. It tells you how to h
the perfect skin beauty that
women long for. Yours for the con
pon. Send.

A FEW DAY,
And AH Your Wrinkles Gone
No Massajje. No Piasters. No Ma^ks.

No Rollers. No exercises. None of
these. Hut a simple, easy treatment you
u^e in the privacy of your room. Only
a Tew minutes reQ'iirrd. T*»e skin ma 'e
flawless, fresh, young looting. Used
and recommended by society leaders
and prominent actresses everywhere.

Guaranteed
Our legal, binding money-back ru- r-

pntee true* with e.ich treatment. If the

Edna Hunter
Famous "Movie'*
Star, says of the
Princess Tokio
Treatment :

"After a nard day I

inst apply Princess To-
kio and eveiy trace of
faifaue strain and
i nui;lines3 vanishes
like magic, leave it to
a friend whose face was
becoming- wrinkled and
she snvs it wiped I he
rt-rinklesoffinnotime.
I wish you all the suc-
cess you so richly de-

Tho whole sto
rt-atmcnt told,
ilishea. How c
jess," have be
beauty. How y
women's looks.
inl'Mimatiun 1.1c
for distnbutio

nt in plain,
secret, of a

vXioO charms
1J0 obligation '

free l or the a:

BEAUTY BOOK
SENT FREE

y of the Princess Toklo
-ho wondeia it actora-

....iplexions. once hope-
en restored to youtttlul
ears have been taken olt

All this valuable, pnvalo
iven in this book now ready
i. Get your copy now.
sealed envelope.) Learn
perfect skin. Learn how
roman cen rival the com-
of the Japanese. No cost,

hatuvex upon you. It 13

kir.t'.

Princess Toltio Co.

159 N, State St.

Dept.21 CHICAGO
Please Bend me, free and

without obligation on m
part. Princess Tokio I'eau

Book in plain sealed envelo

Name.

Address •

Coupon
NOW!

Just sign and mail the coupon.
^ that is all. It will bring yon the

^ PrincesaT'.ldo Beauty Bouk by
return mail. Every woman
ought to have it. We want
you to have it. Don t put olt

sending. Put the coupon in

i the mail right now.

% Princess Tokio Co.
159 N. Stato St.

A Bept22.
CHICAGO, ILL,

%

GLORIA SVVANSON
Cecil B. DcMUle Artcraft Player

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

For Men, Women and Children
The hair will s*ay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more mussy, untidy
looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and luster, insur-
ing the life and beauty of the hair. Dress it in nny
of the pr-vaiUnn styles, and it will ?tay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appear-
ance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

50c and $1 at Your Dealer
$1 size 3 times quantity of SOc size

If your dealer can*t supply you we will send it direct
prepaid upon receipt of price. Thousands use it daily.

Remember your money back if dissatisfied.

HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 62, CHICAGO

Miss Page from Paris
tically, and acting upon her sugges-
tion, I wrote to my aunt in New
York—all this without saying a word
to my parents. She replied in such
glowing terms that finally they let

me go to the 'big city' to see what
I could do. My aunt introduced me
to one of the powers-that-be at Vita-

graph, and he gave me a camera
test. Would you believe it, almost

the first thing I did was a lead in

one of the O. Henry stories ! Then
I played in 'Tangled Lives' and 'Dar-

ing Hearts' and made 'The Fortune
Hunter,' playing opposite Earle Wil-
liams.

"I have never been starred," she
said suddenly. "Please don't say

that I have been
;
maybe some time

—

but just now I'm very happy in be-

ing the leading lady for Jimmy Mor-
rison and"—and she smiled in at

the stable door
—

"Black Beauty."
Miss Paige has never played with

any other company and will continue
with Vitagraph indefinitely. She
loves the company, the studio, and
the personnel of the workers. It was
like a big family, she told me enthu-
siastically, and if they ever lent her

to another company she knew she'd

die of homesickness.

She pulled a letter from her gir-

dle and gave it to me to read. It

was from one of the "home folks"

from Paris—Illinois—and it ad-

dressed her as "Dear Jeanie." It

said that the first installment of

"Hidden Dangers" was billed at the

local theater for the next week, and

that it was going to be in the nature

of a celebration in "little Jeanie's"

honor.

"Isn't it wonderful to have a home
town that's proud of you?" she

sighed happily. "That's one reason

I'm glad that my Paris is in Illinois

and not in France."

Cinderella's Twin
Continued fi

"Oh, no !" Connie darted across

the room as Kelly caught Blue by
the arm. "He didn't do it, but I

know who did. When I went to the

ball at the Flints' last night
"

"When you went to the ball
!"

Even Boggs so far forgot himself as

to join Mrs. Valentine and her

daughters in that amazed chorus.

"Yes, she did—here's the proof,

one of the slippers she wore last

night." And as she sat down in the

nearest chair he fitted to her foot the

slipper that had been a bit uncom-
fortable the night before.

"That's the one Dugeen wanted,"

Connie explained, slipping it . off

again. "He said he'd got to have it

right away; there was something

about a key." At which auspicious

moment the key in question fell to

the floor.

There were explanations then, and

Connie made them bravely, her eyes

seeking: Blue's for aid. She didn't

om page 64

tell everything, of course ; various

little things, chat would have meant
nothing at all to a man like Busy
Kelly, and that meant all the world

to her and the man who smiled at

her so encouragingly, were omitted.

Kelly went away at last, satisfied,

with the little slipper tucked away
in his pocket. And Connie turned

back to her tray, her shoulders

drooping under a dead weight of

despair. It was all over now

!

Some one else, too, felt that it

was all over.

"Just a moment, Mrs. Valentine,"

Blue said to that impressive dowager

as she returned to the luncheon table.

"I want to ask a favor of you. Will

you discharge your maid, please?"

"Why—I don't quite understand—

if there's some reason
"

"Yes, there is." His arm was

about Connie now, and her happy

little face was pressed against his

shoulder. "I want to marry her."

The Naughty Nude New Year
Continued from page 84

of apparel clinging lovingly to the

fair May's form. Annette Keller-

'mann has parked her professional

tail, and romps around almost in the

altogether in "What Women Love."

And, by the way, she's planning an

even more daring picture. Betty

Blythe as the Queen of Sheba in the

Fox production tries hard to hide

her slender form behind three beads

and a veil ; Yvonne Gardell, famous

model, poses entirely nude in "Kis-

met."
But, sh ! Most thrilling of all. In

the throne scene of "Man, Woman,
Marriage," Kink Jim Kirkwood ap-

pears on a -golden dais surrounded

by a harem of perfectly lovely, per-

fectly nude young ladies.

And they do say the director didn't

once have to call Kirkwood down
for looking at the camera

!
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Elinor Fair, Flapper

ContinuM from page 68

"Growing up is the easiest thing

to do," she assured me cheerfully.

"I can be sedate and dignified

enough for anybody when I have to

;

in fact, that's the way I'd have been
this afternoon if you hadn't come
just when you did, when I was un-
prepared. I was going to have such

a nice interview ready for you ; all

sorts of details about what I like

best
"

"What do you?" I demanded.
"Making salad dressing and bak-

ing cakes—oh, you scared that out

of me ! I'd intended to say literature

—I do love to read, you know—espe-

cially Southern stories, because I

was born and brought up down
South. Some day I hope I can play

'Barbara Frietchie'—even the gray-

haired part. I'd hang out of the

window, this way—and hold the

flag——" The arm of a davenport
served for the window sill, and the

moth-eaten sweater for the flag, in

the thrilling scene that followed. If

any producer wants information as

to Elinor Fair's fitness to play this

charming heroine he can get full and
glowing details from me.

"I like shopping, too," she went
on naively, when our venture into

history was over. "That's what I'm
trying to do now, shop. But I never

can get anything made, because just

about the time they're ready for the

last fitting I have to go somewhere
to make a picture, and the dress

goes along with the sleeves just half

in and the skirt not hung yet. I

sewed on the train all the way from
Los Angeles to New York, when I

came East this time, and a woman
across the aisle said somebody 'd told

her I was a motion-picture actress,

but she didn't believe it because I

seemed to be such a little home
body !"

She doubled up with mirth at that,

but she was alone in it. Quite un-

wittingly she had given me the key
to her own character. And I told

her so, much to her surprise.

"You may have a record for good
work behind you and a splendid ca-

reer coming," I announced sternly,

as I rose to leave. "And you may
love working in pictures better than

anything else, almost—but even so

what that woman said about you was
perfectly right."

"Why, I don't see why you say

that." she protested.

"Because you forgot to take off

your cunning apron, with a dab of

cinnamon on the pocket, when you
came to the door!"
And she hadn't a thing to say in

reply.

This Man Wouldrib
Stay Down

He was putting in long hours at monotonous unskilled work.

His small pay scarcely lasted from one week to the next. Pleas-

ures were few and far between and he couldn't save a cent.

He was down—but he wouldn't stay down! He saw other men
promoted, and he made up his mind that what they could do he could

do. Then he found the reason they w-ere promoted was because they

had special training—an expert knowledge of some one line. So he

made up his mind that he would get that kind of training.

He marked and mailed to Scranton a coupon like the one below.

That was his first step upward. It brought him just the information

he was looking for. He found he could get the training he needed

right at home in the hours after supper. From that time on he spent

part of his spare time studying.

The first reward was not long in coming—an increase in salary.

Then came another. Then he was made Assistant Manager. Now
he is Manager with an income that means independence and all the

comforts and pleasures that make life worth living.

It just shows what a man with ambition can do. And this man is

only one out of hundreds of thousands who have climbed the same
steps to success with the help of the International Correspondence

Schools.

What about you? Are you

you are or would you, too, like

to have a real job and real

money? It's entirely up to you.

You don't have to stay down.

You can climb to the position you

want in the work you like best.

Yes, you can! The I. C. S. is

ready and anxious to come to

you, wherever you are, wTith the

very help you need.

Surely when you have an op-

portunity that means so much,

you can't afford to let another

priceless hour pass without at

least finding out about it. And
the way to do that is easy—with-

out cost, without obligating your-

self in any way, mark and mail

this couoon.

satisfied merely to hang on where

n^TERNATIONAL
T

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4558-B, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, witnout obligating me, how I can qualify fop
the position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

D Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BLSINESS MANAGEMENT?

Q Private Secretary
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Trplrt

QCert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountart
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Snbjeettf
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail C!<rk
AtTTOMORILR OPFR1TM9
into Repairing t "Spiol

o

iGRtCTI.rmr l_lreDi»
I'onltrr Baulng ICIttlla >

B ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Eleetrlo Lighting and ltjt,

Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical liraftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Sarreying and Slapping
MINE FOREMAN or ENG'H
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Rnllder
Archltectnral Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLCMF1NG AND HEATING

2 Sheet Metal Worker
Textile OfeneerorSnpt.
miFMIST
Navigation

Name
Present
Occupation-

Street
and No

City.
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mm
Regulate your stomach so you can

eat favorite foods without fear of

Indigestion

Flatulence

Gases

Acidity

Palpitation

A few tablets of Pape's Diapepsia
correct acidity, thus regulating diges-
tion and giving almost instant stom-
ach relief. Large 60c case—drugstores.
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SEXUAL KNOWLEDGE-,
320 PAGES, ILLUSTRATED, CLOTH

By Winfield Scott Hall, M.D., Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and

Every young woman should know
What every young husband and

Every young wife should know

What every parent should know
Mailed m plain
wranper. Table contents and commendations on request,

AMERICAN PUB CO., 23S Winston Bldg. f Philadelphia

I $1.00
Postpaid

Wally and a Follies Girl

DR. LAWTON'S Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
will show reduction FOR MEN AND WOMEN
taking place in 11
days or money re-
funded. The Ke-
ducer (not electrical)
reduces unsightly
parts promptly, re-
ducing only where
you wish to lose, and
the Lawton Method
dissolves and elimi-
nates superfluous fat
from the system.
Easily followed di-
rections do not re-
auire exercises, starv-
ing, medicine or
treatments : not only
rids you of fat. but
improves appearance
and general health,
brings physical and
mental vigor, and
enables you to re-
gain and retain your
normal weight. Dr. Lawton (shown in picture) re-
duced from 211 to 152 pounds. This reducer and gen-
uine method have been the means whereby a great num-
ber of fat people throughout the United States and
elsewhere have easily gotten rid of unhealthy disfig-
uring fatty tissue without discomfort. Any stout man or
woman car obtain these results, whether 10 or 100
lbs. overweight, look better and feel better. The com-
plete cost is $5.00. Send for your reducer today. Re-
member it is guaranteed. Office hours, 10-4 daily.

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 West 70th St. Dept. 186 New York

19M<mfhstoBay
HflraA Enjoy your 1^21 "Ranger"^m^^^ At once. Earn money for the

Stoall monthly payments on Our Easy Pay-
ment Plan. Parents often advance first

email payment to help their boys along;
FACTORY TO RIDER wholesale prices.

Three biff model factories. 44 Styles, col-

ors and sizes in oar famocs Rane-er line.

DELIVERED FREE ON 30 DAYS TRIAL.
Select bicycle and terms that enit—cash or
easy payments—you take no risk.

TIDCG lamps, horns, wheels, parts and
I IH CO equipment, at half retail prices.

SEND NO MONEY—Simply write today for«.

Banger CaW*CK and marvelous prices and

\£fk±A cycle Company
FltrdU DcptKiOichica^o r Agents

Continued from page 44

"Ain't you going to comb your hair,

you big stiff?" demanded Arch ob-
sequiously.

"There you are," sighed Wally.
"Have to doll up. Some day I'm
going to let the public in on me as
I am. Then they'll quit starring me,
and I can go to directing."

He dragged a comb through his
thick tresses.

"I'll bet I'll get that bird in San
Francisco that wrote me up and
called me, 'Wallace Reid with the
bandolined bangs.' The"—deleted
by censor

—
"I never used Man-

doline in my life."

After the grooming and picturing
of the unbandolined bangs, a physi-
cal trainer called to put Wally
through his daily physical torture.

"It's for the figure," explained
Wally. "For a thousand dollars'

worth of agony I get an inch added

to biceps, chest, legs, and shoulders.
Thus they thwart my career. 1 look
forward to the day when I'm fat,

forty, and directing."

When I informed Sir Wallace that

I'd obtained the best interview I ever
had from a film king—at least the

best according to my own lowbrow
tastes, he implored me not to say so.

He assured me if he had said any-
thing clever it was unintentional.

"I'm noted among interviewers for

knowing nothing," he cautioned.

"I've got four years yet to go on
my starring contract, so don't make
it any longer."

I trust I haven't. Yet after know-
ing this extraordinary film king, I,

for one, will be more inclined to

patronize his products. I can even
stand to hear my lady friend rave of

his physical perfection, knowing how
he feels about it.

A Girl's Adventures in Movieland
Continued from page 86

can see half a dozen pictures at once.

It was like watching a circus. I rec-

ognized several of them—Bobby
Harron and Lillian Gish in "The
Greatest Thing in Life," "Louisi-

ana," with Vivian Martin, and
George M. Cohan's "Broadway
Jones."

"Well, shall we go down to the

floor"—that's what they call the part

of the studio where they take the pic-

tures
—"and meet Billie Burke?" Mr.

McFarland asked when we came
back from the laboratory. I wanted
to sit down and just gasp—they kept

piling on one thing after another, and
it seemed as if wonders would never

cease. But, of course, I was eager

for each new sight. So we did go

to where such a pretty set was built,

two or three rooms of a beautiful,

old-fashioned house. It had been

built for "The Education of Eliza-

beth," Miss Burke's story, and I be-

gan to look around for her. And
then some one said, "Here she is

now," and there was a little, awfully

young-looking girl—she looked about

seventeen—with very yellow hair,

and she was Billie Burke

!

"This is a wig I'm wearing," she

told me, right away, and I felt so re-

lieved. "I play a chorus girl in this

picture, and the director, Mr. Dil-

lon, thought a short blond wig would
screen better than my own hair

—

mine is so red that it looks dark
on the screen, you know."

I was sort of disappointed ; I had
always wanted to see Billie Burke's

famous red-gold hair. But even that

couldn't make much difference in my
feelings

;
you see, I'd known lots of

girls who had seen Miss Burke on
the stage, and one girl had even seen

her in a shop in New York, right up
close, and I couldn't help feeling a

little bit envious. But now here I

was actually talking with her. Be-
fore you meet a star you think it

must feel awfully strange to talk

with one, and you sort of plan what
you'll say and do—but when you
really meet the famous person you
just forget everything but what
they're talking about and how nice

they are. At least, that's been my
experience so far. They aren't so

awfully different from just every-

body else.

Billie Burke and I talked a lot, and
she told me just how she feels when
she's working before the camera.

"You never get used to the lights,"

she told me. "And even to this day

I get nervous when they move the

camera up for the big close-ups."

I should think she would. She
and I posed for a picture together;

it's harder than you'd think to hold

a steady pose with those blinding

lights turned right on you and a lot

of people watching. Still, Billie

Burke is so pretty and charming that

I shouldn't think she'd ever mind
being photographed ; she is very

sweet and not at all affected, and has

the same sweet expression she has on
the screen. And she looks as small

on the screen as she does off. She is

lovely.

After each new thing I'd think to
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A Girl's Adventures in

M o vieland
myself, "Well, there certainly can't

be anything else as wonderful as

this." Yet each time there would be.

So after talking with Billie Burke
there was one thing more before the

day was over. We went up to the

very top of the studio—three or four
whole flights of stairs up ; I lost

count on the way, so I can't tell you
exactly how far it was. And then

we walked out on the iron trellis-

work meant for the men who work
the lights that are let down from
the ceiling. It was like a sidewalk
of narrow slats, and we could look

straight down on the floor of the

great studio. It gave me a thrill I

can never forget, to look down on all

those different companies way below
us, each working away as if the oth-

ers didn't exist. The jazz band was
playing away, and everything was
light and activity and excitement— it

didn't seem like work at all. It was
a magic world to me, and my heart

ached at the thought of leaving it

all. I don't blame any girl for want-
ing to go into the movies

!

TO BE CONTINUED.

Behind the Guns with Ince
Continued from page 21

to those on the derelict, so that

just three seconds later, when the

real shells would have struck the

doomed hulk, magnesium powder
pots were ignited, while six or seven
cameras on the Minneapolis recorded
as perfect a "hit" as you could ask
to see.

Then the wreckage was hauled in

to the naval depot at San Pedro,
and a storm arranged ; that is*, the

largest fire patrol boat in the gov-
ernment's Pacific Coast fleet steamed
into service and took its place along-

side the dock, the wreck being sta-

tioned about two hundred yards cut.

The fire boat's hose was trained on
the derelict, three wind machines

—

aeroplane propellers attached to

Ford motors—were turned loose,

and one of the most savage little

storms ever beheld by San Pedro's
citizens took place.

Realistic ? Well—see the picture !

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 52

bling Lillian Gish in the meantime?
My cousin wrote me—oh, dear, hear
that clock striking six ! And I'm go-

ing to have dinner with Anita Stew-
art—her brother George stayed East
to act in a Selznick picture, you
know, and she said she'd tell me all

about it, and also a lot more news.
Better phone me soon—I'll probably
have something exciting to pass
along."

Nobody Loves
a WeaKlir&g

At first they pity him—then they have conUn.pt for him
—finally they desert him. Are vou of the weak, anaiinic

type—floating with the t.de—with hardly su.ncient back-

bone and courage left to resent an insuit or lo defend a

woman';' Or are you chock lull of energy and enthusiasm,

pulsating with health, ready to master every situation and

to lead the crowd?

The difference between a frail, ailing body and a vig-

orous healthy one is the difference between losing and

gaining friends. It is the difference between failme and

success.

Come—Pull Yourself Together

Be a Real Man
It may be true that you inherited a weak constitution,

or that heavy responsibilities overtax your strength and
nerves, or perhaps sexual excesses, before or after marriage,

have made serious inroads on your health, BUT it is within

your power to rise above any unhealthy condition. You
have the strength—you are big enough—to pull yourself

together. You only need to be told HOW to build up your

body and restore your health so that you can once more
gain self-respect, attract friends, win the love of a woman
who loves a manly man, and accomplish big things in life.

Drugs and tonics will not give you permanent strength, and
LIONEL STRONGFORT

Dr. Sargent, of Harvard,
declared that "stronefort is are more likely to impair vour health. What YOU need is a

s^"V^i:^. scientifically applied upbuild ng system which is based on

ment ever seen." natures curative powers, that system is ' Strongiortism.

Strongfortism Will Help You
Let me tell you frankly that once you accept Strongfortism you enter a new

life. It's bracing, it's positively thrilling. You feel the rich blood coursing
through your veins—you feel the strength developing in every part of your body

—

you feel the power to achieve. No longer are you the uninteresting commonplace
individual. You acquire poise and a magnetic personality. Strongfortism has done
this for thousands. Surely it can do the same for you. Strongfortism is a long
stride ahead of any so-called physical culture course or system that you know of.

My plan is a simple one arid the instructions very easy to follow.

SEND FOR MY FREE BOOK
It Tells All About Strongfortism
Send to-day for your copy of "Promo-

tion and Conservation of Health, Strength

and IVlenjtal

Energy." It

will tell you
how you can,

without medicines
or drugs, and
without the use of ex-

pensive apparatus,

build yourself up to per-

fect health—how you may
become a strong, healthy
man. It will tell you how to REALLY
LIVE, by devoting a few minutes every

day, in the privacy of your own room if

you wish, to following my easy, simple
instructions. Fill out coupon and mail it

and you will receive your copy by return
mail, with a personal letter from me con-

cerning the subject or subjects in which
you are most interested.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

Dept. 188 NEWARK, N. J.

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Absolutely Confidential

Mr. Lionel Stronsfort—Dept. 1SS—Newark. X. J..

Personal—Please send me jour book "PROMOTION
AND CONSERVATION OF HEALTH. STRENGTH
AND MENTAL ENERGY," for postage of which I

enclose a 10c piece (one dime)
Send me special information on subjects marked

X below, without in any way obligating me.

.Colds

.Catarrh

.Hay Fever

.Asthma

.Obesity

. Headache

.Thinness

. Rupture

.Lumbago

.Neuritis

.Neuralgia

.Flat Chest

.Deformity
(Describe)
.Insomnia

.Vital Depletion

.Short Wind

.Flat Feet

.Stomach
Disorders

.Constipation

.Biliousness

.Torpid Liver

.Indigestion

.Nervousness
-Poor Memory
.Rheumatism
-Gastritis
.Heart Weakness
.Poor Circulation

...Drug Addicts

...Increased Height

...Despondency
..Skin Disorders
...Great Strength
...Falling Hair
...Weak Eyes
...Pimples
...Blackheads
...Round Shoulder
...Lung Troubles
...Weak Back
..Muscular Devel-

opment
..Advanced Course
..Healthy Children

Mention other subjects not listed above

I Name
I

|
Age Occupation

Street

City State.
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We want you to try Fairyfoot at our expense and without the
slightest obligation on you to spend a penny—now or later.

We want you to experience the wonderfully quick, soothing relief
which a single application of Fairyfoot brings, no matter how painful
and swollen your bunion may be.

You may doubt this. Perhaps you have tried all the so-called
bunion cures, pads, shields, appliances, etc., that you've ever heard of
and are so utterly disgusted and discouraged that you think nothing
on earth can bring such amazingly quick relief. Nevertheless we have
absolutely proved to more than 72,500 bunion sufferers within the last
six months that Fairyfoot does everything' we claim for it. And surely you will at least
try it and put our claims to the test, since it doesn't cost you a single penny to do so.

E&IRYFOOT
^This simple home remedy not only removes the pain instantly but from?

the minute it is applied it draws out the inflammation. It softens \

mjr and literally melts away the accumulated layers of cartilage whichlW form the bunion. Soon the enlargement disappears and the deformed\
f foot is restored to its normal shape—and all the while you are wearing!
! as tight shoes as ever without the least discomfort. [

Don't suffer bunion pain another day. Send at once for the FREE
j

I Fairyfoot treatment. Don't send a penny. Just your name and address
|

|on a postal card brings it to you. No promise or obligation on your part|
except to use it as directed. Writs today.

Foot Remedy Co., 2207 Millard Ave., Dept. Ii83 Chicago, 111.

NATIONAL DOLLY'S
BOB

Buy a cute Bob for the'little

girl's dolly—Costs only One
Dollar to make it look like new.
or to improve the handsomest
doll you can buy. Write us the

color of Dolly's hair md the

Bob will be sent Postpaid if you
send money-order for $ 1 .OG.
Everyone thinks it's my hair—it m
all there. I sent a strand of my

NATIONAL BOB
Youth ant! fashion is every-

thing—that's why I wear The
National Bob. It's too lovely for

words with its soft wavy hair

fallins over the combs that slip

so easily into my hair. T attach,

the ends with invisible pins and
the P.nb's nn and off in a jiffy.

atches so perfectly and is so comfortal
hair with $10.00 and it came Postp

NATIONAL EAR PUFFS
WITH CURLS

Dress your hair becomingly
with these Puffs Curls, match-
ing so perfectly that they look

as thonprh they grew there.

Fasten them in your hair with
pins and the Puffs fall over
your ears and the Curls coyly

hue the neck. A set sent Post-

paid if you send a strand of
vour hair with money-order
for $5.00.

1e and I never sacrificed a hair, it's

aid.

The National Hair Goods Co., Dept. L, 36C Sixth Avenue, New York City

Try Your Fur Coat on a Star

Continued from page 57

also wears a short gray squirrel coat,

which comes just to her hips, on in-

formal occasions.

Gray is a favorite color of Elsie

Ferguson's, to whose dull-gold hair

and blue eyes it is well suited. On
winter evenings she is frequently

seen arriving at the theater or opera

in a gorgeous wrap of gray chin-

chilla ; the exquisite softness of this

fur makes it particularly well

adapted to the delicacy of her beauty.

Dorothy Dalton, with her gray

eyes and dark-brown hair, favors the

rich golden-brown tints of Eastern

mink; if you saw her in "Half an

Hour," you will easily recall the

mink coat which she wore, with a

small, draped turban trimmed only

with two great sprays of paradise.

Youth, coloring—everything com-
bines to make just one type of coat

suitable for little Shirley Mason, and

for every girl of schoolgirl age.

Hudson seal, with collar and cuffs

of beaver or nutria, is ideal for wear
in all sorts of weather and on just

about all sorts of occasions. Fur-

thermore, the dull brown of beaver

is becoming to nearly every type of

coloring; opossum may be substi-

tuted for it, if gray is considered

preferable to brown.

Mary Miles Minter is a youthful

blonde who can wear gray, and she

selects chinchilla as trimming for a

velvet frock. Bebe Daniels favors

the black silkiness of monkey fur, its

effect being well suited to her dark

eyes and hair.

Alice Brady, like Elsie Ferguson,

favors chinchilla, and has a very

beautiful wrap of this fur. Inciden-

tally, Miss Brady has the linings of

her fur coats made very tight, thus

overcoming the bulky effect which

results from the loose draping of

thick-fibered pelts.

The softer brown furs—sable and
stone marten—are well suited to the

darker blondes and the lighter bru-

nettes—those who have a certain

brown tint in their skins, with which

the fur harmonizes so subtly that one

hardly knows at first why the effect

is so good. It is well to experiment

with any fur, however, before abso-

lutely committing oneself to it; that

is, before buying a fur coat, it is

wise to wear a neckpiece of it for

one season, thus discovering for one-

self whether that particular fur is

becoming on all occasions or merely

when the wearer is looking her best.

To buy a fur coat offhand is as pre-

carious as purchasing a house with-

out looking at the cellar—and usually

almost as unsatisfactory.
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The Screen in Review
Continued from page 61

It is a sophisticated little comedy,

well staged by Goldwyn, and delight-

fully acted by John Sainpolis and

Claire Adams.

The Life of the Party

To me Roscoe Arbuckle's first

feature comedy, "The Round-up,"
was a disappointment. His second,

"The Life of the Party," is the best

thing he has done, and one of the

most entertaining pictures of the

month. The story is by Irvin Cobb,

who writes most sympathetically of

fat men. Cobb and Arbuckle are a

great team.

Twin Bads and Officer 666

More laughs are to be found in

"Twin Beds" and "Officer 666." Con-
tinuity writers are learning how to

put farces on the screen. "Twin
Beds" is a harmless, naughty-
naughty story that has the speed of

one of Mr. Sennett's best. Carter de
Haven is amusing as the Italian

opera singer who not only gets into

the wrong apartment but sleeps in

the wrong- twin bed. "Officer 666" is

a clever mystery farce, helped along

to popularity by the genial person-

ality of Tom Moore.

As for the Rest

Among the other pictures of the

month, most of the productions pre-

sent old friends in new roles. Louise

Lovely is an addition to the starring

ranks. She is pretty, pallid, and
piquant. Her first starring vehicle,

"The Little Gray Mouse," is entirely

conventional. David Butler, another

new star, has a good picture in

"Smiling All the Way." It is worth
seeing, and so is "Girls, Don't Gam-
ble," his first feature. Hobart Bos-

worth does some fine acting in "The
Brute Master," which is another one
of those red-blooded stories, and
Roy Stewart, Kathlyn Williams, and
Marguerite de la Motte are an ex-'

cellent trio in "The U. P. Trail," one

of Zane Grey's entertaining Western
stories. Metro's picture, "The Star

Rover," is a refined study in torture

and takes the prize as being the most
all-around unpleasant picture that

has come out in a long- time.

Elsie—Unitalicized
Continued ft

thing that she would care to do over
here.

"Well, the truth of the matter is

that I did very little theatergoing.

The first thing in the morning I'd go

to the shops of the big modistes, and
there I'd stay till they closed at night,

selecting clothes, having them fitted

—all that sort of thing. Then I'd

come home and go to bed."

My lily-of-the field illusion suf-

fered a distinct shock.

Our conversation meandered from
topic to topic as idly as a leaf floats

down a summer stream. Half a
dozen good reasons why the average
French play isn't well adapted to

presentation over here, the advan-
tages of making pictures in New
York instead of in California, the

possibility of her doing a new stage

play this season—we drifted from
one subject to another, and finally

reached the most interesting one of
all—her trip to the Orient.

"I was so completely worn out
when I left here that I couldn't even
think. And I was gripped so by fear

—fear of doing things, of meeting
people, of everything. So I went
away, not to see a new country, but
to get new impressions, new sensa-
tions," she said. She has a contralto

voice of so definite a character that

it gives you a new impression of her.

om page 69

You know how it is with voices

:

nearly all of them are just what peo-
ple talk with

; you don't remember
them particularly. But hers sug-

gests, things that you don't get from
what she says or from her appear-
ance ; it makes you feel that there

are things which Elsie Ferguson
keeps locked up safely inside her,

that would be far more interesting

than what she lets the world see, if

you could only uncover them.

"At first I thought I was going to

be disappointed," she went on. "Of
course, we saw very little of Japan,
and after we had gone on to China
I seemed to be still in the atmosphere
I had left at home.

"Then one evening when we were
in Peking we went to a dinner dance.

It was just what I might have done
at home, and as we started back to

the hotel I thought to myself that

my trip had failed. There we were
driving along just as if we'd been
going through Central Park

;
wearing-

evening clothes, with a perfectly con-

ventional evening behind us.

"And then, all at once, a queer

sound floated through the night air;

an eerie sort of wail, that made lit-

tle chills creep over me. It swept

higher and higher, and it seemed to

be made not just on some musical

instrument, by people's hands, but
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akeMoney
a Beauty Specialist

Yoa can earn a splendid Income giving
Beauty Treatments among your frienda

and nelghbors-or start your own Beauty Parlor. No previ-

ous experience necessary. In your spare time at home yoa can
easily learn the secrets of all Beaaty Parlor treatments: akin
treatments, hairdressiog, manicuring, massage, chiropody, elec-
trical treatments, etc.

rarer BflftBf Write today for illustrated Book. See hoTT easymtU DUUIV it j s to become a Beauty Specialist and earn big
money in this fascinating work with our help. Mail posted.or letter to

ORIENTAL SYSTEM OF BEflUTY_CULTURE.Dept.ft2. 537 S. Dearborn St.
,
C-.icagj

CASCARETS

"They Work while you Sleep"

Knock on wood! You're feeling fine,

eh ? That's great ! Keep the entire

family feeling that way always with
occasional Cascarets for the liver and
bowels. When bilious, constipated, head-
achy, unstrung, or for a cold, upset
stomach, or bad breath, nothing acts

like Cascarets. No griping, no inconven-
ience. 10, 25, 50 cents.
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DANDERINE"
Girls! Save Your Hair and

Make It Abundant!

Immediately after a "Danderine" mas-
sage, yoiir hair takes on new life, lustre

and wondrous beauty, appearing twice as

heavy and plentiful, because each hair

seems to fluff and thicken. Don't let your
hair stay lifeless, colorless, plain or scrag-

gly. You, too, want lots of long, strong,

beautiful hair.

A 35-cent bottle of delightful "Dander-
ine" freshens your scalp, checks dandruff

and falling hair. This stimulating

"beauty-tonic" gives to thin, dull, fading

hair that youthful brightness and abund-
ant thickness.

Ail Drugstores and Toilet

Counters sell Danderine

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because I'was Dear and had Head Noises
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Ear
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They arc Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,

easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." In-
ttsvii expensive. Write for Eooklet and my sworn

Statement of how 1 recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
Suite 9S JO 5th Avenue New York City

IfYou Care fell it-from a
GENUINE DIAMONDSendtthdc
To prove our bine-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
resembles a genuine diamond with same DAZZLING RAIN-ROW FIRE, we will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies
Solitaire Ring (Cat. price $4.98) for Half Price to In-
troduce. $2.83, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
(Cat. price $6.26) for $3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled moun-
tings. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. We willmail at onceC.
CD. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back less
handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted.

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. Dept.CD2 las Cruces, N. Men.
(Szclusivo controller* Mexican Diamonds)

Elsie—Unitalicized
with something more than that. It

was the kind of music that makes
you realize things about yourself,

that calls to something primitive in

you. Even when I knew that it came
from the Chinese village in the val-

ley below I felt the same about it

;

it was still eerie and shivery to me.
And when we drove past the village,

with its queer little houses, and the

naked babies running around, and
the flickering lights making it all

look so spooky I said to myself, 'Now
I have found what I came for.' Not
the weird quality of it all, but the
sensation that was so remote from
anything I'd ever known that it lifted

me out of myself."

Later she analyzed it further.

"Traveling to me didn't mean
learning a lot about the countries I

visited, or doing a lot of sight see-

ing; it meant getting new pictures

that would be with me always. You
know how it is with us here : life in

New York is like a live wire
;
you

can't let go and relax, because it

won't let you; the rush of things

hangs on to you, and you are swept
along with it. But if you have some-
thing within you that you can turn
to, even for an instant ; some mental
picture that takes you far away

—

well, that's what traveling gives to

me."
A camera man phoned from the

studio just then; quite unexpectedly
he was going to be free, and would
Miss Ferguson like him to handle the

camera on her first picture—which,
incidentally is a screen version of

her stage success of last year,

"Sacred and Profane Love." She
was as pleased over his wanting to

do it as if some one had conferred
a great honor on her, with so sin-

cere an appreciation that I wished
all stars were as free from that dread
characteristic, upstaginess.

She showed me some kodak pic-

tures taken on her trip abroad, and
I made another discovery. Like
most of the rest of us, Miss Fergu-
son sometimes takes wretched snap-

shots. They don't look much like

her, and if they are at all good like-

nesses they aren't flattering. She

was rather distressed about it, es-

pecially when I took one showing
her boating on a river in China and
begged for permission to print it.

"But this is so different from be-

ing shot at the studio—there we have
make-up on, and—well, everything's

different," she protested. "And be-

sides, neither my secretary nor I

was very good at handling a kodak,
and after a while we lost ours, and
had to depend on just anybody who
had one for pictures." But I clung

to the picture, nevertheless, if only

to encourage those who, though less

beautiful than Miss Ferguson, also

suffer from the kodak's merciless

revelations.

I was due for another shock that

afternoon—the discovery that she

was not much more a lily of the

field than the rest of us. For all her
description of her journey through
the Far East and on to Europe was
strung on a single thread, "I'd have
liked to go there—but, of course, I

didn't have time." It seemed odd
that she had had to hurry back and
go to work again ; that she couldn't

just stay lazily on in Manila

—

where, incidentally, her pictures are

very popular—or travel through
Burma, or see more of Japan, be-

cause she had a picture-making con-

tract on her hands and must come
home and fulfill it.

"But some day I'll go back," she

declared, just as all travelers do.

I hope that she will, but I'm not

sure of it. When I talked with her

she hadn't yet caught hold of the live

wire of life in New York again,

though within a day or so she would
once more be gripping it tightly. I

wondered if she would ever be able

to let go, with demands for her pic-

tures and urgent requests that she

go on with her stage work pouring in

on her. However, of one thing I

am sure—sometimes when you and
I see her on the screen this year, at

moments when she is in repose, we
may be sure that she has summoned
up one of those mental pictures of

hers—the Chinese village perhaps—

-

that make oases for her in the midst

of her work.

Horse Cents

have one for me as a tiny colt, then

as a yearling, then as a two-year old,

and then as the poor old hack horse
which I become at one time in my
career."

"I have some very emotional
scenes in this picture," he continued.

"I am supposed to be very ill, and

Continued from page 58

I get a close-up on the way I roll

my eyes."

From afar there came a raucous

braying, and Black Beauty pricked

his ears attentively. "My friend, the

little extra mule," he said in explana-

tion. "I told you I was very demo-
cratic, and you'll believe it when I
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Horse Cents

tell you that I'm helping this mule,
w hose name is Murphy, to break into

pictures. He hoofed it over here to

me the other day and told me he
v .3 tired of being called a desert

ci'iary, so we put our noses together,

and I gave him some good, sound ad-

vice as to what to do and what not

to do. But temperamental ! W ould

you believe it, I told him he'd make
a good Bray cartoon—and he hauled
off with his hind feet and let me
have it—right in the stable

!"

I was horrified, but Black Beauty
snorted tolerantly. "Oh, you can't

expect too much of a mule," he said,

"and besides, I got quite a kick out

of it."

Crooks That Follow the
Movies

Continued from page 67

a rations could be obtained, if he suc-

ceeded in getting work.
Mr. Clerk went to one of the stu-

dios, and found himself involved in

a mob. It seems that some thou-
sands of other ambitious young men
and women, to say nothing of the

hundreds of old men and women,
were imbued with the same idea as

Mr. Clerk. Many of them had paid
money for the same thing he had,

but not one of these stood any more
chance than the others. He never
actually saw a director of the first

class. For several days he clung to

the mob, and finally got a chance in

a rabble scene. It was very hard
work. Painfully he realized that his

certificate and his training in the

"conservator" didn't do him a par-
ticle of good. Somehow they didn't

want him for any of the big parts he
felt so competent to handle. He did
his best, and was bawled out just as

loudly as though he did his worst.
Finally he realized that the business

of acting is- an art, not to be acquired
by a few antics in a so-called studio
under a "director" with a red nose
and a habit of borrowing quarters.

He realized that the "conservatory"
was a fake, that he had been stung,

and he got back to New York after

learning many things, one of which
was that freight trains move much
more uncertainly than passenger
trains. He turned out none the
worse for his experience, and the
wonderful tales he had to tell of life

in the movie camps perhaps compen-
sated for his expenditures. He is

just as good looking as ever, and a
very good salesman in haberdashery.

But things ran differently for Miss
Debutante and poor little Miss Shop-
girl. The girl of wealth established

herself in a comfortable hotel and be-
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Censured Nowadays
QHE who in this day flaunts hair that has

grown gray, faded and streaked not only
forfeits admiration but frequently invokes
unfavorable comment.

Fortunately the consequences of neglect
can easily be overcome and the girlhood
beauty and color of any hair instantly re-

newed with a bottle of

BR0WNAT0NE
This perfectly harmless, one-bottle liquid hair tint

is to be had in two colors: "Lightto Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black." Recommended by all

leading druggists ; 50c and $1.50.

For a trial bottle of "Brownatone" send your name
and 11 cents. Address

—

THE KENTON PHARMACAL CO.
582 COPPIN BLDG--COVINGTOhJ,KV. U.S.A.

CANADA ADORE 55 - WINDSOR.. ONTARIO

JUST WHAT —

,

YOU WANT

ONLY
99 Cents

ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE MADE UPON NEW SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.
Positively such a good Telescope was never sold for this price before. Eastern Telescopes are
made by one of the largest manufacturers of telescopes in America: we control entire production:
measure closed 8 inches and open over 2'<, feet in 4 sections. They are nicely brass bound, with
scientifically ground lenses. Guaranteed by the maker. Every sojourner in tlie countrv or at the
seaside resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no farmer should "be without
one. The scenery just now is beautiful. A Telescope will aid you in taking views. Objects are
brought to view with astonishing clearness. Sent by mail or e::press. safely packed, prepaid, for
only 99 cents. Our new Catalogue of Watches, etc.. sent with each order. " This is a grand offer
and you should not miss it. We warrant each telescope just as represented or money refunded.
Send 99 cents today. To dealers 6 for Four Dollars.

EASTERN NOVELTY CO., DEPT. 53. 172 E. 93d STREET, NEW YORK.

j How to Obtain Beautiful, Rich,
Long, Eyelashes and Brows!
EVERY WOMAN should be the rightful owner of beautiful eyes, the

essertials of which are. First: Long. rich eyelashes- and Second: Well-
cared-for eyebrows. No matter what color your eyes may be,—gray,

brown or blue —if they are shaded by thick, silky lashes, and well-shaped

brows, their charm is greatly accentuated.
Nowadays, no one needs to be the dissatisfied possessor of short, thin,

uneven brows and lashes: you can greatly assist Nature by simply applying
a little of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier at night. This scientific

preparation nourishes the eyebrows and eyelashes, causing them to become
gradually thick and lustrous, imparting sparkling expression to the eyes,

and added charm to the face.

M. T.'s Fyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier. which has been successfully

used by thousands, is guaranteed absolutely harmless; it is not a greasy,

sticky s;>lve, but a clean, nicely-perfumed liquid, in a cut glass bottle with
glass stopper and applicator- The cut represents actual size of bottle.

The active principle of this valuable article is a rare and expensive organic-

concentration which is unequaled for the purpose of stimulating and
strengthening the particular follicles which produce rich, dark eyelashes.

MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
Upon receipt of 75c in stamps, coin or Money Order, I will send you post-

paid, in plain wrapper, a bottle of M. T.'s Eyelash and Eyebrow Beautifier
together with my copyrighted booklet on Beauty Hints.

The following preparations are of highest standard and well recommended:
M. T.'s Nature Beauty Cream, a wrinkle eradicator S .75

M. T.'s A.B. A. Lotion, for Pimples and Blackheads S .75

M. T.'s Depilatory to remove superfluous hair S -50

M. T.'s Freckle Cream, for stubborn freckles and tan SI.00
M. T.'s Minerated Quinol. "The Incomparable Vanishing Cream" S .75

M. TRILETY, Toilet
Requisites Dept. 45, Binghamton, N. Y.
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Genuine

Aspirin
Name "Bayer" means genuine

Say "Bayer"— Insist!

Advertising Section

Say "Bayer" when buying Aspirin.
Then you are sure of getting true "Bayer
Tablets of Aspirin"—genuine Aspirin
proved safe by millions and prescribed by
physicians for over twenty years. Ac-
cept only an unbroken "Bayer package"
which contains proper directions to relieve
Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Colds and Pain. Handy tin
boxes of 12 tablets cost few cents. Drug-
gists -'also sell larger "Bayer packages."
Aspirin is trade mark of Bayer Manufac-
ture Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

Cuticura Soap
Will Help Yon
Clear Your Skin

Soap, Ointment, Talcum, 25c. everywhere. Samples
free of Cuticura Laboratories, Dept. D, Maiden, MaaB.

Decide for your-
self. If yon keep
It. this beautiful
hijrh class watch
may be paid for
at less than 7
cents a day.

Chain
and Knife
FREE

A 14-kt. eold fill-

ed knife and chain
absolutely free
with this offer.
State if yon wi8h

Wald

LessThan Tc a Day
If yon are p'eas
the watcti comes acna omy
15.50 as fir-t payment.
Then wear the watch for
ten fnll days. Ifyon do n»t

iider it the greatest

value i

it atoiiL
deposit will be refunded
immediately. If you de-
cide to buv. <=end $2.00 a
muntb until S2Z.60 it paid.

Order Today I

—OnTrial and ad-
No rtf
lsh Thl:

to Dept. tlL-

Our 128-vafie catalog Bhows more than
2000 buroams in Diamonds, Watrh-a
end Jewelrv. Wrif for it NO W.

f.MXYON&CO.,SJ!ffii!!

Crooks That Follow the Movies
gan her search leisurely. She didn't

visit the agent of the "conservatory."

She prized the certificate very highly

and at once laid siege to the studios.

They didn't care to see her certifi-

cate. They didn't give a rap for her
stills and the one hundred feet of

characterization film. If she wished,

she could take her chances in the

mob, but she would have to show
something besides that certificate.

Miss Debutante took her chances
in the mob. She was buffeted around
in the scramble to get work and,
after she got it, she was buffeted

worse than ever, and never was
asked, or permitted, to make a ges-

ture or do a thing apart from the

rabble. Her fine characterizations

of distraught womanhood, of joyful

girlhood, and designing vampires
never got into action outside her ho-

tel room. Slowly she was awaken-
ing, but decided to stick it out a few
days longer.

Miss Shopgirl had much the same
experiences, though she worked al-

ways under the terrible dread of her

money giving out. She had called

upon the agent of the "conserv-
atory," but hadn't learned much that

would help her in her ambitions.

One day Miss Debutante and Miss
Shopgirl met near a studio in which
each had picked up a few scattering

days of work.
"Haven't we met before?" in-

quired Miss Debutante.
"I think so." Miss Shopgirl

smiled. "I think we are 'graduates'

of the same 'conservatory.'
"

And then Miss Debutante smiled.

She recalled their casual acquaint-

ance during the davs of great hope
in New York. They studied each

other silently, earnestly, and won-
dered just «how to put into words
their identical thoughts.

"I'm afraid it was a fake," Miss
Debutante ventured finally.

"I thought so, too," said Miss
Shopgirl, "until this morning. I had
given up hope. I had decided that I

couldn't become an actress, but—but
this morning I received encourage-
ment from the agent of the 'conserv-

atory.'
"

"I'm so glad to hear that! I

haven't received any encouragement
at all. Why, I forgot to call upon
that agent ! What did he say to you
—if you don't mind telling?"

• "Well, you see," Miss Shopgirl

confided, "I didn't have so very
much money when I came out here,

and I've been dreadfully worried. At
first the agent didn't help me much.
He just told me how to get to the

studios, and things like that. My
money has been getting lower all the

time. I haven't been able to get

enough work to pay my expenses,

and have been going into my savings.

So yesterday afternoon I went to the

agent and told him just how I was
situated—and that maybe the con-

servatory would advance me money
enough to get back to my friends in

New York. He told me to come
back this morning—and what do you
think ?

"He has arranged for me to meet
Mr. . He's the principal direc-

tor of the Company, you know.
I am to meet him this evening, and
we are to have dinner together. Isn't

that splendid?"

Miss Debutante studied the quiet

beauty of Miss Shopgirl. She, for

all her previous seclusion from the

harsh things of the world, had a

keener insight than the other girl.

"I think," said Miss Debutante,

"that you and I are victims of a

fraud. For my part, I don't care

much. I've had an awfully good
time, even if it has been a little hard
sometimes. But"—and she spoke
earnestly

—
"this is no place for you

and me. We are not gifted actresses.

Perhaps we could learn much more
than we know now, but I think we
would have been discovered before

this if we had genius. This is no
place for us. We had better go back
home."

"But—but the director; he
"

"You're not going to meet a direc-

tor. That agent 'has arranged for

you to meet a man—but he isn't a di-

rector. Don't you understand?"
Miss Shopgirl understood, and

upon the ample purse of Miss De-
butante, they went back to New
York—to home and friends. Both
eventually found their roles in life,

and take in the movies with their

husbands.
These fake schools are scattered

throughout the country. Scores of

them have sprung up, flourished for

a time and then faded away from
Los Angeles itself. Thousands of

men and women, young and old,

have been drawn to that city by the

advertisements and promises of these

schools. Cases are pending in the

criminal courts there against many
of them. But hardly a day passes

that a new fake school doesn't spring

up, either in Los Angeles, Chicago,

New York, or elsewhere.

One of the commonest forms of

this type of swindle is for a set of

crooks to advertise for young peo-

ple to come and get jobs in a "new
feature film that is about to be pro-

duced," on an "earn-while-you-learn"

basis. All applicants are accepted,

provided they will pay a deposit of
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Get the Drop
on that Cough

Relieve irritation instantly. It's the men-
thol that makes breathing easj—clears

the air passages. Nose and throat spe-

cialists use menthol as a healing agent.

Deans are as carefully compounded as a pre-

scription. Use Deans—the first mentholated

cough drop—just the necessary menthol. Harm-
less, pleasant, sure. At your nearest dealer's.

ftJ
:

"

^MENTHOLATED

CoughBrops
Write the Words

For a Song
Write llie words for a song. We revise

song-poeras, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

\sTilten many big song-hits. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us todaj'. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS

25 rinseraia aBit, Broad* al Ernes Square, NEW YOR

WATER-WAVEYOUR HAIR
Water-Maid Wavers 1
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
wave that remains in straightest
hair a week or more, even in damp
weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluiFy only use the wavers once
after every shampoo.

Send forWaterWavers (patented) today—stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely san-
itary—universally successful—endorsed by soci-
ety's leaders. Ifyour dealer doesn't handle them
send S2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.

WATER-MAID WAVER CO.
117- B West Seventh St. Cincinnati, Ohio

54.30. No. 16. $5.50.

you were to purchase rings like these illustrated
above in Platinum, they would cost from $400 to
8500. We are now manufacturing exact reproduc-

tions in Ladie=, Sterling Silver, Platinum finish, basket
setting-, pierced designs set with a carat size Genuine
"Egeria Gem" imported, possessing' the rainbow fire of a
ciz.~ : d4. ^eud your name now and receive t is wonderful Gem.
Put it beside a diamond, stands all tests. This Gem isawon'-erral dis-
rorerr only an expert can distinguish between them. Send no money.
WSITr. be nj. Ore ?ize of finger and number of ring- Pa? on arrival.
If not satisfied in o days, return for money refund. Tnis is a wonderful
offer, and to own one of these rings will be a revelation to you.

EGERIA GEM CO., A- 113 Point St., Proridence, R. L

Crooks That Follow the

Movies

from twenty-five to fifty dollars as

a guarantee of good faith that they

will remain in the employ of the com-
pany until the picture is completed.

For a few days they are taken out

on locations, where a "director" pre-

tends to be putting them through

some thrilling scenes, and while a

camera man cranks away on a

camera that ma}- or may not contain

any film. When as many victims

have been attracted as seem to be

likely to_ come in, or by the time they

began to make urgent demands for

the salaries promised them, the

crooks simply vanish, taking with

them the deposits collected from
their "cast."

The idea that beauty alone fits one

for the screen is prevalent even

among highly intelligent people. The
business of acting for the camera is

an art the lack of which the most

stunning beauty cannot make up for.

Genius, and genius alone, in one

form or another is the only quality

that achieves enduring fame in the

movies. And schools of "instruction,

legitimate or otherwise, cannot im-

plant genius.

Of course, one needn't be a genius

to be successful. There are thou-

sands of men and women who, un-
der proper guidance and instruction,

could achieve various degrees of suc-

cess. There are legitimate and trust-

worthy schools of instruction in dra-

matic art which surely can be of

service. But these establishments

make no rash promises. Every
pretty face, or every ludicrous face,

does not mean to them that its pos-

sessor can soar to heights of fame
and fortune in the movies. There
are many pairs of feet in the country
actually as large as Charlie Chaplin's

screen feet, but there is onry one

Charlie Chaplin.

Ability can be developed and made
to pay by instruction in responsible

schools, but we advise extreme care

in the selection of such a school. In-

telligent inquiry will weed out the

grafters.

Beware of the schools that profess

to detect genius in the profile of a

a face. Beware of the schools that

promise to turn you into a second

Mary Pickford because of your be-

witching manner of lifting an eye-

brow, or causing a dimple to twinkle.

Trustworthy schools make no deci-

sion upon j
Tour abilities until they

have patiently studied your possibili-

ties.

Deformities
of the Back

Greatly benefited or en-^^
tirely cured by the Philo
Burt Method.
The 40,000 cases suc-

cessfully treated in our
experience of over 19

years is absolute proof of
this statement.
No matter how serious your

deformity, nomatterwhat treat-
ments you have tried, think of

the thousands of sufferers this method has
made well and happy. We will prove the value
of the Philo Burt Method in your own case.

The Philo Burt Appliance
on 30 Days' Trial

Since you run no risk there is

no reason why you should not ac-

cept our offer at once.
The photographs here show how

light, cool, elastic and easil> ad-
justable the Philo Burt Appliance
bow different from the old tor-

turing plaster, leather or steel
jackets. To weakened or de-
formed spines it brings almost
immediate relief evenin themost
serious cases. Yon owe it to
yourself to investigate it thor-
oughly. The price is within
reach of all.

Send for our Free Bools
today and describe the nature
and condition of your trouble
as fully as possible so we can
give you definite information.

PHILO BURT CO.
174-2 Odd Fellows Hfe, Jamtslom. N. J.

Ybti Cart Have Pit

Strong Arms
Powerful Back and Chest, Mili-

tary Shoulders. Shapely Legs
and a HEALTHY STuMACH

All of the above can be obtained
by following the instructions in my
nook. Strong Arms, which contains
a complete course in physical cul-
ture that will develop all parts of
your body to perfect proportion. The
exercises are illustrated with 20
full ,jace half tone cuts and require
no apparatus. Send :i5e in coin.

300,000 COPIES SOLD
Seud jour order today before you

fonret.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER. D. C
Studio 1861

127 West 42d Sireet. New York City

FreeBooh
Containing complel
Btory of the origin
and history of that
wonderful in
strumeut—the

This Book tells you when tot
SaxoDhone—singly, in quartette.,
in sextettes or in band; how to tran-
spose cello parts and things you
would like to know. Unrivalled for

,

home entertainment, school, church
,

and lodge. In big demand for orchestra dance
music. Most beaotafu! tone of all wind i

—*"

merits. You can learn to

PLAY THE SCALE IN ONE EVEKIKG
with the free chart we send you, and in i

yon will be playinsr popular airs. Precti
are because of quick results. Send for

eeta
pie

THE FAMOUS

Buescher-Grand Cornet

The biggest tone and the most perfect of any Comet
made. I)onb!e your pleasure, popularity and income by
playing a Buescher-Grand Cornet or Trombone.

6 Days' Free Trial
You can order any Buescher Instrument and try it 6 days
in poor own home, without obligation. If perfectb satisfied, pay
for it on easy payments. Ask as to send you nsmes ef users
in your locality. Big illustrated Catalog of True-Tone Band and
Orchestra Ins crameats sent free.

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
245 Buescher Block ELKHART. IWD.
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"-—Not One
Gray Hair, Now" i

"And my hair was quite gray a
short time ago!
"It was falling out, petting brittle and

stringy. My scalp was filled with dandruff
and itched almost constantly.
"A few applications of Kolor-Bak pro-

duced a wonderful improvement. The itch-

ing stopped instantly. There was no more
dandruff. And—marvel of marvels— it is

now restored to its original color— not a
gray hair shows anywhere!"
Kolor-Bak is not a dye or stain. It is

colorless, stainless, harmless and restores
original color to gray hair simply by put-
ting hair and scalp in a healthy condition.
Send for our special trial offer; also Free

Book on Hair which explains how Kolor-
Bak restores gray hair to its original color.

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES
3334-3338 W. 38th St., Depl, 2317 Chicago

You can be quickly cured, if you

'STAMMER
'Send 10 cents for 288-page book on Stammering and
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure." It tells how 1

cured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue,
BlOfBogue Bldg., 1147 N. III. St., Indianapolis.

3 Y&I/9S THE STANOflttD TRfilHIHC
SCHOOL POR THEATRE ARTSALVIENESCHOOL

DRAMATIC ARTS
FOUI? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENT'S STOCK"™-
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

Write lor catalog mentioning study desired to

D. IRWIN, Secretary
43 W. 72d St. New York City
Between B'way & Central Park West

TO PROTECT

The Picture Oracle
Continued from page 88

Alvin S. S.—Olga Petrova was born in

Warsaw, Poland. She is the only one
that 1 know of.

Kathleen VV.—You have to write to

them to find out. You will find the ad-
dresses you want at the end of this de-
partment.

Bernice and Susie.—You failed to in-

close the envelope you wished forwarded
to Madge Kennedy. See end of The
Oracle lor addresses.

So.ur Thirty-Two.—William S. Hart
and Ncal Hart are not related to each
other.

S. S., U. S. A. PIospital No. 41.—Look
at the end of this department for the ad-
dresses. 1 am sure that any one of them
will be more than glad to grant your re-

quest.

Blondie From Newburyport.—Monte
Blue is married to a nonprofessional. He
was born in Indianapolis, Indiana, in 1890.
Some of the pictures that Wesley Barry
Las appeared in are "Daddy Long-Legs,"
"The Unpardonable Sin," "Don't Ever
Marry," "Go and Get It," and "Dinty."
David is married. His latest picture for
Paramount is "The Right to Love," with
Mae Murray. Lew Cody's latest picture
is called "Occasionally Yours," with Betty
Blytlie opposite him. Thanks for those
kind words. 1 assure you 1 don't deserve
them.

Audrey.—Yes, Niles Welch is married.
Dell Boone is his fair Mrs., and she is a
very well-known little lady in pictures
herself. Marguerite Clark is living in

New Orleans at the present time at her
husband's palatial home there. No, they
do not all know each other. A large ma-
jority of them meet at different times.
Write him and inquire. Your other ques-
tions have already been answered in thi:

issue.

H. S.—Grace Cunard is not dead.

Wedding Bells.—It just happens so.

Charlotte Pickford is Mary's very own
mother. Jack and Lottie are her brother
and sister. They were born in Canada,
but have become American citizens. They
all began their screen careers at the Bio-
graph Company. Lots of people think
so. Certainly they really cry. Viola Dana
is not married. Of course he is a good
shot. Whom do you mean by George?
There's lots of Georges. You certainly
are a gossipy miss. I don't know who
has been filling your head with so many
foolish stories, but they are certainly

some stories! Mary Fuller is not dead.
She has merely retired from the screen.

Theda Bara is married. Valeska Suratt
is back in vaudeville.

Julia.—Hazel is on the stage in New
York. Your Helen Holmes questions
have already been answered.

Miss Eleanor McE.—You will find all

addresses at the bottom of The Oracle.
You forgot all about inclosing a stamp
for a personal reply. Your Harold Lock-

Wfood questions have been answered.

E. H.—Both Bert Lytell and Faire Bin-
ney were born in New York City. Faire
is nineteen. Constance Binney was also

born there. Ralph is twenty and still

single. You will have to ask the editor

about that. It is out of my line. I think

he'll do it for you. Fannie Ward was
born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1875. No
sisters. Your other questions have been
answered.

Roy L.—Yes, I know where Atlanta is.

Been there several times. The "Market
Booklet" has been mailed to you.

Port Arthur, Texas.—Cleo Madison
had the leading role in the Universal se-

rial "The Trey o' Hearts," and not Helen
Holmes.

Belle W.—Write to the circulation

manager of Picture-Play regarding your
subscription. You will find every ques-
tion you asked about Mary Pickford al-

ready answered.

An Elk.—John Barrymore appeared
in the Paramount version of "Doctor
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," while Sheldon
Lewis was featured in the Pioneer pro-
duction of the same name. The former
production was much the finer of the two.

Kurious Kate.—There's no such ani-

mal. We are lucky to have one such ac-

tor in the films. He played both parts in

that picture and not a twin brother of his.

Clifford M. C.—Shirley Mason and Vi-
ola Dana are sisters. Leonie Fiugrath is

Shirley's correct name. Edna Fiugrath,

who is working in pictures in England, is

also a sister. Shirley is married to Ber-
nard Durning. She was born in 1901.

Marguerite Clayton and Ethel Clayton are
not related. The salaries of camera men
vary the same as those of the actors.

They are paid according to their ability.

The average salary of a camera man is

about one hundred and fifty dollars per

week. Some of them get a great deal

more and some less.

L .M. T.—Eileen Sedgwick was born
in Galveston, Texas. Josephine Hill made
her debut on this earth at San Francisco,
California. That must be a nickname.
She was his wife.

Maude Pigeoney'e.—There aren't any
twin actors or actresses in pictures with
the exception of children. Ruth Roland
lives in sunny California. Alack Sennet

t

has several different companies making
comedies for him. Mary Pickford started

her career with the Biograph Company in

1908. Your other questions have been an-
swered.

Just Kay.—Wallace Reid has only one
youngster, a little son. He played his fa-

ther's son in the Paramount picture "Ex-
cuse My Dust." Should have been easy
for him, eh? Thomas Meighan has no
children. His wife is Frances Ring, sis-

ter of Blanche Ring. He was born in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Dorothy Da-
venport played in Universal pictures with
her husband before he went with Griffith.

Miss Marie X. B.—Virginia Pearson is

not making pictures at present, but is ex-
pected to return to the screen again very
shortly. She's just enjoying a well-earned
vacation. Mae Murray is the wife of
Robert Z. Leonard. He is directing her
in pictures again. Lottie Pickford is

twenty-five. She is forming her own
company and will have her first release

ready for the screen very soon. Pete is

not married.

Fibbererdegibbets.—How did you come
to think of that one? Harold Lloyd has
managed to keep away from the marriace-
license clerk outside of the films. Wil-
liam Duncan is married. He has no chil-

dren. Mary Pickford was born in 1803.

Ruth Roland is still making serials for
Parhe. Her latest is "Ruth of the Rock-
ies." Norma is the eldest. Dorothy has
no brothers or sisters.

PI SO S
forCoughs & Colds



Peg of My Heart.—Eric was born in

Austria, not Germany. Your other ques-
tions have all been answered.

Torontoan.—Harrison Ford was born
in Kansas City, Missouri. Your other

questions have already been answered.

Percy Dovering.—Roscoe Arbuckle tips

the beam over three hundred pounds, but
he is not just fat. He is a very muscular
young man and not soft and flabby, as

some picture him to be. Marie Prevost,

Myrtle Lind, Phyllis Haver, June Day,
and Harriet Hammond are the principal

Mack Sennett bathing beauties.

Miss M. P.—Once more We meet ! Wil-
liam C. Dowlan is a director and not an
actor, although he used to be one. He
directed both Viola Dana and Peggy Hy-
land. He made "The Chorus Girl's Ro-
mance," with the former, for Metro, and
"Cowardice Court" for Fox, with Peggy
in the principal role. He is still with
Metro.

Just Trouble.—The American Film
Company is not producing at present, but
they expect to resume operations again
very shortly. They have several pictures
ahead, which enables them to suspend op-
erations for a time. They have rented
their Santa Barbara studios to the Cos-
mopolitan Film Company, where Frank
Borzage, director of "Humoresque," is

working. Annette Kellermann in private
life is Mrs. Sullivan. Her husband is

her business manager. Edward Coxen
and Winifred Greenwood are still play-
ing in pictures for different companies.
Marie Doro was born in Duncannon,
Pennsylvania. She is the wife of Elliott

Dexter, the Lasky star. Ethel Clayton
was born in 1890. Clarine Seymour died
following an operation. She had started
work in "Way Down East" when she
was taken sick. All the scenes she was in

had to be retaken, with Mary Hay. wife
of Richard Barthelmess, replacing her.

Apple Blossoms.—Pauline Curley was
born in Holyoke, Massachusetts. She has
blond hair and hazel eyes. Her latest

picture is "The Veiled Mystery," a serial

with Antonio Moreno, produced by Vita-
graph. She is not married. You will

have to write to them yourself. I don't
see why they won't. You will find the
answers to your other questions in the
replies above.

Brown Eyes.—Wanda Hawley was
born in Scranton, Pennsylvania. She re-

ceived her education in Seattle, Washing-
ton, and New York City. She used to

use the name of Wanda Petit before she
signed a contract with the Lasky com-
pany. Doris May was born in Seattle,

Washington, and received her education
there in a French convent. Helen Gar-
rett is her real name. She broke into
pictures with the Lasky company, dou-
bling Mary Pickford in a jump off a
boat into a tank of water below for "The
Little American." Directly after this

Thomas H. Ince saw her, and seeing pos-
sibilities in her, signed her up. Your
other questions have already been an-
swered.

Mis Player.—You must have over-
looked your last answers. Elmo Lincoln
is busy making serials for Universal, so I

doubt if there is a chance of him making
any more of the Tarzan stories. His last

was "The Romance of Tarzan." He did
not play in "The Return of Tarzan" and
is not playing in "The Son of Tarzan,"
which is being produced as a serial by
the National Film Corporation, with Gor-
don Griffith in the title role. Yes. "Til-
lie's Punctured Romance" is an old pic-

ture. Tt was made in 1913. Write again,
any old time.

Advertising Section

Phebe Show.—There is absolutely no
truth in the report. As soon as a player
becomes famous, then a lot of foolish
and untrue rumors are circulated about
him or her, as the case may be, by peo-
ple who want to make people believe they
are on the "inside" of things and know
all the gossip and scandal that's worth
knowing. "Scandal mongers" is too nice
a word to use in describing people of this

sort. When you pass anything along such
as this you are only encouraging these
people and making yourself absurd, be-
cause sooner or later, when it comes to

light that it is all a lot of malicious and
untrue gossip, you will be called upon to

do a lot of explaining, and it won't make
you feel very comfortable.

Clara Kimball Young Admirer.—
Theda Bara has dark-brown eyes and
black hair. Your favorite's eyes are also

dark brown. So have Bebe Daniels and
Alice Brady. I have nothing to do with
the publishing of photographs in the mag-
azine. That is entirely up to the editor.

"That's Good" was a Metro production
featuring Hale Hamilton. Write to him
for his photograph and not to me. I

don't send out photographs of the vari-

ous film favorites. You must write to

them, direct for their pictures. Better in-

close a quarter with your request to cover
cost of photo and mailing. You will find

the addresses at the end of The Oracle.

Dolores B.—Fm sorry, but I can't write
you about all the actors and actresses on
the screen and tell you something about
them. I don't expect to live that long,

and wouldn't want to die with the job
half finished. We do not publish a book
that tells all about them. The only books
published by Picture-Play are the "Mar-
ket Booklet" and the "Guideposts for Sce-
nario Writers."

Francess Betty.—Ann Little was born
in Sisson, California. Katherine Mac-
Donald hails from Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania. That is Wallace Reid's correct
name. He is the son of Hal Reid, the
well-known playwright, who died re-

cently. Dorothy Davenport was born in

Boston, Massachusetts. She has been
with Biograph, Nestor, Selig, Reliance,
and Lasky. Wallace is six feet one inch
tall. Norma Talmadge is Mrs. Joseph
Schenck in private life. They have no
children. She is five feet two inches tall.

Jack Pickford was born in 1896. He is

younger than Mary. Theodore Roberts
was born in San Francisco, California,
in 1861. He has been on the stage since
1880. He has been in pictures since the
Lasky company first started operations.
He isn't married. Nazimova hasn't any
children. She lives in California. " 'Cep-
tion Shoals" is the latest. She is five feet

three inches tall. Viola Dana has light-

green eyes. Wally's latest picture is "Al-
ways Audacious." Niles Welch was born
in Hartford. Connecticut. He is just six

feet tall. His wife is Dell Boone. She
also plays in photoplays. Constance Tal-
madge has brown eyes and golden-brown
hair. Gloria Swanson was born in Chi-
cago, Illinois. She is five feet three inches
tall. She presented her husband, Herbert
K. Somborn, with a nine-and-a-half-pound
baby daughter on October 8th. She
expects to return to the screen in about
five or six months. That is her correct
name. She lives in California. Your
other questions have already been an-
swered.

Ima Prune.—The S. stands for Shake-
speare. William Hart was born in New-
burgh, New York. Colleen Moore is not
related to the Moore brothers. That is

Frank Mayo's correct name. You will

find your other questions already an-
swered.
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Jljovely§kiti
— is the result, not of
the application of cos-

metics, but of the
general bodily health.

It is clear blood which
imparts the blush of youth to cheeks.

Experience has taught the dis-

cerning beauty to rely upon a good
aperient to clear the complexion. A
dainty box of N? Tablets is her help-
ful agent. Each tablet acts pleas-

antly to insure better health, to keep
the skin clear and free from blem-
ishes, to help restore and preserve
a healthful, youthful appearance.

All druggists sell the 25c. box of

N3 Tablets.

'Used
for Over
'30Years

48 Photos of Movie Stars

reproducod in half-tone.
On cardboard suitable
for framing. Arbuckle,
Bara, Chaplin, Pick-
fords, Anita Stewart,
I'earl White, etc. Both
male and female STARS
are all here in CLASSY
POSES. By mail post-
paid 15 cents. Stamps
or Coin. Ardee Pub-
lishing Co., Dept. H8,

Stamford. Conn.

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. ould yoo
like to know if you are adapted to this work ? Send
10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key
to Movie Actinsr Aptidide, and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel,
instructive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE !

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU, Sta. R, Jackson, Mich

JT|J £T£" DIAMOND
RING OFFER

Jnst to advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds—the greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We will send absolutely
free this 14k gold f. ring, set with a 1-2*
Hawaiian im. diamond— in l>eamiful ring
box postage paid. Pay postmaster SI.48
C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only 10.000 given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Send size of finger.

KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 412
Masonic Temple Chicago

ACF1 ELD'S METAPAD
It Supports €r> Binds

. The Front Arch
Instantly Relieves Metatarsal Arch Affections

Morton Toe, cramping of toes, en-
larged little toe joints, sole callous-
es and spreading of toes. Worn
in the Shoe, under or over
stocking. Any other foot

.

troubles? Write
tor full par-
ticulars.

C. R. ACFIELD, Foot Specialties
Dept.V.B. 1328 B'way and 47 West 34th St. N. Y.
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Finish This Picture
Fill in the missing lines. See

how close you come to the original

drawing. The above picture was
drawn by Student Wynn Holcomb.
We have a great number of stu-

dents and graduates whose work
appears in magazines and newspa-
pers all over the country.

Can You Draw?
If you like to draw write for our book.

Read about our new method Home Study
Course in cartooning, illustrating, design-

ing. Learn at home, by mail, in spare time.

Become an Artist
Illustrators, Cartoonists, Commercial

Artists make big money. You can earn $25
to $100 a week and more. Learn under per-

sonal direction of Will H. Chandlee, famous
newspaper, magazine, advertising artist of

30 years' successful experience.

Book and Outfit Free
Complete outfit free to new students.

Write for handsome book, "How to Become
an Artist." Tells what Course includes,

shows many drawings made by Director
Chandlee and many students.

Write Postal NOW
Don't miss our book. Evon if you have no

previous knowledge of drawing, our Course
will enable you to become a successful car-
toonist or illustrator. Many students earn
money while they are learning. If you are
ambitious to get ahead, to earn more' money,
write for our free book and special offer now.
You can do as well as our other successful
students ! Write now for free book, "How
to Become an Artist." Mail letter or postal.

Washington School of Art, Inc.
Room 1568 Marden Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Who is flie Greatest
^Vampire of tSie Screen ???

Can youtruess? Wouldn't you like to
have her favorite portrait? We have
it. And YOU may have it size 8x10
-for 50c. Yea. and 11 other rich
nhi.ioa of the bijrjrest and best
beloved of Movie Stars-all for
$5.00 Here they are:

Mako Your Selection From
This List

Theda Bara
Alice Joyce
Mary Miles Minter
Mabel Normand
OI(?a Petrova
Mary Pickford
Blanche ^weet
Anita Stewart
Pearl White
Earlo Williams

Clara K. Younff
(Yank Mayo
Katherine
McDonald

Charles Chaplin
Mildred Harris
Kichard Barthelme

f of the other popul;

SO Cents Each—12 for $5.00
Ch'.'ck those you want and enclose money covering your pur-
chase totrethor with this advcrt's.-tnent , with vour name anil
address written plainly thereon and mail TODAY to

S. BRAM, Dept. 97, 209 W. 48th St., N. Y.

Dilly Dish Wrincer and Susie Mop
Handle.—You must be some relation to

the Gold Dust Twins. No wonder you
"clean up" in everything you tackle.

Henry Walthall has retired from the
screen for a while and will devote his

time for a while to the stage, starring in

Ibsen's "Ghosts." He recently left the
screen to support Maude Fulton in her
latest stage play, "The Humming Bird,"

in which he scored quite a success. Wad-
d'ye mean—wild? You must think they
feed up on raw meat.

Cleo.—I thought for a time you weren't
even going to get in this month, but just

as I was nearing the monthly batch of

letters your color scheme in envelopes
loomed up. You haven't missed more
than two issues in four years, which is a

pretty good average, I should say. Your
questions get fewer all the time. Well, it

is no wonder. You should know about all

there is to know alter asking questions
for four years. So you haven't even seen
a picture this week? You must have been
locked- up somewhere then. It is certainly

too bad to lose Bobby Harron. Bobby
was one of the finest characters that it

has been my good fortune to come in con-
tact with. He never impressed any one
as being anything but a good, whole-
some boy, and that he was. He had a
good word for all, but never anything
about himself. In the passing of Robert
Harron the screen has suffered and the

profession has lost one of its finest ex-
amples of American boyhood.

Common Sense.—House Peters is still

making pictures. His latest release is

"The Great Redeemer" for Maurice Tour-
heur and released by Metro. He is at

present doing a picture with Louise
Glaum, which will be shown shortly. He
was a well-known stage favorite before
he went into pictures. Clara Kimball
Young has no understudy and neither has
any other film star. It isn't like the stage,

where an understudy can go on any old
night that the star doesn't show up. In
pictures, when the star fails to put in an
appearance, there is no understudy to take
her place. They just wait until she gets
there.

James R.—George Chesebro is married.
He seems +o be devoting all his time to

seriating lately. He started with Ruth
Roland in "Hands Up," until he joined
the army. When he returned he went
with Texas Guinan in the two-reel West-
erns she made. Then he went with
Juanita Hansen in the wild-animal serial,

"The Lost City." His latest release is

the serial "The Hope Diamond Mystery."

Robert F.—I can't help you get into

the movies. I'd become a booking agent
instead of The Oracle if I could. The
only way you can get cut-outs from the
films is from some cutter at the various
studios. If you don't know of any, I'm
afraid you're out of luck. That picture

was made in California, so the scenes
couldn't have been taken in New Jersey.
The "Market Booklet" gives the names
and addresses of all the motion-picture
companies. Send six cents in stamps to

the editor of Picture-Play to cover cost

and mailing. Universal City is the largest

motion-picture producing unit in the
world. Eugene O'Brien is not married,
but Tom Mix and Frank Mayo are.

Harry Carey is still making pictures for

Universal. His latest release is called
"Sundown Slim."

Mrs. Gertrude L.—William S. Hart is

not married. Richard Barthelmess is the
hubby of Mary Hay. Mae Marsh is back
on the screen once more. Marguerite
Clark is living in New Orleans at pres-
ent. Jack Perrin and Josephine Hill were
recently married.

Etelka H.—Write to the editor about
the pictures you would like to see pub-
lished in the magazine. I haven't any-
thing to do with that end of it. Larry
Semon is not dead. He is still making
comedies for Vitagraph, although he has
a lawsuit up against that company for
damages at present. Anita Stewart was
born in Brooklyn, New York, and was
educated there. She went to Erasmus
High School in Brooklyn at the time she
worked in her first picture at Vitagraph,
where her brother-in-law, Ralph Ince,

was working at the time. She is not a
Texas girl, no matter who tries to tell you
that she is. Constance Talmadge is not
engaged. Dorothy de Vore, a Christie
comedy girl, was loaned to Charles Ray
to play Mary in his "Forty-five Minutes
From Broadway." Addresses at the end
of this department.

Stella H.—Constance Talmadge is not
wearing a wig. It's bobbed, that's all.

There are Norma and Natalie. She has
no' other sisters. Olive Thomas' hair was
light brown. Her latest release is called

"Everybody's Sweetheart." She died in

Paris from accidental poisoning on Sep-
tember ioth. Anita Stewart has no married
daughter and is only twenty-four years

old. There must be some heavy gossiper

in San Antonio. This is the second let-

ter this month from there with foolish

assertions about Anita. You will find

the other answer just ahead of your
own. 1896 was the year of her birth, and
Brooklyn, New York, was the place. Cul-

len Landis played with Mabel Normand
in "Pinto." Louise Glaum was born near
Baltimore, Maryland. You refer to How-
ard Ralston. Yes, he is just as young as

he looks. Mary Pickford has hazel eyes.

Eugene O'Brien has brown hair. He is

not a blond. Jack Holt had the leading

male role opposite Clara Kimball Young
in "Cheating Cheaters."

Miss Dot.—You'll find the addresses at

the end of this department. Gaston Glass

is working right, now, but Mary Mac-
Laren is not. I believe that she has re-

tired from the screen for the time being.

Jack Mulhall has been playing opposite

Viola Dana lately.

Jack and Bill.—That's a good plan for

seeing the world—traveling with a com-
pany that makes travel pictures. It's

rather hard for me to advise as to what
chance you'd have of getting a job, as I

haven't the faintest idea what you can do,

and nobody is taken along on a trip like

that who can't earn his way, you may be

sure. The only way for you to find out

what your chances are would be to ap-

ply in person at the offices of the com-
panies that make travel pictures.

D. D.—So you're to give a talk on
"Chaplin, the Comedian," are you? Well,
I don't know of any better source of in-

formation than the article by Herbert
Howe that appears in the December num-
ber of Picture-Play ; I presume you have
already read it; it gives the most authori-
tative and up-to-date information that I've

seen recently about Charlie.

M. M.—No, Art Acord isn't dead.
Where did that rumor start? These re-

ports seem to be like storm centers, and
move at an even grait. At present the one
of Dorothy Gish's marriage is coming
from Ohio, the announcement that Theda
Bara is dead has reached Kentucky, and
from Texas come dozens of letters de-
claring that Constance Talmadge is en-
gaged—and every last rumor is wrong!
I'm sorry to sav that the reports of Bobby
Harron's and Olive Thomas' deaths were
not false, however. Would that they had
been

!
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Althaea.—Thanks for the bouquets

—

they are always welcome. No, Tommy
-Meighan seems to be permanently at-

tached to the screen for some time, at

least—and he was not with David War-
field in "The Auctioneer," but in "The
Return of Peter Grimm." I'll admit that I

have a good memory—fortunate, isn't it,

since I'm an Oracle? And I assure you
that if I had known 3-011 wrien you were
little and you wished it, I'd drop five

years off your age with the greatest of

pleasure. So you have a vaudeville soul

and a grand-opera husband, have you ?

Usually it's the other way around in

matrimonial partnerships. If you've just

had three stories rejected, cheer up!
Think of the people who have three hun-
dred or more turned down, and still keep
on. Yes, I believe that every other woman
is writing a scenario—and likewise every
other man

!

Johnnie.—Now, how can I tell whether
Jack Dempsey can box Eddie Leonard
any more than you can? Judging by the

fact that one's a heavyweight and the
other is just the opposite, it would hardly
seem likely, would it? And Eddy Polo
is not the champion fighter of the world.
Dempsey holds the American champion-
ship in his class, and Carpentier has it for
the rest of the world. You make me feel

like a sporting editor

!

Southerner.—Yes, Sylvia Breamer is

working now—she has the leading female
role in Pathe's production of "The Devil."
Her last picture before that is "Parrot
and Company." Sylvia was born in

Australia, and was on the stage there
and in the United States for several years
before she went into pictures. She has
dark-brown hair and eyes, is five feet

seven inches tall, and weighs one hun-
dred and thirty-five pounds.

V. R. Inquisitive.—What did you ex-
pect me to do, answer every thirteenth
question you asked? You must have been
saving up things you wanted to know for
the last few years. Well, I'll do what I

can for you—but forgive me if I don't
tell you everything you want to know.
Belle is now on the stage, and is no rela-
tion to Enid and Whitman. Violet Hem-
ing, like many another star, doesn't think
it any one's affair but her own when she
was_ born. Of course, I remember Mabel
Taliaferro—and I can tell you what's be-
come of her, too—she's working now in
"Sentimental Tommy" for Famous
Players-Lasky. You may see Jewel Car-
men again before long. Yes, I've often
dined with stars; it feels just like dining
with any one else.

June R.—Conway Tearle says that he
was born .in

_
1880. He doesn't look it,

does he? Richard Barthelmess is mar-
ried to Mary Hay. Fat girls usually ap-
pear in comedies when they appear on the
screen.

Sally.—Your Sylvia Breamer questions
have been answered in the reply to South-
erner. I think you'll see her often in
future." Yes, she left Commodore Black-
ton's productions some time ago.

The Virtuous. Vamp.—You say you
feel inquisitive, so you're going to write
to me. Does that always follow? No,
Eugene O'Brien isn't married, and it is

not because he is not good looking. Henry
Walthall is not Wallie Rcid's father.

Where did you get that wild idea? Pearl
White left serials when she signed up
with Fox. She is making melodramas now.
Katherine MacDonald plaved in that pic-

ture. "The Guile of Women" is Will
Rogers' latest picture.

Harold C.— I can't make my reply to

your letter too emphatic, and I'm glad
that you wrote me on this subject. I have
never heard of the man you mention, who
says that he is a director ; his name is not

on the list of directors which I have, and I

have never met him personally. Neither

have I heard of his company; it certainly

is not one of the well-known producing
units, and if it has ever made a picture I

do not know of the fact. It looks to me
as if this whole thing was a fake of the

worst kind—exactly the sort of fraudulent

concern that is now being investigated

and exposed by Mr. Roy Hinds in his

series of articles, "Crooks That Follow
the Movies," which we are publishing.

The real producing companies do not ad-

vertise for actors
;
they are so swamped

with applicants that they'd be glad not to

have so many. As for getting your start

with a company where you are not known,
it ought to be easy enough to find such a

company. And what would be the ad-

vantage of doing so, anyway? If you
know some one who is connected with a

reputable producing organization, take ad-
vantage of the fact, if you want to get

into pictures; breaking in is so difficult

that such a chance would be worth a

good deal.

The Brunette Dancer.—So you feel

inquisitive, too, do you? Judging from
the fact that you began your letter just

as The Virtuous Vamp did hers, and that

your letters came from the same town,
it looks to me as if there'd been some co-

operation between you. Well, here's

hoping you both feel inquisitive often.

Wallace Reid is married to Dorothy Dav-
enport, and has one child. So you've
heard that Pearl White had only one ear.

Wait till Pearl hears that ! Even though
she has two very pretty cars, she won't
be able to believe them. Jack Kerrigan
is not married, and Pauline Curley hasn't

any children. Think up some more wild
rumors and come again !

Pink Roses.— I think you can get a- pic-

ture of Olive Thomas by writing to the

Sclznick Pictures Corporation, 729 Sev-
enth Avenue, New York City.

Opal.—Sorry, but you lose your bet.

Catherine Calvert, and not Dorothy Dal-

ton, starred in "The Woman Thou Gavest
Me."

L. W.—Yes, that was the correct ad-

dress—and good luck to you. I don't be-

lieve there's much chance of your being

scared to death over an acceptance—but

then, you may be the great exception that

proves the rule, you know. As for my
answering my correspondents as if I knew
them personally, you see, I feel that I do,

because they write me such friendly let-

ters—like yours, for instance. As for

whether I ever wrote a scenario or not,

and whether I'm a man or a woman, I'm

going to leave you guessing.

Curlyhead.—I'm sorry, but I can't do
what you ask ; I'd have to explain to Bert,

if I gave him your message, who you
were, and everything else you wrote me,

and so nothing would be gained, after all.

But I think you'll hear from him
;
you

see, he came East a while ago, and prob-

ably your letter was forwarded and ar-

rived here when he was up in the woods
on location, doing "The Misleading Lady."
Try him again.

Fay.—Von Stroheim was born in

Austria. The picture he is working on
now is called "Foolish Wives," and the

last one out is "The Devil's Pass-key."

Edris Davies—No, Anna Q. Nilsson is

not married. Alice Brady's latest picture

is "Out of the Chorus."

It's Up to You
To Make a Real Man

of Yourself
Strength lies dor-
mant within us
all. It is the
man with ambi-
tion who devel-
ops this strength
and makes him-
self a power
among his fel-
lows. 1 don't
care how weak
or emaciated you
are—by taking
propel exercise
and care, you
can develop into
A M O 1) E R N
HERCULES. All
you need is the
desire and the de-
termination that
you will succeed
—and then the
world lies before
you. WHAT DO
YOU SAY? IT'S
I'P TO YOU.
SUCCESS OR
FAILURE.

One Inch

a Month
That's what I

can do for you,
if you follow my
instructions. In-
crease your arm
one inch in 30
days. I am not
making idle
promises. I have
done this for
thousands of
others, including
Chas. Atlas and
many other of
our leading
strong men. And
that's not all.

You keep going.
Your chest fills

out, your shoul-
d e r s hroaden.
your arms he-
come like strands
Of Steel and your Latest photograph of EARLE E UEI'EKMAN
hack straightens Taken Oct. 10, 1020
with new lif-j and
virility. Your neck thickens, your face takes on

that clear completion arid your eyes flash with the

lire of youth. You will be astonished at the results,

for you will not recognize your former self.

The Man Who Knows
Tex O'Rourke is one of the best authorities on
physical culture in the world to-day. He lias

trained more world champions than any other. He
knows every training device worth while and he

says "Earle Liederman has absolutely the best."

Chas. Atlas, known throughout the country as one

of the strongest men ever produced, gives full credit

to Earle Liedcrman for his present condition.

Come Then—Let's Get Busy
I've got it. It's yours for the asking. Don't hesi-

tate. Join the army of strong men who arc doiug

the big things of life. It means "both business and
social success to you. It means self confidence,
abounding health and the full pleasures of life.

Make me prove it! I like it.

Send for my new book

"Muscular Development"
IT IS FREE

It tells the secret and is handsomely illustrated

with 25 full-page photographs of myself and some
of the world's best athletes whom 1 have trained,
also full particulars of my splendid offer to you.
The valuable book and splendid offer will be sent
you on receipt of only 10 cents, to cover wrapping
and mailing. Sit right down now and fill in the
coupon. The sooner you get started on the road to
health and strength, the easier it will he to roach
perfect manhood. Don't drag along one day longer
—mail the coupon to-day.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1402, 305 Broadway, New York

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 1402, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

Dear Sir:—T enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book. "Muscular
Development." (Please write or print plainly. >

Name

Address ,

City State
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Stronger, Clearer
Voice lor YOU!

Use it i

Weakness,
huskiness
and harshness

banished. Your
voice given a won-

derful strength, a
wider range, an amazing

clearness. Tn.s is done by
the fc'euchtinger Method, n-
ied by leading- European

, actors an speakei s.
r f.wn home. Simple

_lient exercises taken a few minutes
daily impart visor to the vocal organs
and give a surpassing qua.ity to the
tones. Send lor the facts and proofs.FREE

For a limited period voice-de velop-

WRITE!
Send the coupon and gret our
free book and literature. We will

tell you just what thin method is, how it is

used and what it will do for you. No matter
how hopeless your ca e may seem the
Feuchtingrer method will improve your voice
100 per cent. No obligation on you if you
ask for this information. VvV gladly send it

free, postage prepaid. Just mail the coupon.

Perfect Voice Institute

1922 sunnyiidi Ave. Chicago, 111."

Send me the book and facts about the |
Feucht.inger Method. Have put X oppo-
site subject that interests me most. I

I 1 Singing Q Speaking
|

| |
Stammering £^ Lisping

\ ame

bAddress-

\STo\i can
lele!

If you play Quaint dreamy
fascinating Hawaiian music

or latest songs on the Ukulele,

you will be in demand. Prof.

Harry J. Clarke's latest method
now enables you to play the

Ukulele in a few weeks. As easy

No previous knowledge necessary.

Famous Moving Picture Stars have learned to play it.

We give you FREE a handsome Ukulele if you enroll

now. Write for freo Narrative of Hawaiian music and
offer. No obligations! Send now! Prof. Harry J. Clarke,

Hawaiian Institute of Music. 140(1 Broadway. Dept. 400-B.

as reading a novel.

DESTROY HAIR
AND ROOTS ON FACE,

arms or body Perma-
nently with ZIP.
Wo Electricity.

Unlike depilatories
which merely burn oft

surface hai •, leaving
the roots to thrive.

ZIP is the rapid, harm-
less, painless and fra-
grant compound used
by actress* s.debutantes
beauty specialists. Kasily
applied at home, ZIP instantly removes all un-

desirable hair without pain, leaving the skin sott

and smooth.
At vour dealers or direct by mad in plain wrapper.
Treatm nts at better class Beauty Shops represent

ing me. Write for FREE Illustrated

"A Talk on Superfluous Hair.'"

have FREE DEMONSTRATION

OOKLET:
Call at office to

REGISTERED U.S. PAT OfF.

ITS OFF JkccuiML IT'S OUT
West 40th St.

Dept. 7

Specialist New York City

1 ALSO ORIGINATOR OF *

Beautifies the Eyes
to lengthen lashes.

— Guaranteed
At your dealers 50c.

Two Dimes

For a large 50c Box of Lash Life and my 24

Page Book, "A Talk on Superfluous Hair."

O. C. H.— I am always serious in my
answers. What could I do if a lot of the
stars went and got married just after I

had told some one that they were not?
Complain all you want ; it makes the de-
partment improve, and I'm good natured.

Claudia—Write direct to Priscilla
Dean at Universal City, California, for
her photograph. Constance Talmadge's
hair is amber color, with sunlight danc-
ing through it.

Mary Fewclothes.—Some nom de
plume you have ! Yes, William Farnum
is married. He was born in Boston in

1876. Olive Thomas worked steadily up
to the time she went abroad

; "Every-
body's Sweetheart"' was her last picture.

Beginner.—Yes, a good many of the
screen folk are on the stage now

;
Madge

Kennedy, Alice Brady, June Elvidge,
Doris Kenyon, and Rod la Rocque are
just a few of them.

Elizabeth.—You don't have to be a sub-
scriber; write to mc often. Probably
Wallace Reid and Bryant Washburn will

let their sons choose their own profes-
sions when they grow up. But wouldn't
you think they would want to be picture
stars? In strictest confidence—I like vil-

lains, too.

Charlotte.—Bessie Barriscalc was born
in New York, has blond hair and brown
eyes, is five feet two inches tall, and
weighs one hundred and twenty-three
pounds. She was on the stage before she
went into pictures, starring in "The Rose
of the Rancho," "The Bird of Paradise,"
and "We Are Seven." She has had a
long screen career, and at present heads
her own company. She works at the
Brunton Studios in Los Angeles, instead
of having her own studio.

Santa Claus.—Gareth Hughes is not
Lloyd Hughes' brother

;
Lloyd is the only

one of the family in pictures now. Lloyd
is with Ince, and Gareth is now under
contract with Metro; he made "Head and
Shoulders," with Viola Dana, then did a
picture for Famous Players-Laskv.

Funny Fan.—Roscoc Arbuckle has
quit making two-reel slapsticks and is ap-
pearing in comedy dramas for Para-
mount. Buster Kcaton, his picture pro-
tege, is starring in comedies for Metro.

Cutie.—Thomas Meighan has never
confided his age to me. No, Eugene
O'Brien is not married. You might write
direct to Dick Barthelmess.

Q. R.—Yes, Mabel Taliaferro is still on
the screen ; the last picture she made was
for the Stage Women's War Relief, and
now she is working at the Famous Play-
ers-Lasky Studio on Long Island in the
screen version of "Tommy and Grizel."

X. Etc.—Glad you like us. Douglas
Fairbanks is thirty-seven, and William S.

Hart is "over twenty-one," like some of

the women voters.

N. N.—Yes. Cullen Landis has a sister

—Margaret Cullen Landis, who has been
on the screen for some time. She began
with Balboa, and now is a leading lady.

Cullen was the son in "Madame X." He
is a regular Goldwyn player. Peggy Hy-
land went to Egypt to make pictures

when she left the States, and since her
return has been in England. It is ru-

mored that she is coming back to America,
but she's not here yet. Zeena Kcefe was
born in San Francisco in 1806 and has
dark hair and brown eyes. Lillian Gish

is now living in New York City. Kay
Laurel hasn't made a picture for a long
time ; she is now abroad.

Marshmallow Eyes.—Don't puzzle
over me when you have so many picture
stars to ask questions about. May Alli-
son lives near the Metro Studio in Holly-
wood.

Vera Crabapple.—Geraldine Farrar is

married to Lou-Tellegen. Helen is not
related to Elsie rerguson.

Q- E. D.—It might have been Virginia
Pearson whom you saw ; she has not been
working for some time, and, of course,
can travel about just as she pleases. Yes,
Dorothy Dalton was in Maine last sum-
mer, making a picture ; no doubt it really
was she. You're lucky, aren't you, see-
ing all these stars, with the camera grind-
ing and everything? Alma Rubens was
in New Orleans last winter making "The
World and His Wife," but now is in New
York. Her contract with Cosmopolitan
Pictures lasted only a year, and she
played in "Humoresque" during that time.

Lvdia G.—The Lee children are in
vaudeville. Creighton Hale has been with
Griffith for some time. Yes, he was in
"The Idol Dancer"; he is also in "Way
Down East," but I don't wonder that you
didn't recognize him in the make-up he
wears in it. It was Clarine Seymour's
part in that picture that Mary Hay took.
Bessie Love is in Los Angeles ; she may-
go to England, but is not sure. Mary
MacLaren left Universal some time ago

;

she was on the stage before she went into

pictures and was one of Lois Weber's dis-

coveries. "Shoes" was her first picture.

She is not working at present.

Spanish Peach.—Kitty Gordon is de-
voting all of her time to vaudeville just
now'. She was badly hurt in a battle scene
in her last picture, but has recovered
nicely and collected damages from the
company. Ralph Bushman is in Holly-
wood, playing in pictures.

Elman C.—Antonio Moreno is not
married. His full name is Antonio Gar-
rido Monteagudo Moreno. No wonder
they call him "Tony" for short. You will

find the answers to your other questions
in the replies preceding yours.

Snores.—All addresses at the end of
this department. Marguerite Clark wore
a wig in the picture "A Girl Named
Mary." Jane and Katherine Lee have
been appearing in a sketch in vaudeville
and making a big hit. Constance Tal-
madge's latest picture for the First Na-
tional is "Good References."

Donald O.—Dorothy Gish is back, has
made a flying visit to her old home town,
Massillon, Ohio, and is now at work on
a picture. The birthdays of all those stars

will come by letter. Are you an astrolo-

ger or are you going to send them birth-

day presents?

S.—You startled me terribly, beginning
your letter with, "Why don't you have
your sick room and death scenes natu-
ral?" Don't hold me responsible for what
3'ou see on the screen ; I had no more to

do with "The Notorious Miss Lisle" than
you did ! However, your remarks about
the nurse's costume were very pat and
should be called to the attention of the

producers of the picture.

De Mille Fan.— You will like his next
one even better. It is called "Midsummer
Madness," and has the most wonderful
cast. Lois Wilson, Lila Lee, Jack Holt,

and Conrad Nagel are all in it. Yes, he
does spend a fortune on clothes, but the

pictures are worth it, aren't they? I never
saw any one on Broadwav who dressed

like Gloria Swanson, but perhaps I wasn't

looking hard enough. I always go to see

her in pictures.
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Gladys S.—So you believe in self-deter-

mination for hair, do you? If you had
ever seen Dick Barthelmess in real life

in evening clothes, you wouldn't blame
R. W. for wanting him to play society

plays. You are right about his earning
every bit of his success, and in old clothes,

too. Wouldn't you like a play where he
graduated from old clothes to good-look-
ing ones, or must we ask him to stay in

old ones just a little longer?

W. R., Jr.—It isn't Wally Reid's fault

that I can answer your letters sooner than
he can. Just think how hard he works
at the studio, and if he stayed up nights

to ansv/er all the mail that had accumu-
lated, he would have dark circles under
his eyes, and the fans wouldn't like that.

His new picture is "The Charm School."
Perhaps you read the book. If you did,

you will be at the theater early to see the
play.

Hazel.—We will tell William Farnum
right here you like his pictures. Maybe
he will read it on one of his flying trips

from California to New York, look out
of the window at Canton, Ohio, and smile

you a hearty "Thanks." He's just the sort

of person who would do a nice thing like

that.

K. K.—Earle Foxe was Norma Tal-
madge's leading man in "Panthea." Clyde
Fillmore went to the University of Ore-
gon and to Johns Hopkins. He has
played in many stage successes. So far

as I know he is not married.

Serial Fan.—Pearl White has_ blue

eyes and light hair. Ruth Roland is five

feet four.

Margaret.—Always glad to oblige a

lady, especially when she writes such a
nice letter. We will print a picture of

Monroe Salisbury as soon as we can get

one.

Brown Eyes.—By all means come
again ! That's what I look forward to

every night, getting my letters in the
morning. Frank Mayo is thirty-four

years old, has brown hair and gray eyes,

and weighs one hundred and sixty-five

pounds.

Herbert From Monroe.—Cleo Madison
is five feet two and weighs one hundred
and twenty-five pounds. Olga Petrova is

in vaudeville now, so she has a brand-
new address every week.

Curly Hair.—Milton Sills is "just old
enough." And if he doesn't want to tell

more than that, you wouldn't want me
to, would you? Of course not. Bert
Lytell's wife is not on the screen.

Anxious.—You won't have to wait long.

I have just seen a stunning picture of
your beloved Pauline Frederick from her
new picture, "A Slave of Vanity." It is

well worth saving for.

Dora.—Try again, but I don't believe

that you can draw me into an argument.
You wouldn't want me to lose my friends,

would you? Well, then, I think that Har-
old Lloyd is screaminlgy funny, but I

think that there are other funny people,

too.

Gerry.—"The Riddle Woman" was
Geraldine Farrar's last picture. It was
made for the Associated Exhibitors Com-
pany and released by Pathe. You are
lucky to look like her.

B. J. S.—We publish the names and ad-
dresses of players that our readers, ask
for each month. We will gladly publish
the addresses of any you desire. You
will find the ones you asked for in your
letter at the end of this department.

Free to Photoplay Writers
A wonderful souvenir book, illustrated with more than 100
photographs of Screen Artists, Stars, Directors, Producers and
Photoplays in the making. It is of tremendous interest to all

sincere aspirants for Screen Writing honors.

The Adrian Johnson
Photoplay System

This book tells you, also, how
ADRIAN JOHNSON, the foremost
Scenarist of the Profession, author of

more than 300 Produced Photoplays,
by formulating a simple, practical,

understandable System, covering every
phase of the Art and Science of Play
Writing, has brought the Fascinating
Profitable Profession of Screen Writ-
ing to the very door of the person of
average intelligence.

What the System
Comprises

A course of 20 Lessons, a Dictionary
of Technical Terms, A Complete
Directors Working Model Scenario
of a 5 reel photo-drama with over
200 scenes of Continuity and a Stu-
dents working Photoplay in Story-
Continuity.

Advisory and Sales Bureaus
Our Editorial Staff is backed by the most Expert
Advisory Board in existence, composed of half a
dozen of the most prominent people in the Acting,
Directing and Producing departments of this great
Industry. We Constructively criticize your plays and
make them Salable. Our SALES BUREAU helps
you sell. Market your Plays for you when ready.
Monthly bulletins of information on studio needs
keep you in constant touch with the film industry.

Adrian Johnson Photoplay System, Inc.
P. P. 410, Romax Bldg., New York City.

Please send me the free souvenir book, "A
Fascinating Career."

Name

Address

When you ask your druggist for LABLACHE,
why is it he seldom offers you a substitute?

Because he knows there is no better face powder,
and that the class of women
who use it are satisl

—it's so natural.

Refuse sunstitutes
Tbey may be dan*

gerous. Flesh,White,
Fink or Cream. 75c
a box of druggists or
by mail. Over two
million boxes Bold
annually. Send 10c*
for a sample box*

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers,Dept..

125 Kingston St..Bn*too,MMa«

MenWanted
to become Draftsmen

Salary $-60 to $300 a month when competent. Chief Draftsman
will train yon personally until you are placed In high salaried po-
sition. The day you start I will eive you absolutely FREL a
draftsmen 'b complete working outfit. Thousands of draftsmen
are needed. Bie pay, clean work.
Xlfrittdk Tnrlov Send your name and address formy book-

*uu«/ let* 'Successful Draftsmanship." It car-
ries a vital message to you. Sentfree. No.obligatinn Write today.

Money in Photoplays!
Big demand and high prices paid for the right kind.
Can you write them? Here is an easy and sure way
to find out. Send 10c for our Test- Lesson and Talent-
Detector, which will quickly show whether or not you
it adapted 10 this work. Get this unique and in-

structive publication at once and learn if you have
n nave not the necessary imagination and ability to
reduce picture-play scenarios. Delay may mean lost

ppnrtunities. Send dime or lOcts in stamps today.

PHOTOPLAY INSTITUTE, Dept. 3, Jackson, Mich.

arn'35i°100aWee
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.
Qualify for this fascinat-
ing profession. Three
months' course covers all

branches

:

Motion Picture—Commercial—Portraiture
Cameras and Materials furnished free

Practical instruction; modern equipment. tlay'or evening
classes: easy terms. The School of Reon^ni/o.i Superiority.
Call n- write for complete cataloe No. 19.

N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. 505 State St., Bykln.

i how Hear
Clearly" You, Too, can Hear!
Inasmuch as 400.000 users have testified

to the wonderful results obtained from
the "Acousticon," we feel perfectly safe
in urging every deaf person, without a
penny of expense and entirely at our
risk, to accept the

1921 Acousticon
For lO Days' FREE TRIAL

No Deposit—No Expense

Just write saying that you are hard of hearing

and will try the "Acousticon." The trial will not

cost you one cent, for we even pay delivery

charges.

117AOWIMP I There is no good reason wlvy
TY /»I*r* 1H U. everyone should not ma
as liberal a trial offer as we do. so do not send
money for any instrument for the deaf until you
have tried it.

The "Acousticon" has improvements and pat-

ented features which cannot be duplicated, so no
matter what you have tried in the past send for

your free trial of the "Acousticon" today and
convince yourself—you alone to decide.

Dictograph Products Corp.
1442 Candler Bldg., New York City, N. Y.
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Breaking the Skin
may be a trifling or a serious matter.

HTHE slightest cut may become in-

fected unless some dependable an-
tiseptic is immediately applied.

Absorbine, Jr. is a positive antiseptic

and germicide and when applied to

cuts, bruises, sores and wounds it kills

the germs, makes the wound aseptic

and promotes rapid healing

Absorbine, Jr. is absolutely harmless
— contains no acids or minerals.

$1,25 a bottle at most druggists or postpaid.
Send 10c for liberal trial buttle

W. F. YOUNG, Inc.

18 Temple Street, Springfield. Mass.

Absorbine J
r

-THE ANTISEPTIC LINIMENT

Is Your Name Mary?
GIVEN ffiam NAMES
The Modern method of marking your

wearing apparel, household linen, etc.

with your given name. af

CENTSWoven on White Ground
Red Lettering I ! I I A Dl )Z

Guaranteed Washable
n

EXACT SIZE I*AXM>INCH

Your name and 2000 others in stock.

ALKAHN SILK LABEL CO.
126-128 West 32d St., New York

Agents wanted Everywhere

Famous FRENCH'Depilatory

for removing hair

A delicately
perfumed pow-
der; removes
hair, leaves skin
smooth, white;for
arms, limbs, face.
Price in U. S. and
Canada, 50c, and
SI size containing:
complete mixing
outfit. Elsewhere
75c and $1.00.

At drug and department stores.

Send 10c for trial sample and booklet-

Hall & Ruckel, 104 Waverly Place, N. Y.

Advertising Section

V. X. W.—Yes, actresses frequently

make just one picture for the screen and
then go back to the stage. The Ina
Claire who just finished "Polly With a

Past" for Metro is the same one who
did just one picture years ago. This is

a recent stage success of hers that she has
recently filmed. Mae Busch was born in

Australia and educated in New Jersey.
She has tried both the stage and the
screen and seems to like them both, par-
ticularly the parts Von Stroheim gives
her. He cast her for the role of Odera
in "The Devil's Pass Key," and it suited
her perfectly.

May.—Yes, Carter de Haven and Mrs.
de Haven belong to the same family;
in fact, their pictures are sometimes regu-
lar family affairs, as the two De Haven
children participate, too. The heads of
the family were in vaudeville formerly.

Phyllis.-—Clara Kimball Young lives

in Los Angeles now, but formerly lived
in New York. Her latest release is

"Midchannel," in which she wears many
beautiful gowns—that ought to suit you.
She has black hair and brown eyes and
she is married. You're welcome.

S. O. S.—This is the very first number
of the magazine that I could get a reply

to your letter into, so don't blame me
for the delay, please. Her address is at

the end of The Oracle, and if you explain
that you want her picture for a birthday
present I'm sure that she'll send it to

you right away. Marjorie Daw was born
in Colorado Springs, Colorado, in 1002.

She has light brown hair and hazel eyes.

She played opposite Douglas Fairbanks
in several pictures, "His Majesty the
American" being the last one in which
she played with him ; now she is in Mar-
shall Neilan productions.

Eddy.—Grace Davison was born at

Oceanside, Long Island, and educated in

New York. She wanted to go into pic-
tures, so she organized her own company
and made "Wives of Men," starring Flor-
ence Reed and playing the second lead
herself ; later she starred in "Atonement,"
with Conway Tearle, and "A Convert of
Revenge," with Montague Love. She also
appeared in several Selznick productions.

Savannah.—No, I can't give you the
addresses of any young leading men who
might like to write to you ; this is not a
correspondence club, but just a depart-
ment for answering questions which Pic-
ture-Play's readers ask.

Tad T.—They are eight and ten. Baby
Marie Osborne was born in 191 1. June
Caprice was born in 1899. Dorothy Gish
was born a year before June. Dorothy is

two years younger than her sister, Lillian.

Mary Pickford is three years older than
Lillian. Douglas Fairbanks is ten years
Mary's senior. After you have figured
this out you can capture the prize of the
steam-heated ear muffs. June is not mar-
ried.

Cupid.—Pearl White is five feet six

inches tall. Walter McGrail stretches the
height register to six feet. He has black
hair and dark-blue eyes. That is his very
own mustache. He was born in Brook-
lyn, New York, in 1889.

D. F. and M. P.—Mary Pickford is still

making pictures. She is now working on
a new picture which Frances Marion is

directing. Her last release before going
abroad was "Suds." Marguerite Clark
should have a new film very shortly. She
took a too-long vacation in New Orleans
after completing her last contract. Mar-
jorie Daw is being featured in Marshall
Neilan r reductions.

LEARN MUSIC
AT HONE!

Play by Note
Piano

Organ
Violin

Cornet
Guitar

Banjo
Mandolin

Harp
'Cello

Trombone
Flute

Clarinet
Piccolo

Saxophone
Ukelele

Hawaiian
Steel Guitar
Harmony and
Composition
Tenor Banjo
Drums and

Traps

Louise Bo .vies,

Lpworth. Va.,
writes: "Re-
ceived my
teacher's cer-
tificate. I high-
ly recommend
your school and
wouldn't take
anything- for
the help it has
given me.'*

Music no longer difficult!
New plan makes it easy to
learn by home study. Posi-
tively easier than with pri-
vate teacher. Faster prog-
ress. You will be able ts*

play your favorite instru-
ment in a few short
months! More than 250.000
men. women and childron
have learned by our
method. You. too. can
learn in your spare time.
We guarantee it.

Lessons FREE
We want to have one pu-
pil in each locality at once
to help advertise our home
study method. For a shore
time, therefore, we offer
our marvelous lessons
FREE. Only charge is for
postage and sheet music,
which is small. Beginners
or advanced pupils. Write
for amazing free book giv-
ing all the facts and par-
ticulars. Send a postal today!
Instruments supplied when
needed, cash or credit.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
532 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

H. S. Whitt-
mack, New
York writes:"I
corar limentyoa
on your won-
derful system.
Did not know
one note from
another, but in
a short time
have mastered
the piano and
am now com-
posing music*

'

C. N. Pitts.
Macon. G a.,
writes: "Have
completed your

Keep It lO Days Free
Wear a LIZNITE GEM RING and
be the envy of your friends. See if you
can tell it from a high priced aiamond.
Send your Name, Address and Number of
Ring you select, and one of theee won-
derful LIZNITE GEM KINGS, with all
the fire and sparkle of the finest diamond
will be gent you by return mail

.

Solid Gold Mountings
And all rings are hand engraved, set
with full carat weight LIZNITE GEM.
Select the one you like best:

No. 1—$21.50 2—$17.50 3—$15.50
No. 4— 15.50 5— 12.50
Size must be included when ordering*.

When your LIZNITE GEM RING comes,
pay the mail man $4 60, balance $3.00
monthly until paid. Money back any time
within 10 days If not perfectly satisfied.

Get a Liznlte Gem Ring Today

THE LIZNITE GEM COMPANY
"The House of Quality and Price"

Depfc 30 — 128 N. Wells St.,ChIcago,|ff.
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PiclctKeJobYavL

Waxvt
Explain how I can qualify for positions checked!

Architect ....Lawyer
$5,000 to $15,000 $5,000 to $15,000

.. .Building Contractor ....Mechanical Engineer
$5,000 to $10,000 $4,000 to $10,000

M . .Automobile Engineer . . Shop Superintendent
$4,000 to $10,000 $3,000 to $7,000

.... Automobile Repairman . . . .Employment Manager
$2,500 to $4,000 $4,000 to $10,000

. ..Civil Engineer ...Steam Engineer
$5,000 to $15,000 $2,000 to $4,000

....Structural Engineer ...Foreman's Course
$4,000 to $10,000 $2,000 to $4,000

....Business Manager
. . Photoplay Writer

$5,000 to $15,000 $2,000 to $10,000
f . Cer. Pub. Accountant ....Sanitary Engineer

$7,000 to $15,000 $2,000 to $5,000
Accountant and Auditor . . . .Telephone Engineer

$2,500 to $7,000 $2,500 to $5,000
ci i

- Draftsman and Designer . . . .Telegraph Engineer
$2,500 to $4,000 $2,500 to $5,000

Electrical Engineer - ...High School Graduate
$4,000 to $10,000 In Two Years

^...General Education Fire Insurance Expert
In one year $3,000 to $10,000

YouWani More Money
You want one of the big jobs listed above. You
want promotion and constantly increasing salary. You want
your position to be permanent. You say: "Of course I do. but
how?" There is no secret formula for success. You will be
surprised how easy it is to get ahead, once you are shown
how. Check the job you want, send us the coupon and we will
explain, without obligation to you, how to get the job you wont.

DEPT. G-2T6

American School .f Correspondence i

i, . Chicago I
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SEE THELOFTIS
CATALOG FOR
Special Bargains in

DIAMOND
Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings

Also a splendid assort-

„ men t of Diamond La
J££M2¥££„ Vallieres, Bar Pine,
WINHEARTS Brooche3', Ear Screws.
Scarf Pins, Cuff Links, Pearl Beads,
Watches, Wrist Watches, Chains, etc.

mm DIAMONDS
WWTCHESS^ON CREDIT

We offer excep-
tional values in
Diamond Rings.
Solitaires and Clus
ters, latest popular
plain and fancy engraved
mountings. The Diamonds
are magnificent seme, eet
in White. Green or Yel-
low Solid Gold. Some
special bargains atSSS.
S125.S20O. S250and Jhrnj

p. Easy Credit
Terms. For de-
acriptionB see

Send for
Catalog
Whateveryou select
will besent prepaid
by as. You see
and examine the
article right in
your own hands.
You can select as

m many articles as you
Liberty >CS<iV^ Catalog. / t wish and have all

Bonds ^^glfr. ,/?/-hnrgpH in nnBatrftimf.

Accepted ^SsSsfc^KKP' Credit Terms on pur-^ga= r^^chase9of S5 orover.one-fifth
down, balance in eight equal amounts, payable monthly.

LOFTIS BROS.& CO.
THE NATIONAL CREDIT JEWELERS

Dept. K927 10S N. State St., Chicago. HI.
STORES IN LEADING CITIES

Cynthia De.—Descriptions cannot
make motion-picture actors or actresses.

There must be. something besides good
looks. You refer to Alan Forrest in "The
Great Air Robbery," Lieutenant Ormer
Locklear's first motion picture. Yes, I

suppose you would call him quite "cute."

Sorry you broke your fountain pen while
writing to me. Don't you think 3

rou had
better stick to your present job instead
of trying to become a motion-picture ac-
tress?

Irene H.—"Lucille Love" was probably
the best-known serial that Grace Cunard
appeared in. Since she played opposite
Elmo Lincoln in "Elmo the Mighty" she
has been making two-reel pictures ior the
National Film Corporation. They were
not taken from books. They were origi-

nal stories, written especially for serial

production. "The Purple Mask" was an-
other of Grace's serials. You- refer to
Doris Kenyon in the Pathe serial.

Marion S.—A regular continuation.
Wanda Hawley is five feet three inches tall.

So is Alia Nazimova. Irene Castle is five

feet seven. Dorothy Gish is just five feet.

Catherine MacDonald is five feet eight.

Corinne Griffith is five feet four. Mil-
dred Harris is five feet two, and Tom
Meighan is just six feet. Creighton Hale
was born in Cork, Ireland. He is very
much on the screen. His latest picture

is "Way Down East," which D. W. Grif-
fith recently gave to the screen. He also
had a prominent part in "The Idol
Dancer." Where do you get that "Are
all picture people evil?" You must be one
of those people who believe everything
they hear. There are just as fine folk in

the motion-picture game as in any other
profession.

Mrs. F. McG.—The editor is mailing
you a copy of the "Market Booklet." No
trouble at all.

Miss Inquisitive.—The women stars

seem to be more popular than the male
species, but it is a question whether they
really are. The reason they may seem
so is that most of the fans who write to

the stars are women, and women are nat-

urally most interested in women, in com-
parisons, et cetera. The box-office angle
is the only way to tell for sure, and that

shows that the women stars haven't any-
thing on the men when it comes to bring-

ing in the gold to the theater manager.
Your list of favorite leading men includes

mostly stars. The difference between
stars and leads is that the star is the per-

son featured, while the lead is just the

head of the supporting cast and has to

play second fiddle to the star. Mamaro-
neck, New York, is where the Griffith

studio is located. Lots of them take care

of their own mail. He is about twenty
years old. No, I don't think there is any-
thing to that report. "Little Miss Rebel-
lion" is the latest picture in which Ralph
Graves supports Dorothy Gish.

M. E. W.—Alia Nazimova is the wife
of Charles Bryant, her leading man and
scenario writer. He played opposite her
in "The Brat" and "An Eye For an Eye."
She was born in Yialta, Crimea, Russia.
She received her education at Zurich,

Odessa, and a dramatic • school at Mos-
cow. She made her first stage appear-
ance in New York City in 1906, present-
ing "Hedda Gabler," "A Doll's House,"
and "The Master Builder." Her first

picture for the screen was "War Brides,"
in which she had "previously scored a sen-
sational success on the stage. William
Farnum played in "Wolves of the Night."
He is married.

Charlotte F.—You forgot to inclose

the stamp. Pearl White is married to

Wallace McCutcheon.

The Red Bird.—Mary Pickford was
featured in "Heart of the Hills." June
Elvidge is not dead. There are several
firms who sell portraits of the late Har-
orld Lockwood. You will find your other
questions already answered. Look at the
end of this department for the addresses
you want.

Freckles.—Perhaps he likes that type
of story best. He has his own company.
Wallace Reid has the magazine story "Al-
ways Audacious" for his latest picture.

Wanda Hawley is married. She was
born in Scranton, Pennsylvania. Mary
Pickford has not left the screen, and
doesn't intend to—for a while, at least.

What do you mean \v Harrison ? Doug-
las Fairbanks' latest picture is "The Mol-
lycoddle." You will find your other ques-
tions already answered.

Blue Eyes.—Alice Lake is not married
and never has been. She was born in

Brooklyn, New York, in 1897. Car^-le
Blackwell has not died again—not even
yet. He seems to be reported dead by the
gossip mongers every month or so. Don't
believe everything you hear. Wait until

you read it in Picture-Play—then you
can be sure it's right. Clara Kimball
Young was born in Chicago, Illinois. She
is not married. Anita Stewart has a home
on Long Island. Her husband is Rudolph
Cameron. Jack Mulhall was born in New
York. Casson Ferguson was born in Al-
exandria, Louisiana, in 1891. His latest

picture is "Madame X," in which he plays
Pauline Frederick's son. He plays with
different companies. His whole time is

devoted to pictures.

imUSE ES,
YOU SHOULD HAVE THE JAMES BERGMAN JEWELRY BOOK IN YOUR
HOME. It is full of many Bargains, Diamonds. Watches, Jewelry, etc.

"

any arti -Ie desired, have it sent t < you, all charges prepaid. If satisfactory
one-fifth of purchase price and keep it. balance in eight monthly amounts. No
interest charged. No security required. Write Today for Biu' Free Naming No. II

JAMES BERGMAN, Established 1896, 37-39 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK CITY

Be a Jazz Mu&iC
Master

Yes, you can, even tf
you've never touched a
piano. I have perfected a
method which enables you
to play all popular sonft
hits perfectly by ear. All
you need know is how to
hum a tune. My method
enables you to transform
the tune into actual JAZZY
music on the piano. A"
by ear.

Easy to Learn
Many Masters of Jazz

and Ragtime music don't
know a note. Be a Music
Master yourself . It is easy—No tedious dlngdong
dally practice, with the
do, re, mi,—just 20 brief,
entertaining lessons and
you have a musical ability
at which your friends will
marvel.

Hum the Tune,
Play It by Ear

Hear a new popular song
hit, hum it then play it.

All bj ear. Just think of
the happiness this easily
acquired ability will bring
you, how many friends you
will make, how popular
you will be when you
JAZZ the newest song suc-
cess of Broadway. All
done by ear.

Be a Jazz Music Master.

SEND COUPON pC3CC ROOKFOR DETAILS AND T r 1tt UWV I

X

Ronald G. Wright, Director

NUgara School o5 Music, Dept.335 Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Without obligation to me, p!ease mail to address

below, your booklet, "The Niagara Method. :

20
LESSONS

by

MAIL

Name.

Street.

City State.

Ttt)N'Tsend a penny. Juct eend rout-name rut* Bay: "Send me
a Lachnite mounted in a solid (told ring oo 10 days' free

trial." V.'o will send it prepaid rickt to your home. When It
comes mereiv deprsit 34.75 with the postman and then wear the
ring for 10 full days. I! you, oi if any of ycur friends can tell
\t from a diamond, send it b?c.'t. But if you decide to boy it
^3end ua $2.50 a month unti iiS.76 has been paid.

Harold Lachman Co.. 204 So.Peoria St.. Dept. 1752* Chicago.

HighSchool
Course in
iTwoYears.

Lack of High School training1 bars yoa from a
successful business career. This simplified and
complete Hich School Course—specially prepared
for home study by leading professors—meets all

requirements for entrance to college and the lead-
intr professions.

Bn le>a«* ^° niatter what your business
^#*ftW»l inclinations may be. you can't

hope to succeed without spe
Officialized training. Let us givewWUl*/JV/jy0)] tne practical training youyou the practical training y<

need. Satisfaction guaranteed. Check
and mail Coupon for Free Bulletin.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
of Correspondence

Dept. H 276 Chicago

..High School Course

..Electrical Engineer

..Telephone Engineer

..Architect

..Draftsman

..Building Contractor

..Structural Engineer

..Mechanical Engineer
-Civil Engineer
..Steam Engineer

Shop Superintendent
Lawyer
Business Manager
Auditor
Certified Pub. Accountant
Stenographer
Bookkeeper

.....Fire Insurance Adjuster

.....Sanitary Engineer
Automobile Engineer

N ame

Address..
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QMcufbell

(fam(fbwAer$\,
J}6du4yGream$\.

VanityT}puQe5o
£ip Stick, 5o
jQepitaiory $1.

&ye~lash*ndSye
browSiiniulaiorSo

orDirect irom Us

You too, may have "Syes LikeJewels
VOUR Eves are like jewels, a poor setting dulls their
«- beauty. Your eyes will glow in all their brilliant beauty if
you improve their setting by accentuating the gem le fringe of
your eyelashes and the graceful lines of your eyebrows with

.Only a tiny touch ia necessary to instantly darken and beau-
tify your eyebrows and lashes. The darker color of eyebrows
and Iashea will form an attractive setting for your eyes and
make them glow with expression. The little brush gently
massages and invigorates.
Scrawny, light, insignificant eyebrows and lashes will in-

stantly appear naturally longer and more luxuriant if you use
•'Maybeliine." Used regularly by stars of the stage and
screen, and beautiful girls and women everywhere. Once you
use"MaybelJine" you will never be without it.

"Maybeliine" is unlike other Eyelash preparations, abso-
lutely Greaseless.
"Maybeliine" is attractively packed in a purple and gold

box which contains a dainty mirror and brush for applying
Absolutely harmless. Two shades. Brown for Blondes—Black
for Brunettes. One bfx will last several months.
75c from your dealer or direct from us, under plain

cover. Avoid disappointment with imitations by accepting
only the purple and gold package bearing the name "MAY-
BELLINE" and picture "THE MAYBELL GIRL," exactly as
shown in illustration above. We assure absolute satisfaction.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES, 4305t47 Grand Blvd., Chicago, IU

BIGMONEY
InMaga2ine and

Newspaper Illustrating
Magazine and newspaper illustrating is a fine, hishly paid profession.

It offers really unlimited opportunities to tbose who are trained in general illus-

tration, cartooning, comics, etc., with equally profitable side lines of chalk talking,

movie animating, and lettering for business uses. The Federal Modern Course in

Illustrating and Cartooning has been built by the leading illustrators (Neysa
McM?in, Briggs, Sidney Smith and thiriyfive others). It gives thorough,

practical and complete instruction in all these money-making branches of art.

New Book Now Ready—Let us tell yon how Federal students succeed. Send
6c In s'amps, name, age and occupation for catalog and the new book "Sworn
Testimony."

1222 Federal Schools Bldg.

Minneapolis, MinnesotaFederal Schools, Inc.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FAC
BUT YOUR NOSE!

In this day and age attention to your apnearance is an absolute necessity
if you expect to make the most out of life. Nut only should you wish to

appear as attractive as possible for your own self--ntisfaction, which is

alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world in general judging
you grently, if not whollv, by your "looks, "therefore it rays to "look your
best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it

will iniure your welfare! Upon the impression you constantly make rests

the failure or success of your life—which is to be your ultimate destinv?
My new Nose-Shaper "Trados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation quicklv, safely find permanently. Is pleasant and does
not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

Write today for free booklet, which tells you hou) to correct Ill-Shaped

Noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1420 Ackerman Bldg.
,
Binghamton, N. Y.

H. C. C.— tVhy don't you write to Bert
and ask him ; I'd tell you, but I'm not sure
he'd want me to. He's in New York at
present, working on "The Man From
Mars."

Wendell J—The best picture in the
last four years? The one I have just
seen, of course! What do you want me
to do, name one and then get all the
other stars and directors down on me?

Al With the Jazz Soul—Yes, Gloria
Swanson has a baby daughter. The cam-
era makes Pearl White, and every one
else, of course, look more heavy than
they really are.

Anita
_
O—No, the "Market Booklet"

has no pictures of stars in it. And Doris
May does not lisp, but has the cutest voice
imaginable. That was Norma Talmadge's
own hair, all of it.

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are

answered by The Oracle this month:
Wallace Reid, Thomas Mcighan, Mabel

Julienne Scott, Bebe Daniels, Dorothy Daven-
port, Winifred Greenwood. Ethel Clayton,
Gloria Swanson, Ann Little, Oasson Fergu-
son, Elliott Dexter, Theodore Roberts, and
Kathlyn Williams, at the Laskv Studios, Vine
Street, Hollywood, California.

'

Alia Nazimova, Alice Lake, May Allison,
and Viola Dana, at the Metro Studios, Holly-
wood. California.
Antonio Moreno, x\lbert Ray, and Owen

Moore at the Los Angeles Athletic Club, Los
Angeles, California.

William S. Hart, at the W. S. Hart Studios,
Hollywood. California.
Mary Piekford. Douglas Fairbanks, Lottie

Pickford, Mae Marsh, Jack Piekford, Rose-
mary Theby, Dustin Farnum. Nilcs Welch,
Mahlon Hamilton, Milton Sills, Mary Thur-
man, Seena Owen, Bessie Barriscale, Monroe
Salisbury, at the Brunton Studios, Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

Edith Roberts, Triscilla Dean, Frank Mayo,
Marie Wateamp. Elmo Lincoln, Eddie Polo
Eva Novak, Eileen Sedgwick, Jack Perrin, Al
Russell, and Harry Carey, at Universal City,
California.

Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Ralph Graves,
Richard Barthelmess, Creighton Hale, Carol
Dempster, at Griffith Studios, Mamaroneck,
New York.
Wanda Hawley, at the Morosco Studios,

Los Angeles, California. Also Mary Miles
Minter.

Norma, Constance, and Natalie Talmadge,
Harrison Ford, Mildred Harris Chaplin, Anita
Stewart, Katherine MaeDonald, and Annette
Kellermann, at the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, New York City.
Tom Mix, Kathleen O'Connor, William Rus-

sell, Gladys Brockwell, Shirley Mason, Mike
Donlin, William Farnum, and Pearl White,
at the Fox Film Corporation, New Y'ork City.

Jack Hoxie, Grace Cunard, at the National
Film Corporation, Gower Street, Los Angeles,
California.
Tom Moore, Mabel Normand, Cullen Lan-

dis, Hclene Chadwick, at the Goldwyn Studios,
Culver City, California.

Eugene O'Brien, Elaine Hammerstein, Con-
way Tearle, and Zene Keefe. at the Selznick
Pictures Corporation, 728 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

Dorothy Dalton, Billie Burke, Irene Castle,
Mae Murray, and Elsie Ferguson, at the Para-
mount Pictures Corporation, 4S5 Fifth Ave-
nue. New York City.

Doris Kenyon, care of Al Woods Theatrical
Enterprises, New York City.

Charles Ray, Charles Ray Studios, Holly-
wood. California.

William Duncan, Edith Johnson, Earle
Williams. Pauline Curley, and Larry Semon,
at the Vitagraph Studios, Hollywood, Cali-
fornia.

Alice Joyce, Corinne Griffith, and Gladys
Leslie, at the Vitagraph Company, East Fif-
teenth Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn,
New York.

Marjorie Daw, at the Hollywood Studios,
Hollywood. California.

William Desmond, Blanche Sweet, at the
Jesse D. Hampton Studios, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia.

Harold Lloyd, at Hal Roach Studios, Cul-
ver City, California.

Dorothy de Vore, at the Christie Studios,
Gower Street, Hollywood, California.

Hobart Rosworth, Enid Bennett, au'd Doris
May, at Ince Studios, Culver City, California.

Marie Prevost. Phyllis Haver, and Har-
riett Hammond, at Sennett Studio, Edcndale,
California.
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You Already Know

Herbert Howe
He is the foremost authority writing on moving pictures, actors and
actresses to-day. This month he himself breaks into the livest general

magazine in America with an article of tremendous interest on:

"Breaking Into the Movies"
Contrary to general

belief, he says it's

easy to break in, and
tells how.

Grant McKay landed a job -without
waiting, because be was of the type

just now greatly in demand.

Prom Herbert Howe's:
' Breaking Into the Movies

"Most of us go into movies to satisfy

vanity," admits Ann May.

She seemed to be a fine example of everything a moving picture actress
should not be, when she applied for a job. She was too tall, too thin

—

grotesque, and had never even appeared in a barn show. But to everybody's
surprise she proved a distinct "type," and the other day she signed a

contract for $1,000 a week. She (the girl) is ZaSu Pitts.

Even the most enthusiastic and well-posted film fans will find

new and interesting things in what this writer tells the general pub-
lic in his latest article. Some of the news will be already familiar

to Picture-Play readers, but all of it will be of real value to any-

body who wants to enter any phase of the moving picture profession.

Among other things he tells:

What Type is Most in Demand in the Movies To-Day

How Notable Film Stars Got Their Start

Other big features of the February PEOPLE'S are: "New
York's Youngest Big -Bank President," by B. C. Forbes; ''The Soo
Mook Trust, Ltd.," another of the Hugh Fullerton stories of Chicago's

Chinatown; a vigorous chat with Jack Dempsey, who probably will

still be the world's champion fighter after the forthcoming riot with
Carpentier; an article by Dr. William Brady revealing methods by
which each reader can test his own health; and some of the best

fiction that will be printed in the English language this month.

If you are wide awake and ambitious Read:

PEOPLE'S *~rite Magazine
25 Cents a Copy $2.00 a Year
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Whether on the silver screen or

in plain print, a good story is a

good story—about as enjoyable a

thing as there is in the world. The
best stories published appear

every two weeks in

It is the greatest all-fiction magazine in the

world. It contains no pictures, no special

articles, nothing but stories. Stories of action,

love, adventure, mystery; dramatic, vital, thril-

ling stories. Frank Packard, Theodore Seixas

Solomons, Caroline Lockhart—almost all of

the great writers of film productions have their

stories appear originally in THE POPULAR.
It costs twenty-five cents at any news stand.

It appears on the seventh and twentieth of

each month. ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!



Brings HARTMAN'S Elegant 7- Piece Suite
Richly Upholstered Backs and Seats, Beautiful New Design
Here is Hartman's latest offering in Mission furniture. A new design in a 7-piece suite— elegant, mas-

sive, made on graceful tapered lines. Both chairs and rockers have upholstered seats antl backs. Without
doubt the greatest bargain in Mission furniture. Sent for only $1 down and on 30 days

\

free trial. Then if not satisfied, send it back and we will refund the $1 and pay freight
both ways. If you keep it, pay balance, only $3 monthly—over a year to pay.

Take Over a Full Year to Pay
This splendid suite consists of large Arm Rocker, Arm Chair, Sewing Rocker,

Side Chair, Library Table, Tabourette and Book Blocks—all beautifully finished,

fumed in a rich shade of brown, neatly waxed. ilrshrgSstehBti
Very massive and well braced — very durable. ^* .

' " .

Rocker and chair seats and backs are richly uphol- &satS ana tSaCHS
stered in imitation Spanish brown leather, well padded for comfort. Rears of backs are also uphol
•tered with same material as front. Any way you look at them these chairs and rockers have a finished

appearance. Chairs and table move easily because they are set on "domes of
silence." Rocker and Arm Chair about 36 inches high and have seats 19x19 inches. Backs 22 inches
from seat. Sewing Rocker and Side Chair about 34 inches
high, seats 16x16 inches, back 21 inches from seat FDpF Bargain Catalog
Fvtn*o B -ajK^ao Extra large 24x36 inch LibraryTa- aT HCib ThBm«tf»<. dso.-nno-oCXtr«f M-riryC blestands30incheshigh;legs2inch-

Tabld es square. Paneled ends and roomy bookshelf.
Tabourette top 10x10 inches. Height 16inches.

Book Blocks large and heavy. We can't say enough for this
splendid set. Try it 30 days FREE. Shipped without delay
(fully boxed, "knocked down" to save freight) from Chicago ware-
house or factory in Indiana. Shipping weight about 180 lbs.

Order No. 110CMA15. Price $39.95. Pay only $1 down.
Balance $3.00 monthly.

HARTMAN

I

I

I

I

I

Furniture & Carpet Co.
|

The great free 432-page
Catalog offers you choicest styles and
amazing bargains in furniture, rugs,
linoleum, stoves, watches, silverware,
dishes, washing machines, sewing ma-
chines, aluminum ware, phonographs, gas
engines and cream separators, etc.—all on
our easy monthly payment terms. 30days'
FREE trial on everything. Post eard or
letter brings it by return mail.

HARTMAN Furniture & Carpet Co.
3913 Wentworth Ave. Dept. 3063 Chicago
Enclosed find SI. Send the 7-Piece Living- Room Suite No.

110CMA15 :is described. I am to have 30 days' trial. If not
satisfied will ship it back and you will refund my $1 and pay
freight both ways. If I keep it, I will pay {3.00 per month
until the price, S39.95, ib paid.

Name.

Box No..

3913 Wentworth Ave. Dept.3063
Copyrighted, 1921, by Hartman'a, Chicago.

Chicago
| Town State.
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"Fewer Jewels Not Worthy of the Name Burlington"

Adjusted to the Second—Adjusted to Temperature—Adjusted to Isochronism—Adjusted to Positions
25-Year Gold Strata Case—Genuine Montgomery Railroad Dial—New Art designs—Extra Thin Cases

5°°a MonthBurlington Watch Co.
Dept. 1282: I9th St. ck. Marshall Blvd.. Chicago

338 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Please send me (without obligation and prepaid) your
free book on watches with full explanation of your
cash or $5.00 a month offer on the Burlington Watch.

Name

Address

You pay only this small amount each month for this master
piece, sold to you at the direct rock-bottom price, the lowest price

•C which a Burlington is sold. This masterpiece of watch manufacture is adjusted
to position, adjusted to temperature, and adjusted to isochronism. Send coupon
today for free book on watches.

O 7 .7 | You do not pay a cent until you see the

bend the Coupon iendA"£up^^,7. <
?
rth*

l great book on watches and full informa-
tion of the $5.00 a month offer on the Burlington Watch. Don't delay. Act
TODAY—RIGHT NOW 1










